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Arthur

'45
Raising
WB
Above
Total

Its

19

Backlog
In Work

for

'44

of 22, Others
by September

Hollywood, July 2. — Possibility of an increase in the number of
Warner releases for next season,
bringing the total above the current
year's final figure of 19, is seen following aweek's conference here between Jack L. Warner, executive producer ;Ben Kalmenson, general sales
manager, and Charles Einfeld, director of advertising-publicity.
The Warner studio at present is
working a full year ahead of the company's release schedule. It will have
22 features completed and about halfa-dozen others before the cameras —
considerably more than the 1943-44
release quota — when the new season
starts in September. As a result,
some boost in the size of next year's
[Continued on page 4)
Radio
Sales

Boosts

Bond

in Theatres

All four major networks- — NBC,
CBS, WJZ and WOR— today and tomorrow will broadcast a special announcement for the War Finance Division of the Treasury Department
calling attention to the fact that while
other War Bond issuing agents will be
closed over the holiday, theatres will
be open for the sale of War Bonds and
asking the public to buy Bonds at
theatres. All allocated Treasury time
on the networks will be used for the
announcements.
The motion picture industry's "Fighting Fifth" War Loan Committee sug{Continued on pane 4)
20th

Chiefs

Off

for

Coast to See 'Wilson'
Spyros P. Skouras, president, and
other 20th-Fox executives left over the
weekend for the Coast studios to see
"Wilson" and discuss this and forthcoming productions with Darryl F.
Zanuck and Joseph M. Schenck.
The group included Tom Connors,
vice-president in charge of sales ;
Murray Silverstone, vice-president in
charge of foreign distribution ; William J. Kupper, general sales manager; Francis Harley, managing director for Great Britain ; L. J. Schlai{Continued on page 4)
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Uncertain

St. Louis, July 2. — Harry Arthur,
Jr., general manager of Fanchon and
Marco and organizer of the new, as
yet non-functioning Exhibitors Distributing Corp.,
will leave for
Hollywood on
Saturday on a
trip which may
decide whether
the plans for the
new company
will be completed now or
will await the
end of the wat.
Arthur explained that the
induction of his
brothers, who
Harry Arthur
held key positions with Fanchon and Marco, into the Armed
Forces, plus accumulated work in St.
Louis, has prevented him from going
to the West Coast for several weeks.
On his last visit to New York, last
Spring, Arthur predicted that midsummer would see plans for the Exhibitors Distributing Corp. welt under
way.
But the delay, plus other factors,
{Continued on page 4)

Paper

July

4

Motion Picture Daily will
not be published tomorrow,
July 4, Independence Day and
a legal holiday. A four-day
holiday, from Friday night to
Wednesday morning, was declared by the home offices of
Columbia, Loew-MGM, RKO
Radio, 20th Century-Fox,
United Artists, Universal,
Warners^nd numerous other
offices of distributors, exchanges, circuits, equipment
houses and related places.

Box
Offices
At Nati
on's
Long July -4th Holiday
Sends Grosses Up

Recovering from the first impact
of Summer and boosted by the closing of schools, average key firstrun grosses throughout the nation
last week reached $17,288, the highest
since April 22, according to weekend
reports from Motion Picture Daily
6,000,000
field correspondents in 126 key cities.
Further gains are indicated
Pathe
Stock
for the first week of the second
half year, with theatres prosThe new Pathe Industries, Inc., appering during the long July-4
holiday, aided considerably by
proved this week in a merger agreetransportation difficulties which
of Pathe's
the stockholders
ment by and
Eastern
Western corporations,
are keeping the public home in
large numbers.
Local beaches,
has been set up with an authorized
capitalization of 200,000 shares of $5
parks and other outdoor places,
however, received their share
par value common stock and 50,000
of patronage.
shares of $100 par value four-percent
cumulative preferred, according to a
Weekly first-run averages ran constatement by Kenneth M. Young,
sistently about $2,000
ahead
{Continued
on page
4) of the
chairman of the board.
Stockholders of Pathe Laboratories,
Inc., mon
(New
willcorporation
receive com-at W.B. Thea
stock inJersey)
the new
tres Drop
the rate of 6.1178 shares for each
share previously held and will receive
PRC
Sets $120,000
preferred stock at the rate of 1.2235
shares for each former share. The Unprofitable Assets
For Advertising
rate of exchange for stock in Pathe
Gradual weeding out of unprofitAn initial sum of $120,000 has been Laboratories, Inc., (California) is
able assets among Warner theatre de.1892
for
each
share
of
common
and
allocated by PRC to start its adpartment holdings is indicated in an.0378
for
each
of
preferred.
vertising for 1944-45, Leon Fromkess,
other charge-off of $625,000 "for unThe agreement provides for the
vice-president and general manager,
realized losses on fixed assets" in the
announced here Friday at the closing eventual retirement of the preferred latest earnings
statement issued by the
stock
through
a
sinking
fund,
into
of the company's sales convention.
company {Continued
last week on for
pagethe4) first six
Preparations for a campaign has which, on March 15 of each year, bealready been launched, under direction
ginning in 1945, shall be paid 15 percent of the net earnings or an amount
of Martin Mooney, supervisor of adequal to the difference between the
vertising and publicity, for "Minstrel March 1 cash balance and $250,000.
Treasury Calls for
Man," "Dixie Jamboree" and "Blue- whichever is the lesser.
Help on 'E' Bonds
The Treasury over the
beard."
weekend called on the industry to intensify the sale
New
Unemployment
Laws
of 'E' bonds to individuals
and in larger denominations.
Ted R. Gamble of the War
May
Include
Theatres
Finance Division, conferring
with the industry's 'Fighting
Fifth' committee on Friday
Washington, July 2. ■— Extension and this subject will be made part of
stressed
the urgency of the
the
general
program
with
which
Conof the Federal unemployment compensituation.
gress must wrestle before the end of
sation law to bring every employer
Following the conference,
the war.
and every employee under its proEffect of such a step would be to
visions will be pressed in Congress,
R. J. O'Donnell, national industry drive chairman, said:
possibly this Fall, as one of several bring under the unemployment compensation
law
a
number
of
exhibitors
"The
Fifth
War Loan Drive's
measures dealing with the post-war
final week will be the most
economic situation.
throughout the country who are now
critical. We must put forth
A report urging such a step was exempt from the unemployment taxes
extra effort to overcome the
because
they
employ
less
than
eight
filed with the Senate as it "recessed
On the other hand, it would
June 23 by the special committee on persons. {Continued
on page 4)
post-war ecenomic policy and planni.ig,
lagging sale of 'E' bonds."
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Personal

Tradewise
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NORMAN H. MORAY, short subjects sales ma..ager fur Warners,
returned from the Coast at the weekend.
•
S. W. Singer, account executive of
Buchanan & Co. for International Pictures, left for Hollywood at the weekend to confer with William Goetz,
Leo Spitz and John Le Roy Johnston.
•
Miss Norma H. Moray, daughter
of Norman H. Moray, short subjects
sales manager for Warners, has started a new film program over station
WSRR, Stamford, Conn.
•
Jim Wolcott, production manager
for the March of Time, is the father
of a baby girl, Jane Farquhar, born
to Mrs. Wolcott June 24 at the New
York Lying-in Hospital.
•
Jack Goldstein, 20th Centurypublicity manager, and
Fox's
Charles Schlaifer, advertising
manager, celebrated their birthdays
Saturday at 21 Club.
•
Jack V. Sheehan, in charge of
educational and commercial films for
Walt
Disney
Productions, arrived
from the Coast at the weekend.
•
Sol A. Schwartz, general manager
of RKO's out-of-town theatres, is on
tour of the mid-Western
territory.
•
Jim Keefe, 20th Century-Fox field
exploitation representative at Cincinnati, is visiting the home office.
•
Peter Colli, Warners' supervisor
in the Caribbean area, left New York
at the weekend for Havana.
Honor Stein, Ticktin
Max Stein and Irving Ticktin of
the 20th-Fox advertising department
here were given a joint bachelor
luncheon by home office associates at
Rogers Corner Friday. Charles Schlaifer, advertising manager^ was toastmaster. Stein and Miss Ida Rabinowitz of Forest Hills were married
Saturday and Ticktin and Miss Minna
Bister of New Rochelle were married
yesterday.
Kreisler

in Hollywood

Hollywood, July 2. — Bernard Kreisler, former short subject sales manager for Universal in New York is
here negotiating deals which may result in his entry into production.
Revel

Produced

Hollywood, July
omitted in Motion
review of "Minstrel
ry Revel, associate
production.

2. — Inadvertently
Picture Daily's
Man" was Harproducer of that

Film Classics to Move
Film Classics will move its home
offices from 1270 Sixth Ave., New
York, to 18 W. 48th St., about July IS.

By
Chicago-Herald-American, a newspaper which on
more than one occasion in the
past has demonstrated its interest in and friendship for this industry, recently gave editorial
attention to theatre and motion
picture contributions to the
Fifth War Loan Drive.
The editorial pointed out
that while many industries are
contributing generously of their
time and effort to the Drive,
T HE

and many are bearing the expenses of special efforts, theatres and distributors alone are
giving up their casli receipts
through bond premieres to the
Fifth.
"Thus," the editorial concludes, "the film industry makes
a heavy cash contribution to the
bond drive in addition to labor
and thought. And thus it
demonstrates once more its unselfish devotion to the cause of
the war."
winning
The Chicago Times, subsequently, gave similar attention
to the bond premieres in that
city and, it is reported, other
Chicago papers will follow suit.
•
The industry, quite naturally,
is genuinely appreciative of this
important recognition of the
bond premiere phase of its patriotic endeavors. Because the
bond premieres are a direct industry approach to the public
pocketbook, within the sphere of
industry war activities, it is desirable, important even, that the
public be impressed with the fact
that the bond premieres are
what they are — an outright contribution of industry facilities,
services, time and labor, and of
industry cash in the form of
rentals and receipts foregone by
distributor and exhibitor.
It is just possible that industry
representatives in other cities
throughout the country will
recognize in the Her aid- American's editorial a service to the
industry that need not be confined to a single locality.
• •
Reporters on the consent decree front bring word that two
decree companies have been
spending restless days and
nights over the possibility that
the government may go into
court for an anti-trust suit trial
next, and that three companies
don't care if it does.
One of the anecdotes going
the rounds concerning the re-
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cent nomination and election of
United Artists directors purports to describe Charlie Chaplin's procedure in exercising
his right to be represented on
the board by three directors.
One of the new by-laws adopted
by United Artists in May disqualified any person 'having an
official connection with a competing company from serving on
the new United Artists board.
At the time, the by-law was said
to have been designed to prevent
recurrence of the situation
which followed Sir Alex Korda's transfer to M-G-M's British production company while
still a part owner of United
Artists. In effect, however, the
by-law disqualified Arthur W.
Kelly and Charles Schwartz, the
one associated with Eagle-Lion
Films, the other with Columbia,
and both of whom, except for
the by-law, most certainly would
have been Chaplin nominees for
the new United Artists board.
Accordingly, so the story
goes, Chaplin resolved that if
Kelly and Schwartz could not
sit on the board, they at least
could name representatives of
their own choosing. So Kelly
Dennant and
named Rex
Schwartz named E. C. Mills.
own choice was his
Chaplin's
brother, Sydney.

Pearson in his Washington Merry-Go-Round column
recently revived the report
that Eric Johnston, head of the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce, is
Drew

sought as a "Hollywood"
being
(i.e., industry) ambassador to
Washington. High-placed industry officials readily admit
that Johnston would be a desirable addition to the industry's
manpower in any position but
they shrug off the possibilities of
such a tie-up coming to pass at
any time in the near future.
Their belief is that the industry,
at the moment, has nothing attractive enough to offer Johnston which would induce him to
• •work.
leave his present
Television News Letter reports that television station
WRGB polled its audience on
whether it would like to see programs made up of Pearl White
film serials and others of that
accompania piano
vintage,ment. with
That would
appear to place
picture thepresent-day motion
atre entertainment about thirty
years ahead of WRGB's
program ideas.

^^^t^J^k^T

current

Flashes
Hollywood, July 2
ucer
, inprod
ousOFF
a seri
rted
repo
direcYtor, wasRAT
GREGOR
condition in the Cedars Lebanon
•
Hospital following a heart attack.

20th-Fox signed Celese Hold, one
of the leads in "Oklahoma," ,to a longterm contract. Her first feature will
s
Woolley'
Monty
by the
one year
extended
wasgon."
be "Bandwa
contract
studio.
Benedict Bogeaus is preparing a
new film based on the Polan Banks
"There Goes Lona Henry," for
novel,
which Edith Fitzgerald has prepared
the screenplay, for • Fall production.
Warners has set four pictures to
start shooting this month, making a
total of 10 in work. They are: "San
Antonio," "Hapiness," "God Is My
•
Co-Pilot," and "Of Human Bondage."

Jack
of the
entrains
business

Sayers, Hollywood manager
Audience Research Institute,
Monday for an eight-weeks
stay in New• York:

Republic added "Faces in the Fog,"
e delinwith juvenil
dealing schedul
a story quency
e with Jane
to its
Withers starring.
PCCITO

Approves

Washington

Report
Los Angeles, July 2.— The Pacific
Theaof sIndepen
CoasttreConfere
quarterly
in itsdent
trustee
Owners nce
meeting, Friday, in Portland, Ore.,
unanimously approved the report of
H. W. Bruen and Robert Poole on
their recent visit to Washington where
thev laid before the Department of
Justice the PCCITO views on the consent decree, and where they also presented to the Office of Civilian Requirements the association's opposition
to the OCR's theatre building proThe PCCITO trustees extended to
the Allied States Association an invitation to send an observer and Caravan
representative
to its quarterly sessions.
gram.
William Crasper, of Portland, represident, was also made
White. cently electedtrustee
PCCITO
succeeding Bob

$710,000 Net for
G-B Subsidiary
London, July 2. — Provincial Cineof the Gaumontmatograph
British group,
hadTheatres,
a new high trading
profit of $5,156,496 during the past
year, compared with $4,912,500 the
to an announceyear before,
ment here ataccording
the weekend.
With the excess profits tax, however, absorbing $2,136,144 and the income
the company's
net
profit wastax $1,399,396,
cut to $710,000.
A dividend
of 15 per cent was declared on Provincial's ordinary shares, going mainly
to Gaumont-British.
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GOODNIGHT

High-speed

hilarity.

blues-chaser

of

the

THE

It's the

BLUES

dizziest,

season.

daffiest

C_

GOODNIGHT

SWEETHEART
fiOBffil
HENRY

LI VI RGSTOn

and

HULL

THURSTON

RUTH
GRANT

HALL

LLOYD

Tffifiy
WITHERS
CORRIGAN

JOSEPH SANTLEY — Director
Original Story by Frank Fenton — Joseph Hoffman
Screenplay by Isabel Dawn — lack Townley
REPUBLIC
JOIN THE FIGHTING
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Unemployment

Laws

to Be

Sought

(Continued from page 1)
extend protection to many thousands
of workers who now are not eligible
for unemployment relief.
At present, approximately 30,400,000
workers are covered by Federal unemployment compensation. The current labor force is approximately 54,000,000 persons, and while several millions are agricultural workers and
domestic employees to whom it is impractical toextend the law, it is indicated that other millions might be
brought under its protection by extension to all employers and all employees.
So far as the film industry is concerned, such an extension would bring
in several thousand theatres, exchanges
and other film places where less than
eight persons are employed.

Warner

Bros.

At

Launching

Ship

Speak

2-Month
Box

High

Offices

Last

MAY,

Jr.

CO., INC.
INSURANCE
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St., Los Angeles

's

Week

Creek," "Gangway for Tomorrow,"
"The Desert Song," "Casanova in
Burlesque," "Tampico," "See Here,
Private Hargrove," "Henry Aldrich
Plays Cupid," "Show Business," "Up
in Arms," "Her Primitive Man,"
"Between Two Worlds," "The Eve of
St. Mark," "Blonde Trouble," "Bermuda Mystery," "The Girl in the
Case," "The Hitler Gang," "Four
Jills in a Jeep," "The Falcon Out
West" and "Three Men in White."
Composite records of the year to
"Buffalo Bill," "It Happened To- date, compared with the same Average
weeks
1943 year, follow :
morrow," "The Miracle of Morgan's last
Ending
1944
Average
Per
Week
Total
No. of Gross
Week
No. of Total Per
Theatre
Theatres
Ending Theatres Gross Theatre
.. 151
Dec. 31 -Jan. 1.. 135 $2,213,500 $16,396
127
2,424,300
Jan. 8-9
154
Jan. 7-8
117 2,417,700 20,664
15,742
$2,813,506
1,830,500
12,285
Jan.
1-2 ....
Jan. 14-15
134 2,040,700 15,229
Tan. 15-16
$18,632
1,648,600
Jan. 21-22
149 2,311,400 15,513
1,789,500
12,981
Jan. 21-22 .... 149
127
14,091
Jan. 28-29
147 2,365,200 16,090
13,040
Jan.
Feb. 29-30
5-6 .... 126
1,743,000
Feb. 4-5
153 2,512,200 16,419
132
Feb. 11-12
137 2,220,900 16,211
Feb. 12-13 .... 142
1,919,000
14,538
Feb. 19-20 .... 139
Feb. 18-19
155 2,459,800 15,870
13,568
1,885,900
Feb. 26-27 .... 149
Feb. 25-26
161 2,760,100 17,144
2,005,200
13,458
143
13,615
March 5-6
March 3-4
147 2,397,100 16,307
•
12,711
1,933,400
12,878
151
March 10-11 .... 147 2,463,400 16,758
March
12-13
..
1,968,300
1,944,600
March
19-20
..
March 17-18 .... 153 2,661,100 18,761
147
13,185
March 24-25 .... 150 2,487,700 16,585
March
May 26-27 .. 123
1,938,200
13,764
1,785,800
Mar. 31- Apr. 1. 152 3,025,000 13,329
14,519
April
2-3
....
147
13,803
2,029,100
April 7-8
153 2,340,600 15,298
147
154
April
9-10
....
1,868,500
April 16-17 .. 158
April 14-15 .... 143 2,506,800 17,530
12,634
14,184
April 21-22 .... 148 2,564,200 17,326
2,006,200
April 7-8
23-24 ..1
2,284,200
April 28-29 .... 130 2,090,900 16,084
Apr.
30-May
161
158
2,168,400
13,468
May 5-6
143 2,238,700 15,655
161
155
2,053,700
May 12-13
146 2,338,700 16,018
18,967
2,096,200
May 19-20
162 2,417,000 14,926
May 14-15
13
May 26-27
155 2,349,400 15,157
13,2
2,036,600
,567
48
163
169
May
2,289,700
May 21-22
28-29
June 2-3
143 2,242,500 15,683
1,865,873
166
168
June 4-5 .
11,240
June 9-10
141 1,938,000 13,752
13,13-9
June 16-17
135 1,934,400 14,322
1,961,600
12
June 11-12
12,0
2,125,300
,634
50
June 23-24
136 2,002,800 14,726
2,133,800
June
18-19
Tune 25-26
June 30- July 1.. 126 2,178,300 17,288
July 2-3
164
13,010
igley Publishing Co.)
(Copyright, 1944 Qu

4,000 Filmack Trailers
Chicago, July 2.— Over 4,000 Fifth
War Loan "Bond Premiere" trailers
have been produced by Filmack Trailer,
Irving Mack, president, reports here.
He indicated that "Free Movie Day"
trailers also approximate that number.
Arthur

MITCHELL

Nation

(Continued from page 1)
corresponding period in 1943. Last
week showed the greatest gain, $4,278.
Films appearing most frequently as
leaders in the correspondents' reports
included: "Pin-Up Girl," "Make Your
Own Bed," "Going My Way," "Cobra
Woman," "Two Girls and a Sailor,"
"The Story of Dr. Wassell," "Up in
Mabel's Room," "And the Angels
Sing," "Gaslight" and "The White
Cliffs
of Dover."
Other
strong attractions were :

Richmond, Cal., July 2. — Addressing a large crowd that saw the launching of the S.S. Benjamin Warner,
named in honor of the father of the
Warner brothers, at Henry Kaiser's
Permanente Metal yards here yesterday, Harry M. and Col. Jack L. Warner paid tribute to the builders of the
American merchant marine and the
personnel who are manning; the ships
that are carrying men and supplies to
the fighting fronts.
"Benjamin Warner knew the meaning of liberty better than we can know
it because he had the bitter experience
of oppression," said Harry Warner.
"On his behalf I want to pay tribute Radio Boosts Bond
to you gallant men and women who
have built this ship, to the officers and
men who will sail her, and to the brave Sales in Theatres
men living and dead who 'have carried
the materials of victory to the fighting(Continued from page 1)
fronts."
gested the announcements to the WFC
"To the Liberty Ships,
owe an in view of the fact that many retailers
and the merchant marine theweshipyards
everlasting debt of gratitude, for it will observe a three-day holiday, banks
was they who made it possible for this will be closed Monday and Tuesday
country to overcome the handicaps of and Post Offices and other agents on
'too little and too late' and to carry July 4. Arrangements were made by
to the enemy," declared Ray Beall, "Fighting Fifth" National
our
Warner.
Jackmight
Col. full
Publicity Director, with Ted R. Gamble,
National Director of the WFC and
Robert Smith of the WFC division in
20th Chiefs Off for W ashington.
Coast(Continued
to See
'Wilson'
from page
1)
fer. Central sales manager ; A. W.
Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager, and
Sam Shain, assistant to Skouras.
W. C. Gehring, Western sales manager will also be present at the conferences. The group will remain at
least a week.

at

On

Uncertain

His New
Unit
(Continued from page 1)
now raises the possibility that the
plans may be deferred until after the
war, he explained here today just before leaving for Hollywood.
"Until conferences on the Coast are
completed I am not able to say what
the final decision will be," Arthur said.
"It is possible that we may decide t®
wait until after the war, but there is
also the possibility that everything can
be worked out so that plans can be put
into
beforeforthen."
will
remainoperation
in the West
several Heweeks.

M-G-M Aids 'Free Movie Day'
Howard Dietz, M-G-M advertising
manager, is contributing a large portion of M-G-M's radio time to promote "Free Movie Day," July 6, in the
Fifth War Loan drive. Eighty-seven
Mutual stations will promote "Free
Movie Day" on M-G-M's "Screen
Test" show. Similar promotions will
be made on 68 stations in 46 cities
where regular spot announcements are
used by M-G-M.

WB
Raising
'45
Total
Above

for
19 from
page 1)'44
Its (Continued
total is understood to. be likely in order to avoid a top-heavy inventory.
Kalmenson, who returned East last (
week following conclusion of the conferences, and studio executives are
understood to be in agreement on a
flexible policy, with an eye on current
market conditions and possible future
-changes that might warrant revisions
in distribution policy.
WB

New Season

The company's new season will
starttialSept.
with others
"Janie"areas slated
the inirelease.2 Two
to
follow in the same month. This in
itself lease
willschedule
be the
refor biggest
Warnersmonth's
in nearly
Among WB features listed
• ' for the
a year.
first
four months of 1944-45, in addition to "Janie," are : "Arsenic and
Old Lace," "The Conspirators," "The
Doughgirls," "Hollywood Canteen,"
"Crime by Night," "The Very
Thought of You" and "The Last
Ride." Reissues of "Casablanca" and
at least one other also are scheduled.
Also completed when the new season opens will be : "Rhapsody in
Blue," "Saratoga Trunk," "Objective,
Burma," "Devotion," "Conflict," "The
Animal Kingdom," "The Horn Blows
at Midnight," "My Reputation,"
"Cinderella Jones," "To Have and
Have Not," "Strangers in Our
Midst," "Roughly Speaking," "The
Corn Is Green" and "Christmas in
Connecticut." All but the last five,
which are now in production, have
been finished.
Before the Cameras
Next to go before the cameras, some

before September, are : "Of Human
Bondage," "Dark Eyes," "San Antonio," "A Night at Tony Pastor's,"
"Hotel Berlin, 1943," "God Is My
Co-Pilot," "Happiness," and possibly
one of the productions to be handled
by Jesse L. Lasky, whose schedule
Savoy Sells $234,000
now includes three stories : "Don't
Leave Me," "The FrontiersThe Savoy Theatre of the Rand- Ever man"
and "The Two Mrs. Carrolls."
force Circuit in Brooklyn sold $234,While
Warners some time ago dis000 in war bonds at its bond premiere
continued the practice of setting a seaWithin the next week three more
son's budget for production, preferring
Randforce houses will hold premieres
as follows : July 5, Messerole ; July 6, to give each individual story all that it>
is worth,
cost$1,000,000
is now estiMarboro ; July 11, Lefferts.
mated ataverage
well over
per
feature.
Kerman
Loses His
WB
Theaters Drop
'Child Bride* Appeal
Assets
Albany, N. Y., July 2.— An appeal Unprofitable
(Continued from page 1)
by the Astor Place Film Exchange,
the fiscal year. This folwhich had been denied the right to monthslows aofsimilar
provision for losses
exhibit "Child Bride" in New York amounting to $4,537,222 in the WarState, has been dismissed by Dr.
ner financial statement for the precedGeorge D. Stoddard, State Education
Commissioner.
Olding full-year.
building properties, leaseholds
The appeal had been taken to Dr. and miscellaneous real estate are understood to make up the bulk of the
Stoddard by Moe Kerman of Long
Beach, L. I., who appealed from a fixed assets being disposed of with a
view to more efficient integration.
ruling by the State Education Depart- Bulk of these deals are in the holdings
ment's motion picture division, which
of the Stanley Company, whollyhad banned the film as "indecent, im- owned Warner subsidiary, the last
moral and inhuman." Kerman con- annual statement of which showed a
tended "there was nothing censorable
in the film that could not be removed deduction of $3,321,239 for losses on
fixed assets. Stanley's accounts are
if necessary."
consolidated with Warner's financial
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Dual
Two

Bills
Years

71% of Theatres Have
Doubles, Survey Shows
There has been a decline of but
two percent in two years in the
number of theatres showing double
bills, despite complaints from exhibitors in practically all sectors
that a shortage of product of varying degree has existed since product curtailments started with the
1942-43 season following Pearl
Harbor.
A field survey by Motion Picture Daily discloses that approximately 71 per cent of the
country's
16,500-odd theatres
show double bills regularly or
otherwise, against 73 percent
two years ago when distributors started reducing the number of new releases.
The double-feature survey reveals
that the reduction of new pictures has
been more than offset by the increased
number of reissues, while prospects of
an even greater volume of revivals in
the season ahead presages more than
ample product for widespread continuation of double bills.
In the Manhattan territory, with
the exception of the 14 Broadway
first-runs, approximately 60 per cent
of all houses are on a regular doublefeature basis — the lowest ratio of any
section of its size in the country.
Reissues
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Sensational

Theatre business over the
four-day Independence Holiday was generally good, or
better, although not sensational, according to telegraphic reports received by
Motion Picture Daily. Excellent weather in most sectors
caused great influxes of visitors and servicemen to downtown areas, but they picked
their screen-fare, as witness
the business done by new
runs and the comparative ordinary returns reported by
holdovers.

Broadway

TEN

5, 1944

Although fine weather resulted in
a general holiday weekend exodus
from the city, despite Government
warnings against traveling, thus caus
ing only average grosses for some
of the holdover films at Broadway
theatres, a number of new pictures
opened strong and are piling up high
receipts for the week.
"Once Upon a Time," supported by
a stage show at the Music Hall, mecca for out-of-town visitors, who were
here in large numbers, brought $76,000 in four days through Sunday and
promises a very large opening week
total of $129,000. It will continue Seek Trade
Envoys
until "Dragon Seed" takes over on
July 20. "Christmas Holiday" last
Wednesday broke all opening-day re- In Washington
cords at the Criterion and will do
about $42,000 for the week, on the
Washington, July 4. — Represenbasis of $32,000 prior to Monday. The
tatives of the motion picture industry
run is expected to continue three or
four weeks and will be followed by are combing Washington in an effort
to locate men of the type required to
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War."_ "The send as "ambassadors" to the world
Hairy Ape," set for an indefinite stay
at the Globe, took $8,300 in its first capitals to protect our post-war fortrade, reportedly with little
two days and should round out the successeign film
so far.
week Fiday with a good $17,500.
While in ordinary times it would
"Bathing Beauty" began with $24,000
(Continued on page 10)
be possible to secure such men quickly and in adequate numbers, men meeting the industry's requirements are toAdmission Tax Yields
day filling important posts in the
Government and essential industries
Over $200,000,000
which they are reluctant to leave until
Washington, July 4. — Admission the end of the war and from which,
tax accounted for a little over $200,- in fact, it would be difficult to secure
000,000 for the fiscal year which ended necessary release.
It is understood that the industry is
June 30, it was disclosed yesterday by
Sec'y of the Treasury Morgantheau. carefully keeping away from the State
Collections from the Federal tax on Department, although it has been readmissions have increased tenfold in
ported several department men have
the past six years, it was also disclosed been approached, and there is no
by Internal Revenue Bureau records. thought of "raiding" the department
For the fiscal year of 1939, receipts which will take an active part in sup(Continued on page 9)
porting efforts of the film men abroad.

For

5th

'Movie

Day'
July
6th
Five Nets Tonight to
Promote Theatre Event
At least 8,573 theatres— half the
theatres in the nation — will hold
'Free Movie Day' tomorrow, with
an all-time record for 'E' bond sales
in theatres ' expected for the day,
according to national 'Fighting
Fifth" committee headquarters here,
on the basis of reports from distributor chairmen in all exchange centers. The 8,573 compares with 3,403
theatres which staged 'Free
Movie Day' in the Fourth War
Loan.
In several states, including Minnesota, Florida, Eastern Pennsylvania
(Continued on page 10)

MPTOA
Postwar

Outlines
Program

Exhibitors "controversies and grievances" which "the war has smothered
but not solved" are outlined in a postwar program of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, made
public by E. L. Kuykendall, president,
from MPTOA headquarters here.
Listed for "present consideration and
future attention" of the membership
are : "excessive
(Continuedfilm
on prices
page 9)caused by

Fitzgibbons

Makes

Duals

Chicago, July 4.— Despite increasing complaints from local exhibitors
on the shortage of product, few of
them, a check-up reveals, are willing
to switch to single bill policies to relieve the situation. Instead, re-issues
are getting a bigger play than ever
before, and little known product from
the smaller companies which would
otherwise get scant attention is being
widely used as co-features on twin
bills.
The situation has created a new,
heavy demand for re-issues, with the
result that most exchanges are out of
available prints of the more popular
product released from two to five
years ago.
A. J. Piatt, district manager for
Balaban
and Katz Theatres here,
(.Continued on page 9)

Key
Stocks

Gain

'3 7 High

Hit

$78,512,888;

By

Motion picture shares, participating
actively in an early Summer bull
market on the stock exchange, increased $78,512,888 in market value
during the first six months of 1944.
Not a single film stock depreciated
in the six months on either the New
York Stock Exchange or Curb
Market.
Spurred by mounting United
Nations' offensives on all battlefronts, Wall Street traders
bid briskly for stocks of com-

Several
panies with the greatest peacetime potentialities. Among
these, motion picture stocks
were rated high.

Gains ranging from one to nine
points over final 1943 prices were recorded by film shares on the "Big
Board." Corresponding advances
were made by film securities on the
Curb Market.
Accompanied by sharply accelerated
(Continued on page 4)

Promotions

Toronto, July 4. — Important
changes have developed in the Famous
Players organization, following the
annual Western managers convention
of the circuit at Banff, Alta. Larry
Bearg of Vancouver, British Columbia supervisor, has been promoted to
Western division general manager with
headquarters at the Toronto home
office. Frank Kershaw at Calgary is
transferred to Vancouver to become
district manager, and Eddie Zorn,
district manager at Winnipeg, will look
after the Calgary territory to become
Mid-West district director.
Following the Banff conference, F.
P.-C. president J. J. Fitzgibbons, vicepresident R. W. Bolstad and James R.
(Continued on page 9)
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Motion

Picture

Personal

Coast

N. PHELPS, Warner Theatres' labor relations contact, will
leave for Boston today.
•
Harry Ball, Philadelphia exhibitor,
and Samuel Schwartz, former real
estate head of the Warner circuit in
Philadelphia, will be local co-chairmen
of the Los Angeles Sanitarium fund
drive starting July 22.
•

Insider's
By RED
/\S the latest in what threatens
a* as a series of generalized
and always unproven attacks on
the industry, we give you Martin Dies, Congressman about to
become ex, via Walter Naughton in a copyright despatch published in the Los Angeles Examiner. Whether in any other
Hearst newspaper, we do not
know.

Harry F. Shaw, Loew's
gland division mac— crer,
Brown, publicity chief for
pany there, were visitors in
Conn., this week.
•

These are quotes credited to
Dies, the type emphasis matching off phrases similarly stressed
in the original article :

Mention

FRANK

New Enand Lou
the comHartford,

Ary Lima, Warners' general manager in Brazil, will leave here today
for his Rio de Janeiro hadquarters
after a 10-week visit to New York and
Hollywood.
•
Tom Baied, director of the film
division here of the British Information Services, will return Monday from
a vacation.
•
Abraham Sinow of Warners Theatres, Bridgeport, Conn., is the father
of a baby girl, born last weekend.
•
Florence Kipp, RKO division short
subjects booker in Cincinnati, has returned from New York.
Robert J. Folliard, RKO Philadelphia district manager, is the father of
a son born recently.

't/V Scully Drive
Announced
Awards
First prizes in Universal's "William
Scully Anniversary Drive" went to
D. A. Levy, New York ; Jack Langan,
Kansas City, and J. V. Pavone, New
Haven.
Second prizes were awarded to :
Foster Blake, Los Angeles ; L. Brauer,
Charlotte, and Sam Milner, Seattle.
Other awards were as follows : third,
Lon Hoss, San Francisco ; W. M.
Richardson, Atlanta, and Mayer Monsky, Denver; fourth, P. T. Dana,
Pittsburgh ; Harry Hines, St. Louis,
and C. R. Wade, Salt Lake City ; fifth,
George Schwartz, Philadelphia ;
Frank Mantzke, Milwaukee, and R. O.
Wilson, Portland. The entire office
personnel of each branch shared in the
prizes.
Liberty

Runs
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Article

On Zanuck's 'Wilson'
Liberty magazine this week has an
article by Ted Shane on Darryl Zanuck's "Wilson," describing the genesis
and story of the film, emphasizing
writer Lamar Trotti's research.
Zanuck's purpose is quoted as being
"to show how Wilson's tragedy was
a world tragedy — so that this time,
when the boys get together over the
peace table, they won't make the same
mistake." He adds that "the whole
thing will cost more than anything that
has yet come out of Hollywood."

"Hollywood is the greatest
source of revenue in this nation for the Communists and
other subversive groups. ...
Generally, the motion picture
industry is substantial, sound
and progressive. It is an
AMERICAN
INSTITUTION.
"Its executives, or at least
most of them, realize that they
mold opinions of millions of
Americans, including teen-age
youngsters later to become the
citizens who must carry on in
the AMERICAN WAY.
"Hollywood's stars willingly
give their time to the war effort and their record in this
field is a GLORIOUS ONE.
Many have JEOPARDIZED
THEIR LIVES to entertain
under shellfire.
"That is just part of the
good
side.InNow,
let's looktwoat
the bad.
my opinion,
elements stand out in this category— the making of pictures
which extoll a foreign ideology
— propaganda for a cause
which seeks to spread its ideas
to
people,
the 'leftist'
or our
radical
screenandwriters.
"Both are absolutely UN-.
EXPLAINABLE and UNBELIEVABLE. Foreign
propaganda releases have been
made. Many of them (screen
writers) perhaps in the belief
they are aiding a cause they
could not even give an intelligent explanation if called on to
do, slyly and cleverly insert
these 'leftist' ideas in their
screen writings.
"Occasionally, some of the
top film players get 'off the
beam' and join the subversive
movements. But, in most instances they realize the folly
and shallowness of the program they have joined and get
'back in step.'

Dies then sounded this warning to the executives of the industry :
"In my opinion, if it is worth
anything, they will do well to

Outlook
KANN
halt the propaganda pictures
and eliminate every writer who
has un-American ideas. Many
successful efforts have been
made along these lines.
"But if it is not done, it will
be the executives and the persons who have their money invested in the industry who will
PAY THE PRICE. And,
believe me, they will pay
DEARLY when the turnover
comes and solid, substantial
American life is fully restored.
"The offenders won't have
to
Theyhave
won'tRUN
be on FOR
hand
butpay.will
COVER with their Communistic associates."

Already here in Hollywood
the refusal or the inability of the
Motion Picture Alliance to back
up its charges of "widespread
impressions" that the industry
is made up of and dominated by
Communists, radicals and crackpots has much of the colony in
an uproar. It is the kind of uproar that /does not always get
into the open as it did at the
mass meeting of 17 guilds and
unions a handful of nights ago.
Executives, many of them in
high places, have been discussing the situation for weeks and,
while they do their discussing
in private, they are doing it.
The producers' association is
credited with "regretting" the
internecine type of warfare
which the issue has precipitated
between the Alliance on the one
side and those guilds and unions
on the other. It fears the industry is being injured, yet it undertakes nothing in defense.

Now

comes Dies with an onslaught of the same general
markings. "Foreign propaganda
releases," for one thing. "Top
film players off the beam," for
another. "Writers with unAmerican ideas," for a third.
No names. No places. No
dates. No identification of any
character, but merely a cry let
loose on the public while the industry, as a solid and united industry, stands by.
Thus, the Alliance strikes
from within. Dies strikes from
without. On the receiving end
of both is the business, getting
the business.
But good.
Why, and for how much
long-er ?

Flashes

w

Hollywood, July 4
ILL HAYS will arrive here
tomorrow from New York.

Chinese Ambassador Dr. Wei TaoMing will be the guest of honor at a
dinner on July 8 at the Ambassador '
Hotel, given by the United Nations
War Relief Committee of Southern
California, in collaboration with the
Los Angeles War Chest. Paul Lukas
and Jennifer Jones will star in a
dramatic tribute shortwaved to the
Fighting Fronts. •
Universal has picked up the option
of Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano,
writer-producer combination. They are
working
currently
on "That's
the
Spirit" for
Jack Oakie
and Peggy
Ryan ; they will also
• produce.
Aexis Smith and Zachary Scott will
play ersleads
in "San
with Raymond
Robert Buckner
Raoul Walsh will

Antonio"
WarnMassey inatsupport.
will produce and
direct.
•

Charles Vidor will direct the untitled romantic drama starring Irene
Dunne and Charles Boyer at Columbia.
It will go into production in two
weeks.
•
Al Jolson, a war bond and Army
hospital tour behind him, is back
at Columbia to prepare for "Burlesque," his first producer chore.
Canadian Operators
Get Overtime Pay
Toronto, July 4. — Contracts for the
new theatre year calling for a new
overtime provision have been signed
with all circuits in the Dominion,
it was anounced here by William
P. Covert of Toronto, International
vice-president of the IATSE, representing organized projectionists.
The new clause provides the rate of
time and a half for all overtime work,
including midnight performances.
Covert pointed out that the previous
contract had granted vacations with
pay for the operators and the circuits
have had now agreed to the new overtime scale.
Covert said the International had
expanded to the extent of 18 new operators' locals in Ontario alone. He added that the projectionists had taken no
part in the new organization move for
the Film Exchange Employes Union
by the AFL.
Grainger Sells M.&P.
For New Season
Republic has closed a contract for
its 1944-45 product with M. & P.
Theatres, operating 117 houses in New
England. M. J. Mullin and Chester
Stoddard of M. & P. negotiated the
deal with J. R. Grainger, president of
Republic Pictures, Jack Davis and
Sam Seletsky.
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$78,512,888 Gain
In Film Stocks
{Continued from page 1)
trading, the listed value of film shares
on the New York Stock Exchange
rose to $829,048,134, compared with
$750,535,246 at the end of 1943. Many
issues touched their highest levels
since 1937.
Among active film stocks biggest
gains for the half-year were shown
by Columbia Pictures, up five and

one-eighth, Loew's, up nine, Paramount, up four and seven-eighths,
20th Century-Fox, up three and threequarters, and Warner Brothers, up
two. Technicolor featured film stock
trading on the Curb, with a rise of
more than seven points to above 19,
its best price in several years.
In addition to the influence of a
generally rising stock market, interest
in several of the film company shares
was heightened by favorable news developments such as the declaration by
Loew's of an extra dividend of 50
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404,828,125
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58,565,766
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'67
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67446
1716
104
324
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182
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9134
14

$750,535,246
cents a share on its common stock, in
addition to the regular quarterly payment of 50 cents a share, payable to
stockholders of record of June 16.
Prospects of a continued favorable
earnings trend for Paramount Pictures brought good demand on that
stock. Company president Barney
Balaban reported that earnings for the
company's second quarter were expected to exceed the corresponding
period
of
1943, despite higher tax payments.
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.

1940
1941
High Low
604 52
30,

Low
40

1944

Valuation

+54

3,450,000
$8,012,112
3,149,838
423,398,223
9,750,000
11,221,574
13,186,957
7,058.046
112,435.627
70,587,160
11,759,597
28,218,793
45,074,120

+74
+74
+634

29,930,827
51,815,260
$829,048,134

-^4

High
524

-Net Change-

+24
+44
+334

+
506,250
+ $1,876,823
+ 1,574,919
+
3,000,000
+ 18,570,098
—
+ 608,808
123,314
+ 1,758,261
+
97,569
+ 14,991,417
++ 12,021,394
+ 3,784,357
6,882,633
+ 6,532,481
7,402,180

+3

+$78,512,888

+14
+44

reported a net income of $3,186,303
for the 13 weeks ended March 25,
1944, compared with $2,672,773 for
the 13 weeks ended March
+3 27, 1943.
Earnings for the 1944 +period
were
9 +2
equal to $1.57 a common share, against
$1.34 a share in 1943.
Warners Sets First Two
The first two Warner releases for
+2
1944-45 wiH be "Janie," which
goes
into national distribution Sept. 2, and
"Crime by Night," set for Sept. 9.
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Motion
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Chicago's Duals
(Continued from page 1)
states that re-issues are doing a good
job today in helping to round out
theatre programs. He feels that the
decision on the pictures to be re-issued
should be left to the picture companies who know what current stars
are in their older films and what
would make the most timely pro
grams. He cited as an example Para
mount's announcement to double-bill
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine" and
"Union Pacific."
Ed Mager, booker for Allied Theatres of Illinois, differs with Piatt. He
claims that the exhibitor should be
given the opportunity to select any
re-issue he desires, at any chosen
time. This procedure, he explains,
gives the exhibitor almost an exclusive on the picture in his neighborhood, whereas a general re-issue is as
competitive to the exhibitor as any
new picture. Mager says that exhibitors welcome re-issues, and in
most cases they help balance the current load of war pictures.
Re-issue Policy
Indiana-Illinois Circuit has a midweek re-issue policy in its small town
theaters, and the programs are very
profitable and popular. A spokesman
for the circuit stated that re-issues
are good if shown legitimately. Some
exhibitors, it has been noted, will play
up the star of the re-issue and underplay the name of the film, to mislead
the patron into thinking he will be
seeing a new picture. This is particularly irksome to a competitive house
which has the same star in a new film,
it was said.
Warners this week has set up a
schedule for "The Young in Heart,"
re-issued by World Wide here, and
expects to revive a number of others
of the past. The Oriental in the Loop
welcomes re-issues.
Admission

Tax

Yields

Over

$200,000,000
(.Continued from page 1)
were $19,470,802, increasing to $21,887,916 in 1940; $70,963,094 in 1941;
$115,032,269 in 1942, and $154,450,723
in 1943. Under the rate now in effect,
the 1943 revenue is expected to be
doubled in the fiscal year now beginning.
Government revenue reached the alltime high of $44,149,000,000, nearly
double the $21,867,000,000 secured in
the previous year. Expenditures for
the year, however, amounted to $93,744,000,000, resulting in a net deficit
of $49,595,000,000, which brought the
public debt to $201,000,000,000.
MGM
Buys 16mm Short
Princeton, N. J., July 4.— M-G-M
has bought "Sons of Conquistadores,"
a Princeton Film Ceater production
originally made as a two-reeler in
16mm kodachrome for the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. It will
re re-edited to one-reel length and released as "Somewhere in America."
FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH-PORTUGESE- FRENCH
Spanish Sound Studios
41 E. 42 St. N. Y. 17 MU 2-5358
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(Continued from page 1)
Nairn, circuit advertising manager,
proceeded to Vancouver to complete
details of the new arrangement.
Morris Stein, general manager at
the Toronto head office, will devote his
attention to theatres in Eastern Canada, with Bearg in charge of theatre
operation from Fort William to the
Pacific Coast. Stein has recovered
from a recent serious operation.
Because of Western developments,
Fitzgibbons and Bolstad were unable
to return to Toronto in time to attend
the convention of Paramount Film
Service Ltd. last week.
MPTOA
Postwar

Outlines
Program
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By THALIA BELL
Hollywood July 4

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace of the Nation
Rockefeller Center
CARY GRANT in

"ONCE
A TIME"
with UPON
JANET BLAIR
a proreached
PARAMOUNT
tes
duction peak has
which
necessita
Dir. by Alexander Hall — A Columbia Picture
using all 18 of the stages on its lot.
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
The largest single space unit is that
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600
used by the. "Two Years Before the
MUSIC HALL
Mast" company, with five sets occupy- RADIO CITY
ing three stages. Mark Sandrich has
four units working on the musical,
"Here Come the Waves." Other fea- See Stilwell in the War's Most Incredible Venture
tures shooting are : "Her Heart in
Her Throat," "Kitty" and "Out of
This World." Because of crowded
conditions at the home studio, "Murder, Hefornia
Says"
Studios. is shooting at the Cali•
Harry Carey, veteran star, who
limits his screen appearances to two
THE LATEST MARCH OF TIME
or three pictures a year, has signed a
Releosed by 20th Century-Fox
contract to star in "Little Devils,"
Monogram's story of young Clunese
'S
HERE,Hit IN PERSON
ONEESCREEN
patriots.
M-G-M's
Comedy
search for Producer
a Chinese Grant
boy to Withers'
play the
BENNY
FIELDS
"Little Generalissimo," leader of the
group, has been concluded with the
PRIVATE
casting of a San Francisco schoolboy
WILLIE
for the part. . . . Billy, son of Dr.
with ROBERT WALKER
Clifford and Mrs. Severn, has been
HOWARD
^ HARGROVE'
as Private Hargrove
signed by M-G-M for a part in "Son

(Continued from page 1)
small block selling and extended first
runs, inflexible terms applied alike to
the big first-run theatre and last runs,
percentage pictures sold in tie-ups with
flat rental pictures, overbuying of
product to deprive a competitor of
needed films, unreasonable clearance
secured by private deals and agreements in the absence of uniform zonB WAY &
has cast Robert Mitchum
Lassie."
ing plans, and the music tax repre- of RKO
47th St.
PALACE
in
the
top
role
in
the
forthcoming
senting athird payment by an exhibitor for the same music recorded on a
Zane Grey Western, "Nevada," . . .
Sidney Toler's next "Charlie Chan,"
Kuykendall warns that "overseating characterization for Monogram will
will again become a critical problem be "Mystery Mansion," to start this
ROBERT
RUTH
month. . . . Stuart Erwin will be
when
the
war
ends
;
cut-rate
competiS"
HUSSEY
RAIDER
film."
E
rT
Rf
MA
tion also will again come out ; and un- starred in PRC's horse racing story,
RYAN
fair non-theatrical competition will be "At the Post," which Leon Fromrevived, spurred on by used portable kess will produce with Martin f
PARAMOUNT'S
equipment dumped on the market by Mooney as his executive producer.
•
the Government."
Four pictures are scheduled to start
The bulletin calls for "cooperative
with BING CROSBY Times
booking agencies operated fairly and
Person WAY'
ING In MY
GO
this
month,
raising
the'
toefficiently, arbitration and mediation at Warners
tal shooting to ten, largest number in
CHARLIE SPIVAK and His Orch.
by local organized boards within the the studio's history. Features due to
industry, and a simplified standard ex- start include : "San Antonio," Errol
hibition contract to give the exhibitor Flynn starrer, which Raoul Walsh
mi PARAMOUNT PRESENTSSquare
some chance of knowing what he will direct for producer Robert BuckCARY COOPER in
ner ; "Happiness," from the novel by
Mildred Cram, assigned to Julius J.
agrees to."
and Philip G. Epstein ; "God Is My
CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
$254,000 for Skouras
Co-Pilot," from the novel by Colonel
Robert
Lee
Scott,
which
Robert
FloFrom 20th in Year
■k Story
In Technicolor
~k
"The
of Dr.Wassell"
rey will direct, and "Of Human BondPhiladelphia, July 4. — Spyros P.
age," with Eleanor Parker in the top
Skouras, president of 20th-Fox, re- feminine spot. Henry Blanke will
Illllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilll
ceived asalary of $253,999 last year, it
JULES LEVEY PRESENTS
•
was disclosed in a company report to produce.
RIVOLI 4B9ry&
Jeanne Crain will have one of the W William Bendix — Susan Hay-ward
the Securities and Exchange Commission.
leading roles in "Leave Her to
Second on the list of highest salaries Heaven."
The young player has been
paid by 20th is actor Don Ameche, given a new contract by 20th Cen- I Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
'
CONDITIONED
HAI
BRANDT'S AIR
with $247,667. Other top listings intury-Fox which calls for star billing I THE
(T*RY
T OAPE
R F
clude :Charles Skouras, manager of and a considerable rise in salary.
f B'WAY & 46th ST. VJ U W
O Jti
National Theatres, $130,000 plus $185,000 as his share of profits, and Henry
King, director, $203,333. The law firm Women's
Wage Law
of Willkie, Owen, Otis, Farr and GallaGoes
Into
Effect
gher received $255,000 in legal fees for
the year. Wendell L. Willkie is chairAlbany, N. Y., July 4. — The new
END
man of the 20th-Fox board of direc- wage law guaranteeing working women
A
SAMUEL
GOLDWYN PRODUCTION
tors.
in this state pay equal to male laborGOTHAM.
BRANDTS
ers in the same jobs went into effect
this week.
JSWAY&47ST
Newspaper to Tele. Cast
Sponsored by Assemblyman Jane H.
MAURER'S
VICTOR
Philadelphia, July 4. — The Phila- Todd of Westchester, the measure
IA
delphia Inquirer, published by Walter covers all female workers excepting
Annenberg, has applied for a television domestic servants, farm laborers and
license following the purchase of radio women employed by charitable, religistation WPEN, and is believed to be
A SAMUEL GOLDWYN PRODUCTION
ous, scientific or educational foundaKti>"°"SP4fNl
the first newspaper to enter the teletions or other non-profit groups. Violmy&46Si
vision field. The Evening Bulletin has
ators of the new regulation are subject to a $50 fine.
purchased WPEN's FM adjunct.
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New
'Free

Movie

at
8,573 Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
and others, all theatres are scheduled
to observe the event. All of the 700
theatres in the New York metropolitan
area will be included.

In

Strong

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

NEWS

Extends

Funds9 Agreement
The Australian government extended for another year the agreement
which permits American film companies to receive income from that
country.
The one-year limitation was imposed to permit Australia to examine
its overseas exchange position. At the
time the restrictions on export of inj
come were lifted, $4,000,000 in U. S.
film companies' income was released.
Other British Empire countries, in
similar actions, refrained from imposing a time limit on the release of
funds.
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Broadway

The sixth for "Mr. Skeffington" at
the Hollywood brought a modest $12,700 in four days through Sunday and
should total about $19,000, but the
film will hold. The Roxy, where
business was below that of the July 4
period last year, had an estimated
$70,000 for the second week of "Home
in Indiana" and a stage bill topped
by Enric Madriguera's orchestra,
with $50,000 counted in five days
through Sunday; "Take It or Leave
It" and Duke Ellington's orchestra
will go into the house next Wednesday. "The Mask of Dimitrios," with
Louis Prima's orchestra, did a disappointing $18,500 in the first three
days of its second week, indicating a
total of $40,000 for the seven-day period ;this bill will continue one more
week, with the popular-priced run of
"The Adventures
of Mark Twain"
coming
next.
"Marine Raiders" will do a betterthan-average $19,000 for its opening
week at the Palace through Friday

During this morning and afternoon
'Movie Day' promotions will also be
heard on 660 network-affiliated stations
which have received special 'Free
Movie Day' material.

TOMORROW

on

Holiday

(Continued from page 1)
in its first 6 days at the Astor and
will continue. No date has been set
for 'American Romance," which is
scheduled to follow.
Holdovers
Among the holdovers, the Capital
continues to set the pace, with "Two
Girls and a Sailor," plus Sammy
Kaye's orchestra on the stage, realizing $52,000 in the first five days of
its third week and heading for $85,000. It will run until July 20, when
"Since You Went Away" will arrive.
"Going My Way" and a show topped
by Charlies Spivak's orchestra is enjoying a$71,000 ninth week, the equal
of the eighth, and today enters the
week that will tie it with "Lady in the
Dark" for the Paramount's long-run
record. "And the Angels Sing" is
scheduled to open there July 12.
Dropping grosses were suffered by
several. "The Story of Dr. Wassell,"
continuing at the Rivoli, ended its
fourth week yesterday with $38,000.

from Texarkana on June 12 in which
President Roosevelt, Secretary of the
Treasury Morgenthau and Hollywood
luminaries participated. Although the
four networks carried that show, it
could be heard only the hour it was
on the air. This evening, however, the
'Freehours.
Movie Day' message will run
four

10 Companies Pledge
Doubled Bond Buys
The home offices of 10 film companies have set Fifth War Loan goals
among executives and employees almost double those of previous bond
drives, according to a report made at
the weekend to chairman C. C. Moskowitz, New York film bond chairman.
Each company has filed certificates
of intention with the Treasury, pledging definite goals. Columbia has set
$232,000 as its home office employees
and executives' goal. Loew's pledged
$325,000' for a five-car hospital train
at $65,000 per car. Paramount's
$175,000 sales are for one hospital
plane ($125,000) and one fighter plane
($50,000). _ Republic, with a quota of
$10,290, will buy 10 amphibian jeeps.
Twentieth Century-Fox, with $250,000, will buy one heavy bomber. Universal, with $125,000, will pay for a
medium bomber. United Artists is
selling $50,000 worth for one army
fighter plane. Warners are "purchasing" a ten-car overseas hospital train,
total cost $146,000. RKO, with $90,000, will provide a 750-bed evacuation
hospital. PRC will buy three ambulances with $10,290.

Spotty

Week

All theatres participating in 'Free
Movie Day' will admit free any person who buys a war bond.
The nationwide observance will be
heralded by one of the greatest radio
barrages ever given to a motion picture industry campaign. An estimated
69,000,000 listeners who tune in this
evening will hear announcements on
five major radio networks calling their
attention to the event. Additional unestimated millions will hear the an
nouncement over scores of local station
today and tomorrow.
In Crossley-Hooper figures, this
'package'
reach kickoff
even beyond
the
Fifth WarwillLoan
broadcast

Australia

Films

Day'

IS

and is set to continue; "Step Lively"
will follow on a date not yet determined. A revival of "Dead End" had
a good $5,000 in its first two days
through Sunday, presaging $14,000 for
the week, and "Fantasia" in a return
engagement brought the Manhattan
$3,500 over the weekend for a promise of $11,000 through Friday; both
are scheduled to run indefinitely.
In a postscript on the seven-week
run
of "The
of Dover,"
which
closedWhite
last Cliffs
Wednesday,
the
Music Hall management reports an
overall gross of $800,000 for the period, approbately $50,000 better than
any film that has played the house for
the same length of time.
Film Companies
Now
Protected in Rome
Properties of M-G-M, Paramount,
Warners and other American film
companies and business establishments
in Rome are now operating under the
protection of the Allies' regional property control office, headed in Rome by
Major Paul D. Shiver, it is disclosed
in press
dispatches
the
Italian
capital. arriving here from
Some American business houses were
described as already operating at a

"CERTAIN

BOX-OFFICE

INSURANCE"
profit.

ASK OUR SALESMEN ABOUT OUI
NEO-ART SPECIAL DISPLAY.
Don't go 'round plowing

big divots out of your

theatre investment . . . Don't slice your profits
. . . and don't use the wrong

kind of Adver-

tising clubs . . . Correct your Box Office stance
. . . Get yourself a good

caddie

. . . one who

goes 'round with all the smart players of this
industry . . . and
"BUY ond BUY BONDS"
for
"BYE and BYE FUNDS"
Fighting Fifth War Loanl

who

always
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right clubs . . . Then
Showman
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British
Boost

NEW

London, July 5. — John
Davis, managing director of
Odeon Theatres, Ltd., and
one
J. Arthur
handof men,
willRank's
leave righthere

Quota
Year

Wartime Percentages
Expire Next March
By PETER

U.S.A., THURSDAY,

Davis Coming Here
On Behalf of Rank

May

Within

YORK,

to

BURNUP

shortly for Canada to explore
the potentialities of an exhibitor tie-up there for the
showing
of Rank's
Following
his films.
Canadian
visit, Davis will proceed to
the United States to discuss
Rank's interests with industry executives there and to
work on Rank U. S. distribution and advertising plans.

London, July 5.— Unless a new
statutory order on film quota percentages ismade and approved by
both houses of Parliament before
the end of December, the present wartime percentages will be dropped, next
March, for distributors and in the
following September for exhibitors, Deny Pref
and the higher percentages prescribed
by the 1938 quota act will again be- Will Now
come effective,
according
to aBoard
longmemorandum
which
the British

ectMotion;
Appeal

of Trade is circulating this week to
New Haven, July 5.— Prefect Theproducers, distributors, exhibitors,
atres' motion for a new trial of its
trade unions and the Cinematograph $5,452,575 anti-trust suit against disFilms Council.
tributors was denied in Federal DisThe distributor percentages for featrict Court here today by Judge Carture pictures would go up from 20 to
roll Hincks, who took tbe case away
27j<2 and the exhibitor percentages from a jury on April 14 and handed
from 15 to 20y2. For shorts, the down a verdict for the defense followpresent percentages are : distributors,
20 days was
of plaintiffs'
15; exhibitors, \2]/2.
The ingmotion
supported testimony.
by Saul
In view of greatly increased war- Rogers, plaintiffs' counsel, at a hear(Continued on page 6)
ing June 21 and opposed by defense
counsel Joseph Berry.
Mexican
50%

Films

of Gross:

Get
Gould

Rogers, receiving the decision here,
said the case would now be carried to
the U. S. District Court of Appeals.

JULY

SEE

FOR
Cancel
Meets,

6, 1944

GOOD

NEW
All
ODT

Trade
Asks

TEN

CENTS

CHANCE

DECREE
But

Biddle,

Clark

May Ask Further
Minor Revisions

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
5.— TotalnsabanJuly
Washingdonmentton,
Washington,
July 5. — U. S.
of all trade conventio
and
General Francis Biddle
meetings for at least the remainder of Attorney
returned to his office here today
this year has been asked by Transpor- after a prolonged
absence from
tation Director J. M. Johnson in a letWashington but
ter sent out to the executives of all
it was indicated
today.
trade associations, it was learned here
that the
ure ofpressother
Whereas, heretofore, the ODT has
matters might
asked the suspension of all meetings
not directly connected with the war,
on ofthe
prevent hissideraticonit is now asking for the calling off of
n e w industry
even war-connected gatherings because
consent
Monday. decree
of the burden imposed on the railroads
by the invasion of Western Europe
proposals before
and the* heavier load which will come
when wounded men evacuated from the
Joseph between
Hazen,
liaison
theatres of war must be carried in
large numbers from ocean ports to
the Justice Department and
military hospitals.
the distributors,
Tom
Clark
Transportation officials are gravely
who has. been on
concerned over the situation because of
the West Coast,
the failure of the public to accede to
telephoned Assistant Attorney General
admonitions and pleas to cut out non- Tom C. Clark today that he was
essential travel, and are reported to be
(Continued on page 6)
considering the imposition of priorities
in the event conditions become critical.
So far, this step has been avoided be- RCA
Enters Foreign
cause of the difficulty of administering
a priorities system.

Mexican films represent 25 per cent
Asks
Exhibitors
to
of the total yearly release of product U.S.
in that country, secure about 50 per
cent of the available playing time in
3th
Bond
Drive
first and subsequent runs, and gross Extend
not less than 50 per cent of box office receipts, Walter Gould, United
Artists foreign manager, declared in
The Treasury Department has rean interview at the home office here
RKO
Again Waives
quested the motion picture industry to
yesterday.
continue its war bond selling efforts
Annual Meeting
Mexican product received one-third through July, R. J. O'Donnell, naRKO Radio Pictures will
{Continued on page 6)
tional
industry
"Fighting
Fifth"
chairman, announced today, adding
again waive an annual corporate meeting this year.
that all bonds sold through the exThe RKO subsidiary holds
tended period will be credited to the
Set Services Today
an election only when a
Fifth War Loan Drive.
For J. S. MacLeod
change of officers is contemToday is "Free Movie Day"
Funeral services will be set today
plated, and the list continues
in theatres throughout the naunchanged this year, headed
for J. S. MacLeod, 59, head of
tion. Theatres will admit free
M-G-M film exchange maintenance,
by N. Peter Rathvon, chairanyone who buys a War Bond.
man of the board; Ned E.
who was one of four killed Monday
One of the greatest day's totals
night in the Santa Fe train wreck near
Depinet, president; Charles
in "E" Bond sales is expected
W. Koerner, Gordon E.
Williams, Ariz. MacLeod was on his
to be rolled up.
way to Los Angeles from New York
Youngman, Malcolm KingsComing at a time when it appears
for M-G-M at the time of the acci- probable that the $16,000,000,000
berg and Phil Reisman, vicedent. MacLeod will be buried in the quota will be reached by July 8, the
presidents; J. Miller Walker,
secretary; William H. Clark,
family plot at Mt. Hope Cemetery,
Treasury's
request of
hasthebeen
made betreasurer, and Garrett , Van
Scarsdale, N. Y.
cause requirements
Government,
MacLeod was born and educated in due tp the European invasion and the
Wagner, comptroller.
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 6)

Field
Equipment
RCA Victor reports its entrance
into the foreign theatre equipment
field, immediate activities therein presumably depending entirely on availability of equipment. War curtailments will be lifted for the postwar.
J. M. Knaut, international manager of theatre equipment sales for
RCA, explained that the growing demand overseas for a complete RCA
(Continued on page 6)
Paramount

Election

Today Uncertain
The Paramount board meeting for
election of officers is scheduled today
but enough members may not be back
in New York from July 4 out of town
trips to constitute a quorum, it was
reported here yesterday at the home
office and the session may be postponed to next' Thursday.
All officers
reelection. They are
are scheduled'
: Barney forBalaban,
president ; Adolph Zukor, chairman of
the board ; Stanton Griffis, chairman
(Continued on page 6)
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STANTON GRIFFIS, chairman
of the Paramount executive committee, has returned from his mission
to Sweden for the War Department,
and visited at the Paramount home
office yesterday with Barney Balaban.
Joseph A. McConville, Columbia's
foreign vice-president, has returned to
New York from England accompanied
by Joe Friedman, the company's managing director in Great Britain. Another arrival at the home office was
Michael M. Bergher, branch manager of Puerto Rico.
•
Morton Frank, formerly correspondent for Quigley Publications
in Western Pennsylvania, now in the
U. S. Naval Reserve, was married to
Agnes A. Dodds of Pittsburgh at the
Hampshire House here recently.
•
Russ Uswetsky, head booker for
the H. and E. Balaban Theatre Corp.,
Chicago, will vacation at a nearby
summer resort the latter part of this
month.
•
A. B. Craver, manager of the
Visulite and Plaza theatres in Charlotte, N. C, is the father of a new
son, John Carroll Craver, born to
Mrs. Craver recently.
•
D. Corbitt Curtis, assistant director for The March of Time, is the
father of a new daughter, Mary Louise Curtis, born to Mrs. Curtis at
Lenox Hill Hospital.
•
Dave Sternfeld of 20th CenturyFox's art department reports the arrival of Joel Peter on July 4 at Long
Island College Hospital.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pickett, Jr.,
booker and buyer for the S. W. Craver circuit, Charlotte, N. C, are the
parents of a new daughter.
•
Ben
Goetz,
M-G-M production
head for Great Britain, is en route
back to London following a lengthy
visit in New York and Hollywood.
•
Sam Seidelman, United Artists
Argentine manager and Latin-American supervisor, arrived in New York
yesterday.
•
Lou Guimond, of the American Red
Cross film theatre hospital and Mrs.
Guimond are in New York from
Washington.
•
Louis Phillips, Paramount attorney, is away on an annual vacation.
Rennie Survives Mission
Toronto, July 5.— Palmer Rennie,
formerly of the Warner exchange
here, was one of six survivors in a
unit of the 48th Highlanders which
cleared out a series of enemy pillboxes on the Hitler line in Italy, according to word received here this
week via the Canadian Press.

Hollywood, July 5.— Petitions for
aid from the Motion Picture Relief
Fund were 1,254 fewer during 1943
than in 1942, due to increased employment in studios and war plants, according to executive secretary Wilma
Bashor's report submitted to the membership at its 25th annual meeting.
During 1943 the fund extended aid of
one kind or another, ranging from professional counsel to major operations
and hospitalization, in 6,168 cases aggregating ministration to 10,338 individuals.
Supported principally by donors who
pledge one-half per cent of their earnings to the fund — the number of donors
rose 3,266 to an aggregate of 10,641
during 1943 — the organization closed
its year with total assets of $1,609,741
and a net of $1,581,281, an increase of
$229,700 over the previous year. Investment of$1,025,681 in U. S. Treasury Bonds, investment of $471,819 in
the MPRF Country House, and
$80,372 cash on hand constitute the
assets.
Income from the Screen Guild
Players' radio program sponsored by
Lady Esther, Ltd., second largest
source of financial support, amounted
to $209,427 net, in 1943. Income from
this source is devoted exclusively to
maintenance of the Country House.
Other income reported by Treasurer
George Bagnall included $152,318 received from Sol Lesser as the fund's
share of proceeds from "Stage Door
Canteen," which is expected to yield
some $50,000 additionally as it plays
off ; $34,164 from the Community
Chest, and $2,450 from the Theatre
Authority.
Chicago

Filing

for

10% Exchange
Raise
Chicago, July 5.— Sam Lamansky,
business agent of Local B-45, IATSE
here, reveals that the local's outline
for a 10 percent raise for exchange
employes has been forwarded to the
New York offices of the distributors.
As soon as a favorable report is received, Lamansky said, the new wage
scale will be presented to the local
office of the War Labor Board for official approval.
Pat Scollard, Paramount labor contact, stated here that distributors' attorneys were studying the Chicago request and indicated that approval
would be forthcoming, although a decially. cision had not yet been reached offi-

'Holiday' Sets New
Criterion Record
A new all-time record for the Criterion theatre here was set by Universal's new Deanna Durbin picture,
"Christmas Holiday," which grossed
$45,700 in its first week at the theatre, the company stated yesterday.
Previous record holder was Universal's "Gung Ho," which also topped
$45,000 in one week but was several
hundred dollars under the Durbin picture's gross.

Thursday, July 6, 1944

London, July 5. — The committee
appointed
by the
Board of Trade's
Film Council
to investigate
alleged
monopoly in the British industry has
completed its prolonged inquiry and
presented a report to the full council,
which is now considering it prior to
presentation to the BOT. Hugh Dalton, president of the board, will publish the recommendations soon, it has
been learned.
The tenure of the present council
will expire Aug. 20, and Dalton is asking the component trade groups to
nominate their respective delegates for
the ensuing three years. It is authoritatively understood that he

Flashes

wishes and
to proposes
improve strengthening
the council'sit
standing
through outside representation.
Sir Frederick Whyte, present chairman of the council, contemplates retirement, in which event 60-year-old
Lord Drogheda, well-known Irish
peer, will be appointed to succeed him.
Drogheda, educated at Eton and Cambridge, served in the British Foreign
Office before the last war and then in
the Irish Guards. Later, following
a law career, he became wartime director general of the Ministry of Economic Warfare.
Rank is certain to be appointed to

American Romance."
George Sidney, director at M-G-M,
will do "Cabbages and Kings," which
Joe Pasternak will produce with
Jimmy Durante in the top role. The
studio says the picture will be a musiflavor.
cal with an "Alice in Wonderland"
•
Handshake deal whereby Gary Cooper will and
star inColumbia
"Jubal Troop"
Wood
releaseforis Sam
off.

Hollywood, July 5

RKO
NER,
KOER
S chief,
RLE
CHA
tion
Perry Lieband
produc
er, RKO studio publicity head, will
leave here July 21 for the RKO convention in New York July 24-26.
King Vidor will leave for Mexico
shortly to continue research for his
next for M-G-M. After the war, he
intends to make the story of wheat,
thereby rounding out a trilogy he
launched in 1924 with "The BigParade." Second of the three is "An

Cooper's impending company under the
International Pictures banner, prevents.
•
M. C. Mclntyre, managing director
the council
as posts
a producers'
tative, which
are now represenfilled by for Universal in Australia, arrived toMichael Balcon and F. A. Hoare.
day and entrained this evening for
Other groups represented are distri- New York. He was accompanied by
butors and employes.
Al Daff, U's foreign
• sales supervisor.
Judy Garland is preparing for "The
Clock," her first straight dramatic role
which will go into work after the
"Ziegfeld Follies." Arthur Freed will
London, July 5.— The disclosure produce and Fred Zinnemann direct.
•
that Samuel Goldwyn holds the American and world distribution rights, outMrs. Helen Gahagan Douglas, wife
side the British colonies, of the Two of Melvyn Douglas, will be one of the
two women speakers at the Democratic
Cities
production,
"The Wayin Ahead,"
has provoked
perturbation
political National Convention in Chicago.
circles and other places outside the
•
industry, and a question as to the
Thomas J. Connors, W. J. Kupper,
Goldwyn deal is expected to be raised
Smith, Jr., Jack Schlaifer, Mauin the House of Commons, it has been Andy rice
Silverstone and Francis Harley
learned here.
of 20th-Fox, arrived here tonight.
As reported in Motion Picture
Daily on June 15, Two Cities is enThe War Finance Committee andeavoring to re-purchase the rights
nounced the Fox
to the film, with Goldwyn having Fifth War
Loan Studio's
bonds purchase
to date of
is
turned down a first offer and given
no reaction to a second. He acquired
•
$1,250,000.
the rights under the terms of a conFrancis Alstock of the CIAA planed
tract by which Lt. Col. David Niven,
from Washington today, and will
star of the picture and a Goldwyn in
return there at the weekend.
contract player, was loaned to the
British company. Niven was released
from military duties to make the film, No Decision on Loew
designated by the British War Office
as an aid to public morale and as Pension Until July 18
Army propaganda. It is reported that
Loew's, Inc., is still open for bids
British authorities once rejected a
suggestion that Washington be asked from prospective underwriters of its
to seek to influence Goldwyn to relin- employes' pension plan and will make
quish the distribution rights in view no final decision until the stockholders' meeting July 18, it was learned
of Niven's military status.
here yesterday. So far, the bid of the
Equitable Life Assurance Co. is the
Soskin to Start
lowest received from a number of
London, July 5.— Paul Soskin, man- companies.
It is understood that the plan will
aging director of Soskin Productions,
Ltd., has arrived here and revealed cost Loew's and M-G-M approximately $3,500,000 for the first year,
that
he will
work "instantly"
on a new
film. start
He declined,
however, beginning March, 1944, and about $3,000,000 for each succeeding year.
to disclose the subject.
Goldwyn
'Coup' to Be
Aired in Parliament
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Depinet
For

Motion

Cites

Service

60

U.S.

Asks

Picture

3

daily

Exhibitors

to

to WAC
Extend

Sixty film exchange managers were
cited over the weekend for their services as territorial distribution chairmen
's disActivities Committee
of the Wartributor
division, of which Ned E.
Depinet is chairman. Each will receive
a plaque, inscribed in behalf of all
WAC members with "appreciation for
patriotic zeal beyond the call of duty."
A resolution adopted by the distributors' division provided that the distribution chairmen who served under
William A. Scully in 1942 and those
who served under William F. Rodgers
in 1943 will receive the citations,
provided they served at least six
months. Present chairmen will receive
them when they have completed their
assignments.
Cited were: Joseph Miller, E. B.
Price, Sydney Lehman, J. J. Donohue,
Harry Young, James Hendel, R. J.
Morrison, L. J. McGinley, George
W. Fuller, Roger Mahan, E. V. Landaiche, R. B. Williams, J. H. Jacobs,
William G. Mansell, Harry A. Seed,
A. R. Anderson, Hall Walsh, S. J.
Gardner, L. G. Wingham, Max Cohen.
Also: C. G. Eastman, W. O. Williamson, Fred, R. Dodson, I. H.
Rogovin, Sydney Samson, J. H. Dillon
Clyde. Eckhardt, Thomas R. Gilliam,

3th

Bond

(Continued from page 1)

the Pabeing made ints,
progress
great cific
and all other
battlefron
have
been tremendously increased.
"This places an additional somber
obligation on the home front to provide substantially more support to our
boys in combat," O'Donnell said.
"And because of the terrific effort being made in the combat areas there is
a desire in every quarter to make
this the greatest war financing job in
the history of the world."
This development. O'Donnell added,
changes the plan of the final report.
"Instead of closing the records on
July 8, as originally planned, they will
be closed
27," Committee
the statement
said.
The July
National
has

Drive

port subsequently made to the industry and the Secretary of the
Treasury.
200,000 Attend Wash.
'Cavalcade' Opening

Washington, July 5.— More than
200,000 attended the opening of
Washington's "Cavalcade of Freedom" on the Monument Grounds here
last night, where scores of entertainers participated in a program under
the direction of Sidney Lust, John J.
Payette and Carter T. Barron.
Other committeemen included :
Frank La Fake, William C. Ewing,
Al Sherman, Charles Zurhost, Tom
Baldridge, Henry Wall, Harry Anger,
McGene Ford, Harry Krivit, Arch
Donald, A. Julian Brylawski, E. N.
Read, Harry Bachman, Graham Barbee, Louis Bernheimer, Walter Corsley, Fred Kogod, Lawrence Snoots,
Lloyd Wineland, HarStorty,
Frank
di
Meekin
and Harry Lohmeyer.

had this subject up with every exhibitor state chairman, and all have volunteered to continue the effort.
Accordingly, the final report form
will be sent to all participating exhibitors on or about July 20 to cover all
bonds sold from June 1 through July RKO Houses Gross
27. All exhibitors are requested to
2'/2 Million
keep their records in good order until
"Bond Premieres" in 12 RKO
the closing date and to mail them to
the national committee on the night Metropolitan New York theatres last
of July 27, so that the entire drive week grossed $2,353,625, excluding
can
be cleaned up and a complete re- regular sale of bonds in those houses.
J.
J. 'Oulahan,
Schmertz,
M.
Sachs,
Chester I.
J. J.
Bell,
Earl A. S.Bell,
Mel H. Evidon, Frank J. Downey, G.
Richard Frank, W. E. Truog, Wayne
'WasselV Ahead
of
Smith and Schreiber
C. Ball, J. F. Willingham.
Also: J. H. Lorentz, L. J. Miller, DeMille's Runs:
by Schwartz
Honored
Philip Sherman, Barney Pitkin, James
runis
5.— Sol A. Schwartz,
Wassell"
July
Dr.
of
o,
Chicag
"The Story
Briant, Robert Wolff, C. H. Weaver,
ning ahead of other Cecil B. DeMille
F. J. Hannon, Robert Lynch, J. J.
out-ofof dRKO's
l manag
Charles M. Rea- town
generatheatre
Frank Smith
honore
s, er
Maloney, R. O. Wilson, Lester J. pictures, according tovice-pr
in
esident
gan, Paramount
Bona, William F. Gordon, H. Neal
of distribution, and based on and Harry Schreiber, newly-appointEast, Al Laurice, Edward A. Lamb, charge
reports from several spots where the
ed division and assistant division manRobert Smeltzer, S. N. Wheeler, D. film has opened.
agers, respectively, of the Chicago terA. Levy, Len Gruenberg, Wm. MarAt the Rivoli, New York, the
riott.
ritory at a press party at the Bisfourth week's gross was 20 per cent
marck Hotel today. Smith, manager
In the
Island."
"Wake
than
higher
,
Paramount
the
at
of the Palace here, succeeded Tom
first three weeks
who resigned due to ill
ClearanceComplaint
Hollywood, "Wassell" did 15 per cent Gorman,
n will remain in town
Gorma
.
health
Wind."
Wild
the Los Angeles,
"Reap t,
thanParamoun
more
At the
for a rest before returning East.
Filed, 1 Withdrawn
"Wassell" in its first three weeks did
Schwartz expects to appoint a new
manager as well as a new city
Palace
the
82 per cent more than "Reap
manager of Columbus, a post vacated
H. & H. Enterprises, Inc., operator Wild Wind."
r, .upon his return to New
by
Saturday
YorkSchreibe
of Keith's Theatre, Fairhaven, Mass., Warner
Exchanges
has filed a clearance complaint against
the five consenting companies in the
Boston tribunal, the American Arbi- Set Bookers' Drive
First of a series of Warner extration Association reported here yesfor 'Way'
change meetings to set plans for $234,000 July
terday.
t' s "Go5.— Para
Chic
Bing Crosby
ing moun
"Bookers' Month" in August was held
starr
My Way," gera
ingago,
ld, goes into its
Keith's, which has first-run showings yesterday at the New York branch, and Barry Fitz
in Fairhaven, is subject to the follow- with Norman Ayers, Eastern district fifth week at the Chicago Theatre
ing clearances over New Bedford,
on Friday, the first picture to
ng. Clarence Eise- here
Mass., theatres : 14 days after the sec- manager, presidi
man, New York branch manager, and run longer than four weeks in the 26ond-run Capitol, extended by Loew's ; Arthur Weinberg, office manager, year history of that house. The film
14 days after Baylies Square, extend- also addressed the gathering.
will have grossed an estimated $234,ed by RKO and Paramount ; seven
by the end of the week. Only
000
This
year's
campaign,
running
days after the Strand, extended by
two other pictures have run four
Warners ; 14 days after the Rialto, by through August, will stress "The Ad- weeks at the Chicago, those being
ventures of Mark Twain," released on
20th-Fox. Baylies Square is secondDone Him Wrong"
run on RKO, third-run on Para- July 22, and "Mr. Skeffington," Au- Paramount's "She cco."
Moro
current
to
the
d
to
"Roa
addition
and
in
gust
12,
mount, 20th-Fox and Warners ;
Strand is fourth-run on all, and the re-release of Irving Berlin's "This Is
Rialto is third-run.
the Army," "Destination, Tokyo," 20th-Fox Transfers
Complainant alleges that clearance "Watch on the Rhine," "Old AcThompquaintance" and other product.
Chicago, July 5.— Tommy
is unreasonable and should be elimison, head of the Kansas City publicity
nated or reduced to a minimum of one
20th-Fox has been transday.
USJCC Names Baldridge office for
ferred to the Chicago office to succeed
At the same time the American ArWinchester, Va., July 5— Tom Bald- Jay Frank, who was moved into the
bitration Association reported that
ridge, M-G-M representative in this
ry, it was anBen Cooney, operator of the New Og- area, has returned from Omaha, where Kansas City territo
assistant exFields,
Jules
by
nounced
den theatre, Chicago, has withdrawn he attended the annual war conference
ploitation manager. Fields is here over
by general stipulation signed on July of the United States Junior Chamber
3 by all parties, a clearance complaint of Commerce and where he was named the weekend to map a publicity campaign for "Wilson," with Fred Joyce,
against Paramount, Warners, 20th- to raise $100,000 for a USJCC naappointed national exploitation
newly
man.
Fox and RKO.
headquarters
building.
tional

Course
Employe

Offered

in

Training

St. Louis, July 5.— A free, tax-supported course in "How to Teach An
Employe" is being offered to theatre
executives by state and local boards of
education; according to Francis
Wright, director of the Distributive
Education
Louis
board. Department of the St.
Wright has just given such a course,
in six two-hour sessions, to 16 staff
members of the Fox, Missouri, Shubert and St. Louis Theatres here,
through arrangements with Tony Peof the Fox for Fanluso, manager
chon
and Marco, who pioneered the
movement.
Developed by the U. S. Office of
Education, the plan, Wright explains,
was worked out at this time of rapid
"executurnover
manpower
tives often know
the because
job so well
that
when they teach a new employe they
overlook and fail to demonstrate the
simple but basic parts of the job."

$2,500,000 DuMont
Television Orders
Postwar orders for television equipment in the amount of $2,500,000 have
been received by the Allen B. DuMont
Laboraotries, Inc., Paramount affiliate, under a- newly established "equipment reservation plan," Leonard
Cramer, vice-president of the comfor an addipany, discloses. Orders
tional $1,500,000 worth of equipment
are said to be pending.
Under the plan, complete equipment
for the~ operation of television stations
will be delivered to customers in the
order of application. Some $256,000
will be required to equip each station,
and 10 deals so far have been closed.
Formal purchase contracts are to be
after the Govsigned within 90 days
ernment permits civilian manufacture
to resume.

Tele.
Commercial
Plan for Theatres
Los Angeles, July 5.— John W.
Swallow, NBC program director in
Hollywood for the past 12 years, today announced Television Enterprises,
Inc., to produce advertising films for
use under prevailing conditions and
tion of the development of
in anticipa
television.
Swallow told Motion Picture
Daily he will not invade the entertainment field as a producer or otherwise, apart from the extent to which
theatres now use paid advertising films,
but will concentrate on servicing in
improved fashion those advertisers now
using the screen medium. Swallow said
that arrangements had been made with
three existing cartoon producing organizations for actual production, but
did not reveal any names. He plans a
to "show
trip to New York shortly
wares" to prospective advertisingour
clients.
'Brown'

to Music

Hall

International Pictures' "Casanova
Brown," starring Gary Cooper and
M-G-M's
"Dragon
Seed" will
into follow
the New
York
Teresa Wright,
Music Hall after the latter succeeds
the
current
"Onceproduced
Upon aandTime."
Nunnally
Johnson
Sam
Wood directed the Leo Spitz-William
Goetz production.
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Gould

Gives 'Date'
Boston
Dual Fine $36,000

Chance
Decree

(.Continued from page 1)
available for consultation, but Clark
said they probably would not get together again until after the Attorney
General has made a decision as to the
acceptability
the stand.
companies' proposals as theyof now
While Department officials
refused to indicate the possible
fate of the decree proposals,
there is a growing impression
in some quarters based on recent developments in Washington and New York that there is.
a good chance of a consent decree being accepted by the Government, although possibilities
are seen that acceptance will be
conditioned on some further
changes in the distributors'
proposals. For the most part,
is believed these changes will
come within the limits of what
company spokesmen recently
said were the economic limits
beyond which they could not go
and will offer no barrier if the
companies definitely desire a
decree as an alternative to a
court fight. So far as could be
learned none of the more important provisions would be affected in major degree.
The whole situation will be laid before the Attorney General by Clark
when an opportunity for a conference
arises. At that meeting the Assistant
Attorney General is expected to suggest the policy to be followed and upon
the approval of his position, which ir
expected to be given by Biddle, will go
into session with Hazen or top company officials to work out details.

Set

Services

For

J. S. MacLeod

Today

(Continued from page 1)
of the playing time in 11 such houses
with less than one-quarter of the total
releases in 1943-44, he said. They
secured 40 per cent of the revenue in
these houses. 'American pictures will
make money notwithstanding inroads
by native films," said UA's foreign
manager.
Gould inferred that American companies were taking to dubbing in Spanish in order to secure better playing
time to offset improved native product. His company's dubbing program
is up to individual producers who, on
the whole, are receptive to a dubbing
program, he said. Such great strides
have been made in the technique of
dubbing
Italian
that "it
may not inbeFrench
long and
before
all pictures

Boston, July 5.— "Blind Date" and
"Seven Days Ashore" at the RKO
Boston brought a startling $36,000,
greatest since the appearance there of
Frank
My Way"tookin
its
thirdSinatra.
week at "Going
the Paramount
a capacity $18,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 5.:
"Seven Date"
Days Ashore"
(RKO)
"Blind
(Col.)
RKO BOSTON — (3,200) (55c-65c-75c-$U0)
Gross: $36,000. (Average: $25,800).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
FENWAY— (1,373) (40c-55c-74c) 7 days,
800).
3rd week. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $7,-

"The Song of Beroadette" (20th-Fox)
MAJESTIC — (1,350) ($1.10) 8th week.
Gross: $13,800. (Average: $10,000).
"Home iri Indiana" (20th-Fox)
"Gildersieeve's Ghost" (RKO')
MEMORIAL — (2,900) (40c-55c-65c-85c).
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $13,800)
are dubbed automatically."
"Pin.
Girl" (20th-Fox)
Pictures will have to be tailor-made "Three UpMen
in White" (M-G-M)
METROPOLITAN— (4,367) 7 days, 2nd
for foreign markets for "competition week
Gross: $24,900.
in the post-war from many native film (Average:(40c-55c-65c-85c).
$28,300).
industries springing up where they "Two. Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM
(2,900) $23,800).
(40c-55c-65c-74c).
were non-existent," he said.
Gross:
$28,000. —(Average:
Many of our self-maligning films, he "Going
My
Way"
(Para.)
added, have been accepted by the
PARAMOUNT — (1,700) (40c -55c -65c -75c)
masses of foreign countries as a true Gross: $18,000. (Average: $13,700).
reflection of American life. Some "Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
STATE— (3,200) (40c -55c -65c -74c). Gross:
countries have even gone to the extent $12,500.
$10,300).
"Two
Man(Average:
Sub" (Col.)
of banning films which have deflated
TRANS LUX-(990) (30c-55c-74c). Gross:
American institutions or have han- $6,500.
(Average: $6,000).
dled the American Army in an irreverent light through presentation of an
individual, fearing that their people
Ideal Weather
would adopt these ideas.
Keeps
Gould revealed, as previously reported in Motion Picture Daily that Toron
at Par
to
Dudley Murphy, who has a deal with
UA to deliver four Mexican pictures
in two vears, has completed the first,
Toronto, July 5. — Instead of flock"The Bell of My Village."
;ng to the shows for a statutory holiday, Dominion Day, July 1, most people swarmed to the countryside* for
the long weekend and exhibitors said
British May Boost
it was the' quietest festive occasion
in
years. "Pin Up Girl" was luring
Quota Within
Year
$12,800 to Shea's Theatre ; "Gaslight"
was holding up to $12,700 for the sec(Continued from page 1)
ond week at Loew's, and "Snow
time labor costs, the BOT also sug- White" pointed to $12,300 at the Imperial with an early rush of juveniles.
gests that upward revision in prewar labor cost test figures may be
Estimated
for the weekending July 6 receipts
:
necessitated. The 1938 act, treating
"Lost
Angel"
(M-G-M)
labor cost as a rough measure of a
"Her Primitive Man" (Univ.)
EGLTNTON— (1,086) (18c -30c -48c -60c) 6
film's quality, postulated that films
ranking for quota should expend a days.
(RKO)Gross: $3,5CO. (Average: $4,000).
"Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs"
minimum of one pound (about four
dollars) per foot on labor.
300).
IMPERIAL— (3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
It is understood authoritatively that 6 days. Gross: $12,300. (Average: $12,the BOT favors retention of present "Gaslight" (M-G-M)
percentages for another two years on
LOEW'S— (2.074) (18c-3Oc-42c-60c-78c) 6
the assumption that the German war days,
2nd week. Gross: $12,700. (Average:
may end within six months and allow- $11,200).
"Pin- Up Girl" (20th-Fox)
ing the ensuing year for the studios
SHEA'S—
(2,480)
days.
Gross:
$12,800.(18c-30c-42c-60c-90e)
(Average: $12,800).6
to requisition new equipment and re- "Cover
Girl" (Col.)
service that which is badly worn. Full
Mystery" (20th-Fox)
scale production is envisioned as a "Bermuda
TIVOLI— (1.434) (18c-30c-48c)
6 days.
nossibility for 1946. The Board also Gross: $3,400. (Average: $4,400).
favors increasing the labor cost test "Ghost Catchers" (Univ.)
"The Scarlet Claw" (Univ.)
figures to 25 shillings (about five dolUPTOWN— (2,761) (18c-3Oc-42c-6Oc-90c) 6
lars) per foot.
days. Gross: $8,300. (Average: $9,800).

{Continued from page 1)
New York City. He entered the film
business in 1915 as assistant auditor
for the old Sawyer Films Co. Six
months later he joined Metro here in
the accounting department under
Charles K. Stern. In 1929, he was
appointed head of the film and exchange maintenance for M-G-M.
Survivors include his widow, Mrs.
Ida MacLeod, who was in San Francisco at the time of the accident ; a
son, Donald S., office manager of
M-G-M's Indianapolis branch ; two
brothers, David R. and Ross P., the
latter in charge of M-G-M's warehouse in New York ; a sister, Mrs.
W. Thuman of the Bronx.
Mimi Forsythe, actress, suffered a
Enters Foreign
broken wrist and other injuries in the RCA
wreck of the Santa Fe Chief? She is
Field
ment
the wife of United Artists producer Equip
(Continued from page 1)
Benedict Bogeaus.
line is responsible for the new policy.
The equipment which will be supplied
Feinbergs' Mother Dies
through RCA's own international subFuneral services will be held here
sidiaries and its distributors will inthis morning at Riverside Memorial
clude projectors, screens, power supChapel for Mrs. Louis Feinberg, 87,
ply apparatus, arc lamps, chairs and
mother of Abe and Joe Feinberg of accessories, in addition to RCA
the Comerford circuit vaudeville book- sound reproducing systems, which
ing department, New York.
the company has marketed abroad.
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The motion picture industry,
regardless of war's many restrictions, hasnot lowered its
standards of quality. Reflecting the people and product of
that industry, Photoplay will
not, for temporary circulation
advantage, sacrifice the high
quality and quantity of its
editorial content.

Election

Today
Uncertain
(Continued
from page 1)
of the executive committee ; Y. Frank
Freeman, Henry Ginsberg, Leonard H.
Goldenson, John W. Hicks, Jr., Austin C. Keough and Charles M. Reagan, vice-presidents ; Walter B. Cokell, treasurer ; Keough, secretary ;
Norman Collyer, Jacob H. Karp and
Frank Meyer, assistant secretaries,
and Fred Mohrhardt, comptroller.
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BETTY HUTTON
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A Story from the Heart of Greer Carson
Louella O. Parsons
Those Exciting Years
/*<Mn Rogers St. Johns
1 Went to the End of the Line
Pauletle Coddard
Photoplay Found My Sister
Virginia Emerson
Play Truth or Consequences with Alan Ladd
Kay Proctor
Stars at Play
Elsa Maxwell
Scrapbook on Betty Hutton
Make Your Future Bright ! . . . ,
Mary Murdoch
Going Bing's Way
Thornton Delehanly
Just My Bill
Tess Bendix
My Great Adventure
Gene Tierney
ommand Performance
Who's News
Sara Hamilton
If You Were Dennis Morgan's House Guest
Eleanor Harris
"Wives Should Never — " "Husbands Should Never—"
Why Can't They Stay Married?
"Fearless"
Exclusive — on Paulette Coddard and Burgess Meredith
Ruth Waterbury
What Should I Do?
Your problems answered by Claudette Colbert

Irene Dunne
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37
40

Robert Walker
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45
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Brief Reviews
Casts of Current Pictures
Fashions — Carole Landis
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20
118
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Speak for Yourself
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The Shadow Stage
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66
72 i
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Exhibitor,

Short

movie

pests

annoy

the

in

fun

but

Subject

and

has

over

customers

the

they

all

It's

message

showman

to

about

how

audience.

it's a

I've

wanted

every
to

for

get

years!"

PETE

SMITH

answers

the

exhibitors'

with

prayers

M-G-M's

MOVIE

A

MERRY

Charles P. Skouras,
National Theatres:

PESTS

"MUST"

FOR

Besa

President

shorts

"One of the best subjects you have ever
produced . . . packed with laughs ... as far
as I am
Hedda

concerned,

Hopper,

"I've never
a short

this reel is a MUST!"

Columnist:

heard

so many

Short, Interstate

Circuit

chief:

"Destined

to be

film properties
Terry Ramsaye,

one

of the

important

of this or any other

Editor of Motion

age."

Picture Herald :
every
since

laughs in such
movies

ANNIVERSARY
Keep

THEATRE!

"This picture says something that
exhibitor has had on his mind

film."

g^S&k%

EVERY

selling those

war

bonds!

SHORT

were

born."

FOR

Fight by the side

LONG

of the troops

RUNS!
who

never

stop!
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New

Building

Code
To

NEW

Threat

Theatres

Drastic Changes Studied
By Heads of Circuits

YORK,

U.S.A., FRIDAY,

Robots Hit Studio;
Saloman Killed
London, July 6.— One studio
(unidentified) was heavily
damaged by a recent Nazi
'Robot Bomb' attack in which
three studio people were
killed and two were injured.
Production, however, is proceeding at all other studios.
Only a few theatres have
been damaged by the Robots,
which Prime Minister Churchill described to Commons
today as having killed 2,752
and hospitalized 8,000, London suffering most of the
casualities.

Circuit managements in New
York are described as being
'alarmed'' over New York State's
lew pending building code with its
:hreatening drastic changes, involving considerable structural altera:ions, and applying to most of the
Warners' New York office
1,200 motion picture theatres in
received word yesterday of
places which have no code; it does
the death, 'by enemy action in
lot apply to cities which already
Southern England,' of A. M.
lave codes.
(Doc.) Saloman, for 12 years
general manager of the WarThe threat is of significance
ner Teddington, Eng. studio.
not only to exhibitors in New
York State, but is greatly
broadened by the fact that New
York building codes are widely
Horowitz
Vanguard
referred to by authorities in
(Continued on page 11)
Sales Executive
Argentine

Lagging,

Seidelman

Reports

Argentina is the only country in
Latin-America where film business has
failed to improve commensurate with
that of other countries, Sam Seidelman, United Aritists Argentine manager and Latin-American supervisor,
said yesterday in an interview at the
home office. Seidelman, who is making
his first visit to the home office in
four years, attributed this situation to
poor exploitation and the playing of
triple and even quadruple features.'
Native producers, whose yearly production output amounts to 35 to 40
features a year, are at odds with exhibitors on the total playing time to
be accorded their product and have
urged adoption of a quota law, Seidelman said. They are demanding one(Continued on page 11)
Wm.

Fox

on National

Tour 'Very Shortly
William Fox will "leave shortly"
on his projected tour of the country
to look over possible key-city exchange sites for his proposed new
producing-distributing company. A
contemplated trip to Latin America
for the same purpose will not take
place for some time, Fox indicated
here yesterday.
Still not ready to make public any
organizational or financial details of
(Continued on page 11)

Sam Horowitz, formerly with United
Artists and the A. H. Blank circuit
of Des Moines, will join the executive
sales staff of Vanguard Films, Inc.,
and David O. Selznick Enterprises,
effective July IS. Working under Neil
Agnew, vice-president in charge of
distribution, Horowitz will have headquarters in Chicago.
The appointment fills the post of
one of the two additional Vanguard
sales executives which Agnew authorized at the company's sales meeting
in Chicago last week, as reported in
Motion Picture Daily on June 28.
The other appointment is expected to
be made in the near future.

72,670,000

U.

JULY

TEN

7, 1944

S.

INTERVENES

Endeavors

Resume

Blocks

to
of

Files

Hollywood

A total of $72,670,000 in war bonds,
mostly of the "E" series, is credited
to the Hollywood stars who toured
19 cities and made 23 appearances on
behalf of the "Fighting Fifth" War
Loan, R. J. O'Donnell, national industry Bond chairman, and the U. S.
War Finance Committee, announced
here yesterday. Agencies ranged between 4,200 to 80,000.
The shows were built around the
Army Air Forces Training Command
orchestra of Ft. Worth, which re-

to Re-open

Trust

Suit, Says Issues Are
Same as Consent Decree

Philadelphia, July 6. — The
United States Government today
filed a petition in the U. S. Circuit
M-G-M
will endeavor to resume Court of Appeals here for permission to enter the Anti-Trust Case of
the release of pictures in blocks of
William Goldman, independent circuit
12 to comply with what it recognizes head, as an amicus citrae (friend of
as the preference of the
of the court).
e x hmajority
i b i tors,
William
Goldman's suit for $1,650,000 damF. R o d g e r s,
ages against the Warner Theatre Circuit and the major distributors was
vice - president
not sustained by the U. S. District
and manager,
general Court and William Gray, attorney for
sales
said
at a Goldman, had filed an appeal from the
luncheon of decision of the lower court.
The Government in its petition to
company
o ffi - enter the case indicated that Goldcials
and trade
man's suit involved the same situations as(Continued
those in on
thepage
Department
of
11)
Hfi Ar^riflB
I^Hj
tatives
press represen■dilrftr
HI
■
Hotel
Aats t the
o r
12,

Rodger s

Says

■'. MI
flu IB
HBb
William F. Rodgers

Early this
here yesterday.
Sears
Calls
season the comseveral panygroups
released
Meeting
of pictures ranging from seven to 12 UA
in number
but subsequent blocks
(Continued on page 12)
The first of two United Artists
sales meetings will be held at the
Films
May
Attend
Waldorf-Astoria here on Monday and
Tuesday, July 10-11, Gradwell Sears,
World
Trade
Talks
vice-president in charge of Distribution, and Carl Leserman, U.A. general
sales manager, announced yesterday.
The meeting will be attended by all
At least one top film industry representative will be nominated by the district and branch managers from the
National Association of Manufacturers eastern territories. Leserman will preas a delegate to the International
side at the meeting which will be
Business Conference at Atlantic City, highlighted by a general discussion of
(Continued on page 12)
the
company'sof sales
policies The
and
announcement
new product.
second meeting will be for company
(Continued on page 12)
Bond
Sale
Will

By

IN

CASE

GOLDMAN

MGM

CENTS

Star

Hays

on

Coast,

Tours

placed the Army Air Forces band conducted by Capt. Glenn Miller after the
first two appearances. The orchestra
was conducted by Sergeant Harry
Bluestone, formerly with the Paramount studios in Hollywood, with
Capt. Robert Jennings as commandant. Paul Whiteman, Benny Goodman and Fred Waring were guest
conductors.
Stars who toured included Gary
Cooper, Ingrid Bergman, Veronica
(Continued on page 11)

'Old*
Yarn
Los Angeles, July
6.— By
indirecJohnston
tion, Will Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association of America, on his
arrival here today, refuted the revived
reports that Eric Johnston, president
of The United States Chamber of
Commerce, would enter the motion
picture industry, replacing him
(Hays) as president of the MP PDA.
The interview was conducted at the
headquarters of the MPPDA.
The Johnston
(Continued report
on page was
11) revived

2

Motion

Mexican

Personal

Law

Picture

Copyright

Under

Ed Hinchy, head of Warners playdate department, will return today
from New Haven.
•
Walter Gould, United Artists foreign manager, will observe his 42nd
birthday on Saturday.
•
Linet of Universal left yesterday for Cincinnati and Dayton.
Quits

as PRC

Production Manager
Hollywood, July 6. — Chris Beute
has resigned as general production
manager of PRC Pictures and stated
that he will announce a new affiliation in the near future. Formerly
with Monogram, Beute joined PRC
in 1943.
Leon Fromkess, PRC vice-president
in charge of production, here for the
company's annual sales convention,
which was held last week, said yesterday that a successor to Beute
would be appointed following his return to the Coast, where he will arrive on July 23.
Two

50c Dividends

Universal

On

Stock

Universal's board of directors yesterday declared a third-quarter dividend of 50 cents per share on the
company's stock, payable July 31 to
stockholders of record July 19 ; also,
for the fourth quarter, a dividend of
the same amount, payable Oct. 31 to
stockholders of record Oct. 16.
Ben Goetz in London
London, July 6. — Ben Goetz, in
charge of M-G-M production in Great
Britain, has arrived here from a
lengthy visit in New York and Hollywood.

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace of the Nation
Rockefeller Center
CARY GRANT in

Flashes

J OSEPH SEIDELMAN, Univer. sal vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution ; Al Daff, foreign sales supervisor, and Fortunat
Baronat, foreign publicity director,
returned here yesterday from Hollywdod.
•
Pfc. Howard Z. Beatus, son of
Lawrence Beatus, Loew district
manager, is serving in Normandy
with the European Civil Affairs
Regiment.
•
Sam Cohen, United Artists foreign
publicity director, this week celebrated his 44th birthday with a surprise
party given by Mrs. Cohen at their
home in Mt. Vernon.
•
Leon Goldberg, RKO Radio studio
executive, will leave for the Coast
today after a visit of several weeks in
New York.
•
Stanley R. Chase, assistant to
Oscar Morgan at Paramount, reports
the birth of a daughter.
•

Beute

NEW

Coast

Survey

Mention

Hank

Friday, July 7, 1944

daily

A survey of the Mexican copyright
law with the aim of making suggesHollywood, July 6
tions for amendments which would
"ONCE
A TIME"
signed producer.
William
with UPON
JANET BLAIR
remove present difficulties in the distri- RKO-RADIO
Pereira as anhas
associate
bution of American films in that
Dir. by Alexander Hall — A Columbia Picture
Pereira, who resigned from a Hunt
country will be undertaken in Mexico
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Stromberg co-producership to take
First
City July 31-Aug. 8 by Edwin P.
IT! Mt42anir.t »t.>rs He>erve,l Circle t>.4t>00
Kilroe, chairman of the copyright the post, was David O. Selznick's production designer for three years incommittee of the Motion Picture Proclusive of his work on "Since You S3
ducers and Distributors of America.
IN PERSON
•
Kilroe's suggestions will be made
;? ON SCREEN
Away."
GRACIE
during the same visit, at the third Went
First
N.
Y.
Showing
'
SENSATIONS
The War Finance Committee reannual meeting of the Inter-American
BARRIE
Republic Studio's corporate ST)
Bar Association, at which he has beep purchase vealed
of bonds in the Fifth War
BENNY
named to represent the industry in Loan Drive to date is $180,000, while • •
sessions relating to copyright and the purchase of the allied industries
STARRING
intellectual and industrial property.
RUBIN
now total $259,000. The Screen Actors
1 ELEANOR POWELL
He was appointed and received survey Guild purchased $50,000 in bonds.
•
instructions at a meeting of the
B WAY &
PALACE
MPPDA committee here this week.
47th St.
Harold Hopper will plane to Washington Sunday, thence to New York
1945'
F
O
on Motion Picture Society for the
iE:
Home
Heads Public
Americas business, returning here
prior to his departure late in the
"MARIrTE
RAIDERS"
PAT
ROBERT
RUTH
Information Group
month for a South American tour.
•
O'BRIEN
RYAN
HUSSEY
Hal Home, 20th-Fox director of
advertising-publicity, yesterday was
Jack Skirball announced "Fickle
elected chairman of the industry's Fortune," as Fred Allen's starring
Public Information Committee, East- vehicle, with production starting Sept.
ern section, for the next six months, 1. Allen is due here July 16 on story
PARAMOUNT'S
'GOING
MY WAY
succeeding Silas F. Seadler, M-G-M finalities.
•
advertising manager. Glendon Allvine
with BING CROSBY
continues as executive secretary, only
In Person
Howard
Da
Silva
will
return
to
other officer of the committee.
CHARLIE SPIVAK and Hi» Orch. ii
New York upon completion of his role
A plan for future industry public in Paramount's "Two Years Before
relations work was presented at
yesterday's
CharlesProducers
Francis the Mast."
Coe of the meting
Motion byPicture
PRESENTS ■
PARAMOUNT
Jorege Negrete, president of the ^mm GARY
COOPER in
and Distributors of America, based on
Mexican Actors' Guild, has left here
conclusions reached during his recent by
plane for Mexico City today.
tour of 20 cities. The committee took
the plan under advisement and will
announce details if and when final
approval is forthcoming.

Pine-Thomas' first 1944-45 picture
for Paramount will be "Dangerous

Mirisch,

Passage."
Skouras,

Mandel

to

Others

Due

Back on Wednesday
Chicago Meeting
Harold Mirisch, chief of RKO
Hollywood, July 6. — Spyros Skouras, president,
andhere
other
exTheatres' film booking department ;
ecutives who are
from20th-Fox
New York
Harry Mandel, director of advertisingpublicity, and William Howard, assist- to see "Wilson" and discuss forthcoming product, are scheduled to be
ant to Sol A. Schwartz, general
back at their New York offices next
Wednesday.
manager
out-of-town
theatres, leftofNewRKO's
York yesterday
for
Skouras was accompanied here by
Chicago.
All three will attend an RKO Tom Connors, Murray Silverstone,
managers meeting which Schwartz William J. Kupper, Francis Harley,
has called for in the Chicago division. L. J. Schlaifer, A. W. Smith and
Sam Shain. Larry Kent, executive
Frank Smith, newly appointed divi- assistant to Skouras, is also here.
sion manager, and his assistant, Harry
Schreiber, will be introduced to the
gathering. Following the meeting, Columbia
Executives
Mirisch will continue on to HollyTo Coast Meeting
wood.
Columbia home office executives
will leave New York today for San
Francisco for the third and last of
Paramount
Election
its series of sales meetings, to be
Postponed a Week
held July 11-13 at the St. Francis
Hotel. In the group will be Jack
The Paramount board of director's Cohn, A. Montague, Rube Jackter,
meeting to elect officers was post- George Josephs, H. C. Kaufman, Jos.
poned from yesterday until next A. McConville and Joe Friedman.
Six branches will be represented at
Thursday afternoon because a quorum
was not available. Barney Balaban, the convention by the District Manager, branch managers and the salespresident, Adolph Zukor, chairman,
men from Denver, Los Angeles, Portand all other officers are scheduled to
land, Salt Lake City, San Francisco
and Seattle.
be reelected.
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The

biggest

figure

in

the

industry

CENTURY-FOX

presents

boxoffice

*

the

biggest

entertainment

!

* * *

*
*

IN

ALEXANDER
NELSON

KNOX - CHARLES

• SIR CEDRIC

HALTON • THURSTON

with
OLOR
TECHNIC

COBURN

HARD WICKE

RUTH FORD • SIDNEY BLACKMER

1
1

• GERALOINE

FITZGERALD -THOMAS

and PRICE • WILLIAM
• VINCENT

• MADELEINE

MITCHELL -RUTH

EYTHE • MARY

ANDERSON

FORBES • STANLEY RIDGES • EDDIE FOY. Jr. - CHARLES

HALL • J. M. KERRIGAN • JAMES RENNIE • KATHERINE LOCKE - STANLEY LOGAN

MARCEL DALIO • EDWIN MAXWELL

• CLIFFORD BROOKE • TONIO SELWART • JOHN INCE • CHARLES MILLER

*

f it

Directed

by HENRY

KING

# Written

for the Screen

by LAMAR

TROTH

*

Motion

Argentine

Lagging,

Seidelman

Reports

(Continued from page 1)
third first-run playing time, and 50
per cent in other situations. Exhibitors
have refused to accede to these demands, declaring that they would
rather turn over their theatres to the
government.
UA's Argentine manager stated the
better classes prefer American films.
Seidelman cited last year's ratio of
American and Argentine pitcures in
Buenos Aires first-runs. Argentine
films secured 20 per cent of playing
time, American films, 70 per cent, and
the remainder was reserved for French
and Mexican product. No British
product is being shown. In the lesser
situations Argentine product obtains a
good deal of playing time., however.
Native producers also are demanding a minimum of 40 per cent of all
box office receipts for their films,
Seidelman revealed.
En route home, UA's manager
stopped off at Bogata, Colombia, where
he supervised the reconditioning of
the Astral Theatre, there for the opening of "Jack London." UA has taken
over operation of the Astral, this being the third house it has obtained in
Laint-America. Other theatre properties are being scouted for possible
operation, but nothing is immediately
in prospect, he said.
Seidelman will return to Buenos
Aires in about a month via the Coast
and Mexico.
Wm.

Fox

on National

Theatres

Picture
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u

daily

Threatened

U.

S. Intervenes

Goldman
By

New

Building

Code

(Continued from page 1)
construction (stair towers).
Counterbalanced fire escapes
many other states in drawing
attached to the building outup building regulations.
side are prohibited.
Motion Picture Herald, in disclosIn general, the revised code would
ing the danger of severe operational
interruptions to potentially hundreds., require compliance by existing theatres within two years from the date
of theatres, will say today that, if
of its adoption.
enacted, the New York code "would
According to J. Henry Walters,
have the practical effect, in many instances, of closing small theatres per- RKO attorney and former New York
State Senator, who was instrumental in bringing the proposed New
manently."
Aroused by the changes, drawn up
York
regulations to the attention of
under the authority of the New York
Labor Department as more stringent theatre interests, several other states
safety measures, some of the principal have been re-examining their building
circuits in New York, including regulations in consequence of the Coconut Grove night club fire in Boston
Loew's, Paramount, RKO, Century, in 1942.
Schine and Skouras, have appointed a
"There is great danger," Walters
committee to seek modification of the
proposals. The committee, headed by said^ "that if the proposed New York
requirements are allowed to stand,
Harry Moskowitz of Loew's, and in- they will be adopted elsewhere. Such
cluding Louis
Henry Anderson
of Schine
Para'- requirements as a steel proscenium
mount and
Lazar of
Theatres, with Martin J. Tracy of curtain, and inside stair towers in
Century, as alternate, this week began place of fire escapes, would put many
studies upon which to base argument theatres out of business."
for reconsideration.
Failure to distinguish between motion picture theatres making only limProvisions in the revised regulations
ited and rare use of a stage or screen
which have caused most immediate
platform and those presenting regular
concern are :
stage performances is cited as one asEvery theatre with a stage
pect of a general defect of the revised
must have a fire curtain of
code,
which in the main, classifies mosteel frame with the necessary
tion picture theatres with night clubs
automatic lowering devices.
and road houses in its treatment of
This would have to be done
safety problems. Practical separation
within one year of the date the
of theatres from buildings of entirely
code went into effect in existdifferent function and physical charing as well as new theatres.
acter, and of motion picture from
Emergency stairways (fire
stage or combination theatres, is seen
by the circuit committee as urgently
escapes) higher than 10 feet
needed to make the code feasible.
must be enclosed by fireproof

Tour (Continued
'VeryfromShortly9
page 1)
his
company,
who stating
op'ened
New new
York
offices Fox,
in April,
then that a nationwide trip would be
made in the near future, plans to give
territorial product franchises and first
Sale
Bond
0,000
choice locally on all product to exhibi- $72,67
tors who buy stock in his company.
His project calls for a worldwide' distribution system, administered in Hol- By
Tours
Star
Hollywood
lywood, but the field work on the foreign set-up has been delayed because,
(Continued from page 1)
voir. The players also made radio
as Fox said yesterday, "You can't Lake, Marlene Dietrich, Betty Grable, broadcasts in some of the spots.
get to Latin America now."
Al Jolson and Harry Akst, Ethel
O'Donnell on Air in
Merman, Martha O'Driscoll, Lt. Bill 'Free Movie' Salute
Will Hays on Coast,
Holden, Pvt. John Payne, Dennis
A "Free Movie Day" salute was
O'Keefe, Red Skelton, Paul Lukas, broadcast
Johnston
over station WNEW here,
(Continued Yarn
from page 'Old*
1)
Ray
Bolger,
Gil
Lamb,
Walter
Abel,
here earlier in the week, but it was
R. chairman
J. O'Donnell,
Helen Forrest, Oscar Levant, Lynn yesterday,tionalwith
industry
of nathe
indicated it was an "old" story.
In a brief statement Hays declared Bari, Susanna Foster, Lana Turner, "Fighting Fifth" committee, as featured speaker, and Jeanne Cagney
that the current trip was his usual Milton Berle, . Orson Welles, Jack
representing Hollywood, Milton Berle
July-August visit, and had no "special Benny, Rochester, Mischa Auer, the musical comedy stage, and Helen
significance."
Rosemary Lane, Ilene Woods, Dizzy Menken the legitimate theatre. This
Dean, Johnny Coy.
special broadcast served to promote
ITOA Elects 1st Female
Cities visited and estimated war "Free Movie Day" which was obMiss Jeanne Ansell, manager of the
served yesterday in thousands of theaManhattan Theatre, here, was elected bond sales were : St. Louis, $2,000,000 ;
tres. Paula Stone, motion picture
to membership yesterday by the In- Chicago, $11,000,000; Indianapolis, commentator of WNEW, was master
dependent Theatre Owners Associa- $10,000,000; Detroit, $2,500,000; Pitts- of ceremonies.
tion, meting at the Hbtel Astor. The
burgh, $7,500,000; Philadelphia, $2,next ITOA meeting will be held
900,000;
Brooklyn, $525,0000; New Loew's Bond Sales
early infc August at the Portchester.
N. Y. home of Harry Brandt, ITOA York, $5,500,000; Atlantic City, $4,- Almost 10 Million
president, with members and wives 500,000; Wilmington, $1,500,000;
Sales of war bonds in the Loew's
invited.
Norfolk, $500,000; Richmond, $2,000,- circuit, between June 1 and July 5, to000; Atlanta, $7,500,000; Birmingtalled $9,968,122, the home office reRobinson in London
ported yesterday. Of this amount the
ham, $3,000,000; Knoxville, $3,312,London, July 6. — Edward G. Rob- 000; Chattanooga, $2,333,000; Louis- sum of $848,122 was grossed in the
ville, $1,100,000, and Washington, $5,- Metropolitan New York area.
inson has arrived here to play the part
of a U. S. flying instructor in a Royal 000,000.
Leading
the circuit with
are Loew's
Pit- ;
kin in Brooklyn
$516,625
Extra shows were given before 20,Air Force feature tentatively entitled
000
Bell
Aircraft
employes
in
Atlanta,
"Aircrew." A majority of the cast
Loew's Borough Park, $434,170, and
will be RAF personnel, most
of whom 8,000 Wacs at Ft. Oglethorpe, Ga., Loew's American in the Bronx with
were prewar professional players.
and 8,200 Army engineers at Ft. Bel$378,495.

in

Case

(Continued from Page 1)
Justice's consent decree case. The
Government's petition in effect stated
that if the decision of the lower court
is sustained it would have serious
ramifications on the Sherman AntiTrust Law all over the country. If
the petition
is agranted
the behalf
Govern-of
ment will file
brief in
Goldman.
Federal Judge William H. Kirkpatrick in the lower court ruled that
while Warners in effect had a monopoly over the showing of first run
pictures, it was not in violation of the
Sherman Act, and any existence of a
conspiracy
was first
not involving
proven. Goldman's
case was the
the first
run houses filing the suit because of
his alleged inability to buy suitable
first run product for his Center City
Erlanger Theatre.
Scophony
Television

Big-Screen
Plans Set

Scophony's 'Supersonic' tube and the
'Skiatron,' both of which are said to
permit a picture of any size and brilliance for home or theatre television,
will be "put into mass production as
soon
war president
production
permits,"
Arthur asLevy,
of Scophony,
told the television seminar of the Radio
Executives Club here last night. Outlining the experimental work done by
the company since 1929, Levy explained that the Skiatron tube was in
operation before the war, when Scophony installed television in two
London theatres, but has since been
made a military secret.
Raymond E. Nelson, vice-president
of the Charles M. Storm Co., discussed television programming at
the seminar, Murray Grabhorn, chairman of REC's television committee,
presided, and Richard Hubbell was
moderator.
Services
Nolan

Held

for

in Denver

Denver, July 6.— Funeral services
were held here this week for Harry
Nolan, 72, who produced the old film
"Daddy Long Legs," operated theatres
in Colorado and Oklahoma and was
franchise holder for the First National
in Denver and Salt Lake. He died in
a local hospital after a short illness.
Nolan opened his first theatre in
Denver in 1906, later operating in
Colorado and Oklahoma. His theatres
were incorporated in the Westland
group several years ago. While still
an exhibitor Nolan went to Hollywood
and assisted Carl Laemmle in the
formation of Universal, and also
assisted in the production of films
starring Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, the Talmadges and others.
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
Mary Jane Cella of Chicago.
Carl Mayer

Dies

London, July 6. — Carl Mayer, 49'
film producer here and motion picture
script writer, died here recently. Mayey
the author
of "Sunrise,"
which
waswasalso
produced
in the United
States; "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," . and "The Last Laugh."
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(Continued from page 1)
12,

Rodgers

Says

Nov. 10-18, when international cartel;
and related problems will be discussed
it was learned yesterday.
The NAM, of which J. Cheevei

(Continued from page 1)
were made up of fewer pictures. ific
spec
The company has set not season
nex
for
ases
rele
of
number
d by
and the total will be determine ps
grou
ase
rele
as
ns
itio
cond
ting
exis
season
are made up throughout the
e 35
hav
will
-M
M-G
d.
sai
s
Rodger
this
ase
rele
in
ures
and possibly 36 pict did not indicate
season and Rodgers
believe that next season to
any reason's
total would vary importantly
Picture
from that number. Motion
that
26
e
Jun
Daily reported on
s
M-G-M's new season production plan
for
ures
feat
point to a minimum of 36

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

Cowdin, Universal Pictures' boaro
chairman, is a director, has drawn uj
a list of candidates for the six U.Sr

NEW*;

delegate posts, the Chamber of Commerce and the National Foreign Trade
Council have completed similar lists.
Plans call for two delegates from each
of these organizations, with the membership of all three voting late in
August on the entire slate.
Invitations to some 37 foreign
countries, each of which likewise will
be allowed six delegates, have been
sent out under the signatures of
Robert Gaylord, NAM president ;
Eugene P. Thomas, NFTC president;:
Elliott Wadsworth, chairman of the!
American section of the International ,
Chamber of Commerce; and Eric JH
Johnston, Chamber of Commerce

19"Dr4agon Seed" will be released this
be sold singly for exseason and will establish
ed admission
hibition at
.Others to be
scales! Rodgers said. include
. The
released this season
Coast
Seventh Cross," "Barbary
Aband
Beery,
Gent," with Wallace
bott '&Costello's "Lost in .ato
will be .
Among September releases
"Set" and "Mrs. Parkington/ the
Waltei
latter with Greer Garson and
company
the
October
In
P dgeon.
a Private Afwill have "Marriage toIsReno
and An
fair," "Maisie Goes
Amencan
"An
American Romance"
Ma
Family" is set for November and
December.
for
tional Velvet"
British Production Status
ber of
Rodgers said no specific num from
now
n
upo
d
nte
cou
are
pictures
tion orthe company's British produc
der
ganization, headed by Sir Alexan
s
tion
ribu
Cont
tz.
Goe
Korda and Ben
t
wha
n
upo
end
from that source dep
comthe
in
d
lan
can be made in Eng adaptability of
ing months and the
program
the product to the company's

one
^Rodgers returned recently from
to the M-G-M
of his periodic visits
s of
studios and gave his impression
on
has
he
as
seen,
had
he
ct
the produ
trade
the
to
previous occasions,
presson.representatives at yesterdays
lunche
Services for MacLeod
Evening
On Monday
anDonald S. MacLeod, M-G-M Indi
b.
J.
of
son
and
er
manag
s
apoli
MacLeod, head of the company s film
ed
exchange maintenance, who was killck
wre
n
trai
Fe
ta
San
a
Monday in
near Williams, Ariz., will arrive here
today to make arrangements for the
s call for servfuneral. Tentative plan
ices to be held at Coughlan s Funeralt
Parlor Monday night, with intermen
g in Mt. Hope CemeTuesday mornin
tery, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Death

Toll

Heavy

In Circus Fire
Hartford, July 6.— Casualties of the
fire today in The Big Tent of The
y CirBarnum & Baile
Ringling Bros. ated
unofficially tonight
cus were estim
as ranging upward of 90. _
The circus had been touring and
on its stop here was estimated to have
had an audience today of some 6,000
when the tent collapsed at 2:45 p.m ,
shortly after the performance had
started.
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The cussconference
designed problems
to "disthe major is
economic
which have current importance anfi
which will likewise have much to do
with the maintenance of tbe peace
for which this war is being fought,"!
according to a statement from confer-;
ence headquarters here. While film!
problems so far have not been stressed:;
for special attention, the agenda is incomplete and they may be added.
However, 'cartels' are on the list,
as are "maintenance of private enterprise, commercial policy of nations,
currency relations among nations, encouragement and protection of investments, shipping policy and world
supplies of materials." Organizations
participating have been requested to
forward additional suggested topics.

BEEN

OUT-

managers in the Western territory.
Date and place will be set later.
Among the district managers who
will attend the meeting here will be :
Sam Lefkowitz, New York ; James
Winn, Boston ; Jack D. Goldhar,
Detroit ; Fred M. Jack, Dallas ; T. R.
Thompson, Kansas City ; Rud Lohrenz, Chicago ; W. E. Callaway, Los
Angeles and A. J. Jeffrey, Toronto.
The following branch managers
will attend: Jack Ellis, New York;
H. G. Bodkin, Philadelphia ; Mark
Silver, Washington ; John Dervin,
Boston ; M. V. Sullivan, Jr., Buffalo ;
William S. Shartin, New Haven;
Harris Dudelson, Cincinnati ; Morrie
Orr, Cleveland ; M. Dudelson, Detroit ; Morton Magill, Pittsburgh ;
C. W. Allen, Atlanta and Sid Rose,
Chicago.
Among the home office executives
who will attend in addition to Sears
and Leserman are ; Harry Gold, Edward Schnitzer, J. J. Unger, Harry
Buckley, Paul Lazarus, Sr., Charles
Steele and Louis Pollock.
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Exchanges
Forsee Wage Increase
Throughout Industry

14 Already

Home office approval of a 'Form
10' application by Seattle exchange
service workers seeking a 10 per
By RED KANN
cent
wage increase through the
I Hollywood, July 9. — Although
(paramount has not yet determined its Regional War Labor Board was
{number of releases for 1944-45, the signed at the weekend, with approval
((probability is it will hover between of similar applications for other exchanges throughout the country to
>25 and 30. This will approximate!
follow.
[the level maintained throughout the
current season, which finds 27 features
The 10 per cent raise principle received home office sanction some time
('on regular release, "Lady in the
ago
but
has been balked so far by
park," "The Story of Dr. Wassell"
Sand "Going My Way," as specials, the WLB. On May 17, the regional
plus "The City That Stopped Hitler" board in Philadelphia turned down an
[and "Memphis Belle." Having played application from the workers in
las a roadshow, "For Whom the Bell Loew's Washington branch, over
[Tolls"
willseason.
go into regular distribu- which it has jurisdiction, and the
tion next
workers have since filed an appeal at
Paramount, meanwhile, is proceed- WLB headquarters in Washington,
ing steadily with production. Four- hoping for a favorable ruling that
teen features are completed — many of might establish a precedent to be folthem months ago — eight are currently
lowed later by all regional offices.
[shooting and a battery of writers is
Some 2,000 employes in all ex[working over preliminary or final
change centers are affected. They
[scripts on a potential 24 more. The have already received increases
viewed
flatter group, of course, must be
amounting to about 12 per cent under
(Continued on page 7)
the 'Little Steel Formula,' but it is
pointed out that the film companies,
nevertheless, are having difficulty
Chi. MPOU
Signs
keeping many from leaving for higher-paying jobs.
New Agreement
Eight

tion
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Wanted

But

Not

For Will Hays' Job
Hollywood, July 9.— The
position which the organized
industry may offer to an individual of prominence eventually, it is learned reliably, is
the presidency of the M. P.
Producers Association here.
The advisability of employing
an outside man for the post
is being considered in yiew
of the reluctance of any of
the heads of the several studios to serve in that capacity
now. There is no organized
industry post awaiting Eric
Johnston, president of the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce,
it is stated authoritatively.
RKO
To

Eastern
Singer

Shows

Circuit

No

In

More

CENTS

Freon

Prospect

Before

1945

New Chicago Plant
Start in August

to

Washington, July 9. — With
freon production currently running
below expectations by a large margin, prospects of any allocation of
the refrigerant for cooling systems
in theatres or in any other commercial establishment this year
have been entirely eliminated, it
was indicated in War Production
Board circles today.
Hundreds of urgent pleas for
freon gas from businessmen
whose cooling systems have
completely broken down, many
of them located in buildings
with no windows, have had to
be rejected by the WPB despite
a real desire by officials to provide relief if at all possible.

Chicago, July 9. — Stage attractions
bought for RKO houses in the East
will be made available to those Singer
theatres which use stage shows, as a
result of RKO's recent acquisition of
the 16-house Singer circuit, but no
just isn't enough freon to
plans are being made to route a stage go There
round, it was stated, nor will there
attraction consecutively in all circuit be for some months to come. The
(Continued on page 7)
theatres using combination policies,
Sol A. Schwartz, general manager of
RKO's out-of-town houses, revealed
here. Schwartz said that William
Howard will continue to book stage 'Routine' U.S. Move
(.Continued on page 7)

Chicago, July 9. — The new officers Thousands
of
Theatres
to
of the Chicago Moving Picture Operators Union, local 110, signed an
agreement with local circuits and in- Continue
5th
Bond
Pace
dependent exhibitors over the weekend, which runs until Sept. 1, 1945.
The contract provides wage scale
Thousands of theatres will continue , been set up or are planned.
ranges for the first time, ranging from
All major distributors have pledged
$2 to $3 per hour depending on the activity in behalf of war bond sales—
to continue their cooperation with exclassification and seating capacity of
particularly of the "E"
series — hibitors.
the house. It also provides the projec- through July, it is indicated from
(Continiied on page 7)
In his
appeal out
to exhibitors,
nell pointed
that the O'DonU. S.
pledges of supTreasury
had
requested
the industry
port for the
Liberty Ship Named
continuance of to continue the Fifth War Loan momentum through July because the inFor Senator Harris
vasion and the progress being made in
bond sales arthe
Pacific
have created the need for
Pittsburgh, July 9. — The late Senriving at naator John P. Harris, father of John
greatly
increased
war financing, and
tional "FightH. Harris, Pittsburgh showman and
the Fifth War Loan goal of $16,000,
ing Fifth"mit e ehcomfounder of the Variety Clubs, will be
a d- 000,000 is. not enough.
honored with the launching of a new
quarters here.
"The responses from the exhibitor
Liberty Ship, the S.S. John P. Harris,
E x h i b i - chairmen
have been whole-hearted,"
at the yards of Southeastern Shiptor state chair- it was said.
building Corp., in Savannah, on Aug.
Charles Skouras, national chairman
men have assured National
15, with Mrs. John P. Harris, widow
of
the industry's participation in the
chairman
R.
J.
of the late Senator, christening the
O'Donnell that Fourth War Loan, and F. H. (Rick)
cargo carrier. The late Senator foundRicketson, Fourth War Loan viceR. J. O'Donnell
the appeal to chairman, at a conference at national
ed Harris Amusement Co., one of
continue the industry bond committee headquarters
Pennsylvania's key circuits, in 1905.
His son is now general manager of effort will be supported and that al- in New York on Friday, also gave
(Continued on page 12)
the circuit.
ready programs toward that end have

In

Goldman

Suit

Washington, July 9. — The Government's move to file a brief as
friend of the court in the William
Goldman anti-trust suit, appeal from
the dismissal of which is pending in
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
at Philadelphia, is a routine procedure
and will have no influence upon the
current negotiations of a new industry consent decree, Assistant U. S.
Attorney General Tom C. Clark
stated here at the weekend.
The Government's action is not a
formal, legal intervention in the case,
(Continued on page 7)
Lefton

Heads

Franchise

PRC

Holders

Cleveland, July 9.— Nat L. Lefton,
PRC franchise holder in the Cleveland
and Cincinnati territories, has been
unanimously named chairman of the
newlyers formed
Franchise
HoldCommittee. PRC
He will
represent
all
others in dealings with PRC officials.
The franchise holders met recently in
New York.
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s' nSouthS, Warner
ROY HAINE
n divisio
ern and Wester
sales
manager, left last night on a tour of
southern branches.
Lieut. Marvin Grieve, formerly of
the Warner home office advertising
department, is in New York on leave
after two years of Army Air Force
duty in the European war theatre,
where he won the Purple Heart and
other decorations.
■ Wolfe Cohen, Warners' Canadian
district manager, returned to his Toronto headquarters over the weekend
after several days of conferences here
with Ben Kalmenson, general sales
manager.
•
Walter Gould, foreign manager of
United Artists, was guest of honor at
a birthday luncheon given by the
members of his staff at the Hickory
House here on Friday.
John Moraio, head of Warners'
foreign contract department, is the
father of a girl, his second, born
Thursday to Mrs. Moraio in Brooklyn Hospital.
•
Walter Branson, RKO Western
division sales manager, returned to
New York over the weekend from
Chicago and Milwaukee.
Lou Brown, Loew's New England
publicity chief, left Hartford, Conn.,
at the weekend for a vacation at
Rehoboth, Del.
•
Bob Hickey, RKO publicist, is
back at his Chicago headquarters after
a business trip to Canada.
UA
Open

Sales
Here

Meeting

to

Today

United Artists' district and branch
managers from the Eastern territories
will open a two-day sales meeting at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here today, with Carl Leserman, general
sales manager, presiding. A second
meeting will be held for managers in
the Western territory, with time and
place to be announced later by Gradwell Sears, vice-president in charge
of distribution.
Three

Columbia

Office Promotions
Mrs. Jeanne Dressier McGrann
has been made Columbia home office
assistant director of personnel, under
the supervision of John Kane, succeeding George Berman, who becomes
assistant to George Josephs. Josephs
becomes manager of the sales accounting department in place of Daniel
Weisman, who assumes the post of
assistant to Seth Raisler, manager of
the contract department.

'TpUE basis for achieving unity
* in the industry always will
exist, Bill Rodgers of M-G-M
declared in the course of an informal discussion on a variety of
subjects at a luncheon which he
tendered trade press representatives here late last week.
Rodgers, who took the reins
in the industry's last journey
along the obstacle course that
is known as the road to unity,
reported that interest in achieving the goal never has died.
He expressed the belief that it
never will. From month to
month in the three years since
the last attempt was made, letters, messages and callers have
come to his office urging that
another try be made. The most
recent unity petition, he said,
came from an exhibitor, a member of the Honored Hundred in
the industry's Fourth War Loan
drive. It told of the plans in
work to make of the Honored
Hundred a permanent industry
organization and said that
when that objective is achieved,
the organization hoped to sponsor a unity movement and inquired whether Rodgers would
head it.
Affirming his willingness to
do his "share" in any future
effort to attain industry unity,
Rodgers said he would not seek
and did not desire to head such
a movement again. He cited the
petition solely as evidence of the
continuing interest in unity.
"Thinking people in the business want unity and always
will," he said. "Every one of
us would get more out of the
business if we had
it."
•
Incidentally, many in the industry will agree that no better
sponsorship of a unity movement could be found than that
which is afforded by the Honored Hundred. The group
comprises a cross-section of
American exhibition that cuts
through every classification of
theatre operation and experience. Its membership is so
widely divergent and its origin
so patently one of distinguished
and selfless service that its
qualifications as a disinterested
sponsoring group for industry
unity could not be questioned
honestly in any quarter.
A group which served the nation so well surely has the potentialities for serving the industry with equal distinction.
Last week's meeting with
Rodgers coincided with his 35th

.

SHERWIN

.

.

KANE

anniversary in the industry. At
the session, Rodgers discussed
informally trade problems, current conditions, prospects for
the future.
It was revealed that Metro's
effort of a year or so ago to
relieve and assist exhibitors in
distress as a result of wartime
population shifts developed the
foundation for Rodgers' present
conviction that with very few
exceptions among subsequent
runs, hardship cases are a rarity in the industry and prosperity is exceptionally general.
This conviction came about after Metro appropriated $125,000
for the assistance of wartime
casualties among its accounts.
Many were helped. Eventually,
M-G-M decided that it could offer more efficient assistance if
it designated an experienced
person to examine the individual
theatre applicant's situation, determine the cause of his difficulties and suggest remedies.
That was when applicants for
assistance began to disappear.
Most of them said they didn't
need and didn't want a visitor
from the company. The conclusion was that the situation of
most was not so grave.
•
Rodgers believes unprecedented years of prosperity for the
industry lie in the immediate
future. He views as one of exhibition's most serious current
problems the dearth of product
available to some subsequent
runs from time to time as a result of the extended runs being
given some pictures by first run
houses. M-G-M, he said, is at
work now on a plan which will
bring relief to subsequents faced
with that problem.
He also disclosed that
M-G-M district managers are
visiting theatres in their territories with the objective of
equalizing the application of
M-G-M's sliding scale plan to
individual situations. The
equalizing
mean,; for
for'others,
some,
an
increase will
Tn terms
a decrease. The company's aim
continues to be, he said, a price
policy that fairly reflects the individual theatre's ability to pay.
That policy is not based upon
the cost of product, Rodgers
said, but on the sales department's appraisal of the worth of
each picture. Citing vastly increased production costs, Rodgers declared that M-G-M's
sales policy has remained unchanged, regardless.

Flashes
Hollyzvood, July 9
BOB
CROSBY,
performer,
has screen
joined and
the radio
Fifth
Marine Division at Camp Pendleton
as
a 2nd lieutenant. He is Bing Crosby's
brother.
•
Universal signed Howard Welch as
a member of its studio's executive
group. Welch headed English producing companies for ten years before
coming to Hollywood two years ago.

Columbia extended Will Jason's directorial contract one year, and assigned him to "Eve Knew Her Ap•
Universal renewed director Reginald
Leborg's contract.
Launch 'Wilson* on Air
A program of 820 weekly spot announcements over 12 radio stations in
the New York Metropolitan area has
been launched by 20th-Fox as a buildup for the world premiere of Darryl
ples." 'Wilson" at the Roxy
F. Zanuck's
Theatre Aug. 1. They will run
through Aug. 2.

'Winkle'

Premiere

at

Wednesday
Aberdeen
Columbia's "Mr. Winkle Goes to
War" will have its world premiere in
the six post theatres of the Aberdeen
Proving Grounds, Aberdeen, Md., on
Wednesday, supplemented by a broadcast of the Dunninger radio program
over the Blue Network.
Griffith Quits

Variety

L. C. Griffith, recently named chairman of the war council of Oklahoma,
has resigned as chief barker of the
Oklahoma Variety Club due to the
pressure of his new duties, it was disclosed here yesterday by national chief
barker R. J.. O'Donnell. Ralph Talbot of Tulsa, charter member of the
Oklahoma
tent, will ' succeeed Griffith.
20th-Fox Oversubscribed
An offer of 34,000 shares of 20thFox common stock, made here at the
weekend by White, Weld & Co., was
oversubscribed. Purchases were made
by 47sionscompanies.
amounted to 50Dealers'
cents percommisshare.
Drop Tuesday Previews
Beginning with "And the Angels
Sing," the Paramount Theatre here
will discontinue its policy of Tuesday
night previews. The new film will
open Wednesday at 9 a.m.
MOT to Host Press
"Americans All," latest March of
Time release, will be screened for the
press Wednesday afternoon in the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria here. A reception will follow.
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oduced by Robert Fellows • Directed by Tim Whelan
Screen Play by Warren Duff and Peter Milne
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Agreement

(Continued from page 1)
tionist an additional 30 minutes per
working day, to be paid by the exhibitor, for preparation.
Emphasizing the management of the
locals newly elected officers, the agreement calls for an inspection of each
theatre contract by the membership
so that the members may know what
the minimum wage scale is in each
and every house. The pact was signed
for the union by Eugene J. Atkinson,
business manager, Clarence A. Jalas,
his assistant, James Gorman, president
and Dan Carmel, attorney who drafted
the contract.
Among the circuits covered by the
agreements are Balaban and Katz,
Great States H. and E. Balabaii
Corp., Warner Bros., Sam Meyer
Schoenstadt, Essaness and Alliance.
Jack Kirsh, president of allied theatres
of Illinois signed for some 150 independent exhibitors.
Atkinson called a mass membership
meeting to reveal the terms of the
contract. He told the members, "When
we took office February 14th we meant
business when we said that there was
to be a new deal in the union. The
union is to be run for the benefit of
its members. We aim to have permanently amicable relations with exhibitors. The union will never again
experience the perpetuation of the
deals that sent men to the penitentiary.
Our organization has no more space
for mobsters."

to
25
Have
(Continued from page \)

30

in the light of normal production hazards. Some stories may not jell and,
therefore, may be deferred. In some instances, starring assignments pile up
to an extent which obviously presages many months before these tentative vehicles can be launched.
Here is the company's backlog,
these being attractions which are finished and available, with no indications at this early point as to what
is to be released when, although the
majority are believed heading for the
1944-45 program:
1944-45 Program

'And Now Tomorrow," with Loretta Young, Alan Ladd and Susan
Hayward ; producer, Fred Kohlmar ;
director, Irving Pichel. "Bring on
the Girls," Veronica Lake, Sonny
Tufts, Eddie Bracken; producer, Fred
Kohlmar ; director, Sidney Lanfield ;
in color. "Frenchman's Creek," Joan
Fontaine, Arturo De Cordoba ; producer, David Lewis ; director, Mitchell Leisen; in color; "Incendiary
Blonde," Betty Hutton, Arturo De
Cordoba ; producer, Joseph Sistrom ;
director, George Marshall ; in color.
"The Man in Half Moon Street,"
Nils Asther, Helen Walker ; producer, Walter MacEwen; director,
Ralph Milland,
Murphy; Marjorie
"Ministry Reynolds;
of Fear,"
Ray
producer, Seton Miller ; director,
Fritz Lang. "National Barn Dance,"
RKO
Eastern Shows Jean Heather, Robert Benchley ; producer, Walter MacEwen; director,
To Singer Circuit
Hugh
Bennett.
"Our Hearts Were
(Continued from page 1 )
Young and Gay," Gail Russell, Diana
shows in New York, while John Red- Lynn ; producer, Sheridan Gibney ; dimond, newly appointed RKO division
rector, Lewis Allen. "Practically
manager supervising the Singer Yours," Fred MacMurray, Claudette
houses, will continue to search for Colbert ; producer, Harry Tugend ;
talent from his headquarters here. director, Mitchell Leisen. "Rainbow
The Singer houses that have been Island," Dorothy Lamour, Eddie
using occasional combination bills are Bracken ; associate producer, E. D.
located in Omaha and Minneapolis Leshin ; director, Frank Tuttle ; in
(full weeks), and Waterloo, Daven- color. "Road to Utopia," Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour ; proport, Sioux City, Cedar Rapids, and
ducer, Paul Jones ; director, Hal
Dubuque, la. (split weeks).
Schwartz has decided not to ap- Walker. "Till We Meet Again,"
point a new manager for the Palace Barbara Britton, Ray Milland; producer, David Lewis ; director, Frank
Theatre here, leaving Frank Smith,
Borzage ; "Dark Mountain," Robert
new RKO division manager, to con- Lowery,
Ellen Drew ; producers,
tinue to be in direct charge of the
Pine-Thomas
; director, William
house. Harry Schreiber, assistant division manager, will spend most of his Berke. "One Body Too Many," Jack
Jean Parker ; producers, Pinetime on the road, covering Champaign, Haley,
Thomas ; director, Frank McDonald.
Kansas City, Des Moines, and St.
In various stages of production are :
Paul.
"A Medal for Benny," Dorothy Lamour, Arturo De Cordoba ; producer,
Paul Jones ; director, Irving Pichel.
Warner Bros.9 Earle
"Her Heart in Her Throat," Joel
Building Is Sold
McCrea, Gail Russell ; associate producer, John Houseman ; director,
Philadelphia,
July 9—comprising
Warners'
Earle
Theatre Building,
Lewis Allen. "Here Come the
the 3,000-seat Earle Theatre, a six- Waves," Bing Crosby, Betty Hutton,
floor office building housing the War- Sonny Tufts ; producer-director, Mark
ner circuit offices, and several ground- Sandrich. "Kitty," Paulette Goddard,
floor shops, has been sold bv the Stan- Ray Milland ; producer, Karl Tunley Co. to the W. T. Grant Realty berg;
director,
Mitchell Leisen.
——
1
Corp. five-and-ten-cent store chain,
which will erect a four-story. $1,000,Writers
000 department store on the site after Hollywood
the war.
Elects Officers
Originally built in 1923 at a cost of
$5,000,000 by the Stanley and B. F.
Los Angeles, July 9— The Hollywood Writers Mobilization Committee
Keith interests, the structure was sold
at a reported $1,650,000. Until the has elected Emmett Lavery, chairman,
Grant project can get under way War- Dr. Franklin Fearing, first vice-chairners will continue operation of the
man, Bill Blowitz, second, John Houseman, third; A. Burrows, treasurer
theatre, stores and offices in the presand Howard Estabrook, secretary.
ent building.

(Continued from page 1)
Sight Until '45
only bright spot in the picture is the
scheduled completion within the next
few weeks of a new plant at East Chicago, from which it is hoped to secure an additional 500,000 pounds of
gas in August and shortly thereafter
a steady flow of 2,000,000 pounds a
month.
By the end of the year it is hoped
that freon production will be running
in excess of 5,000,000 pounds monthly,
and a steady flow at that level or
better may make it possible to release
gas next spring for theatre and other
commercial cooling systems, although
Story and Script Phases
there is no indication that the supply
Preparing — chiefly in story treat- will permit more than the relief of
ment and script phases — are : "Ambas- distress cases until military requiresador in White" ; "Cross My Heart,"
ments show a substantial decline.
which is discussed for Miss Hutton,
Freon gas is required — in large
Tufts and Barry Fitzgerald ; "Duf- quantities — on every ship floated, for
fy's Tavern," with Hope and Bendix ; food preservation and other purposes ;
"Eldorado" ; "Girl's Town," for
by hospitals, food storage establishHope
; "The
Lost would
Weekend,"
ments, and many war plants where
Charles
Brackett
producewhich
and
constant temperatures are required,
Billy Wilder direct; "Miss Susie and large quantities are being used
Slagle's," for Tufts and Betty Field;
"DDT," the "wonder" insecticide
"Olympia," for Brackett-Wilder ; for
by the Army in the tropics. All
"Our Hearts Were Growing Up," used
with Miss Russell and Bill Edwards, these needs must be met before any
and Kenneth MacGowan producing ; consideration can be given to supplies
"Prince Charming," with Kohlmar for comfort cooling, the WPB em'45
for
"Murder, He Says," Fred MacMurray, Helen Walker ; producer, E. D.
Leshin ; director, George Marshall ;
"Out of This World," Veronica Lake,
Eddie Bracken, Diana Lynn ; producer, Sam Coslow ; director, Hal Walker. "Two Years Before the Mast,"
Alan Ladd, William Bendix, Brian
Donlevy ; producer, Seton Miller ; director, John Farrow. "Double Exposure," Chester Morris, Nancy Kelly ;producers,
William
Berke. Pine-Thomas ; director,

producing; "Princess on the War- phasized.
path," starring Miss Lamour.
Also these: "Rainbow's End," with
MacGowan
; "Rurales,"
with
C. B. Deproducing
Mille producing
and 'Routine'
directing;
for
Ladd and "Sally
Stanley O'Rourke,"
Clements, with
Leshin producing ; "Sophie Cooper" ;
"Stork Club," for Miss Hutton, with
Kohlmar producing ; "Sword of Gascony" ; "TotemplatedEach
His Own,"
con- ;
with Brackett
producing
"Torch Song," with Miss Hutton ;
"The Trouble With Women," which
Seton Miller would produce ; "Victoria Grandolet," for production by
Houseman and direction by Leisen ;
"The Virginian," with Donlevy
starred and Paul Jones producing, in
color, and an untitled ghost story
planned
by MacGowan and Miss
Field.
Wallis' Status
Not finally determined are Hal B.
Wallis' productions, but "The Searching Wind," Lillian Hellman play, is
viewed as highly likely to be his first ;
Similarly undetermined is B. G. De
Sylva's program
under hishe newly
established unit. Whether
will take
over one or more in the list of futures mentioned above remains to be
established. It is not remote that he
might.
Pine-Thomas will produce at least
six for 1944-45 and may go as high
as nine. The larger number will be
determined on the basis of Paramount's anticipated requirements as
the new season grows closer. Next
for them
will be "Dangerous
Passage," which goes into work Aug.
10. Also planned are "Homesick Angel" and "Hillbilly Symphony."

In

U.S.

Goldman

Move

Suit

(Continued from page 1)
it was pointed out, but is designed
merely to obtain the court's permission
for the filing of a Government brief
to enable the Department of Justice
to acquaint the court with its views
on the questions
issue.
Gov-in
ernment contendsinthat
the The
issues
the Goldman suit parallel those in the
New York anti-trust case, on which
the consent decree is based, and it believes that the court should be apprised of the facts of the situation and
the Department's
position in the matters involved.
Attorneys for decree companies in
New York said that they did not anticipate any objections would be made
to the filing of a government brief in
the Goldman case, adding that they
assumed they would be given the opportunity to reply to any brief which
might be filed.
George Seitz, 56, Dies
On West Coast

Hollywood, July 9. — George B.
Seitz, 56, director for M-G-M and one
of the pioneers in the industry died
Saturday morning following a heart
attack in the residence of his son in
Beverly Hills. He was with M-G-M
since 1930 and had directed 13 "Andy
Hardy" pictures. He is survived by
Morean Heads AMPP
his widow, a son, George Jr., and a
daughter, Mrs. J. H. Adams of PortForeign Committee
land, Maine.
He was born in Boston, Jan. 3, 1888.
Hollywood, July 9. — Dick Morean,
M-G-M studio foreign publicity con- He entered the picture field with
tact, has been elected chairman of the Pathe. Among numerous important
productions which he directed were :
foreign department committee of the
"Passport to Paradise," "Drums of
Association of Motion Picture ProJeopardy," "Lion and the Lamb,"
ducers. He will serve six months.
"Arizona," and "Love in High Gear."
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They Don't Stop Fighting! Keep
Selling War Bonds for Victory.
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$52,000
Nears House

Reviews

Record

"Delinquent
(PRC Pictures)

in Phila.

Philadelphia, July 9.— In spite of
spotty business, downtown theatres
are more than holding their own this
week. The Mastbaum leads, with
opening week of "Going My Way"
promising a near-record $52,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 8 :
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
(RKO)
ALDINE— (900) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
1 days, reissue. Gross $15,800. (Average:
£14,600).
"Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
ARCADIA— (600) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c) 7
days, 2nd run. Gross: $4,500. (Average:
£4,000).
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
BOYD— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-8Sc) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $16,800. (Average:
$18,000).
"Ghost Catchers" (Univ.) (6 days)
"Going My Way?" (Para.) (1 day)
EARLE— (3,000) (50c-65c-85c-95c) 6 days
Df vaudeville
Abe DuPont,
Lyman's Rose
orchestra, Gene including
Sheldon, Bob
Blane, Frankie Connors and Jack Marlowe.
Gross: $22,200. (Average: $27,600).
"Home in Indiana" (20th-Fox)
FOX — (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
days. Gross: $15,800. (Average: $20,500).
"Lady in the Dark" (Para.)
KARLTON— (1,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $8,800. (Average: $6,600).
"Days of Glory" (RKO)
KEITH'S — (2,200) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,800).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
MASTBAUM — (4,700) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c75c-85c) 7 days. Gross: $52,000. (Average:
$22,500).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
STANLEY— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $25,300.
(Average: $20,000).
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
STANTON— (1,700) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $9,400).
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'Holiday'

$85,000

Daughters"
Hollywood, July 9

D RODUCERS Donald C. McKean and Albert Herman have brought
*• to the screen a story of juvenile delinquency. In it a group of highschool kids, apparently from good homes, commit a series of petty crimes
which net them an average of $2.80 per holdup. They are led by an
older and more experienced racketeer who owns a nightclub which is
a rendezvous for the youngsters.
More serious crimes, including hit-and-run driving and a payroll robbery in which a guard is killed, bring the young people into conflict with
the police. A lecture by the judge of the juvenile court makes clear
to them the error of their ways, and after the nightclub owner has been
killed in an automobile accident, the kids take over the club and install
a malted milk bar.
The cast, with the exception of Fifi D'Orsay, reveal their inexperience. The direction, by Albert Herman, makes its points with sledgehammer subtlety. The screenplay, by Arthur St. Claire, fails either to
convince or to entertain.
Others in the cast are June Carlson, Teala Loring, Mary Bovard,
Marga Dean, Johnny Duncan, Joe Devlin and Jon Dawson.
Running time, 62 minutes.

"Marshal
(Republic)

Release date July 15. "G."* Thalia Bell

of Reno"
Hollywood, July 9

'"pHE second in the series of Westerns based on the "Red Ryder" comic
*■ strip comes up to the standard of its predecessor. Lou Gray's production isa neat job and Wallace Grissell's direction lays emphasis on
action. Wild Bill Elliott, George "Gabby" Hayes and Bobby Blake
are again cast as Red Ryder, Gabby, and Little Beaver, respectively.
Others in the cast whose performances deserve mention are Alice Fleming as The Duchess, and Jay Kirby as Danny Boyd.

Gets

Take

Los Angeles, July 9.— "Christmas
Holiday" proved to be the strongest
new attraction in a week, getting
$85,000 in the Carthay Circle-ChineseLoew's - State - Uptown quadrangle
which has an average of $61,300.
Weather was favorable.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 5 :
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
CARTHAY CIRCLE-U.516) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average:
£11,200).
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
CHINESE^(2,500)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days. Gross: $22,500. (Average: $15,500).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
EGYPTIAN-(1,500) (50c-60c-85c-$l.OO) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $16,700. (Average:
$9,500).
"Voice in the Wind" (UA)
"That Nazty Nuisance" (UA)
HAWAII— (1,000) (50c-60c-75c-85c) 4 days,
5th week. Gross: $3,200. (Average: $6,200).
"Snow White" (RKO-Disney) 2nd week
"Gildersleeve's Ghost" (RKO) 7 days
HILLSTREET — (2,700)
(50c -60c -80c).
Gross:
$18,500. (Average: $19,700).
"Christmas
Holiday" (Univ.)
"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
LOEW'S
£1.00)
7 days.STATE—
Gross: (2,500)
$34,000.(50c-60c-85c(Average:
£24,100).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES — (2,096) (50c-60c-85c1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $30,000.
(Average: $14,900).
"Snow White" (RKO-Disney) 2nd week
"Gildersleeve's Ghost" (RKO) 7 days
PANTAGES
(2,096) (50c-6Oc-85c-$l.O0).
Gross:
$11,000. — (Average:
$17,700).

"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT HOLLYWOOI>-(50c-60c80c-$1.00) 4th week. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $11,000).
Kirby, an Easterner looking for action, finds plenty of it when he "The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
tangles with a gang of killers who will stop at nothing to prevent the 700).
PARAMOUNT
5c-$1.00)
7 days, 4thDOWNTOWN—
week. Gross: (50c-60c$18,000.
town of Blue Springs from becoming the county seat. They so con- (Average: $20,300).
White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
trive matters that the young stranger is blamed for their crimes. Bill "The
RITZ— (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$l.OO) 7 days,
Elliott, sensing the plot, throws a six-shooter into the proceedings, ex- 2nd week. Gross: $14,200. (Average: $8,poses the villains, and sees to it that they get their just deserts.
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
The screenplay is by Anthony Coldewey, from an original story by "Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
bim and Taylor Caven.
UPTOWN
(1,716) (Average:
(5Oc-60c-85c-$l.O0)
days.
Gross: — $14,500.
$10,500). 7
'Indiana' Dnal Hits
"The
Mask
of
Dimitrios"
(WB)
Running time, 54 mins.
Release date, July 2, 1944. "G."*
Thalia Bell
WARNER
BROS. HOLLYWOOD— (3,000) (50c-6Oc-$1.0O) 7 days. Gross: $18,500.
$20,000 in St. Louis
(Average: $17,000).
"The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
WARNER
BROS.
DOWNTOWN— (3,St. Louis, July 9. — Perfect mid- "Law of the Saddle"
400) (Average:
(5Oc-6Oc-80c-1.0O)
7 days. Gross: $19,000.
$18,700).
summer weather boosted attendance at (PRC)
"The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
WARNER BROS. WILTERN-(2,200)
St. Louis first-runs this week. "Home
ACTION, brevity and good comedy, makes "Law of the Saddle" a (5Oc-6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O) 7 days. Gross: $14,675.
in Indiana" at the Ambassador leads
(Average:
$15,200).
palatable Western. Bob Livingston and "Fuzzy" St. John head the
performances.
creditable
in
turn
whom
of
all
cast,
with $20,000, and "The White Cliffs
The story sends Livington and St. John to capture an outlaw band Last Minute Rush for
of Dover" will do $19,000 at Loew's
State in the second week.
under the leadership of Lane Chandler, who seeks the office of sheriff M-G-M
Novel Award
Estimated receipts for the week to make things easier for his boys. Livingston, knowing Chandler from
ending July 7 :
past encounters, seeks to put him in jail. Betty Miles' father is murSixty scripts have been received in
"The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
dered and Livingston, a stranger in town, is accused, but with "Fuzzy's" M-G-M's first Annual Novel Award
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
assistance breaks jail, convinces the sheriff of his innocence, picks up the
FOX — (5,038) (40c-S0c-6Oc) 7 days. Gross:
evidence against Chandler and sees the culprits captured. Director Contest,' which closed at the weekend,
$15,000. (Average: $18,700).
according to John Scott Mabon,
"Home in Indiana" (29th-Fox)
Melville de Lay keeps the picture rolling at a rapid pace. Fred Myton M-G-M official in charge. Twenty
"Candlelight in Algeria" (20th-Fox)
AMBASSADOR— (3,154) (4Oc-50c-6Oc) 7 wrote the screenplay.
novels were submitted at the close.
days. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $15,700).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
The scripts will be judged between
minutes. Released Aug. 21. "G"*Helen McNamara
59
time,
Running
LOEW'S
STATE— (3,162) (40c-50c-60cnow and Aug. 15 by Harry Hansen,
65c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $19,000.
(Average: $18,900).
literary critic of the New York
"Pin Up Girl" (20th-Fox)
G" denotes general classification.
World-Telegram; Amy Loveman, as"Show Business" (RKO)
sociate editor of the Saturday Review
MISSOURI— (3,514} (40c-50c-60c) 7 days,
of Literature ; and producer Sidney
2nd week. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $9,900).
Franklin. They will be published by
MacLeod Rites Tuesday
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
Nat Carry Actor, Dies
32 different houses.
"The Black Parachute" (Col.)
Funeral services for J. S. MacLeod,
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM— (1,900) (40c-50cHollywood, July 9. — Nat Carr, 57,
The winning author, contingent
60c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $7,000.
Loew
executive who was killed in the
veteran screen and stage actor, died
(Average: $7,100).
upon the number of sales of his book,
"Follow the Boys" (Univ.)
at his home here Thursday night after Santa Fe train wreck last week, will will receive $125,000 to $175,000 and
"Lady, Let's Dance" (Mono.)
SHUBERT— (1,900) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days. an illness of several months. A native be held tomorrow at two p.m. instead his publisher, $25,000. M-G-M will
Gross: $6,000. (Average: $6,100).
of Russia, Carr came to this country of tonight as previously announced. get film and allied rights to the win"Up in Arms" (RKO-Goldwyn)
ning novel and will bid in the open
as a boy. His last film was Warners' Burial will be in Mt. Hope Cemetery, market for any others it wishes to
"Passage to Marseille" (WB)
ST. LOUIS— (4,000) (44c-50c) 7 days. "King of the Lumberjacks," 1940. He
Gross: $4,000. (Average: $5,200).
leaves a widow, Gertrude Carr, actress. Scarsdale.
acquire.
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25°/c Increase in
Theatre Screen-Ads

Hollywood

Screen advertising in theatres has increased 25 percent
in a year, according to
Motion Picture Herald. Advertising film producers and
distributors attribute the
step-up to decreases in available newspaper advertising
space and to the accelerated
use by circuits of screen-ad
films.
Estimates place the total
revenue to exhibitors from
the showing of advertising
films between $2,500,000 and
$3,000,000 a year.

WMC
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By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, July 9

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

ducer-directors now at
workproat
s and
THERE are 16 roducer
Universal, the largest number in that
studio's history. Frank Ryan is busy
with "Can't Help Singing," Deanna
Durbin's first color production, which
co-stars Robert Paige. Reginald LeBorg has just finished "San Diego, I
Love You,"
comedy
which
ton and
Louise
Allbrit
Jonco-stars
Hall.
Charles Lamont is in the midst of

NEWS

shooting "Bowery to Broadway," de's bigscribedItasstars
one ofMaria
the company
gest.
Montez, Jack
Oakie, Susanna Foster, Turhan Bey
and Evelyn Ankers. Robert Siodmak
will be back at work soon on "The
Suspect," which stars Charles Laughton and Ella Raines. John Rawlins has
just returned from New Mexico with
the "Queen of the Nile" company.
This one, too, is in color. Jean Yarbrough is currently directing Abbott
and Costello in "In Society." Edward
Lilley is slated to direct the next Andrews Sisters' musical, "Stars Over

for

Migrations

Washington, July 9.— Ten conditions that must be met before the
War Manpower Commission, under its
new referral system, will grant requests for migration of workers from
one area to another, have been outlined by chairman Paul V. McNutt.
The employer seeking such workers
must show that : he is making full
use of his present force, all local
sources have been exhausted, the need
for workers is hindering war production, the number of persons requested
represents his actual need, minimum
specifications for performance of the
job and the range of wages have been
presented, the recruitment itinerary
arranged by the U. S. Employment
Service will be followed, any required
medical examinations will be given at
the employer's expense at the point of
recruitment (or, if not, he will provide those failing such tests with return transportation), he will pay the
transportation to the scene of the job,
that he will pay the return fare in the
event of non-acceptance, and housing
facilities will be made available.
Signal Corps Honors
Research Council

Other directors
on the company's
roster
an." Lewis Collins, Ray TayManhattinclude
lor, Edward F. CHne, Ford Beebe,
Roy William Neill, Felix Feist,
George Waggner, Erie Kanton and
Charles David.
John M. Stahl will direct his first

: .■ .■■■■> :

THEY.

WON'T

JUST

VISITING

NEW

NEWS

WHEN

VISITOR

Los Angeles, July 9.— A certificate
of appreciation was presented late last
week by Col. S. W. Stanley, representing the U. S. Signal Corps, to
members of the Research Council of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences at a luncheon ceremony.
Col. Stanley paid tribute to the
group and said : "Training films have
revolutionized Army training technique because
;
more can be taught in
less time and remembered longer than
by any other medium of instruction."
He called the Council's service record
one of which all can be justifiably
proud.

WITH

Danker

"AND

Services

Held

Hollywood, July 9. — Funeral services for Daniel Danker, 40, vicepresident of the J. Walter Thompson
agency here, were held yesterday
afternoon at the Church of the Immaculate Heart of Mary. Danker,
who died Wednesday of a heart attack, had been associated with
Thompson for 18 years and was the
creator of the Lux Radio Theatre and
other radio programs. He is survived
by his widow, Lorene, and a daughter,
Suzanne.
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musical for 20th Century-Fox, "The
Dolly Sisters" co-starring Alice Faye
and Betty Grable. . . . Clarence Brown
will leave shortly for New York .
where he zvill look over the B'roadway stage offerings, with special emphasis on two shows in which M-G-M
is interested and which Brown may
bring to the screen. . . . Monogram
has signed Paul Kelly to star in
"Little Devils." Kelly will portray
cm American pilot who crashes behind
the Jap lines. . . . William Bacher
will produce "Leave Her to Heaven,"
dramatisation of Ben Ames Williams'
book, for 20th Century-Fox.

MUSICAL
EDDIE
BARRY

RKO Radio has purchased two
new properties: "Stars in Her
Hair," and "Galveston." The latter is a story
famous
hurricane
earlyof inthat
the city's
century.
. . .
Peggy Ryan will be co-starred with
Jack Oakie in UniversaPs "That's
the Spirit." . . . PRC has lifted
Martha Tilton's option. . . . 20th
Century-Fox has assigned Andre
Daven to produce "Our Moment Is
Swift" and "The Little Horse" . . .
Ellen Drew has been signed to a
long-term contract by RKO and
goes into the top feminine spot in
"The Isle of the Dead." Also featured in the cast are Boris Karioff,
Marc Cramer and Jason Robards.
. . . Eddie Rocco has been added to
the cast of PRC's "When the
Lights Go On Again."
Maintaining the highest summer
production level in its history, Paramount will average eight pictures in
work throughout the Summer. Four
high-budget films will go before the
cameras in August. One of these, a
modernization of Owen Wister's novel, "The Virginian," will be in color.
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Exhibitors Tledge
To Continue Drive

U.

Telegraphic responses from
exhibitors in the field to R. J.
O'Donnell, national chairman
of the 'Fighting Fifth' committee, "indicate wholehearted
support of the Treasury Department's
request that
tres maintain
their
War theaBond

Mexican

5th

War

Continue
Bond

Pace

(Continued from page 1)
O'Donnell
to war
pledges of
personal support
theircontinued
for
bond
selling efforts through July.
Skouras told O'Donnell that all National Theatres, of which he is president, would continue the Fifth War
Loan pace for the rest of the month.
Ricketson, who heads the Fox Intermountain division of National Theaassura similar
tres,forgave
ance
hisO'Donnell
division as
well as other
exhibitors in Colorado, where he is
exhibitor state chairman.
N. Y. State Over Top;
Broadway Rallies Go On
New York State has surpassed by
$100,000,000 its $4,801,000,000 Fifth
War Loan goal, Nevil Ford, War
Finance Committee state chairman,
announced at the weekend. At the
same time, Ford was told by C. C.
Moskowitz, industry chairman for the
Metropolitan area, that his workers
would carry on with "unabated vigor"
and that the big cash register in
Times Square would offer daily shows
until midnight July 31. The register
staffs have sold 10,899 bonds worth
$2,026,998.
Hollywood, July 9. — Henry Ginsberg
Chairman of the War Finance Committee announced that the Hollywood
industry's War Bond purchases exceed $12,000,000 to date.
Achieve
Personal

Record

Cooperation
Film

in

A ppearances

Hollywood, July 9. — The Hollywood Victory Committee's semi-annual report shows film players made
8,960 appearances in 1,113 events
for the Armed services, Government
agencies and charitable enterprises,
during first six months of 1944. Fortysix stars toured the battlefronts overseas. Since formation the HVC players have made 29,788 appearances in
3,239 events.
Tribute to Saloman
Warner offices here and on the
Coast observed two minutes of silent
prayer at three p.m. on Friday in
tribute to A. M. (Doc) Saloman,
former
of W.B.'s
Studios manager
in London,
who Teddington
was killed
by a robot bomb explosion in England.

Expands

Leader

with

$25,000

Production

Mexican Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences, which is maintained by the
Mexican Ministry of Public Education, but will be co-sponsored by that
agency to the extent that governmental
aid may prove to be desirable.
Formed two months ago by Mexihere as spokesman for all branches of
can actors dissatisfied with treatment
the Mexican industry, and who returned to Mexico City at the week- which their interests received during
end. With this expansion, made prac- dominion of the technicians' union
ticable largelv by cooperation of the over them, the MAG includes actors
American Government and industry, of stage, radio, concert and variety, as
furthered by the U. S. Co-ordinator of well as screen, in its membership of
Inter-American Affairs, will come 1,200. To qualify for status as an
need of operational practices in com- active member, a player must have
mon use here but not yet installed as performed a role of third importance,
fixtures of Mexican production routine. or better, in six feature pictures, although admission on what is called an
Talent agencies, Negrete said, may
administrative membership basis is
be expected to come into use in Mexico as production increases. Up to now granted to bit players on first appearance. Extras, atmosphere players and
only one has functioned successfully
there and its usefulness has been small, others who speak no lines are condue mainly to the lag of talent supply
tinuing under dominion of the technicians' organization.
behind production requirement. With
all available actors, directors and tech- SAG Asked to Police
nicians insteady demand at prices well
MAG Committments
above established minimums, professionals do not require agents to sell
Los Angeles, July 9. — The Screen
their services, the MAG president ex- Actors Guild's board has canvassed aproposal submitted by Jorge
plained.
With expansion will come, also, in- Negrete, president of the Mexican
stitution ofa contractual system paral- Actors Guild, for policing commitments on Mexican players while here,
lel to that prevailing in Hollywood,
Negrete believes. At present there is and decided to assure the MAG that
no Mexican equivalent of what Holly- all practicable assistance will be given
on an informal basis. The decision
wood calls the "term contract," assuring to an employer the services of a to keep its cooperation informal followed the advice of counsel for the
professional for a period of years —
usually seven — with periodic option SAG which foresaw possible legal
privileges. Commitments are made, complications if the matter was given
instead, for one, two or three stipulated official status.
Specifically refuting reports that the
pictures, contracting of talent usually
preceding preparation of scripts, which MAG in particular or the Mexican industry in general had taken a stand in
then are shaped to the abilities of the
talent contracted.
opposition to the dubbing of Americanmade films in Hollywood, Negrete said
Relief in the matter of acting talent
his organization and all others were of
shortage is sought in one of the MAG's the belief that more rather than less
major undertakings, a directly-oper- interchange of talent between Mexico
ated academy of acting now in process and the United States is to be desired
of development and scheduled to begin in the mutual interest.
operations in October or November
with a class of 100 or more students
chosen on a basis of displayed ability. 'Wassell's' $18,000 Is
This academy, not yet given a fixed
title, is not to be confused with the High in Minneapolis
Minneapolis, July 9. — Downtown
business is perking up here, led this
Two New
WAC
Short
week by "The Story of Dr. Wassell," grossing $16,000 at Radio City,
Two Film Bulletins
and "Seven Days Ashore," getting
Four new War Information films
$18,000, coupled with an Ozzie Nelfor August are reported by the War
son-Harriet Hilliard stage show, at
Activities Committee here. The first, the Orpheum.
Estimated receipts for the week
"Memo for Joe," starring Quentin
Reynolds, is about the National War ending July 7 :
Fund and Community Chests, pro- "The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
RADIO
CITY— (4,000) (44c-60c) 7 days.
duced by RKO-Pathe, for Aug. 10 Gross:
$16,000. (Average: $15,000).
release. "Report to Judy," Universal "Seven Days Ashore" (RKO)
production scheduled for Aug. 24 reORPHEUM — (2,800) (50c-65c) 7 days. On
Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra, with
lease, is WAVE recruiting informa- stage:
Harriet Hilliard and revue. Gross: $18,000.
(Average: $18,000).
tion.
New film bulletins to be attached to
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2,300) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
newsreels include "Manning the Vic- $12,000.
(Average: $12,400).
tory Fleet," scheduled for Aug. 3 re- "Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
lease, which states the need of the
CENTURY — (1,600)
(44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,000. (Average: $5,000).
Merchant Marine for men, and "Are "Cobra
Woman" (Univ.)
You
a High
Graduate?"
for
LYRIC—(Average:
(1,250) (44c-60c)
release
Aug. School
17, reminding
youths
$3,500.
$4,500). 7 days. Gross:
that postwar problems will requqire a "Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid" (Para.)
GOPHER— (998) (40c) 7 days. Gross:
higher level of education and training. $3,000.
(Average: $3,700).
The film bulletin "Last Furlough," "Catherine the Great"
WORLD— (350) (44c-55c-60c-80c) 7 days.
originally scheduled for July 20 re- Gross:
(Average: $2,400).
lease is to be released on July 13. "Silent $2,000.
Partners"
"Trocadero"
(Rep.)(Rep.)
"Prepare for Winter," fuel conservation film bulletin originally scheduled
ASTER— (900) (25c-35c) 6 days. Gross:
for Aug. 3, is to be released July 20. $2,400. (Average: $2,600).
Hollywood, July 9. — Studios in
Mexico will produce about 80 pictures
in 1944 and substantially more per annum thereafter, according to Jorge
the two-monthspresident
Negrete,
old
Mexican
Actorsof Guild,
who was

selling effort through July,"
industry bond headquarters
stated here yesterday.
Exhibitor State Chairmen
and individual exhibitors are
pledging complete continuance of their efforts following
the conclusion of the Fifth
War Loan drive Saturday, the
national committee stated.

Theatres

S.

assell'IsCleveland

Cleveland, July 9. — The first rum
take is heading for the biggest since
warm weather began. "The Story of
Dr. Wassell" at Loew's State is in
front with $25,000. "It Happened
Tomorrow"
Loew's Ohio also rang
the bell with at$8,000.
Estimated receipts for the week]
ending July 6 :
"Snow White" (RKO)
ALLEN— (3,000) (45c-5Sc-65c) 7 days, 2nd|
week. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $8,500).
"The Sulhvans" (2Cth-Fox)
WARNERS'
HIPPODROME
— (3.500)
(45c-55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $15,500. (Av-1
erage: $22,100).
"Home in Indiana" (ZOth-Fox)
WARNERS' LAKE — (714 ) (45c-S5c-65c) '
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $4,200. (Aver- :
age:
$3,100).
"It Happened
Tomorrow" (UA)
LOEW'S OHIO-(1,268) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $5,000).
"Seven Days Ashore" (RKO)
RKO' PALACE — (3,300) (50c-95c-95c)
7 days. Stage: Ted Lewis. Gross: $26,500.
(Average: $25,400).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
LOEW'S
STATE— (3,300) (45c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $25,000. (Average: $19,000).
"White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S S TILLMAN — (1,900) (45c-65c)
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $10,000).

'Sensations'
Memphis

Cut

by

Censors

Memphis, July 9. — All scenes in-3
volving Cab Calloway and his band
were deleted from the Andrew Stone
United Artists production "Sensations
of 1945" by order of the Memphis
Board of Censors when the picture
opened
Thursday
here chairman
at Loew'sof
Palace. Lloyd
Bingford,
the board, pronounced the scenes
"inimical to the public interest," Col.
Cecil Vogel, manager of the Palace,
reported.
"Sensations" is the second picture
in which Negro performers resulted
in recent deletions by the Memphis
board. Lena Home was removed from
the MGM
musical, "Broadway
Rhythm," which also played the
Palace, although Hazel Scott's act
was allowed to remain. "Stormy
Weather" was kept out of Memphis
for several months upon recommendation of the board but finally played
the city a few weeks ago.
Maj. Silver stein Dies
Major David F. Silverstein, 47,
former film writer and recently attached to the Army Signal Corps at
Astoria, died at the weekend in Halloran General Hospital. Major Silverstein held the Purple Heart.

M-G-M

Will

Add

to

Exhibitor Service
M-G-M's exhibitor relations
department, headed by H. M.
Richey, will be augmented in
the near future, W. F.
Rodgers, vice-president and
general sales manager, has
announced. The decision was
made, he added, when the
value of the department was
demonstrated conclusively
the company
during
's recent
20th annivers
ce,
ary observan
when every regularly operated theatre in the country
played an M-G-M picture.
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48

Films

in

Laemmle
Career

Long

Range

Plans

of

UA

Program is for '44-45 and
Into Year Following
United Artists has 48 films in
prospect for the remainder of this
season, for 1944-45, and for early
in the following season, Gradwell
L. Sears, dis
.MflriBrik^
tribution vicepresident and
Carl Leserman,
general sales
manager, announced at the
co m p a of
n y 'sa
opening
two-day Eastern sales meeting, yesterday,
at the Waldorf -Astoria
Hotel.
program, designed
to assure systematic delivery of product, has 28
(Continued on page 7)
Gradwell L. Sears

To

The

Telecast

YORK,

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

Resuming

in Hollywood

Hollywood, July 10 — Carl
Laemmle, Jr., honorably discharged several weeks ago
from the U. S. Army Signal
Corps, arrived here at the
weekend and said he would
resume his film career following a rest. Announcement of
his specific plans will be made
later.
Laemmle had served many
months at the Signal Corps
studios, Astoria, L. I. He
entered the service in 1942
after six years of independent
production, which followed
his resignation in 1936 as
Universal's vice - president
and general manger in charge
of production.

JULY

Hottest
Years

TEN

11, 1944
Weekend

in No

Cohn
At

and

Coast

Montague
Meeting

San Francisco, July 10. — Columbia's third and last meeting in its series
of 1944-45 sales gatherings will get
under way here today for three days at
the St. Francis Hotel. Jack Cohn
(Continued on page 7)

Closings

Deflates

For
Broadway

Lack

of

Grosses

The past weekend, hottest here in
years, spelled bad business for Broadway theatres, which, with few exceptions, will report grosses for the current week considerably under par.
Holding up best in the face of the
public's flight to the beaches are
"Christmas Holiday" at the Criterion
and "Once Upon a Time" at the
Music Hall. The former, said to be
breaking records for the house, is
headed for $36,000 through tomorrow
and will hold three or four weeks be-

Repair

Parts

New Projectors However
Will Continue Scarce

Washington, July 10. — Motion
picture equipment has a very definite place in the reconversion program which currently is the subject of controversy between War Production Board chairman Donald M.
Nelson and the military authorities, it
yond its present two, with "Mr. Winhere today, but no expankle Goes to War" following. The was learned
sion of projector output to even the
Music Hall's film, plus a stage show,
did $70,000 in five days ending Sunday extent already authorized will be possible until the situation with respect
and should end the seven-day period
to
motors,
ball-bearings and electronic
with
a
good
$111,000,
following
its
RKO
Pension
Plan
components becomes easier.
$130,000 opening
which
(Continuedweek,
on page
8) was secWhile it is not expected that
any considerable amount of
To Treasury
Soon
new equipment will become
WAC
to Await WMC
available for some time to come,
WPB officials here emphasize
RKO plans to file for official U. S. Word on Manpower
that no theatre will have to
Treasury Department approval of its
close for lack of repair parts.
The distributors' division of the War
pension plan by the end of this month,
it was learned here yesterday. The Activities Committee has decided to
These, together with lamps,
delay in filing has been occasioned by await word from Washington before
generators and other necessary
items, are coming through in
the necessity of assembling the data taking any action about the "state of
(Continued on page 8)
required by the Treasury.
temporary
suspension"
in
which
the
Chicago
office
of
the
War
Manpower
Originally, the Treasury indicated
that the plan would meet with its ap- Commission has placed the request of
proval when RKO submitted the dein that area for a "lotails late last year. RKO put the film exchanges
cally needed" designation, and which Clark-Biddle
(Continued on page 7)
temporary suspension exists elsewhere.

Democrats
RKO Television's second assignment
for National Broadcasting's New
York television outlet, WNBT, will
be the filming of the Democratic National Convention in Chicago starting
July 19.
Following the pattern set for the
Republican National Convention late
last month, RKO Television is preparing a three-reel film from Pathe
stock shots showing previous Democratic National Conventions, Democratic presidents and nominees of previous years as well as shots of present
aspirants for the Democratic presiden(Continued on page 7)

CENTS

Talk

Industry

Bond

Aid

'Great

Achievement9:

Morgenthau

Washington, July 10. — The mo"turned in
picture industry
tion performan
ce in has
its best
the Fifth War

Trade
For

Loan Drive," Henry Mongenthau, Jr.,
Secretary of the Treasury, declared
in a statement here today.
At the same time, Ted R. Gamble,
national
director
of the
War Finance
Division,
paid Treasury's
tribute to

The trade press was officially cited for its cooperation with the industry's
'Fighting
committee
of
the
Fifth Fifth'
War Loan
drive at

"showmen of the 'Fighting 5th' drive,"
and their accomplishments.
(Robert J. O'Donnell, chairman of the industry's 'Fighting
Fifth' War Loan Committee at
a dinner last night given by his
committee to the trade press
in recognition
of the
latter's that
aid
in
the fifth drive
disclosed
the national fifth drive bond
quota had exceeded $17,981,000,000. 'E' bond sales have exceeded $5,000,000,000 against a
$6,000,000,000
(Continuedquota,
on page O'Donnell
8)

Press

5th Loan

Cited
Aid

a dinner at Toots Shor's here
last night.
R. J. O'Donnell,
national
Chairman,
and the
Committee were hosts.
O'Donnell and Ray Beall,
national publicity director,
expressed the
committee's
appreciation to the
trade press
and urged its continued support activities
for theatres'
bond July.
selling
through
Advertising directors who cooperated in the campaign
were also present.

Delayed

Washington, July 10. — Another of
the many delays which have slowed
up consideration of the new consent
decree occurred today when Assistant
Attorney General Tom C. Clark, finding it necessary to leave Washington,
postponed his projected decree conference with Attorney General Francis Biddle until the middle of the week
or later.
Clark will return to the Department
Wednesday, but there was no indication when he and the Attorney General would
be able onto page
get 7)together to
(Continued

22

Buy

Millions

Nearly

53

in Bonds

Corporate purchases of Fifth War
Loan securities by distributors companies and large circuits amounted to
$52,845,000, according to Leonard
Goldenson,(Continued
industry onchairman
page 7) of cor-

2

Motion

Personal

Robot

Bombs

Picture

Grosses

Mention

James B. Zabin, general manager
of Cinema Circuit, New York, is the
author of a story, "Bust Up," which
appears in the July issue of May fair
Magazine.
Harry M. Kalmine, assistant general manager of Warner Theatres,
left over the weekend for Chicago and
Milwaukee and is expected to return
late this week.
Orville
Rennie
of Tri- States'
Paramount Thjeatre, Cedar Rapids,
la., has been elected to the board of
directors of the local Rotary Club.
•
Marjorie Morrow, Warner Bros.
Eastern talent bureau head, left yesterday for a week's trip to Chicago
and Cleveland.

Business at London film theatres
have been hard hit by the robot bombs
according to press dispatches from
London. It was estimated that most
West End houses are losing about
$2,000 daily. There has been no talk
of closing the film houses, possibly
because most of them can afford the
losses much better than stage theatres.
Poor attendance at the London
legitimate theatres has closed 24 West
End shows since the robot blitz began ;only 10 shows now remain open.
T. & D, Acquires
4 Walsh Theatres
San Francisco, July 10. — Four
Sacramento Valley theatres were acquired in a transaction announced here
by M. A. Naify, president and general manager of T. & D. Enterprises.
In association with Golden State Theaters, T. & D. operates a large group
of
houses
throughout Northern California.

Involved in the transaction are the
State and Tower in Marysville ;
Smith Theater, Yuba City ; and the
Butte at Gridley, all leased from the
family of the late Morgan A. Walsh,
pioneer exhibitor and film man. In
addition to a fixed rental, the consideration involves participation by the
Walsh family in the profits of the four
houses, according to L. S. Hamm, San
Francisco attorney, who handled the
Si Fabian, independent circuit op- legal matters involved.
erator and WAC official, was in Norfolk yesterday and will be in Richmond today.
M-G-M
to Trade Show

Norman Elson, Trans-Lux Theatres vice-president, became the father of a baby boy born yesterday to
Mrs. Elson at New York Hospital.
•
Charles Rich, Warner district
sales manager in Cleveland, and Mrs.
Rich, celebrated their 20th anniversary over the weekend.
•

Norman Castle, publicity director Eight New
Films
for the Essaness Circuit, Chicago, will
"The Seventh Cross" will be
leave on a vacation August 1.
screened at all exchanges on July 19.
•
"Dragon Seed" will be shown July 20
G. R. Frank, United Artists' In- in Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Clevedianapolis branch manager, has been
land, Detroit, Kansas City, Los Anvisiting the UA Chicago branch.
geles, Minneapolis, New Orleans,
•
Omaha, Philadelphia, San Francisco
James Coston, Warner Theatres and Washington, and on July 21 in
Chicago zone manager, is at his Eagle Albany, Buffalo, Des Moines, Indianapolis, Memphis, Milwaukee, PittsRiver, Wis., summe'r
• home.
burgh and St. Louis, and on July 28
Henry Korn, head of the service in Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, Denver,
department of National Screen Serv- New Haven, Oklahoma City, Portice, is in Chicago on business.
land (Ore.), Salt Lake City and
•
Seattle.
Rodney Collies, manager of the
Coast Gent" will be shown
Stanley, Baltimore, is vacationing in at "Barbary
all exchanges on Aug. 1. Tentative
Pennsylvania mountains.
dates have been set for screenings of
•
three other new M-G-M films as folMorris Mechanic, owner of the
lows : "Maisie Goes to Reno" and
New Theatre, Baltimore, is in New
"Lost in a Harem," Aug. 10; "MarYork for several days.
riage Is a Private Affair," Aug. 14,
•
and "Kismet" and "Mrs. Parkington,"
Irving Yergin of the Warner Aug.
28.
home office publicity department left
last night for California.
Gas Rationing Cuts
AuClair Dies in Action
Geneva, N. Y., July 10. — Pfc.
Elliott AuClair, formerly of Schine's
Geneva Theatre here, died of wounds
received in action in the Marshall
Islands, according to word received
by his parents from the War Department. Pfc. AuClair, a Marine, was
buried at sea.

Services

Hit

For

Seitz

Coast

Theatre

J. O'CONNOR, Universal
JOHN
vice-president, celebrated his 48th
birthday yesterday.
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Drive-In Grosses
Cleveland, July 10. — Gas rationing has noticeably cut attendance at
local Drive-In theatres, it is reported
here by Philip Smith, owner of several Drive-Ins in this area.
Post-midnight shows, introduced
for night-shift defense workers, have
obtained only moderate audiences.

Today on Coast
Los Angeles, July 10. — Funeral
services will be held tomorrow afterFlashes
noon for George Seitz, 56, at the
Church of the Recessional. Private
Hollywood, July 10 interment will be in Forest Lawn
cemetery.
MORT
president
of
Loew'sSPRING,
International
Corp.,
Seitz, veteran director associated
M-G-M's foreign selling organization, with M-G-M since 1930, died at the
is here for a couple of weeks of con- weekend
following a heart attack.
ferences with L. B. Mayer and other
executives.
•
Paul Henried gets the top male
role in the remake of "Of Human NEW YORK THEATRES
Bondage," which will start Wednesday at Warners under the direction of
Edmund Goulding and the producer
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
sponsorship of Henry Blanke.
•
Showplace of the Nation
Rockefeller Center
CARY GRANT in
John W. Considine, Jr., is back at
his desk at M-G-M after a knee operation and is advancing plans accord"ONCE
A TIME"
with UPON
JANET BLAIR
ingly for "Seattle" and "The Church
Dir. by Alexander Hall — A Columbia Picture
of the Good Thief."
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600
Herman Gluckman, WAC treasurer
and
stay. distribution representative is due
here at the weekend for a two-months
IN PERSON
ON SCREEN
GRACIE
First N. Y. Showing
•SENSATIONS
Gregory Ratoff's condition after an
emergency operation at the Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital was reported
BARRIE
BENNY
•
"good."
starrIng
RUBIN ,
Ray Milland will have the star role
in 'Lost Weekend," for Paramount
B WAY &
| eleanor powell
PALACE
following his assignment in "Kitty."
47th St.
20th-Fox exercised its option for
OF 1945'
the services of Lynn Bari.
Arnold Albert, Warner short subject producer, has returned here.

MGM's

Howard

Dietz

'Transatlantic Quiz'
Howard Dietz, vice-president and
advertising manager of M-G-M, will
join the American team on "Transatlantic Quiz," the Blue
British Broadcasting
Corp.Networkweekly
feature, beginning July 15.
Replacing Russell Crouse, authorproducer, Dietz will share the American spot with writer Christopher
Morley. Heard Saturdays from 1:15
to 1 :30 p.m., EWT, the program presents the American and British teams
conversing across the Atlantic.
Schoenstadt
Off

to Sept

PAT
ROBERT RUTH
O'BRIEN
RYAN
HUSSEY
MARIrTE RAIDERS"

Case

PARAMOUNTS
"GOING
WAY'
with BINGMYCROSBY
In Person
CHARLIE SPIVAK and Hta Oreh.
M

PARAMOUNT
GARY

Square
PRESENTS

COOPER

in

CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
RIVOLI
"The Story
of Dr.Wassell
SK:,
•k
In Technicolor
i

11

Chicago, July 10. — At the request
of attorneys, the Anti-Trust hearing
in the action filed by Schoenstadt
Theatres against distributors and the
Warner and B and K circuits has
again
been Master
continued,
this timeCharles
"Sept.
11, before
of Chancery
A. McDonald.
Boucher Remains
Washington, July 10. — Frank
Boucher, recently reported to be joining the Weiselman circuit in Charlotte, will remain in his post of general manager with K-B Theatres in
Washington, it was reported by Fred
S. Kogod, president of K-B.
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MANY STARS! SO MUCH ENTERTAINMENT!
THE MOST NOVEL BOX-OFFICE WALLOP IN YEARS!
x

The nation's No. 1 pin up girl with iho
lossy chassis and gams what amsl

\

What
a figure! What
Your foyo-votitc
singinga voice!
star)
Band-leader ... □ real solid sender on
the slide trombone ... no run-of-the-

/ M \

2

q

CENTURY-FOX

S ANSWER

TO ALL YOUR ENTERTAINMENT

QUESTIONS! /i NEVM
SlOP lilt FlfTK
YOUBtWAROVttIOANIIH!
TOPI FIGHTING

THE MOST IMPORTANT EVENT IN 50
YEARS OF MOTION PICTURE ENTERTAINMENT!

DARRYL

F. ZANUCK'S

Directed by HENRY KING Written for the Screen by Lamar Trotti
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Telecast

Democrats
(Continued from page 1)
tial nomination. The film, augmented
by commentary supplied by NBC
commentators, will be televised over
WNBT before telecasting actual shots
of convention proceedings.
According to Ralph B. Austrian,
executive vice-president of RKO Teleision, the telecasting reporting of the
Democratic convention will be on a
far more thorough scale than was the
Republican convention. Improvements
in technique have been made which
will be put into effect for the Democrats, Austrian said here yesterday.
Four crews of Pathe camera and
sound men will operate both at the
Chicago Stadium and at the hotels
there where delegates will be quartered. Each day's shooting will be
flown to New York and processed for
telecasting the following day. In the
case of the Republican convention, the
film on the opening day of the convention was shown the same day with
the developing and editing process
being accomplished within three-andone-half hours and NBC using the
negative for telecasting without waiting for positive prints.
Telecasting of the convention proceedings via films will be more extensive than newsreel coverage, it was
said. WNBT's video presentation of
the convention will also be carried by
WPTZ, Philadelphia, and WRGB,
Schenectady.

Cohn
At

and

Coast

Montague
Meeting

(Continued from page 1)
will open the session and will then
turn the meeting over to A. Montague,
general sales manager, who will preside during the remainder of the sessessions. Both Montague and Rube
Jackter, assistant sales manager, will
address the delegates. George Josephs, manager of sales accounting ;
Hank Kaufman, manager of exchange
operations ; Joseph A. McConville,
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, and Joseph Friedman,
managing director of Great Britain,
will also be present.
The following managers and salesmen from the six exchanges of the
Western division are here for the
meeting :
Los Angeles : Western division
manager Jerome Safron and Wayne
Ball, Larry Kennedy, Bert Lentz and
Edward Ashkins ; Denver : R. C. Hill,
Barney Shooker, Gay Storm Pinnell
and Thomas J. Robinson ; Portland :
Tames Beale, Clarence Tillman and
Warren Withers ; Salt Lake City :
William Seib, Harold Green, Gus
Gusterson and Kenneth Lloyd ; San
Francisco : Jack Tillman, Carl Scott,
Phil Weinstein and Torey Roberts ;
Seattle: Neil Walton, Willard R.
Seale and Keith Beckwith.
FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH -PORTUGESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound Studios
41 E. 42 St. N. Y. 17 MU 2-5358

Motion

48

Films

Plans

of

in

Picture

Long

United

7

Daily

Range

Artists

Clark-Biddle
Talk

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Thee I Sing" ; Producers Corporapictures in the planning stage, in adtion : "This Crazy, Lovely World,"
dition to five completed and awaiting "The New Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,"
release, four in production and 11 "The Old West" and "O'Brien's
nearing final script and casting stages. Navy" ; Seymour Nebenzal : "MayEdward C. Raftery, president, re- erling" and "S.S. Titanic," and Andrew Stone's "Miss America," "Senferred to the program as "the greatest forward step taken by the comsations of 1946" and "Victory
pany in its history," a UA statement
Seated on the dais yesterday, in adsaid, adding : "It was made possible
not only by constructive ground work Parade."dition to Raftery, Sears and Leserwere J. J. Unger, Harry Gold,
along production lines but by rear- mah,
Edward Schnitzer and Louis Pollock.
rangement of company management."
Pictures completed and awaiting re- Among other home office executives in
attendance were : Harry Buckley,
lease are : David O. Selznick's "Since Paul Lazarus, Sr., Charles Steele,
You Went Away" and "Double Fur- Walter Gould, Harry Muller, Phil
lough," Hunt Stromberg's "Guest in
the House," Edward Small's "Abroad Dow, Manny Silverstone, Steve Mcwith Two Yanks," and Seymour Ne- Grath and Jack Wrege. The following producers and representatives
benzal's "Summer Storm."
The four pictures now before the joined the district and branch managers at luncheon : Grace Rosenfield,
cameras are : Benedict Bogeaus' Hugh Huber, Fred Wilkins, Budd
"Dark Waters," Sol Lesser's "3 Is
Rogers, Seymour Poe, Harry Kosiner,
a Family," Lester Cowan's "Tomor- Skip Weshner, Seymour Nebenzal,
row the World" and Bing Crosbv's Edward Peskay, Henry Brash, Neil
first for UA, "The Great John L."
Agnew, Hugh Owen, John Harkins,
The balance of the company's line- William Heineman, Lowell Calvert,
up includes product from the following producers :
Jules Levey, Dennis O'Keefe and
Cotten.
Vanguard will deliver "The House Joseph
The delegates attended a special
of Dr. Edwardes," Sol Lesser, "Civilian Clothes" ; and Benedict Bogeaus' screening of "Since You Went Away"
"There Goes Lona Henry." William late in the afternoon. Today's session will be devoted to sales policies
Cagney Prod, will account for "Blood on forthcoming product.
on the Sun," "Port Royal," "Only the
Valiant," "Bugles in the Afternoon," TIA Board Will Defer
"The Stray Lamb" and an untitled
Plans for Expansion
story. Lester Cowan plans "G. I.
Joe" and "Woman of the Sea." From
The United Artists board of direcCharles R. Rogers will come "High
tors will hold its regular monthly
Among the Stars," "My Wild Irish meeting here today but is not expected
Rose," "Angel on My Shoulder" and
to act upon plans for acquiring the"One Man's Family."
atres in this country and abroad and
Edward Small's program calls for
"When the Cat's Away," "Bella Don- for expanding the company's studio
na," "Cagliostro," "Valentino," "No- facilities. Following the board's annual meeting on June 2, a UA statetorious Nancy Grey," "Kate Fenniment said the members would congate," "Twin Beds" and "Brewster's
sider such plans prior to the next
Millions" ; Hunt Stromberg's : "Dis- meeting, but president Edward C.
honored Lady" and "This Is Life" ; Raftery disclosed yesterday that the
Producing Artists : "Love Is Where
was not far enough advanced
You Find It," "High Spirit," "Sing- I project
for activities at this time.
ing City," "The Blackbirder" and "Of
Film

Stars

in Charity

Broadcast to Mexico
Hollywood, July 10. — Hedy Lamarr,
Bing Crosby, Arturo de Cordova,
Esther Fernandez, Carlos Ramirez,
John Loder and Jinx Falkenburg, all
speaking Spanish, took part late last
week in the first direct broadcast from
Hollywood to Mexico City. The program, sponsored by the Mexican government for hospital charities, was
arranged by the local office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
Lopez Mendez, president of the
Radio Guild of Mexico, was master of
ceremonies, and Dezi Arnaz introduced
four Purple Heart winners of Mexican
extraction who served with the American Army in Sicily and are now
patients at the Birmingham Hospital,
San Ferdando Valley.

Delayed

22 Buy
Nearly 53
Millions in Bonds
(Continued from page 1)
poration investments for the fifth drive.
Following are the companies and the
amounts of their purchases, as reported to Chas. C. Moskowitz, general
chairman for the New York area :
Paramount Pictures, $15,000,000 ;
20th Century-Fox and National Theatres, $11,000,000;
Loew's,$5,000,000;
$10,000,000; Warner
Brothers,

go over the completed proposals of
the distributors.
A late proposal to limit the new
agreement to three years flat or two
years after the end of the war, whichever is shorter, is seen in Washington as further tilting the scales
toward acceptance of the decree by the
Government, although in some audioritative quarters there has been a decided impression that a new decree
would be accepted on the basis of the
companies' offer rather than take the
matter into court at this time.
It was pointed out that a shortterm arrangement would carry the situation over until it could be considered in an atmosphere free of war
strain and at a time when the Government's post-war economic program
had jelled and was in process of being
carried out. By that time, too, the
international trade situation may have
been clarified, a matter of considerable importance to the film industry,
which normally relies upon foreign
markets for much of its profits.
RKO
To

Pension

Treasury

Plan

Soon

(Continued from page 1)
plan into effect for all its employes
with the exception of production
talent such as producers, directors,
writers, actors and actresses, seasonal
and part-time employes at the beginning of this year with credits accruing since then.
Loew's has secured an unofficial approval from the Treasury for a pension plan for all its employes, including production personnel. The plan
will
be submitted
to the company's
stockholders
for approval
July 18.
Should the plan be approved and be
put into operation, final official approval will also have to be secured
from
RKO. the Treasurv as in the case of
Rites

for E. Collins,

Interstate

Manager

San Antonio, July 10. — Funeral
services will be held today for Eddie
Collins, 49, manager of Interstate
Theatres here.
Collins, who died at the weekend
has been prominent in the industry
for many years. He came to San
Antonio eight years ago from Houston where he managed for Interstate.
RKO Radio, $4,000,000; Universal, In 1939 he became manager of the
$3,500,000 ; Columbia, $2,220,000 ;
Majestic Theatre and three years
United Artists, $500,000; Randforce later
was named Interstate manager
Circuit, $250,000 ; United Artists The- for the San Antonio territory. Suratre Circuit, Republic Pictures and
viving are his widow, Lorna, two
National Screen, each $200,000; Cen- daughters, Mrs. Betty Blackburn and
tury Circuit, $150,000; Skouras The- Mrs. Jean Hunter, a sister and a
atres, Wilmer and Vincent and J. J.
Theatres, each $100,000; Telenews grandson.
Theatres and Trans Lux, each $75,000; Fabian Theatres, $65,000; Shea
Enterprises, $60,000; Prudential CirREEVES
cuit, $50,000.

Reel Fellows to Variety
Chicago, July 10. — Local Variety
has voted the entire Reel Fellows Club,
wtiich comprises some 40 local film
salesmen, into its membership. The Ky. Tax Revenue Up
local tent also voted to hold its anFrankfort, Ky., July 10. — Amusenual outing and golf tournament at
ment tax receipts in Kentuckv totaled
Hickory Hill here on July 26.
$1,072,443 for 1943-1944.

SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY. N. Y. 19
Circle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities
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$15,500
Gross

Washington

for

'Theatre

Bond

Picture

Aid

'Dr. WasselV Scores
$18,000 in 2nd Week
Baltimore, July 10. — Hot weather
and holdovers failed to help business
at downtown boxoffices. In most instances figures barely hit average.
About the best returns of the week
are being scored by "The Story of
Dr. Wassell," taking $18,000 in its
second seven-day period at the Stanley.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 13 :
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
CENTURY— (3,000) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
weekends) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $17,000).
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
KEITH'S—
(2,405)
days,
2nd week.
Gross:(35c-40c-50c-60c)
$14,500. (Average: 7
$15,000).
"Home in Indiana" (20th-Fox)
NEW— (1,581) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $9,500. (Average: $11,000).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
STANLEY— (3,280) (35c -44c -55c -65c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,000. (Average:
$18,000).
"Once Upon a Time" (Col.)
HIPPODROME— (2,205) (35c-44c-55c-66c)
7 days, 2nd week New stage show: Gene
Baylos, Coco, Steve & Eddy, Crosby Sisters, Bert Nagle & Hilja. Gross: $16,500.
(Average: $18,500).
"This Is the Army" (WB)
MAYFAIR— (1,000) (35c-54c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $7,000).
"U-Boat Prisoner" (Col.)
VALENCIA-(1,466) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
weekends) 7 days. Gross: $6,000. (Average: $6,000).

"PERSONAL!"
To any of my celebrated friends who
fancy an informal vacation ... in a
high altitude with a low tariff . . .
I've got CLUB
the spotat . . . the famous old
FAWN
LAKE
PLACID
Private Golf Course, but no private
phones ; nice Bar, with birch forests
for a backdrop; and nothing gets
dressed-up except the food. If you
hanker for a July holiday, with SONNY
BARKAS as your host, and all the delights of Lake Placid at your command, buzz me at Circle 7-7826. (Or
call Lake Placid 347.)
CARL ERBE

Closings

Lack

'Marine'

Washington, D. C, July 10.— The
surprise of the week is "Marine Raiders," which looks headed for $15,500
at Keith's. Another business-getter
is "Between Two Worlds," which in
its second week at Warner's Metropolitan should do an estimated $8,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 13 :
"The Ev«= of St. Mark" (M-G-M)
LOEWS
CAPITOL — (3,434) (35c-43c-55c72c) 7 days. On stage: Romo Vincent.
Gross: $23,000. (Average: $22,000).
"Knickerbocker Holiday" (UA)
LOEWS COLUMBIA— (1,234) (43c-S5c65c) 7 days. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $8,200).
''Once Upon a Time" (Col.)
WARNER'S
(2,210) (44c-55c-8Sc$1.10)
7 days, EARLE—
2nd downtown
week On
stage: Everett West, Pitchmen. Gross:
$18,500. (Average: $19,700).
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
RICO- Gross:
KEITH'S$15,500.
— (1,800)(Average:
(35c-44c-65c-74c)
days.
$15,600). 7
"Between Two Worlds" (WB)
WARNER'S
METROPOLITAN— (1,600)
(35c-55c) 7 days, 2nd downtown week.
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $7,200).
"White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOEWS PALACE— (2,242) (43c-55c-65c)
7 days, 2nd downtown week. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $19,000).
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Deflates

(Continued from page 1)
Broadway
Grosses
sufficient volume to meet all re(Continued from page 1)
quirements.
{Continued from page 1)
The projector manufacturers have
highest in the history of the housi
reported, and for this reason
available the manpower, tools and fa- ond
"Dragon Seed" is set to follow o
theatres have been asked to concilities for turning out machines, but
July.)
tinue 'E' bond selling through
their operations are limited because
20. and final week of "Going M
Tenth
of their dependence upon other in- July
Secretary Morgenthau declared:
dustries for these most important Way" and a stage bill headed M
"From early reports reaching me, it parts. It is this situation that has Charlie Spivak's orchestra at ™
is evident that the motion picture in- made it impossible for the industry to Paramount will end this evening witT
dustry has made another good record. produce even the limited number of about $67,000, tying the long-run rec
It has moved forward as a result of
projectors authorized by the WPB ord of "Lady in the Dark" and top
hard work and experience in the pre- as far back as the final quarter of ping it in total attendance, 1,007,OOC
"And the Angels Sing," with a stag*
vious loans to turn in its best per- last year.
formance in the Fifth War Loan
bill
featuring Jerry Wald's orchestra
If Nelson's
for goes
a gradual reDrive. All branches of the industry
conversion ofplan
industry
through, will open there today. Starting simul1
pitched in to do a whole-hearted job it is expected that seat production taneously will be "Take It Or Leavi
in showmanlike fashion which not only may be resumed on a limited scale, It" and Duke Ellington's orchestra a;
contributed to the success of the drive and
with substitutes for materials not the Roxy, where "Home in Indiana'
but adds to a great achievement of now available, carpeting output may and
Endic Madriguera's orchestra uii
grossing a poor $59,000 for its thirc
be expanded.
wartime service."
Unfortunately, it was said, projec- and last week, with $44,000 countec
Said Gamble : "The showmen of the
tor production is dependent upon the through Sunday. A similar farewel
'Fighting 5th' War Loan have done a
magnificent job of war bond selling. same components as is major military
slump hit, "The Mask of Dimitrios,''
R. J. O'Donnell and his national com- production, and Nelson's program, orchestra
Prima's
is on where
stage;Louis
$16,000
was
mittee have set the pattern for future while designed to encourage civilian at the Strand,
bond drives. Their accomplishment output, is so framed
taken
in
for
three
days
through
Sunas in no way to
has caused the motion picture industry interfere with the requirem
day, indicating $43,000 for the third
ents of the
to occupy a most enviable position Army and Navy. Accordin
week
of the run. Opening there Frigly, ballamong all industries during the Fifth
day will be "The Adventures of Mark
bearings, motors and electronic comWar Loan. Their record in 'E' Bond
ponents will not become available un- Twain," supported by the Vincent
sales has truly created an Honored
til output of war equipment is Lopez orchestra.
scaled thedown.
Films holding over despite poor total
16,000
Showmen."
Gamble spent the weekend in New
receipts for the current period include:
York in conferences with the indus"Bathing Beauty," which will end a
try's Fifth War Loan committee to Range Theatre Claim $20,000 week, its second, at the Astor
discuss plans for renewed efforts by
today, and "Mr. Skeffington," whichi
exhibitors which will help to achieve Bookings
Delayed
took in $11,000 at the Hollywood for
four
days through Sunday, presaging:
Range Amusement Co., operating
the country's
and
exceed it. overall 'E' Bond quota
the Range Theatre, Hurley, Wis., has $17,800 for its seventh week. The
Gamble pointed out that even though filed a clearance complaint with the latter's run will
be stretched over at
the national Fifth War Loan goal Milwaukee tribunal of the American
least another month. "The Story of
has been oversubscribed, the Treas- Arbitration Association against the Dr. Wassell" at the Rivoli, grossing
ury is eager to take advantage of the Ironwood, Rex and Morgan Theatres, $34,000 in its fifth week through tovast publicity and promotion momen- all in Ironwood, Mich., claiming that
day, will hold a week or so longer
tum generated by the film industry the 30-day clearance of those houses before "Frenchman's
Creek" enters
campaign and urged full-speed ahead over the Range is unreasonable. A
the
house
;
and
"Two
Girls and a
in the bond-selling effort to the end of further complaint holds that the three
Sailor," plus Sammy Kaye's orchesIronwood theatres delay booking films
tra, will continue at the Capitol until
July.
Gamble told the national committee for
an unreasonable length of time, the July 20 arrival of "Since You
members that the industry is especial- thus harming business in Hurley, Went Away."
Fourth week of the
ly valuable to the bond selling pro- where they cannot be shown first.
Capitol show will register $62,000 on
gram because of its influence on and
the basis of $45,500 for five days
availability to purchasers of 'E' bonds,
the ever-widening purchases of which Clearance Complaint
through
Sunday.
"The Mummy's
Ghost" will
end Thursda
y at the
Friday.
are extremely important in the fight
Rialto
after
a
$6,500
second week, to
Dismissed
in
Detroit
against inflation— "a fight in which
every wage earner and every businessJohn L. Lovett, arbitrator in the be followed by "Jungle Woman" on
man has a vital personal stake," he Detroit tribunal, has dismissed the
said.
clearance complaint of Sol Winokur,
Among the reissues, "The Kid
Spain" at the Victoria will bow
operator of the Ritz theatre, Water- from
out after doing $8,000 in its second
Lee Returns to Para.
vleit, Mich., against M-G-M, WarFrom 5th Loan Post
with "Minstrel Man" opening
ners, RKO and Paramount, the week,
American
Arbitration Association there Saturday. Other revivals, slated
Claude F. Lee has returned to his
to
includerang
"Dead
End" for
at
post as public relations director for here announced at the weekend.
the continue,
Gotham, which
up $4,000
Paramount, having concluded his
two days through Sunday and should
duties in connection with the Fifth
The arbitrator ruled that the clear- gross $11,000 in its second week, and
War Loan. During the drive he was
ance now imposed by the defendants "Fantasia" at the Manhattan, also in
attached to War Finance Division of in favor of the Loma and Hart thea- its second week, which showed $2,500
the Treasury Department as motion
tres, Hartford, Mich., is not unreason- for a similar weekend period and is
picture industry and special conable and, therefore, denied the com- headed for $10,000. "The Hairy
sultant.
plainant relief.
Ape," a new film, continuing at the
Globe,' will finish its second week FriTwo Randforce Premieres
day with $15,000, following a $5,000
weekend.
Randforce Amusement Corp. reto % Cal.,
S. Warner9
ported here yesterday that its Brook- Gift
Richmond,
July 10. — Comlyn Marboro grossed $208,000 at its
plete 16mm. sound projection equipbond premiere while the Meserole sold
ment and prints of five Warner pic- Ed. Ruff to Boston
tures have been presented to officers
2,000 "E" bonds with a value of
New Haven, July 10. — Edward G.
and
crew
of the S. S. Benjamin Warn$198,000.
er as a gift from Harry M. and Jack Ruff, for the past seven years manager of the Paramount exchange in
Services for Carr
Warner. The films include : "Action New Haven, has been named manager
Los Angeles, July 10.— Funeral in the North Atlantic," "Watch on the of that company's Boston exchange.
services will be held tomorrow for Rhine," "Adventures of Mark Twain," His associates here recently honored
and "Princess O'Rourke."
Nat Carr, 57, pioneer actor, who died "Casablanca"
The new Liberty Ship was named him at a testimonial dinner. . John
will succeed Ruff in his forThursday evening after a long ill- after the father of the Warner Mooremer post.
ness.
Brothers.
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Directors

Approve
More

15

Pictures

Board Also Passes on
Color Cartoon Shorts

Scales

13,949
Loan

5th

Events

A total of 13,949 pledged and
registered special events were held
in theatres during the Fifth War
Loan, according to a tabulation
made by the industry's Fifth War
(Continued on page 8)
Executive
Paramount

Board

at

Studio

Hollywood, July 11. — Reports persist that the Paramount studio eventually will function under an executive board, a system similar to that
prevailing at M-G-M, following the
assumption by Henry Ginsberg this
week of the post of general manager
in charge of production. Ginsberg
will continue also as vice-president
and general studio manager, duties he
has held since Feb., 1940, according to
Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president in
charge of studio operations.
The immediate shift is the out(Continued on page 8)

Up

U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

50%

Increase

JULY

TEN

12, 1944

M-G-M

to

Dub

Future

Product

Its

for

Selznick's 'SYWA'
David Selznick's "Since
You Went Away" will be sold
on a policy requiring increased admissions of a 50
percent over regular scales
at single-featured performances, it was disclosed here
yesterday by Carl Leserman,
United Artists' general sales
manager, at the conclusion of
the company's eastern sales
meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

Approval of contracts for 15 adlitional productions were voted yeserday by the board of directors of
United Artists, meeting here at the
home office,
700%
under the chairmanship of Edward C. Raf- Army
tery.
The 15 pictures add to the
48 disclosed on
Monday by
G r a d w e 11
L. Sears, distribution vicepresident,
at the c o m pany's sales
meeting at the
Waldorf - AsEdward C. Raftery
toria, in line
recompany'son "long-range"
with the (Continued
page 7)

YORK,

in

Projectors

New
Deals

For

CENTS

Franchise
for

All

Latin-America

M-G-M after a year of preparation,
has decided to dub its future output
in Spanish,
marking itsmarket
'invasion'with
of
the
Latin-American
dubbed pictures. The program, which
will bid for the virtually 'unlimited
revenue' envisaged South of the border,
calls for first dubbed releases sometime
in December or January according to
a company spokesman.
Morton Spring, acting manager of
the company's international department, declared that, "There has been
a persistent and growing demand
from Spanish-speaking audiences
throughout the Western hemisphere
for Spanish sound tracks to replace

Washington, July 11. — A 700 perAlready in work here in New York
cent increase in the number of projectors available to Army units overseas are three of its current top-flight
has been accomplished since March, features : "The White Cliffs of Dover,"
(Continued on page 6)
1943, it was reported here today by the
titles."
Army Pictorial Service.
Summarizing the second year's operation of the Overseas Motion Picture Service branch, the APS disclosed that it has accomplished its objective of giving men in the average
overseas unit three new films each
week and has increased the number of
projectors available from 421 to more
than 3,200. On an average night the
Army shows the latest pictures to almost 2,000 field units at stations circling the world, not including shows
(Continued on page 7)

PRC

Holders

Guarantees Ended; Can
Book Outside Product
By TOM LOY
Franchise holders of PRC's 30
exchanges will hereafter work under an entirely new arrangement,
it was learned here yesterday, foh
lowing Motion
exclusive report onPicture
MondayDaily's
that Nat
L. Lefton, franchise holder in the
Cleveland and Cincinnati territories,
had been elected to speak for all other
franchise owners in future negotiations and dealings with the company.
Negotiations, it develops,
have resulted in the junking of
all previously existing franchise agreements and the signing of new ones, drastically revamped. All guarantees on
payment for product, past,
present and future, have been
(Continued on page 6)

Cohn
Is Columbia's
Executive Producer
Hollywood, July 11. — Harry Cohn,
president of Columbia Pictures, has
absorbed the executive producership of
the company's studio here. Sidney
Buchman, former executive producer, Raise
Sound
will, under a new deal, head his own
unit to produce two pictures annually
Rate
over a long period. Buchman's first Service
two will be "Over 21" and "Jacobowsky and the Colonel."
Altec Service and RCA Sound Service will shortly announce increases of
Distribute
$50,000
Back
about 10 percent in their rates for servicing theatre sound equipment, as a
result of the new contracts negotiated
by the two(Continued
companieson with
page the
8) IATSE
Pay
in Film
Exchanges
By MILTON

LIVINGSTON

Loew's 20th Century-Fox and
United Artists has started the distribution of $40,000 in retroactive pay
increases and overtime payments to
over 100 office workers in their New
York film exchanges in compliance
with a recent War Labor Board decision which rejected their appeal from
the regional board's decision here. The
workers are represented by the Screen
Office and Professional Employes
Guild, Local 409, CIO.
Loew's also agreed to a voluntary
restitution of an additional $10,825 in
back pay for overtime work to 648
checkers in its 31 film exchanges, according to Arthur J. White, regional
director of the wage and hour and
public contracts division of the U. S.
Department of Labor.
Payment of the retroactive pay to
the "white collarites" represents a 15
(Continued on page 6)

WAC

Honors

Scully,

Rodgers, Richey
William A. Scully, William
F. Rodgers and Henderson
Richey, who served terms at
the head of the War Activities Committee
'Distributors'
Division,
received
plaques
from that division yesterday
"in recognition of the excelof their were
service."
The lence
awards
made at a
WAC meeting at the Hotel
Astor by Ned E. Depinet,
present chairman of the division. In presenting the
plaques, Depinet paid tribute
to the efforts of the trio in
fashioning the framework of
a national all-industry distribution plan.

B.

P.

Joins

Schulberg
Vanguard

Hollywood, Juy 11. — B. P. Schulberg, veteran producer and production
executive, who was associated with
David O. Selznick for several years
prior
to 1940,
Selznick's
Vanguard
Films has
and joined
Selznick
Enterprises, where he will function in an administrative capacity on the business
management side.
Schulberg's
history
with 1912,
the industry stretches back
beyond
when
he helped Adolph Zukor launch Famous Players. He was managing director of production for Paramount
and a Columbia production executive
as well as a producer independently.
I His most recent connection, with Col' umbia, was severed in February, 1943,

2

Motion

Picture

Personal
Mention
RKO Ra
ROBERT MOCHRIE,
dio general sales manager, and
Nat
Levy, Eastern
district sales
manager, left last night for Detroit.
Edward J. Gabriel, manager of the
Capitol exchange in Philadelphia, is
recuperating from a nose and throat
operation at the Jewish Hosptia
there.
Ronald R. Ames, Columbia Southwestern publicity representative, and
Marie Lindenberg, of Dallas, were
married in Dallas Monday.
•
Moe. Silver, Warner Theatres
Pittsburgh zone manager, arrived in
New York yesterday for home office
conferences.
•
Jack Benny and Bob Hope will be
in Chicago the week of July 19 to
attend the Democratic National Convention.
•
Norman H. Moray, Warner short
subject sales manager, returned yesterday from Newport, R. I.
•
Neill Fletcher of the Palace
Theatre, Dallas, and Mrs. Fletcher
are the parents of a seven pound boy.
•
E. T. Gomersall of Universal left
last night on a visit to the company's
Detroit and Chicago exchanges.
Jack Parver, manager of the Eastwood in East Hartford, Conn., is vacationing inNew York.
Joe Holton, 20th Century-Fox talent scout, is in Chicago this week.
HalWallisDeveloping
Own Stock Company
Hollywood, July 11. — In what is
believed to be the initial step toward
developing his own stock company,
Hal Wallis has signed Ann Richards,
feminine star of "An American Rocontract. mance," to ,an exclusive long-term
Meanwhile, Wallis has concluded
negotiations for the film rights to
"The Searching Wind," Lillian Helman's new play now running on
Broadway in a Herman Shumlin production. Either this or "The Love
Letters," also now owned by Wallis,
will be his first picture for Paramount release.

'Cover' in Normandy
Columbia here reports that the first
U. S. motion picture to be shown on
Normandy's beachheads, following the
-D-Day' invasion, was "Cover Girl,"
according to information received from
Col. E. L. Munson, chief of the Army
Motion Picture Service. The musical
was seen by the invading armies June
16, 10 days after 'D-Day.'
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Coast

Insider's
By RED
Hollywood, July 11
WHAT
about color? The
» » manifestations
are clear
enough and line up in this approximate order :
Color costs money. Because
it costs more than black-andwhite, the history of producing
companies shows they never
undertake tints unless prosperity
is going their way. Today, of
course, prosperity — lots of it—
is parked in every company's alley. Therefore, the answer is
self-evident.
Probably without challenge
would be the conclusion for the
producer-at-large that color enhances values, rolls back production boundaries, carries definite impact at the box-office.
When the vehicle allows, consequently, itis to color thev turn.
■
This does not mean a gentle
or a violent death looms suddenly for films in black-andwhite. The percentage, of
course, continues in the old corner and is expected to remain
there certainly until the war is
over and pressures on manpower
and technical power ease into a
peacetime norm.
Brightly-hued enthusiasms of
the color advocates quite naturally foresee the time when solid
tones will be as old-fashioned as
the nostalgic silent picture, but
this is a partisan view which
would be neither brightly-hued
nor disciple-like if any other
kind of rainbow were acknowledged.
■
The facts also are, however,
that color which almost invariably carries "Techni" as its inevitable prefix at this juncture
would surge forward with much
more acceleration if circumstances allowed. But Technicolor's facilities are devoted to
blank percentage of total resources and blank proportion of
manpower to confidential work
for the armed services.
Even the pleasant Dr. Herbert
Kalmus, who once took evident
pleasure and pride in escorting
visitors through his whirring
plant as pleasantly today has to
decline because blank areas of
that plant are functioning behind restricted and confidential
doors.
■
Nevertheless and as usual,
there are statistics. Finished
and ready for general release
are 16 features nicely Technicolored. Metro, Paramount and

Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Chicago Bureau, '
Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London Wl, Hope
up, Manager
Co., Inc. Other Quigley Publications: MotionBurnPicture
Herald
post office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3

Outlook
KANN
20th
four
RKO
In
them

Century-Fox lead off with
each. Universal has two,
and Columbia one apiece.
production are eight, all of
seemingly geared for distribution next season. Metro
tops this division with three,
Universal snuggles close with a
brace, while Columbia, RKO
and 20th-Fox each have one.
Always allowing for production casualties, born of change
of heart and contributary reasons, are another dozen in preparation. Here the lineup undergoes changes. Metro is in
there with two as is Fox, but
RKO moves alongside. Universal figu'rese in two, likewise
Paramount. Twentieth CenturyFox and Warner calculate one
each.
■
Finally, definite are those 16
finished and those eight shooting. If today's third group
holds, the total will rise to 36.
Whether all will hit the market
during 1944-45 becomes guesswork, and guesswork is as dubious as it always has been.
There must be taken well into account the classic difference
which pervades the current state
of affairs : A picture produced
is not necessarily a picture immediately released.
Examples : "The Adventures
of Mark Twain" was completed
in September, 1942, and only
now shows. "Arsenic and Old
Lace" was finished in September, 1941, and hasn't shown yet.
■ ■
If you are one to whom statistics hold appeal, ogle this:
The 20 officers of Loew's,
Inc., have been identified with
the company a total of 483 years.
Nicholas M. Schenck is lead
all with 36. Joe Vogel is a
close contender in long distance
at 35. "Lep" Friedman counts
33, and Charie Moskowitz 31.
Youngest in point of continuous service are Al Lichtman and
Nicky Nayfack. Their scorecard reads eight.
On the Hollywood ledger is
an entry for Louis B. Mayer.
Just a beginner. Only 30 years
for him.
■ ■
How

goes it with Monogram? Like this: Net for 29
weeks, before taxes, $410,076,
comparing with $100,041 in the
identical preceding period. Net,
after taxes, $149,642. Comparative figure, $43,305.
Oaks
and acorns. Remember?

Flashes
Hollywood, July
CAPT.
LEE from
TRACEY,
honoraUh1
discharged
the Army,
been signed by RKO for the lead
"Betrayal from the East," Hermi
Schlom production directed by W
liam Berke.
•
Gail Patrick, who arrived in Jac
sonville, Fla., Saturday, on a boi
tour, was married there today
Lieut. Arnold White, who is st
tioned with the Naval Air Transpc
Service at Miami.
•
"Dangerous Marriage," mystery r
mance by Virginia Perone, has bet
placed on Warners' 1944-45 schedul
Zachar
y Scott will play the lead, fc
Antonio," which is ne>
"San m.
lowing
on his progra

•
James
Melton, having complete
work in M-G-M's "Ziegfeld Follies
soon will head East for a month |i
his Connecticut farm and will stja
a 48-city concert tour Oct. 3.
•
The will of Henry Thalberg, fath<
of Irving Thalberg, leaves the bulk .
his estate, valued in excess of $100
Thalberg.
000, to his widow, Mrs. Henrietl
•
Walter Lantz will increase |
"Woody Woodpecker" cartoo
fc
Universal from four to sevenns nei
season.
•
Joseph Bercholz, former Europea
producer, has signed to make two film
for Republic.
•
Universal has exercised its optio
on Gloria Jean's contract.

Hugh
WPB

Bruen Accepts
Invitation

Los Angeles, July 11— Hugi
Bruen, trustee of the Pacific Coaj
Conference of Independent Theatr]
Owners today accepted the War Prq
duction Board's invitation to serve J
the National Advisory Committee a
the theatre industry. He will leave o]
July 17 to attend the first meeting ii
Washington scheduled July 20.

Trade

Press

Showing

For Selznick's Away
Hollywood, July 11.— David Selz^
nick announced the trade press screen^
ing for "Since You Went Away," al
the Carthay Circle Theatre next Mon-j
day night. The picture will not open
here for the public until late summer
Sugarman Joins G. A.
Eli Sugarman, former editor andj
general manager of the New YorH
office of Billboard, recently honorably
discharged from the U. S.. Army, has
joined General Amusement Corp. He
will be associated with Harry Kilby!
in acts for restaurants and cafes.
Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
copies.

M-G-M

TRADE
DAY,

Dl ATE
CITY

ADDRESS

THE SEVENTH

CROSS

SHOWINGS
DATE

AND

DRAGON

ALBANY

20th-Fox Screen Room
1052 Broadway

WED. 7/19

8 P.M

FRI. 7/21

ATLANTA

20th-Fox Screen Room
197 Walton SI., N.W.
M-G-M Screen Room
46 Church Street

WED. 7/19

10:30 A. M.

FRI. 7/28

IOSTON

WED. 7/19

10 A.M.
Also: 2:15 P.M.

j WED. 7/19

8 P.M.

FRI. 7/21

1:30 P.M.

FRI. 7/28

20th-Fox Screen Room
ivu rranKiin 3ireei

Charlotte

20th-Fox Screen Room
jUE) souin Lnurcn arreoi

WED. 7/19

H.
Igel's Wahash
Screen Room
l^OlC. C.auth
Ave

WED. 7/19

:iNCINNATI

RKO Screen Room
io cost jixin jireei

WED. 7/19

7 P.M.

CLEVELAND

20th-Fox Screen Room
Oil ItQ Pnuna
AwAmia
roync #*v*fnutr
20th-Fox Screen Room
11 flftl
OUJ WaaJ
iiDOh Mrppf
Jircci

WED. 7/19

1 P.M.

Paramount Screen Room
oinn
cartl,t ci.oai
xiUU dtout
-jireei

WED. 7/19

20th-Fox Screen Room
linn Uinlt Qtrool

WED. 7/19

Max Blumenthal's Sc. Rm.

WED. 7/19

■DALLAS
Idenver
1
DES MOINES
['DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS

WED. 7/19

OF SCREENING
BARBARY

SEED

1 P.M.

1

2:30 P.M.
2 P.M.
1 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

THUR. 7/20

8 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10 A.M.
Also: 2:15 P.M.

THUR. 7/20

FRI. 7/21

TUES. 8/1

20th-Fox Screen Room
151 Vance Avenue

WED.

/19

Warner Screen Room
xix wt . Wisconsin mvc.

WED.

7/19

II MINNEAPOLIS

20th-Fox Screen Room
iui j turrit? mvbiiub

WED.

//19

/ P.M.

NEW HAVEN

20th-Fox Screen Room
40 Whiting Street
20th-Fox Screen Room
200 South Liberty
M-G-M Screen Room
630 Ninth Avenue

wtu.

// iy

iu ju a.m.

WFD

7/1Q

2 30 P M

Tl
ICC 7/lO
TUco.
//Io

70-30
M
1 \s . \J \J A/i ./VI.
Also: 2:30 P.M.

20th-Fox Screen Room
10 North Lee Street

WED. 7/19

1 P.M.

20th-Fox Screen Room
1502 Davenport
M-G-M Screen Room
1233 Summer Street

WED. 7/19

1:30 P.M.

THUR. 7/20

WED. 7/19

11 A.M.
Also: 2 P.M.

THUR. 7/20

M-G-M Screen Room
iozj Diva, or Mines
B. F. Shearer Screen Room
10A7
W Ifanrnau
171/ Kln.vv.
ivearney Ctji.

WED. 7/19

2 P.M.

FRI. 7/21

2 P.M.

WED. 7/19

1 P.M.

FRI. 7/28

1 P.M.

ST. LOUIS

S'Renco Screen Room
O 1 to vliw jlicsl

\A/Fr> 7/10

O.'ift P AA

FRI. 7/21

2:30 P.M.

SALT LAKE CITY

20th-Fox Screen Room
11
xioA End
casi PEfct
nrsr ClrAal
jtreeT, Cm
jo.

WED. 7/19

I P.M.

FRI. 7/28

1 P.M.

S. FRANCISCO

20th-Fox Screen Room
245 Hyde Street .
Jewel Box Preview Theatre
2318 Second Ave.

WED. 7/!9

1:30 P.M.

WED. 7/19

1 P.M.

FRI. 7/28

WED. 7/19

1 P.M.

THUR. 7/20

PORTLAND

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

20th-Fox Screen Room
932 New Jersey, N.W.

1:30 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

PITTSBURGH

1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

THUR. 7/20

PHILADELPHIA

2 P.M.

1 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

, OMAHA

2:30 P.M.
TUES. 8/1

WED. 7/19

OKLA'MA CITY

1 P.M.

2 P.M.

1 P.M.

! NEW YORK 1
! NEW JERSEY \

7 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

THUR. 7/20

NEW ORLEANS

1 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

1 P.M.

■MILWAUKEE

TUES. 8/1

TUES. 8/1

WED. 7/19

MEMPHIS

7.-30 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

20th- Fox Screen Room
1i/zU
Tin UlunnilAlla
wyanaoiie C*dt.
20th-Fox Screen Room
iui 7 souin vermom mvb.

LoS ANGELES

8 P.M.

1 P.M.

FRI. 7/28

FRI. 7/21

TUES. 8/1

7 P.M.

THUR. 7/20

THUR. 7/20

10 A,M.
Also- 215 P M

TUES. 8/1

THUR. 7/20

FRI. 7/28

10:30 A.M.

1 P.M.

WED. 7/19

[KANSAS CITY

TUES. 8/1

TUES. 8/1
1:30 P.M.

GENT
8 P.M.

8 P.M.

20th-Fox Screen Room
jzo no. Illinois Jireei

10:30 A.M.

COAST

TUES. 8/1

TUES. 8/1

tUFFALO

CHICAGO

HOURS

10:30 A.M.

10:30 A.M.
TUES. 8/1

1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

1 P.M.

FRI. 7/21

1 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

FRI. 7/21

1.30 P.M.

2.30 P.M.
TUES. 8/1

1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

1:30 P.M.

TUES. 8/1
THUR. 7/20
FRI. 7/28
THUR. 7/20

1 P.M.

1 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
1 30 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

10:30 A.M.

TUES. 8/1

1:30 P.M.

TUES. 8/1
Previously Trade
FRI. 7/28

shown
7 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

10:30 A.M.
Also: 2:30 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

THUR. 7/20

1:30 P.M.
TUES. 8/1
11 A.M.
Also: 2 P.M.

TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1

1 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
11 A.M.
Also: 2 P.M.
2 P.M.
1 P.M.
1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

1:30 P.M.

1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

1 P.M.

1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

1 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

"The Seventh Cross"— Spencer Tracy • "Dragon Seed" — Katharine Hepburn • ' 'Barbary Coast Gent"— Wallace Beery
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Annual

ented juvenile star"

again
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box-office
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1939 *
MICKEY
ROONEY

And

NOW

MARGARET
O'BRIEN

W>AR BULLETIN!

HAVE

YOUR

BOND

SALES FIGURES

READY

FOR

FIFTH WAR

LOAN

REPORT

BLANK!

ant.

M-G-M
Angel"
*"*
Jim fa
..\ film ** j
»nd
t„. fu«

in

a

presents
glorious

the

Star-Roarious

"Lost

Comedy

LAUGHTON

CHARLES

eac-

of

O'BRIEN

MARGARET

nce.r
1 audnietops.
tio

darling

YOUNG

ROBERT
in

(MOST
with
WILLIAM

GARGAN

• REGINALD

OWEN

• 'RAGS'

RAGLAND

• UNA

Screen Play by Edwin Harvey Blum . Based on "The Canterville Ghost" by Oscar
Directed by JULES DASSIN . Produced by ARTHUR L. FIELD

O'CONNOR
Wilde
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All

Hollywood, July 11
Holders
JRST picture to deal primarily with the case of servicemen over 38, PRC
* this Jack Moss production, directed by Alfred E. Green, stars Ed(Continued from page 1)
ward G. Robinson in a role unlike any he has had, combining humor
Hollywood, July 11. — Production
dropped again last week, as 17 fea- with sympathetic appeal. The film has training camp comedy that clicks
eliminated;
and all
PRC's
claims
against
theof holders
tures went to the cutting rooms, and and one sequence of the war against the Japs, but it is chiefly a characonly six went before cameras. The
growing
out
of
past
guarantees
ter study of a small town bank clerk determined to get rid of his bookhave been discharged.
total number in work was 44, comkeeping job and is successful in doing so. Although it neither rocks its
pared to 55 during the previous week.
Elected to function with Lefton on
audience with laughter nor drenches it in tears, it's solid product,
The production scene follows :
the
newly-established Franchise Holdstrongest
in
its
command
of
feminine
interest.
Columbia
ers Committee were Henri Ellman of
Theodore Pratt's book, scripted by Waldo Salt, George Corey and Chicago, George Gill of Washington
Finished : "Texas Rifles."
Louis Solomon, presents Robinson as about to open a machine shop,
D. C, and Ike Katz of Atlanta and
Shooting: "Sergeant Mike," "Stalk
Charlotte.
the Hunter,"
"Tonight
and Every after relinquishing a bank job over his wife's objections, when the call
In future, the franchise holders will
to
service
arrives.
The
Army
tries
to
give
him
a
desk
job
because
he's
Night,"
"The
Unwritten Code"
past 40, but he succeeds in getting into Ordnance, declines to be re- be permitted, under certain circum(formerly "The Unknown").
leased when the over-38 order comes through, and goes overseas to beM-G-M
stances, to supplement
PRC's product for their
respective exchanges
with
come a hero. Back home, he disdains the honors which the townsfolk
Finished: "Thirty Seconds Over try to confer upon him and proceeds to open his machine shop.
that of other companies if PRC fails
to deliver satisfactorily. At least
Tokyo."
Robinson's support includes Ruth Warrick, Richard Lane, Robert
Shooting : "The Home Front,"
partly
responsible for this clause fs
"Anchors Aweigh," "Airship Squad- Armstrong, Ted Donaldson and Bob Haymes, wso sings one song. Nor- understood to be an old grievance that
man
Deming
was
assistant
producer.
ron 4," "Music for Millions," "Son
came to a head when PRC sold "Voice
of Lassie," "The Thin Man Goes
Running time, 77 mins. "G."* Release date, June
15.
in the Wind" to United Artists, inWilliam
R.
Weaver
Home," "Ziegfeld Follies," "The Picstead of distributing it some months
ture of Dorian Gray."
ago
along
with the rest of the current
Monogram
season's output.
*-"G" denotes general classification.
From

55

to

44

Started: "Little Devils," with Harry Carey, Paul Kelly, Ducky Louis,
Jimmy Dodd, Ralph Lewis, Gloria M-G-M
to Dub
for
Ann Chew, Fred Mah, Hayward Soo
Hoo, Philip Ahn.
Finished: "The Utah Kid" (form- Latin-America
erly "Trigger Law"), "Shadows of
Suspicion" (formerly "Baby Shoes").
(Continued from page 1)
PRC
"Gaslight"
and "Bathing Beauty,"
Shooting : "When the Lights Go On with an extension to others as fast as
Paramount
facilities
permit. the"Gaslight"
Again."
the first under
new order.will be
Finished: "Double Exposure"
(Pine-Thomas).
Shooting: "Kitty," "Out of This
World," "A Medal for Benny," "Her
Heart in Her Throat," "Here Come
the Waves," "Murder, He Says,"
"Two Years Before the Mast."
RKO
Started: "Nevada," with Robert
Mitchum, Anne Jeffries, Guinn (Big
Boy) Williams, Nancy Gates, Craig
Reynolds.
Finished: "The Girl Rush," "My
Pal Wolf," "Farewell, My Lovely,"
"Having Wonderful Crime."
Shooting : "The Brighton StrangRepublic
les"
Finished: "Firebrands of Arizona,"
"Man of Mystery," "Atlantic City."
Started: "Flame of Barbary Coast,"
with John Wayne, Ann Dvorak,
Joseph Schildkraut; "Vigilantes of
Dodge City," with Bill Elliott, Bobby
Blake, Alice Fleming.
Shooting: "My Buddy."
20th Century-Fox
Started: "Sunday Dinner for a Soldier," with Anne Baxter, John Hodiak, Charles Winninger, Bobby Driscoll, Anne Revere, Chill Wills.
Shooting: "Thunderhead," "A Tree,
Grows in Brooklyn," "Winged VicUnited Artists
tory."
Shooting: "Dark Waters" (Bogeaus) ; "Tomorrow the World"
(Cowan) ; "Story of G. L Joe"
(Cowan) ; "The Great John L"
(Crosby) ; "Three's a Family" (Lesser).
Universal
Finished: "The Frozen Ghost,"
"The Old Texas Trail," "My Baby
Loves Music," "Bowery to Broadway."

No dmculty has been encountered
by M-G-M in securing an appropriate
number of Spanish-speaking players,
said a company spokesman, and already from 30 to 40 screen, radio and
stage actors have been signed. Dubbing
equipment has been leased and writers
signed.
Distribution of the Spanish-dubbed
features in appropriate theatres in the
U. S. will be a question for determination bythe domestic sales department, itis understood.
A cautious attitude prevails as to
the entry into Spain with this
dubbed product for, it is claimed,
blocked funds and the problems of
producing in that country to satisfy
quota requirements may discourage
such a move.

exM-G-M-'s
with market,
In conjuncti
pansion in the on
foreign
Spring
has left for the Coast to determine
additional product for dubbing into
French and Italian other than those
previously named by Motion Picture
Daily. This is in line with the backlog of dubbed features which most
major companies are building up for
release in Europe after the Office of
War Information relinquishes control
in liberated countries.
Started: "Stars Over Manhattan,"
with the Andrews Sisters, Martha
O'Driscoll, Noah Beery, Jr., George
Barbier, Marie Harmon.
Shooting : "Can't Help Singing,"
"Queen of the Nile," "In Society."
Warners
Finished:
"Strangers in Our
Midst."
_
Shooting : "The Corn Is Green,"
"Christmas in Connecticut," "Roughly Speaking," "Objective Burma,"
"Hollywood Canteen."

Replacing the old system of guarantees, which were based on 100 per
cent
of the negative cost of pictures
Give $50,000
Back
produced, a system of quotas, based on
75 per cent of the cost, has been instituted. Moreover, the franchise
Pay to Exchanges
holders have, for the first time, been
(Continued from page 1)
given the right to audit the books of
percent increase retroactive to Sept., the parent organization to check
1942, in the case of Loew's and 20th- against costs.
Additional Changes
Fox, and to Dec, 1942, to United
Artists' workers. The companies will
In addition to these outstanding
make an additional payment of retro- changes in the agreement, about 10
day.
active overtime to the workers on Friother changes on minor points are;
said to have been incorporated.
In compliance with the RWLB orThe deal was worked out by the
der, SOPEG expects to sign contracts
with the three companies shortly. franchise holders at a meeting here
with Kenneth M. and John S. Young,
They will then negotiate for job classifications and new wage scales within principal owners of PRC, and their
aRWLB
30-daydirective.
period as directed in the legal representatives, also with Leon
Fromkess, vice-president in charge of
The Loew payment of $10,825 to PRC production, who was here for
648 film checkers is for the period the company's recent sales convention.
from Oct. 24, 1940, to June 5, 1943, Attorney Bertram Mayers represented the holders.
which will bring the company in full
All holders have signed the new
compliance with the Federal wagehour law, according to White. In franchises. They include, in addition
to the committee : Bernard Mills and
New York State, 68 checkers work- Jack Berkson, Buffalo ; Harry I.
ing out of the New York City office
Goldman, Boston ; Jack K. Adams, Jr.,
will be paid $2,226; 17 at the Buffalo
branch, $239, and 11 at Albany, $82. Dallas; J. H. Ashby, Denver; Bill
Flemion, Detroit ; Joe Bohn, Indianapolis R.
;
H. Patt, Kansas City ;
Services for Nat Carr
B. F. Busby, Little Rock ; Samuel E.
Hollywood, July 11. — Funeral ser- Decker, Los Angeles ; Joe Strother,
vices for Nat Carr, pioneer film actor Milwaukee ; Abbott M. Swartz, Minand Warner Bros, contract player,
neapolis; Phil A. Sliman, New Orwho died Thursday at his home here,
leans ;Sidney Kulick, New York ; E.
were held here today at the Little L. Walker and Harry McKenna,
Church of the Flowers, Forest Lawn. Oklahoma City ; Harry Rogers, Omaha ;Herbert Given, Philadelphia ; Lew
Carr, who was 57, appeared in the
first all-talking short made at the old Lefton, Pittsburgh ; Harry Gibbs,
Vitagraph studio. He is survived by New Haven ; Lloyd Lamb, Seattle and
his widow, Gertrude Carr, Warner Portland ; A. E. Edwards, Salt Lake
actress.
City; Andy Dietz, St. Louis; Sam
Sobel, San Francisco, and H. J. Allen, Toronto.
20th Continues Newscast
Twentieth-Fox has renewed its contract with radio station WEAF for the Safier Here for Campaign
"World News Roundup" broadcast,
Morris Safier of Almo Pictures and
heard Wednesdays from 8 A.M. to
Western representative of AFE Corp.,
8:15 A.M. beginning July 26.
has arrived in New York from Hollywood to launch the sales campaign of
Ind. Tele. Meeting
"48 Hours," now playing the Little
Los Angeles, July 11. — The Pacific Carnegie Theatre here. Safier was
Coast Independent Television Produc- formerly with Warners, United Arters Association will meet tomorrow.
ists and Fox West Coast.
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NOTHING
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Washington, July 11. — Joint spec
ifications for film and projection
equipment which will permit a manufacturer to switch without delay from
production for one military service to
another have been worked out by the
War and Navy Departments as a result of experience with the delays and
confusion occasioned by the different
requirements of the military services
before the war. These are two of
the many items on which the services
have streamlined their specifications
in recognition of the fact that in modern warfare Army, Navy, Marines,
the Air Force and Coast Guard operate as a unit.
The establishment of standard
specifications will permit much war
material becoming available for the
particular branch of the service which
needs it most urgently at the time regardless ofwhich branch it was originally produced for and at the same
time will reduce the cost to the Gov
ernment and speed up the process of
manufacture.

BUT

THE

NEWS

leasing program intended to cover the
remainder of this season, all of 194445 and to run on into 1945-46.
The board ratified contracts for additional product to be supplied by
Charles R. Rogers, Arnold Pressburger, Lester Cowan, Benedict Bogeaus, Seymour Benenzal, Angelus
Productions and Constance Bennett, in
addition to a series of color-cartoons,
which again places U.A. in the short
subject cartoon market.
A long-term deal for six pictures
was made with Charles R. Rogers.
These will be in addition to "High
Among
the he
Stars,"
starringway.
Jane Powell, which
has under
Arnold Pressburger will deliver two
pictures. The first of these is from
the Saturday Evening Post story, "Set
the Wild Echoes Flying," and will be
directed by Zoltan Korda. The second Pressburger picture will be
"Driftwood."
Vehicle for Garbo
The new contract with Lester Cowan, who is now making "G. I. Joe"
and "Tomorrow the World," was extended to include a new picture starring Greta Garbo.
Three additional pictures will be
made by Benedict Bogeaus, who is at
presentringshooting
"Dark Franchot
Waters," Tone
starMerle Oberon,
and Thomas Mitchell.
In a revision of an existing agreement, Seymour Nebenzal will produce "Mayerling" and two other pictures to be agreed upon.
Angelus Productions was granted a
contract to deliver one picture not
named.
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"Paris Underground" will be made
by Constance Bennett and directed by
Gregory Ratoff.
The cartoon series will be the
product of Plastic Products, Inc. A
long-term deal has been agreed upon
for the delivery of four Technicolor
subjects a year. The new cartoon
company is headed by John Sutherland, formerly with Walt Disney. The
title of the first film is the "Cross
All members of the board attended
the meeting, with the exception of
George
L. Bagnall.
Eyed Bull."
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Philadelphia, July 11. — In spite
iof intense heat that saw another seashore exodus from the city, Summer
ilevels were maintained by central-city
houses. Of the new openings, "Show
iBusiness" leads the way at the Fox
■'with $22,500. However, the biggest
business is being maintained at the
Mastbaum, where "Going My Way?"
figures on reaching $45,000 in its second week after a $55,000 starting
week.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 13-15 :
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
(RKO)
ALDINE— (900) (40c-45c-50c-6Sc-75c-85c)
7 days, 2nd week, reissue. Gross: $11,200.
(Average: $14,600).
"The Impostor" (Univ.)
ARCADIA— (600) (40c -45c -30c- 65c -75c) 7
days, 2nd run. Gross: $4,200. (Average:
$4,000).
"Once Upon a Time" (Col.)
BOYD — (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
idays. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $18,000).
"The Scarlet Claw" (Univ.) (6 days)
"Once Upon a Time" (Col.) ( 1 day)
EARLE — (3,000) (50c-65c-85c-95c) 6 days
of vaudeville including Earl Hines' orches' tra, Louise Beaver, Red & Curley, The
Two Zephyrs, Betty Roche and Jesse Perry. Gross: $26,000. (Average: $27,600).
"Show Business" (RKO)
FOX— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-6Sc-75c-85c) 7
idays. Gross: $22,500. (Average: $20,500).
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
KARLTON— (1,000) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75cS5c) 7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $6,600).
"The Eve of St. Mark" (20th-Fox)
KEITH'S — (2,200) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $6,900. (Average: $5,800).
"Going My Way?" (Para.)
MASTBAUM
— (4,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c75c-85c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $45,000.
(Average: $22,500).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
STANLEY— (3,000)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c
85c) 7 days, 3rd week, Gross: $18,3C0. (Av
erage: $20,000).
"Cobra Woman" (Univ.)
STANTON— (1,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c
85c) 7 days. Gross: $12,500. (Average
$9,400).

Gov't

Picture

"GIVES

BEST

Projectors
Army
(Continued from page 1)
seen by American soldiers in civilian
theatres not in Army theatres at the
larger bases in Panama, Hawaii,
Alaska, Newfoundland, Bermuda and
Trinidad.
As indicative of the increase in
shows and audience strength, it is reported that14,757
in the shows
Mediterranean
thea-in
tre alone
were given
March, 1944 for an audience total of
6,215,199, compared with 1,543 shows
and an audience of 1,226,103 in the
same month last year.
Instances of very old films being
shown have been minimized, and so far
as the 16mm issue is concerned, entirely eliminated, it was said.

8

Motion

13,949
Loan

5th
Events

(Continued from page 1)
Loan committee, R. J. O'Donnell,
national chairman, reported here
yesterday.
This total includes not only
events registered with distribution chairmen in the field, and
in instances where totals were
not reported to the distributor
chairman, the figures are incomplete.
With the bond selling effort by
theatres continuing until the end of
July, hundreds of additional events
are already scheduled and the final
total probably will average one per
theatre, the national committee stated.
This is an all-time record for any industry drive and reflects the greatest
effort to date by the country's theatres.

A

ustra

Add

Picture

UaMay

Film

Tax

The Australian government is considering an ad valorem duty on films
imported into Australia by American,
British and other outside film interests,
Herb Mclntyre, Universal managing
director for Australia and New Zealand, disclosed during an interview
here yesterday. Mclntyre is here for
conferences with Universal executives,
his first visit here in seven years.
"The American film companies
probably can obviate this imposition of
a duty based on the value of each film
they send to Australia if they unite in
the presentation of arguments to Australian authorities," Mclntyre declared.
He pointed out that the American film
interests already pay a duty on footage
and raw stock on films they exhibit in
Australia.
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Post

Tells

Story of Gift Films
First national - magazine
publisher to cooperate with
the industry's War Activities
Committee in publicizing the
industry's 16-mm gift film
program is Curtis Publishing
Co. In addition to a feature
in the Aug. 12 issue of the
Saturday Evening Post, Curtis is printing and distributing a lobby poster to 16,000
theatres, accenting the fact
that pictures shown in theatres are sent to war zones
around the world. The poster
will also call theatre patrons'
attention to Pete Martin's
Post story, telling of theatre
participation in this project,
and how films from the homefront reach the battlefront.

Raise

Service

Sound

Rate

(Continued from page 1)
which raises the minimum pay for
theatre sound engineers from $84 to<
$92 a week in addition to granting
other concessions to over 400 of these
workers employed by the two com- panies.
The War Labor Board has approved
the new contract between Altec and
the IATSE covering over 200 of the
workers and approval of the RCA pact
is expected any day. The WLB had
previously approved the contract between the IATSE and Warner Bros,
covering about 35 sound engineers em-

ployed by that company. Announcement of the increase in rates to theatres has been awaiting WLB approval
About half of Australia's 7,000,000
Chiefs
of the new pacts.
attend films weekly with yearly attend- Loew, Union
Pledged and registered special
ance figures running between 165,000,In addition to the $92 a week miniRites
mum for the theatre sound engineers,
events include 5,186 "War Bond Pre- 000 and 170,000,000, Mclntyre pointed At McLeod
in stressing the fact that films are
the new pacts negotiated with the commieres," 1,068 "Children's Premieres" out,
and 7,694 "Free Movie Days." The practically the only form of popular
panies by Louis Krouse, IATSE genMore than 250 Loew-M-G-M assopremieres reported were those for entertainment in Australia today.
eral secretary-treasurer, provides for
ciates and friends yesterday attended two weeks' vacation with pay after a
which pictures were booked and con- "American film companies have supdiservices
for J. S. McLeod, late year's service, senority rights and
distributors'
the
plied
Australia's
Armed
Forces
with
firmed
through
vision.
177,000,000 feet of film free of charge
M-G-M film and exchange mainte- other benefits relating to hours. It
Fifth vs. Fourth
also provides for the engineers to work
since the war began," he said. The
nance head, who will killed in the on the installation of television in
raw stock situation which was deThese totals compare with the folSante Fe train wreck last week. The theatres.
scribed as being "tight" several months
lowing Fourth War Loan special
ago, has now eased in Australia.
services were held at Coughlin's
events : 3,182 "War Bond Premieres,"
Columbia is planning to make a film Funeral Home, with burial at Mt.
3,403 "Free Movie Days" and 10 based on the life of Kingsford Smith, Hope Cemetery, Scarsdale.
Rule
Later on U.S.
"Children's Premieres."
registered
A number of union leaders also atThe Fifth War Loan totals do not the aviator, in Australia but the only
tended, including : Richard F. Walsh,
include numerous other special events, film production in the country at pres- Louis Krouse and Joseph D. Basson ; Goldman
Appeal
ent is Charles Chauvel's "The Rats of
such as theatre stage presentations by
also
the
following
union
negotiators
which has been in production
service shows, bond auctions and the Tobruk"
for almost a year and is expected to be of film companies : A. A. Schubart,
like, which were not reported.
Philadelphia, July 11. — The reready for release next month, Mcln- Clarence Hill, Frank Phelps, Mike
quest of the anti-trust division of the
Dolid, Pat Scollard, Tom Murray,
O'Donnell also revealed that a total
tyre explained.
of 1,729 events in small towns, inMclntyre will soon observe his 25 Harry D. Buckley and Arthur Dick- U, S. Department of Justice to file a
inson of the MPTOA and A. W. brief in the appeal of William Goldcluding 1,442 "War Bond Premieres" years, in business with Universal with
man, independent circuit owner, in his
and 287 "Children's Premieres," used a 25th anniversary sales campaign in Schwalberg, formerly of Warners and anti-trust
suit for $1,350,000 against
now with International Pictures.
pictures not contracted for by exhibi- Australia.
Warner Theatres and distributors has
tors, under the agreement with the
Among Loew-M-G-M executives
distributors which made this concesattending were : David Bernstein, J. been taken under advisement by •Federal judges John Biggs, Jr., and Gersion to theatres in towns of 7,500 pop- 25 Writers
Join in Robert Rubin, William F. Rodgers,
in the U. S. Circuit
ulation or less.
Joseph R. Vogel, E. M. Saunders, J. CourtaldofMcLaughlin
Appeals here.
E. Flynn,
E. Seadler,
K. O'Shea,
The lower court dismissed GoldPremiere of Warner Short
Dietz,
Silas F.
H. M. Howard
Richey,
man's complaint that the distributors
Sells over $500,000
C.
K.
Stern,
M.
N.
Wolf,
J.
T.
Mills,
'Psychological War'
conspired
to deprive him of his right
Leopold Friedman, Sam Gardner,
to
exhibit
first-run pictures at the
Newport, R. I., July 11. — In the
Hollywood, July 11. — Twenty-five Lou Amacher, John Bowen, Ralph
first world premire on record where a members
of the Hollywood Writers Pielow, Ben Abner, Major Harry A. same time as Warner-controlled
short subject was the sole screen at- Mobilization have agreed to allot Miller, William Ferguson, William D. houses. Goldman sought the first runs
for his downtown Erlanger, which retraction, "Devil Boats," Warner from four to six weeks of their time
mains dark.
Bros, two-reeler, resulted in war bond this year to writing scripts of films Kelly, Dave Blum, O. O. Decker, Sam
sales here totaling more than $500,000. which the Office of War Information Cohen, Irwin Margolies, Ben MelnikDavy Levy, John Murphy, Irving
Ed Fay, theatre operator and War will send into liberated countries. The er,
Greenfield, A. Weltman, E. W. Aaron, Executive
Board
at
Activities Committee chairman for
plan was suggested by Philip Dunne, Harold ' Postman, Lester B. Isaacs,
Rhode Island ; Norman H. Moray,
Studio
director of the overseas di- Joel Bezahler, Charles Dossen and Paramount
Warner Bros, short subject sales production
(Continued from page 1 )
vision of the OWI motion picture sec- others.
manager ; George W. Horan, Art
tion, who arrived here last week from
Moger, A. Pam Blumenthal and An- the East.
growth
G. DeSylva's
request
that
he of
be B.
relieved
of his duties
as
dre DeLaVarre, were among industry
Mason Candidate for
Seminars
on
the
subject
will
be
held
persons present.
executive producer by Sept. 15 in orby a newly-created editorial board Canada Parliament
der to launch his own production unit,
comprised of Charles Brackett, Haras reported in Motion Picture Daily
old Buchman, Marc Connolley, HowToronto, July 11. — Mayor A. J. on June 2. Between now and SepMcCarthy,
Grainger
ard Estabrook, John Houseman, Tal- Mason, owner of the Capitol Theatre,
tember, DeSylva will continue to subot Jennings, Harold Koch, Emmett Springhill, Nova Scotia, has been
To Canada Meetings
pervise
all productions active at presnominated
Liberal
Party
candidate
for
ent.
Toronto, July 11. — The annual Lavery, Meta Reis, John Howard
Lawson,
Allen
Rivkin,
Robert
Rossen,
Cumberland
in
the
approaching
elecsales convention of Empire-Universal
tions to the Federal House of ComFilms will be held in the Mount Royal Harry Tugend and Franklin Fearing,
the
latter
a
professor
of
psychology
at
mons.
Bertram
Nayfack
to
Hotel, Montreal, July 18-22, when
Mason is president of the National Join Donahue
two-day sessions will be conducted for the University of California at Los
& Coe
Council of Independent Exhibitors of
Universal Pictures and Republic Pic- Angeles.
Bertram
Nayfack,
film
attorney and
Canada
and
has
been
associated
with
The pictures, according to Dime,
tures, with the fifth day's program to
will be based partly on experience Henry Falk of Toronto in campaigns secretary of United Artists Theatres,
be devoted to British product.
Home office officials expected to at- gained from OWI films already shown within the Canadian film business and indicated yesterday that he may give
tend include J. F. A. McCarthy, W. A. in Italy and elsewhere, partly on new federal government circles in behalf of up his law practice to take an exec£>/>
Scully and Maurice Bergman, all of ideas of the HWM group. Some will unaffiliated theatre owners. If elected, tive post with Donahue and Coe, advertising agency handling many film
Universal, and James R. Grainger, be made here and others in New Mason would be spokesman for indeYork.
president of Republic.
pendents in the Canadian Parliament. and theatre accounts.
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Service Trades Bureau
Sets July 20 Meeting

YORK,
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JULY

Rank

Plans

Decree, Postwar
On Allied Agenda

Push

to

Washington, July 12.— Decision whether to 'string
along' with the anticipated
new consent decree or to fight
it will be made by national
Allied's board of directors at
their summer session in the
Mt. Washington Hotel, Bretton Woods, N. H., Sept. 6-7.
Also on the agenda is a report from Ray Branch, chairr-problems
of
committmanee.a postwa

East

TEN

13, 1944

London, July 12. — E. T. Carr, executive associate of J. Arthur Rank,
will visit India and the Far East in
the near future to investigate those
territories in preparation for a postwar invasion by Rank's films, it has
been learned here following the disclosure in Motion Picture Daily
July 6 that John Davis, managing director of Odeon Theatres, would soon
leave on a similar mission to Canada
"By September, the decree
and the U. S. Official confirmation
situation is expected to have
of both trips is expected in about a
crystallized to the point where
the board will be able to make
week.
a decision," according to an
Rank's assertion of authority over
Allied statement from headhis band of producers, as well as his
quarters here. Nathan Yamins
gradual but now rapid assumption of
and Arthur Howard are in
active control, is manifest in current
discussions between him and officials
charge of arrangements for
the meeting.
of Two Cities Films. Associates of
Filippo Del Guidice, Two Cities managing director, hitherto have eloquently maintained
that company's
Distribution
(Continued
on page 4) complete PRC's

Next

Washington, July 12.— Members
of a newly appointed Theatre Industry
Advisory Committee, representing all
parts of the country, will meet with
officials of the Service Trades Division of the Office of Civilian Requirements July 20 to organize and to
discuss current and future problems
affecting theatre operation.
The committee, appointed by Donald R. Longman, chief of the division,
who will serve as Government presiding officer, will consist of Ed Kuykendall, Columbus, Miss; S. H. Fabian,
New York ; Robert W. Wilby, Atlanta ;Hugh W. Bruen, Whittier, Cal. ;
Joseph Bernhard, New York; Claude
C. Ezell, Dallas; Joseph Blumenfeld,
San Francisco; Martin G. Smith, To- First Dubbed
Films Charges Are Cut
ledo, Ohio; Lewis A. Lotito, New
Reduction of distribution charges
York, and William F. Crockett, Vir- Off to War
Zone
ginia Beach, Va.
for all PRC exchanges, ranging be
The theatre committee will be one
tween 12^2 and 40 per cent, has been
of a large number which have been
included in the new, amended agree(Continued on page 6)
The first group of dubbed feature
ment recently signed by the company
films which U. S. distributors are and its franchise holders, Leon From
furnishing to the overseas film divi- kess, vice-president in charge of pro
sion of the Office of War Information duction, announced
here yesterday
ArtkinoHas
5 Ready
adding
that
this
will
make
it possible
for distribution in Europe's liberated
areas by the Army Psychological for PRC to spend more on films and
For Next Season
Warfare Board, has been selected and for expansion.
the OWI is starting to ship prints
Fromkess characterized the agreeabroad
by
the
quickest
means
availment, reported yesterday in Motion
Artkino, American distributor of
able, it was learned at the weekend. Picture Daily, as "signifying the inSoviet films, already has a backlog of
The films, which are dubbed in
auguration of great plans because of
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 6)
five features for release in 1944-45,
Nicholas Napoli, president, disclosed
here. Other product for showing in
the new season will be determined
shortly, Napoli said. The five are :
Independents
and Circuits Join in
"Kutuzov," a film about the general
New Southern California Group
who defeated Napoleon; "Romance in
Bokhara," a romantic drama ; "Wait
Los Angeles, July 12. — The formation of a Southern California
Theatre Owners Association, with both circuits and independents
for Me," directed by Boris Ivanov,
representative of the Soviet film indusincluded in the membership, was announced here today by attorney
try in New York; "Two Soldiers,"
Albert J. Law, who said the organization would "deal with problems common to all exhibitors and provide a medium through
about the siege of Leningrad ; "The
Rainbow," from the Stalin prize novel
which the views of all, large and small, can be properly expressed."
by Wanda Wasilewska, and one feaLaw added that the new organization will not conflict with the
(Continued on page 4)
Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners, several
members of which have joined this association also. The new
organization will open offices on Film Row and elect officers in
Paramount' s Election
about 10 days. Fox West Coast Theatres, Warner Bros. Theatres
and several smaller circuits are listed as members, with ParaScheduled for Today
mount and others expected to join soon. Local legislation, taxes
The adjourned annual election meetand
operational
problems will be the chief concern of the SCTOA,
ing of the Paramount board of diLaw said.
rectors, postponed from last Thursday,
Law was counsel for the PCCITO here, joining that group after
is scheduled to be held here this afterhis
resignation from the Department of Justice. He was originally
noon. Barney Balaban, president,
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board,
sent here by the Department to prosecute the Government's case
and all other officers are scheduled
against Fox West Coast Theatres.
to be reelected.

Tax

CENTS

Law

Reopen
May
Ticket
Levies
U. S. Experts Talking
Postwar Policies
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, July 12. — Post
war tax policies are now being
studied by experts of the U. S.
Treasury and the Joint Congressional Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, with a view to framing tax relief measures to be put
into effect as soon as the military
situation permits.
There will, however, be no
tax legislation whatever considered by Congress during what
remains of the current session,
and the most that will be accomplished this year will be
the development of policies to
be followed when the end of
the war ductions
permits
in rates. the first reThe development of the post-war
tax legislation is being handled on a
strictly bi-partisan
basis,
(Continued on
pagethe6) member-

No

BMI-OWI

Competition:

Film
Lober

There can be no competition between the British Ministry of Information's film division and the Office
of War Information's film program
in exhibiting films in the liberated
areas because the two agencies operate jointly within the framework of
the Allied Psychological Warfare
Branch, Louis Lober, assistant to
Robert Riskin,
chief declared
of the OWI's
overseas
film bureau,
at the
weekend.
In commenting on a suggestion contained in a Motion Picture Daily
story with a London dateline that the
BMI's film
unit was
ready
(Continued
on page
6) to rush
Altec

Rate

Boost

Already in Effect
Altec Service has already started
signing contracts for theatre sound
maintenance on the basis of an increas
in
rates is
of occasioned
almost 10 byperthecent.
increase
new rT'
tract
whichIATSE
the company
with the
covering has
its s'
(Continued on page 6) /
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Personal

Motion

Swiss

Boycott

Films

Await

Picture

Nazi

U. S.

Mention
Switzerland will allow no more
German films to enter the country
T CHEEVER COWDIN, Univer•J • sal board chairman, is expected "until such time as the safeguarding
back in New York from the Coast of our economic and cultural values
has been assured by the restoration of
early next week.
transit facilities for Anglo - Saxon
according to a Swiss
Harry Arthur, Jr., general man- production,"
Cinematographic Guild ruling, reager of Fanchon and Marco, has arported in press dispatches reaching
rived here from St. Louis. He has New York
from Berne yesterday.
deferred his trip to the West Coast for
Swiss
newspapers
editorially have
several weeks.
welcomed .the decision of the Guild,
which controls all motion picture
M. N. Wolf, M-G-M New En- theatres, and exhibitors say that they
gland district manager, returned to have a sufficient stock of unreleased
Boston yesterday after two days in American films to carry on for some
time on a rationed basis.
New York.
Mary Rollins, editorial director of Lawson
of Odeon in
Hillman's women's group of magaCanada
Relief Post
cation. zines, left yesterday for a week's vaToronto, July 12. — Appointed to an
important
post in the Canadian organFred Wehrenberg, Midwest circuit
ization of the United Nations Relief
head, is confined to his home in St. and Rehabilitation Administration is
Louis County suffering from arthritis. Hon. J. Earl Lawson, PC, KC, of
Toronto, vice-president of Odeon
Barclay McCarty of the M-G-M Theatres of Canada and of EmpireLawson, who is also
publicity department is ill at the aUniversal-Films.
member of the Canadian Picture
Fifth Avenue Hospital.
Pioneers, has been named executive
chairman of the Council of Canadian
Voluntary Agencies.
RKO
Sets Trade
The Council, which will work with
UNRRA immediately and in the postShows for Five
war period, comprises high officials of
RKO will hold national trade
the Canadian Red Cross, Salvation
screenings of the last five films on its Army, Canadian Jewish Congress and
1943-44 program during July 25-27, the Union of Catholic Social Agencoinciding with the company's annual cies.
sales meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel here.
"The Falcon in Mexico" and "Mu- Koucie Wins Canada
sic in Manhattan" will be screened on 6th War Loan Prize
the 25th,; "Mademoiselle Fifi" and
"Bride by Mistake" on the 26th, and
Toronto, July 12. — Winner of the
"Hevenly Days" on the 27th. The first award in the national theatre
"Music in Manhattan" screening at managers exploitation contest for
Salt Lake City, however, will be held Canada's Sixth Victory Loan drive
on the 27th.
is Ted Koucie of the Alexander Theatre at Rouyn, a Northern mining
town. Second prize went to FreeLegion Approves Two
man Skinner of the Orpheus Theatre, Halifax, and third was W. K.
Trudell, manager of the Capitol, Lon'Jungle'
Westerns,
The Legion of Decency has andon, Ontario. Each had previously
nounced the following classifications won Provincial regional competitions
for films reviewed this week:
and the national champion is an
Class A-l, "Mystery Man," U. A, Odeon manager. A total of $1,200
and "Outlaw Trail," Monogram, and was distributed among theatre manClass B, "Jungle Woman," Universal. agers.
Silvercruys at Bray
Suzanne Silvercruys, noted sculptress, has taken over the executive
duties formerly handled by her husband, Major Edward F. Stevenson, at
Bray Productions here. Major Stevenson isassigned to the Signal Corps
at Astoria, L. I.
Bond Buying Continued
Film company home offices here
have extended their drives ,to have
employes buy extra war bonds through
July, in line with the continuing bondselling activities of theatres. All home
offices will exceed their quotas, on the
basis of present figures, it is understood.
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Openings

For 'Liberation'
"Liberation of Rome," War
Department picture of the
Italian invasion, being distributed by M-G-M for the
War Activities Committee,
will open today at the Music
Hall, Rivoli, Paramount,
Strand, Astor, Victoria, Capitol, Loew's State, Palace,
Criterion, Trans-Lux Broadway, Trans-Lux 85th Street,
Manhattan, Hollywood, New
York and Gotham theatres.
The Roxy opened the tworeel subject yesterday, and
the Rialto will start tomorrow.

Fire Closes B&K's
Apollo in the Loop
Chicago, July 12. — Fire in the
Loop's B & K Apollo this morning
caused damage estimate at $75,000.
The flames were discovered after the
last show when the house was empty,
and were confined to the 18-foot area
between the dome and the roof of the
five-story building. Firemen were
forced to cut holes through the ornamental ceiling and projection room.
B and K officials indicate the house
will be closed at least a month for
repairs.
The Apollo will be razed after the
war to make way for a bus terminal.
The circuit has already purchased a
neighboring Loop site to build a new
theatre as soon as conditions permit.
PCC

Elects

Arnold

MurHn;

Reelected

Hollywood, July 12. — Jane Murfin
has been elected president of the Permanent Charities Committee.
Edward Arnold was reelected vicepresident and treasurer.
Named to the board were : W. Ray
Johnston, Sam Jaffe, Sol. Lesser, Morgan Wallace, Carl Cooper, John
Cromwell, Francis Farogh and Van
Herron.

Coast

I

Flashes

\

Hollywood, July 12

s," IS
adoptedannou
WALL
fromnced
the "Love
forthHALLetter
coming Chris Massie novel, will be
his first production for Paramount.
•
Paramount acquired "Make Wayi
for O' Sullivan," an original by Myles
Connoly. William •Sistrom produces.
Universal bought "It's Never Too
Late," an original comedy. No assignments have yet been• made.
Bros, has budgeted
$200,000
forWarner
the pre-release
campaign
forJ '
•
"Janie."
Columbia today gave Leigh Jasonl
a new director's contract.
80

Pre-Releases

Prior 'Skeffington'
to general release on Aug. 12,
For
"Mr. Skeffington" has been set by
Warners for openings in 80 situations.
While still running at the Hollywood
Theatre on Broadway, the picture is
scheduled to open the week of July
26 at three other metropolitan area
first-runs, the Brooklyn Paramount,
Stanley, Jersey City, and Branford,
Newark.
The picture will open day-and-date
at the Denver and Esquire in Denver
on Aug. 1, and at the Warner and
Merritt, Bridgeport, the following
week, and subsequently in 73 other
cities.
No

Spanish

Versions

Before '45 for MGM
It is not likely that any of the films
to be dubbed into Spanish by M-G-M
under a newly announced program will
be released before 1945, it was learned
yesterday.
Morton Spring, acting manager of
M-G-M's international department,
explained yesterday that the processing plans, with exclusive use of new
Checking Staff Changes
RCA equipment, have been completed
Two changes in the field super- but that releases cannot be planned
visory staff of Warners' exchange pic- for this year because of the painstakture film checking service were aning effort being made to seurce perfection of these Spanish-language pronounced here by R. P. Hagen manductions.
ager, on his return from Cincinnati
and Cleveland. H. B. Sellers has been
transferred from Cincinnati to Cleve- 'Two Soldiers' Here
Warners Set 2 on B'way
"Doughgirls," Warner picturization
land to supervise Cleveland and De"Two Soldiers," produced from
of the Broadway play, will open at
troit territories, replacing J. M. Housthe Hollywood Theatre, in New York,
ton. Morrell V. Martin succeeds the
Eugene
written
frontGabrilovich's
lines of thestory
Russian
War,at
late next month, following "Mr. Skef- Sellers in the Cincinnati and Indianwill have its American premiere at the
fington." "Janie," first of the Warner
apolis areas.
Stanley Theatre here on July 19.
1944-45 season, will follow "The
Gabrilovich,
correspondent for the Red
Adventures of Mark Twain" into
Star, was formerly a scenarist at the
Warner's Strand, New York. "Twain" Columbia Changes
opens at the Strand tomorrow.
Moscow Film studios. Artkino is releasing the film in this country.
In reporting
George
Berman's
promotion to the post of assistant to
20th Sets Two for August George Josephs at Columbia on MonRobot Kills Bergo
day it was inadvertently stated that
"Take It or Leave It," starring Phil
Baker and Marjorie Massow, and Josephs had been made manager of
Lill-Alida Bergo, 30, former Swedish film star, was killed in Southern
the
sales
accounting
department
in
"Wing and a Prayer," with Don
Ameche, Dana Andrews and William place of Daniel Weisman. Josephs has England recently by a robot bomb, it
Eythe, will be released by 20th-Fox in headed that department for some was disclosed here yesterday in press
time, with Weisman as his assistant.
dispatches from London.
August.
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WORKING

GIRL

NAME — Bette Davis
OCCUPATION - Actress
EMPLOYER — Warner Bros.
NATURE OF DUTIES — Helping employer
to maintain "an enviable record for combining

good picture-making with good citizenship." *
REMARKS — We've been proud of Bette
Davis, of her magnificent artistry and enormous
talent, ever since she came to work with us.
(And no matter how easy it looks on the screen,
the word is "work"— with a very large "W" !)
But we've never been so proud of Bette as since
completion of our new picture, MR. SKEFFINGTON
MR. SKEFFINGTON

is the story of a very rich

man and a very beautiful woman, and of their
life together, A love story? We think that
even after seeing it, you won't be sure!
But you will be sure that MR. SKEFFINGTON
is a picture to rank among the finest ever
made . . . and that Bette Davis
has no peer among screen artists.
You'll be sure, too, that the company

.

WARNER
BROS.
are sending prints of this picture
gratis to our boys overseas.
JACK L. WARNER
Executive Producer

which produced MR. SKEFFINGTON
intends to keep that "enviable
record" enviable!
*Thi New York Timet

CLAUDE RAINS
RICHARD WARING • GEORGE COULOURIS • MARJORIE RIORDAN • Directed by vincent Sherman
Produced by JULIUS J. 8c PHILIP G. EPSTEIN • Screen Play by Julius 1. & Philip G. Epstein From Story by "ElizobetK" • Music by Franz Waxman
Ofner Current Warner Bros. ProducNonsi
THE ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN • BETWEEN TWO WORLDS • UNCERTAIN GLORY • SHINE ON HARVEST MOON • PASSAGE TO MARSEILLE • IN OUR TIME • DESTINATION TOKYO • WATCH ON THE RHINE

In this, the 12th of a series of national advertisements,

actress, a fine motion

Warner

picture, and a fine policy. Your comment

le
Bros, call attention to a fine

w
on this series will be welcomed^

wak bonds-

4

PRC's
Charges

Motion

Distribution
Are

Cut

$14,500

to

Gives
'Mark'

Cincinnati, July 12. — Weekend
weather was very hot, but box office
returns were not, with baseball and
other outdoor attractions combining
to depress the attendance curve. "The
Eye of St. Mark," howeve
came
within hailing distance of r,
average,
with $14,500 as the week's estimate at
the RKO Albee.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 12-15:
"TJ>rerFVA
TC,,f.^t-— Mark"
RKO ALBEE
(3,300) (20th-Fox)
(44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
w/l/vr"?(Average:
ASaturday $15,000).
midnight show. Gross :
$14,500.
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M >
RKO CAPITOL-(2,000)
(44c7oc ow,
6^-70c)
/ days plus Saturday midnig
ht show 3rd
week. Gross: $7,000. (Avera
ge $10,000).
^Men of the Sea" (PRC)
'The Laramie Trail" (Ren.)
4 days.
RKO FAMTLY-0,000)
c)
Cross: $1,450. (Average: (3Oc-40
$1,600).
^Moon Over Las Vegas" (Univ.)
Scnora Stagecoach" (Mono.)
rRK°
«£^MILY-(1.«»)
(30c-40c) 3 days.
Gross: $700.
(Average: $800).
"Home
Indiana" (20th-Fox)
"Attack"in (OWI
-RKO)
RKO GRAND-(1,500) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show; 4th
It p ,°r In,dlana." after one week at
S: $4,50°- (Average; $6,500)
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
KEITH'S
(1,500) (44c-5Cc-60c-70c) 7
days, plus —Saturd
ay midnight show, 2nd
£ere£' m°ve°v
$5,500.
(Averagere: from
$5,000).the Albee. Gross:
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (44c -50c
-70c) 7
days plus Saturday midnight -60c
show. 2nd
Ze^'
move°ver
from
the
Palace.
Gross:
$5,000. (Average: $5,000).
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (44c-50c-6
7 days, plus Saturday midnight Cc-70c)
show
Gross: $13,500.
(Average: $15,000).
Seek $3,150 Per Film
Mexico City, July 12.— Film directors here, who recently became affiliated with the National Cinematographic Industry Workers Union,
have begun' a drive to gain a minimum salary of $3,150 per film.

Take It Or Leave
(20th Century-Fox)

It
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(Continued from page 1)
the flexibility under which it is now,
possible for both the franchise holders and the company to operate."
Most important achievement of the
agreement, Fromkess said, is the re
vision of the old type of guarantee
of negative costs on individual pictures and adoption of a new formula
under which each franchise holder is
required to reach a fixed quota, which
will permit accounting on an overall
program basis.
The circumstances under which the
holders will now be permitted to
handle outside product would be
PRC's failure to deliver a minimum
number of pictures each year, Fromkess added, stating that, otherwise
PRC approval would have to be ob
tained.
The agreement was negotiated on
behalf of PRC by Fromkess, Leo J.
McCarthy, general sales manager, and
attorney Jerome Edwards. Nat Lefton, George Gill, Henri Ellman, Ike
Katz and attorney Bertram Mayer
represented the holders, each of whom
was given a copy of the new franchise
at the recent sales convention here.

Cincinnati

Picture

»

Hollywood, July 12
T F this little experiment in production husbandry happens to net a fat
*■ profit on its lean investment — and it could — exhibitors can get set
for a succession of parallel undertakings emanating from other sources.
The picture is a collection of sequences from a dozen or more past
TC-F pictures wrapped up in a screening of a Phil Baker (Ever sharp)
radio program hitched to a quick tale about a sailor whose wife's going
to have a baby any minute, and does before the broadcast ends.
The thing's a novelty, with the sequences from old pictures occupying
80 per cent or more of the running time, and a Hollywood Boulevard
preview audience, which hadn't paid an admission price to see it, got
a lot of laughs out of it. The only names to bill it with are those of
Phi Baker, who does on the screen what he does on the radio, but

Rank

Plans

Push

to

East

(Continued from page 1 )
independence from Rank, while admitting dependence on him for production, rental, finance and exhibition
privileges in the Gaumont- British and
Odeon circuits. Inevitable issue of
the present discussions seems to be i
that Rank and his coadjutors, such as |
John Farrow and G. . I. Woodham
Smith, will join the Two Cities board
of directors, with Rank as chairman.
Moreover, a British and Dominion ;

Film Corp. shareholders' meeting has :
approved capital reorganization of that .
more so, and Phil Silvers, who's on for about a minute at the start of company, leading to Rank control, as
the film and never again. The other people in the cast are unknowns reported in Motion Picture Daily
June 21. Two remaining steps area
— Edward Ryan, Marjorie Massow, Stanley Prager and some others —
but the old sequences screened, on a screen in the broadcasting studio needed to complete this reorganizaas part of the Baker program, contain Betty Grable, Alice Faye, Al Studios
tion : a and
meeting
of Rank's
Pinewood
sanction
in the law
courts, J
Jolson, George Montgomery, Jack Oakie and a flock of other stars whose which seems assured.
names could be dangled from an exhibitor's marquee if he wasn't going
to be around the theatre for a couple of weeks anyway.
Benjamin Stoloff directed the small portion of the picture which re- ArtkinoHas
5 Ready
quired some directing, and no less than three writers — Harold Buchman, Snag Werris and Mac Benoff — are credited with the script, about
For Next Season
equal in dimensions to a short short.
Hitched to a top picture strong enough to satisfy the customers that
(Continued from page 1)
they had their money's worth anyway (it followed "White Cliffs of
Dover" at the preview), the film perhaps can be counted on to amuse a fure tentatively titled "The Good Solmajority.
It isn't equipped to stand alone.
Schweik vs.Napoli
Hitler."
Lastdierseason,
said, 11 Soviet
Running time, 72 minutes. "G,"*
Release date,William
not set. R. Weaver
films were released in this country,
with 17 announced at the beginning of
the season.
*"G" denotes general classification.
Business in such Latin-American
countries as Cuba, Venezuela, Chile
and Columbia this season has bettered
All Toronto
Under
'Indiana's' $30,000
last year's, and Canada, too, was a
profitable market for Artkino, he said.
Is 100%
Over Par
Soviet production, which had been
Average from Heat
largely confined to Alta Ata in Siberia, was shifting back to Moscow
Toronto, July 12. — A heat wave and Leningrad as the Eastern Front
Denver, July 12. — The box office
resulted
in
slow
business
for
Toronto
readings at the Denver Theatre
pushed Westward, Napoli revealed.
showed that "Home in Indiana" was first-runs, three of which were hold- Production was still maintained in that
doing 100 per cent above average, or a
overs. "Pin Up Girl" looked like Siberian city, however. In Canada,
$30,000 gross for the week. The $9,800 for its second week at Shea's Artkino recently concluded a deal with
Paramount was second with a gross Theatre ; second week of "Snow Monogram for distribution there.
of $18,600, while the Denham, show- White" at the Imperial might be
Napoli revealed that Artkino, which
ing "The Story of Dr. Wassell" for worth $9,300, and "Gaslight" was in has superimposed Spanish titles for]
the second week registered a neat its third week at Loew's with an exfilms released in Latin-America, is
pected $9,200.
considering dubbing some features in
$12,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
Estimated receipts for the week endending July 10-13 :
ing July 13 :
Spanish.
"Follow the Boys" (Univ.)
"Beautiful But Broke" (Col.)
"She'si a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
"Cowboy Canteen" (Col.)
ALADDIN— (1,400) (45c-74c) 7 days:
EGLINTON — (1,086) (18c -30c -48c -60c) 6 'Going My Way9 Goes
600).
moveover. Gross: $8,400. Average: $5,- days.
Gross: $3,000. (Average: $4,000).
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
$3,500 Over Par
"See Here, Private Hargrove." (M-G-M)
(RKO)
"Curse of the Cat People" (RKO)
Providence, Julv 12. — "Going My
IMPERIAL—
(3,3f3)>(13c-BOc-421c-60c-90c)
6
BROADWAY— (1,040) (45c-74c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $9,300. (Average: Way" did $14,000 at the Strand in its
moveover. Gross: $6,435. (Average: $3,900) days,
$12,800).
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
fourth week and was held over. "MaDENHAM— (1,750) (35c-45c-70c) 7 days
rine Raiders" grossed $15,500 at the
000).
LOEW'S — (2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c) 6 RKO-Albee
2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $9,- days,
and will be held over.
3rd week. Gross: $9,200. (Average:
$11,200).
Estimated receipts for the week end"Home in Indiana" (ZOth-Fox)
"Pin Up Girl" (ZOth-Fox)
days
"Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep.)
neJulyRaider
13 : s" (RKO)
SHEA'S — (2,480) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6 "Mariing
DENVER— (2,600)
(45c-74c) 7
days,
Gross: $30,000. (Average: $15,000)
$12,800).2nd week. Gross: $9,800. (Average- "Twilight on the Prairie" (Univ.)
"Home in Indiana" (20th-Fox)
RKO-ALBEE— ((2,239) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days.
leautiful But Broke" (Col.)
"Secrets of Scotland) Yard" (Rep.)
Gross: $15,500. (Average: $12,800).
Canteen" (Col.)
ESQUIRE-(740) (45c-74c) 7 days. Gross "Cowboy
"Going My Way" (Para.)
TIVOLI$3,400.
— (1,434)
(18c-30c-48c)
$8,100. (Average: $4,500).
Gross:
(Average:
$4,400). 6 days.
STRAND— (2,200) (44c-55c) 7 days, 4th
"Are These Our Parents?" (Mono.)
"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $10,500).
"Candlelight in Algeria" (ZOth-Fox)
"Once
Upon a Time" (Col.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (45c-74c) 7 days "Calling Dr. Death" (Univ.)
"Stars on Parade" (Col.)
UPTOWN
—
(2,761)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
6
Gross: $18,600. (Average: $9,300).
days. Gross: $7,300. (Average: $9,800).
LO'EW'S STATE — (3,232) (35c-44c-55c) 7
"The Eve of St. Mark" (ZOth-Fox)
days. Gross: $19,500. (Average: $17,700).
"Ladies of Washington" (20th-Fox)
"he
Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
RIALTO'-(900) (45c-74c) 7 days, move"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
over. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $5,000).
Censors Reject One
MAJESTTC—
(2,250) (35c-44c-55c)
"Manpower"
"Attack"
(WB)
(OWI)
Gross:
$13,500.
(Average:
$12,100). 7 days.
Chicago, July 12. — The censor
'Cross' Showing July 18
board here rejected only one of 91
M-G-M's "The Seventh Cross" will films viewed in June. The picture deFAY'S— (1,800) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$5,700. (Average: $6,500).
be trade-shown at the New York exleted from the list was the indepen- "Home in Indiana" (ZOth-Fox)
"Casanova in Burlesque" (Rep.)
change on Tuesday, July 18, rather
dently produced "Human Wreckage."
than on Wednesday, July 19, as was
CARLTON — (1,526) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days,
Classified for adults were Monogram's
week, moved over after two weeks at
previously announced by the home of- "Call of the Jungle" and Universal's 3rd
fice.
the Majestic. Gross: $3,800. (Average:
"Jungle Woman."
$4,000).
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$65,700

for

Next
Law

'Sensations'
On

the

Coast

Los Angeles, July 12. — "Sensations
of 1945," coupled with "Attack," got
$65,700 at FWC's Carthay CircleChinese-Loew's State-Uptown firstrun foursome, where $61,300 is average. "Days of Glory," linked with
"Seven Days Ashore," did $33,000 in
the Pantages - Hill Street tandem
which averages $37,400. "White Cliffs"
displayed notable staying power in its
third week. Weather was fair to
middlin'.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July 12 :
"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
"Attack" (OWI-RKO)
CARTHAY CIRCLE — (1,516) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $10,300. (Average:
$11,200).
"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
"Attack" (OWI-RKO)
CHINESE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days. Gross: $16,500. (Average: $15,500).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
EGYPTIAN (1,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average:
$9,500).
"Ghost Catchers" (Univ.)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
HAWAII— (1,000) (50c-60c-75c-85c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,650. (Average: $6,200).
"Days of Glory" (RKO)
"Seven Days Ashore" (RKO)
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7
days. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $19,700).
"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
"Attack" (OWI-RKO)
LOEWS STATE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c7 days. Gross: $29,500. (Average: $24,100).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOS
ANGELES — (2,096) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $28,000.
(Average: $14,900).
"Days of Glory" (RKO)
"Seven Days Ashore" (RKO)
PANTAGES — (2,000) (50c-6Oc-8Oc-$l.OO).
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $17,7CO).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT HOLLYWOOD— (50c-60c80c-$1.00)
days,- 5th week. Gross: $12,000.
(Average: 7 $11,000).
"The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
PARAMOUNT
S0c-$1.00)
7 days. ' DOWNTOWN— (50c-60c(Average: $20,300).5th week. Gross: $16,500.

Federal
May

Admission

picture

Tax

Reopen
Levies

(Continued from page 1)
ship of the joint committee, for the
first time, being equally divided between Democrats and Republicans —
three members of each party from
each House.
The first legislation to be enacted
after the war is expected to provide
for a reduction in corporation tax
rates, framed with a view to providing
an incentive, through preferential
treatment, for new enterprises ; a lowering of the individual income rates,
and the easing of some of the socalled nuisance taxes, very possibly
including theatre admissions if« the
measure is enacted before the end of
the war emergency. The recent increase in the admission tax to onecent-on-five carried with it a provision for a return to the former" rate
of one-cent-on-ten six months after
the termination of hostilities.
A number of tax increases provided for in the last revenue bill carry a
similar termination provision but,
since no Congress can bind succeeding Congresses, they can be continued,
if necessary, by act of the Congress
which will take office next January.
Although there has been considerable pressure to have the post-war tax
bill prepared immediately, so that it
can be put into effect as soon as the
military situation permits, no action
will be taken to that end because of
the impending end of the present Congress. Any bill
"in thewould
works"have
whento
this session
adjourns
start over from scratch when the new
Congress comes in.
With the Administration actually
unable to show a numerical majority
in the House now, it is fully expected
that, regardless of the results of the
Presidential race, the House next year
will have a Republican majority. The
change in House leadership is likely
to have a definite influence upon the
character of the tax legislation, another reason for not rushing the
measure.
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WPB

to

Hear

Hollywood
Theatres'
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, July 12

the new
will start st
WARNER
nS
greatery. number ofseaso
musicalswith
in the
its histo
Two
have already been completed, one is
now shooting and nine more are in
preparation. "Rhapsody in Blue,"
story of George Gershwin, is awaiting release, as is "Cinderella Jones."
Currently shooting is "Hollywood
ibed as the studio's
Canteen," ious
most
ambit descrmusical.
The cast includes such names as Bette Davis, Ida
Lupino, Jack Benny, Barbara Stanwyck, John Garfield, Alexis Smith,
Joan Leslie and Eddie Cantor. Musical personalities in the film include
Jimmy Dorsey, Carmen Cavallero,
Leopold Stokowski, Joseph Szigeti,
and Dennis Morgan.
Other song-films in preparation are
"Connecticut Yankee," "Here Come
the Girls," "Melancholy Baby," "Mister Broadway," "A Night at Tony
Pastor's," "Night and Day," story of
Cole Porter and his music; "Sometimes I'm Happy," story of Vincent
Youmans and his music ; "Silver Lining," the life of Marilyn Miller, and
"Mississippi
Belle," for which Porter
wrote the music.
•

Of

Needt

Equipment
(Continued from page \)

set up by the WPB of which the:)
OCR is a part, to give the various
branches of all industries a voice in the
discussion of policies and programs.
Heretofore, it was said, there has
been little need for representation of
the exhibitors, since the major pro~3|
gram in which they were involved:
was that of the recreation and amuse- \
ments section to encourage the construction of additional facilities in the |
war production centers, but with the :
anticipated expansion of civilian production and resumption of output of
lines which have been halted since the .

outbreak
of the
war, to'
be accomplished under
a system
worked
out in -J
final .detail yesterday, officials believe
the theatre operators should be con- suitedandregarding
the matter of curSrent
future urgency.
Discussion
at nextwhat
week's
meeting
will
center around
it will
take
to keep the theatres operating and
the role which their services play in
the field for recreation. Specific subjects to be taken up will include facilities and equipment, manpower and operating supplies.

I■
l|

J

PRC has signed Dave O'Brien to a
Seat Production Possible
long-term contract, calling for him to
be continued as a Western star and
Under the program finally worked j
also to be given, an extensive buildup
in dramatic roles. The present pact out by the WPB with the high mili- I
command
yesterday,
material
is with PRC itself, O'Brien's West- tary
required
for war
production
will not
be '
made
available
for
processing
into
ern
pictures
being
made
on
"loan-out"
to Alexander-Stern, which previously
goods by manufacturers hav-jl
held his contract. The star's first ap- civilian
pearance under the new deal will be ing manpower and equipment available (
for the purpose. For the exhibitors,
in "G. I. Guy," which Christy Ca- this is seen as providing a possible rebanne ivill write and direct.
sumption of seat production and, by , \
•
the substitution of rayon and other
Lambert Hillyer has been signed materials for jute and other componot now
available, the produc- :
to direct Universal's next Western, tion of nentssome
carpeting.
"Beyond the Pecos." George Waggner will direct as well as produce
The OCR Theatre Committee will jl
serve
to balance the industdy commit- j
the
"Frisco Foster,
Kate,"
whichsame
will studio's
star Susanna
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
tees
of
the WPB
productioninvolved
divisions,in '
on questions
RITZ — (1,376) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
Turhan Bey, Ella Raines, Louise which advise
days,
3rd week. Gross: $13,200. (Average: 7$8,700)
Allbritton, Robert Paige and the manufacture of raw stock, equip- ,
"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
No BMI-OWI
Film
George Korvin. . . . Frank Craven ment, etc., and will serve to keep
"Attack" (OWI-RKO)
Longman's division closely acquainted
UPTOWN — (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0O) 7 Competition: Lober
has been signed for "They Shall with
days. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $10,500).
which is needed to keep houses
(Continued
from
page
1)
Have
Faith,"
Monogram's
forth"The Mask of Dimitrios (WB)
coming infantile paralysis story. running. The new committee is ex- j
WARNER ■ HOLLYWOOD-(3,000) (50cthe liberated areas, "pre- Gale Storm will be starred. . . . pected to meet periodically to furnish
6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross- films into sumably
in full competition with Warners has renewed Stephen such information and, in turn, to re-J
$13,685. (Average: $17,000).
"The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
American films" of the OWI, Lober Richard's contract. The actor made ceive from the OCR and WPB exWARNER DOWNTOWN — (3,400) (50c- pointed out that the showing of films
perts up-to-the-minute data regardhis screen debut in "Destination
60c -80c -$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
in these areas was a "military opera$14,688. (Average: $18,700).
ing the situation with respect to vari- ■
•
tion," determined by military expedi"The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
ous materials and products of imporWARNER WILTERN - (2,200) (50c-60cency, and only the closest teamwork
George Brent, who was recently visory tancecommittee
80c-$1.00) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $12,859 would prevail.
in theatre operation.
The adwas originally
set 'J
(Average: $15,200).
Tokyo."by RKO Radio to co-star with
Not until these areas are out of signed
up more than a year ago but held only
the province of the military and re- Hedy Lamarr and Paul Lukas in "Ex- two meetings before becoming inactive until this time.
stored to civilian rule, and private experiment Perilous," has made a new
First Dubbed
Films
hibition of films prevails, can the two-picture deal with that studio. ...
question of normal commercial com- Bernard Barton has been assigned to
Off to War Zone
petition arise, he said.
act as associate producer on Univer- Jackson Park Case
(Continued from page 1)
sal's musical, "Swing Out, Sister."
French and Italian, with German verOff Until Fall
•
Boost
sions under consideration, are de- Altec Rate
Chicago, July 12. — The U. S. CirAndrew Tombes and George Clevesigned to provide Europe's liberated
cuit Court of Appeals will not hear
population with escapist fare and to Already in Effect
land have been signed for featured
(Continued from page 1 )
arguments
in the Jackson Park Thearoles in "Can't Help Singing," Degive a picture of American" life.
tre anti-trust case until late next fall.
To date, the following dubbed pic- maintenance engineers which grants anna Durbin starrer currently in work
tures have been selected by the OWI : them wage increases and benefits.
at Universal. . . . Rhonda Fleming Because of the voluminous records to
RCA Sound Service is expected to and Michael Chekov have been as- be printed and the large number of
M-G-M's "Random Harvest" and
effect similar increases in its rates to
signed important roles in David O. appeal cases scheduled before this
"The Shop Around the Corner," both
trial, it will take three to four months
in French and Italian; 20th-Fox's theatres as soon as its new pact with Selsnick's "The House of Dr. Ed- to
reach its hearing date.
"Claudia," in French; Warners' "Ser- the IATSE is approved by the War ivardes," which goes before the cameLabor
Board.
The
WLB
has
alDefendants are : Balaban -and Katz,
geant York," in Italian, and Columras in a few days with Ingrid Bergready approved the Altec contract
bia's "Men in Her Life," in French
man and Gregory Peck co-starring. Paramount, Warners, RKO*, 20th
and Italian.
with the IATSE.
Alfred Hitchcock is the director. . . .
Century-Fox and Loew's.
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Balaban,
Para.
Are

All

Officers

Reelected

Adolph Zukor Reelected
Chairman of Board
Barney Balaban, president of
Paramount; Adolph Zukor, chairjnan of the board of directors, and
111 other officers were reelected for
the
ensuing
.
..
Lrear at an adi ourned meetng of the board
jield at the
home
office
liere yesterday.
Stanton Grifis was r e named chair[nan of the executive comItiittee; Y.
Frank Free|im a n , Henry
Ginsberg,
Barney Balaban
Leonard H.
|Goldenson, Austin C. Keough, Charles M. Reagan and
(Continued on page 3)
U.S.

Will

World

Preserve

War

Footage

Washington, July 13. — The United
|Nations Training Film Committee here
[in conjunction with the National Archives has taken steps to preserve the
motion picture record of World War
II, believed to be the most completely
(.Continued on page 3)

Croix

Houses

Closes

N. C.

to Kiddies

Charlotte, July 13.— A city
health department ban on the
congregation of children under 15, occasioned by an infantile paralysis epidemic in
Western North Carolina, has
caused suspension of all kiddie matinees in local theatres
as well as prohibited attendance at any regular show.
Theatres all report business
as "considerably
off" under
the
ban.
The epidemic is reported
also in South Carolina, Kentucky and Georgia.

YORK, U. S. A., FRIDAY,

de Guerre

Seek
For

WPB
70,000

May

End

Circuit

TEN

14, 1944

Probers
British

of
its monopoly
committee's
report,
which
is understood
to recommend
legislation preventing further extension of circuits or studio acquisition
by Other
the so-called
"monopolists."
expected
recommendations
will call for tribunals to insure independent exhibitors of fair treatment
as against the circuits and for the
establishment of a finance corporation
to sponsor "worthwhile" approved independent productions.
The industry's representatives on
the council doubtless have severe
(Continued on page 3)

Chairs

O'Donnell
for

On

Postwar

Depinet, distributor chairman, yesterday jointly declared:
"All through the fifth campaign the
industry's committee emphasized that
only one report will be requested, and
we intend to stick to that promise.
With exhibitors continuing their bondselling efforts through July, at the
request of the U. S. Treasury, we
are closing on July 27.
"Postcard report forms are now at
the printers and will be mailed from
New York to every exhibitor in the
country. The national committee has

Pat

Plans

Depinet

Bond

Appealing to all exhibitors to mail
in their Fifth War Loan campaign
reports to the industry's "Fighting
Fifth" committee in New York on the
night oftional
July
27, R. J. O'Donnell,
drive chairman,
and Ned naE.

Standing

London, July 13. — The general
council off th£ Cinematograph Exhibitors Association has rejected a
resolution calling for revolutionary
reorganization of its postwar planning
committee and another providing that
independent exhibitors only should
represent CEA on its joint committee
for conciliation with the Kinematograph Renters Society.
This action was taken at a meeting
held today in Birmingham as a tribute
(Continued on page 3)

and

to

1st

Extension
Run

CEA

CENTS

Communities
Lose

By PETER BURNUP
London, July 13. — The entire
Board of Trade films council will
meet here tomorrow for consideration

Approval

Washington, July 13. — Pressure of
other matters today necessitated a
postponement of a meeting between
John Eberson, theatre architect and
former consultant to the recreation
and amusement section of the Office of
Civilian Requirements, and Donald R.
Longman, chief of the OCR service
trades division, reportedly on the possibilities of securing War Production
Board approval for the manufacture
of 70,000 theatre chairs.
While this is only about 10 per cent
of the number of seats estimated actually to be needed by theatres, it is all
that could be produced under present
(Continued on page 3)

27

JULY

Monopoly

for

George Spires
George H. Spires, former
Motion Picture Herald reporter, has been decorated
with the Croix de Guerre and
promoted from first lieutenant to captain in the U. S.
Army Tank Corps for valiancy
in action on the Italian front.
Several weeks ago Spires
led a small detachment that
took an important road junction at Montefiascone and
held it against the Nazis until
Fifth Army reserves arrived.
Awarding of the French emblem indicates that Spires
was with a French unit in
the engagement.

July
Polio

LY

Set

Theatres

Companies
Of

Study

Patrons'

Trend

Switch

A growing tendency of patrons
to desert neighborhood theatres,
especially the smaller ones, and
flock to downtown first runs has
set exhibitors and distributors to
work on a study of the cause, effect
and possible cure of the trend, Motion
Picture Herald will say today in reporting the views held on the subject
by a number of company executives,
plus a survey of the situation in various key cities.
Factors cited as contributing
to the shift are: increased income of the public during the
past three years; longer holdovers at first-run situations,
with the result that patrons refuse to wait for new films to
reach their neighborhoods ;
decrease
in product
since
(Continued
on page
3) Pearl

Johnston
Film

Post

Says
for

No
Him

Washington, July 13. — Present
plans of Eric Johnston, president of
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, do
not include acceptance of any offers
reportedly made to him by film interests, he disclosed today. His name had
been linked to a MPPDA post.
Refusing to admit specifically that
such offers had been made, Johnston
(Continued on page 3)

Reports

devised the report in the simplest possible form. Unless these reports are
mailed to the national committee, the
showing made by exhibitors and the
industry
will be lost,"
Depinet statement
added.the O'Donnell"In the past it has been extremely
difficult to obtain proper reports from
theatres," the statement added. "This
time we have made it easy. The information asked for consists of : name
of theatre, address, name of exchange
area, exhibitor's name, total number
of bonds sold from June 1 through
July 27, total maturity value, total
number and maturity value of bonds
sold for 'War Bond Premieres',
'Children's Premieres' and 'Free
Movie Day',
whether
(Continued
on page'Free
3) Movie

Morgenthau Cites
Hollywood Stars
Hollywood, July 13. — Hollywood's trouping - star bond
sellers who aided the Fifth
War Loan drive are credited
by Secretary of the Treasury
Henry Morgenthau, Jr., with
creating "a national atmosphere" vital to the campaign,
in a telegram received by the
Hollywood Victory Committee here last night.
He also acknowledged the
cooperation of the H V C,
through which Hollywood
players ancesmake
appearfor the all
warfree
effort.

2

Personal
Mention

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH, Paramount
vice-president and general counsel,
will leave New York tonight for a
month's vacation.
•
Lt. Commander Robert Montgomery, who has seen action in the European an<* Pacific war theatres, arrived
at La Guardia Field yesterday en
route to Los Angeles.
•
George Jessel, 20th-Fox producers,
will arrive in New York this morning
from California to make a series of
personal appearances and radio broadcasts.
•
Harry Rosenblatt, M-G-M's sales
manager for the Boston territory, and
Mrs. Rosenblatt are in Baltimore
visiting their son, George, stationed at
Edgewood Arsenal.
•
Frank P. Gibbs, general manager
of General Screen Advertising, will return to Chicago Monday following a
week here.
•
Maurice Silverstone and Francis
Harley are scheduled to arrive from
the Coast tomorrow following conferences at the 20th Century-Fox studios.
•

Motion

Loop

Down

Split-Policy

Picture

to Three

Friday, July 14, 1944

Daily

Jane Porter to Hillman
Jane Porter has joined the staff of
Movieland, Hillman publication, as assistant to Doris Cline, editor.

Coast

Runs

Chicago, July 13. — The Loop next
season will have only three houses
with stage and screen policies for the
first time in nearly four years when
the State Lake changes to straight
films. N. S. Barger, burlesque wheel
operator at the Rialto, will try vaudeville and band shows at that house
beginning Sept. 1 when it will be renamed the Paramount. Charles
Hogan, who is booking the independent Oriental, will also book the
Rialto. It is understood, however,
that the Oriental will get first call on
available stage attractions.
Burlesque shows, in the meantime,
will play at the Van Nomikas Empress Theater. The third combination policy house in the Loop is the
B. and K. Chicago, which will concentrate primarily on house-concocted
presentation shows, augmenting its
first run Paramount and 20th-Fox
product.
11 M-G-M
Managers
To Visit Home
Office

Flashes
Hollywood, July 13 NEW

, vice-pres
BROIDY
STEVE
for
managerident
sales
and general
Monogram, will leave Hollywood tonight with his family fora two-week
vacation in Yosemite Valley.
•
National Theatres division heads,
Elmer Rhoden, Rick Ricketson, Harold J. Fitzgerald, B. F. Sturdivant and
George Bowser conferred today with
Charles P. Skouras on circuit policies
and with Spyros Skouras on exhibition
plans for "Wilson".•
Gary Cooper's
independent
production
in which first
he will
star as
well as produce for Internation Pictures will be "American Cowboy" by
Alan Lemay. Nunnally Johnson will
write the screenplay.
•
W. R. Frank, Minnesota circuit
owner and Hollywood producer, arrives tomorrow to prepare for his next
production.
•

Continuing the plan to have two field
managers visit the home office for a
William P. Philips, 20th-Fox board
week, M-G-M exchange managers member, left for New York by plane
Maurice Saffie, Seattle, and L. C. following conferences with Joseph M.
Wingham, San Francisco, are due here Schenck.
•
Monday from their respective territories.
Twin
daughters
were born to the
Harry Arthur, Jr., general manSam Gardner, Salt Lake City White Whitney Boltons last night. Mrs.
ager of Fanchon and Marco, left yesterday for St. Louis after several days branch manager, will leave New York man.
Bolton was the former Nancy Colehere.
today after having spent the week
•
•
here ; Lou Amacher, Portland head,
Republic Pictures extended John
Maurice Bergman, Universal East- will depart tomorrow, and J. E. Flynn,
ern advertising-publicity director, will Western sales manager, will leave Sun- English directorial contract for one
day for Chicago, where he headquarleave for Boston next Wednesday.
ters. On July 24, Leroy Bickel, Dal•
M-G-M extended Ann
las manager, and Jack ReVille, OklaJames Mulvey is expected back
homa City, are due here, and they will contract
for a long term.
year.
from the Coast early next week.
be followed by W. E. (Doc) Banford,
•
Chicago, and Bob Workman, Minneapn's
Sother
H. J. Yates is enroute to the Coast.
Andrew Stone appointed Len
Boyd
olis, on July 31. On August 7, Ralph
Maw, Buffalo, and Herman Ripps, Al- advertising and publicity director.
bany, will begin a week's visit at the
home office.
MGM
Plans Tie-Ups
$206,000 in Bonds
For 'Canterbury'
Plans for national promotional tie- Columbia
For
Mono, in LA.
Premieres
ups for Margaret O'Brien, M-G-M's
child star currently appearing in "The ' Winkle9 at Army Post bond
Hollywood,
July
— Monogram's
purchases in
this 13.
area
in the Fifth
Canterbury Ghost," were outlined yesWar
Loan
drive
totaled
$206,000,
it
Aberdeen,
Md.,
July
13.—
Columterday to merchandising heads by Edwas revealed yesterday by W. Ray
bia's
"Mr.
Winkle
Goes
to
War"
had
ward Carrier, head of the company's
royalty department, under the direction its world premiere here last night at Johnston, president. The amount inof Howard Dietz, vice-president and the Proving Grounds before an authe corporation's investment and
dience of Army officers and enlisted studio cludes
and staff personnel purchases,
publicity, advertising and exploitation
men as well as critics from Baltimore representing nearly 100 per cent of all
manager, and William R. Ferguson,
employes.
head of exploitation. The meeting was and Washington newspapers.
Featured was the 165-station Blue
held at a luncheon at the Hotel Astor.
Network broadcast of the Dunninger
program which, tied in with the pre- Exchanges Get Overtime
view, originated here at the Army post
Fire Wrecks Theatre, last night.
Philadelphia, July 13. — Forty employees of the local M-G-M exchange
Levels Community
have been paid $428 as overtime pay
Montreal, July 13.— The Pascalis
due them under the Fair Labor
Theatre, in Pascalis, a nearby mining R. H. Ray Heads GSA
Standards Act, it was announced here
town, was destroyed in the series of
Chicago,
July
13.—
R.
H.
Ray
of
by
Frank J. G. Dorsey, regional diforest fires which leveled the entire
Ray Bell Fil ms, St. Paul, has sucrector of the wages and hours divicommunity. Only a few pieces of
ceeded William Johnson as president
sion. The amount paid is part of
equipment were salvaged.
of General Screen Advertising which voluntary restitution totalling $10,825
The fires which have swept the en- will open offices in New York in the being paid by Loews, to 648 employees
near future. Johnson has returned to in 31 film exchanges throughout the
tire "gold belt"
of North Quebec
for the last twoarea
weeks are reported
his Motion Picture Advertising Ser- country. Workers affected are checkers.
to be under control.
vice at New Orleans.
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RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace of the Nation
Rockefeller Center
HELD OVER THIRD WEEK!
GARY GRANT in
"Once Upon a Time"
with JANET BLAIR
Dir. by Alexander Hall — A Columbia Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved Ctrele 6-4600
RADIO CITY MUSIC
HELD OVER 3rd WEEK!

HALL

See S5i in the War's Most Incredible Venture

THE LATEST MAIM OF
Released by 20th Century-Fox
'The WHITE
ON SCREEN

IRENE DUNNE
VAN JOHNSON
„ ALAN
MARSHAL
of DOSUBJECTS
VER'
IFFS SHORT
&CLSELECTED

IN PERSON
Dave APOLLON
Romo VINCENT
EXTRA ADDED
B'WAY &
ATTRACTION
Lois ANDREWS

PALACE
O'BRIEN

47th St.

PAT
"MARIrTEROBERT
RAIDERS"
RUTH
RYAN
HUSSEY

'And

The Angels
IN PERSON

Sing'

Perry Como-Jerry Wald
Singing
Sensation
of 1944
and
His Orchestra
Clarinet

PARAMOUNT
GARY

PRESENTS i

COOPER

in

CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
The
of Dr.Wasseir
~k Story
In Technicolor
RIVOLI

5«£

Phil Baker - Phil Silvers - Guest Stars
20thIT CENTURY-FOX
CENTURY-FOX
HIT! IT'
TAKEA 20th
OR LEAVE
ON STAGE& — ORCH.
DUKE PLUS
ELLINGTON
ELLA LOGAN -JERRY LESTER
BUY MORE R A yy
7th Ave. &.
BONOS
K W A I
50th St.
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CEA
On

Motion

Standing

Postwar

Pat

Communities

(Continued from page 1)
' to Sidney W. Clift, CEA president,
i after John Davis of Odeon and Ar: thur Jarratt of Associated British
! Cinemas had made a strong fight for
• the independents.
Another resolution, alleging grievances against independents demanding
)a new barring system in booking arrangements, was deferred for consideration by the appropriate committees
and for discussion with KRS.
Following the luncheon, it was disclosed that the Cinema War Prisoners Fund now stands at $2,400,000
and will reach the $4,000,000 mark
in the course of the coming year.
Regarding charges on unfair trading on the part of KRS, the conciliation committee reported that the
claims of only 71 theatres remain to
be dealt with and that a certain number of these had still not presented
sound evidence. It was the consensus
of opinion that if they do not do so
they should be left to their own devices without benefit of CEA protection, the inference being that KRS
allegations of sharp trading practices
are justified.
S.

Will

Preserve

World War Footage
(Continued from page 1)
documented event in history.
Capt. John G. Bradley, head of the
film division of the Archives, and
chairman of the film preservation committee of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, states that war pictures, compiled by the armies of the
U. S., Great Britain, Russia and China,
will be preserved for posterity with a
negative, a master positive and a reference projection print. The plan for
preserving the motion picture record
was suggested to insure against deterioration of prints that destroyed fivesixths of World War I footage.
Probers

Would

Stop

Circuit Extension
(Continued from page 1)
criticisms prepared, and a hectic debate is promised.
Tenure of the present council will
expire Aug. 20, and it is believed that
recommendations to the Board of
Trade will be deferred until a new
council is formed.

3

Daily

Losing

Plans

Out

Seek
For

To

U

Picture

First

Run

(Continued from page 1)
Harbor and accompanying improvement of product, influx to
key cities of service men and
their families and friends, and
war workers' desires for "first
run" entertainment.
Leonard Goldenson, in charge of
theatre operations
for Paramount,
finds that, while first-run business has
increased to a greater extent than
that of the neighborhoods, the latter
also have their fair share, with the
smaller houses at the end of the run
bearing the brunt of the patronage drift.
James
M. Brennan,
of RKO's
Metropolitan
and Newhead
Jersey
circuit
operations, views the market today
as "a false market" and holds, therefore, that it is difficult to determine
how great the patronage drift has
been. Dan Michalove, National Theatres executive, believes many subsequent runs in the country are suffering despite increased admission prices.
"There has been a more substantial
increase in the first runs than in the
neighborhoods," he said.
At least one distributor, M-G-M, is
now at work on a plan, blueprinted by
William F. Rodgers, vice-president in
charge of distribution, to equalize the
application
of the company's
sliding
scale for individual
situations, so
that
the subsequent-run exhibitor may find
relief. Rodgers contends, however,
that "only a small part of the patronage of the first-runs is coming from
neighborhood theatres."
In Washington the average loss of
neighborhood
business
to houses
downtown is 22 to 23 per cent of the
weekly gross.
A drop of 25 to 35 per cent in com*

July
5th

27
Bond

Set

for

Reports

(Continued from page 1)
Day' was held on July 6 or some other
day, and if the theatre had more than
one 'Free Movie Day', the total for
all, and, finally, whether the theatre
is a bond issuing agency or sub-issuing agency,"
statement
added.the O'Donnell-Depinet

WPB
70,000

Approval
Chairs

Theatres

(Continued from page 1)
labor and materials limitations.
parison with 1941 and 1942 is noted
Eberson, who has continued to aid
at Chicago subsequent-run theatres. A the OCR as occasion arose since he
spokesman for the H. and E. Bala- resigned some weeks ago, is understood to have made a study of the sitban Corp. finds that "a five to 15-cent
uation. Ifthe WPB approves the prodifference in admission prices no longduction of the chairs, it is expected a
er acts as a business attraction" at
neighborhood houses.
considerable proportion will be required for new houses which have been
In New York City, a typical neighbuilt
or
are now building for warborhood exhibitor opinion was ex- defense areas.
The remainder might
pressed by HarryEnterprises,
A. Harris operators
of Har- possibly be held as a reserve to be
ris Theatrical
of the Delmar and Dorsey in upper doled out to exhibitors who may put
up new war area houses in the future
Manhattan, who said : "Our people or suffer from fire losses.
never went to Broadway until recently ; now we find them going downtown
in large numbers. Saturday and SunJohnston
Says No
day night business has had a noticeable drop," and David Weinstock, Film Post for Him
president of Raybond Theatres, op(Continued from page 1)
erating in New Jersey, Connecticut,
New York and Long Island, added :
he had
lots of offers,"
"We have lost a lot of customers to said
but that
his "received
plans contemplated
only
first runs. Our business is below that serving out his term as president of
of two or three years ago. In some the Chamber of Commerce, which exspots we were obliged to raise prices
pires next May, and during that time
to devote himself to the furtherance of
to meet the situation."
Business in the Cincinnati neigh- American industry and trade.
Just returned from Russia, Johnston
borhoods has held its own, with periodic fluctuations both upward and told a press conference here today that
downward, but exhibitors there agree the Soviet Union will be a major field
that the percentage of any increase for American machinery and equipment
in their business is definitely below after the war and for many years to
that of the first runs. Similar reports come and expressed confidence that the
come from many other places. In Bos- government would pay for what is required and live up to any commitments
ton, theatre men claim there has been
no decrease in neighborhood patron- it made respecting credits.
He did not discuss motion pictures
age, although business in the big
specifically,
but did say that one of the
tredowntown theatres has increased
mendously.
important aims of the Russian government is to lift the level of living to
The general shift from the neigh- that in this country, with all of the
borhoods does not seem to have af- necessities and comforts that the term
fected St. Louis, where there are some implies.
indications of a trend in the opposite
direction. First-run receipts have
slumped in the past eight weeks, de- Balaban, Other Para.
' spite increased prices.
Officers Reelected
N. Y. Theatres Have Sold
(Continued from page 1)
Almost $30,000,000
John W. Hicks, vice-presidents; WalBetween June 1 and July 9, $29,ter B. Cokell, treasurer; Fred Mohr152,568 in 5th War Loan bonds were hardt, comptroller ; Keough, secretary,
sold to theatregoers in the New York and Norman Collyer, Jacob H. Karp
exchange area, according to Charles and Frank Meyer, assistant secreC. Moskowiz, general chairman of taries.
Members of the board, elected by
the Metropolitan theatres' drive. In
"The Battle of the Boroughs," Queens the Paramount stockholders at their
continues to lead with bonds sold for
annual meeting June 20, follow : Bala45 per cent of that borough's seating
ban, Freeman, Goldenson, Griffis, Kecapacity. The Bronx is in second
ough, Hicks, Zukor, Stephen Calplace with 40.3 per cent. Manhattan
theatres trail with 30.8 per cent. 258,- laghan, Harvey D. Gibson, A. Conger
592 E-bond units have been sold in Goodyear, Duncan G. Harris, Earl L.
McClintock, Maurice Newton, E. V.
the entire area.
Richards and Edwin L. Weisl.

"It depends greatly on the exhibitor chairmen, the distributor chairmen, branch managers and salesmen
Product in Spanish
in the field to spread the story of this B. & K. Bond Premieres
Gross $14,000,000
Seldes at Seminar
Los Angeles, July 13. — Universal
so that every exhibitor will rePictures today announced its decision report gard it as a solemn obligation to get
Chicago, July 13. — John Balaban,
Gilbert Seldes, CBS director of
head of the B. and K. here, disclosed
to dub an unspecified number of pictelevision programs, and Thomas H.
tures in the Spanish language. The
yesterday that the 11 bond premieres Hutchinson, production manager of
studio previously had dubbed pictures Loewin." Theatres Sold
staged in local B. and K. theatres RKO Television Corp., were the
it
only for the French market.
grossed $14,000,000 for the Fifth War
$12,451,000 Bonds
speakers at the television seminar
Loew's theatres sold $12,451,000 in Loan. Participating houses included meeting of the Radio Executives Club
5th War Loan bonds between June 1 the State Lake, Uptown, Southtown, here last night.
Marboro, Harding, Varsity, Century,
RKO Books 'Casanova'
July 9. Of this amount, $8,329,- Central Park, La Grange, Portage
"Casanova Brown," first of four Inter- and
030
were
sold
in
Greater
New
York
national Productions to be distributed
Park and Terminal.
by RKO in the new season, has been and $4,121,970 out of town.
Betty Compton Dies
booked into the entire RKO circuit.
Mrs. Betty Compton Knappen, 37,
An out-of-town premiere will be held
Davis Succeeds Rosen
former
musical comedy and screen
during the Labor Day holiday with Doyle Rejoins M-G-M
actress and former wife of James J.
Philadelphia,
July
13.
—
Al
Davis
Metropolitan New York dates hinging
Ross Doyle, who left the M-G-M
publicity department two months ago has been named manager of the Mono- Walker, died Wednesday at Doctor's
upon
the
length
of
the
film's
run
at
the Music Hall here where it has been to join the Office of War Informaafter a long illness. Surgram exchange here. He succeeds Hospitalvivinghere
are her husband, son and two
tion, will resume his publicity activi- Sam Rosen, who died recently.
booked to follow M-G-M's "Dragon
ties for M-G-M Monday.
adopted children.
Seed."
Universal

to Dub

Its

RED

PRESOLD

RYDER

TO

MILLIONS

through:

Red Ryder Cartoon
with

a combined

The power-packed
5,000,000

Strip in over 700

newspapers

circulation of 15,000,000!
series of Red Ryder books

. ,_s

currently in circulation!

Red Ryder comic magazines
of 3,000,000!
This tremendous
on the screen!

COMES

audience
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to see Red
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*
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Showmanship
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COSTS!
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T h r e e - D imensional

of

4Jerkless'

Sutherland

'GoingMyWay'
Draws

$60,000

Navy training films.
Morey and Sutherland obtained their
principal financial backing from John
Landis, president of Coffee Corp. of
America, Chicago, and through Milton
Getz, vice-president of the Union Bank
and Trust Co., Los Angeles.
The contact with UA marks that
company's return to the cartoon field
after a lapse of eight years, prior to
which it released Disney's product.
BROADWAY'S

FIRST

GIRL

IS

R I VOL

I , WHERE

IN

6TH

BUSIEST

WEEK

TO

PLAY

THEATRE
GIRL

IN

'THE STORY
IS

MORE

RUNS

OF

FIRST

WB Theatre Meeting
Milwaukee, July 13. — Harry M.
Kalmine, assistant general manager of
Warner Theatres, and W. Stewart
McDonald, comptroller for the circuit, are here from New York to hold
a meeting of the Wisconsin zone theatre executives.

Defers 'Harem'
MGM
"Lost in a Harem," the second Abbott and Costello picture for M-G-M,
which the company is expected to release in August, will not be released
until November.

DE

AND

GRIND

TOLLS"....

AND

NATIONWIDE

DATES

SHOW

C00PER-

OF

"STAR

ATLANTA,
SALT

ROAD-

THAN

FROM

MILLE

AHEAD

TO

REPORTS

RELEASE

LAKE

ST. PAUL,

HIT

AVERAGING

"LADY

IN

THE

SPANGLED
KANSAS
CITY,
DULUTH

AT

OF DR. WASSELL"

CONTINUING

PEOPLE

"BELL

DOORTOWN

SHOW AND ADVANCED-PRICE
RKO Gets 'Goyescas'
The Spanish film, "Goyescas," starring Imperio Argentina, will be released in the U. S. and Canada by
RKO, with distribution directed
toward Spanish-language houses. Test
runs have already been held in New
York and San Francisco.

Claims

Three-dimensional cartoons of more
convincing animation than heretofore
are promised by John Sutherland, president of the new Morey and Sutherland Cartoons. Through the use of
plastic figures, he explained yesterday,
cartoons can be given changes of facial
expression without the "jerks and distortions" towhich wooden and rubber
figures are subject.
Sutherland, who will leave for his
West Coast studios today after 10
days in New York, during which he
consummated a three-year deal for
United Artists distribution of a cartoon
series, stated in an interview here that
from five to seven would be released
the first year, 1944-45, with the schedule thereafter increased if possible. All
will be in color.
Associated with Sutherland as vicepresident of the company, first formed
as Plastic Products, Inc., is Larry
Morey, who specializes in scoring
while Sutherland handles most of the
writing. They were both with Walt
Disney. Their first U. A. cartoon,
"The Cross-Eyed Bull," is finished,
and a second, "Private Pinky and the
FlyinghasJeep,"
in preparation.
team
been isturning
out Army The
and

Chicago, July 13. — The fifth week
pf
My Way"
the Chicago
Brew"Going
a heavy
$60,000,at assuring
the
■ycture a record sixth week plus a
tentative booking of an additional two
weeks.
"Roger
Touhy, Gangster"
which grossed a very big $5,000 in its
jpening day, registered a highly favorable $16,300 in its first week at the
Garrick.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July 13 :
"White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
APOLLO — (1,200) (55c-65c-95c) 4 days,
2nd week. House closed by fire. Gross:
$8,000. (Average 7 days: $11,400).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
CHICAGO— (3,850) (55c-85c-95c) 5th week.
Stage: Ozzie Nelson and orchestra, with
Harriet Hilliard. Gross: $60,000. (Average:
$51,500).
"Roger Touhy, Gangster" (2»th-Fox)
"Ladies of Washington" (20th-Fox)
GARRICK — (1,000) (55c-65c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $16,300. (Average: $9,100).
"Dead End" (UA reissue)
"Dixie Jamboree" (PRC)
GRAND — (1,250) (50c-60c-85c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,800. (Average: $9,100).
[ "Jam Session" (Col.)
ORIENTAL — (3,200) (44c-55c-60c-80c-95c)
7 days. Stage: Duncan Sisters and acts.
Gross: $29,500. (Average: $24,000).
"Cobra Woman" (Univ.)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.) 6 days
"Marine Raiders" (RKO) 1 day
PALACE— (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-95c) 7 days.
I Gross: $14,500. (Average: $24,000).
• "Heme in Indiana" (20th-Fox)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500) (55c-65c-95c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $19,000. (Average:
$20,CCO).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
STATE LAKE — (2,700) (50c-65c-95c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $26,500. (Average:
$29,C00).
"White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (50c-65c-95c)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $25,000. (Average: $20,200).
"Up in Arms" (RKO)
WOODS— (1,200) (55c-65c-95c) 11th week.
Gross: $15,500. (Average: $10,000).
Name First National
Hartford, July 13. — First National
Pictures of Maryland (Warners) has
been notified by Judge J. Joseph Smith
1 of U. S. Circuit Court here that it has
been named a party defendant in the
damage suit filed by Helen Grace Carlise of Stamford in connection with
the Warner film, "Princess O'Rourke."
Miss Carlise charges that the film's
story was based upon her novelette,
"Rich in Heart." She seeks $300,000.

Cartoons,

25%
DARK"

RHYTHM"

CITY,

IN

TOLEDO,

BIRMINGHAM,
AND

SIOUX

FALLS.

Fabian,

W.

&

V. Join

Quarters Next Week
Fabian Theatres, which recently
bought a partnership in the 20-house
Wilmer and Vincent circuit, will establish combined offices of the two organizations inthe Paramount Building here
next week or the week after, it was
disclosed here yesterday following the
return of S. H. Fabian, president, from
a two-day tour of five W. and V. theatres in Virginia. Last week he inspected the 15 Pensylvania houses.
The entire W. and V. personnel is
being retained under the new set-up,
with Frank Fowler, film buyer of the
absorbed circuit, becoming assistant to
Bernard
Brooks, Fabian's chief buyer
and
booker.
The includes,
combinedin organization's
officer :
slate
addition to Fabian
Walter Vincent, chairman of the board ;
Samuel Rosen, vice-president and
treasurer ; Joseph Eagan, vice-president, and Mary Becker, secretary. The
augmented Fabian circuit now numbers
60 theatres.
Roy Disney Due Here
Roy Disney, vice-president of Walt
Disney Productions, is expected in
New York Sunday to attend the RKO
annual convention here next week. Following the meeting Disney will leave
for Mexico City to discuss plans for
the South American Fall premiere of
"The Three Caballeros," latest Disney
release, which combines animated characters and 'live' talent.

Recruiting drives for all the Services .

Non-stop sales drive on War Bonds and Stamps . . .

Information Aim for the home front .

Movies for Allied prisoners of war . . . *1

Entertainment films for all of our Armed Forces . . . *3

On-the-spot coverage of the fighting . . . *2

r

\
i
"Good Neighbor" films for the Americas

Millions collected for the War Funds . . .

Movie

men

"Live" shows touring the greatest
entertainment circuit of all time . . . *4

and

women

at war...

THE more we learn about the movies' part in the
war, the more amazed we become at the size of the
job . . . and the prouder we are to be associated with
Hundreds of training films to help
turn out better fighters faster ... *5

the motion
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Three

Companies
Over

Get

$75,000

U. S. Releases Reports
On Para., 20th, WB

Washington, July 16. — The
Treasury Department today made
public the annual report of officers
reand employees of corporations
ceiving compensation for personal
services in excess of $75,000, covering
the calendar year 1942 or fiscal years
ending in 1943, but included the returns of only three of the large motion picture companies — Paramount,
20th Century and Warners.
The three companies for
which figures were given listed
94 receiving in excess of $75,000 annually; there w-re 27 at
39 at Twentieth
Paramount,
(Continued on page 6)
Jacocks
Damis

Leaves
Gets

WB;

Post

Don Jacocks, Warner Bros. Theatres' Newark zone manager for the
past 14 years has resigned from that
post and has acquired five theatres of
the Levenson circuit in Brookline and
Quincy, Mass., which he will operate
himself.
Frank Damis has been appointed by
Joseph Bernhard, general manager of
the Warner circuit, to succeed Jacocks
as Newark zone manager.
Damis has
(Continued on page 6)
U. S. Seizes 393
German Pictures
Washington, July 16.— Seizure of 393 motion picture
copyrights owned by German
nationals was announced here
at the weekend by the Alien
Property Custodian. Included
in the list were "Two Hearts
in Three - Quarter Time,"
"Blind Passage," "The Meistersinger" and "Sieg Im
Westen."
The films taken over represented productions of Universum-Film A. G., Tobis-Cinema
Film A. G., Bavaria Film A. G.
and a number of other companies.
At the outbreak of the war
all known German films in the
U. S. were seized.

Warner

YORK,

Bros.

U.S.A., MONDAY,

Name

Supplants Vitagraph
Effective Aug. 1, the name
of Vitagraph,
Warners'willdistributing organization,
be
changed to Warner Bros. Pictures Distributing Corp. Vitagraph, aNew York corporation, was acquired by Warners in 1925 as its exchange
system.
The change does not involve
any revision in setup or officers of the distributing subsidiary, which is headed by
Ben Kalmenson as president
and Charles Einfeld, Roy
Haines and Arthur Sachson
as vice-presidents.

Special
For

JULY

PRC

Elects

President
Leon Fromkess was elected president and Kenneth M. Young was
elected chairman of the board of PRC
Pictures, Inc.,
PRC tions,
ProducInc., and
PRC Studios
Corp., at a board
meeting
held
of directors'
here at the weekend.
PRC's presidency had been
vacant eral
for months,
sev-

Theatres

The industry's "Fighting Fifth" war
bond committee reports that special
recognition will be made of the bondselling efforts of all exhibitors and
theatre managers who send in prompt
reports of their fifth war loan activities during the drive to the national
committee in New York. Every theatre man who on the night of July 27
makes prompt return of the report
blank which will be sent to him by the
committee will be tangibly rewarded,
it was stated. Only those who fill in
the forms completely will be recognized in this manner, it was announced.

"Dragon
[M-G-M]

Leon Fromkess

since thenation
resigof O.
Henry
Briggs.
Kenneth Young

and John S.
Young hold controlling interests in the
(Continued on page 6)
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Exhibitor leaders and the heads
of numerous circuits, both large
and small, are concerned over the
potentialities of a new order effected by authorities of Hartford placing
a policeman or fireman in each of
that city's downtown theatres, and
where a policeman or fireman is not
available for continuous duty, a supernumerary guard must be hired by the
theatre management.
This action is a direct result
of the Ringling Circus tent-fire
catastrophe of last week which
to date has caused 163 deaths
and injury to more than 250
persons, mostly children in
both cases,
with onseveral
(Continued
page 6) of the

Made

Loew Vice-President
Hollywood, July 16. — Benjamin
Thau,
Inc., andassistant
assistantsecretary
to Louis ofB. Loew's,
Mayer
at the M-G-M studios, has been elected
a vice-president of the company.
Employed earlier at the New York
Loew booking
office,on Thau
(Continued
page 6)was trans-

Seed9

Hollywood, July 16
novel, Marguerite Roberts and
S. Buck's
DRAWI
JaneNG
Murfinupon
havePearl
fabricated
a powerful script, brought to fruition
on a magnificent and sweeping canvas through the direction of
Jack
Conway
and Harold S. Bucquet and a long array of sterling performances.
"Dragon Seed" is the story of heroic and beleaguered China, told
through the eyes and reactions of its common people. Dramatic ingredients, taken apart, certainly are not new. It is familiar and outrageous
to decent thinking to see helpless civilians bombed into wholesale death ;
accounts of pillage, marauding and rape in the Chinese theatre of war
have been recounted untold times in print; the plodding resistance of
the people has been recorded in news despatches. But this is the first time
that all of this has been gathered together in a broad-scale motion picture.
What emerges is the first definitive effort — and it is essentially successful— to tell the well-nigh overwhelming saga of the Chinese people in
their own War of Liberation against the invader. "Dragon Seed," consequently, at once becomes a significant contribution to the total cause
of the Allied Nations and, as such, is an event and an attraction of
stature. This epic-like account is dramatically telescoped into the specific
story of one unimportant village somewhere in China's interior. It is
a farming community, doing its chores and living at peace with itself
(Continued on page 3)

40c Wage
Minimum
Effective Today
A 40-cent minimum wage for those
employed in the film production and
any incidental service activity covered
by the Fair Labor Standards Act becomes effective today, as ordered by
L. Metcalfe Walling, administrator of
the Wage and Hour Division of the
U. S. Department of Labor. The minimum prescribed has but rare application in the industry, where prevailing
scales have been higher for some time.
Metcalfe's order, covering also employes (Continued
in finance, insurance
on page 6) and real

6th Loan:

Nov.

11

To 'Pearl Harbor'
Plans are already under
way for the Sixth War Loan,
to run from Armistice Day,
Nov. 11, to Pearl Harbor Day,
Dec. 7. The industry's Eastern
Public Information Committee has sent to Francis S.
Harmon, executive vice-chairman of the War Activities
Committee, specific recommendations designed to help
eliminate the last-minute
rush that has characterized
industry organization of
bond drives to date.
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Tradewise

Mention

By

PRUTZMAN, Universal vice-president and general
counsel, will return today from a
brief vacation in Connecticut.
•
William Hastings, head of the
RKO Cincinnati personnel department
and manager of the RKO Grand in
Cincinnati, has returned from a Canada vacation.
•

CHARLES

Enrique Aguilar, Universal manager for Spain and Portugal, is in
New York for home office conferences.
•
Charles Baily, assistant to Norman H. Moray, Warner short subjects sales manager, will return from
a week's sojourn at
• Cape Cod today.
Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio general sales manager, and Nat Levy,
Eastern district sales manager, will
return today from Detroit.
•
Zeima Brookov of the Warner New
York talent department will return to
her desk today after a brief illness.
•
Al Daff, Universal's foreign sales
supervisor, left at the weekend on a
week's trip to Mexico.
•
James Winn, United Artists Boston division manager, has returned
from a trip around the East.
•
Arthur DeBra, MPPDA executive here, is on a two weeks' vacation at his Pawling, N. Y., estate.
Skouras

and

20th

Group Are Due Here
Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox
president, who has been in Hollywood
inspecting "Wilson" and discussing
forthcoming productions with studio
heads, is expected to return to headquarters here early this week, accompanied by most of the other company
executives who made the trip West with
him. A. W. Smith and William J.
Kupper have already returned. Others
in the party are Tom Connors, Murray
Silverstone, Francis Harley, L. J.
Schlaifer and Sam Shain.
Sears

to Leave

for

London
This Week
Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists
distribution vice-president, is expected
to leave for London early this week to
survey UA's British operations. As
previously reported he is expected to
talk about United Artists quota production with J. Arthur Rank; survey
the company's Odeon Circuit interests
and finalize the appointment of David
H. Coplan as the company's permanent
managing director in Britain.
'Classics' in New Office
Film Classics took over its new suite
of offices at 18 W. 48th St. at the
weekend. It was also disclosed that
several additions will be made to the
staff within the next few months.

A MONG

recent international

developments which indicate the industry's need of representatives inworld capitals and
the type of problem such representatives will be expected to
deal with is furnished by a recent decree of the French provisional government at Algiers
which placed motion pictures,
along with the press and radio,
under state control.
The decree, as it stands, is not
merely a wartime censorship of
the screen and other media of
information and communication,
nor is it simply a propagandaenabling measure. Under it,
theatres can not operate except
with} the authorization of the
Commissioner of Information
and only those motion pictures
approved by the Information
Agency could be exhibited.
The wartime operations of the
American and British motion
picture industries have demonstrated that essential cooperation between producers and exhibitors, on the one hand, with
government and the military, on
the other, can and does provide
all of the services of the screen
that are essential or useful to
the state in wartime. The experience of the American and
British screens has proved that
the licensing of theatres and
complete control over product
by governmental bureaus, measures which fall into a pattern
repugnant to democratic peoples,
are wholly unnecessary.
It is not enough to say such
decrees undoubtedly will be administered with discretion and
that liberal policies will or can
be established under them.
Their very existence on the statute books is an invitation to
suspicion and distrust. Measures
such as the Algiers decree,
whether or not they are fully
utilized, are a gun pointed at the
heart of the screen, as they are
at the hearts of press and radio.
To oppose such measures
when they are in the making, to
register
industry's objections
to and the
condemnation
of them
when they are enacted ; to protect American films from discriminatory action in the administration of such measures and
to work for their modification
or elimination are among the
tasks, the most important ones,
which will confront the foreign
envoys of the American industry who are to be appointed in
the months and years to come.
It is a task far greater in im-
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port and responsibility than any
involved in the commercial marketing of American product
abroad, for the markets themselves will be non-existent if
that primary task is not, first
and always, given effectual attention.
Attorneys for consent decree
companies are expressing the
opinion that a final decision on
whether or not there will be a
new consent decree may be made
about the end of this month. It
is expected that there will be
several' more conferences between the companies and the
Department of Justice within
the next week or 10 days, but
that such conferences will be
concerned primarily, if not entirely, with the phraseology of
the new proposals for an
amended decree. The belief is
that no further changes of any
moment will be made in the
proposals as they now stand,
and that the Department's final
decision, as well as the companies', will be made within a
few days following the conferences.
• 0

T ACK

Flashes

Hollywood, July 16
L. WARNER has assigned

«J Jean Tegulesco to direct "Nobody
Lives Forever," Robert Buckner production starring John Garfield. W. R.
Burnett made the adaptation from his
own novel.
•
Morton Nathanson, Samuel Goldwyn's Eastern advertising and publicity representative, has arrived for
conferences on "The Princess and the

Exhibitors'
ky
Kentuc
Pirate."
Group
Incorporates
Louisville, July 16. — The Kentucky
Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors, organized about a year ago,
has filed articles of incorporation with
the secretary of state at Frankfort as a
non-profit organization with indebtedness limited to $15,000. Incorporators
are Andy Anderson and W. Freeman
Smith, exhibitors, of Hartford and
Beaver Dam, respectively, and Nell G.
Borden, secretary to Harry J. Stites,
as attorney for the group. D. L.
Thornton, Versailles, has been serving
as executive director.
Basic objectives of the association
are : repeal of Federal and state admission taxes, encouragement of high film
standards, support of advantageous
community projects, and war bond
sales.
Davis

Leaving

for

Many at Universal agreed
with trade reviewers who wrote,

Canada

in appraising "Christinas Holiday," the picture
which
anna Durbin
growsin up
to beDe-a
big, bad girl, that the box office
would have to furnish the answer to whether or not Deanna
would be accepted (profitably,
of course) by the public in her
new role. The box office, never
silent, has been particularly out-

trip
of Johndirector,
Davis, Odeon
Theatres'
managing
to Canada
and
thence to the U. S. on behalf of J.
Arthur Rank's worldwide distribution
setup, will be made immediately, Rank
announced officially here at the weekend, adding that Davis "anticipates an
Official visit."
announcement of a similar
extended
visit to India and the Far East by
E. T. Carr, executive associate of
Rank, as reported Thursday in Motion Picture Daily, is expected in
the near future.

spoken in thereports
case ofthe
"Holiday."
Universal
picture
has been held over in all of its
first 17 engagements, which includeNew
.
York, Atlanta, St.
Louis, San Francisco, and Minneapolis. In the same engagements it has outgrossed every
previous Durbin picture and in
some of them it is returning bigger grosses than any other picture heretofore released by Universal, according to the company's records.
And speaking of grosses, travelers returning from Hollywood
report that Y. Frank Freeman
and Buddy De Sylva have revised their previous estimates
of the worldwide gross of "Going My Way" from the original
$6,000,000 to a current $12,000,000. Home office estimates are
around $7,500,000.

at Once

London, July 16. — The projected

Film

Saved

Wrecks

W.

as Robot
B. Studio

London, July 16. — Although all
equipment was destroyed when a robot
bomb damaged Warner's Teddington
studio early this month, not a foot of
film was lost, it is now disclosed. Max
Mikler's production of "Flight from
Folly"ous Friday.
had been completed the previAlong with A. M. (Doc.) Solomon,
whose
"by enemy
action" in
Southerndeath
England
was reported
in
Motion Picture Daily July 7, his
secretary and another were killed in
the studio bombing.
Mundiales to Tr outlet
Mexico City, July 16. — Carlos
Troullet has purchased the controlling
interest in Films Mundiales, leading
Mexican production company.
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Angeles, July 16. — Warner Bros,
and its neighbors. Family life is the great denominator. There are atLos
the weekend appealed to the State
little bickerings and minute misunderstandings, but they are trifling as
Supreme Court from the Superior
against the common bond.
Court's decision on March 14 last deInto this calm scene come Japanese warplanes and Japanese foot solclaring Olivia De Havilland's contract
diers, hell-bent along their conquering road. Theirs are the machines with the studio terminated. The Warof war and theirs is the victory, of course. The simple village people
ner move followed the star's filing
are confused, dismayed, unorganized. The harsh boot of the invader in the Superior Court on Friday asking an injunction to restrain the studio
is at their throat and on their neck. The old people face utter defeat,
from influencing others against giving
but the young people, altered by changing times and pressured by desper- her employment by alleged telegraphic
ation into their slowly developed surge toward resistance and freedom, communication asserting she was still
spark the change. Guerilla warfare is organized and, finally, the policy committed to Warner Bros, for a
of the scorched earth is applied at the end as Walter Huston, the village period of weeks contrary to the March
patriarch, eventually sees the way, abandons the land of his ancestors 14 decision.
and moves toward Free China to resume his ancient and honorable calling of tilling the soil for the armies of his country. With him goes his
infant grandson, his hope for the future, for in him is the seed of the California Owners
dragon.
This is the foundation line.
Elect 12 Directors
The film, of course is developed through many dramatic facets. There
San Francisco, July 16. — At the
is Katharine Hepburn, as courageous Jade who disposes of a whole
annual
meeting of the California TheaJapanese command by poison. Stalwart in his final strength is Huston.
tres Association, held at the Palace
Stalwart counterfoil by his side is Aline MacMahon, who plays his Hotel, a board of 12 directors was
wife ; Akim Tamiroff, as a Chinese Quisling, who meets the death which elected to serve for one year.
faces his kind, is handicapped in believability by his Russian accent, but
Elected were : Irving Ackerman,
his performance is strong. Hurd Hatfield, as the third son, approaches Downtown Amusement Co. ; Joseph
the standout division, as does Agnes Moorehead, whose incisive and em- Blumenfeld, Blumenf eld Theatres ; Wilbittered characterization easily is one of the best. While starred, Miss
liam David, Sunny-Mount Theatres ;
Siccardi President
Hepburn goes along in the stream of the cast yet cuts her own impres- Cliff Giessman, RKO Golden Gate ;
sive niche in a difficult part hitherto foreign to her. Turhan Bey, as Rotus Harvey, Independent Theatre
Of N. /. Theatres
her
husband,
surfers through an accent hardly identifiable with China, Owners of Northern California ; Ben
Joseph J. Siccardi of the Liberty
Levin, General Theatrical Co. ; Robert
Theatre, Plainfield, N. J., was elected but, in the main, makes his role reasonably credible. Metro pulled stop- I ippert, Lippert Theatres ; Robert Mcpresident of the Associated Theatres
Neil, Golden State Theatres ; M. A.
pers, production-wise, on "Dragon Seed." Settings and scope are formidof New Jersey at the annual luncheon
Naify,
T & D. Jr. Enterprises ; B. V.
able, aided notably by expertness of Sidney Wagner's camera control.
Sturdivant, Fox West Coast Theatres ;
meeting of that film buying organiza- Pandro S. Berman produced.
tion held late last week at the Newark
Herman Wobber, 20th Century-Fox
Running time, 148 minutes.
"G"*
Release not set.
Athletic Club.
Red Kann Films.
Other officers named were : Jack
Sturdivant, president of the association, who presided at the meeting, will
Unger, Mayfair Theatre, Hillside, vice'G" denotes general classification.
call the board together in a few days
president ; Sidney Seligman, Embassy
for organization and election of officers.
Theatre, Newark, treasurer ; Max
Rothman, Alvin Theatre, Guttenberg, Columbia
Boost for
Files for Seek Wage
secretary. Irving Dollinger, retiring
Film
Exports
to
Chicago Exchanges
president who has served as head of Montague
Warrants
the group for six years, was named
Columbia will submit an amendment
Chicago, July 16. — The IATSE ex- Canada Increase
honorary president.
to
its
recent
registration
statement
change service
Local Labor
B-45
Announcement of the appointment of
will shortly
file employes'
With the War
Washington,
Julyfrom
16. —this
Exports'
Jack Meltzer as film buyer was also filed with the Securities and Exchange Board here for approval of a 10 per motion
picture film
countryof
Commission, covering 7,880 warrants
made at the meeting.
Canada in 1942 amounted to 41,convertible into an equivalent number cent increase. According to Sam La- to
of shares of no par value common mansky, business agent of the local, 567,000 linear feet, valued at $949,000,
compared with 29,244,000 feet, valued
stock which registration statement also the New York offices of the distribuat $762,000 in 1941, it was reported
tors
have
approved
the
increase
and
covers
these
shares.
The
warrants
Navy, Boat-Makers
here today by the Department of
the
application
for
filing.
were issued some time ago to A. MonCommerce.
At Warner Show
The
distributors
had
previously
aptague, Vice-President and general sales
In addition, Canada imported from
proved the filing by the Seattle IATSE
A group of naval officers and heroes, manager.
the United States |3,684,000 worth
executives of the Packard and Elco
The amended registration statement service employes' local, and are expected to approve applications of locals of photographic and projection goods,
companies which are engaged in the will disclose that Montague has conin
other
exchange cities as they are compared with $3,296,000 worth in
production of P-T boats for the Navy,
verted 2,000 of the warrants into an
1941, ment
figures
and others will attend a press preview equal amount of common stock which
disclosed.compiled by the Departprepared.
has
been
issued
in
his
name
and
that
of "Devil Boats," Warner color service
special, tomorrow afternoon in the he has sold an additional 2,000 war- Weshner to Represent
Warner home office.
rants at the equivalent of $21.50 per
$23,031 Given to
Nebenzahl
in East
Among those who will be present as share of common stock.
guests of Norman H. Moray, short
Catholic Charities
David E. (Skip) Weshner has been
subject sales manager, are Lieut. Clark
appointed Eastern representative for
W. Faulkner, naval hero who appears
John J. O'Connor, Universal Pictures
vice-president, reported Saturday $23,in the picture ; Lieut. Commander
Seymourtures. HeNebenzahl's
Angelus
Picwill handle contracts, sales, 031 has been collected by the motion
Francis D. Tappan, Lieut. James J. Golding Given Wilmer
publicity and advertising on the film pictures division of the Archbishop's
Cross, Lieut. Richard Lamborn ; Pres- & Vincent Post
"Summer Storm," being released by Committee of the Laity in the 1944
ton Sutphen, president of Elco; CarUnited Artists.
Appeal for New York Catholic ChariThe recent purchase by Fabian Theroll Van Arck of the Young & RubiWeshner also handles several other
ties. Bert Sanford, Altec Service Corp.,
atres of the Wilmer and Vincent Cir- accounts.
cam agency, and others.
is vice-chairman of the motion pictures
cuit, has brought several promotions,
"Devil Boats" tells the story of the
division. The solicitation is continuing.
P-T fighting craft and was produced according to a statement released over
The next report for the committee will
the week-end by S. H. Fabian and Benny in New Guinea
with the cooperation of the Navy.
be made on Sept. 6.
Sam Rosen.
Jack Benny and Carole Landis have
Lou Golding, division manager for
the Fabian circuit in Albany, becomes arrived in New Guinea by plane to beSistrom and Butler to division manager for the Wilmer &
gin a tour of camps in that area, ac- PIC to Meet Bi-weekly
cording to weekend press dispatches
Vincent part of the circuit, with the
The industry's Public Information
Assist Ginsberg
spot vacated by Golding taken over by from Port Moresby. With them are Committee, Eastern division, will meet
Martha
Hollywood, July 16. — Joseph Sis- Saul Ullman. Ullman formerly was harmonicaTilton, singer; Larry Adler, on _ alternate
Thursdays
the remainder of the
Summer for
instead
player, and Peggy Bruner,
of
trom, producer, and Frank Butler, the Schenectady city manager. Ullaccompanist.
They
were
greeted
each
Thursday
as
heretofore.
A
sesby
writer, were appointed production as- man's post, in turn, is to be filled by
sion is scheduled for this week.
Lieut. Lanny Ross, former film tenor.
sistants toHenry Ginsberg.
Guy Graves.
G. L. Smith, operator of the York
Theatre, Los Angeles, has filed with
the American Arbitration Association's appeal board an appeal from the
dismissal of his clearance complaint
against the five consenting companies,
the AAA disclosed here at the weekend.
Complainant demanded that the seven
days clearance of the Park and Franklin, Los Angeles, be eliminated and
that the York be granted the same
availability as other Los Angeles suburban theatres charging the same admission. Complainant also demanded
that it be permitted to have 49 days
clearance after the Los Angeles first
runs at its admission price of 30 cents
and 35 days after first-run closing at
its proposed price of 35 cents.
Irving Stalmaster, arbitrator in the
Los Angeles tribunal, ruled on June 21
that all theatres involved were competitive and that the existing clearance
was reasonable. East River Theatre
Corp. and Laemtnle Theatres were interveners.
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(Continued from page 1)
injured still on the critical list.
Final responsibility for the continuous maintenance of police or fire
guards apparently would rest with the
theatre management, and, importantly, the policeman or fireman, whether
provided by the city or engaged independently by the theatre, are compelled to report to their superiors
every day on the strict compliance of
the theatre to the new order. Reports
are to be turned over to Hartford
fire marshall Henry G. Thomas.
At a meeting of Hartford's board
of police commissioners this week,
deputy chief Michael A. Godfrey
warned against theatres being unprotected during mornings, lunch periods
and at other times.
Concern in exhibition quarters oyer
the arbitrary policing of theatres and
the placing of its responsibility on
theatre management follows the alarm
caused over New York State's new
pending building code with its threatening drastic changes, involving considerable structural alterations, and
applying to most of the 1,200 motion
picture theatres in places which have
no code. The threat is of significance not only to exhibitors in New
York State, but is greatly broadened
by the fact that New York building
codes are widely referred to by authorities inmany other states in drawing up building regulations, and the
Hartford fire and panic immediately
prompted authorities in many places
to look to possible tightening of the
building codes and fire rules for places
of public assembly.
Ontario Tightens
Safety Requirements
Toronto, July 16. — Following the
circus catastrophe at Hartford, Conn.,
and the Moose Temple fire at Hamilton, Ont., which claimed 160 and 10
lives, respectively, the Toronto Board
of Control has launched an investigation into safety conditions of all public halls and theatres and itinerant tent
shows, with a view to more rigid requirements for safety.
A Royal Commission is also simultaneously sitting in Toronto to investigate public halls and theatres
throughout Ontario and the manner
in which Provincial and municipal
safety regulations are being enforced.
Tightened restrictions are promised
as a result of recent disasters.
Massachusetts Would
Legislate Circuses
Boston, July 16. — Three bills have
been proposed in the Massachusetts
legislature designed to prevent a repetition here of the Hartford circus fire
disaster.
All circuses and tent shows would
be banned in the state until they have
satisfied authorities that their tents
are fireproof and fire inspectors have
investigated and given their approval.
Weiner Leaves Warners
Sid Weiner, assistant to Jules Girden in Warner Bros.' Theatres booking department in New York, has resigned to join Film Classics. Weiner
was with Warners for 14 years.
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(Continued from page 1)
Century-Fox, and 28 at Warner Brothers.
Amounts of compensation reported represent gross sums paid to individuals by employers as set forth
in SEC public records. They do not
give effect to deductions for normal
Federal or state income taxes and
surtaxes which, in the majority of
instances represented in these reports,
range from 72 to 88 per cent of net
income after allowable deductions.
Reports on the other companies will
be published in supplementary SEC
lists, scheduled to be issued some
weeks hence.
The highest sum (not salary)
shown in the report, $645,000, was
paid by 20th Century-Fox to Sidney
R. Fleisher, but this figure is expected to be exceeded in the supplementary list, which will include the
figure on Louis B. Mayer of
M-G-M, for some years the highestpaid executive in the country.
(Home office executives of 20th
Century-Fox and a spokesman for
Fleisher in New York explained that
the $645,000 paid Fleisher merely
represents monies paid by the conn,
pany for screen rights to Broadway
plays and is not compensation for
services rendered. Fleisher is an attorney who acts as arbiter of the
Dramatists' Guild. All sales of legitimate plays to film companies where
the playwrights involved are members
of the Dramatists' Guild are cleared
through Fleisher. He in turn handles
the distribution of the sale price to
the author, producer and others who
are entitled to share in the proceeds.
Fleisher receives a yearly retainer
from
the Dramatists' Guild for his
services.)
Three Reports
The three reports follow :
Paramount Pictures, year ended
Dec. 31, 1942: Charles Brackett, $90,900; Frank Russell Butler, $86,950;
Rene Chamette (Rene Clair), $84,317; Claudette Colbert, $360,000;
Harry L. (Bing) Crosby, $336,111 ;
George G. DeSylva, salary, $223,416,
other compensation, $90,100; total,
$313,517; Y. Frank Freeman, $130,000; Henry Ginsberg, $114,375; Paulette Goddard, $152,500 ; Edward H.
Griffith, $91,379; Bob Hope, $148,333;
Dorothy S. Kaumeyer (Dorothy Lamour), $127,416; Austin C. Keough,
$78,000 ; James Mitchell Leisen, $145,884; Fred MacMurray, $347,333;
Fredric March, $100,000; George
Marshall, $131,708; Joel McCrea,
$90,000; Raymond Milland, $130,166;
Victor Fred Moore, $103,125; Ginger
Rogers, $245,000; Mark Rex Sandrich, $112,000; Preston Sturges, $229,000; Franchot Tone, $121,000; Harry
Tugend, $119,250; Sam Wood, $111,625 ; Adolph Zukor, $104,000.
Twentieth Century-Fox, year ended Dec. 31, 1942: Don F. Ameche,
$194,500; Joan Bennett, $81,904; Jack
Benny, $125,000; Milton Berle, $82,500 ; Thomas J. Connors, salary $96,750, other compensation $11,323, total,
$108,073 : Irving Cummings, $138,666 ;
Henry Fonda, $167,625 ; Bryan Foy,
$169,000; Jean Alexis Gabin, $100,000; William Goetz, salary $155,500, other compensation $200, total

$75,000
$155,700; Betty Grable, $92,375;
Henry L. Hathaway, $145,888; Ben
Hecht, $141,500; Sonja Henie, $100,000; Nunnally H. Johnson, $182,000;
Robert T. Kane, $104,000; Henry
King, $135,833; Walter R. Lang,
$141,166; William Koenig, $85,500;
William LeBaron, $156,000; Ernest
Lubitsch, $138,000; Archie Louis
Mayo, $119,425,-; Carmen Miranda,
salary, $33,750 - bonus, $50,000; total,
$83,750; Thomas Mitchell, $128,269;
Alfred Newman, $78,000; Jack Oakie,
$135,208 ; William Perlberg, $101,400 ;
Tyrone. Power, salary, $162,872; other
compensation, -$12,500 ; total, $175,372; Cesar Romero, $95,125; Morrie
Ryskind, $81,66(>; Spyros P. Skouras, salary, $173,076; other compensation, $1,500; total, $174,576; John M.
Stahl, $80,500; Joseph Swerling,
$126,250; Gene Tierney, $75,850; Lamar Trotti, $101,250.; William A.
Wellman, $155,000 ; Sol M. Wurtzel,
salary, $114,666.66; other compensation, $90; total, $114,756; Darryl F„
Zanuck, salary, $175,000; other compensation, $100; total, $175,100.
WB Fiscal Year
Warner Brothers, year ended Aug.
31, 1943: Lloyd Bacon, $128,333;
Joseph Bernhard, salary, $112,500;
other compensation, $19,000 ; total,
$131,500; Henry Blanke, $121,500;
Humphrey Bogart, $114,125; David
Butler, $156,875; Michael Curtiz,
$193,152; Bette Davis, $220,000;
Olivia De Havilland, $79,916; Errol
Flynn, $175,000 ; Leo Forbstein, $78,000; Jules Garfield, $79,125; Benjamin F. Glazer, $86,000; Cary Grant,
$100,000; Howard Hawks, $107,500;
Mark Hellinger, $156,000; Sam Hellman, $78,000; Paul Henried, $105,937; Walter Huston, $118,333; Jesse
L. Lasky, Sr., $91,266; Ida Lupino,
$142,750; Sam Schneider, salary, $65,000; other compensation, $13,000; total, $78,000; Ann Sheridan, $82,333;
Max Steiner, $85,800; Raoul Walsh,
$123,750; H. B. Wallis, $208,000; Albert Warner, salary, $91,000; other
compensation, $13,000 ; total, $104,600 ;
H. M. Warner, $182,000; J. L. Warner, $182,000 ; Sam Wood, $157,199.97
(additional to the $111,625 paid him
by Paramount).
California reports showed
that Fox West Coast Agency
Corp. paid Charles P. Skouras a
salary of $132,500 in 1942 and
in the same year National
Theatres Amusement Co., Inc.,
paid him other compensation of
$130,589. National Theatres also
paid Spyros P. Skouras $40,000
salary and $44,810 other compensation, atotal of $84,810.62
to add to the $174,576.84 he received from Twentieth Century-Fox.
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., Ltd., for the
year ended Dec. 14, 1942, paid Gary
Cooper $247,397, and $100,000 to Bob
Hope
on top Hal
of Hope's
Paramount.
Roach $148,333
Studios, from
Inc.,
reported $12,374.97 in salary and $65,241 bonus, a total of $77,616, paid to
William E. Bendix for the year ended
Aug. 31, 1943.
Other reports of interest to the industry included the following : Atlas
Corp., year ended Dec. 31, 1942:
Floyd B. Odium, $100,000; Columbia

President
(Continued from page 1)

;orporation.
PRC's board of directors also elected
Arthur B. Johnson to the office of secretary and treasurer. Leo J. McCarthy
continues as general sales manager in
charge of distribution and Roberto D.
Socas as foreign sales manager.
Fromkess, formerly vice-president
of PRC, and who is in entire charge
of production, will leave New York
for Hollywood on Wednesday, after a
visit of three weeks, "to put into effect
a greatly expanded production schedule
based on extra appropriations recently
voted for that purpose."
Rennie
Canada

Purchaser
Film

for

Board

Ottawa, July 16. — M. S. Rennie,
formerly of the U. S. Treasury procurement division, Lansing, Mich., has
been appointed chief purchasing officer
of the National Film Board of Canada,
succeeding Wesley Greene, who held
the post temporarily and will become
coordinator of distribution for the
board, which produces instructional
and morale pictures for the Armed
Forces and public of the Dominion.
Jacocks

Leaves

WB;

Damis Gets Post
(Continued from page 1)
come up from the Warner ranks, starting 15 years ago in the booking department of the home office, and successively filling the posts of film buyer
and booker in the Newark zone, then
to Pittsburgh in the same post, returning to Newark 10 years ago as film
buyer and assistant zone manager.
Benjamin
Loew

Thau

Made

Vice-President
(Continued from page 1)

ferred here in 1929 and became casting
director. Returning from a scouting
trip to Europe in 1932, he was given
charge of contractual assignments and
arrangements for talent and the more
prominent personalities.
40c Wage Minimum
Effective Today
(Continued from page 1)
estate, was made recently following
recommendations of "Industry Committee No. 68," which held a public
hearing
, in New York on Nov. 23,
1943.
Broadcasting, year ended Dec. 31,
1942: William Paley, $185,820; Eastman Kodak, year ended Dec. 31, 1942 :
T. J. Hargrave, $108,986; Frank W.
Lovejoy, $92,490 ; H. C. Sievers, $77,925; A. F. Sulzer, $108,986; RCA,
year ended Dec. 31, 1942: David Sarnoff, salary,
; other compensation, $900;$100,000
total, $100,900.
Also : United Artists Corp., year
ended Dec. 31, 1942: Gradwell L.
Sears, $130,000 ; Vitagraph, Inc., year
ended Aug. 31, 1943: Charles Einfeld,
salary, $104,000 ; other compensation,
$26,000; total, $130,000; Warner
Bros. Circuit Management Corp., year
ended Aug. 31, 1943; I. J. Hoffman,
salary, $52,000 ; bonus, $28,461 ; total,
$80,461.
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Gaslight'
7,000

Over

Motion

Grosses

Picture

Daily

9

14,500

for

Three

Reviews

Par

San Francisco, July 16. — Strong
film shows are keeping the Market
Street box office tone firm with a
heavy weekend business an important
factor. Several above-average returns
are reported, with the top, comparatively, going to "Gaslight," doing $17,000 at the State where par is $7,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 11-13:
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
"Minstrel Man" (PRC)
ORPHEUM — (2.440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $13,100. (Average:
$14,000).
'Days of Glory" (RKO)
GOLD-EN GATE — (2,850) (45c-65c-85c)
Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $24,000. (Average: $25,000).
"Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
WARFIELD— (2,680) (45c-65c-S5c) 7 days.
Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $29,000. (Average:
$24,000).
"Home in Indiana" (20th-Fox)
"Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep.)
FOX — (5,000)
(45c-65c-85c)
$27,000.
(Average:
$24,000). 7 days. Gross"
"Between, Two Worlds" (WB)
"Three of a Kind" (Mono.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740)
(45c-65c-85c) 7
days. Gross: $25,000. (Average: $19,500).
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
"Trocadero" (Rep.)
STATE— (2,306) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $9,000).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
"Leave It to the Irish" (Mono.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days, moved over from Fox. Gross : $17,500.
(Average: $12,000).
"The Hairy Ape"
"Stars om Parade" (Col.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (45c-65c-85c)
7 days. Gross: $12,300. (Average: $11,000).

"48 Hours"
(Ealing-AFE)
U

ERE is a film the majority of customers will probably relish, view-1 ing it as they do a Hitchcock thriller, with which it has a great
deal in common, and not bothering too much about wartime connotations
that fall short of their desired effect. The story tells of a small group
of Germans, who, disguised as Royal Engineers, take over a mythical
English village and imprison the natives in order to jam the radios during a Nazi invasion. The present remoteness of all this, plus the high

'Indiana'
From
Kansas City, July 16. — The temraged inwere
the cool
top and
90'sbusiall
week, but perature
theatres
ness was good all around. The Esquire,
Uptown and Fairway did around
$14,500 with "Home in Indiana" in its
second week. "The Story of Dr. Wassell" ran on in glorv for a second
week to score around $16,000.
Estimated receipts for the week end-

odds against the
not help viewing
To cope with
has been done by

daring band, will hurt "48 Hours" for those who can- "Homeing July
11-14 : (20th- Fox)
in Indiana"
ESQUIRE— (800) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
it on a plane with "The North Star."
the structural limitations, however, a magnificent job $7,000.
(Average:
GOO).
"The Hairy Ape" $6.
(UA)
producer Michael Balcon, scriptwriter Graham Greene, "She's a Soldier, Toe" (Col.)
MIDLAND' — (3.500) (4()c-60c) 7 days.
director Cavalcanti and a large cast with some of the Empire's biggest
drawing names. Leslie Banks as the local Quisling, Basil Sydney as the Gross: $15,000. (Average: $14,000).
Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
German commander, Valerie Taylor as the woman who first sees through "The
NEWMAN — (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross:
the ruse, C. V. France as the old vicar who gives his life ringing the "Marine $16,000.
Raiders"(Average:
(RKO) $10,000).
"Louisiana
church bell for help, Harry Fowler as a refugee boy who crawls wounded
Hayride" (Col.)
ORPHEUM — (1.900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
to the next town, Frank Lawton as a visiting sailor who leads the bloody
Gross: Session"
$13,000. (Col.)
(Average: $10,000).
resistance, and the Gloucestershire Regiment, which (by permission of the "Jam
"Slightly Terrific" (Univ.)
War Office) comes to the rescue — all are tops.
TOWER-(2,200) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
Exhibitors may be sorry to find that there is no conventional love $9,600.
(Average: $9,400).
in Indiana" (2Gth-Fox)
interest, but they can put down "48 Hours" as crowded with excitement "Home
UPTOWN—
(2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
for the masses and ornamented for the classes with countryside art
$5,800. (Average: $5,600).
photography and fine character portrayal. Too bad it could not have "Home in Indiana" (Zflth-Fox)
FAIRWAY— (700) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
been offered fairly soon after Dunkirk. The film was produced and dis$1,700. (Average: $1,600).
tributed inEngland as "Went the Day Well."
Running time, 88 minutes. "G"* Release date not net.
Tom Loy

'Eve'
Dixie
(PRC)

and

'Bermuda'

Jamboree

Share

Top

Honors

Hollywood, July 16

WITH
the name's of Frances Langford, Guy Kibbee, Eddie Quillan,
Cleveland, July 16.— "The Eve of
St. Mark," with an estimated $10,000
Charles Butterworth, Fifi D'Orsay, Lyle Talbot, Frank Jenks and at
the Allen, divided top honors with
Louise Beavers to attract the customers, this Jack Schwarz comedy with
'Holiday'
Is Big
"Bermuda
and Count Basie's
music compares to advantage with that producer's previous offerings in orchestra Mystery"
which are
shooting at
Take
$20,000
On
point of saleability. Five songs by Michael Breen and Sam Neuman
"The
Sullivans"at intheitsRKO
are performed in the course of the proceedings, "If It's a Dream," sung $30,000
secondPalace.
week topped
by Miss Langford, possessing the stuff of which hits are made.
the four holdovers with a big $3,750.
St. Louis, July 16— "Christmas
Utilizing materials not overworked for comedy, the script by Sam Weather was unseasonably hot. *
Holiday" at the Ambassador is the Neuman, based on an original by Lawrence E. Taylor, concerns a couple
Estimated receipts for week ended
first choice of St. Louis patrons this
week and looks like a big $20,000. of racketeers who hide out on the last showboat plying the Mississippi July 13:
Receipts at other first-runs are about — the time is today — and try to steal it. Aboard the boat is staged the "The Eve of St. Mark" (20th-Fox)
ALLEN — (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days
normal.
old-fashioned kind of show, inclusive of the sale of patent medicine, fit- Gross:
$10,000.
"Cobra
Woman" (Average:
(Univ.) $8,500).
Estimated receipts for the week endted out with modern tunes and a whimsical trumpeter. Most of the huing July 12:
WARNERS'
. HIF'PODROME- (3,500)
mor is of the kind that requires a houseful of customers to make it spark, (45c-55c-6
5c)$22,100).7 days.
Gross: $16,500. (Average:
but
there
is
a
plenitude
of
this.
"Jungle Woman" (Univ.)
"The
Sullivans"
(ZOth-Fox)
"Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
Direction by Christy Cabanne is keyed to the comedy throughout.
WARNERS' LAKE— (714) (4Sc-55c-65c)
FOX— (5,038) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days. Gro
$18,500, (Average: $18,700).
Harry D. Edwards served as associate producer.
days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,750. (Average- 7
"Roger Touhy, Gangster" (20th-Fox)
$3,100).
Running time, 72 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, William
not set. R. Weaver "It
Happened Tomorrow" (UA)
"Yellow Rose of Texas" (Rep.)
LOEWS
OHIO-(l,268) (45c-65c) 7 days,
MISSOURI— (3,514) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,Gross: $13,000. (Average: $9,900).
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
"Bermudai Mystery" (20th-Fox)
"Yellow Canary" (Wilcox-RKO)
AMBASSADOR— (3,154) (40c-50c-60c) 7
RKO
PALACE— (3.300) (50c-60c-85c-95c)
"Return of the Ape Man"
days. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $15,700).
7Gross:
days. $30,000.
Stage: (Average:
Count Basie's
$25,400).orchestra.
(Monogram)
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
Hollyivood, July 16 "The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
LOEWS STATE— (3,162) (40c-5Cfc-6Cc-65c)
LOEWS STATE-(3.300) (45c-65c) 7
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $13,500. (Averweek. Gross: $15,500. (Average: $18,900).
f \ NE thing to do with this chiller-diller is to play it for laughs instead days, age:2nd
of straight and capitalize thus on the availability of Bela Lugosi, "White $19,000).
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
"The Black Parachute" (Col.)
LOEWS STILLMAN
-(1,900) (45c -65c) 7
LOEWS ORPHEUM — (1,900) (40c-50c- John Carradine and George Zucco — exponents of frightfulness thrown days, 4th week. Gross:
$10,0CO. (Averfor
individual
and
collective
losses
by
script,
dialogue
and
direction
that
age:
$10,000).
60c-65c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $7,000.
(Average: $7,100).
are triumphs in absurdity — for billing purposes. It was previewed
"Home in Indiana" (20th-Fox)
straight at a Hollywood theatre where the audience enjoyed it immense"Candlelight in Algeria" (Zftth-Fox)
ly as an unintentional comedy. It can be marketed that way elsewhere, Ross Names
SHUBERT— (1.900) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
Dobbs to
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $6,100).
but not even the kiddies can be asked to take it seriously.
"The Fleet's In" (Para.)
"My Favorite Blonde" (Para.)
Robert Charles' story and screenplay presents Lugosi as a scientist New Southwest Post
ST. LOUIS— (4,000 (4Sc-50c) 7 days. Gross who finds a prehistoric man frozen in a glacier, thaws him out and,
C. H. Dobbs has been named to
$4,500. (Average: $5,200).
when he turns out to be a killer, fits him out with a section of his best
the newly created position of southwestern district manager for Ross
friend's brain, after which he continues to kill, although taking time out
Fund Gets Record Take
to play Beethoven's "Moonlight Sonata" on the piano and traipse over Federal Service. Dobbs, who will
rooftops with a girl over his shoulder. All the players talk and act make his headquarters in Dallas, was
The Stage Relief Fund here yestermanager of the Ross Charlike
long past time to knock off for lunch. The Sam Katzman-Jack formerly
day disclosed that it had collected $25,lotte branch.
587 for theatrical charity groups from Dietz combination produced the film, with Barney Sarecky as associate,
Succeeding Him in Charlotte is
11 benefit shows this season. This sum and Philip Rosen as director.
Milton Kress, New Orleans branch
is the highest in the Fund's history.
Running time, 60 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, William
June 17. R. Weaver manager. C. H. Crossley, service
Since 1932 the organization has given
manager at the New Orleans office,
$393,641 to charity groups in the entertainment industry.
has been promoted to Kress' post.
V'G" denotes general classification.
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Producers
No

Governm't
Action

Decree
For

Still

2

No

Between

Weeks

Meeting

Set

U.S., Majors
—•

Washington,
July 17. — Final
I decision of the Department of Justice whether to accept the distribuproposed before
consent
not be tors'
reached
the decree
end of will
this
month, it was learned here today.
I There has been no meeting set with
Ithe majors on the final draft.
Because of the fact that interested
J Government officials have seldom, if at
[all, been in Washington at the same
I time during recent weeks, it has been
I impossible for Attorney-General
Francis Biddle, Assistant AttorneyGeneral Tom C. Clark, in charge of
Idecree negotiations; Wendell Berge,
Ichief of the anti-trust division, and
•
(Continued on page 10)

\B 'way
\Are

Grosses

Down

'Fighting 5th' Asks
More Bond Aid
With less than two weeks
remaining in which theatres
can continue the sale of war
bonds to individuals which
will be credited to the Fifth
War Loan, many states must
still make extra efforts to
reach their goals by July 31,
particularly in the "E" bond
series, the industry's "Fighting Fifth" war loan headquarters here advised yesterday.

Drop

Needed'

'Locally

Efforts

Decision on whether or take any
further steps in the effort to obtain
"locally-needed" designations for exchange workers or to let the matter
drop will be made here tomorrow at
a meeting of the War Activities Committee's distributors division, called
by Ned E. Depinet, division chairman.
Following War
Manpower Commission approval of Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh exchange help as "locally
(Continued on page 8)

Issue

11

371

Studio

Features

Promised

Counter-Proposals
To

CENTS

Unions

Los Angeles, July 17.— The office of
Pat Casey, labor representative of the
Producers, has issued counter-proposals to 11 organizations comprising
the Conference of Studio Unions which
sought upward wage revisions afld
other
ditions. changes affecting working conThe unions will consider the studio
proposals with leave to report back at
their own convenience. Since any
modifications will be retroactive, it is
believed likely that the negotiations
will continue for several weeks.

For

1944-45

Reports Received from
9 of 11 Companies

Actual commitments and inside
reports of intended commitments of
the first nine companies out of 11
While latest figures of total
to decide on product totals for the
sales of bonds to individuals
1944-45 lineup show from 371 to 376
are not available, it was said
features for the new season and the
that the country's $6,000,000.early
part of the following season,
000 quota in this category is
compared with 366 to be delivered
still far from attainment.
during 1943-44 and 441 in the full prePearl Harbor year of 1941-42 for the
Warners
Considering nine
companies.
M-G-M, which made 48 features
War
Surplus
Brazil
'Showcases'
Warners is
considering setting up three years ago, will have about 35
for the coming year, one more than
new theatres in Rio de Janeiro, Sao the
current season.
Paulo and other key cities in Brazil
To Aid
Films
Warners will equal and possibly exwhen the present ban on building maceed their 1943-44 total of 19, it was
terials islifted in that country, accord(Continued on page 10)
Postwar disposal of Governmentingagerto Ary
Lima, the company's manin Brazil.
owned war materials, which include
Conferences with home office and
an estimated hundreds of thousands
of dollars worth of projectors and all studio executives have resulted in the Loew
Pension
sorts of theatre and production equip- conclusion by Warners that in line
with
postwar
expansion
in
South
ment, need not seriously interfere with
Today
the readjustment of business and America it would be a "good idea" to Vote
showcases in these cities,
manufacture of such items to peace- establish
Lima said.
time conditions, according to a stateAlthough Brazilian newspapers have
ment on national policy issued here by
Reelection of Loew's present board
the Committee for Economic Devel- had the number of their pages cut, film
advertising has not been restricted, of directors for the ensuing year and
opment.
ratification of a pension plan affecting
Brazilian manager declared.
"If the war should end tomorrow," Warners.'
Lima will return to Brazil Friday, some 4,300 employes, are expected at
CED
estimates,
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued "Government-owned
on page 11)
astockholders
special meeting
of the J.
company's
here today.
Robert

The exodus to the beaches, travel
limitations which are cutting down
the influx of visitors into the city, the
heat, and the lack of strong product
in many places are all held responsible for the absence of any outstanding grossers at downtown New
York first-run houses this week.
The new entries at the Paramount
and the Roxy are doing modest busiRuns
ness. The initial week of "And the Long
Angels Sing" and a stage bill headed
by Perry Como and Jerry Wald and
his band at the Paramount is expected Longer
in
(Continued on page 8)
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Are

Growing

Chicago

Chicago, July 17. — Extended runs
in the Loop are aggravating the picture shortage situation in this area
Never before have as many Loop
theatres held pictures for such lengthy
engagements, due, of course, to im
proved business conditions. And, too,
a strong picture can now hold up
almost twice as long as it could only
two years ago. Exhibitors blame this
development on the growing number
of neighborhood theatre patrons who
are now seeing pictures in first-run
houses.
Two of the outstanding examples
are "Going My Way" at the Chicago,
which started its .sixth week Friday,
and "Up in Arms" at the Woods,
(Continued on page 8)

Canada

Area
Closes

for

Group Holidays
Toronto, July 17. — Considered a startling development
in Canada is the closing of a
number of theatres for summer periods for the announced
purpose of joint holidays for
the whole staff, or for extensive repairs, but it is known
that business has fallen off
considerably through a combination of circumstances, including war casualty nc«s,
intense heat wave and the
general booking of reissues.

Rubin, vice-president, will preside,
and a quorum has been assured.
Directors renominated by the management are : Rubin, David Bernstein, Leopold Friedman, Eugene W.
Leake,
S. Moskowitz,
William A. Charles
Parker, 'Nicholas
M. Schenck,
Joseph R.(Continued
Vogel, David
Warfield
and
on page
8)

Pine -Thomas
New

Para.

Sign

Pact

Hollywood, July 17. — With one
year still to go on their present Paramount contract, which calls for a
minimum of six pictures annually, the
producing team of William Pine and
William Thomas have been signed by
Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president in
charge of studio operations, for two
more years, extending their affiliation
to Aug. 1, 1948.
The first picture on the PineThomas
1944-45 schedule will be
(Continued on page 8)
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Hunt
Coast

Personal

Loew's
N, rer,
nt STEI
BERN
ID reside
vice-p
and treasu
left
DAV
New York yesterday for a vacation
of several weeks.
Hollyzvood, July 17
•
Parawhose
ER
WILLIAM DOZI
Budd Rogers will attend the wedmount contract was renewed Friding of his niece, Gloria Rogers, to
day for two years today asked and re- Lieut, (j.g.) Allen Gopen of the
.
ceivedhis
release from the pact.
Pending his permanent replacement, Navy, in Boston today. On Friday
will visit his son, Richard Rogers,
Meta Reis, his assistant, will perform he
stationed at Ft. Bragg, N. C.
Dozier's duties.
•

Flashes

Frank Smith resigned from the MG-M publicity department to join Samuel Bronston Productions as director
of advertising and publicity.
•
Abe Lastfogel, executive of USOCamp
Shows
and of the William
Morris Agency, entrained for New
York today after three months here.
•
M-G-M added to its schedule "I Can
if I Try" with Sam Marx writing and
producing.
•
Vanguard has extended producer
Dore Schary's contract for five years.
"Houdini" will be his next production.
•
Herbert J. Yates arrived today
from New York.
N. Peter Rathvon, president RKO,
will entrain for New York tomorrow.
PRC appointed Vance King studio
publicity director.
Warners

Disposes

of

2nd Earle Property
Atlantic City, N. J., July 17. —
Warners' Earle Theatre, originally
built in 1936 at a cost of $1,000,000,
was sold to Southwestern Market, for
$135,500, it was announced by Albert
M. Greenfield & Co. of Philadelphia,
representing Warners' Stanley Co.
The purchasing company proposes to
raze the building and improve the
site with stores. Earlier this month,
Warners' Earle Theatre Building in
Philadelphia was sold to the W. T.
Grant chain stores for post-war construction as a department store.
The Earle here was originally
opened as a combination house, featuring vaudeville and pictures. But the
policy was unsuccessful and the house
was darkened about 12 years ago.
Earlier
Warners' re-opened
the housethisforyear,
revivals.
Stewart on Wing Com.
Lt. Col. James Stewart has been
promoted to chief of staff on a B-24
combat wing, according to a dispatch
reaching here from an Allied air base
in England. Lt. Col. Stewart, who
has flown 14 missions and hold's several citations, was previously an operations officer for the "Liberator
group.

Al Weinberg, formerly associated
with the Benjamin Banowitz Circuit,
Chicago,
has left that city for Hollywood.

Readies

Tele.

^ Wildwood,
N. J.,
July 17.—
William
C.
Hunt, circuit
owner,
in reopening;
his Blaker's Theatre, entirely reno+l
TAMES R. GRAINGER, president vated as a result of a fire last year,i
disclosed
«J of Republic Pictures, will leave first in that the theatre, one of the
the country, has made definite I
New York today for Montreal to atprovisions for post-war television. In!i|
tend the Empire-Universal Films con- addition to the projection booth, spevention, Wednesday and Thursday.
cial booths for television were also i
•
included in the reconstruction. Theij
Mrs. A. Plough, wife of the War- theatre
is also believed to be the first
women.
ner Theatres' Philadelphia district in the country entirely staffed by,!
|
manager, is recuperating at University Hospital in that city, following a
major operation.
•
George Landers, Hartford district
manager of E. M. Loew Theatres NEW YORK THEATRES
and
Me. Mrs. Landers have left for a
two-week vacation at Cape Elizabeth,
Mention

•
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace of the Nation
Rockefeller Center
Milton Silver of Universal's home
Tom Gilliam, 20th Century-Fox
exchange manager in Chicago, has office advertising department, underGARY GRANT in
been notified of the promotion of
wentan
_ onoperation
at Murray Hill
Hospital
Sunday.
Tom, Jr., to a captaincy in England.
•
•
' Once
Time"
with Upon
JANET aBLAIR
W.
P.
Covert
of
Toronto has held
Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, division
Dir. by Alexander Hall — A Columbia Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
manager of RKO Midwest Theatres, the post of vice-president of the IAT
Tirst Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600
Cincinnati, is due in New York for a SE for 26 years, the oldest officer in
visit next Monday.
point of service in• the "IA."
•
RADIOHELD CITY
MUSIC
OVER 3rd
WEEK! HALL
Fred Greenway, manager of Loew's
"Pep" Peppiatt this week rounds Palace
Theatre, Hartford, has left
out his first year as Washington ex- for a two-week vacation in Chicago
change manager for 20th Century- where he will join Mrs. Greenway. See Stilwell in the War's Most Incredible Venture
Fox.
•
Samuel Varbalow, Camden, N. J.,
Herb Ellisburg, operating the independent circuit operator, will obStudio Theatre, Chicago, left that
serve his 25th year in the industry
next month.
city yesterday for Miami.
•
•
Al Smith, former theatre manager
Abe Bernstein, Columbia representative working out of Boston, is in and around Souderton, Pa., has
received his Army discharge after
THE LATEST
in Hartford this week.
seven months' service.
•
Released by 20th Century-Fox
•
Bernard Seamon of the Hippo'The WHITE
James McCarthy, manager of
drome Theatre, Baltimore, is on a Warners'
Strand Theatre, Hartford,
two week vacation in New England.
is vacationing in New York.
ON SCREEN
IN PERSON
•
•
Dave APOLLON
Ruth Lieber, United Artists bookSeymour Nebenzahl, independent
Romo VINCENT
er in Philadelphia, and Fred Rhens
producer for United Artists, is in
will be married next week.
IRENE DUNNE
New York from Hollywood.
EXTRA ADDED
ATTRACTION
VAN JOHNSON
„ ALAN
MARSHAL
of DOSUBJECTS
VER' Lois ANDREWS
IFFS SHORT
&CLSELECTED
First 20th Chiefs
Bishop and Stoner
Return

from

Coast

Returning yesterday from Hollywood were 20th Century-Fox officials
Tom Connors, vice-president in charge
charge of sales ; William J. Kupper,
general sales manager ; Francis L.
Harley, managing director of Great
Britain ; L. J. Schlaifer, Central sales
manager, A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern
sales manager, W. C. Gehring, Western sales manager.
The executives held conferences
with Joseph M. Schenck, executive
head of production, and Darryl F.
Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production.
Spyros P. Skouras, president ; Murray Silverstone, vice-president in
charge of foreign distribution, and
Sam Shain, assistant to Skouras, are
expected back by the week's end.

To Visit M-G-M
Burtus Bishop, Jr., Southern district manager, and Bryan D. Stoner,
manager of the company's Pittsburgh
branch, have been added to M-G-M
field sales executives set to visit the
home office for a week. They are due
here on Aug. 14.
Arriving yesterday were Maurice
Saffle, manager of Seattle, and L. C.
Wingham, San Francisco. Next Monday, Leroy Bickel, Dallas branch
manager, and Jack Reville, Oklahoma
City exchange chief, will arrive, followed a week later by W. E. (Doc)
Banford, Chicago, and Bob Workman,
Minneapolis. On Aug. 7, Herman
Ripps, Albany, and Ralph Maw, Buffalo, are due.

PALACE

B47th
WAY St.&

"MARffE
RAIDERS"
PAT
ROBERT
RUTH
O'BRIEN
I RYAN
HUSSEY

'And

The Angels
IN PERSON

Sing"

Perry Como-Jerry Wald
Singingof 1944
Sensation
and
Orchestra
His Clarinet

■h

PARAMOUNT
GARY

PRESENTS am

COOPER

in

Perfecto Chartered
Williams to Sprinfigeld
CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
Phil Williams, director of adver- '10 Little Indians' Bought
Albany, N. Y., July 17. — Perfecto
Amusement Corp., to deal in motion
"k
tising and publicity for the March of
In Technicolor
Hollywood, July 17. — Samuel Bronston bought the screen rights from Lee
pictures and plays, has been certified Time, will leave today for Spring"The Story of Dr.Wassell"
field, Mass., to stage a special opening Shubert to "Ten Little Indians," for
here by Jean Goldwarm, Leon Savage and Frances Asch of New York. of MOT's "Americans All."
$150,000.
49th St.
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THANKS ... to the great throngs who attended the "bond shows" presented several times
daily on the stage of the Giant Bond Register in Times Square and who bought a bond a minute.
THANKS

... to the scores of artists listed below who willingly and eagerly volunteered their

services at these bond-selling performances . . . and to their managers, press agents and representatives with whose help and cooperation this unusual job has been done so well.
THANKS ... to the Actors' Equity Association, the American Guild of Variety Artists, the American Federation of Radio Artists, the Screen Actors Guild, the American Guild of Musical Artists,
the American Federation of Musicians, the United Theatrical War Activities Committee, the Hollywood Victory Committee and the War Activities Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, under
whose auspices the Cash Register was conceived and erected.
To General Chairman C. C. Moscowitz and his staff, a deep bow for the efficient manner in which
they arranged the many details in connection with the presentations of the shows.
U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT
War Finance Committee of N.Y.
Entertainment Industry Division — James Sauter, Chairman
ANNABEILA
PAUL ASH & ROXY ORCHESTRA
TREVOR BACON
IRINA BARANOVA
RED BARBER
PAT BARNES
GRACIE BARRIE
LOUISE BEAVERS
DANNY BECKNER & ORCHESTRA
ELIZABETH BERGNER
BERRY BROS.
JEANNE CAGNEY
LOUIS CALHERN
CAB CALLOWAY & ORCHESTRA
IMOGENE CARPENTER
RALPH COOPER
CARLO CORELLI
DON COSSACKS CHORUS
SERGIO DEL KARLO
VIVIAN DELLA CHIESA
JEAN DICKENSON
DUDLEY DIGGES
RALPH DUMKE
EMPIRE STATE QUARTETTE
WILBUR EVANS ->
JOSE FERRER
BENNY FIELDS
EDDIE GARR

PATRICIA GILMORE
GEORGE G1VOT
JACKIE GLEASON
BEN GRAUER
UTA HAGEN
BOB HALL
ADELAIDE HAWLEY
HARRY HIRSHFIELD
JOY HODGES
WILLIAM HORNE
WILLIE HOWARD
DEAN HUDSON & ORCHESTRA
DEAN JAGGER
HARRY JAMES & ORCHESTRA
BOB JOHNSTONE
VICTOR JORY
SAMMY KAYE & ORCHESTRA
LEW KESSLER
DENNIS KING
JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS
BOBBY LANE & CLAIRE
CANADA LEE
HOWARD LINDSAY
PETER LORRE
BERT LYTELL
ENRIC MADRIGUERA & ORCHESTRA
LUBA MALINA
RUTH MATTESON

UNA
MERKEL MESKILl
•
KATHERINE
LUCKY MILLINDER
LUCY MONROE
MAGDA MONTEZ
CONRAD NAGLE
GERTRUDE NIESSEN
NANCY NORMAN
BRIAN
O'MARA
BIBI OSTERWALD
JAN PEERCE
LOUIS PRIMA & ORCHESTRA
RADIO ACES
MURIEL RAHN
PHIL REGAN
BILL ROBINSON
BENNY RUBIN
HAZEL SCOTT
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
SUNNY SKYLAR
TABS SMITH & ORCHESTRA
CHARLIE SPIVAK & ORCHESTRA
DOROTHY STICKNEY
SALLY STUART
JEAN TENNYSON
TIP, TAP & TOE
ERNEST TRUEX
VAL VALENTINOFF

WARREN BROS.
WESSON BROS.
BILLY WILLIAMS
ANNA MAY WONG
BARRY WOOD
ILENE WOODS
ARTHUR WRIGHT
ROLAND YOUNG
RUBY ZWERLING & ORCHESTRA
and to
CAPITOL THEATRE
Jesse Kaye — Allen Zee
LOEWS STATE
Ed Douglas
PARAMOUNT THEATRE
Bob Weitman — Bob Shapiro
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Gus Eysell — Leon Leonidoff
ROXY THEATRE
Irving Lesser — Sam Rausch
STRAND THEATRE
Irving Windisch
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
THE BLUE NETWORK
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Motion

Long

Growing

Runs

Are

Longer

(Continued from page 1)
which starts its 13th week Wednesday. Only two pictures in the past 13
years stayed four weeks at the Chicago ("She Done Him Wrong" and
"Road to Morocco"), and that was
considered miraculous for the Loop. Today, Nate Piatt, head of B & K's
downtown theaters, says "It is a cinch
now for a good picture to get a four
week run, and "Going My Way" looks
strong enough to hold up all Summer."
Originally, "Up in Arms" was in for
four weeks, but business has been a
high and even keel for three months.
Eddie Silverman, executive of the
Essaness Theaters, operating the
Woods, has been predicting a full
Summer run for the picture.
The Chicago policy is fast becoming
similar to that of the Paramount in
New York. Pictures come in for indefinite engagements, supported with
stage shows.
Some 90 per cent of the pictures
now playing the State Lake and
United Artists stay a minimum of
four weeks. Some 30 per cent remain
four to seven weeks. The extended
run situation is comparatively true at
the Palace, Garrick, Roosevelt and
Apollo (now temporarily closed due
to fire).
Because more and more independent
neighborhood exhibitors have been
turning to old pictures to fill the many
vacant spots on their programs, the
shortage of prints is becoming acute.
Few old prints are lying idle in exchanges these days. In a few cases,
exhibitors, particularly those with
theaters in defense plant neighborhoods, have been solving the picture
shortage problem by following the
extended run policy themselves.
Talent

a Problem

of

Picture

W. E. Green Pledges
Jobs to Veterans
In a message to company
men and women in service,
Walter E. Green, president of
National Theatre Supply,
pledged that every National
veteran would find a "job
waiting" when he was honorably discharged.
Green said, "We are going
to see to it that every National employee honorably
discharged from military
service desiring reemployment by the company and
making prompt application
therefor, will be offered a job
suited to his or her talents.
It is the company's objective
to provide a job for every
veteran and to assist every
National veteran to qualify
for a job."

Pine-Thomas
New

Para.

Sign

Pact

{Continued from page 1)
"Dangerous Passage," now being prepared by Dan Mainwaring as a Robert Lowery starrer, with William
Berke directing, to be followed by
"Homesick Angel," starring Johnny Weissmuller, which will be written by Maxwell Shane and directed by
Lew Landers. Next scheduled is
"People Are Funny," based on the
NBC air show of that name, with
Jack Haley in the lead, then "Crime
On My Hands," from an original
Ben Perry story purchased for William Gargan's debut under the PineThomas aegis. Set up as "extras," to
be produced as "A" pictures, are
"People Are Funny" and "Storm,"
written by George Stewart. PineThomas' last picture, "Double Exposure," starring Chester Morris and
Nancy Kelly, which wound up their
1943-44 schedule, is now in the cutting rooms.
Gargan has been signed to star in
three pictures during the next year
for Pine-Thomas. Gargan formerly
was under contract to M-G-M.

USO-Camp
Shows
Only 103 acts were found acceptable,
far short of the 1,000 performers needed by USO-Camp Shows to fill demands of the War Department for additional units to play domestic army
camps and overseas fronts, in the
USO-Camp Shows' Coast-to-Coast
talent search, just completed in 27
cities, according to a report compiled
by Oscar A. Doob, who helped organ- May Drop 'Locally
ize the quest which saw 2,122 acts reNeeded'
Efforts
sponding and auditioned.
(Continued
from page 1)
USO-Camp Shows will continue its
WAC officials have been unefforts to line up more performers. needed,"
able to obtain the same status in other
areas because of changes in WMC
when chairman Paul V.
Special Citations for procedure
McNutt ordered all labor turnovers
Bond
Theatres
The report, to be made on business
reply cards sent out by the committee,
will record each theatre's bond sales
from June 1 through July 27. All
sales during this period will be credited to the Fifth War Loan. The reports are to be mailed to R. J. O'Donnell, national chairman of the "Fighting Fifth" Committee at War Activities Committee headquarters in New
York.

to clear through the U. S. Employment Service after July 1.
A conference with McNutt was
held on June 27 by Depinet, Leon J.
Bamberger, H. M. Richey, A. A.
Schubart and Claude Collins, at which
time they emphasized the need for
keeping the exchanges running smoothly because of the role of films in the
war effort and also pointed out that
exchange fire hazards make skilled
labor mandatory. Although WMC
chief McNutt is said to have listened
sympathetically to the appeal, no further word has been received from
O'Bryon at Mutual
Jim O'Bryon, newspaperman and Washington.
public relations executive, has been apThe agenda for tomorrow's distribpointed director of public relations and
utor division session also includes informal discussion of plans for the
publicity for Mutual Broadcasting, succeeding Lester Gottlieb, who resigned Sixth War Loan Drive, Nov. 11-Dec.
to take over directorship of radio pub- 7, dates of which were revealed yeslicity for Young and Rubicam.
terday in Motion Picture Daily.
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Loew
Vote

Pension

Modest

Grosses

Broadway

Today

for

Theatres

(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
Henry Rogers Winthrop.
The pension plan, facilitated by an
arrangement whereby Loew executives who have profit-sharing contracts have agreed to limit their own
annual compensation, would cost
Loew's approximately $3,500,000 for
the first year, beginning March, 1944,
and about $3,000,000 for each succeeding year. It would be underwritten by a company to be selected
later by the trustees and a special
committee, with Equitable Life Assurance Co. the low bidder so far.
According to the plan, employes,
after retiring (men at 65 and women
at 60) would receive 15 per cent of
their average annual earnings, plus
10 per cent of the portion over $3,000.
Earnings above $260,000 a year would
not be used in computing the annual
average, and the normal retirement
income would have a top of $49,700
per annum. The retirement income
would be payable for life, with a minimum of 10 years payments guaranteed
to each employe or his beneficiaries.
Provisions have been made for death
and disability benefits and for termination of employment. Special benefits have been provided for stars, officers and certain other Loew individuals. The plan has been approved by
the U. S. Treasury Department.
Special Army Show
Climax
Drive Here

to bring about $79,000. The combination, scheduled to hold for three or
four weeks, will be followed by Paramount's "Hail the Conquering Hero."
"Take It or Leave It," and a stage
showband,
featuring
DukeLogan
Ellington
' and
his
with Ella
and Jerry
Lester, are expected to give the Roxy
about $73,000 for its first week on the
basis of $60,000 taken in on the first
five days ending Sunday night; the
combination will continue until "Wilson" takes over on August 1.
"Once Upon a Time" will wind up
a protable three-week run at at Radio
City Music Hall tomorrow with about
$100,000 for the third week. The first
four days of the third week, ending
Sunday night, brought in $63,000. The
Music Hall reports the largest advance sale of seats yet recorded at the
theatre
for open
M-G-M's
"Dragon Seed,"
which will
on Thursday.

The fifth and final week of "Two
Girls and a Sailor" and a stage show
headlining Sammy Kaye's orchestra,
is giving the Capitol an excellent $65,000, to surpass the fourth week. The
well-heralded opening of David O.
Selznick's "Since You Went Away"
will take place at the Capitol Thursday. First week at the Strand for
"The Adventures of Mark Twain,"
with Vincent Lopez and his orchestra
on the stage, is expected to bring a
profitable $40,000 on the basis of
weekend business of $20,000.
'Holiday's' Appeal
to

"Christmas Holiday" is continuing
to attract customers to the Criterion
and $29,000 is expected on the third
week; it will hold for a fourth week
and possibly longer before making
way for Columbia's "Mr. Winkle
Goes to War." "The Story of Dr.
Wassell" is holding up well at the
Rivoli with $30,000 expected on the
sixth week, and it will continue. No
date has yet been set for the opening
of "Frenchman's Creek" at that
house. Both "Mr. SkefFington" at
Hollywoo
the
and continuin
"Bathing Beauty"
at the
Astord are
g to do
steady, modest business. "Mr. Skeffington" is expected to bring about
$20,000 on its eighth week at the Hollywood, which is higher than the seventh week. "Bathing Beauty" is headfor $18,000 on its third week at
the edAstor.
Steffes Aids Charity
"Marine Raiders" is expected to
Minneapolis, July 17. — Theatremen give the Palace an average $15,000
of the Northwest have pledged finan- on a third and final week on the basis
cial backing for the Elizabeth Kenny of $9,400 taken in over the weekend,
Institute here, where Sister Elizabeth
Kenny, Australian nurse, trains tech- Friday to Sunday. "Step Lively" will
Friday.
Palace
at l the
nicians in her treatment of poliomye- open
"Minstre
Man"
is doing
well PRC's
at the
litis. W . A. Steffes, president of Victoria, with $11,000 expected
on the
Northwest Variety Club, announced first week on the basis of a two-day
that this organization, which last year weekend business of $4,700. A quiet
presented Sister Kenny with its "Hu- $10,500 is expected for "The Hairy
manitarian Award," would conduct a
on a third wek at the Globe
citywide campaign to raise necessary Ape"
and it will continue for a fourth.
funds for extension of the Kenny M-G-M's "The Canterville Ghost" is
method.
set for the Globe on July 29. The
first week of "Jungle Woman" at the
Warners Considering Rialto is expected to bring in an average of $8,500 and the management
is undecided as to whether to hold it
Brazil
'Showcases'
(Continued
from page 1)
the
in "Shadow
oyer oronbring
s inweek
after six weeks in this country, during Night"
The second
Friday.
which he conferred with Robert for the reissue, "Dead End," at the
Schless and Joseph Hummel of the Gotham will bring about $8,500 on
foreign department, and studio produc- the basis of $3,300 taken in Friday to
tion executives, including Jack L. Sunday. "Fantasia" will continue at
the Manhattan.
Warner.
"Stars and Stripes of 1944," a show
put on by 100 soldiers from the Special Service's Army branch at Fort
Hamilton, has been booked into
Loew's Kings Theatre for July 28 as
a climactic feature of the extended
Fifth War Loan drive in this area,
Charles C. Moskowitz, Metropolitan
New York campaign chairman, announced yesterday. Free tickets are
being distributed now to bond buyers
at the Kings and other Flatbush theatres.
With several other houses in the
city holding bond premieres during
the next two weeks, Moskowitz expects this additional activity will put
New York over its quota by the end
of the month.
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"PRC HAS SOUTHING TO BE PROUD OF IN 'M
STREL MAN/ IT'S A GRADE A BOXOFFICE HIT!"
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Hollywood Repor

'TOP QUALITY MUSICAL . . . GIVEN ANY KIND OF
SUPPORT IT SHOULD PAY HANDSOME DIVIDENDS."
Showmen's Trade Review

PRE RELEASE ENGAGEMENTS
VICTORIA THEATRE, N. Y. C RKO CHICAGO
opening July 15
opening July 17
Warners BRAN FORD, Newark Warners MEMPHIS
opening July 26
opening July 21
Warners STANLEY, Jersey City DOWNTOWN DETROIT
{Pre Release; (Topped All Grosses)
opening July 27
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(Continued from page 1)
indicated in Hollywood last week following conferences there between Jack
L. Warner, executive producer ; Ben
Hollywood, July 17. — The total Kalmenson, general sales manager,
number of pictures in work rose to
Einfeld, director of adver52 last week, as 13 features were and Charles
tising and publicity. That company
Jaunched and six completed. The pro released 48 features in 1941-42.
duction scene follows :
Paramount will produce between 25
Columbia
and 30 next season, a slight drop from
the least
present
32 and
a decline of
Finished : "Sergeant Mike," "Stalk at
11 year's
from the
41 delivered
in
the Hunter."
the
Pearl-Harbor
year.
Started: "Eve Knew Her Apples,"
with Ann Miller, William Wright,
Republic was the first company to
Ray Walker and Robert Williams ; make an official commitment, H. J.
"Tomorrow You Die," with Jim Ban- Yates, chairman of the board, disclosnon, Janis Carter, Jean Stevens and
ing at a studio sales conference on
George Macready, and an untitled fea- April 26 that there would be 68 feature starring Irene Dunne, Charles
tures and Westerns for 1944-45, comBoyer and Charles Coburn.
pared with 66 this year and 54 in
Shooting : "Tonight
and Every 1941-42.
Columbia announced at the close of
Night," "The Unwritten Code."
M-G-M
its three-day sales convention in ChiFinished : "The Thin Man Goes
cago June 4 a forthcoming year's program of 44 features, four action musiHome."
cals
and 10 Westerns, a total of 58,
Shooting : "The Home Front,"
"Anchors Aweigh," "Airship Squad- compared with 52 this year and 63 in
ron 4," "Music for Millions," "Son of 1941-42.
Universal, which released 64 in the
Lassie," "Ziegfeld Follies," "The Picseason before last and is slated to
ture of Dorian Gray."
Monogram
complete 57 this season, will release
Started: "Law of the Valley," with 55 in 1944-45, William A. Scully,
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hat- vice-president and general sales manton and Lynne Carver.
ager, told a meeting of home office
and sales executives here on June 11.
Shooting : "Little Devils."
PRC
The Monogram schedule for next
Started: "At the Post," with Stu- year represents the greatest jump so
art Erwin, Bobby Henry, Marian far reported, 47 as again the present
Martin, Gwen Kenyon.
year's
the company's franchise
holders 40,
learned from W. Ray JohnShooting : "When the Lights Go on
ston, president, at their convention in
.Again."
Paramount
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Start

Work

Finished: "Her Heart in Her
Variety Outing Resumed
Throat," "Murder, He Says."
Washington, July 17. — After a
Shooting: "Kitty," "Out of This
"World," "A Medal for Benny," "Here lapse of two years, the local Variety
(Come the Waves," "Two Years Be- Club will revive its annual golf
tournament, scheduling the event for
fore the Mast."
RKO Radio
Aug. 18 at the Woodmont Country
.Started : "Experiment Perilous," Club. Co-chairmen are Sam Galanty
with Hedy Lamarr, Paul Lukas and and Harry Brown, aided by Sam
George Brent ; "Betrayal from the Wheeler, George Crouch, Herbert
East," with Lee Tracy and Nancy Sauber, Harry Bachman, Mrs. Louis
Kelly; "The Falcon in Hollywood," Janof, Mrs. Fred Rohrs, W. Stokes
with Tom Conway, Veda Ann Borg, Sammons, William Henderson and
Emory Parnell, Frank Jenks and Bar- Arthur Jacobson.
bara Hale; "Wonder Man" (Gold, wyn) with Danny Kaye, Virginia
United Artists
Mayo and Vera Allen.
Shooting : "Nevada," "The BrighStarted: "The House of Dr. Edton Strangler."
wardes"
(Vanguard) with Ingrid
Republic
Bergman, Gregory Peck, Rhonda
Fleming and Michael Chekov.
Finished: "My Buddy."
.Started: "Lights of Old Santa Fe,"
Shooting: "Dark Waters" (Bo•with Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, George geaus) ; "Tomorrow the World"
"Gabby" Hayes, "Sons of the Pio- (Cowan) ; "Story of G. I. Joe"
meers," Claire du Brey.
(Cowan) ; "The Great John L"
Shooting : "Brazil," "Flame of Bar- ser).
(Crosby) ; "Three's a Family" (Lesbary Coast," "Vigilantes of Dodge
Universal
City."
20th Century-Fox
Started: "Night Life," with Vivian Austin, Billy Dunn, Judy Clark,
.Shooting : "Sunday Dinner for a
Soldier," "Thunderhead," "A Tree Minna Gombell, Maxie Rosenbloom ;
Grows in Brooklyn," "Winged Vic- "Beyond the Pecos," with Rod Cameron, Eddie Dew, Fuzzy Knight and
tory."
Jennifer Holt.
FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH -PORTUGESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound Studios
II E. 42 St. N. Y. 17 MU 2-5358
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Los Angeles June 14. Monogram released 54 in 1941-42.
United Artists, which does not make
commitments on an annual basis, has
approved a program of 63 features
running into 1945-46. This includes 15
voted Tuesday
a board ofMonday
directors'
meeting
and 48 atannounced
by
Gradwell L. Sears, distribution vicepresident,
the company's
sales
meeting here.atThe
latter figure
included
five awaiting release, four in production and 11 in the final script and
casting stages. UA, which delivered
28 in 1941-42, is regarded as certain
to have a minimum of 25 for this
season and at least the same number
for next.
RKO, which had 39 the year of
Pearl Harbor and 44 during the current season, may have 36 in 1944-45,
with official announcement expected at
the meeting here July 24-26. Advance reports on 20th-Fox call for 20
features during the new season ; there
were 33 this year and 54 in 1941-42.
The 20th-Fox meeting is expected
to be held early in August; final arrangements await the return from the
Coast of Tom Connors, vice-president
in charge of sales.
PRC, according to an announcement by Leon Fromkess, vice-president in charge of production, at the
company's annual sales convention
here June 29, will duplicate the current season's program of 40 during the
next year, broken down into 24 features and 16 Westerns, and the schedule is being kept open to permit additions. The Pearl Harbor year total of PRC was 48.

Schuyler
Dismissed

Complaint
Stands

The American Arbitration Association appeal board has upheld the decision of the New York tribunal in
dismissing the clearance complaint of
Schuyler Theatre, Inc., operator of
the Schuyler Theatre, New York,
against Loew's, 20th-Fox, and RKO.
Zatosh Amusement Co., operator of
the Arden Theatre, was intervenor.
Complainant demanded that the
seven-day clearance of the Arden over
the Schuyler be abolished or reduced,
alleging that the two houses are in
different competitive areas, that the
Schuyler is endeavoring to cater to
an "arty" clientele, and that the Arden is patronized predominantly by
Negroes.
In dismissing the complaint, the arbitrator held that the theatres are in
the same competitive zone, that the
equality of prices indicates the
Schuyler's patrons "are being offered
Ho special advantages measurable in
terms of money," and that the Arden
is not a Negro house, being situated
in a mixed English , Spanish and
Portugese neighborhood.
The appeal board, in upholding the
commended both complainShooting: "Stars Over Manhattan," decision,
ant and intervenor for introducing
"Can't Help Singing," "Queen of the
audience-research surveys to support
Nile," "In Society."
Warners
their contentions, calling them "a
line of proof more obective than the
mere
partisan opinions of the contestShooting : "The Corn Is Green,"
ants themselves." It was the first
"Christmas in Connecticut," "Roughcase in which conflicting surveys had
ly Speaking," "Objective Burma," been brought before the board.
"Hollywood Canteen."
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(Continued from page 1)
Special Assistant to the AttorneyGeneral Robert L. Wright, in charge
of the film unit, to get together for
an extended discussion of. the distributors' proposals and the recommendations prepared by Clark and Wright.
Clark, who has been on the road
frequently in connection with matters
coming under the criminal division,
of which he is chief, is out of the
city and is not expected to return
before the end of the week. He was
reported to be in Chicago on matters
not connected with the decree.
While/ it. has been reported that
Clark has prepared his recommendations for submission to the AttorneyGeneral, Department officials have refused to discuss their tenor, although
there is an impression income circles
outside the Department that he is
prepared to recommend that the Government accept a decree on a relatively_ short-term
basis, which will permit reopening of
the decree after the
end of the war, when ,the situation
can be worked out under more normal
conditions and in the light of more
clearly defined post-war conditions.
Independent Exhibitors Attitude
Although independent exhibitors
still are not expected to put up any
determined opposition to the adoption of a short-term decree, the com-1
bined
of indepen
dent yorganizations meeting
in Chicago
last Februar
went '
on record unanimously as favoring a
court trial of the pending New York
case, whom which the decree stems.
To do this, in the light of changes
which have occurred since the suit
was suspended in Nov., 1940, the Department would have to file an
amended complaint, and it has been
learned that many exhibitors now
take the position that such an amendment should attack the validity of the
exhibition contract.
explained Court
that recent
decisions"
of Ittheis Supreme
on matters
involved In contracts make the pricing
provisions of a standard film contract
look doubtful.
If a short term consent decree is ;
accepted, however, many exhibitor
s J
bel ieve they would be in a better position to enforce their demands after
the war than they are now. In this
connection they are looking toward
Congress, where legislati
not di- 1
rectly connected with . the onwar
currently has little chance of consideration ;after the war, this ban will be
lifted, paving the way, according to
observers here, for a full investigation of the motion picture industry,
more comprehensive even than the
numerous and lengthy block-booking
probes which" were an almost annual
event, in pre-war Congresses.
'Brown'

Trade

Show Set
"Casanova Brown," produced by
International Pictures and to be released by RKO, will be trade shown
Monday, July 31, with the exception
of St. Louis, where it will be screened
Aug. 1. The New York premiere will
be held at Radio City Music Hal
following completion of
M-G-M's "Dragon Seed." the run o
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"Americans AW

Films

(Continued from page 1)
surplus goods would probably not exceed $60,000,000,000. But from the
point of view of business the problem
is far smaller than this sum would
indicate. Three-quarters of the surplus stock will be combat ordnance.
The remainder is equivalent in dollar
magnitude to only two months normal
sales."
Excess factory capacity likewise
will be no great problem, according
to the committee, which reports that,
of $33,000,000,000 invested in such facilities during the emergency, not
more than $5,000,000,000 worth will
be readily convertible into a net effective addition to the nation's peacetime
plant, the remainder comprising military installations and surplus facilities
in such lines as shipyards, aircraft,
aluminum and magnesium. Thus, it
is reasoned, the convertible plants,
will represent only about two years
normal expansion.
CED recommendations on the handling of the various general and film
equipment surplus include : Availability" to consumers on the widest
possible scale, encouragement of priite business under competitive conditions, coordination of the disposal
■ under a central Government policy
board, avoidance
of both freezing
I stocks for long periods and dumping
I them at depression prices ; no continuance of war production merely to provide employment but, rather, advance
planning of civilian production to take
■ its place as quickly as possible, and
j early decision by the military authorities as to which stand-by plants are
I to be retained against future emerI gencies.

(March of Time)
AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

March of Time treats the problem of
racial and religious intolerance, which
it depicts as rampant in this country,
with startling similarity to what preceded the rise of Naziism and Fascism
abroad. The subject is treated with
intelligence and sincerity. Though

NEWS

the issue is approached in a kid-glove
fashion, the case for tolerance and
understanding among peoples is presented with enough strength and conviction to warrant serious attention.
Pointing up the efforts of civic, social and educational groups in combating blind prejudice, the film portrays
the Springfield, Mass., plan as an effective operation and a fitting example for other cities. Other sequences
show the progress made toward uniting the nation on a common front
democracy against totalitarianism. Direction and commentary are excellent.
Running time, 20 mins.
"The
Liberation
(M-G-M-WAC)

The CED's committee is composed
■ of 1,800 leaders of American busiJness, headed by Paul Hoffman, president of Studebaker.
M. B. Folsom,
I Eastman Kodak treasurer, is chairmittee.man of CED's field development com"AND
Arkansas Honors Bostick
Little Rock, Ark., July 17.— Bob
Bostick, manager of National Theatre
Supply's office
Memphis,
been
presented within the
annualhasbronze
plaque award of the Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas. The award,
made by ITO president C. C. Mundo,
was for "outstanding achievement in
establishing goodwill and understanding with the independent exhibitor."

'Wac, Wave* Premiere
Atlantic City, July 17. — 'A
f Wave, duced
a byWac
and Sherman
a Marine,"
proEdward
of Biltmore Productions and released
through Monogram, will have its premiere here at the Steel Pier at a date
to be announced.
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O'Connor to MacLaren
Toronto, July 17.— Harry O'Connor, with Famous Players here for
many years in publicity and advertising department, has resigned to join
MacLaren's Advertising Agency in
the radio division. O'Connor was
formerly associated with Associated
Screen News.
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of Rome"

A comprehensive and thrilling subliberation.
shots jectofof Rome's
the action
at Anzio, Excellent
Nettuno,
the Volturno and Rapido Rivers and
then Cassino make fine exploitation
material. As explained in the film, the
freeing of Rome was accomplished by
means of Combined Operations, engineered by both U. S. and British military forces. The strategy used in
eliminating primary objectives eh
route to Rome is adequately demonstrated through the use of maps and
graphs. English and American photography represents one of the finest
pictorial presentations of military operations to date. The U. S. Army
Pictorial Service produced, in collaboration with British Service Film
Units. M-G-M is releasing here
through the Office of War Information for the War Activities Committee. Running time, 20 mins.

"They Fight Again"
(RKO-Pathe)
A subject little short of inspiring
has been produced by Frederic Ullman,
Jr., for RKO. "The Fight Again,"
latest of the "This Is America" series,
is excellent, depicting with a tremendous emotional tug the physical and
mental rehabilitation of an American
Army sergeant who has been wounded.
The sergeant is a pitiful object as
he lies in Halloran General Hospital,
apathetic and listless. Gradually the
healing magic of modern medicine
does its work, and he is on the mend.
As he heals, there is a parallel improvement in his mental state, with
a resurgence to his former cheery
self. Rehabilitation is completed at
an upstate sanitorium and finally the
sergeant is again fit for active duty.
He is the symbol of thousands of gallant men with broken bodies who have
been rescued from the human scrap
heap. • Quentin
Reynolds'
sympathetic voice strikes
the calm,
right note.
Running time, 17 mins.
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F. ZANUCK'S

Directed by HENRY
Written by LAMAR

KING
TROTTI

The Triumph it took 50 years
of film entertainment to achieve!
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WPB Eases Paper
Use For Tickets
Washington, July 18.— The
War Production Board today
slightly eased its restrictions
on paper to be used for admission tickets, amending its
orders to permit the use of
any coated stock made from
raw stock not over the previously fixed maximum basic
weight (22'/2 by 28>/2) of 90
pounds.

JULY

Skeleton
Of

This

TEN

19, 1944

Meeting

Warner

Staff

JL
CENTS

Stockholders

Sales
Year

Approve
Pension

Loew
Plan

Hollywood, July 18. — In deference
to the wartime transportation strin- Reelec
t All Members of
gency, Warner Bros, will not bring
Total to Increase With
its corps of salesmen, bookers and Board of Directors
other sales personnel together for the
Extension of Drive
usual convention this year, but in its
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
place will hold a skeleton meeting of
Registered special events in theaexecutives
here
in
mid-August,
it
is
The stockholders of Loew's, Inc.,
tres during the Fifth War Loan
learned.
by a vote of 1,044,125 to 90,658,
have reached the record total of
Only about half-a-dozen sales staff
14,077, which compares with 6,585 Skouras,
executives
from the home office, to- approved the company's pension
Kent
reported during the Fourth War
gether with district and branch man- retirement plan at their annual
agers and a few theatre department meeting here yesterday.
Loan, R. J. O'Donnell, industry
"Fighting Fifth" chairman, disclosed To
executives
will attend, and it is underGB
Board
here yesterday.
The shareholders also reelectstood that in practically every case it
The Fifth War Loan figures
is up to the executive in question to
ed the present board of direcinclude events registered with
his transportation when and if
tors, members of which are:
London, July 18. — Gaumont-British arrange
feasible.
the distributors' division, of
shareholders, at a special meeting here
David Bernstein, Leopold Friedwhich Ned E. Depinet is nationtoday, approved an amendment to their
Over-all transportation requirements
man, Eugene W. Leake, Charles
instill
are
and
al chairman,
corporate articles whereby non-British of the limited group meeting will not
C. Moskowitz, William A. Parkcomplete. In addition, the toshareholders may achieve voting pow- be large since many of the managers
tals are expected to be iners, thus entitling Spyros Skouras and are located in the West, while others
er, J. Robert Rubin, Nicholas
creased when the final figures
Larry Kent of 20th-Fox to become are required to visit the Coast periodiM. Schenck,
(ContinuedJoseph
on pageR.4) Vogel,
are reported with the inclusion
cally in the course of their regular
G-B directors and implementing other
(Continued on page 6)
business.
provisions of the recent agreement between Skouras and J. Arthur Rank.
In pre-war
years,onWarners
(Continued
page 6) brought
Announcement of Skouras' and Kent's
joining the board is imminent.
LoewPromotes
At the same time, Rank stated that
Spain
Pays
"agreement in principle" had been 1st U. A. District
reached with British revenue authorities
Film

Debts

concerning the intricate questions of
G-B liabilities and the excess profits
tax. Details, however, still await settlement. Presentation of G-B's annual
report and accounts may be delayed for
this reason, as well as because of an
involved condition arising out of subsidiaries that were acquired prior to
the time of Rank's control but never
(Continued on page 6)

Meet

Here

Saturday

The Spanish government has
First in a series of district sales
brought about the payment of all
meetings for United Artists will be
Spanish debts to American film comheld here Friday and Saturday when
panies, having released the second 50
district and branch managers and
per cent of the dollar balance, folsalesmen from New York and Boston
lowing release of the first half several
(Continued on page 6)
months ago, Enrique Agular, Universal manager in Spain and Portugal,
disclosed in an interview here yester99
day.
As a result, plus a boom which
"Since
finds business in this neutral counYou
Went
Away
try at an all-time high, American
distributors plan increasing the num- [Selznick International-United Artists]
ber of films they will exhibit there
(Continued on page 6)
D.WID O. SELZNICK bids again for production plaudits and
gargantuan grosses in turnings over to theatres his "Since You
Went Away," the producer's newest entry following a four-year
interlude.
The film is a day-to-day, month-to-month account of the lives of the
wife and two daughters of a man gone to war. It is incident chained to
Next and piled upon incident, much of it relevant and essential, some of it
Today; Canada
irrelevant but diverting or touching, as the case may be; but all of it is
Universal's final U. S. regional sales
meeting will be held today at the Hotel polished, professional and presentable.
To the exhibitor, its cast and its length are of more than usual inAstor, here, when the New York district will end a two-day session conterest. It offers Claudette Colbert in one of her top-ranking performducted by Fred Meyers, Eastern sales
ances, as the wife of the man gone to war ; Jennifer Jones, who follows
manager, and D. A. Levy, district
manager.
her starring appearance in "The Song of Bernadette" with another distinctive performance herewith, as one of the daughters; Shirley Temple
W. A. Scully and E. T. Gomersall
will address the meeting today. Among as the second daughter ; Joseph Cotten, as a Naval officer and friend of
those attending are William Murphy, the family ; Monty Woolley, a wartime lodger in the home ; Lionel BarNat Goldberg, Phil Winnick, Harry rymore in a brief sequence as a minister; and Hattie McDaniel, Lloyd
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 6)

Final

'IT

Wolff,

Brenner

Max Wolff has been appointed
general purchasing agent for LoewM-G-M, succeeding the late Charles J.
Sonin. Al Hoffman becomes assistant to Wolff and Leo Liebermann assumes the duties formerly handled by
Hoffman.
At the same time, William G. Brenner, who has been handling sales personnel activities and supervising
M-G-M's checking department, has
been appointed to take charge of the
company's exchange maintenance, succeeding
the late J. S.
Bren(Continued
on McLeod.
page 4)

Fleitman

to

PRC;

Regional

Bon

wick

Resigns

George J. Bonwick, former PRC
executive vice-president and treasurer, has resigned from the company.
R. George Fleitman, who was in
charge of exchange operations until
eight months ago, when he left to engage in business for himself as a certified public accountant, has been appointed chief of home office operations, under Leo J. McCarthy, general
(Continued on page 6)
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Insider's
By RED
HOLLYWOOD,

RATHVON, RKO
PETER
. president, is expected here from
the Coast on Friday.
•
N

• George Scanlan, general manager
of the photo periodical division of
E. I. du Pont de Nemours, is back
at his desk in Washington after an
illness of several months.
•

Samuel Derringer, head of the
theasound department of the Warner
tre circuit in Philadelphia, and Mrs.
Derringer are parents of a daughter.

William Perlberg. 20th Centuryr, and Mrs. Perlberg^ arFox produce
rived in New York from Hollywood
yesterday.
•

Warren Conner, Cincinnati district manager for Altec Service Corp.,
has returned to his Cincinnati office
after a New York visit.
•
Wester,n
s' manager
Warner
Haines,
n sales
rn divisio
andRoySouthe
has returned from a tour of company exchanges in• the South.
Fields, 20th Century-Fox
Jules
assistant exploitation manager, left
New York yesterday for Providence.
•
David Butler, director, is in Chicago this week from Hollywood to
see his horses race at Arlington Park.
•
Leon Fromkess, president of PRC
Pictures, will leave here for Hollywood on Thursday.
•
David Friedman, Paramount booker at Buffalo, has returned to that
city from a New York visit.
•
Sally Tuyn, booker for 20th-Fox,
Buffalo, will be married to Vincent
Martin on Aug. 27.
•
Ira H. Cohn, branch manager for
20th-Fox, Buffalo, and Mrs. Cohn
are vacationing in Northern Canada.
•
G. L. Carrington. president of Altec Service Corp., has arrived in New
York from Hollywood.
•
Flight Officer Jackie Coogan is
stationed temporarily at Stout Field
awaiting reassignment.
•
T. P. Mulrooney, United Artists
foreign sales supervisor, is on vacation in Pennsylvania.
•
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PROBABLY at no other
juncture in the industry's
history have production inventories approached their present
Paramount, alone, is in the
peak.
neighborhood of $39,000,000.
Warners recently noted $36,000,000 in its financial statement, or an increase of about
$8,000,000 over the preceding
fiscal period. Metro has been
hammering away unceasingly
for months, has 12 features
completed and eight shooting.
That's highly expensive going,
ver City.they make 'em at Culthe way
Universal is well along on
1944-45 production, having set
release dates for its first quarter. Twentieth Century-Fox
has spotted in its initial ten for
the new season, virtually all of
them finished.
The details of the situation on
backlogs, of course, vary with
each studio. It's more with
one, less with another. Tying it
into a package, however, Hollywood today checks off its film
inventories at about $150,000,000. This is the cautious estimate. The more enthusiastic
estimate puts the overall figure much closer to $200,000,000.

If it shakes any worlds, here
is the best accredited lowdown
on the Gary Cooper-Sam Wood
breakup over "Jubal Troop" :
"Coop" and Wood have been
friends for years. Recurrent
have been reports at more or
less regular intervals that they
planned to organize a joint
producing company. When
International signed the actor
for "Casanova Brown," it was
a one-picture arrangement, but
ne secret was the anticipation
on the part of Bill Goetz and
Leo Spitz that something permanent might develop later. It
was considerably later, but it
happened.
"JubalColumbia
Troop," one
of Wood's
under
commitment,

Outlook
KANN
after he read it. Thirdly was
disagreement over do-re-mi.
■ ■
There could be much to the
adage about once an actor always an actor.
Bidding for film rights to
"Jacobowsky
and Guild
the Colonel,"
current
Theatre
success
in which Jack Skirball has a
thriving interest, turned spirited before Harry Cohn finally
outstrode all others on behalf
of Columbia.
It was 20th Century-Fox
which furnished much of the
spirit but stopped punching
when the price went over
$300,000. Nevertheless, it
punched until then because
Ernst Lubitsch, once an actor,
wanted to return to acting.
Lubitsch happens to have
been foiled, but not permanently. He is slated to plav Lubitsch in "Where Do We Go
from Here ?" at his home studio. Gregory Ratoff will direct.
Unique headline becomes :
Ratoff Directs Lubitsch
■ ■
The Wilson" barrage over
New York is one of the heaviest in trade annals. Billboards
have been unfurled for weeks.
Within space restrictions imposed by newsprint shortages,
the dailies are carrying a full
load. There is also radio.
Combined, the campaign heralding the Roxy inaugural
August 1 will cost in the
neighborhood of $250,000, it is
estimated.
Thirteen days ahead of the
premiere, which this is, finds
the air lanes jammed with spot
announcements, by day and by
night. One upper strata 20thFox executive thereby is persuaded to observe, "It will be
impossible for the New York
public not to know about this
event. We've made certain of
■ ■
Some circulation is being accorded afantastic yarn which
seems too tall even for easilytaken-in Hollywood to absorb.
It has to do with a producer
who is of some stature on a major lot. He is presumed to be
disgruntled because he entered
his bid for the la-la quarters
once occupied by another producer no longer
around the
it."

Flashes
Hollywood, July 18

AS,will20th
SPYROS SKOUR
for
leaveCentury-Fox president,
New York by plane tomorrow after
several weeks of conference with studio officials.
Actor Ward Bond was struck ^
an automobile in Los Angeles lastnightleftandleg.suffered a severe fracture of
the
•
Sidney Lanfield was signed by Paramount to direct six pictures in the next
threefirst
years.
"Duffy's Tavern" will be
his
assignment.
•
D. A. Doran returned from New
York following conferences on story
•
properties.
Universal
rectorialextended
contract one Lew
year. Collins' diRKO gave Phillip Terry a new con-1
tract calling for two pictures annually.

$50,000 'WasselV Cut
To Navy Relief
An initial contribution of $50,000
from grosses of "The Story of Dr.
Wassell" will be turned over today to
the Navy Relief Society by Barney
Balaban, Paramount president, at a
luncheon at the 21 Club here.
Admiral James O. Richardson, NRS
executive secretary, will receive thej
payment, first to be made for the
Navy's cooperation in the film's production. Others attending the ceremony will be Adolph Zukor, Lieut.
Commanders Edmund De Long and
William C. Huggins, Russell Holman,
Lee.
Robert Gillham, Al Wilkie and Claude

Coast

Premiere

for

Hollywood, July
18. — Hollywood
'SYWA'
Selznick's
turned
out last night for the premiere
of David O. Selznick's "Since You
Went Away," at the Carthay Circle
Theatre. Hundreds of screen personalities and a number of dignitaries
in the Army and Navy comprised the
invited audience of 1,500.
Claudette Colbert, Jennifer Jones,
Shirley Temple, Robert Walker,
Joseph Cotten, Monty Woolley and
Lionel Barrymore, the seven stars of
the production, attended last night's
screening. The feature will not be released here for public consumption until late in the Summer.

was
parcel
to Cooper's
own- •
unit notdeal
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Stockholders

Approve
Pension

Loew
Plan

(Continued from page 1)
David Warfield and Henry Rogers Winthrop.
Company earnings, it was learned
following the meeting, are continuing
to run 10 per cent ahead of last year
after provisions for all Federal taxation, indicating 40 cents a share increase for the third quarter of the
current fiscal year over the similar period last year. The company had previously announced earnings of $7,442,698 for the 28 weeks ended March
16, 1944, or $4.44 a share as compared with earnings of $3.83 per share
for the comparable period in 1943
after Federal taxes.
As previously reported, the pension
plan, made possible at a minimum cost
to the company under the present
taxation situation and facilitated by
an arrangement whereby Loew executives who have profit-sharing contracts have agreed to limit their own
annual compensation to help defray
the costs, will cost the company approximately $3,500,000 for the first
year beginning March, 1944, and
about $3,000,000 for each succeeding
year. It will be underwritten by a
company to be selected later by the
trustees and a special committee. The
Equitable Life Assurance Co. is the
low bidder thus far.
Employes Retirement Plan
According to the plan, employes after retiring at the age of 65 (60 for
women) will receive 15 per cent of
their average annual earnings, plus
10 per cent of any portion over $3,000.
Earnings above $200,000 a year will
not to be used in computing the annual
average and the normal retirement income will have a top of $49,700 per
annum. The retirement income will
be payable for life with a minimum
of 10 years' payments guaranteed to
each employe, or his beneficiaries.
Provisions are made for death and
disability benefits and for termination of employment. Special benefits
are provided for stars, officers and
certain other Loew individuals.
Little opposition manifested itself at
the meeting to the plan. Presiding as
temporary chairman, Leake pointed
out that the maximum yearly benefits
under the Loew plan reach 25 per cent
of annual earnings where as in plans
in operation for other companies the
maximums reach as high as 75 per
cent. He stressed the fact that the
portion of salary being contributed to
the plan by nine top executives of
the company will be sufficient to cover the cost of the plan for every single
star on the company's roster who gets
$50,000 or more a year, based on 1943
earnings.

Wolff,

"Since

You
Went
(Continued from page 1)

Away

Corrigan, Agues Moorehead, Robert Walker, Albert Basserman, Doodles Weaver, Nazimova, Warren Hymer and others too numerous to
mention here. . The picture runs two hours and 51 minutes. Many
doubtless will say that it could be equally as fine and effective, or even
more so, in shorter length. Yet it appears fairly certain that sequences
which one would feel could be dispensed with, would be the very
sequences which another will find among the most enjoyable or significant in the picture. It has been done on a broad canvas. To eliminate
would be to restrict that canvas and to reduce proportionately its general audience appeal. A sophisticated New York preview audience
viewed it from beginning to end without show of restiveness.
Hp HE story is composed of the varied happenings in the lives of the
A mother and two daughters, left to readjust themselves to a wartime
existence and a revised family income after the head of the household
has entered the service. Considerable emotional effect is achieved simply by portraying the loneliness and the deep concern for the welfare
of the absent one of those left behind; their despair when the husband
and father is reported missing in action; their joy, the note on which the
picture ends., when they receive word on Christmas Eve that he is safe
and well and homeward bound.
The broad appeal of the picture is in its presentation of experiences
which so many millions throughout the world have known since war
began or, if not known, are understood, because so few remain who have
not been touched by them. The wartime romance, effectively portrayed
by Miss Jones and Walker, with its tragic ending; wartime experiences
and conversations in cocktail lounges, sweet shops, restaurants, railroad stations, aboard trains, in hotel lobby, home, bowling alley, church,
hospital and military camp, are familiar or recognizable to all. It is not
all set forth on the same plane of excellence; it has its hills and valleys.
Yet it carries the audience with it wherever it goes, projecting the
viewer into strong emotional sequences ; homely, everyday happenings ;
broad or charming humor; the joys and tragedies of adolescence. It
is difficult to imagine the audience or the member of one for which it
does not hold something compelling or something charming. And to
all those who have loved ones in the war, and those others whose loved
ones have been lost in it, it offers a message of faith and courage.
Hp HE lavish Selznick production hand is evident in every frame. John
Cromwell's direction is a distinguished accomplishment with very
few, and very minor exceptions. Performances are uniformly up to the
standard of the ambitious production, not even forgetting Soda, the
talented bulldog left behind by the master at war. The photography
of Stanley Cortez and Lee Garmes is outstanding by any standard of
comparison. Max Steiner's music is an important asset of the production. Selznick is credited with the screenplay.
Running time, 171 minutes.

"G."*

*"G" denotes general classification.
years he has been a director of
Loew's, Inc., the company's Federal
tax payments have increased from approximately $200,000 in 1931 to about
$21,000,000 this past year.
Joseph Pulvermacher, president of
the Sterling National Bank and Trust
Co., one of the shareholders, proposed
a resolution congratulating the company's directors and executive officers
of the company's
conduct
their
for
affairs during
the past year, which
was unanimously adopted. A. H. Arof the
drey, vice-president
Trust
Co., who pointed
out Bankers'
that he
has contact, with many of the film industry's financing ventures, also paid
tribute to the Loew's management and
said the company was well-served by
the adoption of the plan. He indicated that his bank was anxious to
serve as a trustee in the administration of the plan. Benjamin A. Javitz,
representing the Investors' Fair-Play
League, invited management representatives and stockholders to a clinic
on salaries and bonuses which the organization plans to conduct in October.

Less than 500 of the company's 4,300 employes who will be beneficiaries
under the plan are employed by subsidiaries of the company, Leake indicated in response to questioning, and
in all cases the subsidiaries are 50
per cent or more owned by Loew's,
Inc. Owners of the subsidiaries with
Loew's will be asked to contribute
their share to the upkeep of the plan,
company officials indicated.
Both the Securities and Exchange
Leake pointed out that in the 12 Commission and the Treasury De-

Release date, not
set.
Sherwin
Kane.

Lieberman

Brenner
Hoffman

and
Promoted

(Continued from page 1)
ner will continue his other duties for,
the time being.
Wolff has been with the com pany for
26 years. His first Loew job was assistant toCharles C. Moskowitz in auj
diting construction expenditures. Hi
then formed the purchasing department.
Later he was assigned to construction
and alteration of theatres and following the building of 15 new Loew theatres in the Metropolitan New York
area, he took charge of maintenance
of in-town theatres.
Wolff was once manager of the old!
Metro studios in the East. Then he
managed Loew's scenic studios. After
that he rejoined the purchasing department and became assistant to
Sonin.
Hoffman has been with the company 16 years. He joined the M-G-M
purchasing department after he was
graduated from New York University. Lieberman is a graduate of City
College of New York.
Joining M-G-M in Oct., 1936,1
Brenner's first job with the company
was the development of the field
checking department. Later he was
brought into the home office under
Alan F. Cummings, in charge of exchange operations.
His first post in the industry was!
with General Films in Philadelphia.
He left to join Universal in New
York. In 1918, he joined the Goldwyn accounting department under
Alan Cummings. He was later with
R-C Pictures, FBO and RKO, in
charge of contracts. He then joined
Warner Theatres' Newark zone office
as buyer of advertising and publicity
accessories. Later he was transferred
to the accounting department. He remained in this post until 1936, when
he moved over to M-G-M.

Alan
Dies

Dinehart,
on

54,

Coast

partment's Bureau of Internal Revenue have indicated that the Loew
Hollywood, July 18. — Private
pension plan conform with regulations services will be held here for Alan
covering such plans. It is expected Dinehart, 54, screen and stage actor,
that final approval will be sought once who died at Hollywood Presbyterian
final details of the plan have been Hospital Monday of a heart attack.
Interment will be at Forest Lawn
Cemetery.
set.
Rinehart had a lengthy career on
Goldwyn Host to RKO
the
stage as actor, author and direcJames Mulvey, vice-president of
tor before he entered motion pictures
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, and
Goldwyn will be hosts at a baseball 14 years ago. He had appeared in
nearly 100 films.
party at Ebbetts Field Sunday for
Among his stage roles were appeardelegates to RKO's 13th annual sales
"Silent House," "Cheaper to
meeting to begin July 24 at the Wal- Marry"ances inand
"The Meanest Man in
dorf-Astoria Hotel here. More than
300 delegates are expected to attend. the World," the last named being
Luncheon will be served at the club- written by himself as well. He signed
house. RKO distributes Goldwyn a Fox contract in May, 1931, and
in 1932 appeared in "As the Devil
Commands" for Columbia. From 1934
pictures.
he appeared in many pictures for most
Reiner's Mother Dies
of the major companies. He last appeared on Broadway in the play,
Funeral services will be held at
Riverside Chapel here tomorrow for "Separate Rooms."
Dinehart is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Grace Reiner, mother of Manny
Reiner, who died yesterday at Lan- Mrs. Mozelle Brittone Dinehart, an
caster, Ohio. Reiner, formerly short actress, and two sons, Mason Alan
subjects advertising-publicity director Dinehart, 3rd, eight years old, and
for Paramount, is now with the OWI Frederick Alan Dinehart, Jr., now
overseas branch.
serving with the Army overseas.
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Spain Pays
Film Debts

Its
to

Board

(Continued from page 1)
properly absorbed. Rank's accountants
have been striving for many months to
unravel these tangled equities.
Meanwhile, Anthony Havelock-Allan, David Lean and Ronald Neame,
makers of "In Which We Serve," and
"Blithe Spirit," have left Two Cities
and joined Independent Producers,
Rank's favored production organization, taking with them the blessing of
Noel Coward. Carol Reed is also a
potential IP member. This is described
here as a blow to Filippo Del Guidice,
TC managing director, but is all a part
of Rank's rationalization of his production sources preparatory to the
start of joint production with 20thFox. Del Guidice left London today
for a holiday in the Scottish Highlands.

The Seventh
(M-G-M)

Cross"

DANDRO S. BERMAN has transformed Anna Seghers' best-selling
*■ novel, "The Seventh Cross," dealing with the escape of a group of
men from a German concentration camp, in 1936, into an excellent,
grimly realistic, suspenseful dramatic film starring Spencer Tracy.
Under Fred Zinnemannfc splendid direction, the well-chosen cast —
which also includes Signe Hasso, Hume Cronyn, Jessica Tandy, Feliz
Bressart and Herbert Rudley — makes this an outstanding film and a
living document of German brutality.
Emphasis in the screen play, which Helen Deutsch wrote from Miss

Seghers' novel, is on Tracy's desperate attempt to contact his friends in1
the German underground in Mainz after his escape from a concentration
camp. The only apparent crime of Tracy and six others who made the
break is that they were liberals. But this does not prevent their captors
from degrading them. Suspense and action and an insight into the attitude of mild-mannered Germans toward the Nazis highlight the manhunt. Tracy gradually regains his courage and cunning as his friends
shelter him while he tries to contact the underground. The underground
in turn makes frantic attempts to reach him. There is a brief romantic
interlude between Tracy and Miss Hasso before Tracy is finally whisked
away to safety after the Nazis have recaptured all the others.
1st U. A. District
Tracy adds another brilliant portrayal to his long list of screen characterizations, inthe role of the hunted German liberal. Miss Hasso is
Meet Here Saturday
(Continued from page 1)
lovely in the brief romantic interlude as she aids the others in helping
districts convene at the Warwick Ho- Tracy to escape. Cronyn is an utterly believable mild-mannered Gertel, Carl Leserman, U.A. general
man who does not hesitate to stick his neck out to help a friend. Karl
sales manager, announced here yester- Freund's photography is an asset in the handsome production which
day.
producer Berman provided. It combines excellent direction and inspired
Sam Lefkowitz, New York district casting. In adding the name of Tracy for box-office appeal Berman has
manager, and James Winn, Boston turned out a film that should register substantially even though many
district manager, will preside at the
meetings, which will be attended by underground films have preceded this one.
staffs from New York, Philadelphia,
Running time, 111 minutes.
"G."* Release date,Milton
not set. Livingston.
Washington, Boston, Buffalo and
New Haven.
First session will get underway
Friday morning with Leserman the
Wing and a Prayer
principal speaker. Other home office
(20th
Century-Fox)
executives who will attend are : Harry
Gold, Edward Schnitzer, J. J. Unger,
reputedly
heroic
aircraft
carrier authentic
which was saga
used ofas aa lone,
decoy unnamed
shortly after
PearlAmerican
Harbor
Paul Lazarus, Sr., Harry Buckley, *~pHE
Charles Steele, Phil Dow, Jack to deceive the Japs into believing that we had scattered our remaining
Wrege, S. W. McGrath, James Dunn Pacific naval strength, has been wrought into a dramatic, exciting action
and Louis Pollock.
melodrama in "Wing and a Prayer" by producers William A. Bacher
Similar combined district meetings and
Walter Morosco. Featured in this new 20th Century-Fox film
will be held for the western divisions
dealing
with naval warfare are Don Ameche as the stern flight operaas soon as accommodations can be
tions
officer of the carrier ; Dana Andrews as the easy-going torpedo
arranged.
plane squadron commander ; William Ethye, a Hollywood screen idol
turned pilot, and a capable all-male supporting cast which includes
Final
eV Regional Charles Bickford, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Kevin O'Shea, Richard
Today; Canada
Next Jaeckel, Henry Morg'an and Richard Crane. It is an entertainment
package that should do well at the box office.
(Continued from page 1)
The action in the story written for the screen by Jerome Cady starts
Furst, Sam Finkel and Leo Simon.
at
the time when everyone was asking where the U. S. Pacific fleet was,
Scully, F. J. A. McCarthy and Maurice Bergman will leave here late today but the admirals weren't telling since the only chance of preventing an
to attend Universal's Canadian sales attempt by the japs to take Pearl Harbor was strategy. To accomplish
meeting at the Mt. Royal Hotel, this strategy the Japs had to be made to believe that we had deployed
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Alf the various units of our fleet over a wide area and this was the mission
Perry, head of Empire-Universal, will
assigned to Carrier X. The assignment was a heart-breaking one for
conduct that meeting.
the flyers who were itching to get their hands on the Jap Zero planes
but their orders were to avoid any encounters with the Japs. And if
Skeleton WB
Meet
the assignment was a miserable one for the flyers it was more miserable
for Ameche who commanded their operations aboard the carrier. But
Held This Year
the undertaking was a success and the Jap fleet was lured to Midway
(Continued from page 1)
all its salesmen, bookers and a large where the U. S. Navy dealt it a severe blow.
contingent of home office personnel, as
Henry Hathaway's direction stresses the tension aboard the carrier
well as studio executives, to a mass without resorting to the usual histrionics and, as a result, the film
convention at the Hotel Blackstone in emerges as another excellent document of naval warfare. Glen MacChicago. Last year the company held
photography is splendid, augmented, presumably by official
a meeting here and several other re- Williams'
U. S. Navy shots depicting an actual aerial attack upon the carrier.
gional sessions.
Twentieth Century-Fox should have no difficulty in selling this to the
customers in view of the wide interest in aircraft carriers and their
Ann Brody, 59, Dies
operations. Producers Bacher and Morosco have supplied an appealing
Ann Brody Goldstein, 59, known as production peopled with a host of good acting talent.
Ann Brody in films and on the stage,
died here at the weekend. Miss block
Running
in August in
No. 1.time, 97 minutes. "G."* To be released
Milton Livingston.
Brody, a native of Poland, appeared
in motion pictures in the early days
of Vitagraph in Brooklyn and later
*"G" denotes general classification.
went to Hollywood.

U.S.

Companies

(Continued from page 1)
in 1944-45. Universal has earmarked
10 to 15 features for Spain, doubling'
the number shown during the past!
season, Aguilar said.
One important condition that must I
be fulfilled in stepping up the flow^|
American pictures in Spain is the
quired distribution in the Americas
of
Spanish
product.
Universal's
most
recent
acquisition
under
this arrangement is "Te Quiero Para Mi" ("I
Want You for Myself Alone"), which
the company will distribute in South
America and possibly in the U. S*»
Aguilar announced.
"American films are more popular
than showing
the British,"
Aguilarfilms,
said,except
"ani
the
of German
newsreels, has been stopped altogether." He explained that the German product is "too heavy for the
Spanish of
mentality"
and is against
now taboo
because
the regulation
any
war subjects.
"fostering requires
Spain's
neutrality,
the In
government
newsreels to be 50 per cent German
and 50 per cent from Allied sources.
Aguilar, who has supervised Universal's five exchanges in Spain since
1936, after a term with Paramount
there and, previously, service in the
Spanish Merchant Marine, likewise
represents the company in Portugal.
In that country, where business, he reported, isalso good, there are no restrictions other than high customs
duties and a ban on "definite war

5th Special Events
Increase to 14,077
(Continued from page 1)
films."
of the events held through July
27.
Exhibitors are to mail their final
and complete reports to the national
committee in New York on the night
of Thursday, July 27.
Incomplete returns on "Free Movie
Day" show such events held in 7,770 theatres, as compared with 3,403
in the Fourth Loan; 5,198 "War
Bond Premieres" for adults, as
against 3,182 in the Fourth War Loan,
and 1,069 there
"Children's
In
addition,
were Premieres."
40 registered
events not included in any of these
categories.
Fleitman

to PRC;

Bonwick Resigns
(Continued from page 1)
sales yesterday.
manager,
here

McCarthy announc

Bonwick's resignation is effective
immediately, with Arthur B. Johnson
elected secretary-treasurer at the
board of directors' meeting which
elevated Leon Fromkess to the presias reported
tiondency,
Picture
Daily. Monday in MoCount

Cutelli

Dies

Seattle, July 18. — Count Gaetano
Mazzaglia Cutelli, creator of the voice j
of "Porgy the Pig" and other sound
effects in films, died here at the weekend. Count Cutelli, an Italian nobleman, could reproduce more than 2,000 sounds for films.
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Admissions
875

Hit

Millions,

U.S.

Reports

Highest

Figure

Ever

Says

Gov't

Reached,

Washington, July 19. — Civilian motion picture theatres in the
United States took in $875,000,000
in admissions in 1942— last year
for which figures are available — it
was disclosed by the Department of
Commerce.
New estimates of consumer
expenditure prepared in the
national income unit of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce placed the
amount spent on film theatre
admissions at the highest figure
ever attained, and very close to
double the depression low
reached in 1933.
The $875,000,000 in 1942 admissions
(Continued on page 3)

Industry
With

Meeting

OCR

Today

20th-Fox
Regional

YORK,

U.S.A., THURSDAY,

May Have
Meetings

With practically all other
distributors having held or
scheduled sales meetings for
1944-45, 20th Century-Fox is
considering whether or not to
hold a series of regionals, as
in 1943, in light of transportation difficulties. Tom Connors, distribution vice-president, said yesterday that a
decision is expected shortly.
Last of the scheduled national meetings will take
place next Monday through
Wednesday, when RKO assembles at the Waldorf-Astoria here. Warners will hold
a "skeleton" session in midAugust. M-G-M and Paramount will have no formal
gatherings.

JULY

Loew's
May

Be

Other

TEN

20, 1944

Foreign
Pattern

Unit
for

Companies

Loew's experience to date with the
operation of Loew's International
Corp., which was formed to control
all of the company's foreign business,
has been so satisfactory that other
companies are studying the operational
plan with a view to patterning their
own foreign operations upon it, it is
learned.
The International Corp., formed
some time ago, has resulted in savings
of several million dollars, David Bernstein, treasurer of Loew's, Inc., revealed here, recently, and as a result
of which it has contributed an estimated $1,000,000 in extra dividends to
stockholders of the parent company
during the past fiscal year. Representatives of other companies have discussed the set-up with Bernstein and
RKO
Films Telecast have obtained information from him
as to its details.
The saving is accomplished as a reDemocrats
for NBC
sult of two features of the U. S. excess profits tax law, from which comNational Broadcasting launched its
panies doing 95 per cent of their business abroad are exempt and which,
television coverage of the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago over making a 40 per cent annual levy on
direct operations, applies
its television station WNBT here last profits from
(Continued on page 6)
night with "The Democratic Party on
Parade" made specially for the occasion by RKO Television Corp., using
PRC
Sales Meet in
Pathe facilities.
The 30-minute film, an entertaining Cleveland Saturday
and interesting documentary tracing
the Democratic party back to Thomas
Leo J. McCarthy, PRC general sales
Jefferson ; recalling the Democratic manager, will hold a regional sales
presidents of the past with consider- meeting in Cleveland on Saturday and
able footage devoted to the careers of Sunday. Representatives from the
Presidents Woodrow Wilson and Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt ; as well Detroit and Pittsburgh areas will attend.
(Continued on page 3)

-The re'
July 19.
gton,e Industr
Washin
y — Advisory
vived
Theatr
Committee to the Office of Civilian
Requirements will meet with the OCR
service trades division here today to
theatres,
discuss
manpower, new
equipment and the shortage of freon
gas.
The committee, appointed by Donald R. Longman, division chief, consists of : Ed Kuykendall, Columbia,
Miss.; Robert W. Wilby, Atlanta; Bond
Owners
Are
Reports
Hugh W. Bruen, Whittier, Cal. ;
Claude C. Ezell, Dallas ; Joseph
Blumenfield, San Francisco ; Martin
(Continued on page 3)
O 'Donnell
Responsibility:
R. J. O'Donnell, industry national
Loeiv Circuit Sales
"Fighting Fifth" War Loan chairMcMurphey
Leaves
man, yesterday warned exhibitor drive
Top $15,000,000
participants that the filing of reports
Fifth War Loan bond sales
WPB;
Joins OWI
on July 27, covering the fifth camin Loew Theatres between
June 1 and July 17 amounted
paign is the individual exhibitors' responsibility.
to $15,435,775. Of this amount,
Washington, July 19. — George W.
Cards on which exhibitors
New York theatres sold $9,McMurphey, for the past 10 months
are to report fifth loan results
578,000.
Chief of the Recreation and Amusewill be in the mails today to
Some 291,005 bonds valued
ments Section of the Office of Civilian
every theatre in the country.
at $31,815,627 were sold by
Requirements, will leave the War
theatres in the New York
Individual circuit managers, and not
Production Board Friday to join the
area between June 1 and July
Office of War Information as manager circuit headquarters are required to
of Informational Campaigns, it was report directly ; nor are state drive
16, according
chairman Charles to
C. local
Moskowitz,
announced today.
chairmen to report for individual
Loew executive.
McMurphey's intention to resign was theatres, declared O'Donnell, who ex(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 3)
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Empire-Universal Gets
20 Films Next Year
Montreal, July 19. — An announcement byA. W. Perry, general manager of Empire-Universal
Films, Ltd., Toronto, in conjunction with the annual company convention at the Mt. Royal here, reveals the entry of J. Arthur Rank
of London into the Canadian field
through an agreement with the Empire-Universal distributing organization headed by Paul L. Nathanson.
The contract, which sets at rest
many rumors over a lengthy period,
provides for the exclusive Canadian
distribution rights through EmpireUniversal of 20 features of EagleLion Film Co. and Two Cities, Ltd.,
during 1944-45,
withon a page
British
(Continued
3) depart-

'Locally
Held

Needed'

Is

in Abeyance

The War Activities Committee distributors' division is still undecided
whether it should pursue further attempts to secure
"locally needed"
designations
for exchanges.
At a
luncheon-meeting held at the Hotel
Astor here yesterday, at which action
was to be taken one way or another,
it was decided, for the present at
least, not to abandon attempts to secure these designations from the War
Manpower Commission.
"Locally needed" designations have
been secured for exchange help in
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh and the
industry was in the process of filing
(Continued on page 3)

Philipson
deGru

Replaces

at Paramount

Joe Philipson, formerly general manager of the Cooper-Paramount theatre
interests, who recently joined the Paramount distribution department in New
York, has been appointed head of the
Paramount contract approval and analysis department by Charles M.
Reagan, vice-president and general
sales manager. Philipson replaces
Peggy deGru,
who onhaspageresigned
that
(Continued
6)

Motion

Personal

UA

Sales

Start

Picture

Delegates

Arriving

Mention
SPYROS P. SKOURAS, 20th
Century-Fox president ; Murray
Silverstone, vice-president in charge
of foreign distribution, and Sam
Shain arrived here by plane last night
from the Coast after a fortnight at the
studio.
•
Edward L. Kuykendall, president
of the MPTOA, is attending the
Democratic National Convention in
Chicago with the delegation from his
home state, Mississippi.
•
Rube Jackter, Columbia's assistant
general sales manager, and George
Josephs, manager of the sales accounting division, will arrive today
from San Francisco.
•
George Scanlan, general manager
of the photo products division of E. I.
du Pont de Nemours, is back at his
desk in Wilmington following an illness of several months.
•
Frank Kennebeck, Paramount's
Caribbean manager, is en route back
to Trinidad, West Indies, after a visit
in Omaha with his family.
•
Samuel Rinzler of the Randforce
circuit in Brooklyn and Long Island
will spend August vacationing at
Highmount, New York.
•
Charles L. Becker, reporter on
Boxoffice, and Mrs. Becker, announce the birth of a son, Robert

Half of the 40 sales delegates will
arrive this evening for the first session
of the United Artists combined New
York and Boston district sales meetings which will get underway tomorrow at the Warwick Hotel here.
Branch managers and salesmen
scheduled to attend the two-day combined district meetings will include
James Winn, Boston district manager,
and the following representatives from
his territory : from Boston, John J.
Dervin, G. L. Hager, Nat Ross, Joe
Cronan, H. Schaeffer ; Buffalo, Matt
Sullivan, Jr., salesmen L. A. Herman,
Ray Wylie ; J. A. Bykawski ; William
Shartin, Irving ,Mendlesohn.
Sam Lefkowitz, New York district
manager, will have the following members from his district attending: from
New York, Jack Ellis, Ed Mullen,
Charles Goetz, Dave Burkan, Bill
Schuster, Sam Rifkin, Richard Perry,
George Jeffrey; Philadelphia, Harry
Bodkin, Melvin Koff, Harry Tyson,
Ralph Peckham, G. J. Gates ; Washington, Mark Silver, G. E. Price, M.
Seigal, S. Pike, M. Rose.
Carl Leserman, general sales manager, will preside.
Sixth
Starts

Hanson

Unit

in Canada

Toronto, July 19. — The latest of
Oscar R. Hanson's trade units started
here this week with a visit from New
York of Ralph B. Randall, sales vicepresident of Microfilm Corp., and
•
Jay.
Ralph DeSola, technical supervisor of
Jules Lapidus,
Eastern division Microstat Corp., for the opening of
sales manager for Warners, will re- Microfilm - Microstat, Ltd., with
turn today from Albany and Buffalo, George Oullahan as general manager.
o
Hanson is opening throughout the Dominion sales and services branches,
Ben Kalmekson, general sales which will be separate from his offices
manager for Warners, spent yester- for Monogram Pictures, Esquire
day in Philadelphia.
Films, Pioneer Films, Sterling Films
•
and Hanson 16mm Movies, Ltd.
Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists vice-president, is enroute to London.
Balaban, Zukor Give
Mulvey, Disney Heads
To RKO
Convention
Scheduled to attend RKO's annual
sales convention, opening Monday at
the Waldorf-Astoria here, are James
Mulvey, vice president of Samuel
Goldwyn Productions, with a delegation of Goldwyn executives including
Lester Rawson, W. Heineman, B. Fish
and Morton Nathanson.
Representing Walt Disney Productions will be Roy Disney, vice president ;Verne Caldwell, James Finey,
Kay Kamen, William Levy, W. Lowenberg, Leo Samuels and P. Waldheim.
Mills Joins PRC, Canada
Toronto, July 19. — Announcement
is made by Harry J. Allen, general
manager, of the appointment of Lloyd
J. Mills, formerly with the 20th Century Theatres, as Toronto manager of
Producers Releasing of Canada.

Navy Relief Check
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, and Adolph Zukor, chairman of
the board of directors, presented a
$50,000 check, first installment on a
portion of the grosses from "The
Story of Dr. Wassell," to Admiral
James O. Richardson, executive secretary of the Navy Relief Society, in
a ceremony at the home office here
yesterday following a luncheon at the
21 Club. Among those present were
Lieut. Commanders Edmund De Long
and William C. Higgins, Russell Holman, Robert Gillham, Al Wilkie,
Claude Lee and representatives of the
trade press.

daily

Isolated
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Troops
Coast

Will

Obtain

Film

Recreation

Flashes
Hollywood, June 19

Washington, July 19. — Plans are
maturing whereby Army units in isolated locations which now are without
recreation will receive motion picture
service, it was learned here today.
As a result of proposals which have
been developed by meetings between
representatives of the WAC and Army
and Navy officials, the Navy may undertake to make available for small
groups of troops in isolated positions
which cannot be served by the Army
film circuits.
While there are only a relatively few
groups of soldiers now outside the limits of Army film service, it is understood that the number may be expected
to increase materially as the war in the
Pacific widens. In the course of the
Pacific campaign it is probable that
troops will be located at a large number of points over a wide area.
The plan may work both ways, with
the Army providing films for Naval
units long at sea and unable to pick
up
vice.new films from the Navy film serReelect
All

S che

Loew

nek,

Officers

Thehasboard
of directors
of Loew's,
Inc.
reelected
all officers
of the
corporation, headed by Nicholas M.
Schenck, president. The board was reelected by stockholders at their annual
meeting here Tuesday. Reelected in
addition to Schenck were David Bernstein, vice-president and treasurer ;
vice-presidents J. Robin Rubin, W. F.
Rodgers, Edward A. Schiller, Edward
J. Mannix, Al Lichtman, Howard
Dietz, C. C. Moskowitz, J. R. Vogel,
Ben Thau and Sam Katz ; Leopold
Friedman, secretary ; assistant treasurers Charles K. Stern, Moskowitz, Len
Cohen and R. Lazarus, and Jesse T.
tary.
Mills, comptroller and assistant secre-

WB
Meet

Newark
with

Mgrs.

Bernhard

Managers and executive staff members of Warner Theatres in the Newark area met there this week with Joseph Bernhard, general manager of
WB theatres. Frank Damis, who succeeds Don Jacocks as zone manager
for the territory, was introduced.
Following a short talk by Damis,
Jacocks, who resigned to open his own
offices, delivered a farewell address.
Among those who attended the meeting
was Harry Goldberg, advertising-publicity director for the circuit, from
the home office.

PARAMOUNT studio executives
have signed a new agreement with
Sidney Lanfield under which he will
direct six pictures during the next
three years, the first to be "Duffy's
Tavern," which will star Ed Gardner,
Bob Hope, William Bendix, Victor
Moore and others. Lanfield's most
recent Paramount picture was "Bring
•
on Jack
the L.
Girls."
Warner has added two more
pictures to the new Warner schedule
to get under way next month. They
are : "Nobody Lives Forever," Jean
Negulesco directing John Garfield from
the W. R. Burnett novel, and "Pillar
to Post," which has been added to
Alex Gottlieb's production schedule.
•
Following Harold Lloyd's plea that
his 13-acre estate is unprofitable, the
Countv Equalization Board yesterday
reassessed the property, cutting $14,000 from the previous $178,570 assessment. The tax is approximately
•
International Pictures appointed
$9,000.
Walter Thompson, formerly editorial
supervisor,
to head
studio's departoperations committee
to the
coordinate
mental activities and expedite production processes.
•
Kay Francis will take up her duties
with Monogram as co-producer and
star early in August. The picture
which she will first co-produce with
Jeffrey Bernerd will be called "Di•
Screen Actors Guild has joined the
Council of Hollywood Unions and
Guilds which was formerly known as
the Emergency Committee.
e
vorce."
Universal has released producer-director Felix Feist from his contract;
the separtion is said to be amicable to
both parties.
•
James Mulvey and William F.
Schneider entrained for New York todayGoldwyn.
following conferences with Samuel
•
Lou Levy, manager of the Andrews
Sisters, will produce a feature starring
the trio, for release by RKO.
•
Edward Golden will entrain on the
Santa Fe's Superchief Friday to attend
the RKO convention in New York,
o
Columbia announced a series of 10
westerns starring Charles Starrett in
"Durango Kid."
Ross

Pope to Cleveland
Washington, July 19. — Christ
Pope, former booker for Schine Theatres here, and more recently attached
to the Schine home office in Gloversville, has been transferred to Cleveland to be in charge of booking for
Belpik Theatres, a Schine subsidiary.

Para's Lt. Cardea Cited
Lt. Armand Cardea, formerly of the
Paramount foreign publicity department, now a bombardier with the AAF
overseas, has been awarded the Air
Medal for "exceptionally meritorius
achievement" during recent bombing
attacks on German defense lines.

Purchases

Home

Harry A. Ross, president of Ross
Federal Service, national film research
and theatre checking organization, has
purchased a five-story home at 12 E.
67th St. The building, formerly owned
by the Munson family of the Munson
Steamship interests, is assessed at

$68,000.
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(Continued from page 1)
ment being set up within Empire-Universal to handle the product of the
world-wide Rank organization, this
being separate from E-U's established
arrangements for distribution of Universal and Republic product.
The complete list of British films
for the Canadian market was not revealed by Perry but it starts off with
"This Happy Breed," a Noel Coward
picture in color, and "Demi-Paradise," starring Lawrence Olivier.
No mention is made of any relation
with 20th Century-Fox, closely allied
with Eagle-Lion in the United States,
in connection with the Canadian franchise for Rank's
it is
understood
that thereleases,
Canadiananddeal
is

Motion
RKO

Films

Democrats

Picture

3

Daily

Telecast
for

NBC

{Continued from page 1)
as presenting the aspirants for the
vice-presidential nomination at the
present convention. Old Pathe stock
shots of previous Democratic conventions since the turn of the 20th Century embodied more action than the
shots of previous Republican conventions and did not comprise the major
portion of the footage. Commentary
was supplied by Paul Aley, formerly
with M-G-M's News of the Day and
now on NBC's staff.
Shots of the delegates arriving at
the present convention, made by a special Pathe crew, were televised following the film. Four crews of Pathe
camera and sound men are photographingsion
the convention
for NBC's televicoverage by arrangement
with
RKO Television Corp. The films are
being flown from Chicago for telecasting the next day over WNBT
with WRGB in Schenectady and
WPTZ in Philadelphia also participating. Shots of the opening of the convention will be televised over the three
stations tonight.

entirely distinct from any arrangement with Spyros Skouras, head of
20th Century-Fox. There is also understood tobe no tie-up between Rank
and Odeon Theatres of Canada, of
which Paul Nathanson is also chief.
Will Handle
It has been said that Canadian Odeon Kuhn
is not interested in any investment
Press
overtures from Rank nor has sought Republican
Irene C. Kuhn, assistant director of
any outside financing.
information of National Broadcasting,
and former Motion Picture Daily
J. B. Cronk's Appointment
Coincident with the deal for Rank's staff writer, has taken leave of absence from the network to become asproduct in Canada is the announcesociate director of publicity for the
ment of the appointment of J. B.
Cronk of Toronto as manager of a Republican Presidential campaign, it
new exploitation department of Em- was announced here yesterday by
pire-Universal, which is a step in the Herbert Brownell, Jr., chairman of
expansion move to take care of the the Republican National Committee.
Mrs. Kuhn, with NBC for four
Rank development. A U-E British
films division is being established years, previously was engaged in
with branches in six Canadian key newspaper work for 15 years in this
cities, it is understood, so that Brit- country, Europe and in the Far East.
ish product will be distinct from Universal and Republic distribution. Sol Winokur
Appeals
Cronk, a veteran in exploitation, resigned as promotion manager of Unit- Clearance Decision
ed Artists in Canada, to accept the
Sol Winokur, operator of the Ritz
appointment. Canadian campaigns Theatre, Watervleit, Mich., has apwill be built up on each British feapealed the dismissal of his clearance
ture.
complaint
M-G-M, Warners,
Incidentally, John Davis of London, RKO and against
Paramount, the American
a
for
representing Rank, is scheduled
Arbitration Association announced
visit in Canada for an important con- here yesterday.
ference on contract details and he
John L. Lovett, arbitrator in the
will go to the United States later for Detroit tribunal, had held that the
distribuRank
on
talks with Skouras
clearance imposed by the defendants
tion plans there.
in favor of the Loma and Hart TheaGrainger, Scully and
onable.tres, Hartford, Mich., is not unreasMcCarthy Are Honored
Montreal, July 19.— James R.
Grainger, president of Republic, and Price Leaves Astor
W. A. Scully and F. J. A. McCarthy,
Toronto, July 19. — Harry Price,
Universal executives, attending the veteran exchange manager, has resigned as general manager of Astor
12th annual convention of EmpireUniversal Films here, were given Pictures of Canada, here. Astor superseded Superior Films last year, of
banquets this week during the convention at the Mt. Royal Hotel. Em- which Price had been general manager
pire-Universal represents both Uni- for many years.
versal and Republic in Canada.
Those attending the Grainger ban- McCarthy banquet from Toronto were
quet from Toronto included Paul L. president J. J. Fitzgibbons and viceNathanson, Frank H. Fisher, George president R. W. Bolstad of Famous
H. Beetson, Harry Painter, Walter J. Players Canadian; Haskell M. MasKennedy and a group of salesmen and
ters, general manager of Odeon Theabookers of the Empire and Sovereign
tres of Canada ; Hon. J. Earl Lawoffices there. Among Montreal ex- son, a director of the Odeon ; T. J.
hibitor officials attending were: Ar- Bragg, president of General Theatres,
thur Hirsch, George N. Ganetakos, and W. J. Kennedy, general manager
John Ganetakos, A. N. Tabah, Alex- of Sovereign Film.
ander Adelman, George Rotsky and
Many theatre chain executives of
William Lester, as well as Ben Nor- Montreal were also among the invitrish, president of Associated Screen
ed guests who included E. BeaureNews.
gard, K.C., chairman of the Quebec
Among those attending the Scully- Board of Censors.

Admissions
'Locally Needed'
Held in Abeyance

Hit

Is

(Continued from page 1)
for such designations in over 20 other
cities when the WMC tightened its
requirements for such designations
last month. Since then, a conference
with WMC head Paul V. McNutt was
held but there has been no indication
of what the WMC intends to do about
the industry's manpower problems.
Ned E. Depinet, WMC division
chairman, presided at yesterday's meeting. Among those present were : Tom
Connors, 20th Century-Fox ; Charles
M. Reagan, Paramount ; Robert
Mochrie and Leon J. Bamberger,
RKO; I. F. (Mike) Dolid, Warner
Bros. ; H. M. Richey, M-G-M ; M. J.
Weisfeldt, Columbia ; Carl Lesserman, United Artists ; E. T. Gomersall, Universal ; Walter Titus, Republic ; Ed Morey, Monogram ; George
Dembow, National Screen Service, and
Francis Harmon and Walter Brown
of WAC.
Industry
Meeting
With OCR
Today
(Continued from page 1)
G. Smith, Toledo ; William F. Crockett, Virginia Beach, Va. ; and S. H.
Fabian, Joseph Bernhard, Lewis A.
Lotito and Joseph R. Vogel, New
York.
At a morning
session by
the Kenneth
group's
functions
will be outlined
A. Harvey of the OCR Office of Industry Advisory Committee and its
legal status by John MacLay of the
legal department. Following will be
forums on the OCR program for new
theatres in war communities and on
the possibility of getting more seats,
carpeting and other equipment
through the availability of war industry surpluses. Chances of obtaining
more freon gas for cooling systems
will be taken up with Franklin Millham, administrator.
Springfield Observes
Its Plan in MOT
Springfield, Mass., July 18. — Over
200 of Springfield's civic, business, theatre and organizational leaders as well
as the press and radio attended a special preview of The March of Time's
"Americans All," in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Kimball yesterday afternoon. Of interest to those
attending the preview was the Springfield Plan which is a feature part
of the film and shows how this is
being carried out under Superintendent of Schools Dr. John Granrud. Among those attending were
Congressman Charles A. Clason, Nathan Goldstein of Western Massachusetts Theatres, Philip A. Richardson,
city editor of the Springfield Republican and Dr. John Granrud.
Legion Classifies 7
Feature Releases
The Legion of- Decency this week
made the following classifications for
new films :

875

Millions,

U.S.

Reports

(Continued from
represents more than
each dollar spent for
missions and close to
the total expenditure

page 1)
85 cents out of
amusement ad20 per cent of
for recreation.

The bureau's survey covered a period of 14 years, starting with 1929
when admissions were placed at $720,100,000 out of a total of $913,500,000
paid for all admissions to spectator
amusements. The high pre-depression level was reached in 1930, when
film theatres took in $732,400,000 out
of a total admission expenditure of
$890,100,000.
After 1930, a decline set in which
cut total admissions by 4.3 per cent
as the depression accelerated, film
theatre income in 1931 being $719,400,000 out of a total of $853,200,000 ;
in 1932, $527,400,000 out of a total of
$632,500,000, and in 1933, $482,500,000 out of a total of $573,900,000.
From that point on, however, admissions were on the upgrade, the
bureau reported, amounting to $518,500,000 in 1934 out of a total of $624,000,000; $556,100,000 in 1935 out of
$672,200,000; $626,100,000 in 1936
out of $758,900,000; and $676,500,000
in 1937 out of $819,200,000.
In 1938, there was a slight cut-back,
with film theatre admissions slipping
to $663,100,000 out of a total of
$815,800,0000 and in 1939 a further
loss to $659,400,000 out of $821,500,000, but in 1940 the upward trend was
resumed at $709,200,000 out of $870,600,000, with a further gain to $755,700,000 out of $929,100,000 in 1941,
and in 1942 to the high of $875,000,000.
The bureau had no figures on 1943,
but it made some preliminary estimates indicating that the total expenditure of $4,640,000,000 for recreation
of all types in 1942 would run around
$5,000,0000,000 for last year.
The expenditure for all recreation
in 1942 amounted to 5.2 cents out of
every dollar of consumer expenditures
which was the average for the period
1929-41, but it was estimated the 1943
expenditure would drop to 5.1 cents
on the dollar.
McMurphey

Leaves

WPB;
Joins OWI
(Continued from page 1)
reported in Motion Picture Daily
June 28 as a result of changes in the
OCR policy which he felt reduced his
opportunity to serve the film industry
to a point where to remain longer
would serve no useful purpose.
OCR officials said no successor to
McMurphey has yet been named but
his work will be carried on by the staff
of the office until an acting head is ap-

During the course of his service,
pointed.
McMurphey developed a nationwide
program designed to provide some 200
additional theatres for war production
centers. Only a fraction of that number was approved by WPB, however,
Class A-l, "Forty Thieves," Mono- as a result of increasing manpower
gram ; "Since You Went Away,"
He also planned developUnited Artists ; A-2, "Falcon in stringencies.
ment of other forms of recreation
Mexico," RKO ; "The Seventh Cross,"
M-G-M; "A Wac, a Wave and a which also ran athwart the plans of
Marine," Monogram, and Class B, WPB for keeping civilian construction
to a minimum.
"Take It or Leave It," 20th-Fox.
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Exhibitors

Short

Picture

Subject

The card report is designed to cover time, 20 mins.
all Bond sales by a theatre in a manner that will enable the staff of the
War Activities Committee in New "Boot and Spur"
York to tabulate the over-all nation- (RKO Pathe)
wide result of all theatres in a miniThe Army's cavalry schools at Fort
mum of time and with a minimum of Riley,
Kansas, and Camp Robertson,
Nebraska, are the locales of this spireffort, O'Donnell explained.
ited short which should have an unMeanwhile, declaring that "exhibiusual appeal to horse lovers and also
tors are becoming aware of the importance of such reports, not just to furnish genuine entertainment and inthe committee in charge, but also to
terest to the average. Cavalry exerthe theatre owner himself and to his
cises in the field, jumping obstacles
own future as an integral part of this and dashes across broken country with
great dentindustry,"
Ed Kuykendall,
presi- many spills for both riders and horses
of the MPTOA,
in a statement
carry this one to a peak of excitement. Many famous jockeys of other
to John J. Friedl, "Fighting Fifth"
War Loan campaign director, urges years, polo players and horse show
every exhibitor to mail his complete experts are shown in this branch of
Fifth War Loan report to the national the service. Frederick Ullman, Jr.,
produced.
Running time, 8% mins.
committee on July 27.
Shows

St Louis

At

All

1st Runs

AAFProductionRate
Hollywood

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)
plained that managers or exhibitors
can send duplicate reports to circuit "Devil Boats'*
home offices or to state chairmen, al- ( Warners)
In line with its policy of producing
though this is optional.
service films to educate the public to
The industry's
national
drive the inner workings of our Armed
committee
will send
each fifth
exhibitor
Forces, Warners has come forth with
and distributor state chairman a pe- an effective and inspiring story of a
riodic progress report on the results Navy Patrol Torpedo ship, and its
of bond sales listed by every theatre crew.
in their territories.
Photographed in striking color,
The simplified report is to be the "Devil Boats" reaches the peak of the
complete report of the exhibitor's WB service series, showing the hand
campaign. It will include the record of Andre De La Varre, who, with A.
of bond sales from June 1 through
has produced an inJuly 27, and is to be mailed back to Pam Blumenthal,
structive, yet interesting and even
O'Donnell at national "Fighting thrilling short subject. From his post
Fifth" headquarters in New York at in a defense plant, Bob Palmer, played
the close of business on Thursday, by Warren Douglas, is followed
July 27. The card is to be the official
through his training as a P.T. "skip"Fighting Fifth" drive report from
per." Highlighted is his performance
which the final figures of the indus- in action
against enemy sea power in
try's
patricipation
in
the
drive
will
be
the
South
Pacific.
computed.
excellent from
every "Devil
point. Boats"
Runningis

Bond
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"Unusual Occupations"
(Paramount)
A freight plane in the Canadian
wilds which begins where the railroad
ends ; the goat people of Sao Paulo
who run a novel milk route by dispensing itby the glass from house to
house in that Brazilian city ; a visit
to a Chinese apothecary in San Francisco where a Chinese prescription is
filled, necessitating all sorts of dead
animals in the formula ; a New England artist who fashions her work
from huge cakes of ice, and the Army
Medical Research Laboratory at Fort
Knox, Kentucky, where tests employing extremes of cold and heat are
made, are the occupations which go
to make up an interesting short. Running time, 10 mins.

;, St. Louis, July 19.— In an effort to
put St. Louis over the top in the sale
of "E" Bonds for the Fifth War
Loan, what is described as the biggest
of "Free Movie" premieres in the industry will be staged here Saturday.
All seven of St. Louis' first-runs will
participate. Special sections will be
reserved at each theatre for purchasers of $500 "E" bonds.
Films which will have their local
premieres at the bond shows are as
follows : Ambassador, "Hail the Conquering Hero" ; Fox, "I Love a Soldier" ;Loew's State, "American Romance" ;Orpheum, "Dragon Seed" ;
Missouri, "Mr. Skeffington" ; Shubert, "Step Lively" ; St. Louis,
"Marine Raiders."
"Disillusioned Bluebird"
(Columbia)
Two Shows Bring
Battered, ruffled and completely dis$2,555,610 Sale
contented with the world in general
Harrisburg, Pa., July 19. — War following his encounter with a twobond sales totaling $2,555,610 were ton bomb over Britain, a bluebird, deterred from his flight South, descends
registered by Harrisburg and Dauphin
County theatres for the two war bond upon an island where he finds a group
shows sponsored for the Fifth War of happy animals, untouched by the
Loan. The first, which drew 4,500 to war. _ Singing a highly clever and entertaining piece of rhythmical Calypso,
two performances of the New Cumberland Army Reception Center show,
Calypso" Joe soothes the little bluebird who finds "life can be beautiful."
"Gullible's Travels," at the State, resulted in the sale of $2,300,000 worth Sir Lancelot's original Calypso ditty
of bonds, while the second, a preview is excellent and Edward Seward's
of M-G-M's "Bathing Beautv," at- story is entertaining. This is one of
tracted 1,500 who bought $255,610 the best in the "Color Rhapsody" series. Running time 7 mins.
worth of bonds at Loew's.

Tops

Major

Studios

Washington, July 19. — The first
film unit of the American Air Forces
now is producing more films monthly
at the Hal Roach Studios, Culver
City, Cal., than any major studio, it
was reported here by Col. Roy M.
Jones, commanding officer.
Set up in July, 1942, at the old
Vitagraph studios, the unit has completed 150 training, orientation and
documentary films, and has equipped
and sent into action combat camera
units to serve with every overseas
force, including four special units to
cover the invasion of Normandy,
Jones said.
Lt. Col. Owen E. Crump is in charge
of production, assisted by Maj. Robert Carson and Capt. Richard Baer.

C leveland Brunette

Is

'Cover

GirV Winner
A Columbia publicity contest on
"Cover Girl," which enrolled 20,000
entrants, was climaxed at the 21 Club
here this week when Dorothy Hart,
21-year-old brunette, was named "National Cinderella Cover Girl of 1944"
by illustrators Arthur William Brown,
Dean Cornwall, Russell Patterson and
Bradshaw Crandall, Cosmopolitan
Magazine art director Edmund Witalis, Columbia talent scout Carter
Blake and Harry Conover, model
agent.
Miss Hart will receive a Columbia
screen test.

Mexican
Producers

Exhibitors,
Fight

Tax

Mexico City, July 19.— Exhibitors
here have joined producers in protest
of the government's intended five per
cent additional tax on the industry.
Producers claim they make no more
than three per cent net on each film.
Exhibitors state that, with labor
costs, increased rentals and the high
cost of promotion campaigns the most
they can net is 19 per cent profit.

By THALIA

BELL

Hollywood, July II :
44' TERROR
on Main Street,"
short-length feature, has bee
acquired by Elite Pictures froni
M-G-M. The picture, which wa
originally known as "This Preciou
Freedom," deals with possible Facis
domination of the United States, mi
original cast included Martin Kosleck
Gloria Holden and Helen Mack. Ad
ditional scenes will be made by Metn
in order to increase the picture's foot
age. Arch Oboler, who wrote and di
rected the first version, is directing
these added sequences with June Carll
son, David Bradford and Priscill;
Lyons.
•
Columbia short subjects produce;
Ralph Staub will present a 16-mw
print of the Screen Snapshots subject
"Hollywood in Uniform," to each ftai
who appeared in it. The first print,
will go to Clark Gable and Alan Ladd
who are both out of the Army am
back in Hollywood. Others who wil
later receive this film record of theii
military service as a demobilization
gift include Glenn Ford, Tyrone Power, Gene Autry, Van Heflin, James
Stewart, Eddie Albert, John Payne
Rudy Vallee and Ronald Reagan.
•
Regarding the report that Greta
Garbo desires to withdraw from the
starring role in "Woman of the
Sea," which Lester Cowan will produce at the invitation of the Norwegian Government, the producer
states the matter is to be taken up
with Norwegian officials in Washington. Garbo's acceptance of the
role was officially announced by
Norway's Ambassador to the United
States. . . . Armand Schaefer has
assigned John English to direct
"Faces in the Fog," Jane Withers
starrer, and Lester Sharpe to produce three features: "The Affairs
of Geraldine," "Moonlight and
Roses," and "Thoroughbreds." The
first two are musicals, the third a
steeplechase story.

Chester Morris •has been signed by
Columbia to add another picture this
year to the three provided under his
contract. His current pact specifies
Philipson Replaces
of the three pictures it covers are
two
deGru at Paramount
to star him in the character of "Bos(Continued from page 1)
ton Blackie." . . . Marjorie Rambeau
post after many years to assume a sim- will be featured in Monogram's forthilar post with Vanguard Pictures.
Wives."
coming comedy,
has "Army
been cast
Philipson has been associated with Jean Brooks
in one. .of.
the Paramount distribution department the top spots in "The Falcon in Holin various capacities in the past in
lywood," atRKO
ers has signed
addition to his posts with various
Brian Charles
Aherne R.
forRogone
Paramount theatre interests.
of the principal parts in "High Among
Miss deGru had been with Para- the Stars," Jane Powell starrer, which
mount for 27 years. She was associ- Arthur Lubin will direct.
ated with the contract department for
• ce a new
M-G-M will introdu
15 years.
romantic leading man in "Thrill of Romance," Van
n-Esth
Williams starrer. Johnso
He is Charleer
s Sorel,
Loew's Foreign Unit
European painter, and the film will
Pattern for Others
constitute his first American appear(Continued from page 1)
ance. . . . Bob Waterfield has been
this rate to only 15 per cent of the signed by Warners for a role in "Objective Burma." . . . Vivian Austin
dividends paid by subsidiaries to their
and Billy Dunn ivill have leading
parent companies.
Thus,
Loew's
International Corp. pays no excess profits roles in Universal's comedy, "Night
tax itself, and a tax of only six per
Gross. rectwhich
Edward
F. Cline
diFrank
for Associ
cent on the foreign business ultimately Life,"
ate Produc
er will'
is paid by Loew's, Inc.
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Los Angeles, July 19.— "Mr. Winle Goes to War," coupled with "Paron My Rhythm," was the standoutIt
mong the week's first-runs. lrossed $37,400 at the Pantages-Hil
treet duo, where the average is $36,00. "The Hitler Gang" grossed
|33,0O0 at the two Paramounts, where
'31,300 is average. "Take It Or
.eave It" at FWC's Carthay Circle''hinese-Loew's State foursome, took
50,500, which is $10,800 below averge for the four houses. Weather was
ivorable. f
Estimated' receipts for the week endig July 19 :
Take It Or Leave It" (20th-Fox)
(2fith-Fox)
Candlelight in Algeria" (1,516)
(50c-60c-85cCARTHAY CIRCLE—
I. 00) 6 days. Gross: $8,000. (Average:
II, 200).
Take It or Leave It" (20th-Fox)
Candlelight in Algeria" (2ttth-Fox) 00) 7
CHINESE— (2,500) (50c-60c-8Sc-$lays. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $15,500).
of Dover" (M-G-M)
The WhiteN Cliffs
EGYPTIA - (1,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) (
$10,000. (Average:
Gross:
ays, 4th week.
9,500).
Ghost Catchers" (Univ.)
South of Dixie" (Univ.)
! HAWAII— (1,000) (50c-60c-75c-85c) 7 days
ind week. Gross: $4,200. (Average: $6,200)
Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
.Pardon My Rhythm" (Univ.)
(50c-60c-80t) '.
— (-2,700)
HILLSTRE
Iays.
Gross:ET$21,000.
(Average: $19,700).
/Take It Or Leave It" (20th-Fox)
Candlelight in Algeria" (20<th-Fox)
STATE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c
LOEWS
.1.00) 7 days. Gross: $25,000. (Average
124,100).
'The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES — (2,096) (50c-60c-85c
Gross: $24,000
il.OO) 6 days, 4th week.
Average: $14,900).
'Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
'Pardon My Rhythm" (Univ.)
:■ PANTAGES — (2,000) (50c-60c -85c -$1.00)
lays. Gross: $20,COO. (Average: $17,700).
i'The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT HOLLYWOOD— (50c -60c
'0c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $11,500. (Aver
ge: $11,000).
'The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
'Gambler's Choice" (Para.)
I PARAMOUNT DOWNTOWN— (50c-60c
10c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $21,500. (Aver
ise: $20,300).
'The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
RITZ— (1.376) (5Oc-60c-85c-$1.0O) 6 days
(th week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $8,700)
'Take It Or Leave It" (2»th-Fox)
'Candlelight in Algeria" (20th-Fox)
! UPTOWN— (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$l.OO)
'lavs. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $10,500).
i'The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
WARNER HOLLYWOOD — (3.000) (50c
>0c -80c -$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $14,748. (Av
j-rage: $17,000).
'The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
WARNER DOWNTOWN — (3.400) (50c
|;0c-80c-fl.001 7 days. Gross: $15,938. (Av
!?rage: $18,700).
"The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
WARNER WILTERN — (2,200) (50c-60c!30c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $14,460. (Average
515,200).

f Atlantic City' In
Boardwalk
Premiere
Republic's "Atlantic City" will have
its world premiere July 29 at Hamid's
IPier on Atlantic City's boardwalk
The regular engagement of the picture
will begin at the Pier Theatre on July
30.
An extensive promotional campaign
has been mapped out for the new mu
sical, including appearances of former
vaudeville stars who had their start
at Atlantic City, among them : Charley
Grapewin, Paul Whiteman, Al Shean
and others who also are featured in the
picture. Mayor Joseph Altman will attend the opening.
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Chicago, July 19. — "Going My
Way," cago,
in continues
its sixth
at theleader,
Chias week
the Loop
grossing another $60,000, this time
with
aid ofwith
the "Tars
and Mature.
Spars"
stagetheshow
Victor
Business, generally, continued brisk in
the first-runs, stimulated this week by
the Democratic national convention.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July
"Going
My 20:
Way" (Para.)
CHICAGO— (3,850) (55c-85c-95c) 6th week.
Stage: ture.
"Tars
and Spars"
with Victor
Gross: $60,000.
(Average:
$51,500).Ma"Roger Toidvy, Gangster" (ZOth-Fox)
"Ladies of Washington" (2*th-Fox)
GARRICK— (1,000) (55c-65c-95c) 2nd week.
Gross:
$10,500.(UA(Average:
"Dead End"
reissue) $9,100).
"Dixie Jamboree" (PRC)
GRAND— (1,250) (50c-6Oc-85c-95c) 6 days,
2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average 7 days:
"Detective Kitty 0"Day" (Mono.)
$9,100).
ORIENTAL — (3,200) (44c-55c-60c-80c-95c) 7
days.
Stage: Horace
Heidt and Orchestra.
Gross:
"Marine $32,500.
Raiders"(Average:
(RKO) $24,000).
"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
PALACE— (2,500) (50c -60c -85c -95c) 7 days.
Gross:
(Average: $24,000).
week$24,000.
"Heine
in Indiana" (ZOth-Fox) 5 days, 3rd
"Between Two Worlds" (WB) 2 days
ROOSEVELT— (1,500) (55c-65c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $19,500. (Average: $20,000).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
STATEGross:
LAKE—
(50c-65c-95c)
week.
$27,000.(2,700)
(Average:
$29,000).4th
"White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (50c-65c-95c)
3rd week. Gross: $24,000. (Average: $20,200).
"Up in Arms" (RKO)
WOODS— (1,200) (55c-65c-95c) 12th week.
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $10,000).

NEWS

'Holiday'

RECORDS
FOUR

THE

TRADE

GOING

RECORDING
THEIR

WILL

BING
TO
A

PICTURE.

Grosses

Over

Par

Cincinnati, July 19. — "Christmas
Holiday" is on its way to an estimated
$19,000 at the RKO Albee, while
Two Girls and a Sailor" should
register approximately $13,000 at the
RKO Palace, where it is playing a
econd week after . a smashing $19,000 on its initial seven days. Business at other houses is pointing definitely upward.
Estimated
receipts for the week
ending
JulyHoliday"
19-22 : (Univ.)
"Christmas
RKO ALBEE — (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days,
Saturday $13,500).
midnight show. Gross:
f19.000.plus(Average:
The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
RKO CAPITOL— (2.000) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
days, Gross:
plus Saturday
midnight show,
week.
$5,000. (Average:
$10,000).4th
'Oklahoma Raiders" (Univ.)
'The Contender" (PRC)
RKO FAMILY— (1.000) (30c-40c) 4 days.
Gross:
$1,500. (UA)
(Average: $1,400).
"Lumberjack"
Rosie
Riveter"(1,000)
(Rep.)(30c -40c) 3 days.
RKO the
FAMILY—
Gross: $750. Average: $800).
"This Is the Life" (Univ.)
RKO GRANDM1.500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $6,500).
"Home in Indiana" (2ftth-Fox)
KEITH'S — (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
5th week, moveover from three weeks at
the Grand, after initial week at the Palace.
Gross $5,500. (Average: $5,000).
"The Invisible Man" (Univ.)
"Weird Woman" (Univ.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$8,000. (Average: $5,000).
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
RKO PALACE— (2,700.) _ (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$13,000. (Average: $12,500).
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Times-Herald

First Hit

Is

for 'Slur'

Los Angeles, July 20. — In the first
move implementing its recently announced decision to actively represent
the industry in public relations, the
executive committee of the Council
of Hollywood Guilds and Unions voted last night to take the field against
the Washington Times-Herald for
what it branded a "sight unseen attack on the forthcoming production,
'Wilson'." Action is the first to be
taken by any general-membership Hollywood organization in behalf of
any individual studio's specified picture. "Wilson" is a 20th CenturyFox production.
The procedure approved at the
meeting, which lasted until near midnight, will consist of three steps : an
(.Continued on page 3)

Industry
OWI

Continues

Production

The industry will continue to provide Government war messages, under the auspices of the domestic film
division of the Office of War Information, for the American public
during the coming year, according to
Stanton Grjffis, chief of the OWI
film bureau, on leave as chairman of
the executive committee of Paramount.
The program will be substantially
the same as this year's, 26 subjects in
all, one short or one bulletin every
two weeks. Distribution will continue to be handled through the War
Activities Committee by the newsreel
companies. In addition, special sub(Continued on page 8)
Mrs.

A.

U.S.A., FRIDAY,

JULY

TEN

21, 1944
Face

Start

Guilds

YORK,

Moskowitz

Dies Here at 80
Mrs. Anna Moskowitz, 80, widely
known in the motion picture industry,
died yesterday morning after a brief
illness at her home at Kew Gardens.
Known as "Mom" to hundreds in
the industry, Mrs. Moskowitz was
the mother of Charles C. Moskowitz,
vice-president of Loew's ; Harry Moskowitz, head of Loew's construction
department ; Arthur Moskowitz ;
Joseph Moskowitz, New York studio
representative of 20th Century-Fox ;
{Continued on page 8)

QP London Office
Hit in Robot Raid
Word reaching here from
England discloses that the
London Bureau of Quigley
Publishing Co., located at
Four Golden Square, was hit
recently during one of the
Nazi rocket bombing raids.
No one was injured, and the
damage was slight.
British authorities have assured producers whose studios have been seriously
damaged by the flying bombs
that suitable replacement of
studio space, at least equal
to that now destroyed, would
be released from those plants
requisitioned and being used
by the Government since the
war started.
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Control

Producers to Meet on
At least three distributing companies which do not have separate- Treasury Salary Order
ly incorporated holding companies
to handle their foreign business are
Hollywood, July 20. — Producconsidering setting up such organition and studio heads will meet
zations, similar to Loew's Interna- next week following preliminary
tional Corp., it was learned here yes- studies by counsel,
now in progress,
terday. They are Warners, Colum- to frame a response to the
Treasury
bia and 20th Century-Fox, and indications are that most, if not all, of the Department's notification of its intention to require the Wage Stabilizaothers
idea. are giving some thought to the
tion Board's approval for all deals
with free-lance players, directors and
others receiving more than $1,000
As reported yesterday in Moweekly salary.
tion Picture Daily, representatives of a number of companies
The
nt's outline," received
have talked with David Bernby the Departme
producers
this week, solicits
War
Boom
Over,
stein, treasurer of Loew's, on
the studios' opinion regarding the extent to which the new arrangement
of Loew's Interthe workings
national Corp., which, BernFilms Too Long,
would hamper production. The prostein said, has resulted in savposal is(Continued
for modificat
on ion
page of
3) the Deings of several million dollars
and which contributed an estiExhibitors Report
mated $1,000,000 in extra dividends to stockholders of the
'Honor
The closing of some Army camps,
Legion' for
parent company during the past
the reduction of personnel at others,
year. The Loew executive
Exhibitors
Bond
pointed(Continued
out thaton the
is
plus layoffs and the elimination of
page saving
3)
overtime at some war plants, have
caused theatre grosses in various parts
A "Fighting Fifth Legion of
of the country to dip downward, bringHonor" has been created by the U. S.
ing a number of large circuit operators
to the conclusion that the war boom is Joseph Schnitzer,
Treasury Department and the indusdefinitely over, Motion Pictiwc Herald
try's
"Fighting Fifth" committee national
to reward
each exhibitor who
will say today in reporting the results 57, Dies on Coast
of an extensive survey.
reports his participation in the Fifth
War Loan to the national committee
A large majority of the exhibitors
Hollywood, July 20. — Joseph I.
reporting believe, however, that a new Schnitzer, 57, former RKO Radio in New York, R. J. O'Donnell, national drive chairman, disclosed here
audience has been tapped and that president, died this morning from a
these customers can be held as regular heart attack at his Beverly Hills home. yesterday.
patrons if(Continued
the quality
con- Schnitzer(Continucd
The "Legion of Honor" was creatrecently on
resigned
on of
pageproduct
2)
page 8) as presied expressly to recognize the "Fighting Fifth" campaign efforts of exhibitors only. Upon receipt of an exhibitor's report, the national committee will send him a scroll of perOCR
Tells
of
Shortages;
sonal enrollment
the scroll
"Legion."
It
was explained
thatin the
may be
displayed (Continued
in the theatre.
To
Aid
Chair
Priorities
on page The
3) special
Washington, July 20. — Told in detail by Office of Civilian Requirements
officials how acute the shortages continue to be in such items as general
theatre equipment, projection booth
and sound supplies, freon gas for cooling, and materials for construction of
new houses, the industry's OCR advisory committee, in all-day session
here today, drew up plans to make
maximum use of existing facilities,
both active and idle.
Meeting for the first time with Donald R. Longman, director of the OCR
service trades division, and commodity
experts of the War Production Board,
(Continued on page 3)

Assurances have been secured from
Donald R. Longman, chief of the OfCivilian Washington,
Requirements'
tradesfice ofdivision,
thatservice
every
effort will be made "to obtain necessary
War
priorities"
for theProduction
manufactureBoard
of some
70,000
theatre chairs, according to John Eberson, theatre architect and former consultant to the OCR's recreation and
amusement section, who returned to
New York from Washington yesterday
after conferences with Longman.
The procedure outlined by Longman
requires a manufacturer of seats to
appeal to (Continued
the regional
WPB3) for peron page

Conn.

Gov.

Moves

On Fire Hazards
Hartford, July 20. — Gov. Raymond
R. Baldwin yesterday instructed the
state legislative council to study Connecticut statutes relating to places of
public assemblage and "the prevention
of fires and fire hazards," and recommended that existing laws be made
more stringent, if necessary, in order
to "avert a recurrence of a tragedy
such as the circus fire disaster."
Gov. Baldwin stressed an investigation be made into regulations per(Continued on page 3)
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JACK COHN, Columbia executive
vice-president, and Joseph A.
McConville, in charge of foreign distribution, will arrive in New York
today from the Coast.
•
Silverstone, 20th Century-Fox vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution, returned from
Hollywood yesterday and will leave
on a business trip te South America
soon.
•
Murray

Martin G. Smith, Toledo exhibitor and president of National Allied
and of the ITO of Ohio, is expected
Wednesday.
in New York next
•
manager of
Howard,
Murray
Palace, South Norwalk,
Warners
Conn., has become engaged to marry
Lillian Krantz •of Hartford.

C. J. Latta, Albany zone manager
for Warner Theatres, and Charles
A. Smakwitz, assistant zone manager, arrived in New York yesterday.

AlPaul F. Thomas, treasurertoofNew
tec Service, has returned
York after a visit to Midwest and
Coast branches.
•
Nat Lefton, of Cleveland, head of
the PRC franchise holders' commitweek on business. tee, is.in Chicago this
•

publicDorothy Day of M-G-M's at
the
ity department is a patient
Roosevelt Hospital, where she will
undergo a minor operation.
Open

Leserman

to

U.A.

Today

Meet

Carl Leserman, United Artists' general sales manager, will be the principal speaker at this morning's openingthe company's two-day comsession of New
bined York and Boston district
1944-45 sales meeting at the Warwick
Hotel here.
The meeting will be presided over
by Sam Lefkowitz, New -York district
manager and James Winn, Boston district manager. Attending the meetings
will be branch managers and salesmen
from New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Boston, Buffalo and New
Haven.
Following Leserman's welcoming address and an outline on forthcoming
product,
will
be devotedthisto morning's
discussions session
on current
product. In the afternoon delegates
will see David Selznick's "Since You
Went- Away," at the Capitol Theatre.
In the evening delegates will attend a
prevue of Edward Small's "Abroad
With Two Yanks."
session
will get discussion
underway
at Saturday's
10 a.m. with
a broader
on product. Later individual district
problems will be taken up by district
managers with their respective branch
managers and salesmen.

More than 400 will attend RKO
Radio's 13th annual sales meeting to
run three days, starting Monday, in
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here.
In addition to a large representation from the home office, the meeting
will include all district and branch
managers, salesmen and field exploiteers changes
from
company's
38 exin the the
U. S.
and Canada,
as
well as delegations from the foreign
department, RKO Theatres, the Hollywood studio, Walt Disney Productions, Samuel Goldwyn, International
Pictures and RKO Pathe.
Ned E. Depinet, RKO Radio president, will preside, and A. A. Schubart,
manager of exchange operations, will
call
the roll.
and with
Tuesday's
sessions
willMonday's
start off
the
screening of two features each day;
screenings will be held at the 53rd
Street Trans-Lux Theatre, after
which the delegation will transfer to
the Waldorf-Astoria for business sessions. Pictures to be screened are :
"Casanova Brown," "Music in Manhattan," "Bride by Mistake," and
"Farewell, My Lovely."
In addition to representatives of affiliates already mentioned as convention delegates, Frederic Ullman, Jr.,
president of RKO Pathe, will head
a delegation of five, including Walton
C. Ament, vice-president and editor
of the newsreel ; Jay Bonafield, production manager ; Dudley Hale of the
script department, and Alfred Butterfield, news editor. Also, A. W.
Schwalberg, sales manager ; Robert
Goldstein, special representative, and
Arthur Jeffrey, Eastern publicity director of International Pictures, will
represent that company. Tom Fizdale, advertising and publicity counsel for International, will also attend.
To

Set

Harris

Bond

Drive Tribute Plans
Al Sherman, former film publicist
and now publicity consultant to the
Royal Norwegian Information Service
at Washington, will arrive here today
to discuss plans for the launching of
the Liberty Ship John P. Harris with
Ken Hoel, publicity director for Harris Amusement Co., and Glendon Allvine, executive secretary of the 50th
anniversary committee of the industry.
Plans are to be completed for the
Variety Clubs of America to join in a
nationwide war bond sale in tribute
to Harris,
"originator"
of the
deon and father
of John
H. nickeloHarris,
founder of the Variety clubs and head
of Harris Amusements.

Exhibitors

Report

(Continued from page 1)
tinues high. And to keep the quality
high the exhibitors warn that the trend
toward longer features is dangerous.
Typically, the greater Detroit area
has been hit by elimination of overtime
at war plants, according to Earl H.
Hudson of United Detroit Theatres,
while a cut in factory and camp personnel is reported from Des Moines
TheaTri-States
by A. H.
on declining
similarofnote
tres. A Blank
grosses is sounded in Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco, St. Louis,
Chicago, and Mission, Kan., among
other places.
In Minneapolis, on the other hand,
and in the Kansas City and New York
areas, box offices continue to flourish
at record heights. 'The peak has not
even been reached," says E. C. Rhoden
of Fox Midwest at Kansas City, while
Irwin Wheeler of the Prudential Circuit here observes : "As long as the
patrons have money in their pockets
they will part with it for good enterCreating New Audiences
tainment."
The creation of a new film audience,
in the opinion of Charles R. Gilmour
of Gibraltar Enterprises, Denver, can
be attributed in part to gasoline rationing. Most of those questioned agree
with him as to the trend, but Harry
Arthur, Jr., of Fanchon & Marco, St.
Louis people
says, "Our
peoplealways
are still
the
same
we have
played
to." He
backed upTheatres,
by Edwin Chicago,
Silverman of isEssaness
who reasons that "after all, the motion
picture is as nearly an integral part of
American
life longer
as a loaffeatures,
of bread."
As for the
John J.
Friedl, Minnesota Amusement Co.,
Minneapolis,
frequently is entirely feels
too that
much "there
padding
in big
pictures, and the elimination of 15 to
20 minutes would not only improve the
attraction but also be helpful in providing abetter turnover." The same
view is held by Tracy Barham of Intermountain Theatres, Salt Lake City,
who said : "In any long feature you can
find dull spots that could be left out
without hurting the value of the picture." The opposite view is expressed
by Alexander Manta of India-Illinois
Theatres, Chicago, who sees in the
"marathon films" the eventual elimination of the double feature.

'SYWA'

Has

Record

Capitol Opening
With $6,451 claimed up to five p.m.

yesterday, David O. Selznick's "Since
You Went Away," released by United
Artists, appeared to be headed for an
Asbury Park, N. J., July 20. — Je- all-time opening day record at the
rome Rosenberg, 65, formerly associated with his brother, Walter Reade, Capitol Theatre in New York, according to Loew theatre officials.
in managing a theatre circuit in New
The picture which had its world
York and New Jersey, was found
dead here Tuesday. In 1937 Rosen- premiere yesterday, is estimated to be
berg managed Convention Hall on the headed for a $100,000 first week at the
boardwalk in this city. He retired Capitol which is impressive in view of
shortly thereafter. Surviving are his the running time of the show, permitwidow and a son, Jerome Jr.
ting only five performances daily.
Jerome

Rosenberg

NEW

YORK

THEATRES:

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
"DRAGON
SEED"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER HUSTON
- ALINE MacMAHON
AKIM TAMIROFF
TURHAN BEY
Spectacular Stage Presentation
1st Mczz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600 -

'The WHITE
ON SCREEN

IRENE DUNNE
ALAN MARSHAL
VANFS JOHNSON
of DOV
ER'
8CUF
SELECTED
SHORT
SUBIEC1S

IN PERSON
Dave APOLLON |
AND HIS
FILIPINOJOYS
EXTRA ADDED
ATTRACTION
Irving
CAESARJ

Phil Baker - Phil Silvers - Guest Stars
A 20th CENTURY-FOX HIT!
TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT'
ON STAGEDUKE PLUS
ELLINGTON
& ORCH.
ELLA
LOGAN
-JERRY LESTER
BONDS
BUY MORE
y 7th
50th St. &

"And

The Angels
IN PERSON

Sing'

Perry Como-Jerry Wald
His Orchestra
Clarinet
and
of 1944
Singing
Sensation

MB

PARAMOUNT
GARY
CECIL

PRESENTS mmt

COOPER

in

B. DEMILLE'S
B'way &

"The Story of Dr.Wassell"
B'WAY~k &
In Technicolor
RIVOLI
49th St.
PALACE
O'BRIEN

47th St.

PAT
ROBERT
RUTH
RYAN
S"
HUSSEY
MARI1TE RAIDER

MINSTREL
MAN
With
BENNY
GLADYS
FIELDS
GEORGE
PRC'S
NOW IN ITS SECOND WEEK
VICTORIA

THEATRE

TiZ»\T"

Dies

THAU
A SAMUEL GOLDWYN PRODUCTION
BRANDTS |»
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Shortages

in

(Continued from page 1)
Theatre
Equipment
mission to complete and assemble the
needed units. Then when application is
(Continued from page 1)
forwarded
to
Washington,
the
OCR's
were given a comprehenrecreation section will get behind the the owners
sive view of the equipment picture.
project to secure the necessary prioriNew plans for construction of addities from the WPB.
tional houses in war-congested comEberson pointed out that the decline
munities and the criteria which must
in war orders which seating companies
be
met
in
applications for new theatres
have experienced will make it possible were outlined
by Longman, who is
to complete and assemble the needed expected to take over direction of the
chairs, 50,000 of which are regular Recreation and Amusements Section
chairs and 20,000 are wood veneer.
The theatre chairs are needed for temporarily until a successor for
George W. McMurphey can be sehouses which have been authorized for lected.
construction and are being built in war
The present program calls for a conproduction centers. In many instances,
servative approach to the problem, with
it is understood, exhibitors are trying
to buy rebuilt or reconditioned chairs. the OCR supporting construction projects only where they can definitely
Almost 10 times the number which is
be shown to be essential, and with due
being sought, are required, but there
consideration of ■ the manpower and
is available material to build the 70,000 materials
shortages.
chairs.
However, as soon as the labor and
materials supplies improve and some
of the present restraints can be reGuilds Will Fight
laxed, the OCR will give full assistance to exhibitors in providing necessary service in all sections of the
country.
Industry Attacks

{Continued from page 1)
made possible because only 15
per cent of the dividends
passed on by subsidiaries to
their holdings companies is taxable at the 40 per cent excessprofits-tax rate.
Meanwhile, Paramount, which had
Paramount International Corp. prior
to 1936 and merged it into the parent
company that year, has more recently
chartered Paramount International
Films under the laws of Delaware
and this week certified with the Sec; retary of State at Albany that PIF
is entering New York. It is capitalized at $1,100,000 in $100 shares.
C. B. Wikoff, Columbia comptroller, said yesterday : "We do not
have a separate holding company for
our series of individual foreign companies, but, as is general throughout
the business, we are giving it (the
Loew plan) some thought." He explained that such a set-up depends on
(Continued from page 1)
the approval of the U. S. Treasury
Department.
immediate protest to the Times-Herald; a special release to all major
20th- Fox Undecided
news services, including coverage of
Wilfred J. Eadie, 20th Century- the AFL, CIO and Railroad Brotherhood newspapers, and a special bulleFox comptroller, admitted that his
tin to all available radio channels.
company is "considering the question
In a statement following the meetbut has arrived at no decision," pointing, the Council said : "We concede
ing out that, under the U. S. income
tax law, companies doing 95 per cent that any newspaper, after viewing a
of their business in foreign countries picture, has the right to criticize it,
are exempt from the excess profits but we strongly protest and condemn
tax. Mentioning that approval must any attempt to slur a picture unseen.
be obtained from the U. S. Commis- In so doing, the Times-Herald attempts an organized dictatorial censioner of Taxation, Eadie expressed
sorship which would destroy not only
the opinion that the Federal law is
the freedom of the screen but the freeso that
"purposely
dom of the press as well. We have
officials
can vaguely
use their written"
own judgment in
individual cases. He said he had not seen this picture either. But we
"little doubt that the foreign hold- most strongly believe that the principle involved demands that pictures
both those now in exing companies,
istence and those to be formed, will be judged on their merit when and as
end up in the tax court," he added.
"The attack on 'Wilson' follows the
released."
Robert E. Schless, Warners' gen- same pattern as the campaign against
eral foreign manager, said, "The mat- 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy', a picture
ter is under discussion here now," which gave memorable warning to the
but he was unwilling to elaborate be- country of the danger of the Nazi
cause of "legal complications."
RKO was reliably reported to have
a foreign company under advisement, menace."
William H. Clark, assistant treasurer,
Legion' for
stated that "RKO knows of the situa- 'Honor
tion." He would not reveal, however, 5th War Loan Owners
(Continued from page 1)
what degree of consideration was being given to it.
citation will bear the official seal of
Because of the loosely-knit nature of the U. S. Treasury and the official
United Artists, Walter Gould, foreign emblem of the War Activities Commanager, indicated that a foreign
mittee. There will be four signatures,
holding company was not practical for those of O'Donnell as national chairUA.
man of the motion picture industry
campaign
; Ned E. Depinet, distribu
S*amuel Machnovitch, Universal
tor chairman ; Secretary of Treasury
treasurer, reported that he "personally" had not yet given any thought to Henry Morgenthau, Jr., and Ted R.
setting up a foreign holding company Gamble, national director of the
but did not rule out the possibility.
Treasury's War Finance Division.
Text of the scroll reads: "To (re
cipient's name), member of the Motion Picture Industry's Fighting Fifth
1st Run for 16 PRCs
War Loan Army, this citation is
Chicago, July 20.— Harold Mirisch, awarded. Given in recognition of
film buyer for RKO theatres, has meritorious service through bond sell
closed with Morton Van Praag, PRC ing activities sponsored by the War
manager here, for 16 PRC pictures to Activities Committee of the Motion
be given first-run Loop showings Picture Industry and the War Finance
either at the Grand or Palace. First Committee of the U. S. Treasury and
in the deal is "Minstrel Man," current given for devotion to a patriotic
.at the Grand.
cause of his country while at war."

Discuss Equipment Problems
The committee also discussed the
situation with respect to booth and
sound equipment, being advised of the
scarcities of ball bearings, motors, and
electronic components which are holding up the production of projector
units already authorized by the WPB.
The situation in Freon 12 was
talked over, but WPB officials told the
committee there would be no refriger
ant available for theatre distribution
for some weeks, although it is hoped
that this fall the release of gas can be
provided for on a steady basis so that
theatres may have an adequate supply
when they go into the 1945 summer
weather.
The final major subject of consideration was manpower, with discussion
of the exhibitors' problems first and
then a study of WMC policies as
applied to theatre labor.
In a brief acknowledgment of the
war services of the theatres, officials
paid tribute to the industry for the
manner in which it has cooperated with
government agencies.
Membership of the committee in
eludes Si Fabian, New York; Ed
Kuykendall, Columbus, Miss.; Claude
C. Ezell, Dallas; Wobert W. Wilby.
Atlanta ; Joseph R. Vogel, New York ;
Hugh
W.
Bruen, Whittier, Cal.
Joseph Blumenfeld,
San Francisco
Joseph Bernhard, New York; Martin
G.
Smith,
Toledo;
William F
Crockett, Virginia Beach, Va.,
Lewis A. Lotito, New York.
and

Flashes
Hollywood, July 20

EL BRONSTON bought
SAMU
Chodorov's "Decision." Julien Duvivier has been assigned to produce
and direct this anti-Fascist play. The
terms of the purchase were cash plus a
percentage. Bronson also contracted
Rene Clair to produce, direct and write
"Ten Little Indians.
•"
A son, George Robert, was born to.
Ruth Hussey and her husband, Lieut.
Robert Longenecker.
•
Hal Wallis borrowed Joan Fontaine
from
David
O. Selznick to star in
'•'Affairs
of Susan".
•
Monogram has set Oct. 21 as the release date for W. R. Frank's "Enemy
Women." renewed Irving Rapper's
ofWarners
directorial
contract one year.

MGM

Unit

Brooks

Expands,

Appointed

Loewof therelatio
Expansion
by
ns,M-G-M
headed department ofpublic
Henderson M. Richey, has begun, with
the appointment of Walter Brooks as
assistant to Richey, effective Monday.
Decision to expand the department was
announced recently by William F.
Rodgers, vice-president in charge of
distribution, and followed the results
obtained by the department in furthering Leo's 20th anniversary last month.
Brooks formerly operated theatres in
New York and Pennsylvania and has
been consultant to the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs on educational
film practice. More recently, he was
aide to Drew Pearson, Washington
newspaper columnist and radio commentator. He also was formerly advertising-publicity director of Educational Film Exchanges, was affiliated
with Eddie Dowling, and for two years
handled newspaper
relations
for Post-in
master-General
Frank C. Walker
Washington.
Face

V, S, Control

Free

Lance Salaries
(Continued from page 1)

of

$|Jtment's
Jan.,salaries
1943, to
ruling,
which
lift free-lance
the discretion of employers. One consequence
has been a tendency of high-paid talConn, Gov, Moves
ent to shift from a studio contract to
a free-lance basis in order to obtain
On Fire Hazards
higher pay. Studio executives say the
(Continued from page 1)
change would pose a practical problem difficult to overcome.
taining to theatres and other places
of amusement.
He has requested
Edward J. Hickey, state police com
missioner, to supervise the inspection Rites for Phillips

of all such
places, stating
theatres
in Connecticut
are that
fairly"while
well
covered, no harm can come of check
ing them again in the light of the re
cent tragedy."
The governor also
suggested the formulation of a law
requiring fireproofing of "flimsy ma
terials" used for decorative purpose
in public places.

Buffalo, July 20. — Funeral services
were held here today for Frederick
C. Phillips, 56, assistant manager of
Shea's Kenmore Theatre, who was
killed in a fall from the roof of his
home. Burial was in Elm Lawn Cemetery. Phillips is survived by his
widow, a daughter, a son and several
brothers and sisters.
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LOVE

IT!

TAKE
IT OR
LEAVE
IT" * Featuring PHIL BAKER
• The Man With the $64 Questior
With PHIL SILVERS • EDWARD
RYAN • MARJORIE MASSOW
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On "Going My Way9'
• • • PARAMOUNT EXECS. KNOW

they hare a great picture

in "Going My Way." but what amazes them Is the long runs accorded
the feature by large and small theaters in large and small towns
It's no publicity blurb when Paramount predicts that the Bing Crosby
starring subject will establish itseli among the all-time top grossing
pictures oi the industry Box office figures to date substantiate that
belief as house records have been tumbled over right down the line
Publication of dollars and cents grosses is against Paramount
policy, but Phil M. yesterday was given a confidential squint at the
figures and all the adjectives such as ''colossal." "stupendous." "gigantic" and "terrific" would hardly do justice And yet it's not the
figures, themselves, that are so gratifying to the sales department as
the sustaining of the high grosses over periods far in excess of normal
runs in a large majority of the theaters
T
T
T
• • • AT THE MASTBAUM in Philly, "Going My Way" in
its first week topped the previous house record by HW
And
take Providence, for example, where the picture is in'its fifth week and
where the second week topped the first week by t/tttand the first
week set a new house record
The Chicago Theater had never

ar

played a picture longer than three weeks, but "Going My Way" is in
its fifth and will stay at least six ..The house average for the
Paramount in Newark is fBfPH, but the Bing Crosby picture almost
doubled thai figure its first week and dropped only ffPI the second
week
and it's still going strong in its fourth week
fjWNst
is considered an excellent -week's gross at the Metropolitan in Boston,
but "Going My Way" topped that by a margin of more than PMV
the opening week
By a strange clause in the theater's lease,
a picture cannot play the Met more, than three weeks
so after
playing the three stanzas at that ho'use the picture was moved over
to the Paramount and Fenway for day-and-date showings and stayed
another three weeks
At the U. S. Theater in Paterson, "Going
My Way" this week is slated to double the usual good week intake
of Hi
In towns like Hartford and New Haven, the picture has
stayed five weeks and will stay seven or eight weeks at the Brooklyn
Paramount
T
T
T
• • • WHEN THE PICTURE closed last night at the Broadway
Paramount, it had played to an estimated 1,007.000 persons or 3.000
more than saw "lady in the Dark" which was the previous recordholder for the house and which also stayed 10 weeks
A look at
the 10-week figures revealed that the seventh week was the lowest
from an attendance standpoint and yet that week's gross would be
considered darn good
The final week's gross was well ahead oi
that seventh week intake, while the first week wasn't far below the
■BHI mark
Runs have been extended far in excess of usual
house policies in large and small theaters throughout the land and so
it is no wonder that the Paramount execs, are feeling pretty good these
days
It's another feature in the cap for Leo Mc Carey who produced it and another outstanding example of the old saying in this
biz that a good picture wjli do good business and in the case
of "Going My Way" that an outstanding picture will do "colossal" business in this wartime market or in peacetime And a bow goes to
Bob Gillham and his staff for a bang-up publicity, exploitation and advertising campaign that made the public "Going My Way" conscious
Such a picture not only helps the company that made it but goes
a long way in building and holding fans for the motion picture industry
as a whole
T
T
T
• • • AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
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Tremendous

of 'Way'
3rd Week
Philadelphia, July 20. — The heat
wave, creating an exodus to the seashore, held down business at most central city houses. However, two major
openings fared well, with "Two Girls
and a Sailor" expected to bring the
Stanley $24,800 in addition to $3,200
for the dual Sunday showing at the
Earle.
My atWay?"
continues
to lead "Going
the field
the Mastbaum,
pointing to $31,300 for its third week.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July 19-21 :
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" (RKO)
A LDIN E— (900) (40c -45c - 50c - 65c - 75c -85c)
7 davs, 3rd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average:
$14,600).
"The Mask of Dimitriots" (WB)
ARCADIA— (600) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c) 7
days, 2nd run. Gross: $4,200. (Average:
$4,000).
"Once Upon a Time" (Col.)
BOYD— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross : $10,200. (Average :
$18,000.
"Take It Biff" (Para.) (6 days)
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M) (1 day)
EARLE— (3,000) (50c-65c-85c-95c) Six days
of vaudeville, including Glen Gray and the
Casa Loma Orchestra, Patricia Morison,
Jerry Lewis, Carr Bros., Eugenie Baird
and Bob Anthony. Gross: $21,700. (Average: $27,600)
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
FOX— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
days. Gross: $23,500. (Average: $20,500)
"Up in Arms" (UA)
KARLTON— (1,000) (40c-45c-S0c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $6,600).
"Up in Mabel's Room" (UA)
KEITH'S— (2,000) (4Oc-45c-50c-b5c-75c-85c)
7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $5,000. (Average:
$5,800).
"Going My Way?" (Para.)
MASTBAUM— (4,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $31,300.
(Average: $22,500).
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
STANLEY— (3,000) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days. Gross: $24,800. (Average:
$20,000).
"Cobra Woman" (Univ.)
STANTON — (1,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,200.
(Average: $9,400).

Montreal

for
$42,000
And
$38,000

for

Cools

Off,

Gives 'Moon9 $12,000
Montreal, July 20. — With a cooling-off in weather anticipated for the
balance of the week here, local managements look to more or less unaffected attendances. Loew's, with
"Harvest Moon," expects $12,000
against a $11,500 average, while the
Palace, witQ^'Follow the Boys," expects to register an average with
$10,000.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July 20 :
"Heart of a Nation" (French-Graetz)
ORPHEUM— (1,100) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average: $5,000).
"Shine on Harvest Moon" (WB)
LOEW'S-(2,900)
(35c-53c-67c)
Gross:
$12,000. (Average:
$11,500). 7 days.
"Cobra Woman" (Univ.)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
CAPITOL— (2,700) (30c-45c-63c) 7 days.
Gross: $9,500. (Average: $8,000).
"Pardon My Rhythm" (Univ.)
"Weird Woman" (Univ.)
PRINCESS— (2,000) (27c-34c-47c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,500).
"Follow the Boys" (Univ.)
PALACE— (2,700) (30c-45c-62c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $10,000).

SALESMAN
Experienced handling outstanding films
metropolitan and upper New York. State
qualifications, experience and references.
Confidential.
BOX 226
MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Abroad
With Two
(Edzvard Small-United Artists)

Yanks"

'Johnny'

fp DWARD
SMALL'S
"Abroad
withtheTwo
Yanks"
is a gay
little slapstick production
which
recounts
rather
hilarious
experiences
of
two U. S. Marines while on furlough in Australia with their outfit during a respite from the South Pacific battle zone. Director Allan Dwan
has keyed it to provide good clean fun and plenty of hearty laughs as
light escapist entertainment. He keeps William Bendix and Dennis
O'Keefe, as two gallavanting Marines, stepping from start to finish. Helen
Walker is the "Aussie" girl who is their foil and John Loder as her
devoted family friend who is secretly in love with her, is the eventual
beneficiary of the Yank invasion.
Six writers provided the material. Fred Guiol did the original story;
Edward E. Seabook and Tedwell Chapman, the adaptation, and Charles
Rogers, Wilkie Mahoney and Ted Sills, the screen, play. What the story
simmers down to. is the hectic attempts of O'Keefe to curry favor with
Miss Walker and Bendix's equally hectic attempts to frustrate his strategy and to put Loder in the running once he himself discovers that he
does not stand a chance and that Loder does. It all started because
Bendix saved Loder's life and Miss Walker was over-zealous in showing her appreciation. Female impersonations, mistaken identity, feigned
psycho-neurosis, Bendix's flair for sprouting sonnets and O'Keefe's glib
tongue, are but some of the farcical plot elements. An early afternoon
audience at Loew's Mayfair Theatre in New York where the film was
givn a "sneak" preview yesterday, appeared to enjoy it immensely.
Running time, 80 minutes. "G."* Release date, August 4.
Milt Livingston
*"G" denotes general classification.

Industry
OWI

Continues

Production

(Continued from page 1)
jects made by the Army or Navy on
recent campaigns, such as the "Liberation of Rome," will be released
as soon as they are made available to
the OWI, Griffis said.
A recent report that Griffis would
resign from the OWI post shortly
was described by him as "greatly exaggerated." "Iintend to stay on the
war ends," he declared.
the
until
job
Griffis plans to go to Hollywood
to conSunday for a four-week stay
fer with studio officials on the production phase of the OWI film program for the coming year. Subjects
such as the need for women recruits
to the armed forces, manpower problems, war bond appeals, gasoline and
pricepaper salvage, the questions of
fixing and economic stabilization are
again to be emphasized in the film
messages. Additionally, several films
touching on post-war problems, one
particularly on the subject of returning soldiers, and another on the work
of the United Nations Relief Administration are to be included in the pro-

gram.
Griffis spoke of his recent trip to
Sweden, made at the request of the
Foreign Economic Administration in
an attempt to persuade Swedish manufacturers to stop exporting ball
bearings to Germany. Despite reports, he said, "the mission was reasonably successful. The export of the
Swedish ball bearings to the Nazis
has been substantially reduced."
"I
declared, for
war, Griffis
Afterforthe tremendo
us business
look
American motion picture companies.
American films will follow the American flag. They're now going right
behind the Army and will continue
to do so."

4 Way"
for

Joseph

Schnitzer,

57, Dies on Coast
(Continued from page 1)
dent of the Western Costume Co., here.
Schnitzer, a native of Pittsburgh,
entered the industry in 1908 at the age
of 20 as manager of the Des Moines
branch of the Pittsburgh Calcium
Light and Film Co., going from there
to the Mullin Film Service, of which
he became general sales manager.
From 1920 until 1922 he was president
of Equity Pictures and then vicepresident of Film Booking Offices,
predecessor to RKO.
After rising to the RKO presidency,
Schnitzer resigned in 1932 to enter
independent production, producing
"Tomorrow at Seven" the next year.
He bought Western Costume in
August, 1934.
The funeral will take place tomorrow afternoon at the Home of Peace
Cemetery Chapel.
Surviving are his widow, a daughter, Gloria and a son, Don.
Mrs.

A.

Moskowitz

Dies

Here at 80
(Continued from page 1)
Martin Moskowitz, also of 20th, and
three daughters, Mrs. Maurice Scopp,
Mrs. Jack Harris and Mrs. Irving
Snyder. She is also survived by four
grandchildren.
The funeral services will take place
this morning at 11 :15, at Riverside
Chapel here.
Mildred
Dies

on

Harris,

41,

Coast

Hollywood, July 20. — Mildred Harris, actress in the silent-film days and
first wife of Charles Spencer Chaplin,
comedian, died today of pneumonia,
which followed a major operation. She
had been ill for three weeks. Her age
was 41.

in

'Frisco

San Francisco, July 20. — Two>
houses broke tops for the season with;
smashing grosses. All others showed!
strong grosses. Fox hit $42,000 with
"Going
and the
Warfield
was
alsoMywayWay"
up, doing
$38,000
wiijfl|
Lena Home in person and "JohnSI
Doesn't
screen. Live Here Anymore" on the
Estimated receipts for the weeki
ending
JulyHoliday"
18-20 : (Univ.)
"Christmas
000).
"Minstrel Man"
(PRC)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $9,800. (Average: $14,"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE^(2,850) (45c-65c-85c) V
days. Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $25,000.
(Average: $25,000).
"Johnny Doesn't Live Here Anymore"
(Mono.)
WARFIELD—
(2,680) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days.
Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $38,000. (Average: $25,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
FOX— (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
$42,000. (Average: $24,000).
"The Eve of St. Mark" (20th- Fox)
"Yellow Rose of Texas" (Rep.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740)
(45c-65c-8Sc) 7
days. Gross: $23,000. (Average: $19,500).
"Home in Indiana" (ZOth-Fox)
"Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep.)
STATE— from
(2,306) the (45c-65c-85c)
days,
moveover
Fox. Gross:7 $16,000.
(Average: $12,000).
"The
Dr. Irish"
Wassell"
(Para.)
"LeaveStory
It toof the
(Mono.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 71
days, 3rd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average:
"The
$11,000).Hairy Ape" (UA)
"Stars on Parade" (Col.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (45-65c-85c)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,100. (Average:
$11,000).
'Adventure',
Survive

the

Krupa
Heat

July 20. — Downtown theaBoston,
tres suffered terrifically from the unprecedented— for New England — heat
wave of the past several days and business was far off in every instance deand plenty of exspite good pictures
ploitation. The strongest shows were
"Night Adventure," with Gene Krupa on the stage, at RKO's Boston, for
a $30,000 take, and "White Cliffs of
Dover," getting $29,500 at the OrpheEstimated receipts for the week
ending
July 20 :
um.
"Night Adventure" (RKO)
RKO
BOSTON — (3,200) (55c-85c-$1.10)
Plus stage show with Gene Krupa. Gross:
$30,000. (Average: $28,300).
"Shine On Harvest Moon" (WB)
"Candlelight in Algeria" (WB)
FENWAY — (1,373) (40c-55c-74c) Gross:
$6,000.
(Average: $8,800).
"The Sons of Bernadette" (ZOth-Fox)
MAJESTIC— (1,350) 12th week. Gross:
$6,300. (Average: $18,000)
"Home in Indiana" (ZOth-Fox)
"Gildersleeve's Ghost" (RKO)
MEMORIAL- (2,900) (55c-65c-74c-9Sc).
Gross:
$17,500. (Para.)
(Average: $22,000).
"Dr. Wassell"
METROPOLITAN
(4,367) (55c-65c-74c85c).
Gross: $22,400. —Average:
$24,600).

"White Cliffs of Dvoer" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM — (2.900)
(55c-65c-74c-85c). |
Gross: Gross: $29,500. (Average: $28,300)
"Shine On Harvest Moon" (WB)
"Candlelight in Algeria" (WB)
PARAMOUNT
— (1,700) $9,500).
(40c-55c-65c-74c). ,
Gross:
$8,500. (Average:
"White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
STATE— (3,200) (45c -65c -74c). Gross:)
$22,000. (Average: $23,600)
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in

Foot

Cut

Film

Printing
in

Without upsetting any release
dates, the 11 distributing companies
will trim their raw film usage by
52,000,000 feet during the current
quarter, thus
m a ki n g up,
temporarily both for
having run 40,000,000 feet
over their
quotas during
the first s i x
months of the
year, plus ade
quately taking
care of a situ
ation that arose
when the film
John J. O'Connor
manufacturers reported
a 32,000,000 foot shortage, it was
{Continued on page 6)
Dozier,

Production

Aide

Koerner

to

William Dozier will join RKO Radio as general production aide to
Charles W. Koerner, vice-president
in charge of production, it was disclosed here over the weekend by
RKO. Dozier will report to the studio on Aug. 21, meanwhile taking a
four-week vacation.
In his new capacity, Dozier, it is
understood, will act as general production adviser and will supervise all
story purchases and be in charge of
(Continued on page 6)
$250,000
Promotion

U.S.A., MONDAY,

WMC
Is Classifying
Jobs for Returnees

52,000,000

Release Dates Stand
Raw Stock Crisis

YORK,

'Wilson'
Ready

One of the biggest advertising campaigns to be given a motion picture in
several years will be accorded Darryl
F. Zanuck's 'Wilson" by 20th Century-Fox. Itis estimated that the entire campaign, under the supervision of
Hal Home, advertising, publicity and
exploitation head, will cost about
$250,000.
The campaign will include radio
broadcasts, posters in railroad and
subway stations, buses and trolley cars,
as well as ads in national and fan
(Continued on page 6)

Washington, July 23. — Ten
thousand types of jobs in the
motion picture industry and
in other fields, related to military occupational specialties
of returning veterans, have
been compiled and will soon
be used in the 1,500 local offices of the U. S. Employment
Service and made available to
film and all other employers,
Paul V. McNutt, chairman of
the War Manpower Commission, discloses here.
The purpose of the report,
now on the press, is to indicate how military experience
and training of veterans may
be utilized in a return to
civilian life, McNutt said.

Ch

JULY

icago Likes

To

Movie

Aid

Rank's
First

Its

Chicago, July 23. — Local newspaper
film reviewers and columnists are findin the incopy now
angleof for
ing a fresh
creased number
reissues
being

Day9

Extended

CENTS

Films

to

UA,

Reissues

around town. The between-theshown reader
lines
sees an accusing finger
pointed at the exhibitor for not ballyhooing the fact he is showing ah old
picture, when a reissue is advertised.
Exhibitors, on the other hand, fed
that a picture that has not been in
circulation for a number of years
reaches a new market and its appeal
should not be marred by using the
words 'old' or 'reissue.' Nothing in
the advertising matter of trailers is
used to mislead the public that it is a
new picture — although billing matter is
altered to feature the stars according
to their current popularity.
RKO
Exhibitors also state that no comMeeting
plaints have been made by their patrons after seeing recent reissues. Oscar
Brotman, manager of the Avaloe
Here
Today
Theater, which plays as many reissues as are available, points out that
his patrons enjoy reissues more than
RKO Radio's 13th annual sales new 'B' product and that he has yet
meeting will get under way here today to receive a single complaint because
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. More he failed to advertise them as old pictures.
than 400 delegates will be present
from the United States and Canada,
Most ads sell reissues as 'the greatest
of
all gangster films,' ("Dead End"),
including home office executives, dis- 'one
of the best screen thrillers'
trict and branch managers, salesmen, ("Frisco Kid"), 'one of the finest outfield exploiteers and representatives
door romances ever filmed' ("Heart of
from the foreign department, RKO the North"), etcetera.
Theatres^ the Hollywood studio, Walt
In heavy demand are musical romanDisney Productions, Samuel Goldwyn
such as "Naughty Marietta" and
Productions, International Pictures "Roseces, Marie,"
but no prints are availand RKO Pathe. Following is a list able.
of the delegates:
The press, by and large, is in favor
Home office: N. Peter Rathvon, of reissues, comparing the better films
Ned E. Depinet, Phil Reisman, Mal- to stage successes which play return
(Continued on paae 7)
engagements seasonally.

'Free

TEN
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Repeats

on

Then

Own

Two-Year

Deal Is Due
In the Near Future
By TOM LOY
United. Artists will handle the
U. S. and Latin American distribution of the bulk of J. Arthur Rank's
British films, under terms of a contract expected to be signed within
the next three weeks, it was learned
here at the weekend.
But the arrangement is only
a temporary one, for two years,
after which Eagle-Lion will set
up its own distribution system.
The manpower shortage and
the scarcity of exchange facilities has made the stop-gap plan
necessary. The U.A. deal was
arranged by Arthur W. Kelly,
president of Eagle-Lion Films
here.
Final details will be worked out,
it is understood
man(Continuedby onJohn
page Davis,
6)

Sears

in

Confers

London,
with

Rank

London, July 23.— Gradwell L.
Sears, United Artists' vice-president in
charge of distribution, arrived here at
the weekend from New York, accompanied by robot flying bombs, and held
a two-hour conference with J. Arthur
Rank, who postponed a long-arranged
vacation in order to meet him. They
were joined later by David H. Coplan,
temporary head of UA in Great Britain, in talks, still described here as
"exploratory,"
looking
to UA
(Continued
on page
6) Ameri-

Drive

Griffiths UK
Head
hibitors to exert their utmost so that
Hundreds of theatres this week will the maximum possible number of sales For International
to the National ComDavid Griffiths, in London, has
stage "repeat engagements" of "Free can be reported
mittee when the report cards are
Movie Day" and "War Bond Pre- mailed on the night of Thursday, July
been appointed International Pictures'
mieres," working up to the last minrepresentative for the United Kingute of the "Fighting Fifth" War Loan, 27," a statement from the industry's
dom, it was disclosed here by Intercampaign on July 27.
"Fighting Fifth" headquarters here
national over the weekend. He will
reported
over
the
weekend.
In numerous situations, commitWhat is expected to develop the make his headquarters in London. "
tees have set plans for state-wide or
Griffiths was formerly managing dilocal events aimed to add additional
largest
sale ofwill
"E"be Bonds
in
rector for First National Pictures in
of Texas
held on
millions of dollars to the drive total, the stateday's
The events are designed for the sale Thursday, the final day of the extend- Great Britain and is at present associated with Ealing Studios. He
ed industry drive, when Texas theaof "E" Bonds, thereby responding to
will assume his post on Aug. 1, workthe Treasury's request to further the
tres will again stage "Free Movie
ing with Robert Wolff, managing disale
of war financing securities to in- Day," John Q. Adams, exhibitor state
rector for RKO Radio in the United
dividuals.
chairman, has advised national chairKingdom.
"Committee chairmen are urging exR. J. 0'D<v-«U.
mar
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Motion

Personal

Picture

Tradewise
By

Mention

RATHVON, RKO
PETER
• president, returned at the weekend from California.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peffley
are the parents of a baby boy born
July 17. Peffley is manager of the
Paramount and Strand theatres in
Fremont, O., and is scheduled to leave
for the Navy Aug. 21.
•
N

Charles W. Koerner, RKO Radio
vice-president in charge of production,
and Perry Lieber, studio publicity
manager, will arrive in New York today from California.
•
Henry L. Nathanson, president
of Regal Films, and Ted J. Gould,
general sales manager, are due from
Toronto tomorrow for M-G-M home
office conferences.
•
Herbert Schrank, attorney for
IATSE Local 306, will return from a
vacation today.
Grace Goldberg, secretary to Jacob
Wilk at Warner Bros., left at the
weekend for her annual vacation.
•
Sam Kestenbaum, PRC exploitation director, will leave for New
Haven today.
H. M. Bessey, Altec vice-president,
is vacationing with his family at Nantucket Islandd.
State

Tribute

to

Harris and Industry
Al Sherman, former film publicist
here, and publicity consultant to the
Royal Norwegian Government, returned to Washington over the weekend after a meeting with Ken Hoel,
Harris Amusement's publicity director, and Glendon Allvine, secretary
to the Eastern Public Relations Information Bureau, on plans for the
launching of the S'.vS". John P. Harris,
scheduled to take place in midAugust.
A state-wide celebration in Pennsylvania of the 50th anniversary of
motion pictures and of the late Senator Harris' contribution to the film
industry as the founder of one of the
first "Nickelodeons" is being planned
in connection with the launching. Mrs.
John P. Harris, widow of the Senator,will officiate at the shipyard ceremonies.

A TTENTION to the industry
and its people in the public
prints has been remarkably
favorable for quite a spell now
and, having been taught over the
years not to expect too much
of that sort of thing, it may be
said that the industry is duly
appreciative at the moment,
even though it may be wondering the while from just what direction that next brickbat will
be heaved.
Even now there are signs that
the current honeymoon may
soon be over. Not the least of
them is the recent obviously inspired attack of "Cissie" Patterson's Washington TimesHerald on 20th Century-Fox's
"Wilson," a picture which no
one associated with that paper
could have seen. Yet in at-'
tributing political significance to
the picture the paper endeavors
to endow it with controversial
aspects, particularly in a time of
Presidential campaigns, which
could have repercussions involving the entire industry.
Darryl F. Zanuck, the picture's producer, assured a press
conference during his last visit
to New York that the picture
was not controversial. Presumably, then, that, at least, was
the intention. Whether or not
political significance can be
read into the picture remains to
be seen. It is unfair, if not dishonest, to attack the film on such
grounds before it has been seen
by the attackers.
Of course, what the Washington Times-Herald did was to
spotlight the picture for all the
"antis" — particularly those who
are anti-motion picture industry
— to place them in readiness to
loose the familiar mudslinging
and muckraking in the event
that it does develop that anything in the picture conceivably
might support the paper's presently unfounded charges and intimations. Should that occur,
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Coast
Flashes
Hollywood, July 23

licture
prints
mean the motion picindustry.
And if nothing is to be found
in "Wilson" on which to base
the old familiar, periodical attutetack,for youitcan
will bebe sure
founda substisooner

JACK
WARNER,
executive
ducer L.for
Warner Bros.,
has proj
renewed the contract of Irving Rapper,

or later by the presently impotent industry-haters. Their impatience is their weakness. It
makes them obvious.
•

M-G-M purchased "Touch of Heaven," an original, to star Margaret
O'Brien. Ralph Wheelwright has been
asigned to produce it.
•
Columbia signed Paul Muni to star
direct.
in "Counterattack." Zoltan Korda will

In other quarters, too, there
are evidences that the cordiality
and respect that has been given
motion pictures for quite some
time is on the wane. Here and
there with increasing frequency
film critics who have been writing reviews as though they were
aware of what film-goers would
like to know about the new pictures, are returning to the oldstyle exhibitionism which is designed mainly to demonstrate
what a clever fellow the reviewer is— how much brighter, more
entertaining and, certainly,
more devastating, he is than the
producers of the films about
which he writers. It is as
though some of them suddenly
awakened to the fact that they
had been writing of motion pictures as though they like them
as much as the majority of their
readers do, and, ashamed and
angry at having been taken in
by a succession of good pictures,
set out deliberately to correct
whatever impression they might
have so created by pulling out
all the stops in lambasting the
weaker pictures, adopting a
patronizing attitude toward the
good ones and magnifying picayune weaknesses in the fine
ones. The main idea, of course,
being to convince themselves
and a few of their contemporaries that they are not to be
confused with the dumb masses
who like the movies, while overlooking the fact that all of their
readers, combined, comprise a
segment, however small, of the
masses who like the movies and
for whom they are employed to
write.

director. Rapper is now doing "The
Corn Is Green" starring Bette Davis.
•

20th-Fox signed Johnny Walker,
stage producer, as associate producer
in Bryan Foy's department.
«
The funeral for Mildred Harris,
who died last week, will take place
tomorrow and will be private.
Coming

Events
Today through Wednesday, July
24-26— RKO Sales meeting, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Through
27 —War
Extended
drive forJuly
Fifth
Loan. theatre
Aug. 15 — Filing date for financial
statements of unions, guilds and
other non-profit organizations.
Leserman
In

Presides

Cleveland

Today

Cleveland, July 23. — With the arrival here tomorrow of Carl Leserman, United Artists' general sales
manager, and Harry Gold, Eastern
division manager, the second in a series of combined regional district meetings, this one for the Midwest territory, will get underway immediately
today at the Statler Hotel.
The two-day meeting will be attended by company branch managers
and salesmen in the territory supervised by district manager Jack D.
Goldhar, embracing Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, and Pittsburgh.

SPU Briefs Postponed
the industry's honeymoon with
Hollywood, July 23. — On request
the press will surely be marred
of the Screen Players Union, counsel
by quite a bit of generalized
for. the National Labor Relations
For example, the current
name-calling and badly-aimed
Board has postponed to 'Aug. 6 the
chinaware, such as it has sufJacocks Takes Over
date for filing briefs, jn the case which
New Yorker "reviews" a picture
in
the
following
words
:
seeks leave to set up extra players
fered or dodged so often in the
Five Boston Houses
past. For the attack will not he
" 'Jungle Woman' features a
organization separate from the Screen
Actors Guild.
restricted to a specific picture
girl called Acquanetta, whose
Boston, July 23. — Don Jacocks,
who recently resigned as Warner zone
right name I would help her
nor a specific company, if exmanager in Newark, has arrived here
perience is a guide. It will,
was mention made of the picconceal
even if I knew it."
to assume operation of five Levenson
Nothing more than that is said
rather, disembalm old and unture at all ? Presumably to
theatres in this area.
about the picture. Obviously,
related
grievances
and
scandals
Houses which Jacocks will superdemonstrate what a "card" that
no one looking to that reviewer
of a personal variety in the devise are : Coolidge Corner and Vilfor information about the picture
liberate attempt to castigate
lage in Brookline ; Strand, Quincy
Lardner
eventhat
if he
isn't
aJohn
movie
fan or,is, for
matter,
has been satisfied. Why, then,
and Alhambra, in Quincy.
a reviewer.
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• NANCY

GUILFOYLE

HELENE

THIMIG

• STANLEY

• HELEN

• LLOYD

RICHARD

GATES

RIDGES

• MORRIS

BEVERLY

BRIDGES

NUGENT

• OSA MASSEN
CARNOVSKY

• GAVIN

• HERBERT

MUIR

RUDLEY

• LOUIS DONATH

Directed by HERBERT J. BIBERMAN • Screen Play by
Herbert J. Biberman, Anne Froelick and Rowland Leigh
Director of Photography
. . . Russell Metty, A. S. C.
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Motion

52,000,000
Foot

Film

Cut

in

Printing

(Continued from page 1)
.stated here yesterday by John J.
O'Connor, Universal vice-president,
who helped work out details of the
conservation plan.
The emergency will be met, O'Connor explained, by running off prints
closer to release dates than is customary, thus giving Eastman Kodak
Co., time to refurbish its machinery
and allow vacations to its employes,
both of which had been worked to
exhaustion during the past two years.

Picture
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Here Is ITIv Complete Report on the
FIFTH WAR
LOAN CAMPAIGN*
.rJS
For Bond Sales From June 1st Thru July 27th
Tola] All Activities
NUMBER OF BONDS SOLD Total Maturity Value $ .
Included in the Above Figures Are the Amounts Shown Below tor These Special Events
WAR BOND PREMIERE
$
FREE MOVIE DAY ..„...„..„..._...„... $ _
CHILDREN'S BOND PREMIERE
Numbtr bir.j, Sold$Molality Valua
„
(Theatre) r.
(Street Address)
(City)
(State)
(Exchange Area) Is Thealre Issuing Agent? □ Sub-Issuing Agenl? □

Exhibitors7

Report

for

5th

Above is
a facsimile
the final report
which the toindustry's
national
Fifth
War Loanof committee
asks exhibitors
fill out
completely and mail to national committee headquarters in New
York on the night of July 27.
The national committee stresses that "it is vitally important that
every exhibitor make out this report and return it promptly." Business reply cards on which this report blank is printed are being
sent to all.
_,

Eastman's problem was laid before
a special meeting of the company
presidents here recently by Harold
Hopper, retiring head of the War
Production Board's film division, and
Lincoln V. Burroughs, his successor,
who explained that, although there
was no material shortage, the output
of film available for printing would Hits
Tactics
In
be 62,000,000 feet below the quota
for this quarter, O'Connor said. Partly offsetting this lack, however,- ar- Selling of Shorts
rangements were made for a 15,000,000-foot increase from Ansco and a
like amount from DuPont.
• Some film salesmen are accused of
Word reaching here from WPB
linking the sale of new season's short
spokesmen in Washington indicates subjects to action by their companies
that, while there was a satisfactory on exhibitor applications for film rental
inventory on hand at the beginning of adjustments, in a statement issued at
the quarter, the invasion of France the weekend by Sidney Samuelsori,
manager of Allied I. T. O. of
brought new demands on the manu- general
Eastern
facturers, with England unable to. car- follows : Pennsylvania. The statement
ry its share of the export program,
"Many members of Allied, and other
thus necessitating a further dip into
U. S. supplies to furnish raw stock independent exhibitors, have complained that several major distributto foreign countries with which Ening companies are now selling the full
gland had contracts, and for war filmseason of 1944-45 short subjects far
ing.
in advance of their feature product.
Hollywood studios are expected to
Furthermore, some salesmen are
regain their full allotments next quar- making statements that only those
ter, when production may be greater
and the military demands may be less exhibitors who 'cooperate' with the
distributing companies by buying the
pressing; but there is little expecta- shorts will receive consideration on
tion at this time that, barring an
early collapse of Germany, that any adjustments long overdue, Inasmuch
quota increase will be possible this as most major distributors, through
their responsible officials, have publicly
year, the WPB spokesmen added.
stated
stand
to takethat
carethey'
of always
exhibitors
whoready
are
'hurt'
by
their
.deals,
the
current
situation-is incomprehensible. Either, the
$250,000 'Wilson'
Promotion
Ready
home office executives do not know
(Continued from page 1)
what their field representatives are
magazines and daily and weekly news- doing, or else exhibitors have been
papers and other publications. The misled by these promises.
"Wilson" ads have started to make
"Obviously any serious effort to sell
their appearance with the July editions short subjects at this time can only be
of many national magazines, and to an attempt to evade the terms and
date 44 national publications, with es- violate the spirit of the consent
timated circulations of 38,000,000, are decree. Allied has in its hands several
scheduled to carry full-page advertise- complaints which are being investments during the month.
igated and, if found accurate, will be
The campaign is limited only by
to the proper authorities."
newspaper advertising space restric- submitted
tions, but, in lineage, it will exceed the
newspaper ad campaign conducted on Dozier, Production
"The Song of Bernadette." In addition
ner
to the regular dailies, full-page ads Aide to Koer
will appear in the Sunday magazine
(Continued from page 1)
sections of the New York papers with
writers' assignments. It
and
writers
a total circulation of 5,312/29.
is also contemplated that he will
handle a few important production
Archibald Will Stay
assignments personally, in addition to
Koerner with the entire stuLondon, July 23. — George Archi- assisting
dio product.
bald bas denied reports, published
Long in production, Dozier goes to
here, that he soon would leave the RKO
from Paramount, where he has
Ministry of Information's films divi- served in production for the past three
sion to join J. Arthur Rank's producPreviously, he was associated
ing organization. Archibald said his years.
with the Berg-Allenberg Agency of
war job is for the duration.
Hollywood.

Owners
'True

Describe

Partnership'

Cincinnati, July 23. — Claiming
that independent exhibitors are operating on practically a non-profit
basis, because, it is claimed, distributors are limiting and controlling exhibitors' profits through curtailment
of product, creating a sellers' market,
increasing allocations and placing program pictures in percentage brackets,
the Greater Cincinnati Independent
Exhibitors Association, declares in a
bulletin, terming this "industry domination" as "a subterfuge to confiscate
the other fellow's profits, because distributors have been stopped from actheatres."
"Up toquiring
now,
because of the startlingreality,"
the
bulletin
continues,
"no
one has been able to point
out clearly
and positively to the government and
the masses of exhibitors what has actually happened. Even the distributors in their mad scramble for domination have been unconscious of victimizing the independent exhibitors to
the extent they have.
"If distributors must limit and control the independent theatre profits,
they should be obliged to underwrite
exhibitors' losses, the way of a true
partnership,"
the bulletin suggests as
a remedy.
French - Canadian
Film Under Way
Montreal, July 23. — Renaissance
Films is ready to shoot "Le Pere
Chopin,"dios.inThe its
Ville St.
LaurentFedor
stuRussian
director
Ozet has come to Montreal from Hollywood to make the picture with Marcel Chabrier, Francois Rozet, Paul
Cambo and Madeleine Ozeray.
Other French pictures are planned
as well as a version of the Russian
hero, Stanka Razin.
Brauer

Named

Manager

Cleveland, July 23. — Edwin Brauer,
Republic salesman here, has been
named manager of the company's
branch at Indiannpolis. Prior to joining Republic, Brauer was branch
manager for Paramount here.

Rank's
Films
First
to UA,

Then

on

j

Own

(Continued from page 1)
aging director of Odeon Theatres,
who arrived in Montreal from London late last week on behalf of Rank,
and the actual signing will take place
in London, with Gradwell L. Sears,
UA distribution vice-president, representing that company. Sears is now ;
in England. Upon completion of an
extended Canadian tour, Davis will I
visit the United States. However, it
is understood that Kelly will meet
him in Canada.
The contract under which Paul L.
Nathanson
of Empire - Universal I
Films,distribution,
Ltd., will handle
Rank's ThursCana- ••
dian
as reported
day in Motion Picture Daily, is
likewise limited to two years, it has •
been learned ; and plans call for EagleLion to set up its own distribution
system there also after the war.
Although rumors widely circulated
in May, when Rank and Spyros
Skouras signed a joint production
agreement, held that 20th-Fox would
handle Rank's American distribution,
it was learned at the weekend that
this applies only to films made cooperatively by the two companies.
Originally, Kelly and Eagle-Lion
sought a distribution deal with Hal
B. Wallis, and when that failed to
materialize, other channels were
sought, finally leading to the expected UA contract.
First Films Expected
First films expected to be included
in the UA deal are "The Life and
Death of Colonel Blimp," and "A Canterbury Tale," both produced by Emeric Pressburger and Michael Powell; "The Gentle Sex," "Flemish
Farm," "Demi-Paradise" and "This
Happy Breed," Two-Cities productions and
;
"The Way Ahead," "Henry the Fifth," "The Navy Way," "The
SilverGainsborough
Fleet" and "Dive
at Dawn,"
all
pictures.
Added
later will be Gabriel Pascal's production of Bernard Shaw's "Caesar and
Cleopatra," with Claude Rains and
Vivian Leigh, now in work.
A second category of films will be
sold here separately by Eagle-Lion,
obably to a distributing company
other than UA. 'These, it is said,
produced at a cost of between $400,000 and $500,000 each, fall midway
classifications.
They are"A"
described
as
between the American
and "B"
having "terrific story value but not
so
much class,
star pull."
arrivals
in this
all fromEarliest
Gainsborough,
will be "Dear Octopus," "Hi, Gang,"
"Hard Steel," "King Arthur, Gentleman," "On Approval" and "Time
Sears

in

London

Confers with Rank
(Continued from page 1)
Flies."
can distribution of Rank's films.
Spokesmen for Rank stated after
r overtures had
the meeting that pthe
arisen with UA, and Rank himself
said he welcomed any adequate aid
that could be given in the distribution
of his product in the U. S.
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Set

Sets

Plans

for

'Frisco Premiere
The world premiere of Paramount's
"I Love a Soldier," starring Paulette
Goddard and Sonny Tufts, will be held
Aug. 15 at the Fox Theatre in. San
Francisco,
of over
the picture's
plot.
Plans were site
made
the weekend
by B. D. Sturdivant, general manager for Fox West Coast Theatres in
Northern California ; Herman Kersken and Fay Reeder of the Fox organization ;H. Neal East, Paramount's San Francisco branch manager, and Lew Lewellen, who handles
special events for R. M. Gillham,
Paramount's director of advertising
and publicity. Paramount will send
some of the players in the picture
and other film personalities to San
Francisco to attend the premiere.
Fete Peggy deGrau
Paramount home office distribution
department associates of Peggy deGrau tendered her a farewell luncheon
at the Hotel Lincoln here on Friday,
and presented her with a wrist watch.
Miss deGrau, who handled the contract approval department, has resigned after 27 years with Paramount
to assume a similar post with Vanguard Pictures.
Campaign

Delegates

at

for WB

Short

"Devil Boats," two-reel service special produced by Warners with the
cooperation of the Navy, will be given
national advertising by Elco, which
makes 'P-T' boats, and Packard Motors, which supplies the motors. The
campaign will be designed to give
exhibitors an opportunity to tie-in
with local Elco and Packard distributors.

7

Daily

RKO

Pacts

Negotiations have been completed
• between Universal and representatives
Bof Motion Picture Office Employes
I Union, Local 23169, AFL, for a new
icontract covering some 200 Universal
Ihome office "white collarites," it was
I learned here yesterday. The contract
lis scheduled to be signed next week
land will then be submitted to the reIgional War Labor Board for approval.
The new agreement, replacing a prefvious agreement which Universal had
[with an American Federation of Ofijfice Employees local which MPOE
[took over in April of this year, will
[run for two years, with provision for
| reopening after one year for wage adIjustments. It sets up some 35 job
I classifications with minimum and max■ imum wage scales similar to those
[which MPOE has' set for Warner
[Bros, home office and subsidiary
I "white collarites," and provides for
I new workers to join the local within
90 days after their employment and
jpresent union members to maintain
! membership in the union in good
: standing. Provisions of the agreement
are retroactive to June 1 of this year.
MPOE has also set an agreement
with representatives of Paramount
News covering about 22 "white collarites" in the company's New York office. The contract provides for a 10
per cent wage increase, retroactive
to Dec. 1, 1943, and is for one year.
It also provides for a closed shop
and sets up 11 job classifications with
minimum and maximum wage scales.
Para.

400

Picture

Hollywood
Convention
Here
Today
(Continued from page 1)
Hickey, Harry Reiners, P. Bathory, H.
Fred Calvin, L. Carroll, George Degcolm Kingsberg, Robert Mochrie, Bert,
non, Fred Ford, G. Gaudette, Maurice
Walter E. Branson, Nat Levy, Harry Harris,
W. Heim, E, Holland, C. Kinney,
J. Michalson, William H. Clark, S. T. B. McCormick, Al O'Camp, W. Prager.
Don
Prince,
Robert Pryor, E. Rowland,
Barret McCormick, Gordon E.
J. A. Simons, A. E. Waltrip.
Youngman, J. Miller Walker, GarBranch managers and salesmen (manrett Van Wagner.
agers named first in each instance): AlAlso from the home office: Al Adams,
bany: Max Westebbe, George Tucker,
Leon J. Bamberger, J. Bellfort, Arthur M. Harold J. Carlock; Atlanta: Hubert M.
Brilant, J. Emmet Cashman, William E. Lyons, Frank W. Salley, Paul Harrison,
Dahler, A. W. Dawson, Walter V. Derham, R. C. Price, James D. Campbell. Byron
Frank Drumm, John A. Farmer, Lou E. S. Bryan; Boston: Ross C. Cropper, WilGaudreau, Richard Gavin, Harry Gittleliam H. Gardiner, Harry F. Goldstein, D.
son, Dacid Goldman, Ben Grimm, Harold
W.
Grover,
CarmaJ. L.
DeVizia,
Melville
M'.
Hendee, Henry Holms, William Horne, Ames, William
Cuddy;
Buffalo:
Elmer
H. Horton, Sidney Kramer, S. Landau, Lux, John G. Chinell, Edwin J. Smith,
Jack Level, Harry Levine, Charles Levy, Sr.; Charlotte: Rovy F. Branon, Fred E.
Clarence McGeary, Edward J. McGuire, Dyer, James W. Sims, R. S. Mitchell;
Chicago: Sam Gorelick, Harold W. Evens,
Oliver
R. McMahon,
William Lou
J. M'cShea,
Milton Maier,
Marty Monroe,
H. Mil- Michael Kassel, Joe Cozzi, John J. Clark.
ler, Francis J. Mooney, Carl Moss, Vivian Seymour Borde, Harry S. Lorch; Cincinnati: Stanley C. Jacques, M. S. Cummins,
Moses, Rutgers Neilson.
Joseph A. McKnight, Ross Williams, Jack
Also:
Thomas
O'Connor,
Harry
M.
PimFrisch,
John G. Furrer; Cleveland: Albert
stein, Michael G. Poller, Jack Quirk, J. E. L. Kolitz,
Arthur Goldsmith, Robert R.
Redmond, A. E. Reoch, Fred Schaefer, A.
A. Schubart, David L. Strumpf, Major L. Richardson, Frank E. Belles; Dallas: Sol
E. Thompson, Terry Turner, Kenneth Urn- M. Sachs, Clarence J. Wheeler, Clarence
breit, Charles Wagner, J. H. Walters, B. Wilson, Harold J. Malone, Jack SchumHerbert E. Wappaus, Emanuel Waxburg, pert, Francis W. Paris.
Arthur White, Arthur Willi, Lewis Wolf,
Additional Guests
William Zimmerman.
Studio:
Charles
W.
Koerner
and
Perry
Also: Denver: Tom H. Bailey, Frank L.
Lieber.
E. M. Gwin, Marvin Goldfarb; Des
District managers: Charles Boasberg, Childs,
Moines: Lou Elman, W. F. DeFrenne,
Ben Y. Cammack, Robert J. Folliard, L. Wm. B. Benjamin, R. B. Behymer; DeE. Goldhammer, J. H. Maclntyre, Bernard
troit: Milton E. Cohen, B. Zimner, G. W.
G. Kranze, David Prince, Gus Schaefer,
M'. Milholland,
F. Jones;
R. V. Nolan, and division manager Leo M. Sampson, anapolis:
Maurice E. Lefko,
RussellIndiL.
Devaney, Toronto.
Brentlinger, Peter J. Fortune, Herman
Black: Kansas City: A. A. Renfro, Earl
Theatre Delegates
L. Dyson, E. M. Block, L. O. Ringler,
George
W. Hinton; Los Angeles: Harry C.
RKO Theatres: J. Becker, James BrenCohen,
Joseph
Rubenstein, Jos. F. Samuels,
nan,John H.A. R.Cassidy,
DiLorenzo,
M'. H. Levinson, R.
H. Lange; Memphis: Al
Edelstein,
Emde, J.
William
England.
A. Frudenfeld, J. Golden, E. Groth, J. C. M. Avery, W. Grover Wray, Leonard
Shea, R. V. Reagin; Milwaukee: Art N.
Herns, W. Howard, William E. Kernan, Schmitz,
Morris Anderson, Wm. J. Foley.
J. King, D. Levin, Vincent Liguori, Ray
R.
W. Baker, Joe Imhof.
Malone, Harry Mandel, Hardie Meakin,
Also: Minneapolis: C. J. Dressell, Wm.
Harold Mirisch, I. Morais, H. Mosley,
Charles B. McDonald, M. Polon, Clem C. Winters, Irving Gillman, M. A. Lipsner,
Pope, J. Redmond, L. Schine, M. Schine, Robert P. Ableson, E. J. Straley, W. S.
H. Schreiber, Sol Schwartz, M. Sherman, Bjorkman ; New Haven: Barney Pitkin,
W. Slater, F. Smith, S. Torgan, H. Unter- William Canelli, M. Salzberg; New Orleans: J. R. Lamantia, Wm. Shiell, Jr..
fort, S. Wexo, M. White, Al Zimbalist.
Foreign department: Ralph Doyle, Harry Milton L. Stevens, C. Riley; New York:
Phil
Hodes,
E. T. Carroll, J. J. Dacey, Lou
Ehrreich, M'.Michael
Gomez, Hoffey,
F. Gulbransen,
R. ZZ.
Hawkinson,
Jack Kennedy,
I.
Kutinsky,
Harry Zeitels, Charles PenVladimir Lissim, P. Saenz, Cuba.
ser; Oklahoma City: R. B. Williams. Paul
RKO' Pathe: Walton Ament, Jay Bona- D. Fielding, Leo Craiker, D. Wm. Snider,
field, eric
Dudley
Hale, A. J. Butterfield, Fred- Jr., J. Whitesel; Omaha: Karl G. Howe.
Ullman, Jr.
Rosenblatt, John W. Andrews, WilWalt Disney Productions: Roy Disney, M. M'. liam
Philadelphia: Charles ZaVerne Caldwell, Kay Kamen, William Levy, grans, SamBarker;
Lefko, Michael Shulman, J. J.
W. Lowenberg, Leo Samuels, F. Waldheim,
James Finey.
McFadden, Jr., Ely J. Epstein, V. O'Donnell.
Samuel Goldwyn Productions : James
Also: Pittsburgh: Herb H Greenblatt,
Mulvey, H. Archinal, Lester Rawson, Mort I. T. Sweeney, David C. Silverman, Irving
Nathanson., W. Heineman, J. Sayers.
Frankel, J. Judd, M. Wolfish; Portland:
International Pictures: A. Schwalberg, I.
Mark E. Cory, Clarence Bastien, George
Robert Goldstein, Tom Fizdale, Arthur Jackson; St. Louis: Tom Williamson, G.
Jeffrey, Ben Schectman.
J. Pisani, Patrick F. Byrne, M. Raymon,
RKO Television: Ralph B . Austrian, L. V. Norton; Salt Lake City: Gifford
Thomas H. Hutchinson.
National Screen Service: Herman Rob- Davison, George H. Warren, Sam Appelman,
R. H. Newt
Hoese, P.James
D'. Griffin;
bins, George Dembow, Don Velde.
Francisco:
Jacobs,
George San
R.
L. Hyman, representing Sol Lesser Pro- Seach, Earl A. Stein, Charles J. Crowley,
ductions, and Seymour Poe.
H. Bradley Fish, O. H Watson.
Press committee: Rutgers Neilson, RobAlso: Seattle: Ed A. Lamb, Louis L.
ert Boehnel, Arthur Brilant, Florence Ca- Goldsmith, Floyd J. Heninger; Sioux Falls:
hill, Jack Lewis, Betty McKelvey, Rosalie Sherman W. Fitch, E. A. Moe, Steve HolRoss, Irving Shiffrin, Russell Trado.
lander; Washington: Joe B. Brecheen,
Guests: Merlin H. Aylesworth, Al Bar- Harry E. Kahn, E. W. Grover, Al Follow, Frank Buck, G. E. Eyssell, Frank
liard, O. Knox, C. Hildebrand; Calgary:
Eaton, Dr. G. Gallup, William Gengenbach, R. Doddridge; Montreal: H. F. Taylor, J.
Edward A. Golden, Eugene Harrington, Dorfman, S. H. Decker; St. John: H. H.
John Hertz, Jr., George Leisure, T. Mar- McArthur; Toronto: Mark Plottel, Meyer
tell, Albert Sindlinger, Buck Singer, M. Nackimson, Joseph Bermack; Vancouver:
Smith, Howard Worden, James Young.
Wm. Spencer Jones; Winnipeg: Joseph H.
Field exploiteers: David Cantor, Robert McPherson, Robert Radis.
To Organize Writers
Of the Americas
Mexico City, July 23. — A plan to
organize the film writers of the U. S.,
Argentina, Mexico, Brazil and Cuba
in an effort to raise their pay and
"for greater protection of their interests" is being outlined by Homero
Manzi, Argentina scenarist and
author, on a visit here.
Formation of what Manzi calls "a
continental bloc from Hollywood to
Buenos Aires" is sought to level off
a condition said to find Mexican scenarists among the poorest paid and
those of Argentina among the highest.

Fauker, Booth to
M-G-M
Conferences
M-G-M branch managers Foster
Fauker, Indianapolis, and Edward M.
Booth, Cincinnati, have arrived in
New York for a week of conferences
with home office executives.
Sam Gardner, of Salt Lake City,
and Lou Amacher, of Portland, have
completed their visits and have returned to their posts, while Maurice
Saffle of Seattle and Louis G. Wingham of San Francisco will leave
within a few days.

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, July 23
BILLY DE WOLFE, comedian who
screen debut
has made
been his
discharged
from inthe"Dixie,"
Navy
and will return to the screen in "Miss
Susie Slagle's," which John Houseman
will soon produce for Paramount.
De Wolfe will portray a young medical student. Sonny Tufts and Joan
Caulfield will have two of the top romantic roles in the picture. . . . Marjorie Rambeau has been signed for a
featured role in Monogram's forthcoming comedy, "Army Wives." . . .
Henry Stephenson, Joan Winfield and
Richard Nugent have been added to
the cast of "Of Human Bondage,"
which Henry Blanke is producing at
the Warner studio.
Lee Tracy will return to the screen
in the top masculine role of RKO Radio's story of Japanese espionage, "Betrayal from the East." Nancy Kelly
will play opposite him. . . . Irving
Cummings will direct "The Dolly Sisters" for 20th Century-Fox, replacing
John M. Stahl. The picture co-stars
Betty Grable and Alice Faye. George
Jessel is the producer. . . . John Emery
is set for one of the top roles in David
0. Selsnick's "The House of Dr. Edwardes." . . . Louis Carter has been
handed the second lead in the untitled
romance comedy starring Irene Dunne
and Charles Boyer, ivhich is currently
in zvor kat Columbia.
•
Carlos Riano has been appointed
dialogue director for the department in charge of making Spanishdubbed versions of Universal pictures. . . . Director Fred Wilcox
has returned from a trip to the
State of Washington during which
he selected location sites for "Hold
High the Torch," which Robert Sisk
will produce for M-G-M. ... Ed
Beloin, former Jack Benny writer,
has been added to the writing staff
on "Lady on a Train," Deanna Durbin's next vehicle for Universal.
•
Jerry Fairbanks has signed Lou
Lilly, animated cartoon expert, to
a long term contract as production
manager for the Paramount-released
short series, "Speaking of Animals."
. . . been
Leading
rolesto in
"China Scott,
Sky"
have
assigned
Randolph
Ruth Warrick. and Ellen Drew.

Drought Darkens
Theatre Outlook
Louisville, July 23. — Exhibitors in some quarters are expressing considerable concern
over the effect on theatre
business occasioned by the
prolonged drought, reported
the worst in 25 years. Scores
of farmers, their crops practically ruined, are applying to
the U. S. Employment Service
for work in local industries.
It is still too early to foretell what the reaction will be,
but many theatremen hereabouts are none too optimistic over the box-office outlook.
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'Holiday', 'Wassell'
Are Both Grossers

Normandy

f Motion pictures are keeping' pace
1 with the "GI's" in Normandy and a
■ recent shipment of films to the Con
I tinent indicates that they will be a
i regular part of the entertainment for
Ithe Armed Forces as they battle their
I way forward.
This was stated by
I Col. E. L. Munson, chief of the Army
I Pictorial Service, recently returned
I from the European theatre of operaI tions, in a report to the industry's
War
Activities moreCommittee,
I' whose
auspices
than 16,000under
film

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

Kansas City, July 23. — "Christmas
Holiday" went over the top this week
at the Esquire, Uptown and Fairway,
doing around $18,000 at the three theatres. "The Story of Dr. Wassell" completed athird successful week at the
Newman with the score still up around
$15,000.
was best
all theatres over Business
the weekend,
due, atperhaps
to
a midweek of unsettled weather.
Estimated receipts for the week end-

NEWS

"Christmas
Holiday"
(Univ.)
ing, July 18-21
:
ESQUIRE— (800) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$9,000. (Average: $6,000).
"Bathing
Beauty" (M-G-M)
"U-Boat Prisoner"
(Col.)
MIDLAND^(3,500)
(40c 60c)
7 days.
Gross: $17,000.
(Average: $14,000).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
NEWMAN — (1.900) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$15,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
"Louisiana Hayride" (Col.)
ORPHEUM "(1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Yellow Rose of Texas" (R<=p.)
"Call of the Rockies" (Rep.)
TOWER—(Average:
(2,200) (45c-65c)
$10,000.
$9,400). 7 days. Gross:
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
UPTOWN— (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $5,600).
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
FAIRWAY—
(700)$1,600.).
(45c-65c) 7 days. Gross :
$2,000.
(Average:

J programs
have been given to the
Armed Forces in combat areas.
Colonel Munson said : "A reserve
of current pictures in 16mm which
If had been built up in England for just
I this purpose is being moved across the
! Channel continuously with the regular
implements of Axis discomfort."
Some are : "See Here, Private HarI grove," "Bridge of San Luis Rey,"
J "Song of Bernadette," "Andy Hardy's
I Blonde Trouble," "The Uninvited,"
1 "Chip _ Off the Old Block," "Moonlight in Vermont," "Crime Doctor'
I Strangest Case," "My Kingdom for a
J Cook," "The Heat's On," "Gangway
for Tomorrow."
Two-Reel

Version

of

'Wassell's'

'The. Negro Soldier9
A two-reel version of "The Negro
Soldier," official film, has been pre
pared by the War Department and has
been sent to film exchanges around
the country, according to the War Activities Committee.
Prints of the twp-reeler are avai
able without cost to all exhibitors ; so
are prints of a four-reel version now
being circulated.
Burkett,

Republic

in

'Tugboat Annie* Deal
Hollywood, July 23. — James S. Bur
kett closed a contract with Republic
Pictures for lease of two "Tugboat
Annie" features annually for the next
seven years.
Burkett's commitment does not con
flict with his "Charlie Chan" series
for Monogram. The Annie' features
will be made independently and are
budgeted at $325,000 each.

'Going
Places

My Way' Goes
in Buffalo

Buffalo, July 23. — "Going My
Way" is going places here. After a
record-breaking weekend at the Great
Lakes
it appears
sure'of ofwhat
at least
000 in the
first week
looks $25
like
Your Own Bed"
"Make
a good
will
top run.
$11,000
at the 20th Century
After a long hot spell, the weather has
improved.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July 22 :
"Home in Indiana" (20th-Fox)
"Candlelight in Algeria" (20th-Fox)
BUFFALO— (3,489) (40c-50c-60c-70c) I
days. Gross: $14,800. (Average: $17,400)
"Going My Way" (Para.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days. Gross: $25,000. (Average: $16,200)
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
HIPPODROME — (2,100) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 7
days, 3rd week on a moveover. Gross
$8,000. (Average: $9,700).
"Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
"They Made Me a Criminal" (WB)
20TH CENTURY— (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days. Gross: $11,500. (Average: $12,200)
"This Is the Life" (Univ.)
"Her Primitive Man" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE— (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,400). I

Tops

$24,000

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, July 23.— "The Story
of Dr. Wassell" took the lead this
week at the Penn with a gross of
Estimated receipts for the week end$24,000.
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$50,000
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SOCIETY'S
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A

OF

PRESENTED
AD0LPH
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0.

RETIRED,
NAVY

SHARE

OF

FIRST
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RELIEF
WORLD

GROSS

"The ingInvisible
Revenge" (Univ.)
July 17-21 Man's
:
FULTON— (1,700) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $8,500).
"Address Unknown" (Col.)
J. P. HARRIS — (2,200) (35c-44c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $10,100).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
PENN— (3,400) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $24,000. (Average: $21,700).
"Show Business" (RKO)
RITZ — (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week, moveover from the Stanley. Gross:
$3,500. (Average: $3,000).
"Pin, Up Girl" (20th-Fox)
SENATOR— (1,750) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $3,400).
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
STANLEY — (3,800) 7 days. Gross: $17,000.
(Average: $22,000).
"White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
WARNER— (2,000) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
3dr week. Gross: $10,500. (Average:
$9,350).
'Cliffs' Breaks
At

OF

'THE STORY

OF DR. WASSELL"

AGREEMENT

FULFILLING
B.

CECIL

DE

TECHNICOLOR
STARRING

PRODUCTION.

COOPER

BUSINESS

WHERE, NAVY RELIEF
TO

WENT

WITH

. .NOW,

ENAL "WASSELL"

STANDS

HIT

ADVENTURE

GARY

PROFIT

THE

BEFORE

MILLE

BY

MADE

INTO

PHENOMEVERY-

SOCIETY

HANDSOMELY.

Omaha

Record

Theatre

Omaha, July 23. — "The White
Cliffs of Dover" struck antnew year's
Theatre,
ugh for the Paramou
grossing $15,400, against a $11,700 average. "Pin-Up Girl" moved over to
:he Omaha for a second week and,
dualled with "Bermuda Mystery," hit
Showers broke up fair weath£9,900.
er during the week.
Estimated receipts for the week end'Seven
Ashore" (RKO)
'DaysJuly
ofDays
Glory"
19-20: (RKO)
ng
BRANDEIS— (1,200) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,100.
(Average: $6,500).
'Pin-Up Girl" (ZOth-Fox)
'Bermuda Mystery" (20th-Fox)
OMAHA— (2,000) (44c-60c) 7 days, "PinUp
Girl,"Gross:
2nd week,
Paranount.
$9,900. moveover
(Average:from$8,400).
'Double Indemnity" (Para.)
'Candlelight in Algeria" (ZOth-Fox)
ORPHEUM— (3.000) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $13,900.
(Average: $9,900).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $15,400.
(Average: $11,700).
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Philadelphia, July 24.— The
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals here today granted the
petition of the Government to
enter the William Goldman
anti-trust suit as an amicus
curae (friend of the court).
The Government, indicating
that Goldman's suit against
Warner Theatres and distributors involves the same situations as those in the Department of Justice's consent decree, will file briefs in the
complainant's appeal from a
U. S. District Court dismissal
action.

12 from

and Others

I With N. Peter Rathvon, RKO
iresident, announcing a company
Policy of distributing a "larger
lumber* of features of foremost independent producers," some
400 delegates to
R K O ' s 13th
annual sales
c o n v e n tion,
opening here
yesterday, were
told that a
minimum of 12
features from
independents will b e
released by the
company in
1944-45. They
will come from
N. Peter Rathvon
Internaional Pictures, Samuel Goldwyn,
(Continued on page 3)
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Seek

Greater
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Theatre

In

For

Rank

Tie

London, July 24. — United Artists would welcome a "more permanent affiliation" with J. Arthur
Rank than is contemplated in the
pending two-year deal for U. S. distribution of Rank's British product,
Gradwell L. Sears, UA distribution
vice-president, stated here today following aweekend at the country home
of Filippo del Guidice, managing director of Two Cities Films.

CENTS

6th

Aid
Loan

Best Showing of All in
5th by Film Industry
Washington, July 24— With
returns from the Fifth War Loan

not y^et in, administration officials
already are turning their attention
to the,' Sixth War Loan drive scheduled for the Fall and likely to be denominated the "Victory" Drive. Motion Picture Daily on July 17 disclosed that the Sixth War Loan drive
(As reported in Motion Picture Daily under a New York
will start on the' Nov. 11 Armistice
observation of World War I and run
dateline today, the Rank-UA
contract, signing of which is
to the Dec. 7 observance of Pearl
expected within the next three
Harbor Day of Wor^d War II.
weeks, would be for a two-year
Eighteen and N possibly 20
period, with Rank planning to
billion dollars may be the goal
(Continued on page 10)
of the sixth campaign in which
the motion picture industry
will be called upon for an even
500 Due at M-G-M
greater effort than it made in
Owners' Luncheon
the "Fighting Fifth" drive.
All exhibitors in the New YorkPreliminary reports indicate that in
New Jersey area have been invited by the campaign now closing in which the
(Continued on page 10)
William F. Rodgers, vice-president and
general sales manager of Loew-MG-M, to a special luncheon to be held
Thursday in the Astor Hotel here. PRC
Sales
Some 500 are expected.

Led by David O. Selznick's "Since
You Went Away," which arrived at
the Capitol Theatre last Wednesday,
and M-G-M's "Dragon Seed," which
opened at Radio City Music Hall on
Thursday, New York downtown firstrun houses report a general upswing in
grosses this week. The return of
warm weather after an interlude of
moderate temperature failed to have
much effect on grosses. Both
The following M-G-M executives
'SYWA" and "Dragon Seed" are will attend, besides Rodgers : Edward
both doing capacity business but their M. Saunders, assistant general sales
(Continued on page 11)
(Continued on page 11)

Los Angeles, July 24.— Ten studios
Activi- OCR
Tighter
films for the War first
Confirms
[produced 25 tee
six
during the
ties Commit
months of 1944, John C. Flinn, coordiTheatres
New
on
nator of WAC's Hollywood division, Rules
revealed in a report to the executive
committee. The films ranged from
125-foot trailers to two-reelers. The
Washington, July 24. — Office of Division of which the recreation and
(Continued on page 11)
Civilian Requirements officials today amusements section is a part, assured
formally disclosed that they had as- the committee that tighter requirements
sured the Theatre Owners Advisory would be imposed on applications for
Committee that new theatres here- new theatres which, first of all, will
Tom Arthur Cited
after would be permitted only where have to establish that a definite war
need exists.
For 22 Missions
"absolutely essential," it was learned
It was disclosed also that the comin a report issued by the War ProSt. Louis, July 24. — Lt.
mittee was advised of the possibility
duction Board of a meeting on July
Thomas G. Arthur, one of
that some 50,000 chairs may be made
21
betweenthe
two
groups,
confirming
of
ice
the five sons-in-serv
a story in Motion Picture Daily available in the next few months to
of Fanon
that date.
Harry C. Arthur,, Jr.
be built from fabricated parts in
chon & Marco has been
The
official
resume
of
the
sessions
inventory and from materials obtained
awarded the AAF Air Medal
disclosed that William Y. Elliott, from idle and excess stocks. A sugas
ons
missi
t
comba
22
for
gestion that aluminum may be usable
head of the OCR had agreed with
navigator on a Liberator
exhibitor contentions that insurance as a substitute for other and scarcer
bomber in Italy.
of continued operation of existing materials will be studied.
Lt. Arthur, 23, formerly
houses was more important than new
OCR officials also will study comwith F. and M., has seen acconstruction in war production centers,
plaints of exhibitors of alleged intion in France, Italy, Gerequitable distribution of freon gas
many of which will lose their inRumany, Austria, Hungary,
whereby such users as department
creased
population
after
the
war.
mania and Jugoslavia.
Both Elliott and Donald R. Long- stores are enabled to secure supplies
man, director of the Service Trades when theatre operations cannot.

Reorganized
Leo J. McCarthy, general sales
manager of PRC Pictures, is reorganizing PRC's distribution department
with the appointment of three division
sales managers.
Sidney
Kulick, associated
PRC's
New
York exchange, with
supervise the Eastern division,
will
(Comitmed on page 11)

'Duration Permits'
For Operators
Chicago, July 24. — Chicago comprojectionists Local No. 110,
IATSE, is now issuing 'duration work permits' to replace
the 40 members now in service,man,
according
to James
president.
TwentyGorof
the permits have already been
issued. They require the payment of union dues but no
initiation fee. The permit
men will be required to turn
in their cards after the war,
unless new vacancies are
created.
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"Janie"
( Warner Bros. )

Tie

(Continued from page 1)
set up his own exchange system in America through EagleLion Films when the building
and manpower shortages are
overcome after th« war.)
"The features
Way Ahead,"
one schedule
of the Two
Cities
on the
for
American release, was screened for
Sears during his visit to Del Guidice,
and tonight the UA executives will
have a second talk with Rank. The
latter, for the present, refuses all comment, but Del Guidice expressed "supreme pleasure" with the progress being made.
Although UA may utilize Two
Cities facilities for essential quota
production, it is to be understood
that the present talks fall into the pattern of the new alignment whereby
Rank is expected to become chairman of the Two-Cities board of directors, as reported in Motion Picture Daily on July 13. Official announcement of his joining the board
is being held until the conclusion of
the talks with Sears.
First Nine Releases
Meanwhile, the first nine pictures
to be released next season in Canada
by Empire-Universal Films, and in
the U. S. by U.A. from the J. Arthur Rank enterprises include : Noel
Coward's "This Happy Breed," "The
Demi Paradise," with Laurence Olivier ; "Candlelight in Algeria," costarring James Mason and Carla Lehmann ; the comedy, "English Without
Tears," "The Tawny Pipit," comedy
drama ; "The Flemish Farm," with
Clive Brook and Jane Baxter ; "The
Man in Gray," featuring Mason, Margaret Lockwood and Phyllis Calvert ;
and the last two pictures starring
the late Leslie Howard, "The Gentle
Sex" and "The Lamp Still Burns."
Davis Due Aug. 15
For Rank Survey
Montreal, July 24. — John Davis,
managing director of Odeon Theatres,
who arrived last week 'in Montreal to
begin a distribution survey tour of
Canada and the U. S., on behalf of
J. Arthur Rank, is due in New York
Aug. 15, after traveling through the
Dominion as far West as Vancouver.
"I have come to learn and listen,
not to talk," Davis said here.
Barclay

McCarty,

Aid

Reviews

Permanence
In

Greater

43,

MGM
Publicist, Dies
Barclay V. McCarty, 43, a member
of the M-G-M home office publicity
staff for the past two years, died
yesterday at the Fifth Ave. Hospital
after a brief illness.
He is survived by his widow, Mrs.
Virginia Cotier McCarty of the editorial staff of Women's Wear, and his
mother, Mrs. Marclay McCarty, Sr.
From newspaper and magazine work,
McCarty went to Warner's publicity
department and then publicized various
Broadway shows. He was a member
of the Theatre Managers and Agents
Union and the Lambs and Players
clubs.

Hollywood, July 24
HPODAY is a good time for showmen playing Warner product to start
*■ circulating in junior circles, inclusive of the Sunday School crowd
and the jitterbug set, the news that a picture all about and for them is
on its way to town and the title of it is "Janie." It can be added and
underscored that "Janie" is not one of those juvenile-delinquency things
with which the screen's been slandering them, and that it doesn't pamper them either, but goes right down the middle, showing them as and
for what they are, which isn't bad. The juniors can be depended upon to
pass the world to their elders, to whom the film is no less directly addressed and brings refreshingly welcome news.
The picture that is on its way to the juniors and their elders is at
bottom a plain tale about today's young people, the ones just under and
just over 18, in and out of uniform, and it is fundamentally a comedy
performed at break-neck pace by scores of youngsters and a hand-picked
group of adults marshalled by producer Alex Gottlieb and directed by
Michael Curtiz. Deep underneath the comedy is a picture of life in a
small American town during war time, particularly the life of the junior
population, and in this picture there is of necessity some noting of states
of mind, morals and viewpoints, but there is no preaching, no coddling
and no condemning of the upcoming generation, and nothing remotely
resembling delinquency.
The film is from the stageplay of the same title, but the script by Agnes Christine Johnston and Charles Hoffman gets rid of staginess in all
save one or two minor respects. The action stays indoors most of the
time, but it is so fast that the lack of movement is not a deterrent to
enjoyment. The incidents are diverting without being sensational — the
top one is a party for three service men which gets out of hand when
scores more arrive — and it is the panorama of the subject, rather than
the details of its treatment, that gives the film its wallop.
Names for the marquee are Edward Arnold, Ann Harding, Robert
Benchley, Alan Hale and Hattie McDaniel, who play the adult roles,
but it is as well to start mentioning those of Joyce Reynolds, Robert
Hutton and Clare Foley, standouts in the junior division, which give
promise of attaining marquee importance before the year is out.
Running time, 101 minutes.

"G."*

6th

War

Loan!

(Continued from page 1)
I
drive for "E" bond sales encounter jI
the greatest difficulty so far expe J
enced, the film industry made the btl
showing of any single participate iI
group. The film industry has in fa J
been the backbone of all the filll
drive because of the effect of the cfl j|
stant hammering home on the sflHj
of
the ofGovernment's
message agenciB
onWfl
sales
other participating
as well as those of the theatres thetfl
selves and the assistance given oth I

and
other
cooperative
actions.
selling
groups
by talent
appearand'
Officials in Washington are hopef
of a decision in the European war b:
fore the next bond campaign is inii
ated, which will give the basis for'!;
plea to "kick in" and get the who
conflict over with quickly. II

Continue 5th Drive 'Mop-Up'
Meanwhile
the
film industry
"Fighting Fifth" headquarters in Ne
York report that Fifth War Log
"mop-up" plans by theatres indica
that the bond-selling drive will coi
tinue full-speed in many sections rig!]
up to the last minute of ThursdaJ
night, July 27, the final day of the drivJ
according to exhibitor state chairmen
This week, final week of the can !

paign,
will see
Bor
Premieres"
and many
other large
events"War
schedule
to boost bond totals and greatly e>j
ceed quotas in response to the Treai?
ury's
to make
the fifth
greatestcall war
financing
jobloanof "tin
ai
time." Emphasis right through wj
be on the sale of bonds to individual)

Release date, not set.
William R. Weaver

with heaviest
stress
"E" in bond)
which
are still far
from onquota
man
situations.
The industry's "Fighting Fifth
committee advises exhibitors that durj
ing this final week of the drive, it i|
"Crime By Night"
important to rush their bond sale ac
( Warner Bros.)
countings to their Federal Reserv
MURDER
and mystery are served up divertingly in "Crime By Bank so that all sales will be counte
Night," another well-paced and entertaining film featuring the en- in the campaign total.
gaging antics of a suave private detective and his efficient and beautiful
"girl Friday." Jerome Cowan is the slick detective in this one, Jane
to Aid
Wyman is his efficient and lovely secretary-assistant, and Faye Emerson Exchanges
is the ingenious master spy murderess. Director William Clemons With Bond Reports j
achieves a neat balance between the murders and the more plasant asBranch managers and field sales
pcts of Cowan's encounters with both the forces of law and order and men have been enlisted by the _dis
the criminals, and the result is a better than average film of this type.
tributors division of the War Activi
Richard Weil and Joel Malone are credited with the screen play from ties Committee to contact all exhibil
the Geoffrey Homes novel, "Forty Whacks." The story revolves tors in a follow-up. system to mak<
around the murder of a wealthy, eccentric newspaper owner and chemi- certain that the latter send in officia
Fifth War Loan reports to the »:
cal manufacturer. Cowan is called into the case by the murdered man's tional industry committee in Nei
recently-divorced son-in-law who fears that he will be considered the
York, Ned E. Depinet, distributors
most likely suspect in view of a long-standing feud. Later Cowan is division
chairman, disclosed yesterday
retained both by the local sheriff and district attorney. Working for
Depinet has asked managers to adthree different people at the same time, Cowan finally unravels the comvise all salesmen that a report is dej
plications and exposes Miss Emerson, a supposedly reputable concert sired from every theatre, even thougb
manager, who has been heading a spy and sabotage ring and had killed for the sale of only one bond, and thai
the publisher to get a special chemical formula for high explosives. Also exhibitors should be given to understand their report is confidential and
in the cast are Charles Lang, Eleanor Parker, Stuart Crawford, Cy
that after the July 27 deadline eacl|
Kendall, Juanita Stark and Charles Wilson.
exhibitor, as contacted, should be
Running time, 72 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, Milton
Sept. 9. Livingston asked whether he has sent in a re*"G" denotes general classification.
F. T. Kintzing Dies
Frank Taylor Kintzing, 72, producer and theatrical booker, died here
at the weekend following a long illless. Kintzing, a member of the
Association of Theatrical Agents and
Managers, is survived by a sister and
a brother.

George Stroud Dies
Toronto, July 24. — George W.
Stroud, 21, formerly of the Savoy
Theatre, Hamilton, Ont., drowned recently in Lakefield, Que., while on
furlough from his RAF Ferry Command post. He was the son of
George W. Stroud, manager of the
Palace in Hamilton.

if he
hasn't, he should be
inducedport,toand do
so immediately.
As part of the follow-up system,
the national committee will send
progress reports to each exhibitor and
distributor state chairman. These reports will be two-fold : One will give
each chairman the war bond results
of each theatre as reported to the national committee, and the other will
list theatres which have not reported,
with the request that they be contacted so that they may be placed in the
reporting classification.
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Mexican

Production

Business

Off, But

Chicago Stays Open
Halted Second Time
Chicago, July 24. — So far, then
have been no indications from any o
the 150 theatre members of Allied o
Mexico City, July 24. — Production Illinois that they will close for thi
was suspended here for the second Summer, Jack Kirsch, Allied presi I
time this year due to another inter- dent here, reports. Business in thi
labor conflict which forced the ousting subsequent run houses, however, hsii't
of Enrique Solis, chief of the studio been bad, Kirsch states, much of thi j
workers, who the (majority of the neighborhood
trade, now more pros
Loop.
unionists accuse in full page newspa- perous than ever before, patronizinj |
j
per advertisements today of manoeuv- first-run houses in the downtowij
ering a division in the union.
The halt ironically followed the
close of a pact between producers, the
unions and the government to improve
the industry's conditions and foster in- NEW YORK THEATRE!
ternal harmony. Producers disclaim
any responsibility for the production
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
stoppage placing the entire blame on
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
the laborites. It was learned, however, thatofproducers'
the
attitude
directors displeasure
and writersatwho
are attempting to raise the level of
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTON
- ALINESEED
MacMAHON
their fees, which the producers term
"
GON
DRA
AKIIM
TAMIROFF
TU R H AN BEY \
exorbitant, was another factor in the
Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
stoppage.
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

Los Angeles, July 24. — Warner
Bros, today filed its first brief in the
TAMES R. GRAINGER, president Appellate Court seeking reversal of
«J of Republic, left New York over
the Superior Court's decision declaring Oliva de Havilland a free agent.
the weekend' for the Pacific Coast,
The brief asserts the studio is entitled
stopping off in Chicago enroute.
•
to 26 weeks of the star's services still
Homer Snook, sales manager of due under a seven-year contract which
RCA's theatre equipment division ; H. Warners asserts ran only six and oneJ. Benham, RCA executive, and half years. The basic contention conAdolph Benham, assistant manager
cerns the question whether players'
of service, have returned to Camden contracts run or go into abeyance durheadquarters from the Midwest.
ing periods of suspension.
•
The case, long in litigation, is considered to have trade-wide significance
Don L. Turner, manager of commercial engineering for Altec Service, as establishing a precedent likely to
left New York yesterday for a stay affect the status of all long-term contracts for talent.
at the Los Angeles office, with inspection and stopovers en route.
•
13 Are Named
to
Rud Lohrenz, United Artists' Midwest district manager, has returned to Para. 100% Club
Chicago headquarters from MinnePerformances of 13 Paramount men,
It is expected that the government
apolis.
one salesman from each of the com- flict.
will again intervene to settle the con10 districts and one booking
Vern Hudson, manager of Famous manager pany'sfrom
each of its three divisions, have earned them election to
Players' Palace Theatre, Guelph, Ontario, has been elected president of 1944.
Paramount's TOO Percent Club' of Educators Look for
the local Rotary Club.
o
Aid
The list, as announced yesterday by Hollywood
Joseph Quittner, co-owner of the Charles M. Reagan, vice president in
Chicago, July 24. — Specialized priQuittner-Perakos circuit, :Hartford, charge of distribution, is as follows :
vate firms, operating much on the
has left for a two-week vacation at
order
of textbook publishers, will be
Maurice Simon, Buffalo ; Max MenNew London.
del, New York; Robert E. Caskey, the postwar producers of classroom
o
Pittsburgh ; Gordon Bradley, Atlanta ; I films. This was the consensus of
J. Knox Strachan, publicity direc- Bertrand L. Turgeon, Atlanta ; Sam opinion at the sixth 'Midwestern
tor for Warner Theatres in Cleve- B. Stoll, Chicago ; Sam Brunk, OklaForum on Visual Teaching Aids'
land, is vacationing.
closed at the end of a two-day
homa; Fred E. Wagoner, Indianapo- which
•
conference
here. Don C. Rogers,
lis ;W. Sebe Miller, Dallas ; William
Beatrice Ross, Republic home office Curry, Des Moines ; Frank Wayne local assistant superintendent of
trade press contact, returned yesterday Thiriot, Salt Lake City; M. C. schools, and L. C. Larson, chairman
from two weeks at Trout Lake, N. Y. Buries, Los Angeles, and William B. of the board of Educational Film Li0
Haarman, Omaha.
brary Association, agreed that Hollywood can be of tremendous help to the
Presentation of membership pins
Robert M. Weit-man, managing director of the Paramount Theatre, New and insurance policies awarded to the growing educational film field, but priYork, is on vacation.
newly elected members will be made marially in the technical departments,
and such talent will be tapped where
soon.
•
ever possible.
Norman Elson, general manager
of Trans-Lux Theatres, will leave to- 20th -Fox
Sets Five
day for a two-day trip to Boston.
GoodmanSets
Branch
•
Of 1944-45 Releases
Charles Reed Jones, Republic ad"Sweet and Lowdown" with Benny Office in Mexico
vertising director, will leave for Cali- Goodman and his orchestra, Lynn
fornia on Friday.
Morris Goodman, Republic viceBari, Jack Oakie and Linda Darnell ; president
in charge of foreign sales,
"Greenwich Village," in color, featur- who recently returned from Mexico
Steve Edwards, Republic director
ing Don Ameche, Carmen Miranda and
City, announced yesterday that arof publicity, is in Atlantic City.
rangements have been completed for
William Bendix ; and "Dangerous
the
establishment of a branch office
Journey," the Denis-Roosevelt expedition film ; will be released in Septem- in Mexico as previously reported in
ber in block two of 1944-45, by 20th Motion Picture Daily on June 23.
Paley to Confer on
Century-Fox.
The new subsidiary is Republic PicArmy Radio Plans
tures de Mexico, Inc.
Block
one
of
1944-45
includes
"Take
William S. Paley, chief of radio
Carl Ponedel, now manager of the
It Or Leave It" and "Wing And a
for the psychological warfare division
company's Puerto Rico office, will be
at Supreme Headquarters of the Allied
transferred to Mexico City the latter
Expeditionary Force, returned to New
Prayer."
part of August, to head the new
Closes for
York over the weekend for what was Schine
branch.
described as a "very short stay," fol- Republic
Product
lowing atrip of inspection throughout
J. R. Grainger, Republic president,
the areas of the Normandy peninsula
occupied by Allied troops.
reports the closing of a 1944-45 Odeon Seeks First-Run
product
deal with the Schine Circuit.
Paley is on leave of absence to the
Toronto, July 24. — Henry Morton
Office of War Information from his Eastern district sales manager Max- of Winnipeg, associated with Odeon
position as president of Columbia
well Gilis represented Republic, as- Theatres of Canada, is negotiating
sisted byJack Bellman, Buffalo branch with the city of Winnipeg for the purBroadcasting. While here he will
chase of the Walker Theatre in that
confer in Washington with officials of manager ; Arthur Newman, Albany
OWI and the War Department about branch manager ; George H. Kirby, community. The deal, not yet confurther plans for the functioning of Cincinnati branch manager, and Sam
summated, would give Odeon a downtown first-run house in the Manitoba
his section of the psychological war- P. Gorrel, Cleveland branch manager.
George V. Lynch represented Schine. capital.
fare organization.
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of 20th-Fox
Morgan
Funeral services will be held here
today at Campbell's Funeral Chapel
for William B. Morgan, 39, 20th
Century-Fox representative supervising Spain, Portugal and North Africa,
who died Sunday in New York Hospital after an illness of several months.
Morgan had been with 20th Fox
since 1937 when he was named assistant European manager. Later he was
appointed managing director of France.
At the outbreak of the war he was
sent to Spain where he remained until
last September when he was taken ill.
Surviving are his widow and mother.
Healy Joins Lyon
Hollywood, July 24. — Frank Healy,
formerly with NBC, and head of
RKO's studio radio division, recently
honorably discharged from the Army
as major, has joined A. & S. Lyons as
head of television activities and creator
of package programs. The appointment of Healy is a step to the expanding television department of the
agency.
Teck Building

Cites

3

DAILY

Increase

in

Coast

Year

Washington, July 24. — Television
development may get under way on a
broad scale in Mexico before the end
of the year, with early broadcasts in
color, it was indicated by the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs today.
The CIAA released a report from
Mexico City that Dr. Lee De Forest
had promised regular color broadcasts
from a television transmitter on which
work may start this Fall. Also promised are radio and television receivers
to cost $120 to $140.
Dr. De Forest returned to this country early this month after several
weeks of meetings with Mexican authorities and film and other interests,
in the course of which the National
Cinematographic Chamber pledged
almost $500,000 to supplement government aid in the building of television installations.
The program calls not only for the
construction and operation of television transmitters but the production
of inexpensive receivers and the establishment of an educational center
for study and research in electronics,
to cost in the neighborhood of $1,000,000. The electronics center is now under study by a technical commission
set up by the Secretary of Public
Education.
Rites

PICTURE

Permit

Refused by WPB
Buffalo, July 24.— The War
Production Board at Washington has ruled against an
appeal by owners of the Teck
Theatre property here to
complete reconstruction of
the theatre building at Main
and Edwards streets.
Refusal to grant permission
to continue the project was
based upon the WPB's ruling
that completion of the theatre was "not warranted on
tha basis of need for more
entertainment facilities" here.

from

Independents

(Continued from page 1)
Walt Disney, Frank Ross, Votion
Productions, Edward A. Golden and
Sol Lesser.

Southeastern, William Shiell ; Southeastern, Grover Wray ; Midwestern,
J. Cozzi ; Prairie, M. Raymon ; Rocky
Mountain, N. Goldfarb; Western,
George Jackson, and Canadian, R.
The season's full product announce- Radis.
ment will be made today by Ned E.
The McGong Drive, a billion-overDepinet, RKO Radio president, at the quota competition among district
managers, ran from June 2 through
second session of the three-day meet- July 6. The winners were: L. E.
ing in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel Goldhammer, mid-western district
here.
manager ; David Prince, SoutheastInternational, headed by Leo Spitz
ern district manager, and Leo M. Deand William Goetz, will contribute vaney, Canadian division sales manfour films to the new program. "CasaPresentation of the prizes was made
nova Brown, " "Belle of the Yukon" ager.
and "The Woman in the Window" by Depinet and Robert Mochrie, general sales manager. Charles Boasare already completed; and "It's a
Pleasure," starring Sonja Henie, will berg, drive captain, also spoke.
start next month, with David Lewis
Col. Richard C. Patterson, Jr., viceproducing
and William A. Seiter di- chairman of the RKO board of direcrecting.
tors, reported that 1,550 former employes of the company have entered
Goldwyn is slated to deliver three :
"The Princess and the Pirate," fin- the armed forces to date, 684 during
the past year. Of the total, 18 are
ished, and "The Wonder Man" and
The casualty, record shows
"Those Endearing Young Charms." women.
that 18 have been killed in action ;
Disney's one feature, "The Three Ca- 13 wounded and two taken prisoner.
balleros," is described as a "novel pro- One
ex-RKOite is a lieutenantduction." The one from Ross, a color
colonel, 11 are majors, and 15 capversion of Lloyd C. Douglas' "The
tains. Approximately 400 are servRobe," will be directed by Mervyn
ing overseas.
LeRoy and is announced as "the bigSales Staff Promotions
gest undertaking in RKO Radio's
business history."
During the past year, Depinet said,
'Lum 'n' Abner' Series
22 members of RKO's domestic sales
Votion Productions are listed for staff were promoted, as follows :
Robert S. Wolff, Metropolitan disanother in the Lum 'n' Abner series,
trict manager, to managing director
following their "Goin' to Town" of RKO Radio Pictures, Ltd. ; Jack Osthis season. Golden will do "The Mas- serman, Midwestern district manager,
ter Race," successor to his "Hitler's
Children." Lesser, carrying on the to Brazilian supervisor, and general
manager; Charles Boasberg, Eastern
Tarzan series, will offer "Tarzan and Central district manager, to Metrothe Amazons" as his first in 1944-45.
politan district manager ; L. E. GoldRathvon, in his address yesterday,
hammer, Prairie district manager, to
described 1943 as "the most success- Midwestern district manager ; Phil
ful year in RKO's history" and em- Hodes, assistant to Robert S. Wolff,
phasized planning as a matter of firs^ to New York branch manager.
moment. "The management faces a
Also, B. G. Kranze, Cleveland
completely uncertain future with a
branch manager, to Eastern Central
pretty
of optimism,"
he district manager ; Ray Nolan, St.
said. good
RKO, degree
he added,
has already
branch manager, to Prairie disachieved four "firsts" in new proj- Louis trict
manager ; Western district manects : a pension plan, a functioning
ager, J. H. Maclntyre, given supertelevision organization, a national daily
vision over the Denver and Salt Lake
radio program, and a studio in MexCity branches ; A. A. Renfro, Kanico.
sas City salesman, to acting branch
The Dallas district was announced
manager ; Tom Williamson, St. Louis
as winner of the 1944 Ned Depinet salesman, to branch manager.
Drive, a bill competition that ran from
Also, Al Kolitz, Denver branch
Jan. 4 through May 18. Runners-up, manager, to Cleveland branch manin the order of finishing, were : San
ager Milton
;
Cohen, Detroit salesman,
Francisco, Los Angeles and Okla- to branch manager ; Tom Bailey, San
homa City. Montreal triumphed in Francisco salesman, to Denver branch
the Canadian division of the contest, manager ; D. W. Grover, Boston
with Toronto second. The district man- booker, to salesman; H. W. (Chick)
Evens, Salt Lake City salesman, to
prize went to B. district,
Y. Cammack
of theagers'Southwestern
with Chicago salesman.
second and third awards to J. H. McAlso, E. Merle Gwin, Denver
Intyre of the West, and Dave Prince, booker, to salesman ; Harry Levinson,
of the Southeast, respectively. Indi- Los Angeles office manager, to salesvidual winners in subsidiary contests
included R. S. Wolff, New York ; Gus
Schaeffer, Northeastern district ; L.
E. Goldhammer, Midwest ; L. S.
Gruenberg, Rocky Mountain; R. V.
Nolan, Prairie, and B. G. Kranze,
Eastern Central. Home office Depinet
winners were : Dan Nolan, first ; F.
Duffy, second, and J. Wangburg,
third. The field exploitation first
prize went to Fred Calvin.
Prize winners in the best-salesmanin-each-district contest were : Metropolitan district, C. Penser ; Northeastern, W. J. Cuddy ; Eastern, S. Lefko ;
Eastern
Central,
A. Goldsmith;

Flashes
Hollywood, July 24
G-M president,
here today
NICHOLAS
M. arrived
SCHENCK,
Mfor studio conferences.
•
Universal elevated Robert Faber
to the status of production executive, assigning him a number of
pictures to oversee in charge of the
studio's trailer department. Faber
entered the industry 6 years ago via
the editorship of the Eastern magazines, joining the Public Theatres in
charge of its house organ. Later he
joined the National Screen Service.
•
John Garfield, Warner star recently
named as one of the outstanding young
Americans by the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce, will speak before the Los
Angeles
Chamber of Commerce
on Aug. Junior
9.
•
Monogram will inaugurate a ( new
policy regarding prints for the LatinAmerican market, substituting dubbing for superimposed subtitles.
"Lady Let's Dance" is the first feature being dubbed.
•
Lee Miller, managing editor of
Scripps-Howard Newspaper Alliance,
has arrived here to confer with Lester
Cowan on his production of "G. I.
Joe,"
Artists.which will be released by United
•
Republic Pictures renewed producer Herman Millakowsky's contract
and assigned him •"Faces in Fog."
A son was born yesterday to Mr.
and Mrs. Patrick Michael Cunnings.
•
Fox torial
extended
Ottoyear.
Brower's direccontract one
Leon Fromkess, PRC president, returned here today from New York.
man;

L. Craiker, Oklahoma

City

shipper,
to salesman office
; Vincent
O'Don-to
nell,
Philadelphia
manager,
salesman ; Marvin Wolfish, Pittsburgh office manager, to salesman; C.
G. Hildebrand, Washington booker, to
salesman ; J. Dorfman, Montreal
booker, to salesman.
Following Depinet's
full product
announcement
today, Charles
W.
Koerner, production vice-president,
will discuss his studio plans for the
coming season. Other speakers will
include representatives of the affiliated producers. Brown" and "Music in
"Casanova
Manhattan" were screened for the
delegates yesterday morning at the
Normandie Theatre.
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Office

{Continued from page 11
prising Albany, Buffalo, Boston,
Cleveland, Detroit, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Washington.
Kulick will make his headquarters at
the home office.
Fred Rohrs will supervise the
Southern division, comprising Atlanta,
Cincinnati, Dallas, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Little Rock, New Orleans,
Oklahoma City and St. Louis, with
headquarters in the latter city.
PRC's Western division will comprise the territories of Chicago, Denver-Salt Lake, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha-Des Moines,
San Francisco and Seattle-Portland,
for which McCarthy will announce the
appointment of a division manager for
the Western division within the next
two weeks.
The home office staff has been realigned with the appointment of R.
George Fleitman as McCarthy's assistant in direct charge of home office operations, as previously announced. John Cosentino has been
appointed manager of the contract department, with William Kline as his
assistant ; David P. Wiener heads the
accounting department ; Harry N.
Blair, recently brought on from Hollywood, is Eastern advertising-publicity director, with S. S. Kestenbaum
acting under his supervision in charge
of the recently created exploitation
department.
500

Picture

M-G-M

Owners'
{ContinuedLuncheon
from page 1)
manager ; Howard Dietz, vice-president and director of advertising-publicity-exploitatioSilas
n;
F. Seadler,
advertising manager ; William F. Ferguson, exploitation manager ; Henderson M. Richey, head of exhibitor relations Harold
;
Postman, assistant to
Rodgers; E. W. Aaron, circuit sales
head ; John J. Bowen, Metropolitan
district manager ; Ralph Pielow, New
York branch manager, and Benjamin
Abner, New Jersey manager.
The luncheon is in line with Rodgers' plan to hold exhibitor get-togethers throughout the country to give theatre owners a first-hand picture of MG-M's outlook. Within the past few
months similar luncheons have been
held in Milwaukee, Detroit and Cleveland.

'SYWA'
and 'Seed'
Lead
Upswing
Critics
"SINCE YOU

9 Quotes

WENT

.

.

.

AWAY" (Selznick-United Artists)
New York

Daily News, Kate Cameron — ... a heart-warming, tenderly sympathethic
and tragic picture. ... It is unashamedly a tear-jerker that has been kept
from sloughing itself in a sea of despondency by the light touch of director
John Cromwell. It is superbly acted by the principal members of the cast, but
it is much too long.
»
... A great deal of the film could have been snipped away without loss to
the drama. . . .
Claudette Colbert gives an intelligent and sympathetic performance, one of
the best of her entire career. . . .
The Hilton girls are admirably realized by Jennifer Jones and Shirley
Temple. • . .
There is nothing the matter with the film which a scissors and the exercise
of
good
judgment
on the
fault
is that
it is much
toopart
long.of the producer can't cure. The picture's one
Daily Mirror, Lee Mortimer — . . . Space limitations preclude telling in full
detail what's wrong with Selznick's attempt to portray a year in the life of an
average American family while papa is off to war.
It is maudlin. It is verbose. It is 90 minutes too long.
There are said to be 500,000 words in the English language. The sterling
artists who speak the dialogue in "Since You Went Away" have to pronounce
all of them — twice.
Selznick sought to strengthen a weak premise by using every trick of
filmdom. He out-tricked himself.
Attempts at characterization end up by reverting to character stealing.
For the record, I want to state that I left the theare after two hours and 27
minutes of this two-hour-and-53-minute picture. Nothing happened until then.
If anything did in the final 26 minutes, I apologize.
Journal-American, Rose Pelswick — . . • an emotionally affecting study
of an American family in wartime. Tear-inducing in theme . . . tells a story
that has been and is being lived in countless American homes. . . . Excellently
produced, directed and acted. . . .
The picture is spun out with warmth and sympathy, and though overly
generous in the matter of footage and tears, it provides a series of effective
characterizations and incidents. . . .
Herald-Tribune, Howard Barnes — . . . has wrought an impressive and
frequently touching account of our civilian front.
. . . "Since You Went Away" jerks at one's tear ducts in no uncertain
manner. It is overlong and episodic and it takes some license, to my way of
thinking, with the obvious tragedy of war, but it has heart and a curious simplicity which permits each and every spectator to identify himself with a screen
fable.
The story is so slight that one wonders how even a writer-producer could
have expanded it to its inordinate length. . . .
Individual scenes are better than the work as a whole. Walker and Miss
Jones are superb in the romantic episodes which culminate in tragedy. . . .
Selznick has spared no pains on the externals of the film. It is as handsome
an offering as you will see in town. Without ever cutting to actual fighting,
it builds up a tremendous sense of what this country is involved in ; it illustrates the extraordinary reservoir of courage of which we can be so proud.
It is only a pity that the producer did not hire a good editor to work on his
script. John Cromwell has staged the sequences with cunning, but there are
just too many of them.
The acting is so uniformly excellent that you will have to consult the cast
to appreciate its true worth. . • .
. . . "Since You Went Away" is a series of brilliant vignettes, which rarely
fuse into a resolute and unified picture, but still carry an undeniable appeal.

Post, Irene Thirer — . . . "Since You Went Away," which runs 2 hours 51
minutes and has settled down to what will unquestionably be a lengthy hit engagement at the Capitol, is a warm and winning picture ... a vast amount
of unnecessary footage.
In First Half
{Continued from page 1)
Not unusual in theme, but gigantic in proportion and production /
report showed that four more are now
. . . Selznick's screen story will especially be taken to the bosom of American womanhood, and be approved, in addition, by the wandering males and
in work.
those others who fight from the U- S. A. . . .
Flinn revealed that 148,602 prints
The principal virtue of SYWA is its intimacy. Not one reel in the all too
were turned out by laboratories and
that they played 300,000 bookings in many rings phony. If anything, the picture lacks sufficient suspense and excitement— so familiar are the episodes pictured and the characters con16,000 U. S. theatres. Flinn expressed
cerned. ..
appreciation to Stanton Griffis and
Taylor M. Mills, "upon whom the coPM, John T. McManus — . . . On the whole, it is a presumptuous attempt
ordinator depends for direction and
of a film-maker with apparently only a nodding acquaintance with his country
guidance."
The films have presented a wide to fashion a model section of it, peopled with magazine cut-out characters
range of important new subjects which moved by the most superficial of motives, and present this to the people, at
are currently in the preparatory stages advanced prices, as a shining example of themselves. . . . , . ,
of production, he added.
"Since You Went Away" rubs futile, salt tears into the comparatively few
wounds America has thus far suffered. . . .
Robert Wood Dies
Sun. Eileen Creelman — . . . 'Even the most sprightly moments cannot
Portsmouth, O., July 24. — Robert lighten the gloominess of the story as a whole. Too much sadness enters the
L. Wood, 42, formerly operator of the lives of these likeable people. Too many people weep on each other's shoulders.
Eastland and Garden Theatres here A large audience sobbed along with the characters more often than not. It
died at his home today following a is intresting to note that most of the audience nose-blowers, teye-dabbers and
lengthy illness. His widow survives. sniffers were men, and not women. Maybe this is a man's picture after all.
25
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Grosses
{Continued from page 1)

length is preventing higher grosses.
"Since You Went Away" is headed
for a near-record $85,000 for its first
week at the Capitol. With Gene Krupa
and his band on the stage the combined
show runs about three
one-half
hours which allows only-andfive shows
a day. The Music Hall counted $75,000 on the first four days of "Dragon
Seed" and a stage show, and expects
$125,000 for the week. Both films appear headed for long runs.
Both the Paramount and the Roxy
continue to roll up moderate grosses.
The second week of "And the Angels
Sing" and a stage bill headed by Perry
Como and Jerry Wald and orches
tra
is expected to give the Paramount
close to $70,000 with $53,000 recorded
on the first five days ending Sunday
night; the combination will hold another two weeks. About $70,000 is
also expected for the second week of
"Take It or Leave It" and a stage
show with Duke Ellington and his orchestra, Ella Logan and Jerry Lester
at the Roxy; this combination will
hold until next Monday.
"Christmas Holiday" is still doing
good business at the Criterion with
$24,000 expected on the fourth week
ending tonight. The film, will continue
for another week before making way
for "Mr. Winkle Goes to War" on
Aug. 2.
'SkeffingtonV Ninth Week
Both "Mr. Skeffington," in its ninth
week at the Hollywood, and "The
Story of Dr. Wassell," in its
at the Rivoli, are headed for seventh
higher
grosses this week. With $19,500 recorded on the first four days, the
Hollywood expects to gross $30,000
this week. The
s gross
week will be close Rivoli'
to $35,000 whichthisis
almost $5,000 better than last week.
A modest $18,000 is expected for
"Bathing Beauty's" fourth week at the
Astor ; it will continue.
The second week of "The Adventures of Mark Twain" and a stage
show headed by Vincent Lopez
and
his orchestra is expected to bring the
Strand a moderate $38,000 on the
basis of the first three days' $19,800,
ending Sunday night. It will hold for
asetthird
weekoverwith
"Janie"4. tentatively
to take
on Aug.
Elsewhere business was generally
satisfactory. "The Hairy Ape" is expected to bring $9,500 on the final
six days of a fourth week at the
Globe; M-G-M's "The Canterville
Ghost" will open on Friday. "Marine
Raiders" is headed for $10,000 on the
final five days of a fourth week at the
Palace and RKO's "Step Lively," originally announced to open last Friday
but deferred, will open tomorrow.
Rialtoweek
heldand"Jungle
forThe
a second
expects Woman"
at quiet
$6,500. "Shadows in the Night" will
open this Friday rather than last Friday, as originally reported. Business
continues steady at the Gotham with
the reissue of "Dead End" expected
to bring $7,500 on a third week; it
will
continue. with
The "Fantasia" reissue
is continuing
moderate business
at the Manhattan with $6,500 expected
on expected
the fourth week. "Minstrel Man"
is
to give the Victoria about
$8,000 on its second week and is expected to continue.
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COPPER

still

critical!

»opper is still on the critical shortage list of essential war materials. It was

never

more

necessary that

every last possible ounce of it be saved.
The copper that drops from your Victory and "Orotip" Carbons
that which

to the bottom

of your lamp housings, and

you strip from stubs, quickly finds its way

back into essential products of war when

you turn it

in to your distributor or local salvage headquarters.

H

Your cooperation has been most effective. Your Government urges you to keep it up! And

Pi

ing of copper

for further sav-

. . . and for efficient use of carbons ... a

bulletin describing completely the operation of Victory
High Intensity Carbons . . ."National,"
G -

. ■■:

"Suprex,"

and

"Orotip". . . has been in general distribution. If you
have not received your copy, write today. National Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland

1, Ohio, Dept. 9-G.

I NATIONAL
CARBON
COMPANY,
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

INC.

ucc
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New

York 17, N. Y.

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

* BUY

UNITED

STATES WAR

BONDS

*

The registered trade-marks "National," "Suprex," and "Orotip,"
distinguish products of National Carbon Company, Inc.
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EolromRKO

For
Says

'44-45,
Depinet

20 Already Finished
Now in Production

or

YORK,

U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

385 Now Promised
For New Season
Announcement of 50 features from RKO for 1944-45
brings to a minimum of 385
the number of commitments
by 10 of the 11 companies.
This compares with 366 to
be delivered during the current season and 441 in the
pre-Pearl Harbor year of
1941-42.
A roundup report on the
other companies, except 20th
Century-Fox, was published
in Motion Picture Daily July
18. The 20th-Fox announcement is expected to be made
in connection with a series
of regional sales meetings,
contemplated for next
month.

At least 50 features are scheduled for distribution by RKO Rajdio during 1944-45, it was announced by President Ned E. Depinet yesterday
at the company's 13th annual sales meetthe Waldorfing at - Astoria
Hotel here.
The total com- L.A. 1st Run
Form
pares with 44
this season and
Council
39 in the pre- Theatre
Pearl Harbor
year of 194142.

JULY

London

22

of

Films

24

CENTS

Sees

PRC
Rank

Buying

Set

Cleveland, July 25. — Leo J. McCarthy, PRC general sales manager,
told the personnel of the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Detroit and
Pittsburgh offices assembled for a regional sales meeting here, that 22 of
the 24 feature properties previously
announced for 1944-45, have been definitely acquired.
McCarthy also announced a new
in which PRC excooperative policy
ecutives will meet with franchise
holders, branch managers and salesmen -quarterly to give the field men
an opportunity to express their views
on public trends. These meetings,
McCarthy added, will also offer an
opportunity to correct policy mistakes
immediately instead of at the end of
a season. PRC's next regional sales
meeting is scheduled to be held next
week in Denver.
nd-Cincinnati
Lefton, Clevela
Nat L. (Continued
on page 13)

Los Angeles, July 25. — First run
Contact Men
managements in Los Angeles today Radio
completed formation of the California
Theatre Council after several months
in the planning stage, opening offices in
by PIC
the Pantages Building with Tom W. Appointed
Baily as executive director, Louis J.
Los Angeles, July 25.— The Public
Halper, Warners; Nat Holt, RKO; Information Committee today appointHollywood Paned studio radio contact men to memLists 9 in Rodney Pantages, Wolf,
Rodgers
Fanchon and
tages Corp. ; Marc
bership in one subcommittee organMarco and Paramount. Among the
ized to work out standard practices
ck
9
No.
Blo
sponsors of the new association Fox
to insure closer cooperaWest-Coast circuit is the only major and policies
tion between the radio and the screen.
The subcommittee meets later to
first run not represented in the new
(Continued on page 13)
(Continued on page 12)
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
Loew's,
and general sales manager for
yesterday announced nine pictures to
No. 9.
comprise M-G-M's block
File
Workers
Among these, Rodgers stated, will be Exchange
s,
ent
two "return engagem
attraction
which will be available for a limited
Raises
number of engagements. All of the
for
WLB
With
pictures will be released during the
three months starting Sept. 1.
No Old Prints for
IATSE film exchange service workNot included in the list are "An
ers' locals in Boston, Cleveland,
Brian
starring
,"
Romance
n
America
file
d will
Chicago Circuits
with Minneapolis and Clevelan
and "Dragon
Donlevy,(Continued
on page Seed,"
9)
with the regional War Labor Boards
Chicago, July 25. — Circuit
in their districts for approval of a 10
operators here have been
percent increase for exchange film inavoiding the practice emReagan Lists Five
spectors, poster clerks and shippers,
exindependent
ployed
which the film companies have agrred
available
hibitors ofbybooking
In Para. Block
IATSE
Chicago
to grant. Seattle and
prints of old pictures. Unless
Paramount's first block of five for locals had previously indicated their
a reissue is given a general
1944-45 were announced here yester- intention to file the film companies
re-release and is issued with
day by Charles M. Reagan, vice- have already approved the required
new prints, B. and K. and
president in charge of sales. The pic- forms for filing by Seattle.
Warner circuits here maintures are :
tain ahands-off policy.
IATSE locals in other exchange cen"Rainbow Island," starring Dorothy
Of late, many independent
ters are expected to file with their reLamour, Eddie Bracken and Gil Lamb,
gional WLB office rather than await
theater operators have been
in color, to be trade screened Aug. 24 ; action by
the WLB in Washington to
shopping in local exchanges
for old prints, preferring
"Till We Meet Again," starring Ray which an appeal has been taken from
Milland and Barbara Britton, a Frank
of the 10 percent increase
them to new second-rate
rejection
a
Borzage production, trade screened
by the Philadelphia regional WLB for
product.
Aug. 24; (Continued
"The National
the Loew's Washon pageBarn
13) Dance,'' service workers
(Continuedin on pagt. 13)
CombinNed E. Depinet
ing the facilities
of the RKO
studio and those of a number of in(Continued on page 12)
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UA

Interest

Hope for Pickford
Selznick Approval
By PETER

and

BURNUP

London, July 25.— Authoritative
sources here see strong possibilities
that J. Arthur Rank, now discussing a deal for the American release
of his product with Gradwell L. Sears,
United Artists distribution vice-presibuy an interest in UA after
about dent,
a may
year.
While it is emphasized that Sears
is not authorized at this time to negotiate any transfer of securities,
Rank is understood to be anxious for
such a deal. Present obstacles, it is
said, are David O. Selznick and, particularly-, Mary Pickford, who are
among the UA co-owners. Hope is
expressed that eventually they may;
come to regard a deal with Rank differently. Rank has held a substantial
interest in Universal for some time.
Meanwhile, it is disclosed that the
pending (Continued
UA distribution
in the
on page deal
9)

Grainger
Walton

Promotes

and

Baker

Edward Walton, formerly Republic
Midwestern district sales manager, has
been appointed executive assistant to
James R. Grainger, Republic president,
and also assistant general sales manager, effective next Monday.
Effective on the same date, Will
Baker, formerly Chicago branch manager for the company, will become
district sales manager supervising
Republic branches in Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha and Des
Moines, with headquarters in Chicago.
UA

Plans

3 More

Regional Meets
United Artists will hold a Southwestern district sales meeting at the
Tarpoon Inn at Port Aransas, Texas,
July 28-30 ; a Midwest sales meeting
at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, Aug.
3-5, and a Western sales meeting in
San Francisco, Aug. 9-10. An Eastern district meeting followed a meeting of home office executives and sales
officials at the Hotel Waldorf Astoria
in New (Continued
York, July
10-1213) at which
on page

2

Motion

Picture

Personal

Coast
Insider's
By RED

Mention

TONY SUDEKUM, president of
Crescent Amusement Co., has been
elected vice-president of the newlyformed Tennessee Association of
Housing Authorities.
•
Frances Seiden, assistant to Dick
Roffman, promotion director of
Homeland and other Hillman periodicals, is vacationing at Lakeville,
Conn.
Charles J. Schlaifer, 20th Century-Fox home office advertising manager, is due back at his desk today
after a brief tussle with a sprained
back.
Irving Coopersmith, manager of
the Felton Theatre, Philadelphia, and
Sylvia Segal, have announced their
marriage in the Fall.
•
Al E. Shortley, manager of the
Princess Theatre, Columbia, Tenn.,
and city manager for Crescent
Amusement, is on a vacation.
•
Lt. Richard A. Stout, USNR, formerly with the legal department of
Interstate Theatres, Dallas, was a New
York visitor yesterday.
•
Larry Graver, district manager for
Warner Theatres in Philadelphia, has
undergone an operation at Temple
Hospital there.
Edward Gabriel, branch manager
of Capitol Film exchange, Philadelphia, has recovered from an operation.
Alfred E. Daff, Universal foreign
sales supervisor, returned yesterday
from a brief trip to Mexico.
•
Julien Duvivier, Hollywood director, has arrived in New York for a
several weeks' visit.
Book

on

Industry

Wednesday, July 26, 1944

Daily

at

War in Preparation
A pictorial record of the activities
of the motion picture industry in wartime is now in preparation. The
industry's War Activities Committee
will cooperate with the editors of
Look magazine in obtaining pictures
and information for the project.
Combining photography and text,
the book, as yet untitled, will be primarily a picture record of the film
industry's activities in support of the
war effort, with subjects covered including the various theatre projects,
development of aerial photography,
production of combat training films,
accomplishments of the Hollywood
Victory Committee, and other subj ects.
Present plans call for publication of
the book early in 1945.
Francis S. Harmon, WAC coordinator, left by plane yesterday for
Hollywood, where among other
matters, he will discuss plans for the
book.

Hollywood, 'July 25
this kind of money
WHEN
enters the payroll, it's
decidedly big business :
In 1943, by official and public
record, these employes of Paramount and subsidiaries — officers
and directors of the parent company are not included — drew
these dollars:
100 aggregated $3,066,083.22.
Each was paid in excess of $20,000 but not more than $50,000.
Average: $30,660.83.
31 aggregated $2,305,581.32.,
Each was paid in excess of $50,000 but not more than $100,000.
Average: $74,373.59.
19 aggregated $3,433,733.26.
Each was paid in excess of
$100,000.
Average: $180,722.80.
One hundred and fifty individuals, therefore, bulked $8,~
805,397.80. Average: $58,435.28.
Twenty-one officers and directors, likewise by official and
public record, combined into
$865,671. Y. Frank Freeman,
vice-president in charge Of the
studio, drew $130,000. Henry
Ginsberg, vice-president and
g-eneral manager in charge of
studio operations and now general manager in charge of production as well, drew $127,666.
And 67 cents.
It is factual to report that
Ginsberg's appointment in succession to Buddy De Sylva, who
gets going with his own unit in
a couple of months, was noted
favorably not only at Paramount
but elsewhere around the town.
His stock rides high throughout
Hollywood.
■

■

A deal that failed:
Republic offered Harry Sherman a four-picture arrangement
at $50,000 per. "Pop" turned it
down.
Those Hopalongs of his are
one of the pronounced success
stories of the' colony. Fifty of
them strung out over a period
of nine years represent a total
negative cost of approximately
$5,000,000. To date, they have
grossed about $13,000,000, and
there is life in the recent releases.
Sherman continues to chafe
over Hollywood's persistent
worship of the "type" stories.
He wants to get away from
Westerns, which are his trademark. But the various powers

Outlook
KANN
with whom he deals continue to
decree otherwise. This induces
"Pop" to mutter an assortment
of mutters, never violent. Never
complimentary, either.
While a number of "Hoppys"
are unreleased, the Tinker-toEvers, etc., deal with Paramount and UA is finished. Sherman produced the series for
Paramount to which delivery
was made, in full formalityThen Paramount turned over

Flashes
Hollywood, July 25

M-G-M
its schedule
"Alter added
Ego," antooriginal
written
as a. radio play, and elevated Jerry
Bressler, short subjects producer to
feature producership to produce .rtJ-,,it.
Arch Oboler, who wrote the radio
script version, will write the screen
script and direct.
•
Darryl F. Zanuck will board a
streamliner on Thursday to attend the
New York "Wilson" premiere and
will stay on for home• office conferences.
Warners assigned Jack Chertok td

the negatives to UA under provisions of the arrangement made
three years ago by Grad Sears
with Barney Balaban.

produce "Land I Have Chosen."

A director, and a very good
one, is known for his ability to

Delegation East
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox vicepresident
in charge
of production,
will'
head the largest
delegation
of company
personalities ever to go to New York
at one time, for the invitational premiere on Aug. 1, at the Roxy, of his

sell story ideas to his studio superior by re-enacting the yarn.
He does it with complete dramatics. He plays the various leads,
assumes falsetto voice for the
woman, cries, puts in the bended
knee for the forgiveness scene.
It's credited with being quite a
spectacle.
This routine prevailed recently, and once again clicked. The
go-ahead signal was flashed, the
director went off on a vacation,
returned to the studio in due
time, faced a call from management for an inkling on the script.
By this time, as is his usual
wont, the director had forgotten
his own story, or essentials of
it.
Proving he was as good an
actor as a director, he redeemed
himself and his situation by conference with the producer,
throwing him false leads which
the producer, of course, straightened out. Thereby, the plot
ed.
fabric was entirely reconstructThereafter, the script went
into work.

Probably not true, but amusing nevertheless:
An independent producer, notoriously difficult to get on with,
has a production manager who
is so good he functions under
contract. But the P.M. knows
his principal, and knows him
very well. So well, in fact, that
he is alleged to have had incorported in his agreement the
stipulation he does not have to
maintain voice contact with the

Zanuck

to Head

20th

Zanuck will be accompanied by Mrs.
production
"Wilson."
Zanuck, Col.of and
Mrs. Jason Joy, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Feldman and producers and stars. Producers George
Jessel and William Perlberg are already here. Henry King, director of
"Wilson," ■ and Lamar Trotti, author
of the screenplay, will also be present
Company stars who will attend th
premiere include : Carmen Miranda,
Geraldine
O'Shea,
Sir
Cedric Fitzgerald,
Hardwicke,Michael
Gene Tierney,
Dana Andrews, William Bendix and
Thomas Mitchell.
The film will have a premiere on
the Coast at the Carthy Circle Theatre on Aug. 10.

'Wilson'
Weeks

to

Play

6

at Victoria

Twentieth Fox's "Wilson," a Darryl
F. Zanuck production will move over
to the independent Victoria Theatre
here at the same prices prevailing at
the Roxy, where it opens on August
1, for a minimum run of six weeks.
Date of the Victoria engagement
has not yet been set : it may open
there after the conclusion of the Roxy
run, or if business warrants, move
over to the Victoria for a simultaneous
engagement
at the Roxy. after the first few weeks

Zinn Quits Vanguard
Effective Aug. 15
Hollywood, July 25. — John T.
Zinn, vice-president of David O. Selznick's Vanguard Pictures, has resigned, effective Aug. 15. No successor has been announced.
Zinn was with Universal from 1930
to 1934. N He then assumed the post
of assistant studio manager of 20thFox. Subsequently, he joined Paramount as business manager of the
casting and talent department.
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HIGH

M-G-M

Hits

YEAR

GEAR!

Keep

ROARING

Along!

(roar along to next page)

Katharine Hepburn as Jade, tigress in action, a woman

M-

G

AT

-M's

in love

"DRAGON

MUSIC

THE

SEED

HALL

Only a few weeks ago M-G-M's
"White Cliffs"
packed Radio City Music Hall and became one
of the

year's

top

grossers

everywhere.

"Dragon

Seed" the new challenger, another mighty M-G-M
Anniversary giant, will soon electrify America
with
power

its bigness,
and

glorious

beauty

its romance
that made

and

Pearl

thrill, all the
Buck's

novel

a

best-seller!

"DRAGON
SEED," Katharine Hepburn • Walter Huston • Aline MacMahon • Akim Tamiroff
Turhan Bey • Hurd Hatfield • J. Carrol Naish • Agnes Moorehead • Henry Travers • Robert
Bice • Robert Lewis • Frances Rafferty • Jacqueline De Wit • Screen Play by Marguerite
Roberts and Jane Murfin • Based on the Novel by Pearl S. Buck • Directed by Jack Conway
and Harold S. Bucquet • Produced by Pandro S. Berman • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Ronald Golman, Marlene Dietrich, romance and treasures of Technicolor

M-

TO

G

-M's

"KISMET"

THE

ASTOR

An

Astor

brilliant
such
and

event

history

marvels

rose from
the

ship

dancing

selections.

jewels

of

for

this theatre

Ronald

temptress
"Kismet"

In

its long

and

has

never

welcomed

such

magic,

adventure

Colman

rags to riches

M-G-M's

THEATRE

late August.

of Technicolor,

sly romance.

who
as

COMING

and

are

as the racy rascal
Marlene

inspired

is another

Anniversary

in

Dietrich

showmanthe

treasure

many
- chest.

Ronald Colman in "KISMET" with Marlene Dietrich • James Craig • Edward
Herbert • Joy Ann Page • Florence Bates • Harry Davenport • Photographed
Screen Play by John Meehan
William

• Based

Dieterle • Produced

Upon

the Play by Edward

Knoblock

by Everett Riskin • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Arnold • Hugh
in Technicolor
• Directed
Picture

by

Margaret O'Brien, darling of "Lost Angel" scores again!

M-G-M's

"CANTERVILLE

GHOST"

A

ON

shooting

BROADWAY

star in M-G-M's

firmament,

O'Brien fulfills the joyous promise
in her new movie for the masses.
Charles
name

Laughton

value

precedes

Margaret

O'Brien

with William
Edwin

chuckles

campaign

with

• Reginald

Owen

of "Lost Angel"
Co-starred with

Young

there's

comedy

fun

at Broadway's

its well-advertised

• Charles Laughton

Gargan

Robert

in this star-roarious

nates chills and
long-range

and

Margaret

first New

• Robert

Young

• "Rags"

Ragland

and

that

York

• Una

alter-

mystery.

Globe

in "THE

strong
A

Theatre
showing.

CANTERVILLE
O'Connor

• Screen

GHOST
Play by

Harvey Blum • Based on "The Canterville Ghost" by Oscar Wilde • Directed by Jules
Dassin • Produced by Arthur L. Field • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Better than a cooling plant, 4th Big Astor, N. Y. week'.

M-G-M's

"BATHING

TOPPER

At

EVERYWHERE

press -time

of "Bathing
show,
Dover"

BEAUTY

first nation-wide

Beauty,"

reveal
and

the

M-G-M's

grosses

topping

close

to

sensational

engagements

big summer-time
"White
"Two

Cliffs

Girls

and

of
a

Sailor." A sure-fire audience treat "Bathing Beauty"
has everything, including Red Skelton for howls,
Esther

Williams

James

and

in spectacular

Xavier

Cugat

and

Acquacade,
cast

of

Harry

hundreds.

"BATHING
BEAUTY" starring Red Skelton with Esther Williams • Basil Rathbone • Bill
Goodwin • Ethel Smith • Jean Porter • Carlos Ramirez • Harry James and his Music Makers
with Helen Forrest • Xavier Cugat and his Orchestra with Lina Romay • Photographed in Technicolor Screen
•
Play by Dorothy Kingsley, Allen Boretz and Frank Waldman • Adaptation by
Joseph Schrank • Directed by George Sidney * Produced by Jack Cummings • AnM-G-M Picture

Great

pictures

coming,

but

M-G-M!

VERY

LOOK

THINGS

first take

a look

at
WATCH/

just

a few

of

the

M-G-M

Big Ones

thus

far this

A

few of many

"THE
year!

"Salute

Forward,"

"Girl

"Thousands
Curie,"
Joe,"

To

"Broadway

Sailor,"
Seed,"

Crazy,"

Cheer,"

"Song

Hargrove,"

The

of

"Lassie

"Lost

Russia,"

Rhythm,"

"Gaslight,"

"White

Marines/'

Cliffs

"Canterville

Ghost,"

Come

Angel,"
"A
"See

"Two
of

"Best

Home,"

AMERICAN
ROMANCE"
(Technicolor)
Brian Donlevy

"MEET

Named

Here,
Girls

"Bathing

"AN

SEVENTH CROSS"
Spencer Tracy

"Madame

Guy

Dover,"

Foot

to come!

Private
and

a

"Dragon
Beauty,"

ME IN ST. LOUIS"
(Technicolor)

Judy Garland, Margaret O'Brien
"MARRIAGE IS A
PRIVATE
AFFAIR"
Lana Turner
•
"NATIONAL VELVET"
(Technicolor)
Mickey Rooney
•

"Kismet."

And

Leo

goes

roaring

on!

"MRS. PARKINGTON"
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon

fiulijjjiiiiiiiiii?
EVERY

M-Q-M

YEAR
V

is

Something

to

Celebrate!
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(Continued from page 1)
U. S. was suggested to Rank by Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president, during his visit here several
weeks ago, when a far-reaching agreement, involving joint production, was
reached between 20th-Fox and the
British executive. Physical distribution by Skouras' company is said to
have been an unessential part of the
main agreement, the principal aim of
which was clarification of the Gaumont-British Theatres position, thus
opening a wide avenue to 20th-Fox
pictures in England.
Skouras, however, appreciating the
difficulty that Arthur Kelly, president
of Rank's Eagle-Lion Films, would
face in recruiting manpower for an
exchange system in the U. S., volunteered to have 20th-Fox undertake the
physical distribution as a token of his
regard for Rank but, at the same time,
paid high tribute to Sears and volunteered, if necessary, to initiate negotiations with UA upon his return to
the U. S.
Agreement

Pending

Following further discussions with
Sears yesterday, Rank has left the city
for a week's vacation. The two wiil
meet again next Wednesday, -when
they hope to reach an agreement upon
what British films UA will handle in
.the American market. Sears will
spend the interim viewing the prospective releases.
Incidentally, the UA official was
forthright today in his criticism of
"The Way Ahead," which he saw
over the weekend while visiting Filippo Del Guidice, managing director of
Two Cities Films. He said he could
not understand the spoken word of
half the actors and that moreover,
the picture would need enormous publicity and exploitation in the U. S.
But, inasmuch as UA has 'already
grossed $2,000,000 on "In Which We
Serve," Rank's advisers discount this
criticism, taking the view that it is
better for British films to reach
American audiences, even with little
profit, than to languish unseen. Thus,
in time, the British product will become known and appreciated there,
they contend..
With regard to the eventual establishment ofRank exchanges in America, his advisers state that they may
not know until a year after the war
whether this will be necessary. Meanwhile, Kelly will remain Rank's selling agent in the U. S.
7 Gainsborough Films
Through Nat Saunders
The seven Gainsborough minorbudget pictures that Eagle-Lion films
wilt sell next year, supplementing the
major product slated to go through
United Artists in the U. S., will be
distributed by English Films, Inc., of
which Nat Saunders is the head. This
deal, as anticipated in Monoisr Picture Daily Monday, is expected to
to finalized within the next few weeks.
The pictures, also listed Monday,

"Music In Manhattan"
(RKO Radio)

Block

Lists

No.

9

in

9

(Continued from page 1)
Hollywood, July 25

Katharine Hepburn, Walter Huston,
Aline MacMahon, Akim Tamiroff, and

HP HERE'S lilt, humor and music enough in this tidy tale about Turhan Bey. "An American Romance"
show people and a soldier to take anybody's mind off whatever will be generally released late in Ocit's on and keep it off from start to fadeout. Anne Shirley at her
tober, while "Dragon Seed" has albest, Dennis Day displaying in full his vocal ability and the type of
ready been set for a number of encomedy that made him the hit of the Jack Benny airshow, Phillip
Terry as a soldier on leave and Raymond Walburn as a pompous gaments during August. Both pictures will be sold separately as speimpresario top a completely competant cast equipped with crisp diacials, and given the same campaign as
logue and sharp situations in which to deliver it. The film's a click in
its category.
that given, to "The White Cliffs of
Production and direction by John H. Auer are from a script by
Lawrence Kimble based on a story by Maurice Tombragel, Hal Smith
The two "return engagement attracand Jack Scholl, the group of these functioning like a well trained
tions" are "Waterloo Bridge," starring
team.
Robert Taylor with Vivien Leigh, and
Dover." Marietta," co-starring JeanMiss Shirley portrays a Broadway actress, seeking funds to back "Naughty
an ailing show, and who is trapped by circumstances into posing as nette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy.
the wife of a war hero, played by Terry, while her fiance, Day, chafes A number of key city engagements alunder the deception. Later on, other circumstances compel the soldier
ready have been set for "Waterloo
to pose as her husband. In order to untangle the double deceit the
Bridge"
in Loew houses out-of-town,
two marry with intent to obtain an annulment, but they find out starting Aug.
17.
they're in love and decide to stay married. Five Lew Pollack-Herb
Headlining the releases for SeptemMagidson songs, handled as production numbers in the stage show
dealt with, add to the gaiety of a solidly satisfying film.
ber will be "The Seventh Cross," starring Spencer Tracy, to be followed by
Running time, 80 minutes.
"G."*
Release date not
set.
William
R. Weaver "Barbary Coast Gent," starring Wallace Beery. Next will be "Maisie Goes
to Reno," starring Ann Sothern. This
*"G" denotes general classification.
rounds out September releases except
for "Waterloo Bridge," which is set
for the third week.
5 Promotions in WB
Studios Study SDG
In October there will be "Marriage
Is a Private Affair," starring Lana
Theatre Dept.
Turner, and "Kismet," in color, starAppointments of Sam Blasky as Wage
ring Ronald Colman with Marlene
Demand
Dietrich and Edward Arnold.
assistant zone manager in charge of
film buying and booking, and Leto Hill
Tentatively set for November are
Los Angeles, July 25. — The studio
as assistant zone manager in charge labor
managers are studying proposals "Mrs. Parkington," co-starring Greer
of theater operations, were announced submitted Monday night by the Screen Garson and Walter Pidgeon, and the
yesterday by Frank Damis, new zone
of "Naughty Marimanager for Warner Theaters in the Directors Guild negotiating committee return engagement
etta." "Lost in a Harem," second Abfor increased wages, improved workNewark territory.
bott & Costello picture for M-G-M,
ing conditions for first and second asRobert Paskow, head of the adversistant directors. The changes sought is now being completed at the studio
tising department for that zone, was are in the basic agreement made in and is tentatively set for release in the
moved up to district manager, while 1939 and modified in 1942, include first week in December, with pre-release dates planned for Thanksgiving
George Kelly was promoted from the
weekly pay for first assistStanley Theater to head the Newark raisingants the
from $144.38 to $180 and if on
advertising department. Arnold Jor- contract to $158.81. If the status is week.
dan was advanced to chief booker.
on a free-lance basis, second assistants
to TC
Board
would receive proportionate increases. Gain
Other proposals concern vacations
would be distributed on a states-rights
and severance pay. The labor manabasis.
gers will present recommendations to Instead of Rank
Meanwhile, reports persist, as pub- the Associated Motion Picture Prolished recently in London, that J. Arducers committee which is expected to
thur Rank, who controls Eagle-Lion make counter-proposals. The changes
London, July 25. — J. Arthur Rank
and production of the films in the deal, finally agreed upon will be submitted has abandoned his plan to become a
may visit the U. S. in the near future. to the War Labor Board for approval. director of Two Cities Films and has
Arthur W. Kelly, E-L president, stated here yesterday that he expects the
arranged for Barrington Gain, deSOEG Will Consider
scribed as his "most favored financial
British executive to come over "some
New Wage Proposals
of these mediate
days,"
but
knows
of
no
imauthority,"
to take the post instead, it
plans.
Los Angeles, July 25. — The Screen has been learned here. The switch was
Office Employes Guild will meet Fri- made because of the fear of another
day night to consider the counter pro- Parliamentary 'rumpus,' with unhappy
posals made by the producers for a reactions for the whole industry, if
Hand May Produce
new contract in negotiations which
Cartoons for Rank
achieved
company. chairmanship of anstarted last April. Other Conference Rank other
of Studio Unions locals are likewise
Hollywood, July 25. — David
Rank has a "gentlemen's agreement"
canvassing their memberships on counHand, who last week termiter proposals offered last week by with the Board of Trade not to acnated a 14-year association
quire any further distributing organwith the Disney studio, rePat
Casey, Motion
izations or producing companies withAssociation's
labor Picture
contact. Producers'
ports that he is negotiating
out BOT consent. However, because
with J. Arthur Rank for the
Negotiations are expected to con- Hugh Dalton, BOT president, has
tinue for some weeks before final
establishment of an indeof Rank's financial interest
scales, which apply retroactively, are knowledge
pendent production unit to
in TC productions, it is regarded as
agreed
upon.
unlikely that consent, if sought, would
make both cartoon and "livebe withheld.
action" films. It was not disTobias, Balk to Mono.
Fain is already engaged in overclosed
whether
Hand's
productions would be made here
hauling the TC fiscal pattern, and his
Los Angeles, July 25. — Lester S.
Tobias, formerly with Universal, and projected directorship would carry
or in London, Rank's headquarters.
Henry Balk, have joined the Mono- with it plenary control of the comgram sales staff here.
pany's production finances.
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An over-quota record of 500,110
bond sales totalling $48,100,225 was
scored by 600 theatres in Southern
California during the "Fighting Fifth"
War Loan drive, Dave Bershon, exhibitor state chairman for Southern
California, has advised R. J. O'Donnell, national "Fighting Fifth" chairman, and the national committee here.
Sale of 325,000 by these theatres during the Fourth War Loan was considered by Treasury officials as the
high water mark at that time.
The exhibitors had the collaboration
of the Los Angeles Examiner. Bond
premieres, "Free Movie" days, stage
auctions, rallies, radio network programs in theatres, and other special
shows were included in the effort.
Impetus was gained by coordinated
showmanship from the first week of
the drive, sparked by the work of theatre managers and owners, volunteers
of the Los Angeles War Council, social, religious and war industry groups,
Boy and Girl Scouts, air raid wardens,
schools and major film studios. Cooperation was also given by convalescent war heroes and the Armed Forces
personnel, veterans and patriotic
groups, merchants' and service organizations, and city officials.
Ceremonies to Mark
Cash Register Closing
Ceremonies will mark the closing
of the giant cash register in Times
Square, New York, Friday evening,
according to an announcement by
Charles C. Moskowitz, metropolitan
New York industry chairman of the
Fifth War Loan Drive. The indicator, since its dedication on June 13,
sold 14,716 "E" bonds, with a maturity value of $1,167,725 and 192 "F"
and "G" units, valued at $737,175,
making the total 14,908 at $1,905,000.
Friday's program, starting at six
p.m.,
be directed
by the
Women's
Army willCorps
and will
feature
the
WAC 401st Army Service Forces band
from Fort Hamilton and Sgt. Walter
Gross, former NBC conductor, and his
Camp Shanks' "About Face." Oscar
A. Doob, campaign director, will preside in the absence, due to death in
the family, of chairman Moskowitz.
Special addresses will be made by
Robert J. O'Donnell, national chairman of the campaign; Nevil Ford,
state chairman of the War Finance
Committee ; and Frederick Gehle,
WFC executive manager.
Kinsky Helping to
Tabulate Results
Joe Kinsky, coordinator of the
"Fighting Fifth" War Loan Campaign, who is on leave of absence from
the Paramount theatre department, is
remaining with the national committee
to help supervise the tabulation of exhibitors' bond sales reports.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19
Circle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

1st

Season,

Depinet

(Continued from page 1)
dependent producers, the new program
is described as the most ambitious in
the company's history. Twenty of the
films have already been completed or
are in production.
Short subjects totaling 175 are also
on the schedule, including the "This
Is America" series, Walt Disneys,
RKO Pathe News, Sportscopes, Leon
Errol and Edgar Kennedy two-reel
comedies, "Headliner Revivals" (musicals) and "Flicker Flashbacks."
N. Peter Rathvon, president of
RKO, told the delegates: "All signs
indicate that our product for the coming season will measure up to the best
(that has ever come out of RKO
Radio. This is not just hope or wishful thinking."
Studio acquisition of new producers,
directors, writers and actors was explained by Charles W. Koerner, vicepresident in charge of production.
Other speakers yesterday included :
Roy
Disney, ofwhp
commended
distribution
Disney
shorts ; RKO's
James
Mulvey, Samuel Goldwyn, vice-president; William J. Heineman, Goldwyn
general sales manager ; A. W. Schwalberg of International ; Edward ^A.
Golden, who told of problems in producing "The Master Race" ; George
Dembow of National Screen Service ;
Fred Ullman, Jr., RKO-Pathe president ; Walton Ament, Pathe News
general manager ; Malcolm Kinsberg,
RKO treasurer ; James Brennan, RKO
Metropolitan circuit general manager;
Sol Schwartz, RKO out-of-town theatres' general manager ; and Harold
Mirisch, general manager of RKO
Theaters' film buying department.
1944-45 Line-Up
The company's 1944-45 line-up, exclusive of 12 or more independent features, which were reported yesterday
in Motion Picture Daily.
"Situation Out of Hand," produced
by David Hemphill and starring Ginger Rogers, who will later appear in
"The Gibson Girl," in color ; two
other Hemphill productions, "None
But the Lonely Heart," with Clifford
Odets directing, and "The Greatest
Gift," a Philip Van Doren Stern original, both starring Cary Grant ; two
with Rosalind Russell, "Elizabeth
Kenny," produced by Dudley Nichols,
and "Portrait of a Lady," which Robert Fellows will produce from a play
by Alexander King and Chester Erskirr.
"Experiment Perilous," based on
Margaret Carpenter's novel ahd starring Hedy Lamarr, George Brent and
Paul Lucas, with Fellows producing
in association with Warren Duff, author of the script ; other Fellows' productions will be: "The Spanish Main,"
in color, with Paul Henreid, Maureen
O'Hara and Walter Slezak ; "The Little Black Book," with John Garfield,
directed by Richard Wallace ; two
John Wayne films including "Tall in
the Saddle," from the- Gordon Ray
Young novel, co-starring Ella Raines
and directed ,by Edwin Martin, and
two with Pat O'Brien, the first of
which is "Having Wonderful Crime,"
featuring George Murphy and Carole
Landis,
recting. with Edward Sutherland di"Heavenly Days," in which Howard

Run

Form

New

Reports

Council

(Continued from page 1 )
organization which expects to expandl
Estabrook will direct Fibber McGee to include all independent first-run:
and
Molly ; "Lady.,
Notnovel,
Alone,"
from managements also.
the Katherine
Brush
starring
Simultaneous with the announcePaulette Goddard ; "Johnny Angel,"
ment of the organization Baily said,,
George Raft vehicle adapted from a
Liberty Magazine story by Charles "The council may be described as a>
Gordon Booth, with Ray Enright di- chamber of commerce of theatres' clearing house for information, ideas and!
recting; "The Enchanted Cottage,"
Harriet Parsons production from a ideals of the industry and will act as
play by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, co- one in furthering successful prosecution of the war. The purposes are
starring Dorothy McGuire and Alan
Marshal and directed by John Crom- manifold and among them is to study
well ;"George White's Scandals of and keep abreast of post-war matters,
set up liaison between city, county,
"Bar of Music," with Bing Crosby, state and federal agencies, build better
produced and directed by Leo Mc- understanding between the theatres,
Carey;
"American
with public, press and public officials.
Frank Sinatra;
an Carnival
untitled ,"feature
"Organizers will meet later in the
starring
1945." Cantinflas, Mexican actor, week to elect officers and adopt bywith John H. Auer producing and directing English and Spanish versions,
Baily was granted permission to conthe former featuring George Brent ;
tinue his activities as assistant coortwo musicals likewise handled by Audinator of the War Activities Commiter, "Music in Manhattan," with Anne
tee, western division.
Shirley, Dennis Day and Phillip Terry, and "Pan-Americana," featuring
laws."
beauty-contest winners.
/. W. Trevo Dies
Three Rogell Musicals
Charlotte, July 25. — John W.
Trevo, operator of the Palace and
Three Sid Rogell-supervised musi- Strand Theatres in Thomasville since
cals starring Wally Brown and Alan 1911, died here recently. A pioneer
Carney, "The Girl Rush," already in the industry, Trevo was one of the
completed, with Frances Langford and oldest members of the North and
Vera Vague, followed by "Radio South Carolina Theatre Owners AsStars- on Parade" and "Zombie on ville.
sociation. Burial was in ThomasBroadway" ; "Meet Ding Dong Williams," first in a musical series based
on Richard English's Collier's stories,
teaming Marcy McGuire and Glenn starred under . the direction of Lance
Vernon ; "Albany Night Boat," with Comfort and Max Greene.
Joan Davis and Jack Haley, and
The 12 features scheduled from in"Lady of the Lampoon," both musidependent producers follow:
cals.
International Pictures, headed by
"The Falcon in Mexico," "The Fal- Leo Spitz and William Goetz, will
con in Hollywood" and "The. -Falcon contribute four films : "Casanova
at the Circus," starring Tom Conway Brown," "Belle of the , Yukon" and
in a continuation of the series produced by Maurice Geraghty ; two "The Woman in the Window" are already completed ; and *It's a Pleasother mysteries, "Deadline at Dawn" ing. ure,"
starring Sonj a Henie, will stirt
and "The Brighton Strangler," the next month,
with David Lewis prolatter with John Loder, June Duprez,
ducing and William A. Seiter directRose Hobart and Michael St. Angel ;
"My Pal Wolf," girl-dog story, with
little Sharyn Moffett in the lead and
Samuel Goldwyn is- slated to delivwith Alfred Werker directing and
er three: "The Princess and the
Adrian Scott producing..
Pirate,"
"The Wonder
Man" andfinished^
"Those and
. Endearing
Young
"Betrayal from the East," based
Charms." Walt Disney's one feature,
on Alan Hynd's espionage story and '"The Three Caballeros," is described
reintroducing Lee Tracy to the screen,
a "novel production." The one
with Nancy Kelly featured in a Her- as
from Frank Ross, a color versioji of
man Schlom production ; "Farewell
My Lovely," Raymond Chandler de- be
directed
by Mervyn
C. Douglas'
"TheLeRby,
Robe,'''andwillis
tective yarn directed by Edward Dmy- Lloyd
tryk, with Dick Powell, Claire Tre- announced as "the biggest undertakvor and Anne Shirley ; "Bride by
ing in RKO Radio's business hisMistake^"
Norman
Krasna
comedy
diVotion
Productions are listlci for
rected by Richard Wallace, starring
Alan Marshal and Laraine Day.
another in the Lum 'n' Abner series,
following
their
"Gain' A.toGolden
Ttiwri"will
of
Two Zane Grey Westerns, "Neva- this
season.
Edward
da," completed, with Bob Mitchum, a
do "The Master Race," successor to
newcomer, in the lead, and "West of his "Hitler's Children." Sol Lesser,
the Pecos" set to follow ; "Come carrying
tory." on the Tarzan series, will
Share My Love," Oscar Brodney orioffer "Tarzan and the Amazons" as
ginal starring Leon Errol ; "Mademoiselle Fifi," Guy de Maupassant story his first in 1944-45.
of the Franco-Prussian War, directed by Robert Wise, with Simone SiFILM DUBBING
mon ;two Boris Karloff horror numbers ;"The Island of the Dead," in
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
production, -and "The Body SnatchGHOST VOICE
ers," both produced by Val Lewton,
SPANISH-PORTUGESEFRENCH
and "Hotel Reserve," produced in England by Victor Hanbury from Eric
Spanish Sound Studios
Ambler's romantic spy novel, with
41 E. 42 St. N. Y. 17 M U 2-5358
James Mason and Lucie Manneheim
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(Continued from page 1)
the company's product plans were an
nounced.
Edward Schnitzer, United Artist
sales executive, is enroute to Texa:
where he will meet district manager
Attending the Port
Fred M. Jack.
Aransas meetings will be branch man
agers and salesmen from Dallas, New
(Orleans, Atlanta and Charlotte ex
changes.
J. J. Unger, Western division sales
manager and Rud Lohrenz and T. R
Thompson, Jr., district sales mana
jgers, will conduct the Chicago meet
Tng which will be attended by staffs
from Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Indianapolis, St.
Louis and Omaha. Details of the San
Francisco meeting have not been set
vet.
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Frisco

Two

Rogers Named
Producer
Hollywood, July 25.— The long
pending deal for Mrs. Lela Rogers,
mother of Ginger, to become an RKO
producer became a reality ,yesterday
when the studio assigned her an assowith Robert Fellows. ciate producership
Mrs. Rogers was previously head of
RKO's talent department, and in 1942
was named an assistant studio manager.
WLB

Approval

Wage Boosts
(Continued from page \)
ington exchange. Previously the Wage
Stabilization Directors' office had rejected the attempt to put through a
10 percent increase for the Loew exchange workers. Over 2,000 film inspectors, poster clerks and shippers jn
the 31 exchange centers are involved
in the eventual outcome.

Licenses

Conn.

of

Theatres

Norwich, Conn., July 25. — The
Strand Theatre here and the Mystic
in nearby Mystic have been declared
"unsafe" by state police commissioner
Edward J. Hickey, who is also state
fire marshal. Commissioner Hickey
stated that he has revoked the licenses
of the operators of both houses.
The commissioner has ordered an
inspection of all theatres in Connecticut,
Hartford following
which tookthea circus
toll of fire
164 in
lives.
Silverstone

Makes

Four Appointments
The following foreign appointments
have been made by Maurice Silverstone, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution for 20th-Fox :
C. Stewart MacGregor has been
named manager in Manchester, England ;Joaquin Ahedo, Ciudad Bolivia,
Venezuela ; Heinz Dieter Grund, Curitiba, Brazil, and Geronimo Briasco,
Corrientes, Argentina.

Lela
RKO

Seek

L.A.

San Francisco, July 25. — The National War Labor Board, in a directive received here yesterday, voided a
$15 monthly increase announced in
May by the Regional War Labor
Board to affect approximately 194,000
"white-collar" workers in the San
Francisco and Lqs Angeles areas.
Stating in the communique that the
regional board had violated instructions issued by the NWLB, the latter
ordered the regional group to apply
the revised rates to all cases now
pending, adding that it might adopt
another revision of wages "in accordance with instructions."
Revoke

Lists 15
Legion
New Productions
The Legion of Decency this week
classifies the following pictures : Class
A-l, "Bordertown Trail," Republic;
"Marked Trail," Monogram; "Mr.
Winkle Goes to War," Columbia;
"Rustler's Hideout," PRC; "San Antonio Kid," Republic, and "Sing,
Neighbor, Sing," Republic.
Also: Class A-2, "Black Magic,"
Monogram; "Delinquent Daughters,"
PRC ; "Dragon Seed," M-G-M ;
"Janie," Warners ; "Oh, What a
Night," Monogram; "U-Boat Prisoner, " Columbia; "Under Secret Orders, Guaranteed Pictures, and "Wing
and a Prayer," 20th Century-Fox.
In the B category was RKO's "Going
to Town."
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with Jean Heather, Charles Quigley,
Robert Benchley, Habel Paige, trade
screened Aug. 25. "Our Hearts Were
Young sell,and
starring
trade Gay,"
screened
Aug. Gail
25, Rusand
"Dark Mountain," starring Robert
Lowery, to be trade screened Aug. 25.
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(Continued from page 1 )
franchise owner and chairman of the

OF
ERE

PRC Franchise Holders' Committee,
entertained the entire delegation at his
home at the conclusion of the business sessions held at the Carter Hotel.

FOLLOW-UP

Men

Appointed by PIC
(Continued from page I)
name a chairman and prepare a report to the full membership of the
PIC. Will H. Hays attended today's
meeting and told the PIC that the
screen and the radio have much in
mutual interest meriting their cooperative attention.

PROUDLY

RING PAULETTE
HAS

JUST

'FRISCO

BEEN
FOX

WE

HAIL,"

G0DDARD

AND

SET

THE

AUG.

FOR
15TH.

STARSONNY,
.

'Wilso
forspot
A total
of 3,990
radion'anSpots
3,990
nouncements inthe Metropolitan area
:n connection
'Wilson,"
will with
have 20th
been Century-Fox's
made by Aug.
1, to date for the film's world premiere at the Roxy here, it was reported yesterday by the home office.
Hal Home, director of 20th's publicity,
advertising and exploitation, is directing the "Wilson" campaign.
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Washington, July 27. — A
national Allied States committee, composed of Ray
Branch, chairman, Jack
Kirsch and William Ainsworth, appointed to gather
material on post-war problems of independent exhibitors, and to propose solutions
thereof, is preparing a report
to be submitted at the board
of directors' meeting Sept.
7-8 at Bretton Woods, N. H.
Allied headquarters here
requests the submission by
members of any material on
the post-war subject.

First regulations on the resumed
conduct of the motion picture industry
in the dis-occupied countries of Europe
find the Provisional Government for
Will Meet Committee To
the Republic of France, which is scheduled to be given control of liberated
Discuss Final' Proposals areas there as soon as military exigencies permit, planing to confiscate all
U. S. Assistant Attorney Gen- theatres operated under Nazi influence,
eral Tom Clark is understood to and to exercise rigid control henceforth, according to official word reachlave given assurances to the fiveing here from Algiers. Details of the
nan committee appointed by repre- provisions follow :
sentatives of 10 independent exhibiAll exhibitors must obtain the per:or organizations who met in Chicago
mission of the Commissioner of Infor:ast February and drafted proposals
mation before they can operate. No
'or a new consent decree, that he will film more than one hour in length can
jneet with them before the Depart- be shown, regardless of the length of
ment of Justice makes final recomPays $600,000
nendations either for a decree or the entire program, without the » per- WB
mission of the Ministry of Informajirosecution of the Government's antition. All theatres or motion picture
trust action against the five consentoperations
previously controlled or op- For 'Turtle' Rights
ing companies, it was learned here
erated under the Vichy Government
yesterday.
(Continued on page 7)
Warner Bros, has purchased the film
The five-man committee includes :
rights
to the John Van Druten BroadAbram F. Myers, chairman and general counsel of Allied States Associa- Frank A. Eaton, 57,
way stage play, "The Voice of the
Turtle," produced by Alfred de Liagre,
tion Col.
;
H. A. Cole of Allied ; Rob- Film Ad Executive
Jr.,
for
a price which is understood to
iert Poole, secretary of the Pacific
Frank A. Eaton, 57, film account be between $500,000 and $600,000, plus
Coast Conference of Independent
of the gross of the picture
Theatre Owners ; Jesse Stern, presi- executive at Foote, Cone and Belding ain percentage
what marks the highest price ever
dent of Unaffiliated Exhibitors of Advertising Agency, and former ad(.Continued on page 8)
vertising-publicity manager for RKO- paid for the film rights to a literary
Pathe News, died yesterday of a heart or stage property. The previous recattack at his home here.
ord was the $425,000 paid by the same
Eaton, who held various editorial company for the screen rights to the
Monday
Deadline on and art direction posts with magazines Broadway play "Junior Miss."
and newspapers, joined Pathe News
The acquisition of the play by Warner Bros, followed weeks of bidding
as a writer in 1942. He was subseBond Cash Deposits
quently named advertising-publicity by several companies. Jack L. Warmanager. From there he went to nera vice-president in charge of pro(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 8)
All cash collected in the "Fighting Fifth" War Loan drive, together
with stubs of the bonds sold, must be
delivered by exhibitors to the Federal
Reserve Banks in their districts by Big
Box-Office
Boom
at
midnight, July 31, if the sales are to
count toward the total for the fifth
Midwest
Resort
Houses
campaign, Robert J. O'Donnell, national industry chairman, warned here
yesterday following a conference with
Chicago, July 27. — Theatres in va(.Continued on page 7)
War Themes Dip
cation resort communities in this and
surrounding areas are enjoying the
best Summer business in years. ReTo 12% in '45
Harmon
Seeks End
War themes, which reached
ports from Standard Theatres, opera peak when they were feaating in Wisconsin, and Indiana-Iltured in 28 percent of the
linois Theatres, indicate that most of
Of Star Tour
Jam
the resort towns in which they have
1942-43 season's films, will be
stressed in only 12 percent
houses have doubled in population this
of product in the coming
summer, and the vacationists still
Better transportation facilities for
season, Motion Picture
want film fare besides daytime activiHollywood star tours during the forthties outdoors.
Herald will report in a warj coming Sixth War Loan Drive, Nov.
film survey published today.
The combination of prosperous
! 11 - Dec. 7, are being sought by
The upswing started with
j Francis S. Harmon, executive vicetimes and the curtailment of longi chairman of the War Activities Comeight percent in 1940-41, rose
distance transportation facilities apto 15 percent the year folmittee, on his present trip to Hollypears to be limiting the average va! wood, it was learned here yesterday.
lowing and then, after reachcationist's traveling to 100 to 200
Harmon will look into the situation
ing its crest, held fairly firm
miles. In Michigan City, where Inwith 26 percent this year.
diana-Illinois operates the Lake, Lido,
that limited the players solely to ex(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 7)
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Policy

for

Subsequents
Will Be Applied Where
Situation Warrants It
A new M-G-M sales policy designed to provide relief for subsequent-run exhibitors who are not
benefiting by the general increase
in theatre
grosses and are
stances faced
in many
inwithage ofaproduct,
shortwas enunciated
here yesterday
by
R o William
d g e r F.s,
M-G-M vice-

William F. Rodgers

president
i n charge o f
distribution at
a luncheon for
e x h ibitors at

the
tor Hotel
here, Asand
attended (Continued
by some 350
theatre
owners
on page 7)

Monogram's
Sales
Meeting Aug. 12
Some 125 Monogram branch managers, salesmen and bookers, as well
as top studio and home office executives, will attend the annual, national
sales meeting of the company at the
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, Aug. 12-13,
it was learned here yesterday.
Steve Broidy, general sales manager,
will preside and will outline the 1944-45
program (Continued
of 47 features
which
on page
7) W. Ray

Companies
Pacts

with

Extend
SOPEG

Loew's, 20th Century-Fox, Paramount, RKO and Columbia have
signed 60-day extensions to their expired two-year contracts with the
Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109, CIO, covering
some 2,000 "white collar" workers employed in home offices. The agreements
expired at midnight, Tuesday, and have
now been extended to Sept. 26.
The purpose
of theon extension,
(Continued
page 8) which
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Personal

Motion
Testimony
In

Mention

Eastern sales
MEYERS,
FRED
manager for Universal, will return
to New York from Buffalo.
•
Pvt. Lynn Harris, formerly secretary to R. J. O'Donnell, vice-president and general manager of Interstate Theatres of Texas, is a visitor
in New York.
•

Columbia's assistant
Jackter,will
Rubemanager,
sales
leave New York
for Kansas City at the weekend for a
week's business trip.
•
Max A. Blackman and Abel Vigard, Warner Theatres executives, will
leave here at the weekend for Pittsburgh.
•
Henri Elman, PRC franchise
holder in Chicago, will return to his
office Monday following an illness of
three weeks.
•

Schine

Picture

Tuesday
Case

Buffalo, July 27. — Oral depositions
from Henry Bieberson and John
Buchman, Jr., Deleware, Ohio, exhibitors, will be taken in that city Tuesday by Robert L. Wright, U. S. Department of Justice special attorney,
and Willard S. McKay, counsel for
Schine Chain Theatre, Inc., in connection with the Government's anti-trust
suit against Schine.
Date for the depositions was set
after Federal Judge John Knight had
overruled objections by McKay following arguments in U. S. District Court
here this week. McKay held that "it
would be very prejudical to the defendant's position if the plaintiff were given
an opportunity to take the testimony
of these witnesses without the presence
of a proper officer of the court to observe their conduct under examination
and cross-examination." Judge Knight
ruled, however, that illness of Buchman made the trip necessary and that
lawyers, while in Delaware, should
question Bieberson also.
At the same time, the court disallowed plaintiff's request to take a deposition from E. R. Custer in the Department ofJustice offices at Washington.
Meanwhile, Schine has notified the
court of its acceptance of a granted extension of six months in which to dispose of theatres under the temporary
court order of May, 1942. The trial,
now in recess, is scheduled to resume
Aug. 15.

Anne Levy, formerly of the Warner Theatres auditing department
here, who resigned to return to St.
Louis, is now back in New York.
•
Jack Mathews, manager of the
Empress Theatre, Danbury, Conn., is
vacationing in Maine.
•
Jules
Levey
and
Frank N.
Phelps of Warner Theatres spent the
last few days in Philadelphia.
•
Zelma Brookov of the Warner Jacocks Honored
by
Bros. Eastern talent department will
Former Colleagues
leave today for a vacation.
•
Don Jacocks, former Warner TheaNorman Elson, general manager
tres' zone manager in Newark, now
of Trans-Lux Theatres, returned operating theatres in Boston, was honyesterday from Boston.
ored last night by former colleagues
at a testimonial dinner held at Mayfair Farms, in West Orange, N. J.
Talent Guilds Weigh
Among the 100 invited were: Joseph
Salary Amendment
Bernhard, Harry Kalmine, Ben KalHollywood, July 27. — The effects of menson, Mort Blumenstock, Arthur
the
Treasury to
Department's
proposed Sachson, W. Stewart McDonald, Harry
amendment
wage stabilization
Goldberg, Sam E. Morris, Jules Lapirules, which would require prior ap- dus, Norman Ayers, Clarence Eiseman,
proval of short term contracts for Louis J. Kaufman, Frank Marshall,
free-lance professionals in upper sal- Abel Vigardajjd Harold Rodner from
From the Newark
ary brackets, were discussed last night the home M
by representatives of the principal tal- territory Tawfl: Frank Damis, sucent guilds in a meeting called by Bert
cessor to' Jacocks as zone manager,
Allenberg, Artists Managers Guild Sam Blasky, Keto Hill, Robert Paspresident.
kow, George Kelly, Arnold Jordan,
It is understood further conferences and others. Jacocks was presented
between Guild spokesmen and Associa- with a gold pen-and-pencil set.
tion of Motion Picture Producers
representatives will be held before
producers meet to prepare a reply to. 300 Exhibitors
at
the Treasury Department's communi- 'Wilson'
cation outlining proposed changes and
Premiere
Approximately 300 leading U. S.
soliciting employers' views.
and Canadian exhibitors will attend
Short for War Fund
the premiere of 20th Century-Fox's
Quentin Reynolds will be the nar- Wilson' at the Roxy Tuesday, it was
rator for the National War Fund reported yesterday by Tom Connors,
vice-president in charge of sales.
short subject, "Memo for Joe," proDistrict and branch managers from
duced by RKO-Pathe, and scheduled
for War Activities Committee dis- all territories, except the Mountain
tribution on Aug. 10. A special and Pacific areas will also come to
trailer, featuring Fredric March, will New York for the opening. Reprealso be screened nationally through
sentatives ofthe excepted districts will
regional NWF committees for the attend a premiere at the Carthay Circle
Theatre in Hollywood on Aug. 10.
drive.
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Seek

Loyalty

Pledge

$80,000

for First

InMexicanDeadlock

United Artists' home office yesterday
of 'SYWA9
Week
said that David Selznick's "Since You
Went Away," in its first week at the
Mexico City, July 27. — In an at- Capitol Theatre, here, grossed more
tempt to end the labor row that has
held all Mexican film production at than $15,000 above the first week's
gross of Selznick's "Gone With the
a standstill since last weekend, Sal- Wind," in 1939. Motion Picture
vator Carrilo, secretary general of Daily on Dec. 27, 1939, estimated that
the National Cinematographic Indus- the first week's gross of "Gone With
try Workers Union, has issued an the Wind" was $65,000, which would
ultimatum to all actors and tech- give the new Selznick production a
nicians, calling upon them to swear first-week's gross of approximately
allegiance to the union by Saturday.
Meanwhile, the producers, facing heavy $80,000.
losses, plan appealing to the president
of Mexico for intervention to settle
the conflict.
The trouble started over the ousting NEW YORK THEATRES
of Enrique Solis, chief of the studio
workers, whom the majority of the
unionists accused, in full-page newsRADIOofM-G-M's
CITY
HALLCenter
Showplace
the
NationMUSIC'
— Rockefeller
Production
paper advertisements, of maneuvering
division within their ranks. Last week,
when considering suspending opera"DRAGON
SEED'
KATHARINE HEPBURN
tions, the 64 members of the AssoWALTER
HUSTON
•
ALINE
MacMAHON
ciation of Mexican Motion Picture
AKIM TAMIROFF
■
TURHAN BEY
Spectacular Stage Presentation
Producers were said to be influenced,
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
in part, tax.
by a pending new five-percent
federal
Para.

International

Starts Operations
John W. Hicks has been elected
president of the newly reorganized
Paramount International Films, Inc.,
which has been set up as a Paramount
subsidiary
to conduct the company's
foreign distribution.
George Weltner has been elected
vice-president, Milton Kirchenberg,
treasurer, and Norman Collyer, secretary. The company was originally
chartered in Delaware and recently
obtained authorization to do business
in New York. Hicks is also a vicepresident of Paramount and a member
of the company's board of directors.
3 Para.

Films

to FWC

Paramount has sold "Double Indemnity," "Take It Big" and "The Great
Moment" to Fox West Coast for firstrun engagements in the Los Angeles
territory in an effort to break the
first-run booking jam in that area
caused by the extended runs of its
product, Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vice-president in charge of
sales, disclosed here yesterday.
Fried Given Sendoff
Max Fried, who has resigned as
Century circuit booker here to join
the sales staff of the Longine-Wittenauer Watch Co., was given a farewell luncheon this week by the Motion Picture Bookers Club at the
Famous Kitchen here. He will be
replaced by Elmer M. Sichel, formerly
with the Schine circuit.
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ONSCREEN
BING CROSBY
Rise Stevens
IN PARAMOUNT^

MILTHERTH
TRIO

'And The
Angels
WAY*
MY PERSON
GOING IN

Sing"

Perry Como-Jerry Wald
Singing
Sensation
His Orchestra
Clarinet
and
of 1944

PARAMOUNT

PRESENTS I

GARY COOPER in
CECIL B. DEM I LLPS
B'way AY
The Story of Dr.Wasseir
B'WAY 'A &
•k
In Technicolor
RIVOLI
49th St.
PALACE
47th St.
FRANK SINATRA
GEORGE MURPHY
ADOLPHE MENJOU
"STEP
SAMUEL

LIVELY"

] 4TH WEEK
GOLD WYN PRESENTS

"DEAD
A FILM CLASSIC END"
RELEASE
BRANDT'S

$64,000 'Way' Gross
Chicago's, Chicago Theatre, running
"Going My Way?", had a gross of
$64,000 for the week ending today,
instead of $34,000 as reported in a
typographical error in a tabulation in
Motion Picture Daily yesterday.
The $64,000 figure reported in the
headline of the story was correct.

and the DAME,
HI,
SON*
PERJACK
IN L0,

GOTHAM

Vt^st

Phil Baker - Phil Silvers - Guest Stars
TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT
A 20th CENTURY-FOX HIT!
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(Continued from page 1)
isting trains and schedules during the
Fifth Loan. Harmon will seek at least
partial restoration of the earlier bondtour system of special air travel, it is
understood.
Transportation difficulties forced
drastic curtailment of star appearances
in the campaign just closed, and it has
been contended by WAC officials here
that such a policy is shortsighted because of the demonstrated value of the
performers in boosting bond sales.
They emphasize that the actors do not
seek luxury travel in these times but
that, in order not to disrupt studio
shooting schedules, they must be able
to get from place to place quickly.
Harmon's action in the matter, this
far in advance of the drive scheduled
for late Fall, is understood to be part
of a general effort to overcome the
last-minute jam-up which has characterized previous industry campaigns.
To that end also, it is learned, a second
purpose of his Coast visit is to start
lining up a national industry chairman
or the sixth loan. No indication of
the candidates for that post has been
given, but since the drives up to now
have all been headed by exhibitor
officials, there is said to be strong
sentiment for the selection of a chief
from some other branch of the industry, possibly from production.
Harmon will return to New York
in two or three weeks.

Monogram's
Meeting

Aug.

Sales
12

(Continued from page 1)
Johnston, president, announced at the
holders'
franchise
company's inannual
14.
on June
Los Angeles
convention
Twelve of the films will be completed in time or screening several at
the sales meeting. They include:
"Alaska"; "A Wave, a Wac and a
Marine," "They Shall Have Faith,"
"Little Devils," "The Secret Life of
Goebbels," "When Strangers Marry,"
"Kitty O'Day Comes Through," "Bowery Champs," "The Case of the MissWives" and an
ing Medico,"
untitled
Charlie"Army
Chan picture.
Monogram's
Release
Schedule Announced
Los Angeles, July 27. — Monogram
president W. Ray Johnston today announced the company's release schedule through Jan. 30. The listing discloses 27 features will be released during the period.
Releases, by month, follow:
Aug. : "Leave It to the Irish," "West
of Rio Grande," "Call of Jungle" and
"Utah Kid."
Sept. : "Oh What a Night," "Black
Magic," "Block Busters," "Land of
Outlaws," "Shadows of Suspicion"
and "Marked Trails."
Oct. : "When Strangers Marry,"
'Wave, Wac, Marine" and "Enemy of
Women."
Nov. : "Army Wives," "Law of Valley," "Alaska" and "Mystery Mansion."
Dec. : "Case of Missing Medico,"
"Adventures of Kitty O'Day," "Little
Devils," "Ghost Guns," "Shadow,"
"Bowery Champs" and an untitled
western.

Bride By
(RKO Radio)

In

Mistake ■J9
Hollywood, July 27

'TpHERE haven't been many "screwball" comedies among the product
A offered recently and, judging from the reaction of a week-night
audience at the Holly wood-Pantages Theatre, this one is just what the
customers have been waiting for.

France
(Continued from page 1 )

or the German occupying authorities
will be confiscated by the Provisional
Government. All motion pictures which
had their first exhibition in France

after June 17, 1940, date of the armistice, will be confiscated. All laws promulgated by the Vichy Government
relative to the regulation of the film
industry — with the exception of a law
modifying the financial regulation of
theatres and a decree relative to fire
protection are declared null and void.
The conducting of any business connected with the showing of motion
pictures
is forbidden without the perGranet produced. Richard Wallace's direction is suitably light-hearted.
The time is the present, the place Santa Barbara, but the war figures
mission of the Commissioner of Information.
in the production only to the extent that the hero and some of the characters are men in uniform, and the heroine owns a shipyard. The film is
All copies of enemy-produced films
escapist in the best sense of the word.
and all films made under orders or
Running time, 80 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, not set.
Thalia Bell control of the Vichy government must
be turned over to delegates of the
Commissioner of Information eight
*"G" denotes general classification.
days after the promulgation of the ordinance inany given area of the territory covered.
The new regulations are said to be
aimed at the situation created by the
New
M-G-M
Sales
Policy
rigid control and censorship imposed
by
the Nazis and their French collaborators.
Runs
Subsequent
For
It's a featherweight tale about the richest girl in the world who, seeking a man who will love her for herself and not her money, assumes the
identity of her secretary. The story, adroitly scripted by Phoebe and
Henry Ephron, from an original by Norman Krasna, is tricked out with
clever dialogue, excellent acting, and sequence after sequence of hilarity.
It all adds up to plain old-fashioned fun.
Laraine Day and Marsha Hunt, as the two girls involved, both give
sterling performances, and Alan Marshal is splendid as the man in
the middle, bewildered by the whole situation. Allyn Joslyn and Slim
Summerville provoke laughter at each appearance. Others in the cast
include Edgar Buchanan, Michael St. Angel and Marc Cramer. Bert

(Continued from page 1)
from the Metropolitan New YorkNorthern New Jersey area.
The new policy provides for the
selling of top-bracket films on a
straight rental basis ; the foregoing of
demands for preferred playing time ;
and the supplying of reissues where
a study of the exhibitor's individual
product problems warrants such action. Rodgers also promised that the
new M-G-M standard sales contract
will be cut in length even more than
the one-third reduction already contemplated.
In return for the concessions granted to individual exhibitors where
specific situations warrant . relief,
M-G-M expects the exhibitor to try to
give the films longer runs and better
promotion, Rodgers said.
The new policy will be a flexible
one, Rodgers pointed out, with each
individual account analyzed separately. He emphasized that the policy
is designed to meet both present day
conditions and those which may arise
as a result of the ending of hostilities
and eventual transition to the postwar period.
The new policy will start with the
selling of the company's new block,
No. 9, which includes return engagements for "Waterloo Bridge" and
"Naughty Marietta." Exhibitors
need not buy these two pictures in
the block if they do not want them,
Rodgers pointed out. He indicated
that other reissues will be made available where various situations warrant
such action.
"We know that there are some localities which, because of present filmmarket conditions, largely created by
extended first runs, need additional
product, and so to those in affected
areas we are again offering relief
through the release of six more pictures, all of which have been out of
circulation for some time," he said.
"Sales will be based on the indi-

vidual analysis of each individual situation, but all aimed in the same direction— an equitable deal and to
which even the effort put forth by the
theatre owner and his merchandising
ability will be taken into consideration," Rodgers explained.
After explaining what M-G-M understood to be subsequent-runs, Rodgers declared : "For this type of run,
and for this type only, we will, so far
as our next group is concerned, and
beyond that if the response warrants,
offer these pictures sold in group
(block No. 9) on a basis whereby
those who desire can lease our pictures in the top brackets on a flat
rental
"We basis."
are prepared to meet the problems of our customer and where it is
to his disadvantage to play our pictures on the week-end, we will negotiate for mid-week time and without asking any premium," Rodgers
promised on the question of the company's usual demands for preferred
playing time.
Speaking of the future, he said :
"We do not claim to be prophets ;
we do, however, endeavor to study
our market and it is our firm conviction that the amusement business, as
we understand it, is built solidly and,
generally speaking, we anticipate a
continuance of good business even after the cessation of hostilities, which
we all hope will be soon."
Seated on the dais with Rodgers
were the following Loew-M-G-M executives and exhibitor leaders : J.
Robert Rubin, Howard Dietz, Silas
F. Seadler, Henderson M. Richey,
Louis Gold, William Ferguson, E. K.
O'Shea, Harold Postman, E. M. Saunders, E. W. Aaron, jack Reville,
LeRoy Bickel, Harry Brandt, Martin
Smith, Max A. Cohen, Jack Bowen,
Jacob Leff, Ralph Pielow, Ben Abner,
Mike Simons, Walter Brooks and
Jesse Stern. ■

Monday

Deadline

on

Bond (Continued
Cash fromDeposits
page 1)
Ted R. Gamble, National War
Finance Committee director.
O'Donnell urged exhibitors to meet
this deadline because of the relationsales to which,
the "E"he bond
quota shipofof theatre
$3,000,000,000,
said,
is in sight but which might not be
reached if the returns are late in being made.
Also, exhibitors were asked, when
they fill out their official report cards,
to make sure they do so properly and
completely, providing information or
figures where it is requested. This
appeal, which went out yesterday
from the national commitee, was
prompted by a scrutiny of the first reports to reach headquarters. Although
the exhibitors were asked to include
receipts of July 27, some mailed their
reports a day or two earlier, having
completed their drives.
WB
For

Pays

$600,000

'Turtle9
(Continued fromRights
page 1 )
duction, personally made the deal with
de Liagre.
At one time it was reported that de
Liagre was asking $3,000,000 for the
property, gving a purchaser operation
of the Broadway stage play ; touring
companies, radio, television and film
rights. The three-character play,
which features Margaret Sullavan, Elliot Nugent and Audrey Christie, took
a Summer holiday starting June 25
and will resume Aug. 28. De Liagre is
understood to be planning to produce
the play in London, Australia and
Sweden, and it is not known when
Warners will be permitted to release
the film version when it is made.
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(Continued from page 1)
New York, and William Crockett of
the Virginia Motion Picture Theatre
Owners.
It is understood that Clark has
review the "final" propromised
posals to
made by the distributors for a
new consent decree with the exhibitor
group. Clark has had these proposals
for several weeks but has not presented them to Attorney General
Francis Biddle because of the absence
from Washington of one or the other.
Martin G. Smith, Allied States
president, indicated here Wednesday
that Allied States will seek to intervene in the New York anti-trust suit
against the decree companies as a
"friend of the court," in much the
same manner as did the Government
in the Goldman anti-trust action now
pending in Philadelphia, should the
Department of Justice recommend
that the companies' present decree
proposals
be
for a new amended consent
accepted.

Companies
Pacts

Picture

with

Hollywood, July 2

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

THEto befirst
of a by
series
of A.
feature]
produced
James
Fit:
Patrick for Republic in Mexico wiiii
be "Song of Mexico," according |(
Herbert J. Yates, chairman of th
board and Fitzpatrick. Casting wii

NEWS

start immediately and shooting wi',
start Nov. 7.
•
Universal has signed Joan Harris
son as a producer, effective Aug. ji
No assignment has been given her ye:!
She made
"Phantom Lady" for th
studio
last year.

•
Stanton Griffis, head of the filr
bureau of the Office of War Informs
tion, on leave of absence from Para;
mount as executive committee heac'i
arrived here today.
•
David O. Selznick left here by traiii
today for a two-week vacation a;j
Chesapeake Bay. He is expected |tj
stop in New York en route.
•
William Dozier leaves Monday fo:|
three weeks vacation in Mexico be
fore assuming his duties as production
aide to Charles W. Koerner.

Extend
SOPEG

(Continued from page 1)
was signed here yesterday in the office
of Major L. E. Thompson of RKO
is to keep the provisions of the old
contracts in force until new pacts are
negotiated between SOPEG and the
five companies. The first meeting on
the new contract was held yesterday.
SOPEG's proposals for a new contract
include demands for a closed shop, dues
checkoff, three weeks' vacation periods
after five years of service, discharge
protection, improved grievance machinery, improved seniority and promotional procedure, and health and hospitalization benefits.
Money demands, retroactive to Oct.
1943, revolve around a classification
system now being negotiated, with
minimum and maximum scales for
each labor grade, a guaranteed series
df automatic progression increases,
promotional guarantees, and a five
percent cost-of-living balance on the
"Little Steel" formula.
Clearance Complaint
Dismissed in Dallas
Lewis B. Lefkowitz, arbitratof in
the Dallas tribunal, has dismissed the
clearance complaint of Eddie Joseph,
operator of the Drive-in and Yank
Theatres, Austin, Tex., against the
five consenting companies, the American Arbitration Association disclosed
here yesterday.
Complainant had asked that the
arbitrator set a reasonable clearance
for Interstate Circuit's Paramount,
State, Queens, Capitol, Varsity, Texas
and Austin, all in Austin. Intervenors
were Elmo Hegman, operator of the
Ritz theatre, and R. S. Pryor, operator of the Cactus, both in Austin.

Jack H. Skirball engaged Richan
Wallace to direct "Fickle Fortune/
a vehicle for Fred Allen.
•
RKO has purchased "Man Alive,'}
an original, to star Pat O'Brien.
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"NATIONAL
Variety to Golf Aug. 21
Cincinnati, July 27. — The local
Variety Club will hold its 10th annual
golf tournament at Summit Bills
Country Club on Aug. 21. The committee in. charge includes William
Onie, James J. Grady and Mike
Greenberg.
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Midwest
(Continued from page 1)

Ritz,
and Uptown,
hasj'i
taken Tivoli
a decided
turn for business
the better,
the increase being directly attributable j
to the vacation trade. Wartime con-!
ditions have made this nearby town a
more popular vacation resort than,
ever before.
The Standard Circuit reports bright
business at the Delavan (Wis.) Theatre, at the Bay, Strand, Packer and
West in Green Bay, Wis., and the
Geneva in Lake Geneva, Wis.
Same conditions hold true in the!
Bucklen, Elco, Orpheum and Roxyj
theatres in Elkhart, Ind., which is surtory.
rounded with popular vacation terriCharles Hogan,
one of
executives
and booker
of Standard's
occasional!
stage shows playing some of the cir-i
cuit's houses, reports that no stage
shows are scheduled this Summer, due
to the fine film business which the
houses are doing.
Despite the tremendous war production activity still evidenced hereabouts, defense plant operators are encouraging vacations for employe
benefits.
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Ad Executive
(Continued from page 1)
months
Foote, ago.
Cone
and Belding several
He is survived by his widow, three
sons, a sister and a brother, Jack,
well known ih film circles. Funeral
arrangements will be announced later.
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Schless

ptate

Spanish

O'Donnell Thanks
5th Loan Workers

on

Policy

flays Operation There
impossible at Present
By CHARLES RYWECK
Strongly condemning the State
)epartmeftt's policy with respect to
ipain, Robert E. Schless, Warers' general foreign atmanager,
said
the weekend
that free trade
in that country
is impossible so
long as the
Spanish ernment
govretains
its present impositions on the
American film
industry.
Schless further
declared that
"if those conditions were to
be duplicated
:i«i><Tf k. :^iii<^s on a worldwide scale, the
^dustry would not have any business
:ft."
Conditions unfavorable to the indus(Continued on page 8)
So.

Calif.

Owners

Theatres

Elect

U.S.A., MONDAY,

JULY

Warner

Hits

Dept.

YORK,

Board

j Los Angeles, July 30. — The newly
iirganized Southern California Theatre
Owners Association over the weekend
rlected a board of directors consisting
f George Bowser. Fox-West Coast
theatres ; Mike Rosenberg, Principal
theatres ; Gus Metzger, Ned Calvin,
I. J. Leavitt. independents, with a
'acancy left open for first-run representative tobe named later. The or(Continued on page 8)

"The last gun in the
motion picture industry's
'Fighting Fifth' War Loan
Campaign has been fired,
and the greatest of all
drives is now history," Robert J. O'Donnell, national
chairman, declared at the
weekend, adding, "I wish it
were possible for myself and
the other members of the
national committee to personally extend our grateful
thanks and heartfelt appreciation to each and every
member of the loyal 'Fighting Fifth' army— the 16,000
of America and
showmen
their staffs, the men and
women in distribution who
gave such generous cooperation in partnership with exhibition, and the members
of the Hollywood Victory
Committee and the energetic
supporters of the campaign
of the Hollywood studios. . . .
To all of you we humbly
say: NOBLY DONE!"

Outlines

6-Point
Film

Tribute

at

WPB

CENTS

Lifting

Postwar
Message

Hollywood, July 30.— A six-point
message that postwar motion pictures
must carry to the American people
and
to the people
of the world was
outlined
by
Jack L.
Warner, executive
producer
for
Warner Bros.,

Projector
Ban

Aug.

15

Full Production Looms
Where Labor Available
Washington,

July 30.— Total or

at least partial lifting of War Production Board restrictions on the
manufacture of projection equipa
plaque
from
the
Canadian
ment looms for Aug. 15 with the drawGovernment in
ing up here of a list of 71 items tentatribute to repretively set for resumed civilian output
sentativesfo
beginning on that date.
the film indusOfficials made clear, however, that
try and himself
there would be no automatic lifting of
for* the producthe "L. and M. Orders" (limitation
Ja<?k Ii. Warner
tion of "The
and conservation) but that each manufacturer could apply for individual
Shining Future," which was made at the War- treatment. In most instances the local
ner Studio for use in Canada's Sixth WPB offices will be allowed to grant
War
Loan.
The presentation took
an appeal if they have determined that
(Continued on page 8)
material and labor are available above
and beyond what are necessary for
war production. Projection equipment
Exhibitors Approve
is listed as L-325 among the approximately 400 orders now in effect. Also
Wm.
Rodgers
Policy
Jump
in Chicago
on the new
relaxation
list are
(Continued
on page
6) domesThe Unaffiliated Independent ExTheatre
Ad Rate
hibitors of New York, through James
L. Stern, president, have endorsed the
Is Named
Chicago, July 30.— The Chicago new subsequent-run policy of M-G-M, Armour
Trib une on Tuesday will raise the as recently enunciated by William F.
daily amusement advertising rate for
Aide to S chine
loop theaters from 94 to 99 cents per Rodgers, distribution vice-president.
line, C. W. Steffens, amusement de"Not only have you offered the solution of our most pressing buying
partment manager has announced.
Reginald Armour, for many years
This is the first amusement rate boost problems, covering percentages, prea foreign department executive for
for the Tribune in years and will affect
ferred playing time and product shortonly contract advertisers, but all loop
age, but have once again paved the RKO Radio Pictures, has been aphouses are contract advertisers. The
pointed executive assistant to J. Myer
otherssent
to follow,"
Stern atstates
Sunday rate of $1.29 per line remains way
in a forletter
to Rodgers
the Schine, president of Schine Chain
unchanged.
weekend.
Theatres, Inc., with headquarters at
Gloversville, N. Y., it was learned at
the weekend. It is understood that
the post is a newly created one and
involves no other changes in the Schine
Republic
Plans
Own
Sales
(Continued on page 8)
Setup

in

op
Friday in
accepting

Europe:

Goodman

Republic, which prior to the outpean cities.
break of war in 1939 distributed its
Goodman,
who plans to make a surproduct in Europe through local franvey of Europe with a view to deterchise holders, plans to establish its
Register Closing
mining exchange cities, declared here
own sales distribution setup on the
do after theby war
Continent in the postwar, according yesterday
in Europe: "What
will bewedetermined
an
Tributes to the outstanding bond
to
Morris
Goodman,
vice-president
in
sales record achieved by the motion
actualing survey
on theinground."
Evinckeen interest
penetrating
the
)icture industry during the Fifth War charge
tribution.of the company's foreign disLoan Drive were made by Robert J.
Continent commercially, he said : "We
The foreign distribution orplan to expand our foreign organiza3'Donnell, film industry national
tion on a world-wide basis as far as
ganization will parallel ReIrhairman; Nevil Ford, state chairinan, War Finance Committee and
public's domestic sales organicircumstances
As the first permit."
step in expansion of its
zation, with exchanges being
jFrederick Gehle, executive manager,
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 8)
established in principal EuroIndustry
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Hopper
to Manage
M-G-M
Studios

Hollywood, July 30. — Harold Hopper, head of the motion picture division and photographic section in the
U. S. ofConsumers'
Durable Board,
Goods
branch
the War Production
will join the M-G-M Studio tomorrow as general manager.
A company statement at the weekend said Hopper will take over the
(Continued on page. 6)
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Decision

Personal
Tradewise
Mention

By

Columbia genAGUE, er,
MONTsales
A • eral
arrived in
manag
New York from the Coast over the
weekend.
•
W. H. Workman, M-G-M Minneapolis branch manager, and W. E.
"Doc" Banford, manag'er of the company's Chicago branch, arrive here
today from their respective territories.
Leroy Bickel, MGM Dallas manager,
and Jack C. Reville, Oklahoma City
head, left for their offices over the
weekend.
•
Mrs. Pauline Johnson, executive
secretary for J. Hi Cooper, president
of Standard Theatres, Inc., in Oklahoma City has resumed her duties
after a six-months' absence on the
West Coast, where she resided with
her husband until he left for overseas
duty.
•
Henry L. Nathanson, president
of Regal Films, Ltd., M-G-M Canadian affiliate, and Ted J. Gould, general sales managei, are due from Toronto for New York home conferences sometime during the week.
•
Bruce Balaban, son of A. J. Balaban, operator of the Roxy, will begin
his industry career in late August or
September, by ushering at the house
before resuming school.
•
Gary Cooper will arrive in New
York early next month for a short
vacation combined with business in
connection with his new production
enterprise.
•
Alfred L. Finestone, Paramount
trade publicist, left over the weekend
for a vacation in the Missouri Ozarks
and Colorado.
Zukor

Testimony

in

Hillside Case Today
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
board of Paramount, will be given a
pre-trial examination today in the
Hillside Amusement Corp. $900,000
anti-trust suit against seven distributing companies, which is set tentatively
for trial in Fall. Today's testimony
will be in the offices of H^iys, Podell
and Shulman, plaintiff's counsels.
Examination of Barney Balaban,
Paramount president, is scheduled for
Aug. 10 ; and Will H. Hays, who
gave five weeks of testimony in May
and June, will be questioned again in
September.
Southwest

Exhibitors

Mull Decree Tuesday
Los Angeles, July 30. — Discussions
of the consent decree, the Office of
Civilian Requirement's new theatre
building program, and high film rentals
are matters on the agenda of the
annual meeting of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Southern California and Arizona, scheduled to be
at the organization's
held Tuesdayhere.
Also, officers for
headquarters
the ensuing year will be elected.

'TTHE M-G-M approach to a
basic sales policy to be applicable to the vast majority of
theatres with which it does
business is fundamentally so fair
and simple that the greatest surprise it occasions is that it was
not developed years ago and
that it is not in universal use
within the industry today.
W. F. Rodgers describes the
company's selling policy as being based upon the individual
theatre's ability to pay. Wisely
applied, such a policy not only
can be made to result in the
fairest possible playing terms
for exhibitors but, at the same
time, can accomplish the equally important objective of realizing for the producer-distributor the nearest possible approximation of his share in his pictures' earnings in every engagement. That is the fundamental
aim of all picture buying and
selling — to achieve the best possible results for buyer and seller.
Fundamentally, also, however,
sales practices are the genesis
of more than 90 per cent of the
disagreements between exhibitors and distributors. Why and
how this came to be so is a story
well known to all in the industry. Responsibility for it appears to be fairly well divided
between exhibitor and distributor. By and large it was a cycle that endeavored to offset the
sorry results of one sharp deal
by means of a deal just a little
bit sharper.
The M-G-M plan is designed
to put an end to all deals of that
description. To make it workable M-G-M is not contenting
itself simply with allocating
terms to theatres on the basis
of its vast files of information
on past performances with every
type of picture under every conceivable type of operating conditions. Itis doing the far more
difficult but certainly essential
work of obtaining specific data
on the earnings possibilities of
thousands of individual theatres
throughout the country with
which it does, or hopes to do
business. Qualified sales officials
of the company are visiting
theatres in their territories for
this purpose. It is a painstaking endeavor that illustrates the
earnestness of the company in
its effort to devise a fair sales
policy— fair to the exhibitor and
fair to the company—and one
which, at the same time, has to
be done to insure the workability

.
SHERWIN

In
KANE

Hand in hand with its fundamental policy on sales terms,
M-G-M through Rodgers announced last week that top
bracket productions of the company could be played at flat
rental, rather than on percentage, in subsequent situations
which were described and that
the company would not insist
upon preferred playing time
whereverstancesa indicate
customer's
circumthat it would
be
unreasonable to do so.
In addition, the company has
inaugurated arrangements by
which it will make a number of
its out-of-release productions
available to its customers who
are confronted from time to
time with product shortages because of extended first runs and
numerically fewer releases on
the market.
All of these measures, it may
be said, go far toward the solution of some of the most pressing problems with which exhibitors are confronted today
and about which they complain
with the greatest frequency and
emphasis. They are a direct approach to the elimination of perennial exhibitor - distributor
grievances, where past industry
fair trade practice programs
but skirted them or theorized
about them, and they reach into
the realm of dollars and cents
trading that cannot be touched
even by a Federal consent decree, and into the making of
sound exhibition contracts that
no exhibitor organization can
make for any one of its members.
It can be said that the current innovations in M-G-M
sales policy are the result of
years of study and effort on the
part of the company's sales department. They are part of a'
pattern which came into being
when Rodgers told exhibitor
representatives at the final
United Motion Picture Industry trade practice conference
that the proposals then presented represented "only a minimum" of what some companies
planned or were prepared to do.
Although thwarted in having
the Umpi trade practice program
put into industry-wide operation, it is apparent that its objectives have not been forgotten
and are not being ignored.
M-G-M's initial action opens up
the bright prospect that similar
moves may be undertaken by
other distribution companies on
their own and in the interests of

Expected

Momand

Suit

Oklahoma City, July 30. — A dec:
sion in the old A. B. Momand ant!
trust suit against Griffith Amusemer
Co. and 14 producer-distributors, ex
pected before July 1, still is awaite
from the court of Federal Judge Bowe
Broaddus, of the western Oklahom
district.
Broaddus
indicated
in Jun'
when
a hearing
on his early
tentative
fine
ings of fact and conclusions of la>
was held, that he would have his finj
opinion ready for delivery by July 1.1
Charles B. Cochrane, attorney fo
Griffith, said today that no furthe
word has been received regarding whe
the opinion could be expected. Tfi
suit, in which Momand sought dam
ages totaling, with interest, over $6,
000,000, was tried 18 months ago.

'Private Affair' Set
For Overseas Premie
M-G-M's "Marriage is a Privat<|
Affair" will have its world premienl
Oct. 5 at . an unnamed overseas base I
Company branch office heads hav<|
been instructed to protect the dat<|
since the opening abroad will be ad-! J
vertised to the Armed Forces as the I

The e.home office also disclosed a1
premier
the weekend that four other 16 mm!
films are now playing the "Normandy I
Beachhead circuit," namely "A Gujfij
Named Joe," "Meet the People," "Seel
Here, Private Hargrove," and "Andy
Hardy's "Casanova
Blonde Trouble."
International's
Brown" will
have j
its world premiere on the beachhead
Aug. 8.
Nat'l

Screen

Service

Gets 'U' Accessories
National Screen Service, which distributes advertising accessories for
Paramount, RKO and M-G-M, will
do the same for Universal under ad
arrangement announced by the latter
company at the weekend.
Universal, although preparing ita
own advertising material up to nowj
in 1941 made with NSS a tentative
deal that did not materialize. Negotiations were opened again recently
because of the company's difficulty in
handling the distribution individually
under war conditions.
'Movie Pests' Seminar
The M-G-M Pete Smith short,
"Movie Pests" will be screened at
Hunter nection
College
here today
in conwith a special
discussion
pa
audience behavior by Mrs. Jeanette
W. Emrich's motion picture study
class. Representatives of the industry,
women's clubs and the press have
been invited.
greater industry harmony.
The government prohibited
distributors from acting in concert within Umpi. There is
nothing to prevent them from
achieving Umpi's objectives
separately, as M-G-M now is
demonstrating.
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(Continued from page 1)
tic watt-hour meters for radio and
Largest July Deal
radar.
This is the fourth of the reconPhiladelphia, July 30. — Disposiversion steps formulated by Donald
tion by the Atlas Corp. of its 57,337- M. Nelson, WPB chairman. Under
share block of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
it, there would be no lessening of the
preferred stock as the largest of sev- limitation on styles and models where
eral transactions in motion picture
company securities reported tonight by simplification has been ordered or in
the amount or weight of any material.
the Securities and Exchange Commission in its June summary. Atlas
Corporation also sold one share of its WMC May Relax
common stock holdings, leaving it at Curbs on Manpower
Washington, July 30. — Over-all
the close of the month with 1,329,020
control of labor assumed by the War
shares of common and 327,812 war- Manpower Commission July 1 has
rants for common.
In the same company, the SEC failed in its purpose of inducing workers to migrate to localities where
reported that Frederick L. Ehrman,
their
services are most urgently needthrough Lehman Brothers, bought and
ed by war plants, it is disclosed by
then re-sold 5,023 shares of preferred
L. Law- reports reaching Washington.
stock during the month, andshares
These reports indicate possibilities
of
rence Green sold 1,000
of
the relaxation of restrictions by
shares.
50
with
him
leaving
common,
Officers and directors of Monogram local boards in some areas in the near
future. Because of the reluctance of
Pictures picked up considerable _ of
workers to migrate at a time when
that company's common stock during many feel the end of the war to be
A.
Alton
June, the summary showed.
near, compartively little labor is
repre- believed to have been drained from
Brody, bought 4,000 shares, Samuel
senting his entire holdings;
easy labor areas and local boards in
Broidy bought 1,800 shares to give
him a total of 5,600 shares; George such sections may be sympathetic to
D. Burrows, bought 200 shares his appeals of exhibitors and distributors
entire holding; William B. Hurlbut, for permission to employ new workers.
The shortage of labor which has
Detroit, bought 700 shares through
been worrying war contractors for
Monogram Pictures of Michigan, its some
time was disclosed last week
entire holdings; Charles W. Trampe,
also
to
be affecting essential civilian
shares
1,300
Milwaukee, picked up
industries.
through Monogram Midwest Film
The War Production Board conCompany, its entire holding; and Sam
fronted with a manpower problem in
Wolf, who in May disposed of his
the
rubber
industry sharply curtailed
purshares,
entire holding of 1,000
chased 1,300 shares.
the August quota of heavy duty truck
tires and set up a system of priorities
Montague Exchanges Warrants
under which few tires will be availIn Columbia Pictures, Abraham
able for any but the most essential
Montague, acquired 2,000 shares of purposes. How seriously the WPB
common stock in exchange for an action will affect film deliveries was
equal number of warrants and sold not revealed but it is believed that a
70 shares, leaving him with 2,036 majority of the trucks in that service
shares of common and 5,880 warrants, are of the lighter types which can run
and Abraham Schneider, disposed of on regular tires.
42 shares of common by gift, leaving
Trucks delivering films for theatres
him with 1,707 shares.
are given a Class 3 rating and those
Purchase of 1,000 shares of Warner handling other supplies and equipment
Brothers' common stock was reported for places of amusement are in Class
by Morris Wolf, Philadelphia, giving 4. However, the number of tires
him a total of 1,450 shares, and the available for civilian distribution is so
sale of 500 shares of Trans Lux Cor- small that officials refused to state
poration common was reported by
replacements would be availRobert L. Daine, New York, leaving whether
able for such services in any number.
him with 500 shares.
A report on General Precision
Is Named
Equipment Corporation showed that Humphries
Earle G. Hines, New York, sold 800 Phila. Sales Manager
shares of capital stock, leaving him
Philadelphia, July 30. — ■ Staff
with 500 shares, and the Amerex changes
local film row include the
Holding Corporation sold 200 shares promotionin of
William Humphries to
held through the American Express
the
post
of
20th
Century-Fox sales
Company, which had 13,400 shares left.
The holding company also reported manager, recently vacated by Al J.
50,719 shares held through the Rexport Davis who resigned to become Monogram's branch manager here. SucCorporation.
ceeding Humphries is Howard Davis.
Reports on the stock interests of
Herb
Gillis,
former booker, will take
persons becoming officers or directors
of registered companies showed that over the Harrisburg sales territory
and Harry Dressier succeeds him at
George N. Blatchford held no Mono- his former place. At Monogram Sam
gram Pictures securities when he be- Palen has been promoted to the post
came an officer in the company July 7,
and Robert S. Potter held no Trans of sales manager.
Lux Corporation stock when he joined
the directorate July 6, but L. Sherman Rennie on Canada Board
Adams, Boston, held 500 shares of
Toronto, July 30. — M. S. Rennie,
Twentieth Century-Fox common and formerly in the automobile business in
Robert L. Clarkson held 100 shares Detroit, has been named to an execuwhen they become directors May 16.
tive post on the National Film Board
A belated report showed that Darryl of Canada by film commissioner John
F. Zanuck, held 42,130 shares of com- Grierson. Rennie succeeds Wesley
mon when he became a 20th Century- Greene, recently transfered to the
NFB distribution branch.
Fox officer last 'Aug. 18.
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(Continued from page 1)
European business, Republic has
joined other distributing companies in
planning to dub its product in French
and Italian. First two slated for the
clubbing process, which will be done
in this country, probably on the
Coast, will be "In Old Oklahoma" and
"The Lady and the Monster," Republic's foreign sales head stated.
"People in Europe won't be interested in pictures with a war theme,"
he said, indicating that the company's
escapist product will undergo the dubbing process.
Preparatory work now under way
will be the i beginning of "an extenprogram pictures
of dubbing,"
said.siveOther
which Goodman
will be
dubbed in French and Italian are :
"Hit Parade of 1943," "Atlantic
City," "Brazil" and probably a few
of the top Rogers productions, he
said.
Goodman recently returned from a
three-week trip to Mexico, where he
completed arrangements to set up a
Republic branch office in Mexico City,
with Carl Ponedel in charge. He
revealed that the first Spanish film
of a series, which James A. Fitzpatrick will produce for the company
there will start shooting in October.
A Mexican director, will handle the
assignment, which may be filmed at
Clasa studio, Mexico City. The film
will be based on an original by Fitzpatrick and will contain music. Republic will handle world distribution,
Goodman said.

Hopper
to Manage
M-G-M
Studios
(Continued from page 1)
duties performed by Edgar J. Mannix during the past few years, and
that the appointment will permit more
time for production activities on the
part of Mannix, Louis B. Mayer, Ben
Thau, Sam Katz, Al Lichtman, L. K.
Sidney, J. J. Cohn, M. J. Siegel, J. K.
McGuinness and Harry Rapf. The announcement followed a week of conferences between Nicholas M. Schenck,
president, and studio executives.
Hopper was formerly vice-president
of Majestic Pictures and was also associated with Darmout, and with Warren Doane Productions. He has spent
20 years in the industry, filling, among
other posts, the presidency of Cinema
Mercantile Co., and Fidelity Securities Corp., the latter of which helps
finance productions.
Screen

Actors

Guild

Names
Candidates
Hollywood, July 30. — The Screen
Actors Guild has announced nominations for the annual election of officers,
which takes place in September. The
nominations, usually tantamount to
election, include George Murphy for
oresident, Paul Harvey first vice-president, Walter Abel second, Lorraine
Day third, Lucille Gleason recording
secretary and Russell Hicks treasurer.
Lena Home, Gene Kelly, Dorothy
Tree were nominated to serve as directors completing the unexpired
terms vacated by resignations. Twentytwo candidates were nominated for 11
other positions on the board.

Hollyivood, July 30
M-G-M announced "Lucky Baldwin," biography of the famous Western character8, to co-star Clark Gable
and Lana Turner, probably as the
former's first vehicle following his
retirement from the service. Miss1
Turner co-starred with Gable in his1
last,
here
Everett"Somew
Riskin
has I'll
been Find
assigneYou."
d toi<
produce. M-G-M also announced a
new series of 10 one-reelers to present:
stage and radio stars. The first wilfi
be "Masterpieces" and stars Carlos
Ramirez and Lucile Norman.
•
Jesse L. Lasky, Warner Bros, producer, who underwent a minor operation in the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, returns to his home on Monday.,
He will rest for a week before reporting back on the Burbank lot.
•
Jane Wyman's contract was renewed by Jack L. Warner, executive producer. Her next starring vehicles will be "A Night at Tony Pastor's" and "Honeymoon Freight."
•
W. R. Frank entrained for Minneapolis and will stay a fortnight. Upon
his return he will complete plans for
his next production.
•
Joseph B. Polonsky severed an 184
month connection with David O. Selznick's publicity department. He
shortly.
expected to announce a new affiliationis

Finds

Tri-States

Damaged

Was
by $55,186

Omaha, July 30.— Tri-States Theatre Corp. suffered $55,186 damages
between Nov. 1, 1939, and March 21
1942, through Ralph D. Goldberg's
operation
of the State theatre here in
competition with the company's Orpheum and Omaha Theatres, according to a finding returned by Special
Master Herman Aye in Federal District Court this week.
in connection with'
a The
suit finding
broughtwasagainst
Goldberg by
Tri-States, claiming that when the
company leased the Omaha from the
World Realty Co. in 1934, Goldberg
agreed not to operate the State for
10 years. When it was reopened, TriStates obtained an injunction, later upheld in the Circuit Court of Appeals.
Goldberg announced recently that
remodeling was under way at the
State, which he planned to reopen in
September. Last week he added the
Broadway Theatre at Council Bluffs
to his chain of houses.

Suspend (U' Voting
Trust Certificates
The New York Curb Exchange has
announced that the voting trust certificates for the common stock of Uni-fl
versal will be suspended from dealings
starting tomorrow. The voting trust
agreement ends Aug. 31, but holders
of the certificates have been requested
to surrender them as early as possible
to immediately receive in exchange
the common stock represented.
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(.Continued from page 1)
place at a luncheon of the local division of the War Activities Committee
at the Roosevelt hotel' here.
Declaring that the tremendous role
played by the screen in this war will
make it one of the most potent postwar forces for freedom, Warner outlined the six points as follows :
Every one of us- is responsible for
safeguarding our great American
heritage of freedom. Every one of
us must remember that freedom, if
taken for granted, can be lost. We
must be quick to recognize the forces
that will destroy freedom. We must
be physically able to put down those
forces if they attack us. We must be
morally able to keep them from developing within our country. We must
never forget that the world cannot
exist half-slave and half-free.
"On behalf of the artists who participated inthe making of "The Shining Future," I am both happy and
proud to accept this plaque," said
Warner. "I know I speak for every
one of them when I say that we regard it as an honor and a privilege
to have been of service to our good
friend and neighbor, the Dominion of
Canada.
Duties of American Films
"Postwar American motion pictures must keep the lessons of the
war alive," he said in conclusion, "and
as Anthony Eden pointed out, we are
fighting not just to win a fight but to
win a world in which our children
and their children can know the security of peace and freedom. That
struggle will go on even after the
Axis has been defeated. It may go on
for ten years after the war."
Departing from his prepared speech,
Warner said : '.'In the postwar world,
motion pictures must have the same
freedom of expression as is guaranteed the press and the spoken word.
We must be constantly on the alert
to resist all forms of dictation or attempted regulation. We must refuse
to be intimidated from expressing our
honest convictions on the screen."
Col. Edward L. Munson, chief of the
Army Pictorial Service, declared film
distribution to the armed forces overseas was of vital importance to postwar America, and paid high tribute
to the film industry's gift of 16-mm
prints.
Col. Munson, just back from England and Normandy, said, "We have
long recognized that motion pictures,
perhaps second only to mail from
home, represent the greatest single
boost to the morale of the men overseas."
Don Henshaw, speaking for the
Canadian Government, paid glowing
tribute to the American industry for
cooperation prior to and since the
United States entry into the war ; presented 24 plaques to individuals connected with making "The Shining
Future," and pledged Canada's enduring relationship which he said makes
our nations "one people."
OWI's Stanton Griffis said the
OWI's job was superbly done up to
now, but new problems loom in dealing with isolationism, internationalism,
money markets, and related subjects.
Griffis said OWI was stymied on
handling these matters, and invited

On

(Continued from page 1)
try which Schless cited to support his
contentions were : excessive import
duties imposed by the Spanish government ;the tax placed on top of
production costs sustained in dubbing
American product, and the obligations
to produce or purchase Spanish films
for export to the U. S. in order to
bring in American product.
Recalling that Warners liquidated
its German company in the first week
of Hitler rule, Schless emphatically
said "that as long as the present Spanish regime continues we don't intend
to go in." There has not been a
Warner film shown commercially in
Spain since 1936, he said. The films
exhibited at the recent Barcelona Fair,
Schless said, were shown without the
element of profit.
Schless charged that control of raw
stock which kept the Spanish film industry going was in the hands of the
Franco government and not, as believed, dispensed by American government representatives in Spain.
The unfreezing of American dollar
funds in Spain would not materially
profit Warners, he said.
Indicating that Warners was in a
favorable position to reenter the European markets as soon as the Overseas Film Bureau of the Office of
War Information should relinquish
control, Schless stated : "We have
more French and Italian dubbed product than the rest of the industry put

tional corporation similar to that of
Loew's and the newly-created Paramount company. The Warner foreign
setup, he stated, was such that basically his company already had such
an arrangement, but not so completely coordinated as the other two companies.
The Warner foreign organization
which existed prior to the war will
be restored in peacetime insofar as
possible with former personnel, he
said. The company's British studio at
Teddington, England, recently destroyed by a robot bomb, will be rebuilt as soon as feasible, Schless said.
The output of this studio will not be
limited to distribution in England, but
will be pointed also to the U. S. market in the future, although stories will
continue to have an English locale.
Warners is interested in the acquisition of theatres in Europe, Schless
said, and has made a start in countries not in the war. The company
will erect a 2,000-seat theatre and office building on a choice property in
Mexico City which it now owns, he
said.
Schless declared that strong film
industries in the larger European
countries would not hurt American
distribution but would serve to stimulate native audiences into attending the
better American films. Revenues derived from the showing of only
worth-while American product in
these countries will amount to more
than ever realized before with good
Warners' foreign manager revealed and indifferent films shown, he betogether."
that
his company was operating its
own offices in French North Africa lieves.
and showing films with superimposed
Warners' Spanish dubbing unit on
French titles in that area, with prod- the Coast is expected to be in operation in a few months with the comuct dubbed in French soon to be
pany anticipating no difficulty in proshown. The French Provisional government, he said, is extending film
ceeding with a smooth operation. "My
companies complete cooperation and Reputation," with Barbara Stanwyck,
commercial freedom.
and George Brent, and "Objective
Schless disclosed that Warner Bros, Burma," both 1944-45 product will
be the first dubbed, Schless said.
is studying the creation of an internaCal. Theatre

Owners Elect Board
(Continued from page 1)
ganizer, attorney Albert J. Law,
named executive director, was empowered to vote .with the board in
case of a tie. The board meets next
week to set a budget, select permanent
quarters, probably in the Gore Building on film row.
Hollywood suggestions for treatment.
Francis Harmon, who presided as
the WAC representative, prefaced introduction ofeach speaker with facts,
statistics, pertaining to individuals'
accomplishment in the war effort, outlining asix-point program for postwar
films.
Other speakers were Colonel Frank
Capra,
Robert
C. McCall,
Jr. O'Donnell and Mary

Industry
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WFC at ceremonies that marked the
closing of the giant cash register oif
Times Square Friday evening.
Erected, under the auspices of the
War Activities Committee of the motion picture industry, of which Charles
C. Moskowitz is Metropolitan areacj
chairman, the giant indicator proved a
greater bond sales agency than anyone
anticipated, having since its dedication
on June 13th until July 27th, sold
21,134 bonds with a maturity value
of $2,471,624.
The program, held under the direction of the Women's Army Corps,
featured the WAC 401st Army Service Forces 25-piece band from Fort
Hamilton, and Sgt. Walter Gross,
former NBC conductor, and his
Camp Shanks "About Face" Orchestra. Lieut. Irma Bouton, recently returned from overseas, where she saw
service in North Africa, also appeared. Sgt. Gerald Labell and Pvt.
Henry J. Cress, recently returned
from the combat areas, made bond
sale appeals.
Oscar A. Doob, Campaign Director,
presided in the absence, due to a
death in the family, of Chairman
Moskowitz. Edward C. Dowden, director of special events, was master
of ceremonies.
Hausch
and Lomb
Profit $529497
Rochester, N. Y., July 30— Bausch
& Lomb Optical Co., makers in peacetime of precision lenses and other
equipment widely used in the motion
picture industry, reported net earnings
of $529,497 for the healf-year ending
June 30. This was a decrease of $156,021 from the corresponding period of
last year. Decrease in earnings wa^
attributed to increased cost of produc
tion.
After deducting $118,295 for preferred stock dividends, earnings were
equal to 98 cents a common share as
compared with $1.35 for the same 1943
period. After deduction of preferred
dividends and $210,364 representing
payment of 50 cents a share on common, $328,659 was carried to earned
surplus, for a total of $5,934,066.
Sales for the period amounted to
$23,376,960, compared with $23,409,722. in the 1943 half-year.

Capt. Lew Mentlik
Killed in Action
Captain Lew Mentlik, 29 years old,
former New York editorial representative for The Exhibitor, died in action
in Normandy on June 14, members of
his family here were advised by the
War Department at the weekend.
Capt. Mentlik previously had been
reported missing in action.
Capt. Mentlik entered the Army in
February, 1941. At the time of his
death he was attached to the 102nd
Glider Company. He leaves a wife Local 306 Appeals
and one child.
Century Verdict
Armour
Aide

Is Named

to S chine
(Continued from page 1)
circuit executive staff.
Among those attending were : Nate
Armour joined RKO in 1933 and
Blumberg, Samuel Goldwyn, D. W. spent about four years establishing
Griffith, Will H. Hays, W. Ray John- Far Eastern offices for the company's
ston, Col. Jason Joy, Sol Lesser, E. J.
"department. In 1937 he was
Mannix, Watterson Rothacker, Bert foreign
made European general manager for
Allenberg, George Bagnall, I. E. RKO with headquarters in Paris. He
Chadwick, D. A. Doran, Walter Wan- returned to this country in 1940 and
ger, Cary Grant, Gordon Hollings- served for a time as executive assisthead, Rodney Pantages, Taylor M.
ant to George J. Schaefer, then presMills, Ken Thomson, Cliff Work,
ident of RKO. He subsequently
Loyd Wright, Lieut. Com. Eugene served for about a year as British
Zukor and Ben Wallerstein.
representative for Walt Disney.

Attorneys representing the Empire
State Motion Picture Projectionists
Union, which was merged over a year
ago with the IATSE New York projectionists' Local 306, have filed an
appeal from a court decision rendered
by Judge William R. Wilson last May
in Kings County Supreme Court in
favor of Century Circuit of Brooklyn
and Queens.
Century sought to prevent the merger and was upheld in preventing the
dissolution of Empire as a corporation
for the duration of its contract with
the corporation which has almost
seven vears to run.

JOSEPH BERNHARD
Warner Bros.
"It is constructive and informative
entertainment in the best sense."
HARRY BRANDT
Brandt Theatres
"Every exhibitor in America should
make it his business to give
'Americans All' the longest playing
time possible."
ARTHUR MAYER
Rialto Theatre

" 'Americans AN' is a picture for all
Americans ... I trust all American
Theatres will show it!"
MARTIN

QUIGLEY

Quigley Publications

'Americans AN' is an interesting
outline of the problem and should
receive a wide showing to exert a
helpful influence."
BEN SHLYEN
Boxoffice

" 'Americans AN' is enlightening
while serving as entertainment . . .
Every sound-thinking American
showman should proudly exhibit this
film on his screen."
Variety
ABEL GREEN

it s

"A must for every exhibitor
as topical as the weather!"
EVERETT R. CLINCHY
National Conference of Christians and Jews
"Will exert a constructive influence
wherever it is shown, in producing
it The March of Time has rendered
a patriotic service."
RICHARD

E. GUTSTADT

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
"You are to be congratulated upon
'Americans All'. A courageous and
forthright film."
>w
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'Going

My

Way'

Still in Lead
Trisco

on

Is

in,

$37,000

(RKO-Radio)

Gets

$50,600

1BBER McGEE and Molly, favorites at the nation's radio audiences,
beam their appealing, homespun, small-town philosophy and humor
on our reputed national apathy to participating in our government and

appeal for support of the war effort on the home front in "Heavenly
Los Angeles, July 30. — "Gaslight,"
Days." Eugene Pallette, Gordon Oliver, Raymond Walburn, and Don
second M-G-P picture to play the Douglas
lend amusing support and the result is that this film, produced
Egyptian-Los Angeles-Ritz threesome, by Robert Fellows and directed by Howard Estabrook, is timely and
prospered to the extent of $50,600 in thoroughly entertaining and should gain many fans for Marion and
its first week ; the three houses aver- Jim Jordan, better known as Fibber McGee and Molly.
Estabrook supplied the original story and collaborated with Don
age $33,100. The Paramount duo took
Ouinn on the screen play. It serves to yank Fibber McGee and Molly
out "The Hitler Gang" after four days
of its second week, starting "And the from their complacent existence in "Wistful Vista," where Washington
is a place to be avoided at all costs, right into the heart of the nation's
Angels Sing" on Monday with expec- capitol.
On the way there, McGee and Molly provide a visual example
tations of getting $48,500, which comof
how
to
cooperate with the Office of Defense Transportation in propares to a $31,300 average.
viding room for traveling servicemen. McGee also inspires Dr. Gallup
Estimated receipts for the week endto conduct a poll for the country's average man since nobody, McGee
ing July 26:
included, even though he is eventually designated as such, appears to
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
want to accept that designation. McGee creates quite a stir in Wash"Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep.)
ington, where the usual complications follow, and eventually both McCARTHAY CIRCLE — (1,516) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $6,700. (Average:
Gee
and
Molly return to "Wistful Vista" to rouse their friends to their
$11,200).
obligations as citizens. Pallette is a blustering Senator with whom Mc"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
Gee comes to grips; Walburn is a local politician who almost gets elect"Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep.)
CHINESE— (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
ed
because of the apathy of the voters ; Douglas is Dr. Gallup ; Charles
days. Gross: $12,0C0. (Average: $15,500).
Troubridge and Frieda Inescort are relatives who bring the pair to
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
EGYPTIAN — (1.500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
Washington on some post-war plan. The King's Men, singing group
days. Gross: $20,500. (Average: $19,500).
of radio fame, provide some musical background. It all adds up to di"Ghost Catchers" (Univ.)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
verting entertainment.
HAWAII— (1,000) (50c-60c-75c-85c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $5,250. (Average: $6,200).
Running time, 71 minutes.
"G."*
Release in Block
Seven.
Milton
Livingston
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.) 2nd week.
"Stars cm Parade" (Col.) 7 days.
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (50c-60c-80c). Gross:
$15,000. (Average: $19,700).
Atlantic City
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
"Secrets cf Scotland Yard" (Rep.)
(Republic)
LOEWS STATE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $28,000. (Average: it A TLANTIC CITY" is a lavishly produced musical that attempts to
$24,100).
to cram some of the colorful history of the seashore resort into
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES — (2,096) (50c-60c-85c- a simple backstage story of an ambitious young promoter and his patient
$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $14,100. (Average: actress wife. Constance Moore supplies charm and songs as the actress
$14,900).
"Mr. Winkle Gees to War" (Col.) 2nd week. wife ; Brad Taylor is the aggressive young promoter ; Charles Grapewin
"Stars on Parade" (Col.) 7 days.
PANTAGES— (2,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00). is his understanding and tolerant father, who owns one of the local hoGross: $13,000. (Average: $17,700).
tels, and Jerry Colonna is an ex-vaudevillian who casts his lot with
"Ar.d the Angels Sing" (Para.)
Taylor. The slender story provides an opportunity for specialities by
PARAMOUNT (Hollywood)— (50c-60c-80c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $15,500. (Average: such venerable old vaudevillians as Joe Frisco, Belle Baker, Al Shean
$11,000).
of Gallagher and Shean fame, Buck and Bubbles and Gus Van of the
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
team
of Van and Schenck. Appearing briefly in musical sequences are
"Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT (Downtown)— (50c-60c-80c- Paul Whiteman and his orchestra and Louis Armstrong and his band.
$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $33,000. (Average:
$20,300).
With such an aggregation of well-known talent, this is a film that is
bound to do well at the box office.
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
RITZ— (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days.
The original story, which is credited to Arthur Caesar, with Doris
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $8,700).
Gilbert, Frank Gill, Jr., and George Carleton Brown supplying the
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
"Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep.)
UPTOWN— (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 screen play, covers the period between 1915 and 1922. It is set against a
days. Gross: $7,800. (Average: $10,500).
background of the hotel which has become a haven for vaudevillians
"The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
WARNER
BROS. (Hollywood) — (3,000) who are temporarily out of funds. Taylor's ambition is to put Atlantic
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: City on the map as a- vacation mecca. This he accomplishes by promot$12,036. (Average: $17,000).
ing the idea of bringing Broadway to Atlantic City, making the town
"The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
WARNER
BROS. (Downtown) — (3.400) the convention spot of America and finally introducing the idea of year(5Oc-6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross:
ly national beauty, contests. While he is accomplishing this, his fortunes
$14,135. (Average: $18,700).
both with Miss Moore, whom he marries and neglects, and in real estate,
"The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
WARNER BROS, (Wiltern)— (2.200) (50c- where he eventually goes broke, have their ups and downs.
60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
Associate producer Albert J. Cohen has given this musical entertain$11,428. (Average: $15,200).
ment an attractive setting. Of the old songs spotted throughout the film,
Eaton

Services

to

Be Held Today
Funeral services will be held at

"By the Sea" and "On a Sunday Afternoon" provide the musical background for appealing production numbers. Ray McGarey directed and
Seymour Felix staged the musical numbers.
Running time, 89 minutes.
"G."*
No release Milton
date set. Livingston

San Francisco, July 30. — In its*
second week, "Going My Way" at the
Fox drew top gross here of $37,000.
strong.
Grosses at all other houses continued
Estimated

receipts

for the

Passes

Par

days.
ending
July Goes
25-27.to War" (Col.)
"Mr.
Winkle
"Louisiana Hayride" (Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7
Gross:
(Average:
"Marine $24,200.
Raiders"
(RKO) $15,000).
GOLDEN GATE— (2.850) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days, 2nd week. Stage: vaudeville. Gross:
$22,000. (Average: $25,000).
"Are These Are Parents?" (Mono.)
WARFIELD — (2,680) (45c-6Sc-85c) 7 days.
Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $29,000. (Aver"Goingage: $25,000).
My Way" (Para.)
FOX — (5,000) (45c-65c-8Sc) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $37,000. (Average: $26,000).
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
(RKO -Disney reissue)
"Henry Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT—
(2,740) (Average:
(45c-65c-85c)
days. Gross: $20,000.
$19,500). 7
"Home in Indiana" (Para.)
"Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep>
STATE— (2,306) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $12,000).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
"Leave It to the Irish" (Mono.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $13,000. (Average:
$11,000).
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
"Stars on Parade" (Col.)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1,200) (45c-65c-85c)
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $8,200. (Average: $11,000).

'Way'

$10,500

b]

Overage

Cincinnati, July 30. — "Going
Way" is giving the RKO Palace the
highest gross in many weeks with an
estimated $24,000, which is $10,500
over par, while "The Story of Dr.
Wassell" will do approximately $17,000 at RKO's Capitol. "The Mask of
Dimitrios" coupled with "Louisiana
Hayride"$9,000.
will bring the RKO Lyric
around
Estimated receipts for the week end"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
ing JulyALBEE—
26-29 : (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
RKO
days,
plus
Saturday $13,500).
midnight show. Gross:
$12,000.
(Average:
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000) (44c -50c -60c -70c)
7 days,$17,000.
plus (Average:
Saturday $10,000).
midnight show*.
Gross:
"Call
of
the
Jungle"
(Mono.)
"Tucson Raiders" (Rep.)
RKO- FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 4
Gross: $1,600.
(Average: $1,400).
days
"Candlelight in, Algeria" (20th-Fox)
"West of the Rio Grande" (Mono.)
RKO' FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 3 days.
Gross: $850. (Average: $800).
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
RRKO GRAND-(1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days, plus Saturday midnight show. 2nd
week,
■S6.50O. moveover
(Average: from
$6,500).the Albee. Gross:
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c70c) 7 days,
plus Saturday midnight show, 3rd week,
moveover from two weeks at the Palace.
Gross: $8,000.
(Average: $5,000).
"The Mask Hayride"
of Dimitrios"
"Louisiana
(Col.) (WB)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
days,
Saturday $5,000).
midnight show. Gross:
*9.000. plus(Average:
"Grang My Wav" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (2.700) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days,
Saturday $13,500).
midnight show. Gro»i
424.000. plus(Average:

10:30 this morning from Campbell's,
Madison Avenue and 81st St., for
*"G" denotes general classification.
Frank A. Eaton, former film account
executive at Foote, Cone & Belding
Advertising Agency, and one-time ad- Roy Mitchell Dies
Gregory District Head
Landwehr Promoted
vertising-publicity manager for RKO
Canaan, Conn., July 30. — Roy
W. E. Gregory has been named disPathe News, who died last Thursday Mitchell, 60, one time director of moDouglas Taussig, manager of thi
trict manager of the Altec Service Se- Bardavon
of a heart attack.
Theatre, Poughkeepsie, is
tion pictures for the Canadian Departattle branch, it was disclosed at the now house manager at Capitol here on
Film, radio and advertising execument of Public Information, and retives are expected to attend the servcently a dramatic instructor &t New week-end. Gregory, with Altec since Broadwav. Herman Landwehr, manager of the Capitol, has been promoted
ices. Burial arrangements have not York University, died here at the its inception, replaces Barclay Ardell,
to managing director.
resigned.
yet been determined.
weekend.

• Vital

Records

of

War

THESE "stills" are typical of the motion pictures made by our Armed
Forces. Photographic units, with which men from the motion picture
industry are prominently identified, provide essential information of immediate tactical, technical, or strategic value. And these first-hand motion pictures have tremendous morale value when released for public showing.

\
X (Left) Invading the Marshalls.
Photo by U. S. Army Signal Corps.
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Grosses

Ezell to Represent
Theatres in OCR

Well

Ahead

Dallas, July 31. — Claude
Ezell of Underwood and
Ezell of Underwood and Ezell,
Texas drive-in theatres, will
fly from Dallas to Washington
Aug. 6, to take a dollar-ayear post with the Office of
Civilian Requirements, representing theatres in the
War Production Board.
Donald R. Longman, head of
OCR, is expected to make
announcement in Washington shortly concerning
Ezell's duties in the new

Of

Last

Year

Weekly Average, Near
$16,000, Tops June
Evidence of continued box-office
prosperity is furnished by a roundiup of Motion Picture Daily field
'correspondents' reports, which show
iiverage weekly grosses per theatre in
some 145 key first-run spots to have
been $1,421 higher during July of this
year than during July of last year,
with $15,993 tabulated for the 1944
month, against $14,572 for the corresponding period in 1943.
While business thus maintains its new high levels, a
possible trend toward closing
the gap between the two years
may be noted in the fact that
July's rate of gain was little
more than half as large as
that of this past June, which
registered $2,789 better than
the June preceding.
As is normal for the season, this
(.Continued on page 20)
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The prolonged heat spell, while having some effect generally on grosses
at the downtown New York first-run
theatres this week, is having no effect
on the receipts of "Since You Went
Away" at the Capitol and "Dragon
Seed" at the Radio City Music Hall.
Both films are continuing to do capacity business which saw the first week's
gross of "SYWA" and a Gene Krupa
stage show at the Capitol reach over
$90,000 and last week the receipts of
"Dragon Seed" and a stage show at
the Music Hall also surpass early
estimates of $125,000 to hit $127,600.
With $75,000 recorded on the first
four days of the second week ending
Sunday night, the Music Hall expects
$125,000. Similarly with $56,000 taken
in, the Capitol expects close to $90,000.
"Step Lively,"
(ContinuedRKO's
on pagesecond
19) Frank

L. E. (Nickie) Goldhammer has
been appointed vice-president and general sales manager of Film Classics,
according to an announcement made
y e sterday b y 'Wilson'

Premiere
George
Hirliman, president.
G o 1 d h am- Tonight at Roxy
mer, who resigned over the
The world premiere tonight of 20th
weekend as Midw e s t district Century-Fox's "Wilson," a Darryl F.
manager of Zanuck production at the Roxy here,
RKO Radio will be attended by distribution exec20th-Fox
Meet
at
Pictures, will
utives, exhibitors, stars, civic leaders
start his new du- and newspaper representatives. Some
Aslor Tomorrow
ties for Film opening night tickets have been set
Classics imme- aside for public sale.
diate y1 . He
Eight metropolitan stations will
Plans for production expansion by
started his film broadcast the event from the Roxy
L.
E.
Goldhammer
20th Century-Fox are expected to be
career with lobby from 8.45 to 9 p. m., including
revealed at sales conferences which
First National WHN, WMCA, WNEW and WINS.
will be attended by all company dis- Pictures and subsequently became George Jessel who will be master of
trict and branch managers in the U. branch manager of the St. Louis and ceremonies, and Ethel Colby of
S. except the six West Coast-Rocky
(Continued on page 19)
(Continued on page 22)
Mountain offices, home office sales executives and department heads at the
Hotel Astor here tomorrow and
Thursday.
'Casanova
Brown
Heading the speakers will be president Spyros P. Skouras, distribution
vice-president Tom Connors, and pro- [RKO-Inter national]
(Continued on page 22)
Hollywood, July 31

T NTERNATIONAL'S first bid for fame and fortune emerges as one
■■■ of the funniest films of the year. It's a civilized picture, directed by
Monogram
Sam Wood and written and produced by Nunnally Johnson with in27 for 6 Months
telligence and finesse, the underlying theme — that of a father's love for
his child— gives it heart-warming substance.
The story, which Johnson wrote from a play by Floyd Dell and Thomas
Hollywood, July 31. — Monogram Mitchell, concerns a soft-hearted and somewhat soft-headed young profeshas set a detailed month-by-month
sor of literature who, on a trip to New York, elopes with a college student.
lineup of 27 releases for the next half Upon being introduced to her parents next morning, he manages to insult
year, according to W. Ray Johnston,
president, who added that, as a new iier mother, and to burn down the family homestead. The mother, a firm believer in astrology, separates the young couple on the ground that the
departure in the industry, he will announce titles and dates of the com- position of the stars at the time of the mantiage predicts nothing but disaster. The marriage is annulled and, believing that his bride no longer
pany's full year product at the annual
(Continued on page 19)
(Continued on page 22)

Abroad

Films for Army Creates
New Native Audiences
Popularity of American films
sent to our troops in every war
theatre in the world, and their simultaneous or subsequent showing
to natives, hundreds of thousands
of whom had never seen motion
pictures before, has created what
is described as tremendous possibilities for foreign markets far
greater than before World War II.
Consequently, it has been .
learned here, foreign distribution heads of several distributing companies have bene studying the possibility of adding
many new branch offices in
foreign countries in which they
were not located before the
war, when they resume world
(Continued on page 22)

Eberle
For

Quits

Para.

International

Hollywood,

July

31., — Edward*

Eberle todaymanager
resigned,to as
Paramount-*
production
join
International Pictures as executive in charge. > '
of production
operations, replacing r
Harold Lewis who resigned today due
tp reason of health. Walter Thompson, who ' recently was named head of
International's operations committee,
will resume his former post as executive assistant' to William Goetz.

Hopper
Continuing
Mercantile
Corp.

Names

Hollywood, July 31. — Harold Hopper, who today became general manager of the M-G-M studios, will continue to operate the Cinema Mercan- ■■>.
tile Corp., which owns and may continue also in the presidency of the Motion Picture Society for the Americas.
Hopper1 said he was undecided about
relinquishing the MPSA post but indicated his new duties would not conv
flict with bis merchandising activities. '.
(Continued that
on page
22) accept- .'
It is understood
Hopper

2

Motion

Strict
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Juvenile

Polio

Ban

Epidemic

Rochester, N. Y., July 31. — Spread
of infantile paralysis through Western
and Southern New York has brought
threats of police action against theatre
managers in at least one epidemic
center if they do not bar children from
admission.
The police department of Hornell
was asked by the city's board of
health to observe compliance of theatres with an order banning all children
under 16 from public gathering places.
The Hornell action is believed to have
been taken only to emphasize the
order, as no case of non-cooperation
by theatre men has been reported.
attendAn abrupt drop in theatre
ance has been noted in both Steuben
County, where 68 cases of polio have
been reported, and in Chemung County,
where there have been 71. Hornell,
Corning and Elmira are the cities
worst hit.
i ■' - v
May Lift Carolina
Polio Child Ban

Charlotte, July 31.— Local theatre
owners have been given the prospect
of an early lifting of a city health
department ban on the entry of children under IS to public places. The
ban was ordered late in June because
of an infantile paralysis epidemic that
swept Western North Carolina.
Neighborhood theatres featuring Saturday , "kiddie matinees" were hardest
hit by*
the ban, but other theatres as
well have reported a noticeable decline
in business. Dr. W. Ross Cameron,
city health officer, said he would recommend lifting of the ban within the
next week or two if no more cases of
polio are reported in Charlotte or
Mecklenburg County within that time.
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Daily
Zukor

Personal

and HenZANU
DARRYL
d CK
York
ry KingF.arrive
in New
day
yester
to attend the world premiere of "Wilson" at the Roxy tonight. They plan to return to the
Coast at the weekend.
•
Jeannette E. Samuelson of the
Motion Picture Herald staff is a
patient at Beth Israel Hospital, where
she underwent an operation yesterday.
•
Charles W. Koerner, RKO Radio
vice-president in charge of production,
and Perry Lieber, studio publicity
manager, will return to California
from New York today.
•
William K. Saxton, city manager
of the Loew Theatre, Baltimore, is
vacationing with his parents on Long
Island.
•
William G. Bishop, Western publicity supervisor for M-G-M, is
spending a two-week vacation in Wisconsin.
•
Claude Morris, U.A. publicity
chief in Chicago, is back at his desk
following a trip through his Midwest
territory.
•
J. B. Underwood, southern division
manager for Columbia in Dallas, is
on a tour of his new territory.
•
Harry Gramp, booker for the Hainline Circuit of Southern Illinois, was
in Chicago last week on business.
Bershon

Relinquishes

WFC
Chairmanship
Los Angeles, July 31. — David
Bershon today relinquished the chairof the U. theatre
S. Treasury's
War
Finance manship
Division
committee,
Polio Ban Lifted
which he has held since its inception.
Cincinnati, July 31. — Health au- A successor will be chosen prior to
thorities at nearby Madison, Ind., the opening of the Sixth War Loan
have lifted the ban on children under Drive, Nov. 11-Dec. 7.
16 attending theatres there, due to the
Preparations for a dinner in tribute
decrease of infantile paralysis cases.
to
for Periono's
CafeBershon,
here Aug.scheduled
14, are being
made by
a committee of exhibitors, including
Schine Depositions in Sherril Corwin, William Syere and
Seymour Peiser.
Delaware, 0., Today
John Buchman, Jr., bedridden in Edward
Bausch, 89,
Delaware, Ohio, and Henry Bieberson,
Jr., both exhibitors, will give deposi- Dies in Rochester
tions in that city today as witnesses
Rochester, N. Y., July 31. — Funeral
for the Government in the anti-trust services will be held tomorrow at 3 :30
suit against Schine Chain Theatres. P.M. for Edward Bausch, 89, chairman of the board of Bausch & Lomb,
The testimony will be taken by Willard S. McKay, defense counsel, and who died yesterday at his home here.
Robert L. Wright, U. S. Department
Son of John Jacob Bausch, coof Justice special attorney.
founder of the company, Bausch is
The hearing of the Schine case, re- credited with much of the development
cessed by Federal Judge John Knight of the modern microscope. He invented the iris diaphragm shutter
several months ago, is scheduled to resume in U. S. District Court at Buf- which led to the popular use of the
falo Aug. 15.
camera as a hobby. Surviving is his
brother William.

Mention

Examination

Is Off for 2 Weeks
Pre-trial examination of Adolph
Zukor, chairman of the Paramount
board of directors, in the Hillside
Amusement Corp.'s $900,000 anti-trust
suit against seven distributing companies, scheduled to be held here yesterday, has been postponed until Aug.
IS because of illness of one of the
attorneys.

KINGS
M esident
COL
MAL
RKO
vice-pr
treasandBERG,
urer, left New York over the weekend for a three-week vacation in California accompanied by his family.
•
Fred Gulbransen, RKO Radio
manager in Panama, and Max Gomez, Mexico manager, left for their
Likewise, the examination of Barney
respective posts yesterday after at- Balaban, Paramount president, origitending the RKO convention in New
nally set for Aug. 10, will be delayed
York last week.
and
is
now on the books for Aug. 28.
•
The resumed testimony from Will H.
Ruth Kirsten, secretary to Louis Hays, who was examined for five
Kaufman of the Warner home office weeks in May and June, is scheduled
theatre department, and Pauline
for the first week in September. The'
Kassler, secretary to Abel Vigard of case has been set tentatively for trial
the same department, are vacationing in the Fall. The pre-trial hearings
in Canada.
are being held in the offices of Hays,
•
Podell and Shulman, plaintiff's counJacob Leff,
of Un-of
affiliatedgeneral
Independent counsel
Exhibitors
sel.
New York, and Mrs. Leff became the
parents of a daughter, born Sunday
at the Sydenham Hospital.
•
NEW YORK THEATRES
Sidney G. Alexander, lieutenant
in the U. S. Maritime Service, has
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL,
been placed on inactive status and has
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
rejoined Columbia. •
Pedro Saenz, RKO Radio manager
for Cuba, returned yesterday to his
headquarters in Havana after attending the RKO convention in New
York.
•
Harry Mandel, RKO Theatres
publicity and advertising head, will
return from vacation next week.
William
Returns

K.

PRC

Goldman

IN PAR AMOUNT'S

'And

and
HI, the
L0, DAME
JACK
IN PERSON*
MILTHERTH
TRIO

The
Angels
IN PERSON

Sing'

Perry Como-Jerry Wald
Singing
Sensation
of 1944
and
His Orchestra
Clarinet

■M

PARAMOUNT
GARY

PRESENTS mmm

COOPER

in

Joins

in Cleveland

Television

ON SCREEN
BING CROSBY
Rise Stevens

to Columbia

Cleveland, July 31. — Mark Goldman, former Pittsburgh branch manager for Monogram, has become assistant to PRC franchise holders'
committee chairman Nat L. Lefton,
who operates several exchanges.
Beginning today, Goldman will be
in charge of Lefton - PRC sales in
Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati
territories, with headquarters here.
New

If

Hopkins

Hollywood, July 31. — William K.
Hopkins who has been on leave-of-absence from Columbia Pictures as regional director of the War Manpower
Commission, returned today to the
studio as director of industrial and
public relations. Formerly studio
contact man, Hopkins in his new post
will represent the executive management in its relations with federal,
state, local governments and private
agencies.
Mark

DRAGON
SEED
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER HUSTON
■ ALINE MacMAHON
AKIM TAMIROFF
TURHAN BEY
Spectacular Stage Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

Company

CECIL

B. DEMILLE'S
B'way eV
•k
In Technicolor *
"The Story of Dr.Wassell"
B'WAY &
RIVOLI
49th St.
PALACE
47th St.
HY
GE
GEOLRPHE MURPJOU
O
N
D
E
A
M

WEEK ELY'
STEP5TH LIV
4
SAMUEL GOLD WYN PRESENTS

Hartford, July 31. — The Connecticut Television Co. of Darien,
Thorgersen to WOR
Nelson Hall Dies
Conn., has filed a certificate of incorporation and elected Ralph C.
Ed Thorgerson, commentator for
Philadelphia, July 31. — Nelson L.
Powell,
Darien,
president-treasurer ; "DEAD
20th Century-Fox's Movietone News, Hall, 60, former stunt man for film
A FILM CLASSIC END"
RELEASE
will join the staff of radio station stars, died here at the weekend. Until Charles C. Pelham, Noroton, viceand John P. Satterfield,
WOR, N. Y., Aug. 7. He will broad- his illness, Hall worked as a trainer president,
Darien, secretary.
cast nightly at 11 P.M.
for Army Ordnance officers here.
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NIGEL

BRUCE

• LEO

CARRILLO

Gale Sondergaard • Douglas Dumbrille • Curt Bois
Screen Play, James Hogan, Gene Lewis, James M. Cain • Original Story, James Hogan, Ralph Stock
Additional Dialogue, Joseph Hoffman
Directed

by Roy William

Neill

Produced

by GEORGE

WAGGNER

with

ELYSE

KNOX

seidel

tom
SHEMP

MITCH

AYRES

HOWARD

AND

eddie

quill an

TOM

KENNEDY;

HIS

ORCH.

Original Screen Play by Eugene Conrad and Paul Gerard Smith
Directed by EDWARD

F, CUNE

. Associate

Producer, FRANK

GROSS

ROSEMARY
•
ANN
Directed

by

BLYTH
CHARLES

JACK

PEGGY

DONALD

LAMONT

Produced

DECAMP

• GAVIN

MUIR

ISABEL
JEWELL
• JOHN
MILJAN
Original Screen Play by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano
Dance Direction by Louis Da Pron • Carlos Romero
by

MICHAEL

FESSIER

and

ERNEST

PAGANO

Introducing the new hit song "LOVELY,"
and bringing back the great hits of all
time, including "MISSOURI WALTZ,"
"I'M ALWAYS CHASING RAINBOWS,"
"I HATE TO LOSE YOU"
OF THESE DAYS"

Produced and Directed by ROY

WILLIAM

NEILL

-

9

and "SOME

JON

LOUISE

HALL

ALLBRITTON

SEE

MY

LAWYER

Grace

MacDonald

• Alan

Curtis

Noah Beery, Jr. • Richard Benedict
Franklin Pangborn * Gus Schilling
Lee Patrick - Edward S. Brophy
Mary

Gordon

Yvette

• andStanley Clements

■ Carmen

Amaya

and

Her Company - The Christianis
Six -Willys
King Cole Trio
Hudson Wonders
Screen play by Edmund L. Hartmann and Stanley Davis.
From the play by Richard Maibaum and Harry Cork
Produced on the stage by George Abbott
Produced by EDMUND L. HARTMANN
Directed by EDDIE CLINE

FAY

McKENZIE

• Edward

Andrew

Norris

Tombes

• Joe

* Fuzzy
Sawyer

Knight

• Samuel

S

• Iris Adrian

end Doodles Weaver • Pat Starling and Louis Da Pron
Screen Ploy by Henry Blankfort and Eugene Conrod • Original Story by John Grey
Directed by LESLIE GOODWINS
Associate Producer BERNARD W. BURTON

JUNE
GALE
JANE

VINCENT

• GEORGE

SONDERGAARD
FARRAR

• THOMAS

• LUDWIG

SCOTTY

DOLENZ
GOMEZ

STOSSEL

BECKETT

Screen play by Curt Siodmak and Lynn Starling
Adapted, by Curt Siodmak from the Play by Edward Locke
Produced
GEORGE

and

Dir

WAGG

Leon Errol • Anne
Kirby Grant
Harry

Gwy

• Alma

Shannon
Freddie

nne • Andy
Kruger

Devine

• Bill Dunn

• June

Preisser

• Sidney

and

Leo Carrillo • Marion
Slack and His Orchestra

Screen Play by Howard Dimsdale and Eugene Conrad
Original Story by Brenda Weisberg

Miller
Hutton
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to War

in

loves him, the groom returns to his home-town girl and promises,
some months later, to make plans for another wedding.
2nd BVay
Week
On his wedding eve, he learns that he is a father by his first, shortlived marriage, and that his wife plans to allow the baby to be adopted
(Continued from page 1 )
by strangers. The indignant young man kidnaps the baby from the
Sinatra's film, is clicking handsomely maternity hospital, and thereby plunges into hliarious complications.
at the Palace with $35,000 expected
on the first week on the basis of All's well that ends well, however, and this story does.
The cast is uniformly excellent. Gary Cooper, as the inexperienced
$28,000 recorded on the first five days young father struggling with feedings and formulae, is devastatingly
ending Sunday night, "Christmas Holi- funny. Frank Morgan, as the testy father of one of Cooper's prospective brides, handles a role new for him with delicacy and dispatch. Paday" will wind up a fifth and final
week of a highly profitable run at the
tricia Collinge, as the star-struck dowager, makes of her interpretation
Criterion today with .about $20,000. something to memember with a smile. Teresa Wright and Anita Louise
Columbia's "Mr. Winkle Goes To have little to do, but it couldn't be done better. Edmund Breon, Mary
Treen, Emory Parnell and Jill Esmond each contribute characterizations
War" will open at the Criterion to- clear-cut
as cameos.
morrow.
A modest $57,000 is expected on the
A Friday night audience at Hollywood's Fox - Wilshire Theatre
laughed so hard that some of the lines of the dialogue were lost.
third week of "And the Angels Sing"
The William Goetz-Leo Spitz company is off to a flying start.
and a stage bill headed by Perry Como
and Jerry Wald and his band at the
Running time, 92 minutes. Release date, Sept. 1. "G."*
Thalia Bell
Paramount. The combination will
start a fourth and final week tomorrow
*"G" denotes general classification.
with Paramount's "Hail the Conquering Hero" set to take over. "Take
It Or Leave It" and a stage bill at
Falls Theatre
Files
the Roxy failed to hold up for a third 'Wilson' Premiere
week with less than $48,000 taken in
on the final six days ending last night.
Clearance Complaint
Tonight at Roxy
The regular run of "Wilson" starts
tomorrow following the premiere to(Continued from page 1)
A clearance complaint has been
night. Fred Waring and his Pennsylvanians are heading the stage show. WMCA will interview prominent per- filed in the Milwaukee tribunal and
Both "The Story of Dr. Wassell"
sonalities including Zanuck and Henry a some-run complaint withdrawn in
the Minneapolis tribunal, the Ameriat the Rivoli and "Mr. Skeffington" at
the Hollywood are continuing to better King, the film's director.
can Arbitration Association reported
business than in several of the earlier
Film executives expected to attend here yesterday.
weeks of their runs. About $33,000 is the premiere include Barney Balaban,
The Falls Theatre, Sheboygan Falls,
David Bernstein, Nate Blumberg, Jack Wis., has filed a clearance complaint
expected on the eighth week of "The
Story of Dr. Wassell" and about Cohn, Howard Dietz, New Depinet, against the five consenting companies,
$26,000 on the tenth week of "Mr. Stanton Griffis, E. T. Gomersall, J. R. alleging unreasonable and unfair clearance in being held seven days behind
Skeffington"
at the Hollywood. Both Grainger, W. Ray Johnston, Ben Kalfilms
will continue.
menson, Austin C. Keough, Carl Leser- the Majestic and Wisconsin, secondman, Haskell Masters, Abe Montague, run houses in that city. Second-run
'Mark Twain's' $31,000
James A. Mulvey, John J. O'Connor, clearance is held 60 days behind firstJ. Robert Rubin, William F. Rodgers,
the Falls the earliest pos"The Adventures of Mark Twain" Charles Reagan, N. Peter Rathvon, runs giving
sible playing time of 67 days after
and a stage show featuring Vincent Edward C. Raftery, Nicholas M.
Lopez and his orchestra at the Strand Schneck, Major Albert Warner, Harry first-runs, the complainant stated. In
most cases, the complaint alleged, the
is expected to get a quiet $31,000 on Warner, Adolph Zukor.
Falls theatre films played from three
a third and final week. Warner's
Exhibitors expected to attend are to five months after first-run situaings.
"Janie" and a stage show presenting
tions due to delayed second-run bookTommy Tucker and his band will open Harry Arthur, Harry Brandt, A. H.
Blank,
Ralph
Branton,
Max
A.
Cohen,
at the Strand on Friday. The fifth
Col. H. A. Cole, Irving B. Dollinger,
The Wisconsin since June 26 has
week of "Bathing Beauty" at the Astor Nick Dipson, Fred Dolle, Si Fabian, been closed making it impossible to
is expected to bring about $17,000
which is quite satisfactory and the Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, John Freidl, book programs properly, the complainJ. J. Fitzgibbons, L. C. Griffith, Ben
film will continue.
ant alleged, thus necessitating the purKarl Hoblitzelle, John Harchasing of more product than is necesM-G-M's "The Canterville Ghost" Geldsaler,
ris, Jack Kirsch, Arthur Meyer, J. R.
sary. The complainant asks that the
opened to good business at the Globe
last Friday and about $25,000 is ex- Neth, Bob O'Donnell, Walter Reade, clearance of the Majestic and Wispected on the first week on the basis E. C. Rhoden, E. V. Richards, Edconsin be removed and that it be perward Rowley, Jules Rubens, J. Myer
mitted to play 28 days directly after
of three-day business of $14,000. It Schine, Sidney E. Samuelson, R. B. first-runs.
will continue, with 20th Century-Fox's Wilby and 300 others.
In Minneapolis, the Empress
"A Wing and a Prayer" set to follow
Hollywood personalities who will be Amusement Corp. withdrew its someat the Globe and possibly also at the
Gotham, where the revival of "Dead present are Mr. and Mrs. Darryl F. run complaint against Loew's on July
End" is continuing to hold up well, Zanuck, Mr. and Mrs. William Perl- 24, the AAA revealed.
with $7,000 expected on the fourth berg, Mr. and Mrs. Henry King,
week. It will continue.
Lamar Trotti, Gene Tierney, William
Koerner, Rathvon Guest
"Candlelight in Algeria," British- Bendix, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Sir
Charles Koerner, RKO Radio viceCedric
Hardwicke,
Thomas
Mitchell,
made melodrama being released here
president in charge of production, was
by 20th Century-Fox, is expected to Michael O'Shea, Carmen Miranda, guest of honor at the annual party
bring $11,000 on its first week at the Dana Andrews, Celeste Holm, KathVictoria, which is modest business, and erne Locke, Phil Baker, George Jessel which N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president, sponsored at the weekend.
it will hold over. 20th Century-Fox among others.
Top RKO Radio and RKO execuplans toria
to butbring
"Wilson"
the Victives convened at the Apawanis Counno definite
date into
has been
set.
try Club, Rye, N. Y., for golf and
The Victoria run will be concurrent Melvin Fox Plans 2
luncheon. Ned E. Depinet, RKO
with the Roxy. "Atlantic City" is In Philadelphia
Radio president, and Phil Reisman,
expected to take over at the Manhatforeign
sales vice-president, were
tan Aug. 12 where the reissue of
Philadelphia, July 31. — Plans for among those
attending.
two
new
theatres,
to
be
built
in
the
"Fantasia" is headed for $5,000 on the
postwar
period
in
the
Mayfair
section
fifth week. "Shadows in the Night" is
doing average business on its week at of this city, have been announced by Ober Joins U.A.
the Rialto, with $7,200 expected. Melvin Fox, owner of the Mayfair
Ralph Ober, Associated Press-Wide
RKO's "The Falcon in Mexico" will and Penypak. Both of the proposed World picture editor, will join the
houses
will
be
on
Frankford
Ave.
open there Friday.
UA publicity staff on Aug. 7.

Washington, July 31— Raw stock
production will continue at the full
capacity of the industry, but there
will be no increase in available supplies for amateurs in the near future,
it was announced today by the War
Production Board. Total film production last year was 546,000,000 square
feet, an increase of 30 per cent over
the 1941 total, and production is continuing at a high rate, but 85 per cent
of the output is being used for war
or
said.war-connected purposes, the WPB

A new system has been adopted
calling for production of the various types of film, under which individual quarterly authorizations will
be issued to the film manufacturers to
produce and deliver specified quantities of each of six types of finished
film, two of these types are, specificalpicture film and 8,
motion
ly, 35 mm.
stock.
32 mm,
16 and
Today's announcement was primarily for the benefit of camera fans, and
is of little significance to the motion
picture producers, whose needs for
raw stocks are met by allocations.
Army
Politics Curbs
Have Not Hit Films
Washington, July 31.— No motion
picture films have so far been barred
from the Army's film service because
of political bias during three months
under rules designed to enforce strict
impartiality in the dissemination of
here today.
political
information, it was learned
Magazines and books have both been
affected by the requirements of the
Federal voting law, which is an
amendment to the Hatch Act prohibiting the use of Federal funds or
sponsorship to influence the armed
forces in voting in national elections,
but while a number of Hollywood
features are known to have been reviewed none have been rejected. The
first major test of the industry's ability to produce non-political pictures
dealing with political figures and
events, however, will shortly come
when army officials review Darryl F.
Zanuck's "Wilson," but that picture
has not yet come up for consideration.
Exhibitors

Press

for

Start of Tax Council
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, and other sponsors of the
exhibitors' council on taxation, proposed six months ago, are said to be
concerned over the delay in organizing, in view of the fact that Congress
will become active late this month and
42 state legislatures will go into session next January. Consequently, an
effort is being made to overcome
transportation difficulties and call a
round table conference on the subject,
possibly in Chicago in September.
The council, which would aim to
present a united front on pending industry tax measures, is being formed
by all major exhibitor associations except Allied; and it is understood that
the latter, while opposed to joining
officially in combined efforts of this
sort, will give unofficial co-operation.
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White Cliffs of Dover," "Christmas
Holiday," "Home in Indiana," "Gaslight," "Seven Days Ashore," "Marine Raiders," "The Eve of St. Mark"
and "Two Girls and a Sailor."
Other strong attractions included :
"Pin-Up Girl," "It Happened Tomorrow," "Between Two Worlds," "Show
Business," "Sensations of 1945,"
"Roger Touhy, Gangster," "Bermuda
Mystery," "The Sullivans," "Mr.
Winkle Goes to War," "The Hitler
Gang," "Shine On, Harvest Moon,"
"Johnny Doesn't Live Here Any
More," "Up in Arms," "The Adventures of Mark Twain" and the reissued "Snow White and the Seven

July topped this June, but by the comparatively narrow margin of $971, the
Hollywood, July 31. — Production average weekly gross of the month
took a sharp drop last week, as 14 just ended, $15,993, comparing with
features went to the cutting rooms, $15,022 for the previous month. July
and eight before the cameras. Work of 1943 was $2,339 better than June of
that year.
was suspended on Lester Cowan's
The week-by-week trend this year,
"Story of G. I. Joe." The total number in work was 44, as compared with generally paralleling that of a year
51 the previous week. The production ago, showed $17,178 for the first seven
scene follows :
days of the month, which included the
Columbia
long Independence Day holiday, then
Finished: "Renegade Roundup" and a dip to $15,476, followed by an up"The Missing Juror" (formerly "To- week. swing which reached $16,632 last
morrow You Die."
Films appearing most frequently as
Started: "Dormant Account (Darmour), with- Richard Dix and Janis leading grossers in the correspondents'
Composite records of the year to
Carter.
reports included: "Going My Way," date, compared with the same weeks
Dwarfs."
Shooting : "Eve Knew Her Apples," "The Story of Dr. Wassell," "The last
year, follow :
1943
"Untitled Boyer-Dunne," "Tonight
Average
Average
Ending
1944
Week
ana Every Night."
Total
Week
Theatre
No.
of
Ending
M-G-M
No. of Total
Theatre
Per
Theatres Gross
Per
Theatres
Gross
117
151
135
Finished: "The Home Front."
Jan. 1-2 . .... 149
Dec. 31 -Jan.
$2,813,506
154
2,424,300
$2,213,500
2.417,700 $16,3%
20,664
12,285
Shooting : "Anchors Aweigh," "Air7-8
15,742
1,830,500
14-15
15,229
1,648,600
Jan.
15-16 .... 126
2,040,700
127
Tan. 8-9
21-22
ship Squadron 4," "Music for Mil$18,632
21-22
127
Jan.
15,513
147
14,091
28-29
lions," "Son of Lassie," "Ziegfeld Feb.
149
12,981
Jan. 29-30 .... 139
2,311,400
1,789,500
Tan.
2,365,200
153
16,090
2,512,200
1.919,000
1,743,000
Follies," "The Picture of Dorian Jan.
16.419
132
5-6
Jan. 11-12
137
Feb.
Feb.
12-13
....
13,040
14,538
4-5 ' . .
2,220,900
16.211
Feb. 19-20 ....
1,885,900
155
Feb.
13,568
2.005,200
Gray."
13,458
15,870
2,459,800
Monogram
18-19
149
Feb.
26-27
....
Feb. 25-26 ..
2.760,100
17.144
147
142
1,933,400
March
5-6
161
12,878
2,397,100
16.307
151
Finished: "Adventures of Kitty March 3-4 . .
1,944,600
13,615
March 12-13 .. 147
147
1,968,300
March 10-11
153 1342,661,100
March 19-20 .. 143
16,758
2,463,400
O'Day," "Law of the Valley."
13,764
18,761
March 17-18
152
147
March
26-27
..
1,938,200
150
16,585
2,487,700
Started: "Ghost of Indian Springs," March 24-25
13,185
153
April 2-3 .... 147
123
14,519
with Raymond Hatton, Johnny Mack Mar. 31 -Apr.
1,785,800
3,025,000
2.340.600
13.329
158
12.6M
13,803
2,029,100
15,298
April
9-10
....
5
12,711
Brown, Evelyn Finley and Sarah May 14-1
1.868,500
143
April
16-17 ...
... 154
April
17,530
2,506,800
130
148
April 21-22
April 23-24
17,326
2,006,200
Padden ; "Army Wives," with Elyse May
2,564,200
14,184
2,284,200
April 28-29
Apr. 30- May 1
Knox, Marjorie Rambeau and Rick May
2,090,900
16,084
2.168,400
April 5-6
143
May
12-13 ..
2.238,700
Vallin.
May
7-8
13,468
15,655
161
146
2.053,700
18,967
May 14-15 .... 155
2,338,700
2.096,200
155
158
162
16,018
13,139
19-20
Shooting : "Little
Devils."
May 21-22 ....
14,926
2-3 ..
2,417,000
2,036,600
PRC
26-27
13,267
15,157
2,349,400
May 28-29 .... 169
2.289,700
143
1.865,873
13,548
15,683
9-10 .
11,240
June 4-5
2,242,500
168
166
141
Finished: "The Great Mike" (form1,938,000
June
11-12
....
13,752
136
163
164
135
12.034
16-17
14,322
1,961,600
June 25-26
18-19 ....
....
1,934,400
June 23-24
erly "At the Post").
2,002,800
June
2,125,300
12,650
14,726
145
June
-Started: "I Accuse My Parents," June
17,288
2,133,800
13,010
Tune 30- July 1.. 1267- 2,178.300
2,433,700
15,905
153
17,178
2.109,400
with Mary Beth Hughes, John Mil- July 7-8 .......
July 2-3 ,
2,490.900
15,476
164
144
13,970
2,228,500
July
16-17
....
jan, and George Meeker ; "The Town July 14-15
148
155
14,097
July
9-10 ....
15,685
2,321,400
2,185,100
14,316
July
23-24
Went Wild," with Freddie Bartholo135
151
16.632
2,245,400
2,347,900
July 30-31 ....
mew, James Lydon and Edward Everett Horton.
(Copyright, 1944 Quigley Publishing Co.)
Shooting : "I'm from Arkansas."
Paramount
J61
65
Applications
for
Shooting : "Kitty," "Out of This 280 Day-and-Dates
Tele. Stations Pend
World," "A Medal for Benny," "Here
Come the Waves."
WB's 'Janie'
For
There were 65 applications pending
Warner's "Janie" will open dayRKO Radio
and-date at 280 theatres over the before the Federal Communications
Finished: "The Brighton Strangler." Labor Day weekend. The opening is Commission for permission to erect
Started: "It's a Pleasure" (International), with Sonja Henie, Marie reputedly one of the biggest in War- commercial television stations in 24
ner history.
states and the District of Columbia
McDonald, Bill Johnson, Iris Adrian,
as
of July 25, according to records
and Peggy O'Neill.
"Janie," the first film in the 1944Shooting : "Isle of the Dead," "Ex- 45 season, will have pre-release en- compiled by Television Broadcasters
gagements at the New York Strand Association. Applications must await
periment" Perilous," "Betrayal from
the. East," "The Falcon in Holly- beginning Friday and at the Warner the end of wartime restrictions on
wood," "Nevada," "Wonder Man" Theatre in Atlantic City beginning
(Goldwyn).
essential materials.
Aug. 11.
Republic
Finished: "Sheriff of Las 'Brazil.'
Vegas,"
"Lights of Old Santa Fe," B^rbary
Shooting : "Flame of
Coast."
20th Century-Fox
Started: "Nob Hill," with Joan
Bennett, George Raft and Vivian
Blaine.

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, July 31
GEORGE
RAFT will
starred
in the forthcoming
RKObe production, "Johnny Angel,' from Ellis St.
Joseph's screenplay, adapted from the
book, "Mr. Angel Comes Aboard."
Ray Enright will direct, and Jack
Gross will produce . . . Paul Muni has
been signed by Columbia to play the
stellar role of Kulkov, the Russian
guerrilla, in the picturization of the
play "Counterattack." Zoltan Korda
will direct . . . Clarence Brown's next
production for M-G-M will be "As
You Want Me," a romantic comedy.
Lewis Allen has been assigned by
Paramount to direct "Our Hearts
Were Growing Up" the follow-up
picture to "Our Hearts Were Young
and Gay." Gail Russell, Diana Lynn,
James Brown and Bill Edwards, who
played the leads in the latter picture,
will play their same roles in the new
one . . . The next "Dr. Gillespie"
picture at M-G-M will be "Dr. Red
Adams." Carey Wilson will produce,
and Willis Goldbeck will direct . . .
Samuel Goldwyn has signed Bertha
Belmore, of the New York and London
stage, for a leading comedy role in
"The Wonder Man."

Boris Karloff will be seen on
Broadway next Winter in the
starring role in Hulber Footner's
"Who Sups with the Devil." The
actor is currently working in "The
Isle of the Dead" at
. . .
Bernard Burton has beenRKO
assigned
as associate producer for the Universal musical, "Swing Out, Sister." . . . Werner Janssen, wellknown symphony conductor, has
ben signed by Hunt Stromberg to
prepare the musical score for
"Guest in the House," the Anne
Baxter-Ralph Bellamy starring vehicle . . . Arthur Walsh, 'jitterbug'
champion,
will have a straight
dramatic part in M-G-M's forthcoming production, "Autumn Fever," in which Mary Astor and
Philip Dorn will be feature
d.
•
Carol Thurston is set for one of the
major support
in RKO's
ing roles
"China
Sky," which
will be directed
by Ray Enright and produced by
Maurice Geraghty . . . Kay Harding
and Peter Coe will have the romantic
leads in Universale new horror picture, "The Mummy's Return," which
stars Lon Chaney
. . . Lee Miller,
managing editor of Scripps-Howard
Newspaper Alliance, is in Hollywood
to confer with Lester Cowan on the
latter's production of "G. I. Joe,"
which is built around Ernie Pyle war
correspondent . . . PRC has replaced
Jackie Moran with Bob Lowell for the
lead in "I Accuse My Parents"
Elyse Knox
has been signed for the
romantic lead in Monogram's "Army
Wives' . . . Janis Paige is set for one
of the principal parts in "Of Human
Bondage at Warners ; Edmund Owen
will have a leading comedy role in the
same film . . . Lester Parks and Jane
* razee have been given the romantic

MP A Purchases Bond
The purchase of a $5,000 bond has
been approved by the Motion Picture
Associates' board of directors, it was
reported this week by president
Finished: "Night Life."
Morris Sanders. Although MPA
Started: "The Mummy's Curse," meetings
have been suspended for the
with Lon Chaney, Kay Harding and
Shooting : "Sunday Dinner for a Peter Coe.
summer the Welfare committee has
Soldier," "Thunderhead," "A Tree
Shooting : "Can't Help Singing," been working out a plan to send gifts
Grows in Brooklyn," "Winged Victo members and their sons and daughQueen of the Warner
Nile."
tory."
United Artists
ters now in the Armed forces. Sanders
Finished: "Christmas in Connecti- also reported that 35 MPA volunteers
Finished: "Dark Waters". (Boare
serving as hosts at the Stage Door Whorter has been named assistan
Canteen.
geaus)
t to
ser). ; "Three's a Family" (Lesdirecto
feftrHfl0'
,theMom"
Columbi
tentativ
ely
Sidney
wud
• •a's
• dRkhard
McShooting : "The Corn Is Green,"
Lanfiel
on ParaFirst meeting of the new season will mount's
"Duffy's Tavern"
Suspended: "Story of G. I. Joe"
Roughly Speaking," "Objective Bur- be held Sept. 1.
(Cowan).
ma," "Hollywood Canteen."
cut."
Shooting: "Tomorrow the World"
(Cowan) ; "The Great John L"
(Crosby) ; "The House of Dr. Edwardes" (Vanguard).
Universal
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(.Continued from page 1)
distribution of their films in
the post-war.
Although distribution heads are reluctant to disclose locations at present, it is understood that several are
considering branches in Alaska, many
sections of Africa, the Orient and the
Far East where they previous did not
have offices.
The presence of American forces
in those regions is said to have created a*considerable interest in American films available to U. S. Armed
Forces and have been seen by the
civilian populace as well under supervision of the Army's Psychological
Warfare Branch, which has supervision over the showing of American
films secured from the industry by
the Office of War Information. In
many instances, it is understood that
civilians have even been permitted to
attend showings for members of the
forces, building new audiences for
American films.
In 1939, before the war forced the
major film companies to curtail world
operations, Loew's had 54 foreign
branches ; 20th Century-Fox had 47 ;
United Artists, 47; Paramount, 39;
Universal, 38; Warner Bros., 32; Columbia, 25; and RKO, 22. Today,
Loew's has about 30; 20th-Fox, 32;
United Artists, 23 ; Paramount, 21 ;
Universal, 23; Warners, 24; Columbia, 17; and RKO, 20, and several are
operating only limitedly.

"Stars
(Columbia)

on

(Continued from page 1)

Parade"
Hollywood, July 31

T T'S the music that puts this picture across. Ten tuneful songs are
*■ strung upon a slender love story thread. Among the familiar favorites heard are "It's Love, Love, Love," "When They Ask About You"
and "Juke Box Saturday Night." Larry Parks and Lynn Merrick sing
the first,
Danny
town
on the
third.O'Neill does well by the second, and The Cords go to
Lew Landers' direction is smooth, and concentrates upon the production numbers rather than the story, which is the old one about the boy
and girl who decide to put on a show of their own in order to give aspiring young
Brice
wrotestand
it this
improve
it talent
much. a Achance.
troupe Monte
of Negro
singers
out time,
amongand a didn't
large
cast, and their presentation of a medley of familiar spirituals is particularly effective. Wallace MacDonald is credited with the production.
Running time, 62 minutes.

Tomorrow

"G."*

Thalia

Bell

duction vice-president Darryl F. Zanuck. W. J. Kupper, general sales
manager, will preside.
Informal divisional sales conferences started yesterday at the home
office with A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern
sales head, and L. J. Schlaifer, Central sales manager, presiding over
the divisions. Today William C. Gehring, Western sales manager, will
meet with his district and branch managers at the home office.
Home office officials who will attend besides Skouras, Connors and
Kupper include Murray Silverstone,
Smith, Schlaifer, Gehring, Hal
Home, Martin Moskowitz, W. J.
Clark, G. A. Roberts, Paul Terry,
Edmund Reek, Roger Ferri, Edwin
man.
H. Collins, Jack Bloom, Jack Sichel-

Exchange executives include Harry
G. Ballance, E. X. Callahan, H. R.
Hollywood, July 31 Beiersdorf, James J. Grady, Ward E.
*T\HE first of the Biltmore Productions, sponsored by Lou Costello, is Scott, Phil Longdon, Paul S. Wilson,
a rollicking farce which provided plenty of laughter from a week-night Sydney Samson, M. A. Levy, M. S.
Grassgreen, B. A. Simon, Harry
audience at Hollywood's Pantages Theatre. Elyse Knox, Anne Gillis and Alexander, R. E. Moon, Sam Gross,
Sally Eilers make the most of some amusing dialogue, and Henny Young- Clay U. Hake, C. E. Peppiatt, J. E.
man has the top comedy spot.
Holston, F. R. Dodson, E. V. LandHal Fimberg's screenplay — which, incidentally, has nothing whatever aiche, Tom W. Young, Cecil E.
to do with Waves, Wacs, or Marines — concerns two aspiring young House, M. W. Osborne, G. W. Fuller, B. B. Reingold, G. T. Landis, J.
actresses brought to Hollywood by an agent who is under the impression
that the girls are established stars. And before the film ends, that is E. Scott, J. S. Cohan, S. J. Mayer,
exactly what they are.
Jack Lorentz, Tom R. Gilliam, JosI. J. Schmertz, L. J.
Edward Sherman produced, and Sebastian Cristillo was executive Bugie,eph J.I.Lee,
H. Conn, H. L. Beecroft.
Gehring will leave here on Friday
producer.
Phil Karlstein's direction is fast and furious.
for the Coast to conduct similar meetRunning time, 70 minutes.
"G."* Release date, Sept. 30.
Thalia Bell
ings on Aug. 10 and 11 in Los
27
Angeles.

Names
Monogram
Films for 6 Months
(Continued from page 1)
12-15.
sales meeting in Chicago Aug. period
The list for the six-month
follows: Four releases for August
comprise: "Leave It to the Irish,"
"West of the Rio Grande," "Call of
the Jungle," and "The Utah Kid."
September has six : "Oh, What a
Night !", "Black Magic," "Block Busters," "Land of the Outlaws," "Shadows of Suspicion" and "Marked
Trails." Three are on the list for
October: "When Strangers Marry,"
"A Wave, a Wac and a Marine,"
and "Enemy of Women." November
has four : "Army Wives," "Law of
the Vallev," "Alaska," and "Mystery
Mansion." There will be seven in December:"The Case of the Missing
Medico," "Adventures of Kitty
O'Day," an untitled Lone Star Western, "Little Devils," "Ghost Guns,"
"The Shadow." Finally three are set
for January: "Murder in the Family,"
"G. I. Honeymoon" and "They Shall
Have Faith."

"A Wave, a Wac
(Monogram) •

MAY,

front with a little picture titled "Three Little Sisters." Despite a
gesture in the direction of somewhat sticky sentimentality through the
device of using a crippled girl, a preview audience of middle-aged
women and young girls was duly impressed. Their counterparts in
theatres should react similarly.
In a quiet fashion, associate producer Harry Grey and director Joseph
Santley show how romance can bloom at home, via correspondence, between William Terry, a G.I., and Cheryl Walker, the incapacitated girl,
who builds a dazzling illusion in her letters to Terry of her imaginary
manor house, abetted by her sisters, Mary Lee and Ruth Terry. When
the G.I. unexpectedly arrives at their very modest Vermont home they
perform according to the girl's letters, by using an abandoned home
owned by Charles Arnt, a flinty real estate man. Arnt almost ruins their
plans for a canteen in the house, but is pacified at the last minute when
lie is hailed by the soldiers as a good fellow and nominated for mayor.
A succession of tuneful songs by Walter Kent and Kim Gannon,
capably delivered by the Misses Lee and Terry, bolster the production.
William Shirley sings "Sweet Dreams Sweetheart" and the title song,
"Three Little Sisters," by Irving Taulor and Vic Mizzy, which is appealing. Jackie Moran and Frank Jenks are amusing. Olive Cooper did
the screenplay from an original by herself and Maurice Clark.
"G."*

Jr.

CO., INC.
INSURANCE
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St., Los Angeles

a Marine"

"Three Little Sisters"
(Republic)
D EPUBLIC herewith contributes to the uplift of morale on the home

Running time, 69 mins.
MITCHELL

and

Release date, July 31.
Charles Ryweck

*"G" denotes general classification.

'Seed' Benefit Tonight
The East and West Association will
Record for 'Attack'
RKO's documentary subject, "Atbenefit atshowing
M-G-M's
tack," produced by the Army Signal sponsor
"Dragon a Seed"
Radio ofCity
Music
Corps, is expected to reach a maxi- Ball tonight. Among those scheduled
mum of 15,000 bookings to set an all- to attend are Chinese Ambassador to
time record for RKO, it was reported the U. S. Dr. Wei Tao-Ming and
Pearl S. Buck, president of the organyesterday by Robert Mochrie, general
ization and author of the novel on
which the film is based.
sales manager.

Goldhammer
FC

to Head

Distribution
(Continued from page 1)

Minneapolis film exchanges of Warner Bros., following which he joined
RKO in 1931 and remained with the
organization until his resignation last
With 21 Film Classics exchanges
week.
already in operation and seven more
to be added within the next five or
six weeks, Film Classics will have
completed its national distribution setup, which will be supervised by Goldhammer.
Hopper Continuing
Mercantile Corp.
(Continued from page 1)
ed the M-G-M general managership
on solicitation of Nicholas M.
Schenck, Louis B. Mayer and Edgar
J, Mannix,sibilitiesthe
whose Mannix
responhe is latter
takingof over.
will devote most of his time in the future to mapping studio policies.
Mono. Installs Davis
Philadelphia, July 31. — Alfred J.
Davis has been installed as manager
of the local Monogram exchange, succeeding the late Sam Rosen. *
FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH -PORTUGESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound Studies
41 E. 42 St. N. Y. 17 MU 2-5358
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$39,000

Hollyzvood, July 31
San Francisco, July 31. — New as
well as holdover bills registered stronggrosses with "The White Cliffs of
[Dover" at the Paramount leading with
.v$39,000. Fox is holding on to "Going
(My
for a third week, getting
fa fineWay"
$27,000.
Estimated
receipts for the week
ending Aug. 1-3.
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
"Louisiana Hayride" (Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
:2nd week. Gross: $21,000. (Average $15,000).
"A Night of Adventure" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (45c-65c-85c)
(days. Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $30,COO. (Av
erage, $25,000).
"Take It or Leave It" (ZOth-Fox)
WARFIELD— (2,680) (45c -65c -85c) 7 days.
Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $32,000. (Average:
$27,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
i FOX— (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 3rd
. Iweek. Gross: $27,000. (Average: $26,000).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740) (45c-65c-85c)
days. Gross. $39,000, (Average: $19,500).
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs'
(RKO1- Disney)
"Henry Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para.)
STATE — (2,308) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
imoveover from Paramount. Gross: $12,000.
(Average: $13,000).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
("Leave It to the Irish" (Mono.)
jIdays,
ST. 5th
FRANCIS—
(1,400) $14,000.
(45c-65c-85c)
week. Gross:
(Average: 7
$11,000).
"Sensations of 1944" (UA)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
[ UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (45c-65c-85c)
7 days. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $11,000).

'Beauty' Nets
In Baltimore

Writers

producers
Sam
Dietz.

Meet

To Set OWI Films
Hollywood, July 31.— The editorial
board of the Hollywood Writers Mobilization met here tonight with Francis Harmon, John C. FHnn and Tom
Baily of the War Activities Committee
in the first conference on the next
schedule of films to be made by the
industry for the Office of War Information.
The nature of the subjects will be
decided upon in continuing sessions
expected to be held later in the week
Stanton Griffis, OWI film head plans
ato month's
here. Harmon expects
remain stay
a week.

Katzman and Jack

•
Columbia gave Virginia Van Upp
new writer-producer, a contract, without options, for a long term.
•
Fox extended Louis De Rochemont's producer contract one year.
'Lively's' $12,000

Tops Kansas City
Kansas City, July 31.— The Orpheum, with "Step Lively"' doing
around $12,000 was leader here this
week. The Midland with "Sensations
of 1945" equalled its average $14,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending
August
Man from.
Frisco"1-4.(Rep.)
ESQUIRE-(800) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$6,000. (Average: $6,000).
"Sensations of 1945" (UA-Stone)
MIDLAND — (3,500) 40c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $14,000. (Average: $14,000).
"Uncertain Glory" (WB)
NEWMAN — (1,900) (46c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,500. (Average: $10,000).
Step
Lively" —(RKO)
ORPHEUM
(1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Roger Touhy, Gangster" (20th-Fox)
Follow
the Leader" (Mono.)
TOWER—
(2,200) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
(Average:
$10,000.
"Man from Frisco" $9,400).
(Rep.)
UPTOWN
— (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days.
(Average: $5,600). s
$5,000.Frisco"
Gross:
"Man from
(Rep.)
FAIRW$1,300.
AY"- (Averag
- (700)
Gross:
e: (45c-65
$1,600).c) 7 days.

$21,000
Run

Baltimore, July 31. — Business here
continues to feel a prolonged hot spell.
Only "Bathing Beauty" which opened
at the Century with $21,000, and
"Christmas Holiday," with $18,000 at
Keith's, could meet outdoor competition.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 3:
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
CENTURY— (3,000) (35c -44c -55c and 60c
weekends) 7 davs. Gross: $21,000. (Average$17,000).
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
KEITH'S—
(35c-40c-50c-60c)
Gross:
$18,000.(2,406)
(Average:
$15,000). 7 days.
"Take It Or Leave It" (ZOth-Fox)
NEW— (1,581) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $11,000).
"The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
STANLEY — (3,280) (36c-44c-55c-65c) 7
Idays. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $18,000).
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
HIPPODROME — (2,205) (35c-44c-55c-65c)
17 days. Stage show: Eddie White, Eleanor
Bowers, Dick and Dot Remy, Ellert Sisters,
Saul Grauman's Stairatone Revue. Gross :
$17,000. (Average: $18,500).
"Song of the Open Road" (UA)
M«\YFAIR — (1,000) (35c-54c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $7,000)

WAC,

UNIVERSAL
signed
Barton to a long
term Charles
contract T.
as
producer and director. He was most
recently with Columbia and with
Paramount prior to that.
•
Injuries sustained by Leo Gorcey
in a motor cycle accident recently resulted in indefinite postponement of
the
start
"Pitch at
Dark,"
next East
Side Kidsof feature
Monogram
by

Jacobs
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At Farewell Dinner
Washington, July 31.— Saul Jacobs,
head booker for Universal here, recently promoted to branch manager of
the company's West Indies territory,
was given a farewell dinner at the
weekend by the local Bookers Club.
Sara Young of the Bookers Club and
Harry Bachman, representing independent exhibitors were in charge of
arrangements.
Among those attending the dinner,
held at the Hotel Willard, were Frank
Boucher, Fred Kogod, Clark Davis,
George Wheeler, Gus Lynch, George
Crouch, Louis Ribnitzki, James Root,
Buck Stover, Louis Rammi Danny
Rosenthal and Al Sherman. Jacobs
was presented with a War Bond, a
traveling case and a plaque, j
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Legion Classifies
8 New Pictures
The Legion of Decency yesterday
classified the following new pictures :
A-l "Big Noise," 20th Century-Fox;
"Dixie Jamboree," PRC ; "Sweet and
Lowdown," 20th-Fox, and "Three Little Sisters," Republic: A-2, "Block
Busters," Mono. ; "Seven Doors to
Death," PRC, and "The Impatient
Years," Columbia; B, "Music in Manhattan," R.K.O.
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Ezell

Britain

For

Films

Council

Cites Sections

Group
10, 11

London, Aug. 1.— Sections 10
and 11 of the U. S. consent decree,
covering methods of selling specific
runs and restrictions on circuit expansion, are recommended as patterns
for British legislation in a report of
the monopoly committee of the Board
of Trade films council, issued here
today. Extension of Section 10 to
provide cooperative booking by independents also is suggested.
In addition, confirming the
report printed by Motion Picture Daily July 14, the committee calls for establishment
of a tribunal to insure equitable dealing between distributors and exhibitors, plus a
finance corporation to aid independent producers.
Meanwhile, it is learned from au(Continued on page 8)
Allied

Offered

Independent

New

Films

The possibility of securing approximately 12 independently produced
films annually for distribution in theatres operated by Allied States Association members to help alleviate the
present shortage of product, will be
placed before the Allied board of directors when they meet at Bretton
Woods, New Hampshire, Sept. 7
and 8.
The Allied committee which was
designated at the Allied convention in
Philadelphia
last Spring to study
(Continued on page 8)

Setting

Filing

for

AUGUST

Plan Open House
On Victory Day
Boston,
1. — LTheatres
o e w 's
State
and Aug.
Orpheum
here, which were thrown open
to the public for prayer on
D-Day, will be thrown open
for celebration on the day
Germany or Japan surrenders, according to plans
worked out by George Kraska,
manager of the State, and
Harry Greenmah, manager of
the Orpheum. All proceeds
collected will go for relief of
returning veterans.

Washington, Aug. 1.— Claude C.
Ezell, Dallas exhibitor, today was reported in authoritative circles here to
be slated to be the new head of the
Recreation and Amusements Section
of the Office of Civilian Requirements,
filling the post left vacant last month
by resignation of George McMurphey.
OCR officials refused to comment
on the filling of the top post in the
Amusements Section, but it is understood that an agreement has been
reached with Ezell and his appointment is expected to be announced
'Wilson'
Zanuck's
soon.
Ezell is a member of the Theatre In Debut
Here
Owners Industry Advisory Committee set up by Donald R. Longman,
director of the OCR Service Trades
"Wilson" was ushered into the Roxy
(Continued on page 7)
Theatre last night in a glittering world
premiere accompanied by all the trappings reminiscent of pre-war days.
Milling crowds, special policemen and
Momand
Case
a carload of notables were the order
of the day. According to some obDec
is ion Filed
A page of pictures of industry executives and representative exhibitors who attended
Oklahoma City, Aug. 1.— Federal
Judge Bower Broaddus today handed
the world premiere of "Wilson" at the Roxy Theatre last
down a voluminous 118-page opinion
night appears in this issue on
in the old A. B. Momand anti-trust
Page 11.
suit which essentially conformed to
his earlier tentative findings which
ordered a $41,000 judgment against servers, not since the days of the MuParamount and a $6,900 judgment
sic Hall opening was such an assemagainst the Griffith interests.
blage seen.
Judge Broaddus absolved all deThe distinguished first-night audifendants in the 13-year-old lawsuit
ence included, in addition to distribufrom any guilt of conspiracy between
tion executives and prominent exhibior among one another, but cited
tors, Hollywood stars, newpaper
Paramount as having illegally con- representatives and persons prominent
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on pag-e 10)
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Wilson

Pay

Boost

CENTS

Biddle

Sends

Decree

Back

To

Companies

Clark

Is Slated

Resume

to

Negotiations

Washington, Aug. 1.— Consent
decree proposals developed by the
distributors have been found unacceptable by Attorney General
Francis Biddle, but the door to eventual acceptance of a decree has by no
day.
means been closed, it was learned toA spokesman for the Department of
Justice said that Biddle had instructed Assistant Attorney General Tom
C. Clark to make another effort to
work out an acceptable arrangement
with the companies. It was made
known that while the companies had
defined their latest proposals as
"final," the Attorney General considthe decree
as "preliminary,"
thus ered
giving
themdraft
another
opportunity
to act on points not yet developed
to the satisfaction of the Department.
Accompanied by Assistant Attorney
(Continued on page 7)

Would
Phase

Amend
of Vote

Film
Law

Washington, Aug. 1.— Returning
to Washington after a five-week recess for the political conventions, Congress moved quickly today to extricate the War Department from difficulties inwhich it has become involved
under the provision of the SoldierVote Law prohibiting the distribution
of films, periodicals or broadcasts with
a political slant, aiming to head off
broad relaxation
which
(Continued ofon the
page law,
8)

[20th Century-Fox]
A N important motion picture, as fine as it is unusual, is Darryl
Zanuck's "Wilson," the story of America's World War President
from his entry into politics in 1909 to his departure from the White
House at the end of a second term in 1920.

Because it dramatizes and emphasizes Woodrow Wilson's determined
fight for a League of Nations which he believed would insure international peace, and because it presumably presents the case in hand
Attorneys representing the eight more tellingly than Wilson himself was able to do, it is a significant
major film companies met here yes- motion picture. This is the more true because it makes its appearance
terday with IATSE officials to review
at a time when America and her Allies are at war again with the
the applications which are being preand the problem of devising a lasting peace again conpared jointly by the companies and same enemy
fronts world leaders.
the IATSE for submission to the regional War Labor Boards in the 31
While "Wilson," the motion picture, suggests most forcefully that
exchange centers of the United States the present war might not have occurred had the plans and principles
seeking WLB authorization for a sys- of Woodrow Wilson prevailed, it does so fairly and without preten(Continued on page 10 J
(Continued on page 7)
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UA
Meet

Chicago

Sales

Tomorrow

The United Artists Midwest district sales meeting will get under way
at the Hotel Blackstone in Chicago
tomorrow and continue until - Friday.
Carl Leserman, U.A. general sales
manager, J. J. Unger, Western division manager and Bernie Kamber of
the U. A. special events department,
will leave today for the Chicago meeting, at which district managers Rud
Lohrenz of(Continued
Chicago onandpageT. 8)R. Thomp-
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Hollywood, August 1
PAUL
L. NATHANSON, presi
dent, and Haskell M. Masters,
general manager of Odeon Theatres
of Canada, are in New York on business.
•
Moe Silver, Warner Theatres
Pittsburgh zone manager ; his assistant, Harry Feinstein, and C. J.
Latta, Albany zone manager of the
W arner circuit, are in New York for
a few days.
William T. Danziger, handling
Howard
special
assignments for
Dietz in the M-G-M advertising department, was remarried to Isabelle
Stuart last Saturday at Nantucket.
•
Morris Stein, Eastern sales manager of Famous Players-Canadian
Corp., discharged from the Toronto
General Hospital early in June, is on
the sick list again.
•
Sgt. Charles Block, former assistant manager of The La Salle
Theatre, Chicago, is spending his furlough in Chicago through Aug. 12.
•
William Baker, Midwest district
manager for Republic, left his Chicago office this week on a business
tour of the district.
•
Gregory Dickson of M-G-M and
Mrs. Dickson became parents of a
daughter, Mary Caroline, recently.
•
Carl Leserman, U.A. general sales
manager, will be in Chicago Aug. 3
to 5 for a Midwest sales meeting.
•
Robert M. Cooper, exploitation
representative for U.A. is in Philadelphia for the next two weeks.
Wallis

Here

to

Set

British Film Plans
Hal B. Wallis will arrive here tomorrow from Hollywood to confer
with Barney Balaban, President of
Paramount; David Rose, managing
director in Great Britain, and Joseph
Hazen, his business associate, regarding plans for setting up the productions Wallis will make in England
for Paramount.
Wallis will go to England early
next Spring. He plans to start "The
Affairs of Susan," starring Joan Fontaine, at the Paramount Hollywood
Studio early in the Fall. Richard
Flournoy, has been signed to write
the screen play.
IC R Gets U. S. Films
Inter-Continental Films has acquired
distribution rights to several Selanick,
Roach and Film Classics releases, it
was stated at the weekend by J. A.
Cordero, manager of the local office
now located at 33 W. 42nd St. The
films will be distributed in Spain and
Latin America. I-C has also obtained
American, rights to 1942-'43 special
productions of EFA, leading South
American company.

f\NE of the mostly tightly
held internal volcanoes in all
of Hollywood has three princials: two very major executives
and the very major studio which
employs them at six stratospheric figures per year, per
man. The fracas is the usual
jockeying for dominance in position and authority and is
freighted with significance because the key figures are of
peak-grade importance here.
Both owe their appointments
to the head of their company,
which is to say New York.
One's association antedates the
other's by a number of years.
The newer appointee has been
threatening the steel-entrenched
and hitherto bomb-proof position of the older incumbent. Result: Collision, sparks, explosion.
Those relatively few who are
aware of this impasse, as usual,
make book on the outcome.
Each adversary has his adherents, naturally, but the adversary who has been around longer appears to be getting the ballots.
■ ■

Producers have been wholly
cooperative in furnishing the
Signal Corps with footage out
of vaults for inclusion in various
Army films. The "Way We
Fight" series of features contains an assortment of clips
culled from straight entertainment features. Footage from
"The Good Earth," by specific
example, has been blended into
"The Battle of China."
While producers are eager to
assist, they also have their
straight business responsibilities
to consider. Thus, when Elmer
Davis of OWI recently moved
for the theatrical release of
"The Battle of China" he ran
counter to MGM and "Dragon
Seed." It is understood MGM
.posed the question if the purpose was to convey to the
American public something of
the character of the Chinese people, their struggles and their
problems. Of course, this is the
purpose and so it became the
anwer.
Because "Dragon Seed" does
this, MGM pointed out an attraction of such scope, theatrically handled, would reach vastly greater numbers of people and
serve the faster to bring the objective into focus. Davis is said
to have recognized the point.
Thereby his purpose will be

Outlook
KANN
served. But so will Metro's in
protecting a huge investment.
The Army film will be released
■ ■
later.
Non-copyright suggestion for
a main title. To replace the
usual
Knockout Pictures
with

Knockout
Pictures
presents
resents

Applicable under the following conditions :
1. — When the attraction carries that certain odor, thereby
proving the studios can sniff, in
advance, too.
2. — As a method of informing the producer who made it
that he's through.
3. — As a road paver for those
exhibitor-realists who will be
communicating with the Herald's "What the Picture Did for
Me" department.
■ ■

" The ample spaces of this
wondrous town incor
porate a
writer who appears able to do
his best scrivening when he dictates to his secretary. She is a
standby, long with him and long
familiar with his eccentricities.
Aware of his dramatic values,
too, he is a proponent of that
school of dramaturgy which
acts out the works. He, too,
cries. He yells. He heaves.
He is happy; also he is sad.
With fidelity, for script after
script, the secretary takes it all
down.
Brother writers, who know
the outline, are contemplating a
plot. They are figuring on doing the story of the secretary.
No one can know what will
come out. Murder, however,
would not surprise them.
■ ■

Plutocratic in many ways,
H o 1 1 y w ood is emphatically
democratic in others. One is
the camaraderie which so often
prevails between $5,000 a week
directors. $150,000 a picture
stars and grips and electricians
who work with them.
An illustration concerns a
writer who recently turned director but who prefers to write.
He was rehearsing a scene out
of his own script. It wasn't
going
he told well.
one of "That's
his leads.terrible,"
In the fractional silence that
followed, one of the grips said
to the writer-director,
"You ought to know, buddy.

Events

Today- Aug. 3 — 20th Century-Fox
sales conference, Hotel Astor,
New York.
Aug.
United
Artists' Midwest
sales3-4—
meeting
, Chicago
.
Aug. 8— United Artists' board of
directors' meeting. New York.
Aug. 9-10— United Artists' Western
sales meeting, San Francisco.
Aaig. 12-13 — Monogram sales meeting, Blackstone Hotei, Chicago.
Aug. 15— Filing date for financial
statements of unions, guilds andi
other non-profit organizations.
Aug. 16— Allied Theatre Owners of
N. J. annual outing.
Aug. 21— Cincinnati Variety Club
annual golf tournament, Summit
Hills Country Club, Cincinnati.
Sept. 7-8— Allied States board of
directors' meeting, Bretton Woods
N. H.

Study Phila. 48 Hr.
Work
Week
Order
The action of the regional War
Manpower Commission in Philadelphia in classifying the Philad
Camden area as a critical laborelphia
shortage area and ordering a 48-hour work
week for essential and locally needed
industries in that area effective Sept.
1 is being studied by film company
exchange operations heads and representatives ofthe distributors' division
of the War Activities Committee.
In previous instances where 48hour work weeks have been ordered
in cities in which exchanges are located, the exchange operations heads
have filed for exemptions for their
exchanges and have remained on the
40-hour week. In none of these instances, however, were the exchanges
classified as "locally needed" establishments. "Locally needed" designations were secured for film exchang
es
from the regional WMC offices in
Philadelphia
ago. and Pittsburgh several
months

Film exchanges are presently operating on a 40-hour work week in
Philadelphia. A clarification on the
position of the exchanges in Philadelphia isawaited, and the exchange
operations heads will file for exemption from the 48-hour week if they
are permitted to do so.
3 New
Directors for
Co-operative in Ohio
Cleveland, Aug. 1. — Milton A.
Mooney, head of Co-operative Theatres of Ohio, a buying and booking
organization, has been appointed a director of the newly formed Theatre
Owners Co-operative Exchange of
Ohio, to represent Northern Ohio.
Maury White was named director
covering Southern Ohio and Leo Yassenoff of Columbus is the third director.
The new organization has been
formed by independent theatre owners
to buy pictures on a state rights basis
for the benefit of exhibitor share holders with all money over and above
expenses to return to the stockholders.
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"Just two in my new Group
No. 8, but a TERRIFIC
twosome. 'Bathing Beauty,'
the Astor honey is a nationwide hit and
Ghost'

'Canterville

brings darling Margaret O'Brien back

in

a

grand audience delight."
Sincerely,
Leo
Keep selling those war bonds! Fight by
the side of the troops who never stop!
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(Continued from page 1)
General Wendell Berge, in charge of
the Anti-Trust division, and Robert
L. Wright, head of the film unit,
Clark laid the proposals before Biddie last month and, in a brief conference, pointed out the deficiencies
which he felt needed to be remedied,
it was learned. The Attorney General studied the proposals and, it is
understood, made suggestions to correct inadequacies which he saw in the
document and turned the matter back
to Clark for further efforts toward an
agreement.
Just returned from a trip out of
Washington, Clark said today that he
had not yet checked upon the situation and could not predict the next
move. It is expected, however, that
the Attorney General's views will be
transmitted to the companies in New
York in the next few days but there
was no indication that Clark planned
immediately to meet personally with
the distributors and it is probable that
the initial steps toward further clarification ofthe proposals will be taken
by correspondence.
The Department spokesman emphasized that the Attorney General's action was not in the nature of an ultimatum to the distributors. On the
contrary, it was said, it gave the companies a clear-cut and well-defined
blueprint of what the Department will
require in any decree it accepts. Such
a blueprint has heretofore been lacking, for while Clark could advise the
companies what he felt should be incorporated intheir proposals, it was
always tacitly understood that the
final decision lay with the Attorney
General, whose views had not been
definitely expressed.
Reports last week that the committee appointed by the 10 independent
exhibitor organizations which met in
Chicago last February would be given an opportunity to express their
views on the decree before final action
was taken by the Department appeared to come as a surprise to Clark,
who said he has not talked with the
independent representatives for some
time and has made no arrangements
to see them. However, he indicated,
he is willing to talk to the exhibitors
at any time.

SAG

Weighs

Sending

D. C. Representative
Los Angeles, Aug. 1.— Screen Actors' Guild board last night studied a
report from a committee
which attended the recent meeting of all major talent guilds on the Treasury Department's proposed amendment to the
wage stabilization rules to require
prior approval of free lance contracts.
Pending a second meeting of the
guilds later in the week, SAG withheld its decision as to whether to send
a representative to Washington to present the actors' views on . the matter.
Producers, although canvassing the
talent groups for their opinions regard the effects of the amendment on
production, have not yet set a date
for a meeting at which they will draft
acommunication.
reply to the Treasury Department's

Case
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Ezell
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(Continued from page 1)
spired with the owner of a Wewoka,
Okla., theatre in violation of the
Sherman Act. The Griffith Amusement Co. was held as having overbought product in Shawnee, Okla.,
in 1931 to keep Momand or other
competitors from getting it.
The case which has been hanging
fire since 1931 was filed by Momand,
owner of a chain of 14 theatres, against
14 distributors and the Griffith interests. The case was tried in the early
1943 term of the Federal Court, here.
Freed of any responsibility of law
violation were 20th Century-Fox,
Loew's, Inc., Vitagraph, RKO Radio
Pictures, United Artists, Universal
Film Exchanges and the RKO Distributing Corp. Momand had alleged
the 10 distributors and the Griffith
chain had entered into a conspiracy
to deny him licensing rights. He
sought damages which, when figured
with accrued interest, ran past $5,000,000. Judge Broaddus ruled as had
been expected since a hearing on his
tentative findings of fact was held
early in June. The document containing his detailed study of the operations of the various companies involved is the longest opinion ever delivered in an Oklahoma court. Charles
B. Cochrane, assistant general counsel for the Griffith interests, said he
w'as unable to say whether an appeal
would be filed from the $6,900 judgment, but he added that he considers
the ruling a victory for his client.
Henry B. Grifnng, chief counsel for
the Griffith interests, is out of the
State on vacation.

For
Post

McMurphey's
Within

OCR

(Continued from page I)
Division. He attended its all-day
meeting here, July 20, at which the
OCR theatre construction program
and the materials situation, as it affects exhibitors, were exhaustively
canvassed.
An exhibitor of long experience,
Ezell's appointment would bring to
Washington as head of the Amusements Section a man thoroughly conversant with the wartime problems
and needs of the theatre owners, and
it is expected he would lay down a
policy for .the provision of needed
amusements facilities which would
accomplish its objective without Injecting any disturbing elements into
a situation which, at best, will be difficult after the end of the war, when
a new migration of population may
take place.
The ground work for a more conservative policy than that which
marked the early operations of the
Amusements Section and which
aroused the strong opposition of independent exhibitors particularly on
the West Coast, was laid at the meeting of the theatre committee last
month by Willliam Y. Elliott, WPB
vice-chairman for civilian requirements. At that time Elliott told the
committee that the construction of
new theatres will be severely limited
and every effort will be devoted to
providing existing houses with needed
operating equipment. New theatres
will be approved, he sa'id, only when
they can be demonstrated to be "absolutely essential,1" and much stiffer
qualifications will be set up for the
Gem
Theatre
Files rating applications.
As reported exclusively by Motion
Some-Run
Complaint Picture Daily yesterday, Ezell is
Joe E. Toma, operator of the Gem expected to arrive in Washington on
Theatre, Snyder, Okla., has filed a Sunday to take up his new OCR post
some-run complaint against the five as a dollar-a-year man.
consenting companies in the Oklahoma
City tribunal, the American Arbitraday. tion Association reported here yester- Navy Thanks RKO
&
for Assistance
The complaint alleges that Toma WAC
cannot obtain sufficient pictures from
RKO and the War Activities Comthe consenting companies and requests
mittee were commended at the weekthe arbitrator to render an award diend by Lt. L. L. Callaway, Jr. of the
recting them to sell him sufficient
product so he can operate his theatre. Navy for their cooperation in the
WAVES' second anniversary celebration held Saturday at the RKO Alden
Theatre here.
Loew's Shifts Foxe to
The program included personal apWashington
House
pearances of Eddie Garr, radio comeJack Foxe, temporary manager of
dian;
Everett
West ofmembers
the "Rosalinda"
cast and several
of the
Loew's in Richmond has been trans"Oklahoma"
cast,
secured
through
the
ferred to Loew's Columbia in Wash- WAC and RKO.
ington, itwas reported yesterday by
Joseph R. Vogel of the home office
here. Brock Whitlock, manager of
Loew's in Reading, Pa., succeeds Foxe Sues WB Ohio Theatre
in Richmond while Lawrence R. Levy
Mansfield, O., Aug. 1. — Mrs.
takes over the Reading house.
Emily J. Fisher has filed a suit in
Common Pleas Court here against
Warners Ohio Theatre, managed by
Sgt. Lewis Killed
Steve Christ, claiming $500 "due her
Atlantic City, Aug. 1. — Sgt. P. under 'bank night insurance'." Mrs.
Mortimer Lewis, III, son of P. Mort- Fisher claims that, although she was
imer Lewis, Jr., partner in the Weil- properly registered at the theatre,
land-Lewis circuit here, was killed in which operates as the New Deal Bank
action over England July 13, according Night Guaranty, the management refused to give her the award when
to word received by his family from
the War ■Department. Survivors in- she presented her ticket several days
clude, in addition to his parents, a later in accordance with the "insurance" stipulation.
widow, a son and a daughter.

Flashes
Hollywood, Aug. 1

FOXin
added
"Three CENT
LittleURYGirls
NTIETH
TWE
Blue," a musical in Technicolor, to
its schedule. William Lebaron will
•
produce.
James B. Cassidy returned from a
6-week tour of South America, where
he arranged for governmental coperation in filming • "Green Mansions."
Monogram elevated Fred Steele to
studio and production managership,
succeeding Ray Young.
•
Universal
signed Anita Loos to
write an original for
• Deanna Durbin.
David Rose entrains Aug. 9 for
New York enroute to London.

Setting
Exchange

Filing
Pay

for

Boost

(Continued from page 1)
tern ofmum job
classifications
and maximum
wage with
scalesminifor
some 3,000 office workers employed in
these exchanges. Further meetings
are planned and it is expected that the
applications will be ready for submission to the
regional
boards
by the two
individual
IATSE locals
in about
weeks.
As previously reported, some 18 job
classifications with minimum and maximum scales have been agreed upon
between the IATSE and the eight film
companies covering their film exchange "white collar" help. The classifications range from general file
clerks and typists with minimums and
maximums of $23-$33 a week to a
$65-$85 a week scale for head bookers in large exchange centers with a
slightly lower range for other places.
Workers who are already receiving
the minimums set or who would receive aflat 10 percent increase in being brought up to the minimums,
would receive a flat 10 percent increase. All benefits are retroactive
to December 1, 1943.
The delay in preparing the necessary, forms for filing by the individual
locals with the WLB offices in their
region has been occasioned by the necessity of assembling considerable data
on wage scales and conditions of employment going back as far as 1941.
Pat Scollard, Paramount exchange
operations head, is chairman of the
committee which has been working
with the IATSE officials in preparing the necessary
meeting
was held forms.
in the Yesterday's
Paramount
board room with Paramount, Warner
Bros., RKO Radio, 20th CenturyFox, Loew's Inc., Columbia, Universal
and United Artists represented.
Cal.

Theatre

Council

Approves By-Laws
Los Angeles, Aug. 1.— The California Theatre Council in its first
meeting since its recent formation today approved the by-laws. A meeting
in which officer elections will be on
the agenda will take place Aug. 4.
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Barbary
[M-G-M]

Coast

Gent

Allied

Offered

New

Independent
Films
(Continued from page 1)
means of securing additional product
from new distribution outlets is understood to have been offered these
films with three independent producers
figuring in their production.
To date, the committee headed by
Irving Dollinger, president of Associated Theatres of New Jersey; has
made no definite commitments for any
product but it is understood that some
form of action will be taken on the
proposition at the Bretton Woods
meeting since Martin G. Smith, National Allied president, has already indicated that the report of the committee is one of the items on the agenda
for the meeting. Dollinger indicated
here yesterday that the committee has
also studied other possibilities of securing new product but he refused to divulge any further details as to the
source of such product-.

Mexico Drops Double
Bills at 1st Runs
Mexico City, Aug. 1. — Double
features have been dropped by practically all first -run theatres here, with
single features doing the biggest business in history. Prevailing top admission price, 85 cents, is also a new
high.'

\yALLACE
BEERY portrays an 1880 J. Rufus Wallingford in
* » this melodrama, which requires him to get dressed up and stay that
way, but the film's not notably a departure otherwise from the style his
sudio's been using to satisfy his following in recent years. It runs somewhat more to talk and less to action, although it contains a number of
stage-coach robberies, and it gives him Binnie Barnes and John Carradine for running-mates but gives them little to do. The Barbary
Coast figures in the picture only briefly as the place from which Beery
starts on his adventures. These take place in Gold Town, a mining
community which, it will be recalled, gave the picture its original title.
Oliver O. Dull produced and Roy Del Ruth directed it from a script
by William R. Lipman, Grant Garrett and Harry Ruskin based on a
story by Messrs. Lipman and Garrett. The tale presents Beery as a
confidence man who tries to go straight after discovering a real gold
mine but is caught up with by his past and, after performing some
good deeds as well as robbing a number of stage-coaches to finance his
honorable intentions, gets wounded in an old-fashioned six-gun battle
and*, finally, incarcerated in the town jail.
The cast includes, among others, Bruce Kellogg, Frances Rafferty,
Chill Wills, Noah Beery, Sr., Henry O'Neill, Ray Collins, Morris
Ankrum, Donald Meek and Louise Beavers.
Running time 88 minutes. Release date not set. "G."*
William R. Weaver

of

Decree

For

Britain

Hollywood, Aug. 1
Philadelphia, Aug. 1.— In spite of
the heat business is holding up at the
downtown houses for the new major
openings. Leading" is "The Story of
Dr. Wassell," pointing to $30,000 at
the Stanley in addition to $3,000 already in for the dual Sunday showing
at the Earle. Save for "Going My
Way" at the Mastbaum, figured on
$22,400 for a fifth week, holdovers
all slumped.
Estimated reecipts for the week
ending August 2-4 :
"The Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
ALD'INE— (900) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,800. (Average: $14,600).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
ARCAIDIA^(600)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c) 7
days, 2nd run, 2nd week.
Gross: $6,300.
(Average: $4,000).
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
BOYD— (J,000) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c-8Sc) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $16,800. (Average:
$18,000).
"The Yellow Canary" (RKO) (6 days)
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.) (1 day)
EARLE— (3,000) (50c-65c-85c-95c) 6 days
of vaudeville, including Frankie Carle's
orchestra, Henny Youngman, Robert Sisters & Frances White, Phyllis Lynne, Lee
Columbo and Paul Allen. Gross: $28,000.
(Average: $27,600).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
FOX— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
clays. Gross: $22,500. (Average: $20,500).
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
KARLTON — (1,000) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 2nd run, 2nd week. Gross:
$7,CC0. (Average: $6,600).
"The Hitler Gang" (RKO)
(2,200)Gross:
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 KEITH'S
days, 2nd — run.
$5,500. (Average:
$5,800).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
MASTBAUM — (4,700) (40c -45c- 50c -65c75c-85c) 7 days, 5th week. Gross: $22,400.
(Average: $22,500).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
STANLEY— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75cS5c) 7 days. Gross: $30,000. (Average:
$20,000).
"Secret Command" (Col.)
STANTON — (1,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $9,400).

Part

Urge
N.Y.

1

(Continued from page 1)
thoritative sources that the Government probably will anticipate certain
legislative proposals by suggesting
that producers agree upon an informal
pool of all studio space, not only that
now available but likewise that which
will be released after the war, with
the BOT acting as unofficial arbiter
of any disputes that arise.
The monopoly committee's report is
being generally regarded by the trade
as an amateurish approach to the
problems involved, with this view supported by the terms of a committee
covering letter to the BOT, inferring,
in "milkwater" phrases, that broad
conclusions only have been accepted.
Whereas earlier council actions have
been inspired clearly by the industry
members, the present report expresses
the views only of the lay members

and says, virtually, "Ask the trade
what it thinks." Such a course is now
being adopted by Hugh Dalton, BOT
a
president, who today circulated the
Shadows
in the Night
report to all sections of the industry
and solicited reactions.
(Columbia)
It is clear that no legislation is
LEVER dialogue is a real factor in creating suspense in the Crime
impending,
particularly as the present
Doctor's latest case. Eerie atmosphere is achieved by placing the
action within a sprawling brick mansion atop a cliff overlooking a bleak council leaves office immediately, with
ocean cove. Warner Baxter, again in his role of the psychiatrist-detec- new and more qualified "independent
expected to be included in
tive, otherwise known as the Crime Doctor, turns in his usual capable persons"
the new personnel.
performance.
Story concerns Nina Foch who, as victim of a strange hypnotic spell, UA Chicago Sales
appeals to Baxter to save her from self-destruction. After she tells him
she is visited nightly by an apparition which beckons her to the sea, the Meet Tomorrow
(Continued from page 1)
Crime Doctor goes to her home where he is intrigued by the assortment
of "guests," including pseudo-scientist George Zucco, down-and-out ac son of Kansas City will preside. The
sessions will be attended by branch
tor Lester Matthews, ex-convict Ben Welden and Matthew's poker-faced
lawyer, Porter Hall. After a hectic weekend, highlighted by two managers and salesmen from the folmurders, Baxter evolves a solution: Matthews, trying to prove Miss
lowing exchanges : Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, KanFoch's insanity for reasons of his own, assisted by a hypnotic gas consas City, Omaha and St. Louis.
cocted by Zucco plays a ghost. Matthews is shot attempting an escape.
The company's Western sales meetDirector Eugene J. Forde has handled Eric Taylor's screenplay,
ing will be held at the St. Francis
based on the radio program, "Crime Doctor," skillfully, getting the most
Hotel Unger
in San in
Francisco
"August
from a competent cast. James S. Brown, Jr., is deserving of credit for with
attendance
from10-11,
the
home
office.
District
manager
W. E.
an effective photographic job. "Shadows in the Night" has all the ele
ments of a good mystery and represents one of the best in the "Crime Callaway will preside with branch
managers and salesmen from San
Doctor" series to date. Rudolph Flothow produced.
Francisco, Denver, Los Angeles, Salt
Running time, 67 mins. "G."* Released July 27. Helen McNamara Lake City and Seattle in attendance.
Representatives at both meetings will
attend private showings of David O.
*"G" denotes general classification.
Selznick's "Since You Went Away"
and Edward Small's "Abroad With
Would
Amend
Film Two Yanks," two new U. A. releases.
Ohio Admission
Tax
Phase of Vote Law
Shows
20% Increase
WB
Releases Short
(Continued from page 1)
Columbus, Aug. 1. — Ohio admis- Senator Robert Taft of Ohio said he
For 'Janie* Opening
sion tax returns, computed on the basis
of three per cent of grosses, totaled would seek later this week to modify.
Hollywood, Aug. 1.— Warners .will
$1,237,845 for the first six months of
Administration stalwarts Senators distribute a one-reel short entitled
this year, it has been revealed by Green of Rhode Island and Lucas of
"Meet Joyce Reynolds" in advance of
Don H. Ebright, state treasurer. This
"Janie" openings, it was reported here
Illinois
introduced
an
amendment
pro
figure represents an increase of about
today.
The short, to be used for ex20 per cent over last year.
hibiting the distribution only of Govploitation purposes only, is a substiCollection of the three per cent reernment-sponsored films and broad
tute for Miss Reynolds' previously
tail sales tax for the first half of 1944
planned personal appearance tour, canyield $30,359, compared to $28,189 col- casts, or periodicals which contain tions. celled due to wartime travel restriclected for the same period last year. "political propaganda obviously designed to affect the result" of any
Lande Dies in Action
election for President, Vice-President Tone's Father Dies
Cleveland, Aug. 1.— Sydney Lande, or members of Congress. The meaNiagara Falls, Aug. %— Franchot
sure also provides that equal time
32, formerly associated with his father,
Tone, film star, was here recently to
Harry A. Lande in independent dis- must be given in rebroadcasts over- attend the funeral of his father, Dr.
tribution here, died in action in
seas to each political party" which has Frank J. Tone, 75, chairman of the
France, according to word received a candidate for President in at least board
of Carborundum Co.
six states.
by his father.
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with RUTH WARRICK • TED DONALDSON • BOB HAYMES
Screen Play by Waldo Salt, George Corey, Loui* Solomon
Produced by JACK MOSS • Directed by ALFRED £, GREEN
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From the BESTSELLING NOVEL
by Theodore Pratt
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$65,000

To
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Soars

the

Loop

Chicago, Aug. 1.— Most first run
houses are enjoying fine business.
Announcement of the eighth and last
week of "Going My Way" at the
Chicago boosted the final gross to a
mighty $65,000. Leading twin bill
house is the Garrick with "Meet the
People" and "Make Your Own Bed"
accounting for $17,000 for the first
week.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 3 :
"Going My Way" (Para.)
CHICAGO - (3,850)
(55c-85c-95c) 8th
week. Stage: Ink Spots and revue. Gross:
$65,000. (Average: $51,500).
"Meet the People" (M-G-M)
"Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
GARRICK— (1,000) (55c-65c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $17,000. (Average: $9,100).
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
"Follow the Leader" (Mono.) 6 days
"This Is the Life" (Univ.)
"Ghost Catchers" (Univ.) 1 day
GRAND— (1,250) (50c-6Oc-85c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $9,100).
"Johnny
(Mono.)Doesn't Live Here Any More"
ORIENTAL — (3.200) (44c-55c-60c-8Oc-95c)
7 days. Stage: Abe Lyman and orchestra.
Gross: $30,000. (Average: $24,000).
"This Is the Life" (Univ.)
"Ghost Catchers" (Univ.) G days
"A Night of Adventure" (RKO)
"Step Lively" (RKO) 1 day
PALACE^-(2,500) (S0c-60c-85c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $21,000. (Average: $24,000).
"Between Two Worlds" (WB)
ROOSE.VELT-(1,500) (55c-65c-95c) 3rd
week. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $20,000).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
STATE LAKE— (2.700) (50c-65c-95c) 6th
week. Gross: $23,500. (Average: $29,000).
"White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS-O.700) (50c-65c-95c)
5th week, ross: $21,000. (Average: $20,000)
"Up in Arms" (RKO)
WOO'DS-(1,200) (55c-65c-95c) 14th week.
Gross: $15,000. (Average
: $10,000).

'Way'
Mark

Tops

House

in Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Aug. 1.— Establishing
a house record for recent years for
both first and second weeks, "Going
My Way," after a tremendou
on the initial seven days at sthe$30,000
RKO
Palace, is zooming through to an estimated $23,000 on the holdover.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 2-5:
"Step Lively" (RKO)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70e) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross$14,000. (Average: $13,500).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days, plus Saturday midnight show, 2nd
week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $10,000).
•Yellow Rose of Texas"
"Silent Partner" (Rep.) (Rep.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days.
Gross: $1,400. (Average: $1,400).
"Boss of
(Univ.)
"Harvest Boomtown"
Melody" (PRC)
RKO FAMILY-(1,000) (30c-40c) 3 days.
Gross: $700. (Average: $800).
"The Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
RKO GRAND--O,500) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show.
Gross$8,000. (Average: $6,500).
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (1,500)
-50c -60c -70c ). 7
days, 4th week,
following(44ctwo
weeks at the
Palace
and"
3rd
week
at
Keith's.
Gross$6,000. (Average: $5,000).
"Roger Touhy. Gangster" (20th-Fox)
"Johnny.
(Mono.)Doesn't Live Here Any More"
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show Gross$8,000. (Average: $5,000).
"Going My Wav" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days, plus Saturday midnight show. 2nd
week. Gross: $23,000. (Average: $13,500).

picture

daily

"Wilson"
(.Continued from page 1)
sions of espousing his or any other's plan as a panacea for world ills.
The opposition to the League, led by Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, not
only is presented in the picture, but is presented with intelligence and
dignity. The ultimate defeat of Wilson's program is unequivocally made
the responsibility, not of a faction or a political party, but of the
American people and by their popular vote in the overwhelming election of Harding, who opposed the League, over Cox, who supported it.
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Zanuck's
In Debut

'Wilson'
Her©

(Continued from page 1)
in the political, commercial and social
worlds.

George Jessel, 20th-Fox producer,
officiated at the radio broadcast of the
premiere over eight metropolitan stations from the lobby. He was assisted by Ethel Colby in interviewing,;
When asked after the Harding election whether he believes hope
distinguished
personalities.
remains for world peace, Wilson answering in the affirmative, says that
Among those present were :
it may come in a different and better form than any of its champions
Mrs. Woodrow
Wilson, Bernard
conceived for it. There is no suggestion of what that form might be. Baruch, Ray Stannard Baker, Senator A. B. Chandler, Josephus Daniels,
The picture's pleading, if it can be said fairly that it pleads at all, is
for an attempt to achieve a permanent peace. That objective is not Mrs. James Doolittle, Eleanor Wilson
McAdoo.
controversial.
Ned E. Depinet, William Scully,
Robert Riskin, E. T. Gomersall,
\ PART from being a distinguished picture of a historic period in Clarence' Menser, Major Monroe
Greenthal, Sidney Meyer, Mr. and
the life of the nation, "Wilson" is an engrossing film biography Mrs. Wendell Willkie, Mr. and
of one of the nation's outstanding Presidents. Played by Alexander Mrs. Sumner Welles, Dr. H. H,
Knox, the character assumes the power and dignity of a great states- Kung, Paul Nathanson, Eddie Golden,
man and scholarly idealist, yet retains the charm and simplicity of the Robert Mochrie, C. C. Moskowitz,
family man. Presumably his happiest years were those spent with his Sam Schneider, S. Barret McCorfirst wife, played by Ruth Nelson, and three daughters, Mary Anderson, mick, Adolph Schimel, George SchaeRuth Ford and Madeleine Forbes, at Princeton before he was projected
fer, Sidney
Ralph Samuelson,
Branton, Robert
O'Donnell,
Ben Geldsaler,
into politics as the Democratic candidate for governor of New Jersey.
N. Peter Rathvon, Emily Oppa, Mort
Embarked upon his political career, he repudiates Democratic
Blumenstock, Mike Todd, 'Haskell
"bossism" in New Jersey and, the inference is plain, was "kicked up- Masters, Harold Mirisch, Eddie Alperson, W. Stewart McDonald, Dave
stairs" by the state
bosses who
saw an opportunity
to be rid
him if
the Democratic
Presidential
nomination
could be obtained
forofhim.
Levy,
Myer
Sanford,
Mr. and
Mrs.Schine,
A. W.Bert
Smith,
Jr.,
The death of his first wife and the war in Europe, early in his first
George Carrington, William and Irvterm as President, took their toll of him. His efforts to maintain
ing Wheeler, Paul Terry, Jack Shea,
American neutrality despite German submarine warfare culminate in a Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mandel, Col. H.
stormy night session with the German ambassador, Count Von Berns- A. Cole, Oscar Doob, E. C. Grainger
torff. The declaration of war follows. Married to Edith Boiling, played and family, Skouras, Zanuck, Si Fabian, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Smith,
by Geraldine Fitzgerald, Wilson's domestic life again takes on much Phil Williams, Henry King, Col. E.
of the sparkle and socialibility of the earlier years. There follows the
L. Johnson, Meyer Fine, Sam Rosen,
Armistice, his visit to V ersailles, the development at home of the opposiKirsch, A. H. Blank and- Wiltion to the League of Nations, his return to put the issues before the Jack liam
Jenkins.
people, the breaking of his health and the defeat of his cause with the
Also, M. B. Horowitz, Lou Berman,
Lamar Trotti, Herbert Bayard Swope,
election of Harding.
Albert Lasker, Martin Quigley, Colvin Brown, Winthrop Aldrich, Mrs.
17"NOX's performance as Wilson is a distinguished one. Under Henry Ogden Reid, Ray Larson, Henry Luce,
King's direction there are few false notes anywhere in the long Juan Trippe, Charles Feldman, George
and lavish production in Technicolor. Scores of supporting roles of Jessel, Gene Tierney, Geraldine Fitzgerald, William Bendix, Carmen Mirfigures prominent in the Wilson Administration and era are played
anda, Thomas Mitchell, and others.
expertly, giving the production a cumulative polish that contributes much
to its extraordinary quality. Among such performances, in addition to
those mentioned, are those of Sir Cedric Hardwicke as Senator Lodge, 'Take
It' Takes
Charles Coburn, as a personal friend of Wilson's ; Thomas Mitchell as
Joseph Tumulty ; Vincent Price as McAdoo ; William Eythe as George
Felton ; Sidney Blackmer as Josephus Daniels, and scores of others.
$24,000
in Denver
Extraordinary production values are apparent throughout the film's
two hours and 35 minutes running time. Interior scenes within the
White House are numerous and, photographed in Technicolor from
handsome reproductions, are a showman's show in themselves. Equally
impressive are scenes of Wilson giving his war message to Congress
in the Capitol ; the Peace Conference at Versailles; the Democratic
nomination conventions of 1912 and 1916, in which thousands of extras
participate.
The subject of Wilson and his era is a big one. So is the Zanuck
production. Occasionally, individuals are almost obscured in the
magnitude of the happenings about them, but Knox retains the ability
to bring them back into personal focus. It appears that the picture
could have been shortened somewhat, particularly in early sequences
which tend to lag, and by the omission of newsreels of the World War
period which have been injected too profusely even for their atmospheric
value. In their use, too, the break from color film and fine modern

Denver, Aug. 1.— "Take It or
Leave It" on a dual at the Denver
took $24,000 for the week while at
the
Paramount
Is the Life"
clicked
to the tune"This
of $15,345.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 31-Aug. 3:
"Between Tw» Worlds" (WB)
"Make Your Own, Bed" (WB)
ALADDIN — (1,400) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
moveover. Gross: $7,840. (Average: $5,600).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
BROADWAY— (1,040) (35c-45c-74c) 7
days, moveover. Gross: $6,825. (Average:
$3,900).
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
DENHAM — (1.750) (35c-45c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,800. (Average: $9,000).
"Take It or Leave It" (20th-Fox)
"Lady and the Monster" (Rep.)
DENVER — (2,600) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days.
Gross: $24,000. (Average: $15,000).
photography
to
black
and
white
"flickers"
of
1917-'19
is
a
disturbing
contrast.
"Take It or Leave It" (20th-Fox)
"LaoV and the Monster" (Rep.)
Lamar Trotti's screenplay is a fine accomplishment of a difficult assign- Gross:
ESQUIRE — (740)
(35c-45c-74c)
(Average:
$4,500). 7 days.
ment. The production is tops in all technical departments. It is a picture "This Is$7,200.
the Life?' (Univ.)that ranks high among the screen's most ambitious undertakings. It is "Port of Forty Thieves" (Rep.)
one for which its producers deserve to be rewarded richly.
days.
Gross: $15,345.
(Average:
PARAMOUNT
— (2.200)(Univ.)
(35c -45c -$9,300).
74c) '
"Christmas
Holiday"
Running time, 155 minutes. Classification, "G."
Sherwin Kane 000).
"Detective Kitty O'Day" (Mono.)
RIALTO— (900) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
moveover. Gross r $8,000. (Average: $£* "G" denotes general classification.
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■

a notable premiere, Darryl F. Zanuck's production, "Wilson," made
its bow at the Roxy Theatre last night.
v Proud 20th Century-Fox home office
mand studio executives beamed on their
[guests who included top officials of
other film companies and several hundred representative exhibitors. Herewith are some of those caught by the
camera.
/N

(All photos by Floyd Stone, Quigley Publications Staff Photog*)

Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president and
Darryl Zanuck, producer of "Wilson".

Ohio exhibitors Meyer Fine, M. B.
Horowitz, Lew Herman and Izzy
Smertz.

Haskell M. Masters and Paul N.
Nathanson of Empire-Universal
Films and Odeon Theatres, Can.

N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president, and Mrs. Rathvon arrive
at the Roxy.

E. C. Grainger, Feiber & Shea Circuit
president, with Mrs. Grainger and members
of family.

Left: W. A.
Scully, Universal
vice- president
and Ned E. Depinet, president of
RKO Radio Pictures.

Sumner Welles, Assistant Secretary of State,
and Wendell Willkie, 20th Century-Fox board
chairman, with Mrs. Ogden Reid,
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BOT Monopoly Report
Arouses Industry
By PETER

BURNUP

London, Aug. 2. — Implied suggestions in the monopoly report of
:he Board of Trade Films Council,
inade public yesterday, that the
Jrovernment exercise control of the
!British film industry caused considerable stir in industry trade circles here
oday.
i Issuance of the report was marked
>y the summary return to London of
|r. Arthur Rank from a brief vacaion. Rank met with all of his associates immediately in a conference
vhich was still in progress late today,
i The report was prominently displayed in today's newspapers and was
j;iven considerable attention by the Britsh Broadcasting Corp. Nevertheless,
i obby opinion at the House of ComInons holds to the belief that any legis(Continued on page 4)

Rank
For

Pays

Regal,

Million
London

London, Aug: 2.— J. Arthur Rank
reportedly has completed negotiations
for purchase of the Regal, 2,500-seat
theatre here overlooking Marble Arch,
■from A. E. Abrahams for $1,000,000.
|lThe house has been under lease for
i:he past 16 years to Hyde Park
;Cinemas, a subsidiary of Associated
British Pictures Corp.
Due to the fact that Rank's negoiations for the house were initiated
;orior to Rank's current non-expansion
agreement with the Board of Trade,
the acquisition will not require the
Board's approval.
Ascap

Sues

5 Houses

For Use of Music
Minneapolis, Aug. 2. — Hearings
began here yesterday in the suit
brought by the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
against five local theatres for alleged
copyright violations by the theatres in
using copyrighted songs on their sound
tracks without payment of the annual
ieat-licensing fees collected by ASCAP.
ASCAP collects an annual fee of
(Continued on page 4)
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War Loan Reports
Industry Fifth War Loan
campaign headquarters yesterday reiterated its appeal
to all exhibitors who participated in the drive to complete their reports on sales
and forward them to drive
headquarters. It was emphasized that the number or
amount of individual sales is
of minor significance. The
principal objective of getting
in the reports is to make
possible the compilation of a
complete record of the industry's performance in the
Fifth, which will stand as a
permanent and official record
of
ment.the industry's achieve-

Washington, Aug. 2. — Representatives of the industry will be called
to Washington next week by Lincoln
V. Burroughs, chief of the War Production Board motion picture section,
to discuss proposals for a formal directive cutting back raw stock consumption during the last half of the
current quarter.
Operating for the past few weeks on
a voluntary 10 per cent curtailment
of film use, the WPB found that a
greater cut will be required to offset
increased military and lend-lease requirements coming at a time when
the raw stock manufacturers were reducing output because of vacations
and their annual clean-up.
Actual extent of the reduction in New
consumption which will be required
(Continued on page 4)
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Companies Await Next
Move by Justice Dept.

By MILTON LIVINGSTON
Attorneys for the five consent decree companies are understood to
be waiting for the Department of
Justice to make the next move now
that their "final" proposals for a revised consent decree have been found
unacceptable by Attorney General
Francis Biddle.
Meanwhile, there is speculation in industry circles that
Producer
in
the Government will not take
any action now or in the near
future to either seek a revised
Expansion
decree or to press its antitrust suit against the distriRogers' Illness May
butors.
Hollywood, Aug. 2. — An unnamed
Defer Schine Trial
It is pointed out that the provisions
producer controlling several personalities, directors and authors will merge of the present decree as they affect
The Government's anti-trust suit
against Schine Chain Theatres, pres- with PRC shortly and produce four methods of selling, circuit expansion,
ently recessed to Aug. IS, may be to six features for the 1945-46 program, arbitration and other phases of disfurther postponed if Saul Rogers, chief Leon Fromkess stated today. PRC
tributor-exhibitor relations remain in
(Continued on page 8)
counsel for Schine, has not recovered will finance but the producer will
sufficiently from a recent operation to maintain his own identifying trademark on a profit sharing basis.
assume an active, part in the defense,
In an initial interview since his Coast Exhibitors
it was learned here yesterday.
in
Willard S. McKay, also of counsel New York return, where he was electfor Schine, was in Delaware, Ohio,
ed PRC president, Fromkess described the future pattern in declaring
Tuesday, where Robert L. Wright,
Feud
U. S. Department of Justice attorney, 1,116 new accounts had been added Organization
took depositions from Henry Bieber- in the last 30 days, thus pointing to
Angeles, Aug. 2. — First gun
son and John Buchman, Jr., exhibitors 6,500 of a total served this year, and in Los
the threatened strife between local
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)
exhibitor organizations was fired last
night when the Independent Theatre
Owners of Southern California and
Arizona, in its annual meeting, noted
16mm
Prints
for
Army
the recent formation of the Southern
California Theatres Association and
The California Theatre Council, without naming them, and passed a resoMark
40,000
Approach
lution stressing SCOTA's record for
cooperation in matters affecting all
The motion picture industry's gift Picture Service for overseas showing, theatres alike, but specifying that conof 16mm prints of feature films and provided 322 prints of features and 106
tinuation of this cooperation must be
prints of short subjects during the
short
subjects
the U. Service
S. Army's
Overseas
Motionto Picture
for week ended July 29, in line with the by, the entire
organization
(Continued
on page and
4) not by
showing to our troops stationed stepped-up requirements of the Army.
throughout the world totaled 17,362 The entire cost of the prints is borne
prints of feature pictures and 21,977 by the film company that makes the Allied States Heads
prints of short subjects including gift. The new films included in the
newsreel clips, from February, 1942,
prints delivered to the Army's Confer in New York
when the gifts first began to the week 322
Overseas Motion' Picture Service in
Leaders of Allied States Association
ended July 29, 1944.
New York last week included Interwho
are visiting New York met for
The present print order of the Army
national's "Casanova Brown," War- several hours at the Hotel Warwick
Motion Picture Service is more than
ner's "Mr. Skeffiiigton," Columbia's
200 film programs weekly. A pro- "Mr. Winkle Goes to War," 20th Cen- here yesterday. Among those who
attended were Martin G. Smith, Abram
gram consists of a feature picture and
tury-Fox's "Take It Or Leave It" and
at least one short subject, plus a spe- "Candlelight in Algeria," RKO's "The F._ Myers, Col. H. A. Cole, Jack
Kirsch and William L. Ainsworth.
cially edited newsreel.
in Mexico" and Republic's
When questioned about the nature
The War Activities Committee, Falcon
"The Port of 40 Thieves."
During the week ended July 22, the of the meeting late yesterday, Myers
which handles the industry's weekly
(Continued on page 4)
flow of prints to the Army Motion
.replied, "We just shmoosed".
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'Fifth' Report

Ray Beall, industry publicity director for the
"Fighting Fifth" War Loan,
will go to Washington today
to report to U. S. Treasury
officials on campaign .returns that have been flowing
in from exhibitors in the
field and expects to be authorized to issue a report,
possibly Friday. He will
continue to Dallas, where he
is associated with Interstate
Theatres, returning here
late this month to wind up
business on the drive.
R. J. O'Donnell, national
industry chairman, who returned here from the Coast
Monday, will leave for his
Dallas Interstate headquarters in about a week.

Discussion of the selling of Darryl
HAL WALLIS is scheduled to ar F. Zanuck's "Wilson"
featured the
from the informal sales conferences here yester
York
rive in New
Coast today.
day called by Tom Connors, 20th Cen
•
tury-Fox vice-president in charge of
Enrique manager,
Baez, United
Brazilian
and Artists'
Victor distribution. Connors expects. to hold
Schochet, the company's Peruvian a similar meeting with Western sales
manager, have arrived here from their representatives of the company when
respective headquarters in Rio de
the film has its Pacific Coast preJaneiro and Lima.
miere. He emphasized that the discussions did not constitute a company
Irving Mandel, Monogram franchise holder now vacationing in Los sales meeting and indicated that re
Angeles, will return to his Chicago gional sales meetings may be held in
headquarters in time for the com- the near future.
Elsewhere it was learned that one
pany's national sales meeting Aug.
12-13.
of the principal reasons for bringing
•
sales representatives to New York to
L. E. Goldh ammer, RKO Midwest
district manager, who will soon join see the opening of "Wilson" was the
company's inability to secure suffi
Film Classics as vice-president and cient
Technicolor prints immediately
general sales manager, is in Minne- to show the film in the various ex- UA
Midwest
Sales
apolis this week on business.
change centers prior to launching the
•
sales campaign.
Meet Opens Today
Moe Silver, Pittsburgh zone manMeanwhile, the majority of the 350
ager for Warner Theatres ; Harry out-of-town exhibitors who came
Feinstein, his assistant, and C. J. East for the premiere were hosted
Chicago, Aug. 2. — United Artists
Latta, Albany zone manager, are in by Connors at a buffet luncheon at
New York for a few days.
the Movietone studio yesterday. Fol- will open its two-day Midwest regional
•
lowing the luncheon they were con- sales meeting in the Blackstone Hotel
ducted through the studio to see how here tomorrow, presided over by Carl
David O. Selznick is expected in
New York from the Coast today en Movietone newsreels are produced. Leserman, general sales manager ; J.
route to Chesepeake Bay for a vaca- 20th-Fox executives who participated
tion.
included W. J. Kupper, W. C. Gehr- J. Unger, Western division manager,
•
ing, L. J. Schlaifer, A. W. Smith, Jr., and Rud Lohrenz, and T. R. ThompMartin Moskowitz and William J.
son, Jr., Chicago and Kansas City
Louis D. Frohlich, film attorney, Clark. A partial list of exhibitors
district managers.
will leave for Spring Lake, N. J., to- who attended included Harry Arthur,
morrow for a vacation with his famThe following have arrived for the
A. H. Blank, Ralph Branton, Col.
ily.
meeting:
G. R. Frank, Elmer DonH. A. Cole, Irving B. Dollinger, Nick
•
nelly, Guy Hancock, Milton Krueger
Dipson, Fred Dolle, Col. Arthur Fru- and Al
Chew, Indianapolis ; Nat
Charles
Schwerin,
manager of denfeld, John Friedle, J. J. FitzgibNathanson,
Moe Provencher, William
the
Strand
Theatre, Bridgeport, bons, L. C. Griffith, Karl Hoblitzelle,
Young,
Ed
Korfta,
Kenneth Siem,
Conn., is in New York on vacation.
John Harris, Jack Kirsch, Bob Milwaukee ; R. S. and
Cramblet, Charles
•
O'Donnell, Walter Reade, E. C. Rho- Weiner, Norwood Hall, E. J. Stoller,
Walter Gould, United Artists for- den, E. V. Richards, Edward Rowley, Irving Vinokour, Claude Dickinson,
eign manager, has returned from a Jules Rubens, R. B. Wilby and others. and Lou Hummell, Jr., Minneapolis ;
The majority of the exhibitors who
trip to Washington.
B. J. McCarthy, A. H. Day, E. E.
came to New York for the premiere Rudolph, and Jack Kane, St. Louis;
are returning home today.
D. V. McLucas, H. R. Barker, A.
Depinet, Mochrie
to
Mendenhall, Carl Reese, E. B. Rostermundt,
and Sydney McArdle, Omaha ;
Richard
de
Rochemont,
MOT
ProConferences on Coast
ducer, is entertaining the 20th Cen- W. E. Truog, Paul Hannon, J. T.
Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO
tury-Fox home office executives, dis- Manfre, G. I. Bradford, John T.
Radio, and Robert Mochrie, general
trict and branch managers who are Graham, and Morton Truog, Kansas
sales manager, will leave today by here this week for the 20th Century- City. Chicago will be represented
by
plane for Hollywood to spend about Fox sales conference at a cocktail Sid Rose, Julian King, Abe Fischer,
two weeks conferring with Charles W. party today in the Rose Room of the Morris Hellman, Jack Armgardt, R.
Koerner, studio head, on forthcoming Astor Hotel. Those who will be M. Allen, Frank Young, Oscar Bernstein, and Claud Morris.
product and_ looking at some of the present from The March of Time are :
completed pictures which will be re- Howard Black, John Wood, D. Yanleased during 1944-45.
cey Bradshaw and Phil Williams.
McCarthy
S. Barret McCormick, director of
Holds PRC
advertising and publicity, and Terry
Meet
in
Boston
Turner, chief of the field exploitation 'Wilson' Sets
Op
en
in
g
Leo J. McCarthy, PRC general sales
staff, will leave for Hollywood tomormanager, will leave here for Boston
row by train to join Depinet and Day Record at Roxy
Mochrie in conference with studio
With 14,107 customers paying $12,- tomorrow where he will conduct s
officials on promotional plans for the 997 up to 6 p.m. yesterday the Roxy regional sales meeting over the weekend, returning Monday.
Theatre in New York was well on the
new season's pictures.
Sidney
Kulick, Eastern divisional
way to establishing a new all-time
Beauties to WB House
opening day record of $20,000 with sales manager, will accompany him.
Atlantic City, Aug. 2. — The Darryl F. Zanuck's Technicolor The latter will then continue on a
Warner Theatre on the Boardwalk has "Wilson."
swing through New England and the
been leased for the third consecutive
The previous Roxy record holder Midwest territory covering the Albany,
year by the Miss America Pageant was 20th Century-Fox's "Sweet Buffalo and Cleveland exchanges, fincommittee for the preliminary and final Rosie
ishing up in Pittsburgh, Washington
O'Grady," which brought in
judging in the annual beauty contest SI 5,350 on its opening day last and Philadelphia. He will be gone
four weeks.
Winter.
set for Sept. 6-9.

Flashes
Hollywood, Aug: ,
npOM
REED Corp.,
has beenof signed
by ti
-1 Producers
America
j
write the screenplay for "O'Brier 1
Navy."
Harry Joe Brown will pnj
duce, and release will be through U.< I
•
Carole Mathews has been signed I I
a long term contract by Columbi ;
Her first assignment will be one <l
the leads in "Hello• Mom."
Charles Cooper, 18-year-old lit!
guard at Santa Monica, has bee!
signed by Hal B. Wallis to a Ion I
term contract.
•
Jerry Hoffman resigned from tfo
Columbia publicity department to joh;
Sol Lesser as director of advertisinf
and publicity.
Secret

Service

Aleri

To Bond Cash ThefU
The Government Secret Service department will henceforth interest itself
in thefts and irregularities in connection with the sale of war bonds in
theatres, according to word reaching
the Loew circuit from Washington
yesterday.
The fact that the Federal sleuths
will become active in trailing theatre
employees who steal money representing war- bond sales, is expected to be
a deterrent to theatre workers who
might be tempted by the large
amounts into which bond sales run
on busy days.
According to Oscar A. Doob of
Loew's, the Secret Service has taken
up the case of an employee of a Loew
house in Memphis who disappeared
simultaneously with theatre deposits
of some $7,000. Of that amount,
more than $800 was money covering
bond sales.

Anna

Ellmer

Feted

By Loew Executives
Anna D. Ellmer, office manager of
Loew's publicity department, was honoredseat luncheo
in the
company's
penthou
dining n room
yesterd
ay by
Loew executives on the occasion of
her 30th anniversary with the company.
Nicholas M. Schenck presented Miss
Ellmer with a damond-studded service
pin. Among those attending were
Schenck, C. C. Moskowitz, Martin
Schenck, Oscar A. Doob, Ernest Emerling, E. C. Dowden, J. Robert Rubin,
Leopold Friedman and Howard Dietz.
Amalgamated Formed
New Haven, Aug. 2. — Amalgamated Theatres, film buying and
booking firm, has filed a certificate
of organization with the Secretary of-.
State. Officers are : Lewis Ginsburg,
president ; Alice Levy, vice-president ;
Rita B. Ginsburg, secretary and Bernard W. Levy, treasurer. Levy was
formerly manager of the Hartford
Proven Pictures Theatre and Ginsburg
was associated with Universal's sales
department in New England.
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"Sweet and
[20/// Century-Fox]

Low-Down"

V\7"HEN better musicals are made 20th Century-Fox, among others,
* * will help to make them. For in "Sweet and Low-Down," it has
hit upon a smooth formula that denotes top entertainment and substantial
(Continued from page 1)
rewards at the boxoffice : Item, Benny Goodman and band playing
swing
that is satin-smooth ; item, a heart-warming story of a young
lation as a result of the report is unmusician whose head is turned by his rise to the heights but eventually
likely for a long time, if ever.
General trade opinion holds that repents; some jumpy swing tunes strictly in the vernacular; and capable
the report clearly evidences its au- performances by Linda Darnell, Lynn Bari, Jack Oakie and James
Cardwell, among others.
thors' ideas
ideological
opposition
to Rank's
economic
; that
it manifests
an
Cardwell, as the young trombone-player who catches Goodman's fancy
amateurish lack of appreciation of the
difficulties of American companies in and is helped to stardom in the Goodman band, is just right in his
marketing British 61ms by advocating delineation of a brash youngster who becomes chastened when he realizes
the production of medium cost fea- that his success is not entirely his own. From drab Halsted Street in
tures, rather than large scale produc- Chicago, Cardwell whirled into the glittering world of the big-time
tions equivalent to Hollywood's, and musician. En route, he has met Miss Darnell, a society girl ; Miss Bari,
that it carries the thinly veiled sugges- Goodman's vocalist, and Oakie, a Goodman retainer. The sensitive
tion that the government take control youngster is enraged when he overhears a slighting remark about his
of the nation's film industry in its advocacy of a finance corporation, a family while attending a party at Miss Darnell's home. He turns on
tribunal dominating the industry and Goodman when the band leader rebukes him for becoming involved in

Balcon Discusses Report

the brawl, and also walks out of Miss Darnell's life. Cardwell, responding to the honeyed words . of Allyn Joslyn, an agent, forms his own
band only to flop miserably, although many of the combination are
Goodman's men. He goes back to Chicago but is rescued from oblivion
by Oakie who has to forcibly drag him to Goodman and Miss Darnell.

Archie Mayo's top-notch direction logically weaves story and music ;
William Le Baron's production is lavish without being ostentatious,
and Richard English did the screenplay from an original by Edward
Haldeman and himself. The score, by Mack Gordon and James Monaco,
is good with "I'm Making Believe" outstanding. Miss Bari handles the
vocal assignments capably. Lucien Ballard's camera work is distinctive,
especially in sequences highlighting musicians' hands wielding their
with British films" and said it places instruments. "Sweet and Low-Down" is engaging screen fare and maintains the 20-Fox reputation for entertaining musicals.
British producers "at the eve of a
new and glorious epoch." Discussing
Running time, 75 mins. "G"*. Release in September. Charles Ryweck
the problems of independent producers here, Balcon said they had been
* "G" denotes general classification.
increased by Sir Alexander Korda's
return to produce for M-G-M, adding that Korda, by virtue of prior arCoast Exhibitors in
rangements, has the prospective right 16mm
Prints Near
to one-third of the Denham studio
Organization Feud
space.
(Continued from page 1)
To
40,000
Mark
Korda said if the monopoly commitindividuals through
personal memtee's recommendations are accepted
"the death knell will be sounded for
berships in other organizations.
(Continued from page 1J
British films. Not even British filmSCOTA was formed July 11, CTC
goers, let alone American, are content WAC turned oyer 114 black and white
with medium-priced or mediocre pic- prints of features ; 16 prints of color
ITO25. elected Fred Siegel, T. E. Totures," Korda said. He denied that films; and print's of 195 short subjects. July
Balcon is an "independent" and point- Films included were M-G-M's "Bath- bin, Stanley Stock and George Bromed out- that Balcon's distribution coming Beauty," Warner's "Saratoga
ley to succeed Mrs. Jenne Dodge,
pany recently reissued Korda's "Lady Trunk," Paramount's "The Great Mo- Ned Calvi, Al Galston and Harry
ment," United Artists' "Sensations of
Hamilton," which, Korda said, currently is outgrossing the pick of Bal- 1945," Republic's "Secrets of Scotland Rackin, to the board of directors. Reelected were Hugh W. Bruen, GerYard,"
and PRC's
con's new product.
Distribution
of the "Minstrel
films by the Man."
U. S.
ald Gallagher and George Diamos.
"As soon as the government re- Army film exchange in Great Britain
leases my lately purchased Elstfee
Ida Schreiber, ITO office secretary
to get under way on a sizestudio, I will go there, and let any- is about
able scale in Normandy following the for the past 10 years, was presented
said. one who wills have Denham," Korda Allied invasion forces. The films will with a gift in tribute for her services.
She resigned to accept a position with
The monopoly report contains no be shown at the discretion of the com- Film Classics Distributors.
bat commanders through the Army's
charge or evidence of any collusive
action by American companies or the Special Services Branch with the
Hays organization to gain control of Army Overseas Motion Picture Ser- Ascap Sues 5 Houses
vice supplying the programs.
British screens.
Prints delivered to the Army Over- For Use of Music
seas Motion Picture Service here are
(Continued from page 1)
routed by this branch throughout the
S. H. Steifel Plans
world. It is understood that the 10 cents per seat from small theatres
To Produce Films
prints are promptly shipped overseas and 15 cents per seat from large theatres with some 13,000 theatres in the
Philadelphia, Aug. 2. — Samuel H. with the Army exchange regulating
U. S. paying- the fee. Judge Gunnar
Steifel, independent circuit operator, the flow of programs.
H. Nordbye is presiding at the hearing
has turned over the operation of his'
being held in Federal Court and other
theatres here and in Baltimore and E. Lawrence Dies
exhibitors who are subject to the same
Washington, to his brother, Alexander
Lake Secor, N. Y., Aug. 2. — Ed- fees are said to be watchirjg the course
Stiefel, preparatory to moving to Holmund Lawrence, 75, former silent film of the legal action with interest.
lywood, where he has completed an director, died here recently at his sumimportant transaction for producing
mer home. One-time Shakespearean 'Man' Run Extended
motion pictures. A business associate actor, Lawrence entered the motion
PRC's "Minstrel Man," now playof Edward Sherman of Biltmore Pro- picture field when laryngitis ended his
ductions, it is reported that Steifel acting career. Surviving is a daughter
ing at the Fox Fabian in Brooklyn
will be associated with the Biltmore with whom he made his home in has had its run extended to four
weeks, the local office has reported.
organization.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
The report was received enthusiastically by Michael Balcon, whose
tenure as a member of the Films
Council is expected to be ended when
that group is reorganized soon. Balcon termedever
it "the
mostin progressive
document
issued
connection

by

j

Review

Control

its proposal that the government negotiate with Washington for aid in artificially stimulating the American market for British films.

Faced

20%
Raw

Slash in
Stock Supply
(Continued from page 1)

has not yet been determined, but it'|
is probable it will run in the neigh- 1
today.
borhood of 20 per cent, it was learned
The present film stringency had
been building up over a period of foul1
months.
While the favorable inventory and production position in the
first quarter made it possible for dis- ;
tributors to accept deliveries in excess of quotas without objection from
the WPB, foreign demands and military requirements began to impose a <
strain in the early spring, and the
greatly expanded demand following :,j
the invasion of France, the inability J
of the British manufacturers to meet
their commitments to other countries, 1
requiring the furnishing of the film
from the United States, and the usual n
summer drop in output combined to
bring about the present situation. The
only alleviating factor was the cutting offbecause
of raw of
stock
gentina
its
sorship but the film
negligible.
Close Watch on

exports
Ar- '
unfriendlyto censo saved was I
Conditions

Meanwhile, the motion picture section was keeping a close watch on
conditions, and during the spring advised the companies to take only their
quotas of film. On the whole, it is
understood, the industry honored that
request, although one or two companies continued to receive excess supThe individual companies have been
kept fully advised of the developing
situation and already know what to
plies.
expect. They are being called to
Washington, however, for a full discussion of the proposed directive,
which is believed to be preferable to
rationing of film by the manufacturers, assuring the companies that all
are being treated on the same basis.

The present situation is only temporary, and it is believed that the cut
in supplies can be eliminated next j
quarter,arebyexpected
which time
turers
to be the
backmanufacon full '
capacity production, and particularly if
the 'military situation in Europe improves to a point where the end of
that phase of the war draws close.
It is emphasized here that there is
enough raw stock to meet all essential
needs, if properly handled in such a
way as to insure equitable distribution,* and it is not believed that any.,
interest in the industry will be adversely affected, particularly in view
of the extended runs which are currently being enjoyed by a number of
pictures.
2 New
Corporations
Set in New
York
Albany, Aug. 2. — Certificates of incorporation filed with the Secretary
of State include those for "Boccaccio on Broadway," - legitimate
theatre production with directors listed

as
Thomas
and Edward
AlexanderCarlin,
Berl, all
of New Baylek'
York •
City and the* Mexico-HollywoodNew York Artists Bureau Inc., the- \
atrical business with directors listed
as Albert G. McCarthy, Jr., David
Muss and Lillian Tasker.
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(.Continued from page 1)
force and are binding both upon the
companies and the Government unless
either party attempts to seek release
from these conditions. The only important decree provisions which have
lapsed are those which apply to the
selling of films in blocks, tradeshowing them before they are offered for
sale, and those provisions which prevent the five consenting companies
from engaging in the expansion of
their theatre circuits.
Since the distributors- have continued to sell their films in blocks,
tradeshowing them before they are
sold, and since they have not engaged
in any attempt to expand their theatre circuits even though these trade
practices are no longer covered by decree provisions, the former having expired after a year of selling under the
decree and the latter with the end of
the three year trial period of the decree, it is understood that if the companies continued these practices, the
Department of Justice might not make
any move at this time to alter the
' situation.
Liberal Concessions Sought
During the months of negotiations
between the Department of Justice
and the five decree companies, the
Government has sought more liberal
concessions from the companies on
methods of selling, expansion and arbitration. The companies have made
some concessions which are apparently unacceptable to the Department of
Justice. In view of the fact that the
Government now appears to be faced
with either one or two alternatives if
the distributors refuse to make any
further concessions which they claim
would be economically unsound to the
future conduct of their business, it" is
not seen as likely that the Department
of Justice will go to trial with the
anti-trust case at the present time.
The second alternative would be to
do nothing either until the end of the
war or for a certain designated number of years and then see what type
of new consent decree could be arrived at in the light of business conditions that exist at that future time.
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Ceiling

Falls

In Chicago; 7 Hurt
Chicago, Aug. 2. — Seven persons
were injured; none seriously, when a
portion of the ceiling of the United
Artists Theatre, first-run Balaban &
Katz house here, collapsed yesterday
afternoon, supposedly because of^ faulty
roof repairs. The theatre reopened
today after city inspectors found it safe.
The Apollo, another B. & K. firstrun house, closed since fire damaged
it July 12, will reopen around Aug.
18 with "Gaslight."
British Dub 1066
London, Aug. 2. — A total of 1,066
British films, exclusive of newsreels,
have been dubbed in 17 languages
for release in liberated countries, Sidney L. Bernstein, film liaison to the
Ministry of Information, stated in a
report here this week.

New

.

.

.

(20th Century-Fox)
York

New York Herald Tribune, Howard Barnes — A challenging segment of
American history has been reconstructed with great honesty and imagination
in "Wilson." ... It is a fascinating chronicle of an epoch. . . . Fine acting,
shrewd direction and an over-all sincerity mark this motion picture as a
vastly entertaining show, as well as a lesson in good citizenship. . . . There
is very little attempt to implement the show as a propagandists tract for the
present day.
Daily Mirror, Lee Mortimer — I came away convinced I had seen one of
the most amazing achievements of film making in the history of the cinema.
. . . It is magnificently simple. ... It will entertain theatre-goers.

New

Producer

PRC

Expansion

in

(Continued from page 1)
cited 9,000 for the domestic objective
next season. Two district managers
already functioning are being augmented by three more shortly, theiw
primary objective to aid exchanges.
PRC plans to spend $103,000 on
its annual trade budget, this being:
basic and subject to increases on'
specials. The overall budget next
season, covering all phases of ac-;
tivity and not production alone is
$7,385,000. Fromkess added the com-i
pany is also . branching into its
own foreign distribution and has its
own unit in Cuba and another covering the entire West Coast of South
America. Impending is a deal for
production of four features in Mexico
City for Latin American distribution.
Indicating no additional exhibition

N ew York Times, Bosley Croivther — Producer Darryl F. Zanuck and
Twentieth Century-Fox have managed a commanding screen biography of
Woodrow Wilson . . . they have imaged the salient nature of the leader to a
remarkable degree, and they have pictured the man against his period with
uncommon dignity and good taste. ... It would be hard to beat this glowing
film. . . . The design of the whole production amply indicates taste and
expense.
Fromkess,
however,
quality is due to the performance of plans,
Ohio and
Colorado
houses cited
now seven'
conrole.
title exceptional
Knox of inthethefilm's
AlexanderMuch
trolled by PRC through realty holdings.

PM, John T. McManus — . . . is without question the most important
motion picture of its time. Underlying this distinctly courageous and prece- 'Wing' Get
s $14,000
dential kind of movie-making is the also-important fact that "Wilson" is a
remarkably fine film purely as a cinema production. Its two hours and a half
are absorbed with humor, characteristic American family life ; with tender- In Providence
ness, loyalty and sincerity brimming over in its characterizations, and even
Providence, Aug. 2.— "Wing and
with love, a football game and dashes of song and dance thrown in for
a Prayer" grossed approximately
honest measure.
$14,000 in its first week at the Majestic Theatre and will be held oveni
Daily News, Kate Cameron-. Four Stars. . . . every American who can
should see it. It is a beautiful production in Technicolor, superbly acted by The re-issued "Holiday Inn" did
at Fay'sreceipts
Theatre.for the week;
a large cast ... it is all so well projected that the film doesn't seem too $7,300
Estimated
long. . . . In pointing up the analogies between that era and this, the present ending Aug. 3 :
Administration is no more favored than the party opposed to it. . . . Darryl "Days of Glory" (RKO)
Zanuck is to be congratulated for sponsoring one of the finest films ever pro- "Seven Days Ashore" (RKO)
duced in Hollywood.
RKO- ALB EE — (2,239) (35c-44c-55c) 7 clays.
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $12,800).
"You Can't Ration Love" (Para.)
Sun, Charles A. Wyer — . . . offers close to three hours of memories, some "The Navy Way" (Para.)
happy, some sad. For younger moviegoers it provides superb entertainment
STRAND-(2.2C0) (44c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
and brings to life what must forever remain one of the most important periods $8,500.
"Bathing(Average:
Beauty" $10,500).
(MGM)
in this nation's history. . . . One of the most carefully directed pictures of "U-Boat Prisoner" (Col.) '
this or any other year. It is one of the most handsomely staged and costumed
LOEWS STATE — (3,232) (35c-44c-55c) 7
. . . an honest effort and a great one.
days, 2nd week. Gross: $16,500. (Average:
$17,700).
and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
Journal-American, Rose Pelswick — . . . picture making at its best . . . "Wing
"The Big Noise" (20th-Fox)
has brilliance of production, cast, sets and other technical details, but, chiefly,
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days.
it has a story that compels attention from the first moment to the last ... a Gross: $14,C00. (Average: $12,100).
"Holiday
Inn" (Para.)
both
with
theme that could have been highly controversial has been handled
skill and good taste. It does not take sides and it does not editorialize. It "Lady Has Plans" (Para.)
FAY'S $7,300.
— (1,800)
(35c-44c-55c)
presents facts. . . .
Gross:
(Average:
$6,500). 7 days.]
"Stagecoach"
(tJA)
"Brother Rat" (WB)
World-Telegram, Alton Cook — Everything in the picture is on a large
CARLTON— (1,526) (35c-44c-55c) 7 daysJ
scale ; stars playing many of the myriad bit roles, settings and crowds of Gross:
$3,800. (Average: $4,000).
huge proportions and a long and varied lot of backgrounds. Technicolor results
never have been more consistently satisfactory than in "Wilson." . . . No
matter what Zanuck had in mind in a Presidential election year, the effect is
a strong flavor of propaganda and politics — with the Republican Senator Rogers' Illness May
Lodge the villain in this parallel drama of a quarter century ago.
Defer Schine Trial
(Continued from page 1)
New York Post, Archer Winsten — As entertainment, "Wilson," . . . settles down massively into the worthwhile category. It does not, . . . mark "a in that city, in connection with the
point of departure in the development of the motion picture medium" . . . case. Transcriptions of the testimony
it further exaggerates the current Hollywood mania for overwhelming pro- will be sent to the U. S. District Court
duction values . . . has an indirect bearing on the forthcoming elections. . . . in Buffalo.
Those who have feared this picture as potent fourth-term propaganda need
Wright has already been advised of
no longer agitate themselves.
Rogers' illness and, it is believed,
would not stand in the way of a postponement of the case on this ground.
'Jasper' Pre-Release
Chapman
Appointed
The Paramount short, "Jasper's Paradise," in the George Pal Puppetoon Renovating Strand,
To 'Classics' Branch
Jules Chapman, manager of Film series, has been given a pre-release
booking by the Hollywood Paramount
Regent in Wildwood
Classics* New York exchange, has
to play with Paramount's
Wildwood, N. J., Aug. 2. — The
been named supervisor of branch op-, Theatre
"Going My Way" Aug. 16.
Regent and Strand Theatres here, operations and will make his headquarters at the home office. Chapman was Basil Home Burns
erated by Hunt's Enterprises, will be
remodeled, enlarged and equipped for
formerly connected with Monogram
Buffalo, Aug. 2. — Fire recently de- television beginning in the Fall, it was
and First Divisional Exchanges in a
stroyed the roof and attic of the home reported at the weekend by William
similar capacity. Sidney Weiner of
the Warner theatre department will of Theophilos J. Basil, vice-president C. Hunt, president. Both houses will
replace Chapman at the local ex- of Basil Brothers Theatres here. Dam- be air conditioned and projection
change.
ages were estimated at $1,000.
equipment will be installed.
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4Way'
175,217

Still

Showing

for

Way

Washington, Aug. 2. — "Going My
Way" still continues to draw crowds,
to Loew's Palace where it should do
an estimated $21,000 for the third
week. Another money-maker is
'Bathing Beauty," now in its second
week at Loew's Capitol, where it
should take a neat $24,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending
3 are
:
"Bathing Aug.
Beauty"
(MGM)

Skeffington'
in L.A.
\t 4

Los Angeles, Aug. 2. — "Mr. Skefshare of the
the lion's
got week,
ngton"
irosses this
taking $75,217 at
Warners' Downtown, Hollywood and
riltern, which average $50,900. "Gasght" continued strong in its second
Egyptian-Los
jeek
-Ritz FWC's
.ngelesin
combination, getting
57,500 where $33,100 is par. Weather
as perfect.
Estimated receipts for the week
iding Aug. 2 :
Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
OOD) - (3.000)
WARNERS $l.CG) (HOLLYW
I,Oc-60c-80c7 days. Gross: $26,785.
\verage: $17,000).
- (3,400)
Vlr. Skeffington" (WB)
OWN) (DOWNT
WARNERS
I0c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $25,288.
leverage: $18,700).
Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
BROS. (WILTERN)-(2,200)
WARNER
0c-6Oc-80c-$1.0O) 7 days. Gross: $23,144.
Average: $15,200).
Bathing Beauty" (MGM)
(50c-60cCARTHAY CIRCLE — ( 1,516)(Average
:
7 days. Gross: $9,300.
c-$1.00)
1,200).
bathing Beauty" (MGM)
CHINESE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0G) 7
Jiys. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $15,500).
baslight" (MGM)
EGYPTIAN— (1,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
iys. 2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average:
',500).
The Mummy's Ghost" (Univ.)
Jungle Woman" (Univ.)
HAWAII— (1,000) (50c -60c -75c -85c) 7 days,
ross: $9,000. (Average: $6,200).
Step Lively" (RKO)
The Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
HILLSTREET — (2,700) (50c -60c -80c) 7
iys. Gross: $:O.0O0. (Average: $19,700.
Bathing Beauty" (MGM)
LOEW'S STATE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c.00) 7 days. Gross: $30,000. (Average:
'4,100).
Gaslight" (MGM)
fLOS ANGELES — (2,096) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
i days, 2nd week. Gross: $30,000. (Average:
: 4,900).
step Lively" (RKO)
the Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
' PANTAGES— (2.000) (S0c-60c-85c-$1.0O) /
iys. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $16,700).
And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
i PARAMOUNT
(HOLLYWOOD) (50c)c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
111,000. (Average: $11,000).
iAnd the Angels Sing" (Para.)
Penry Aldrich Plays Cupid" (Para.)
I PARAMOUNT (DOWNTOWN) (50c-60c|)c-$1.0O) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $18,000.
Average: $20,300).
Gaslight" (MGM)
)RITZ — (1.376) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days
fid week. Gross: $12,500. (Average: $8,700)
|Step Lively'* (RKO)
fTbe
Falcon in(1,716)
Mexico"(50c-60c-S5c-$1.00)
(RKO)
UPTOWN—
7
lays. Gross: $8,800. (Average: $10,500).

AND

NOTHING

J'heatre
in Oshawa, Ont., and mayor
if that community.

NEWS

d Week
Clevelan
2nd
' in
to 'Way
$30,000
Cleveland, Aug. 2. — For the second successive week everybody appearing to be "Going
Way,"within
with
the estimated
gross My
coming
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Up
in Mabel's
Room"
LOEW'S
OHIO—
(1,268)(UA)
(45c-65c) 7 days,
$3,200.
2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,000).
'Ladies in Washington," (20th-Fox)
RKO PALACE— (3,300) (50c-60c-85c-95c) 7
days. Stage: Horace Heidt Band. Gross:
$28,(500. (Average: $25,400).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,300) (45c-65c) 7 days,
000).
2nd week. Gross: $30,000. (Average: $19,Hour Before the Dawn" (Para.)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900) (45c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $10,000).

PARADE/'

ACCOMPANYING

HISTORY,

PLAYED

CIRCUIT.

SERENADE",

WHICH

$6,800 of the sensational first week
business of $36,800 at Loew's State.
Other theatres had only a fair weekend, except "Ladies in Washington,"
coupled with "Horace Heidt" which
opened big presaging a $28,000 week.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending
Aug. 3 : (RKO)
'Show Business"
ALLEN— (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $8,500).
"Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,500) (45c55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average:
$22,100).
"Once Upon a Time" (Col.)
WARNERS' LAKE— (714) (45c-55c-65c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $2,500. (Average:

PARAMOUNT

FEATURE

YORK

"PARAMOUNT

SUBJECT

A

SHORT

SECOND

A

Workers
See2. —'Romance'
Chicago, Aug.
Five invitation
screenings of M-G-M's "An American
Romance" have been set for workers
in the steel industry, it has been reported by J. E. Flynn, Western sales
manager. The showings will be held
tomorrow in Milwaukee, Duluth, Indianapolis and Detroit. Brian Donlevy,
star of the film, will appear in person.

ALLSourkes

PARAMOUNT
nurtis to Do 'Lamb"
Nathaniel Curtis has been signed
\y William Cagney to write the
creen play for "The Stray Lamb.'
Curtis will not go to Hollywood but
will work on the script here, due to
ommitments on Billy Rose's "Seven
lively
Arts,"
scheduled
to go into
production
in the
Fall.

THE

LOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434) (35c-43c-55c72c) 7 days, 2nd week. On stage: Lionel
Kaye, age:Leon
$22,000).Navarra. Gross: $24,000. (Aver"The White Cliffs of Dover" (MGM)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,234) (43c-55c65c) 7 days, 5th week. Gross: $7,500. (Aver$8,200).
The age:
Adventures
of Mark Twain" (WB)
WARNER'S EARLE — (2,210) (44c-55c85c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. On stage: Hal
LeRoy. Gross: $15,500. (Average: $19,700).
"This Is the Life" (Univ.)
RKO-KEITH's— (1.800) (35c-44c-65c-74c) 7
days. Gross: $13,000. (Average: $13,600).
"Mr. Winkle Gees to War" (Col.)
WARNER'S METROPOLITAN - (1,600)
(35c-55c)
days, 2nd week.
Gross: $7,000.
(Average: 7 $7,200).
)
"Going My Way" (Para.)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,242) (43c-55c-65c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $21,000. (Average:
$19,000).

"SHOWBOAT
;f. Marks, 82, Dies
\\ Toronto, Aug. 2. — Joseph E. Marks,
2, pioneer theatre man in Canada
ied recently in Perth, Ont., after a
jingering illness. Marks was one o:
even brothers, only one of which sur
jives, who were active in the early
ears of the industry. He leaves his
jirother, Ernest, owner of the Marks
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to Monogram

Toronto, Aug. 2. — Irving Sourkes
has been named manager of the Montreal branch of Monogram Pictures of
Canada, it was reported by general
manager Harry Kauffman. Sourkes,
in the industry here many years, succeeds I. H. Allen, recently named
Ltd.
general manager of Esquire Films,
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1941

Since

4re

Korda

Named

Boston

Payments

Tax

Up

U08,484,189

677%
Paid

by

BOT

Producers
Films

on

Terror

Council

London, Aug. 3. — J. Arthur Rank
and Sir Alexander Korda today were
named producers' representtaives on
the Board of Trade films council, of
which the full new personnel was announced here. The appointment is regarded as a repudiation by BOT
chairman Hugh Dalton of recent
monopoly committee recommendations
that the British industry concentrate
on medium-priced production. Rank
and Korda are exponents of lavish
films comparable to those of Hollywood.

1 Companies in '43
U. S. Federal income and excess
u-ofits taxes paid by the industry
lave increased 677 percent since
lefore the war, according to an
financompani
film the
of eight
nalysis
full year
last es'
nts for
stateme
ial
eported. The levies against Columbia,
.oew's, Paramount, RKO, 20th CenThe council, of which Lord Drogury-Fox, Universal, Warners and
Consolidated Film Industries, which heda was named chairman, contains,
:ontrols Republic, totaled $108,484,189 as new independents' representatives,
Ivor Evans, Mrs. Mary Agluring their fiscal year ended in 1943 Professor (Continued
on page 3)
)r early 1944, whereas the amount set
ment
iside for the Govern
in 1941 or
larly 1942 was $13,941,396.
In the final year before Pearl Har- U. S. Films to Lead
bor, approximately 13 percent of the
£108,464,539 operating income of these In Brazil: Baez
;empanies went for Federal income
ind excess profits taxes, compared
vvith 53 percent of their $202,970,774
Although the Mexican and. Argen{Continued on page 8)
tine film industries are trying to penetrate the Brazilian market, American
product will continue to predominate,
OWI-WAC
Heads
Enrique Baez, United Artists' Brazilian manager, declared in an interday. view at the home office here yesterSet Postwar Themes
Hollywood, Aug. 3. — Among the
subjects which it is proposed to cover
in the next series of Office of War
Information-War Activities Committee
films, Motion Picture Daily learned
today, are the following :
The handling of postwar food surpluses; treatment of wounded service
men returned to the U. S. ; the interdependence of the United States and
South American countries ; the State
Department's record to date ; the Red
Cross home nursing program and
Army transport subjects.
Stanton Griffis, OWL films head;
iFrancis Harmon, WAC head, and
|their associates will meet here tomorrow with representatives of the Hollywood Writers Mobilization on writers'
(.Continued on page 3)
Freon

Cools

Diners,

Theatres Close: Wilby
Although infrequently used restaurants and auditoriums are able to obtain sufficient Freon to remain open
through the summer, film houses, excluded from the War Production
*• 'Board's order regarding the refrigerant
gas, are forced to close, according to
Robert B. Wilby, vice-president of the
(Continued on page 3)

Baez revealed that grosses have in,
creased, especially in the larger cities,
although admissions have remained
the same. The state admission tax in
Rio de Janeiro has gone up to 20 per
(Continued on page 3)

Pairing

of Similar

JLs
AUGUST 4, 1944

Goes
Film

on

J.

a

Move

Week
Up Next
Washington, Aug. 3. — Department
of Justice officials concerned with the
consent decree will get together next
week for a discussion of the next steps
to be taken in the light of Attorney
General Francis Biddle's rejection of
distributor proposals and his suggestion that a further effort be made to
secure revisions which he outlined as
prerequisite to government acceptance,
it was learned today.
Assistant Attorney General Tom C.
Clark, who returned to Washington
this week, has been unable to go into
the situation because of the absence of
Robert L. Wright, chief of the film
unit, who, with Assistant Attorney
General Wendell Berge, head of the
anti-trust division, is working with
him on the matter. Wright is expect(Continued on page 3)

Themes

on

Parts

Seen

CENTS

as

Diet

Boston, Aug. 3. — Terror
pictures and sensational films
are again having their innings in Boston and currently
are pulling heavily at the box
office. There seems to be a distinct tendency on the part of
a large segment of the theatre public here to want these
picture types in preference to
either the so-called Pollyanna
type or war pictures, which
are definitely not registering
in the Hub at this time.

Decree

TEN

Dual

Bills a Hit at B. & K. 'A' Houses
Chicago, Aug. 3. — The Balaban and Katz circuit here has
been experimenting with two pictures of the same type playing
its class 'A' neighborhood houses and the results, according to
reports, are profitable. Departing from the customary procedure
of emphasizing variety in the programs, the booking department,
headed by Harry Lustgarten, has purposely paired similar pictures
where release schedules permitted.
The experiment was started early this month with "Address
Unknown" and "Passage to Marseille" and continued with the
pairings of "Tampico" and "Buffalo Bill," action features, "Song
of Russia" and "Yellow Canary," war theme pictures, and "Bridge
of San Luis Rey" and "The Impostor," a pair of 'heavies.' In each
case, the box offices registered capacity week-ends and bright
week night business. B. and K. officials believe that a patron who
dislikes war pictures or action pictures will stay away from the
theater regardless of whether the program has one or two of those
pictures he does not favor. At the same time, it is held, patrons
who want those pictures will flock to see them because two instead
of one are on the bill.
B. and K. plans to continue with these programs, release dates
permitting.

Bottleneck

On

Projectors

Relaxation Orders Not
Extended to Materials
Although the War Production
Board has scheduled relaxation of
its restrictions on the production of
projection equipment for Aug. 15,
production of such equipment will not
proceed at the pace expected because
the supply of component parts of projectors isstill heavily restricted, Motion Picture Herald will say today.
This was indicated by Allen G.
Smith, chief of WPB's theatre section, who, in a letter to the Theatre
Equipment
Dealers' Protective
ciation in Chicago,
has pointedAssoout
a bottleneck blocking the resumption
of full manufacture of projectors. According to Smith, many of the critical
parts are not produced by projector
manufacturers, but are dependent on
producers of ball bearings, small motors and electronic components. These
(Continued on page 8)

WPB

Curtails

Chemical

Photo

Supplies

Washington, Aug. 3. — The short
supply situation in photographic chemicals was emphasized today in orders
of the War Production Board putting
four types under allocation, effective
Sept. 1.
The chemicals involved are sodium
ferrocyanide, potassium ferrocyanide,
potassium ferricyanide, potassium and
sodium ferricyanide. For the last
two months they have been controlled
by directive which, however, has not
adequately met the situation.
A small-order exemption is provided
for 720 pounds of sodium ferrocyanide,
370 pounds of potassium sodium ferricyanide, and 100 pounds of the other
two chemicals.
Katcher

In Vanguard

East Publicity Post
Leo Katcher, who has been with
United" Artists for the past three
months on a publicity assignment in
connection with "Since You Went
Away," has joined Vanguard Films as
head of East Coast publicity. He was
formerly on the staff of the Nezv York
Post and PM and more recently has
seen service in the Army.

2

Motion

Fifth

Loan

Reports

Lag: O'Donnell Says
R. J. O'Donnell, national
chairman of the Industry's
Fifth War Loan drive, yesterday expressed hope for a
marked increase in receipt of
theatre reports within the
next few days. O'Donnell
said: "It is apparent the
showmen of America will go
'all out' in their personal
efforts but once the work is
done they are content to let
someone else wear the cap of
achievement. The Treasury
has saluted our effort, now,
we have to solidify the salute with statistical reports or
the industry's effort is apt
to go unsung. Let's go
Showmen!"

Film
Set

Classics'

for

Meet

Chicago

Film Classics, which has 28 cooperative exchanges in all key cities,
except Memphis, Albany and Butte,
will hold a national sales meeting in
Chicago in October, at which time it
will offer its reissued product and also
outline plans for a production program.
George Hirliman, president, is setting up a sales organization which will
parallel that of a major distributor
and will consist,' when completed, of
division and district managers, contract and clerical departments, and
an advertising, publicity, art and
pressbook department.
A number of appointments have
been made in recent weeks, including
that of L. E. Godhammer as vicepresident and general sales manager ;
Jules Chapman as supervisor of
branch operations, and Sidney Weinberg in charge of the New York exchange.
Production program of Film
Classics calls for a minimum of 16
features and some Westerns. Reissues available to its exhibitor members, who control about 1,500 theatres,
include 31 Goldwyn films, 11 Hal
Roach Streamliner features, seven
Selznick features, 36 Gaumont-British films, seven from other producers
and 400 Roach shorts.

'Wilson* Maintains
Fast Pace at Roxy
After ending its first full day,
Wednesday, at the Roxy with a gross
of approximately $22,000, Darryl F.
Zanuck's 'Wilson" maintained the
same record-threatening pace yesterday. On the basis of receipts up to
six p.m. yesterday the company estimated that the gross for the second
day would be slightly above Wednesday's.

Picture

Personal
DAVID O. SLEZNICK, who was
expected in New York from the
Coast yesterday, instead went directly
to Maryland for a vacation.
•
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Coast

Mention

SOL A. SCHWARTZ, general man- Flashes
ager of RKO out-of-town theatres,
will leave today for a tour of Western
Hollywood, Aug
theatres. He will be accompanied by
ard.
Mrs. Schwartz and his son Leon-

•
Herman Ripps, Albany M-G-M
manager, and Ralph Maw, Buffalo
William G. Brenner, in charge of
manager, are due in New York Mon- M-G-M exchange maintenance ; Rose
day. W. E. Banford, Chicago branch
Klein, assistant to Alan F. Cummanager, and W. R. Workman, Min- mings, in charge of branch operations ;
neapolis manager, leave for their re- and Arthur Sterling, field auditor,
spective headquarters Saturday.
have returned from Boston.
•
Mr. and Mrs. John Wildberg will
Montague Salmon, managing dibe in Beverly Hills from Aug. 9 to 19
rector of the Rivoli, will leave for a
as guests of Carl Laemmle, Jr. vacation on Sunday, returning in time
Wildberg is co-producer of "One for next month's premiere of "Frenchman's Creek" at his film emporium.
Touch of Venus." •
Jack Level, editor of the RKO
Radio Pictures' house organ "Flash,"
goes on vacation next Monday. Arthur Brilant will edit during Level's absence.

Charles Reed Jones, advertising
director for Republic, will leave today
for the company's North Hollywood
studios. He will be gone about a
month.
•
Mildred Gerber, head inspector of
Mary Ryan, Buffalo M-G-M office
the M-G-M branch in Kansas City,
in New York yesis in town visiting relatives during manager,terday forarrived
home office conferences.
her vacation.
«
•
Mrs.
Esther
Blendman,
assistant
Sam Cohen, United Artists' foreign publicity manager, is celebrat- cashier for M-G-M in Washington, is
ing his 12th year with that company. vacationing here with her husband.
•
David Palfreyman of the MPPDA
Carter Blake, Columbia Eastern
casting director, leaves tomorrow for will leave tonight for a vacation at
Angola, Ind.
a week's vacation.
Skouras,
At

20th-Fox

Zariuck
Meet

Spyros Skouras, Tom Connors,
Darryl Zanuck, W. J. Kupper, W. C.
Gehring, A. W. Smith, Jr., L. J.
Schlaifer, Hal Home and Charles
Schlaifer addressed the 20th Century
Fox district and branch managers yes
terday, who are in New York for
sales meetings on Darryl Zanuck's
Technicolor "Wilson." A further
meeting of the branch and district
managers will be held at the Hotel
Astor today.
The 20th Century-Fox sales representatives attended a cocktail party
given by Richard de Rochemont,
March of Time producer, at the Rose
Room of the Astor following the meeting. Among those who attended the
party were John C. O'Connor, Charles
Schlaifer, Phil Williams, R. J.
O'Donnell, Henry King, Maurice Silverstone, Felix Jenkins, Sidney Samson and Sam Shain.
Following the cocktail party Connors was guest of honor at a dinner
given by 20th-Fox branch and division managers. Harry C. Vallance,
Southern district manager, presented
him with a scroll.

Study USSR Films
'U-Boaf N. Y. Opening
Mexico City, Aug. 3. — Rodolpho
Columbia's "U-Boat Prisoner," starring Bruce Bennett and Erik Rolf, Usigli has been assigned by the Mexiwll have its New York opening at the
can government to study Russian
methods of film production.
Brooklyn Strand next Thursday.

Farewell

Luncheon

For Herk Mclntyre
Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal vicepresident and foreign manager, will be
host at a luncheon at 21 Club today
for Herk Mclntyre, the company's
veteran managing director for Australia and New Zealand. Mclntyre is
scheduled to leave for the Coast early
next week en route to Australia, following ahome office visit.
Among those scheduled to be present
at the farewell luncheon are : Charles
D. Prutzman, J. J. O'Connor, W. A.
Scully, Budd Rogers, Sam Machnovitch, Maurice Bergman, Charles
Kirby, Al Daff, Adolph Schimel, E.
T. Gomersall, Tom Mead, F. J. A.
McCarthy, Eugene Walsh, Fred Meyers, E. L. McEvoy, A. J. O'Keefe,
James Jordan, Tom Murray, J. Murphy, Hank Linet, Al Horwits, S.
Jacobs, Morris Alin and Fortunat
Baronat.
Court

to Review

Moss

Ban on Delivery Fee
Justice Bernard Botein has denied a
motion in Supreme Court here to dismiss a suit brought by the McBride
Theatre Ticket Offices seeking court
determination of license commissioner
Paul Moss' power to ban theatre ticket delivery charges.
The judge, while ruling against the
motion to dismiss, said : "Delivery
charges are not necessarily in violation of section 169-C of the general

and treasurvice-pres
RKO
ERG
KINGSB
M ident
COL
MAL
er, arrived here today from New York'
for a visit of several weeks. Charle:
W. Koerner, studio head, and Perrj
Lieber also have returned from the
company's New York sales convention.
Alfred Zeisler, director of Monogram's-W. R. Frank feature, "Enemy
of Women," will speak before the LosAngeles Breakfast Club Aug. 9 on
the present situation in the Reich:
The talk will be re-broadcast over
KFWB the same evening.
•
Shooting schedule on "Pillar toil
Post" at the Warner Bros, studio has;!
been held up to permit Ida Lupineto recover from a minor injury.
Monogram
signed Co.
a contract
Cinema
Mercantile
to supply with:1
theH
studio with all props and set dressings
for the coming year.
•
John Leroy Johnston will leave by
plane Saturday for New York to
work on the "Casanova Brown" cam•
Hugh Owen, Vanguard sales manpaign.
ager, is enroute East.
Wallis

Arrives

Here

For Balaban
Talks
Hal Wallis, head of Hal Wallis
Productions, Paramount independent
producing unit, arrived in New York
yesterday for conference with Barney
Balaban, Paramount president, on his
contemplated
Great Britain. production of films in
Wallis indicated that studio space
will be rented in London for his productions, presumably from J. Arthur
Rank. His conferences with Balaban
will get under way early next week.
Wallis expects to be here 10 days
Villiers

Coming

to

U. S. for

Ealing
i
London, Aug. 3. — Reginald Baker,
president of the Kinematograph Renters Society and managing director of
Ealing Studios, cannot make his scheduled American visit and will send as
his envoy Sir Edward Villiers to initiate theVilliers
U. S. sale
of Ealing's
latest
product.
served
in the Indian
government before the war and has
since been with the Ministry of Information's films division.
Bornemann

Seeks

Papers

Toronto, Aug. 3. — Ernst Wilhelm
Julius Bornemann, producer with the
National Film Board of Canada since
1940, itieshas
applied to Canadian
author-is
for naturalization.
Bornemann
a native of Germany.

business law."
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Rank,

Named

Korda

Producers

For
BOT

on

Council

Films

(Continued from page 1)
pes Hamilton, Creech Jones, M.P. ;
William
Quin, and Sir Geoffrey
j5hakespeare, M.P.
These people belong to forward-looking sections of
*he various political parties, and their
iippointment betokens Dalton's determination to make the council a more
Expressive cross-section of the whole
•nation's life.
Other independents
I fiamed are Lady Apsley, M.P. ; Sir
iiVilliam Citrine, Albert Palache and
Professor Arnold Plant.
Appointed
as distributors' repre;entatives are Major Reginald Baker
I find Joseph Friedman, Columbia's EuIropean supervisor. Exhibitor appoinIfees are R. J. Hinge, Commander Arthur Jarratt, Sir Alexander King and
\Z. P. Metcalfe. Renamed as employes'
are T. O'Brien and
f• [-epresentatives
u. H. Elvin.
I The general view here is that the
Ipouncil will now be better qualified to
appreciate the entire set-up of the in' liustry, and the appointment of Hinge
! Lill be regarded by exhibitors as a
[Well-earned tribute to a noteworthy
■worker in their cause. The new counIpil's first meeting will be held Aug. 21.
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Wst

B'WAY &

LIVELY

Move

been banned from children's matinees
in New South Wales under an agreement between exhibitors and the state
government, according to a Melbourne
dispatch released here by the Australian News and Information Bureau The agreement was reached after the
State Films Commission held a probe
and drew up a number of recommendations that could not have been implemented without special state and federal legislation. Under its terms, exhibitors are obliged to state clearly in
advertising whether pictures are suitable for adults only or for general
audiences.
Groton

MB

PARAMOUNT
GARY
CECIL

PRESENTSbm

COOPER

in

B. DEMILLES

+ StoryIn Technicolor
"The
of Dr.Wassell"*
RIVOLI

4B9twhaysf

Occupation
Will

Week
Up Next
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
cent, but exhibitors have not dared to
raise their admissions because there ed to return to the Capital next Monday, and it is probable the three officials will meet early in the week to
has been agitation against the existing price scale. A new law is pend- go over the situation. Pending such
ing in Brazil, Baez said, which has a conference, it was said, no steps
taken to lay the matter beas its goal the strengthening of the wouldfore be
the distributors, with whom it is
native industry. Native producers understood Clark has not been in contact this week.
have complained that their other feaOne of the points to be determined
tures languish or are sold at very low
is whether the companies shall be inprices, he said.
formed of the situation and given an
Victor J. Schochet, the company's outline of the desired changes by mail
manager in Peru, also present, stated or asked to meet with Clark for a
that although Peruvian first-run personal discussion of what might be
houses plan 90 percent American the final effort to come to an agreement. It is believed that Department
product and only 10 percent Spanish
films, the situation was reversed in officials are still hopeful of perfecting
the country at large where Spanish a consent decree which will save both
pictures secured 60 percent of the the government and the companies the
playing time compared to 40 percent time and money that would be exAmerican films. Mexican films ocpended in litigation and that every opportunity will be accorded the discupied 65 percent of subsequent, playing time with Argentine product filltributors to meet the Department's requirements or offer convincing proof
ing in the balance.
Both managers said that 16mm. that they are inequitable.
films shown by the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs Col. Broadcasting
were helping to expand their commercial audience in both countries. Declares Dividend
Schochet estimated the monthly audiThe board of directors of the
ence seeing CIAA films numbered Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.,
150,000 in Peru alone.
declared a cash dividend of 40 cents
on the Class A and B stock payable
on Sept. 1 to holders of record Aug.
18.
Earnings per share for six months
THEATRES
ended July 1 this year were $1.34
vs. $1.28 for the comparable period
in 1943. Net income for six months
A whole new world opened at
amounted to $2,295,865 vs. $2,204,499 in the same period last year.
Tuesday night's world premiere!
Gross income from the sale of facilities, talent, lines, records, etc., were
ck's
Darryl F. Zanu
$42,627,666 in the six-month period in
WILSON
1944 vs. $35,288,315 in 1943. Time discount and agency commissions, record
in TECHNICOLOR
returns, allowances and discounts
Directed by HENRY KING
amounted to $13,465,173 in six months
Written for the Screen by
ended Julv 1 of this year compared
LAMAR TROTTI
with $10,687,815 in 1943.
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
On the Roxy Stage
FRED WARING and His PertnsylvanCurtail Horror Films
ians with augmented company of 100
CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES
In New South Wales
ROXY THEATRE
Horror films and their trailers have

MARCH
OF TIMf
A 20th CENTURY-FOX RELEASE

SAMUEL

Decree

Baez

AMERICANS
ALL
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Daily

Clearance

Case Dismissed
The clearance complaint filed in the
New Haven tribunal by Miriam W.
Hess, operator of the Groton Theatre,
Groton, Conn., against the five consenting companies, has been dismissed
by arbitrator A. A. Ribicoff, the
American Arbitration Association announced here yesterday.

See

Troops

Films

The 16 mm. film service operated
by the Overseas Motion Picture Service branch of the Army Pictorial
Service for U. S. troops overseas will
be continued after the war for the
troops of occupation, Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal foreign sales vicepresident, and civilian consultant to
the War Department on overseas film
distribution, has informed Motion
Picture Daily.
Seidelman said he anticipated no
trouble in continuing Universal's foreign operations as far as personnel
was concerned. Observing that his
was "the easiest business in the world
to revitalize," Seidelman said that
once product is ready it would be relatively easy to man the territory.
When the Army got into Rome, he
said, the company got 16 cables from
people there -asking to represent Universal.
Universal's foreign sales head said
that no theatres were operated by the
company in Europe, the two it owned
in Germany having been confiscated
by the Nazi government.
SEP
Gift of 16mm
Films Cites
to Army
The fact that the motion picture
theatres of the United States are participating inthe film industry's gift of
16 mm prints of the latest features
to the Army Overseas Motion Picture
Service for showing to our troops
overseas is widely publicized for the
first time in the advertising and promotion tie-up made between the War
Activities Committee and the Saturday Evening Post.
A special poster prepared by the
Saturday Evening Post to publicize
the story, "Tonight at the Beachhead
Bijou," by Peter Martin, which deals
with the overseas showings, bears the
legend, "Pictures seen in this theatre
are shown in all war zones as a gift
of the American motion picture inindustry." In a special letter sent to all
•WAC exhibitor chairmen, Si Fabian
has called upon them to cooperate in
seeing that the posters receive prominence in the theatres in their territories. The SEP is devoting its Blue
Network program, "Listening Post,"
of Aug. 12 to promote the story and
the industry's gift and will all feature
the information in its national advertising of the issue of Aug. 12 in which
the story appears.
Freon

Cools

Diners,

Theatres
(Continued Close
from page:Wilhy
1)
Wilby-Kincey circuit, who is in New
York this week.
W-K's Palmetto Theatre, serving
many soldiers from training camps in
the Spartanburg, S. C, area, was
forced to suspend operations for the
summer, due to the Freon shortage
and restrictions prohibiting»installation
of fans.
OWI-WAC
Set

Heads

Postwar Themes
(Continued from page I)

assignments and selection of topics.
The discussions follow Griffis' disclosure last week that the OWI is inviting
suggestions from Hollywood on how
to undertake to deal with postwar
problems.

■

MRPH

AP0LPH1
R K O
RADIO

MENJOU

LOCAL PLUGS
FOR LOCAL
RKO SHOWS
... on RKO's great radio
program . . . daily over 177
Stations of the Blue
Network. Coast to Coast.
HOLLYWOOD
STAR
TIME
12:15 P. M. daily
Monday through Friday
Pacific Coast time
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GRANT

ANNE

-CARNEY-MITCHELLJEFFREYS
Produced by ROBERT FELLOWS • Directed by TIM WHELAN
Screen Play by Warren Duff ond Peter Milne
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KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS. FIGHT BY THE SIDE
OF THE TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!

Released

by 20th
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• written by lamar
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Net

How

Tax

Payments
Gross
Income

Company

Loe

w's

,

Jumped
1943
Operating
Federal
Taxes
Income

Columbia
Cons. Film Indus*

$32,423,487
9,256,337

Paramount
RKO
20th Century-Fox
Universal
Warner Bros

145,237,856
78,795,320
159,809,994
46,527,527
131,825,540

$5,423,788
1,535,727
35,691,606
50,521,092
13,015,420
38,100,000
25,791,389
32,891,752

$761,113,005

$202,970,774

Totals

Since
Net
Income

$3,570,000
585.000
21,239,870
28,283,452

$1,802,280
578,338
13,422,853
14,584,821

7,015,420
23,800,000
10,100,447
13,890,000

6,964,004
12,900,000
3,759,963
8,238,483

Before
Operating 1941
Income

Gross
Income

$108,484,189 $62,250,742

the

War
Income

Federal
Taxes
230,000
$145,420
3,747,298
466,603
3,744,725

$21,648,691
6,256,355
128,409,880
104,459,727

923,287
$728,634
18,226,674
18,961,584

53,250,726
48,760,291
30,283,523
102,293,171

3,325,718
37,101,110
13,650,570
15,546,962

2,275,162
1,726,188
1,606,000

$495,362,364

$108,464,539

$13,941,396

513,451
$552,744
11,134,593
9,206,042
538,693
4,921,926
2,673,249
5,429,303

$34,970,001 ;

* Controls Republic.
'

157,

236,

Tax

944
ts
men
Pay

Short
Plan
For

Since

Tele

Network

Postwar

Curbing

Washington, Aug. 3. — The General
Electric Co. of Schenectady and International Business Machines Corp.
have filed application with the Federal
677%
Up
Are
Communications Commission for permission to construct a series of experimental radio relay stations between
(Continued from page 1)
Schenectady, New York and Washoperating income last year. This
ington „for carrying as many as three
represents corporate levies only and telecast programs and other services in
does not include the numerous other both directions simultaneously, making
state and Federal non-income connection between urban and induslocal,
taxes.
trial centers.
General Electric technicians are reHowever, despite the increased tax
ported to be working on equipment
payments needed to help carry on the
for
the
experimental work. The sysing
operatin
of
on
war, the proporti
come remaining as net profit slipped,
tem is expected to be a post-war plan
only slightly: from 32 percent in 1941 to set up a carrier for establishment
to 31 percent in 1943. This was made of television networks.
possible, of course, by the war boom
at the box offices, which increased
gross revenues by 54 percent, from 320 Print Orders
$495,362,364 to $761,113,005, and
boosted operating incomes by 87 per'Janie'
WarnerWB's
laboratories
will turn out
cent and net profits by 78 percent, For
the latter from $34,970,001 to $62,250,- a record domestic print order of 320
742.
for 'Janie,' first film on the company's
The total tax increase amounted to 1944-'45 schedule, the home office
has reported. The large order has
payments be$94,542,793.
tween 1941Paramount's
and 1943 jumped from been placed so as to make the film
$3,744,725 to $28,283,452, an increase available to as many exhibitors as
possible before high school and college
of $24,538,727; 20th Century-Fox's, students return to classes.
from $2,275,162 to $23,800,000, an inThe company is also turning over
crease of $21,524,838; Loew's, from
$3,747,298 to $21,239,870, an increase of a number of 16mm reels for overseas
$17,492,572; Warners, from $1,606,000 distribution to the fighting fronts.
will have its world premiere
to $13,890,000, an increase of $12,284,- 'Janie'
tomorrow at the New York Strand.
000; Universal's, from $1,726,188 to
$10,100,447, an increase of $8,374,259 ;
RKO's, from $466,603 to $7,015,420, an
Mexicans
Plan Quota
increase of $6,548,817 ; Columbia's,
from $145,420 to $3,570,000, an in- Agreement
with U. S.
crease of $3,424,580 ; and ConsolidMexico City, Aug. 3. — A quota plan
ated^, from $230,000 to $585,000, an
whereby American film companies
increase of $355,000.
would take on one Mexican picture
spoken in English for each American
production spoken in Spanish is being
Dividend
worked out by Salvador Carillo, secLondon, Aug. 3. — Associated British
retary general of the National CinePicture Corp. has recommended a final
matographic Industry Workers Union.
This measure is expected to offset
ordinary stock dividend of seven-anda-half percent, plus a two-end-a-half competition for Mexican product from
percent bonus, bringing the total for prospective Spanish dubbing of American films for Latin and American
the year ended March 31 to YlYi percent, including a previous interim divi- distribution. Carrillo's plan would
dend. This is identical with the pre- also gain wider distribution of Mexican
vious year.
product in the United States.
Decoration for Karlton
Harold Karlton, formerly in charge
of
print control
at National
Screen's
Philadelphia
exchange
and now
an
Army ace, has been awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross and the
Air Medal. He has executed 46 missions successfully.

Subject

Review

Era

1941

FOR SALE- — Complete motion picture
laboratory including Kleig lamps, continuous Bell & Howell printers, cameras,
etc. All 35MM. Converting facilities
to 16MM. Box No. 229, MOTION
PICTURE DAILY.

Parts

Projectors

"British

(Continued from page L)
manufacturers are limited in their
civilian output by the requirements of
the Army and Navy, said Smith, indicating that they would not be in a position to accept preference ratings for
some time.
Further, in addition to the lack of
available component parts, WPB officials have made clear that there
w®uld be no automatic lifting of limitation and conservation orders, but
that each manufacturer must submit to
individual treatment. Where material
and labor were available beyond war
needs, local WPB offices were expected to grant the appeal, however.

Imperialism —

(March of Time-20th-Fox)
The postwar future of Britain's empire is the subject of the current
March of Time release. Delving
briefly into the history of England's
imperialism, MOT presents the commonwealth as a group of self-governing dominions and colonies, bound together for purposes of economic and
44"
military 19
protection
until the advent of
the present global war. Then, according to the theory herein presented,
Australia, New Zealand and Canada
became aware of the fact that
their security depended upon the
U. S.— and not wholly upon England.
The consequences of this newfound
line of protection may imperil
Nelson Sees No Early
Britain's status as a world power.
Projector Production
WPB Chairman Donald M. Nelson The fate of the empire rests with
Other problems presentannounced in Washington yesterday her edleaders.
are the Indian situation and the
that the output of electronic equipment status of the Union of
during the remainder of the year must now all but totally South Africa,
be increased by 21 per cent over that March of Time has treatedindependent.
this timeduring the first six months, which
ly and delicate subject with candor
seemed to definitely rule out the expan- and intelligence. Well scripted and
sion of projector equipment production
carefully directed, "British Imperialism— 1944" is obviously provocative
for the time being. Nelson's, call was
necessitated by the pleas of the War of much speculation.
Running time,
and Navy Departments for the mate- 18 mins., 13 seconds.
rial with which to wage the war. Back
of the situation is the acute labor
problem confronting the War Manpower Commission as war workers de- Montreal
Hard
Hit
sert their jobs in an effort to secure
peacetime berths. Although no inStrike
crease in booth equipment is seen be- By Tramway
Montreal, Aug. 3. — Workers in
fore the end of the year, an adequate
local film exchanges and theatres are
flow of repair parts is assured.
MGM

Policy

Only

For

Sub-Subsequents
In policies
reportingof details
of M-G-M's
new
affording
relief to
theatre situations which warrant it,
Motion Picture Daily on July 28
neglected to state that only those theatres which the company describes as
"sub-subsequent runs" are eligible to
the relief offered.
In announcing the new policies, W.
F. Rodgers, Loew's vice-president and
distribution head, said : "Our definition of this type of operation (subsubsequent run) is a theatre following the key runs in a zone located
generally within the corporate limits
of a metropolitan city, not necessarily
the second run in a city, but those
which follow the key or first runs in

their
fromprivate
to an'd and
_ transport
being in
ed trucks
company
jobs
cars as a result of the street railway
strike which started early this morning and has crippled transportation
facilities
throughout the city.
Box office receipts are expected to
drop, especially at evening shows.
Thus far there has been no indication
when the strike, the third in 17
months, will terminate.

Buy Century Interests
Melville S. Rosen and George P.
Quigley have purchased interests, formerly held by Edmund L. Dorfman,
in Century Productions, Inc. The
company's local office has reported
that Century has expanded its facilities
and will enter the television field with
film Corp. organized subsidiary, Teleits newly

individual zones."
in

Motion
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Toronto
Strong

Gives

'Eve'

Picture

Reviews

$13,300

"Gypsy
( Universal) Wildcat"
A N old world melodrama, done in lavish Technicolor, with castles
and treacherous moats, a wicked Count, a lost Princess and a Prince
in disguise, scripted in a strange mixture of stilted and highly proper
English with bits of modern colloquialism injected at strategic points,
makes for an interesting and very entertaining production, apparently
destined to follow in the boxofnce footsteps of its predecessors, "Cobra
Woman," "Ali Baba and the 40 Thieves," etc.
Maria Montez is at her loveliest as the Princess reared by the Gypsy
band, and Jon Hall is most dashing as the Prince and hero. Leo Carillo
handles his stint of tribal leader with competence while Gale Sondergaard struggles to pull the role of Carillo's fortune-telling wife out of
the sloughs of inadequate direction. Rousing Gypsy melodies accompany the all-out production numbers in the castle courtyard. Story con"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
cerns Miss Montez, reared by Carillo among the Gypsies being held for
LOEW'S— (2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c) 6
days, 3rd week. Gross: $9,200. (Average: a murder committed by Dumbrille's henchmen. Hall rides into camp,
$11,200).
fleeing from the Castle Guard, and promptly falls in love with the beau"The Stcry of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
tiful Gypsy, who already has one man on her hands in the person of
SHEA'S— (2.480) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
days, 3rd week. Gross: $10,300. (Average:
$12,800).
Peter Coe, Carillo's son. She and Hall plot to prove the Count's guilt
and, after being in and out of the dungeons several times, succeed. The
"Tampico" (20th-Fox)
"Ladies of Washington" (20th-Fox)
TIVOLI— (1,434) (18c-30c-48c)
6 days. Gypsies are freed. Miss Montez comes into her inheritance, and she
Gross: $3,900. (Average: $4,400).
and Hall remain at the castle to rule over her domain together.
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
Roy William Neill directed from a screenplay by James Hogan, Gene
UPTOWN— (21761) (18c-30c-42c-6Oc-9Oc) 6
days, 2nd week. Gross: $7,300. (Average: Lewis and James M. Cain, based on an original story by Hogan and
$9,800).
Ralph Stock.
George Waggner produced.
Running time, 77 mins. "G." * Release date, Sept. Helen
1.
McNamara
'Wassell' Is St. Louis
Leader with $21,000
"U-Boat Prisoner"
St. Louis, Aug. 3. — "Going My
Hollywood, Aug. 3
Way" at the Ambassador is headed (Columbia)
for $18,000 in its second week to set a
A LTHOUGH it contains no names with marquee value and comes late
summer holdover mark here. "The
in the war for stories about U-boats, this melodrama produced by
i Story of Dr. Wassell" at the Fox, Wallace MacDonald and directed by Lew Landers
generates consider; however, is high for the week with
! an estimated $21,000.
able tension. It's worth all its 65 minutes of running
if counted
Estimated receipts for the week upon to entertain customers between screenings of a top time
attraction.
ending August 2:
Aubrey Wisberg's screenplay, based on Archie Gibbs' book about his
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
own experiences, places Bruce Bennett, portraying Gibbs, aboard a GerLOEW'S
65c)
7 days.STATE—
Gross: (3,162)
$18,000.(40c-50c-60c(Average:
man submarine which is taking captured scientists to Germany. The
$18,900).
boat is caught up with by an American destroyer and hides out on the
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para.)
■ FOX— (5,038) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days. Gross: bottom of the ocean, sending up oil, wreckage, finally the body of a Ger$21,000. (Average: $18,700).
man sailor, to indicate that it's been destroyed. This is the highlight in
"Going My Way" (Para.)
a continuing series of melodramatic incidents which end in death for the
AMBASSADOR— (3,154) (40c-50c-60c) 7 Nazis and survival for the scientists and the American.
days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,000. (Average
$15,700).
Others in the all-male cast are Erik Rolf, John Abbott, John Wengraf,
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
Robert Williams, Kenneth MacDonald, Erwin Kaiser, Egon Brecher and
"U Boat Prisoner" (Col.)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (1,900) (40c-50c60c -65c) 7 days. Gross: $6,500. (Average: many more.
$7,100).
Running time, 65. min. Release date July 25, 1944. "G."*
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
William R. Weaver
"Make Your Own, Bed" (WB)
MISSOURI— (3,514) (4Oc-50c-60c) 7 days. *"G" denotes general classification.
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $9,900).
"This Is the Life" (Univ.)
"Ghost Catchers" (Univ.)
SHUBERT— (1,900) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days. 'Way' Hangs Up Nice Correction
Gross: $6,000. (Average: $6,100).
An item headed "Sues WB Ohio
"They
issue)Mads Me a Criminal" (WB) (re- $16,100 in Omaha
Theatre," which appeared in Motion
Omaha, Aug. 3. — Shattering all Picture Daily of Aug. 2, was in
"Manpower" (WB) (reissue)
ST. LOUIS — (4,000) (45c-50c) 7 days. precedent the Orpheum Theatre took error in stating the plaintiff, Mrs.
Gross: $4,200. (Average: $5,200).
on a moveover from the Paramount Emily J. Fisher, had filed suit against
in the second week of "Going My Warners' Ohio Theatre at Mansfield
collect a $500 bank night prize
Way" and hung up a $16,100 gross to
which had been refused her because
to easily pace the city.
'Waif Continues to
Estimated receipts for the week she was not in the theatre at the time
Top Indianapolis
her name was called. The suit was
ending August 2-3 :
Indianapolis, Aug. 3.— In its sec- "The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB) filed against Steve Christ, doing busiBRANDEIS— (2,200) (44c-60c) 7 days.
ness as the New Deal Bank Night
ond week, "Going My Way" at the Gross: $5,600. (Average: $6,500).
Indiana will do $17,000 to top gross "Ladies Courageous" (Univ.)
Guaranty, from which the plaintiff
Primitive Man" (Univ.)
receipts here this week. "Bathing "Her
obtained
"bank night
OMAHA— (2,000) (44c-60c) 8 days. Gross: had
to cover
the eventuality
of herinsurance"
winning
Beauty" at Loew's is second best with $8,900. (Average: $8,400).
$15,800.
but not being present. The Warner
"Going My Way" (Para.)
Estimated receipts for the week
ORPHEUM— (3,000) (44c-60c) 7 days. theatre is not involved in the suit in
Gross: $16,100. (Average: $9,800).
ending Aug. 1-3 :
any way, home office officials stated.
"Cobra Woman" (Univ.)
"The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900) (44c-60c) 7 days.
CIRCLE— (2,800) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
Gross: * $9,100.
(Average: $11,700).
$10,000. (Average: $11,800).
Rites for Mary Orsatti
"Going My Way" (Para.)
Los Angeles, Aug. 3. — A requiem
INDIANA— (3.200) (32c-55c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $11,600). Fannie Hurst, Reviewer
mass will be held Saturday morning
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
Fannie Hurst, author, will review for Mrs. Mary Orsatti, 70, who died
LOEW'S(Average:
— (2,800) (32c-S5c)
$15,800.
$11,500). 7 days. Gross: International's "Casanova Brown," be- here Tuesday night. Her husband, Morris, and five sons in the agency busi"The LatJy and the Monster" (Rep.)
ing distributed by RKO, in the Sep"The Curse of the Cat People" (RKO)
tember issue of Modern Screen. This
ness—
Frank, Vic, Alfred, Ernie, Jess
LYRIC— (2,000) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
and two daughters, survive.
$7,500. (Average: $4,900).
is Miss Hurst's first film review.
Toronto, Aug. 3. — "The Story of
Dr. Wassell" was pacing to a steady
$10,300 for its third week at Shea's
Theatre, and "Two Girls and a Sailor" indicated $9,200 at Loew's Theatre in its third week. "The Eve of
St. Mrk" bowed in at the Imperial
.Theatre and looked like $13,300.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 3 :
"Tampico" (20th-Fox)
"Ladies of Washington" (2Bth-Fox)
EGLINTON— (1,086) (18c-30c-4Sc-60c) 6
I days. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $4,000).
"The Eve of St. Mark" (20th-Fox)
I IMPERIAL— (3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
6 days. Gross: $13,300. (Average: $12,: 800).
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Hollywood
Hollywood, Aug. 3
WHEN
the medium used is
words,
"Good Neighbor" the
policy Government's
is liable to
misinterpretation. But there can- be
no misinterpreting of music, and
therefore RKO Radio's plans to use
songs by leading songwriters of Brazil, Cuba and Mexico in the company's forthcoming
musical,
Americana,"
should please
not "Panonly
our neighbors to the South, but
American audiences as well. The
composers selected for the project are
Gabriel Ruiz of Mexico, whose
"Amor" is tops on the Hit Parade ;
Ary zil"
Barroso
of Brazil,
whosefavorites
"Braand "Tico
Tico" are
in this country, and Margarita Lecuona of Cuba, composer of the popular "Babalu."

•

Hal Grieve
WallisMe"hasanpurchased
Ever
original by"Don't
Robert M. Smith. The story is a comedy
drama about three returned flyers and
a girl, sition
andsince it
Wallis' fourth
hisisassociation
with acquiParamount two months ago. . . . Marshall
Thompson, 18-year-old college sophomore, has been signed by M-G-M for
the second male lead in "Autumn
Fever," with Mary Astor and Philip
Dorn. . . . Leo G. Carroll returns to
the screen after an absence of two
and one-half years for an important
role in David O. Selznick's "The
House of Dr. Edwardes." . . . Jane
Wyman has had her Warner contract
extended. . . . Two endings have been
filmed for "Tonight and Every
Night," at Columbia. One is for use
if the war in Europe has ended by
the time the picture is released, the
other a "protection" shot in case the
conflict is still in progress.
William Juryman Dies
London, Aug. 3.— Sir William Juryman, 74, governing director of JuryMetro-Goldwyn, Ltd., from 1924 to
1927, died yesterday at Reading.
Knighted for charity work during
World War I, when he did much to
maintain distribution of films to the
troops, Juryman was formerly president of the Cinematograph Trade Benevolent Fund and later of the Birmingham Trade Benevolent Fund and the
Scottish' Trade Benevolent Fund. He
was also donor of the Globelands Rest
Home for the industry's veterans.
Eddie

Mack

Dies

Hollywood, Aug. 3. — Eddie J. Hoffman, 65, known in vaudeville as Eddie
.Mack, died here Tuesday following
a heart attack. Well known in the
film colony, Mack had been employed
as a dancing teacher here in recent
years. Among his pupils were Betty
Grable, Judy Garland and Mickey
Rooney. The staircase dance used in
motion picture productions was one
of Mack's dance innovations. Surviving are his widow and a son, Paul
Hoffman.
Winkler

Rites

Today

Los eralAngeles,
Aug.
— Private
funservices will
be 3.held
tomorrow
for Charles Winkler, 81, father of the
late Daniel Winkler, former music
publisher
artists'after
representative,
illness.
who died and
yesterday
a lengthy

"KEEP SELLING WAR

BONDS!

FIGHT

BY THE SIDE OF THE TROOPS

WHO

NEVER

STOP!"

witn
JOYCE

REYNOLDS
Directed by MICHAEL

• ROBERT
HUTTON
• EDWARD
A
CURTIZ • Screen Play by Agnes Christine Johnston & Charles Hoffman 'From th

£

hale
• alan
BENCHLEY
• ROBERT
HARDING
• ANN
D
Jicd by Brock Pemberton • Produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB • JACK L. WARNER, Executive Producer

"One

of

my

boys

shot that". . .
YOU are, let us say, a veteran newsreel photographer with the wartime
job of training combat cameramen.

First, a little theory — but not too much.

Then, the mechanics

of the

camera. So far it's easy. But from here on the course gets tougher. The
boys have to learn that each individual "shot" must have point . . . that
the picture as a whole must have continuity — must
the story. The first tries are apt to be terrible . . . but
keep at it . . . until finally they step out as promising
And one day, months later, you watch a wonderful

effectively "cover"
you and your boys
cameramen.

example of combat

photography run off — and you're proud as Punch. You can't help singing
out, "One of my boys shot that."
Eastman

Kodak

Company

Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors
FORT LEE CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD

One of a series of
advertisements by
KODAK testifying to
the achievements of
the movies at war
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Sales
Mono.

Meet

Sixth

YORK,

Coast
Aug.

Aug.
14

Sales

Meet

on

12 in Chicago

Hollywood, Aug. 6. — Monogram will open a two-day
national sales convention on
Aug. 12, at the Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago, at which franchise holders and exchange
personnel from all U. S. territories except the Pacific Coast
will attend. Steve Broidy,
vice-president and general
sales manager, will outline
product for the 1944-45 season.

Hollywood, Aug. 6. — Starting Aug.
14, Warners will hold a limited sales
meeting of key executives, including
Independent Exhibitors
che home office, studio, sales and theaTo Direct Campaign
tre departments at its Burbank studio,
the company announced over the weekend. As exclusively reported in MoHarry Brandt, I. T. O. A. presi
tion Picture Daily of July 19,
.lent, has been designated chair- which said the meeting would be held
nan of the industry's participation in mid-August, the company has decided to hold the skeleton meeting in
n the Sixth War Loan campaign,
view
of
wartime transportation strinleading a group
gencies.
Berlin -Bornstein
|Df independent
Production activities, sales policies
xhibitor leadand other company plans for the 1944ers from all
45 season will be discussed at the Dispute in Open
-ections of the
meeting.
•ountry, who
vill serve as
With this meeting, all companies
Film companies, music publishing
will have held their yearly sales con- and recording companies were advised
o - chairmen
n the direction
ventions, regionals or other substitute
conferences.
at the weekend that Irving Berlin
)f the c a m copyrights and rights to any of his
>aign, i t was
future compositions are regarded as
innounced b y
legally belonging to Irving Berlin,
:he War AcPRC
to Establish
uities Co m Inc.,
partnership,
Berlin's
recenta demands
that despite
the rights
be
nittee at the
discontinued.
weekend.
Paris Exchange
Notification was made by means of
I n d e p e nlent exhibitors
a letter addressed to Berlin by Saul
PRC, which was organized after the Bornstein, secretary-treasurer of Irvwho have been invited by the WAC to
outbreak of the war in Europe and,
ing Berlin, Inc., which contends that
{Continued on page 7)
consequently, has no foreign sales dis- the 1919 contract between the latter
tribution except through franchise and Berlin holds' him "fully and comholders,
plans
to establish its own
pletely legally obligated to continue to
and MPOE
Start
European sales organization as soon
grant
to
rights."
addscompany
that anysuch
attempt
by
as possible, with Paris selected as The letter the
Work on New Pact
the main exchange center, Roberto D. Berlin to publish or grant rights to
others will be resisted in court.
Socas, the company's foreign sales
manager, informed Motion Picture
Berlin's demand that the company
Negotiations started here at the Daily at the weekend.
discontinue certain participating rights
.veekend between Warner Bros, and
At present PRC has a reciprocal followed an extended controversy with
{Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
:he Motion Picture Office Employes
Jnion, Local 23169, AFL, on a new
:ontract to cover over 600 "white
'ollar" workers employed in the War- Early
Action
on
Decree
ier home office. MPOE's two-year
ontract with Warner Bros, will ex)ire Thursday.
U.
S. Predicted
Now
The union's demands for a new two- By
jyear contract include a closed shop
in place of the maintenance of memWashington., Aug. 6. — Prompt ac- General Francis Biddle reportedly has
:bership provision in the present contion by the Department of Justice to been pressing the military authorities
{Continued on page 6)
him to go ahead with a numforce a showdown in the consent de- to allow
ber of anti-trust cases which have been
cree situation was seen in Washington
held up during the war at their insistence, itwas pointed out, the DeWAC
Complete Plans at the weekend as likely, rather than
any prolonged delay in disposing of
partment consistently could not ease
the matter.
For 11 OWI Shorts
its pressure on the film distributors.
Observers here discounted suggesReportedly, the Department is preHollywood, Aug. 6. — The Hollyparing the case which it will present
tions that the Department might perwood division of the War Activities
mit the negotiations to drift along un- to the court if it decides to bring the
til after the elections in November motion picture issues to trial, with
Committee announced completion of
! plans for the production of 11 OWI or until the anticipated quick end of the idea of being ready to take quick
short subjects, five newsreel bulletins the European war made it possible to action if the decree negotiations break
• following a week of meetings at- conduct discussions in a more normal down irrevocably, but in the meantime
the door is open to the companies if
| tended by Stanton Grifhs, Francis Har(Continued on page 6)
•' fact that Attorney
(Continued on page 7)
In view of 'the
atmosphere.

Raw
65

Stock

CENTS

Cut

Million

For

Quarter

Companies
Meet 20%

Attempting to
Curtailment

By MILTON LIVINGSTON
The motion picture industry will
..ave to get along with 255,000,000
feet of raw film during the current
quarter ending September 30,
which represents a cut of some 65,000,000 feet from the previous quarter's allotment of 320,000,000 feet, it
was learned here at the weekend.
The present situation is even more
critical than it was over a week ago,
when the 11 distributing companies
drew up a plan which would have
enabled them to cut their usage of
raw stock by some 52,000,000 feet,
thus making up temporarily for having run 40,000,000
over 6)their quo(Continued feet
on page
Greenblatt
Manager

Midwest

for

RKO

Herbert H. Greenblatt, manager of
RKO Radio's Pittsburgh branch, will
succeed L. E. Goldhammer as Midwestern district manager, it was
nounced at anthe
weekend by generalager
sales Robert
manMochrie
prior
to his departure
for Hollywood.
mediately,
Effective imGreenblatt'snew
post
gives over
him
the
Chicago,
supervision
M i 1 w a u kee, MinneapoFalls branches,
SlOUX
]}?> an<^ Widely
H. Greenblattin Chicago.
Herbert
with
headquarters
(Continued on page 6)
John
MPS

C. Flinn

Offered

A Presidency

Hollywood, Aug. 6.— John C. Flinn
will be offered the presidency of the
Motion Picture Society for Americas
to succeed Harold Hopper, whose appointment to general managership of
the M-G-M studio will be followed by
the latter's
resignation
of the
(Continued
on page
6) MPS A
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Personal

Coast

Tradewise
By

Mention

DARRYL F. ZANUCK, 20th-Fox
vice-president in charge of production, George Jessel, 20th-Fox producer, and Charles Feldman left at
the weekend for the Coast.
Phil Williams, March of Time
advertising and publicity -director, left
New York over the weekend for a
two-week vacation at Nantucket. His
'secretary, Mrs. Lloyd W. Durant,
resigned at the weekend to join her
husband in Hollywood, where he is
attached to the U. S. Coast Guard
motion picture unit.
•
Allen G. Smith, head of the
theatre equipment section of the War
Production Board, is in New York
on his vacation.
•
Jack Rose, secretary-treasurer of
Indiana-Illinois Theatres, is spending
a two-week vacation in Eagle River,
•
' '
Wis.
Roger Chouinard, owner of several theatres around Quebec City, and
his wife, are on their honeymoon in
New York.
•
Sally Meiselman, secretary to Si
Fabian at the War Activities Committee, left on her vacation at the
weekend.
Hal Horne, 20th-Fox
advertising
• and publicity director, is in New
Hampshire for a few days rest.
•
Joan Roggen, editor of RKO's
"Salute," is on her vacation.
State Dept. Will Hold
C ommunicationsMeet
Washington, Aug. 6. — The State
Department at the weekend sent invitations to Government agencies, radio
and telecommunication companies and
the press to participate in meetings to
be held Aug. 11 and 12 for a preliminary discussion of post-war telecommunications.
The Department said the discussions
will not lead to any conclusions but
will bring out information on communications problems that will be
dealt with in proposed international
conferences, some of which may be
held within a year and others immediately following the war.
Time,

Blue

Officials

Study Television, FM
Eighteen officials of the Blue Network, headed by board chairman E. J.
Noble and president Mark Woods,
accompanied by a delegation of five
from Time Magazine under president
Roy Larsen, made a two-day visit to
the General Electric plant at Schenectady last week for an investigation
of television. and FM. Owen D. Young,
GE board chairman, was host, and
talks were given by vice-presidents
Robert S. Peare and W. R. G. Baker.

T

HE

national exhibitor tax

council, a projectedHI organization designed to represent the
two national exhibitor organizations, affiliated theatres and unattached regional exhibitor organizations as a unit on matters
of taxation, particularly Federal
admission taxation, has died
aborning. There is an interesting story behind its collapse.
The idea for the formation of
the council was conceived last
Fall when a proposal for a 30
per cent admission tax was
written into the new Federal
revenue legislation. Unorganized exhibitor representatives
visited Washington and endeavored to convince legislators
that the best interests of the
theatres and the government
would be served if the then existing 10 per cent admissions
tax was retained. Working individually, the result in some
cases was that the exhibitor
representatives
purposes, the
were cancelled
guided zeal of
Regardless,

worked at crossefforts of some
out by the misothers.
a 20 per cent,

rather than a 30 per cent ' tax
eventually was enacted. Thus,
presumably, one-half the objective was accomplished without
organization of exhibitor influence, but certainly not without
an element of chance.
The experience convinced the
several exhibitor representatives
who had toiled throughout the
period of the hearings on the
revenue measure 'that a national
organization, representing all
exhibitors, was essential for the
proper handling of taxation affecting their interests in the future. There was, and still is,
talk that war financing or antiinflation levies might bringabout a 40 per cent or higher
admissions tax. Also, there
was the prospect that if circumstances permitted the Treasury
to reduce the present tax, then
State governments would be
quick to pick up the resultant
slack in what had been scooped
up from the box offices within
their boundaries. In either case,
it was apparent to those men
that theatres needed and should
have an organization capable of
effectively presenting their case
whenever tax levies against
them were being proposed.
Accordingly, MPTOA, Allied States, all regional exhibitor organizations not identified

SHERWIN

KANE

with those two national groups,
and the affiliated circuits were
sounded out on the proposal of
subscribing to and supporting a
national tax council which in
the future would coordinate all
exhibitor efforts with respect to
theatre tax matters in Washington. All of the organizations, except Allied, gave the
proposal their enthusiastic approval. Allied, expressing interest
at
its Chicago
meeting last
Winter, directors'
sent the
subject to a committee for study.
The committee reported back to
the Allied board meeting at
Philadelphia last Spring with
the result that the board decided
not to participate in the council.
•
That was a body blow from
which many interested in the
project felt the council never
would recover. However, a
subsequent canvass of MPTOA,
state and regional organizations
and affiliated circuits revealed
broad determination to proceed
with the tax council without
Allied's participation and arrangements were made for a
meeting in Chicago next month
of representatives of all the organizations which had agreed
to participate.
It remained for the Washington office of the MPPDA to administer the coup de grace to
the tax. council.
•
Apprised of the plan, Jack
Bryson, Hays representative in
Washington, is reported to have
seen in it an invasion of his domain. In any event, he was
completely out of sympathy with
the projected tax council and,
in opposing it, was upheld by
MPPDA headquarters in New
York. That defection was fatal
to the plan. The proposed September meeting has been cancelled, and the project abandoned despite, we are told, even
the remonstrances of heads of
several affiliated circuits whose
companies are members of the
MPPDA.
The only possibility of reviving the tax council rests now
with the heads of the still interested exhibitor organizations.
They must start from scratch.
They must find a disinterested
leader of the movement, willing
and qualified to do the organizing and, later, the administrative
work.
A unified and determined ex-

Flashes
Hollywood, Ann

CTEVE BROIDY, Monogram vi \
^ president and general sales ma;

ager,
hasinreturned
a two-wd'
vacation
Yosemite from
Valley.
Broi
Scott R. Dunlap and George B. Wi|
entrain Wednesday for the Monog/ )
convention in Chicago.
M-G-M signed Martin Gosh, rai
producer of the Abbott 'and Coste<<
and Jack Carson radio shows, to a te ;
contract as producer, effective Sept.;
The first will be a musical, probal
starring Abbott and Costello.
•
Henry Ginsberg leaves for Ni
York Aug. 11 for conferences on hoi1
office-studio cooperation regarding t'
ent and stories. William Meikeljoi;
talent department head, accompan
him.
Following a vacation in New Yoll
t- , . Bennet •
Mi
Constance
will arrive here
morrow to start her first independt
production,
"Paris Underground," f
United Artists.
•
James S. Burkett, Monogram pr
ducer, left for. New York yesterd
on business in connection with 1
Charlie Chan series.
•
added "Mexicana,"
a mu;
cal,Republic
to its schedule.
Albert Cohen
w;
produce. It will be filmed partially
Mexico.
•
Jack Scholl has been promoted frc
writer to director in Warners shci
subjects department.
•
Samuel Bronston signed Lewis Mi '
stone to an exclusive producer-direct
contract.
20th

- Fox

Division

Mgrs. Leave N. Y.
Twentieth Century-Fox divisic
district and branch managers return
to their respective cities at the wee
end following the last of several i
formal sales conferences at the Ast;
Hotel and attendance at the premie
of W.
"Wilson."
C. Gehring, Western sales ma
ager, left New York for Los Angel
at the same time to attend the Co?j
premiere of "Wilson" at the Carth:
Circle on Thursday. He will mi!
with
personnel
of the six Pacifj
Mountain
exchanges.
Mary
From

McCall Resign
the SAG

Hollywood, Aug. 6.— Mary C. M|
Call, Jr., resigned the presidency of fi
Screen Writers Guild, due to impen
ing maternity. Lester Cole, vice-pre:
dent, will substitute for the remaind
of the term, which ends in Novembc
hibitor leadership
complish this job
doing so badly.
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Raw

Motion
Stock

Cut

WB

and

Work

65

For

Million

Quarter

(Continued from page 1)
tas during the first six months of the
year, plus adequately taking care of
the situation that arose when the film
manufacturers reported a 32,000,000
foot shortage.
The cut in raw stock available during- the current quarter is now slightly
over 20 per cent and the situation is
described as being "critical" with no
reserves available in the laboratories
and with processing being on what is
described as "a hand to mouth basis."
However, John J. O'Connor, Universal vice-president, who helped work
out the conservation plan, explained
here at the weekend that the companies have received assurances from
the War Production Board that the
present 20 per cent cut is a temporary
one and applies only to allotments for
the current quarter. ' He further said
that the WPB expects that the present acute situation will be rectified
by additional raw stock manufacture
by the final quarter of this year.
Executives Assemble Statictics
Film company executives met here
at the weekend at the Paramount
home office to discuss the situation
and are assembling the necessary statistics on their current use of raw
stock to see how the cut can be effect
ed without upsetting release dates of
current films. In effecting the 65,000,000 cut, the companies would au
tomatically accrue raw stock credits
for the final quarter above their allotments for that quarter in addition
to working off the 40,000,000 feet
which they have overdrawn on their
quotas.
The 255,000,000 feet allotment to
the industry during the third quarter
does not include Army and Navy
credits which the companies have
amassed during the second quarter
and upon which they can draw during
the current quarter. The credits,
amounting from 40,000,000 to 50,000,000
feet each quarter are allotted to the
companies for film they have used in
making 35 mm prints for use by the
Army and Navy.
The companies will hold their next
meeting here Wednesday at which
time it is expected that a clearer view
of the current situation can be obtained. Walter Cokell of Paramount,
who is familiar with the statistics involving the use of the raw stock is
helping the companies assemble the
data on raw stock which they require.
Greenblatt

Midwest

Manager
for RKO
(Continued from page 1)
experienced as an industry sales executive, Greenblatt joined RKO Radio in
1932.
Two other promotions were announced by Mochrie. Maurice E.
Lefko, branch manager at Indianapolis,
will assume charge of the Pittsburgh
branch succeeding Greenblatt, and Russell L. Brentlinger, Indianapolis salesman, will become branch manager,
succeeding Lefko. Both are long time
employees of RKO Radio, Lefko joining the company in 1930, and Brentlinger in 1925.

MPOE

on

New

Picture

Start
Pact

(.Continued from page 1)
tract ; three weeks' vacation with pay
for employes with 10 years or more
of service ; five per cent automatic
length of service wage increases every
six months ; and an increase in the
present number of job classifications
with minimum and maximum wage
scales from 38 to 53. All wage increases would be limited by the maxi
mums of the classifications but pro
visions are sought for more liberal
promotional and merit wage increases
The Warner workers will receive
a six per cent wage increase effective
Thursday according to the terms pf
the job classification plan worked out
between the company and the union
earlier this year. A union spokesman
reported that progress had been made
at the first meeting at the weekend
and that an attempt would be made to
reach an agrement before Warner executives left for the company's sales
meeting in California next week.

'U' Dinner

for

Abbott

And
Coshome
at executives
(2V
tellooffice
Universal
will tender a dinner tonight at Club
"21" for Bud Abbott and Lou Costello prior to a special screening of
their film "Abbott and Costello in
Executives and guests who are exSociety."pected to attend include : W. A. Scully, J- J- O'Connor,
Rogers, Wm.S.
German,
Charles Budd
D. Prutzman,
Machnovitch, E. T. Gomersall, J. H.
Seidelman, Maurice Bergman, Fred
Meyers, F. J. A. McCarthy, Adolnh
Schimel, A. J. O'Keefe, J. J. Jordan,
C. A. Kirby, Hank Linet, Al Horvvits, M.' Alin, F. Baronat, Al Daff,
J. H. Murphy,
A. J. Sharick, Muhl
E. F.
Walsh, E. L. McEvoy, Ed Ernest
Charles Moss, Oscar Doob,
Emerling and representatives of the
trade press.
John

C. Flinn

Offered

MPSA
Presidency
(.Continued from page 1)
post, it was learned exclusively by
Motion Picture D aily. In case
Flinn's responsibilities as Hollywood
co-ordinator of the War Activities
Committee and executive secretary of
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, preclude his -.assuming additional duties, an appropriate executive from outside the industry will be sought.
The selection of a successor to Hopper was discussed this week at several
meetings between Francis Alstock, coordinator of Inter-American Affairs
representative, and the MPSA board
of directors. Alstock left by plane, for
Washington Sunday night.

Montreal May
Get
FHm
Library
Montreal, Aug. 6.— The Montreal
Daily Star in a recent editorial indicated that this city may be endowed
with a civic film center. Montreal's
present film libraries are privately
owned. The planned project would
make available to the public educational and entertainment films through
the cooperation of the National Film
Board of Canada. Representatives of
several public organizations here are
expected to submit individual plans for
the film library in the near future.
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>S Paris

Exchange

Early
Decree

Action
by

Is Predicted

(Continued from page 1)
distribution agreement with Pathe,
Ltd., of England. In Switzerland and
Sweden distribution is handled by the
franchise holders. From Paris, Socas
said, neighboring countries, will be
serviced.
In line with the projected expansion
in Europe, a dubbing program in
French and Italian will be started in
order to compete in these markets,
Socas stated. Italian dubbing will be
done in Italy, where, he said, they are
experts in such a process, and the
French versions will either be done in
this country or France.
More advanced, however, are plans
for the adaptation of its 1944-45 product with Spanish voices, with six pictures, slated to launch the program.
The dubbing, Socas stated, will probably be done in New York. Actual
determination of specific titles will result from conferences with the studio,
he said.

on

U.S.
Now

(Continued from page 1)

they desire to develop an out-of-cour
settlement.
At the Department, officials still hai
no comment on the situation but then
were indications that the matter wouli
not be permitted to hang fire ind<«
nitely. Although no steps were tail'
last week to acquaint the distributor
with the Attorney General's views a
to what would constitute an accept
able decree, this was not due to in
ertia but, rather, to the inability a
the officials concerned with the matte'
to get together for a conference. Tin
meeting is' expected to be held earlj
this week and Assistant Attorneys
General Tom Clark, Wendell Bergc
and Robert Wright are then expected
to work out the strategy to be fol-l
lowed in such further negotiations as.
the companies may agree to. It was;'
Wright's absence from Washington |
which prevented such a meeting
last
To Establish S. A. Branches
week.
Biddle's rejec
of the proposals,
Roberto D. Socas, foreign sales it developed at tion
the weekend, was not
manager of PRC, will shortly leave entirely unexp
ected in informed cirfor South America to establish comcles, where it was said there were two
pany branches in Brazil, Argentina, or three specific point
Uruguay, Chile and Peru, replacing was felt the Departme s on which it
nt would take
franchise holders.
firm stand. The points were not
Socas disclosed also that PRC is aidenti
fied.
contemplating establishment of exchanges inthe Near East, with Cairo,
Theatre Men
Egypt, as the headquarters for the Boston
future expansion of the company's op- Form Hote
l Network
erations inthat part of the world.
Boston, Aug. 6.— A group of promPRC's foreign sales head recently
returned from a visit to Central and
inent theatre men here, headed by atSouth America where he organized
torney David Stoneman of Interstate
PRC Pictures of the West Coast, Theatres, has entered the hotel busiwhich will cover Central America,
ness on a national scale. Among the
Panama, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, directors of the new company are
Bolivia and Chile, with headquarters Stoneman, Nathan Yamins, also of
in Colon, Panama. Arturo Gonzalez Interstate; Y. D. Markson, theatre
will be general supervisor of that new realtor, and Benjamin H. Swig. Stockcompany, with. Raul Ibanez, sales manholders include Harold ' Stoneman of
ager, and Jose Rubio, general secre- Interstate, son of David Stoneman;
tary. Dr. Jose Lasso de la Vega, at- Max Lipson, with Boit, Church and
torney for the new company, handled Dalton, theatre insurance firm and
legal details of the incorporation.
Albert fining
List,
Co. president of National Re-

Argentina,

So. Africa

Want Sacred Films
Miami, Aug. 6.— Delbert Goodman
of Paramount, recently returned from
Buenos Aires stated here that the film
public in Argentina and South Africa
is indicating a desire for pictures of
a religious nature. He also stated
that films produced in Argentina,
while accepted by . the natives, have
not affected the "popularity of Ameri> x
can product. ,
In South Africa where motion pictures are the only form of entertainment, the people are interested in war
news reels as well as religious pictures, Goodman said. They particularlyslikebut
to see
the little
Allies' European
victorie
show
interest in
the -Pacific war, he added.
Berlin

- Bornstein

The company now owns the Mt.
Washington Hotel in Bretton Woods,
N. H., and the Palm B,each Hotel in
Florida. The elder Stoneman and
Swig are members of a group which
recently bought the St. Francis Hotel
in San Francisco.'
Dance
Masters
Hear
Neilson at Meeting
Rutgers Neilson, RKO Radio pub- ;
licity manager, delivered his annual
talk last week on dance advertising
and publicity
beforenow
the' Dancing
Masters of America
in convention
session at the Hotel Henry Hudson.
On' Wednesday Neilson will present
to the convention a popular social version of the Samba-Jongo, adapted from
Walt Disney's "The Three Caballeros,"
with Eileen Kalin and Fred Frobose

of Nutley,fessional
Newdemonstrator
Jersey,
s. as the pro-

Dispute in Open
WAVES
Film for Aug. 24
(Continued from page 1)
"Report to Judy," one-reel film
Bornstein, it is reported. The lawfirm of Schwartz & Frohlich is coun- made by the U. S. Navy to spur ensel for Bornstein in the controversy. being released
listments in theby WAVES,
which'' is
the War Activities
O'Brien,
Driscoll & Raftery represent Committee and distributed by UniverBerlin.
sal, has been set for Aug. 24 releaser
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Sixth

Bond Contest Winners Run
i Milwaukee One Day
Milwaukee, Aug. 6.^- Allen M.
Kulakow, 12, and Larry J. Trayser,
114, were named honorary mayor and
president of the Common Council, respectively, as winners of the Fifth War
I Loan Bond sales contest, sponsored
here under the direction of Louis W.
Orlove, chairman of the Milwaukee
.f country
premieres for
the War children's
Activities bond
Committee.
Young Kulakow, credited with the
' sale of 64 bonds, and Trayser, who
i sold 63, were given a luncheon today
at the Elks Club by Mayor John L.
Rohn. Guests included Orlove, Duke
Hickey, MPPDA field representative,
J. M. Greenberg, coordinator of the
' City Council Civilian Defense program
and Milton J. McGuire, president of
the Common Council. The boys' ad' ministration will run one day.
Columbia Tops Bond
^uota by 12 »/2%
Columbia Pictures purchased over
three and one half million dollars
worth of War Bonds during the Fifth
War Loan campaign, exceeding its
quota by 12l/>%, it was reported Friday by Harry Cohn, president.
The total includes the two-million
dollar purchase by the company proper and sales made to Columbia employes who had pledged themselves
to raising sufficient funds for a completely equipped 1,500-bed overseas
hospital.
Arrange Treasury Tie
For WB's 'Janie'
Atlantic City, Aug. 6. — The Warner Theatre here, which has booked
"Janie" to open following its New
York premiere, has arranged, with
the Treasury Department, for a "Janie
War Bond Hop" to promote sale of
"E" Bonds.
Single girls between the ages of 18
and 25 who buy a $25 bond will be
entitled to a date with a serviceman
for dancing at the Hotel Claridge
here to be followed by attendance at
a showing of "Janie."

Mono.

To

Du

b

Shorts

Drive

(.Continued from page 1)
serve as co-chairmen in the drive will
be announced as soon as all responses
to the invitations have been received,
[which is expected to be within the
[next few days, together with the
names of other campaign officers, it
Was stated.
I' As previously announced, the Sixth
War Loan drive will open on Armistice Day, Nov. 11, continuing through
|Dec. 7, the anniversary of Pearl Haribor.
Ted Gamble of the Treasury Department will confer with campaign
leaders here next week, at which time
, quotas for the drive will be discussed.
Typical exhibitors whose services are
expected to be sought for the drive
would be men like William F. Crockett, Hugh Bruen, H. A. Cole, Martin
G. Smith, Rotus Harvey, Jack Kirsch,
Fred Wehrenberg, Leo Wolcott, Bob
White, John Rugar and others.

7

Daily

(Continued from page 1)
mon, John C. Flinn, Tom Baily, Taylor M. Mills and Herman Gluckman.
The short subjects are : "His New
World," dealing with air cadet recruiting ;"It's Murder," for the security
branch of the Army, Navy and the
FBI ; "Story With Two Endings," to
prevent postwar inflation ; "When He
Comes Home," concerning problems of
the returned wounded; "So Far So
Good," detailing American progress in
international relations ; "UMRA," covering relief and rehabilitation of liberated territories ; "Air Transport Command," showing how military transport
forces blaze postwar sky trails ; "World
Peace Through World Trade," dealing
with international commerce; "Postwar
Employment," describing industry's
part in providing postwar jobs ; "Angels
of Mercy," for Red Cross drive, and
"Two,
Way Street," an explanation of
lend-lease.
Bulletins will pertain to school attendance, Red Cross home nursing,
nurses' aides, car-sharing and food surpluses. Additional two-reel subject will
cover the Marianas conquest.
Rapf Renews Contract
Hollywood, Aug. 6. — Discounting
earlier persistent reports about retiring, Harry Rapf signed a new long
term contract with M-G-M at the
weekend.
throughout the Metropolitan New
York area during the Fifth War Loan
campaign, according to a War Activities Committee dispatch issued at the
weekend.
Queens theatres' bond sales equalled
56.7 per cent of the total seating capacity in individual bonds. The
Bronx was runner-up with 45.5 per
cent, with Manhattan running third
with 37.7 per cent. Brooklyn emerged
in fourth place with 33.3 per cent and
Richmond fifth with 30 per cent. Total maturity value of bonds sold is
$34,592,581. E-bond sales" totalled
325,077.
Over 2 Million in
Bonds in St. Louis
St. Louis, Aug. 6. — War bond premieres at the seven local first-run
houses on July 29 resulted in the sale
of more than $2,000,000 in series "E"
bonds, it was reported at the weekend by Harry C. Arthur, Jr., general
manager of Fanchon & Marco and
chairman of the local War Activities
Committee. Attendance at the seven
theatres for that day was 21,053.
$500,000 for Loew's
Joint bond sales of Loew's, M-G-M
and WHN home offices' personnel totalled $505,681, it was reported at the
weekend by Max Wolff, chairman of
the Loew's campaign. Wolff stated
the Loew's goal had been the financing of a completely equipped hospital
train.

Latta Succeeds Golding
G. J. Latta, head of Warner theatres
in Albany, has been named exhibitor
chairman for the Albany War ActiviQueens Wins 'Battle
ties Committee, succeeding Lou Golding, who recently resigned to join
Of the Boroughs'
Queens emerged triumphant in the Fabian Theatres' Wilmer and Vincent
circuit.
"Battle of the Boroughs" conducted

25

In

Spanish

Having been given the green light
by its Latin-American distributors,
Monogram has abandoned the practice
of super-imposing Spanish titles on
its films and will henceforth release
only Spanish dubbed versions in Latin
America, H. Alban-Mestanza, the company's Latin-Amercan sales supervisor,
has revealed. First group of Spanish
dubbed films will consist of six, with
25 contemplated for the season, Mestanza said.
"Monogram will be the first to
release dubbed pictures in Spanish
with the first 'Lady, Let's Dance,' out
by the end of August," he predicted.
"Before we decided to dub, we put it
up to our local franchise holders in
Latin America, and they all agreed.
"The actual dubbing is being done
in New York. We have signed
Alejandro Sux, Argentine novelist,
and radio commentator for the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
to do the scripts, which are of the
utmost importance. Raul de Leon

Heat

Closes

Offices

Early for Weekend
On account of the extreme heat, most home offices closed early Friday for
the weekend, as did offices
in other lines of business.
Receipts at Broadway firstrun theatres were not much
affected by the weather, but
attendance was considerably
off in the outlying areas.

Big

UA

Press

Book

Out
on 'Went
An 18-inch-square
pressAway'
book covering all material up-to-date on David
O. Selznick's "Since You Went Away"
and making
'material
later
developed,provision
has been for
prepared
by
United Artists under the direction of
Lou Pollock, advertising - publicity
chief.
The book contains insert folder .sections on promotion, exploitation, publicity and advertising and two supplemental sections for campaign ideas
that are to follow. On the back of
each section is a sepia photo designed
film'spathos,
qualities drama,
of roMestanza said that Monogram is to illustrate
mance,thelaughter,
will direct."
warmth
and
spectacle.
drawing from a pool of 300 LatinAmerican radio actors, many with
neutral Spanish accents, for its dubSets 1st Annual
bing program. The casts will be TBA
mixed, he said, so no particular accent
will predominate.
Meet for Dec. 7-8
First six titles, which were selected
The first" annual conference of the
Television Broadcasters Association
disLatin-American
by the company's
tributors are: "The Unknown Guest," will be held in New York Dec. 7-8,
"Charlie Chan in the Chinese Cat," it has been announced . O. B. Hanson, vice-president and chief engi"Return of the Apeman," "Detective
neer of the National Broadcasting
Kitty O'Day," one Johnny Mack
Company
a director of TBA, has
Brown Western, and "Lady, Let's been namedandchairman
of the conference
Dubbing, which is a major produc- committee. Jack R. Poppele, secretary and chief engineer of station
tion job, has been forced on American
producers because their product has WOR, will be conference coordinator
been
losing ground in playing time to and Will Baltin, TBA secretaryDance."
Mexican and Argentine films, Mes- treasurer, will be in charge of press
tanza concluded.
and public relations for the meeting.
The site of the conference and its
program will be announced later.
Mono, to Do 2 Versions
Of Chan' in Mexico
Hollywood, Aug. 6. — Producer
James Burkett will film separate
More 'Romance'
Spanish-language and English versions Four
Screenings
Set
of Monogram's "Charlie Chan in
Four
additional
special
screenings
Mexico" in Mexico City, taking the
and
luncheons
in
connection
with Mcompany there on the invitation of the
G-M's "An American Romance" have
Mexican consul.
been set, the home office reported at
the weekend. Brian Donlevy will appear at all showings. The film will be
'Harem' Showing
Off
screened today at the Varsity Theatre
in Milwaukee, tomorrow at the Loring
Until August 28
M-G-M's "Lost in a Harem," orig- in Minneapolis ; Wednesday at the
inally set for tradeshowings on Aug. North Shore Theatre, Duluth and
10 will be screened instead in all ex- Friday at the Fisher in Detroit. Donchanges on Aug. 28. The Aug. 28 levy, accompanied by Ted Morris of
date recently announced for showings the M-G-M publicity staff, will arrive in New York Aug. 12 a three
of "Kismet" and "Mrs. Parkington"
day stay.
has been postponed indefinitely.
"Maisie Goes to Reno" will be shown
Aug. 10 and "Marriage is a Private First USO
Troupers
Affair" on Aug. 21. M-G-M's ninth
block, consisting of the aforementioned Lands in Normandy
films in addition to the previously
The first contingent of USO-Catnp
screened "The Seventh Cross" and Show entertainers has landed in Nor"Barbary Coast Gent" is now com- many, it was reported at the weekend
in a dispatch from the Army Special
Services Division. Included in the
plete.
U. S. Directors in Mexico
group are 43 entertainers.
For several months the performers
Mexico City, Aug. 6. — Fortunio
Bonanova and Frederick Davison have have been in England awaiting orders
for France. USO headquararrived here from Los Angeles. Bona- to leave
ters here reported that over 61,000
nova will direct Filmex's "Saucy performances have been given before
Susana" and Davison will do "The
50,000,000 servicemen. .
Ravine" for Alfonso Sanchez Tello.
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'Way' First Holdover
At Minn. House
Minneapolis, Aug. 6. — "Going My
Way" drew $24,000 at Radio City
theatre here in its second week, and
the film is being held over for a third
week, setting an all-time record for
the theatre which has, never before
had held a picture.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 3 :
"Going My Way" (Para.)
RADIO CITY— (4,000) (44c-60c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $24,000. (Average:
$15.0CO).
"The Adventures of Mark Twain," (WB)
STATE— (2,300)— (44c-60c) 9 days. Gross:
$12,500. (Average: $12,400).
'Between Two Worlds" (WB)
CENTURY — (1,600) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $7;400).
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
ORPHEUM — (2,800) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $12,000).
"Doub'e Indemnity" (Para.)
LYRIC— (1,250) (44c-60c) 3rd week downtown. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,600).
"Roger
Touhy, (998)
Gangster"
GOPHER—
(40c) 7(Zttth
days.Fox) Gross :
$3,500. (Average: $3,700).
"Fol'ow the Boys" (Univ.)
WORLD — (350)— (44c -55c -60c -80c)
Gross: $1,800. (Average: $2,400).
"The Contender" (PRC)
day ■
"Three of a Kind" (Mono.)
ASTER— (900) (25c-35c) 7 days. Gross :
$2,4C0. (Average: $2,6C0).
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Reviews
Hollywood
"San Antonio
(Republic)

Kid"

Hollywood, Aug. -6
and chock-full of action, this picture, on which
WELL-PLOTTED
William O'Sullivan was executive producer and John Auer associate, ranks with the best of the recent westerns. Wild Bill Elliott,
photogenic and fast on the- trigger, is cast once more as Red Ryder, but
his sidekick this time is played by Earl Hodgins, who does a satisfactory
Norman S. Hall's screenplay is the familiar one about the saloon-keeper who, in cohoots with the dishonest employe of an oil company, plans
job.
to trick the ranchers out of their land before it becomes known that there
is oil on the property. Aided by Duncan Renaldo as the San Antonio
Kid, together with Hodgins and Bobby Blake, who plays Little Beaver,
the cowboy outshoots, outrides and outwits the villains.

By THALIA BELL
Hollyivood, Aug-M
PRODUCTION
PRCa half
Studios
now running two atand
months||
ahead of schedule. Of the 1944-45 lisfjj
15 will have been completed by October 31. Titles included are "Dixiei
Jamboree," "Swing Hostess," "I At
cuse My Parents," "I'm from Ar
kansas,"
"Bluebeard,"
"The Gr
Mike," "The
Town Went
Wil
"Here We Go Again," "Hollywoi
and Vine," "Fog Island," "Cri
Inc.," Kid Sister," "Swamp Ma:
"Joe Comes Home," and "First

•
Howard Bretherton's direction/aims for suspense and, according to the
Abbott and Costello are on theirreaction
a midday
audience at Hollywood's Hitching Post Theatre, way East to launch a plan to pro&
achieves of
it in
fine fashion.
nt,
vide underprivileged youngsters -with
'vacations. . . . John Miljafy,
lusion."
Release date, not set. Running time, 59 mins. "G."* Thalia Bell free
Vivian Osborne and George Meeker
have been given featured roles I
PRC's "I Accuse My Parents." . . .
Seven Doors to Death
Isobel Elsom has been handed one oj
(PRC Pictures)
Hollywood, Aug. 6 the leading character roles in "Oj
Human Bondage," currently shooting
at the Warner studio. . . . Harry
A S standard melodramatic fare, this picture gets by. There's plenty Crocker, Los Angeles newspapermM
of action, and a supreiiracy of shots and screams in the dark. Unfor- has
ocen assigned the role of
oj Arthn
Arthm
tunately, the screenplay by Elmer Clifton, who also directed, is both nas been
Brisbane in Bing Crosby's production.
confused and confusing. It's about a group of tenants in a privatelyowned and high-tone housing project, all of whom are logical suspects "The Great John L." . . . Lamb'eri
in a series of murders. There are some stolen jewels in it, too, and a Hillyer will direct "The Ghost of Im
dian Springs," Monogram Western,
mummified corpse in the basement.
starring Johnny Mack Brown ivith
Chick Chandler is cast as an innocent bystander who is accidentally Ray 'inoud Hatton.
drawn into the train of events, and then becomes attracted to June
Edward Brophy has been signed
Clyde, who is one of the leading suspects. He does a little sleuthing
by
Samuel Goldwyn for a role in
nn his own, and comes up with all the right answers.
"The Wonder Man," Technicolor
Others in the cast include George Meeker, Michael Raffeto, Gregory comedy starring Danny Kaye. .
Gay, Edgar Dearing, Rebel Randall, Milton Wallace and Casey Mac- The feminine lead in Warner's
Gregor.
"God Is My Co-Pilot" has been assigned to Andrew King. . . . Eddie
Production was by Alfred Stern.
C 1 i n e will direct "Swingeroo
Running time, 64 minutes.
Release date,
9i July 25. "G." Thalia Bell Sweethearts" for Universal. . .8
Marie McDonald has been borrowed by International Pictures
to play the second lead as Sonja
West of the Rio Grande
Henie's romantic rival in "It's a
(Monogram )
Pleasure." . . . Mary Pickford,
Hollywood, Aug. 6 Hunt Stromberg a^d Dudley Mur»

'Way'
Gets
Terrific
$24,600 in 3rd Week
Buffalo, Aug. 6. — "Going My
Way," in its third week at the Great
Lakes grossed $24,600. "Step Lively"
was bidding for runnerup honors at
$17,500 at the Twentieth Century.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 5 :
"DoubSe Indemnity" (Para.)
"Henry Alclrich's Little Secret" (Para.)
BUFFALO— (3,489) (40c-50c-6Oc-70c) 7
days. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $17,400).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
GREAT LAKES— (3.000) (40c -50c -60c -70c)
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $24,600. (Average: $16,200).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
HIPPODROME— (2,100) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 7
days! 2nd week, moveover.
Gross: $8,000.
(Average: $9,700).
• Step Lively" (RKO)
"Man from Frisco" (Rep.)
TWENTIETH CENTURY — (3,000) (40c50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $17,500. (Average: $12,200).
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
"Styrs cr> Parade" (God.)
T OHNNY MACK BROWN and Raymond Hatton uphold the prinLAFAYETTE— (3.000) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 7
"
ciples of democracy and. ensure the American way of life in this
days. Gross; $10,000. (Average: $12,400).
well-written Western which Lambert Hillyer directed and Charles J.
Bigelow supervised.
'Way* Takes Record
The story, by Betty Burbridge; tells of the attempts of a crooked poli$34,000 in 3rd Week
tician to take over the town of Keenesburgh and its surrounding territories by falsifying election returns, thus ensuring the return of his
Pittsburgh, Aug. 6. — "Going My
Way" moved from the Stanley to the henchmen to office. He is foiled by the arrival of the two cowboys,
Penn with an estimated gross of $34,000, one of the highest records for a Nevada and Sandy, one masquerading as a gunman, the other as a
schoolteacher. Both give convincing performances, and Kenneth Macthird week showing.
Estimated receipts for the week end- donald, cast as the heavy, is sufficiently suave. Lloyd Ingraham's portrayal of a Civil War veteran adds a touch of gentle comedy. Brief
ing Aug. 7 :
"Going My Way" (Para.)
glimpses of Christine Mclntyre reveal that she. is very pretty indeed.
PENN — (3,400) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $34,000. (Average: $21,700).
Running time, 57 minutes.
"(>."* Release date, Aug. 5, 1944.
"Doub'e Indemnity" (Para.) ,
Thalia Beli
RITZ — (1.100). (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $3,500. (Average: $3,000).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
*G" denotes general classification.
STANLEY— (3.800) 7 days. Gross $17,000.
(Average:
$22,000).
'
"Strrv
of Dr.
Wassell"
(Para.)
WARNER — (2.000) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days.
Censors Approve 73
4th week. Gross: $7,000. (Average $9,350). Kintner Blue V.-P.
Chicago, Aug. 6.— The board of
Robert E. Kintner, former WashMendelsonTakesOver
ington newspaper columnist and more censors have approved 73 pictures reviewed during July. Columbia's "Cry
recently medically discharged as a Lt.
UA Boston Office
the Werewolf" was given an "adults
Colonel in the U. S. Army, has been of
only" rating. No films were rejected.
Boston, Aug. 6.— Leon Mendelson,
formerly of the United Artists' New elected a vice-president of the Blue 'Kitty' Goes Overseas
Haven branch, last week took over his Network and, effective Sept. 15, he
new duties as UA office manager, will join the network to act in a suThe , Army Overseas Motion Picture Service has requested 16 mm.
here, replacing Joseph Carroll. He is
pervisory capacity over the general
working under Jim Winn, district
prints of Columbia's "Kansas City
manager, and John Dervin, branch public service and public relations ac- Kitty," scheduled for national release Aug. 24.
tivities of the network.
manager.

phy are bringing Pedro Armendariz, one of Mexico's leading film
stars, to Hollywood under a threeway contract. . . . David Butler has
been assigned to direct "San Antonio," the next Errol Flynn starrer, which Robert Buckner will
produce at the Warner studio.
•
A series of television productions inTelecina entitled "Tele-Tales" li
planned by Patrick Michael Cunning
Television Productions. Forty subjects will comprise the group, which
will be based upon fairy tales, among
them "Jack and the Bean Stalk." . . .
Tim Ryan has been added to the cast
of "Murder in the Family," which
will start soon at Monogram. . . I
George Dolenz has been signed for1
the role of the detective in Universal's
"Arsene Lupin." . . . Chester Conklin
silent film comic, has been added to
the
cast of
"Betrayal
from the
East"
at RKO
Radio.
. . . Dewey
Robinson
will play the part of "Diamond Jim
Brady" in Bing Crosby's production
of "The Great John L." . . . "Musical
Roundup," a period western comedy
with music, has been assigned to Warren Wilson to produce for Universal.
. . . W. R. Frank is arranging to
send Paul Endor and Claudia Drake
on a personal appearance tour tying
in with pre-release showings of
"Enemy of Women."
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PRC
72 Mins.
GOOD EXPLOITATION OFFERING HIGHLIGHTED BY WORK OF A NEWCOMER.
This is a good exploitation offering, highlighted by the work of screen newcomer
Teala Loring and Jon Dawson, who are
standouts in an excellent cast Donald_C.
McKean and Albert

ood W\

Hollyw

"Contains more action than most." '
Motion Picture Herald
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CENTS

Loan

Fifth

Sales

I

Picture
Industry

U.

S.

Asks

Court

to

Order

Reports;
Divorcement

of

Theatres

327,974,309
Would

4,267 Theatres

Reports

Clark,

Decree

ire in, Says O'Donnell
Are
Divorced;
With the nation's 16,000 theares mobilized to sell 12,000,000 individual bonds in the Fifth War
Loan drive, first reports streaming Berge
at Helm
b from the field showed that 1,462,i48 bond sales, amounting to a maturWashington, Aug. 7. — Filing
ity value of $327,924,309, had been
J.
t
of
the Government's motion in the
Rober
es,
theatr
jnade by 4,267
TDonnell, national industry chair- consent decree case today put Wenaan, stated here yesterday.
dell Berge, Assistant Attorney General in charge
I The total bond sales in the Fifth
Loan represent a boost of 20 per cent
of the anti-trust
division, at the
previous drive. O'Donnell
her the
helm and took
leclined to break down the theatres
(Continued on pain 15)
the matter out
of the hands of

lecord
To

Hurt

Heat

Fails

Grosses

As s i s t a n- 1
Attorney
e r a 1 Tom GenC .
Clark, who conducted the negotiations with
the
distributors.
Clark, who
_Tom ,,
.
inherited
C. Clark
, the,
case
when he
succeeded
former Assistant Attorney General
(Continued on page IS)

The year's record-breaking heat
!pell over the past weekend had but
light effect on the record and near! ecord grosses being registered by
'Wilson" at the Roxy, '"Since You
!,Vent Away" at the Capitol and
'Dragon Seed" at the Radio City Muiic Hall. Warner's "Jane," which
ipened last Friday at the Strand, is
ilso doing impressive business.
I "Wilson" is headed for a record
tak- Berlin Cites 'Army'
pross
:n in atonthetheRoxy,
first with
five $112,000
days ending
and over $150,000 ex- Earnings for AER
Sunday pectednight
on the first week. This is an
.11-time house record since the incepncy Relief has alArmy Emerge
tion of the Roxy policy of films and
received over $8,000,000 from
\ tage shows. Combined with Fred WarnerreadyBros,
from the receipts of
paring and his Pennsylvanians, the
film "This Is the Army" and $2,iRoxy show runs three hours and ten the
000,000 from the proceeds of the stage
ninutes, limiting the house to five
play, Irving Berlin, producer of the
• hows daily.
play, stated during an interview here
"Since You Went Away" will yesterday upon his return from a tour
)ring the Capitol close to $85,000 on
with the show for British and Ameri(Continued on page IS)
can troops in Italy, which saw him
play four
s. months of continued performance
Rust Buys Dallas
Berlin indicated that the show is
Mono. Franchise
now bound for other war theatres
Dallas,
Aug.
7.— Lloyd Rust, and will eventually be seen by our
branch manager of Republic Pictures, troops throughout the world. The
!Dallas, for the past 10 years, has overseas troop of 160 men played to
|)ought John Franconi's half -interest over 100,000 men of the U. S. Fifth
n the Monogram franchise, Dallas, Army while in Italy ; made 35 appearo become co-owner with Ed Blumenances at Army hospitals ; and raised
:hal and assuming the duties of gen- 310,000 lira for relief of Italian
eral manager of the Dallas company, children at a civilian benefit show
\ug. 26. He will, however, attend in Rome. Speaking about the reception of the
play in onthepageEnglish
provMonogram's
national
convention
in
(Continued
15)
(Continued
on page
15)

Have

Pictures

Sold

Circuit Film Buying and
Arbitrators to Eliminate

Singly;

Halt

All

Authorize Local
Zone Clearance

Apparently abandoning all attempts to reach an agreement on a
new amended consent decree with major companies, the Department of Justice yesterday filed an application in U. S. District court
in New York for an ord^r which would summarily amend the decree
to provide, among other things, for the divorcement of exhibition
from production and distribution
within three years and which would
require the five consenting companies to divest themselves immeMove
Government's
diately of such theatres as may be
Taken Under Terms
necessary to restore competition if
exhibition monopolies are found to
exist in individual communities.
Of Consent Decree
The government motion for amendments to the decree also asks that
pictures
be sold singly, asserting that
sudden
of Justice's
t filing
Departmenin
The yesterday
move
a petition
for it believes that recent Supreme Court
the modification of the consent decree
decisions "have made it clear that the
here was accomplished under the pro- forcing of feature licenses by the tying
visions of Section 23 of the decree,
which permits any of the parties to of one copyright to another is unlaweven in the case of the present
the decree to go into court to seek decreeful,"procedure
of selling in blocks
relief from provisions of the decree of five.
under certain conditions.
In addition, the petition
The move does not initiate trial of
would
prevent any of the conthe Government's anti-trust suit pending here. It is, rather, an attempt by
Loew's,
the Government to obtain the relief
Paramount, senting
RKO, companies,
20th Centurysought in the suit without a trial. The
Fox and Warners, from acquirnext step by the Department of Justice
ing
any immediately
further theatre
interests
upon entry
of
will be to have the petition set down
the order.
for a hearing, with the date of such
hearing, to be set. At the hearing, the
Asserting that the decree provisions
Department of Justice will have to
(Continued on page 15)
designed to check circuit buying power
( Sections 5 and 10) "have proved
wholly inadequate"
government
petition
asks that the
Section
5 be
UA
Holds
Foreign
amended to prohibit the conditioning
of a license in one theatre on the making of a license in another theatre in
Sales Meet Today
order that all theatres may compete
(Continued on page 3)
United Artists' foreign managers in
Central and South America, who arrived in New York during the past
week, will hold a sales meeting at the
Warwick Hotel today. Walter Gould,
UA's foreign manager, will preside at
the meeting, which will include a discussion of the company's sales policies
on forthcoming product, including several foreign language features, and an
announcement on the company's plans
for expansion in Latin-America in the

Miss Ludwig
Heads
Cinema Mercantile
Hollywood, Aug. 7.— Miss Ludy
Ludwig, for several years vice-president of Cinema Mercantile Corp., has
taken over the presidency vacated by
Harold Hopper following his appointment last week as general manager of
the M-G-M studios. Today's move,
made to clarify the status of CMT,
postwar.
Managers who will attend include : which supplies properties to independent producers, entails no change in
Sam Seidelman, Argentina ; Enrique
Hopper's ownership of the company at
Baez, Brazil ; Joe Goltz, Mexico ; all.
(Continued on page IS)
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Motion

Personal

Ezell

Mention
T CHEEVER COWDIN, UniverJ • sal board chairman, is scheduled
to leave the Coast for New York on
Friday following an extended visit at
the studio.
Carl Leserman, U.A. general sales
manager, and Edward Schnitzer,
home office executive, returned yesfrom the company's sales meeting in terday
Chicago.
Corp. Monroe Goodman,
with Paramount, is in town
lough from Kelly Field, San
Tex., where he operates
theatre.
•

to Be

an

Picture

OCR

Industry Consultant
Washington, Aug. 7 . —
Claude C. Ezell, Dallas exhibitor, will serve as an industry consultant to the
Office of Civilian Requirements of the War Production Board, it was learned
today. Ezell arrived from
Dallas yesterday and conferred with Donald R. Longman, OCR head, concerning
his new dollar-a-year post
today.

formerly
on a furAntonio,
the post

Hickey Closes Two
More Conn. Houses
Hartford, Conn., Aug. 7. — State
Police Commissioner Edward J.
Hickey at the weekend ordered closed
Robert J. Kilpatrick, treasurer at the Empire Theatre in New London
the United Artists home office, and and the Gem in Naugatuck because,
Mrs. Kilpatrick are the parents of he stated, "of conditions which
a baby girl born Friday night at the make their use as places of public
Holy Name Hospital in Teaneck, N. J. assemblage hazardous." Commissioner
•
Hickey's inspection of all public gathering places in Connecticut followed
Capt. Matty Fox, former Univer- the disastrous circus fire here on July
sal vice-president, arrived here yes- 6, which resulted in the death of 166
terday from London, en route to
persons.
Washington.
Lt. Frank Starkwell, deputy state
fire marshal, conducted the investigaTrem Carr, executive director at
tion of the Empire, with fire chief
Monogram, and Sam Wolf, company Thomas Shipman and building inspector William Gunn of New London,
attorney, are at Las Vegas for a
which
resulted in the shut-down orweek's vacation.
•
der. Earl Morin, state motion picEmanuel Silverstone of United
ture theatre inspector, with an investigator apointed by the state fire marArtists returned yesterday from a vashal, ordered the Gem closed.
cation at Napanoch.
•
Two weeks ago Commissioner
Rube Jackter, Columbia assistant Hickey declared the Strand Theatre
in Norwich and a house in Mystic
sales manager, has returned from Kan"unsafe" and revoked the licenses of
sas City.
the operators of both theatres.
Hugh Owen, Vanguard general
sales manager, has returned from a Raftery Returns for
month's trip to the Coast.
Board Meet Today
Irving Shifrin of the RKO Radio
Edward C.
willRaftery,
return United,
from Artists'
several
publicity department returned yester- president,
weeks
of
vacation
in
time
for the
day from a vacation.
regular monthly meeting of the company's board of directors today.
A. J. O'Keefe of Universal left for
While Raftery had anticipated for
Detroit last night.
this session possible action' on the impending deal for UA American disWilliams Named
UA
tribution ofJ. Arthur Rank's British
films, the matter is expected to be deferred
until the September meeting,
Exploitation Head
inasmuch as Gradwell L. Sears, disRex Williams, manager of Loew's
tribution vice-president, has not yet
Theatres in St. Louis, has been ap- returned from
England, where he is
pointed director of exploitation for
United Artists, it was announced negotiating details of the transaction.
yesterday by Louis Pollock, advertising and publicity head of the company. Williams, still in St. Louis,
will not assume his duties until the
middle of the month.
A graduate of Indiana State College, Williams has been in show business for some 20 years. One of his
first important assignments was in
1927 when he managed the Grand
Theatre in Terre Haute. In 1932, he
joined the Butterfield circuit in Michigan as assistant to E. C. Beatty,
president, and special field representative. From 1936 until he joined
Loew's Theatres four years ago, he
was district manager for the IndianaIllinois Theatre circuit.

Moskowitz
Dollar

Bond

in Million
Club

Charles C. Moskowitz of Loew's,
general chairman of New York's
"Fighting Fifth" War Loan committee, was the initial person to purchase
a $1,000 bond and become a member
of the $1,000,000 Bond Club, organized by girls who staffed the bond
booth at the giant cash register on
Times Square here during the recent
War Loan drive.
The object of the organization is to
raise one million dollars through individual $1,000 bond sales, to be turned
over to the Sixth War Loan drive.
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Coast
Flashes

Bette Davis Co-Producer
Hollywood, Aug. ?^-Bette Davis
will become co-producer wii^i Jack
Chertok on "Stolen Life," her next;
vehiclein after
"The Corn
Is Green,"
now
production,
is finished.
She]
also will star in it.

Hollywood, Aug: 7
BRIGADIER GEN. JOSEPH W.
BYRON, chief of the Army special services division, will address NEW YORK THEATRES
leaders of the industry Wednesday at
the Beverly Hills Hotel on the need
for continuing the war effort. He is
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rock, idler Center
accompanied by Lieut. -Col. Marvin
Young, in charge of entertainment,
e
KATHARINE HEPBURN
"DRAGON
SEED''
Samuel Goldwyn announced "Home
WALTER
HUSTON
. ALINE
MacMAHON
Again," a story of returning soldiers,
AKIM
TAMIROFF
TURHAN BEY
to feature Teresa Wright, David
Spectacular Stage Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
Niven, Dana Andrews and Walter
Brennan. Filming will start as soon
as the full cast is available.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
•
RKO Radio Pictures signed Eddie
SEE DEMOCRACY
Cantor to produce and star in a musical. No subject or starting date has
AT WORK!
as yet been set. •
AMERICANS
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox vicepresident in charge of production, and
m
ALL
George Jessel, 20th-Fox producer,
were arrivals today.
•
THE NEW
MARCH
OF TIME
PRC elevated director Edgar Ulmer to a producership. He will proA 20th CENTURY-FOX RELEASE
duce and direct three for the 1944-45
5TH WEEK
•
program.
i
Victor Adams, executive aide to
SAMUEL GOLDWYN PRESENTS
Charles P. Skouras, left today on the
Chief for New York on Greek War
Relief and War Chest business.
"DEAD
A FILM CLASSIC END"
RELEASE
•
S. Barret McCormick and Terry
AT 47ST$?4
Turner of RKO Radio have arrived
from New York.
WAY
•
BRANDT'S GOTHAM B BWAY
&
PALACE
Charles
Reed Jones of Republic
47th St.
arrived
today.

Legion Classifies 7
The Legion of Decency classified
at the weekend the following pictures
reviewed last week: A-l : "Gypsy
Wildcat," Universal; "Sheriff of
Sundown," Republic; "Wilson," 20th
Century-Fox ; A-2, "Bride by Mistake," RKO; "Kansas City Kitty"
and Columbia ; B, "Cry of the Werewolf," Columbia, and "Mademoiselle
Fifi," RKO.
Silverstone Hosts Press
Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox vicepresident in charge of foreign distribution, will be host to the trade press
at a luncheon at the Hotel Plaza today prior to his departure for South
America.
CTC Election Today
Los Angeles, Aug. 7. — The California Theatre Council postponed its
election of officers scheduled last Friday, until Tuesday.
Republic-FWC Deal
Los Angeles, Aug. 7. — James R.
Grainger arrived here today to set up
the new season's Republic deal with
Fox-West Coast Theatres.
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Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
on their individual merits for the licensing of films from the defendants.
The proposed modification of Section 10 wipes out all of the requirements limiting those who may arbitrate
for specific runs and substitutes money
: damages for individual licensing as the
relief granted. In addition, the section would be expanded to cover any
discrimination in violation of the
Sherman Act, in addition to run discrimination. Any alleged discrimininatory violation of the Sherman Act thus
would be subject to arbitration within
the industry tribunals.
Changes in Section 8 would reject
the contention that clearance is essential to distribution of films and unreasonable clearance would be denned
as any clearance which unreasonably
restrains competition between theatres.
It would permit an arbitrator to eliminate all clearance even between highly
competitive theatres on a finding that
it is unreasonable that a complainant's
theatre should be made to follow another. In addition, clearance held by
an affiliated theatre on the product
of the company with which it is affiliated would be made subject to arbitration.
The government petition also asks
that all theatre pooling agreements be
eliminated and all existing franchises
be voided and the making of new ones
prohibited.
Commends AAA
Commending the American Arbitration Association and the appeal board
for the manner in which they have administered arbitration proceedings and
appeals "within the limits imposed by
the substantive sections of the decree,"
the petition asks for the retention of
all provisions relating to the mechanics
of the arbitration system and, presumably, its financing by the consenting
companies.
Also, Sections 6 and 7, providing
for the arbitration of complaints involving the inability to license any run
and the licensing of features found to
be locally offensive, respectively, are
left unchanged.
Request is made that the tradeshowing section of the decree (Section
3) which expired Sept. 1, 1942, again
be made effective.
In a statement issued in Washington
in connection with the filing of the
petition yesterday, Attorney General
Francis Biddle said: "The Department believes that in order to bring the
operations of the defendants into conformity with the requirements of the
Sherman Law a complete separation
of their theatre operating business
from their producing and distributingactivities, and the divestiture of a substantial number of theatres from the
theatre operating companies owned by
them, is essential.
"In view of the practical difficulties
involved in bringin
g about such a
drastic change in the structure of the
industry by judicial means, the De-
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The lawyers for the five consent decree companies apparently
had no advance notice of the Department of Justice's decision to
file a petition for modification of the consent decree. Attorneys
questioned yesterday frankly admitted that it was an unexpected
move. They pointed out that the Justice Deparment had not indicated what concessions they would have to make if a new consent decree was to be arrived at voluntarily between the companies and the Department of Justice. They had made all the
concessions which they felt were economically sound to the conduct of their business.
Scanning the text of the Government's position, one lawyer
readily admitted that if the modifications sought were obtained,
it would completely revolutionize the trade practices of the film
industry. All the companies involved immediately set about to
study the Government's petition but there were no joint consultations yesterday. Lawyers frankly admitted that they hadn't
planned their next move yet.

Gov't

Decree

Amendments

(Continued from column 3)
with any distributor, nor the distributor's right to license for any theatre
any run which it desires to grant.
Said Section VIII, if modified as
prayed herein, would read as follows :
"Controversies arising upon the
complaint of an exhibitor that the
clearance applicable to his theatre is
unreasonable shall be subject to arbitration under the following provisions :
"Clearance shall be deemed to be
unreasonable whenever its effect is to
restrain competition between two or
more theatres unreasonably.
Government's
of
Text
The
In determining whether any clearance complained of is unreasonable,
Proposals
Decree
Consent
the arbitrator shall take into consideration the following factors and accord to them the importance and
or
group
of
features
upon
the
licensTfOLLOWING is the text of the
ing of another feature or group of weight to which each is entitled re*■ Government's proposals for an features.
gardless of the order in which they
amended consent decree, which it
are listed :
seeks to have the Federal court here
"(B) No distributor defendant shall
(1) The historical development of
enter by order, rather than by trial: require an exhibitor to license short
newsreels, trailers, or serials, clearance in the particular area where"Sections 3 and 4 (A) of said de- subjects,
in the theatres involved are located.
cree have been inoperative since Sep- (hereinafter collectively referred to as
shorts)
as
a
condition
of
licensing
featember 1, 1942, and the restraining
(2) The
admission prices of the
involved.
tures. No distributor defendant shall theatres
provisions of Section 11 have been inoperative since Nov. 20, 1943. Said require an exhibitor to license reis(3) The character and location of
sues, Westerns or foreigns (herein- the theatres involved, including size,
decree is now inadequate to perform
after collectively referred to as for- type of entertainment, appointments,
its intended function of restraining the
eigns) as a condition of licensing transit facilities, etc.
violations of law alleged in the com- other features.
plaint and conforming the operation of
(4) The policy of operation of the
the decree defendants to the require"(3) Plaintiff prays that the follow- theatres involved, such as the showing
ments of the Sherman Act. Plaintiff
ing be substituted for Section V :
of double features, gift nights, giverespectfully submits that an order to
(A) No decree defendant shall conteries,aways,
etc. premiums, cut rate tickets, lotperform said functions of said decree
dition the licensing of films in one
should be modified in the respects set theatre or group of theatres upon
(5) The rental terms and license
forth in the following paragraphs. licensing of films in another theatre
fees paid by the theatres involved and
Where no mention is made of an ex- or group of theatres.
the revenues derived by the distribuisting section, no change is requested.
Re-Defines Clearance
tor defendant from such theatres.
As to Section 3, trade showings, no
(6) The extent to which the thea(4) Plaintiff prays that Section
change in the form thereof is requesttres involved compete with each other
ed but plaintiff prays that said section VIII of the decree be modified by
and
other
business considerations, exmay again be made operative.
striking therefrom the sentence: "It
cept that the arbitrator shall disregard
is
recognized
that
clearance,
reason"Plaintiff prays that Subsection
that a theatre involved is afable as to time and area, is essential the fact filiated
(A) of Section 4 of the decree be
with a distributor or with a
in
the
distribution
and
exhibition
of
stricken therefrom and that the folcircuit of theatres.
lowing subsection (A) be substituted: motion pictures" and substitute the
following sentence, "Clearance shall be
Arbitrator's Power
"No distributor defendant shall con- deemed
to be unreasonable whenever
dition the licensing of one feature or
"The power of the arbitrator in degroup of features upon the licensing its effect is to restrain competition
ciding any such controversy shall be
between two or more theatres unlimited to make (1) a finding as to
of another feature or group of feareasonably." Byadding the following
tures.
clause to the provisions defining the whether or not the clearance complained of is unreasonable; and if the
"Plaintiff further prays that the last
two paragraphs of Subsection (B) of power of the arbitrator: "An award finding be in the affirmative ; (2) an
that a theatre holding clearSection 4, which appears on pages 6 providing
ance found to be unreasonable should award fixing the maximum clearance
between the theatres involved which
and 7 of the decree, be amended, as
take no clearance over the complain- may be granted in licenses thereafter
prayed herein, to read as follows :
ants' theatre may be made regardless entered into by the distributor defend"(A) No distributor defendant shall of whether or not there is substantial
ant which is a party to the arbitration.
condition the licensing of one feature competition between said theatres" and
An award providing that a theatre
by striking the following two provi- holding clearance found to be unreassions :
onable shall take no clearance over the
partment, in 1940, was willing to postSubject
to the provisions contained
pone its efforts to secure such relief
theatres may be made
herein, the arbitrator may fix such complainant's
regardless of whether or not there is
for a three-year period while the consent decree was given a trial and other maximum clearance under any exist- substantial competition between said
ing franchise or any license entered theatres.
motion picture cases were litigated.
The results to date of that litigation into pursuant to such franchise be"Any distributor defendant or any
tween distributor defendant and any
and the decisions of the Supreme Court
affected by such an award
exhibitor
in other Sherman Law cases since other party bound by this decree."
Nothing contained in this section may institute a further arbitration
1940 have reinforced the Department's
original conclusion, first expressed in shall be deemed to restrict, and no proceeding for a modification thereof
on the ground that since the making
its complaint filed in 1938, that con- award made in any arbitration under of the award the condition with res
this
section
shall
restrict,
the
exhibiformity with law requires such a modispect to the theatres involved therein
tor's
right
to
license
for
any
theatre
(Continued
on
page
6)
fication in the industry's economic any run which he is able to negotiate
structure."
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Hollywood, Aug. 7. — Production
activity increased last week as 12 new
pictures were started and eight were
completed. Total number of features
in work was 49, as compared to 45 the
previous week. The production scene
follows :
Columbia
Finished: "Eve Knew Her Apples."
Started: "Phantom Outlaws," with
Charles Starrett, Jean Stevens, Tex
Harding, Walter "Dub" Taylor.
Shooting: "Dormant Account''
(Darmour), "Tonight and Every
Night," Untitled Dunne-Boyer.
M-G-M
Started: "Autum Fever," with Mary
Astor, Philip Dorn, Felix Bressart,
; "Dr. Red Adams,"
Grahame
GloriaLionel
with
Barrymore, Van Johnson,
Marilyn Maxwell; "The Clock," with
Judy Garland, Robert Walker and
Cume Cronyn.
Shooting: "Anchors A weigh," "Airship Squadron 4," "Music for Millions," "Son of Lassie," "Ziegfeld
Follies," "The Picture of Dorian
Gray."
Monogram
Started: "They Shall Have Faith,"
with Gale Storm, Sir Aubrey Smith,
Mary Boland, Frank Craven, Johnny
Mack Brown, Johnny Downs, Conrad Nagel, Leo Diamond and his Harmonaires ; "Frontier Frame-up," with
Hoot Gibson, Bob Steele, Ralph
Lewis, Beatrice Grey.
Shooting: "Little Devils," Ghost of
Indian Springs," "Army Wives."
PRC
Finished: "I'm from Arkansas."
Started: "Here We Go Again," with
Frank Jenks, Robin Raymond, Ray
Walker, Jack LaRue.
Shooting: "I Accuse My Parents,"
"The Town Went Wild."
Paramount
Finished: "A Medal for Benny."
Shooting:
"Kitty," "Out of This
World," "Here Come the Waves."
RKO Radio
Finished: "The Falcon in Hollywood," "Nevada."
Started: Pan- Americana," with
Philip Terry, Audrey Long, Eve Arden, Betty Jane Greer.
' Shooting: "It's a Pleasure" (Inter
national), "Isle of the Dead," "Experiment Perilous," "Betrayal from
the East," "Wonder Man" (Goldwyn).
Republic
Finished: "Brazil."
Started: "Lake Placid Serenade,"
with Vera Hruba Ralston, Vera
Vague, William Frawley, Eugene Pallette
; "Faces in the Fog," with Jane
Withers.
Shooting: "Flame of Barbary
Coast."
20th Century-Fox
Finished: "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn."
Shooting: "Nob Hill," "Sunday
Dinner for a Sildier," "Winged Victory," "Thunderhead."
United Artists
Finished: "Tomorrow the World"
(Cowan).

of

Government's

Decree

(Continued from page 3)
have so changed as to Warrant modifiand in the event that the arbication,finds
trator
that there has been such
make a redeterminashall
he
change,
tion of the maximum clearance.
"Nothing contained in this section
and no award hereafter entered in
an arbitration in accordance with its
provisions shall apply to licensing the
exhibition of any special feature, providing such special feature is licensed
under an exhibition contract applicable
only thereto, or the right of a distributor defendant to include in such contract and to make a part thereof such
special terms and conditions, including
such special clearance provision or
provisions as such distributor shall fix,
establish and enforce for and in connection with the exhibition of such
special feature.
Sections 9 and 10
"(5) Plaintiff prays that Section
IX and X of the decree be stricken
therefrom and the following section be
substituted therefor: "No distributor
defendant shall license or make available for exhibition in theatres any
films released by it upon terms which
have the effect of unreasonably restraining competition between two or
more theatres in exhibiting said films.
Controversies arising on a complaint
by any exhibitor thereby affected that
a distributor has so licensed or made
available such films for exhibition in
the complainant's theatre or in a theatre competing with his theatres shall
be subject to arbitration in accordance
with the terms of this decree. If the
arbitrator finds that this section has
been violated, he shall make an award
which will describe the specific course
of conduct found by him to violate this
section and require the payment of an
amount by such defendant or defendants as he finds have engaged in such
conduct which in his judgment will
compensate the complainant for any
pecuniary loss sustained as the result
of such violation or violations and discourage the recurrence of such violations.

(6) Plaintiff prays that Section XI
of said decree be stricken therefrom
and the following section substituted
therefor :
"(A) No decree defendant shall
hereafter acquire, directly or indirectin any theatre. ly, any financial interest
"(B) Each decree defendant which

Shooting: "The Great John L"
(Crosby) ; "The House of Dr. Edwardes" (Vanguard).
Universal
Started: "Mike Goes to a Party,"
with Gloria Jean, Kirby Grant, Milburn Stone ; "Renegades of the Rio
Grande," with Rod Cameron, Fuzzy
Knight, Eddie Dew, Ray Whitley,
Jennifer Holt.
Shooting: "Queen of the Nile,"
"Can't Help Singing," "The Mummy's Curse."
Warner
Shooting: "Of Human Bondage,"
"The Corn Is Green," "Roughly
Speaking," "Objective Burma," "Hollywood Canteen."

Daily

Proposals

is directly or indirectly engaged in
the production, distribution and exhibition of films shall within three
years from the date of this modification completely divorce its exhibition
business from its production and distribution business to the end that no
defendant directly or indirectly engaged in producing or distributing
films shal-l then own any financial interest in theatres, and no defendant
directly or indirectly engaged in operating theatres shall then own any interest in the production or distribution
of films.

Tuesday, August 8, 1944

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Aug. 7

UNIVERSAL
will start
six feature
productions during
August.
The
first one, "Mike Goes to a Party,"
starring Gloria Jean, with Kirby
Grant, Milburn Stone, Edward Brophy
and Jacqueline De Witt in the supporting cast, is already under way.
The next to get the green light will
be "Arsene Lupin," with George Korvin, J. Carroll Naish, Gale Sondergaard and George Dolenz. Others to
come include "Musical Roundup," a
period western with music, "Swingaroo Sweetheart," which will have
"(C) Each decree defendant direct- Judy Clark in the comedy lead, "Swing
ly or indirectly engaged in operating
Captive."
•
theatres shall within such time and Out, Sister," and "Jungle
upon such terms as the court may
"Phantom of Wild Valley" has been
deem reasonable divest itself of such chosen as the title of the first Buster
theatre interests as the court may in
Crabbe-Al St. John western of PRC's
the course of supplemental proceed- 1944-45 series. Sigmund Neufeld will
ings hereunder, find shall be divested
in order to insure theatre operating produce
and SamGoetz
Newfield
will'
direct. . .it,
. William
of International Pictures has borrowed Michael
competition in the communities where
they are now monopolizing theatre op- O'Shea from Hunt Stromberg for the
eration.
male lead opposite Sonja Henie in "It's
a Pleasure," Technicolor musical bePooling Voided
ing directed by William A. Seiter and
"(D) All of the theatre-operating produced by David Lewis. . . . Gwen
agreements, implied or expressed, by
Kenyon has been signed for the leadwhich any two or more of the decree
ing feminine part in "The Case of the
defendants share in the financial beneMissing
Medico," first of the Monofits from the operation of theatres
gram "Cisco Kid" series, which will
jointly owned or controlled by any star Duncan Renaldo. . . . Jackie Paley
two or more of them are hereby de- has had her contract extended by 20th
clared void, and each decree defendant Century-Fox. Her next assignmentis enjoined from entering into or en- is "Claudia and David," which William Perlberg will produce.
forcing any similar agreements.
•
"(7) Plaintiff prays that section
Lillian Gish is being tested for
XII of the decree may be stricken
therefrom.
the role of Miss Susie Slagle in
Paramount's forthcoming production of that name. . . . Marc Piatt,
12 setting
is the forth
"escapeconditions
clause"
of (Section
the decree,
under which consenting companies who was the featured dancer in
could be automatically relieved of the original cast of "Oklahoma!"
compliance with some or all of its on Broadway before being signed
by Columbia, has had his contract
provisions.)
extended by that studio. . . . Phyl"(8) Plaintiff prays that Section
lis Brooks has been borrowed from
XV of the decree may be stricken
Paramount
by Producers Bill Pine
therefrom and the following section
and Bill Thomas to co-star with
substituted therefor :
in "Dangerous Pas"All franchises and any licenses Robert sage."Lowery
. . . Audrey Totter, young
entered into pursuant thereto by any
stage
and
radio
actress, will make
of the decree defendants are hereby
her
screen
debut
in an important
declared illegal and void and the said
in
"The
Clock,"
Judy Garland
defendants are hereby enjoined from role
M-G-M.
making or enforcing any similar starrer currently in work at
agreements.
Eliminate Section 17
Roland Varno, Eric Hansen, Henry
Victor and Howard Johnson have been
"(9) Plaintiff prays that Section
XVII of the decree may be stricken added to the cast of "Betrayal from
therefrom and the following section the East" at RKO Radio. . . . Cecil
Kellaway, the Australian actor, has
substituted therefor :
"No distributor defendant shall li- been signed by Paramount for another
cense its films to any affiliated thea- year. . . . Henry Morgan has been
tre upon the terms which unreason- cast
for anAnnie,"
important
part of
in M-G-M's
a tale
the wild
ably restrain the ability of an unaffili- "Gentle
Oklahoma
territory
of
1900.
. Janet
ated theatre to compete with such af- Scott has been added to the. . cast
of
filiated theatre.
"(10) Plaintiff prays that Section David O. Selznick's "The House of
XX of the decree may be stricken Dr. Edwardes." . . . Henry Levin will
therefrom.
direct "Tonight
We Barrymore
Dance" forisColumbia. . . . Lionel
set
"(11) Also Section XXI.
"Signed by Robert L. Wright, Spe- for the part of Greer Garson's father
cial Assistant to the Attorney Gen- in M-G-M's "Valley of Decision," an
eral ;Francis Biddle, Attorney Gen- adaptation of Marcia Davenport's
eral ;Wendell Berge, Assistant At- best-selling novel. ... Walter Lantz
torney General, and James B. M. has eight of his "Cartunes" in preparation— an all-time high for the proMcNally,
Attorney."
ducer. They will be released through
(SectionsU. 20S. and
21 of the decree
relate to limiting features of some Universal. . . . Virginia Gilmore returns to the screen in Samuel Goldof its provisions, such as the threeyear
trial
period
which
expired
last
wyn's
Technicolor comedy, "The WonNov. 20.)
der Man," which stars Danny Kaye.
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Trails
Hollywood, Aug.

HPHIS Hoot Gibson-Bob Steele western is unusual in that its heroine
played by Veda Ann Borg, has a good deal more to do than usually
falls to the lot of the girl in a gun-and-pony saga.
The screenplay by J. P. McCarthy and Victor Hammond presents the
young lady as the feminine half of a pair of crooks, who specialize in
stagecoach-holdups and knifings. Bob Steele is drawn into the story
when his uncle, a U. S. marshal, is killed. Disguised as a desperado,
and abetted by Hoot in the masquerade of a speech-making citizen, the
cowboy gets to the bottom of the sinister goings-on in the town of Tracy
The criminal pair are exposed, and pay for their misdeeds.
Others in the cast include Mauritz Hugo, Steve Clark, Charles Stev
ens, Ralph Lewis, Lynton Brent and Bud Osborne.
William Strohbach
supervised the picture, and J. P. McCarthy directed.
Running time, 59 minutes.

Oh, What
(Monogram)

"G."*

Release date, August 15,
1944. Beli
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THAT

a Night!
Hollywood, Aug. 7

'"PHIS Scott R. Dunlap production provides thoroughly enjoyable enter*- tainment, presented in light-hearted, fast-moving fashion by Director
Will iam Beaudine. Edmund Lowe, as a jewel-thief with a past, is suitably suave, and Jean Parker provides the romantic interest. Marjorie
Rambeau's interpretation of a burlesque queen who struck it rich highlights the picture with comedy.
The screenplay by Paul Gerard Smith from a story by Marion Orth
presents a number of internationally known jewel-thieves, working independently ofeach other, who arrive at a resort hotel, each with the
intention of stealing a famous diamond owned by one of the guests.
Complications are rapid, involving not only the real diamond but a number of imitations. The finish sees Lowe sailing into the sunset, not quite
a reformed character, but having proved, at least, that there is honor
among thieves.
Trem Carr was the executive director. Others in the cast include
the late Alan Dinehart, Pierre Watkin, Claire DuBrey, Ivan Lebedeff
and Olaf Hytten.

Running time, 72 minutes.

"G."*
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WORE

jgr

fer
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Release date, September 2. T. B.
ANY

Valley
(PRC)

ON

OTHER

of Vengeance
Hollywood, Aug. 7

MAGAZINE

A

WESTERN that lives up to the standard set by the capable team
of Sigmund Neufeld, producer, and Sam Newfield, director. It presents Buster Crabbe and Al (Fuzzy) St. John in a drama of daring,
deviltry and dynamite.
The story, by Joseph O'Donnell, concerns the attempt of the two cowboys to discover and punish the perpetrators of a wagon-train massacre
and robbery in which their respective parents were killed. By the skilful
use of Buster's flying fists, and an explosive perfected by Fuzzy, the
pair force a confession from the renegades responsible for the crime,
and the ends of justice are served.
Evelyn Finley proves herself a competent actress and a skilful marks-'
woman. Others in the cast include Donald Mayo, David Polonsky,
Glenn Strange, Charles King, John Merton, Lynton Brent and Jack
Ingram.
Running time, 56 minutes.

"G".

T. B.

IN THE

FIELD.

The motion picture industry, regardless of war's many
restrictions, has not lowered its standards of quality.
Reflecting the people and product of that industry, Photoplay will not, for temporary circulation advantage, sacrifice the high quality and quantity of its editorial content.

*"G" denotes general classification.
Service

Center

Started

St. John, N. B., Aug. 7. — Construction of a servicemen's recreation
center on a site donated by Famous
Players Canadian Corp. is now under
way here. The center will continue
to operate after the war's end. Construction of a new theatre on the
property will probably begin about a
year after the Armistice.

To Film

Socialites

_ Bab Harbor, Me., Aug. 7.— Negotiations have begun here for prospective filming of local "socialites at
play" at the sports and recreational
facilities in this area. William McNulty, former sports and recreation
director for the residents and vacationists, will handle commentary and
assist in compiling material for the
project.
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Berlin

Cites

Earnings

for

Motion

'Army'

Government's

AER

Taken

(Continued from page 1)

Of

Under

Consent

Picture

Move
Terms

More than 11,000 responses from
chools, libraries and community or;anizations have been received by
N arners as a result of brochures and
ither promotion materials sent out in
, onnection with "The Adventures of
lark Twain" and "The Mask of
Jimitrios" as part of the activities of
he educational bureau recently estabished under Mort Blumenstock at the
ome office.
Organizations
cooperating include
he National Education Association of
, he U. S., American Library Associa|ion,
_ National
Council
for ofSocial
studies,
Education
section
the
UL S. Treasury Department, National
louncil of Teachers of English, Good
Ihousekeeping Woman's Club Servce and the Civic Education League.

Negotiations between the five consenting companies and the Department
of Justice for a new consent decree
started over a year ago. After hearing
the demands of the various exhibitor
organizations, U. S. Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark obtained adraft of the distributor proposals for a new consent decree on
Jan. 20. The five companies modified
these proposals slightly in their final
proposals which went to the Department of Justice late in June, but about
two weeks ago Attorney General
Francis Biddle held that the distributors' voluntary proposals were "unaccpetable." He did not communicate
this information directly to the companies in a formal meeting, as far as
can be ascertained, but instead, the
Department of Justice moved suddenly
yesterday and filed its petition for
modification of the decree in the courts
here.

Berge

Clark

on

Replaces
Decree

SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19
Clrtle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

Fig

Sales

Meet

Foreign
Today

Thurman Arnold, who negotiated the

Victor Schochet, Peru ; Jorge Suarez,
Chile ; Henry Weiner, Cuba, and Guy
C. Smith, Canal Zone.
Members of the home office foreign
department who will atatend, in addition to Gould, are : Tom Mulrooney,
Harry Schroeder, Samuel Cohen, Len
Daly, Walter Liebler, Earl Denison,
Harry Goldsmith, Howard Fessenden,
Thomas Healey, H. Vandensteen, Alfredo Ayulo and John Reilly.
A luncheon preceding the business
session will also be attended by Edward C. Raftery, preseident of United Artists ; Paul O'Brien, of the company's legal staff ; the following producers' representatives : Neil Agnew,
B. P. Schulberg, Lowell Calvert,
Harry Kosiner, Henry Brash, Seymour Poe, Maybelle Oldenhage, David
(Skip) Weshner, Ed Peskay, Budd
Rogers, Archie Mayers, Harry Archinal, William Levy and members of
the trade press.

original decree, kept the motion picture negotiations when he and Berge,
then chief of the criminal division,
switched jobs last August.
When Clark relinquished the antitrust division, he retained the decree
negotiations because of his familiarity
with the situation and the relations he
had established with the companies.
The film unit, under Robert L.
Wright, also stayed with Clark, but
continued to be carried as part of the
anti-trust division.
A Department spokesman explained
that the court action automatically
came under the anti-trust division and
that, as a result of the abandonment
of the negotiations, Clark was no
longer in the picture.
Record
To

Heat

Fails

Hurt Grosses
(Continued from page 1)

First 5th Loan Sales
its third week. The show, which runs
almost three and one-half hours with Are $327,974,309
(Continued from page 1)
Gene Krupa and his band on the
stage, is getting capacity business. reporting into size, stating that they
The second week's gross was $86,600. represented about 25 per cent of the
With $73,000 recorded on the first
total.
four days of the third week, "Dragon
O'Donnell has been repeatedly
Seed" and a stage show is headed for
$121,000 at the Radio City Music Hall. forced to request exhibitors to file
Here again the show runs over three their reports so that final tabulations
hours.
contribution
to industry's
the drive imbe
may be mense
made
and the
"Janie" is headed for $50,000 on recognized.
its first week at the Strand with Tommy Tucker and his band on the stage.
Weekend business was |24,200 for
three days. The third and final week UA Hosts Sports Writers
Representatives of United Artists
of "And the Angels Sing" is expected to give the Paramount about $54,- were hosts to a group of sports writers at dinner last night in the Latin
000. "Hail the Conquering Hero"
and a stage show headed by Vaughn Quarter, in connection with Bing
Monroe and his band will open at the Crosby's first production venture,
Paramount tomorrow.
"The Great John L."

POSTPONEMENT

OF

TRADE

SHOWS

on M-G-M's
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announced
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Office Cities)

HAREM

FILM DUBBING

SCRIPT ADAPTATION
ygl
VOICE
GHOST
R|
W
SPANISH
-PORTUGESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound Studios
]T 41 E. 42 St. N. Y. 17 MU 2-5358

Holds

(Continued from page 1)

in all M-G-M
REEVES

UA

(Continued from page 1)

Decree

j ices, where over 250,000 soldiers and
ivilians paid some $330,000 into the
(Continued from page 1)
Iritish service charities to see the
lay, Berlin said that the play was produce evidence to substantiate its re: fforded a better reception than the
quests for modification of the various
'
Im,
which
was
playing
the
film
provisions
of the decree and the five
J ouses at the same time.
consenting companies will have full
| The film, "This Is the Army," is opportunity to answer this evidence
jxpected to give AER another $2,000,00 before it has completed its run, before the courts rule on the GovernSerlin pointed out in explaining that
: ,is soldier-show has supplied over fications.ment's request for these decree modi10,000,000 to AER since it opened on
None of the consenting companies
iroadway over two years ago. Durhazard a guess as to when the
i ig the course of the interview, Ber- would
in sang a new song he has composed hearings would start. In the light of
nd dedicated to the men of the in- the Government's motion of which
they have received copies, they can
antry. It is called "There Are No
prepare
their side of the case in cer■ Vings on a Fox Hole." Speaking
tain respects, but the main court action
! bout his old tunes, he revealed that
Le received frequent requests to sing will come when the Government attorneys present their evidence at the
;he tunes from the RKO Radio film,
hearings.
Italian populace,
fromto the
Top Hat,"
jierlin
expects
rejoin the show in
Negotiated a Year
I he next theatre of operations for
vhich it is bound.
Legal opinion in the trade pointed
out that since the Government's action
reverts to conditions that were alleged
Rust Buys Dallas
to have existed before the consent decree was entered into by the five conMono. Franchise
senting companies, it is possible that
(Continued from page 1)
the provisions sought in the modifications of the decree might apply to the
Chicago on Aug. 10. No replacement
las been made for Rust at Republic "little three" ; Universal, United Artists and Columbia ; as far as the pros yet, but Merritt Davis, Southern
hibition on block booking is concerned.
istrict manager of Republic, will arive in Dallas from Atlanta Aug. 14 It was also seen possible that the Government might even proceed against
o confer with Rust on his successor,
iust is retailing his stock in the Monogram and PRC to make all companies sell pictures individually.
, iarent organization which was not inIt was also pointed out by the at" luded in the Dallas transaction.
torneys that the provisions sought by
the Government to effect divorcement
Aoyd Rust Buys BlumenthaPs
of producing from theatre interests and
eventually to break up the circuits of
'nterest in Monogram
Los Angeles, Aug. 7.— E. Blumen- the five companies might eventually
; hal sold a half-interest in the Mono- lead to such a move against all circuits,
ram Dallas franchise to Lloyd Rust, which the Government would move
' ormer manager of the Republic Ex- against as "enjoying unfair advani hange who will manage the Dallas
tages and stifling competition."
leadquarters.
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Grosses

Boston
[n Grip

Motion

17

Daily
Mexicans

Wilt

In

of Heat

Boston, Aug'. 7. — The heat wave
.lowed down business tremendously
i he past week.
Estimated receipts for the week
■tiding Aug. 10 :
'Ladies in Washington" (ZOth-Fox)
'lus stage show with Sammy Kay
BOSTON— (3,200) (50c-65c-$1.10) Gross:
'L'S.OOO. (Average: $30,300).
'Dr. Wassell" (Para.) 7 days, 2nd week.
FENWAY
— (1.373) (44c-5Sc-65c-74c)
bross: $5,000. (Average: $8,300).
'The
of Bernadette" (ZOth-Fox) 7
days. Song
14th week.
MAJESTIC — (1,500) ($1.10 all shows)
7ross: $5,000. (Average: past 14 weeks
.18,700).
'The Eve of St. Marks" (ZOth-Fox)
'Henry Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN — (4,367) (44c-55c-65c|'4c) Gross: $17,000. (Average: $24,000).
'Once Upon a Time" (Col.) and
'The Stars Parade" (Col.)
ORPHEUM
— (3,200) (44c-55c-65c-74c)
Jross: $20,000. (Average: $23,800).
'The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para)
7 days, 2nd week.
PARAMOUNT — (1,700) (44c-55c-65c-74c)
Jross: $15,000. (Average: $17,000).
'Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
STATE — (3,200) (44c -55c -55c -74c) Gross
ill.OOO. (Average: $15,000).
The Ghost Ship" (RKO)
'Underground Guerillas" (Col.)
TRANS LUX— (990) (30c-56c-74) Gross
;5.600. (Average: $6,500) .

Skeflington' Takes
$22,000 in Baltimore
Baltimore, Aug. 7. — Business con
inues to feel the effects of extreme
tot weather. Out front is "Mr. Skef
ington" which opened to $22,000 at
he Stanley.
Estimated receipts for the week
■nding Aug.. 10 :
'Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
CENTURY— (3,000) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
veekends) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $16,500.
Average: $17,000).
'Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
KEITH'S— (2,406) (35c-40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
[ rd week. Gross: $14,500. (Average: $15,000).
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
NEW— (1,581) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
110,000. (Average: $11,000).
'Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
STANLEY — (3,280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7
Hays. Gross: $22,000. (Average: $18,000)
'A Night of AdVenture" (RKO)
; HIPPODROME— (2,205) (35c-44c-55c-65c)
j' days. Stage Show : George White's
'Scandals."
Gross:
$18,000. (Average:
;18,500).
'Stagecoach" (UA)
Mayfair— (1,000) (35c-54c) 7 days. Gross:
.7,000. (Average: 17.000).
'They Made Me a Criminal" (WB)
VALENCIA— (1,400) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
veekends) 7 days. Gross: $6,500. (Average:
6,000).
Rites

Picture

Tomorrow

for

Sulzer of Kodak
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 7. — Futeral services will be held Wednes
day for Albert F. Sulzer, 65, vice
:hairman of the board of directors of
! :he Eastman Kodak Co., who died
Sunday at his home here. Comin
o Rochester on graduation from the
Vlassachusetts Institute of Tech
lology in 1901, Sulzer started at
Codak as an assistant chemist. Sue
:essively he was superintendent of
j he chemical plant, general superintendent of film manufacture, and as
iistant manager
and manager of
■Codak Park.
He became general
;nanager of the company in 1941, nine
I ''ears after becoming a director, and
vas named
vice-chairman
of the
; )oard late last year. . He is survived
>y his widow and mother.
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Latin-America

That Spanish-language films, especially Mexican, are more and more
bidding for first-run playing time in
Latin-American countries, with a consequent decline in playing time accorded American product, was the
consensus of three United Artists
foreign managers in an interview at
the home office yesterday.
'No question about it, but Mexican
films are doing sensational business,"
said Joeager.
Goltz,
manHowever,UA's
theyMexican
are making
more customers, too, for American
films, according to Goltz, who pointed
out that many Mexicans were acquirng the film habit for the first time and
then turning to American product, too.
Goltz said Mexico City had experienced a theatre boom in the last two
years, with 10 houses having gone up
in that time. Mexican playing time
in first-runs now equalled American
films, he said. Repeat business in
Mexico was very important with successful pictures being sent back to
houses every six or nine months. Important factors in the success of Mexican products in that country were the
aid being furnished to the native industry by the U. S. and the prevalent
prosperity.
Open Own Offices
Goltz revealed that the Mexicans
were capitalizing on the popularity of
their films in Latin-America by opening their own offices in various countries.
Henry Weiner, the dean of LatinAmerican managers, having been with
UA 24 years, admitted that Mexican
pictures were crowding American
product out of some first-run houses in
Havana, going into theatres previously reserved for U. S. films. Building
has been retarded in that country,
Weiner said, because of the high cost
of construction.Jorge
the company's
manager in Suarez,
Chile, stated
that American
companies faced stern competition
from Spanish-language product. He
pointed out that American films,
which normally consumed 75-80 per
cent of the first-run playing time,
were now down to ,45-50 per cent, with
Mexican and Argentine product equally benefiting. Quality, however, was
still
the indetermining
factor of a film's
success
that country.
Decision

Pending

on

Moss-Leblang
Case
Decision in the suit brought by
Leblang-Gray's, Inc., theatre ticket
brokers, against License Commissioner
Paul Moss, was waived temporarily
by Supreme Court Justice George
Frankenthaler at the weekend. The
agency seeks to force Moss to lift the
license suspension
alleged
overcharges.imposed by' him for
Paul M. Bryan Dies
Los Angeles, Aug. 7.— Paul M.
Bryan, 69, producer of early topical
pictures, died here at the weekend.
Bryanzine produced
Life,"Studios
a maga-at
reel, at the "Reel
Gaumont
Flushing, N. Y. He was associated
with several film companies after
World War I and in 1923 became head
of Universal's scenario department.
Surviving are his widow, two
brothers, a sister, a son and a grandson.

Columbia's

KEEP SELLING WAR BONOS! FIGHT DY THE
SIDE OF THE TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!
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PCCITO Commends
Action of Biddle
Los Angeles, Aug. 8.— The
Pacific Coast Conference of
Independent Theatre Owners today issued a statement hailing Attorney General Biddle's decree action
of yesterday
as "an assurance to independents
that

William T. Powers, National Theatres executive since 1932 and prior to
that associated with Paramount, has
been appointed home office attorney of
legard Step as Ending
20th Century-Fox, succeeding Felix
few Theatre Program
their fight for justice is beA. Jenkins, it was announced yestering upheld. PCCITO is
day by Spyros F. Skouras, president.
gratified
ment of that
JusticethehasDepartacted
Washington, Aug. 8. — Donald Jenkins, who has been with the company
since
1928,
will
continue
as
secso forcibly to uphold the
I. Longman, chief of the service
retary and will perform other execuades division of the Office of
Sherman Anti-Trust Act by
tive duties.
iivilian Requirements since the
applying
it to correct the
Powers has been rumored as a posmusements and recreation section
many monopolistic practices
sible successor to Larry Kent, exin favor of affiliated circuits
ecutive assistant to Skouras. Kent
as formed in July, 1943, was reportthe
and detrimental to indepenleave
to
1 tonight as preparing
will take up his new assignment for
jency.
dent
exhibitors," the state20th-Fox as managing director of
ment concluded.
Longman's reported resignation is Gaumont-British Theatres in London
nother repercussion of the contro- sometime next month.
srsy over the OCR theatre-construcUA
Contracts
for
on program, which last month influiced George W. McMurphey, chief
Classics Buys
E the amusements section, to relin- Film
uish his position after William Y.
Bronston's
Output
Films
klfibtt, War Production Board vice- 11 Roach
hairman for civilian requirements,
■ The United Artists board of direc)ld the industry that few new houses
tors yesterday approved contracts by
rould be constructed and that the
The long pending deal between Hal which the company will distribute an
lain objective of the section would Roach and Film Classics for the re- unspecified number of pictures for the
e to assure continued operation
issue rights to 11 feature pictures and new Samuel Bronston production ortirough the war period of theatres some 350 short subjects previously reow in existence.
leased by M-G-M has been closed, it ganization.
UA listed the first three producWith the leaving of the two men was learned here yesterday. Details
tions, which it is said will be delivof the deal worked out between George
ered by Bronston during the first half
;riost interested in the effort to proA. Hirliman, president of Film
(Continued on page 3)
of the 1944-45 season. They are: "DeClassics, and Grace Rosenfield, Eastcision," from the recent Broadway
ern representative for Roach, provides
stage play, directed by Julien Duvifor
Film
Classics
to
acquire
world
vier, with filming to begin Oct. 1 on
Silver stone Calls for
distribution rights for seven years to
the Samuel Goldwyn lot; "Ten Little
these films. Roach received a substan- Indians," from the current play, Rene
tial guarantee against a percentage Clair producing and directing, producJnited Film Policy
and as a result both Roach and Film
tion to start
Nov. on
1 ; page
and 3)
"Borrowed
(Continued
(Continued on page 3)
viceMurray Silverstone, 20th-Fox
'resident of foreign distribution, aniounced yesterday that he would preent a plan of united action to all comLevies
May
Force
■anies for an industry solution of Import
iroblems encountered in the LatinVmerican market upon his return
rom a two-month survey in that Industry
to Quit
Spain
.rea. In making his announcement at
i luncheon for the trade press at the
By CHARLES RYWECK
imports for subsidization of the Spanntotel Plaza, Silverstone said that his
ish film industry ; for dubbing of
As a result of new import duties
:ompany will initiate a policy of exAmerican
product, and for import liimposed by the Spanish Cortes on
(Continued on page 3)
censes. The subsidy tax, in effect
Aug. 3, which amount in some cases
to an increase of from $90 to $20,000 since 1941, amounts to $7,000 in some
Fox to Make
Tour of per film, American companies may categories. The tax on dubbing, which
is in addition to dubbing production
find it impossible to continue busi- costs,
amounts to about $2,000 per
Country This Month
ness in Spain, Motion Picture Daily
film. The cost of import licenses,
learned yesterday.
William Fox's projected tour of the
So sweeping were the increases that which are only available to Spaniards
country to look over possible exchange
sites for the new producing-distributing John W. Hicks, Paramount vice- is as much as $20,000 per film, depending on the price currently asked.
company he has in mind, will be made president and foreign manager, charIf
American
companies continue to
late this month. The former head of
acterized them as "confiscatory."
Fox Film Corp. still plans ultimately These new imposts may make "it im- operate under conditions imposed by
a worldwide distribution system, with
possible to do business in that coun- the new taxes, they will be left with
little or no profit, according to one
territorial product franchises given to
try," he said.
In addition to these drastic in- executive, and may establish a prece
exhibitors who buy stock in his enter(Continued on Page 3)
prise.
creases, other taxes are levied on film

[

TEN
Decree
Trial

By

CENTS

Court

Seen

Washington

Company Counsel Meet in
N. Y. to Map Strategy
Washington, Aug. 8. — Filing
by the Department of Justice yesterday in New York of a motion to
amend the consent decree was
represented here today as a move
anticipatory of a complete court trial
of the issues involved.
A spokesman for the Department
likened the motion to an application
for a temporary injunction, restraining the respondent from performing
certain acts during the period required
for a judicial determination of their
legality. In this instance, he indicated, the Department acted to prevent
any possible expansion of circuits,
eliminate certain booking practices
and bring about an improvement in
arbitration.
The procedure resorted to by the
government was not new, it was said,
but has been used in many instances
where similar situations have existed.
The next (Continued
step is expected
on page to3) be a mo-

Crescent
Scope

Enlarges

of Charter

Nashville, Aug. 8. — An amendment
to the original charter of the Crescent
Amusement Co., filed with the Secretary of State, greatly enlarges upon
its provisions for operation and for
the purchase and disposition of its
property holding, particularly having
a bearing upon the disposition of its
holdings in the affiliated corporations
which must be made to meet the terms
of last year's U. S. District Court
decision of
a violation
of the6) Sherman
(Continued
on page
Republic, Executives
In WPB
Suit by U. S.
Los Angeles, Aug. 8. — Republic
Pictures and four executives were
charged with violations of the War
Production Board's regulations in
criminal information filed today in the
Federal Court by Assistant United
States Attorney William R. Ritzi.
The complaint, first of its kind,
sets forth that the WPB rejected the
application for permission to erect an
$145,000 sound
stage,
(Continued
on but
page later
3) grant-
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Mention
G RAD WELL L. SEARS, United
Artists vice-president, is expected back from London within a week.
Morris Stein, Eastern general
manager of Famous Players-Canadian
Corp., has been forced to undergo a
second major operation within four
months at the Toronto General Hospital.
•
Robert
Nisenson,
manager of
Warner's
Nixon
Theatre, Philadelphia, is recuperating from a major
operation at the University Hospital.
•
Ben Blumberg, head of the National Theatre Supply Co., Philadelphia, is in Mt. Sinai Hospital following an attack of pneumonia.
•
Les Kaufman, director of publicity
and advertising for Fanchon and Marco in St. Louis, is spending his vacation in Hollywood.
•
Walter Dyer, Universal booker,
has returned to Boston after a temporary assignment at the company's
Philadelphia office.
•
Bernie Kamber, director of United
Artists' special events department, returned yesterday from Chicago.
•
Mark Hellinger, Warner producer, and Mrs. Hellinger, have arrived
from the Coast.
Universal,
Joint

Talent

Blue

in

Hunt

The Blue Network show, "On
Stage, Everybody," will be the title of
a picture to be made by Universal, it
was announced here yesterday by
representatives of the Blue, which inaugurated the program 30 weeks ago
to give professional vaudeville and
concert performers a chance to appear
on the radio.
The show will continue to offer
professional talent this opportunity and
at the same time will provide a chance
for the players to receive film contracts. Officials of the Blue and Universal stated that this would be the
first time the resources of radio and
screen have combined to discover new
actors.
A committee of judges consisting
of representatives of both companies
will select the 10 most talented performers who appear on the program
from September 2 for a period of 26
weeks, and will award them with a
contract to appear in the picture.
Lou Goldberg, producer of the radio
show, will head the committee and
serve as associate producer of the
film, which will be put in production
around March 1. Other judges will be
Charles C. Barry, Eastern program
manager of the Blue, and Maurice
Bergman, Eastern advertising director of Universal.

Hollywood, August 8
VTORMALLY,
Hollywood
basks in the dazzlings of its
contemporary victories. Matters
nearest to it at the moment commonly capture its loving attention. To wit : The picture which
is now in the throes, or the attraction which opened yesterday
at the Music Hall. Long-range
viewing is something else again.
Yet, the seriousness of these
times even, in the face of a lush
cycle such as the industry has
never enjoyed previously is turning some thinking and some eyes
toward the post-war period.
■
Because no one can foretell
with accuracy what the peacetime future holds in its indefinable hands, theories become
guesswork; and anyone can
guess. This establishes a sort
of road paver for a number of
viewpoints. Including:
The belief — practically a conviction with its adherents of
which we are one — that a recessional isinevitable once consumer goods begin to re-invade
the maraket. The demand for
automobiles, radios, refrigerators, for instance, will be tremendous as everyone knows.
How far-reaching a recessional is another matter. How
serious in relationship to pregrosses
is who
still another.
There warare
some
ar.e not '
blind enough to expect that the
peacetime business curve will
match off the wartime curve.
Nor do they believe the industry
has the right to build future policy on any such expectancies.
■
There are others who subscribe magnificently to the belief
that this nation will enter upon a
golden age of prosperity such as,
perhaps, it has never experienced in its economic history
once the figurative sword once
again becomes a plowshare.
The rehabilitation of the devastated and occupied countries,
they insist and as many believe,
will be up to the United States.
They foresee an era of industrialization for the Far West and
this whole, vast Pacific seaboard
a giant springboard for the export of capital goods and other
kinds of goods to the Far East.
They scan the available evidences ofthe Government's postwar planning in equations of a
thousand millions for new housing, of new airfields and of new
ribbons of transcontinental
speedways as expanded outlets

Outlook
KANN
for labor and expanded methods
of creating better living conditions. They conclude these
are among the factors which will
keepoffices
unemployment
down and
box
happy.
If there is any interest in
where we stand, we think so, too.
■
Sketchy as perforce this is, in
capsule form these several
thoughts are an accurate reflection of some of Hollywood's
more serious thought processes.
Despite whatever rises or dips
may develop in the economic
graphings of the reconstruction
era, nowhere is there discernible
any serious misgivings about the
days ahead. Much is expected
from the foreign market — much
revenue and much difficulty in
the form of quotas and governmental restrictions of one coloration or another. But the broad
.pattern — the long-range view is
tinged on all sides with an
abounding confidence.
It looks as if motion pictures
are really here to stay.
■ ■
Portrait of a Producer: He is
flat on his back, which has nothing to- do with his financial position. From the divan in his office with all lights blazing,
Venetian blinds drawn tightly
against the blinding California
sunshine and windows clamped
tightly, he says :
"Look. How can we go wrong
with that picture? All right
the star got $150,000. The
feminine lead got another $100,000. The director— well, we'll
give him $150,000. That makes
it $400,000. The associate producer is in on a split arrangement, so you can't figure out his
end until the end. Studi
o overhead, story and production costs
— well, maybe they spent $1,So what !
200,000.
"It's a little picture at that
■ ■
kind of money."

International's private dining
room dishes out food as good as
any in town and better than
practically all. This gastronomic
truth set Bob Goldstein pondering on the involvements of cause
and effect, finally persuaded him
to this conclusion:
That Bill Goetz first hired the
chef and built his producing organization around the lord of the
kitchen. All of this with reason,
according to Goldstein. He calculates that, if the way to a
man's heart is through his stomach, producers have hearts also.

Flashes
Hollywood, Aug}

STARTING with the new seasc
"Merrie
Melodies"
and "Loom'
Tunes,"
acquired
by Warners
frc
Leon
Schlesinger,
will be call
Warner Brothers Comedies.
•
Denis Qreen has been signed (l«
Hunt Stromberg to a three-way ali
ing, writing and directing contra.
Green's first script will be "This
Life," based
restaurat
eur. on the life of a famo

•
G. L. Carrington, president of Alt ,
Service Corp., has returned to his o.:
fice here after spending three weel!
at his New York office.
•
Columbia gave Whitney Bolton
two year contract.
•
Universal bought "Accidental Hero
an original by returned soldier Rid
ard Gerson.
Gene Lewis produces.
Taylorentrains
Mills, tomorrow.
Stanton Griffis' a;
sistant,
Samuel Bronston bought
Night," forthcoming novel
pulsory service in Nazi
Lewis starts
Milestone's
first
which
in October.

"Borrowe
about coir
Army fo
productioi

•
Charles Reed Jones remains a fort
nation.
night to work out inter-office coordi
Croft

Gets

Canadian

Film Control Post
Toronto, Aug. 8.— J. R. Croft ha:
been named permanent administrator
of services in the Canadian Wartimi
Prices and Trade Board, with jurisdiction over the operation of all thea
tres and exchanges in the Dominion.
He succeeds M. W. McCutcheon.
It has been indicated, with the organization of the Board, that gov-:
ernment control over theatres will!
continue after the War to insure admission price stabilization as well as
regulation of priorities and manconditions. Croft's deputy will
be F. O.powerCurrie.
Kaufman

Appointed

Republic Publicist
Hollywood, Aug. 8. — Republic
vice-president Allen Wilson announced the appointment of J. Lester
Kaufman as chief studio publicist effective Aug. 24. Kaufman was with
Fanchon & Marco in St. Louis for the
past six years, with Paramount in
New York, and Balaban & Katz in
Chicago prior to that. Larry Woodin
continues as assistant to Kaufman.
M. Howell to Goldwyn
Miriam Howell, in charge of the
Myron Selznick office here for four
years, has resigned, effective at the
end of this month. She will join the
Samuel Goldwyn office as local talent
scout.
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Mm

Classics

]L Roach

Buys

Silverstone
Washington

Sees

Trial

ti acquisition of "Topper" by Film
■ issics. The company expects to give
■(film a new advertising and publicfj campaign and a first-run release on
Ijadway early in September. Three
c! the eight Laurel and Hardy films
i luired by Film Classics in the deal
|h already in release by the com■iy. Tfiey are "Pack Up Your
' oubles," "Pardon Us" and "Sons
ft the Desert." M-G-M's distribuHn rights on all the films involved
1 it not yet expired and they will be
I'de available to Film Classics as the
( tribution contracts expire. Other
lurel and Hardy films involved in
I: deal are "Our Relations," "Way
lit West," "Swiss Miss," "Blocklids" and "Bohemian Girl." "Mer■ yr We Live" and "Kelly, the
Icond" are the other two feature
) ns.
tting Film Classics
1cchanges in West
Alfred Crown, assistant to George
. Hirliman, Film Classics president,
It yesterday for a trip to Denver
Id Seattle to negotiate for the estab^hment of Film Classics exchanges
: those cities, bringing the number
I such exchanges to 23.
Crown is expected to continue on to
;jllywood to further investigate arngements for studio space, technical
'jws and writers to complete the tensive production plans of the comfay.
to

Leave

Section Post
(Continued from page 1)
, Je additional theatre facilities for
ir production centers, it is not be,:ved that the OCR hereafter will atmpt to do anything for the exhibi)n industry beyond securing the proiiction of equipment needed to keep
eatres running, such as seats, carets and other furnishings.
| Claude Ezell, Dallas exhibitor, is
cpected shortly to be appointed a
)llar-a-year consultant to the amuse
ent section, but his work is expected
» be confined to advising the OCR
l theatre maintenance matters rather
'ian to undertake a new drive for adtional theatres. Ezell is understood
■ be opposed to any extensive new
3use program, as are many exhibits who have made their views known
b the OCR.
Following Longman's
eparture, it is expected that Ross
Williams, assistant director, will take
I ver the division pending formal ac
on appointing a new chief.

Map

(Continued from page 1)
tion by Assistant Attorney General
Wendell Berge to have the court set
a date for argument. In view of the
fact that the court is not now sitting,
it is not anticipated that a hearing can
be had before some time next month
or in October. In the meantime, the
defendants in the case naturally have
the right to file their briefs in opposition to the proposed modification of
the consent decree.
If the court were to grant the government's motion for amendment of
the decree over the objections of the
consenting companies, then an appeal
of the ruling by the companies would
be a certainty and would place the entire case before the courts. On the
other hand, the companies under Section 23 of the decree, the section under which the government action is
taken, have an equal right to petition
the court for the kind of relief which
they, too, desire. Their petition might
take the form of an order for the vacating of the decree. Should such a
petition be granted by the court the
government would have no recourse
but to bring its original suit on trial
or file a new one.
May Hasten Compromise
It is this situation which deprives
the government's move of some significance attached to it at first and suggests that it may be maneuver-dement. signed to hasten a compromise settleHowever, the Department is represented as taking the position that it
believes theatre divorcement and the
dissolution of large circuits to be of
prime importance. All of the other
issues which have been raised are of
a subsidiary nature since, once the distributors are deprived of their theatres, they would gain no economic advantage by the maintenance of their
present selling methods. On the
other hand, it is known that the one
thing the companies would not consent to voluntarily is divorcement
Hence, whether the two viewpoints
can be resolved short of a lengthy
and conclusive trial is unpredictable.
N. Y. Attorneys Discuss
Dept. of Justice Move
Counsel for the five consent decree
companies met here yesterday to discuss the Department of Justice's application for modification of the con
sent decree. Discussion was limited
to interpretations of what the sudden
move implies. A further meeting has
been set for next Tuesday and in the

Strategy
meantime the distributors will devote
further time to study of the Government's application.
In mapping strategy, it is understood that several courses are open
to the companies. In view of the fact
that the Department of Justice merely
filed an application for modification of
the decree without asking a date for
a hearing, it is possible for the Department tohave action on its application deferred indefinitely.
The filing of an application for
modification of a consent decree without setting a date for the hearing on
the application is understood to be a
new procedure in the New York Federal district court but it has been done
before in other districts. Had the
fustice Department sought an immediate hearing on its application, it is
understood that it would have been
heard by any judge available at the
time, but in all likelihood the application would have been referred to Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard, who
signed the original decree.
Judge Goddard on Vacation
It was learned yesterday that Judge
Goddard is not expected back from
vacation until regular sessions of
court begin here Oct. 2.
It was pointed out that the companies can seek to have the present
decree vacated by an application to
the court and perhaps force the Department either to prosecute its antitrust suit here or file a new action.
Present indications are that the companies will not make any move until
the Department takes further action.
Trade speculation turned to the possible effect on Columbia, United Artists and Universal of a successful government effort to have films sold individually. These three were named
defendants in the New York antitrust suit and never entered into a
consent decree. It is understood that
at least one of these companies is determined to resist any attempt by the
Justice Department to force the selling
of pictures individually even if it
means going to court. Conjecture also
turned to what action the Department
might take against Monogram, Re
public and PRC to compel them to sell
films individually should the initial
effort succeeed. It is felt that the
insistence of the Department on single
picture selling might be resisted even
more by exhibitors than by distribu
tors. In addition, many see in the
department's move for dissolution of
circuits and their buyer power a dis
tinct threat to all large circuits wheth
er affiliated or independent.

UA Expands in Boston
Boston, Aug. 8. — Republic Pictures
has
taken over offices formerly occuBronston's
Output
(Continued from page 1)
pied by National Screen Supply on
from a Cosmopolitan Magaidelman on Rosen Fund Night,"
zine story, -Lewis J. Milestone produc- Piedmont Street here. Following
I Philadelphia, Aug. 8. — Meyer
ing and directing, production to be- complete renovations of the present
gin before Dec. 1.
i.delman; head of New Jersey MessenRepublic quarters at 52 Church St
, er Service, film delivery organization,
The projected deal for UA distribu- United Artists will move in thereby
i as been named chairman of the Samtion of some of J. Arthur Rank's taking over the whole building for
el Rosen Educational Memorial Fund product,
which Gradwell L. Sears is
t Beth Israel Synagogue in Camden, discussing in London, is not yet in its New England headquarters. That
p. J. The project was designed to readiness for submission to the board, company's district manager, James
, erpetuate the name of the late branch so no action was taken upon it yester- Winn, and branch manager John Der
manager of the local Monogram ex
day. It has been learned, however, vin will host exhibitors and members
hange who was president of the syna that Sears has applied for passage of the press at a reception upon open
ogue.
back to New York from London.
ing of the enlarged offices.
UA

Contracts

for

Calls

for

as
United

Counsel

>CR

Daily

Films

(Continued from page 1)
jfi.ssics estimate that the gross might
Mch as high as $2,000,000.
Emphasis in the deal is placed upon

tongman

Picture

Film

Policy

(Continued from page 1)
hibiting only its important product in
Latin America which, he said, it plans
to implement immediately. One of the
objects of his trip will be to set plans
for the advanced-price showing of
"Wilson" and "Song of Bernadette,"
with super-imposed Spanish titles, to
be launched with an appropriate advertising budget.
Silverstone will leave Friday and
expects to contact exhibitors and the
local public as to the film requirements
of the 21 Latin-American republics.
Stressing that the industry stands at
the crossroads in Latin-America, he
declared that the companies must work
together to retain and broaden their
present markets. The industry, he
said, should initiate a common policy
on such problems as dubbing, etc.,
otherwise it might find its markets
slip from its grasp.
All information collected will be
placed at the disposition of the various companies, said Silverstone, as to
how best to exploit the lucrative market in Latin-America. Emphasizing
that a world market was necessary
to recoup the high negative cost, with
a profit, of Hollywood productions,
20th-Fox's foreign sales head stated
that "Wilson" could only be made because of that foreign market.
Industry

May

Be

Forced from Spain
(Continued from page 1)
dent which would prove short-sighted, as other governments might be
impelled to follow the example of the
Spanish government.
Reisman Explains
'Goyescas' Deal
With the sanction of the State Department and the Office of War Information, RKO Radio arranged to
exhibit in Spain 19 of its films, in return for which it obtained the rights
to distribute the Spanish film "Goyescas," Phil Reisman, company foreign
distribution vice-president, stated yesterday in explaining the background of
the deal.
Reisman cited the lack of political
propaganda in the film and its approval by various Governmental agencies, including the FBI and the U. S.
Censor's Office.
Republic, Executives
In WPB
Suit by U. S.
(Continued from page 1)
ed permission for construction of a
$23,000 temporary stage for use in
producing Army propaganda and
training films. The complaint further
asserts that the studio proceeded to
build a $57,000 permanent stage without permission.
Republic executives named are H.
J. Glick, secretary-treasurer ; C. L.
Lootens, production m a n ag e r ; J.
Scott, administrative assistant and I.
W. Yates, purchasing agent. The maximum penalty would be one year
imprisonment, $10,000 fine or both.
Commenting on the WPB charges
against several executives, a spokesman for Republic today said, "We
I know nothing about it." .
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Strike,

Heat

Philadelphia
'Dragon

Picture

Daily
Crescent

Dent
Review
((a

Take;

Seed'

Greenwich
(20th Century-Fox)

Tops

Philadelphia, Aug. 8.— The con
tinuation of the city transportation
strike to the week-end, coupled with
the continuation of the heat-wave ; plus
the predominance of hold-overs and
second runs, makes for light business
in the downtown district. "Dragon
Seed," the only major opening of the
week, leads the field at the Boyd,
pointing to $24,300, plus $3,400 for the
Sunday dual showing at the Earle.
Estimated takings for -the week end
ing August 9-11 :
"The Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
ALDINE — (90O) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
days. Gross: $6,100. (Average: $14,600).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
ARCADIA — (600) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c)
days, 2nd run, 3rd week.
Gross: $4,200.
(Average: $4,000).
"Draffon Seed" (M-G-M)
BOYD — (3,000) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c-85c) 7
days. Gross: $24,300. '(Average: $18,000)
"Roger
Touhy, Gangster" (20th-Fox)
(6 days)
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M) (1 day)
EARLE — (3,000) (50c-65c-85c-95c) 6 days
of vaudeville including Boyd Raeburn's orchestra, Willie Howard, Al Kelly, Jane
Pickens, The Four Creedons, Don D'Arcy,
Margie Wood & Johnny Bothwell. Gross:
$23,100. (Average: $27,600).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
FOX— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
days. 2nd week. Gross: $13,200. (Average$20,500).

"Once Upon a Time" (Col.)
KARLTON — (1,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7. days, 2nd run. Gross: $5,200. (Average: .$6,600).
"Show Business" (RKO)
KEITH'S— (2,200) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-8Sc)
«o^3' 2nd run- Gross: $5,000. (Average:
"Going My Way" (Para.)
MASTBAUM-(4,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days. 6th week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $22,500).

"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
Q,ST^NLEY
- (3,000)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c)
7 days, 2nd
week. Gross:
$17,500. (Average, $20,000). k
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
STANTON - (1,700) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days. Gross: $9,400. (Average : $9,400).

Eckrnan

Will Oppose
Government
Control
The belief that the recent recommendation ofthe British Films Council Monopoly Committee for a participating government tribunal means
government control of the British
film industry was expressed by Sam
Eckrnan, M-G-M managing director
for Britain, in a statement released
by the home office yesterday. Eckrnan
added that he intends to oppose the
monopoly report "as affirmatively as
I possibly can."
The statement revealed that Sir
Alexander Korda was selected for
membership on the new Films Council as a producers' representative and
that Eckman was not
invited to continue serving on the Council as- a distributors' representative because the
Board of Trade though
t it undesirable to have two members associated
with the same company.
INTER -CONTINENTAL FILMS
33 West 42 St. New York
PEnnsylvania 6-0865-6
Exporters — Importers And
Resident Buyers for Latin
America & Spain.
INTER -CONTINENTAL FILMS

Village"

\I7TLLIAM LEBARON has assembled another lavish and stunning
Technicolor musical film for 20th Century-Fox in "Greenwich
Village." Don Ameche, Carmen Miranda, William Bendix and Vivian
Blaine, a newcomer, are featured in this backstage tale of New
York's
famous Bohemian quarter in the early 1920's. It is a film certain
to ring the bell for record grosses since it possesses all the elements
which make for wide appeal to the customers.
The story which represents the combined efforts of Earl Baldwin
and Walter Bullock who did the screen play; Michael Fessier and
Ernest S. Pagano who wrote the adaptation; and Frederick Hazlitt
Brennan who is credited with the original story; has a familiar ring
to it. Ameche is a naive composer who comes to New York from his
home in the midwest armed with his life's savings and intent upon
getting a performance for his piano concerto. He gets mixed up in
Greenwich Village with Bendix, who owns one of the speakeasies and
has a yen to produce a play on Broadway; Miss Miranda, one of the
entertainers at the speakeasy and Miss Blaine, whom Bendix intends
to star in his show. There are the usual complications with Ameche
being duped by Felix Bressart before the show is produced to provide his
concerto with its initial performance. Bendix is enamoured of Miss
Blaine but Ameche finally wins out with her, with Miss Miranda supplying comedy in the background.
Leo Robin and Nacio Herb Brown have written a trio of new
songs for the film and generous use has been made of the old favorites
Ameche's concerto is built around the old favorite
ing" which
receives considerable attention. "Give Me a Band "Whisper
and a Bandana" is
destined for Hit Parade honors and "It's All For Art's Sake" provides
the background for an eye-filling costume ball number set in lush
Technicolor that provides another high mark for the beauty of the
medium.
Miss Blaine is impressive in her debut in the role of the sweet
young singing star of Bendix's club and contemplated "show. She
has an appealing voice, is a delight to behold and is definitely a screen
personality for whom 20th-Fox appears to have plans. Under Walter
Lang's smooth direction, Miss Miranda delivers one of the best performances ofher career in every department. Accent in the action
is .on the fast and funny side with the romance between Ameche and
Miss Blaine remaining secondary. Specialties by Tony and Sally
DeMarco, the Revuers and the Four Step Brothers lend added appeal
Seymour Felix staged the dances and Leon Shamroy and Harry
Jackson handled the lenses.
Running time, 83 minutes.
Two.

"G."*

To be released in Sept. in Block
Milton Livingston

*"G" denotes general classification.
Jacocks

Buys

House;

Appoints Seletsky
Don Jacocks, who resigned as
Warners Bros. Theatres Newark zone
manager last month when he acquired
five theatres of the Levenson circuit in
Brookline and Quincy, Mass., which he
is operating, has also acquired the
Strand Theatre in Rockland, Mass.,
from Leo Rhodenizer, who is retiring
after 34 yjears in the theatre business,
accordings to Jacocks.
Jacocks has appointed Sam Seletsky,
formerly branch manager for Republic
in Boston, as a booker for the theatres
he has acquired. Seletsky has resigned
his Republic post after serving first as
a salesman in the New England territory for Republic, then as the company's branch manager in New Haven,
New York and finally Boston.

29

Stars

Overseas

In July for HVC
Hollywood, Aug. 8.— The Hollywood Victory Committee report for
July, issued yesterday, indicated that
29 performers went overseas on USO
camp tours; 25 visited Army and
Naval Hospitals in 27 states in the
U. S., and other performers made 421
appearances on 46 camp shows, while
157 appeared for bond rallies, charity
and relief benefits.
The July report brought the HVC
total to 30,604 performances by 3,239
players in 7,628 events since Pearl
Harbor. The appointments by Edward Arnold, Howard Estabrook,
Adolph and Clarence Must brought
the executive board to a full membership of 40.

Enlarge*

Scope of Charter
(Continued from page 1)
anti-trust law and now on appeal
b
for
theon.U. S. Supreme Court
Washeingt

June, 1911, by Tony Sudekum, h
t The ,^'ginal
charter, obtained
lather,
Henry Sudekum,
and brothe
fiarry
incorporation
Sudekum,is provides
for the thaf
purpose"T(>V
erecting or furnishing a building
buildings for the use and occupatic (
as an opera house, theater, or theater
or acquiring by purchase
leas
opera houses or theaters, and or
conducl
ing or operating same." Origin;
capitol
stock was $40,000, represent
ing the firms present day investmer
in one neighborhood theater.
Crescent's Other Activities
Today, one of the
successfu
circuits in the country, most
Crescent own
and operates bowling alleys, billiar<
lounges, and skating rinks
well a
theaters. This necessitates as
provision
allowed by the newly amended charte
which reads : "The general nature
the business to be transacted by thio
corporation shall be to establish an
conduct a general amusement enterP,nse a"d to furnish amusement tc
the
public. To generally acquire, hold
manage and dispose of prope
rty <y
every kind pertaining to such business
and to do everything necessary anc
prope
ness. r to the conduct of said busiCrescent Amusement Co. must dispose of approximately 50 percent interest inCumberland Amusement Co.
Muscle Shoals Theaters, Inc., Rockwood Amusements, Inc., Cherokee
Amusements, Inc., Kentucky Amusements Company, Inc., Lyric Amusements Company, Inc., within a period
of one year after an affirmation
decision by the Supreme Court,ofiftheit
is affirmed by that
body.

Schaefer V
U.A.

for

Film

to

Foreign

United Artists has acquired the foreign distribution rights to George J.
Schaefer's "Dangerous Journey," the
Armand Denis-Leila Roosevelt adventure film, Walter Gould, U. A. foreign manager, told a meeting of the
company's Latin American managers
which opened at the Hotel Warwick
here yesterday. Domestic distribution
rights to the film were acquired recently by 20th Century-Fox.
Gould said that the picture, along
with a minimum of four Spanish language films and one French picture
would supplement U.A.'s new season
release schedule in Latin America.
Convinced that a world interchange
of product is inevitable in the postwar world, Gould emphasized that
U.A. intended to meet the competition
from native producers, particularly in
Mexico and Argentina, by offering
them its international distribution facilities, rather than by fighting them.
He told the meeting that plans are
under way for the acquisition by U.A.
of
additio
nal .theatres in Central and
South
America

Expect SPG Ruling
Details of the arbitration award
Kogod on Welfare Board
Washington, Aug. 8. — Fred Ko- made in the controversy between the
god, head of the Kogod-Burka cir- Screen Publicists Guild of New York Screenings Sept. 11
cuit, operating the Apex, Atlas, and the film companies are expected
Senator and Princess Theatres here, to be announced at the SPG meeting
Warners will trade show "Arsenic
was recently named to the Board of at the Hotel Edison here on Thurs- on
and
Old Lace"
Monday,
Sept.and11."The Last Ride"
Public Welfare here.
day evening.
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Denver- Esquire, Denver, Colo.
State, E. Liverpool, 0.

Paramount, Omaha, Nebr.

Plaza, El Paso, Tex.

Union Square, Pittsfield, Mass.

Fox, Philadelphia, Pa.

R-K-0 Memorial, Boston, Mass.

Colonial, Erie, Pa.

R-K-0 Palace, Chicago, III.

Victory, Evansville, Ind.

R-K O Albee, Cincinnati, 0.

Emboyd, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Civic, Portland, Me. *
Majestic, Providence, R. I.
Astor, Reading, Pa.

R-K-0 Palace, Columbus, 0.

Worth, Ft. Worth, Tex.

State, Richmond, Ind.

R-K-0 Keiths, Dayton, 0.

Strand, Greensburg, Pa.

Byrd-State, Richmond, Va>

R-K-0 Keiths, Lowell, Mass.

Senate, Harrisburg, Pa.

Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

R-K-0 Palace, Rochester, N. Y.

Majestic, Houston, Tex.

Orpheum, Seattle, Wash.

R-K-0 Keiths, Syracuse, N. Y.

Indiana, Indianapolis, Ind.

Hollywood, Sioux Falls, S. D.,

R-K-0 Lincoln- Palace, Trenton, NJ.

Cambria, Johnstown, Pa.

Granada, Spokane, Wash.

R-K-0 Keiths, Washington, D. C.
Palace, Akron, 0.

Uptown-Esquire-Fairway, Kansas City, Mo.
Capitol, Lancaster, Pa.

Roxy, Springfield, III.
Gillioz, Springfield, Mo.

Strand, Albany, N. Y.

Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebr.

Grand, Steubenville, 0.

Earle, Allentown, Pa.
Strand, Altoona, Pa.

H illstreet- Pantages, Los Angeles, Calif.
Rialto, Lousiville, Ky.

Fox, St. Louis, Mo.
Rivoli, Toledo, 0.

Plaza, Ashville, N. C.

Orpheum, Madison, Wise.

Jayhawk, Topeka, Kans.

Hollywood, Atlantic City, N. J.

Malco, Memphis, Tenn.

Keiths, Baltimore, Md.
College, Bethlehem, Pa.

Lincoln- Miami-Capitol, Miami, Fla.
Warner, Milwaukee, Wise.

Strand, Binghampton, N. Y.

Orpheum, Minneapolis, Minn.

Court, Wheeling, W. Va.

Lafayette, Buffalo, N. Y.

State, New Bedford, Mass.

Orpheum, Wichita, Kans.

Ohio, Canton, 0.

Roger Sherman, New Haven, Conn.

Capitol, Williamsport, Pa.

Hippodrome, Cleveland, 0.

Criterion, New York, N. Y.

Warner, Wilmington, Del.

Liberty, Cumberland, Md.

Cataract, Niagara Falls, N. Y,

Majestic, Dallas, Tex.

Newport- Colley, Norfolk, Va.

Strand, York, Pa.
Warner, Youngstown, 0,

Troy, Troy, N. Y.
Orpheum, Tulsa, Okla.
Manos, Uniontown, Pa.
War Bulletin I
Have your bond
sales figures
ready for Fifth
War Loan report blank.
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Rank

'Wilson',
Days'

to

U.S.A., THURSDAY,

'Heavenly

Banned

Overseas
Films

YORK,

for

Showings

UA

WAC

AUGUST

Prepares

Brief

OnThe'Locally
Needed'
Distributors
Division
of the War Activities Committee has prepared a brief
in furtherance of efforts to
have motion picture distribution included on the
list of industries that might
be designated by the local
War Manpower Commission
as 'locally needed.' This
brief is to be presented to
the Essential Activities
Committee of the WMC via
ing.
its chairman, Collis Stock-

Washington, Aug. 9. — The War
Department today disclosed that it had
rejected both 20 Century-Fox's "WilSears Negotiations Are
and RKO's "Heavenly
Days" as
films son"undesirable
for distribution
to
Virtually Concluded
soldiers overseas under the political
ban of the Soldier Vote Act.
The two pictures were the first to
London, Aug. 9. — United Artists
will handle American distribution run afoul of the political ban, which
f a minimum of ten of J. Arthur has barred a number of magazines and
books from overseas distribution
Rank's present British films, it was
learned here today as Gradwell. L. through Army channels. They were
Sears, UA vice-president in charge of barred by a selection board which
distribution, virtually concluded his passes on all pictures to be distributed
abroad over the Army services forces 11 Exchange
Locals
legotiations with Rank.
film circuits.
The agreement implies that certain
|of these pictures will be distributed
Boosts
The War Department spokesman Seek Wage
m this country also by UA as part of
did
not
cite
specific
instances
of
politiits British quota, but their precise
cal angles on which either rejection
Film exchange operations heads
selection has not yet been mutually dewas based. Most reviewers comment- have approved applications which will
cided upon.
(Continued on page 8)
be filed by the IATSE exchange
The deal calls for UA to continue
American distribution for Rank until
service employes' locals in Boston,
Charlotte, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis,
the exigencies of war permit EagleLion Films, his selling company in the Gould Cites Qualities Detroit, Cleveland, Minneapolis, Dallas and New Haven, also by the
U. S., to set up its own exchange syscompanies,
with the regional War
tem and start functioning efficiently.
For Postwar Success
Labor Boards for permission to grant
Sears, now awaiting passage back
to America, will be accompanied by
a 10 percent wage increase for exchange film inspectors, poster clerks
Dr. Alexander Galperson and BarringWalter Gould, United Artists' for- and shippers. Applications have al(Continued mi page 8)
eign manager, yesterday concluded the
ready been filed with the regional
company's two-day Latin-American WLB in Chicago and Seattle by the
sales meeting here by citing four locals in those two cities.
Mexican
Production
qualities of leadership, craftsmanship,
Thus far, exchange service worksalesmanship and showmanship as
ers' locals in other exchange cities
Halt Seen Over Soon necessary in the postwar to help the have not indicated any desire to file
industry achieve prosperity.
individually, presumably awaiting a
.The foreign managers are being fet- ruling by the WLB in Washington
ed by UA producer representatives on the appeal taken before the board
Mexico City, Aug. 9. — Resumption
of film production here, halted for 17 Lowell Calvert, Henry Brash, Sey- on behalf of the workers in the
days as a result of an internal conmour Foe and David (Skip) Wesh- Loew's Washington exchange after
(Continued on page 8)
flict in the National Cinematographic ner during their stay in New York.
Industry Workers Union, was expected to take place soon, with 32 films
in work expected to be rushed to
completion.
Sees
Films
Need
for
The halt was broken as the result Army
of the ousting of Enrique Solis, head
of the technical section of the union,
in
Postwar
and the occupation of the three local Soldiers
(.Continued on page 8)
Los Angeles, Aug. 9. — The Army
sees a vital need for the industry to
continue and enhance its entertainPact for SO Days
ment for soldiers into the demobilizaWarner Bros, and Motion Picture
tion and post-war period, Brig. Gen.
Office Employes Union, Local 23169, Joseph W. Byron, chief, Army SpeAFL, have extended their contract
cial Service Division, declared today.
covering over"* 600 "white collar" Thus, the industry for the first time
workers employed in the Warner learned that its activities will be rehome office for 30 days. The two-year
quested when the fighting finishes.
contract would have expired today.
"The hard part is not behind, but
Company and union officials are in ahead of us. I am here not only to
negotiations for a new contract, with thank the industry for all it has done
the company understood to be willing so far but to earnestly enlist continued and additional cooperation for
to continue the provisions of the pres(Continued on page 8)
the task ahead," Byron stated. "All
WB,

MPOE

Extend

TEN

10, 1944

over the world I have seen the effect
of what you people at home have been
doing for the fighting men. The industry's contribution has been great,
and now that the job is becoming
harder and increasingly important, I
have come to the source of that great
contribution in order to insure a longrange plan which will go when we
have a different kind of army in a

Industry

CENTS

Will

MeetWPB20%

Raw
Seek

Stock
to

Avert

Production,

Cut
Cuts

in

Distribution

Formulae for working out the
20 per cent, 65,000,000 foot, cut in
raw film stock allocations to the
film industry during the third quarter of 1944 ending Sept. 30 suggested
by the War Production Board without affecting current production and
release schedules were discussed by
representatives of the 11 film companies at a meeting here yesterday.
Progress is reported and it appears
that the companies will be able to effect the cut by allocating the 255,000,000 feet of raw stock available this
quarter on the basis of the most critical needs of the companies. Representatives ofthe 11 companies are assembling additional data on their requirements during this quarter and a
further meeting has been set for next
Monday. The WPB request for curtailment of raw stock use from the
customary 320,000,000 feet allocated
each quarter
to theon industry
(Continued
page 8) was de-

Seek

Exemption

48-hour

In

Ruling

Distributors are preparing applications to file for exemptions for their
film exchanges in Philadelphia from
the 48-hour week which has been
ordered in that area by the regional
War Manpower Commission to take
effect for "locally needed" establishments Sept. 1.
Permission to remain on the 40hour week has been secured from the
regional WMC in more than 15 exchange(Continued
cities where onthepage48-hour
week
8)
Wilcox
2 a Year

Sets

Deal

for

for ABPC

London, Aug. 9. — Herbert Wilcox
said today that he has concluded a
long-term agreement with Max Milder and Eric Lightfoot, joint managing" directors of Associated British
Picture Corp., to produce two films
annually.

different
Byron time."
stated that entertainment is
The first will be "1 Live in Grosthe greatest
factor
in
soldier's
welvenor
Square," not a war story but
fare in combat zones, and pointed out the diary
of an American airman set
that soldiers will need more entertain- against the background of the events
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)
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Personal

Motion
UA
Meet

Mention

Paramount's BritDAVE ishROSE,
managing director, is expected to return to New York next week
from the Coast before proceeding to
London.
•
Ethel Moss, secretary to Charles
Baily, assistant short subject sales
manager for Warner Bros., left by
plane last night for Des Moines to
visit her husband, Sgt. Philip Edelman.
•
Alfred Jermy of the Warner Bros,
studio publicity staff in Hollywood is
the father of a boy born over the
weekend at Angels Camp, Cal.
•
George A. Hirliman, president of
Film Classics, has returned from St.
Louis.
•
Frank N. Phelps of Warners
Theatres returns today from Philadelphia and New Jersey.
•
Harry Keller, Midwest publicity
head for Universal, left Chicago for
Detroit this week on business.
•
Carl E. Milliken, MPPDA foreign manager, is in Washington.

'Televideo' Planning
Its First Program
"Televideo," believed to be the
first cooperative production organization to enter the field of Television,
is now preparing its first program for
presentation in the near future, the
home office reported here yesterday.
Members of the organization include Fred Jacobs of Loucks S?
Norling Films ; George Karger, PIX,
Inc., Marvin Christenfeld, attorney ;
Ellen Dahlgren, costume designer ;
Walter Gibson and Martha Whatmore, writers ; Betty Godfrey, J. D.
Tarcher Advertising ; Leo K e r z,
scene designer ; Jay H. Smilin, John
H. Owen, Inc. ; Kenneth Whatmore,
J. D. Tarcher Advertising and Morton Gottlieb, writer.
Kentucky
Polio Cuts
Theatre Attendance
Louisville, Aug. 9.— The infantile
paralysis epidemic is continuing to
make inroads into theatre attendance
here and throughout the state. With
60 of Kentucky's 120 counties affected
to date, the total number of cases -has
reached 368. Health authorities, reporting more polio every day, anticipate a substantial increase in number
of cases before the epidemic is
checked.

Canadian
Opens

Picture

Sales

Today

First
Back
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Daily
Cameraman
from

Neil Sullivan, RKO Pathe newsreel
cameraman, first to return from the invasion front, in an interview yesterday
described the difficulties encountered
in shooting footage in the hedgerows
of Normandy. Sullivan went in with
the second invasion wave which ran
smack into a German infantry division conducting maneuvers on the
beach.
The Pathe cameraman explained
that the fighting was hot and of a
type that nullified taking pictures, that
it was often impossible to secure good
footage. Sullivan revealed that the
troops in France were shown feature
films five miles behind the front lines.
The Army Psychological Warfare
Board has induced many Germans to
Al Jolson Files Suit
surrender, he said, by appealing to
them through loud speakers.
Against 20th-Fox
The invasion troops have expressed
Hollywood, Aug. 9.— Al Jolson to- a distaste for war shots in newsreels
day told Motion Picture Dajly he has
have been personal parinstructed Attorney Mendel Silberberg because they
ticipants in many of the shots shown,
to file suit against 20th Century-Fox and preferred pictures of familiar
for using in "Take It or Leave It", home scenes.
without his consent, a scene from "Rose
of Washington Square" showing him
singing. Jolson said "Rose of Wash- Rehearing Ordered
ington Square" was made for Fox on
a one-picture deal under contract which In Col. Injunction
did not convey to the studio the right
Los Angeles, Aug. 9. — Superior
to insert portions of the production in
Court Judge E. H. Wilson today
other pictures. He also pointed out denied
Columbia Pictures an inexhibition of "Take It or Leave It"
junction restraining Charles Coburn
with him in it conflcts with the forthfrom
acting
in 20th Century-Fox's
coming "Rhapsody in Blue", in which "Czarina" before
completing his aphe appears, and with the Columbia
pearance inthe studio's untitled Dunneproduction he is now preparing.
now shooting. The conJolson said the principle involved is Boyerflict inpicture
the shooting schedules brought
more important than money which
about Columbia's action, the studio
could accrue from the suit, and an- asserting
the unavailability of Coburn
charity. nounced he would donate the latter to would cost the company $1,000,000.
Late in the afternoon Judge Wilson
vacated the decision and set re-hearing
Trezio, Bennett
Ask arguments for Friday.
United Artists' Canadian district
sales meeting will open today at the
Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal, and
continue tomorrow, Carl Leserman,
general sales manager, announced here
this week. A. J. Jeffrey, Canadian
sales manager, will preside at the sessions, which will be attended by
branch managers and salesmen from
Calgary, Montreal, St. John, Toronto,
Vancouver and Winnipeg.
Yesterday a meeting of the company's West Coast sales staff was
held at the St. Francis hotel, San
Francisco, with J. J. Unger, Western
division manager, and W. E. Callaway, district manager, presiding. In
attendance were branch managers and
salesmen from Denver, Los Angeles,
Salt Lake City and San Francisco.

Plagiarism Damages
Los Angeles, Aug. 9. — Jack Trezio
and Chuck Bennett filed suit in the
Federal Court today asking $100,000
each from RKO Frank Sinatra, Jimmy
McHugh, Robbins Music Company and
several John Does, for alleged plagiarism of their composition, "You Are
Mine
to
Love",also
in asks
"Music
Stopped".of
The complaint
accounting
the which
profits the
fromsong
"Higher
and Higher"
in
was used.
Czechs Get 24 Houses
The Slovak film company Nastup
reported recently that 24 motion picture theatres were opened in Czechoslovakia in 1943, making a total of
272 film houses in that country. Feature films imported during that year
totaled 120 of which 82 were German
productions. Natsup produced eight
documentaries for home consumption
and 156 were imported. Of the 156
104 were German made.

Complaint Asks That
Product Be Given
M. P. Poovev, operator of the Marsilla Theatre, Rockingham, N. C, has
filed an arbitration complaint against
RKO and Warners, the American
Arbitration Association reported yesterday.
The complaint, filed in the Charlotte. N. C, tribunal, asks that a contract giving him product be granted
immediatelv. The Hannah Pickett
Theatre, Rockingham, was named as
an interested party.
New
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Coast

I

Flashes

1

France

Shorts

Label

Hollywood, Aug. I

udos Amigos"
WALT
DISNEY inisGerman,
dubbing antii
"Sail
ipating the postwar market. It will 1 '
•
followed by "Fantasia."
Columbia today elevated Abby Bei J
lin from the post of assistant directc,
to a directorship. His first assignmei
will
the next "Blondie" pictur;
still be
untitled.
•
Warners
announced
that "Jani
Meets
the Marines"
will be th
sequel to "Janie."
Joyce Reynold
will again handle the
• title role.
20th-Fox added "Ladies at Large
to its schedule. Ben Silvey will pre
duce i t. The studio also extender
Louis D. Lighton's0 contract one yeai
Paramount borrowed Raoul Wals
from
Warners
direct
O'Rourke."
E. D. toLeshin
will"Salt
pro
duce it.
Ned Depinet and Robert Mochri
will leave here Saturday for Nev
York.
•

term contract.
a new gave
Hayes
George "Gabby'
Republic
Thomas

Breen

Loses

Leg in Action
Hollywood, Aug. 9. — Thoma
Breen, youngest son of Joseph I
Breen, director of the Productioi
Code Administration, was seriously in
jured in action with the Marine Corp:
in the South Pacific, according t(
word received here by his family to
day. His injuries necessitated ampu
tation of the right leg, and he alsc
sustained shrapnel wounds in his lefi|
side.
Hunt Heads USO Drive
Wildwood, N. J., Aug. 9. — William
C. Hunt, president of Hunt's Theatres,
Inc., has been named county chairman of the USO drive here, to be
staged in October. Hunt was chairman of the Wildwood territory in the
Fifth War Loan and was responsible
for the sale of approximately $1,000.000 in bonds. He recently announced
himself as candidate for state senator.
Women Staff Village
Somers Point, N. J., Aug. 9. — The
Village Theatre here has become the
second house in the Southern New
Jersey territory to be totally staffed
by women, with the addition of Mrs.
Grace D. Hawn as projectionist. Mrs.
Marjorie Vail McCone is manager.
William C. Hunt's Blaker's Theatre
reopened last month with an all
feminine staff.

Beginning
the all
1944-'45
schedule
next with
month
Warnerrelease
animated short comedies, formerly known
as "Merrie Melodies" and "Looney
Tunes" will be called Warner Bros.
Cartoons, it was reported yesterday
Bronston, Milestone Host
by Norman H. Moray, short subjects
Producer Samuel Bronston and disales manager. Change in label fol- 5-Year Lease on Fox
rector Lewis Milestone will entertain O. Censors Cut 11
lowed the resignation of Leon SchlesPhiladelphia, Aug. 9. — Warners
members of the trade press at the
Columbus, Aug. 9. — Ohio censors inger, who sold out due to ill health. have renewed their lease on the firstWaldorf-Astoria Hotel this after- ordered eliminations in 11 out of 76 The subjects will be made by a new run Fox Theatre here for a five-year
noon.
films reviewed during July.
WB unit set up by Jack L. Warner.
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20th-Fox

Holdings

Are

Sold

Disposal of 49,983 shares of Paramount common stock, v.alued at
$1,187,097 as of Dec. 31, 1943, and
2,000 shares of 20th Century-Fox
$1.50 cumulative convertible preferred,
valued at $57,760, representing the
entire holdings of Atlas Corp. in
those companies, was disclosed in the
company's financial statement for the
six months ended June 30.
This leaves Atlas holdings of film
stocks limited entirely to RKO and
Walt Disney Prod. The portfolio
schedule shows 1,329,020 shares of
RKO common, valued June 30 at
$13,290,200, and 327,812 RKO option
warrants, valued at $573,671 also
22,850 shares of Disney six-percent
cumulative preferred, worth $354,175.
The company's investment, incidentally, in Columbia Broadcasting System Series "A" common amounts to
31,000 shares totalling $1,015,875, and
in CBS Series "B" common, 3,500
shares totalling $112,437.
As previously reported, the sales
during the six-month period included
that of 57,337 shares of RKO preferred, which went to a banking
group June 5 for $5,045,056. Floyd
B. Odium, president, in a letter to the
stockholders, noted that this was the
largest disposal during the half year.
The total sales, Odium added, increased the company's holdings of
cash and U. S. Government securities from approximately $10,313,000
on Dec. 31, 1943, to approximately
$23,066,000.
During the six months the indicated asset value of the common
stock rose $2.11 per share to $21.12.
Net income for the period was $2,208,075.
Burkhardt

Rewarded

For
Ohio's Drive
Cleveland, Aug. 9. — Howard
Burkhardt, manager of Loew's State
here, who was responsible for bond
sales totalling $1,010,000, was recently
awarded a plaque by the Treasury
Department and the title of "Ohio's
best bond salesman in the Fifth War
Loan Drive." Burkhardt's total bond
sales for two years are now five and
one-half million dollars. Presentation
of the award was made at a dinner in
the Carter Hotel, with Loew's theatres
district manager Charles Raymond.
The final report of Northern
Ohio's bond drive indicated that 82
straight bond premieres, 82 children's
premieres
days
were held.andIn 292
the "Free
FourthMovie"
War Loan
campaign there were 79 premieres,
198 "Free Movie Days" and no
children's premieres.
Ohio Bond Sales Show
$91,100,724 Increase
Cincinnatti, Aug. 9.— Total sales
in the Fifth War Loan drive in Cincinnati and Hamilton County amounted to $21,193,724, $91,100,724 over
the Fourth War Loan returns. 'E'
bond sales totalled $21,249,318 or
95.33 percent of the quota.
Sales in the Southern Ohio area,
comprising 22 counties were well over
the quota of $204,013,000, with bond
sales equalling $324,524,491.

The 23-day clearance of the FarJ.
ily and Shirley Theatres, Covingtoi
Ky., over the Liberty, Madison an
jV/f ARKING the return of Bud Abbott and Lou Costello to the screen Broadway Theatres, also Covingtoi '
operated by
^
after an absence of more than a year due to Costello's illness, Realty Co., wasthe Richard P. Ern;
termed reasonable W
"In Society" is a hilarious slapstick comedy which is fashioned in the arbitrator John H. Clippinger,
in rul
same popular entertainment groove of its predecessors, featuring the
ing
on
a
clearance
complaint
in thi
zany antics of the pair. It should bring top grosses if the reaction of Cincinnati
tribunal against Loew'i |i
the audience at Loew's Orpheum in New York, where the film was
RKO
and Association
20th-Fox, the
America
reported
given a "sneak" preview, is any barometer of the type of reception it Arbitration
her '''
will be afforded. The audience howled with delight throughout, and yesterday. The complaint had ask&
the film easily shapes up as one of the funniest which the pair have that the clearance be eliminated en
tirely or one-day clearance imposed.
made.
In the Boston tribunal, arbitrate
Lending assistance in this Edmund L. Hartman production are Marion
Cyril N. Angell ruled in a clearanc
Hutton, Kirby Grant, Arthur Treacher, Thomas Gomez, Anne Gillis complaint filed by the Ayer
Playhous*
and Will Osborne and his orchestra. Abbott and Costello are plumbers Co., Inc.,
operator of the Playhous.
in this film. The loosely-contrived screen play by John Grant, Hartman Theatre, Ayer, Mass., against the fivi
and Hal Fimberg from an original story by Hugh Wedlock, Jr. and consenting companies, that no clean
Howard Snyder serves expeditiously to embroil them in society. Under ance should exist over the Ayer Playhouse Theatre in favor of the firstJean Yarbrough's neatly-paced direction, the action is fast and furious
and Abbott and Costello cavort first in a swanky bathroom during a run Plymouth and Metropolitan ir,
Leominster, Mass., and the Fitchburgr
fancy dress ball and then as uninvited guests at a weekend party at a and
Shea theatres, Fitchburg, Mass
fashionable estate, all in an effort to bolster their plumbing business. He
ruled further that the Merrimac
As a female taxi driver and a friend of the boys, Miss Hutton is afforded and Strand theatres
in Lowell, Mass.
a go at romance with Grant and an opportunity to sing several pleasant
shall of
songs, but the romance is a secondary feature of the film. Considerable ance
be seven
entitleddays
to aover
maxim
clear-';
theumfirst-ru
n
footage is devoted to a rather hectic chase wherein the boys com- Ayer Playhouse and also that the commandeer afire engine to catch Gomez, who turns out to be a thief
plaint against Paramount be dismissed
rather than their benefactor as they had first assumed when he loaned insofar as the Strand and Merrimac
was concerned, the Association rethem money to start their plumbing business.
Hartman has not stinted on the production budget, and the result is
some rather attractive settings. Miss Hutton sings "No Bout Adout It" ported.
and "My Dreams Are Getting Better All the Time" and the Three Announce
Line-Ups
Sisters, Margie, Bea and Geri are also featured. Jerome Ash was in
For
Alli
ed
Game
charge of photography.
John
Wensich of Columbia and Ed
Running time 75 minutes. "G"* To be released
Aug. 18.
Milton
Livingston
Lachman, Boonton, N. J., theatre
man have been chosen tentatively as
starting pitchers in the distributorsKansas
City Names
exhibitors Softball game that will feaMGM
Sets Showings
ture the Allied of New Jersey outFilm Appeal Board
For Five Films
ing at Bear Mountain Aug. 16.
Kansas City, Aug. 9.— An appeal
Manager Ben Abner of the disM-G-M will trade show "Kismet" board of review to handle appeals
tributors plans to use Tony Ricci
on Aug. 28, the same date as the
from ratings given by the city's film behind the bat; Paul Winnick, J.
showing of will
"Lostbe inheld
a Harem."
The reviewer, as provided for in a city Rosen, Harold Bennett, and Lou
screenings
in exchanges
ordinance, has been named by L. P. Allerhand on the
bases, and Ed Carwith the exception of Los Angeles
Cookingham, city manager. The
where the film will be seen at the board,
roll, Lee Mayer, Sam Rifkin and
which
the
ordinance states,
Boulevard Theatre.
Moe Kurtz in the outfield. Al Gebshould have five members, has not hardt
and Bill Murphy will be held
"Maisie Goes to Reno" will be functioned in recent years since there
in
reserve
as moundsmen, with Alex
screened today with "Marriage is a have been no appeals filed.
Arnswalder emergency catcher. Dave
Private Affair" now set for showing
Appointees are Dr. Harold C.
Levy has drawn the coaching assignon Aug.issue14.
"Waterloo
Bridge," and
re- Hunt, superintendent of schools ; ment.
starring
Robert Taylor
John Thornberry, director of the
Vivien Leigh will be screened Kansas City Canteen; Miss GeneLachman, managing the exhibitor
Aug. 21. "Marriage Is a Private Afvieve Hackett, Nathan Rieger and outfit, will have M. Spewak to receive his slants, with Jack Fields in
fair" will be tradeshown Aug. 14 in- Mrs. Walter P. Page. The motion
stead of Aug. 21, as announced here picture reviewer is Mrs. Eleanore C reserve. The infield will consist of
yesterday.
Walton.
I. Dollinger, Joe Siccardi, M. Fogelson and Lou Gold; the outfield, Haskell Block, H. Feld, M. Parks and H.
Arthur To Handle FC Kansas
City WAC
Is H. Lowenstein, Lou Feld, H. Brown
and L. Martin are being groomed as
St. Louis Sales
relief pitchers. David Snaper of New
Planning for V-Day
Harry C. Arthur of the Fanchon
Brunswick will umpire the game.
Kansas
City,
Aug.
9.—
The
War
and Marco interests in St. Louis will Activities Committee in the Kansas
All branches of the industry have
take over distribution of Film Classics City area has prepared a plan for been invited on the boat ride to Bear
product in the St. Louis territory in voluntary observation bv theatres of Mountain, where numerous events in
a deal which was set by George Hirli- V-Day. Many owners, including cir- addition to the ball game will be held.
man, Film Classics president and
cuits, have already announced that
Arthur.
they will close their houses.
With the St. Louis deal, Film
The WAC is preparing a trailer Plans 6 FM Stations
Classics will have arranged for dis- that exhibitors may use, announcing
Cincinnati, Aug. 9. — Plans for
tribution outlets in 22 exchange cen- the closing. Elmer C. Rhoden, WAC
ters. Alfred Crown, assistant to area chairman, has named a commit- erecting six FM stations at an estimated cost of $200,000 each have been
Hirliman is on his way to Denver
tee, consisting of George Baker, Ar- disclosed by James D. Shouse, viceand Seattle to set deals for distributhur Cole, Jerry Zigmond and Senn president of the Crosley Corp., operattion in those two exchange centers. Lawler.
ing WLW, WSAI and international
short wave station WLWO here. NeBracho to Hollywood
gotiations are now under way for sites
here and in Northern Kentucky. DayMexico City, Aug. 9. ■ — Julio King Vidor in Mexico
ton and Columbus Stations will also
Mexico City, Aug. 9. — King Vidor
Bracho, winner of two annual Mexibe
built
in two other undisclosed cities.
arrived
here
recently
from
Hollywood
can 'Oscars' has left for Hollywood
to study American methods of film with his family to make plans for Construction will open when necessary
materials are available.
producing a film in this country.
production.
"In Society"
(Universal)
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in the AIR

in their HEARTS

. . galling
MR.
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and

h. MRS.

ROBERT

B. CASTAINE
PAUL

AMERICA

• ADELE

MARA

WHITEMAN
and Orchestra

LOUIS

MEMORY

LANE

ARMSTRONG
and his Band
with BUCK & BUBBLES
and DOROTHY DANDRIDGE

BELLE BAKER
the voice that thrilled millions .
the 'Queen of the High CV
JOE FRISCO
onginal 'Jitterbug'
sangthe 'K-K-Katy'
with everywhogag
GALLAGHER & SHEAN
(Jack Kenny & Al Shean)
A
detour
to the "Ziegfeld
Follies*Mr. Shean*
'Positively. Mr Gallagher.
Absolutely,
VAN & SCHENCK
(Gus Van & Charles Marsh)
The 'Sinatra' & 'Bing' of yesterday
"BY THE SEA"
"AIN'T MISBEHAVIN "
"AFTER YOU'VE GONE"
"1 AIN'T GOT NOBODY"
"NOBODY'S SWEET"ON HEART"
A SUNDAY
AFTERNOON"
"MR. GALLAGHER AND
"WHO MR.PUTSHEAN"
THE BIRD
ON NELLIE'S HAT"
"DARKTOWN STRUTand a scoreTERS'
of BALL"
others

RAY McCAREY — Director
Original Story by ARTHUR CAESAR
Screenplay by DORIS GILBERT
FRANK GILL. Jr . GEORGE CARLETON BROWN

A
REPUBLIC
PICTURE
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4CJ

4Way'
Skeffington',
4 Wing'

Share

Honors

in

L.

A.

Los Angeles, Aug. 9. — "Mr. Skeffington" and "Wing and a Prayer"
divided the major share of the grosses
.this week. "Sherrington" got $58,872
in its second week at Warners' Downtown, Hollywood and Wiltern, which
together average $50,900. "Wing" got
$58,900 at FWC's Carthay CircleChinese-Loew's State combination,
where $50,200 is p^r. Weather was
fine, and hot.
Estimated receipts for the week ending:
"Wing and a Prayer" (ZOth-Fox)
. "Crime by Night" (WB)
CARTHAY CIRCLE — (1,516) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $10,000. (Average:
$11,200).
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
"Crime by Night" (WB)
CHINESE— (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days. Gross: $16,400. (Average: $15,500).
"Gaslight" (M-G-M) 7 days, 3rd week
EGYPTIAN— (1,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $11,900. (Average:
$9,500).
"The Mummy's Ghost" (Univ.)
"Jungle Woman" (Univ.)
HAWAII — (1,000) (S0c-60c-75c-85c) 7
days. 2nd week. Gross: $5,500. (Average:
$6,200).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
"The Falcon in Mexico" (RKO}
HILLSTREET — (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average:
$19,700).
"Wing and' a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
"Crime by Night" (WB)
LOEW'S STATE— ($2,500) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $32,500. (Average:
$24,100).
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
LOS
ANGELES — (2,096) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $20,000.
(Average: $14,900).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
"The Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
PANTAGES — (2,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $16,700).
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT
HOLLYWOOD — (50c60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $11,000).
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
"Henry
Aldrich Plays
Cupid" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT
DOWNTOWN
— (50c -60c80c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $20,300).
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
RITZ— (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $11,500. (Average: $8,700).

Pace

Still

Setting

in Cleveland

Cleveland, Aug. 9. — For the third
consecutive week, "Going My Way"
holds the top spot, with a big $28,000
in the Loew State Theatre till. Ozzie
Nelson and Harriet Hilliard are good
for a big $28,000 at the RKO Palace,
teamed with "Nine Girls" on the
screen. $12,000 at the Allen with "The
Mask of Dimitrios" is good.
Estimated take for week ended

'Holiday's'

$17,500

In Providence

Run

Drive-In Expansion
Looms for Chicago
Projector Inventor
Chicago, Aug. 9. — N. S. Barger,
Panama City, Fla., Aug. 9. — A operator of the first Drive-in thealiberty ship named for C. Francis
ter in this area, has purchased lots in
Jenkins, credited with inventing the suburban West and South Side -dismotion picture projector, first patented
tricts for post war construction of
in 1894, will be launched here Aug. similar houses.
23, and arrangements are being made
Designs will combine recent defor the industry to participate.
velopments inopen air theatres with
Jenkins, who died in 1934, was the best features of Barker's original
granted some 400 patents during his drive-in, which is reportedly earning
lifetime. He was president of Jenkins the greatest grosses in the four-season history of the enterprise. An adLaboratories, vice-president of Jenkins
joining lot has been purchased to
Television Corp., and author of "Vi- accommodate
overflow audiences.
sion by Radio" and other books.
Name

Ship

for

Toronto

Cliffs'

Grabs

Spotlight

Toronto, Aug. 9 — "The White
Cliffs or Dover" at Loew's Theatre
grabbed the spotlight, and the rush
indicated a gross of $16,700 against
a prospective $9,800 for the fourth

week of "The Story of Dr. Wassell"
at Shea's Theatre. "Bathing Beauty"
looked good for $7,300 in its third
week at the Uptown Theatre, while
"And the Angels Sing" promised
$11,800 at the Imperial Theatre.
Aug. 9:
"The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
Estimated receipts for the week endALLEN — (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $8,500).
ing Aug.
10 : (Br.)
"Secret
Mission"
"Pin Up Girl" (20th-Fox)
"Bermuda
Mystery"
(ZOth-Fox)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,500) (45cEGLINTON
— (1,086)(Average,
(18c-30c-48c-60c)
6
55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $19,500. (Average: days.
Gross:
$3,500.
$4,000).
$22,100)
"And
the
Angels
Sing"
(Para.)
"Show Business" (RKO)
WARNERS' LAKE— (714) (45c-55c-65c) 7 IMPERIAL— (3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-9Oc) 6
days, 3rd week. Gross: $3,400. (Average: days. Gross: $11,800. (Average: $12,800).
"The White Cliffs cf Dover" (M-G-M)
$3,200).
"The Man From Frisco" (Rep.)
LOEW'S
— (2,074)
days.
Gross:
$16,700.(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)
(Average: $11,200).6
LOEW'S
OHIO—
(1,268)
(45c-65c)
7
days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average: $5,000).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
"Nine Girls" (Col.)
SHEA'S ■— (2,480) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
days, 4th week. Gross: $9,800. (Average:
RKO FAL ACE— (3,300) (50c -60c -85c -95c) 7 $12,800).
days. Stage: Ozzie Nelson, Harriet Hil "Harvest Melody" (PRC)
Hard, and vaudeville. Gross: $28,000. (Av
erage: $25,400).
"The Fighting Sullivans" (ZOth-Fox)
TIVOLI— (1,434) (18c-30c-48c) 6 days.
"Going My Way" (Para.)
Gross:
(Average: $4,400).
LOEW'S STATE— (3,300) (45c-6Sc) 7 days, "Bathing$3,400.
Beauty" (M-G-M)
3rd week. Gross: $28,000. (Average: $19,000).
UPTOWN — (2,761) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
"The Hour Before Dawn" (Para.)
days, 3rd week. Gross: $7,300. (Average:
LOEW'S STILLM AN— (1,900) (45c-65c)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average:
$10,000).

Providence, Aug. 9. — "Christmas
Holiday" hit $17,500 for its first week
at the RKO-Albee Theatre. Business
elsewhere was relatively slow, due to
the heat.
Estimated grosses for the week ending Aug. 10:
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
"Gildersleeve's Ghost" (RKO)
RKO-ALBEE— (2.239) (35c-44c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $17,500. (Average: $12,800).
"Jam Session" (Col.)
"Nine Girls" ( Col.)
STRAND — (2,200)
(44c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,700. (Average, $10,500).
"The Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
"Port of Forty Thieves" (Rep.)
LOEW'S STATE-(3,232)
(35c-44c-55c) 7
days. Gross:. $13,400. (Average: $17,700).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
"The Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
and a Prayer" (20th-Fc- )
UFTOWN— (1,716) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$l.O0) 7 "Wing
"The Big Noise" (ZOth-Fcx)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,200. (Average:
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (35c-4«<- 7 <Hys;
$10,500).
2nd week. Gross: $10,500. (Average:
$12,100).
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
WARNERS HOLLYWOOD— (3,000) (50cShark" (WB)
6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: "Tiger
"The Walking Dead" (WB)
$18,977. (Average: $17,000).
FAY'S - (1,8000 (35c-44c-55c)
7 days.
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
WARNERS DOWNTOWN— (3,400) (50c- Gross: $6,300. (Average: 16,500).
60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd wek. Gross: $21,- "Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
"U-Boat Prisoner" (Col.)
216. -(Average: $18,700).
CARLTON— (1,526) (3Sc-44c-55c) 7 days.
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
WARNERS WILTERN— (2,200) (50c-60c- 3rd week, moveover after two weeks at
80c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,679. Loew's State. Gross: $3,300. (Average:
(Average: $15,200).
$4,000).
Will

'White

'Jills',

Pull
To

Show

$53,000
Lead

Loop

Ch icago, Aug. 9. — The Chicago is
the leader again with a fine $53,000
for the first week of "Four Jills in a
Jeep" and Billy Rose's "Diamond^
Horseshoe Revue" on stage. The
Woods came through with a fine

$18,500 for the 15th week of "Up in i
Arms" following a near record $20,000
during the preceding week.
Estimated receipts for the week end- 1

ing August 10:
"Four Jills Jn, a Jeep" (ZOth-Fox)
CHICAGO— (3,850) (55c-85c-95c). Stage:
Billy Rose's
Gross:
$53,000. "Diamond
(Average:Horseshoe
$51,500). Revue."
"Meet the People" (M-G-M
"Moke Your Own Bed" (WB)
100).
GARRICK— (1,000) (55c-65c-95c) 2 days, I
2nd week. Gross: $14,500. (Average: $9."Marine Raiders" (RKO)
"Follow the Leader" (Mono.) S days
"This Is the Life" (Univ.)
'Ghost Catchers" (Univ.) 1 day
GRAND^(1,250)
(50c-60c-85c-95c)
7 days..
Gross:
$7,400. (Average:
$9,100).
"The Girl Who Dared" (Rep.)
ORIENTAL— (3,200) (44c-55c-60c-80c-95c>
7 days. Stage: Ada Leonard and Orchestra, and Ella Mae Morse.
Gross: $28,500. 1
(Average: $24,000).
"This Is the Life" (Univ.)
"Ghost Lively"
Catchers"
(Univ.) 6 days
"Step
(RKO)
'Skeffington'
Gets "A Night cf Adventure" (RKO) 1 day
PALACE—
(50c-60c-85c-95c)
Gross:
$20,500.(2,500)
(Average:
$24,000). 7 days.. :
$18,000 in Buffalo
"Once Upon a Time" (Col.)
ROOSEVELT— (1,500) (55c-65c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $23,000. (Average: $20,000).
Buffalo, Aug. 9. — "Mr. Skeffing- 000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
ton" is expected to lead here with an
STATE LAKE— (2,700) (50c-65c-95c) 9th
approximate $18,000 at the Buffalo. Loop week. Gross: $28,500. (Average: $29,"Going My Way" looks good for a 000).
Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
good $16,000 in the fourth week of an "White
ARTISTS— (1,700) (50c-65c-95c)
amazing run at the Great Lakes. The 6thUNITED
week. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $20,weather cooled off after some record- "Up in, Arms" (RKO)
breaking heat.
WOODS— (1,200) (55c-65c-95c) 15th week.
Estimated receipts for the week end- Gross: $18,500. (Average: $10,000).
ing Aug. 12 :
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
BUFFALO — (3,489) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
'Way' Doubles Par in
days. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $17,400)
'Going My Way" (Para.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days, 4th week. Gross: $16,000. (Aver- Denver
First Week
age: $16,200).
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para*)
HIPPODROME — (2,100) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
Aug. 9. — "Going My Way"
7 days, 2nd week, moveover. Gross: $9,700. at Denver,
the Denham was expected to gross
(Average: $9,700).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
$10,000 above par, or $19,000 for its
"Man From Frisco" (Rep.)
TWENTIETH CENTURY — (3,000) (40c- opening week, while "Wing and a
50c-60c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $12,200).
Prayer" on a dual at the Denver
"Follow the Boys" (Univ.)
scored
$28,500. All moveovers and
"The Scarlet Claw" (Univ.)
re-releases were doing a fair business.
LAFAYETTE— (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
days. Gross: $11,800. (Average: $12,400).
Estimated receipts for the week endAug.Or7-10Leave
: It" / (ZOth-Fox)
"Takeing It
Vance Heads $950,000 "The Lady and the Monster" (Rep.)
ALADDIN — (1,400) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
moveover.
Gross:(Coll)
$7,840. (Average: $5,600).
Amusement
Project
'Lost Horizon"
Cincinnati, Aug. 9.— A large site "It Happened One Night" (Col.)
BROADWAY
— (1,040) 7$3,900).
days, re-release.
has been acquired in the business dis- Gross:
$4,875. (Average:
trict here for a multi-purpose audi- "Going My Way" (Para.)
DENHAM
(35c-45c-70c)
torium to cost $950,000, financed by Gross:
$19,000.— (1,750)
(Average:
$9,000). 7 days.
local capitalists and sponsored by Wil- "Wing and a Prayer" (U. A.)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
lis Vance', operating the suburban 20th
Century, Ohio and Eden Theatres
DENVER
(35c-45c-74c)
Gross:
$28,500.— (2,600)
(Average:
$15,000). 7 days.
here, and the State, at nearby New- "Wing and a Prayer (20th-Fox)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
port, Ky.
The structure, on which work will Gross:
ESQUIRE
(35c-45c-74c)
7 days.
$7,200.— (740)
(Average:
$4,500)
be started as soon as restrictions on "Frisco Kid" (WB) Re-release
materials are lifted, is planned for a "Johnny Doesn't Live Here Any More"
(Mono.)
capacity of 9,200, and, while designed
PARAMOUNT — (2,200) (35c-45c-74c) t
primarily as a convention hall, will days.
Gross: $14,800. (Average: $9,300).
include a general athletic stadium and "Between Two Worlds (WB)
"Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
sports arena, with provisions for other
RI ALTO—
(35c -45c
-74c) 7 days,
over.
Gross:(900)
$6,250.
(Average:
$5,000).movetypes of amusements.
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i Cincinnati, Aug. 9.— "Mr. Skefmgton" is giving the RKO Albee a
,ig $20,000, which is $6,500 aver par,
ichile $20,000 also is in sight for the
hird week of "Going My Way" at
he RKO Palace, where holdovers
ire a rarity. Business generally is in
he upper brackets.
Estimated receipts for the week endng Aug. 9-12:
Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
ays, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
20,000. (Average: $13,500).
'The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000) (44c-50c-60c0c) 7 days, plus Saturday midnight show,
rd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $10,00).
'Mystery Man" (UA)
'Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days.
Gross: $1,600. (Average: $1,600).
'Marked Trails" (Mono.)
'The Girl Who Dared" (Rep.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 3 days.
}ross: $800. (Average: $800).
'Step Lively" (RKO)
RKO GRAND— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
midnight show, 2nd
Saturday
jlays,
veek, plus
moveover
from the Albee. Gross :
;6,50O. (Average: $6,500).
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
ith week, after two weeks at the Palace
md two weeks at Keith's. Gross: $6,500.
(Average: $5,000. )
'Days of Glory" (RKO)
'Seven Days Ashore" (RKO)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
lays, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
;6,50O. (Average: $5,000).
'601112 My Way" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
lays, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
;20.000. (Average: $13,500).

Wing', at $18,000,
Leads in St. Louis
St. Louis, Aug. 9. — Only three
irst-run theatres offered new pictures
his week, with "Wing and a Prayer"
t the Fox making the best showing

7

"Sing, Neighbor, Sing"
{Republic)
TPHOSE who like their hillbilly ballads served frequently, spontaneously and elaborately will find this Republic offering to their liking.
With radio's celebrated mountain minstrels, Lulubelle and Scotty and
Roy Acuff with the Smoky Mountain Boys leading off, "Sing, Neighbor, Sing," is a merry song fest. Brad Taylor and Ruth Terry carry
the romantic leads, while Harry 'Pappy' Cheshire and Virginia Brissac
round out the fore part of the cast.
Taylor, with Roy and the boys, descends upon Blake College in the
guise of a noted psychologist in need of a square meal. His ruse is the
spring-board for the musical antics, song being his prescription for loveless deans like Miss Brissac. The hypnotic spell which he works upon
her discloses a frustrated love for Cheshire, a faculty member. In the
meantime, Brad falls for Miss Terry, but his beard limits his strategy
until the real professor arrives. The hapless Taylor's explanation is
accepted, and while the professor decides to remain at Blake and Miss
Brissac and Cheshire take up their courtship where they had left it some
35 years previously, Taylor removes his whiskers, and turns his attention
to Miss Terry.
Frank McDonald directed with competence, keeping the production
alive and on the move. Morton Scott was musical director. Catchy
songs include "Sing, Neighbor, Sing," "Down by the Railroad Track"
and "Popcorn Polka," while "Have I Told You Lately That I Love
You," a pleasantly sentimental sort of ballad, is introduced. Donald H.
Brown produced.
Running time, 70 mins.

"G."*

Release date, Aug. 12.
. Helen McNamara

"People's
Avengers"
(Artkino)
C HORTLY before the tide of battle turned at Stalingrad, 18 Russian
^ paratroop-cameramen descended. behind enemy lines on a front ranging from Karelia to Byelo-Russia in the South, shot 100,000 feet of
negative of partisan action, and from it evolved a documentary continuity in 58 minutes of running time which is aptly called "People's Avengers."
In point of timeliness, it loses some of its quality against the panorama
of total war, particularly so when the Russian armies sweep westward.

But its significance is epic as evidence of how the Russian "4-Fs" — old
men and women and even children whose equipment commencing with
bare knuckles, determination, pitchforks, and a few rifles — ultimately
to liquidate over half a million of the Wehrmacht's choicest.
(with an estimated $18,000. "Going were
There is no story in the common acceptance of the term, only incident
My
Way"
in
its
third
week
at
the
Ambassador is a close second with after incident of guerilla warfare from the Leningrad district to raids
517,500.
on German headquarters on the Kuban ; views of villages ruined after
' Estimated receipts for the week
visits by German punitive expeditions, followed by guerillas' revenge.
■nding August 9 :
One of the highlights is a full scale attack by a large detachment of
'Are These Our Parents?" (Mono.)
partisans, using captured German artillery and weapons flown in by
'Johnny
Doesn't
Live
Here
Anymore"
(Mono.)
: MISSOURI— (3,514) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days, plane. From the sparsely punctuated humor in this picture is the ironic
touch of a woman darning a sock with a hand grenade in place of a
iross-s $13,000. (Average: $9,900).
darning egg.
'Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
'Song of Nevada" (Rep.)
FOX— (5,038) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
Compilation and direction is by V. Belyev assembled at the Central
.18,000. (Average: $18,700).
Newsreel
Studios in the Soviet Union. The commentary and narration
Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
LOEWS
STATE— (3,162) (40c-50e-60c- by Norman Corwin is dispassionately and sincerely articulated. The
•5c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $14,000.
score is by D. Astradanzev.
Average: $18,900).
Going My Way" (Para.)
Running time, 58 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, June 15.
AMBASSADOR— (3,154) (40c-50c-60c) 7
John D. Stephon
>.ays, 3rd week. Gross: $17,500. (Averge: $15,700).
It Happened Tomorrow" (UA)
*"G" denotes general classification.
Underground Guerrillas" (Col.)
LOEWS ORPHEUM— (1,900) (40c-50cOc-65c) 7 days. Gross: $8,500. (Average:
7,100).
Suit
Threat
Forces FP-C Plans Theatre
'The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
Toronto, Aug. 9. — Indications point
'Henry Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para.)
Change
SHUBERT— (1,900) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days, House Name
to
the purchase by the city of a block
iross: $5,000. (Average: $6,100.)
Chicago, Aug. 9. — Threat of a suit of property in the center of the com'Home in Indiana" (20th-Fox)
by the Balaban and Katz circuit here
'The Eve of St. Mark" (Z»th-Fox)
ST. LOUIS— (4,000) (45c-50c) 7 days. caused N. S. Barger, local operator,
munity, including Shea's Theatre of
Jross: $4,500. (Average: $5,200).
to change the prospective name of his the Famous Players Canadian circuit,
combination policy house, now known for the postwar construction of civic
as the Rialto, from the Paramount to buildings. The expected move has
the Downtown.
Hall City Manager
The theatre, which has closed for prompted FP-C to make plans for the
Waterbury, Conn.,
Aug. 9. —
construction of a downtown theatre
,7reddy Hall, manager of the Plaza two weeks for renovation, will reopen and office building at Dundas and
Theatre, has been promoted to the Sept. 1 with a stage show headed by
post of city manager of the Mahan Johnny 'Scat' Davis, and will be Yonge Streets. The site was purchased inthe pre-war period, but plans
ircuit in this city, it was reported at geared to film and stage shows. The
shelved
due to wartime restriche weekend by Roger Mahan. Hall house,
Rialto was formerly a burlesque were
tions.
las been in show business 27 years.

By THALIA BELL
Hollyivood, Aug. 9
TOP production mark for the sum*■ mer was reached this week at
M-G-M where there are 10 pictures
currently in work, with five others
scheduled to start this month. They
include "Thrill of Romance," starring Van Johnson and Esther Williams; "Without Love," starring
Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn;"Hold High the Torch," with
Elizabeth Taylor and Lassie; "Valley of Decision," starring Greer Garson with John Hodiak, and an untitled story of the WACs starring
Lana Turner.
•
Damon Runyon, famed short-story
writer, has been signed by Columbia
to do a screenplay based on an original
which the studio owns, titled "I'll Be
Seeing You." TJie film will be the
first production to be made under Al
Jolson's contract as producer on the
lot. . . . Veronica Lake has been cast
by Paramount for one of the starring
roles
in "Miss
Slagle's,"
will Start
late Susie
this month.
. . .which
Ella
Raines is set to co-star with George
Korvin
in Universal'
" Arsene
. . . Wallace
Ford s has
beenLupin."
added
to the cast of David O. Selsnick's
"The House of Dr. Edzvardes." . . .
20th Century-Fox has signed Cathy
Downs, Nezv York cover girl, for a
part in "Where Do We Go From
•
June Duprez has been signed by
RKO Radio for an important role
with Tom Conway, Ann Rutherford and Richard Lane in the murderm
ystery, "Two O'clock CourHere?"
age." . . . Jane Hazard, former
Powers model, has been signed for
the leading feminine role in "Murder in the Family," second in the
series of Monogram comedies produced by Sam Katzman and Jack
Dietz. . . . Sterling Holloway is
back in Hollywood after travelling
Italy. than 60,000 miles in one year,
more
entertaining soldiers in Africa and
•
Martin Gosch, the radio producer
who has handled the Abbot & Costello
and Jack Carson radio shows for some
time, has been signed as a producer
at M-G-M. He will report to the studio early in September to start preparations for a musical. . . . William
Demarest has been assigned one of
the important character roles in Paramount's "Salty O'Rourke." . . . Dean
Hlarens has been set by Walter Wanger to play the male lead in his next
Universal production, "Salome —
Where She Danced." . . . Scott McKay's option has been lifted by Vanguard Films.
Ann Sheridan has beeil selected for
the title role of "Calamity Jane," a
story of the early West which Jerry
Wald iuill produce for Warner. . . .
Name of Patrick Michael Cunning
Television Productions has been
changed to Patrick Michael Cunning
Tele productions, owing to a conflict
with the Paramount subsidiary known
as Television Productions. . . . Martin Garralaga has been signed for the
role of "Poncho" in Monogram's nezv
series starring Duncan Renaldo as
"The Cisco Kid."
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(Continued from page 1)
scribed as a "suggestion" for curtailment and not a mandatory order. The
film companies plan to abide by the
suggestion and meet the curtailment
in the use of the raw stock.
No assurances have been received
from the WPB that the customary
320,000,000 feet of raw stock will be
available to the industry during the
final, quarter of 1944 starting Oct. 1
but the WPB has indicated that it
hopes to be able to increase manufacturing facilities. It is also possible
that some curtailment can be effected
in the use of raw stock by the various
departments of the Government and by
the Army and Navy, making more
raw stock available to the industry.
The film companies had run almost
40,000,000 over their quota during the
first six months of 1944 before the
WPB had suggested the 20 percent
curtailment last week. Some 40,000,000 to 50,000,000 feet of additional
raw stock is available to the industry
as a result of credits accrued during
the previous quarter in making prints
for Army and Navy use. Laboratories processing raw stock into prints
for the companies have used up all
their reserve stock and are operating
on what is described as a "hand to
mouth" basis.

Daily

Seen

Over

Sees

Ban

'Wilson',

'Days' j

Soon
Films

(Continued from page 1)
studios by groups of actors, musicians,
directors, resulted from the charge
that Solis dominated the union.

Need

(Continued from page 1)

ment as they get more time. "We
now have 60 Army and 30 Naval hospitals receiving entertainment through
Repossession of the studios fol- cooperation of USO Camp Shows
lowed a Labor Ministry ruling that and the Hollywood Victory Committee. How many more there will be
players were privileged to deal direct- finally we do not know. But we do
ly with producers without consulting know that they will be there for a
the laborites on these transactions. long time and we know the soldier
The occupation was made without vio- in the hospital needs more attention
lence or opposition.
than the soldier in action." Fighting
The technical workers have elected men don't w,ar>t to see anything which
"sells America short," he said, adding
a new executive committee, headed by that
war and sad films are unpopular,
Emilio Gomez Muriel, and have and the demand for live entertainers
pledged that it will work for union is insatiable.
Byron was the HVC luncheon guest
solidarity. However, some anticipate
further complications which may block today. Tuesday night he informally
met between 40 and 50 players who,
the resumption of production.
he said, showed great enthusiasm
about overseas tours and persistently
inquired how soon newcomers could
Mexican
Gov't Boosts be booked and veteran players rebooked.
Raw Stock Making
Mexico City, Aug. 9.— Government
aid to the industry, in the form of
special grants to companies producing
raw stock in Mexico, has been disclosed by Miguel Aleman, Secretaryof-the-Interior. Negotiations are now
under way for the acquisition of 10,000,000 feet of raw stock to be distributed on the basis of merit, with
producers
most
stock.of the 'best' films getting the

No

Early

Zenith

Television,

Corp.

Warns

For

(Continued
from pageShows'
1)
Overseas

ed
produceroutright
Darrylpropaganda
Zanuck': j
care upon
in avoiding
but he has been quoted as aiming, in
the production, to point out the neec
of some sort of world organization foi
permanent
and several
newspa-as '
pers
have peace,
attacked
the picture
"fourth-term propaganda."

"Heavenly Days,"
Fib' '<
berIn McGee.and
Molly, featuring
several scenes!
show citizens being urged to take a;
more active part in running their government by voting and participating k
the selection of candidates. Another j
scene shows Don Douglas, who por- 1
trays Dr. George
Gallup, reading
Vice-President Henry A. Wallace's
book, "The Century of the Common
Man," and voicing enthusiasm for it
Spyrous Skouras' Statement
Spyrous P. Skouras, president 20th
Century-Fox, in a statement yesterday!
declared, "The unprecedented action
of the War Department in making it
impossible for the armed forces now
overseas to see Darryl F. Zanuck's!
production of "Wilson," is a flagrant
example of wilful and unfair censorship and repression of the screen.
"It was brought to the attention oi
the company's executives long before
the picture was exhibited that such!
action was being contemplated. Such
action can only be construed as prejudgment without the right of a hearing. "Wilson," is not political propaganda, nor is it the biographical story
of a democratic president. It is a
dramatic cavalcade of a stirring period
of American life.
"As proof of this we call attention to the reaction and sentiment?
expressed by the press and public in
New York City. The picture has:
broken all existing theatre records and
is being seen by more than 20,000 persons daily. It has been unanimously
hailed as "'the motion picture every

Chicago, Aug. 9. — Zenith Radio
Corp., in holders,
its states
annual
to stock-is
that report
the company
not of the opinion that early television broadcasting on a basis that it
will warrant large public investment
in television sets looks promising.
Frank Founce, Los Angeles theatre Zenith feels that there are still many
man now working with the Coordina: economic and technical problems to be
tors'
has told producers that met before television can become a
Wilcox Sets Deal for the U.Office,
S. will not be able to continue satisfactory public home service. It
supplying this country with the vol- is also of the opinion that frequency
2 a year for APBC
ume of raw stock previously imported, modulation will continue its rapid
(Continued from page 1)
and the rumor that Russia might sup- progress after the war and become the
plement the American shipments has most popular type of broadcasting.
preparatory to D-Day. An AngloAmerican cast is headed by Anna
been discredited by Alexander OumanThe company operates F-M station
Neagle and Dean Jagger with the sky, Soviet ambassador here. With 47 WZRC
and television station W9XZV
writers also Anglo-American.
films produced in Mexico this year here.
With Milder and Lightfoot both through July IS, exhibitors indicate
absent from London, comment was that production now will have to be
Mexico Tightens Its
unavailable on reports that ABPC for curtailed.
months past has been considering an
Film Censorship
American
see.'motion picture cri"The NewmustYork
ambitious production program preMexico
City,
Aug.
9.
—
Mexican
paratory to postwar release of their WBy MPOE
film censors here have issued a new
tics emphasized that the film was "the
Extend
Elstree studio.
ultmate
entertainorder
to
producers
requiring
all
scripts
ment andinnotmotion
politicalpicture
propaganda.
Pact for SO Days
to be submitted to the censor board be(Continued from page 1)
"Fifteen percent of the Roxy Theafore production is started.
11 Exchange
Locals
The new order was prompted by
ent contract and the union seeking a
"Wilson"
seeingsailors
tre's audiencesofnow
are composed
soldiers,
and,
Seek Wage Boosts
closed shop; a five percent length-of- complaints from the public charging marines. The balance are Democrats
service
increase
every
six
months
and
that objectionable material is appear(Continued from page 1)
an increase in the number of job
ing on Mexican screens.
the regional WLB in Philadelphia
Officials of RKO Radio pictures
classifications from 38 to 53, as reand Republicans."
and the Wage Stabilization Director's
'Jani
e*
be reached for a statement
In
not night.
Bene
could
ported
in
Motion
Picture
Daily
fit
office had turned down the application last Monday.
here last
for permission to grant the 10 perMuncie, Ind., Aug. 9. — Warners
The film companies offer 16mro
cent increase. Some 2,000 service
"Janie" will have a special premiere prints of all ffieir films to the U. S.j
workers in the 31 exchange centers Minimum
of 10 Rank here Aug. 25 at the Rivoli under the
Army Overseas Motion Picture Serhave received approximately 12 perof the Professional and Busivice as a gift for showing to members
cent increases allowable under the Present Films to UA auspices
ness Women of Muncie. Proceeds of our
armed forces overseas. The
will
be
turned
over
to
the
Wakeman
"Little Steel" formula.
(Continued from page 1)
Army may accept or reject any film it
General Hospital at Camp Atturbury. desires.
ton Gain, with other Rank emissaries
Exemption
Sought in scheduled to follow in the near future.
Sears arrived here late last month
Fire at Azteca Studios
and, in addition to holding conferences Circ
Back9. —'Sho
uits Aug.
Chicago,
Thew"Balaban
Phia. 48-hr. Ruling
and
Katz
and
RKO
circuits
here
(Continued from page 1)
with Rank, has seen a number of the
Mexico City, Aug. 9.— Fire of undetermined origin, in the testing room
has been ordered. The exchanges are pictures under consideration, including have pledged their support of "The
of the Azteca Studios here destroyed
Show
of
Shows"
to
be
staged
at
the
permitted to remain on the 40-hour the Two Cities production, "The Way Stadium Nov. 11 for the benefit of the
week until their application for exEmergency Committee to Save the the print of "Legend of the Bandits"
emption is ruled upon by the WMC.
Mexican."
of "The at
reels estimated
three are
and
Jewish People of Europe.
$5,000.
Damages
Ahead."
Two
employees
were
injured.
Geo. Schwartz Resigns
Col. Films to Army
George Schwartz has resigned as
general
manager of Laff movie to Hoffb
'Hour
Gets
"Threeerg
Hours,"
French
films'
featur- Betting on Sept. 15
Columbia's "Louisiana Hay ride"
full time to the World Theaing Jean Pierre Aumont, has been, acand "One Mysterious Night" have devote
PRC has advanced the release date
tre which he recently leased. The
quired for national release by Hoffbeen
delivered,
in
16
mm
prints,'
to
the Army Overseas Motion Picture World will reopen following alteraberg Productions, Inc. A Broadway of "When the Lights Go on Again"
Service for shipment overseas, the
tions as a first-run house presenting run in the early Fall is planned before to Sept. 15 in the hope that it will,
films of a specialized type.
with the announcement of>
coincide
in Europe.
home office reported yesterday.
the picture is distributed nationally. Peace
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Law

\rmy, Navy Officials
fleet on Amendment
Washington, Aug. 10. — Action on
enate amendments to remove some of
ie restrictions in the present Soldier
oting Act which caused the banning
K "Wilson" and "Heavenly Days" by
(ie Army for distribution to troops
/erseas gained impetus today as a relit of the action against the films.
Senator Green of Rhode Island
lid banning of the films demonstrated
ae need for passage of his proposed
riendments to the Soldier Voting Act
hich would eliminate some of its
resent restrictions. Senator Taft of
hio, who aided in drafting the amendments, said that he would confer with
enator Green next week on the sub',:ct.
j "The Army has construed the situaon so strictly," Senator Taft said,
ve feel some revision may be neces;iry, principally to clarify our original
urpose, which was to prevent only one
Dlitical side from being presented."
Under the contemplated amendment,
S explained, all films of general cirjlation in this country could be cir(Con tinned on page 3)

Wilson'
]oast

Has

Opening

U.S.A., FRIDAY,

Showdown

West

On

NBC

Film

Ban

The firm stand being taken by the
National Broadcasting Co., with other
networks expected to follow, against
film companies using guest stars on
network programs as a means of promoting free advertising for films in
no way identified with the actor appearing on the show is not regarded
by film company executives as leading
to a showdown in the long smouldering feud between radio and motion
pictures over "forced plugs" on commercial programs.
NBC has taken the stand that unless a player actually appears in the Broidy Opens Mono.
picture being promoted, the credit will
be eliminated by the network's con- Meeting Tomorrow!
tinuity acceptance department. The
web is acting under its contractual
(Continued on page 8)
Chicago, Aug. 10. — Monogam will
open its national sales convention Saturday at the Blackstone Hotel here
Film Features
Win
with more than 100 delegates, including franchise holders and exchange
personnel
representing all sections of
Chicago Air Time
the country except the Pacific Coast
in attendance.
After screening completed product
Chicago, August 10. — The combination of rationed newspaper advertising
morning, the afternoon sesspace and increased interest in film Saturday
sion will hear addresses by Steve
programs on the part of radio adver- Broidy, vice-president and general
tising agencies has created more busi- sales manager ; Irving Mandel, Chiness for local radio outlets from circago franchise-holder ; Harry H.
cuit and independent exhibitors, and Thomas, Eastern district manager ;
stations, at the same time, are pro- Lloyd Lind, contract department head ;
viously. viding more local film news than pre- J. S. Harrington, manager of prints
and accessories ; Edward Morey, supervisor of exchanges ; Sol Francis,
For years, radio executives have rejected local film gossip shows, be- Midwest district manager ; Arthur
Greenblatt, special representative ;
that the networks'
provide lieving
sufficient
coverage. programs
It has Max Fellerman,
York8) represen(ContinuedNew
on page
(Continued on page 8)

Up

$1,060,808;

$7,895,000

Inc.,weeks
net profit
taxes8
forLoew's,
the 40
endedafter
June
L01 U. S. Features
amounted to $10,514,646, compared to
$9,453,838. for the similar period last
year, David Bernstein, vice-president
To War
Prisoners
and treasurer, announced yesterday.
This amounts to $6.24 per share on
A total of 101 Hollywood features the common stock, as against $5.67
lave been received at Geneva this per share for the same period last
rear for showing to some 6,000,000
American and other Allied prisoners year.
Although the company's share of
if war in 20 prison camps through- profit before Federal taxes decreased
mt German-occupied Europe, accord- to $19,850,017 from $22,341,536, a
ng to the motion picture industry's smaller tax reserve accounted for the
larger net. The reserve this year was
3ublic Information Committee.
These films, including "Lady of $9,335,371 compared to $12,887,698 set
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)

TEN

11, 1944

Washington, Aug. 10 —
Donald R. Longman, chief
of the service trades division of the Office of Civilian
Requirements since the
amusements and recreation
section was formed in July
1943, is transferring to a
new reconversion section set
up by the War Production
Board, and his assistant
Ross Williams will take over
the OCR post, according to
unconfirmed reports.

Promotion

' Los Angeles, Aug. 10. — Opening on
ie heels of the War Department's ban
In its showing to our troops overseas,
ie invitational premiere of "Wilson"
I the Carthay Circle Theatre here toight was one of Hollywood's seasonal Loew's
Net
ighlights. Notables here had been
aiting the opportunity to see Darryl
Para.
Earns
anuck's widely-heralded
film and
(Continued on page 3)
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Longman Taking
New WPB Post

on

Ban

Over

?ilms

YORK,

Earnings of Paramount Pictures
for the six months ended July 1, 1944,
are estimated at $7,895,000 including
a $1,536,000 share of undistributed
earnings of partially owned non-consolidated subsidiaries as compared to
estimated earnings of $7,387,000, including a$1,374,000 share of similarly undistributed earnings of partially
owned non-consolidated subsidiaries
for the first six months of 1943, it was
announced here yesterday.
Estimated earnings for the second
quarter ended July 1, 1944, were $4,081,000 after interest and all charges,
including estimated provision for all
(Continued on page 8)

WMC

Offers

Little

On

CENTS

Hope

Manpower

McNutt

Issues

Tightening

Order

Priorities

Washington, Aug. 10. — War
Manpower Commission officials today expressed doubt that it would
be possible to give preferential
treatment to exhibitors in the procurement of labor in areas where such assistance was most needed, since presumably those areas would be short
of workers for essential industries.
In communities where the labor
situation is easy, however, they saw
no reason why theatre operators
should not be permitted to avail themselves of the surplus of workers, provided no more essential activity simultaneously was seeking to recruit emIt was explained that all designaployees.
tions of activities as locally needed or
otherwise are made on the basis of
the situation in the community involved,
and it was onindicated
(Continued
page 3) there is

Arthur
New

Postpones

Project

Hollywood, Aug. 10. — Harry Arthur stated today he will defer his
new proposed Exhibitors DistributCorp. until after the war. The
project has been heading in this direction for some time, but now finalizes
in view the
of the
Government's
move seeking
decree
severance.
If successful Arthur calculates the
market will be opened which, he says,
was his primary objective anyway. He
declared it difficult to proceed in view
(Continued on page 8)
SWG

Plans

Television

Group

Study

Hollywood, Aug. 10. — The Screen
Writers Guild has organized groups to
study television and has set them to
work with an Affiliated Committee for
cently.
Television, it was reported here reOther organizations setting up programs for a study of Television with
the Committee include the Screen Directors Guild, the Screen Cartoonists
Americanon Society
' {Continued
page 8) of CineGuild, the
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Motion

Personal

Mention
T OSEPH FRIEDMAN, Colum«J bia's managing director in London, who was appointed to the British
Films Council as a distributor representative recently, is scheduled to arrive from the Coast on Monday enroute back to London.
•

Picture

GVs
Film Going
Increases Tenfold
Roger N. Jaubert, attached
to a headquarters company
of a tank batallion "somewhere in the toSouth
in a letter
GloriaPacific,"
Jean,
Universal star, stated that he
had seen 257 films during his
stay in that theatre of operations, more motion pictures
than he had viewed in a tenyear period preceding his entry into the Armed Forces.
Of that total Jaubert stated
that 16 were late 1942 releases; 139 were 1942 product
and 80 were current films,
many of which have not yet
been exhibited in the United
States.

L. E. Goldhammer, newly-appointed vice-president and general sales
manager for Film Classics, is winding
up his affairs in Chicago this week
before taking up his headquarters in
New York.
•
Murray Silverstone, 20th Century-Fox vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution, will leave today
Will Distribute
for Rio de Janiero, starting a tour RCA
of Latin and Central America.
•
International Chairs
Burtus Bishop, Jr., M-G-M district manager at Dallas, and B. D.
Stoner, manager of the Pittsburgh
C. C. Koontz, president of the Interoffice, will arrive in New York Monnational Seat Corp., announced yesterday.
day that a contract has been signed
•
Herman Ripps, M-G-M Albany for RCA's theatre equipment section
manager, and Ralph Maw, Buffalo to handle domestic and foreign distribution of its theatre chairs.
manager, will return to their respecvisit tive
here.headquarters today after a week's
•
Alice C. Harold, member of the
Warner home office film department,
will be married tomorrow to Thomas
A. Bannon.
•
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president, will return from a brief vacation in New Hampshire Monday.
•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, will begin a
vacation today.
•
Carl E. Milliken, MPPDA foreign manager, will return today from
Washington.
•
A. Jack Shumow, Warner Chicago
branch manager, is in town for a
home office visit.
•
Fred Joyce of the 20th CenturyFox exploitation staff in Chicago has
returned there from Detroit.
Hersholt

Signed

as

Lesser's Partner
Sol Lesser, head of Principal Productions, Inc., releasing through
United Artists, has signed Jean Hersholt as a partner, effective Sept. 1,
the UA home office reported yesterday.
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Flashes
Hollywood, Aug. 10
S • advertising
BARRET McCORMICK,
RKO
and publicity direcYork.tor, will leave here Saturday for New
•
"Threesome," an original
Hobson, was purchased by
The author is now at the
studios at work on a film

by Laura
Columbia.
Columbia
treatment

of her novel, "Trespasse
rs."
•
RKO added "Sweet Georgia
Brown" to its schedule. The play is a
musical and will have an all-Negro
cast. John H. Auer will produce and
direct it.
•
The King Bros, have signed Clarence Bricer as production manager.
Educational

Comm.

Cites Warner Plan
The Educational Policies Commission in Washington, in a letter to
Warners commending the educational
promotion material issued for "The
Adventures
Twain,"
urged
the
release of
of Mark
film study
guides
by
all motion picture companies for major
"Production by International will be films, the Warner home office reported
keyed to meet accumulated postwar here yesterday.
The letter stated that this service
demands from the exhibitors," Koontz would be effectively utilized by schools,
said, "and expanded distribution facili- colleges and other educational instituties to match this production will be
tions throughout the country. The
Policies Commission is appointed by
provided by the contract with RCA." the National Education Association of
the U. S. and the American Association of School Administrators.
Republic Closes Deal
With Fox West Coast
Find Two
Guilty of
Republic has closed a deal with Fox
West Coast Theatres, covering the Obscene Exhibition
company's 1944-'45 program, the home
Los Angeles, Aug. 10: — Robert
office reported here yesterday.
branch, manager of the Arcade Theatre in downtown Los Angeles, and
Representing the circuit in the negotiations were Edward Zabel and Cullen Vivian Sellers, projectionist, were
Epsy, with Francis A. Bateman, Re- found guilty today of misdemeanor in
public's western district sales manager,
"How to Take a Bath,"
Sidney Weisbaum, San Francisco exhibiting
which an all-woman jury hearing the
branch manager and William Marriott case witnessed in the court room and
Los Angeles branch manager speaking declared it obscene. Municipal Judge
for the film company. Also present at Charles P. Johnson set Sept. 5 for
the negotiations were Charles Skouras. sentence.
president of Fox West Coast, and
James R. Grainger, Republic president.
'Summer
Storm9 Has
World Premiere
"Summer Storm," Seymour NebenBronston, Milestone
zal's latest production being released
through United Artists, had its world
Host Trade Press
premiere Wednesday night at Loew's
United Artists' producer Samuel State Theatre in Memphis, it was reBronston, director Lewis Milestone
ported by the home office yesterday.
and UA executives were hosts to the
Reports indicated that advance
trade press yesterday at the Waldorf- newspaper publicity campaigns were
Astoria Hotel prior to the scheduled instrumental in obtaining the capacity
departure today of Bronston and crowd which witnessed the premiere.
Milestone for the Coast. UA recently announced three Bronston produc- Abramson Leaves Kirsh
tions which it will distribute.
Joe Abramson, secretary to Jack
Among those present were Carl
Leserman, Lew Pollock, Ed Peskay, Kirsch, president of Allied Theatre
James Dunne, Phil Lauefer, Bernie Owners of Illinois, has resigned effective Aug. 25. Abramson, with his
Kamber, Herb Berg, Nicholas Farfamily,_
will move to Los Angeles due
kas, Burnett Hershey, Abner J. Ru- to the illness
of his youngest son.
bien and Phil Ober.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
"DRAGON
SEED"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER HUSTON
- ALINE MacMAHON
A KIM TAMIROFF
TU RH AN BEY
Spectacular Stage Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

Darryl F. Zanuck's
WILSON
in TECHNICOLOR
Directed by HENRY KING
Written for the Screen by
LAMAR TROTTI
A 20th
Picture
On Century-Fox
the Roxy Stage
FRED WARING and His Pennsylvanians with augmented company of 100
CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES
B'WAY &
ROXY THEATRE

47th St

PALACE
FRANK SINATRA
GEORGE MURPHY
ADOLPHE MENJOU

LIVELY"
^-^SSJ STE
ON P
SCREEN
'TWO GI
RLS
IN PERSON
VAN JOHNSON
JUNE
ALLYSON
GLORIA
DeHAVEN
LOR'
SAI
a
and
HARRY JAMES
and ORCH.

DEAN
HUDSON
and ORCH.
CLIFF
EDWARDS

^^^ParamountPrennt^Prestoii^St^irges^^
in person VAUGHN MONROE
'HAIL
THE CONQUERING
HERO'
Starring
EDDIE BRACKEN
Times
WZZ%Z&
& His Orchestra

mm

PARAMOUNT
GARY
CECIL

Square
PRESENTS mmm

COOPER

in

B. DEMILLE'S

* StoryIn Technicolor
"The
of Dr.Wassell"*
RIVOLI

Filmex Forms Subsidiary
Mexico City, Aug. 10. — Filmex,
6TH WEEK
well known production company here,
has organized a producing subsidiary,
SAMUEL GOLDWYN PRESENTS
Artistas Asociadas, S.A. The staff
of the new company already includes
B'WAY
three directors : Jose and Gonzalo El"DEAD
A FILM CLASSIC END"
RELEASE
vira and Fernando Cortez. Each has
been assigned to direct two pictures a
BRANDT'S GOTHAM BAT 47ST
year.
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Little
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i Change

Spurs
in

Law

(Continued from page 1)
culated to troops overseas at Government expense so long "as there was
not a special list excluding some of
films."
theTaft
said he was unfamiliar with
either of the banned films and did not
know whether or not they contained
any political propaganda, but added, if
they do "they are prohibited from
being distributed at Government expense."
Army, Navy Meet on
Amendments Today
Washington, Aug. 10.— The banning of "Wilson" and "Heavenly
Days"
Army yesterday
as unsutiable byforthedistribution
to the Armed
Forces under the political ban of the
Soldier Voting Act, appeared today
as likely to bring speedy action on the
proposed revision of the law.
Officials of the Army and Navy will
meet tomorrow with members of the
Senate elections committee to discuss
the situation and attempt to develop a
new formula dealing with the dissemination of political propaganda to servicemen.
The application of the political provisions by Army and Navy officials
under the burden of the knowledge
that they might be held personally liable for violation of the law, which
carries heavy penalties, has been the
subject of criticism for some weeks,
as a result of the banning of a number of magazines from sales in post
exchanges.

Wilson'
Coast

Has

West

Opening

(Continued from page 1)
j turned out in full force. All approaches
Ito the theatre but one were closed
by the police.
Meanwhile, indignation ran rampant
, throughout
the 20th Century-Fox
I studios as a result of the War Depart' ment's ban on the film. No further
: comment was forthcoming with the
studio standing by the statement made
by Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox president
in New York yesterday.
In connection with the opening of
the film, William C. Gehring, 20thFox Western division sales manager,
is entertaining 23 exhibitors from the
Salt Lake City, Portland, Denver, and
Los Angeles areas plus 17 from Los
Angeles and 20 from Fox West Coast
Theatres. He will hold a studio lunch;on tomorrow. Gehring will start 20th
Century-Fox regional sales meetings
Saturday, with his representatives
present from six Western offices. He
plans visits here twice annually.

Maisie
(M-G-M)

Goes

Offers
Hope

to Reno"

Hollywood, Aug. 10 On
Manpower
(Continued from page 1)
U*OR reasons which do not appear on the screen, this item' in the
Maisie series has been allotted 91 minutes. The picture is long for
a secondary and thin for a top or solo programming. In other respects no immediate prospect of modifying
it conforms in general to the Maisie films which have preceded it.
the present policy of making such decisions on the local level.
The people who go along with Ann Sothern over the long route are
John Hodiak, Tom Drake, Marta Linden, Paul Cavanagh, Ava Gardner,
Designation as locally needed was
Bernard Nedell, Roland Dupree, Chick Chandler, Bunny Waters and asked of the WMC
some weeks ago
Donald Meek, Hodiak providing the romantic interest as a Reno Black- by representati
ves
of
the
industry and,
jack dealer in love with the heroine.
more recently, by the Office of CivilThe screenplay by Mary C. McCall, Jr., based on a story by Harry
ian Requirements, but it was said toRuby and James O'Hanlon, tells at length how Maisie, now a riveter
day that any such designation on a
in a plane plant, goes to Reno to sing with a band but gets involved
nation
-wide basis was not in prospect.
in an attempt of swindlers to engineer a divorce which would free an
This
statement was given point by
heiress from a soldier husband and give them a chance to get her money.
Heiress and soldier are made such sketchy characters that the plot instructions issued tonight by WMC
Chairman Paul McNutt, tightening
against their marriage seems like too much ado about too little.
Miss Sothern has some good moments, and some of the dialogue got the priority referral program, under
hearty laughs from a preview audience at the Village theatre in collegiate which area directors are authorized to
W'estwood.
require employers in less essential industries to release workers temporarGeorge Haight produced the picture and Harry Beaumont directed it.
ily for plants producing the most
critically short items in areas where
Running time, 91 mins. Release date not set. "G."
*
William
R. Weaver
the needs of these plants can be met
in no other way.
Dangerous
Journey
(20th Century-Fox)
/CAPITALIZING on the rubber-neck instinct inherent in most of us,
^ "Dangerous Journey," conducts a tour of the Dark Continent of
Africa and the more exotic lands of the East, India, Burma and Ceylon,
via the Armand Denis-Leila Roosevelt expedition. The scientific value
of the expedition is a moot question, but its entertainment contribution
is amply demonstrated.
This feature-length travelogue covers such subjects as self-mutilation
practiced by certain African natives to enhance their beauty; a thrilling sequence whereby a wild elephant is trapped ; the curious religious
rites of the Indians, and the climax of the film: the conquest of a
Snake-God in the remote fastness of Burma by a woman priestess,
according to traditional Burmese lore. The woman, to assert her
superiority over the snake, a deadly king cobra, must call him forth
from his pit and by a series of chants and intricate manoeuvers, kiss
the reptile three times on his clammy head, in order that her tribe shall
be blessed by fertility. Suffice it to say that a preview audience was on
tenterhooks until the woman accomplished her mission.
Conrad Nagel delivers a pithy narration for what is a completely
absorbing film. United Artists will distribute in most foreign territory.

Effect in Production Areas
There was some doubt how these
orders would affect exhibitors in areas
where drastic action is required to
man war plants, since it is contemplated that only men qualified for war
production jobs will be taken, the
situation apparently making the training of workers impracticable.
Employers whose workers are taken will be urged to grant them leave
without pay so that they may return
when released from war plants.
Workers qualified for war production
who refuse suitable employment without good cause will be terminated
from their present employment.

Set

Radio

Campaign

"ThePro
Sevent
h eCross"
hasss'
been se'Cro
To
mot
lected as the next M-G-M film to
receive national promotion over that
Running time, 73 mins. "G."* Release in September, Block 2.
company's "Screen Test" program,
heard, every night over WHN and 87
Charles Ryweck'
Mutual Network stations.
"G" denotes general classification.
One olthe most extensive spot radio
campaigns ever accorded an M-G-M
film in New York has been planned
Press Books
tion banning film's exhibition to troops M-G-M
for
"The Seventh Cross," which will
overseas. A CHGU spokesman toopen at the Capitol Theatre here folnight said some difference of opinion Get Village Column
regarding the course to be followed
lowing completion of the "Since You
M-G-M has inaugurated a new feaWent Away" run. The radio drive is
ture in its press books designed to scheduled
prevails.
to get under way today.
assist the small-town exhibitor, the;
home office here reported yesterday.
Estabrook Hits Ban
William R. Ferguson, exploitation
On 'Heavenly Days'
manager, announced that a column of
Coupon Books Make
Hollywood, Aug. 10.— In a state- exploitation ideas for small theatres
GFs Film Conscious
ment issued following the War De- will be incorporated in all press
partment's banning of "Heavenly books.
Camp Croft, S. C, Aug. 10.—
Included in the section will be
Enlisted men stationed here
Days," Howard Estabrook, who
are becoming regular film
wrote and directed it, said, "It is not stunts and promotions that can be
pro nor anti anything, especially New executed at small cost as well as defans, it is reported by Lt.
Deal. It is a light-hearted comedy,
signs for lobby displays, tie-ups,
E. E. Anderson, theatre ofwith a Washington background, pok- street ballyhoo, mailing pieces, etc.
ficer, who was responsible for
ing a little fun at the average citizen,
the recent issuance of coupon
CHGU Plans Action
and hints he should attend to his readmission books, entitling the
In 'Wilson' Ban
sponsibilities, which every editorial 1,100% Over Quota
boys to 10 shows for the price
■ Hollywood, Aug. 10. — The Coun- writer has been urging for years.
Washington, Aug. 10. — Manager
of eight. T/Sgt. Charles
Bert
Herman
of
the
Marlboro
Theatre
:il of Hollywood Guilds and Unions,
The statement cited a War DepartWolfe, manager of the Camp
which castigated the Washington
ment communication to RKO stating in Upper Marlboro, Md., surpassed
Croft theatres, stated that
Times-Herald for the alleged asser- its approval for domestic and export his Fifth War Loan bond quota by
promotion of the ticket books
:ion that the feature picture "Wilson" release. It continued, "This refers to 1100 percent. With a seating capacity
is boosting attendance in all
camps.
was propaganda, meets tomorrow af- civilian audiences. I am astonished at of 492, Herman's house was responsible for the sale of 515 bonds totalling
:ernoon to formulate a policy with
the action banning "Heavenly Days"
espect to the War Department's ac- for showing to the armed forces."
$81,000 with $12,000 in "E" bonds.

1

Directed by Henry King • Written by Lamar
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THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING! KEEP
SELLING WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

Century

from

Century-Fox
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Censorship
Of

at

Argentine

Root

Since raw stock was put under allocation, Argentina has been getting in
the neighborhood of 22,000,000 feet a
year, and in some quarters is seen as
being treated better than other nations
whose position among the Democracies
has been less questionable.

Embarks

on

Writer-Director Plan
Hollywood, Aug. 10. — A policy of
converting writers into directors has
been adopted by 20th Century-Fox, and
two assignments under the plan have
been made so far. George Seaton, who
wrote the screenplay for "The Song of
Bernadette" will direct "Diamond
Horseshoe", a major enterprise ; and
John Larkin, author of "Bermuda
Mystery" and more than a dozen other
minor features, will direct "The
Spider".
Producer Bryan Foy, scheduled to
turn out a dozen utility films on the
1944-45 program, is one of those who
will give emphasis to the new policy,
which is said to have been influenced
by the success of Darryl F. Zanuck,
who started as a writer. It is pointed
out that there are some 900 active
members of the Screen Writers Guild
in Hollywood and only about 250
class-A members of the Screen Directors Guild, although this, according
to reports, did not have a direct bearing on the adoption of the plan by
20th-Fox.
Honor

MacEachron

For

Bond

War

Selling

Jackson, Tenn., Aug. 10. — The
Jackson Exchange Club recently held
a "J. R. MacEachron Day" here
honoring the manager of the local
Princess Theatre and city manager
for Malco Theatres in recognition of
his work in War Loan campaigns.
MacEachron was responsible for
the sale of $100,000 worth of bonds
in the first drive, $300,000 in the
second, over $500,000 in the third and
approximately $1,200,000 in the fourth
campaign.
Honor Davis, Humphries
Philadelphia, Aug. 10. — Motion
Picture Associates will hold a testimonial dinner Sept. 11 for Alfred J.
Davis, new Monogram branch manager here, and William Humphries,
sales manager of 20th Century-Fox
succeeding Davis. George Beattie
heads the arrangements committee.
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Short

Subject

Ban

Washington, Aug. 10. — A critical
shortage of raw stock, the desire to
supply countries where we use the film
ourselves and growing dissatisfaction
with Argentina censorship are disclosed
to have been contributing factors to the
suspension some weeks ago of motion
picture film allocations to that country. While cutting off the raw stock
supply occurred at a time when relations between Washington and Argent i n a were becoming increasingly
strained, the action was in no sense an
"economic sanction" since Argentine
film inventories are believed to be sufficient for her to continue her two newsreels for some time, although it is not
known how badly her feature production will be affected.

20th-Fox

Picture

"The Desert Hawk"
(Columbia Serial)
Completely reversing the recent
serial
"Supermen"
who
flourishtrend
withtoward
the aid
of mechanics,
electronics and aeronautics, Columbia
here comes up with a lush, romantic,
swashbuckling chapter-play reminiscent of the Fairbanks-Valentino
era. And the shades of those great
figures almost rise from the memory
Book as Gilbert Roland, well-known
from such features as "The Sea
Hawk," makes his serial debut in the
twin roles of the good Kasim, rightful
ruler over the land of Ahab, and his
bad brother, Hassan, who deposes
him in the first episodes and is destined to reign ignominously until the
15th chapter.
Mona Maria, Argentine beauty who
can act, is present as the subject of
frequent rescues when she gets mixed
up with an outlaw band that complicates the works. Ben Welden, Kenneth MacDonald, Frank Lackteen and
Egon Brecher give strong support,
spiced with comedy. Produced by
Rudolph C. Flothow and directed by
B Reeves Mason, "The Desert
Hawk," on the basis of its two opening chapters, seems to be a winner.

Reviews

"Rockefeller
(RKO-Pathe)

Center"

A glimpse
of New
Rockefeller Center from
the York's
bottom up
and
from the inside out is afforded in the
current "This Is America" release.
For those who have not seen for
themselves this miracle of modern

By

Tram

Montreal,
Aug.
strike
of railway
and 10.—
bus Montreal's
operators
was responsible for losses of from 30
to 50 per cent. With an $11,500
house average, Loew's, playing "The
White Cliffs" for a third week, is expected to take $8,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 10:
"Le "The
Grand)GreatMensonge"
(French reissue,
Lie")
OR PHEUM— (1,100) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,000. (Average: $5,000).
500).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S — (2,900) (35c-53c-67c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $11,"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout" (Para.)
CAPITOL— (2,700) (30c-45c-63c) 7 days.
Gross:
$5,000. (Average: $8,000).
"Knickerbocker
Holiday" (UA)
"It Happened Tomorrow" (UA)
PRINCESS— (2,000) (27c-34c-47c) 7 days..
Gross: $3,000. (Average: $5,500).
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
PALACE^(2,70O) (30c-45c-62c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $10,000).

engineering, "Rockefeller Center" is
especially interesting and for those
who have interesting and little known
side-lights, for the most part concerned with the boiler room and behind-the-scenes functions of major
radio networks are brought to view.
Shots of the beginning of construction
of the Center are particularly good.
A fitting and effective climax is
offered in sequences showing the retreat ceremony executed by a New
York contingent of the Military Police forces on the Plaza as the flags
of the Allied Nations are lowered in
a territory which stands out today as
a symbol of the free peoples of the
world. The subject is well handled
with the photography and commentary up to usual high standards of the
series. Frederic Ullman, Jr., pro- Early
duced. Running time, 16 mins.

"Throwing the Bull"
(Warners)
The history of bull fights is traced
interestingly and entertainingly. The
matador is shown as he is trained
rtress Japan**
"Fo
from early youth to enter the bull-ring.
{United Artists)
James A. Fitzpatrick, who directed
Allied militarists predict that Japan
narrates, presents the bull-fight
imme- and
as a social and sporting event and
will withdraw into the area proper
,
island
diately surrounding the
the Mexican counterpart of the
Nippon s in- American baseball game. The film is
backed by Manchuria,
dustrial stronghold, there to launch her climaxed with a bull fight featuring
last-ditch stand against the inevitable
mili- Carlos Arrooza, one of Mexico's
crushing attack of total Allied
Film younger and more popular matadors.
tary strength. The National
The subject is a good one, both for
Board of Canada has undertaken a interest and education. Running time,
10 mins.
presentation of the exscreen
graphic pected
strategy.
While the Son of Heavon calls for
faith and courage from his people at "Tangled Travels"
are suf- ( Columbia)
home, his Armies and Navies
fering blow upon blow at the hands
A satire on travelogues, and a good
of the U. S. His people are starving. one. "Tangled Travels" is what the
The gradual weakening of the home film-going public needs more of. Built
front is adequately demonstrated in strictly for laughs, a dazed narrator
shots of factory hands working a 16- takes the audience on a whirlwind
hour day for little or no return— of trip through the country, pausing in
fishermen hauling in their bursting
the Bayou country to "buy you" a
nets, only to give the catch up to the drink
and skipping the Erie Canal ancones
lotteri
royal
of
—
ticipating an eerie encounter with his
government
ducted to alleviate the temendous war
mother-in-law.
"Tangled Travels" is
his
d
handle
has
Legge
debt. Stuart
7 mins.
subject in excellent fashion. His
script, spoken by Lome Greene, is
highly effective. These, coupled with "Mat Maulers"
a fine photographic job, combine to ( Columbia)
make a stirring and impressive acWrestling has turned into a "playcount of Nippon's war as the tide of
ful" little sport with nothing more exbattle turns against her. Running
citing than a few broken ribs to recall
time, 17 mins.
the "good old days" to the older fans
of what was once a brutal game. Two
of thetantwrestling
world'sabout
most theimporfigures are batted
mat,
"Brother Braf'
(Warners)
but torit's
all in fun,
commentaBill Stern.
The soreelsays
is loaded
with
Porgy Pig plays nursemaid to a
laughs.
Harry
Foster
directed.
RunBlockhead defense worker's child, afning time 9 mins.
fectionately called 'Butch,' and for
good reason. 'Butch' has been reared
by a child-psychology book — applied
Snapshots"
in most cases to his seat. Porky loses "Screen
( Columbia)
arMama
The
camera
catches Adolph Menjou,
but
baby
to theto save the pig from
the fight
rives in time
Veree Teasdale, Bob Burns, Joan
an untimely end at the hands of Davis and Jack Haley entertaining
'Butch,' well-schooled in boxing and servicemen in hospitals and via radio
the other manly arts. The subject is broadcasts
from Army and Naval
highly amusing. Leon Schlesinger bases. Also pictured are prominent
produced for the Looney Tune series.
Frank Tashlin supervised. Running Hollywood stars who are in uniform.
Running time 9Yi mins.
time, 7 mins.

Strike

Opening

Chicago

Fund

for

Drive

Chicago, Aug. 10. — The amusement
and recreation division of the 1944
Community and War Fund, which
opens its drive Oct. 1, jumped the
gun by officially opening its campaign
today during a luncheon at the Blackstone Hotel, tendered by Arthur
Schoenstandt, theatre circuit head and
chairman of the drive.
Present at the affair and pledging
their support were John Balaban, B
& K president; Jack Kirsh, president
Allied of Illinois ; J. E. Flynn, M-G-M
Western division manager; Tom Gilliam, 20th-Fox branch manager ; Chas.
Ryan, assistant Warner Brothers
Theaters zone manager; Eddie Silverman,president Esseness circuit ; Johnny
Jones, head of Jones, Linick and
Schaefer; James Gorman, president of
the projectionists here; Tom Burke,
head of the Janitors union ; Irving
Mack of Filmack Trailer ; and Sam
Myers, Ben Banowitz, Ben Bartleheads.
stein, and Lou Reinheimer, circuit
No quota for the amusement division
has been set as yet. Gorman said the
projectionists will donate a day's pay.

'Classics'

Gets

Levy;

Signs Two Circuits
Chicago, Aug. 10. — Ted Levy, former local head booker at Warners,
has been named booker and salesman
for Film Classics here, it was disclosed today by Johnny Jones, Chicago franchise holder. Levy was succeeded at Warners by George Benson.
Jones also reported that Film Classics has signed contracts with the
Essaness and Balaban and Katz circuits for product exhibition.
Weil,

Hoffberg

Close

Robert on
Weil,'Victory9
president of Scoop
Deal
Productions, and J. H. Hoffberg of
Hoffberg Productions have completed
a deal covering distribution of "One
Inch from Victory." The film had
its American premiere at the Stanley
Theatre in New York.
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$34,000
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Francisco
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San Francisco, Aug. 10. — Despite
an abundance
of holdovers here
I grosses were more than satisfactory
! 000
with in"Mademoiselle
its initial week.Fifi" taking $34.
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Grand

Soars

Redmond Moves Offices
John Redmond, division manager
in charge of RKO Singer Theatres in
the Midwest, will move his headquarters from the Metropolitan Building in Chicago to the Brandeis Theatre Building in Omaha on Aug. 15.

in

Week

Pittsburgh, Aug. 10. — "Going My
Way" is still out in front as it sweeps
into its third week at the Penn with
an estimated $25,000 gross.
Estimated receipts for the week end-

Shows

Heels

3rd Straight Week
Omaha, Aug. 10. — For the third
straight week "Going My Way," now
showing at the Orpheum theatre,
grabbed box office honors with a gross
of
Eve of St. Mark"
hit $12,100.
$10,200 at"The
the Paramount.
Estimated receipts for the week end"Secret
Command"
ing Aug.
9-10 : (Col.)
"Louisiana Hayride" (Col.)
BRANDEIS— (1,200) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,700. (Average: $6,500).
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
"Hat-Check Honey" (Univ.)
OMAHA— (2,000) (44c -60c) 7 days. Gross:
$9,400. (Average: $8,400).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
ORPHEUM — (3.000) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,100. (Average: $9,800).
"The Eve of St. Mark" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT — (2,900) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,200. (Average: $11,700).

$25,000

L. E. Corwin Dies
Los Angeles, Aug. 10. — Lawrence
E. Corwin, 40, formerly associated
with his brother Sherrill in the management of the Orpheum and other
theatres here, died yesterday in Topeka, Kansas. He is survived by his
widow, Estelle, and his father, J. H.
Corwin, in addition to his brother.

Pittsburgh

'Way'

to

Kansas
City, Aug.
10. — Hot
weather didn't affect soaring grosses
j here this week.
"Dragon Seed" at
i the Midland
did around $25,000.
, "Wing and a Prayer" drew $20,000 to
the Esquire, Uptown and Fairway.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 8-11 :
"Wing and; a Prayer" (2ftth-Fox)
ESQUIRE— (800) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross
1 $9,000. (Average: $6,000).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
MIDLAND — (3,500) (40c-60c) 7 days
Gross: $25,000. (Average: $14,000).
"Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
NEWMAN — (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
ORPHEUM — (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,400. (Average: $10,000).
"Charlie Chan in the Chinese Cat" (Mono.)
"Ghost That Walks Alone" (Col.)
TOWER— (2,200) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross
i $11,000. (Average: $9,400.)
"Wing and a Prayer" (ZOth-Fox)
UPTOWN — (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $5,600).
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
FAIRWAY— (700) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross
i $2,500. (Average: $1,600).

in Front

: (20th-Fox)
"Eve ingofAug.St.7-11
Mark"
J. P. HARRIS — (2,200) (35c-44c-65c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,500. (Average:
$10,100).
"Dead
End" (UA)
SENATOR—
(1,750) (35c-44c-65c)' 7 days.
Gross: $4,000. (Average: $3,400).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PENN— (3,400) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $25,000. (Average: $21,700).
"Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
RITZ — (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 5th
week. Gross: $3,000. (Average: $3,000).
"Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
STANLEY— (3,800) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $22,000).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
WARNER — (2,000) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $9,350).

Estimated receipts for the week end■ ing Aug. 8-10:
l| "Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
<-[ "Louisiana Hayride" (Col.)
ORFHEUM — (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days
i 3rd week.
Gross:
$17,000. (Average
i $15,000).
"MUe. Fifi" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE — (2,850) (45c-65c-85c) 7
i days. Stage: vaudeville.
Gross: $34,000.
; (Average: $27,000).
"Stagecoach" (UA)
WARFIELD— (2,680) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days
Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $29,000. (Average: $27,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
FOX — (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 4th
week. Gross: $31,500. (Average: $28,000).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT — (2,7.40) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $26,000. (Average:
$20 000).
"Take It Or Leave It" (ZOth-Fox)
"Song of Nevada" (Rep.)
STATE — (2,308) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
moveover from Warfield. Gross: $12,000.
(Average: $13,000).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
ST. FRANCIS — (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days. 6th week. Gross: $9,500. (Average:
$11,000).
"Sensations of 1944" (UA)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (45c-65c-85c)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,500. (Average:
$11,000).

'Dragon'

Out

AIR

BOOST

FOR

TO-NIGHT'S

Indianapolis

PAULETTE!

BROADCAST

"PEOPLE

ARE

FUNNY"

FURNISH

130-STATI0N

OF

POPULAR

PROGRAM

WILL

Topped

By 'Way' with $12,500
Indianapolis, Aug. 10. — "Going My
Way" in its third week at the Indiana
will do $12,500 to top receipts here
this week. "Bathing Beauty," in a
second week at Loew's, will gross

SHOW

WILL

BE

BUILT

Estimated receipts for the week end$10,500.
"ThisingIsAug.the8-10
Life"
: (Univ.)
"It Happened Tomorrow" (UA)
CIRCLE— (2,800) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $11,800).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
INDIANA — (3.200) (32c-55c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $12,500. (Average: $11,600).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S — (2,800) (32c-55c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross:Frisco"
$10,500.(Rep.)(Average: $11,500).
"Man from

THIS

MARK

SANDRICH

Roger
LYRIC—Touhv,
(2,000)Gangster"
(32c-55c) 7(20th-Fox)
days. Gross:
3,500. (Average: $4,900).
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Leivyn to Mexico
Mexico City, Aug. 10. — Lewis
Lewyn, Warners short subject producer working under Gordon Hollingshead has arrived here to make
final arrangements for the filming of
"Musical Mexico."

'Airof Routes"
Sees
Army
Over 1,000
bookings
"Global Air
Routes,"
produced
thedistributed
National
Film Board of Canadaby and
through United Artists, have been set
for Army posts for showing this
month.

8

Motion

Avoid
Over
On

Showdown
NBC

Film

Ban

Promotion

(Continued from page 1)
authority to accept or reject anything
on the air.
Film company publicity heads point
out that if NBC or the other networks which adopt similar policies
pursue this course of action it is unlikely that the companies will make
guest stars available for appearances
on network programs in instances
where they are in a position to control the appearances of stars or featured players on the air. It is pointed out that in a great many cases
which will come up, companies will
have no control over the star's air
appearances and will have to content
themselves with film promotion in
conformity with the network's policy.
However, if the advertising agency
which controls the program or the network itself requests the guest appearance of a particular star where the
studio has control over air appearances, the film company will insist
upon the insertion of the type of promotion which it desires.

Film

Features

Chicago

Air

Picture

Win

Time

(Continued from par/e 1)
taken some pressure on the part of
local advertising agencies with prospective sponsors looking for airtime
to convince station executives that film
news of territorial interest can increase
their audience.
Today, at least four regularly scheduled shows give publicity to local film
news and interview visiting film celebrities. They are Nikky Kaye on
WCFL, Nate Gross on WBBM, Don
Norman on WENR, and Eddie and
Fannie Cavanaugh on WGN. All programs are sponsored, but not by the
film industry.
Station WJJD has renewed its contract with Balaban and Katz whereby
the station exploits films in B & K
houses several times daily, while B
& K screens carry WJJD trailers.
B & K has also signed a contract with
WMAQ for 13 transcribed one-minute
announcements for the week of Aug.

14 promoting "The Hitler Gang" and
"And the Angels Sing" which will
play the Garrick and Chicago theatres
during that period. The success of this
campaign will determine the future
Methods of Retaliation
use of similar announcements.
Warner Theatres have had a long
Another means of retaliation against
any such arbitrary policy by the net- standing tie-up with Station WAAF
works which is available to the film
publicized both the circuit's
companies would be refusal to sell which
neighborhood theatres and its proradio rights to scripts of their films.
grams. A number of neighborhood independent exhibitors are using smaller
Although the sale of these scripts over
a period of years has been a source stations for frequent announcements of
of additional revenue to film com- important product.
panies, itis believed that they should
not hesitate to sacrifice the revenue to
force the hand of the networks if they SWG
Plans Group
refused the requested promotion which
accompanies the sale of the film script Television Study
for radio use. Here aa;ain the film
(Continued from page 1)
companies do not own full radio rights
the Society of Motion
in many of the literary properties matographers,
Picture Film Editors and the Western
which have been adapted to films and
branches of the Radio Writers Guild,
they would be powerless to prevent
Guild and the Amerithe sale of all scripts. Such programs Radiocan Directors
Federation of Radio Artists. The
as CBS "Radio Theatre" which fea- committee has announced a seven-point
tures Cecil B. DeMille, guest stars
and a film script, would be the hard- program under which it will produce
est hit to find other sources of pro- a "work shop television program,"
maintain courses of instruction, congram material.
duct meetings and provide lectures,
Both RKO and M-G-M now have pursue research, publish a newsletter,
network programs as a medium for
a circulating library and instiadvertising their films and all film operate
tute a study of economic problems.
companies have become heavy buyers
of spot announcements on the air.
Since any form of showdown between
radio and motion pictures would have Arthur Postpones
so many involved ramifications, film New Project
company heads see little opportunity
(Continued from page 1 )
for a real showdown. Ins^ad, they
are inclined to minimize the action of the new development because the
taken by NBC. The real showdown question mark is how the Governcould only come if radio is prepared
ment would view theatre men owning
to dispense with the use of guest film distribution companies in light of the
stars and film scripts in every in- avowed intention to force exhibition
stance where it is necessary to do so apart from production distribution. He
to force elimination of unwanted thinks his potential position might be
"forced plugs." This is not regarded identical only in reverse. Arthur entrains for St. Louis and then to New
as likely, and a compromise » on the
York on Sunday.
issue is seen.
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Daily
First

Half

Broidy
Meeting

$7,895,000

(Continued from page 1)
Federal normal and excess profits
taxes. The amount includes $693,000
representing
Paramount's
direct and
indirect
net interest
as a stockholder
in the combined undistributed earnings for the quarter of partially owned
non-consolidated subsidiaries.
The $4,081,000 of estimated combined consolidated and share of undistributed earnings for the quarter
represent $1.09 per share on the 3,752,136 shares of common stock outstanding on July 1, 1944, which compares with $1.02 per share for the
quarter ended July 5, 1943. The $7,895,000 of estimated combined consolidated and share of undistributed
earnings for the six months represent
$2.10 per share on such common stock
outstanding, which compares with
$1.97 per share for the first six months
of 1943.
Effective with the first release of
the current year, the portion of the
cost of released productions allocated
to foreign countries has ben amortized
commencing one month instead of the
previous basis of three months after
domestic release date. This change
resulted in increased film amortization
of approximately $90,000 in the 1944
periods.

$6,000,000 Loan
The Executive Committee of the
board of directors of the company
yesterday authorized the borrowing of
$6,000,000, currently under negotiation
with three banks, to be evidenced by
unsecured notes maturing $1,000,000
annually, 1945 to 1950. The proceeds
of this borrowing, to the extent necessary, are to be loaned by the company
to its wholly owned subsidiary, Paramount Broadway Corp., for the purpose of redeeming First Mortgage
Sinking Fund Loan Certificates on the
Paramount Theatre and Office Building, New York, thereby effecting a
net interest saving. When these
transactions have been completed the
accounts of Paramount Broadway
Corporation will thereafter be included in the consolidated financial accounts of the company.

Loew's
Is

40-Week

Net

Opens

Mono

Tomorrow

(Continued from page 1)
tative of Banner Productions, and Os
car Hanson, head of Monogram dis>
tribution in Canada.
On Sunday Broidy will review th<
product for the 1944-45 season, mucl
of which is completed, after whicl
there will be an open meeting.
Delegates present are : Robert Adi
ler, Albany ; A. C. Bromberg, George
L. Bell and M. W. Wimen, Atlanta
Herman Rifkin, Ben Abrams, Harrj
Levine, Frank Dervin, L. Poulton
Nat Levin and Stanley Farrington
Boston ; Howard W. McPherson, Michael Jusko and Oliver Unger, BuL
falo ; J. Sam Hinson, Charlotte ; Irving Mandel, Ben Eisenberg, Sidney
Mussman, Max Dreifuss, Hermar
Marks and Harold Wise. Chicago:
William Onie, Milton H. Gurian
Frank S. Decker, Azra A. Skirball
and Charles A. Weinberg, Cincinnati:
Additional Delegates
Also, Sam Schiltz, Carl ScheucK
and Nate Gerson, Cleveland ; Edwin
Blumenthal, John L. -Franconi, W. Ji
Cammer, Don Cole, Harry Williams
and Elizabeth Hawley, Dallas ; Lor
Fidler, R. E. Fulham and Rose Agi!
ron, Denver ; Edward Spiers and Zora
Fini, Des Moines ; M. Harlan Starr
Robert Haskins, Wm. A. Kent, George
Custer and Wm. H. Clark, Detroit
Carl Harthill, Matt Lavin and Mildred Winer, Indianapolis ; Mike Lee
Charlie Siebenthaler and Helen McCoy, Kansas City ; Bailer Prichard
Memphis ; C. W. Trampe, R. L. McNamee and H. Edward Lurie, Milwaukee.
Also, Thomas A. Burke, J. E. Lovelett, H. W. Buck, Berger Ronning
and Louise F. Wakefield, Minneapolis ;Henry Glover and Harold Cohen
New Orleans ; Joe Felder, Nat Furst
Jack Farkas, Meyer Solomon, Ber
Price and Etta Segall, New York
Carr Scott, J. Clark and P. W. Myers, Oklahoma City ; Michael Comei
and Ester Granville, Omaha ; Satt
Fineberg, Leo Wayne, Frank Dam
and Bill Graner, Philadelphia ; Barney Rosenthal, John Morphet, Wm
Guinan and N. A. Garner, St. Louis
Don Tibbs and Graham Susman, Sal
Lake City ; Harry Brown, Gladys
Murray, Jack Safer and Harry Gold
man, Washington ; O. R. Hanson ant
Harry
Kaufman.
Toronto, and Vic;
tor
Racknow,
Winnipeg.

Up $1,060,808
(Continued from page 1)
101 U. S. Features
aside in the comparable 40 weeks of
To War Prisons
last year.
(Continued from page I1)
The company's share of the operatBurlesque," "The Bridge of San Lui'j
ing
profit
after
subsidiaries'
preferred
dividends amounted to $28,020,795, Rey," "Kitty Foyle," "Cabin in tfij
compared to last year's $28,764,013. Sky," "The Man Who Came to Din !
This year $5,500,000 is being set aside ner," "Shine On, Harvest Moon,'
for a reserve of contingencies includ- "The Great Waltz," "Knickerbockeil
ing pro rata expense of the proposed Holiday," "The Uninvited" and "Uf
employees' retirement plan for 40 in Mabel's Room," are being taker
weeks of the current fiscal year as from camp to camp by 10 YMCA
workers from the neutral countries
againstserve for$3,800,000.
year's
re- who are equipped with 16mm portable:
depreciation This
amounts
to $2,670,778, compared to $2,622,477 for projection equipment. Newsreels anc
a like period last year.
war pictures are excluded bv both the
Film Men in War Fund
U. S. postal censors and by enemy
Illinois Allied Unveiling
Buffalo,
Aug.
10.
—
Charles
B.
Variety
Plans
Dance
Chicago, Aug. 10. — The service
regulations.
plaque of Allied Theatre Owners of Il- Taylor, publicity director of Buffalo
Washington,
Aug.
10.
—
Local
VaTheatres,
Inc.,
and
Elmer
F.
Lux,
linois will reveal names of 350 mem
riety will hold a Victory dinner dance
Moley to Mono.
bers in the Armed forces when it if branch manager here for RKO, have at the Willard Hotel here Nov. 25, Morgan,
Frank Morgan, formerly with RKO
been
named
to
the
theatre
committee
it was reported today by John S.
unveiled next month. Gold stars aoand Sam Moley, recently manager o<
pear opposite the names of Joseph of the third annual United War Fund Allen, chief barker. Carter Barron is Ross Federal Service in San Fran&
Community
Fund
campaign
which
chairman of the general committee,
Schaefer and Bill Pisula, both forcisco, Kansas
have joined City.
the Monogram sale.'
starts Oct. 2.
force in
assisted by Fred Kogod.
merly of the New Strand staff here.
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Arbitration
Industry
Talks

SPG

Wages

on

Reconversion

Justice Dep't Places
Limitations on Action

Washington, Aug. 13. — Participation of the War Production
Board's motion picture industry and
theatre advisory committees in the
planning of industrial demobilization
and reconversion has been given the
green light by the Department of Justice, but specific limitations have been
laid upon the participation of industry
representatives in program planning
and other activities of the Board.
In a letter to John Lord O'Brian,
WPB general counsel, who had asked
for an expression of his opinion, Attorney-General Francis Biddle held
that mere consultation between the
Board and its committees will not constitute a violation of the anti-trust
"consultat
warnedthethat
but
laws,
tion ion
by
determina
does not involve
ite
committe
advisory
industry
the
self of policies, the administration of
on of probor the formulati
programs, (Continued
on page 4)

's
Monogram
Set
Releases

Chicago, Aug. 13. — After designating release dates on product for the
first six months of 1944-45, Monogram went further at the conclusion
of its national sales convention at the
Blackstone today by rounding out the
final half of the new season. The procedure has some precedent in the industry, but has been applied rarely.
Twenty-seven releases in the six
months beginning August were divulged by W. Ray Johnston, company
{Continued on page 4)

Salary

Minimums

4,908

on

Post-War

Industry Plans to
Protest Spain Levy
The organized industry is
planning a protest through
the State Department on the
new import duties which
were recently imposed by the
Spanish government and
which the industry views as
discriminatory, Carl E. Mil^
liken, MPPDA foreign manager,
MOTION
TURE told
DAILY
on Friday.PICThe schedule of some of
the new imposts, as well as
other film taxes levied, were
carried in MOTION PICTURE DAILY of Aug. 9.

Theatres

$403,236,232

Bond

TEN

14, 1944

Publicists employed by ' Paramount,
Warner Bros., M-G-M, United Artists,
Universal, RKO Radio, Columbia, and
20th Century-Fox in New York will
receive a five per cent wage increase,
merit increases in some instances, and
will have the minimums in their job
classifications raised as a result of an
award handed down by the American
Arbitration Association at the weekend in a long-standing contract dispute
between the Screen Publicists Guild
and the major companies. Publicists
employed by the Marcus Loew Booking Agency and the RKO Service
Corp., are also included in the award.
Provisions of the award must be sub- Agree
on
Easing
mitted to the War Labor Board before
they become final.
Politics Ban
Under a general job progression Army
plan promulgated
SPG 8) last Sep{Continued by
on page
Washington, Aug. 13. — Amendments designed to deal with the problem arising out of the political ban
in the soldier voting act will be introduced in the Senate this week as a
Ask
3-Month
Delay
result of a conference between Army
and Navy officials and Senators Green
Of Schine Trial
and Taft of the Senate Elections Committee Friday.
The
meeting and the decision to
Trial of the Government's anti-trust
suit against Schine Chain Theatres, seek immediate and adequate relaxascheduled to be resumed in U. S. Distion of the law was prompted by the
trict Court at Buffalo tomorrow folWar
Department's rejection last week
lowing an adjournment of several of 'Wilson"
and "Heavenly Days"
months, will probably be postponed at as unsuitable for distribution to servleast until October on motion of Wilicemen because of their political conlard McKay of the defense counsel,
tent.
who will appear before Judge John
The major requirement of the
Knight today to argue a motion for amendments is expected to be that the
services make their selections so that
further adjournment.
the
political views expressed in magaMcKay's action will be based upon
zines, films and broadcasts shall be
the illness of Saul Rogers, one of the
attorneys associated with him on the equally divided between major opponents.
{Continued on page 4)

With reports tabulated from 4,908
of the estimated 9,000-odd theatres
which inparticipated
in theLoan
industry's
effort
the Fifth War
Drive
Communications
as official U. S. Treasury Department
issuing agents, 1,633,030 bonds with
Washington, Aug. 13. — Post war a maturity value of $403,236,232 were
television, short wave broadcasting sold during the drive, according to
and other communications problems the latest figures available at the ofwere discussed Friday and yesterday
fice of Robert J. O'Donnell, national
at meetings of some 200 representa- film industry chairman.
Of the total, war bond premieres
tives of the communications industries
and officials of the State Department accounted for 1,216.564 bonds with a
maturity value of $234,599,403; chiland other Federal agencies.
Francis C. De Wolf, chief of the drens' bond premieres were responsible for the sale of 156,489 with a
{Continued on page 4)

Meet
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Award

in
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WPB

U.S.A., MONDAY,

Report
Sale

maturity value of $16,908,790; and
Free Movie Days sold 99,254 with a
maturity value of $11,349,551.
It was learned at the weekend that
reports have now come in from about
5,100 theatres. In an effort to spur
the submission of final reports, film
salesmen in all territories were assigned lists of theatres which have not
yet responded, and during the week
they will personally visit and contact
these theatres. The salesmen are
armed with batches of report cards
sent out from national headquarters
last week.

Decree

CENTS

Trial

Preparations
Are

Launched

Attorneys
Anticipate
Prolonged, Complex Job
Counsel for the five consent decree companies, Loew's, Paramount, RKO, 20th Century-Fox
and Warners, late last week began
preparations for hearings and possible trial of the Department of Justice petition for amendment of the
consent decree which, among other
things, would require divorcement of
affiliated theatres within three years
and would make it mandatory for distributors to offer their pictures inDepartment's
petition
was filed in dividually.
U. TheS.
District court
here
a week ago.
Preparations for trial of the Department's action were initiated, it was
learned, more in recognition of the
huge amount of work and time which
are involved than in anticipation of
any early court action on the petition
itself. In this connection, it is pointed
{Continued on page 4)

WPB

Weighs

Stock

Cuts

As a result of the acute raw stock
film situation whereby the industry is
being compelled to accept a 20 per cent
cut in film allocation for the third
quarter ending Sept. 30, War Production Board officials in Washington are
planning to review stock shipments to
foreign countries with a view to effecting possible stock savings in that
direction, it was learned at the weekend.Since the industry is being reduced
{Continued on page 4)

Universal's
Trust

Voting

Is Dissolved

The voting trust for Universal
which was set up at the time J.
Cheever Cowdin's Standard Capital
Corp.controlling'
interest
in
the acquired
company a from
the late
Carl
Laemmle in 1936 was dissolved last
week, approximately
18 4)months in
{Continued on page
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Personal
Tradewise
By

Mention

UniHERMAN STERN,tricalhead of ment,
versal non-thea
depart
will observe his 29th anniversary with
the company next Saturday.
•
Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram producer, will arrive from the Coast today, accompanying Steve Broidy and
other home office officials from Chicago, where they attended the company's convention •over the weekend.

Rudolph Berger, M-G-M district
manager at Washington, D. C, is
pinch-hitting at Charlotte for Benn H.
Rosenwald, vacationing branch manager there.
•
Arthur Schwartz of the Schwartz
& Frohlich industry law firm has been
named Republican State chairman for
New York.
•
June

Havoc,

recently signed by
Edward Small for "Brewster's ( Millions," has invited the press to a "coming out party" at her
• home today.

Enrico De Enzio of Warners' foreign department is the father of a son
born to Mrs. De Eznio here Thursday.
•
Rube Jackter, Columbia assistant
general sales manager, will leave for
Philadelphia tomorrow.
•
Harry Blair, PRC advertisingpublicity chief, spent the weekend in
Connecticut.
•
Frank Rosenberg, Columbia director of advertising and publicity, will
leave today for a vacation.
Sidney Schrieber of the MPPDA
will return from vacation today.
•
Peggy Mahoney of the Universal
publicity department is vacationing.
Dispute Delays Start
Of Mexico Production
Mexico City, Aug. 13. — Although
the conflict within the National Cinematographic Industry Workers Union
that held up production for 17 days
prior to last Wednesday is regarded
officially as settled, work on the 32
films in process has not yet been resumed. Responsible for the new delay
are difficulties between the laborites
and producers, with the latter demanding modifications in the agreement on
working conditions and also, according
to the employes, refusing to recognize
the directors' union. An appeal to the
president of Mexico is expected to be
made in an effort to settle the dispute.
Drop Suit Over Coburn
Los Angeles, Aug. 13. — The'Columbia-20th Century-Fox suit arising
from the conflict fn commitments for
the services of Charles Coburn was
stricken from the calendar Friday by
Judge E. H. Wilson on the request
of Columbia counsel, who said an outof-court settlement is in negotiation.

A NY action by the Government to bring its proposals
for amendment of the consent
decree before the Federal court
here within a matter of months
would come as a distinct surprise to many home office distribution officials and decree
company attorneys, if their informal comments on the Department of Justice action of last
week may be taken at face value.
No action whatever is contemplated by the companies themselves for the time being.
The Department's move, as it
stands, constitutes more an item
of record than of action. Until
the Department takes the next
step, which is to start in motion
the legal machinery for bringing
the petition on for hearing, that
is what it will remain. When
that will be done, only the Department can say, but company
officials and attorneys believe it
may be a matter of months.
•
■Behind this view is the realization that the Department of
Justice more or less was impelled by the force of circumstances to do something about
the decree, and quickly.
The cry had gone up from
the defense in the trial of the
government's anti-trust suit
against the Schine Circuit at
Buffalo that, while a subordinate
action was being pressed there,
nothing whatever was being
done about the key government
suit here. There are circumstances in that fact that could
be prejudicial to the government's case in Buffalo, else the
issue never would have been
raised. The Department realized it as well as anyone.
Moreover, strategic phases of
the decree became unenforceable last Nov. 20, at the expiration of the decree's three-year
trial period, and nothing had
been done about them in the
more than eight months since.
The situation left the Departa "doyear.
nothing"
charge ment
in open
an toelection
There are other reasons, too,
why

the Department was impelled to do something and do it
promptly, not the least of which
is the strategic value, while negotiations for a new decree are
under way, of asking for a lot
more than it expects to get.
In taking the action it did, the
Department fortified its current
position on all legal fronts. It
is free to resume trial of the

.

SHERWIN

.

.

KANE

Schine anti-trust suit, or to open
up new fronts, without being accused of completely ignoring its
major front. And when it is
convenient for it to do so, it can
resume action on the major one.
At that time, of course, it
will be up to the companies to
go into action, but not before
then. The Department has, in
effect, initiated a petition that
the court grant it, without a
trial, all of the relief which it
originally sought in its New
York anti-trust suit, and which,
at the time of the filing of that
suit, it certainly did not hope to
get without a long and arduous
court trial.
•
It must not be overlooked that
the same course is open to the
companies. They have the same
right that the Department has
to draw up a petition which incorporates the most favorable
relief to them which they are
capable of envisioning within a
consent decree and presenting it
to the court for approval. Their
chances of getting theirs are
about as good as the Department's chances of getting its petition accepted.
The logical conclusion is that
the most that will come of it is
an attempt by the court, sitting
as an arbiter or intermediary, to
reconcile the two opposing sides
and obtain their acceptance of a
compromise decree. Should this
fail, presumably there would be
no alternative for the Department but to move to have the
decree vacated and begin trial
of its New York suit or of a
new one.
The outstanding fact, however, is that the decision is as
far away as it ever was.
Home officials are genuinely
concerned about the current raw
stock situation. Military demands, they say, are continuing
at an unbelievably high level.
Eastman was reported last week
as not having a foot of film on
hand for commercial purposes.
Some companies are in a favorable position both as to release
prints of new pictures on hand
and as to raw stock reserve,
should the present emergency be
of short duration. Others are
faced with the prospect of having to skimp on release prints
or miss release dates entirely,
and some are contemplating
postponement or cancellation of
features and serials in the minor
brackets.

Coast

Flashes
Hollywood, Aug. 13
THE Permanent
tee appointed Charities
Charles CommitKoerner
chairman of the Los Angeles area War
Chest Campaign, Oct. 2-Nov. 9.
Allen Rivkin has been signed by Sol
Lesser as producer-writer on a term
deal to begin Sept. 1. Rivkin's first
assignment will be the screen adaptation of the stage play, "Civilian
Clothes." Lesser's comedy for United Artists, "3 Is a Family," is now
before the cameras with Edward Ludwig directing and Charlie Ruggles
and Marjorie Reynolds starring.
Warners will produce "Catch a
Falling Star,"
basednovelette
upon the
Cosmopolitan Magazine
by Ruth
O'Malley. Peter Godfrey, who just
finished
will direct."Christmas in Connecticut,"
•
George Brown, studio publicity and
advertising director for Paramount,
will leave here for New York next
month man's
forCreek"
theatopening
of "Frenchthe Rivoli
Theatre.
20th-Fox gave Maureen O'Hara a
new term contract, allowing her to
make one feature annually for RKO.
Joseph Gershenson, Universal prodtrcer, will leave for 'New York shortly.
Ginsberg,
Due Here

Meiklejohn
From Coast

Henry Gingsberg, Paramount vicepresident and general manager in
charge of studio production, will arrive in New York today from Hollywood, accompanied by William
Meiklejohn,
of the studio's
talent
department.head
Ginsberg
will confer
with home office executives and set up
a closer liaison between the East and
West Coast talent and story departments. He and Meiklejohn will remain here until the end of the month.
Henry Ginsberg Will Be Guest of
Honor at Cruiser's Launching
Hollywood, Aug. 13. — In tribute to
the success of the Hollywood Motion
Picture War Finance Committee under
his chairmanship, Henry Ginsberg will
be guest of honor at the launching of
the cruiser Los Angeles in Philadelphia, Aug. 20.
Home

Offices Close

Early Due to Heat
Because of the extreme
heat, most home offices closed
early on Friday. Warners
and M-G-M shut down at
4 P.M., while United Artists
closed at 3:30.
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Weighs
Cuts

{Continued from page 1)
this quarter from its customary 320,000,000 feet of raw stock to 255,000,000 feet by allocations on the basis of
the critical needs of the companies, a
commensurate cut is being considered
for such countries as Mexico, Spain,
Sweden, India, Australia, New Zealand and Russia, which are among the
countries currently receiving raw stock
from the U. S.
According to the office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
the yearly consumption of LatinAmerican countries is estimated at 90,000,000 feet, with Mexico utilizing the
major portion, from 40 to 45 million
feet. The Latin-American countries
have scrupulously adhered to their
quotas, frequently failing to draw on
their full amounts, it is understood.
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(Continued from page 1)
out, the regular court term does not
reopen until Oct. 2 and, meanwhile,
Department attorneys most likely to
prosecute the petition will themselves
be engaged in preparations for the resumption of trial of the Schine Circuit anti-trust suit in Federal court
at Buffalo either this month or early
in the Fall. Moreover, it is not believed that the Federal court here will
unduly hasten the start of hearing of
an action which may require the better part of a year, or longer, to try.
Decree company counsel, however,
are anxious to prepare their case as
promptly as possible, both because of
the time which will be required for
preparation and in order to be ready
Cause for Argentina's Quota
for any eventuality which might
Argentina, which recently set a film
bring
on a hearing of the Departquota making it mandatory for exment's petition earlier than might
hibitors to devote 25 per cent of their reasonably
be expected.
playing time to native product, is beGuidance for Decree Counsel
lieved to have been prompted to this
action partly in retaliation for being
In so doing, they are being guided
cut off ifrom American raw stock by Section 23 of the decree, under
supplies.
the pertinent
Department's
petitionof was
Australia and New Zealand are esti- which
filed. The
paragraph
the
mated to utilize 50,000,000 feet of stock. Section reads :
Large quantities of base stock are
"Any application by any party
shipped to England, where the processing is completed.
to this decree under the provisions of this Section shall be
It is believed that the Latin-American countries would accept a cut in
made in open court upon notice
their raw stock allocations with good
to all of the other parties to
this decree, and each such
grace, for they are fully aware of the
debt that they owe the U. S. for the
party, upon such application,
development of their own industries.
shall have the right and priviRepresentatives of the 11 distribulege of requiring the productors are scheduled to meet today to
tion of witnesses upon whose
continue discussion of the situation,
testimony such application is
during which they will submit data on
sought or opposed, and of examtheir requirements for this quarter.
ining or cross-examining such
witnesses in accordance with
the rules of the Court."
on Post-War
Meet
Individual company counsel conferred on preparations for trial with
Communications
company executives last week. The
attorneys are scheduled to meet tomorrow for a second joint conference,
(Continued from page 1)
the first having been held last Tuestelecommunications division, told the day.
industry representatives of the aims
Meanwhile, the Department has
of the State Department to stream- taken no further action in the direcline and modernize the Madrid Comtion of obtaining a hearing date for
munications Treaty of 1932 to take
its
petition.
into consideration the great developments of the past 12 years.
Last week's meetings were designed UniversaVs Voting
to lay the groundwork for interna- Trust Is Dissolved
tional conferences, the first of which
(Continued from page 1)
may be held in Rio de Janeiro next
advance
of expiration of the 10-year
Spring, out of which may _ come a
world telecommunications union. The period for which it was established
originally.
allocation of frequencies and the prevention of interference are major
The permanent character of the comproblems which must be dealt with,
pany's present management, headed
particularly in view of the develop- .by Nate J. Blumberg, president, and
Cowdin, chairman of the board, toment of television.
gether with the highly satisfactory
A recommendation of the interdeoperating
results of the past several
partmental radio advisory committee
for the abolition of the present inter- years, are described as having made
national short wave service system to possible the dissolution of the voting
make room for television, frequency trust. LTniversal's voting trust certificates have been withdrawn from
modulation and other services aroused
trading
on
the New York Curb Exconsiderable opposition from reprechange as a result and holders have
sentatives of that branch of the inbeen requested to exchange their
dustry.
certificates for Universal common
postfor
s
suggestion
of
number
A
war communications were offered, stock on a share-for-share basis.
Voting trustees were : Cowdin, J.
among them a proposal to appropriate all German, Italian and Japanese Arthur Rank, Charles R. Rogers,
short wave stations for use by the Daniel Shaefer, Pitavio Prochet, Preston Davie and Paul Brown.
United Nations.

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Aug. 13.

president, in Motion Picture Daily
Aug. 1, at which time he promised to THE Warner lot will be crowded
to capacity this month with seven
name the last half at the Chicago convention. The detail :
pictures of the 1944-45 schedule in
work and three others to be started
"Gang War," Feb. 3 ; western com- shortly. Productions impending include
edy-drama with Johnny Mack Brown "San Antonio," starring Errol Flynn,
and Raymond Hatton, Feb. 3 ; "John Alexis Smith, and Zachary Scott;
Dillinger, Mobster," Feb. 17; "Drag- "Nobody Lives Forever," John Garon's Son" with Ducky Louie, Feb. 24 ;
field starrer; and "A Night at 'Tony
a Cisco Kid with Duncan Renaldo, Pastor's,"
starring Ann Sheridan,
Feb. 24.
Jane Wyman, Jack Carson and Irene
An East Side Kid picture, March Manning. Already in production are
3 ; "Divorce" with Kay Francis, "God Is My Co-Pilot," "Pillar to
March 10; western with Brown and
Hatton, March 17 ; a Charlie Chan Post," "Hollywood Canteen," "Objective Burma," "Roughly Speaking,"
with Sidney Toler, March 24 ; a Sad- and "The Corn Is Green," starring
dle Pals western with Jimmy Wakely,
Lee White and Dennis Moore, March Bette Davis, as well as "Of Human
Bondage," in which Eleanor Parker is
31.
doing the role in which Miss Davis
"Rhythm Range," with N. T. G. achieved stardom.
•
and His Girls, April 7 ; "Jungle Fear"
Elizabeth
Patterson
has been signed
with Acquanetta, April 14 ; "The
Honest Gambler," April 21 ; western
with Brown and Hatton, April 28.
by Columbia for a jeatured role in "A
Woman's Privilege," which stars Irene
A Cisco Kid with Renaldo, May 12 ; Dunne, Charles Boyer and Charles
"Sunbonnet Sue," May 26.
Coburn under direction of Charles
An East Side Kid, June 9 ; western Vidor. . . . Paramount producers Bill
with Brown and Hatton, June 16 ; Pine and Bill Thomas have signed
"The Shadow," June 23 ; a Saddle Charles Arnt to portray a crooked
Pals film, June 30.
lawyer in "Dangerous Passage,"
A Kitty O'Day with Jean Parker, 'which will co-star Robert Lowery and
July 7 ; a Charlie Chan, July 14 ; an- Phyllis Brooks. . . . Robert Clampett,
other with Acquanetta, July 21 ; westfor established
Warner's carern with Brown and Hatton, July 28. supervisor-director
toon productions, has
an
experimental
television
cartoon
studio
A Cisco Kid, Aug. 11 ; BrownHatton western, Aug. 18; an East as part of the setup of Patrick Michael
Cunning Tele productions. Clampett,
Side Kid, Aug. 25.
A Saddle Pals western, Sept. 8; ivho retains his Warner affiliation, will
2nd Brown-Hatton western, Sept. 15. develop a technique for both entertainment and commercial purposes.

Ask
Of

3-Month
Schine

Delay

Trial

(Continued from page 1)
defense, and it is not anticipated that
the Department of Justice will raise
any objection. McKay will point out
that, while Rogers is on the road to
recovery, he is still confined to his
h8me and will not be in condition to
undertake a strenuous trial before October. Rogers handled the examination of witnesses for Schine prior to
the earlier adjournment.

Industry, WPB
Talks
On Reconversion
(Continued from page 1)
lems which should be the responsi-

of the WPB."
"Thebility carrying
out of consultations,"
Biddle added, "should not be considered as implying that members of
such committees are authorized to get
together and reach an agreed position in anticipation of such consultations. If the members of the committees should themselves privately
agree on any plan or program or take
part in any such private plan or proAlso because of Rogers' illness, the
gram involving, directly or indirectfiling of an appeal in the Prefect
ly, the production or distribution of
Theatres' anti-trust trial against a commodities, such a plan or program
number of distributing companies is
expected to be deferred until soon would be subject to the- anti-trust
before Sept. 28, which will mark the
expiration of the 90 days allowed for
Columbia
Directors
filing. Prefect's motion for a new trial
was denied by Judge Carroll Hincks Vote 50c Dividend
in U. S. District Court at New HavColumbia reported at the weekend
en, Conn., late in June. McKay explained at the weekend that the press that the board of directors, at its
laws."
of work which immediately follows an meeting
Thursday, declared a diviappeal makes it wise to delay doing so
dend of 50 cents per share on the common stock, payable Sept. 22, to stockuntil Rogers' health has improved.
holders of record, Sept. 7.
Judge Hincks took the Prefect case
from the jury at the conclusion of the
plaintiff's testimony and handed down Fined for Obscene Film
a verdict in favor of the defendants.
Los Angeles, Aug. 13. — Robert
Branch and Vivian Sellers, convicted
WB Ad Boys Play Ball
last Thursday on a charge of showing, an obscene film at the Arcade
Warners' advertising-publicity staff, theatre,
were each fined $100 Friday
under Mort Blumenstock, will divide
and
were
sentenced to 30 days iminto teams tonight in a soft-ball game
at Central Park. Dave Carson and
prisonment byJudge Charles P. Johnson, who suspended jail sentence durBob Young have been named captains.
ing good behavior.
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Picture

Arbitration

Is

Boosts

Reviews
Steady,

With

"When
{Monogram) Strangers

Marry"

Hollywood, Aug. 13
L_J ERE is a neat number in the mystery classification. In the light
of its budget, "When Strangers Marry" ranks high in its category.
Principal elements contributing to interesting and effective values in
Hollywood, Aug. 13. — Production
held steady last week as 11 pictures suspense are taut and firm direction by William Castle, the man who is
were completed, and 12 went before directing "The Whistler" series for Columbia, and highly competent
the cameras. The total number in black-and-white photography by Ira Morgan. By no means to be bywork was 50, as compared with 49 the
passed, however, is a series of nicely drawn performances by the cast.
previous week. The production scene
Story facets are occasionally on the fuzzy slide and motivations of
follows :
Dean Jagger, the pursued man, might, have been clearer. But this
Columbia
story of a murder and circumstantial evidence, nevertheless, holds together for its length. It deals with the marriage of Kim Hunter to
Started: "Hello, Mom," with Jane
Darwell, Larry Parks, Jane Frazee, Jagger after short acquaintance and a series of unexplained events and
Ross Hunter, Loren Tindall, Carole curious actions on his part which lead her to believe finally that he was
Mathews, Jimmy Lloyd.
the silk-stocking killer. The switch comes toward the end when it is
Shooting : "Phantom Outlaws," Robert Mitchum, her rejected suitor posing as a benevolent friend, who
"Tonight and Every Night," "A proves to be the murderer. Neil Hamilton as the sleuth is incisive and
Woman's Privilege" (formerly "Un- emphatic ; there ought to be more of him in pictures.
titled Dunne-Boyer"), "Dormant AcThis attraction does not rely so much on chilling story climaxes as
count" (Darmour).
it does on characterization, incident and mood. It has plenty of all
M-G-M
three, drawn from a script by Philip Yordan and Dennis Cooper and
Finished: "The Picture of Dorian
brought to fruition by Castle's intelligent handling. King Brothers
Gray."
Starteds "Gentle Annie," with produced.
James Craig, Donna Reed, Marjorie
Release date Sept. 23. Running time, 76 mins. '"G."*
Main, Barton MacLane.
Shooting : "Autumn Fever," "The
Clock," "Dr. Red Adams," "Anchors
Aweigh," "Airship Squadron 4," "Mu- "Three of a Kind"
sic for Millions," "Son of Lassie," (M onogram)
"Ziegfeld Follies."
Billy Gilbert, Shemp Howard of "Three Stooges"
WHEEZING
Monogram
fame and Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom carry this slender production through on the strength of their respective vaudevillian routines.
Finished: "Frontier Frame-Up, " Director D. Ross Lederman has given the trio free rein here, and the
"Little Devils," "Ghost of Indian
result is a comedy in the slapstick vein, mixed with a little pathos at
Springs."
strategic
points.
Started: "The Case of the Missing
Medico," with Duncan Renaldo, MarThe story deals with young Buzzy Howard whose father kills himtin Garralaga, Gwen Kenyon, Norman
self upon learning his wife, Buzzy's stepmother, Helen Gilbert, is
Willis, Donna Dax ; "Murder in the unfaithful.
Shemp and Billy take over the care of the youngster, and
Family," with Billy Gilbert, Shemp
Howard, Maxie Rosenbloom, Jayne from there on the film is concerned with the guardians' attempts at supHazard.
porting their charge. Eventually they are employed by Rosenbloom at
Shooting : "They Shall Have his restaurant, where cashier June Lang falls in love with Billy. In
the meantime, Miss Gilbert, upon learning her late husband left money
Faith," "Army Wives."
Paramount
to the boy, schemes to gain custody of the child, but she is foiled by
Gilbert, Howard, Rosenbloom and Miss Lang. Billy, who with Shemp
Finished: "Here Come the Waves."
lands
a radio job, marries Miss Lang, and they adopt Buzzy.
Shooting ; " Kitty," "Out of This
Screenplay was by Earle Snell and Arthur Caesar. Sam Katzman and
World."
PRC
Jack Dietz produced with Barney A. Sarecky as associate.
Finished: "Here We Go Again,"
McNamara
Running time 67 mins. "G."* Release date, JulyHelen
22.
"I Accuse My Parents."
Started: "Twin Guns," with Tex
* "G" denotes general classification.
Ritter, Dave O'Brien, Guy Wilkerson. "Phantom of Wild Valley,"
with Buster Crabbe, Al St. John,
Kermit Maynard, Elaine Morey.
Shooting: "The Great John L" Cooling Systems Hold
Shooting : "The Town Went Wild." (Crosby) ; "The House of Dr. EdU p During Heat Wave
RKO Radio
wardes" (Vanguard).
Boston, Aug. 13. — This city came
Universal
Started: "Two O'Clock Courage,"
through the heat wave successfully
with Tom Conway, Ann Rutherford,
Finished: "Renegades of the Rio
with all air-conditioning plants in film
June Duprez, Bettejane Greer, Rich"The Mummy's Curse."
Grande,"
ard Lane, Emory Parnell.
Started: "Arsene Lupin," with houses working full-time. No breakShooting : "Pan- Americana," "Isle George Korvin, Ella Raines, and J.
downs were experienced through the
of the Dead," "Experiment Perilous," Carrol Naish ; "Musical Roundup," two weeks of intense heat.
"It's a Pleasure" (International). with
O'Driscoll and Noah
Jr.
Beery, Martha
Neighborhood theatres, including the
"Wonder Man" (Goldwyn).
Circle,
the Coolidge Corner and the
Finished : "Betrayal from the East."
Shooting: "Mike Goes to a Party," Allston Capitol utilized
various types
Republic
"Queen of the Nile," "Can't Help
Shooting : "Lake Placid Serenade,"
of systems ranging from the Circle's
Warner
"Faces in the Fog," "Flame of Bar- Singing."
modern Freon plant to giant electric
"
Co-Pilot,
My
Coast."
Is
"God
fans and cooling systems of an older
bary
Started:
with Dennis Morgan, Raymond Mas20th Century-Fox
sey, Andrea King, Alan Hale, Dane
Finished : "Thunderhead."
Clark, Donald Woods, John Ridgeley, type.
Tom Wall, manager of the Circle ;
Shooting: "Nob Hill," "Sunday
Alvin. "Pillar to Post," with Joe Marquis of the Capitol and Jack
Dinner for a Soldier," "Winger Vic- John
Ida Lupino, Walter Huston, William Markle of the Coolidge Corner rePrince, Johnny Mitchell, Barbara
tory."
Brown.
United Artists
ported receiving votes of gratitude
from
residents
of Brookline, Brighton
Started : "Brewster's Millions"
Shooting : "Of Human Bondage," and Allston for their
part in keeping
"The
Corn
Is
Green,"
"Roughly
(Small), with Dennis O'Keefe, Helen
Walker, "Rochester," Gail Patrick
the
respective
populaces
comfortable.
Speaking," "Objective Burma," "Holand Garry Moore.
50
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SPG

Award!
Wages

Minimums

j

|

(Continued from page 1)

tember, which provided for upgrading!
of publicists and wage increases based 'I
on
and $2S-$34
experi- 'i <
ence,their
the length
minimumofs service
asked were
for apprenti
for '
s ; $40-$49
ce publicist
associat
e publicis
ts Grade
I ; $55-$70' V
for associate publicists Grade II ; $80- 1
$90 for associate publicists Grade III ;
and a minimum of $115 a week for!
publicists. Further, the SPG sought
the balance of the 15 per cent wage j
increase permitted under the Little ' f
Steel Formula since having received ;
a 16 per cent wage increase at the <
signing of the first two-year contract!
in May 1942. Minimum salaries under
the original contract were $25 for
apprentices; $40 for associate publicists and $65 for publicists.
The award covers the renegotiation
of the wage clause in the SPG contract with the companies for the period'
of May 4, 1943, to May 3, 1944, as
well as the renegotiation of a new
contract retroactive to last May 4 and
terminating May 3, 1946.
Provisions for Increases
According to its provisions, a general increase of five per cent of the
average salary for publicists as of Jan.
1, 1941, is ordered for the one-yeai
period starting May 4, 1943, to bring
the publicists up to the 15 per cenl
increase allowable under the Little
Steel Formula. Further, merit increases may be granted for the speci
fied 1943-44 period. These are tc
include the general five per cent increases and are not to exceed tht
aggregate of $10 per week for thost
in the "publicist" and "associate publicist" categories and five dollars i
week for apprentices. All increase;
are retroactive to the reopening date;
of the various contracts.
Minimums for the various classifications ofthe publicists are raised tr
$30-$40 for apprentices; $50-65 foi
associate publicists; and $70-$90 foi
publicists. A new classification knowr ,
as senior publicists is established witl
a minimum salary of $100 a week.
Under the new two-year contract
all non-wage clauses of the 1942-4contract which expired May 4, art!
ordered continued, with the exception
that all contracts are to be made uni-ji
form and are to include the same expiration date.
The arbitrators included Aaron
Horvitz selected by the American Ar-i
bitration Association, Aaron Schneider
named by SPG, and C. J. Scollarci
of Paramount, designated by the companies. Hearings on the proceeding,
started last February.
Burnett

to St, Louis,

Other Loew Switches
.
Martin
Burnett, manager
of Loew's
Penn
in Pittsburgh,
has been
transferred to Loew's State in St. Louis to
replace Rex Williams, recently named
exploitation director for United Artists, it was reported at the weekend
by
Josephtheatre
R. Vogel,
in charge of outof-town
operations.
Other switches include the transfer
of Harry Greenman, manager of the
Boston Orpheum, who moves to
Pittsburgh. George Kraska replaces^
him in Boston, while Harold S. Mortin takes over Kraska's post.
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plastering them with super block-busters

SEUING WAR BONDS FIGHT BY THE SIDE
THE TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!

bombsights,

increasing, the load of our

big Ad carriers, building up the bang
our Advertising

bombs.

in

The blanketing

part of the operation is strictly up to you.
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itock

Theatres
Up

on

Picture

Daily

To

Warner

Sales

Winners

Due

Oil

Washington, Aug. 13.— Exhibitors
ho heat their theatres with fuel oi
e being urged by the Government to
y in as much oil as their tanks will
)ld "while deliveries can still be
ade."
Warning
consumers to buy oil now,
bile transportation still is relatively
,sy, Defense Transportation Direcr J. M. Johnson at the weekend was
:ssimistic over the prospects for next
inter.
"The shortage of tank cars, scarcity
' tank trucks and almost total lack of
:avy-duty tires have combined to
eate a national crisis in petroleum
asportation," he explained. Meanhile, military demands for available
isoline and other petroleum products
■e mounting.
Transportation of military supplies
ust and will come first, Johnson de
iared, with the result that civilians
ho delay in placing their orders for
lei oil may find that deliveries can
)t be made because equipment is tied
3 in handling military requirements.
"If the situation develops to a point
here deliveries of civilian fuel oil
innot be made because of military
;eds, the person who waits until the
st minute to put in his order can
ame no one but himself," he said.

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

•moots Rites Held
jLittle [Falls, Minn., Aug. 13. —
uneral services were held here reentry for H. B. Smoots, 68, veteran
teatre operator and owner of the
Seal film1 houses. Many northwest
|id Minneapolis exhibitors and exlange men attended the last rites.
moots is survived by a son, Lowell,
11 the Armed forces, and his widow
!ho will operate the Little Falls
jeatres.
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'LoF; Ready to Go
Plans for the publication: of the new
Loew-Metro house organ, "Lo ! " under the direction of Oscar A. Doob
and Mike Simmons, editor of The
Distributor, Ernie Emerling and Eddie Dowden, were completed at the
weekend, it was reported, by C. C.
Moskowitz.
The publication will be mailed to
Loew's Theatres in and outside of
New York and to Loew staff members
in the armed forces. Department
chiefs have named "floor reporters" to
gather material for the sheet.

Jeanne

P.M...

"NO

Publication

FUN-

'MIRACLE'

"HONEY

.AND

ALL

MIRROR'S

SAYS

Chicago Finds Film
Houses Fire Safe
Chicago, Aug. 13.— Several minor
theatre fires in this area prompted
Paul Gerhardt, Jr., Chicago building
inspector, to order inspection of all
places of public assembly. Film houses,
with regard to fire protection, were
reported to be in good condition.
Chief John L. Fenn of the fire prevention bureau filed a complaint
against a theatre operated by the
Uptown Players, claiming fire ordinances had been violated inasmuch as
there were no rear exists, no fire
curtain and no sprinkler system.

NewLoew

TOPS

ADMISSIONS!

"HAIL".

."BETTER
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"MIRACLE"

1500

PRES.T0N
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OF

YORK'S

CONQUERING

PARAMOUNT

SMASH

'MIRACLE

AS

THE

DAILY
Adventure' Set Aug. 19
] Artkino's "Adventure in Bokhara,"
j film about Nasredin, legendary
ear East folk hero, will open at the
tanley Theatre on Saturday.

THAN

Today

Winners of War Bond awards in
Warners' annual sales drive will be
announced on the Coast today by Ben
Kalmenson, general sales manager, at
an executive sales conference there.
Winners include :
District Managers— Henry Herbel,
West Coast ; R. L. McCoy, Southern ;
Norman Ayers, Eastern ; Harry Seed,
Midwest; Charles Rich, Central.
Branch Managers— Luke Conner,
New Orleans; Fred Greenberg, Los
Angeles; E. A. Bell, Denver; Al
Shmitken, San Francisco ; Al Oxtoby,
Portland; H. G. Krurara, Atlanta;
E. A. Williamson, Memphis ; Vete
Stewart, Seattle; Clarence Eiseman
New York; J. W. Loewe, Oklahoma
City; J. A. Bachman, Charlotte; C.
W. McKean, Indianapolis; Doak
Roberts, Dallas ; Al Herman, Buffalo ;
Paul Krumenacker, Albany.
Salesmen— Harry Mandel, Chicago;
Harry Decker, New York; H. Blass,
Minneapolis ; Al Grubstick, San Francisco;W. A. Haefliger, Denver; D.
Webster, Salt Lake City; C. Galloway, Memphis ; Leo Jacobi, New
York; R. Bixler, Dallas; W. Gleasori, St. Louis.
Awards also were made, to bookers
and ad accessories salesmen.

Skeffington' Takes
lobust $20,000
Milwaukee, Aug. 13. — "The Story
; Dr. Wassell" reached $15,900 at
le Palacje, with "Mr. Skeffington"
tting a ^ross of $20,000 at the War;r.
Estimated receipts for the week
iding Aiig. 12 :
Wing and a Prayer" (ZOth-Foix)
WISCONSIN — 3,200 (40c-60c-80c) 7 days.
ross: $14,000. (Average: $14,000).
The Story! of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
PALACE; — 2,400 (40c-60c-80c) 7 days.
ross: $15,900. (Average: $11,500)
Home in Indiana" (ZOth-Fox)
The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
,STRANDi-l,400 (40c-60c-80c) 7 days, 3rd
leek downtown. Gross: $3,050. (Average :
J,500). |
Up in Arms" (RKO)
Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep.)
iALHAMBRA— 1,900 (50c-72c) 7 days, 4th
eek downtown. Gross: $10,000. (AverI re: $10,000).
'Mr. Skeffington" (W.B.)
(Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
IWARN ER — 2,400 (50c-72c) 7 days. Gross:
1 0,000. (Average: $14,000)
[Sang of the Open
(U.A.)On stage:
IRIVERSIDE—
2,700 Road"
(65c-85c).
|reddy Slack and Band. Gross: $15,000.
.Vverage: $15,000).

Drive11

A

OF
ONE

MISS

IT'"

Ansell

Gets

Heights Theatre
Jeanne Ansell has leased the
Heights Theatre, 159 Washington St.,
Brooklyn, from the I. H. Rosenberg
Corp. of New York, through Berk
and Krumgold, theatre realtors, it was
reported recently. Following renovations the house will show Spanish
films exclusively.
Miss Ansell also operates the Manhattan Theatre and the Art in the
'sh
productions.
Bronx,
both of which adhere to Span-
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0fashion
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It has become

jaundiced eye at Hollywood's
it to the screen.

I must

admit

Lester

Cowan

I was

treatment

somewhat

planned

radical

a

of his play in bringing

concerned

certain

to cast

when

changes

I heard

that

for the screen

version of "Tomorrow the World." After all, our play had a
record of fourteen months on Broadway and a successful road
engagement.

It had

been

hailed

drama. of the season.

But I have

version.

was

My

concern

much

Fredric

excitement

March,

through

represent

our

Broadway

a rough cut of the film

The

film preserves
tremendous

the freer medium
Moorehead,

perfect casting.
cast,

critics as the best

play, and adds

Betty Field, Agnes

Edit Angold,
original

just seen

needless.

values of an already successful
and

by many

even

scope

of the screen.

Joan

Carroll

Slcippy Homeier,

surpasses

all the

and
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his great
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performance.

I have
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wired

the authors
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of the play, Private
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may
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wood.

throw
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against news

A stage hit of the 1943-44 season, "Tomorrow
be an even greater screen hit in 1944-45.
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Raw

Speculation

Heat Again Closes
N. Y. Film Offices

Over

Several distribution and
circuit home offices here, and
numerous smaller places sent
employes home early yesterday as one of New York's
most prolonged heat waves,
continued. Temperatures have
exceeded the 90-plus mark
for several days. LoewM-G-M, Paramount, RKO,
United Artists, Warners and
Monogram were among those
closing several hours before
regular quitting time.

U.

Peace

S.

-Shows

Says 'Wilson'
Army
'Heavenly Days'

To

Stock

CENTS

Cut

Continue

d

Haven'tBeenBanne

Year's
End
Washington, Aug. 14. — Army pub- To
lic relations officials admitted at the
But Next Cut Seen As
Millions Now Seeing
weekend that 20th Century-Fox's
"Wilson" and RKO Radio's "HeavenWar Films Free
ly Days," which it had announced Less Than Third's 20%
last week as being banned for distriWashington, Aug. 14. — The cut
bution to troops overseas under reWith the Government continuing
in
raw stock allocations to be imstrictions ofthe Soldiers' Voting Law,
silent on its intentions of maintainposed on the industry through the
have not even been considered forming or abandoning its widespread
ally as yet and the announcement of remainder of the third quarter will
their banning was in error.
public exhibition, without charge, of
not be entirely restored next quarter,
The original announcement of the but reduced allotments somewhere beso-called "war" films, many exhibitor leaders are understood to be
tween those of the second quarter and
banning of the two films for overtheir peacetime
seas distribution by the Government the lowered present quarter will be set,
over
concerned
Grosses at Key N.Y.
was made by the War Department it was learned here today.
continuance. They cite, as only one
Representatives of the industry may
public
relations office here. It was
example, the 8,000,000 monthly au- Theatres
stated at the time that the films had be called to Washington the latter
Hold Up
(Continued on page 5)
dience which the Army's Industrial
part of this week for a discussion of
Services Division has built up.
the situation with Lincoln V. Burrows,
While the services division
Despite Heat Wave
chief of the War Production Board
originally set out to exhibit
WB
to Reveal
Its
motion picture section. Originally, it
"war - incentive"
pictures to
The current heat wave here is only
was planned to hold this meeting earworkers in war factories only,
lier, but it was said it will make no
mildly cutting receipts of downtown
1944-45
Policies
the showings have spread imNew
York
first-run
theatres
this
week
difference
in the industry's
use of film
measurably to theatres, tents,
(Continued
on page 5)
since thousands are going to the air{Continued on page 5)
conditioned houses for relief. The three
Los Angeles, Aug. 14. — Warner
leaders are : "Wilson" at the Roxy, Bros, will reveal its product pool out
Succeeds
"Dragon Seed" at Radio City Music of which next season's screenings are to Williams
Schine
Trial Put
be
issued
;
sales
and
theatre
policies
are
Hall and "Since You Went Away" at
the Capitol, all continuing to near also on the agenda of its four day sales
record grosses. Aided by excellent re- meeting at the Ambassador Hotel here, Longman
in OCR
(Continued on page 5)
Over to Sept. 26
{Continued on page 5)
Buffalo, Aug. 14. — Federal Judge
John Knight today put over until Tuesday, Sept. 26, resumption of the Government's Schine anti-trust trial. The
trial previously was scheduled to get
under way tomorrow morning.
The postponement was announced
following arguments on the motion to
postpone
Judge Knight's
chambers.
It was in
reported
that Schine
had

sought a postponement until Jan. 1,
but that Judge Knight refused to consent to so long a delay.
Chief reason for the postponement
! is the illness of Saul Rogers, chief
Schine counsel, who has not recov(Continued on page 5)
Montreal

Grosses

Up

As Tram Strike Ends
Montreal, Aug. 14. — Uptown theatres here, which have undergone boxoffice declines averaging from 35 to
SO per cent since 4,000 operating employes of the local Tramways Co. went
on strike two weeks ago, are anticipating an immediate return to normalcy
as
a result of the Government's
intervention.
Dominion officials appointed two
controllers and announced that transportion services would be resumed
immediately.

Washington, Aug. 14. — The War
Production Board announced today
that Ross Williams, former assistant .
27
Finished
or
in
Work
director of the Service Trades Division
of the Office of Civilian Requirements,
has been named acting director sucFor
New
Season:
Depinet
ceeding Donald R. Longman, who resigned the post last week, as reported
exclusively in Motion Picture Daily
Twenty-seven of the 50 films an- Barry Fitzgerald; "Tall in the Sad- on Aug. 9 and 10.
nounced for distribution by RKO
dle," with John Wayne and Ella
Longman has been named director
Radio during 1944-45 are either com- Raines ; Edward A. Goldman's "The of the OCR's planning and research
pleted or shooting, Ned E. Depinet, Master Race" ; "My Pal Wolf," and staff, in which post he is expected to
(Continued on page 5)
president, said "Going to Town."
Other product which Depinet saw,
yesterday upon
his return from together with Robert Mochrie, generJos. P. Kennedy,
Jr.,
the Coast,
al sales manager, included : "Experiment Perilous," with Hedy Lamarr, Killed in Europe
where he
ferred w icont h
George Brent and Paul Lukas ; "The
Lt. Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., a son
p r o d u c tion
c h i ef Charles Brighton Strangler," with John Lo- of former Ambassador to Britain JosInternational's "The
Koerner and der
eph P. Kennedy, former head of FBO
Belle; Spitz-Goetz
of the Yukon," with Gypsy Rose
and Pathe Exchange, was killed as a
Lee
and
Dinah
Shore,
and
"The
the company's
the Window,"
Ed- ; result of an explosion during an operindependent pro- Womanward G. in
Robinson
and Joan with
Bennett
ational flight overseas on Aug. 12. Acducers and viewed forthcoming
Samuel Goldwyn's "The Princess and
knowledgment of the U. S. Navy's
the Pirate," with Bob Hope, and "The telegraphic advice was confirmed today
product.
Wonder Man," with Danny Kaye ; and
Fitzgerald Kennedy, the deNed E. Depinet
c 1Depinet
a r e d that
de- Walt Disney's "The Three Cabal- by Johnceased
lieutenant's grandfather, at the
RKO
would
Mass.
family's
summer residence in Hyannis,
RKO Radio plans to release five
have the greatest backlos: of films in its history. In features in each new season block,
Another son, Lt. John F. Kennedy,
the first group of five, which will be apart from its outside producers, De- recently returned to this country from
tradeshown Sept. 18-20, will be : leros."pinet said. Only one British film, the Pacific where he had been rescued
"None but the Lonely Heart." with "Hotel Reserve," is olanneH for the from an isolated island following a
Cary Grant, Ethel Barrymore and new season's release.
mission on a PT boat.

Tuesday, August 15, 1944

Speculation

Motion

Grosses
Theatres

Over

U.

-Shows

(Continued from page 1)
public auditoriums, clubs and
other places of public assemblage.
The Government, through the
Army's industrial division, is now encouraging the extension of these public exhibitions, which, in these times
are readily recognized by exhibitors
as highly essential to promote the
war effort; but many point out the
absence of any assurance by the Government that the exhibitions would
be discontinued after the war.
Exhibitor concern over the postwar
problem has been so strong in England that strong representations were
repeatedly made to the British government for a statement on non-exhibitions when the war ends, and
which assurance has been publicly
made.
Status of Local Auditoriums
Scores of local auditoriums, are being used for "family unit shows," so
designated by the Government, with
"live" talent added to the film program. Many war-contracting factories have taken on mobile theatres
and are sending units to surrounding
communities. The Government today
has more than 300 distribution
branches
its films for the Army's
Industrial for
Services.
The Army's services division is producing two subjects a month at Astoria, L. I., under the supervision of
Lt. Col. Emanuel Cohen and Major
Kenneth McKenna, with Arthur L.
Mayer in charge of distribution.
When Mayer assumed the post of
industrial film adviser to the War
Department at the request of Robert
P. Patterson, Under Secretary of
War, these films were being seen by
some 200,000 war workers a month.
They are also being shown to Rotary,
American Legion and Chamber of
Commerce groups.
The attendance at Office of War Information films is estimated to be
about 6,000,000 patrons monthly in
schools, colleges and before women's
groups.
Williams

Hold

N.Y.

Succeeds

Longman
in OCR
(Continued from page 1)
be active in reconversion and postwar
planning activities.
It was also announced that Claude
Ezell, Dallas distributor, had been appointed consultant on theatre matters
to the Amusements and Recreation
Section of the Service Trades Division,
as previously reported, and will serve
on a dollar-a-year basis, coming to
Washington at intervals as matters
requiring his attention arise.
FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH -PORTUGESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound Studios
41 E. 42 St. N. Y. 17 MU 2-5358

Raw

Stock

Cut

Wave

(Continued from page 1)
views in New York newspapers, "Hail
the Conquering
is doing impressive business atHero"
the Paramount
and
"Janie" is registering satisfactorily at
the Strand.
Business at the Music Hall, on the
fourth week of "Dragon Seed," plus a
stage show, will be equal to that of the
third week with $73,000 recorded on
the first four days ending Sunday night
and $121,000 expected for the fourth
period, to give the theatre a record
four-week take of almost $495,000.
"Wilson" and a Fred Waring stage
show at the Roxy are headed for $148,000 against the initial week's gross of
$155,000, both of which included Federal admission tax collections. Other
B'way houses do not include the tax in
their estimates.
'SYWAV $80,000
"Since You Went Away" and a
Gene Krupa stage show will end a
fourth week at the Capitol with approximately $80,000, following a third
week's take of $83,790. The initial
week's gross at 'the Paramount for
"Hail the Conquering Hero" and a
stage bill featuring Vaughn Monroe
and band will hit a substantial $80,000,
which, though below the opening
week's total of "Going My Way" and
"Lady in the Dark," is nevertheless,
impressive since the former has no outstanding marquee names. The second
week of "Janie" and Tommy Tucker
with a band stage show at the Strand
are expected to bring in $42,000 on the
basis of weekend business of $21,000.
'Dr. Wassell's' 10th Week
The 10th week of "The Story of
Dr. Wassell" brought the Rivoli about
$26,000, and the film will continue.
Business is holding up at the Hollywood where "Mr. Skeffington" is headed for $19,000 in its 12th week which
is about equal to the 10th week's
figure. "Doughgirls" will open at the
Hollywood on Aug. 30, giving "Mr.
Skeffington" 14 weeks at that theatre.
The seventh week of "Bathing Beauty"
is expected to give the Astor a modest
$13,000. M-G-M's "Kismet" will open
there Aug. 22.
A satisfactory $19,000 is expected for
the third week of "Step Lively" at the
Palace with the film expected to continue for several more weeks. RKO's
"Youth Runs Wild" will follow. "The
Canterville Ghost" is continuing to
good business at the Globe with $18,500
expected in the third week to follow a
second week of $22,000. Twentieth
Century-Fox's "Wing and a Prayer"
will open at both the Globe and the
Gotham on Aug. 30. "Ghost" and
"Dead End," reissued, at the Gotham,
are expected to get $5,600 on a seventh
week.
"Atlantic City" at the Republic
Theatre (formerly the Manhattan) is
headed for a mild $10,000 in its first
week on the basis of weekend business
of $3,100. "Mr. Winkle Goes to War"
will get upwards of $12,000 in a second
and final week at the Criterion after
an initial week's gross of $15,500.
Universal's "In Society," new Abbott
and Costello film, will open at the
Criterion tomorrow.
"A Wave, a Wac and a Marine" is
headed for a quiet $8,400 in its first
week at the Victoria and it will hold,

Schine
Over

To
Heat

5

Daily

Up

S.
Despite

Peace

at Key

Picture

Continue

to

Trial
Sept.

Put
26

(Continued from page 1)

ered sufficiently from a recent operation to make the trip to Buffalo. AtTo
Year's
End
torney Willard S. McKay represent(Continued from page 1)
ed Schine at the adournment hearing
since the companies have known for this morning.
some days how they would be cut and
Within the next two weeks, accordhave been preparing their retrenching to a court order, Schine must file
ments.
answers to a Government request for
It was disclosed today that the industry isnot being called upon to bear admission of fact and a bill of particulars. Also within two weeks,
the full burden of the cut in consumption necessary to meet the lessened Schine must make certain additional
availability of raw stock occasioned by
office documents available to the Govincreased military demand and Sumernment for inspection.
mer slow-down in output. The Army
Meanwhile, George L. Grobe, U. S.
and Navy, Office of War Information
and export requirements all have been Attorney for the Western district of
pared it was said, and there were in- New York, who brought the original
timations that the deficiency in sup- anti-trust action against Schine, rer
plies was so great that the industry mained in critical condition in General
alone could not have borne it without Hospital, Jamestown, N. Y. Grobe
serious disturbances.
was injured last Friday when his auto
While the film manufacturers short- left the road and overturned near that
ly will begin to increase their produc- city. He had been there for the
tion, itis not believed that they will be Jamestown term of Federal Court.
able to develop inventories by Oct. 1
which will permit the assignment of His condition is described as "poor."
fourth-quarter quotas to the industry
at second-quarter levels. More likely, 'Wilson', 'Heave
nly
it was said, the fourth-quarter quotas
will split the difference between second and third-quarter consumption,
with increases to be made later on in
Days' Not Banned
the quarter as the stock position im(Continued from page 1)
proves.
not been reviewed by the Special
Services division, charged with passWB
to Reveal
Its
ing upon published material and motion pictures which might influence
the soldier vote, but that the two
1944-45
Policies
films had been banned on the basis of
a report made by members of the Spe(Continued from page 1)
cial Services who had seen the films
in
New
York.
beginning this morning, and possibly
extending through Friday. Benjamin
The Department's weekend anKalmenson heads distribution and Josnouncement stated : "Upon investigaeph Bernard the theatre sessions with
tion by the Bureau of Public Relatotal attendance of about 50 including
tions it is found that only informal
all distribution district and branch discussions of the pictures have taken
managers. The New York group in- place. No occasion has yet arisen for
cludes Roy Haines, Norman Moray, the War Department to determine
Arthur Sachson, Sam Schneider, Mort whether these particular pictures are
Blumenstock, Clayton Bond, Howard available or eligible for showing to
Levinson, Harry Kalmine, Harry troops." The statement, issued folGoldberg. District managers include
lowing a lengthy conference of high
Jules Lapidus, Norman Ayers, Robert
officers
on formation
Saturday,
added the
that press
"inwhich reached
Smeltzer, Wolfe Cohen, Harry Seed,
(concerning the banning of the films)
Henry Herbel.
Other representing distribution are
Charles Rich, R. L. McCoy, Hall . . . was in error."
Walsh, Clarence Eiseman, A. J. Shu
mow, George Horan, William Mansell,
F. D. Moore, A. Herman, Joe Kaliski,
J. S. Ambrose, Al Oxtoby, Al Shmit
ken, Earl Bell, Pete Stewart, Earl
Dalgleish, Sam Pearlman, Joseph
Plottell, G. A. Matthews, R. C. Borg,
PIER
A. W. Anderson, Corval L. McKenzie
Don Woods, Robert Dunbar, H. G.
ATLANTIC
CITY
Krumm, Ed Williamson, Lester Bona,
F. J. Hannon, Doak Roberts, J. W
For
Sale
Loewe, Luke Connor, Carl Goe, Fred
Biersdorf, R. S. Smith, John Bachmann, William Gordon, Fred Green$1,500,000
berg. Theatre zone managers attendAttendance to date, 66,000,000. Five
ing include M. A. Silver, James E.
theatres, all air-conditioned. Big ballCoston, I. J. Hoffman, C. J. Latta,
room. Open-air stadium; 50,000 sq.ft.
John J. Payette, Ted Schlanger and
Nat Wolfe.
exhibit space. All one structure, 100%
with "These Are Our Parents" to
follow. "Wilson" will probably open
at the Victoria on Sept. 13. "Cry of
the Werewolf" is scoring neatly at the
Rialto with $10,000 expected for the
first week; it will hold.

sprinklered, 150 ft. Boardwalk frontage, extending 1/2 mile to sea.
Contact FRANK GRAVATT,
Atlantic City, N. J.
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Trucks

Needed

By N. Y. Carriers
State and Long Island film
delivery services in New
York will shortly seek authorization from authorities in
Washington with the aid of
Claude R. Collins, War Activities Committee representative there and H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor relations head, for the purchase
of five additional K-7 heavy
duty delivery trucks.
State received two such
trucks in June but the present equipment of both services requires replacements
if efficient delivery service
is to be maintained for the
more than 1,200 theatres in
this exchange area.

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and
subsidiaries report for the nine months
ended Mav 27, a net operating profit
of $5,048,951 after provision of $850,000 for unrealized losses on fixed assets (on sales contracted for prior to
or subsequent to May 27, but not
consummated at that date), less estimated tax benefits resulting therefrom,
as compared with a net operating
profit of $5,714,392 for the corresponding period in 1943.
This is equivalent to $1.36 per share
on the 3,701,090 shares of common
stock outstanding, compared with $1.46
per share for the corresponding period
last year, after provision for dividends on preferred stock.
Although Warners' gross income for
the nine months ended May 27 Sears
Sets Deal
amounted to $105,839,366, an increase
of about 10 per cent over the $97,Rank:
Is
518,625 reported in the corresponding With
period last year, increased taxes cut
(Continued on page 10)
Enroute
to U.S.
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Aim
To

of
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Restore

Restrictions
Decree by Compulsion
Sought from Courts

Washington, Aug. 15. — Following theweek
Department
Justice's
action last
in filingof an
application in Federal Court at New
York for an order to summarily
amend the industry consent decree, it
was learned here today that the Government is determined to get the industry "back under restrictions." A
Department spokesman points out that
since the most important provisions of
the decree lapsed last November, the
five decree companies have been operating without any controls.
It was emphasized, however,
that there was no inference
that any of the companies has
resorted to practices which
had been banned under the
original decree.
The action asked by the DepartLondon, Aug. 15. — Gradwell L.
ment, it(Continued
was revealed,
would9) eliminate
on page
Sears, United Artists' vice-president in
charge of distribution is enroute to
New York after several weeks of negotiations with J. Arthur Rank which
United Artists will sell David O. has led to a provisional deal by Cite
Errors
in
Selznick's "Since You" Went Away" which UA will handle American dis9 Named
for
to exhibitors at regular admission
tribution ofa minimum of 10 of Rank's
prices, according to a joint statement present British films.
issued here yesterday by Carl LeserAccompanying Sears are David H. GoldmanCase
6th
War
Loan
man, UA general sales manager and Coplan, UA managing director in
Neil F. Agnew, vice-president of Selz- Great Britain, and Dr. Alexander GalPhiladelphia, Aug. 15. — Wendell
person and Barrington C. Gain, Rank
nick's Vanguard Films.
Nine independent exhibitors have
In announcing the policy, Leserman distribution representatives.
At the Berge, U. S. Assistant Attorney Genaccepted appointments as co-chairmen
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 9)
eral, today filed a Government brief
of
the War
industry's
Sixth
Loan. participation in the
in William Goldman's appeal in the
anti-trust suit against the distributors
The co-chairmen, who will meet
and Warner Theatres in the U. S.
shortly for preliminary discussions on
Circuit Court of Appeals here. The
Plans
Expansion;
the all-out industry effort, are : Wil- Sudekum
Government
has entered the case, oriliam J. Crockett, president of the
ginally dismissed from a U. S. District
MPTO of Virginia; Hugh Bruen,
Court action, as an amicus curae
Canada
in
Boom
treasurer, Pacific Coast Conference of Theatre
(friend of the court).
Independent Theatre Owners ; Jack
(Continued on page 9)
The Government's
brief
(Continued on page
10) contends
Nashville, Aug. 15. — Crescent
Toronto, Aug. 15. — Theatre building
and
buying
continues
at
a
rapid
Amusement Co., according to Tony
Sudekum, president, has plans for pace in the Dominion, led by Famous
Senate
Modifies
Players-Canadian Corp., largest exhibition group in Canada, together Subpoena
considerable expansion of its theaEvidence
tre operations in Nashville Just as with its affiliates.
Soldier Film Ban
soon as Federal construction reTwentieth Century Theatres, an af- In Schine Case
strictions are lifted. The major
filiate of Famous Players, today announced plans for construction of a
Washington, Aug. 15.— The Sen- item will be the construction of an
Buffalo, Aug. 15. — Federal Judge
ate today adopted a modification of the uptown house in the Warner Build- $400,000, 1,200-seat theatre in downtown
Toronto,
making
the
third
large
John
Knight today signed an order
ing, on which Sudekum holds a longpolitical ban of the Soldiers' Voting
time lease, in a space now used for a theatre project for that district an- granting issuance of a subpoena duces
Bill sponsored by Senator Theodore
tecum in behalf of Attorney Willard
nounced recently.
Francis Green of Rhode Island, de- parking garage in the rear of the
Famous Players has also purchased S. McKay, and the Schine defendants,
signed to insure the distribution to comparatively new building on Church
be served upon Attorney General
the Armed Forces of any motion pic- street. This, it is estimated, will cost three theatres in Medicine Hat, Alta., to
the Monarch, Empress and Roxy, Francis Biddle, Wendell Berge, his
ture havinqr general circulation in the $750,000 to $1,000,000.
Nashville houses were excluded from J. H. Yuill, effective Sept. 1.
United States.
assistant, and Herbert Borkland, special attorney
of the
Department
of
A
partnership
agreement
has
also
Without opposition, the Senate ap- from the (Continued
(Continued
on page
9)
Government's
anti-trust
suit
(Continued on page 9)
on page
9)
(Continued on page 9)

Hollywood, Aug. 15. — Warner
Brothers will not be committed to
any set number of releases for
1944-45, nor will the management
decide at this
time whether
there will be
more or fewer
releases than
the approximately 19 tp be
delivered this
season, but
from whatever
total is eventually deterthe commined can
Hj PanY
■w
wr-M* '■'jjfk
ifjBBBi
draw
><Uu' t
>r.
"]
a
from
Ym&pool"
of 79
Jack L. Warner properties which
'SYWA'
at
were named To Show
here today by Jack L. Warner to a
{Continued, on page 10)
Regular Admissions
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Personal
Mention

JOHN DAVIS, managing director
of Odeon Theatres in Great Britain, is due in New York Saturday
from London, after a Canadian stopover.
Edward C. Cahill, Barton Kreuzer, Homer Snook, H. J. Benham
and Edward Stanko, RCA theatre
service and sound executives, will
leave the Camden home office next
week for a visit to RCA's Indianapolis plant.
T, Cheever Cowden, Universal
board chairman, who was expected
from the Coast yesterday, has been
delayed for several weeks due to pressure of business.
Evelyn Mae Zagrans, daughter of
Charles Zagrans, RKO branch
manager in Philadelphia, was married
last week to Pvt. Leonard I. Melnick.
•
Sam

Cohen, foreign publicity director of United Artists, and Mrs.
Cohen are celebrating their 21st wedding anniversary.
•
R. W. Budd, Warners' personnel director, has moved from Wycoff, N. J.,
of which he was once the mavor, to
Glen Rock, N. J.
Mrs. Dave Epstein, wife of the
Hollywood publicist, is in New York
from the Coast. She is accompanied
by her daughter.
•
George Freeman, manager of
Loew's Poli, Springfield, Mass., is vacationing inNew Hampshire.
•
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager
in Cleveland, will return from the
Coast Aug. 23.
•
Edward J. Peskay has left here for
Hollywood.
Augment

Promotion
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Hollywood, Aug.

GINSBERG takes
HENRY
over company production
at Paramount because he was
asked to and because responsibility is so deeply ingrained in
his makeup that he could not detour around the biggest one yet
to come his way. Nor would he.
The unit deals made first with
Hal Wallis and later with Buddy
De Sylva create a new situation
in the production structure there.
These twin arrangements are
unlike the conditions under
which Cecil B. De Mille operates and are apart from the setup under which Pine and Thomas make their action series.
Wallis, who has scheduled his
first for October, and De Sylva,
who won't get under way until
January, have their own companies, partially financed by
Paramount and partially by
themselves. They are partnerships, in fact and in deed.
■
In any large production organization where all sorts of personalities operate under the one
roof and in Hollywood where
the power and the glory are dazzlers never to be discounted, the
departure of any company into
the unit field is decidedly more
of a major affair than surface
observation may unearth.
To get the picture it must be
appreciated that, until now, Paramount has been building solidly
in the direction of accepted, oldline, major company producing
operation. It has been the type
of system functioning at Metro,
Warners and 20th-Fox where
every producer works for his
company and not as separate enment. tities under partnership agree■

Staff for 'Wilson9
In order to handle the mounting
advance-admission engagements for
20th Century-Fox's "Wilson," the
field exploitation staff has been augmented, it was announced at the
weekend by Hal Home, director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation.

it's different at Paramount. Because it is, there is
created a new set of conditions.
Those conditions can be mercurial, influenced by what Wallis and De Sylva get but which
someone else at Paramount may
not.

' Exploita
who
will work tion
with represent
district atives,
and branch
managers and exhibitors, will be supervised by Rodney Bush, exploitation manager, and Jules Fields, assistant manager. Five additional men
were dispatched to the West coast,
four to the South, four to the Atlantic Seaboard area, three to the Great
Lakes, two to the Northeast, one to the
Mideast, two to the Midwest and one
to the Prairie territory. Jerry Pickman has been named home office exploitation representative in connection
with the campaign.

This poses the need for an understanding hand, a careful and
diplomatic grip and a constant
awareness in order to safeguard
and nurture the overall production pattern on behalf of Paramount, the company, of which
all hands — partners in units and
producers on direct payroll — of
course are part and parcel.
■

Now

It is into this new state of un-

Outlook
KANN
tried affairs — for Paarmount —
that Ginsberg now steps as general manager of production without contravening his duties as
vice-president of the studio corporation. He is aware that a
job faces him. He knows the
score and, moreover, is confident he knows the method by
which he can increase it.
One of the inner studio problems confronting him is an impression, widely or otherwise
held, that he is merely taking on
another load as he succeeds to
the helm. The facts don't square
with this idea, however. Ginsberg entered Paramount as a
practical production executive,
with intimate information of talent values and studio problems
and has so functioned alongside
Y. Frank Freeman.
■
Probably more so than any
other executive, it was Ginsberg
who bore directly on the acquisition of De Sylva a little over
three years ago. To the man
specifically charged with production, whatever credit is handed out properly belongs, and De
Sylva rates highly on the basis
of his record. But large-scale
production, running into eight
formidable figures annually, is
no one man's job.
Freeman has been there and
Ginsberg has been there, both of
them closely identified with the

Flashes
Hollywood, Aug. IS
A CHECK
for $2,250raised
representing
funds voluntarily
by employees of the Warner Bros, studio
electrical department to endow a
bungalow at the Motion Picture
Country Home, has been sent to Jean
Hersholt, president of the Motion
Picture Relief Fund.
•
Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard
will star in "My Favorite Brunette,"
replacing "Girl's Town" on Paramount's schedule, following Hope's
appearance in "Duffy's
Tavern."
•
Universal added to its schedule
"You're Wonderful," starring Susanna
Foster. It will probably be produced
in Technicolor.
•
The Cartoon Producers Association
will honor Leon Schlesinger, retiring
president, at a dinner Thursday night
at the House of Murphy.
•
George Brown, Paramount studio
publicity director has been given a
three-year contract.
Goudge
Novel
Wins
M-G-M
Book Award
Elizabeth Goudge's novel, "Green
Dolphin Street," has been chosen as
the winner of the first M-G-M annual
novel award and will receive a minimum of $125,000 and a possible maximum of $175,000 contingent upon the
sales of the novel.
The book will be published Aug. 28

coursetureofmaking.
theirThecompany's
picpoint sought
for establishment is that Ginsberg is not a novice to the problems or the difficulties and that,

by
Cowardoutstanding
McCann and
selected"
as most
fromwasamong
99
novels, all to be published before Aug.

by reasonable'
indication,
accumulated
experience of hismany
years in Hollywood will bear
fruit in his broadened field.
■

to the book.

Of decided immediacy in his
view is the manpower equation.
He was frank to say prior to his
departure for New York that
Paramount needs additional producer weight. This is easier to
talk or to write about than to
bring about, but Ginsberg is
alive to the need.
He intends doing something
about it.
■
Meanwhile, the lighter side
embraces a gag surrounding
much hammering and office
renovation at the studio. Three
adjoining offices are being prepared for occupancy. One by
Frank Butler, another by Joe
Sistrom, two newly appointed

15, 1945. Coward McCann will reM-Gand rights
publication
ceive acquire
$25,000 on motion
M will
picture

85

Exhibitors

Dave

Fete

Bershon

Los Angeles, Aug. 15. — Gus Metzger, of Metzger Theatres, has accepted
the appointment as chairman of _the
Southern California War Savings
Staff, succeeding Dave Bershon, who
was feted last night by 85 exhibitors at
a dinner at Perino's Cafe on his retirement from the post he held two and a
half years. Charles P. Skouras was
toastmaster. The speaker's list included
Howard DeMills of the Treasury DeHugh Bruen,Harry
partment,Wolff,
George Ochen,
Bowser, Marco
George Topper,
William
Srere. Mike Rosenberg and

they say, will be walled with
English hunting prints, Sistrom's
with smorgasbord and
day.
Ginsberg's with matzohs.
He has them for lunch every

aides, and Ginsberg. Butler's,
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Restore

IRestrictions
(Continued from page 1)
J entirely the consent decree under
I which the companies have been operatI ing since Nov., 1940, and substitute
for it a compulsory decree requiring
them to comply with the provisions of
the court's order.
Meanwhile,
no further immediate
moves in the Government's action to
! modify the consent decree are in sight
|| and several months are expected to
I elapse before the matter is taken up
by the New
York
Federal court,
pi it was here learned.
When the court opens its Fall term
p next month, a spokesman for the Department of Justice explained, a motion will be filed for a hearing on the
J Government's application, but both the
defendants and the Department will
require a number of weeks to prepare
their cases.

Theatre

Boom

(Continued from page 1)
against Crescent, presumably because
Sudekum himself brought films to
Nashville and has had no competition
in the intervening 30 years of operation except for one house operated by

Another Crescent uptown theatre,
Loew's.
the Fifth Avenue, is scheduled for a
'face-lifting' that is expected to cost
in excess of $100,000. Crescent has
pending in a local court a suit necessary to secure a ten-year lease renewal on this property, now owned in
part by minor heirs. A monthly rental
of $1,666 for a ten-year term is
offered.
Of three new neighborhood theaters
to be built by Sudekum, one will be
located on Gallatin Road and will be
identical with the Belle Meade and
the Melrose, combining bowling and
billiard parlors with the theaters at a
cost of about $750,000. Two other
neighborhood houses, not yet located,
would run to $100,000 to $150,000.
Revival of Original Decree
Sudekum recently placed a bid of
$450,000
on the site on Church street
The Department is asking for a revival and broadening of the provisions now occupied by McKendree Methodist Church and has completed purI of the original decree which expired
chase of the adjoining Clifton Apartlast November, plus divorce of exhibiment house. The church deal has
tion from production and distribution
been
postponed.
The Crescent head
I and divesture of circuit-owned thea! tres in areas where there now is no has not made public his plans for this
site when secured.
competition, all as previously.
However, it was said, barring all
the legal stratagems which may be rej sorted to, the court has wide latitude Nine Are Named
for
! in passing on the Government's application and might grant all of the
modifications which the Government
Six Loan
Campaign
has asked or grant some of them and
| not others. For instance, it was said,
)\ the court might grant all of the things
i requested except divorcement, and
i might defer consideration of that problem until a later date.

(Continued from paae 1)
Kirsch, president, Allied Theatre
Owners of Illinois ; John Rugar of
the Intermountain Theatres Association ;Henry Reeves, president, Texas
Courses Open to Companies
Theatre Owners ; Al Steffes of Allied Theatre Owners of the Northi' Several courses of action are open
to the companies,
the Department
west ;Leo Wolcott, president, Allied
spokesman said today.
They might Independent Theatre Owners of IowaI ask for an opportunity to negotiate a Nebraska ; Fred Wehrenberg, presiconsent decree, although there has
dent, and
MPTO of
St.' Louis,
Eastern
Southern
Illinois,
and
I been no indication so far of any in- Missouri
tent to do so ; they might confine Nathan Yamins, chairman of the Exthemselves to argument and, upon an
ecutive Committee of Independent Exagreement by the Government not to
hibitors of New England.
press for divorcement at this time, acHarry Brandt, national chairman
cept the other provisions sought by for the campaign which will begin on
the Department ; or they might elect Armistice Day, Nov. 11 and run
to present evidence on the issues rais- through Dec. 7, the third anniversary
. ed by the Government, in which case of the bombing of Pearl Harbor,
the suit would break wide open and a stated here yesterday that additional
| finish fight to a Supreme Court deci- appointments to the headquarters staff
sion precipitated.
will be announced soon.
Department officials refused to attempt to guess what course the companies will take, but admitted they did were terminated some two weeks ago
not expect to secure divorcement with- by a letter written by Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark after
out abitter fight. As a matter of fact,
General Francis Biddle had
Attorney
| they said, it is quite possible the discompanies' proposals.
the
rejected
'
tributors
will
elect to fight the decree
It was said that while a motion for
I all along the line.
So far as the consent decree is a hearing may be filed next month,
f concerned, they explained, defendants there is some doubt whether any hearing date will -be set before the court
I in any anti-trust civil litigation can
I always seek a consent decree at any formally convenes in October. Ample time will be given the companies
H time during the proceedings if the
parties will consent to the relief the to prepare their case, but just when
I Government asks. Practically, how- the matter will come up will depend
i ever, there was no indication today upon the condition of the court's calendar. However, it is quite possible
. that the companies were considering
I such a move, Government officials say- that the actual opening of the case
J ing there had been no contact with may not come until around the turn
I the distributors since the negotiations of the year.

in

Canada

(Continued, from page 1)
been signed by FP-C for the joint
operation of the Majestic at New
Waterford, N. S., the contract to be
extended to a new theatre, the Capitol, when it is constructed in that
centre after the war. The circuit's
new Paramount Theatre in St. Johns,
N. F., is scheduled to open Sept. 1.
FP-C previously announced plans
for construction of a large theatre and
office building in the downtown Toronto district and Biltmore Theatres,
Ltd., plans to erect a theatre on an
adjoining site. FP-Cs Imperial, largest theatre in Canada, is situated onehalf block distant.
Canadian Warner Bros, has purchased a large site here for erection
of a new building to house its Canadian headquarters and Toronto exchange. Itis near the site of the previously announced Odeon Building,
which will be constructed to house
Odeon Theatres, Empire-Universal,
Sovereign Film Distributing and General Theatres Corp., Nathanson units.
Odeon has also acquired 14 sites for
new theatres.

Subpoena

Evidence

In

Case

Schine

(Continued from page 1)
Justice. The subpoena commands production of documentary evidence now
in possession of the Government, in
advance of resumption of the trial on
Sept. 26.
Judge Knight said he was satisfied
the documents asked by Schine are
material and relevant. The Government, as a result, must produce any
written complaints, statements, affidavits, questionnaires and other communications ithas received from all
witnesses it will call and from all
theatres for which the Department of
Justice claims the Schine defendants
allegedly have been granted priority
and preference.
To Show
<SYWAf
at
Regular
(ContinuedAdmissions
from page 1)

and Agnew said, "The response of
New York audiences to the film has
been enthusiastic and various public
opinion polls show that the public
wants to see the film as soon as posThe statement cites Selznick's
decisionsible."
to make the film
available to
the public as soon as possible and asks
for cooperation from exhibitors to acwould attend the use of other than
complish this without the delays which
regular admission prices.
Previously on July 11, at UA's
Eastern sales meeting in New York,
Leserman announced that the film
would be sold on a policy requiring
increased admissions, of 50 per cent
over regular scales at single-featured
performances.

in

Order

Washington, Aug. 15.— War Production Board orders authorizing expansion of civilian production where
materials, manpower and machinery
are available over and above those required for military production will result in no immediate increase in the
output of projection or sound booth
equipment, it was learned here today.
There is little likelihood of any definite concrete results coming from the
order before Jan. 1, due to the persistence of the same factors which
have made it impossible for the WPB
theatre equipment section to secure
production of all the projection equipment authorized under its various programs of the past year.
Important Items Held Up
While lamps and rectifiers are coming through in pretty good volume, it
was shown, the more important items
are being held up by shortages which
the manufacturers are unable to cope
with. Thus, projectors are being held
up for lack of ballbearings and sound
systems cannot be produced because of
the shortage of electronic components.
The new WPB order came on the
heels of a meeting of WPB officials
with representatives of the radio industry, atwhich it was developed that
the next two or three months will be
more critical than any period previously faced by the electronic industry.
Military production now is at peak
levels and while terminations of contracts are anticipated in months to
come, it was represented that no reconversion plans should be made until
there was assurance that war needs
would be met in full as scheduled.
It was made clear today by WPB
cha irman Donald Nelson that the major effort will continue to be to maintain military production on schedule,
and civilian production under the new
order will be possible only when materials and components are available in
new supply or in idle and excess inventories.
Senate

Modifies

Soldier Film Ban
(Continued from page 1)
proved the legislation drafted after a
conference last Friday between Senators Green and Robert A. Taft of
Ohio and Army and Navy officials and
unanimously approved this morning by
the Senate Elections Committee, of
which Green is chairman.
The only films, books or magazines
which would be banned are those
which, considered in their entirety,
are shown to contain political propaganda designed to effect the election
of a candidate for national office.
The revised legislation will also
permit the broadcasting of political
speeches to troops overseas, the only
requirement being that candidates and
parties be allowed equal time. The
measure now goes to the House, where
prompt action is expected. SITUATION WANTED
Single woman desires position with film
exchange or, home office of theatre circuit. Experienced -booker, hoc-kkeeper,
cashier, typist a*id' publicity. Al refer-*
en'ces. Box -230 Motion1, i'Picture Daily.
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Eastman

Kodak

Net

79

Warner
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DAILY

Properties

to

$5,048,951
Net

Up

to $9,224,506

Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 15. — Reported net profit of Eastman Kodak
for the first six months of 1944 totaled $9,224,506, equivalent to $3.66
stock, after proper share of common divid
ends, it was
viding for preferred
W. LoveF.
by
today
announced here
joy, chairman of the board, and 1. J.
Hargrave, president. For the similar
period of 1943, the net was $8,532,byu,
or $3.38 per common share.
The company reported net sales and
service fees totaling $128,275,296 for
the six months of this year, compared
with $113,067,043 in 1943, and income
from operations totaling $31,10^1,
against $25 852,872 last year. Tax
provisions this year were $20,85U,y/4,
against $15,972,747.
In the first six months, the volume
of business of Eastman and subsidiary
sphere
companies in the Western Hemi
increased to 12.5 per cent over the
similar period in 1943.
Sales to the Government of photoo-raphic materials and sales to the
/\rmed Forces of special military ap-d
paratus and equipment have continue
said, whereat very high levels, its was
ian use
as photographic good for civil
continue to be rationed and it is not
expected that increased supplies will
be available for the e.general market
in the immediate futur
The company has completed an
Department
agreement with the War with
respect
Price Adjustment Board
to all its renegotiate business for
1943, under which agreement a refund
will be made of approximately the
amount provided for in the reserves
set up by the company in 194J tor
that purpose.

Draw

from

for

(Continued from page 1)

'Japan' at Victoria
"Fortress Japan," produced by the
National Film Board of Canada and
distributed here by United Artists as
part of the World in Action series,
has opened at the Victoria Theatre
here and will play that house through
Aug. 25.

Year

Elema Miramova and Eugenie Leontovich, to be produced by Jerry Wald.
Other titles include : "Saratoga
Trunk," The Conspirators," "To Have
and Have Not," "My Reputation,"
Fifteen stage plays, 32 novels, biog- "Roughly Speaking," "God Is My
raphies and autobiographies and 32 Co-Pilot," "Of Human Bondage,"
"Mildred Pierce," "Nobody Lives
original stories comprise "the record Forever," "The Fountainhead,"
setting basic product pool from which "Treasure of the Sierra Madre,"
Warner Bros, will draw its pictures "Land I Have Chosen," "Ethan
for the coming year," it was announced Frome," "Green Eyes," "Happiness,"
"Hotel Berlin," "Humoresque," "Misby Warner.
sissippi Belle," "Monsieur Lamber"National interests, whether of war tier," "Night
Shift," "One Man's Seor peace, will be the dominant factors
cret," "Pillars of Society," "Quietly
guiding selection of properties from My Captain Waits," "Silent Harvest,"
"The Time Between," "Escape Me
the imposing pool," Warner told the Never," "Danger Signal," "Catch a
group later at further conferences at
the Burbank studio.
Falling
Also : Star."
"Country Lawyer," "Deep
Warner stated that the studio's pro- Valley," "Dangerous Marriage," "The
duction schedule would be kept elastic. Damned Don't Cry," "Rhapsody in
Pictures best suited to further the Blue," "The Horn Blows at Midnight," "Christmas in Connecticut,"
war effort, or the peace aims, will be
"Strangers in Our Midst," "Devotion," "Conflict," "The Very Thought
given precedence on the schedule, he
said.
of You," "Hollywood Canteen," "San
Antonio," "Stolen Life," "A Night at
Product in the Pool
Tony Pastor's," "The Life of Will

new season's sales and product conference of company executives at the
Hotel Ambassador.

Pictures based on stage plays in the
pool include :
Janie," V.
by Josephine
and
Herschel
Williams, Bentham
with Joyce

Reynolds, Ann tiardmg, Edward Arnold, Robert Mutton and Robert
Benchley. It directed by Michael
Curtiz and produced by Alex Gottlieb; "Arsenic and Old Lace," by
Joseph Kesselring, produced by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse, starring Cary Grant and directed by
Frank Capra; "The Doughgirls," by
Joseph Fields, starring Ann Sheridan,
Deal
Sets
Sears
Alexis Smith, Jane Wyman, Irene
Manning, Jack Carson, produced by
for UA
With Rank
Mark H'ellinger ; "The Animal Kingdom," starring Ann Sheridan, Dennis
Morgan, Alexis Smith, Jack Carson
{Continued from page 1)
and Jane Wyman, directed by Peter
same time, it was disclosed here that Godfrey, produced by Benjamin
rep- Glazer.
Edward T. Carr, another Rank
resentative, ison his way to India
to survey that market in line with
Plays Before Cameras
the world expansion plans of the Rank
organization.
Stage plays now before the cameras
The UA deal with Rank must be are :
submitted to the UA board of direc
"The Corn Is Green," by Emlyn
al. The board is un- Williams, with Bette Davis starring,
tors for approv
derstood to be scheduled to meet Sept Irving Rapper directing and Jack
5 but it might be convened before then
Chertok is producing ; "Pillar to
since Dr. Galperson and Gain are com- Post,"
starring Ida Eupino, Sydney
ing
conclud
of
e
purpos
the
for
ing here
and William Prince, Vinthe deal set by Sears and Rank. John Greenstreet
cent Sherman directing for producer
Davis, Odeon Theatres head, another Alex Gottlieb.
Rank emissary, who has been touring
btage properties in preparation inCanada, is also due to arrive here late
clude :
this week.

usly reported, the deal beAs previo
tween UA and Rank calls for UA to
continue American distribution for
Rank until Eagle-Lion Films, Rank's
selling company in the U. S. can set
up exchanges and start functioning,
probably in the post-war. The agree
ment also calls for one or two quota
films to be produced by Rank and be
released by UA in Great Britain.

New

"The Voice of the Turtle," by John
Van Druten, to be produced by Alfred de Liagre, Jr.; "Junior Miss,"
by Joseph fields and Jerry Chodorov
to star Joyce Reynolds ; "Broken
Journey," by Andrew Rosenthal, to
star Alexis Smith and Joan Leslie ;
"Chicken Every Sunday," by Julius
J. and Philip G. Epstein, who will
also produce ; "The Miracle," by Carl
Vollmoeller, to be produced by Wolfgang Reinhardt; "Connecticut Yankee," by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
Hart, Arthur Schwartz to produce;
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls," by Martin
Vale, Jesse L. Lasky to produce ;
"The Wallflower," by Mary Orr and
Reginald Denham, to be produced by
Lou
Edelman ; "Dark
Eyes," by

for

Warner!

9 Months

(Continued from page 1)
the net operating profit by almost II!
Taxes for the nine months listet
per cent.
in the report issued yesterday totalec
$14,200,000, against $11,600,000 in th<
same period last year.
Current and working assets on Mai
27 totaled $54,929,681, excluding $5,1
532,440 of current assets of subsidiaries
abroad, compared with current liabili
ties of $31,394,586 and current liabili
ties of $6,773,828 charged to foreigt
subsidiaries. Company reported to
tal assets of $192,533,150.
Cite

Errors

in

Goldman
Case
(Continued from page 1)

that the District Court erred in hokU
ing that proof of a lessening of filir,
commerce was necessary to show a
violation of the Sherman Anti-Trus;!
Act, in holding that proof of special,
public damage was required to show i
violation of the Anti-trust act by the
plaintiff's exclusion from the first-ruri
field, and in concluding that there was,
no unlawful combination because the
Rogers," "Night and Day," "This distributor defendants acted separately
Love of Ours," "Mr. Broadway,"
"Calamity Jane," "The Devil, George tres.
without coercion by Warner Theaand Rosie," "Don't Ever Leave Me,"
"The Fat Man."
Also: "The Frontiersman," "Here
Come the Girls," "After April," "The Hope, Troupers, Safe
Bob Hope, with Frances Langford,
Dealer's Name Was George," "Honeymoon Freight," "The Man They Jerry Colonna, Patty Thomas and,
Couldn't Kill," "Never Goodbye," Tony Romano, made a safe forced
"Rendezvous," "Three Strangers," landing in a transport plane 225 miles
"Time and Again," "Sometimes I'm North of Sydney, Australia according
to press dispatches reaching here yesHappy," "Silver Lining."
terday from Australia.
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'Outside'
;Ov'tAsksl0%
British

3f

?ilm

Start

Veeded to Help Rebuild
Uitzed London Areas
By PETER

BURNUP
London, Aug. 16. — British film
reducing organizations received a
sconcerting surprise today when
embers of the British Film Projcers Association were suddenly
immoned to a private meeting at the
abor Ministry and were informed
lat BFPA constituents must surren:r forthwith 10 per cent of their
udio workers, including carpenters,
ectricians and others for work in remditioning London's robot-blitzed
Duses, now approaching the million
ark.
Civil Defense authorities have al•ady worked wonders in this regard
ith help recruited from the Provices as well as Navy personnel but
(Continued on page 4)

U.S.A., THURSDAY,

Washington, Aug. 16. — Legislation relaxing the political
ban provisions of the Soldiers Voting Law, passed
yesterday by the Senate, was
approved by the House today
and immediately sent to the
White House for Presidential signature.
Under the new provisions,

The consent decree companies have
already retained the services of the
outside law firms which will represent
them in their defense in the attempt of
the Department of Justice to seek compulsory revisions of the consent decree
in Federal Court. Several of the lawyers have already joined decree comegy. pany lawyers in their mapping of strat-

WB

Determines

Release

no encountered
difficulty isinexpected
be
passing "to
on
the propriety of films offered
the Armed Forces for showing to soldiers and sailors
and the way would be cleared for acceptance, if offered,
of both "Wilson" and "Heavenly Days."
Villiers
For

Here

Ealing

Policy

Sir Edward Villiers, emissary of
Reginald Baker, managing director of
Los Angeles, Aug. 16.— In the con- Ealing Studios and president of the
cluding session of the first company Kinematograph Renters Society, has
meeting held here in nine years, it was arrived in this country from London
revealed here that Warner Bros, in- to arrange a distribution deal with
tend maintaining a fluid releasing an American company for four Ealing
)hio Cooperative
schedule next season, determining the
Villiers,
managingFilms
dinumber of releases- based on market films# rector
of British who
and isOverseas
s Discontinued
conditions, but is prepared to approxi- Sales, an Ealing subsidiary for foreign
mate 40 if this eventual total is deemed distribution, is here in place of Baker,
required to meet the situation. Thus who could not make a scheduled AmerCleveland, Aug. 16. — Theatre Own- the policy inaugurated several seasons
ican visit.
rs Cooperative Exchanges of Ohio, back
will continue without alteration.
While here, the Ealing representaic, formed to distribute Goldwyn reBehind this are two important factive plans to confer with Spyros
sues and other product to stockholdtors.
One
is
the completed backlog; Skouras, Stanton Griffis and other top
lg independent exhibitor members on
(Continued nn page 4)
{Continued on page 10)
cooperative basis, has died aborning.
!hecks totalling more than $30,000
Ascribed for stock have been returni to exhibitors following meeting of
irectors in Columbus.
U. S.
Does
Not
Ask
for
Reasons for failure of the plan are
:ated in a letter to subscribers as :
'ie
expense
of exchange
operations
uring
present
conditions,
limited Single
mount of available product and lack
(Continued on page 4)
Decorate
Film

Classics

Set on

Near

Exchanges

Film Classics' national franchise-exhange system has been virtually comleted, with additional franchise arangements set in New Haven, Memhis, Detroit and Seattle, and arrangeients about to be completed in Dallas
nd Denver. The New Haven exhange, linked with the Boston office,
/ill be known as Film Classics of New
England, and the Memphis office, linkd with the Atlanta branch, has been
(Continued on page 4)

Films:
Son

of

J. J. Fitzgibbons
Toronto, Aug. 16.— Lt. J. J.
Fitzgibbons, son of the president of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., has been
decorated with a bronze star
for bravery in action in the
South Pacific by the U._S.
War Department. He is one
of the four members of the
Fitzgibbons family who are
serving with the armed
forces.

TEN

17, 1944

Myers

Washington, Aug. 16. — The
Department of Justice proposal for
a consent decree amendment to
prohibit block booking would not
make it mandatory for distributors to
sell pictures singly, it is contended by
Abram F. Myers, general counsel and
board chairman of Allied States, in
an analysis
of the
proposals released
here Department's
today.
Myers ascribed interpretations that theproposal
Department's
block booking
would
require single picture selling as
"distributor propaganda."
A legal spokesman for distributors
said yesterday in New York that any
(Continued on page 10)

CENTS

Releasing

House Votes Lifting
Of Political Ban

Strategy

George Leisure and Ralston R. Irvine of the law firm of Donovan, Leisure, Newton and Lumbard have been
attending meetings on behalf of RKO.
Brigadier General Wiliam J. Donovan
headed the RKO original defense but
he is on active service now.
A. C. Bickford of the Simpson,
(Continued on page 4)

AUGUST

U.S.

Lawyers

Mapping

Decree

Workers

IV

for

Freon

Urgencies

All

WPB
Is Reconsidering
Exhibitor Petitions
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington,
Aug.
16. — The
War Production Board has unexpectedly started on a program of
caring for exhibitors in distress because of lack of freon for cooling systems, a step made possible by the initiation of operations in the new 2,000,000-pouhd-plant at East Chicago.
Anticipating
the increased
supply from
the new plant,
Franklyn B. Millham, chief of
the refrigeration section of the
WPB
equipment
bureau, has
written to all exhibitors whose
appeals
for freon had been
turned down while the freon
situation was critical, asking
(Continued on page 4)

One

of

Is Set

Wallis'

for

Five

England

One of the first five Hal Wallis
productions for Paramount will be
made in England, with shooting scheduled to start there next April or May
if studio space
is available,
Wallis told trade,
tatives at a
press
luncheonrepresenat the
21 Club here
yesterday.
The first
ductionproto be
made in England
will be "Whenever I Remember." Some
talent and technical help probHal Wallis
ably will be sent
to England
from Hollywood for the production,
(Continued on page 4)
Grainger
Republic

Sees

50%

Increase

Republic's
for athatfourmonth
advance playdates
period indicate
the
company's
exceed
period last gross
year will
by over
50 the
per same
cent,
according to James R. Grainger, president and general sales manager. He
attributes the increase to the playdates
(Continued on page 4)
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Motion

Stern 29 Years
With Universal
Herman Stern, head of Universale non-theatrical division, will observe his 29th
anniversary with that company on Saturday. He joined Universal in 1915 in the
sales department, and is
credited with arranging for
the first film showings
aboard railroad trains,
steamships and airplanes. He
staged the first industry
trade showing in Johnstown,
Pa., in 1920.
Through Stern's efforts during the World War I, motion
pictures were introduced in
veterans' hospitals. Stern is
now responsible for getting
Universal product to troops
overseas.

Picture

Personal

Y, JR., assistant
JAMES
ve MURPH
executiJ.
director of the motion
picture arbitration system, is expected
back at his desk today after a brief
illness.
•
M/Sgt. Morton Decker, son of
Harry Decker, Warner salesman in
the New York exchange, is home on
his first furlough in four years. He
has been with the Army in Caribbean
area.
•
Leonard Bishop, manager of the
Rivoli, in Toronto, has left for a vacation in Los Angeles where he will
join his parents in their golden wedding anniversary •celebration.
Edna May McDonald, daughter
of Charles McDonald, RKO Theatres here, has become engaged to
Lt. Robert Hodgson,
• U. -S. Army.

Mention

Kovacs

SuesWilliams

For Screen Credit
Los Angeles, Aug. 16. — Edward
Kovacs filed suit today in the Superior Court seeking to enjoin Sydney Williams from producing "Next
Comes Love," unless the latter gives
complainant screen credit as associate
producer and 10 percent of the profits.
The complaint says Williams paid
$400 on a stipulated fee of $15,000, and
offered to credit Kovacs as technical
director instead of associate producer.
Williams is producing pictures independently for Republic release.

Coast

SAM
E. MORRIS,
vice president
of Warners,
is recovering
at Le Flashes
Roy Sanitarium here following an operation.
Hollywood, Aug. 16
•
Stanley Hand, Altec representaMcCORMICK, direcRKO
tive, has returned to New York from VJ BARRET
Radio advertising-publicity
tor,
having
delayed
his
departure
for
a visit to Altec's Electronic Division
office.
at
Lexington, Mass., and the Boston the East, is now enroute with a stop- j
over in Denver.
Richard Morgan of the Paramount
Abby Berlin, assistant director and
legal department left last night for a
vacation at Thousand Islands. He unit manager on a number of Columbia productions, has been made a full
will return Labor Day.
director for that company, his first
•

H. A. Bishop, manager of the Capitol Theatre, Winnipeg, Canada, is
visiting the Warner Hollywood studios
this week.
•
Dave Wallerstein, district supervisor for Balaban and Katz in Chicago,
has returned to his desk followGassner in Charge
ing a vacation.
•
R. manJ.of the
O'Donnell,
chairFifth Warindustry
Loan Drive,
Of Plays for Col.
Norman
Ferguson of the Walt
Columbia Pictures here yesterday has left New York for Dallas and is Disney Studios, is in New York from
announced the association with the expected to return • Aug. 28.
Hollywood on a ten-day
vacation.
•
company of John Gassner, former
Grace
Walsh,
secretary
to
Harry
head of the play reading department
H. M. Bessey, vice president of AlGittleson, RKO assistant Western
of the Theater Guild, in a realign- sales
tec Service Corp., has returned to
manager,
will
leave
her
post
to
ment and enlargement of the comNew York from Scranton.
marry Gerald Flynne.
•
pany's play and story department in
New York.
Saul Goldman, president of VariFrancis Harmon, War Activities
Eve Ettinger, who has headed the
etyman,Pictures,
Chicago,
department for several years, has also Committee coordinator, has returned
are in New
York and
for Mrs.
a few Golddays.
from California after a brief stop in
•
been placed in charge of the develop- Washington.
ment of story material and story
Zelma
of Warners'
Eastselection, in addition to having at her
ern talentBrookov
department,
left yesterday
B. S. Okun of Toronto, president
disposal writers to work on film
of Biltmore Theatres, is spending a for a week's tour of New England.
stories under her supervision.
Gassner will devote his time to play three weeks' vacation in Timagami,
John A. Cassidy, RKO Metropolidevelopment, represent the company North Ontario.
tan theatres press representative, is
vacationing.
in play productions in which the company is financially interested, and
•
Dave
Bader,
home
office trade
select plays to be produced under press contact for 20th Century-Fox,
Frank Giaschi, operating theatres
auspices of Columbia in New York
will leave tomorrow for a fortnight's in Bracebridge and Huntsville near
theatres.
vacation at Cape Cod and Cape Ann. Toronto* is recovering from illness.
•
•
Norman Castle, publicity chief
Jimmy Savage, head of publicity
for Esseness Theatres, Chicago, will
Del Guidice's Illness
& Katz' State Lake Thereturn to his desk Monday from a for Balaban
Halts 2 Cities Work
atre, Chicago, is vacationing.
vacation.
•
London, Aug. 16. — Fillippo Del
•
•
Guidice, Two Cities production head,
L. J. Schlaifer, Central sales manEd Schrieber, WAC publicity
is seriously ill with ailment diagnosed
ager for 20th Century-Fox, has left
for Chicago exchange conferences.
as blood pressure, and he has been or- head, was in Washington yesterday.
dered to remain in bed for at least
three weeks and not to receive any
Weisbord
to Assist
G. O. Romney
Seen
callers.
Two Cities business is virtually at a
standstill save for the1 production of
Alan DeGrunwald's "This Side of the
Ocean," but in the event of the emergency lasting, J. Arthur Rank is making arrangements for his own people
to take charge.
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daily

assignment to be the next "Blondie"
feature
in that soon-to-be-resumed
series.
•
Producer Mike Todd has appealed
to the Hollywood Victory Committee
for players to head overseas USO
companies in a number of plays, including "Over 21," "Male Animal,"
and "Junior Miss."

Following his recovery from a
minor operation, Jesse L. Lasky, reported back on the Warner lot yesterday and started work on "The Two
•
Mrs. Carrolls."
Warner signed Alfred DeLiagre,
Jr., to produce the film version of
his stage production, "Voice of the
Albert S. Rogell, director, has left
Republic Pictures on the expiration of
his contract.
Turtle."

"None So Blind," forthcoming serial
in Collier'
be publish
to
s, has been
.
purchas
ed by edRKO
20th-Fox
Laird Cregar's
contract
one extended
year.

linger

Discussing

UA

Deal with Fox-WC
Los Angeles, Aug. 16. — Joseph
Unger, UA western sales manager,
is discussing new product deal with
Fox- West Coast Theatres after holdIn McMurphey
Post
Seadler at M-G-M
ing a regional sales meeting in San
Washington, Aug. 16. — The OfHoward Dietz, vice-president in Francisco. He will return East in
fice of Civilian Requirements was re- charge of M-G-M advertising-pub- one week.
ported as turning to the Amerilicity, announced yesterday the addican Red Cross to secure a successor
tion to his staff of Abbott Weisbord.
to George W. N. McMurphey as head
Weisbord has resigned from the
of thetionOCR's
amusements
and
recreapost
of associate art director of the Luncheon for O'Connell
section.
Peck Advertising Agency to become
Eileen O'Connell, assistant to Ted
The new chief of the section, it is
assistant
to
M-G-M
advertising
manLloyd,
head of the 20th Century-Fox
understood, will be G. Ott Romney,
home office radio department, was
ager Silas F. Seadler.
now Red Cross chief of recreation and
given a farewell luncheon by her colclub services to the Armed Forces,
leagues yesterday at the Buckingham
who has long been prominent in proCafe here. She expects to leave for
Ginsberg to Host Press
fessional recreation activities.
the Coast next week.
Surveys USN Films
Washington, Aug. 16. — Capt. Gene
Markey, author and motion picture
producer, on temporary assignment to
the office of Navy Secretary Forrestal,
is making a survey of all Navy motion picture activities, it was learned
here today.

Henry Ginsberg, Paramount vicepresident and general manager in
charge of production, now in New
York to confer with home office executives and set up a closer liaison between East and West Coast story and
talent departments, will be host to the
trade press at luncheon at the 21 Club
here tomorrow.

'Skeffington'

Tops

Having received 247 holdovers out
of its first 250 engagements, "Mr.
Skeffington" looms as the top grosser
of the 1943-44 season on the Warner
Bros, schedule,
the home office reported here yesterday.
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Lawyers

Gov't
Of

Asks

10%

Decree

Start

Picture

on

Strategy

British

Film

Workers

(Continued from page 1)
the Labor Ministry now ordains that
all nonessential industries must bear
a hand in the emergency. The BFPA
claims that that film production is
currently working at its lowest ebb as
a result of the studio shortage and
urged that film production is vital to
national morale and the country's
prestige abroad. Already operating "on
the starvation line" it might collapse
if the suggested labor drain is imposed, itwas said.
The Ministry, pointing out that it
has statutory powers "to direct" labor
from unessential to war-essential work,
said it is unwilling to exercise these
powers but stated that the film industry must bear the burden similar to
other "unessenital" industries. It conceded adjournment until Friday, after
suggesting that the BFPA call volunteers for this urgent wartime job.

(Continued from page 1)
Thacher and Bartlett law firm has also
been attending the meetings for Paramount. Judge Thacher represented
Paramount when the original decree
was being written but he is now a
member of the Court of Appeals in
Albany and thus will be unable to participate.
Twentieth Century-Fox has been
represented by John Caskey of the firm
of Dwight, Harris, Koegle and Caskey
at the recent decree meetings and it appears that the firm will again represent
the company.
Judge Joseph M. Proskauer of the
firm of Proskauer, Rose and Paskus is
described as already working on the
Warner defense. He represented the
company
in the original decree negotiations.

Only Loew's, Inc. seems to be undecided upon counsel at this time. The
company was represented by John W.
Davis of the firm of Davis, Polk,
Wardwell, Sunderland and Kiendl during the original consent decree sessions
and the company will probably retain
him again. J. Robert Rubin, vice-president and general counsel said here
Studio Workers' Attitude
this week that no decision has been
In view of the current mood of the
studio workers who are reported to made yet on outside counsel.
regard themselves as a highly privileged class, response to the volunteer
call is regarded as highly unlikely
of Wallis' Five
because, firstly, volunteers might not One
get their studio jobs back when the
war ends and secondly, the studio car- Is Set for England
penters receive an average of two
(Continued from page 1)
pounds weekly more than carpenters
elsewhere.
Wallis said. David Rose, Paramount
The BFPA is privately seeking the managing director for Britain, is endeavoring to schedule studio space
aid of the Board of Trade to ameliorate the position with the Labor Min- for the picture and expects to be able
istry which would undoubtedly gravely to conclude the arrangements shortly
affect large scale film productions at after his return to Lond<5n from here
Denham. For instance, Gabriel Pascal in the near future.
Wallis said his aim is to make one
and Sir Alexander Korda are already
sorely troubled and delayed by the or two pictures of top calibre in Enlabor shortage. It is understood that
gland annually. He discussed plans
Rank's "inner circle" is not displeased for his production activities in Britain
by these developments, pointing out with Barney Balaban, Rose and other
that this is a test case of labor's sense Paramount home office executives this
of responsibility and adding that after week. Joseph Hazen, head of Wallis
the war when carpenters are easily Productions, is expected to accompany the producer to England to make
obtainable, "we'll see what happens
preparations for the project next
Spring.
then."
Prior to the start of production
Film Classics Near
abroad, Wallis expects to complete
three or four pictures at the ParaSet on Exchanges
mount studio in Hollywood. They
(Continued from page 1)
are
:
"Affairs
of Susan," "Don't Ever
established as Film Classics of the
Grieve Me," "The Searching Wind"
Southeast. Albert Dezel has the De- and "Love Letters." Production on
troit franchise, operating in conjunc- the first is scheduled to start next
tion with his Albert Dezel Roadshows month.
of Detroit and Cleveland.
Harry Mandel, former Warner Chicago exchange salesman, has arrived $5,542,500 Paramount
in New York to take over the manRedemption
agement of the local branch of Film B'way
Paramount Broadway Corp. has
Classics.
called for redemption on Sept. 19, 1944,
at par and accrued interest, $5,542,500
of its first mortgage sinking fund loan
Ohio Cooperative
certificates. Determination of the certificates to be redeemed will be made
Is Discontinued
(Continued from page 1)
by Itlot.is contemplated that the balance
of exhibitor enthusiasm. Directors
of the certificates will be called for rewho voted to abandon the cooperative
demption on Feb. 15, 1945.
were : Milton Mooney, Cleveland ;
Morris White, Cincinnati and Leo
Yassenoff, Columbus. The letter an- Dunlap to Host Press
Scott Dunlap, Monogram producer,
nouncing failure of the plan and enclosing the refunds was signed by Troy here from Hollywood on a visit, will
H. Feiber, secretary, a Columbus at- be host to the trade press at luncheon
torney.
today in the Warwick Hotel.

SMPE
Here
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Fall
Oct.

Meeting

U.S.

Releasing

16-18

Freon
for
The Society of Motion Picture Engineers will present its "Progress
Medal Award" and "Journal Certifi- All
Urgencies
cate" for 1944 during the Society's
56th semi-annual conference, to be held
(Continued from page 1)
at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York,
them whether their cooling sysOct. 16-18.
tems had been shut down, what
The presentations will be made at
their weekly attendance is and
a dinner-dance to be held Tuesday
how badly business has dropped
night, Oct. 17, as part of the social
off, and other information, and
activities restored to the convention
as rapidly as possible will take
program ernors.
by No the
boardwere
of govcare of the acute hardship
socialSMPE
functions
held
cases.
during the Spring meeting.
The tentative convention program
announced by W. C. Kunzmann, con- stances
So far,
was reported
said, only
tw» thein- 'i
haveit been
where
vention vice-president, includes busi- atres actually closed because of the i;
ness sessions on each of the three lack of freon and in both those cases
days. Evening programs are also be- supplies were immediately made availing arranged. Committee chairmen
able. It is the purpose of the WPBli
include : Barton Kreuzer, papers ; C. to permit no theatres or stores which i
R. Keith, Atlantic Coast section ;
play an important part in the community to close because of lack of the)
Kunzmann, registration and information E.
; I. Sponable, reception and lo- refrigerant, although a number of
cal arrangements ; D. E. Hyndman, small shops have been refused supplies, i
dinner-dance ; James Frank, Jr., mem- it was said here.
bership and subscription ; 0. F. Neu,
The new East Chicago plant is start li
hotel and transportation ; Mrs. E. I. ing operations on a very low scale, but
Sponable, ladies reception ; H. F. will increase its output rapidly and is
Heidegger, 35-mm projection; M. W. expected to reach capacity production ■
Palmer, 16-mm projection; Julius Ha- around Nov. 1, at which time new supber, publicity.
plies of freon gas will be available in
the neighborhood of 5,500,000 pounds
a month.
' Freon in 3 Months
WB
Determines
Release

Policy

(Continued from Page 1)
two is the intention of sustaining production level so that the vaults at all
times will be sufficiently fortified to
make inroads not predictable now possible as circumstance may dictate. The
completed backlog now stands at 18.
Because of the transportation stringencies, Warner Bros, this year is
holding the sales meetings to attendance minimum and as quietly as possible. Harry Warner delivered an address Monday stressing the underlying
company policy which continues geared
to national interests. Today Jack
Warner analyzed production at the
combined distribution and theatre session. Virtually all conventioneers depart Friday for their respective cities.
Grainger

Sees

Within three months, it is anticipated that the needs of theatres now
suffering from a deficiency of the refrigerant can begin to be met, and by
next Spring it is hoped the supply of
freon will be adequate to meet all
needs of exhibitors. •
The end of the European war will
have little or no effect on the freon
situation, Millham said, since only a
relatively small proportion of the production is needed for that area, but
with the East Chicago plant in full
production it is estimated that all
military needs can be met with sufficient gas left over to fill essential
civilian requirements rapidly. Supplies
for new equipment probably will be available whenever the restrictions on
its production are lifted.
All told, Millham said, the freon
situation today looks better than at any ;
time since our entry into the war.
After the war, the expanded production developed during the past two
years will permit a rapid expansion of j
the refrigeration industry.

50%

Republic
(Continued Increase
from page 1)

SDG

Takes

Up

Raise

secured on "Atlantic City," "Storm
Over Lisbon," "Man From Frisco"
and "San Fernando Valley," all currently in release, and "Flame of the
Barbary Coast," set for early release.
At the same time, Grainger revealed
that "Lake Placid Serenade" has been
dated in 40 key cities between next
Dec. 15 and and Jan. 15, with over 75
key theatre openings during the holiday season. Herbert J. Yates has
appropriated $300,000 for national
newspaper advertising, radio and billboard campaigns with Donahue and
Coe set to supervise the key city openings. National exploitation will be
handled by Lester Kaufman, head of
studio publicity ; Steve Edwards, head
of New York publicity, and Charles
tising.
Reed Jones, head of New York adver-

For Its Assistants
Hollywood, Aug. 16. — The Scree
Directors' Guild council met her
last night to consider counter-prc
posals offered by producers in re
sponse
to the
demand for
increased
scaleguild's
for assistant
direca
tors. It is believed the council wi
refer the matter to the board for con
sideration of further procedure.
The Screen Actors Guild this wee
voted to join in the State Federatio
of Labor's fight against propositio
No. 12, described as the "right of em
ployment
which comes
up for
vote in thelaw,"
November
elections.
Th
SFL interprets the proposed law a
outlawing contracts calling for
closed shop. The SAG has donate'
$4,500
to the SFL's campaign agains
the
measure.
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Subject

Reviews
Marriage Is a Private Affair
Cincinnati, Aug. 16— "Mr. Winkle (M-G-M)
Hollywood, Aug. 16
Goes to War" will give the RKO
N
the
final
stretches,
Keenan
Wynn
relays
sweet
nothings from Lana "Eyes
$13,500,
of
Albee an average gross
(Emerson for
Yorke)Tomorrow"
I
Turner
in
San
Francisco
to
John
Hodiak,
her
husband,
somewhere
while "Mr. Skeffington" is heading
Originally produced as a two-reel
for an estimated $9,000, $4,000 over in the South Pacific, and through these middleman tactics blows their film
for exhibition in educational ina
playing
Shubert,
RKO
the
par, at
estrangement away for the happy ending. Coming as a complete surbill
ng
stitution, "Eyes for Tomorrow" has
preopeni
the
as
week
moveover
prise, itis an extremely funny piece of business which gives "Marriage been cut in half for theatrical distribution and as such is an interesting
at this house. "Going My Way" will Is a Private Affair" a lift out of the deep morasses into which over 100
do around $11,500 on a third down- minutes of excessive footage have bogged it.
treatise on eye health. With Alois
against
town week at the RKO Grand,
Havrilla as commentator, the picture
Prior to that is a strange assortment of people and situations. Natalie sets forth reasons for and methods of
an average $6,500.
Estimated receipts for the week Schafer, playing Miss Turner's mother, has been married three times, retaining good eye-sight. The subject
but before all this is ended is minus her third husband. Frances Gif- is one which is timely any time and
ending Aug. 16-19:
ford
is married to Herbert Rudley and playing in the side pocket with
(Col.)
War"
"Mr. Winkle Goes to
7 Hugh Marlowe who, in turn, weds Shirley Patterson. This wrecks deserves much attention. "Eyes for
RKO ALBEE— (3.300) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
could be the beginning of
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross: Miss Gifford, not to overlook her husband, turns her half crazy while aTomorrow"
series of enlightening shorts designed
$13,500 (Average: $13,500).
(WB) Marlowe finally resumes his drinking and drives off the bridge one to educate the public to ways of keep"The Adventures of Mark Twain"c-70c)
7
ing well. Running time 11 mins.
RKO' CAPITOL— (2,000) (44c-50c-60
to his death, whether suicide or accidental is up to the~audience to
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross: day
determine.
$7,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Seven Doors to Death" (PRC)
Miss Turner has married Hodiak, her off-screen voice casting doubts (RKO)
Raiders"
"Silver
RKO City
FAMILY—
(1,000)(Col.)(30c40c) 4 days. on her own wisdom born of her mother's checkered marital career. This "Springtime for Pluto**
Pluto gets his fill of beautiful Spring.
Gross: $1,500. (Average: $1,400).
presumably sets up uncertainties and inhibitions in the daughter's mind. Peter Pan pipes him away to the
"Valley of Vengeance" (PRC)
She can't make decisions about anything and says so in dialogue. The woods where the light-hearted dog
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 3 days. uncertainties and meanderings create differences with her husband and,
is attacked by a squadron of beeGross: $700. (Average: $700).
bombers, sprawls into a bunch of
despite
the
child
which
binds
them,
results
in
a
rift.
Miss
Gifford's
"Going My Way (Para.)
poison-ivyand is finally deluged by a
RKO GRAND— (1,500) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7 duplicity doesn't help in the cause of perfect marriages, either.
'lovely' April shower. Pluto returns
days, plus Saturday midnight show, 3rd
Thus, the two principals break up. Hodiak forces his way from range- to
week, following two weeks at the Palace.
his doghouse to await the coming
finder
production
back
into
the
air
corps
and
active
duty.
Miss
Turner
Gross: $11,500. (Average: $6,500).
of a good hard winter. Music is
"They Made Me a Criminal" (WB reissue) starts hitting the high spots, never quite knowing what she's up to and delightful and color excellent to make
"Manpower" (WB reissue)
KEITH'S— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days. whether she wants to. This is not a reviewer's appraisal of her motiva- an entertaining and «cleverly handled
tions and actions ; Miss T. tells about them as she wanders along the subject. Running time, 7 mins.
Gross: $6,000, (Average: $5,000).
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
edges of her self-made precipice.
"Take It Big" (Para.)
At any rate, she bumbles into what is presented as a great truth which
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
Swings If*
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross: is that marriage is a private affair and solves her own irresolutions by "Pagliacci
( Universal)
$6,000. (Average: $5,000).
"Pagliacci," in the person of Joe
finally deciding Hodiak, the man she has, is the man she wants. Recon"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
Reichman,
out in this musical
RKO PALACE^(2,700) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
via the trans-Pacific airwaves with Wynn serving as the 'phone short whichswings
davs, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross: exchange ciliation,
should go over big with
brings
it
about.
$12,500. (Average: $13,500).
especially and provide a few
Virtually all of the characters are just that: characters. There is jive-fans
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
minutes of good entertainment for
RKO' SHUBERT— (2,150) (44c-50c-60c-70c) practically no believability in them or in what they do. Story brambles
7 days, 2nd week, moveover from the Albee.
Withmodern
Reichman's
and thorns cut up the narrative pattern and confuse rather than clarify everyone.
Gene Austin,
ballad orchestra,
singer, is
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $5,000).
what this is all about. Under such unfortunate handicaps, the cast does spotlighted with his almost-whispered
what it can with a tough assignment.
version of "My Blue Heaven." The
'Dragon Seed' Takes
Miss Turner, of course, is most attractive, displays a wide wardrobe well-rounded program includes "I'll
April" and some jazz num$5,000 Over Par
and an eye-raising array of hair dress. The fact that this is her first re- Remember
bers featuring Reichman at the piano.
Baltimore, Aug. 16. — Business here
lease since maternity ought to count for box-office weight and the title Running time, 15 mins.
shows an increase where major at- smacks of pronounced commercial possibilities. Production trappings
tractions are concerned. Average pic- are smart in the best Metro manner. Hodiak and James Craig, faithful
tures, however, continue to attract
"Ski Chase"
and disappointed lover, are additional names for marquee pur- (RKO-Pathe)
only average attention. Topping the friend poses.
Pandro S. Berman produced and Robert Z. Leonard directed.
Latest in the Sportscope series preweek's list is "Dragon Seed" which
will collect $22,000 at the Century.
Running time, 118 mins. "A." * Release date, not set.
sents a group of skiers, led by GretchRed Kann
en Fraser, ski champion, at play in
"A Wave, Wac and a Marine,"
Wasatch National Forest. William
bolstered by "Tars and Spars," featur'A" denotes adult classification.
ing Victor Mature in person on the
Deeke has caught all the scenic splenstage, is scoring $20,000 at the Hipdor of Utah's highest mountains with
podrome.
his camera. Ski fans will appreciate
this subject especially, but for all film
Estimated receipts for the week endTwo Soldiers
goers it affords a thrill and plenty
ing Aug. 17 :
of entertainment. Running time, 8
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
(Art kino)
CENTURY— (3,000) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
mins.
A LTHOUGH this Soviet film has its share of impressive battle
weekends) 7 days. Gross: $22,000. (Average:
$17,000).
sequences, it is in the main a glorification of the Russian doughboy
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
and
the
bond that exists between two buddies on the Leningrad front. "Sadie Hawkins Day"
KEITH'S— (2.406) (35c-40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
.Gross: $14,000. (Average: $15,000).
Mark Bernes, an incorrigible jokester, and Boris Andreyev, a serious ( Columbia)
stalwart, whose fast friendship has been solidified by the common perils
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Foix)
NEW— (1,581) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days, 2nd of the front, have fallen out over a girl, Vera Shershneva. Bernes kids
The
in Columbia's
new "Little second
Abner" series
is a colorful
and
week. Gross: $10,500, (Average: $11,000).
humorous
treatise
on
the
traditional
his
pal
unmercifully
before
the
entire
company,
not
out
of
malice,
but
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
STANLEY— (3,280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Hawkins Day" observance as
2nd week. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $18,000). to bolster spirits fallen low after many casualties. Eventually the two "Sadie
it touches Abner Hokum and his neme"A Wave, a Wac and a Marine" (Mono.) friends are reunited when Andreyev goes to the rescue of Bernes who
HIPODROME— (2,205) (33c-44c-55c-65c) 7
sis, Daisy-Mae, who is still deterdays. Stage show: the Coast Guard's "Tars is caught in an exposed position by German fire.
mined to "rope" him. This cartoon
and Spars"
with $18,500).
Victor Mature. Gross:
The film has a warm quality that helps to overcome the barrier of its fully catches the hill-billy humor of
$20,000.
(Average:
foreign dialogue. Colloquial subtitles by Charles Clement serve their the comic strip, apon which the series
"The Scarlet Claw" (Univ.)
MAYFAIR — (1,000) (35c-54c) 7 days. purpose. Bernes sings several songs which are not martial but typify is based. Running time 7 mins.
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $7,000).
the yearning of the soldier for his native city. L. Lukov directed from
a
scenario by Eugene Gabrilovich. N. Bogoslavsky composed incidental Mavor to Vanguard
Fairs Promote Films
Geraldine Mavor, former publicity
music.
director for Arnold Pressburger ProBoston, Aug. 16. — Local theatres
ductions, has joined the publicity staff
are taking advantage of the annual fair
Running time, 75 mins. "G"*. Release date, July 26.
Charles Ryweck of Vanguard Films, Inc., and of David
season in this area, using the fair
O. Selznick Enterprises. She succeeds
grounds to string banners promoting
films now showing in Boston.
Ann Daggett as magazine editor.
denotes general classification.
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Coast

Picture

9

daily

Heat

Tribute

Chi.
To

'Wilson':

120,000

to Build

Grosses;

ty 'Lively'

High

Boost

Los Angeles, Aug. 16. — Opening in
!he wake of a gala premiere and sailing into the teeth of a news gale
■lown up by the War Department's
irst and second Army-banning statements, "Wilson"
grossed
$47,000_
he Carthay
Circle
and the
Unitedat
\.rtists, which
average $27,800.
Double Indemnity" was prospering
oncurrently to the tune of $84,000 in
he Fox West Coast Chinese-Loew's
State-Fox
Wilshire-Uptown four;ome, where $61,850 is par. Busiless was good all over, despite the
irst hot weather of the summer.
Estimated takings for the week endng August 16:
'Wilson." (20th-Fox)
CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,516) (85c-$1.10il.50) 7 days. Gross: $17,600. (Average:
il 1,200).
'Double Indemnity" (Para.)
'Take It Big" (Para.)
CHINESE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0O) 7
lays. Gross: $19,500. (Average: $15,500).
'Gaslight" (M-G-M)
EGYPTIAN- (1,500) (SOc-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
lays, 4th week. Gross: $11,000. (Average:
;9,500).
'The Mummy's Ghost" (Univ.)
I 'Jungle Woman," (Univ.)
HAWAII— (1,000) (SOc-60c-75c-85c) 7 davs,
ird week. Gross: $4,750. (Average: $6,200).
'In Society" (Univ.)
'Twilight on the Prairie" (Univ.)
HILLSTREET — (2,700) (50c -60c -80c) 7
lays. Gross: $23,000. (Average: $19,700).
'Double Indemnity" (Para.)
'Take It Big" (Para.)
LOEWS
STATE (50c-60c-85c!1.00) 7 days. Gross (2,500)
$35,000. .(Average :
34,100).
'Gaslight" (M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES — (2,096) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
' days, 4th week. Gross: $15,500. (Average:
il'4,900).
'In Society" (Univ.)
'Twilight on the Prairie" (Univ.)
PANTAGES— (2,000) (5Oc-60c-85c-$1.0O) 7
lays. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $16,700).
'And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
'Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT HOLLYWOOD — (50c-60c
I0c-$1.00) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $10,000.
Average: $11,000).
'And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
'Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT DOWNTOWN — (50c-60c!0c-$1.00) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $15,000.
Average: $20,300).
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
RITZ— (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days,
fth week. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $8,700).
'Wilson" (2&th-Fox)
UNITED ARTISTS — (2,100) (85c-$1.10fl.50) 7 days. Gross : $30,000. (Average
:
516.600).
'Double Indemnity" (Para.)
"Take It Big" (Para.)
UPTOWN — (1,716) (50c-60c-, 35c -$1.00) 7
lays. Gross: $14,500. (Average: $10,500)
'Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
WARNER HOLLYWOOD — (3,000) (50c
X)c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross
U16.788. (Average: $17,000).
'Mr.
Skeffington"
(WB)
WARNER
DOWNTOWN
- (3.400) (50cfflc-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
'19,395. (Average: $18,700).
i 'Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
I WARNER WILTERN — (2,200) (50c -60c! !0c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $15,828.
; (Average: $15,200).
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
| "Take It Big" (Para.)
FOX -WILSHIRE— (2,300) (85c-$1.10-$1.50)
II days. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $11,750).
KB

Boosts

Theatre

Washington, Aug. 16. — The K-B
circuit will begin construction of a
new theatre, the Avon, this month, it
was reported yesterday by Frank
Boucher, general manager. Boucher
also announced that James Sandford,
formerly with Schine Theatres, has
been appointed accountant for K-B
Theatres.

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

Chicago, Aug. 16. — Despite a soaring heat wave, or because of it, Loop
houses continue to roll up heavy
grosses. The Palace had one of its
biggest weeks this Summer with "Step
Lively," Frank Sinatra, responsible
for a fine $29,000. The Chicago Theatre did a big $57,000 with "Uncertain Glory" and the second week of
the
"Diamond
Horseshoe Revue" on
the stage.

NEWS

. Estimated receipts for the week end:
"Eve ingofAug.St.17Mark"
(2»th-Fox)
"Candlelight in Algeria" (20th-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,200) (5Sc-65c-95c) 6 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average for 7 days: $11,400).
"Uncertain Glory" (WB) »
CHICAGO— (3,850) (55c-85c-90c). Stage:
Billy Rose's
Gross:
$57,000. "Diamond
(Average:Horseshoe
$51,500). Revue."
"Meet the People" (M-G-M)
"Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
GARRICK— (1,000) (55c -65c -95c) 5 days.
3rd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average for 7
days: $9,100).
"This Is The Life" (Univ.)
"Ghost Catchers" (Univ.)
GRAND—
3rd Loop
week.
Gross:(1,250)
$7,000.(50c-60c-85c-.95c)
(Average: $9,100).
"Three Little Sisters" (Rep.)
ORIENTAL — (3,200) (44c-55c-60c-80c-95c)
7 days.tra. Stage:
Stan Kenton
and $24,000).
his orchesGross: $29,000.
(Average:
"Step Lively" (RKO)
"A Night of Adventure" (RKO)
PALACE— (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $29,000. (Average: $24,000).
"Once Upon a Time" (Col.)
ROOSEVELT
— (1,500)(Average:
(55c-65c-95c)
week.
Gross: $27,500.
$20,000).2nd
"Coing My Way" (Para.)
STATE LAKE— (2,700) (50c-65c-95c) 10th
Loop week. Gross: $35,000. (Average:
$29,000).
"White CEffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1,700) (50c-65c-95c)
7th week. Gross : $21,000. (Average: $20,000).
"Up In Arms" (RKO)
WOODS— (1.200) (55c-65c-95c) 16th week.
Gross: $18,000. (Average: $10,000).

'Step
Lively

BOB

HOPE

CHANGES

FAVORITE
BY
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Lively'

Gets

$36,000

San Francisco, Aug. 16. — The majority of houses here report better
than average business. "Step Lively"
at the Golden Gate hit this week's
top with a smashing $36,000.
Estimated receipts for the week end"In Society"
ing Aug. 1 7(Univ.)
:
"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days.
Gross: $23,000. (Average: $15,000).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE^(2,850)
(45c-65c-85c) 7
days.
Stage:
vaudeville. Gross: $36,000.
(Average:
$27,000).
"Take It Big" (Para.)
WARFIELD'
— ("2,680)
(4Sc-65c-85c)
days.'
Stage:
vaudeville.
Gross:
$25,000. 7(Average: $27,000).
"The Mask
of Dimitrios"
"Crime
By Night"
(WB) (WB)
FOX— (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
$28,000. (Average: $28,000).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $21,000. (Average:
$20,000).
"The Song of Bernadette" (2©th-Fox)
STATE— (2,308) (74c-$1.10) 7 days. Gross:
$20,000. (Average: $13,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
ST. FRANCIS — (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days, move over from the Fox. Gross:
$20
000. (Average:
"Sensations
of 1945"$11,000).
(UA)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1.200) (45c-65c-85c)
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $8,600. (Average:
$11,000).
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Ask
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Does

Not

Single

Sales:

Allied

(Continued from page 1)
distributor that wanted to avoid complications would be obliged to sell
pictures one at a time if the Department's block booking proposal were
adopted in its present terminology.
"The Department said that recent
Supreme Court decisions have made
it clear that the forcing of feature
licenses by the tying of one copyright to another is unlawful, even in
the case of the present decree procedure of selling in blocks of five," the
company spokesman pointed out. "If
we are to take that at face value," he
observed, "we would have no alternative but to sell each picture separately."
Allied Analysis
The Allied analysis of the Department's proposals is favorable to the
entire program. None of the proposals is subjected to criticism and, only
occasionally, is note made that here
and
there
the inDepartment's
do not
follow
some details proposals
the lines
laid down for amendment of the decree at the Conference of Independent Exhibitors in Chicago last February. This is true of the Department's
request that trade showings be continued of
; the proposal for prohibiting
the forcing of short subjects and on
the failure of the Department to include in its proposals a provision for
cancellation. Of the latter, the Allied
analysis says :
Failure of Recommendations

Picture
Heat

McHutchion

Thursday, August 17, 1944

Daily
Dulls

Grosses

Missing,

Lang y her Killed
Washington, Aug. 16. — William Langyher, former manager of the Princess Theatre,
is an Army casualty in
France, the first Washington
theatre man killed in action.

In

Philadelphia;

'Wing'

Gets

$25,000

Philadelphia, Aug. 16. — The heat
wave opened the week sluggishly with
the temporary closing of the Mastbaum for repairs pointing up business
Toronto, Aug. 16. — Flying
Officer Jack McHutchion,
at other first-runs. Leading is "Wing
and a Prayer," for a $25,000 take at
formerly
of Brantford,
Famous Players'
Capitol at
Out.,
the Fox, plus $2,200 for a dual Sunhas been reported missing afday showing at the Earle.
ter operations with the
Estimated receipts for the week
RCAF somewhere in Europe.
ending Aug. 18 :
"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
600).
ALDINE — (900) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7
days. Gross: $15,200. (Average: $14,Kohn
to Arbitrate
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
St. Louis Dispute
ARCADIA— (600; (40c -45c -50c -65c -75c) 7
days, 2nd run. Gross: $4,900. (Average:
St. Louis, Aug. 16. — Carrying out
a recommendation of the labor panel $4,000).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
BOYD— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
which took testimony in the labor
days, 2nd week. Gross: $21,800. (Average:
dispute between St. Louis theaters $18,000).
and the Local 6, AFL stage employes "Ladies in Washington" (20th-Fox) (6 days)
and operators union, the Regional "Wing and a Prayer" (Zflth-Fox) (1 day)
EARLE — (3,000) (50c-65c-85c-95c) 6 days
Labor Board at Kansas City has ap- of vaudeville, including Clyde t^ucas' orchestra, Mills Brothers, Folie Miller, Lionel
pointed Jules E. Kohn a board member to arbitrate the number of stage Kaye, Jean LaSalle and Paul Steele. Gross:
$20,4CO. (Average: $27,600).
hands to be employed at local theatres. "Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
The controversy involves 66 stage
FOX— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
Gross: $25,000. (Average: $20,500).
hands in first-run and neighborhood days.
Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
houses, for whom the union demanded "Two
KARLTON— (1,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75ca IS per cent wage increase over the 85c) 7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $8,800. (Av$6,600).
present scale of $75 per week. Ex- "Dead erage:
End" (Film Classics)
hibitors are said to have expressed
KEITH'S — (2,200) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75cwillingness to meet the increase, pro- 85c) 7 days,
erage: $5,800). reissue. Gross: $5,700. (Avvided the union agrees to reduce the
"The
Story
of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
minimum number of men to be emSTANLEY— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $16,200. (Average: $20,000).
ployed.
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
STANTO'N — (1 ,700) ( 40c - 45c - 50c - 65c - 75c B'klyn Theatres Get
85c) 7 days.
erage: $9,400).2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Av2,217 Blood Donors
Brooklyn film theatres were responsible for 2,217 blood donation appointments in July the local Red Cross Para. Changes
Block
chapter has reported.
Michael Nicholas, manager of the No. 1 Showing Dates
Century Kingsway Theatre, was among
Dates of the trade-showings of Parathose cited by the organization for mount's first block of five for 1944-45
special commendation. His house staff have been changed from Aug. 24-25 to
turned in a list of 663 prospective
31-Sept. 1. "Rainbow Island,"
donors following regular personal ap- Aug.
and "Till We Meet Again" will be
peals by Nicholas. Other Brooklyn shown Aug. 31 and "Our Hearts Were
theatres reported the following ap- Young and Gay," "National Barn
pointment figures for the month of Dance" and "Dark Mountain," on
July : RKO Kenmore, 630 ; Brooklyn Sept. 1.
Paramount, 688, and the RKO Albee,
Showings will be at Paramount exchanges except in New York, Albany
495. During the month of June, Loew's
Pitkin led the list with 785 appoint- and Atlanta where the pictures will be
ments.
shown at 20th Century-Fox exchanges
and
Los Angeles where the AmbassaVilliers Here to
dor Theatre will be used.

"The failure of the Government to
adopt the recommendation of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors in
reference to cancellations undoubtedly
was due to the fact that the proposals
contemplate a free right of selection
without forcing, making a cancellation
privilege unnecessary."
"It is not apparent on the face of
the application why certain subsidiary
recommendations relating to the trade
showing and the announcement and
licensing of films were passed over. It
is possible that the recommendations
in reference to blind pricing and quarterly group selling were deemed to
be outside the purview of the decree."
"The principal recommendations
passed over had to do with forced
percentage selling and distributor con- Set Ealing Films
trol of admission prices and other com(Continued from page 1)
petitive
practices,"
the
Allied
analysis
executives.
Another purpose of his
states.
visit, Villiers said, is to make a survey
It concludes : "It is important that
the opinions to be formed should be of American distribution requirements
based on the merits of the -proposals for British films.
Villiers said that he might acquire
and not on some propagandist's false
and misleading statements concerning some American product for British
distribution and will also visit Mexico
with a similar object in mind. He also
Buffalo Variety Party
plans to confer with Paul Nathanson,
Buffalo, Aug. 16. — Local Variety, Empire-Universal president, and Oscar
tent No. 7, will hold its annual golf Hanson, in Canada.
tournament and dinner-dance Aug. 22
The British film representative deat the Brookfield Country Club in
clared that it might prove advantagesuburban Williamsville.
ous to the British industry if the
various British producers would pool
their production resources with a view
SALES
to making films that could easily be
REPRESENTATIVE
marketable in this country
WANTED
The four films which Villiers has
Experienced, State Rights, all Terribrought to this country, all Michael
tories, handling outstanding exploitation picture. Commission. Write
Balcon productions, are : "Champagne
qualifications and experience.
BOX NO. 231
Charle" " "They Came to a City,"
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
"Fiddlers Three" and "The Return
of the Vikings."

Big 'Cross' Promotion
M-G-M's "The Seventh Cross" will
have "one of the most extensive advertising campaigns in transportation
media ever given an M-G-M film,"
the home office here reported yesterday. Beginning Aug. 22, car cards
and two and four-sheet posters
will appear on the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad, the
Long Island Railroad and the New
York Central, as well as major bus
and subway lines in the Metropolitan area.
Murphy to PC A Publicity
Eugene K. Murphy has been named
publicity director of Producers Corporation of America, it was reported yesterday by Ben Englander, vice president. Murphy's first asignment will be
"The Old West," to be released by
United Artists.

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Aug. 16
M-G-M,
in what
be i
the largest
deal is
of declared
its kind into the
studio's history, has handed out 26 1
seven-year contracts at one fell swoop i
to as many specialty dancers. All but
eight of the dancers were originally
and
haveforretained
their connection
with
signed
"Du Barry
Was a Lady,"'^
M-G-M ever since. All of them will i
be seen in the forthcoming filmusical,
"Ziegfeld Follies." •
The role of "Nora!' in "Of Human
Bondage" has been assigned to Alexis
Smith by Warners. . . . Ralph Belamy,
recently signed to a new long-term
contract by Hunt Stromberg, zmllhave1
the lead in Charles R. Rogers' coming'
production,
"High
thelead
Stars.'"
Connie Moore
will Among
have the
opposite Bellamy. Arthwr Lubin wtll\\
direct. . . . Daniele Amphitheatrof mill
do the musical score for "I'll Be Seeing
You" at Vanguard. . . . Roger Pryor
is set for the lead in Republic's "Thoroughbreds." .. . Otto Preminger will
have an important role in "Where Do
We Go .From
Here?" at
20th CenturyIFox.
. . Sunset
Carson
will be
starred in a new series of Westerns at
Republic. . . . Walter Brennan has been
signed for a featured role in "Nobody
Lives Forever," which Jean Negulesco
zvill direct for producer Robert Buckner on the Warner lot.
•
Jinx Falkenburg will be starred
in Columbia's forthcoming "Song
of Tahiti." . . . Joseph H. Lewis
has been signed by PRC to direct
"First Illusion." . . . Pedro Armendariz, Mexican star, has arrived
in Hollywood from Mexico City to
confer with Producer Hunt Stromberg regarding his role as Moreno
in "Dishonored Lady," which Andre de Toth will direct. The picture is scheduled to get under way
in October. . . . Universal has
signed Leon Errol for a comedy
role in "Musical Roundup." . . .
Andrea King, who made her debut
in "The Very Thought of You," has
had her Warner contract extended.
•
William Castle, currently directing
"Dormant Account," Columbia's new
"Whistler" picture, will go to New
York upon completion of this assignment to direct a stage play. "If a
Body," for the Shuberts. . . . Another
famous Latin-American star, Cantinflas, will arrive in Hollywood soon to
confer with John H. Auer on a picture to be made for RKO Radio in
English and Spanish versions. Cantinflas will star in both. . . . Bill Goodwin, radio announcer and featured
player on the Burns and Allen program, has been signed for a role in
David O. Selznick's "The House of
Dr. Edwardes." . . . Joel McCrea,
Brian Donlevy and Sonny Tufts will
play the three masculine stellar roles
in the Technicolor picturization of
"The Virginian" at Paramount. . . .
Paul Cavanagh has been signed by
M-G-M to portray a British war offi->
cial in "Airship Squadron 4." . . . Columbia has purchased "Threesome," an
original by Laura Hobson, and it will
be adapted as a screen vehicle for
three top-ranking stars. . . . Jack
Schwarz has signed Albert Hay Malotte to do the musical score for "The
Enchanted Forest."

fhursday, August 17, 1944
Award
Vlass.

Eliminates
Clearance

The clearance complaint filed by
Richard B. Rubin, operator of the
■irate Theatre, Saugus, Mass., against
I he five consenting companies, and requesting that the 21-days clearance of
he first-run Granada,
Strand and
Mystic Theatres in Maiden, Mass.,
iver the Saugus State be eliminated,
lljias been granted by John A. Daly,
| xbitrator in the Boston tribunal, the
American Arbitration Association retorted here yesterday.
i The arbitrator also ruled that the
lominal 21-day clearance existing over
he State on the part of first-run Lynn,
dass., theatres, including the Warner,
Paramount and the Olympia, be reluced to 14 days. The arbitrator disnissed the complaint insofar as it perained to the supply of pictures by
,Varners to the Warner, Lynn, and
>y Paramount to the Paramount and
Olympia, Lynn.
At the same time the AAA reported
hat three clearance cases had been
iled in St. Louis by Adolph Rosecan
m behalf of the Princess, St. Louis,
operated by himself; the Ritz, East
Alton, 111., operated by Sol and Irving
^oldfarb, and the Gaty, East St. Louis,
1111., operated by A. D. Maragian.
i The Princess complaint alleges that
II must wait too long after_ first-run
St. Louis houses and the territorial reease dates for product and asks for
i reasonable clearance for all prior
kruns below those they now possess
j jver the Princess and also for a maximum clearance time after first-runs.
I The Ritz complaint charges that
;learance between that house and prior
runs in East Alton and Alton, 111., are
treasonable and that it must wait too
long after territorial release dates be-fore product is made available. The
^Ritz seeks clearance on an equitable
1 basis, as does the Gaty which voices a
similar complaint and request for re:lief.
Meiselman Files Clearance
In New Haven Tribunal
Herman B. Meiselman, operator of
the Strand Theatre, Wallingford,
Conn., has filed a clearance complaint
: in the New Haven tribunal against the
five consenting companies, the Ameri]can Arbitration Association also re[ported.
Complainant asks that the 90-day
clearance, which the second-run Strand
is subject to after the Wilkinson, also
Wallingford, be reduced to one day or
else be given such clearance as is
deemed reasonable.

'Choice', Show, Lead
In Indianapolis
Indianapolis, Aug. 16. — "Gambler's
Choice," with "George White's Scandals," at the Circle, is taking first
place here this week, doing $16,000. A
revival of "Waterloo Bridge" at
Loew's will gross $12,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending August 17 :
"Gambler's Choice" (Para.)
CIRCLE— (2,800) (55c-72c) 7 days. Stage
show. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $11,800).
"The Eve of St. Mark" (20th-Fox)
"Falcon Out West" (RKO)
INDIANA— (3,200)
(32c-55c)
7 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $11,600).
^Waterloo Bridge" (M-G-M)
"Jam
Session" (Col.)
LOEW'S—
(2,800) (32c-5Sc)
$12,000.
(Average:
$11,500). 7 days. Gross:
"Going- My Way" (Para.)
LYRIC-(2,000) (32c-55c) 7 days, moveover from 3 weeks showing at Indiana.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $4,900).

Motion
Record
4Way'

$28,000

in Kansas

Picture
for
City

Owners' Aid Sought
To Prevent Fires
Again this year, within the
next few days, theatres will
be visited by 'Fire Prevention Week' committee members who will ask theatre
owners to cooperate in the
annual Fire Prevention Week
campaign by running a special fire prevention trailer
which the committee will

Kansas City, Aug. 16. — The Newman is tops here this week with "Going MyallWay"
doingrecords
$28,000,forwhich
breaks
previous
that
theatre at regular prices. "Dragon
Seed" at the Midland did $20,000 in
its second week.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 18 :
"A Wing and a Prayer" (ZOth-Fox)
ESQUIRE— (800) (4Sc-65c) 7 days. Gross:
supply tional
for observance
this year's
naOct. 8-14.
$7,500. (Average: $6,000).
"With theatre fires on the
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
MIDLAND— (3.50O) (40c-60c) 7 days.
increase, managers will be
Gross: $20,000. (Average: $14,000).
taking an effective step in
"Going My Way" (Para.)
preventing disaster in their
NEWMAN— (1,900)
(45c-65c) 7 days.
own houses for the trailer
Gross: $28,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
will call attention to the
"Henry Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para.)
danger of smoking carelessORPHEUM— (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $18,000. (Average: $10,000).
ly and will caution against
"Are These Our Parents?" (Mono.)
other a common
causes,"
"Pardon My Rhythm" (Univ.)
said
committeefirestatement.
TOWER — (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$11,000.. (Average: $9,400).
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,000)
(45c-65c)
7 days.
Gross: $5,600. (Average: $5,600).
Legion
Classifies
"Wing and a Prayer" (20*h-Fox)
FAIRWAY— (700) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
Nine
New
Films
$1,600. (Average: $1,600).
Para's 'Soldier' Has
World
Premiere
San Francisco, Aug. 16. — Backed
by an extensive campaign, Paramount's "I Love a Soldier" was given
its world premiere at the Fox Theate here last night. A special stage
presentation dedicated to the Red
Cross Blood Donor Service preceded
the showing, with Sonny Tufts and
Marjorie Reynolds making personal
appearances. Fifty Red Cross workers
in uniform were on the stage.
Tufts and Miss Reynolds appeared
before 120,000 workers at the Kaiser
Shipyards and also appeared at the
U. S. Navy Receiving Barracks at
Shoemaker, Cal. The program included anumber of other personal appearances and radio broadcasts by the
stars. ■
Services Today
for
John Stahr of WE
Funeral services will be held this
evening at Methodist Episcopal Church
Parish House, Summit, N. J. for, John
M. Stahr, comptroller of manufacture
of Western Electric. Interment will be
at Forest Home Cemetery, Chicago, on
Saturday.
Stahr died suddenly on Tuesday at
the age of 60 while on his vacation at
Lake Minnewaska, N. Y. He had been
associated with Western Electric since
1906. He is survived by his wife, the
former Aagot Amundsen and three
children, James, Robert and Audrey.
Joseph Marks Dies
Perth, Ont., Aug. 16. — Joseph E.
C. Marks, 82, of Christie Lake, one
of the last two surviving brothers of
the well known Marks family, died
here recently. Marks Bros, shows
toured for many years in the early
days of films. Surviving are his widow
and his brother, Ernie, former Mayor
of Oshawa and owner of the Marks
Theatre, now operated by 20th Century Theatres, Oshawa.
SITUATION WANTED
Single woman desires position with film
exchange or, home office of theatre circuit. Experienced booker, bookkeeper,
cashier, typist and publicity. Al references. Box 230 Motion Picture Daily.
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'Dragon
$4,100

Seed'
Over

Does

Par

St. Louis, Aug. 16. — Box office receipts rose with the temperature in
St.. Louis this week. In one of the
hottest weeks . of the Summer,
"Dragon Seed" at Loew's looks like
a strong $23,000, with "Going My
Way" at
grossing
$20,000 in its fourth
week
the Ambassador.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 16 :
"Atlantic City" (Rep.)
"Louisiana Hayride" (Col.)
FOX — (5,038) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$19,000. (Average: $18,700).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,162) (40c-50c-60c65c) 7 days. Gross: $23,000. (Average:

"The Invisible Man's Revenge" (Univ.)
"The Mummy's Ghost" (Univ.)
MISSOURI— (3,514) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,0CO.
(Average: $9,900).
$18,900).
'
"Going My Way" (Para.)
AMBASSADOR— (3,154) (40c-50c-60c) 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $15,700).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (1,900) (40c-50c60c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $7,500. (Average:
$7,100).
of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
The Legion of Decency has classi- "The
100). Story
"Henry
Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para.)
SHUBERT— (1,900) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days,
fied the following films : Class A-l,
2nd week. Gross: $5,200. (Average: $6,"Dangerous Journey," 20th Century- "Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
Fox; "One Mysterious Night," Co- "And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
ST. LOUIS— (4,000) (45c-50c) 7 days.
lumbia, and "Heavenly Days," RKO ; Gross:
$4,800. (Average: $5,200).
Class A-2, "Abroad with Two
Yanks," United Artists ; "Atlantic
City," Republic ; "Maisie Goes to Dallas Gets New House
Reno," M-G-M, and "Moonlight and
Dallas, Aug. 16. — The Beverly
Cactus," Universal.
Hills Theatre in the Beverly Hills
Placed in Class B were : "Barbary section here is scheduled to open Aug.
Coast Gent," M-G-M, and "Sign of 21. J. R. Euler, local representative
of Tri-States Theatres, will manage.
the Cross," Paramount-DeMille.

We all, occasionally, like to watch a magician saw a
lady in half because we all, occasionally, like to be
fooled. But not when buying projection room service.
Altec employs no tricks in giving you day-in, day-out
break-down protection. Our engineers may not be
Houdinis, but they can keep your booth in a nice healthy
tglow all the time.

250 West 57th Street, New York 19, N.YCj
.ALTEC
THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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J. Schaefer, national chairGeorge
man of the War Activities Committee,
is" en ■ route -to Hawaii, where, at the
request of the Navy Department, he
will
make a
study of the ent i r e distribution of 35 and
16 - mm entertainment films.
S c h a e fer,
whose soldier
son was killed
i n Normandy
on the first day
of the invasion,
will make the
study with
Capt. John. L.
Reynolds, diGeorge J. Schaefer
rector of Welf a r e of the
the Bureau of Naval Personnel.
The war zone trip of the WAC
(Continued on page 6)

Planning
Pictures

British

In Six Studios

Conversations have been held among
Columbia home office executives, including Joseph A. McConville, general
foreign manager, with a view to setting plans to produce pictures in England geared to the world market, Joseph Friedman, Columbia's managing
director in London, told Motion Picture Daily here yesterday. The films
would be made after the termination
of the war in Europe, when studio
space becomes available.
Columbia is currently producing two
films a year in Britain, starring George
wyn.
Formby, thereby satisfying quota requirements inaddition to making some
profit, Friedman said.
Friedman revealed that Columbia' Monogram's
Sales
has purchased the film rights to the
London stage play, "A Soldier for Up 70% in Year
Christmas," a comedy, which it hopes
to film in the Spring in England. The
Monogram's sales have shown a 70
(Continued on page 6)
per cent increase during the past year,
while collections have increased 60 to
64 per cent during the same period,
Steve Broidy,
U. S. Rules
Stock
Is Salary

TotalUp

Centered

As a result of requisitionconing by the Government,
version into factories or storage space, and destruction
from enemy bombing, theatrical production in England
is now confined to only six
studios, according to Joseph
ia's manColumbin
Friedman,
London,
aging director
now in New York.
The six are: Denham, Gainsborough,Rock
Shepherd's
Hammersmith,
and Bush,
Wel-

Option

CENTS

10%,

Since

1st

Jump

1941-42

Reports of Additional
Cuts Are Unfounded
Earlier
pre-seasonal anticipations of a continuance next season
of the trend toward a further reduction of features, which has
marked each period since the Pearl
Harbor season of 1941-42, had no
foundation in fact, it is now disclosed in a check on the product
promises
of the 11 companies,
which shows a ten per cent increase in features for 1944-45.
The 1941-42 product high of
534 releases, which dropped to
468 in 1942-43, and to 427 this
season, will rise to a minimum
of 462 (Continued
and a maximum
on page 6) of 479

general
manager, sales
told
company and Hertz
Heads
Sixth
trade press representativesta
a luncheon a t War
Loan Publicity

Washington, Aug. 17— Many film
company executives are seen as being
the Hotel Waraffected by a new Internal Revenue
wick here yesBureau ruling designed for the wage
terday for Scott
stabilizat
ion
program.
The
Bureau
Meet Today on Raw
has ruled that the value of options
Dunlap,gram Monoproducer,
who is visiting
granted to employes to buy stock in
Slock Allocations
in New York.
the edemploye's
as salary. company must be treatBroidy said
credit for the
The decision applies to any option
Film company executives will meet
Scott Dunlap
granted after Oct. 2, 1942, effective
here cussagain
today
to
'
further
disimprovement bedate
of
the
Stabilizat
Act.
ion
the cuts in raw stock that will
longs to MonoThe amount of salary payments rehave to be made on an individual comgram's production department.
In a brief
talk
sulting from any such option is to be
subsequent
ly,
(Continued on page 6) Dunlap
(Continued on page 6)
pany basis to conform with the WPB's
order to cut 65,000,000 feet in raw
stock allocations during the third
quarter. Progress is being made in
allocating raw stock on the basis of
in Neighborhoods
:ritical needs so that production and Upswing
distribution schedules can be mainlined, itwas learned.
Raw stock allocations for the 11 Demand
for
Premiums
companies as cut by the WPB during the current quarter will provide
Boston, Aug. 17.— Contrary to a be255,000,000 feet instead of the 320,lief that premiums are a depression
CIO vs. AFL to Get
000,000 available during each of the
business,
exhibitors are finding that
first two quarters of 1944.
Chicago Managers
the demand made by theaters in towns
and cities outside Boston for this sort
Chicago, Aug. 17.— CIO; or65 Postwar
Video
of stimulation greatly exceeds the supganizers have been here for
several weeks in an effort to
ply of merchandise. Bingo and similar
games have been ruled out in Bostson
Permits Pending
organize theatre managers,
and vicinity, but orders for the dish
despite the aims of the AFL,
Washington, Aug. 17. — Sixty-five
applications from 24 states for perthrough its IATSE, which
and glassware type "give aways" are
mission to build commercial television
still strong. In many instances the
has long had its eye on the
premium
industry cannot handle all of
stations are now pending before the
local managerial field and is
the
business
offered because of a
(Federal Communications Commission,
expected to start its own
shortage of such commodities.
with many more expected before the
drive within a few weeks.
Just as(Conti
thenued economic
Government raises the war-time ban
on page 6) condition
(Continued on page 6)

John Hertz, Jr., chairman of the
board of Buchanan and Co., advertising agency, has accepted the post of
director of publicity for the forthcoming Sixth War
Loan.
A graduate
of
U n Cornell
i v e r sity,
Hertz eranisof more
a vetthan 15 years
in the advertising field. His
duties as
promotion pilot
of
the publicity
phase
the
Sixthof War
Loan,ning onbeginNov.
11 and winding
John Hertz, Jr.
up on Dec.
7, add ontopage
several
major
(Continued
6)
Three Added
to WAC
Exhibitor
Group
Malcolm Kingsberg, head of RKO
theatres ; Martin Smith, president of
Allied, and Charles Skouras, president
of National Theatres, have been added
to the roster of the WAC theatres
division executive committee, S. H.
Fabian, chairman of the division, reported yesterday.
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BRONSTON, United
SAMUEL
Artists producer, left New York
yesterday for the Coast.
•
Joe Goltz, United Artists manager
in Mexico, and Mrs. Goltz have become the parents of a nine-pound,
ten-ounce baby boy. Goltz is here
attending a UA foreign managers sales
meeting.
•
Charles R. Wade, Universal
branch manager in Salt Lake City,
threedesk after 'a
to hisWilliam
returned
has
month
illness.
Parker,
Los . Angeles salesman, replaced
Wade during his absence.
•
Blanche Livingston, assistant
publicity director for RKO Theatres,
and Gertrude Merriam, associate editor of The Managers' Round Table,
will return Monday from a two-week
vacation at Loon Lake.
•
Elkan Reiner and Mrs. Reiner
became the parents of a baby girl on
Wednesday at Lenox Hill Hospital
here. Reiner is in charge of Warners' home office stenographic department.
•
Sammy Timberg, musical director
for Paramount Famous Studios, and
Mrs. Timberg are parents of a seven-pound baby girl born this week at
Gotham Hospital here.
•
Robert Riskin, director of the Office of War Information overseas motion picture bureau, is on a 15-day
vacation.
•
Al Kent, Universal salesman in
Chicago,
Hospital is
in seriously
that city. ill in St. Luke's
Bolivia

Raises

Money

Exports to $25,000
Bolivia, which has previously limited the export of money derived from
film sales to $10,000 per month for all
companies, has increased the amount
permitted to be exported monthly to
$25,000, as the result of a new ruling
by the Bolivian Ministry of Finance,
according to word received here yesterday.
All American distributors transact
their business through three native distributors. Despite partial relaxation
on the limitation on the export of
film funds, it is understood that 50 per
cent of all money which is forthcoming
to American companies is still frozen.
Redmond

in Shift

to

Omaha
for (linger
Omaha, Aug. 17. — John Redmond,
RKO division manager of Singer
Theatres, has moved the circuit's
headquarters to the Brandeis Theatre
Building here, from Chicago. Redmond managed the circuit for the
Singer interests and when RKO acquired complete control of the circuit
on July 1, Redmond continued in that
capacity.

and

Picture

Costello

May Get Steel Pier
Atlantic City, N. J., Aug.
17. — A syndicate headed by
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello,
are revealed as bidding for
the purchase of Steel Pier,
boardwalk amusement center,
which Frank P. Gravatt,
owner, has announced is for
sale for $1,500,000. Gravatt
gave Abbott and Costello
their start at the pier.
Others reported interested
are said to be Edward Sherman, head of Biltmore Productions; Samuel H. Stiefel,
Philadelphia theatre circuit
head, and Mickey Rooney.

Dipson
Action

Bankruptcy
Delayed

Buffalo, Aug. 17. — Dipson Realty
Co., Inc., real estate holding company
of Dipson-operated theatres here, has
been permitted to remain as "debtor
in possession" of its assets pending
final determination of a petition filed
in U. S. District Court, the petition
requesting that Dipson be allowed to
make an arrangement with creditors
under chapter XI of the Bankruptcy
Act.
By continuing the realty company as
"debtor in possession," Federal Judge
John Knight permits it to continue operating the business and authorizes
the present officers to pay wages and
other claims essential to daily operations. The arrangement suggested by
the company will be argued at a date
to be fixed, before Judge Knight.
The petition lists liabilities of $363,692 and assets of $466,102. Court
approval is requested of a plan whereby three holders of $110,000 in promissory notes would receive instead one
share of preferred stock, which Dipson proposes to issue for each $100
of indebtedness. The promissory notes
are held by the following in these
amounts :
Nikitas D. Dipson, president, $58-,
154 ; Andrew Gibson, secretary-treasurer, $25,922, and Samuel L. Yellen,
stockholder, who owns 50 shares of
the company's 200 shares of common
stock, $25,922. The other common
stock is held by Dipson, Gibson and
William J. Dipson, vice-president.
Pending the outcome of the Federal
court proceedings, Judge Knight ordered stayed a suit filed in Supreme
Court July 17 by Yellen as a stockholder-creditor seeking to recover the
principal and accrued interest on the
notes he holds.
N.J. Colquhoun Promoted
Memphis, Aug. 17. — Norman J.
Colquhoun, for -the last two years
branch manager for Republic here
has been promoted to branch manager
at Dallas reporting there on Aug. 21.
Colquhoun, before joining Republic
here two years ago, was for 16 years
with RKO in this Memphis territory
and is one of the best known film
men in the Mid- South area.
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RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center

Hollywood, Aug. 17
"DRAGON
SEED"
MORE than $10,000 was raised for
KATHARINE HEPBURN
the House of Nazareth OrphanWALTER
HUSTON
■
ALINE
MacMAHON
age in Van Nuys from the premiere of, AKIM TAMIROFF-19 TURHAN BEY
4
4
Spectacular Stage Presentation
Paramount's "Going My Way" at the
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
Hollywood Paramount Theatre Tuesday night.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
_ j and
• William
..
; William Pine
Thomas
have launched their 1944-45 program
BRITISH
for Paramount with "Dangerous
Passage,"today.
which went before the
cameras
IMPERIALISM
©
Norman B. Rydge, chairman of the
board of British Imperial films, has
arrived from Australia, where the company distributes
product.
He will
remain aMonogram's
week.
•
Mike Todd entrains for New York
$ext Monday.
•
George D. Burroughs returned from
the Monogram convention and a visit
to the New York office.
•
Hal Wallis borrowed William Dieterle from David O. Selznick to direct
"Love Letters".
•
Universal has announced an untitled
modern comedy drama as the next vehicle for Maria Montez after "Queen
•
of the Nile."
New
fU' Assignment
For Ken Goldsmith
Ken Goldsmith, Universal's British
West Indies manager, will arrive here
from Trinidad at the end of the month
for a new foreign assignment, J. H.
Seidelman, 'U's' vice-president in
charge of foreign activities reported
here yesterday.
Goldsmith will be succeeded by Saul
Jacobs, former head-booker for Universal at Washington, whose appointment was disclosed in Motion Picture
Daily on Aug. 1.
RKO Honors Coopers
Chicago, Aug. 17 — RKO yesterday
honored Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cooper
en route East, at a luncheon at the
Blackstone Hotel here in connection
with the star's current four-week tour
of Army and Navy hospitals. Attending the luncheon were members of
the trade press, newspaper critics, independent theatre owners and RKO
executives. LeRoy Johnson, publicist
for International Pictures, is accompanying the Coopers on the trip. Cooper who is planning to produce, will
host members of the New York trade
press at luncheon on Tuesday at Toots
Shor's.
TEA Board to Meet
The board of directors of the Television Broadcasters Association will
meet Aug. 25 at the Mohawk Golf
Club, Schenectady. Following the
meeting members of the board will be
guests of General Electric at dinner
and on a tour of GE's studios.

Darryl F. Zanuck's
WILSON
in TECHNICOLOR
Directed by HENRY KING
Written for the Screen by
LAMAR TROTTI
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
On the Roxy Stage
FRED with
WARING
and His
Pennsylvanians
augmented
company
of 160
CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES
ROXY

THEATRE

8TH WEEK
SAMUEL

GOLDWYN PRESENTS

B ■W A Y
"DEAD
A FILM CLASSIC END"
RELEASE
AT 47ST
BRANDT'S GOTHAM B'WAY &
PALACE

47th St.

FRANK SINATRA
GEORGE MURPHY
ADOLPHE MENJOU
it

STEP

LIVELY"

ON SCREEN
CARY GRANT
'ON
CE UPO
Janet
BlairN

IN PERSON
HENRY
JEROME
and ORCH.
PAUL
WINCHELL
JANE
PICKENS

Paramount Presents Preston Sturges'
'HAIL
THE
CONQUERING
HERO'
Starring
EDDIE
E' BRACKEN
A TIM
Times

& His Orchestra
Air-conditioned
NROE
b wfrLTds VAUGHN MO
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(Continued from page 1)
chairman is the result of a communication from Vice-Admiral Randell Ja1941-42
Since
cobs, chief of Navy personnel, to Ned
E. Depinet, chairman of the WAC
(.Continued from page 1)
distributors' division, in which ViceAdmiral
stated : be"Itarrived
is essen-at.
in 1944-45, based on programs
tial that Jacobs
some solution
outlined by the 11 companies
to permit the exhibition of pictures in
for the year starting Sept. 1.
Hawaii which have been released in
The jump next season will not only the United States and at the earliest
be found in the number of releases
date following
release."
promised, but also in the totals of possible
Vice-Admiral
Jacobs such
declared
that;
high-bracket productions, color- pictures and Westerns, it is learned in
the 11 -company check-up made by
Motion Picture Herald and published
today. Color pictures will rise from
24 this season to 41 in 1944-45, and
Westerns will be increased from 67
to 73.
May Increase Specials
The number of specials sold outside
the regularly established blocks, which
reached a total of 11 in the current
season, may be further increased in
1944-45. Six such films already have
been announced : M-G-M's "Dragon
Seed" and "An American Romance" ;
20th-Fox's "Song of Bernadette,"
which started pre-release runs early
this year, and "Wilson," and Columbia's "A Song to Remember" and "Jubal Troops," a Gary Cooper vehicle
still in preparation.
The unprecedented number of 22 reissues in 1943-44 may not be reached
during the coming year, although 11
are now in prospect. These include:
"Waterloo Bridge" and "Naughty
Marietta," which M-G-M will release
in September and November, and DeMille's "Sign of the Cross," released
by Paramount, as well as Republic's
eight Gene Autry re-releases.
All companies reflect some of the
new season's trends in their new
schedules. Unusually large product
backlogs suggest, too, a long-term
planning which should reinforce these
trends for the next year or two.
Next Season's Product
Columbia next season is down for
58 features, 10 of which will be Westerns, with two or three of the regular
features in color, against 53 features,
10 Westerns and one color film in the
current season. M-G-M has 36 features planned, eight in color, against
33 features this year, six in color.
Monogram is set for 47 features next
year, with 16 in the Western category ;the company will have 40 features and 14 Westerns this season.
Paramount's 1944-45 total is between 25 and 30, five in color, with
32 released this year, four in color.
PRC's next season total will run between 40 and 45, 16 of them Westterns ; in the current season there will
be 40 features, 16 of them Westerns.
RKO Radio's 1944-45 total jumps to
50, eight in color, 11 more than the
39 of this year, only three of which
are in color.
Republic jumps to 64 next season,
from 60 this year, and will increase
its Westerns from 20 this year to 24
next. Twentieth Century-Fox is
down for 28 features, nine in color,
against the current season's 29 features, six in color. United Artists
will have 32 next year, none in color,
compared to 26 this season, one in color. Universal will raise its 56 features of this season to 62 next, and
increase its color pictures from two
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Planning
Demand
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Study

Jump

the Navy
wouldwould
"appreciate"
action the WAC
intiate. any
Depinet
and Francis S. Harmon, co-ordinator
for the WAC, were in Hollywood
when Admiral Jacob's communication
was received. They cleared with
Schaefer by long distance, and he immediately volunteered to fly to Hawaii to conduct the survey. Schaefer
and Capt. Reynolds are expected to
remain in Hawaii several weeks.
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(Continued from page 1)
company has no plans for acquiring
or constructing theatres in Britain,
Friedman said.
Columbia's London director declared
that American companies will move
into British production after studio
space has been restored. The company has distributed some British films
in the U. S., Friedman said, among

them Irving Asher's "The Invaders"
and "U-Boat 29." It is currently distributing "Underground Guerillas," an
Ealing production.
Friedman recently returned from the
: Coast where he viewed new season
product and, conferred with studio officials. He is also in this country to
discuss activities of the War Activities Committee of the U. S. film industry in Britain, of which he is chairman. This committee, Friedman said,
65 Postwar
Video
is concerned with supplying American
Permits Pending
troops with 16mm. films. ,
(Continued from page 1)
Columbia's managing director in
against television building. The num- London was recently elected to the
ber of applications pending, and those British Films Council of the Board of
expected, reflects the tremendous post- Trade as a distributor representative.
war television expansion anticipated.
He will return to London around
The first major film company to file
for television facilities in Hollywood in
this1, country.
winding up a two-months' stay
Sept.
was Warner Brothers. It is reportedly now negotiating for a studio site.
To get television ready for the pub- Hertz
Heads
Sixth
lic, approximately $25,000,000 has been
invested in research and development War Loan Publicity
by the radio industry, according to
(Continued from page 1)
James H. Carmine, vice-president in assists by him to patriotic and
charge of merchandising for Philco charitable campaigns, including the
Corp. It was disclosed that a recent
survey indicated 86 per cent of the recently-concluded Fifth War Loan.
Hertz will attend a meeting here
public would like to have television receivers in their homes.
today, called by Harry Brandt, national chairman of the industry's
Sixth War Loan committee, at which
U. S. Rules Stock
Ted Gamble, national War Finance
Option Is Salary
director,
outline the Treasury's
aims in will
the forthcoming
campaign.
(Continued from page I)
determined by the difference between War Activities Committee officials
the option price and the market price Francis S. Harmon, S. H. Fabian, Arthur L. Mayer and Ed Schreiber will
of the stock at the time the option
was exercised. Any option with an be present at the conference, which
acertainable market value at the time will be held at Brandt's home in Westit is granted also is to be treated as chester.
a salary payments under the Bureau's
ruling. The exercise or sale of options granted to employes before Oct. Gauker, Booth and
2, 1942, does not require approval of Sogg Due Monday
the bureau.
Foster B. Gauker, manager of
M-G-M's Indianapolis branch ; Edward M. Booth, Cincinnati manager,
Monogram's
Sales
and
Jack Sogg,
of the
company's
Up 70% in Year
Cleveland
office, head
are due
in New
York
(Continued from page 1)
on
Monday
for
a
week's
conference
paid tribute to the Monogram sales
force under Broidy. While in New with department heads at the home ofYork Dunlap will line up talent for fice.
B. D. Stoner, Pittsburgh manager,
"Sunbonnet Sue," his next production. who spent the past week in New
Other company representatives at
the luncheon included George B. West, York, will leave for his office tomorMadeleine White, M. E. Morey, Lloyd
row. Burtus Bishop, Jr., M-G-M district manager with headquarters in
Lind, J. J. Felder, Nat Furst, John S.
Harrington and H. Albin Mestanza.
Dallas,
alsowill
visited
office thiswho
week,
leavetheonhome'
Sunday
for
a
vacation
in
Minnesota,
accomTo Build Negro Theatre
panied by Mrs. Bishop and their son.
Knoxville, Tenn., Aug. 17. — Construction ofa new Negro theatre will
get underway soon, it was reported Graham Turns Exhibitor
here by Joe W. Solomon who will
Kansas City, Aug. 17. — John Graoperate the house.
ham, United Artists salesman, who
has owned the Rio at Goodman, Mo.,
this year to seven next ; the Western
two the
years,
has opened
a' second
schedule next season will remain at for
theatre,
Bandbox,
at Neosho,
Mo.,
seven. Warner Bros, will have 19 and in the future will give his entire
this year, and probably 20 to 25 next. time to managment of these houses.

For

Premiums
(Continued from page 1)

created by the depression induced the
theater goer to take advantage of the
premiums, so does the scarcity of
merchandise now in the retail market
increase demands on the part of the
public for the articles offered. Dishes
and glassware are not easily secured.
There are times when they cannot be
found on the retail market 'at all. Thus
the scarcity of materials has heightened
the demands for premiums today just
as much as the scarcity of money
heightened it during the depression.
First-run theaters and, in general,
Boston theaters do not look to the premium industries for extra incitement
for the public. Instead, they can rely
on advertising, the quality of their pictures and the advantage of a first run
as means of drawing and stimulating
business. Also, the top-flight picture
theaters find that the premiums have
little appeal. It may be that those
theaters whose price of admission is
necessarily higher attract an audience
whose financial means leaves them
with less desire and less need of such
However, there are always subsequent-run theaters, and here the degoods.
mand for premiums is still strong, and
the premium industries are filling this
demand as they are able. The difficulty
in procuring merchandise enough to
take care of all the orders is the most
formidable problem encountered by the
premium industries.
Condon,

Ferris

to

Columbia has further augmented its
Exploit
'Song'
special
exploitation
staff for the forthcoming color production, "A Song to
Remember," with the addition of Richard Condon to handle national magazine exploitation, and Earle Ferris,
given
ment. the radio exploitation assignThe film will be given "the most extensive advertising, publicity and exploitation campaign in the company's
history," according to Frank P. Rosenberg, advertising-publicity director.
AFM
Make

Still Refuses

to

Recordings

Washington, Aug. 17 — The American Federation of Musicians has again
refused to obey a War Labor Board
directive ordering the union to lift its
ban on the making of recordings for
Columbia Recording, National Broadcasting and RCA.
Joseph A. Padway, counsel for the
union said here today that the union
"cannot_ comply with the order of the
board because in this case the war
effort is not involved."
Jennifer
Jones Aids
will make
personal
Miss
Jones
'Cross'
appearances in Indianapolis and St.
Louis during the week of Sept. 10-17
in connection with the Red Cross
Home - Nursing Corps drive. Miss
Jones,
a nurse'sa aid
recently completed
touroff-screen,
of Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington and Chicago
shipyards, hospitals, army camps, canteens and war plants.
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'Dragon

Seed'

Minneapolis

Motion

Takes

120,000 for 'Way'
[n Fourth Week
Pittsburgh, Aug. 17. — "Going My
Vay," which entered its fourth week
/ith an estimated gross of $20,000,
i'ill make way for "Mr. Skeffingon" next week. Already the Crosby
it has upset the late summer schedule
tictures.
the Penn, holding up several "A"
Estimated receipts for the week
nding August 18:
FULTON— Still closed for repairs. Will
eopen Aug. 25 with Deanna Durbin in
Christmas Holiday."
Wing and a Prayer" (Zftth-Fox)
HARRIS— (2,200) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
ross: $16,000. (Average: $10,100).
Going My Way" (Para.)
PENN — (3,400) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days, 4th
eek. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $21,700).
Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
RITZ— (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
eek, moveover from the Stanley. Gross:
?.500. (Average: $3,000).
The Eve of St. Mark" (20th-Fox)
SENATOR-(1,750)
(35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
1 -d week. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $3,400).
Step Lively" (RKO)
STANLEY— (3,800) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days,
ross: $22,000. (Average: $22,000).
Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
WARNER-(2,000) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
d week. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $9,350).
Talks

on

^tural Showings
Montreal, Aug. 17.— John Grier)n, Canada's film commissioner, toly addressed a conference of 59 exerts in the use of films in rural adult
iucation, who are c&nvening today
>r a three-day conference at Cedar
odge, near Georgeville on Lake
lemphremagog.
, Sponsored by the National Film
oard, the conference is attended by
jlen and women from the five provices of Eastern Canada.
It brings
1 igether film producers and projeconists who have been working on the
tral film circuits which present Caniian films to thousands of rural peole monthly.

I
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Daily

Review
■

Lead

Minneapolis,
Aug. 17. — "Dragon
Seed," at the State Theatre, took the
joxoffice lead away from "Going My
: Way" at the Radio City, for the first
' :ime in four weeks, grossing $16,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
.■ndiiig Aug. 19 :
'Divorce of Lady X" (UA-reissue)
WORLD-U50)
(44c-60c-7Gc-80c) 7 days,
!nd wek. Gross: $1,800. (Average: $2,300).
'Invisible Man's Revenge" (Univ.)
GOPHER— (998) (40c) 8 days. Gross:
i f4,000. -(Average: $4,000).
'Going My Way" (Para.)
RADIO CITY— (4,000) (44c-60c) 7 days,
Mth week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $15,iOO).
'Step Lively" (RKO)
, CJNTURY
— (1,600)
7 days,
lueek.
Gross:
$5,500. (44c-60c)
(Average:
$7,500).2nd
'The Heavenly Body" (M-G-M)
LYRIC— (1,250) (44c-60c) 7 days , 2nd
veek. Gross: $4,500. (Average: $5,500).
'Dragon. Seed" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2,300) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
;16,000. (Average: $12,000).
'Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
ORPHEUM— (2,800) (44c-60c) 7 days.
}ross: $12,000. (Average: $12,800).
'Black Magic" (Mono.) 4 days
'Frontier Outlaws" (PRC) 4 days
ASTER— (900) (20c-30c) 7 days, with midveek change. Gross: $2,300. (Average:
2,500).

rrierson

Picture

"The Merry Monahans"
(Universal)
\/f ICHAEL FESSIER and Ernest Pagano, in their second whirl at
production for Universal, have produced "The Merry Monohans,"
as a bright, tuneful musical, handsomely bedecked, and rilled to brimming with the excellent performances of Jack Oakie, Donald O'Connor,
Peggy Ryan and ,Ann Blyth. Here is unquestionably a tasty escapist
dish for the cash customers.

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Au\g. 17

TOO
allow often
for the Hollywood,
dissimilaritiesfailing
betweento
the stage and the screen, has imported
top stage talent with indifferent results.
In order to forestall such eventualities,
some of the studios have instituted a
.Oakie delivers one of his most stunning performances, staying right policy of giving New York actors,
writers and directors time to familiaron top with O'Connor and Miss Ryan, matching them step for step,
ize themselves with the new medium
and notediligently.
for note. O'Connor is his usual attractive self and Miss Ryan before attempting screen assignments.
works
A case in point is the agreement beA vaudeville song-and-dance man who is tricked into marrying Isabel
tween Lee Strassberg, New York
Jewell, although he has proposed to Rosemary De Camp, his partner Theatre Guild director, and 20th CenOakie brings up Donald and Miss Ryan, who eventually join the act tury-Fox.
When Miss Jewell deserts the act, the trio goes to the big time. Years
Strassberg went to the studio with
pass and the paths of Oakie and Miss De Camp cross again when the understanding that he would be
allowed to devote himself to a study of
Donald is attracted by Miss Blyth, her daughter by a previous mar
film technique until such a time as he
riage. Before Oakie can 'pop' the question, John Miljan, a broken clown felt competent to direct a picture. That
matinee idol, edges him out. Broken-hearted, he turns to drink. The time, apparently, has arrived, for the
Merry Monohans are eventually united on Broadway after Connors
and Miss Ryan have taken Broadway by storm and induce their agent studio has assigned him to direct William Bacher's production of "Bon
to use their father in their act.
Voyage." An adaptation of Josephine
The slender story thread merely serves as a springboard for Oakie's Lawrence's best-selling novel, "Tower
warm-hearted performance, the whimsical Connor humor and Miss of Steel," the picture is scheduled for
early production, with Jeanne Crain,
Ryan, who ably delivers in dance, song and comedy. Miss Blyth gra- Anne Baxter and Joan Blondell in
ciously sings several melodies of which there are a score or more, both
old and new. Irving Bibo and Don George contributed the modern principal roles.
A similar
agreement
between Paramount
and was
Johnmade
Berry,
which are "Lovely" and "Stop Foolin' ". Charles
of
outstanding
tunes,
Lamont directed.
New York stage director, who was
brought out here some months ago to
Running time, 91 mins. "G."* Release date, Sept. 15.
Charles Ryweck be groomed for screen directing. He
has just been assigned to direct John
Houseman's production of "Miss Susie
*"G" denotes general classification.
Slagle's," in which Lillian Gish, Veronica Lake, Sonny Tufts and Billy DeWolfe will appear.
'SY' Set for Coast
•
Hit
Heat, Strike
Premiere Aug. 23
Lee tractTracy
signedcalls
a nezv
Montreal Theatres
with RKOhas which
for conjour
David
O.
Selznick's
"Since
You
pictures in two years. . . . Peter GodMontreal, Aug. 17. — Currently afWent Away," being released through
the
are
s
United
Artists,
will
have
its
West
frey will direct . "Catch
a Falling
box-office
Montreal
fecting
for Warners.
. . J amies
EllisonStar"
and
hottest summer on record and a local Coast premiere Aug. 23 at the United Wanda McKay have been signed for
"tram" strike, which, although settled Artists Theatre in San Francisco, it leads in PRC's "Holtyzuood and
has been reported by Carl Leserman,
sales manager. A large delegation Vine." . . . Jeff Donnell will have the
week-end's
last
sapped
14,
Aug.
on
box-office life. There was, however, from Hollywood is expected to be on feminine lead in "Tonight We Dance"
at Columbia. . . . Lana Turner, Laevidence of a box-office recoup after hand for the opening.
raine Day and Susan Peters will head
10 days of listlessness.
the all-star cast of M-G-M's untitled
story of the WACs, which George
Estimated receipts for the week
'Wilson' in Phila. Sept. 8 Haight will produce and Eddie Buzzell
ending Aug. 17 :
will direct. . . . Joseph Tushinsky will
Lie")
Great
("The
Grand Mensonge"
Philadelphia, Aug. 17 — The War- be associate producer on Charles H.
"Le (French
reissue)
ner theatre circuit here has set a dual
ORPHEUM— (1,100) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $4,700. (Average: $5,000). day-and-date opening for 20th Cen- Rogers' next two musicals, "High
tury-Fox's "Wilson" at the Earle and Among the Stars" and "My Wild Irish
"Thite White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOEWS— (2,900) (35c-53c-67c) 7 days, 4th Alvine on Sept. 8. This marks the Rose." . . . James Millicam has been
week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $11,500). first time since "Gone With the assigned an important role in Para"Up in Mabel's Room" (UA)
mount's"Miss Susie• Slagle's."
Wind" that a film has had a dual
"Voice in the Wind" (UA)
CAPITOL— (2,700) (30c-45c-63c) 7 days. showing here on its opening run. The
Clarence Muse has been signed
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $8,000).
Earle will dispense with vaudeville
"Lady, Let's Dance" (Mono.)
by Warners for a role in "God Is
shows
while "Wilson" runs.
"Three of a Kind" (Mono.)
My
Co-Pilot,"
the
cameras.
. . . currently
Producers before
Pine and
PRINCESS— (2,000) (27c-34c-47c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,500).
Thomas have cast Arthur Loft in
'Wilson' to B. & K.
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
their next production for ParaPALACE— (2,700) (30c-45c-62c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $10,mount, titled "Dangerous PasChicago, Aug. 17. — Balaban and
C00).
Durango Kid in
Katz will play the first-run showing Trouble"sage." . . is. "The
the tentative title of
of "Wilson" here, although no definite
fifth feature in Columbia's
deal has yet been made. The RKO the
Western series starring Charles
Lifer Touhy Wants
circuit deal for "Wilson" does not Starrett. . . . Mildred Natwick,
include
Chicago,
A Cool Million
local outlets,
the since
Palace that
and circuit's
Grand, Broadway actress, has been signed
by RKO for an important role in
Chicago, Aug. 17.— Roger Touhy, are booked solidly with RKO and the Harriet Parsons production of
Universal
product.
gangster and convicted kidnaper now
Pinero's "The Enchanted Cottage."
serving a life sentence at Stateville
. . . Edward Lilley will direct
prison, has filed suit in U. S. Dis"Swing Out, Sister," for Universal
trict Court for $1,000,000 against 20th Hearst to Televise
. . . Shirley Patterson has been asCentury-Fox and Balaban and Katz
signed her first dramatic role in
Hearst
Radio,
Inc.,
has
filed
appliM-G-M's "Dr. Red Adams." . . .
Theatre Corp., alleging he was libeled
cation with the Federal Communicain the film, "Roger Touhy, Gangtions Commission at Washington for Lou Harris will soon start shooting
ster." He was previously denied an the construction of a commercial tele- on "South of Paradise," his third
for Paramount.
injunction to restrain the defendants
vision station in Baltimore.
from showing the film.
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Daily

'Holiday'

$31,200

Strong

'Skeffington'

Denver, Aug. 17. — "Going My
Ways" second week at the Denver hit
$14,000, while "Mr. Skeffington" on a
dual at the Denver and Esquire took
$31,200. "Gaslight" on a twin bill at
the Broadway was 100 per cent above
normal, on a moreover.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 14-17 :
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
ALADDIN — (1,400) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
moveover. Gross: $9,240. (Average: $5,600).
"Gaslight" (M-G-M)
"Seven Days Ashore" (RICO)
BROADWAY— (1,040) (35c-45c-74c) 7
days, moveover. Gross: $7,800. (Average:
$3,900).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
DENHAM-U.750) (35c-45c-70c) 7 days,
2nd
000): week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $9,-

In

Hits

Toronto

$15,200
1st

Run

Toronto, Aug. 17. — "The White
Cliffs of Dover" continued to draw
heavily at Loew's, taking $15,200 in
its second week, while "The Story of
Dr. Wassell" at Shea's Theatre for
a fifth week, took in $9,300. "Christmas Holiday" opened big at the Uptown Theatre, with $12,800, the largest at this house in weeks.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 17 :
"Secret Mission" (British)
"Bermuda Mystery" (20th-Fox)
EGLINTON— (1,086) (18c-30c-48c-60c) 6
days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average:
$4,000).
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
IMPERIAL— (3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
6 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,800. (Average: $12,800).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S—
(2,074)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c
) 6
days.
2nd week.
Gross:
$15,200. (Average:
$11,200).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
SHEA'S— (2,450) (18c-30c-42c-60c-9Oc) 6
days, 5th week. Gross: $9,300. (Average:
$12,800).
"Uncertain Glory" (WB)
"Career Girl" (PRC)
TIVOLI— (1.434)
(18c-30c-48c)
6 days.
Gross: $2,900. (Average: $4,400).
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
UPTOWN— (2,761) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
days. Gross: $12,800. Average: $9,800).
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Three

for 1st Time

Kansas City, Aug. 17. — Theatres
have been opened recently, or are to
open shortly, in three small towns of
this area previously without motion
picture entertainment. A theatre has
been built and is now being equipped
through subscriptions by citizens, at
Summerfield. John Fluty, a business
man of Exeter, has taken over buildings for films in that town and also
at Seligman, Mo., for two shows a
week in each town. All three places
are in the 400-population class.
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In Buffalo 5 Weeks
0,000 for 'Way'
$10
Buffalo, Aug. 17. — With a big
fifth week, the Great Lakes will record a total gross in excess of $100,- I
000 for "Going My Way." The film
has broken every existing long-run
record for the big Shea house. The
fifth week is expected to draw $16,600.
Estimated
receipts for the week
ending Aug. 19 :
"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
"Gambler's Choice" (Para.)
) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
— (3,489
BUFFALO
$16,700. (Average: $17,400).
Gross:
days.
"Going My Way" (Para.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (40c -50c -60c -70c)
Gross: $16,600. (Aver5th week.
days,
7"Mr.
$16,200).
age:
on" (WB)
Skeffingt
— (2,100) (40c -50c -60c -70c)
HIPPODROME
week, moveover. Gross: $8,000.
days, 2nd $9,700).
7(Average:
"Are These Our Parents?" (Mono.)
"Johnny
(Mono.)Doesn't Live Here Anymore"
TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000) (40c50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $13,000. (Average: $12,200).
"Follow
the Boys" (Univ.)
"Twilight on the Prairie" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE— (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
the Boys."
for "Follow
week (Average:
Gross:
$10,000.
$12,400).
days, 2nd

SONNY

WHEN

PARADE,

CO-STARRED
IN

FOX

CAMPAIGN

ONE

OF

PREMIERE

5000 -SEAT

ENTIRE

EXPLOITATION

"STORY

WORLD

WHIRLWIND

BLANKETED

TUFTS,

TOPS

IN

WASSELL"

G0DDARD
Theatres

with

Cleveland, Aug. 17. — "Christmas
Holiday" opened
at Warner's
podrome, with an big
expected
$24,000Hipfor
the week. "Canterville Ghost" is
shooting at a high $12,500 at Loew's
Stillman, and "Going My Way," in its
fourth week at Loew's State, is grossing $23,500. Record hot weather has
not hurt business.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 16:
"Pin Up Girl" (2ftth-Fox)
ALLEN— (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $8,500).
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
WARNERS HIPPODROME— (3,500) (45c55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $24,000. (Average:
$22,100).
"Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
WARNERS' LAKE— (714) (45c-55c-65c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $2,500. (Average:
$3,200).
"Are These Our Parents" (Mono.)
LOEW'S OHIO — (1,268) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,000. (Average: $5,000).
"The Invisible Man's Revenger (Univ.)
RKO PALACE— (3,300) (50c-60c-85c-95c) 7'
days. Stage: Abe Lyman orchestra. Gross:
$24,000.
(Average: $25,400).
000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,300) (45c-65c) 7 days,
4th week. Gross: $23,500. (Average: $19,"Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900) (45c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $12,500. (Average: $10,000).

"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
"Oh, What a Night" (Mono.)
DENVER— (2,600) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days.
Gross: $24,000. (Average: $15,000).
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
"Oh, What a Night" (Mono.)
ESOUIRE— (740) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days.
Cross: $7,200. (Average: $4,500).
"Gd>ost Catchers" (Univ.)
"The Invisible Man's Revenge" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200)
(35c-45c-74c) 7
days. Gross: $16,275. (Average: $9,300).
"Take It or Leave It" (20th-Fox)
"The Lady and the Monster" (Rep.)
R! ALTO— (900) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
moveover.
Gross: $6,750. (Average: $5,CO0).

'Cliffs'

Opens

FILM.

'Indiana',

'Life'

Hit

$12,600 Apiece
Aug. 17. — "Home in IndiOmaha,
ana" at the Paramount, and "The
Canterville Ghost" and "This Is the
Life" at the Orpheum tied for the
each. Weathwith $12,600
•
hot.
weeker washere
Estimated receipts for the week
'Mr. Skeffington"
(WB)
ending
Aug. 16-17:
'Gildersleeve's Ghost" (RKO)
BRANDEIS— (1,200) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,600. (Average: $6,500).
Going
My Way"
OMAHA—
(2,000) (Para.)
(44c -60c) 7 days, 4th
week, moveover
$7,600.
(Average: from
$8,400). Orpheum. Gross:
'This Is the Life" (Univ.)
'The Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM—
(44c-60c)
Gross:
$12,600. (3,000)
(Average:
$9,800). 7 days.
"Home in Indiana" (2(Hh-Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900) (44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,600. (Average: $11,700).

SOMEWHERE

ON

NEW

GUINEA:

The above INS

Cross Photographer. In the center, between Carole Landis

news-photo, showing the arrival of Jack Benny and his

and Martha Tilton, as part of the welcoming committee, is

group of Hollywood USO performers, gives a hint of how

Will Oursler, Motion Picture's war correspondent in the

war correspondents of Motion Picture Magazine, as a matter of routine, get around.

Pacific. This shot fairly illustrates the scope of Fawcett's
editorial service to its millions of magazine readers. Further, itexplains how Motion Picture Magazine and Fawcett

In the group are George Lait, INS Staff Correspondent;

Publications can speak lucidly on the contribution made by

June Bruner; Larry Adler; Lewis Bowen, American Red

the motion picture industry to the happiness of American

Cross; Carole Landis; Asahel Bush; Martha Tilton; Jack

boys at the fighting fronts. Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1501

Benny; Jack Mahon, INS; and Dick Day, American Red

Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
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Coming
Events

Aug. 21 — Cincinnati Variety Club
annual golf tournament, Summit
Hills Country Club, Cincinnati.
Aug. 25 — Television Broadcasters
Association meeting, Mohawk Golf
Club, Schenectady.
Sept. 7-8 — National Allied directors meeting, Bretton Woods, New
Hampshire.
Sept. 10 — National Screen Service
sales meeting, New York.
Sept. 13 — United Artists board
meeting, New York.
Sept. 15 — National Screen Service
sales meeting, Chicago.
Sept. 21 — National Screen Service
sales meeting, Los Angeles.
Monogram Unsold
Monogram has awarded a $1,000
war bond to Pvt. Pasquel Ciocco, of
the 609th Tank Destroyer Battalion,
Camp Shelby, Miss. The bond was
offered for a new title for "They
Shall Have Faith," forthcoming Monogram release. However, Pvt. Ciocco
set forth several reasons for retaining
the original title and the film will be
released under the original title.
ye Sues
Fa
Universal
was 'U'
named defendants in
an injunction and accounting suit filed
in Federal Court here yesterday by
Joseph F. Palladino, also known as
Joey Faye, performer, who alleges infringement of his copyrighted act,
"Floogle Street," in the Universal film,
"This Is the Life."
FAMOUS

Motion

'Twain'
Banned

Picture

Frog Jump
in Boston

Boston, Aug. 17. — Art
Moger, New England publicity agent for Warners,
with the assistance of the
local Warner office, is caring
for 100 circus-trained frogs
which were- the proposed
base of an exploitation stunt
that went astray. Moger
planned a frog jumping contest on Boston Common as
a promotional stunt for "The
Adventures
of Mark
Twain,"
to
be sponsored
by the
Boys
Clubs here.
The Society for Prevention of- Cruelty to Animals
stepped in and Moger with
frogs stepped out. Warners
purchased the lot for $25 and
plans to distribute them to
local boys. In the meantime
Moger's frogs repose at the
Warner headquarters here.

Soviet
The
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daily
Re-Entering

Color

Field

The Soviet film industry is currently experimenting with a color
process in a feature film in production at Mosfilm Studios in Moscow,
according to Artkino, distributors of
Russian product in this country. The
film, titled "Ivan Nikulin, Russian
Sailor," is being directed by Igor
Savchenko, and is one of the first
Russian color films for theatre usage.
The color process, details of which
are unknown, if successful, could conceivably make Soviet product more
acceptable commercially in this and
other countries. Russia is understood
to have had in production another
color
"The until
Blue the
Bird,"
at a
studio feature,
in Odessa,
Germans

captured the city. An earlier film,
"The Nightingale," was released in
this country in 1935 employing a twocolor process.
In addition to technical difficulties
which have undoubtedly confronted
Host to UA Managers
In the absence of Lt. Col. Hal Russian technicians, color production
Roach, who is in active service on has been limited by the fact that blackone of the fighting fronts, Grace and-white production consumed all the
Rosenfield, his Eastern representative, energies of Soviet film makers.
Other films completed or in prepawas host to the visiting United Artration in the Soviet, which are possiists Latin-American managers yesterbilities for American release, are :
day at luncheon at the 21 Club. Last
night the managers were the guests "Ivan the Terrible," a big-budget film
of Archie Mayers, at a performance produced and directed by Sergei
of "Carmen Jones."
Eisenstein ; "Dmitri Donskoy," diSergei Youtkevich
himov," recteda by Pudovkin
production; "Nakabout
Tighe, Fishman Resign
a
Russian
naval
hero
;
"Malakhov
Philadelphia, Aug. 17. — The resignations of publicists Jim Tighe of Hill," which is a story about the
the Warner circuit and George Fish- Black Sea Fleet sailors, and "Sky
man of the Universal exchange were Over
Risman. Moscow," directed by Yuri
reported here this week. Tighe will
join the OWI in New York next week.
Four musicals are : "Six P. M.
Post-war," produced by Ivan Piriev,
who did the current "They Met in
Moscow" ; "Sylvia," by Alexander
Ivanovsky
; and two others as yet untitled.

Omaha

Ar ea D oubles

Previous

Bond

Sale

Omaha, Aug. 17. — Bond sales for
the Fifth War Loan campaign in this
area totalled $34,171,182, more thani'
double any previous effort, it has been
reported by Harold Johnson, distributor chairman;
events into Omaha'
resulted!
in Special
sales amounting
$27,397,850
withi
124 Free Movie days, 86 evening premieres and 23 children's matinees, with
regular sales making up the difference.
Harry Langhorst, operator of a theatre at Hawarden, la., holds the record
for small towns. He was responsible
for sales amounting to $143,400.
Trans-Lux Gets Bond
The Trans-Lux Theatre in Washington was recently awarded a $100!
War Bond for its effort in the Fifth i
War Loan campaign. Roland Robbins,
manager, received the bond for
day.
exceeding his quota by 300 percent, !
the home office here reported yesterWashington Exceeds
Quota by $925,000
Washington, Aug. 17. — Washington film theatres exceeded their quota
for the Fifth War Loan campaign by
$925,500, it has been disclosed here:
by Sidney Lust, chairman of the
theatre
unit. set
Theat local
quota forTotal
'E'
bonds was
$2,285,000.
bonds sold equalled $4,500,550 of:
series. $3,210,500 came in the 'E
which

The total figure surpasses results
of all previous drives, Lust reported
in his statement to John A. Reilly,
chairman of the War Finance Committee, and John J. Payette and Carter To. Barron, co-chairman of the
local War Activities Committee. Area
leaders who received $50 bonds in
In production are "Bykovites," with
of their efforts were HenBoris Babochkin, star of "Chapayev," recognition
ry G. Coon, Harry A.. March, Sr.,
in his first directorial assignment ; a
film about the Russian heroine Zoya George J. Miller, Charles J. Dougherty, Bert Herman, Charles O. Clark.
Kosmodenyanskaya, who was hanged
by the Germans ; a documentary on Nathan Stovitz, Fred D. McMillan
the defeat of the Germans at Lenin- and William C. Land.
grad, and "Days
and Nights,"
based
on a novel
of the battle
of Stalingrad
$11,000 from Unions
by Konstantine Simonov.
Washington, Aug. 17. — The MusiAn Artkino spokesman revealed
cians' Protective Union, Local 161,
that the Russians are "definitely ar- American Federation of Musicians
riving at the point where they are trythe Motion Picture Operators'
ing to give their people recreation, and
Protective Union, Local 224, purchased $11,000 worth of war bonds
after three years of war." In this
country Russian musicals have the during the Fifth War Loan drive, it
most appeal of Soviet product, he said, has been reported by Sidney Lust,
with the possible exception of docu- campaign chairman for the theatre
mentaries.
drive in Washington. The projectionists' purchases amounted to $6,000.
Letters

from

Readers

Century Gets Bl/2 Millions
Century circuit here was responsiTo Motion Picture Daily:
in "E" bond sales
$6,500,000
ble for the
Menard, Tex. — How can the during
Fifth War Loan drive
original purposes of the consent de- through a "bond-guessing" contest
cree be so utterly lost in an action
bond premieres as well as reguthat will be calamitous? While the and lar15sales.
Department of Justice wilfully ignores
the true needs of the situation and
SALES
producer-distributors fight back after
REPRESENTATIVE
fumbling since the start of the game,
WANTED
what becomes of the independent exhibitor, and, incidentally, the public
Rights, all TerriExperienced, Stateoutstanding
exploitories, handling
he serves? And this is America in
Write
Commission.
tation,
picture.
qualifications and experience.
war time! — Henry Reeves, president
BOX NO. 2J1
of the Texas Theatre Ozvners Association.
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*T (Left) Landing at Anzio. Photo
by U. S. Army Signal Corps.

"A" (Below) Over the top at Tarawa.
Official U. S. Marine Corps Photo.

One of a series of
advertisements by
KODAK testifying to
the achievements of
the movies at war
Mit
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Retakes

task of making combat movies is in capable hands. Photographic

in our Armed

units

Forces are made up, for the most part, of men from the motion

picture industry or men trained by experienced instructors from the industry.
These cameramen have to have a "nose for news" — have to be quick on the trigger in more ways than one. They have to be right the first time — and they are.
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War

Stock

Cuts

Feet Still
30,000,000
To Be Reduced by 11
Eleven film companies are still
30,000,000 feet short of meeting the
Government's request to cut raw
stock by 65,000,000 feet in the third
quarter, ending Oct. 15, and this after
a series of meetings between representatives ofall of the companies runto' the
up ions
to
up allocat
set week
held tolast
, through
weekendning
meet the reduction.
Further, it was learned that
the current week will be one
of the most critical raw stock
supply periods in the industry's history. Current Eastman
stock on hand at Rochester for
shipment has been taken over
by the Navy. One large processing laboratory here which is
geared to process 3,00(1,000 feet
of raw stock a week will only
{Continued on page 3)

Gamble
In 6th

Sees
Loan

Big Job
Drive

The succession of victories registered by Allied troops will, paradoxically, be the greatest hurdle for the
Treasury to surmount in the Sixth
War Loan Drive, according to a
statement by Ted Gamble, national
U. S. War Finance director, at a preliminary meeting bringing together
part of the motion picture industry's
Sixth War Loan committee and representatives of the War Activities
Committee at the weekend.
Stressing that the Sixth War Loan
would be a major challenge to the
{Continued on page 3)

StudyGov'tDemands
On

British

Centers

Industry

London, Aug. 20. — Members of the
British Film Producers Association
met behind closed doors with Government officials at the Labor Ministry
at the weekend relative to the government's demands that the British film
industry surrender 10 per cent of its
workers to help repair London's robotblitzed houses. The meeting was ad(Continued on page 3)

Ending

Washington, Aug. 20. — Exhibitors in industrial centers will experience definite diminution in business following the end of the
European war, when plants now
working their forces overtime to provide military and essential civilian requirements go back to the 40-hour
week, it was learned at the weekend.
The elimination of overtime, Government officials estimate, will knock $12,000,000,000 out of the annual national
income. This is less than 10 per cent
of the estimated national income for
this year, but since the whole amount
will be concentrated in industrial communities itseffect on theatres and other
businesses in those areas may be of
considerably greater proportions.
The major aim of administration
officials now is to avert a concurrent
drop in employment as war plants
shut down preparatory to resuming
civilian production. To some extent
this will be accomplished by last
week's War Production Board order
permitting expansion of the civilian
output as materials, manpower and
machinery are released from war
work. But the great problem lies in
the great plants which cannot convert
gradually but must pull out all of
their war machinery and retool, as in
the case of automobile manufacturers.

AUGUST

British
Hit

Boom

in

Goal

Raw
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Short

Industry
Of

YORK,

Theatres

New

Highs

London, Aug. 20. — Despite
the departure of large numbers of Allied troops to the
fighting fronts and the robot
blitz of London and Southern England, aggregate film
attendance throughout Great
Britain reached an all time
high during the last four
weeks for this time of the

'Deal'
in
n
Ope
Way

Decree

CENTS

for

Action

Government May Not
Pursue to Actual Trial
By RED KANN
Hollywood, Aug. 20. — The Government isnot bluffing on theatre

year.
$52,567,989
Canada

TEN

21, 1944

Gross

Toronto, Aug. 20. — A film business
survey by the Dominion Government,
shows that Canadian theatre grosses,
exclusive of amusement taxes were
$52,567,989, or more than double the
total of the $24,954,200 gross for 1933,
and 36 per cent higher than for the
boom year of 1930 yet, the use of theatres in 1943 averaged only 35 per
cent of seating capacity for all performances. The highest average of
any city was Halifax where nine theatres had 49 per cent of their seats
filled continuously while Toronto led
the big cities with 40 per cent.
Per capita spending for the last
calendar year for film shows was
(Continued on page 8)

divorcement, but the way to "a satisfactory deal" is being held open
once the Department of Justice petition reaches hearings in court,
Francis S. Biddle, U. S. AttorneyGeneral, stated at the weekend in
answering a series of questions subDaily. mitted to him by Motion Picture
Biddle also indicated the Government may not pursue the
issue to actual trial.
By observing "there will be no discrimination shown," he implied the
Government's pursuit of individual
picture selling
will be
(Continued
on inclusive
page 3) enough

Decree

Moves

Standstill

at

in N.Y.

The flurry of legal activity among
counsel for the five decree companies
which followed upon the filing of the
Department of Justice proposals for
Para,
to Make
16
at
20
to
decree amendments in Federal District
court here two weeks ago subsided late
last week.
After a second conference last Tues22
Millions
During
1945
day on implications of the Department's action and possible counteractions available to the companies, no
Paramount will make 16 features
'Ecstasy*, Not War,
between Jan. 1, 1945, and Dec. 31, further meetings were held or have
been scheduled.
(ContinuedIndications
on page 3) are that
1945, at an estimated budget of $20,Is Chicago Theme
000,000 to $22,000,000, Henry GinsChicago, Aug. 20. — Circuit
berg, general
officials here, heeding an unmanager
of said
production,
on Consolidated
Net
favorable public reaction to
Friday
at
a
war films, have instructed
luncheon at the
their advertising departments
Rises to $253,770
to refrain from any mention
21 Club here atof the war in advertisements
tended by comFor the three months ended June 30,
for local papers with the
pany and trade
Consolidated
Film Industries reports a
trend in copy writing for curtatives.
press represenrent films going to escapist
net
profit
of
$437,535 before Federal
Ginsberg said
interest.
that the 16 will tax provision ; estimated taxes amount
to $183,765, leaving a net of $253,770,
Typical: the lead copy for
be exclusive of which
compares with a net profit for
M-G-M's "The White Cliffs of
two or three to the same period for 1943 of $245,704.
Dover," Artists
now playing
the
be made bv B.
Per share earnings for the second
United
Theatre atwhich
Henry Ginsberg
G. De S y 1 v a
and three or quarter are equivalent to 50 cents on
reads: "stolen moments of
the 400,000 shares of preferred stock
four from Hal Wallis. Included in the outstanding
and 10 cents
on 3)the 524,973
{Continued on page 3)
(Continued
on page
ecstasy."
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Personal

Coast

Tradewise
By

Mention

CHARLES D. PRUTZMAN, Universal vice-president and general
counsel, left for the Coast on Friday
for a three weeks' • visit at the studio.
Mark Hellinger, Warner producer, who arrived in New York last
week from the South Pacific and India where he was war correspondent
for International News Service, left
at the weekend for the Coast.
•
Robert M. Weitman observed his
39th birthday on Friday and the current month also marks his 10th anniversary as managing director of the
Paramount Theatre.
•
Peggy Bleakley, Eastern story
editor for William Cagney Productions, will return to New York today
after three weeks of conferences in
Hollywood with Cagney.
•
Alfred Finestone, Paramount
trade press contact, will edit the
Paramount "Sales News" for the next
two weeks during the vacation of
Sam Palmer.
•

Artists'
Laufer ofy United ent
Philoffice
will
publicit departm
home
return to his desk today after a vacation.
•
Rube Jackter, Columbia assistant
general sales manager, left for Dallas
on a week's busithe
over ness
trip. weekend
•
Neil Agnew's toolhouse and greenhouse on his Southbury, Conn., summer estate were destroyed at the weekend by fire caused •by lightning.
Harry Blanchette, owner of theatres in Woonsocket and Central
Falls, R. I., is a patient in a Boston
hospital.
Ray Murray, Columbia home office
publicist, and Charlotte Sampson of
Montrose, Pa., were married on Saturday.
James Winn, district manager for
United Artists in Boston, has returned from a vacation on Cape Cod.
SAG

Seeks

to Amend

Wage Stabilization
Hollywood, Aug. 20. — The Screen
Actors Guild will tell the Treasury
Department its proposed amendment
to the wage stabilization ruling, which
would require prior Treasury approval
of all employment of free lance players earning more than $1,000 weekly,
"will tend to lower salary rates for
all actors." The SAG will elaborate
in a joint letter being prepared by the
Guilds for transmission to the Treasury by producers, and is prepared to
send a delegation to Washington to
argue the point in person.
No date has been set for the meeting at which producers will agree upon
a response to the Treasury proposals
offered a month ago.

ALLIED STATES last week
issued a 15-page printed
pamphlet presenting its analysis
of the Department of Justice's
recent proposals for an amended
consent decree with the explanation that the work constituted
Allied's "contribution to informed, intelligent thinking on a
subject of vital importance to
e owners."
t theatr
indep
To enden
many
trade authorities,
equally well qualified to comment "on a subject of vital importance to independent theatre
owners," there is a phase of the
proposals which transcends in
significance to the exhibitor all
other phases. That is the relation of affiliated theatre divorcement to product, by which all
exhibitors live.
Whether or not Allied's
analysts have any misgivings
whatever concerning a possible
deterioration of product following upon the eventuality of affiliated theatre divorcement, the subject still would merit discussion
if only for the contribution to
that "informed, intelligent thinking" on the subject which Allied
seeks to encourage. Yet, nowhere in the pamphlet is the subject touched upon.
•
It could be enlightening, perhaps, if Allied's analysts were
to set forth reasons why no man
with a theatre investment need
be concerned about the maintenance of quality and continuity
of product with which to keep
his theatre operating after the
major producers have been deprived of the theatre circuits
whose playing time makes it
possible for them to essay multimillion dollar productions and
to experiment with dramatic
properties which are inherently
production gambles but frequently result in extending the industry's limited boundaries of production concept and technique,
with resultant benefit to all.
•
Many of the current and recent releases might never have
been attempted by Hollywood
had it not been for the "cushion"
of affiliated theatre playing time
which lessened the risk of their
production. Among them are:
"The Song of Bernadette,"
"Wilson," "Going My Way,"
"The White Cliffs of Dover,"
"Madame Curie," "Dragon
Seed," "This Is the Army," and
countless others if one wishes to,
delve into the records.
The relation of product to af-

SHERWIN

KANE

filiated circuits is, of course, an
old story, well known to all who
have been around the industry
any length of time. Affiliated
circuits developed either from
the exhibitor's need of product,
as in the case of First National,
Loew's, and Keith-PDC (RKO)
or from the producer-distributor's need of theatre outlets, as
in the case of Paramount and
Fox. Eliminate the affiliated
theatre and the industry
ported not to a new
back to the era of strife
cord which immediately
World War I and ended
tablishment ofaffiliated

is transera, but
and disfollowed
with escircuits.

In other words, before affiliated
circuits ever were known to the
industry important production
was so unsatisfactory and so uncertain that exhibitors banded together (in First National Exhibitors Circuit) to form their
own producing affiliations wherewith they might operate their
theatres with a theretofore unknown degree of security. The
process was repeated later by
Marcus Loew in the purchase of
Metro and still later by J. J.
Murdock and associates, who
foresaw the demise of vaudeville
and the need of their Keith Circuit for an assured supply of film
product. Incidental to these developments, Adolph Zukor and
William Fox acquired theatres to
protect exhibition outlets from
the new competition which was
being created for producers-distributors.

Flashes
Hollywood, Aug. 20
arrive in CASTLE,
New Yorkdirector,
tomorrow
WILLIAM
will
to direct "If a Body," stage play for
the Shuberts.
•
Paul Lukas, now appearing at
RKO, with Hedy Lamarr, in "Experiment Perilous," has been signed
to a three-year, non-exclusive contract
by
that studio calling for one picture
annually.

Bert
the "team
Wheeler andWheeler
Woolsey of will
leave ofhere
for
Detroit soon to arrange for a Ford
dealership in Los Angeles.
•
Monogram has named Barnett Shapiro, a member of Sam Wolf's legal
staff, to the post of resident attorney
with offices at the studio.
•
Universal signed Arthur Horman
as producer-writer. Horman was formerly with Warner, RKO and others
as a writer.
•
Pine-Thomas
cancelled their anannounced
"Homesick
war
aviation story, on the Angel,"
ground that
events might make the film untimely.
•
RKO has signed Richard H. Berger to a producing contract. His first
will be "The Fabulous Invalid."
C oleman, Wm. Walker
Killed in Action

Just what assurance does the
independent exhibitor now have
that production will not revert
to the stage that once drove exhibitors to establish production

Lt. Charles E. Coleman, son of Lester B. Coleman, Paramount traveling
auditor, listed as missing since a Flying Fortress of which he was a copilot was engaged in combat over
Germany on March 23, has been officially reported by the War Department as killed in action. Another recent Paramount service fatality is Pvt.
William J. Walker, 19, who was killed
in action in Italy. He was with the
Philadelphia exchange before entering
the Army in Sept., 1943.

affiliations, should the industry's
1916 status quo be restored by
affiliated theatre divorcement ?

Robert

Further contributing to precarious production standards is
the bleak prospect of postwar
foreign markets for Hollywood
product. Deprived of the assurance of affiliated circuit playing
time, and faced with restricted
foreign revenue (which is the
"cushion" of non-theatre owning as well as theatre owning
producer - distributors), Hollywood production might well fall
to the levels of foreign film industries, in which case it will
have had done to it at home
what foreign film industries and
their governments could not do
to it in world competition.

Frazer,

Actor,

Dies in Hollywood
Hollywood, Aug. 20. — Robert W.
Frazer, 50, veteran film actor, died
here at the weekend after a long illness.
Among the many films in which he
played
"Keeper and
of "The
the Bees,"
"Out ofwere
the Ruins,"
Little
Snob" in 1929 and "Navy Secrets,"
"One Man's Law," "Roar of the
Press," "Black Dragons" and "A
Night for Crime." Frazer is survived
by his widow, Mildred Bright Frazer.
Set 'Brown'

for Sept. 1

"Casanova
willInternational's
be released nationally
on Brown"
Sept. 1,
it was announced at the weekend by

Robert Mochrie, general sales manager, for RKO, which is releasing the
film.
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showmanship and organizational pow(Continued from page 1)
July has also been made an issue as
ers of the film industry, Gamble,
well as the shipment of raw stock to meeting at the Westchester home of
have 500,000 feet available for
other countries.
the national chairman Harry Brandt,
processing this week.
(Continued from page 1)
Raw stock use by the' industry in said :
Considerable difficulty is understood 1941
was about 425,000,000 feet for
"The nation is rapidly developing a
;o embrace every company in the field to have been encountered is getting each quarter. With Army credits, the
ind not the five decree signatories all of the film companies to agree to film companies are understood to have 'we've won the war' psychosis. Even
if the German conflict is terminated
done.
a "voluntary" 20 per cent curtailment used about 382,000,000 feet during
It is the Justice Department's inten- of raw stock during the current quar- each of the first two quarters of 1944 before the opening date of the cam;ion also, he declared, to give the inpaign, there will still remain an urand they must now curtail by some
ter, as "requested"
the War Progent need for funds to finance the
duction Board. Someby 288,000,000
feet, 92,000,000 feet to get down to the
iustry ample time to make adjustments
if there is any economic hardship in- including a 33,000,000 feet credit for 288,000,000 feet made available for balance of the* war, as well as the
huge sums needed for sustaining our
volved in the event, of course, that the processing film for the Army is avail- the current quarter.
able
to
the
industry
during
the
current
lly
ent's
aims are successfu
Governm
both here and abroad."
Meanwhile WPB officials in Wash- forces
also declared that once again
jpheld in court.
quarter. Estimates by the 11 comington met last week with Army and theGamble
theatre
stint would be the sale of
panies
of
stock
needs,
exclusive
of
The following questions were subNavy
representatives
for
further
dis"E"
Bonds
ranging in maturity value
color
and
newsreel
footage,
puts
their
mitted orally by Motion Picture
cussion of military needs and possible
from
$25
to
$1,000. He further stated
curtailments,
and
are
understood
also
requirements up to Oct. 15 at 315,Daily. The answers are Biddle's.
000,000 to 320,000,000 feet. Several to have worked out plans for reduc- that the goal for the entire country is
Question : "Is this a pressure move companies are understood to have met
now being computed against the cost of
Dn the part of the Department of Jus- the 20 per cent cut by holding up
ing exports and cutting the consump- the war, and will probably be revealed
tion of raw stock by the Office of
tice designed to throw fear into the
to the public early in October.
War Information.
five decree signatories in an effort to some releases to the fourth quarter.
Discussion also centered about Fiftb
When company representatives go
persuade them to unbend to the point
It is pointed out by industry repreWar
Loan results and their effect on
sentatives
that
the
industry
is
being
to
Washington
they
are
expected
to
where they will give you the kind
asked to get along on about 56 per
jf document you will find acceptable?" cent of the raw stock used in 1941 bring with them full information re- the Treasury Department's goals. Joe
garding the consumption of raw stock Kinsky of the Fifth War Loan exec'No BlufF
utive staff, delivered a report on the
and questions have arisen during the and plans for application of the cut,
of incomplete returns from the
and will receive from Board officials basis
raw
stock
meetings
as
to
what
extent
field.
Answer : "Do you think it would be
pressure after nine months ? No. There the WPB is asking curtailment of similar information regarding Govstock elsewhere. The fact that some
Those present, in addition to those
ernment, military and export conis no bluff about this."
3,000,000
feet is understood to have
sumption and the curtailments that already named, were John Hertz, Jr.,
Q. : "Is there any intention on the been shipped
to Argentina in June or have been made.
his assistant publicity director Bill
part of the Department to proceed inDasheff, and WAC representatives
dividually against component circuits
S. H. Fabian, Francis S. Harmon,
oi producer-distributor companies ?
and
Ed Schreiber.
16
from
Para,
to
File
for
48-Hr.
Week
By that is meant, will there be separate breakup moves against such cirin Phila.
:uits as Fox-West Coast here, Bala- Exemption
Cost 22 Millions
ban and Katz in Chicago, M and P
Film companies have applied for exStudy Gov't Demands
Theatres in Boston?"
emption for their Philadelphia exOn British Industry
(Continued from page 1)
A.: "That is in the future. I can't
changes from the 48-hour work week
(Continued from page 1)
ordered by the regional War Manpowsay at this time."
er
Commission
there
to
take
effect
studio's
16,
however,
is
C.
B.
De
journed
to next Friday in the hope
Views on Independent Circuits
that a way out of the impasse can be
Sept. 1.
Mille's "Rurales."
It was estimated previously that found.
The exchanges will continue on
Q. : "Have you any views on inThe only reaction to the suggestion
dependent circuits — those which con- their present 40-hour week until their Paramount will release between. 25
trol or dominate in their territories
that
volunteers be called emanated
30 features during the 1944-45
but which are not affiliated in any applications for exemption are acted and
release season. Ginsberg said that the from Michael Balcon whose represenupon
by
the
WMC.
Companies
have
way with the decree companies? In
tative declared that 13 men might be
secured exemptions from the 48-hour actual number of new season's reother words, if the Justice Department week
spared from Ealing studios. Other
in over 15 other critical labor
leases
will
depend
largely
upon
marintends opening the market, is that areas where the extended work week
ket conditions throughout the period. producers are maintaining that their
process to be limited only to circuits has been ordered.
He indicated, however, that the gen- manpower sources are already scraped
identified with the five major produceral aim of the studio will be to main- dry and it would be impossible to carry
ing-distributing companies? If so,
tain a backlog of completed pictures, on if their labor supply is further rewhat is your view or your answer to Decree
Moves
at
circumstances permitting. Amplifying duced.
those who believe some completely in
It is understood that Hugh Gaitskill
on this subject, Ginsberg said that the
of
the Board of Trade is privately
dependent circuits are also monopolis- Standstill in N. Y.
end of the war may bring about con(Continued
from
page
1)
ditions
which
will
result
in
a
quicker
tic and ought to be restrained?"
trying to influence the Labor MinisA. : "It is the purpose of the De- the companies will pursue a "watchful play-off of product than the industry
try on the ground that film produchas been accustomed to during the
partment to correct all abuses and vition though unscheduled as an essenolations of the act. There will be no waiting" policy pending a subsequent past several years.
tial industry is nevertheless a vital
move by the Department in the direcIn reply to a query, Ginsberg said
preference shown."
tion of bringing its petition on for
part of the structure of the nation's
Q. : "The Government's petition hearing. In this connection it was that overall studio costs have in morale.
seeks the sale of each picture singly. learned that the companies do not con- creased approximately 40 per cent
since 1942.
Do you believe this will restore comtemplate taking any action whatever in
Consolidated
Net
petition if successfully implemented the interim.
Raw Stock Supply Temporary
against the five decree companies
Rises to $253,770
alone, or is it the intention to go the
He expressed the opinion that the
(Continued from page 1)
ample
opportunity
to
be
heard
fully.
whole way and seek this in connection
current raw stock supply emergency
with Columbia, Universal and UA If we can work out some sort of satis- reflects only a temporary condition shares of common outstanding, which
factory deal in court, well and good.
which were in the first consent decree
with 50 cents on the preraw stock supply and alloca- compares
and then eliminated? Also, what about If there is any economic hardship in- and that
ferred and eight cents on the common
tions
will
have
been
improved
before
volved, we will give the industry ample
those never encompassed in the orshooting schedules are affected to any in the same quarter of 1943. The foreiginal decree — Monogram, PRC and time to adjust itself and cause as little noticeable extent.
going earnings may be subject to the
trouble as possible. We will probably
renegotiation
of the
Republic?"
tional Defenseprovisions
Appropriation
Act,Na-J.
"Producers and directors can cut
A. : "That is in hands of the De- give it a considerable length of time their requirements to meet a tempo
E. McMahon, company secretary, repartment back there — Mr. Berge — to make any changes that are orported at the weekend.
and I can't answer it, but there will
rary emergency," he said.
Biddle came here after conferences
Ginsberg plans to remain in New
be no discrimination shown."
Navy officers, FBI and the Justice York for another week conferring Finkelstein Resigns
dered."
Q. : "Does it necessarily follow the with
Government will pursue its course to Department in San Francisco on meth- with home office executives on meth
Jack Finkelstein, New Jersey booker
a point of actual trial? If not, what
ods of seeing machinists comply with ods of effecting improved coordina
are the processes by which it intends the Government's order on overtime tion between home office and studio at the RKO New York film exchang?
! seeking fulfillment of its objectives?" work. He will make several political departments. Among those at the and president of IATSE film exwere : Russell Holman, RobA. : "It is not a trial, but just a
change employes Local B-52 has rehere, and he said that he in- luncheon
ert Gillham, William Meiklejohn,
petition before the court to modify the speeches
tends visiting the studios, but not to
signed from the RKO post to enter his
decree and hear the evidence. The discuss the decree with any industry Arturo de Cordova, Al Wilkie and own accountancy practice, but will
continue as ihead of the union.
Al Finestone.
motion picture companies will be given executives.
Decree
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to

"The
{Columbia)Impatient

Years"
Hollywood, Aug. 20

55

S TARRING Jean Arthur at the peak of her talent and supported by
play, this Irving Cummings producplayers born for the roles they
Hollywood, Aug. 20. — Production
tion comes to the screen as the first intelligently conceived and executed
was on the rise last week as work treatment of the subject of war marriages. With no sacrificing of Miss
started on nine features, and only four
which gives the film its sparkle, the script by
others were completed. Total number Arthur's gift for comedy,
producer, probes
in work was 55, compared with 50 Virginia Van Upp, who functioned also as associate
the war-ordered
and
on
g week. The pro- the embarkation wedding, the overnight honeymo
precedin
during the
follows :
duction scene
a manner comprehensible to people of all ages and inforon in
separatimative
without being for a moment dull.
Columbia,

world, and producerThe appeal of the picture is as broad as ofthe
and wholesome as
mind
sound
is
it
of
ng
director Cummings' handli
mankind's heart.
faultless accompaniTo Miss Arthur's lead, Lee Bowman furnishes aJane
Darnell and the
l,
Mitchel
Grant
in,
Grapew
y
ment while Charle
an impressive
others provide flawless characterizations rounding out
mance.
perfor
ensemble
r separated 18
Miss Arthur and Bowman portray wife and soldie
of marriage.
one
and
Started : "Thrill of Romance," with months by the war after three days of courtshipmeet .its needs when he
to
Carlelife
,
her
Johnson
Esther Williams, Van
She has borne a baby and scheduled
ton Young.
seek a divorce at
s home on furlough. Practically strangers, they
arrive
Aue,
Anni
relived the four
Shooting: "Gentle
but the Judge declines to grant it until they have
once
Red
"Dr.
"
Clock,
"The
Fever,"
tumn
ter complicawedding. In so doing they encoun
Adams," "Anchors Aweigh," "Airship days of their wooingfor and
Ultimately their
tions.
propor
ous
hilari
of
y
comed
make
tions which
ms and
Squadron 4,"' "Music for Millions," thev reunite.
personal proble
.
.,
common interest in their baby dissolves their .
"Son of Lassie," "Ziegfeld Follies."
Monogram
ing of the serious side
For preserving sincerity and logic in the handl a structure of comedy
Finished: "Army Wives."
basts
this
MissShooting : "The Case of the
of an important topic, while rearing upon
without cheapening the subject all parties
ing Medico," "Murder in the Family," which scores on its own merits
applause from the trade. The
"They Shall Have Faith."
to the production rate a special, .kind of
Paramount
picture will get it from the public
ge"
Passa
Started: "Dangerous
*
R. Weaver
ase Sept. 7. "G."William
(Pine-Thomas) with Robert Lowery.
Running time, 90 minutes. Rele
This
of
"Out
,"
"Kitty
Shooting:
World." •
PRC
•G" denotes general classification.

"Phantom Outlaws."
Finished:
with
Started : "Tonight We Dance,"
Fred Brady, Jeff Donnell, William
Wright and Ann Savage.
Shooting : "Hello, Mom," "Tonight
and Every Night," "A Woman's Privint" (Darmour). lege," "Dormant Accou
M-G-M

Finished: "Twin Guns."
Started: "Hollywood and Vine/'
with Jim Ellison; "Song of Six Guns,"
n, Marwith Tex Ritter, Dave O'Brie
jorie Clemens, Wanda McKay, June
n, Franklin PangRalpht Morga
Clyde, Emmet
born,
Lynn.
of Wild
"Phantoms
Shooting :
Town Went Wild."
Valley," "The RKO
Radio
Started: "China Sky," with Randolph Scott, Ruth Warrick, Ellen
Drew, Carol Thurston, Benson Fong.
Shooting : "Two O'clock Courage,"
"Pan-Americana," "Isle of the Dead,"
"Experiment Perilous," "It's a PleasMan"
yn).(International) "Wonder
(Goldwure,"
Republic
Started: "Next Comes Love" (Sydney Williams), with Arthur Lake,
Dale Evans, Lionel Stander.
Shooting: "Lake Placid Serenade,"
"Faces in the Fog," "Flame of Barbary Coast."
20th Century-Fox
Shooting: "Nob Hill," "Sunday
Dinner for a Soldier," "Winged VicUnited Artists
tory."
Started: "High Among the Stars"
(Charles R. Rogers) with Constance
Moore, Ralph Bellamy, Jane Powell,
Hattie McDaniel and Arthur Treacher.
Shooting: "The Great John L"
(Crosby) ; "The House of Dr. Edwardes" (Vanguard) ; "Brewster's
Millions" (Small).
Universal
Finished: "Mike Goes to a Party."
"Swingaroo Sweethearts,"
Started:
with
Kirby Grant, Lois Collier, Judy
Clark, Edward Norris.
Shooting : "Arsene Lupin," "Musi-

WB

Office

Gross

(Continued from page 1)

$5.61, compared with $2.70 for each
person in Canada in 1936.
The proportion of single feature
programs increased slightly to 39.4
per cent compared with the preceding j
year and the report shows that 5_
per cent of all theatres played single
bills only. During the year, 1,269
theatres averaged 138 feature bookings
and 686 different features were booked
of which 557 were from the U. S.,
97 from England and 32 from Russia
and elsewhere.
In 1943, 561 theatres or 44 per cent
Of the total were individually owned,
compared with 659 independent theatres in 1930 which was 72 per cent
of the number operating that year.
Last year, amusement taxes were
$13,381,361 with patrons totalling
205,826,197, the aggregate gross being
13 per cent higher than 1942 for a
new alltime record.

At Woods, Chicago
$320,000 for 'Arms'
Aug. 20.of
— "Up
is Chicago,
the top grosser
any In
RKOArms"
release inthis territory in the history of
the company, branch manager Sam
Gorelick reports. Now in its 17th
week at the Woods, it has already
grossed more than $320,000. Last
RKO box office "champ" here was
"Kitty Foyle."

Workers

Receive Wage Boost
Eligible Warner Bros, home office
'white collar' workers received a six
end
increase at the week
per cent wage act
with Motion Picture
under a contr
Office Employes Local 23169, AFL.
The increase was given to an estimated 500 of the company's 600 office workers who have been with the
company one year or more who Iare
he
eligible for union membership.
wage increase was the final one under
the original two-year contract between
the company and the union which ex10 and has been expired on Aug.
tended until Sept. 9 while negotiations
on a new contract are in progress.

8«M

WATCH!

WB

'Boats' Premiere
Bayonne, N. J., Aug. 20.— Warners "Devil Boats," two-reel color
short produced in cooperation with the
Navy Department, will have its world
premiere here at the De Witt Theatre
Tuesday night, coincident with the
presentation of a fourth star for the
Army-Navy 'E' flag at Elco, which
builds the PT boats on which the film
is based.
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n of the Nile,"
"Quee
up,"Singin
Round
cal
g."
Help
"Can't
Warner
"God Is My Co-Pilot,"
Shootitong:Post,"
"Pillar
"Of Human Bondage," "The Corn Is Green," "Roughly
Speaking," "Objective Burma," "Hollywood Canteen."
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Hollywood Answers
SOS for War Work

Filing
Exchange

Worker

3,000 Are
Most Key

Raises

Involved
Branches

in

Now on file with the War Labor
Board at Albany is the first in a series of applications which will be filed
within the next two weeks with
regional War Labor Boards having
jurisdiction in the 31 cities in which
film exchange centers are located, seeking WLB authorization for a system
of job classifications with minimum
and maximum wage scales agreed upon
by the film companies and the IATSE
to cover some 3,000 exchange office
workers.
The applications are to be filed by
IATSE locals in all exchange centers
except Los Angeles where the workers
are represented by an AFL local but
not by an IATSE local. Other film
exchange office workers not included
are those in the New York exchanges
of M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox, Colum(Continued on page 7)
More
Seek

Workers

Coast

Hollywood, Aug. 21. — In an
effort to stem war job defections, prints of four special
film bulletins, made by Paramount and Warners, are being shipped today to all West
Coast theatres. Rush production was launched on appeal of James F. Byrnes, director of the Office of War
Mobilization, to Stanton Griffis, OWI film bureau head,
who called upon John C.
Flinn, Hollywood WAC coordinator.
Resulting bulletins carry
messages urging war workers to remain at their jobs.

New
In

York

Upswing

Long

Studio

CENTS

Seeks
for

om
lms
Fi
Bo
ts'
en
Independ

Start

Initial moves looking to William
Fox's official resumption of industry
activity and his start in production by
the first of the year will be made by
the former head of Fox Film Corp.
during a current visit of three weeks
to a month in Hollywood, it was announced by Fox's New York office
yesterday.
Fox left for the Coast by train on
Sunday. While in Hollywood he will
endeavor to negotiate a studio deal
and sign up producers, directors and
talent for productions which he hopes
to get into work immediately after
Jan. 1, 1945, it was stated.
Indications are that Fox will confine
his current activities to the leasing of
studio space. He told Motion Picture Daily recently that his earlier
plans for construction of a modern
studio and home office building on the
(Continued on page 8)
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Wave

In

Mid-West

Benefit

by

Less

Product,

Extended

Major
Runs

By SAM HONIGBERG
Chicago, Aug. 21. — Independent
distributors are enjoying their best
market to date in the Midwest territory, acheck-up among exchanges
and exhibitors reveals. The combination of fewer major company releases
compared to pre-Pearl Harbor seasons, the continuation of the double
feature policy in most houses, and the
extended showings of first runs in
Loop first-runs has given the independent producer a new circulation peak
for his product.
Reports from PRC, Monogram and
all other independent exchanges and
the re-issue firms of World Wide
Films and Film Classics, indicate the
best business in their histories, with a
(Continued on page 8)

The weekend break in the heat wave Mayor, Circuits Meet
after eight successive days of about 90 Today on Cut Prices
degree highs is helping holdover films
New York's Mayor Fiorello Laat downtown New York first-run Guardia, his legal advisors and reptheatres to generally better grosses.
resentatives ofNew York affiliated and
independent circuits will meet at City Raw
Abbott and
Costello's
"In
Society,"
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 10)

Stock

Cut

Raises
Defer

U.

S.

Navy

IATSE film exchange service employes' locals in Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Old
Fifty
Denver and Los Angeles will file with For
the regional War Labor Boards in
their areas for approval of a 10 per
Film company sales heads are understood to be reluctant to comply with
cent wage increase for exchange film
a
request
made by U. S. Navy officials
—
inspectors, poster clerks and shippers
which the companies are willing to for over 50 "over-age" films for exhibition aboard Navy vessels.
grant— joining IATSE locals in 11
Principal reason for this reother exchange centers which have alluctance is understood to be
ready filed or are preparing to file.
the feeling that exhibition of
The Cincinnati, St. Louis, Denver
(Continued on page 7)
the films will bring a recurrence of criticism by Navy
personnel against the vintage
Reiterates: No
of the pictures similar to that
WMC
which the industry received
when "over-age" films were exhibited by the Army overseas
Relief
Manpower
in the early months of the war,
under auspices of the Army
Chicago, Aug. 21. — Industries not in
Overseas Motion Picture Seran essential classification located in
vice.
critical help-shortage cities (Chicago
Another reason advanced by some
is one of them) cannot expect any help
for some time, it was learned from the sales heads is the present critical raw
War Manpower Commission _ which film stock situation. The Navy rents
just closed a three-day executive ses- 35mm prints from the industry paying
sion at the Stevens Hotel here. Re- a certain fee per foot on the amount
gional directors of the WMC from all of film ordered. Although the industry receives raw stock credit for the
over the country attended to discuss
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)

Request

Releases
Emergency

Measures

For 'Peace Day*
nd, Aug. 21.— TheaClevela
tre owners are warned to

In
George
owners,Day.'
bulletinforto 'Peace
aprepare
W. Erdmann, secretary of the
Motion Picture ExClevelandhibitors
Association, proposes
the following suggestions :
Each exhibitor to man his
theatre door to keep a sharp
watch on the box office; remove lobby furniture; pros and autect candy counter
tomatic candy and popcorn
s;
see that lighting
machine
systems and exit doors are
in perfect working condition;
take measures to stop any
aisle parades in the theatre;
arrange a signal system with
the operator to take care of
emergencies.

Air will require
Up
The 11 in
film companies
120,000,000 feet of raw film from now
until the end of the current quarter
to meet estimates on prints for scheduled releases and only 75,000,000 feet
are available to meet War Production
Board requests to get along on 20 per
cent less raw stock until Sept. 30, it
was learned here yesterday following a meeting of company representatives. This does not include raw stock
used by the newsreels or for color
(Continued on page 7)

Reno

Ballroom

Goldwyn's

for

1st Run

Hollywood, Aug. 21. — Claiming inability to make a percentage deal acceptable tohim with the T and D Circuit, operating five Reno theatres,
Samuel Goldwyn will open "Up In
Arms" in Tony Percepti's El Patio
Ballroom in that city, tomorrow evening in defiance of the McNejl-Naify
of San Francisco which coninterests
trol the theatres.
T and D ballroom seats 400, and
(Continued on page 8)

Motion

Personal

Propose
Cut

Mention

JAMES R. GRAINGER, president
of Republic Pictures, returned to
the home office yesterday after a
month's absence visiting the company's
Hollywood studios and branches in
Chicago, San Francis
• o, and Denver.
Ben KalmensoNj general sales
manager for Warner Bros., stopped
at Chicago yesterday, on his way back
to New York from the Coast, and
will visit St. Louis and Dallas before
returning here.
•
Leon Benson, former trailer deParamount's
executive at
Hollywoodpartment
studio,
and previously
RKO Cincinnati publicist, -has been
promoted to a major with U. S. Army
Intelligence, England.
e
Jack Sichelman, aide to Tom
Connors, vice-president in charge of
sales of 20th Century-Fox, has left
for Lake George to spend the next
two weeks recuperating from illness.
•
Marjorie Morrow, head of Warners' talent bureau in New York, will
leave tomorrow on a scouting tour of
Boston, Cambridge and other New
England points.
John W. Schwalm, son of John
A. Schwalm, manager of the Northio Rialto, Hamilton, O., has been
promoted to captain with Army Engineers in Burma.
Joseph Quittner, co-owner of the
Q. and P. Circuit in Connecticut, and
his family, have returned to New York
from a vacation at Lake Spafford,
N. H.
•

in

Picture

$2,000,000

Ohio

Tax

Columbus, Aug. 21. — The Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
will shortly call a special board
meeting to discuss the proposal
made to Gov. John W. Bricker by
State Tax Commissioner William S.
Evatt to repeal the current Ohio admission and amusement tax, which
Evatt indicates is yielding more than
$2,000,000 annually.
The repeal will leave local municipalities, particularly in the larger
cities, free to levy their own admission
and amusement taxes should addional
revenue be required, Evatt stated.
"We have today substantially higher admissions for downtown theatres
running first run pictures than prevails in outlying neighborhood theatresThe retention of either a three per
cent, or even the imposition of a five
per cent admission or amusement tax
in any of our metropolitan cities, with
no such tax on such admissions outside
of the city limits, would have little or
no effect upon revenues of the downtown places of amusement and probably have little upon those in the outlying districts within the municipal
limits. A three per cent tax, yielding
now more than $2,000,000 annually
would give our larger cities more money
than increasing the local government
■fund by approximately $3,000,000.
Should a municipality see fit to enact a
five per cent amusement tax, I doubt if
it would have much effect on the
amusement
business," the proposal
concludes.
The current three per cent state excise tax levied on grosses became effective Jan. 1, 1935.

Meet
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15
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Eyssell Honors Cooper
Gary Cooper will be the guest of G.
Coast
S. Eyssell at a cocktail party and reception which the president and managing director of Radio City Music
Hall will give for the Hollywood star
Flashes
tomorrow in the theatre's studio. CooHollywood, Aug. 21
per is the star of "Casanova Brown,"
International Picture's comedy, which i
THE
Screen Office Employees
"Dragon Seed" at the MuGuild, representing 2,500 studio will sicfollow
Hall.
employees, has broken off studio negotiations on the producers' refusal to
grant
"equitable
sick-leave." Service
SOEG Ross Low on Mis-outs
has wired U. S. Conciliation
Checking miss-outs by Ross Federal
field forces during June, July and to i
asking intervention.
•
date in August, were reduced to less M
George D. Burrows, Monogram than one-half of one per cent, lowest
vice-president and treasurer, has re- since the start of the war, the company j
turned to his office at production reported here yesterday.
headquarters here after a trip which
covered the recent convention in Chicompany.
cago and the New York office of the
•
NEW YORK THEATRES
Paramount has extended its option
on John Farrow, director, for another
year. The studio also announced that
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
one of B. G. De Sylva's unit features
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
will star Bing Crosby. Story material
for the production is now under consideration.
•
"DRAGON
SEED"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTON
■
ALINE
MacMAHON
Galston and Sutton, operators in HaAKIM TAMIROFF
TURHAN BEY
waii, purchased the Elite theatre in
Spectacular Stage Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
Beverly Hills, seating 865. It will
show first runs day-and-date with Hawaii.
•
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Lou Greenspan has left here for
New York and Washington to confer
with officials of the Office of Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
•
RKO has purchased the comedy
novel, "D-Day in Las Vegas," from
authors Herbert Clyde Lewis and
M. F. Kohn.
•
Don Gilman, western vice president
of the Blue Network, leaves the radio
industry to join the California Oil
and Gas Ass'n., Sept. 1.
•

PALACE

B WAY &
47th St.

FRANK SINATRA
Lewellyn Miller, Western editor N.Y. Building Code
GEORGE MURPHY
of Ideal Publishing Corp.'s fan magaADOLPHE MENJOU
George Brown, studio publicity dizines, is here from Hollywood for a
Exhibition representatives in New
rector at Paramount, has postponed his
month.
York State will serve on an advisory trip to New York from September to
•
"STEP
LIVELY"
committee which will aid state indus- November.
Lt. Leonard Ormaner, formerly
trial commissioner Edward Corsi, head
•
of the Warner theatre department in of the State Labor Department, modMark Hellinger has returned to the
IN PERSON
New York has been promoted to the
ON SCREEN
ernize the state's building code as it Warner lot following an assignment
HENRY
rank of first lieutenant.
applies to places of assembly, including overseas as war correspondent. He
CARY GRANT
•
theatres. The committee will meet
JEROME
'ON
CE UPO
has not yet been assigned to producJanet
BlairN
and ORCH.
Lou Cohen, manager of Loew's with labor department officials headed tion.
Poli, Hartford, and Mrs. Co-hen, are bv deputy commissioner Abraham H.
PAUL
vacationing in White Mountains, New Goodman in the State Office Building
Elmer Balaban, head of the H. &
JANE
Hampshire.
here Sept. IS to organize and prepare E. Circuit of Chicago and Detroit, is
WINCHELL
•
an agenda.
a visitor here.
PICKENS
Roland Reed, producer, is in New
Commissioner Corsi not only seeks
York from the Coast. He will visit
to revise and modernize the "antiChicago in a week and return here
Paramount Presents Preston Sturges'
quated" state standard building code U.A. Managers Return
before leaving for Hollywood.
but
he
seeks
to extend his departHaving completed home office con•
in person- VAUGHN MONROE
ferences, visiting United Artists Latinment's jurisdiction in the enforcement
'HAIL
THE CONQUERING
HERO*
Starring
EDDIE BRACKEN
Wally Wallens, booker for the of safeguards.
American maanagers are returning to
A TIME'
Pouzzner circuit, Boston, has returned
Among those from the industry who their respective territories.
Victor Schochet, Peru, and Joe
from a vacation at Oqunquit, Maine. will serve on the advisory committee
AB^cW.nd?t?onnde9d & His Orchestra
•
are Martin J. Tracey, Century Cir- Goltz, Mexico, have already left ; Sam
cuit ; Henry Anderson, Paramount ; Seidelman, Argentina ; Enrique Baez,
Don Prince, publicity director- for
RKO in Boston, is spending his vaca Larry Moskowitz, Loew's, and Louis Brazil ; Henry Weiner, Cuba ; Jorge
tion in South Carolina.
Lazar of the Schine Circuit.
Suarez, Chile, and Guy C. Smith,
8TH WEEK
•
Commissioner Corsi declared here Canal Zone, will leave this week.
I. Harry Rogovin, Columbia branch that "Necessity for revision of the
SAMUEL GOLDWYN PRESENTS
manager in Boston, has returned to code has concerned us for a long time,
Williams
at
U.A.
his post following a recent illness.
and it is our expectation that the comB 'W A Y
•
mittee will not only help us to bring it
formerlyhis with
"DEAD
A FILM CLASSIC END"
RELEASE
St. Williams,
Louis, assumed
new Loew's
duties
E. M. Loew, New England circuit up to date, but, will recommend legisla- in Rex
owner, is visiting Hartford from Bostion to give the labor department nec- as United Artists exploitation director
ton.
AT 47ST
at the home office here yesterday.
BRANDT'S GOTHAM
essary wider jurisdiction."
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Raw

Up

Stock

in

Motion

Cut

Air

{Continued from page 1)
prints. The industry is being asked to
get along on 255,000,000 feet of raw
stock during the present quarter plus
a 33,000,000 feet stock credit accruing from print processing for the
Army.
It was also learned that the critical
shortage of raw stock available for
processing is expected to continue until the end of the current quarter on
Sept. 30. All film laboratories are
understood to be hit by the shortage.
Walter Cockell of Paramount, who
has been acting as chairman of the
group of company representatives who
have been seeking to reduce raw stock
consumption by the industry without
affecting company operations, is understood to have communicated with
WPB officials in Washington following yesterday's meeting. Several
plans for meeting the proposed WPB
20 per cent cut during the quarter
have been advanced but none of the
plans have been agreed upon by the
companies. No further meetings are
planned immediately but company
representatives are subject to call for
additional discussions.

Picture
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7
First

Filing

Review
For

Kismet
(M-G-M)

Exchange

Hollywood, Aug. 21

Raises
Worker
D REATH-taking beauty is the primary distinction of this opulent and
eye-arresting attraction. The formidable resources of the M-G-M
(Continued from page 1)
studio met a test when "Kismet" (meaning fate) came along, and the bia and United Artists who are reprecraftsmen won out. The primary cause for regret resides in the inability
sented by the Screen Office and Proof emotional and dramatic content to travel side by side and as rapidly
fessional Employes Guild, Local 109,
with the sheer enchantment of photography, costuming and decor. The
CIO.
SOPEG
is negotiating a job
consequence resembles a perfectly beautiful and entrancing rainbow
classification
plan
for these employes
which enthralls and enraptures when it first unfolds and thereafter
merely turns out to be a continuation of the same thing.
with the companies involved.
The plan sets up some 18 job clas"Kismet" is a commercial toughie to diagnose. It is fashioned in the
sifications with minimum and maxichannel successfully dredged by Universal with "Arabian Nights", "Ali
Baba and the 40 Thieves" and others in the Maria Montez series, and
mum wage scales for the film exby Alexander Korda with "Jungle Book" only on a considerably broader
change office workers. The classificaand richer canvas. The exhibitor's experience with the predecessors
tions range from general file clerks
suggests the answer.
to typists with minimums and maxiBased on the well-known play by Edward Knoblock, "Kismet" is a
mums of $23 to $33 a week to a $65
fantasy of old Bagdad. It tells in necessarily flowery and overflowing to $85 a week for head bookers in
language, geared to poetical flourishes, of Hafiz, who is king of beggars
the large exchange centers and a
by day and a self-created prince of the realm by night. He is a rascal slightly lower range for other places.
for his full height, but a charming one at that. He is a thief, a maker Workers who are already receiving
of magic, a fakir and an unmitigated liar. In affairs of the heart he the minimums set or who would not
knows no boundaries. But he is also his daughter's father, deeply in receive a full 10 per cent increase in being brought up to the
love with her, committed to his self-exacted promise he will make her
the queen of the kingdom. In fact, he does through a series of pleasant minimums will receive a flat 10 per
enough and impossible devices which require no rationalizing since this cent increase if the WLB approves
the plan. All benefits are retroactive
is a fantasy. And fantasy gives a producer all the dramatic license he to
Dec. 1, 1943.
can employ.
Pat Scollard, Paramount exchange
Since a man can love a queen, so can a beggar. Ronald Colman as operations head, is chairman of the
Hafiz does, the queen being Marlene Dietrich who is bedecked and committee which worked with
bejeweled in the kind of costumes which only a fantasy could allow, or IATSE officials here headed by Joseph D. Basson and David Halper,
explain. Since a man can try to make his daughter queen, Colman does
that, too, by plot with Grand Vizier Edward Arnold to do away with IATSE attorney, in working out the
job classification plan. Companies
Caliph James Craig. Colman almost succeeds before learning the pre- whose film exchanges are involved
sumed gardener's son is his daughter's lover and caliph.
are: Paramount, Warner Bros., RKO
In a frenzy of amends, Hafiz does a Fairbanks to the bridal tower,
Radio,
20th Century-Fox,
bests the Nubian slaves and their curved scimitars, kills Arnold in the Artists.
Inc., Columbia,
Universal and Loew's
United
blue-watered pool and opens the road to a happy finish. For his reward,
he is elevated to the princedom he has been falsifying, but is banished
from Bagdad. Miss Dietrich, however, goes as his fellow traveler, sug- More Workers
Seek
gesting the journeyings of the future won't be exactly barren.
Raises in Salaries
(Continued from page 1)
Story weight is wisp-like. Spread over 103 minutes, it becomes like
a wisp. This makes it required to fill in with extensive dialogue which
progresses little action although it consumes time. It also induces a and Los Angeles locals have forwarded
fuller play for trumpet calls, panoply, elaborated dances and other the required necessary forms to the respective exchange operations heads in
detail, all of it unfolded leisurely and unhurriedly by William Dieterle
New York for approval since the comin his direction.
panies are joining with the unions in
the filing.
The cast is strong. Colman, in an hitherto untried type of role, imparts to Hafiz the measure of believability a fantasy allows, or demands.
As previously reported, service
Miss Dietrich does a dance which falls into no category known to this
employes' locals in Boston, Charlotte, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Detroit,
reviewer ; it's exotic, if not definable, but for the rest the call placed
upon her is neither exacting nor extreme. Craig, as the caliph, is prac- Cleveland, Minneapolis, New Haven,
Dallas, Seattle and Chicago, have filed
tically submerged fare
in ano series
fantasy-like
costumes.
and or are filing. A ruling is awaited from
Harry Davenport
more of
fortunately
in this
direction Arnold'
and neither
the War Labor Board in Washington
does Colman. Joy Ann Page, the daughter, is charming in her quiet way
on an appeal taken on behalf of emand very appealing in her dark attractiveness.
ployes from
of Loew's
Washington
change
a rejection
of the 10 exper
Charles Rosher, for his camera work, Cedric Gibbons and Daniel B.
Cathcart, for their art direction, Edwin B. Willis and Richard Pefferle, cent increase by the RWLB in Philadelphia as well as the Wage Stabilizafor their set decorations, Irene, for her costume supervision, Karinska,
tion Director's office.
for the actual costumes and Herbert Stothart, for his musical score

WPB Plans to 'Tailor'
Raw Stock Allotments
Washngton, Aug. 21. — Raw stock
allocations for the balance of the current quarter will be announced to the
companies when their top officials meet
here with representatives of the War
Production Board, probably early next
week.
There will be no horizontal cut, it
was indicated today by Lincoln V.
Burrows, chief of the WPB photographic section, but a tailoring of the
quotas to fit the needs of individual
companies, much as gasoline "B" allocations are "tailored" to fit the needs
of the individual applicant.
Burrows explained that the delay
in holding the meeting, originally
projected several weeks ago, and in
deciding how the cut should be applied has been due to the difficulties
encountered in securing up-to-theminute information on operations during the present quarter, showing
which companies have been using raw
stock and in what quantity as well as
to ascertain whether any have printed
in advance and so can stand a heavier
cut to allow more film for others
in a less fortunate position.
The whole problem, Burrows said,
is being worked out on a practical
basis, with a view to keeping all companies rolling, rather than to make a
flat cut, which might result in interruption of operations by some, while
others would have relatively ample are the real heroes of "Kismet". Everett Riskin produced.
supplies. To this end, he said, WPB
Running time 103 minutes. "G."* Released in block No. 9.
Red Kann
is calling upon the industry committee for cooperation and advice, and
when the meeting is held the whole
*"G" denotes general classification.
situation will be reviewed in the light
of the information prepared by the
companies, and the actual quotas will
USO Borrows Ed. Sobol
be decided upon.
Frank Upton Wounded
Edward Sobol, NBC television diDetroit, Aug. 21 — Frank Upton,
rector, will work with USO Camp
former manager of the Michigan TheComplaint Withdrawn
Shows
in
coordinating and supervisatre, has been reported wounded at
ing 16 new productions to be sent
Falls Theatre, Sheboygan Falls, Bougainville while serving with the
Wis., has withdrawn its clearance com- Second Marine Division as a flame- overseas to the Armed Forces. C. L.
plaint entered in the Milwaukee trithrower, itwas disclosed here by Alice Menser, vice president in charge of
bunal against the five consenting Gorham of United Detroit Theatres. NBC programs here, stated that Socompanies, the American Arbitration Upton is now at a hospital in New bol's assignments with the USO will
terminate about Oct. 1.
Guinea.
Association reported here yesterday.

Zukor
Examination
Continuing Daily
Pre-trial examination of Adolph
Zukor, chairman of the Paramount
board of directors, is continuing daily
in the Hillside Amusement Corp.'s
$900,000 anti-trust suit against seven
distributing companies. Barney Balaban, president, is to testify Aug. 28.
Many other executives are scheduled
to be examined, including Will H.
Hays, MPPDA president, who has
been examined before. Representatives
of Hays, Podell and Schulman, the
plaintiff's attorneys, expect to bring
the case to trial before Jan. 1.
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for

DefertLS.Navy

Request

6th
Goldwyn's

for

1st Run

(Continued from page 1)

Features

Goldwyn will give the opening night's
receipts to the Red Cross. Thereafter
he proposes to charge admissions pre(Continued from page 1)
vailing generally at the city's first runs.
film processed for the Navy, it is felt
stated prior to his departGoldwyn
that any diversion of raw stock at the
ure there, his pictures have not played
present time would further narrow the Reno for years because the terms ofpresent raw stock supply.
fered have been unacceptable, and he
The Navy originally made a request
intends following "Up In Arms" with
for 21 prints each of 50 over-age films
"They Got Me Covered," "Pride of
through the War Activities Commit- the Yankees" and others.
tee, which turned the request over to
No conflict with RKO as distributor
the various companies. Subsequently, is seen in view of the reputed codicil
individual companies received direct in Goldwyn's contract permitting him
request from the Navy for specific to proceed on his own in the event
films with the total possibly running deals developed by RKO sales force
are found unsatisfactory.
much higher than the original 50 first
requested.
Indicating that other independent
Company spokesmen here yesterday producers are banded together and the
said the" have readily honored all Society of Independent Motion Picture
requests for new films made by the Producers are interested is the fact
Navy and the current print order on that John C. Flinn, executive secretary,
pictures selected now is about 23 prints is enroute to Reno with the Goldwyn
per film. One of the principal reasons party which includes Mary Pickford.
for the Navy's need of more films, it
is understood, is that in supplying
Goldwyn Hits Monopolies;
prints to ships which operate in task Cites GI Bill of Rights
forces, the prints are tied up for a
much longer period than previously,
Reno, Aug. 21.— Samuel Goldwyn
and difficulties are encountered in
Mary Pickford arMrs. Goldwyn and
rived in Reno today from Hollywood
routing films from one ship to another.
to attend the exhibition tomorrow,
Older

J. Schaefer, national chairGeorge
man of the War Activities Committee
is presently in Hawaii to study the
distribution of 35mm and 16mm films
at the request of the Navy.
Mayor,

Circuits

Meet

Today on Cut Prices
(Continued from page 1)
Hall today to discuss a proposal made
by the mayor to exhibitors that existing lower children's admission rates be
extended from the present age limit of
12 years to permit children up to 16
to enter at the lower cut price instead
of paying adult admissions.
Circuit executives are understood to
have pointed out to the mayor that
they would be compelled to pay the
Government the full adult ticket tax
on the reduced prices for those between 12 and 16, which they are reluctant to do.
Fox

to

Coast

ts'
en
pend
om
des
Bo
Fi
Inlm

for

Production Start
(Continued from page 1)
Coast, as well as his plans for con
struction of modern film exchange
buildings in key cities throughout the
country would be held in abeyance until war conditions and the availability
of materials and manpower permit him
to proceed with such projects. *
Fox holds an option on a large site
for his proposed West Coast studio
and office building at an as yet undisclosed location near Hollywood.
Supply Firm Chartered
Nashville, Aug. 21. — Capitol City
Supply Co., Inc., Memphis equipment
and supply company, has secured a
charter of incorporation from the
state department here with Annie M.
Stout, Paul A. King and John W.
Apperson listed as incorporators.

Tuesday evening, of Goldwyn's tech"Up
production,
the El
in Arms,"
ed in
exhibit
being
which isnicolor
ed into a
convert
Hall,
Patio Dance
theatre for special showing.
Goldwyn refused the playing terms
of the theatre circuit which controls
the five theatres in Reno, and as a
protest move against circuit monopoly
control of situations arranged for the
dance hall exhibition. The controversey which has been waged over the
entry of Goldwyn as an exhibitor
into the town developed wide interest
in the opening tomorrow.
Goldwyn issued the following statement, "Because of monopolies existing through the country, the boys
when they return from the war are
practically prohibited from entering
into the exhibition of motion pictures.
They cannot build or acquire theatres
in opposition to circuits or pooled circulations without the consent of existing owners or operators as no product of consequence would be available
to them. Tentatively Congress passed
the GI bill of rights but no mention
was made of the right to a free and
open market to them for the exhibition of motion pictures."

In

Mid-West

(Continued from page 1)
record number of customers for each
picture. Not only is the average independent exhibitor using more product from the smaller companies, but
such circuits as Balaban and Katz,
Warner Brothers, Essaness Theatres
and the Indiana-Illinois Theatres, are
double-billing more independent films
and re-issues than ever before.
And Michael Siegal, general manager of B. P. R. Theatres, neighborhood circuit, points out that this trend
will continue on a comparative basis
even after the war, for "the exhibitor,
forced to play almost anything available, discovers that he has missed
many good independent pictures,
simply because he refused to play
them. Exhibitors have discovered
that many worthwhile pictures are
produced by the smaller companies.
Their exhibition will encourage the
small-budget producer to do even betPRC, Monogram and Film Classics
have teralso
work." had an increase in first-run
dates in the Loop this season, the theatre outlets being the B and K Apollo,
Oriental, RKO Grand and the Woods.
WMC

Reiterates:

No

Manpower
Relief
(Continued from
page 1)
tion. man-power threat to war producthe
Paul V. McNutt, WMC director,
stated that "the crisis of victory has
affected general war production and
seriously endangered the production
of the material of ultimate decision:
heavy artillery, heavy trucks, heavy
munitions,
heavymust
tanks."
Labor and
the community
pull together
in

Preparing

Loan

Plans

Plans for special projects in
publicizing the Sixth War Loan
Drive of the industry are being
formulated and will be submitted
to the WAC,
and

the national induscommittee
for tryapproval,
John
W.
Hertz, Jr., national publicity
chairman
and chairman
of the board
and Buchanan
Company,
of

John W. Hertz, Jr.

advertisterday.ing company,
said here yes-

clared that in addition to
his assistHertz
deant, William Dasheff, he will name
others to aid in the drive, including industry publicists. A weekend meeting of Ted Gamble, national U. S. War Finance director,
Harry Brandt, Joe Kinsky, S. H.
Fabian, Francis S. Harmon, Ed
Schreiber, Hertz and Dasheff discussed objectives of the Sixth
Loan.
(Through an error, Motion Picture Daily on Friday, Aug. 18,
identified a picture of John D.
Hertz, Sr., as one of John Hertz,
Jr. The latter is pictured in the
accompanying photograph.)
Graetz

Opens

Own

Exchange
Here
AFE Corp., foreign film importer,
headed by Paul Graetz, has opened a
sales office here, in charge of Morris
Safier and Wiliam Shelton.
In addition to representing foreign
films, among them, Ealing Studios,
Ltd., of London, AFE has foreign reissue rights to four Selznick productions :"Intermezzo," "Garden of Allah," "Prisoner of Zenda" and "The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer." Rights
to five new Ealing pictures have been

co-operative efforts, he said, to mobilize manpower for the greatest possible production.
The local WMC office has informed
Sam Gorelick, local RKO exchange
acquired, first of which is "48 Hours,"
manager, that he cannot hire a sales- now
showing, to be followed by Michman before his predecessor is discharged. Gorelick is seeking to make here ael
nextBalcon's
month."Nine Men," opening
a change, but due to an office problem
time.
he wanted to keep both men for a

Ruggles Delayed in
London
Departure
London, Aug. 21. — Wesley Ruggles
is understood to be set to return to
Republic Managers
Memphis, Aug. 21. — Lew Andrews the United States but trouble over
has been named branch manager for Mrs. Ruggles' departure permit, which,
Republic here, succeeding Norman J. it is anticipated may be issued in a
Colquhoun who has been transferred week, is delaying him.
to Dallas. Andrews, with Republic 17
Screen 'Romance*
Ruggles blandly denies his intention
months, was formerly with Malco to return to London but it is underIn Capital Today
Theatres as booker and office manager
stood authoritatively that arrangements
Washington, Aug. 21. — More than for 14 years.
still stand for him to direct the first
200 leaders of the Government, miliLocal Variety honored Colquhoun
tary services, the film industry and at a luncheon Saturday. Herb Cohn J. Arthur
Rank-20th Century-Fo
press will attend a screening of of Malco was master of ceremonies. picture for which a team of techni
cians is now in the process of bein
M-G-M's "An American Romance,"
recruited.
with Brian Donlevy, at the Hotel
Statler here tomorrow. Donlevy will
Chicago, Aug. 21. — Lou Goldberg,
be guest of honor and a buffet salesman at the Republic exchange
luncheon will follow.
here, has been named local sales man- Legion Classifies
ager by William Baker, district head. Four New Films
Among those expected are: Major
Gen. Norman T. Kirk, Major Gen.
The Legion of Decency has classi
and Mrs. Alexander Surles, Col. and
Mrs. William J. Keighley, Col. Oveta Crystal Pictures Moves
fied the following new films: A-l, "I
Hobby, Mr. and Mrs. Paul McNutt,
Universal; A-2, "Green
Crystal Pictures has moved quar- Society,"
20th Century-Fox
Village,"
ters from 729 Seventh Ave. to . the wich
A. E. Lichtman, William Crockett and
"Kismet," M-G-M; and "Soul of
others.
Palace Theatre Building.
Monster," Columbia.
Andrews,

Goldberg

still

C
V>opper

critical!

is still on the critical shortage list of essen-

tial war materials. It was

never

more

necessary that

every last possible ounce of it be saved.
The copper that drops from your Victory and "Orotip" Carbons
that which

to the bottom

of your lamp housings, and

you strip from stubs, quickly finds its way

back into essential products of war when

you turn it

in to your distributor or local salvage headquarters.
Your cooperation has been most effective. Your Government urges you to keep it up! And
ing of copper

for further sav-

. . . and for efficient use of carbons ... a

bulletin describing completely the operation of Victory
High Intensity Carbons .. ."National,"

"Suprex,"

and

"Orotip". . . has been in general distribution. If you
have not received your copy, write today. National
bon Company, Inc., Cleveland

Car-

1, Ohio, Dept. 9-H.

NATIONAL
CARBON
COMPANY,
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New

INC.

York 17, N. Y.

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

The registered trade-marks "National," "Suprex," and "Orotip,"
distinguish products of National Carbon Company, Inc.
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Motion
Grosses

Nominees

Upswing

After

For

Heat

Wave

Hollywood. Aug. 21. — Ballots listing the nominees for election to the
new board of directors of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
will go out on Sept. 15. Nominations
are made by members of the present
board and ballots will go out to all
Academy members. After the election returns are in, the new board
so selected will meet, probably in
ea^rly October, to elect new offices for
the coming year.
Three members are to be elected
from each of the following groups :
Players : Ingrid Bergman, Ronald
Colman, Gary Cooper, Donald Crisp,
Cary Grant, Jean Hersholt, Bob
Hope, George Murphy and Rosalind
Russell.

New
In

Picture

Long

York

(Continued from page 1)
which opened last Wednesday is headed for a new Criterion house record
with over $45,000 expected on the
first week. "Dragon Seed" at Radio
City Music Hall, "Wilson" at the
Roxy and "Since You Went Away" at
the Capitol will equal or better last
week's grosses. The Music Hall expects an excellent fifth week of $121,000 for "Dragon Seed" and a stage
show, which will be about the same
as the fourth week. The film will
easily remain at the Music Hall until
after Labor Day and will give it at
least seven weeks.

'Wilson's' $125,000
The third week of "Wilson" and a
Fred Waring stage show is expected
to give the Roxy about $125,000, some
$3,000 better than the second week after deductions of Federal admission
taxes. The opening week's gross on
the same basis was close to $130,000,
to give the house a record $377,000
for three weeks.
The Capitol expects about $80,000
on its fifth week of "Since You Went
Away" and a Gene Krupa stage show
which will be $1,000 more than the
fourth week.
Business for the second week of
"Hail the Conquering Hero" at the
Paramount, with Vaughn Monroe and
his band on the stage is on a par with
the first week's business and another
profitable $80,000 is expected. Third
week for "Janie" and a stage show
featuring Tommy Tucker and his
band at the Strand is expected to
bring $44,000, to better the second
week's gross.

areNamed

Academy

Board

Tuesday, August 22, 1944

daily

'Skeffington'onDual
Gets

Nice

$18,000

Milwaukee, Aug. 21. — "Mr. Skeffington," coupled with "Allergic to
Love," lead here in a second week with
$18,000 in the till.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug.Indemnity"
19:
"Double
(Para.)
"Take It Bis" (Para.)
WISCONSIN— (3,200) (40c-60c-80c) 7 days.
Gross: $15,400. (Average: $14,000).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
PALACE — (2,400) (40c-60c-80c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $11,900. (Average: $11,500).
"Wing and a Prayer" (ZOth-Fox)
"Henry AJdVich Plays Cupid" (Para.)
STRAND— 1,400 (40c-60c-80c) 7 days, 2nd
week downtown. Gross: $4,150. Average:
$4,500).
"Marine Raiders" (RK.O)
"Stars on, Parade" (Col.)
ALHAMBRA— (1,900) (50c-72c) 7 days,
2nd week downtown. Gross: $11,000. (Aver$10,000).
"Mr. age:
Skeffington"
(WB)
Directors: Clarence Brown, John "Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
WARNER — (2,400) (50c-72c) 7 days, 2nd
Cromwell, George Cukor, Michael week.
Gross: $18,000, (Average: $14,000).
Curtiz, Mervyn LeRoy, George Mar- "Jungle Woman" (Univ.)
shall, Mark Sandrich, King Vidor and
RIVERSIDE — 2,700 (65c -85c) 7 days.
Gross: $19,000. (Average: $15,000).
Sam Wood.
Producer-Executive Group
Producers and Executives : Walt
Disney, William Dozier, Y. Frank
Freeman, Samuel Goldwyn, E. J.
Mannix, Hal B. Wallis, Walter Wanger, Jack L. Warner and Darryl F.
Zanuck.
Writers: Charles Brackett, Howard
Estabrook, James Hilton, Talbot Jennings, Mary McCall, Jr., Seton I.
Miller, Jane Murfin, Lamar Trotti
and Billy Wilder.
One member will be elected from
each of the following groups :
Musicians: Nat Finston, Leo Forbstein and Louis R. Lipstone.
Short Subjects: Jerry Bresler,
Gordon Hollingshead and Jules
White.
Public. Relations: Harry Brand,
John LeRoy Johnston and Arch
Reeve.
In the science branch there are nine
nominees, three of whom will be elected. The nominees are W. B. Ihnen,
William Pereira, Farciot Edouard,
Henry Sharp, Louis Messenkop,
Thomas Moulton, C. O. Slyfield, Hector Dodds and Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus.

'Mr. Skeffington's'. 13th Week
Also showing improvement this
week are "The Story of Dr. Wassell,"
in its 11th week at the Rivoli, and
"Mr. Skeffington" in its 13th week at
the Hollywood. The Rivoli is grossing $28,000 and the Hollywood expects $20,000. "The Story of Dr
Wassell" is now in its 12th and final
week at the Rivoli, with Paramount's
"Till We Meet Again" set to take Campaign for 'Brazil'
Hollywood, Aug. 21. — Herbert J.
over Aug. 29. Warner's "Dough
Yates, chairman of the board, after
girls" will follow "Mr. Skeffington"
into the Hollywood Aug. 30.
screening the final cut version of Republic's "Brazil," announces an exThe fourth week of "Step Lively"
tended advertising-exploitation camwill bring the Palace about $18,500,
paign for the film. Special screenings
which is close to the third week's busi- will be held for exhibitors and their
ness. "Atlantic City" at the Republic
is playing to better business than in publicity departments in all key cities.
In cooperation with theatremen, Reits first week and a second week's
public will develop advertising, pubgross of $15,000 is expected. Also
licity, radio, and billboard campaigns,
improved is business at the Globe,
first territorially, then welding these
where "The Canterville Ghost" is into a national promotion.
headed for $18,000 on a fourth week
and it will remain until Aug. 30, when
"Wing and a Prayer" takes over. The about $6,200; it will hold until
eighth week of the reissue of "Dead Aug. 30.
End" is expected to give the Gotham
The final six days of an eighth
week of "Bathing Beauty" gave the
Astor about $12,500. M-G-M's "Kismet" will open at the Astor today.
REEVES
The second and final week of "Cry
of the Werewolf" at the Rialto will
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19
Circle G-6686
bring about $7,000. Universal's "The
Pearl of Death" will take over FriComplete Film and
day. "Are These Our Parents?" will
Disc Recording Facilities
open at the Victoria today, following
"A Wave, a Wac and a Marine."

McDaniel,

Former

Film Star, Dies
Hollywood, Aug. 21. — George McDaniel, 58, former film star, died yesterday at his home in San Fernando.
McDaniel, who first appeared in
film serials, was starred in "Shepherd
of the Hills," "The Iron Hearts,"
"Silent Years" and "The Scrapper,"
and many others. He is survived by
a son, now serving with the U. S.
Navy ; his father, six brothers and a
sister.
WB
Title

Changes

Corp.

in Canada

Toronto, Aug. 21. — Formal announcement was made today by Wolfe
Cohen, vice-president, that the name
of the Warner organization in Canada
has been changed from Vitagraph
Limited to Warner Bros. Pictures
Distributing Company Ltd., with its
headquarters continuing in Toronto.
The change in the incorporation became effective Aug. 12, following a
similar move in the United States.
Belita Revue

Abandoned

Chicago, Aug. 21. — "Holidoy On
Ice," road show which was to feature
Belita, Monogram star, in key cities
next season has been called off, it
was learned here today, due to the
inability to secure large arenas in the
mapped cities. Arenas committed to
play the Sonja Henie revue, "Ice
Follies," and "Ice Capades" have
turned down "Holiday" dates. The
Belita show was to be produced by
Frederick Brothers Artists Corp.,
owners of the title.
Golden 's 'Family' to USO
John Golden has donated the entire
production of "Three's a Family" to
USO-Camp Shows for an overseas
tour, including scenery and props. It
is expected that the tour will get
underway following completion of a
roadshow run in Boston. "The First
Year," also released to USO-Camp
Shows by Golden, is scheduled for
production later in the season and
will be assigned to an overseas base
for six months.

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Aug. 21
ARRANGEMENTS
havestars
beento
made for two Warner
make pictures for other studios.
Paramount has borrowed Jane Wyman to play the feminine role opposite Ray Milland in the picturization
of Charles Jackson's much discussed
novel, "The Lost Weekend," which
Billy Wilder will direct and Charles
Brackett produce ; 20th Century-Fox
has borrowed Joan Leslie to play opposite Fred MacMurray in "Where
Do We Go From • Here?"
Phil Rosen will direct "Mystery
Mansion," next in the Monogram
Oxarlie Chan series starring Sidney
Toler and produced by James S. Bwrkett. . . . W. R. Frank will start work
next week on his new picture, "A
Boy, a Girl and a Dog." . . . Edna
May Wonacott,
Alfred
Hitch-in
cock introducedwhom
to the
screen
"Shadow of a Doubt," has been signed
for
"Musical
Roundup,"
whichUniversal's
Jean Yarbrough
is directing
for
producer Warren Wilson. . . . Dorothy Lamour, Betty Hutton and Ray
Milland will have the top roles in
Paramount's forthcoming "Duffy's
Keith Winter

will write the

of "Uncle
screenplay
Joan
Harrison
will Harry,"
producewhich
for
Tavern." . . . Lee (Lasses) White
Universal.
and Dennis Moore have been signed
by producer Philip N. Krasne for
the new "Saddle Pals" Western
series, four of which will be made
for Monogram. . . . Simon Semenoflf, ballet dancer, will make his
screen
debut
Bing
"The Great
Johnin L."
. . .Crosby's
Ernest
Truex has been signed for an imin RKO Radio's
portant role featuring
Americana,"
Phillip "PanTerry,
Audrey
Long
and
Robert
Benchley. John Auer is producing and
directing. . . . Willie Best has been
signed
for at
a comedy
role. in
to
Post"
Warners.
.
ing.
Foch has been assigned by
bia to an important part in
Mom," which Del Lord is

."Pillar
Nina
Colum"Hello,
direct-

•
Hunt Stromberg has signed nineyear-old Connie Laird to a five-year
deal, his first with any child player.
. . . Bruce Cabot, who has been honorably discharged from the Army, will
return to the screen as the heavy in
Paramount's "Salty O'Rourke." . . .
Larry Parks will have a featured role
in Columbia's "Counterattack," which
stars Paul Muni and Marguerite Chapman, with Zoltan Korda directing. . . .
Carleton Young, radio star, won his
first important screen opportunity when
M-G-M recently signed him for a part
in "Thrill of Romance," color musical
starring
Van Johnson and Esther Williams.

FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH-PORTUGESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound Studies
41 E. 42 St. N. Y. 17 MU 2-5358
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'Skeffington'
$12,100

Motion

Picture

11

daily

Pulls

Over

Par

Boston, Aug. 17. — Lack of freon
and soaring temperatures here have
sent many persons out of town. "Mr.
Skeffington" opened at the Metropolitan to a tremendous $22,000.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 17 :

$28,000

Gets

Great

in 2d

Week

Kansas City, Aug. 21. — The Newman, with "Going My Way," continued in the lead here this week, doing another $28,000 in its second week.
The Midland, with "Waterloo Bridge"
and "Swing Fever," gathered a satisfying $17,000 for the seven days.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 22-25 :
"In, Society" (Univ.)
ESQUIRE— (800) (45c-65c) 7 davs. Gross:
$9,000. (Average: $6,000).
"Waterloo Bridge" (MGM)
"Swing Fever" (MGM)
MIDLAND-— (3.500) (40c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$17,000. (Average: $14,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
NEWMAN — (1,900) (46c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $28,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
"Henry Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para)
ORPHEUM— (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Ladies of Washington" (Z»th-Fox)
"The Girl in the Case" (Col.)
TOWER— (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $9,400).
"In Society" (Univ.)
UPTOWN— (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$6,500. (Average: $5,600).
"In Society"(Univ.)
FAIRWAY-(700) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross.
$2,100. (Average: $1,600).
$120,000 for 'My Way'
Cleveland, Aug. 21— Paramount's
"Going My Way" has grossed over
$120,000 in a four-week run at Loew's
State here, breaking all previous attendance and gross records for the
house. The film, first to hold four
weeks at the State, has moved to
Loew's Stillman, where it will play
another two weeks and then will shift
to Loew's Ohio for one week, playing simultaneous bookings at Loew's
Park and Granada, first-run neighborhood houses.
Crouch

Starts

Four

William Crouch, executive producer of Mills' Film Crafts here, yesterday started work on four musical
shorts
studio. at the company's Bronx

Is

Over

Capital

in

$5,400

Washington, Aug. 21. — Business
was a little off here this week due
mostly to hold-overs. But Keith's,
with "In Society," should do an excellent $19,000 for the week. "Going
My
moved
over to week,
the Columbia
for Way"
a fifth
dowtown
and is
headed for $11,000.
Estimated receipts for the week end24 :
"Homeing Aug.
in Indiana"
(2<lth-Fox)
I.OEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434) (35c-43c-55c72c) 7 days. On stage: Harriet Hoctor.
Gross: $21,000. (Average: $22,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
LOEW'S
COLUMBIA— (1,234) (43c-55c65c). 7 days, 5th downtown week. Gross:
$11,200.
(Average: (WB)
$8,200).
"Mr. Skeffington"
WARNER'S EARLE — (2,210) (44c-55c85c -$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. On stage:
Marie Nash. Gross: $21,000. (Average:
$19,700).
"In Society" (Univ.)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,800) (35c-44c-65c-74c) 7
days. Gross: $19,000. (Average: $13,600.
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
WARNER'S METROPOLITAN — (1,600)
(35c- 55c) 7 days, 2nd downtown wj?ek.
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $7,200).
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,242) (43c-55c-65c)
6 days, 2nd downtown week. Gross: $12,000.
(Average: $19,000).

"Invisible Man's Revenge" (Univ.)
Plus stage show
BOSTON — (3,200) (55c-85c-$1.0O). Gross:
$24,000. (Average: $23,800).
"Between Two Worlds" (WB)
"Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
FENWAY— (1,437) (44c-55c-74c). Gross:
$8,500. (Average: $10,300).
"Son« of Bernadette" (20th- Fox)
MAJESTIC— (1,400) ($1.10) Gross: $9,000.
(Average: $19,300).
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
METROPOLITAN — 4,367 (44c -65c -74c).
Gross: $22,400. (Average: $10,300).
"She's a Soldier Too" (Col.)
"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
ORPHEUM— .£2,900) (44c-65c-74c) Gross:
$18,700. (Average: $19,300).
"Between Two Worlds" (WB)
"Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
PARAMOUNT
— (1,407) (44c-5Sc-74c).
Gross: $11,600. (Average: $14,600).
"She's a Soldier Too" (Col.)
"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
STATE — (3,900)
(44c-55c-74c). Gross:
$11,400. (Average: $12,800).
"Delinquent Daughters" (Rep.)
"Port of 40 Thieves" (Rep.)
TRANSLUX — (.990) (30c-44c-65c). Gross:
$8,400. (Average: $6,500).

'My Way'

'Society'

' Society's'
$19,000
Leads in Baltimore
Baltimore, Aug. 21. — Cooler weather
brought out weekend crowds who gave
a definite boost to business. "In Society" took $19,000 at Keith's, which
is $4,000 above par.
Estimated receipts 'for the week ending Aug.Seed"
24: (M-G-M)
"Dragon
CENTURY— (3,000) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
weekends) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross : $17,000.
(Average:
"In Society"$17,000).
(Univ.)
KEITH'S— (2,406) (35c-40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $19,000. (Average: $15,000).
"Sweet and Low-Down" (20th- Fox)
NEW— (1.581) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$12,500.
(Average: $11,000).
"Mr. Skeffington"
(WB)
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OF

CLAUDETTE
MARCH

STANLEY— (3,280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $14,500. (Average:
$18,000).
"Seven Days Ashore" (RICO)
HIPPODROME-(2,205) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7
days. Stage show: Henny Youngman, Patricia Morison, Ben Yost's Mimic Men,
Tyler, Renard & Arden, Four Elgins.
Gross: $19,000. (Average: $18,500).
"The Invisible Man's Revenge" (Univ.)
MA YFAIR— (1,000) (35c-54c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $7,000).

'Impatient Years'
The names of several principals in
the cast of Columbia's "The Impatient
Years" were omitted inadvertently
from the review of the picture published in Motion Picture Daily yesterday. The paragraph in question
should have read :
"To Miss Arthur's lead, Lee Bowman furnishes a faultless accompaniment, while Charles Coburn, Edgar
Buchanan, Harry Davenport, Charley
Grapewin, Grant Mitchell, Jane Darwin and the others provide flawless
characterizations rounding out an impressive ensemble performance."

-Two

LAND

I

FOUR-STARRER

FOURTH
BY

54%!

DAY

TOPPED

ELISSA
PROVED
OPENING

WHEN
DAY

New

Imports

Herman G. Weinberg of Titra
Films has begun writing English titles
for two imported films which will have
their American premieres in New
York late this month. The films are
"Le Rosier de Madame Husson," a
French production, and "Himlaspelet,"
Swedish counterpart of "Green Pas-
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27

20th

from

Season

Next

Two

Drop

of

Connors

Cites

Color,

10

in

9 Musicals

Twenty-seven features, 54 short
subjects, including 13 issues of
March of Time, plus 104 issues of
Movietonews, are on the 1944-45
program of
20th Century
Fox, it was announced here
yesterday b y
Tom Connors,
vice - president
in charge of
sales. The
company will
deliver 29 features in the
current season.
Connors
pointed out that
the lineup will
Tom Connors
have 10 films
in color, inThis is the largeluding "Wilson.'
(Continued on page 3)

New

Rules

Soldier

on

YORK,

U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

$450,000 Bond for
Distributor Appeal
Chicago, Aug. 22. — Federal
Judge Michael Igoe yesterday approved a bond of
$450,000 required of the defendants in the Jackson
Park Theatre anti-trust case
to carry the action to the
United States Circuit Court
of Appeals. He also approved the sum of $30,000
as attorney fees for plaintiff
counsel to be paid by the defendants— Balaban and Katz
and several distributors under
the verdict issued by him in
favor of the plaintiff last
June.
The case is expected to
reach the higher court here
in November.

26
For

Exchanges
Hirliman

AUGUST

Rank

Is

Seeking

TEN

23, 1944

Still

U.S.

Films'

CENTS

Annual

Payroll

Hits

Distribution

$360,713,000

The reported deal for United
Artists to distribute approximately
ten films in the United States made

Over 2 Billion Invested
In Industry, U. S. Says

by J. Arthur
Rank's
production companies
and British
Two Cities
Films is far from set, according to
Barrington C. Gain, distribution representative for Rank, who arrived here
late yesterday from London.
Gain made it clear that no distribution deal has been set with United
Artists as had been assumed here when
Gradwell L. Sears, UA vice-president
and distribution head, recently completed conversations with Rank in
London. Sears and David H. Coplan,
UA managing director in Great
Britain, also arrived here yesterday
(Continued on page 6)

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Aug. 22. — The
film industry's payroll is running
around $360,713,000 annually, to
some 204,000 employees, according
to a report for last year made here
today by the U. S. Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, which also
found $65,434,416 paid out for adver1943. tising and $55,000,000 for insurance in

Cut

Price,

Not

Tax

Film Classics, headed by George For 12-16 Group
Hirliman, has closed five additional
franchise deals, bringing its field
Children's theatre admission scales
branches to 26. With deals pending in New York, heretofore applicable
for the three territories which remain only to youngsters under 12 years of
age, will (Continued
be extended,
beginning
poson page
8)
(Continued on page 6)

Films

'Polio
Reports
Schenck
Washington, Aug. 22.— The War
Department today issued new instrucof $4, 66 7 ,520
High
tions on the dissemination of motion Drive
pictures and other material to the
Armed Forces, in conformity with the
March of Dimes drive chairman
Theatre Bond Sale
revised "political ban" legislation just Nicholas M. Schenck, yesterday, ansigned by President Roosevelt.
nounced that total theatre collections
Cited by Treasury
The War-Department announced reported by state chairmen nationally
were $4,667,520
that there is now no legal soldier reWashington, Aug. 22.— The
for the 1944
striction on films or broadcasts genindustry made an "outstand(Continued on page 8)
record"bond
in Fifth
campaign
Loan ing"E"
sales, War
the
ing the weekdurof
U. S. Treasury stated today,
Jan. 24-30. This
compares with
Newsreels
commenting
that "theatres
Improve
made a particularly
intensive
$2,122,340
collected in the
effort"
and
that
"a
greater
Level
Sound Track
1943 drive and
volume of advertising and
with what was
publicity was contributed
described as the
than
any previous
drive."
timid forecasts
What is described as an important
Totalin bond
sales amounted
change in newsreel sound track levels
made prior to
the 1944 drive
was announced here yesterday by a
to $20,600,000,000,
withto "E"
bond
sales amounting
$3 that $3,000,000
technical sound committee represent036,000,000. Much of the credit
ing the five newsreels. On the recomfor putting over the securimight be reached.
mendation of this committee, it was Nicholas M. Schenck
ties of the latter class must
The
cost
of
decided to reduce the present recordgo
to
the industry, the Treasconducting the
ing level of the newsreels to an inury indicatedtensity equivalent to the sound stand- 1944 campaign also set a new record,
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 8)

Box office receipts, exclusive
of Federal and state taxes,
amounted to $1,362,250,000.
The industry, according to the
bureau, represents an investment of
$2,061,000,000, of which $126,000,000 is
in studios, $23,000,000 in distribution,
$10,000,000 in non-theatrical materials,
and $1,900,000,000 in theatres.
The average adult film patron last
(Continued on page 6)

TheatreTaxes,

$107,000,000
Washington, Aug. 22. — Federal
admission tax collections from theatres
during the fiscal year ended last June
30 ran around $107,000,000, compared with $82,800,000 in the preceding fiscal year, it is estimated on the
basis of figures made available today
by the Treasury Department.
Separating the collections from
places carrying the admission-tax rate
from those paying the cabaret taxes,
the Department
(Continueddisclosed
on page that
8) the forRecord

'Wilson'

Grosses

and

for

'Seed'

The three-week gross of Darryl F.
Zanuck's "Wilson," 20th Century-Fox,
nlaying a roadshow engagement at the
Roxy Theatre, here, at advanced admissions, reached $377,000 at the end
of the third week last night giving
the theatre almost $2,000 more than
the record-breaking
weeks
(Continued onfirst
page three
6)
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K. O'SHEA, Eastern
ARD
EDWsales
manager for M-G-M, will
leave today for Buffalo on business.
•
Saul Krugman, former United
Artists salesman in Philadelphia, now
in the U. S. Navy, became the father
of a daughter born recently to Mrs.
Krugman ia.at St. Joseph's Hospital in
Philadelph
•
Bob Hope and his USO Camp
Shows unit have arrived in Hollandia,
Netherlands New Guinea. In the
troupe are Frances Langford, Jerry
Colonna, Patty Thomas and Barney Dean.
•
Eleanor Meinsinger, secretary to
Edward McAvoy, Universale short
subject sales manager, was married recently to Lieut. Arthur Shea of the
U. S. Maritime Service, Bristol, Pa.
•
Harry Thomas, Eastern district
manager for Monogram, is remaining
in Chicago for several days following
the company's recent sales meeting
there, before departing for Detroit.
•
John R. Wood, sales manager for
March of Time, and Mrs. Wood, are
the parents of a third daughter, Valerie Joan, born recently at Greenwich Hospital in Greenwich, Conn.
•
I. L. Haley, manager of the Dundas and Mayfair theatres at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, and Mrs. Haley
have returned from a vacation trip to
St. John.
Monty Banks, producer and director, has arrived in New York from
Hollywood.
He will be at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel for two weeks.
•
W. H. Cuzner, owner of the
Strand, Sydney Mines, Nova Scotia,
has been elected vice-president of the
local Rotary Club.
•
Robert Shapiro, assistant manager
of the Paramount Theatre, New York,
is on vacation. Gene Pleshette is
substituting.
•
Arthur Sachson, Warner Bros,
assistant general sales manager, has
returned from California.
•
S. Barret McCormick, RKO Radio
advertising-publicity head, has returned from California.
•
Richard Morgan of the Paramount legal department is vacationing
at Thousand Islands.
•
Saul Frifiei.d, Paramount Cleveland exchange manager, has left for a
. trip to Hollywood.
•
Abe Kramer, Associated Theatres
executive in Cleveland, has left for
Hollywood.
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Hollyzi'ood, Aug. 22
we have the business
AGAofIN
prand illusion. This time
it is action of Chicago circuits
in advertising war pictures for
what they are not and thereby
raising an immediate question of
touched with com, wisdom.
good faith
mercial

amazing story to come out of the

Terry Ramsaye was discussin Moattractions
ing
Picture Herald
tionoverlong
recently. In
inveighing against the practice
which is a growing one, born of
artistic illusion in Hollywood,

his big ones, as, "a service
story." The only connection the
picture had with the war was
that it was all about war.
■ ■

he observed, "A picture can hit
theatre cannot."
run. The
andNeither
can the management
unless it ducks into a convenient
alley until the hubbub subsides.
■
The juvenile procedure of the
short-sighted Chicago circuits in
adult 1944 in misrepresenting
their merchandise, offered at prevailing prices for public purchase cannot survive. Because
they have discovered, or think
they have, a drift against war
pictures is no excuse to try to
transform a spade into a heart.
Doing so may get them by with
current attractions, but it won't
if they persist.
As one instance, there was
"The Eve of St. Mark" at the
Apollo. The Herald reports only
title and stars were advertised,
plus copy reading: "Darling,
I'm yours, only yours, all
yours." The public may have
been the theatre's this one time
and, perhaps, it will be for several times to come. It won't be
on the continuing basis required
for any house to maintain its
hold if there is much more of
the same tactic.
The theatre cannot run, but its
public can. Like the blazes.
■
All of this prompts a simple
and basic observation. The public is expected to retain its fidelity for motion pictures and the
theatres which play them. Much
has been discussed about exaggeration in advertising, in many
cases leading audiences into believing they were buying a
ada 50-cent
golden jewel
mission. Toofor
much
cannot be

war,
yet not aofwar
!" And
that reminds
the story
unprintable
one about the aunt and the uncle
and what makes each different.
On another tack, it reminds
finally of a noted producer,
aware of the first recession in
war films. He described one of

"The Impatient Years" has a
dual distinction. No. 1, it is a
choice-grade attraction, rich unto
sufficiency with funny situations
and a series of fine performances
headed by Jean Arthur, Lee
Bowman and Charles Coburn.
No. 2, it is the first job to
emerge from Hollywood with an
approach of intelligence and
reason to the problem of wartime marriages.
In his dialogue stretches,
Coburn places his finger neatly
on the issue before the two principals, who are Miss Arthur and
Bowman. He holds up their marriage and its outcome as one of
considerably vaster importance
because theirs is one of a million others in the nation. We
suppose the figure was not drawn
out of a hat, but represents research and accuracy.
The intelligence and the
reason come from the lips of
Coburn, as Miss A's father, and
Edgar Buchanan, judge before
whom a petition for divorce is
filed. In different language, they
establish the backbone and background philosophy of the story
which is never subordinated to
preachment. Their reasoned
point is that marriage is a
serious affair ; that it is supposed
to run on and on; that romanticism is only a prelude to realism ; that there must be some
calm after the tempest; that the
mere leap is not sufficient because there must be solid ground
on which to land.
There is, of course, no argument against marriage. The film
does not say short romances during the war should not reach
fulfillment. It simply sets forth
the need for mixing reason and
thinking with moonlight.
Many, and probably great
numbers of people throughout
the country, will find this of interest, abstractly and personally.

Flashes
Hollywood, Aug. 221

ingston has ER
been assigned
the:
Louis R,by LivCOMMISSION
U. S. Conciliation Service as conciliator between the SOEG and the Producers' Association in contract negotiations which were broken off over fa
dispute on 'sick-lea• ve' benefits.
Walt Disney plans to follow the
production of "Three Caballeros" with ,
awhich
featurewill
tentatively
"Carnival,",,
have thecalled
cooperation
of
the Cuban Government.
•
Joyce Reynolds has been elevated
to stardom by Jack Warner as a re- '
suit of her work in• "Janie."
RKO signed Frank Borzage to direct "The Spanish Main" in Technicolor.
Henry Hathaway, director, signed1
aFox.
new two-year contract with 20thIrene Dunne stars in "Over 21," Sidney Buchman's first under his new
producing deal with• Columbia.
Sol Lesser purchased "Spotlight,"
an original, for a •top-budget musical.
Scott Dunlap and George B. West
will arrive tomorrow.
G. Lester Kaufman took over the
Republic studio publicity department
Testimonial
For

Robert

Tonight
Menches

Akron, former
O., Aug.
— Liberty
Robert
Menches,
owner 22.
of the
Theatre which his father owned before
him, is being
honored
a testimonial dinner
at thewith
Mayflower
Hotel here tomorrow, upon his retirement from business. Exhibitors are
staging the affair in honor of Menches
who organized and for many years
headed the Akron Exhibitors' Association. Two years ago Menches sold the
Liberty Theatre to Cleveland interest.'
and continued on as manager until his
recent resignation.
Bolte's 30th Anniversary
John C. Bolte, observing his 30th
anniversary in the industry, last night:
entertained guests and his employees
of the Wakefield and Laconia Thea
tres in the Bronx at dinner at Myen
Parkway Restaurant. Among the
guests were Harry Brandt and Max
Cohen.

written in deploring deliberate
falsification which seeks to convert films with clear-cut war
Alicoate New Press Head
stories into something which
At a meeting of the trade press dithey are not.
vision of the War Activities CommitIt reminds of part of the radio
tee here yesterday, Jack Alicoate was
campaign used in Los Angeles
elected
chairman,
"Chick"succeeded
Lewis,
Thus, a "The
Years"
vice-chairman.
Alicoate
and Hollywood for "The Story
does
serviceImpatient
as it meets
its
of Dr. Wassell." Air-wave copy
Martin Quigley, resigned. Lewis fills
primary function : to entertain.
the post vacated by Alicoate.
at one point was, "The most
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, President and Editor-in-Chief; Colvin Brown, Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Executive Editor. Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
and holidays by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York, 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address, "Quigpubco, New York.
Martin Quigley, President; Colvin Brown, Vice-President; Red Kann, Vice-President; T. J. Sullivan, Secretary; Sherwin Kane, Executive Editor; James P. Cunningham, New?
Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624 South Michigan Ave.; Hollywood Bureau, Postal Union Life Bldg., William R. Weaver, Editor; London
cable address, "Quigpubco, London." All contents copyrighted 1944 by Quigley Publishing
Burnup, Editor;
Peter Theatres,
Wl, Hope
Sq., London
GoldenQuigley
Bureau,
Co.,
Inc. 4 Other
Publications:
MotionBurnup,
Picture Manager;
Herald, Better
International Motion Picture Almanac, Fame. Entered as second class matter, Sept. 23, 1938, at the,
post office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription ntes per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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Washington, Aug. 22. — Motion
pictures and radio are to be given
specific and important roles in a plan
fer a permanent international organization for food and agriculture, recommended by tlie United Nations'
Hot Springs Conference of June, 1943,
and provided for in a report and proposed constitution which has been
Submitted to the governments of the
United Nations, it was disclosed here
tonight.
Expected to be the first permanent
international group evolved by the
united and associated nations to carry
their war collaboration into peace
time, the food and agriculture organization of the United Nations will take
; over the work of insuring that all
nations shall have access to adequate
agricultural supplies as soon as the
constitution is accepted by 20 of the
' 44 nations which participated in its
development.
The report to the governments, released here tonight by Canadian Min1 ister L. B. Pearson as spokesman for
the interim commission which prepared it,calls for effective use of motion pictures and radio to spread
practical information regarding methj ods of agricultural production and
other problems, but explained that the
extent to which the organization itself
should furnish material for such disii semination will depend upon the
course of its development.
However, the report warned, "whatever may be done in this field should
be safeguarded with unusual care
against the risk of exploitation and
. misrepresentation for purposes of
commercial or other propaganda."
Dance

Picture

1st

Run

Controversy

Reno,
Aug. 22.— Tony Pecetti's
Ballroom was the cynosure of interest
this evening with the Reno premiere
. of Samuel Goldwyn's "Up in Arms,"
1 as the producer translated into reality
the issue
"fair percentage"
valua-D
tion in hisofconflict
with the T and
Circuit controlling five theatres in this
city. The ballroom, seating only 400
played to capacity with the first night's
j receipts going to the American Red
■ Cross. Goldwyn hired the ballroom
J when he could not come to rental
terms with T. and D.
' Earlier in the day Goldwvn said he
will fight to a finish to get "fair money
terms" for his product, while he sees
in the step he has taken the "future of
independent production at stake."
"I am in Reno to fight," he said,
"in this symbolic situation. Unfair
film buying practices exist in many
parts of the country. Reno is typical
of the squeeze faced in all too many
cases by independent producers. By
"squeeze" I mean the system by which
many theatre units, large and small,
deprive producers of their rightful
share of boxofnce dollars."

27

from

10

in

Next

20th

Color,

9

(.Continued from page 1)
est number of pictures in color the
company has ever released in one
season. Connors also pointed out that
the 1944-45 program will offer nine
musicals. Unusual in the company's
product announcement is the listing of
release dates through the entire season.
Among the 27 features are two specials, Darryl F. Zanuck's "Wilson"
and Franz Werfel's "The Song of
Bernadette," which are having road
show engagements at advanced prices.
Complete List
The complete list of features, besides
"Wilson" and "Bernadette," for 19441945, from August, 1944, through July,
1945, follows :
"Take It or Leave It," musical,
based on the radio program, produced
by Bryan Foy and directed by Benjamin Stoloff, an August release;
"Wing and a Prayer," produced by
Wm. Bacher and Walter Morosco,
directed by Henry Hathaway, with
Don Ameche, Dana Andrews, an August release; "Sweet and Lowdown,"
starring Benny Goodman and his
band, produced by William LeBaron,
directed by Archie Mayo, a September release ; "Dangerous Journey,"
the Denis-Roosevelt Expedition into
unexplored outposts, produced and
filmed by Denis Armand and Leila
Roosevelt, narration by Conrad Nagel, a September release ; "Greenwich Village," musical, produced by
William LeBaron, directed by Walter
Lang in color, with Don Ameche,
Carmen Miranda, William Bendix, a
September release ; "In the Meantime, Darling," produced and directed
by
lease.Otto Preminger, for October re'Irish Eyes Are Smiling'

Year,

Musicals

To

USO

Continue

Shows

Plans for postwar continuance of
ner for a Soldier," magazine story by
Martha Cheavin, produced by Walter USO-Camp Shows and 30 other agenMorosco, directed by Lloyd Bacon,
cies supported by the National War
Fund were outlined yesterday at a
for January release ; "Billy Rose's luncheon of the New York War Fund
Diamond Horseshoe," color musical,
produced by William Perlberg, direct- entertainment division held at the
ed by George Seaton, starring Betty Hotel Lexington here in connection
Grable, for February release ; "Czar- with the annual drive to raise $17,ina," producer, Ernst Lubitsch ; di- 200,000 throughout the city between
rector, Otto Preminger ; based on the Sept. 20 and Armistice Day, Nov. 1.
Richard W. Lawrence, campaign
stage play by Melchior Lengyel and
Lajos Biro, cast headed by Tallulah chairman, disclosed that the work of
Bankhead, for February release ; "A the participating groups is beingTree Grows in Brooklyn," adaptation geared to look after the needs of service men following demobilization.
of Betty Smith's novel, produced by
Louis D. Lighton, directed by Elia To this end, he said, a special agency,
Kazan, for March release.
'with an adequate budget,' will be set
'Nob Hill' in Color
up to co-operate closely with the Federal Government. "New York," he
Also : "Nob Hill," color musical,
"pioneering in this respect, will
produced by Andre Daven, directed added,
establish a pattern for other sections
by Henry Hathaway, starring George
Raft and Joan Bennett, for April re- of the country."
Also, according to George D. Proclease ;"Hangover Square," novel by
tor, NYWF public relations director,
Patrick Hamilton, produced by Robert Bassler, directed by John Brahm, special preparations are being made to
assure the success of the drive even if
starring George Sanders and Linda
the European phase of the war should
Darnell, for April release ; "Where end abruptly before or during the
Do We Go From Here?", musical
based on an original by Morrie Rys- campaign. "The Government," Procsaid, "is anxious that our work
kind and Sig Herzig, in color, pro- shalltorcontinue,
and special recordings
duced by William Perlberg, directed
are
being
prepared
the
by Gregory Ratoff, music by Ira public with this fact iftotheacquaint
need should
Gershwin and Kurt Weill, starring
Fred MacMurray, for May release;
'Bon Voyage," based on the JoseF. J. Schwartz Pledges Aid
phine Lawrence novel, "Tower of
Fred J. Schwartz, chairman of the
Steel," produced by William Bacher,
directed by Lee Strassberg, for May motion picture division, after pledging
release ; "A Bell for Adano," by John the aid of the 900 theatres in this area
inarise."
boosting the campaign through
Hersey, produced by Louis D. Lighton, directed by Henry King, {for lobby and marquee displays and
June release ; "Waltz Me Around through such trailers as the current
for Joe," added the suggesAgain, Willie," in color, produced by "Memo
tion that a special trailer be prepared
William Perlberg, starring Monty
Woolley, Gracie Field sand Dick to enable neighborhood houses to help
recruit the 50,000 canvassers who will
Haymes, for June release ; "Colonel
needed for the house-to-house soEffingham's Raid," produced by La- be
mar Trotti, for July, 1945, release ; licitation.
Special campaign events, as outlined
"The Dolly Sisters," in color, produced by George Jessel, directed by by Proctor, will include four major
Irving Cummings, starring Betty rallies during the canvass, plus an
Grable and Alice Faye, for July re- opening-day dinner at the Waldorflease.
Astoria Hotel, a life-saving demonShort Subjects
stration by the United Seamen's Service, on Sept. 27, a USO-Camp Show
Connors also disclosed that the com- demonstration
in Central Park Oct. 1,
pany's short subject program for
and
a
women's
expositiontheat week
Rocke-of
1944-45 will include 20 single-reel
feller Center throughout
subjects produced by the Movietone Oct. 25.
organization, 20 color cartoons pro
of support were also voiced
duced by Terrytoon, 13 March of at Pledges
the meeting by James E. Sauter,
Time subjects, a two-reel special, and entertainment division chairman ;
two Movietonews each week.
Bert Lytell, president of Actors
Movietone will supply 12 "Movie
; Harold
radio ditone Adventures," in color ; six Ed Equity vision
chairman, A.
and Lafount,
Sarah Pennoyer,

Also: "Irish Eyes Are Smiling,"
musical, in color, produced by Damon
Runyon, directed by Gregory Ratoff,
with Monty Woolley, Dick Haymes,
June Haver, Anthony Quinn, for October release ; "The Big Noise," starring Laurel and Hardy, produced by
Sol Wurtzel and directed by Mai St.
Clair, for October, release ; "Eyes of
the Kingdom," by A. J. Cronin, produced by Joseph Mankiewicz, directed by John M. Stahl, from a screen
play by Joseph Mankiewicz and Nunnally Johnson, for November release ;
"Laura," by Vera Caspary, produced
and directed by Otto Preminger, for
November release ; "Something for
the Boys," from the Broadway musical, in color, produced by Irving
Thorgersen
"Sport Reviews," four
Starr, directed by Lewis Seiler, for in
color, and two Lew Lehr "Dribble
December release.
puss Parade" novelties. Paul Terry
Also : "Winged Victory," based on will deliver eight Mighty Mouse spe
Moss Hart's stage play, a Zanuck pro- cials, and 12 regular cartoons. The
duction, directed by George Cukor, 104 Movietonews reels will be produced under the direction of Edmund
with the Army Air Forces cast that
appeared on Broadway, augmented by Reek. Thirteen March of Time two
20th Century-Fox players, for De- reel subjects, first of which is "Britcember release ; "Thunderhead — Son
ish Imperialism — 1944," will be distributed one every four weeks. All of
of Flicka," sequel to "My Friend
the
subjects
will be in color, with the
Flicka," based on Mary O'Hara's
book, in color, produced by Robert exception of March of Time, the Lew
Bassler, directed by Louis King, for Lehr novelties and a two-reel special,
January, 1945, release ; "Sunday Din "Three Sisters of the Moors."

Bonwit Teller promotion director,
who will have charge of window displays. Among others present were
Irving Windish of the Strand Theatre ; Abe Lastfogel and Lawrence
Phillips, USO-Camp Shows ; Howard
Bey of the Scenic Artists Union, and
Harry Levin of the Office of War
Information.
Nat* I Screen

Annual

ConventionSept. 15-17
Chicago. Aug. 22. — National Screen
Service, Herman Robbins, president,
Plan Screen Party
Denver, Aug. 22. — The Rocky
will hold its annual national sales conNBC to Golf Today
vention at the Blackstone Hotel here
Mountain Screen Club will hold its Furstenberg to Filmack
annual all-industry picnic next TuesChicago, Aug. 22. — Oscar FurstenNational Broadcasting's annual press for three days starting Friday, Sept. 15.
Fred Mindlin, head of the NSS
berg has rejoined Filmack Trailer golf tournament will be held today at
day at the Park Hill Country Club.
The program will include a golf tour- here as production manager after 18 the Bonnie Briar Country Club, trailer department here, will join the
Larchmont, N. Y.
ney.
months in a defense plant.
company's sales force this Fall.
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(Continued from page 1)
2.08 percent, against 2.64 percent in
1943, Schenck disclosed. The drive also
(Continued from page 1)
set a record in the number of theatres
year attended the theatre about 32 that participated and reported. A
times, stayed there 64 hours and paid further report is being prepared giving
an average of 27.5 cents admission, it detailstionsontheatre
theby drive,
' showing
collectheatre.
This will
be
was calculated by Dorothy V. Knibb mailed to exhibitors.
of the bureau.
In announcing the final results,
An analysis of audience habits Chairman Schenck yesterday paid
showed that the average person last tribute to the efforts put into the drive
year went to the theatre eight times by theatre owners, managers and their
"When one considers that this
on a Sunday, or two and a half times staffs.
vast sum represents probably 35,000,as often as on Monday ; attended 000 to 40,000,000 contributions in pennies, nickels and dimes, it is easy to
twice as often on Saturday as on
grasp
the amount of work put into the
Tuesday, and on Wednesday and on
drive
by theatre men," said Schenck,
Thursday, went as often as on Monadding : "The knowledge that our industry, through its close contact with
day and Tuesday, but only two-thirds
as often as on Friday. Three chances the public, can turn in such a fine job
for so humanitarian a cause must be
to four, the average patron was in the
theatre between 7:30 and 8:30 P.M., thrilling to everyone who particithe hour in which there was the largSchenck pointed out that the money
est percentage of adult admissions.
raised through the film industry drive
has
already been put into action. The
pated."
Demands Under Difficulties
National
Foundation for Infantile
$360,713,000
—
i

Demands of a U. S. -reported 17,919
civilian theatres with a total seating
capacity of 11,700,789 were met last
year by the producers under great difficulties, due to restrictions on films,
materials and equipment, the Government declared. (Last report, this
year,tiesofCommittee
the industry's
War of Activilisted a total
16,793
theatres in the U. S.)
"The Producers, accustomed to
profligate use of supplies, learned a
real lesson in economy," it was said.
"More care was taken in making
shots, and whatever materials were
available were used and then used
again. Problems were often difficult,
but Hollywood solved them."
Producers' Record
In addition to product for the home
trade and for service men overseas,
the producers made many pictures for
the armed forces training program and
for the Government agencies, while
for their part the newsreel companies
devoted 39.8 per cent of their clips
to activties of the United Nations'
fighting forces, 19.6 per cent to home
activities of U. S. Armed Forces, 7.7
per cent to messages for war agencies and 7.4 per cent to war production, the Government report continued.

Paralysis has been called upon to rush
assistance to local forces now fighting
severe polio outbreaks in North CaroRecord
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(Continued from page 1)
of M-G-M's "Dragon Seed" at nearby
Radio City Music Hall.

"In no previous war have
the people at home been so
well informed about what was
going on in all parts of the
world," the Bureau commented. "Despite the war," it concluded, "last year was the biggest motion pictures has ever
known. Box office receipts
were larger than in other
years when there were more
features produced and more
theatres kept open.

The first three weeks "Dragon
Seed" total was $375,000, said by the
management to be the highest threeweek gross for the theatre.
Deducting Federal admission taxes
from grosses reported for the Roxy,
the theatre took in $130,000 in the first
week ; $122,000 for the second, and
$125,000 in the third.
Attendance figures for the Music
Hall for the first three weeks surpassed those of the Roxy, however.
The Music Hall scale ranges from 60
cents at opening to $1.10 in the evening while the Roxy scale ranges from
76 cents at opening to $1.50 at night,
all prices including tax, giving the
Music Hall an average admission price
of only 83 cents while the Roxy average is $1.12.
By the
completes itstime
fifth "Dragon
week at Seed"
the Music
Hall tonight it will have given the
theatre a record gross of $617,000
which is not only a five-week record
for the Music Hall but for the entire
industry according to G. S. Eyssell,
president and managing director of the
theatre.

"When one considers that in 1943
the aims of the industry were to serve
the country and its citizens not only
by furnishing entertainment and relaxation but also by cooperating with
the Government and its agencies in
disseminating information and inculcating ideas, then the year was a particularly important one."

Doushkess Rites Held
Funeral services were held yester:lay at the Park West Memorial
Chapel here for Milton Doushkess of
the M-G-M title department who
died suddenly Monday. With M-G-M
two years, Doushkess formerly wrote
English titles for foreign films.

Is

Still

'Polio

$4,667,520
lina, Virginia, Kentucky and northern
New York.
U. S. Reports Rise
In 'Polio' Cases
Washington, Aug. 22. — The Public Health Service made known today
that the poliomyelitis epidemic grew
in the first two weeks of this month,
with 932 cases reported in the week to
Aug. 5. In the following week there
were 1,015 cases.
This lifted the country-wide total
since the start of the outbreak to almost 4,250 cases. Totals during July
increased from 290 in the first week
to 738 in the last week. The July
total of 2,300 cases was about 1,000
more than in July, 1943, which was
the highest in recent years.

Seeking

U.S.

Distribution
(Continued from page 1)
from London with Gain and Dr. Alexander Galperson.
Gain told Motion Picture Daii/j^
that both he and Dr. Galperson, distribution representative of Two Cities,
are here to seek "the most advantageous distribution arrangement" for
the 10 films. He did not rule out the

possibility that a deal might eventually be made with United Artists to
handle the films but he indicated that
he will confer with other film conrpanies on possible distribution. He
expects to confer with 20th CenturyFox officials and representatives of
Seek Health Closings
Paducah, Ky., Aug 22— Charging other companies while he and Dr. Galperson are here.
that it had been embarrassed by "discriminatory action" on the part of the
Eagle-Lion's Position
McCracken County Board of Health
which ordered closed the Heinnes
There is no intention to have EagleBros. Shows here, due to the infantile Lion Films, Rank's selling company
paralysis epidemic, the American Le- in the U. S. headed by Arthur Kelgion has requested that all places of
ly, handle the distribution of Rank
entertainment be closed for the dura- films at present, Gain said, because it
tion of the epidemic.
would be almost impossible for EagleLion to set up exchanges and start
functioning here before the postwar
in view of difficulties in secur26 Exchanges
for period
ing necessary facilities and manpower.
Previous to Gain's revelation that
Hirliman
Setup
no deal had been set between UA
and Rank in London, it had been assumed that Sears was returning here
(Continued from page 1)
with a provisional deal which called
open, complete national distribution for UA to distribute a minimum of
coverage is expected to be attained 10 of Rank's and Two Cities' films.
Arrangements were also understood
before Sept. 15.
Included in the five new deals are : to have been made for Rank to make
or two UA quota films but Sears
Film Classics of Minneapolis, headed one
could not be reached last night for
by Joseph Wolf who recently resigned comment on the results of his conversations with Rank.
after five years as sales representative
Whereas
it was previously assumed
of Paramount in the Twin Cities ;
that
Gain
and
Dr. Galperson were acFilm Classics of the Northwest, with
companying
Sears here from London
branches in Seattle and Portland, to finalize the deal
for UA to distribute the films after the UA board
headed by William Forman who operates 10 theatres in Oregon and Wash- of directors approved the deal, Gain
and Dr. Galperson indicated last night
ington and was formerly associated
are here to arrange for diswith John Dantz in the Northwest; that they tribution
ofthe films, a mission which
Film Classics of Indiana, which will be brought them here earlier this year
operated by Harvey Gold in associa- before Spyros Skouras, 20th Centurytion with William Rosenthal, who May.
operates his own circuit in that area. Fox president, arranged a far-reaching collaborative production-distribuAlso: Film Classics of Buffalo with
tion deal with Rank in London last
distribution facilities in both Buffalo
and Albany, headed by Sanford Gottlie who has resigned after 10 years
with M-G-M in Buffalo, Cleveland, Cooper \Meets Trade
Detroit, Minneapolis and Milwaukee Press as Producer
territories ; and Film Classics of
International Pictures introduced
Dallas, headed by John L. Franconi,
who since the inception of Monogram Gary Cooper for the first time to the
New York trade press as a producer
in 1937 held a half-interest in the day.
Texas franchise as well as being in- at a luncheon at Toots Schor's yesterterested in Kansas City for a period,
International representatives who
having sold these interests within the
were present included: Alfred W.
past month.
Schwalberg, sales representative ; John
LeRoy Johnston, publicity head ; RobMorrell Dies in France
ert Goldstein, Eastern talent and story
Pvt. John F. Morell, 23, formerly representative ; and Arthur Jeffrey,
of the M-G-M home office, has been Eastern publicity head. RKO Radio
killed in action in France, according representatives who attended included
to word received from the War De- S. Barret McCormick, advertising
partment byhis father, Ernest Morell, and publicity head ; Rutgers Neilson,
former
head
of Loew's transportation publicity manager and Robert Boehnel, i
division.
home office publicist.
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Bathing

Beauty',

125,000,

Leads

af

in

'Skeffington',
Tops

Picture

'Way'

in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, Aug. 22. — "Mr. Skeffington" finally moved into the Penn
with an estimated $25,000 gross, while
My Way" continued to pile up
Philadelphia, Aug. 22. — With a "Going
returns to the tune of $17,000 at the
jreak in the heat spell, business at Warner.
lowntown houses started the week at a
Estimated receipts for the week end>etter pace in the face of a heavy
ichedule of holdovers and second runs.
ing August 21-25 :
FULTON— Still closed for repairs will
open
Aug. 25 with Deanna Durbin in
p|f
new field,
openings,
Beauty" "Christmas
eadsthe the
with "Bathing
$25,000 expected
Holiday."
it the Stanley in addition to the $3,000 "Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
HARRIS,
J. P.— (2,200) (35c-44c-65c) 7
;j:or the dual Sunday showing at the days, second week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $10,100).
[Earle. Of the holdovers, "Dragon "Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
PENN— (3,400)
(40c-55c-85c)
7 days.
[| Seed"
the week.
Boyd, point- Gross:
ing to continues
$21,800 forbiga at
third
$25,000. (Average: .$21,700).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
Estimated receipts for the week endRITZ— (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, second
week, moveover from Stanley. Gross:
ing Aug. 23-25 :
$3,500.
(Average: $3,000).
I "Sensations of 1945" (UA)
i ALDINE— (900) (40c -45c -50c -65c- 75c -85c) 7 "The Mummy's Ghost" (Univ.)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,200. (Average: "Jungle Woman" (Univ.)
SENATOR— (1,750) (35c-44c-6Sc) 7 days.
i f14,600).
Gross: $4,200.
(Average: $3,400).
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
"Hail
the
Conquering
Hero" (Para.)
ARCADIA— (600) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c) 9
STANLEY — (3,800) (40c-55c-8Sc) 7 davs.
I days,- 2nd run, 2nd week. Gross: $6,500. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $22,000).
((Average: $4,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
WARNER-(2,000) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
fifth
moveover from Penn. Gross:
BOYD— (3,000) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c-85c) 7 $17,000.week,
(Average: $9,350).
days, 3rd week. Gross: $21,800. (Average:
$18,000).
"Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep.) (6 days)
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M) (1 day)
Business'
in
■ EARLE— (3,000) (50c-65c-85c-95c) 6 days 'Show
|iof vaudeville including Peter Lorre, Ray
Kinney's orchestra. The Coral Islanders Toronto
Over Par
j with Al Powers, The Oxford Boys and Jean,
Jack & Judy. Gross: $27,200. (Average:
S $27,600).
Toronto, Aug. 22.— "Show Busi"Wing and A Prayer" (2<tth-Fox)
FOX— (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
ness" ispaving the way toward $14,800
I days, 2nd week. Gross: $17,800. (Average:
at Shea's and "White Cliffs of Dover,"
1 $20,500).
in its third week at Loew's, appeared
"Two Girls and A Sailor" (M-G-M)
KARLTON— (1 ,000)
(40c - 45c - 50c - 65c -75c- fo be heading for $12,200, while the
| 85c) 7 days, 2nd run, 2nd week. Gross: Imperial pointed to $12,300 with "Once
$7,000. (Average: $6,600).
Upon a Time." Grosses were helped
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
KEITH'S— (2,200) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c-85c) by cooler weather.
7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $5,600. (Average:
Estimated receipts for the week end$5,800J.
ing Aug. 24 :
"Nine Girls" (Col.)
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
STANLEY — (3.000) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c- "Hey, Rookie" (Col.)
85c) 7 days. Gross: $25,000. (Average:
EGLINTON— (1,086) (18c-30c-48c-60c) 6
$20,000).
days. Gross: $3,500. (Average: $4,000).
"The Invisible Man's Return" (Univ.)
Upon a Time" (Col.)
STANTON-(1,700) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c- "Once
IMPERIAL-(3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
35c) 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average:$9,400). days. Gross: $12,300. (Average: $12,800).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S— (2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c) 6
daays, 3rd week. Gross: $12,200. (Average:
$11,200).
"Show Business" (RKO)
'Skeffington' Takes
SHEA'S— (2,480) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
days. Gross: $14,800. (Average: $12,800).
Cleveland Honors
"Nine Girls" (Col.)
"Hey, Rookie" (Col.)
TIVOLI— (1,434) (18c-30c-48c)
6 days.
Gross: $3,900. (Average: $4,400).
"Christmas
Cleveland, Aug. 22— "Mr. SkeffHoliday" (Univ.)
UPTOWN— (2,761) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
ington" moved into first place here days,
2nd
week.
Gross: $9,800. (Average,
with everything pointing to a big
$9,800).
$26,000 at Warners' Hippodrome.
Frankie Carle's orchestra, supplemented by a strong stage bill, and 250,340 in Buffalo See
"Kansas City Kitty" on the screen,
made for heavy attendance at the 'Going My Way9
RKO Palace with the week's take not
Aug.the22.lead
— "Dragon
less than $36,000.
is Buffalo,
bidding for
at the Seed"
Great
Estimated receipts for week ending Lakes with an anticipated $23,800.
Aug. 23 :
"Going My Way," in a sixth moveover
week at the Hippodrome, will do $12,"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
ALLEN — (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd 000. This has been Buffalo's greatest
week. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $8,500).
motion picture run of all time.
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
Estimated receipts for the week endWARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,500) (45cing Aug. 26:
55c-65c)
7
days.
Gross:
$26,000.
(Average:
$22,100).
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
"The Big Noise" (2©th-Fox)
"Pin-Up Girl" (2Mh-Fcx)
(40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
WARNERS' LAKE-(714) (45c-55c-65c) 7 BUFFALO— (3,489)
days,
days. Gross: $18,400. (Average: $17,400).
$3,200). 3d week. Gross: $2,500. (Average: "Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
"Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
LOEWS OHIO-(l,268) (45c-65c) days, 7 days. Gross: $23,800. (Average: $16,200).
2nd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average: 7$5,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
HIPPODROME— (2,100) (401c-50c-60c-70c)
Kansas City Kitty" (Col.)
RKO PALACE^ (3,300) (50c -60c -85c -95c) 7 7 days, 6th week, moveover.
Gross: $12,(Average: $9,700).
days. Stage: Frankie Carle Orchestra, 000.
June Preisser, Jackie Welk. Gross: $26- "Manpower" (WB)
000. (Average: $25,400).
"7 Days Ashore" (RKO)
TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000) (40cDouble Indemnity" (Para.)
(45c -65c) 7 50e-6Oc-70c) 7 days. Gross: $10,500. (AverLOEWS STATE-(3,30O)
days. Gross: $20,000. (Average $19,000).
age: $12,200).
"Cry of the Werewolf" (Col.)
"Going My Way" (Para.)
LOEWS STTLLMAN-O.900) (45c-65c) 7 "The Soul of a Monster" (Col.)
LAFAYETTE— (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
$10060) week" Gross: $18'500' (Averaee: days. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $12,400).
ooler

Philadelphia

'Beauty'
On

7

Daily

Is

$21,000

Terrific

Indianapolis

Soars,

Gross

Cincinnati, Aug. 22. — Despite continuance of abnormal heat, the attendance curve remains upward, particularly with "Bathing Beauty," heading
for a terrific $21,000 at the RKO Albee, where the average is $13,500.
"Dragon Seed" will register an estimated $15,000 at the RKO Capitol, up

for 'Dixie'
$20,000
Indianapolis, Aug. 22. — Receipts at
all theatres here are soaring this week.

The
Circle,
with will
"South
of Dixie" and
a stage
show,
do $20,000.
Estimated receipts for the week end"South
of Dixie"
ing Aug.
22-24 :(Univ.)
CIRCLE— (2,800) (55c-70c) 7 days. Stage
show. Society"
Gross: (Univ.)
$20,000. (Average: $11,800).
"In
"Black
Parachute"
(Col.)
Estimated receipts for the week end$5,000.
INDIANA— (3,200)
(32c-55c)
7 days.
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $11,600).
ing Aug. Beauty"
23-26 : (M-G-M)
"Bathing
"The
Canterville
Ghost"
(M-G-M)
RKO ALB EE — (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
Men in White" (M-G-M)
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross: "Three
LOEW'S— (2,800) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$21,000. (Average: $13,500).
$14,500. (Average: $11,500).
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000 (44c-50c-60c-70c) "Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep.)
LYRIC— (2,000) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
7 days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$15,000. (Average, $10,000).
$7,000. (Average: $4,900).
"Underground Guerrillas" (Col.)
"Call of the Rockies" (PRC)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days. 'Take If on Dual Is
Gross: $1,500. (Average: $1,400).
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
Pace
Setting Omaha
"The Pinto Bandit" (PRC)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 3 days.
Omaha,
Aug.
22.
—
"Take
It or
Gross: $800. (Average: $800).
Leave
It,"
coupled
with
"The
Man
"Going My Way" (Para.)
Frisco" scored the top boxoffice
RKO GRAND— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 from
days, plus Saturday midnight show, 5th take here at the Orpheutn theatre with
week, following three weeks at the Palace $12,100. Weather was cooler.
and one week at the Grand. Gross: $11,000.
(Average: $6,500).
Estimated receipts for the week end"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
KEITH'S— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days, "Girl inginAug.the23-24
Case": (Col. )
2nd week, moveover
from the Albee.
Gross: $4,000. (Average: $5,000).
BRANDEIS — (1,200) (44c-60c) 7 days, 2nd
"Youth Runs Wild" (RKO)
week. Gross: $6,400. (Average: $6,500).
"The Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
"Home in Indiana" (20th-Fox)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7 "Moon over Las Vegas" (Univ.)
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
OMAHA—
(2,000)
(44c-60c) 7Gross:
days, move$6,500.
(Average: $5,000).
over
from the
Paramount.
$7,500.
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
(Average: $8,400).
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
It or Leave
(20th-Fox)
"Man from
'Frisco"It" (Rep.)
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross: "Take
$14.0000.
(Average: $13,500).
ORPHEUM — (3,000) (44c-60c) 7 days.
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
Gross: $12,100. (Average: $9,880).
RKO SHUBERT— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) "In Society" (Univ.)
7 days, 3rd week, following one week at
PARAMOUNT— (2,900) (44c-60c) 7 days.
the Palace and one week at the Shubert. Gross:
$11,100. (Average: $11,700).
Gross: $4,500.
(Average: $5,000).
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daily

Lamont

Tax

to Mexico

on

Review
For

12-16

(.Continued from page 1)
sibly tomorrow and continuing- until
Sept. 11, to include those up to 16, it
was decided yesterday at a meeting in
City Hall attended by officials of
affiliated and independent circuits and
representatives and legal advisers of
Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia.
Children between 12 and 16, however, will be required to pay the full
adult Federal admission tax, it was
announced following the session, this
provision being included because the
law does not permit those in the upper-age bracket to be considered in
the juvenile class for tax purposes.
As an example of the new arrangement, a spokesman for one of the
large circuits explained yesterday that,
where the adult admission price is 40
cents, which is about average, children
under 12 will continue to pay 17 cents
admission, plus three cents tax, while
those between 12 and 16 will pay 17,
plus six.
Stamp Poses Problem
Whether or not it will be possible
to use a special stamp on existing
tickets to cover patrons admitted as
children and taxed as adults will be
one of the details worked out at a
second meeting of the theatre representatives, scheduled for today.
This temporary lowering of prices
was originally proposed by the Mayor
Ostensibly to get teen-age children off
the streets. However, for many
months youngsters in many parts of
the country have been complaining of
discrimination on prices at the box
offices. Some of the complaints have
been filed with and taken up by newspapers, parent-teachers associations
and other groups. It marks the first
time that any recognition has been
given by exhibitors here to the public
complaints, and, although the concession is scheduled to stay in effect only
for the remainder of the Summer
school holiday, the way is said to be
open for a wider appplication next
Summer, here and elsewhere.
New
On

Rules
Soldier

Mono.

Group

Issued
Films

(.Continued from page 1)
erally presented to the public in the
United States, but that motion pictures, radio programs, news services
and educational orientation courses
originated by the Army must be "im
partial and non-partisan" in their cov
erage of news or information of pub
lie events and affairs and persons in
public life.
Department officials said that while
the selection board will be continued
for the purpose of selecting fihns to
be shipped for showing to troops over
seas, it. will now concern itself only
with the determination of whether a
particular film carries sufficient entertainment value to be acceptable and
no longer will have to pass on possible political propaganda.
As a result of the revision of the
law, "Wilson" and "Heavenly Days,"
the tentative banning of which early
this month focused attention on the
need for relaxation of the original
legislation, may now be shown to servicemen.

"The
Sign
(Paramount)

of the Cross"

Dubbed

Films

Jack Lamont, Monogram foreign department representative in charge of I
Mexico,
Central
America and Panama,,
CECIL B. DeMILLE's modernization of "The Sign of the Cross,"
his 1932 spectacle dealing with the sadistic persecution of the will leave for Mexico City tomorrow
Christians during Nero's wanton regime in ancient Rome, involves the
addition of an 11-minute prologue depicting a U. S. Army Air Force to launch release of the company's program of Spanish dubbed films, and to
leaflet "bombing" mission over the Eternal City and the elimination of
some of the more horrible and lustful sequences of the original film. prepare for a Mexican production pro|
However, this unusual production's main appeal is still to the primitive gram of from two to six films a year"
emotions.
Monogram's Spanish dubbing program will consist of a total of 25 films
In the new prologue, a Catholic and a Protestant Army chaplain for the season, with the first block to
accompany the flyers as observers and discuss the history of the ancient include six, as reported Aug. 7 in
city. The implications are that the Eternal City will survive whether it Motion Picture Daily. While in
is overrun by the Nazi hordes or tyrants like Nero. As the planes head Mexico, Lamont will set release for
back toward Sicily in a hail of flak, the film fades into the original the first dubbed film, "Lady, Let's
Dance," in Mexico City, and will also
DeMille footage of the burning of Rome.
survey the Mexican production scene,,
Being a costume piece, the lapse of almost 12 years in no way makes which has recently been in a chaotic
the film appear dated.' The DeMille mastery is still evident in every state, with a view to securing studio <
frame and the Karl Struss photography compares well with today's space, lining up players and storystandards. The appearance of the stars of the film, Fredric March as properties. Monogram will distribute:
films on a worldthe prefect of Rome who falls in love with Elissa Landi, the heroic its Mexican-produced
wide basis, Lamont said. In addition, j
Christian girl ; Claudette Colbert as the wanton empress, and Charles the company will dub in French and!
Laughton as the depraved emperor Nero, have changed with the years, Italian.
however. For the benefit of those exhibitors who are not familiar with
the story it is noted that DeMille has used a Cinderella-like story Robinson Here from
derived from a Wilson Barrett play which recounts a tender romance
between the cruel, philandering prefect of Rome and an innocent girl Normandy
Tour
of Christian faith, a romance which leads him to sacrifice his life to
Edward G. Robinson has returned
win her love. The story is projected against the background of inhumane from England, where he appeared in a
cruelties and the debauchery that attended Nero's regime, with the documentary film produced by the
Royal Air Force in conjunction with
persecution of budding Christianity highlighted.
the British Ministry of Information
James
Ridges,
Stanley
Shields,
Arthur
are
prologue
the
in
Featured
Millican, Tom Tully, Oliver Thorndike, William Forrest, John James and from the Normandy beachhead,
where he entertained 75,000 American
and Joel Allen. The prologue was written by Dudley Nichols. DeMille troops in three weeks.
to
credited
is
play
screen
original
The
directed as well as produced.
At a press interview here, RobWaldemar Young and Sidney Buchman.
Milton Livingston
inson stated that the picture, "Journey
Together," the story of an English air
crew, will be released through tht
N0 release date set.
Running time, 118 mins. "A"*
MOI in England about Jan. 1.
When he left London for France
*"A" denotes adult classification.
20 USO units were being prepared
for Normandy and when he arrived
in Normandy 20 other units were alImprove
ready operating. Robinson stated
Newsreels
Radio Mfrs. Ass'n to
that films were still one of the most
19-21 of the
Sept president
Meet
R. C. Cosgrove,
popular forms of entertainment for
Level
Track
Sound
Radio Manufacturers Association, has the boys. The star entertained in the
called a meeting of the RMA board ruins of St. Lo one day after the final
at the Roosevelt Hotel here Sept. rout there of the Germans.
(Continued from page 1)
19-21. The immediate war program
Robinson plans to return to the!
ards used in feature pictures. The and the probable reconversion of the Coast
for a short stay and to begin
change will be effective with the Sept. industry to civilian production early in arrangements then for a tour of the:
Pacific War theatre.
5 issues of Paramount, Pathe, Fox 1945 are on the agenda.
Preceding the RMA board meeting
the
of
News
Movietone, M-G-M's
and for preparation of reports and
Taxes
Day and Universal reels.
recommendations to it, there will be Theatre
inasthat
d
explaine
e
meetings
on
Sept.
19
and
20
of
several
The committe
much as newsreels have previously
RMA groups and committees. Chair- $107,000,000
(Continued from page 1)
recorded at a much higher level than
man
R.
C.
Sprague
of
the
association's
is normally used on features, theatre parts division has called a meeting of mer amounted to $178,563,000 for the:
its executive committee and all sec- 1944 fiscal year against $138,054,000!
tion chairmen on Tuesday, Sept. 19. for 1943 and the latter to $26,726,00C!
projectionists have been forced to reduce their fader setting by three or Postwar employment of returning ser- against $16,397,000.
The Internal Revenue Bureau has
vicemen and also other personnel probfour steps to make the sound level
lems will be considered at a meeting never segregated the taxes collected!
acceptable to theatre conditions. In- on Wednesday, Sept. 20, of the RMA from theatres, but Government actuarasmuch as projectionists often went employment and personnel committee,
ies, it was learned, generally assign:
too far in reducing the fader setting, of which G. W. Thompson of Colum- 60 per cent of the total to that source
bus, Ind., is chairman.
and the remaining 40 per cent to basethe sound presentation of the newsball, race tracks, circuses, carnivals!
reel suffered, it was said.
ments.
and
resort
shows, and similar amuseThe new recording level will make Launch 'Cross' Campaign
M-G-M's advance campaign for
it unnecessary for projectionists to
alter the sound fader setting between "The Seventh Cross" was launched
the feature and newsreel.
yesterday. The home office reported
'The reduced recording level also that four-column display advertise- Globe
'Night
Chicago, Gets
Aug. 22.
— The s'
Globe Film
ments will appear in 70 newspapers in
will make it possible for the newsreel
Co.
has
acquired
exclusive
distributo utilize the extra volume range on 36 key cities where there are Loew
tion rights in Illinois and Indiana tc
the film to accentuate important sound theatres. Advance advertising, in addi"Ten Nights in a Bar Room," \W
effects where necessary.
tion to regular cooperative campaigns, liam
Farnum-Tom Santschi revival, i1|
"Reminder" notices in the shipping starting two weeks in advance of open- was reported by James N. Jovan,
ings, will be a feature of the drive. Deal was closed with Sack Amuse-,
can, or a special photographic notice
on the newsreel, will be used for sev- Special spot radio announcements will ment Enterprises of Dallas, owners oi;
eral succeeding issues.
tie in with key-city runs.
the negative and world rights.
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Pay
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Gives

10% Raise

Can
Back

Started

First Nod

on

for Exchanges

The pay increase is retroac
tive almost 21 months to Dec.
1, 1942, and in the case of the
50-odd Seattle exchange workers currently involved, the retroactive pay is about $12,000.
by regional boards
Approval
in the 32 other exchange cities
for back-pay
provide
would
by the eight compayments
(Continued on page 7)

Films
Issue

on

Trains

in U.S.

British

U.S.A., THURSDAY,
Films

for

| The War Labor Board in Seattle
las approved a 10 per cent wage increase for film inspectors, shippers
md poster clerks in the Seattle exrhanges of Paramount, Warners,
, 20th Century-Fox,
,RKO, Loew's
and United
Universal
Columbia,
IArtists, possibly opening the way
ifor approval of similar increases in
the 33 exchange centers, it was
learned here yesterday.
'

YORK,

Suit

an

Share

Markets:

World
Villiers

"There is sufficient room in the
world markets for both British and
American films," Sir Edward Villiers,
representative of Ealing Studios here
from London to arrange a distribution
deal for Ealing films, told Motion
Picture Daily in an interview yesterday.

AUGUST

12-16
Starts

TEN

24, 1944

Price

Cut

Producers

CENTS

on

Tomorrow

Youngsters between 12 and
16 years will be admitted to
local theatres for children's
prices, plus adult tax rates,
beginning tomorrow at most
houses, it was decided yesterday by circuit operators
following solution of the
problem of what kind of
tickets to use. Extra printing will be avoided by giving

each teen-ager
child's
ticket
and also aa separate
Each country's
industryto has
its own
individual
contribution
make
that
aHult tax ticket of the type
cannot be duplicated by the other, Vilnow used for passes that are
n^t tax free.
liers said. He cited "Mr. Deeds Goes
to Town," "Pin Up Girl" and "Cabin
in the Sky" as illustrations of certain
types of pictures which are essentially
native to America and which could be
Up 40%,
made so much better here than in Scale
England. On the other hand he mentioned "Pygmalion," "Henry the
32%
Eighth," "Cavalcade" as types of films Business,
which Hollywood could not produce.
Villiers admited that Hollywood was
(Continued on page 7)
Chicago, Aug. 23. — Loop theatres
now have increased admissions, tilted
up to 40 per cent. Most neighborhood houses, however, have not
Para. Will Resume
changed.
When the 20 per cent Federal tax
British Filming
came into effect, last spring, first runs
started moving up their price top from
75 cents to 95 cents, and raised the
Paramount will resume production scale correspondingly for morning and
in England, in addition to its pending afternoon hours. Regardless , firstBritish production by Hal Wallis. Be- run business has increased an average
sides satisfying England's quota re- of 30 per cent weekly compared to a
quirements, the Paramount films will corresponding period in 1943.
be geared to the world market, John
The price situation is different in
W. Hicks, the company's vice-presi- the neighborhoods, however, where
dent and foreign manager, reveals here. the average exhibitor must build a
Representative of these pictures is neighborhood trade and fears resentment due to price increases. But
Paramount's "French Without Tears,"
Hicks said.
where transient trade in some neighborhoods represents a good percentage
Plans for
Paramount's
pro(Continued
on page British
7)
(Continued on page 7)

Washington, Aug. 23.— An agreement among 47 Western railroads to
prohibit the installation and provision
of various recreational facilities, including motion pictures and radios,
upon their trains was cited by the Department of Justice today as one of
many anti-trust law violations charged
against the lines in a complaint filed in
Federal District Court at Lincoln, Unexpected
Improvement
Neb.
Also of interest to the film industry
Raw
Film
Situation
is the included allegation that the In
(Continued on page 7)
Indications that the Office of War cent in raw stock during the current
RKO
Television Has
Information and other Government
quarter.
The 11 companies will have some
war agencies will use less raw stock 300,000,000 feet available during the
New Film Service
RKO Television Corp. is offering a during the current quarter than had quarter instead of the 288,000,00.0 feet
indicated.
film program-building service to air previously been estimated is under- previously
Curtailments in the use of stock
advertisers and television station operstood to have given the 11 film compa- for the War Activities Committeeators to prepare film transcriptions for
nies some 12,000,000 additional feet of
advertising as soon as video stations film to meet current needs. Further, OWI shorts, and Government film
messages are understood to have been
are placed in operation in the postwar.
the companies have been working on affected to help the critical raw stock
The RKO subsidiary reports that reductions of estimates since last Mon- situation. It is also understood that
day on film needed and now must cut Eastman and DuPont are now in a
there are now 68 applications pending
before the Federal Communications only 20,000,000 to 30,000,000 feet in- position to provide additional raw
Commission to build new commercial
stead of the 45,000,000 estimated then, stock as a result of the WPB's sur
television stations. Nine stations are to meet the War Production Board vey of film needs of Government agen
now operating.
"suggestions" for curtailment of 20 per cies and the Armed Forces.

Air

Against

Rental
Pickford,
Goldwyn

Terms
Disney

in Reno

Join
Fight

Reno, Aug. 23. — Members of the
Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers carried directly
to the public here last night their
battle against alleged monopolistic
practices, with Mary Pickford, as
pokesman for the group, taking to
the air over radio station KOE here
in connection with the local premiere
of Samuel Goldwyn's "Up in Arms" in
Tony Percetti's El Patio Ballroom,
ifter Goldwyn and T. and D. Theatres
could not come to terms for showing
of the film at one of the circuit's five
Reno theatres. Others joining in the
fight here were : Walt Disney, Orson
Welles, William and James Cagney
secretary.
and
John C. Flinn, SIMPP executive
Miss Pickford said: "When Sam
Goldwyn called me, I dropped all my
(Continued on page 7)
Anti-Defamation
Rally

Here

Sept. 7

An "Anti-Defamation Day" rally
and buffet luncheon will be held on
the New Amsterdam Theatre Roof
here on Sept. 7 under sponsorship of
the amusement and allied industries,
it was announced yesterday by an arrangements committee comprised of
Barney Balaban, Harry Brandt, Max
Cohen and Nate B. Spingold.
Industry employes will be asked to
sign cards pledging their support of
"Anti-Defamation Day" as well as
their presence at the rally.
Among those who have also accepted
(Continued on page 7)
Monogram

Delivers

All for '44, Plus 1
Hollywood, Aug. 23. — With the
completion of "Law of the Valley*
starring Johnny Mack Brown with
Raymond Hattan, and "Frontier
Frameup," with Hoot Gibson and Bob
Steele, Monogram has finished its entire program for 1943-44.
The company points out that the
number of pictures delivered for the
year actually exceeds bv one the total
promised at the opening of the season.
The schedule carried 25 features, 16
Westerns and two specials for a total
of 43.

2

Motion

Picture

Panama
Personal

Mention

SKOURAS will leave tomorrow or Saturday for conferences at the 20th Century-Fox Coast
studios.
SPYROS

David H. Coplan, United Artists
managing director in Great Britain,
who arrived here from London Tuesday, left for Montreal, Ottawa and
Toronto last night and is expected to
return to New York next Tuesday.
•

Theatres

Urged

Up
Coast

Prepare for V-Day
Independent and affiliated
theatres included in the 800
members of the Broadway
Association here have been
warned to "remove large
display advertising material
from their lobbies as well as

35%,

all surplus furnishings" on
V-Day. Another suggestion
to theatres is the display of
American and Allied Nations' flags.

May Buy Steel Pier
Edward Schnitzer, United Artists
Hollywood, Aug. 23.— Although
home office executive, left here yes- long rumored, it became known today
terday on a three-day business trip to that Mickey Rooney has incorporated
Toronto.
Rooney, Inc., under Nevada laws. Assocated with him are Morton Briskin,
William S. Shartin, New Haven Los Angeles attorney, and Sam Stiebranch manager for United Artists, fel, Philadelphia exhibitor.
Stiefel, Abbott and Costello and the
is here conferring with Carl Leserman of United Artists.
latter's manager, Eddie Sherman, have
been linked with Rooney in syndicate
•
negotiations for the purchase of the
William
J. Heineman, general steel pier in Atlantic City, but a
sales manager for Samuel Goldwyn, spokesman for Sherman denies any
has left for a one-week business such deal involving Sherman, at least,
ness trip to Cleveland and' Pittsburgh. and adds Rooney, Inc., was formed
•
for another, but undisclosed, purpose.
Martn F. Bennett, head of War- The new company evidently has no
ners' sound department, will spend toRooney's M-G-M relationday and tomorrow in Chicago and re- bearingship, theonstudio
declaring it has three
turn Saturday to New York.
years more under their current contract.
•

Smith

50 per cent with the exception of
tensively.
Panama, where English is spoken ex-

Case

Hollywood, Aug. 23

T ERWIN will return to
STUAR
the Warner studios and will apwith John
in "Nobody
." Garfield
been in
Erwin has
Lives pearForever

Capt. Matty Fox will leave for
New York Friday, resuming his duties which probably will take him
overseas.
•

Up to the
present,
UA'shaveCanal
manager
said,
theatres
not Zone
seen
any Class A American pictures with
Spanish dubbing, and, therefore, their
Sol Schwartz, head of RKO Westeffect is problematical. Mexican films
ern theatres, will leave for New York
are creating new theatregoeres, he on Saturday.
said. In first-run situations, however,
•
exhibitors say they prefer super-imposed titles to dubbed product, basing
Charles Reed Jones of Republic
Pictures entrains for New York on
their
• - ^eks.opinion on poorly-dubbed prod- Saturday.
uct previously distributed there,
Smith will leave for Cristobal this
week, winding up a visit of several
Court Order Reopens
Grande
New

Realignments

For RKO
Mgrs.
Hollywood, Aug. 23. — Nat Holt,
RKO Coast theatre division manager
and liaison between the studio and
theatres, today severed his theatre
connections to become associate producer and assistant to Jack Gross at
RKO. No theatre replacement for
Holt has yet been made but the new
appointment brings the following realignments :
Andy Anderson continues as Los
Angeles city manager, Cliff Giessman
continues as manager of the Golden
Gate Theatre, San Francisco, and is
responsible directly to New York.
The supervision of the Denver office
has been transferred to Frank Smith
with headquarters in Chicago.
Preview

for

of

'Lost in a Harem'
M-G-M was host to the trade press
Edwin W. Aaron, M-G-M's cirhere
last night at a dinner at Toots
Los Angeles, Aug. 23.— Universal's
cuit sales head, left here yesterday motion
to reopen the case of Robert Shor's followed by a screening of the
on a six weeks' exchange
tour.
Cummings, director, who recently Abbott and Costello feature, "Lost
•
sued for abrogation of his contract, in a Harem," at Loew's Ziegfeld
L. J. Schlaifer, 20th Century-Fox was denied yesterday by Judge Harry Theatre. Among company representahome office executive, was in Chicago A. Hollzer.
tives present were the following :
this week.
The court ruled that Cummings is William F. Rodgers, E. K. O'Shea,
•
a free agent and Universal accepted E. W. Aaron, Maurice Goldstein,
Sid Rose, United Artists branch the decision as it was handed down William Ferguson, Si Seadler, Lester
manager in Chicago, will return there to clear the way for the case to go Isaacs, Nan Cohen, Seymour Mayer,
to the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals. Jessie Faye and William Ornstein.
from his vacation on Monday.
Cummings

Flashes

Ladies,"
Night,
"Good
stage play,Ruth
the
y has
also
Donnell
in Chicago.
been assigned a role in this feature.
co will
direct and RobJeanertNegules
Buckner will
produce.
Panama's 65 theatres are enjoying a
•
wartime boom because of the influx
of U. S. troops and defense activities,
Jerry Bresler, general manager of
Smith said.
the M-G-M shorts production departThe public in the territory is maniwas assigned
"Telltale
Winds"
full length
feature.
His
festing an increased interest in Span- as his ment,first
ish-language films, Smith disclosed, successor as yet is undetermined.
esnecially Mexican. Previously American films had 90 per cent of the mar20th-Fox indicated its intention to
ket, with Spanish product getting only
10 per cent, but in the capital cities, produce "Rickenbacker" and assigned
American films now secure only 65 per Lloyd Bacon to direct the feature, and
James
and John Tucker Battle
cent of the playing time and in the to
writeCady
the screenplay.
interior it has declined to less than

Sneak
Reopening

Says

Business in Panama has increased
more than 35 per cent over pre-war
years, while a rise of 25 per cent has
been registered in the rest of his territory, Guy Croswell Smith, United
Artists manager for the Canal Zone,
Central America, Venezuela and Ecuador, discloses. Smith's territory embraces 11 countries, has 15,000,000 persons and about 500 theatres. His
headquarters are in Cristobal, Canal
Zone.

from theatre exteriors" and
to "clear aisles and lobbies
accessible from the street of

Refuses

Business

to

Simons, editor of M-G-M's
Mike
publication, The Distributor, is
sales
on a business trip to Detroit, Milwau- Theatrical Committee
kee and Minneapolis. He is due back
Formed
for Roosevelt
Monday.
More than 600 writers, artists,
Thomas Baird, director of the scientists, educators, musicians and
British Ministry of Information in from films, radio and theatrical fields
this country, has returned to New yesterday launched a campaign for
York from Hollywood and will leave the re-election of President Rooseshortly for London.
velt, at a sponsors' reception marking
the official opening of Hotel Astor
•
headquarters of the Independent Voters Committee of the Arts and
Floyd Stone, Motion Picture Herald photographer-reporter, and Mrs. Sciences for Roosevelt. Jo Davidson,
Stone left this morning for three sculptor, is chairman of the group.
weeks at Cape Ann, Mass., and Fredric March is treasurer.
Mount Washington, N. H.
Among members of the Committee
•
are : Tallulah Bankhead, Harry
George Rosing of Shea's Roosevelt Brandt, J. Edward Bromberg, Eddie
Theatre, Buffalo, became a grandfath- Cantor, Norman Corwin, Bette Davis,
er for the second time this week with Agnes George de Mille, Howard
the birth of a son, Terry Merle, to Dietz, John Garfield, John Golden,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Rosing.
Abel Green, George Jessel, Eddie Nu•
• gent, Paul Robeson, Herman ShumGloria Stuart, Michael Todd and
Marcta Eskin, daughter of Har- lin,
old F. Eskin, of Eskin Amusement others.
Co. here, became engaged to Arthur
Katz at a reception held recently at Mickey Rooney, Inc.
the Pierre Roof.

J. J. Unger, United Artists' Western division manager, is in Salt Lake
City en route to New York.
•
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Theatre

Case

The case against Sanfrebob Theatre
Corp. and Nathan Steinberg, owner
and operator of the Grande Theatre
here,
Universal
and Loew's
with charged
playing by
three
films more
often
than specified by contract, has been
reopened by a New York Federal District Court order sustaining the defendants' motion to vacate a default
judgment entered against them by the
companies. The pictures in question
were Universal's "You're a Sweetheart" and M-G-M's "Tortilla Flat"
and "San Francisco."

'Casanova
Brow n's'
1st Day 'Frisco Record
San Francisco, Aug. 23. — "Casanova Brown," playing the first theatre engagement in the nation, established an opening day record here at
the Golden Gate Theatre today, doing
between $5,200 and $5,500 on the day.
WB Films for France
Warner Bros, has turned over to
U. S. officials French-dubbed prints
of "Sergeant York" and "All This
and Heaven Too" for immediate showing to civilians in the liberated areas
of France, in what is claimed to be
uled.
the first American films thus sched-
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(Continued from page 1)
personal
business in order to be here
(Continued from page 1)
tonight, knowing full well the vital
ahead of the British industry in technical excellence and also in the more di- importance of this issue. To produce
rect and purposeful way in which it at- "Up in Arms" Goldwyn spent $2,500,tacked production problems such as the 000, only to be told that he shall not
securing of talent and other personnel.
be permitted to show it except as dic"It is only fair to remember, howtated by a monopoly. The issue is not
ever," Villiers said, "the tremendous
difficulties against which British pro- whether this one or a dozen of Goldducers are fighting day and night.
wyn's pictures do or do not play
Shortage of equipment, worn out ma- Reno. It is rather the question of
terial, a grave shortage of personnel whether he and I and other Ameriof all kinds — to say nothing of the
cans are to be given the opportunity
unwelcome and noisy presence of fly- to carry on our lives and our business
bombs."
openly, honestly and fairly," she continued.
Pooling British Production
Disney Endorses Goldwyn
The Ealing representative, who is
also here to survey American distribuA wire to Goldwyn from Disney,
tion requirements . for British prod- read by Miss Pickford, endorsed the
uct, said: "It might be the council of producers fight and added : "When the
perfection if British producers were
through which motion picto pool their best pictures for export. channels
tures reach the public are restricted or
I believe tentative proposals have been blocked, it behooves all of us who
considered for this. But I do not think are charged with responsibility to the
anything will come of it. Be this as public for the industry to break down
it may, Ealing proposes to export
the barriers. Impending world comonly its best product." He said Ealing
petition, which will be based on low
was prepared to send its pictures here
costs and fostered by foreign governand permit a certain amount of re-editmental endowments, franchises, tariffs
ing in order to make them conform and quotas, makes it imperative that
more closely to American tempo, pro- our American production, at least in
vided the basic structure and story of our own country, be permitted to
the film is not altered. Further, Villiers said, Ealing was prepared to operate without artificial obstacles being thrown in its path by selfish inagree to a certain amount of sound
re-recording in order, where necessary, to make dialogue more intelligible terests."
Mary Pickford's Broadcast
to the American public.
Miss Pickford's broadcast took place
Villiers thinks Ealing would cer- before the opening night audience at
tainly be prepared to consider a joint the El Patio, which Percetti had conproduction-distribution deal with an
verted from a ballroom into a theatre
American company. Ealing, he said, after several obstacles during the past
was in no need of additional finance.
few weeks. When building code enforceThis was taken care of under an existment officials demanded a fire-proof
ing arrangement with Stephen Cor- projection booth, he countered by obtauld in the background and Reginald
taining apermit to install a temporary
Baker and Michael Balcon.
booth on the sidewalk and point the
Focus on World Markets
light shaft in through a window. When
T. and D. protested on grounds of
Villiers said that Ealing intended in sidewalk blockage, Percetti moved his
future to pay greater attention to equipment indoors and appealed to
world markets and was already dub- Goldwyn for specially-treated acetate
.. bing in some foreign languages.
film, similar to that used in home proVilliers said that the doctrine, held
jectors. Yesterday afternoon, with
by some British producers, that only Miss Pickford and a score of other
big-budget pictures could compete in stars participating in the ceremony,
world markets was not necessarily
true. "High negative cost is not the
only criterion of a good pictures,", he Scales Raised 40%,
said. Ealing studios are not making
i any war pictures now, Villiers said. Business Up 32%
They are devoting 80 of their films to
(Continued from page 1)
I straight entertainment.
of the weekly attendance, admissions
Villiers intends going to Toronto to have been bosted about 10 per cent.
attend the premiere on Aug. 31 of
In June, 1943, first-run houses here
"San Demetrio — London," which 20th had an admission range of from 35
Century-Fox is releasing here.
Villiers hopes to see some American to 75 cents. The scale moved up to
product with a view to acquiring it for 40 to 85 cents by December and now
Ealing to distribute in England, and is 50 to 95 cents. The estimated gross
total in first run houses in the Loop
also possibly some Mexican films.
When questioned about the British during June, 1P43, was $135,000 weekly. Last month the weekly gross was
industry's difficulties, Sir Edward said over $200,000, an increase of 32^2 per
he believed that wherever and whenever possible commercial difficulties cent.
should be ironed out by the industry
itself. But however desirable this
GPE Dividend
might be, it was not always possible
Directors of General Precision
in practice. He believes the British
government has become film-minded Equipment Corp. have voted a dividend of 25 cents per share on the
as never before and is determined that,
come what may, either with or without company's capital stock, payable Sept.
its help, British films must find their 15 to stockholders of record Sept. 2.
ranking place on the world's markets. The same amount was paid on June 15.

Terms

$400,000

for
Back

Goldwyn drove the last spike that
fastened the 400th chair to the floor.
While industry forces watched the Pay
Is Started
(Continued
from page 1)
outcome of Goldwyn's "invasion" and
the story was given considerable atpanies of some $400,000 for the
tention by newspaper press wire serv2,000-odd workers affected.
ice, a controversy arose as to the
terms
under which
"Up D inand
Arms"
had
The IATSE service employes'
been offered
to T and
rejected.
union which represents the workers in
Goldwyn said, "Reno is typical of the Seattle is one of 15 such locals which
'squeeze' by which many theatre units, have indicated an intention to file with
large and small, deprive independent
producers of their rightful share of the regional WLBs in their districts
for approval of similar 10 per cent
boxoffice dollars."
increases which the distributors are
R. A. McNeil's Statement
be willing to grant. It is exR. A. McNeil, executive of T. and said to pected
that the other locals will now
file in view of the Seattle action by
D.,
said:
"Regardless
of
Goldwyn's
statement to the contrary, we agreed
the regional board in Seattle in apto show "Up in Arms" in Reno at
proving the increase.
his terms. We will be pleased to exTest
Application Filed
hibit Goldwyn pictures on a live-andThe distributors. and the IATSE
let-live
N. D. basis."
Thompson, T. and D. district have
been negotiating the increase
manager here, said : "The reason the since July, 1943. A test application
picture is not shown in the T. and D.
originally filed with the regional
theatre is not that we refused to buy was
WLB in Philadelphia on behalf of
it but rather that Goldwyn refused
to sell it for a showing in Reno unless the service employes in Loew's Washington exchange, after the War Stabiwe bought it for all of our theatres."
lization Director's office had refused
authorization to grant the increase.
In New York yesterday, a spokesman for RKO, which distributes After the regional WLB in Philadelphia turned down the increase, earlier
Goldwyn films, explained that the
this
year,
an appeal was taken to the
quarrel actually involved the terms WLB in Washington.
for
showingThere,
"Up he insaid,
Arms"
in San
Wage scales for exchange service
Francisco.
Goldwyn
had
demanded a percentage basis, but the workers are not uniform throughout
circuit was holding out for a flat rate, the country ; in Seattle, where scales
average, the scales prisimilar to that granted on "The North are orconsidered
to the increase ranged from $21.50
Star." For cities outside San Fran- for film inspectors to $37.50 for head
cisco, including Reno, the circuit was
willing to continue paying on per- shippers.
centage terms, as in the past, it was
As previously reported, IATSE exchange service unions in Cincinnati,
reported.
Although RKO handles distribution St. Louis, Denver, Los Angeles, Bosfor Goldwyn, he retains the right to
ton, Charlotte, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Detroit, Cleveland, Minneapolis,
approvetractsor
reject thatThe
company's
with theatres.
same is contrue New Haven, Dallas and Chicago plan
of other SIMPP producers, most of to file with regional boards in their
whom are associated with circuit af- areas for authorization of the increase,
filiated distributors. In addition to with others to follow.
those taking part in the Reno demonstration, the SIMPP includes: Loyd
Wright, Charles E. Milliken, Roy O. AntiDefamation
Disney, David O. Selznick, Walter F.
Wanger, Charles Chaplin, Alexander Rally Here Sept. 7
berg.
(Continued from page 1)
Korda, Sol Lesser and Hunt Strom-

Para.

Will

Resume

British Filming
(Continued from page 1)
duction were finalized at conferences
here last week between Wallis, Hicks,
Barney Balaban, Paramount president,

invitations to serve on the committee
are Jack Cohn, Simon H. Fabian, Abe
Schneider, Louis Frisch, George Dembow, Robert Weitman, Budd Rogers,
"Chick" Lewis, Sam Shain, David
Wolper, Harry Kalmine, Leopold
Friedman, Arthur Israel, Harold
Mirisch, Alec Moss, Manie Sacks,
Adolph Schimel, Si Seadler, Max
Seligman and Sam Tulpan.

and ishDavid
manager.Rose, the company's Brit"We are going to take each individual foreign distribution situation,"
said Hicks in speaking of the company's foreign operations in the postwar," and start with a clean slate. We
may decide in some countries where
we operated before, to sell our product.
When the time comes, if it is necessary, we will dub in French and
Italian in order to compete in these
markets," said Hicks. "We will have
a full supply of dubbed pictures."
Spanish dubbing plans, he added, depend on how this type of product is
tries.
received in the Latin-American coun-

Films

on

Trains

an

Issue in U. S. Suit
(Continued from page 1)
railroads, by collusive and illegal action, have maintained freight rates for
the Western part of the U. S. which
are higher than those for shippers in
the East and that this inequality has
deprived
the West of low competitive
rates.
Co-defendants with the individual
lines are the Association of American
Railroads, the Western Association of
Railway Executives, J. P. Morgan and
Co., and Kuhn, Loeb and Co.
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$68,000
I Love

Soldier'

mown

San Francisco, Aug. 23. — "I Love
Soldier" led the field here with a
mashing $39,000 at the Fox. With a
■an Francisco locale, the film got some
ood advance notices in the daily press.
Estimated receipts for the week endng Aug. 22-24 :
In Society" (Univ.)
Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
id week. Gross: $16,200. (Average: $15,000).
Step Lively" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (45c-65c-85c) 7
ays, 2nd week. Stage: vaudeville. Gross:
32,000. (Average: $27,000).
They Made Me a Criminal" (WB)
WARFTELD — (2,680) (4Sc-65c-85c) 7 days, mmmmsm
tage: vaudeville. Gross: $33,000. (Average:
-mmmmmswriM
!S;ooo).
I Love A Soldier" (Para.)
mmmmmm
Black Magic"
FOX — (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
S9,000. (Average: $28,000).
The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
Goodnight, Sweetheart" (Rep.)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740) (45c-65c-85c) 7
ays. Gross: $25,000. (Average: $20,000).
The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
I Crime By Night" (WB)
i jloveover
STATE — from
(2,300)the (45c-65c-70c)
days.
Fox. Gross: 7 $11,000.
J Average : $13,000).
{! Going
My Way" — (Para.)
ST. FRANCIS
(1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7
ays, 2nd week, moveover after four weeks
t the Fox. Gross: $17,500. (Average:
11,000).
Sensations of 1945" (UA)
South of Dixie" (Univ.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (45c-65c-85c)
days, 4th week. Gross: $8,100. (Average:
11.000).

Atlantic'

Cut

Names

Three

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

NEWS

for

White' Theatres
Memphis, Aug. 23. — All ssequences
howing Negro performers in Repubc's "Atlantic City," have been ordered
eleted here by the local censor board,
was reported by Norman J. Colquoun, Republic branch manager, fol)wing a screening held for Lloyd
linford, censor chairman. Colquhoun
tated that Binford will allow the
big Negro scene" to remain for showig in Beale St. Negro theatres but
rdered it removed for 'White' houses.
Binford also stated that "hence)rth any film with Negro performrs" will be excluded from 'White'
leatres. The censor board here has
■cently been campaigning against
legro entertainers in motion piclres. Among films banned entirely
'as United Artists' "Sensations of
944."
3lue

'Dragon'

Searle

Western Manager
Don Searle, manager of radio station
.GO, San Francisco, has been named
ineral manager of the Blue Netork's Western division, it was rented here yesterday by Mark Woods,
'esident.
With the network 18 months, Searle
irmerly operated stations in Omaha,
opeka and Lincoln. He is presently
art owner of a station at Grand
iland and one in Wichita. Wood also
; ;vealed that the next move in
| lengthening Pacific Coast operations
| ill be the appointment of a Pacific
oast vice-president to succeed Don
i . Gilman, who resigned this week.
onor of his late father.
Sam Wheeler is chairman of the
'pnd sales committee, assisted by Al
ihreman who handled arrangements
or the naming of the ship.
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Los Angeles, Aug. 23. — First runs
here again demonstrate that important
pictures will get important money.
"Dragon Seed," off to a three-ply first
run at the Egyptian, Los Angeles and
Ritz, did an estimated $68,000 at the
three houses in its first week of an extended run. "Wilson" captured $40,500
in the second week of its two day-and
date runs at the Carthay Circle and
United Artists, while "Going My
Way,"
repeatingin the
course established
other phenomenal
key cities,
was good for $51,000 combined at the
Paramount theatres downtown and in
Hollywood. Weather was hot during
the day and a bit on the coolish side at
night.
Estimated receipts for the week end"Wilson"
ing Aug. (20th-Fox)
23 :
CARTHAY CIRCLE — (1,516) (85c-$1.10$1.50) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $16,000.
(Average:
"The Hairy$11,200).
Ape" (UA)
"She's a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
CHINESE — (2,500) (5Oc-60c-85c-$1.0O) 7
days. Gross: $14,500. (Average: $15,500).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
EGYPTIAN
— (1,000)(Average:
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00")
days.
Gross: $20,000.
$9,500). 7
"The Mummy's Ghost" (Univ.)
"Jimgle Woman" (Univ.)
HAWAII— (1,000) (50c-6Oc-75c-85c) 7 days,
4th week. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $6,200).
"In Society" (Univ.)
"One Mysterious Night" (Col.)
HILLSTREET - (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average:
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
$19,700).
"She's a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
LOEWS STATE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $29,000. (Average:
$24,100).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES— (2,096) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
7"Indays.
Gross:(Univ.)
$33,000. (Average: $14,900).
Society"
"One Mysterious Night" (Col.)
PA NT AG ES— (2,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days, 2nd week.' Gross: $12,000. (Average:
$16,700).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT (Hollywood)— (50c-60c-80c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $22,000. (Average:
$11,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT DOWNTOWN— (50c -60c80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $40,000. (Average:
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
$20,300).
RITZ— (1,376) (Average:
(50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
Gross:
$8,700). 7 days.
"Wilson"$15,000.
(20th-Fcx)
UNITED ARTISTS - (2,100) (85c-$1.10$1.50) 7 days. Gross: $24,500. (Average:
$16,600).
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
"She's a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
UPTOWN
(1,716) (Average:
(5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
days.
Gross:— $9,300.
$10,500). 7
"Mr. Skeffington"
(WB)
WARNER
HOLLYWOOD— (3,000) (50c60c-80c-$1.0O) 7 days, 4th week. Gross:
$12,975.
(Average: (WB)
$17,000).
"Mr. Skeffington"
WARNER
DOWNTOWN— (3,400) (50c60c -80c(Average:
-$1.00) 7 days,
886.
$18,700).4th week. Gross: $15,"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
WARNER
WILTERN— (2.200) (50c-60c80e-$1.00) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $12,642.
(Average:
$15,200).
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
"She's a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
750).
FOX-WILSHIRE — (2,300) (50c-60c-85c$1.10) 7 days. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $11,-

AND
WITH

COME...
I

in

at

Sterling Leaves Artkino
Philip Sterling, publicity director for
Artkino, distributor of Soviet films
here, has resigned, effective immediately, to become managing director..;of
Picture representing
News Features,
a publisher's
service
photographers.
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11,000

Over
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Daily

for

for

$68,000
I Love

Soldier'

'Dragon'

San Francisco, Aug. 23. — "I Love
Soldier" led the field here with a
mashing $39,000 at the Fox. With a
an Francisco locale, the film got some
ood advance notices in the daily press.
Estimated receipts for the week endig Aug. 22-24 :
In Society" (Univ.)
Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM — (2,440) (45c-65c-SSc) 7 days,
id week. Gross: $16,200. (Average: $15,000).
Step Lively" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (45c-65c-85c) 7
ays, 2nd week. Stage: vaudeville. Gross:
!2,000. (Average: $27,000).
They
Made Me (2,680)
a Criminal"
(WB) 7 days,
WARFIELD—
(45c-65c-85c)
tage: vaudeville. Gross: $33,000. (Average:
!5,000).
I Love A Soldier" (Para.)
Black Magic"
FOX — (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
!9.000. (Average: $28,000).
The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
Goodnight, Sweetheart" (Rep.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740) (45c-65c-85c) 7
ays. Gross: $25,000. (Average: $20,000).
The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
Crime By Night" (WB)
STATE — (2,300) (45c-65c-70c) 7 days,
loveover from the Fox. Gross: $11,000.
\verage: $13,000).
Going My Way" (Para.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7
ays, 2nd week, moveover after four weeks
t the Fox. Gross: $17,500. (Average:
11,000).
Sensations of 1945" (UA)
South of Dixie" (Univ.)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1,200) (45c-65c-85c)
days, 4th week. Gross: $8,100. (Average:
:1,000).

Atlantic'

Cut

Names

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

Searle

Vestern Manager
Don Searle, manager of radio station
.GO, San Francisco, has been named
Mieral manager of the Blue Netork's Western division, it was rented here yesterday by Mark Woods,
"esident.
With the network 18 months, Searle
irmerly operated stations in Omaha,
opeka and Lincoln. He is presently
irt owner of a station at Grand
;land and one in Wichita. Wood also
:vealed that the next move in
rengthening Pacific Coast operations
ill be the appointment of a Pacific
oast vice-president to succeed Don
. Gilman, who resigned this week.
J onor of his late father.
i Sam Wheeler is chairman of the
ond sales committee, assisted by Al
, ihreman who handled arrangements
Dr the naming of the ship.
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CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,516) (85c-$1.10$1.50) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $16,000.
(Average:
"The Hairy$11,200).
Ape" (UA)
"Sb<?'s a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
CHINESE
(2,500) (Average:
(5Oc-60c-85e-$1.0O)
days.
Gross: — $14,500.
$15,500). 7
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
EGYPTIAN — (1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $9,500).
"The Mummy's Ghost" (Univ.)
"Jingle Woman" (Univ.)
HAWAII— (1.000) (50c-60c-75c-85c) 7 days,
4th
Gross:
$4,000. (Average: $6,200).
"In week.
Society"
(Univ.)
"One Mysterious Night" (Cel.)
HILLSTREET — (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7
days. 2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average:
$19,700).
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
"She's a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
LOEW'S STATE — (2,500) (S0c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $29,000. (Average:
$24,100).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES— (2,096) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
7"Indays.
Gross:(Univ.)
$33,000. (Average: $14,900).
Society"
"One Mysterious Night" (Col.)
PANTAGES — (2.000) (50c-60c-S5c-$l.CO) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average:
$16,700).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT (Hollywood)— (50e-60c-S0c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $22,000. (Average:
$11,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT DOWNTOWN— (50c-60c80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $40,000. (Average:
$20,300).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
RITZ— (1,376) (Average:
£50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
Gross:
$8,700). 7 days.
"Wilson"$15,000.
(20th-Foix)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,100) (85c-$1.10$1.50) 7 days. Gross: $24,500. (Average:
$16,600).
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
"She's a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
UPTOWN— (1,716) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 7
davs.
Gross: $9,300.(WB)(Average: $10,500).
"Mr. Skeffington"
WARNER
HOLLYWOOD— (3,000) (50c60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 4th week. Gross:
$12,975.
(Average: (WB)
$17,000).
"Mr. Skeffington"
WARNER
DOWNTOWN— (3,400) (50c60c-80c-$1.00)
886.
(Average:7 days,
$18,700).4th week. Gross: $15,"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
WARNER
WILTERN— (2.200) (50c-60c80c-$1.0O)
days, 4th week. Gross: $12,642.
(Average: 7 $15,200).
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
"She's a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
750).
FOX-WILSHIRE — (2,300) (50c-60c-85c$1.10) 7 days. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $11,-

AND
WITH

COME...
I
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Los Angeles, Aug. 23. — First runs
here again demonstrate that important
pictures will get important money.
"Dragon Seed," off to a three-ply first
run at the Egyptian, Los Angeles and
Ritz, did an estimated $68,000 at the
three houses in its first week of an extended run. "Wilson" captured $40,500
in the second week of its two day-and
date runs at the Carthay Circle and
United Artists, while "Going My
Way,"
repeatingin the
course established
other phenomenal
key cities,
was good for $51,000 combined at the
Paramount theatres downtown and in
Hollywood. Weather was hot during
the day and a bit on the coolish side at
night.
Estimated receipts for the week end"Wilson"
ing Aug. (Zftth-Fox)
23 :

NEWS

for

White' Theatres
Memphis, Aug. 23.— All ssequences
lowing Negro performers in Repubc's "Atlantic City," have been ordered
eleted here by the local censor board,
was reported by Norman J. Colquoun, Republic branch manager, folnving a screening held for Lloyd
inford, censor chairman. Colquhoun
:ated that Binford will allow the
big Negro scene" to remain for show:g in Beale St. Negro theatres but
rdered it removed for 'White' houses.
Binford also stated that "hence)rth any film with Negro performrs" will be excluded from 'White'
leatres. The censor board here has
■cently been campaigning against
fegro entertainers in motion picires. Among films banned entirely
■as United Artists' "Sensations of
944."
tlue

Three

at

Sterling Leaves Artkino
Philip Sterling, publicity director for
Artkino, distributor of Soviet films
here, has resigned, effective immediately, to become managing director-of
Picture
News Features,
a publisher's
service representing
photographers.
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GREAT

Sensational

for

Radio

tomorrow

for radio artists. One important contribution has been the program,

Everybody!",

"On

profitable opportunity

by staging a unique

26-week contest which offers the winners opportunity not only in radio but on the screen as well !

a

THE

CONTEST

OPERATE:

1 . Each week for 26 weeks, "On Stage Everybody!" will present a group of "acts" . . . carefully and impartially auditioned from professional talent.
2. The

ten most talented acts will be given

contracts to appear in the full-length picture,
"On

Beginning October 7th,"On Stage Everybody !"
proposes to give aspiring talent an even more

IS HOW
WILL

which during the last 30 weeks

air their talents coast to coast. -

Screen

and

through

HERE

Stage

has provided opportunity for countless professional singers, actors, and other artists to

doors

CONTEST

26-WEEK

EVER since the Blue Network Company
was formed, it has been the opportunity
network

Opportunity

the

wider

"
!

Stage Everybody!",

to be produced

Universal Pictures, one of Hollywood's
five studios.

by
top

3. All professional talent is eligible. Anyone
desiring to enter this contest should contact
the Blue Network's

Program

Department

for

complete details.

the Blue Network's policy that
"On Stage Everybody!" emphasizes
radio must discover and develop talent of its »wn. We believe that this
new contest feature of "On Stage Everybody!" is an even bigger step in
the right direction.
is for sale!
EVERYBODY!"
STAGE
"ON
The inherent commercial strengtli of this program, combined with the
possibilities of the contest feature, provide an unusual vehicle for the alert
advertiser, for further information: Blue Program Sales or National
Concert and Artists Corporation.
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Rank
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UA
U.

Plans Study of U. S.
Film Standards
By PETER

S.

YORK,

U.S.A., FRIDAY,

Films Riding with
Advancing Troops
Washington, Aug. 24. — The
Red Cross Motion Picture
Service is operating in
France on the heels of our
advancing troops, it was announced today by the American Red Cross here.
Seven Red Cross mobiletheatres have been attached
to Clubmobiles' which are
traveling behind the lines to
serve coffee and doughnuts
to men on the march. Each
"Cinemobile" is equipped
with a projector, phonograph, loud speaker system,
generator and piano, and
stage a film or talent show
at any opportunity.

BURNUP
London, Aug. 24. — J. Arthur
Rank, in an exclusive interview
j here today, stated flatly that he still
has hopes of consummating a deal
with United Artists for distribution of
some 10 of his and Two Cities films in
i the United States.
Rank stated that he and
Gradwell L. Sears, UA vicepresident and distribution
head recently returned to
12
'B'
Films
New York, "hammered out
agreements, the basis of which
demand amplification and ratiFor
20th-Fox
fication by UA in New York,"
hence the trip of Rank's emissaries Barrington C. Gain and
{Continued on page 11)
Hollywood, Aug. 24. — Twentieth Century-Fox will not abandon
"B" features next season after all.
It is learned here authoritatively
Asks
$100,000
that the company will make a dozen
such films, thereby increasing to 39
(Continued on page 7)
Damages

AUGUST

20th-Fox

Net:

$6,338,433
For

26

TEN

25, 1944

Weeks

Twenty-six weeks' profit of $6,338,433, after all charges, was reported
yesterday by 20th Century-Fox, Spyros Skouras, president for the period
ending
June 24.
Earnings
reflected, for
the first time,

Extended

Bring

CENTS

Runs

New

Product

Jam

10-Week

for Some

Wait

N. Y. First-Run

Outlets

The Metropolitan New York
first-run situation, which had eased
in recent months, after being tight
last Spring, is again causing a
the
company's
full-share
in- product jam and most distributors
are now hard-pressed for theatres
terests
in
National Theatres to exhibit their first-run films.
Corp. ; R o x y
Distributors lacking regular
Theatre, Inc.,
first-run
Broadway outlets reearnings were
port that they cannot secure an
also included.
available theatre for current
releases for almost 10 weeks
After deducti n g dividends
and the situation will become
even more acute in view of exon prior pretended holdovers. The ensuing
ferred and conv e r t i b 1 e
Spyros Skouras
delay in the clearance of new
(Continued on page 7)
preferred
stock, the $6,338,433 net equalled $3.12
a share on the 1,742,006 shares of
common stock outstanding.
Net profit reported for the same 26 $31,343,
730,
weeks of 1943, not including National
Theatres and the Roxy Theatre, was
Tax
$3,843,249, equal, after deducting divi- New
High
dends on the convertible preferred
(Continued on page 7)

Oklahoma City, Okla., Aug. 24.—
After conferences here today, Attorney
Theatres9
Robert P. Hudson left for Tulsa where Tufts
in
1
No.
he will file, tomorrow, a new anti-trust
complaint against the Griffith Amuse? Poll
of Tomorrow
ment interests and 10 distributors on 'Stars
behalf of J. D. Weinland of Picher,
Oklahoma. Hudson said he will ask
Sonny Tufts, six-foot-four-inch ac236 Features
Are
tor who appeared in "So Proudly We
$100,000 damages and an injunction
Finished
or
in
Work
against alleged monopolistic practices. Hail" and "Government Girl," is the
Hudson conferred here with James first choice of both circuit and indeHollywood, Aug. 24. — Even
before 1944-45 formally gets
Blakeney, Jr., who has prosecuted prependent exhibivous actions against Griffith et al.
for elevaunder way, on Sept. 11, 11
tiontorsto stardom,
Hudson said the distributors cited
companies
have 236 features
it is reported in
(Continued on page 7)
either finished or in work.
Motion Picture
In a number of cases, release
Herald's fourth
dates have been set, assurannual
"Stars
of
Honor
John Harris
ing films so characterized as
definite for the new season.
today.
poll,
published
Tomorrow"
Aside from Paramount and
With $100,000
Gift
Warners,
virtually all of the
Runners-up in
the combined
product appears destined for
1944-45. In the case of these
Washington, Aug. 24. — The local
two, conclusions cannot be
vote,derinnamed,
the are
or- :
Variety Club will pay tribute to John
reached as to what films
H. Harris, theatre executive and
James Craig,
will be drawn from their
founder of the Variety Club of AmerSonny Tufts
Gloria Roddy
de Haven,
ica, through the purchase of $100,000
pool, or when. Both are
in war bonds to help equip the Liberty McDowall, June Allyson, Barry Fitzpursuingstricted
a numbers
policv
of reof releases.
Ship, of
"John
P. Harris,"
named in
gerald, Marsha Hunt, Sydney Greenhonor
his late
father.
street, Turhan Bey and Helmut
The 11 companies are comSam Wheeler is chairman of the Dantine, with the circuit exhibitors
mitted to between 462 to 479
bond sales committee, assisted by Al including Robert Ryan in their first
features for 1944-45.
Shreman who handled arrangements ten in place of Dantine and the
(Continued on page 12)
1 for the naming of the ship.

Washington, Aug. 24.— The Treasury's admission tax revenue reached
a new high in July at $31,343,730, a
$5,000,000 increase over the $26,240,195
in June and nearly double the $15,750,519 in July, 1943, it was reported here
tonight
by the Internal Revenue Bureau.
July collections brought the total for
the first seven months of 1944 to $144,841,051— within $2,000,000 of the annual revenue from this source as recently as 1942— against $89,688,992 for
the corresponding period last year.
Revenue for the full fiscal year ending
(Continued on page 7)

OWI
Nazi

Reports
Film

on

the

Industry

Despite severe shortages of actors,
technicians, materials and equipment,
the German film industry, centered
now in five producing companies and
operating under the control of Paul
Goebbels, Minister of Propaganda,
produced 190 feature films, a large
percentage in color, last year, it was
learned here yesterday from the U. S.
Office of War Information. First insight into
the German
industry
to be
(Continued
on page
12)
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Personal

Mention

New

Deal

British

Picture

for

Help

London, Aug. 24. — Economic and
20th CenSKOURAS,
SPYROS
tury-Fox president, left last night general working conditions of hunfor San Francisco and Hollywood.
dreds of studio workers were consid•
today with the ratifierably
new agreement by the
cation of aimproved
James
to
secretary
Louise Farrell,
unions and the British Film Producers' Association.
executive diJ. Murphy, Jr., assistantpicture
branch
rector of the motion
The new deal for the workers proof the American Arbitration Associavides for the conversion of all hourlya
for
weekend
the
at
tion, will leave
paid employes to a weekly wage; an
two-week vacation.
existing war bonus of $4.40 weekly
•
has been merged with the basic wage,
Oscar A. Morgan, Paramount representing a wage increase, with a
short subject sales manager, has left new weekly war bonus of $3.00 added ;
for Montreal for conference with all workers will receive full pay for
Gordon Lightstone and Thomas F. holidays, with payments also prescribed for sick-leave. The agreement
Dowbiggin, Montreal sales executives
of Paramount.
becomes effective next payday, with
the added payments made retroactive
Sergeant Martin Finkelstein, to June 1.
The entire plan is accredited to J.
formerly with Fox Midwest Theatres
in Kansas City, is a furlough guest Arthur Rank, who argued that the
here of Leo J. McCarthy, PRC sales efficiency of British studios is impaired
unless there is reasonable security for
manager, from Camp Detrick, Md.
•
the tsnure of employment available for
workers. He citEdwin W. Aaron, M-G-M circuit even the lowest-paid
accordtreatment
the
analogy
an
ed
as
sales head, left yesterday for confered workers in his vast milling interences with branch and division manests. He said it was necessary to
agers from Chicago• to Los Angeles.
"fight hard" to convince brother filmproducers of the advisability of purClark Gable, still in an Army masuing the plan just effected.
jor's uniform, was in Chicago yesterto
unions have pledged "more
od
The
day, en route from Hollywo
vigorous cooperation of all workers
Washington on official business.
•
in a policy to create a stabilized and
d film industry and in seLarry Kent, executive assistant to an expande
curing a world market for British
Spyros Skouras, is due here early
in September from the Coast en route
to London.
pictures."
•
Crosby to
McMurray
Fred Meyers, Eastern division sales
l
manager for Universal, is on a busi- Para. Stars Payrol
ness trip covering Boston and New
Philadelphia, Aug. 24. — ParaHaven.
•
mount's annual report to the Securities
ge Commission here reand Exchan
veals that Fred McMurray, with a
John Grierson, head of the National Film Board of Canada, has ar- salarv last vear of $422,166, and Harry
rived here from London.
L., (Bing) Crosby, with $311,111,
•
topped the 1943 star payroll for that
Tommy Thompson, Chicago pub- company. Producer George (Buddy)
licity head for 20th Century- Fox, is in DeSylva was paid $263,946.
Milwaukee this week.
The report listed, under bonus and
profit-sharing agreements, the amount
of $365,435 for Cecil B. DeMille
Wilson Memorial Gets Productions, Inc., and $191,520 to the
William H. Pine Corp.
$50,000 from 20th
Washington, Aug. 24. — At the RKO
Considers Site
suggestion of Mrs. Woodrow Wilson,
who declined to accept an honorarium For LA. Theatre
for granting 20th Century-Fox perLos Angeles, Aug. 24.— RKO will
mission to film her late husband's life,
the company has presented $50,000 to determine finally if the new first-run
the Woodrow Wilson Birthplace and long-planned property at the intersection of Fairfax and Wilshire
Foundation, it was learned here
yesterday from Mrs. Cordell Hull, Boulevards will crystallize after a
president of the group, which main- careful post-war survey of the Los
tains "The Manse" in Staunton, Va., Angeles situation. The plot has been
where the World War I president in the company's possession several
was born in 1865.
years. If built, it would be operated
The gift establishes an endowment jointly by RKO and Rodney Pantages.
fund for maintenance of the rfome.
"The Manse," dedicated by President Doubleday Names Lyons
Roosevelt in 1941, has been maintained up to now through a $3,000
Doubleday, Doran, book publishers,
grant from the Commonwealth of has appointed A. & S. Lyons, Inc., as
Virginia, plus personal donations and its exclusive motion picture representatives in New York and on the Coast.
tourists' fees.
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Daily

Coming

SOPEG
At

Events

Today — Television Broadcasters
Association meeting, Mohawk Golf
Club, Schenectady.
Sept. 7-8 — National Allied directors meeting, Bretton Woods, N. H.
Sept. 7 — Anti-Defamation Day
rally and luncheon, New Amsterdam Theatre Roof, New York.
Sept. 10 — National Screen Service
sales meeting, New York.
Sept. 13 — United Artists board
meeting, New York.
Sept. 15 — Exhibition representatives of New York State meet with
labor department officials on build
ing code. New York.
Sept. 15-17 — National Screen Service sales convention, Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago.
Sept. 21 — National Screen Service sales meeting, Los Angeles.
Oct. 16-18 — Society of Motion
Picture
Engineers'
semi-annual
conference,
Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York.
FrenchGetWarFilms
But

Want

to

Have

UOPWA

10

Meeting

Sidney Young, president, and Ellen
Davidson, organizer of the Screen
Office and Professional Employes
Guild, Local 109, here, and eight
SOPEG members from the film companies with whom the union has contracts, will comprise the SOPEG delegation which will attend the fifth convention of the United Office and Professional Workers of America in Philadelphia, Sept. 4-9.
,
Some
300film
delegates
representing
over
55,000
insurance,
finance, *
publishing. and other white collar employes are expected to attend. Action
will be taken at the meeting on economic problems facing office and professional employes today and to map
out a program to extend union organization with the radio industry viewed
as one possible new field.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTONON■ ALINESEE
MacMAHON
AG
DR
A KIM
TAIHIROFF
TURHAND"BEY
Spectacular Stage Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

Escapism

London, Aug. 24.— The psychological warfare division of General
Eisenhower's Staff Headquarters has
so far approved only 22 British
features, and an unknown number of
Hollywood films, for showing to liberated sections of France, and their
choice has been keyed to the theory
that the French are eager for news
of what had been happening in the outside world during the past four years.
Half the British selections were pictures made to the order of the Ministry of Information.
More applauded by the natives, however, than any of the topical films has
been the reissue of Charlie Chaplin's
American
comedyare "The
Rush,"
and indications
that Gold
the peasants
walking many miles to attend theatres
in and around Cherbourg seek diversion rather than enlightenment. Thus,
it is felt here, a new criterion of
choice will have to be devised in the
near future.
Army Staff Headquarters has British, French, American and Russian
pictures at its disposal ; and, within
the radius of available product, selection by exhibitors is completely untrammeled. The theatres are run by
their French proprietors, and, where
cinemas are lacking, mobile units
operate. Admission prices are double
what they were before the war.
Archie Hall Wins Suit
Los Angeles, Aug. 24. — Archie
Hall was awarded $5,000 actual and
$10,000 punitive damages by a jury
today in Superior Court by Judge
Willis over charges Columbia Pictures
had unfairly used the title of his radio
show in "What's Buzziir, Cousin." An
appeal is probable.

Darryl

F. ZanucKs

WILSON
in TECHNICOLOR
Directed by HENRY KING
Written for the Screen by
LAMAR TROTTI
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
On the Roxy Stage
FRED with
WARING
and His
Pennsylvanians
augmented
company
of 100
CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES
ROXY

THEATRE
B'WAY &

PALACE

47th St.

FRANK SINATRA
GEORGE MURPHY
ADOLPHE MENJOU

■' C :
'BATHING
"STEP
LIVELY"

• T :;
'it;
9~ .1

ON SCREEN

Red SKELTON
EstherWILLIAMS

ARTHUR
TRACY
IN PERSON^
ROGUES J
Added Attraction
RADIO

Paramount Presents Preston Sturges'
in person VAUGHN MONROE
BEA
UTY'BRACKEN
RING HERO'
CONQUE
THE
'HAIL
BuyStarring
War Bonds EDDIE
B m- r\--Ut..i-n

Air-conditioned

* His Orchestra
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first run product through Broadway affects hundreds of theatres in the New York territory.
No end is in sight for the runs of
"Dragon Seed", at the Radio City Music Hall; "Since You Went Away",
at the Capitol ; and "Wilson", at
the Roxy. "Mr. Skeffington" will
have played 14 weeks at the Hollywood before making way for
"Doughgirls" on Aug. 30 and "The
"Story of Dr. Wassell" will have
played at the Rivoli when "Till We
Meet Again" opens there Aug. 29.
UA Hard Hit

stock, to $1.81 a share on the 1,742,000 shares of common stock then outstanding.
On July 9, 1943, the company
bought the outstanding Chase Bankheld 58 per cent interest in National
Theatres and it became a whollyowned 20th-Fox subsidiary. For the
pose of comparison with the 1944 26week profit of $6,338,433, had National Theatres been wholly-owned from
the beginning of 1943, the 20th-Fox
profit for the first 26 weeks of that
year, including Roxy Theatre, Inc.,
would have been $5,535,279. After deducting dividends on the convertible
preferred stock outstanding at that
time, this was equal to $2.78 a share
on the common stock.
For the second 1944 quarter, ended
June 24, the net profit, after all
charges, was $3,152,131, compared
with a profit for the first quarter of
1944 of $3,186,302. The profit for the
second quarter of 1943 on a comparable basis was $2,862,506.
The company reported gross income
of $87,711,791 for the first six months,
and expenses of $64,626,343, with addit i o n a 1 interest and depreciation
charges of $1,362,647, leaving a net
profit of $21,722,800 before provision
for taxes, which totaled $14,520,000.
Company applied charges of $864,367
to minority interests, netting $6,338,433.

One of the hardest hit by the shortage of first-run houses is United Artists, which is unable to find theatres
for Edward Small's "Abroad With
Two Yanks" and Seymour Nebenzal's
"Summer Storm". Republic is underinto Brandt's
bought
stood to have
Manhattan
Theatre,
now the Republic,
to be assured of a first-run outlet on
Broadway. Other top-budget productions awaiting theatres are : "Casanova
Brown", which will follow "Dragon
Seed" into the Music Hall ; "The Seventh Cross", which will follow "Since
You Went Away" into the Capitol ;
M-G-M's "An American Romance"
and "National Velvet" ; Warner's
"Saratoga Trunk" and Paramount's 20th- Fox Directors
"Frenchman's Creek", among others Declare 3 Dividends
current and coming.
The board of directors of 20th CenTwentieth Century-Fox's setting of
tury-Fox yesterday declared a quar"Wingous run
andata the
Prayer"
a simultaneterly cash dividend of $1.12*^ per
Globefor and
Gotham,
share on the outstanding prior prestarting Aug. 30, is seen as further comferred stock, payable Sept. 15 to stockplicating the situation, and the Victoria
holders of record on Sept. 5.
is understood to be committed to play
A cash dividend of 37y2 cents per
"Wilson" following the run of that share for the third quarter of 1944 on
film at the Roxy with a tentative Vic- the outstanding convertible preferred
toria opening date of Sept. 13, causing stock was declared, payable Sept. 30,
some distributors to shy away from to
stockholders of record on Sept. 15,
booking any of their films into the 1944.
house at this time. M-G-M has bookA quarterly cash dividend of 50
ed "Kismet" into the Astor for a run
and bookings at the Criterion are cents per share on the outstanding
common stock was declared, payable
pretty well set.
Sept. 30, to stockholders of record on
Sept. 15.
Donaldson, Allen Due
At MGM
Home
Office
12 B' Films Boost
Tom Donaldson, M-G-M manager 20th Total to 39
in Boston, is scheduled to arrive at
(Continued from page I)
the home office on Monday to spend the total number of features scheduled
a week conferrenig with departmental
heads, in line with the plan of Wil- for 1944-45. On Wednesday Motion
liam F. Rodgers to keep field men up Picture Daily reported vice-presito date on company operations. John
dent Tom Connors' product announcement for the season, which then stood
S. Allen, Washington branch chief, is
at 27 features, 54 shorts and 104 issues
due tomorrow.
of Movietonews.
Leaving New York this weekend,
A studio spokesman now explains
following completion of their confer- that the "B's" were not included in
ences with executives, are Edward M. the original announcement because it
Booth, Cincinnati manager ; Jack
nor has it yet been deterSogg, Cleveland, and Foster Gauker, had not,
mined what the vehicles will be, but
Indianapolis.
he added that they definitely will be
made, all under the supervision of
Ben Silvey.
Ostrom Promoted
Also not included in the original
Chicago, Aug. 24. — Mrs. Margaret announcement as expected for 1944Ostrom, for the past 12 years in the
advertising department of Bell and 45, were "Rickenbacker" and Wendell Willkie's
World."will
_ It
that"One
the former
headis
Howell here, has been appointed act- now learned
ing advertising manager, J. H. Booth, the 1945-46 schedule. As for "One
vice-president in charge of advertising,
announces. She has been assistant to World," a studio spokesman said, "It's
not on the list yet," indicating that it
Booth for the past two years.
may or may not be made.

The five feature British Ministry of
Information films distributed here by
American film companies to date have
received approximately 37,000 bookings, Tom Baird, director of the film
division of the British Information
Services here, said yesterday. The
approach of the fifth anniversary of
Great Britain's entrance into World
War II on Sept. 3 and his own contemplated visit to London at the end
of next week for a month prompted
Baird's recapitulation of the activities
of the film division of BIS.
About 25 shorts made by BMOI
have been distributed here by American companies in addition to the five
feature documentaries, Baird said. Of
the five features, "Target for Tonight" received 10,000 bookings ; "Desert Victory," 10,000; "Tunisian Victory," over 8,000; "Next of Kin,"
5,000, and "Coastal Command," 4,000.
BMOI Documentaries
BMOI

has two new feature documentaries for which American distribution will be set shortly. One,
"Western Approaches," dealing with
the arrival of convoys in England, a
10-reel color film already completed.
The other,
"Journey
pected to be
ready Together,"
by Januaryis ;ex-it
deals with the training of British air
cadets in Arizona, Canada and England. Itis a fictional treatment, Edward G. Robinson appearing in the
role of an American Air Force trainerAnother joint production effort of
BMOI and Col. Frank Capra's U. S.
Army unit is in work, following "Tunisian Victory." It deals with the
Burma campaign, and Col. Frank
Bryce o'f the British Army is at work
in Hollywood with Capra on the 100,000 feet of film that was shot on the
operations of General Wingate's and
General Stillwell's forces. Irving
Asher's unit covered the action for the
American Army, Baird said.
Plans for Joint Army Film
The British and American Army
film units also planned to do a documentary on the current invasion of
France but no definite decision has
been made as to when assemblage of
the footage should start. Detailed to
this work are Col. Anatole Litvak,
who received a facial wound recently
while in Russia, and Col. George Stevens, .with Lt. Col. Hugh Stewart and
Lt. Col. David MacDonald of the
British Army working on the project
for BMOI.
Although actual figures on distribution are not available, Baird explained
that 16mm prints of BMOI subjects
are receiving considerable attention
here. Distribution of the 16mm prints
is handled by six BIS offices, in NewYork, Chicago, Los Angeles, Washington, New Orleans and San Francisco, with some 24 sub-distributors
throughout the country acting as depositories for the films. Baird feels
that there can be a considerable interchange of films of this type between
American and British agencies for professional groups even in the post-war
period.

Hollywood, Aug. 24

elaborUNT'S
PARAMO
ate plans
to relieveone-time
studio congestion by building a new plant on the
151 -acre lot bounded by Pico, National
and Overland boulevards, has been
abandoned. The acreage has been sold
for $440,000 to the Overland Housing
Co., for a realty development project.
•
Scott R. Dunlop, Monogram producer, and George B. West, franchise
holder in St. Louis and Cincinnati,
have arrived here following attendat the company's
Chicago
sales ance
convention,
and a recent
supplementary
trip to New York.
•
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram president, has announced that more than
75 per cent of the feature releases for
1944-45 already have leading players
assigned to them. Thirty-three features are on the schedule, and leads
are set for 25.
•
Herman Boxer, formerly with
M-G-M shorts department will join
PRC as associate producer.
•
Malcolm Kingsberg leaves for New
York tomorrow after his annual Coast
business trip.
•
Howard
York
today. Estabrook left for New
/. D.

Weinland

Asks

$100,000
(ContinuedDamages
from page 1)
in his complaint included : Paramount
Film Distributinb Corp., Paramount
Picture Distributing Co., Loew's, Inc.,
RKO Radio, Inc., Vitagraph, Inc.,
Warner Brothers Pictures Distributing Corp., 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., Universal Films Exchanges,
Inc., Republic Pictures Corp., and
Adams Film Exchanges.
Earlier in the year Weinland was a
joint plaintiff in a suit brought by A.
B. Momand. This suit, however, was
dismissed without prejudice three
months ago. Weinland is the principal stockholder of Mystic Theatre
Company,
Inc., of Picher.
The complaint
has been prepared
with the aid also of George S. Ryan
of Boston.
$31,343,730 New Tax
High in July
(Continued from page 1)
last June 30 totaled $107,000,000, as reported in Motion Picture Daily on
Aug.
23.
More than its share of the increase
from June to July was recorded in the
Third New York (Broadway) district,
where collections rose from $3,262,425
in June to $4,770,641 in July, compared
with $2,403,248 for July of last year.
Convention to Hear Coe
Charles Francis Coe of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, will address the National
Association of Broadcasters at their
annual convention in Chicago Tuesday, stressing film public relations in
the radio field.
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Hollywood

Reviews
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Aug. 24
PRODUCTION is at a new high
for the Summer at M-G-M. Of
the 33 players listed as stars on the
studio's contract list, 23 are currently
at work, or will be before the end of
the month. Frank Sinatra, Gene
Kelly and Kathryn Grayson are busy
with "Anchors A weigh" ; Van Johnson and Esther Williams are working
Garon "Thrill of Romance" ; Judy work
land and Robert Walker are at
on "The Clock"; Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball and James Melton are engaged on "Ziegfeld Follies"; Wallace
Beery is cast in "Airship Squadron
4" ; Lionel Barrymore and Van Johnson are working in "Dr. Red
Adams," and Margaret O'Brien is in
"Music for Millions."
Stars who will go before the
cameras within the next two weeks include :Lana Turner, Laraine Day and
Susan Peters in "Women's Army";
Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn, in "Without Love," and Greer
Garson and Lionel Barrymore,^ who
are to have the starring parts in "Vals
of M-G-M'
n."y Two
of Decisio
at other
working
currentl
starsley are
s
studios: Irene Dunne in "A Woman'
Privilege," at Columbia, and Hedy
Lamarr in "Experiment Perilous," at
RKO.

So successful was PRC's Jungle
adventure picture, "Nabonga," that
_deproducer Sigmund Neufeld has titled
cided upon a follow-up, to be
'•White Gorilla." Sam Newfield will
direct, and Buster Crabbe will again
be starred. . . . Joyce Reynolds, who^
played the title role in Warners'
"Janie," has been assigned quite a different part in "Mildred Pierce." She
will portray a murderess. . . . Alfred
E. Green has been assigned to direct
Columbia's big-budget musical, "Eadie
Jl'as a Lady."

James Gow and Arnaud D'Usseau, co-authors of the play, "Tomorrow, the World," are protesting against the title, "The Intruder," which Lester Cowan has given his screen version of the piece.
They have wired the producer asking him to make no final decision
until they have had an opportunity
to submit a title which is, in their
opinion, more suitable. . . . Reginald Le Borg will direct "The
Fugitive" for Universal. Alan Curscollred.and. .Glori
a
Martha be
O'Drifeatu
Jeantis,will
. Art
Baker, radio commentator, has
been cast as a detective lieutenant
in David O. Selznick's "The House
of Dr. Edwardes."

"San Fernando
Valley"
(Republic)
V) OY ROGERS and Trigger, his erudite horse, both perform excel^ lently, as usual, in "San Fernando Valley," wherein the Rogers
touch and voice nourish at utmost proficiency, with equally happy results promised for exhibitors and patrons. Dale Evans, playing in
close romantic support of Rogers ; Jean Porter as a love-sick juvenile,
and Andrew Tombes, Edward Gargan and Dot Farley, providing comedy relief, are among others in a competent cast.

"Big Heel-Watha"
(M-G-M)
With a meat shortage threatening
his tribe, Big Chief Rain-in-the-Face
is compelled to put his warriors to
work hunting game for the community. He offers the hand of his daughter to the brave who "brings home the
bacon." Big Heel-Watha convinces
Squirrel that he owes his carDorell and Stuart McGoNvan's sprawling screenplay permits the Screwy
cass to the tribe and so brings him in
ubiquitous Rogers and others to participate in a variety of events in- to Rain-in-the-Face. There's a cute
cluding exciting pursuits astride horses, a bumpy ride in a stage-coach and hilarious twist at the climax. The
that considerably chastens Miss Evans, a sulky race, and several youngsters will love this more than
brawling fisticuffs, where Trigger's flashing hooves lend substantial slightly farcical version of the legend
Running time, 8 mins.
aid to Rogers in the combat. Director John English efficiently handles of Hiawatha.
the abundant material, injecting several elaborate production numbers,
probably as a sop to any lukewarm Western fans.
"Bear Raid Warden"
An appealing score, principally in the outdoor vein, is paced by the (M-G-M)
Barney Bear, air raid warden in
currently high-riding song, "San Fernando Valley," which offers exhibitors abundant exploitation opportunities. Bob Nolan and the Sons his corner of the woods, is aroused
of the Pioneers sing their novelty tunes in an appealing manner ; Vernon from his bed at the first black-out
and Draper and the Morell Trio also help out with specialty numbers. signal. After a wild run-in with a
lightning bug, Barney prepares for
Eddy White, associate producer, has given the whole a smooth production.
aHe monotonous
of his of"beat."
is startled bypatrol
a profusion
light
flowing
from
a
little
cottage
so
he
Running time, 74 mins. "G"* Release date, Sept. 15. Charles Ryweck rushes in breaking all lamps in sight,

Adventure

in Bokhara

(Artkino)
A RUSSIAN film that tells nothing about the war or about Russians
would seem to sacrifice a good deal of any current value of Soviet
product in this country, but here is an escapist comedy so fresh in its
handling of an ancient theme, so broad without resorting to slapstick,
and yet so filled with choice satiric barbs that it is certain to please.
An early sequence which keys the humor finds the comedian Lev
Sverdlin, cast as a fabulous adventurer from Bagdad, riding a donkey
through Bokhara. He comes to a pool where a rich man has fallen
in and hears a would-be rescuer yell, "Give me your hand." Sverdlin,
holding out a coin over the water, says, "Don't ask a rich man to give;
ask him to take," and the victim struggles ashore. Similar methods,
always burlesquing greed- and cupidity, enable the hero, after he has
aroused the wrath of the ruler, to escape many threats of death and
finally to save his lady-love, who has been carried off by the ruler.
The story, by L. Soloviev and V. Vitkovich, has an enjoyable Arabian Nights flavor throughout, and Charles Clement's titles have been
given the fillip of American idiom. A cast featuring K. Mikhailov and
E. Heller furnish the inspired Sverdlin with scores of foils. Y. Protozanov's direction keeps up a surprising pace for a Russian picture. It
was produced, unstintingly, by Tashkent Film Studio.
Running time, 84 minutes. "G"* Release date, Aug. 19.

Tom Loy

V'G" denotes general classification.
Mac
New

Arthur

Drive

Australia

in

Film

The Australian Government's Department of Information is now producing afilm based upon the exploits
Edward Arnold will have the lead- of Australian fighter squadrons in their
ing male role in M-G-M's forthcom- back-up drive in support of General
ing drama, "Telltale Hands." . . . Douglas MacArthur's drive from the
Mona Freeman, who is under contract Southwest
Pacific to the Phillipines, it
to Paramount, has been borrowed by
Columbia to play the ingenue lead in was reported here by the Commonwealth's local office.
the Irene Dunne-Charles Boyer starIt
was
also announced that Harry
"A Women's and
Privilege."
. . .
Gracerer,McDonald
Rod Cameron
Watt, English producer who made
have been assigned the romantic leads "London Can Take It" and "Target
in
Universal's
"Swing
Out, within
Sister,"a for Tonight" will film the story of a
which
is scheduled
to start
cross-continent cattle drive as an
few days. Arthur Treacher will have aspect of Australia's food production
the top featured role.
program in the war.

War Dept. Film to WAC
The War Activities Committeee will
distribute a special two-reel War Department film titled "The War Speeds
Up" in an effort to combat the war
production lag and to show the public
that the Armed Forces continue to
need all types of war material. WAC
will announce the company which will
handle distribution of the film in a
few days.
Tone Executor, Trustee
. Niagara Falls, N. Y., Aug. 24. —
Franchot Tone has been named executor-truste ofthe estate of his father,
Dr. Frank J. Tone, former chairman
of the board of Carborundum, who
died here recently. Dr. Tone's will
provides that each of his two sons shall
receive one-sixth of the estate.

only to find when he is finished that
the little cottage with the light is his
own. "Bear Raid Warden" is cleverly written and more than mildly amusing. Running time, 8 mins.
"Pick a Peck of
(Columbia)
Typical slapstick farce, with El
Plumbe
Brendel
and rs"
Shemp Howard performing as a twain of pseudo-plumbers,
with resultant antics that will undoubtedly convulse the youngsters.
The pair, to raise cash to cover a
police fine, hire out as plumbers'
helpers, and, after practically wrecking the house they are supposed to fix,
find a lost jewel and receive a reward
Running time, 17 mins.
"The Bodyguard"
(M-G-M)
Jerry Mouse gets himself a bodyguard in the person of a belligerent
English bulldog who promises to protect Jerry from his arch-enemy, Tom
Cat. Tom is cornered at every turn
as he tries to capture the mouse whose
powerful whistle brings the dogs on
the run every time. This cartoon,
in color, is a riot of laughs. The
music score is excellent. Running time,

"The

Case

of the

Screaming Bishop"
(Columbia)
A take-off on the mystery film with
mildly amusing results. The cartoon
proceedings involve the search for a
missing dinosaur by Hairlock Combs
and his man Friday with a solution
of the crime that is truly amazing.
Howard Smith directed. Running
time, 7 mins.
Fire Destroys Blue Fox
Portland, Ore., Aug. 24. — The
Blue Fox Theatre, Grangeville, Ida.,
has been totally destroyed by fire, with
an estimated loss of $60,000. There
were no casualties. The owner, Mayor
Al Wagner, was insured.
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Chicago, Aug. 24. — "And the Angels
Sing" topped the Loop parade this
week with a near-record $67,000 at the
Chicago. Picture is in for a three-week
run. Single disappointment is "The
Adventures of Mark Twain" at the
Roosevelt, which opened without benefit of much-needed publicity and
grossed only $14,000 for the week
against a $20,000 par.
Estimated receipts for the week ending August 24 :
"Eve of St. Mark" (20th Fox)
"Candlelight in Algeria" (ZOth-Fox)
APOLLO — (1,200) (55c-65c-95c) 2nd week.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $11,400).
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
CHICAGO — (3,850) (55c-85c-95c) Stage:
Charlie Spivak
and orchestra.
Gross :
$67,000. (Average: $51,500).
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
GARRICK— (1,000) (55c-65c-95c) 9 days.
Gross: $13,500. (Average 7 days: $9,100).
"Youth Runs Wild" (RKO)
"Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
GRAND— (1,250) (50c-6Oc-85c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $9,100).
"Kansas City Kitty" (Col.)
(44c-55c-60c-85c-95c)
7' ORIENTAL—
days. Stage: (3,200)
Blackstone
Magic Show.
Gross: $28,500. (Average: $24,000).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
"A Night of Adventure'.' (RKO)
PALACE— (2,500) (50c -60c -85c -95c) 6 days.
Gross: $23,000. (Average 7 days: $24,000).
"The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
ROOSEVELT — (1,500) (55c-65c-95c) 7
days. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $20,000).
"Mr. Skeffingtom" (WB)
STATE LAKE — (2,700) (50c-65c-95c) 7
davs. Gross: $30,000. (Average: $29,000).
"White
Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M) 1 day,
8th week
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M) 6 days
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (50c-65c-95c)
7 Hay-. Gross: $25,000. (Average: $20,000).
"Up In Arms" (RKO)
WOODS— (1,200) (55c-65c-9Sc) 17th week.
Gross: $19,000. (Average: $10,000).
Odeon

Acquires

AND

BUT

THE

NEWS

Protest on Spain
Formal representations have been
made by the organized industry to
the Spanish government through the
American Embassy in Madrid, protesting the new import duties recently
imposed and which the industry views
as discriminatory, it was learned here
yesterday.
Schedules of some of the new levies,
as well as other film taxes incurred
by American distributors in Spain
were published in Motion Picture
Daily on Aug. 9.
DeVry Signs Tri-States
Memphis, Aug. 24.— The Tri-State
Theatre Service Supply Co. here has
been appointed distributors of DeVry
sound equipment for Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee.

in Denver

Denver, Aug. 24. — "Going My
Way," at the Denham in its third
week, was expected to gross $14,500,
which is better than 60 percent above
average. In cash the "Adventures of
Mark Twain," on a dual at the Denver, led with $18,000. All moveovers
were
ness. doing better than average busi-

'Wayi'''
$ToOO)Ve

<AveraSe:'
" av
Gr°SS:
Gr
osse$8,2S°
s He
y

$24,000 in St Louis
St. Louis, Aug. 24. — "Going My
Way," at the Ambassador, and
"Dragon Seed," at Loew's State, headlined business here this week.
Estimated receipts for the week end:
"Goining
g- Aug.
My 23Way"
(Para.)
AMBASSADOR— (3,154) (40c-50c-60c) 7
4tn week. Gross: 24,800. (Averdays, $15,700)
age:
.
"liragon Seed" (M-G-M)
. LOEW'S STATE-(3,162) (40c-50c-60c-65c)

FOLLOWING
THAT

N.Y.

OUT-MI

MORGAN'S
"HAIL

Registers

Over

Estimated receipts for the week end"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
ing Aug. 21-23 :
"Oh, What a Nifiht" (Mono.)
ALADDIN— (1,400) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
moveover. Gross: $9,800. (Averasre"btep
$5,600). Lively" (RKO)
"ABROADW
Night AY
of Adventure"
(RKO)
— (1,040) (35c-45c74c) 7 days,
moveover. Gross: $5,460. (Average$3,900).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
DENHAM— (1,750) (35c-45c-70c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $14,500. (Averaee"The
res of(Univ.)
Mark Twain" (WB)
"AllergiAdventu
c to Love"
DENVER— (2,600) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days
Gross:
$18,000. 00
(Averag
e: $15,000). verage.
$9
,0
).
The Adventur
es of Mark
"Allergic
to Love" (Univ.) Twain" (WB)
ESQUIR
E—
(35c-45c74c) 7 days
Gross: $6,075. (740)
(Averag
e: $4,500).
"The Mask of Dimitrious" (WB)
"The Black Paraachute" (WB)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200) (35c-45d-74c) 7
dayf. Gross: $15,345. (Average: $9,300).
Wing and
"South
a Prayer"
of Dixie"
(Univ.)(2(}th-Fox)
Rl ALTO -(900) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days

First

Site in London, Ont.
Toronto, Aug. 24— Odeon Theatres
of Canada has acquired a site on Dundas St. in London, Ont., where it will
erect a 2,000-seat theatre when wartime construction restrictions are lifted.
Odeon also reported that Sam Fingold of Toronto, a company associate,
has purchased the 620-seat Elmwood
in London, marking Odeon's first acquisition inthat city. Famous Players
Canadian now operates seven theatres
in London.
Industry

NOTHING

60%

THE

SMASH

PARAMOUNT

RACLED

CREEK",

"MIRACLE

PRESTON

CONQUERING

RECEPTION

PREMIERE

STURGES9

HERO"

AT

OF

Leave and
It toa the
Irish"
Prayer
;;Wing
(Mono.)ox)
" (2Gth-F
MISSOU.RI-(3,51
4)
(40c-50c-60c)(Averag
7 days
e:
Gr°SS:
Gross:
900S) $11,000.Week' (Avera
$18
ge: $22'30°$9,900)
Dead End" (Film Classics)
'Pack Up Your Troubles"
ST. LOUIS—
Gross:
$7,5CO. (4,000)
(Average(45c-50c)
: $5,200). 7 days.
I Marine
(RKO)re" (RKO)
"A
NightRaiders"
of Adventu
Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
3„'3?'
«,FS?_(7?8)
7 days. Gross:
LOEW'S (Average:
ORPH(40c-5°o60c)
EUM-$18,700).
(4,000)
(45c-50c) 7
days. Gross: $7,200. (Average: $7,100')
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HIT
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DAYS!
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WITH

SENSA-

TIONAL BIG-AND SMALL-TOWN

DRAW.

Undecided

(V-Day'

Plans
Chicago, Aug. 24.— Circuits in this
territory, generally, have not as yet
given much thought to operation of
their theatres when 'V Day' arrives.
The subject has been discussed by
some executives, but no definite plans
reached. Balaban and Katz houses will
remain open, but it has not been
decided how the theatres will handle
the cheering throngs. Mayor Edward
Kelly has announced that bars will
remain closed until normal behavior
is resumed.
Irving Mack, head of Filmack
Trailers, reports that his company is
receiving orders almost daily for
trailers announcing the closing of theatres on V Day. Most of the orders
have come in from independent out-oftown exhibitors.
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Runs
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Modified
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In

by Appeal
1 Sustained

The appeal board of the American
Arbitration Association here, in two
decisions on appeals from clearance
complaint awards, modified an award
by the Boston arbitrator and affirmed
arbitrator's award, the
a Chicago
AAA
reported here yesterday.
In E. M. Loew's clearance complaint
against the five consenting companies,
the arbitrator's decision was modified
to give the Winchester Theatre, Winchester, Mass., operated by E. M.
Loew's, the following clearance conditions:The Granada and Strand theatres, Maiden, Mass., shall have _ a
maximum clearance over the Winchester of 14 days, and the Strand,
Woburn, Mass., and the University,
Cambridge, shall have seven days
clearance over the Winchester.
The award further stated that the
Capitol, Arlington, is not to have
clearance over the Winchester on any
pictures with respect to which the
Winchester is subject to clearance or
other restrictions in favor of the firstrun suburban theatres in Maiden, or
of the Strand, Woburn, or the Medford, Medford. And on any pictures
which are not subject to clearance or
other restrictions in favor of such
theatres in Maiden, Woburn or Medford, but which have played secondrun in Cambridge at the University,
the maximum clearance granted the
Capital, Arlington, Mass., shall be
one day. Warner pictures at the
Strand, Woburn, and Paramount
product at the Capitol, Arlington, are
excepted from the award, the appeal
board stated. Intervenors were Arli n g t o n Theatres, Massachusetts
Amusement, Middlesex Amusement
and University Theatres.

"She's a Soldier,
{Columbia)

All the actors give a good account of themselves, and Percy Kilbride
and Beulah Bondi give performances of particular distinction under
Castle's deft hand. Miss Bondi and Ida Moore are cast as elderly spinster sisters, Kilbride their brother. They live in an old Philadelphia
mansion, untouched and untroubled by the world outside the door. An
emergency maternity case is brought to the house by an excited girl taxi
driver, and after that things begin to happen. The mother dies, the
baby is left to the care of the spinsters and the girl taxi driver persuades
them to take boarders into their home to prevent it from being sold to
satisfy a mortgage. The elder sister, Miss Bondi, is outraged at the
change in her life, and it ies not without opposition that her sister and
brother persuade her that they have all three gained far more than
they have lost.
Melvin Levy wrote the screenplay from an original by Hal Smith. The
cast, which is excellent, includes Nina Foch, Lloyd Bridges, Jess Barker,
Erik Rolf, Jeanne Bates, Shelley Winter, and Marilyn Johnson.

Running time, 67 minutes. "G."*

and

Week

Too

Hollyzvood, Aug. 24
Castle deWilliam
PRODUCER Wallace MacDonald and director
serve a hand for this pleasant picture, which might so easily have
the bounds of
lapsed into
ty. sentimentality, and yet remains. always within
sensibili

Moonlight
(Universal)

Average

Thalia Bell

Cactus

Hollywood, Aug. 24
SAILORS astray on a cattle-ranch is the subject of this pleasant little
musical which presents the Andrews Sisters and Leo Carrillo. It is
" and the
chockful of catchy songs, among them the familiar "Wahoo
"Handclapping Song." The Andrews Sisters also sing, with effect,
"Down in the Valley," and a novelty number titled "Send Me a Man,

The screenplay, by Eugene Conrad and Paul Gerard Smith, concerns
young ranch owner who, returning from a stint in the merchant marine,
a Amen."
finds that his foreman and his cowhands have been replaced by women.
Outraged at first to find so much femininity scattered over his cactuscovered acres, he changes his tune when he discovers what a swell job
the girls are doing. Of course, no Western story is complete without
a cattle-rustler, and Carrillo takes the part in this one. In the end he
sees the error of his ways and returns the cattle so that the ranch-owner
personable Tom Seidel, can wed Elyse Knox, who plays the foreman,
and all is as merry as a marriage-bell.
Frank Gross is credited as associated producer, and Eddie Cline directed. Others in the cast include Shemp Howard, Eddie Quillan, Murray Alper, Rom Kennedy, Frank Lackteen and Minerva Urecal.
Release date, Sept. 9.
Running time, 60 min. "G."*
T. B.

Gary Complaint Dismissed
In the second appeal award, _ the
board sustained the Chicago arbitrator's decision in dismissing a clearance complaint by the Gary Theatre
Corp., operating the Palace Theatre,
Gary, Ind., as filed against RKO and
20th Century-Fox. This complaint,
the second filed by Gary, asked that
clearance granted by RKO and 20th
Century-Fox to the Chicago, Tivoli
and Southtown, Chicago, operated by
Balaban and Katz, and the Avalon
and Capitol, Chicago, operated by
Federal Theatres, be abolished as "ar"Land of the Outlaws''
,
, A
unreasonable"
bitrary,onexcessive
that no (Monogram)
grounds
theand
as to area
Hollyzvood,
Aug. 24
competition existed between the Paltheafire
revolverChicago
and
five
fights
the
THOSE who like their Westerns full of fist
tres. ace in Gary and
aymond
Brown-R
Mack
Johnny
this
in
will be somewhat disappointed
The appeal board also ruled that Hatton vehicle. True, there is a mine-explosion near the end, but it is
prove
to
the complainant had failed
fans. The story is presented in a straightthat there was "no competition be- not likely to satisfy action
Lambert Hillyer's direction, but the incidents
manner under
forward
tween the theatres in question and used for its
unfoldment lack vigor.
that the clearance was unreasonable
as to area," and therefore upheld the
Joseph O'Donnell, who wrote both screenplay and original story, tells
arbitrator's dismissal of the complaint., of a saloon-keeper who plots to obtain a valuable mine for one-tenth
Intervenors were Federal Theatres
of its value. By devious means he almost manages to convince the owner
Warners and Balaban and Katz.
that the mine is worthless, but fortunately two United States marshals,
in the persons of Nevada and Sandy, arrive on the scene in the nick
RCA Renews Fox Deal
of time. Not without danger to themselves, they expose the villain's
RCA Service Co. has signed con- schemes, and he is brought to book.
tract renewals for sound service with
The production was under the supervision of Charles J. Bigelow, and
more than 300 theatres in the Fox
the cast are Stephen Keyes, Nan Holliday, Hugh Prosser
among
West Coast groups. Territories covSteve Clark, and Art Fowler.
ered by the agreements, which are Charles King, John Merton,
Release date, Sept. 16. T. B.
now going into the ninth consecutive
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."*
year, are: Wisconsin, Rocky Mountain, West coast and Pacific Northwest.
*"G" denotes general classification.

Milwaukee, Aug. 24. — "The Story
"Mr. Skeff ington,"
Wassell,"
of
"TheDr.Falcon
in Mexico," with Stan
Kenton's Band, and others, all did
average business.
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
"Take It Big" (Para.)
C00).
WISCONSIN— (3,200) (40c-60c-80c) / days,
2nd week. Gross: $11,200. (Average: $14,-

"Mr.
Winkle
Goes to War"
"Address
Unknown"
(Col.) (Col.)
1st 1
c) 7 days,
2,400)
PALACEr-(
$11,500).
(Average:
$12,650.(40c-60c-80
Gross:
week
"Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
STRAND—(1,400) (40c-60c-80c) 7 days, i
3rd week. Gross:
"Stagecoach"
(UA) $4,950. (Average: $4,500)..]
"Trade Winds" (UA)
ALHAMBRA— (1.900) (50c-72c) 7 days. I
$10,000).
$10,000. "(Average:
Gross: Skeffington
"Mr.
(WB)
"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
WARNER — (2,400) (50c-72c) 7 days, 4th
week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $14,000),
"The Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
Stan
Kenton and'(2,700)
Band (65c-85c) 7 days, 1st
RIVERSIDE—
week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $15,000).

'Wassell's'

$13,000

.)

High in Montreal
Montreal, Aug. 24.— Receipts here
are back to normal after a series of
Wassell," a't
s. "Dr.
local setback
to gross approxiis expected
Loew's,
mately $13,000 in its first week, while
"The Mask of Dimitrios" at the Capitol, heavier side of a double bill, will
take about $8,500.
Estimated receipts for the week
issue) mk
ending Aug. 24:
(French reuse"
Dangere
Femme
"Une
"They Drive By Night" (WB)
ORPHEUM— (1,100) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $5,000).
" (Para.)7 daysj
'The Story of Dr. Wassell
LOEW'S— (2,900) (35c-53c-67c) 7 days.
$11,500).
e:
(Averag
Gross: $13,000.
'The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
(30c-45c-63c)
L— (2,700)
CAPITO
(Average: $8,000).
"Nine
$8,500. (Col.)
Gross: Girls"
"Jam Session" (Col.)
7 days.
c-47c)
(27c-34
(2.000)
ESS—
PRINC
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $5,500).
"Once Upon a Time" (Col.)
PALACE— (2.700) (30c-45c-62) 7
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $10,000).
days.

of
Head
Harrington
N, Y. Projectionists
Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. 24.— The New
York State Projectionists Association,
d Dennis Harmeeting here, has electe
rington, Saratoga Springs, president;
Earl Turtle, Binghamton, Melvin
Denny, Syracuse, and John Short,
Corning, vice-presidents ; Charles F.
easurer;
Wheeler, Geneva, secretary-tr
William Stevens, lamestown, Glenn
Humphry, Utica, Eddie Stewart, New
York, Paul Shay, Elmira, and Ralph
town, legislative comHayes, Water
mittee; Richard Hayes, Westchester
County, William Axton, Glenn Falls,
Bernard Willoughby, Amsterdam,
Herman Gelber, New York, and Wilra Falls, execuColguhaen,; Niaga
liamcommitte
Harry Sherman, New
tive
York, State Federation of Labor
delegate ; and Francis E. Lerham,
Geneva, sergeant-at-arms.

Ralph Hawkins Dies
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Aug. 24.—,
Ralph S. Hawkins, 73, former head of
the motion picture department of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York, died here recently. Surviving
are a daughter and two sisters. i
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(.Continued from page 1)
Dr. Alexander Galperson to
New York. (Gain, Galperson
and Sears arrived in New
York from London on Tuesday).
Rank also disclosed that Ronald
Neame, who photographed such British productions as "In Which We
| Serve," "One of Our Aircraft Is Missj ing" and "Major Barbara," will short■ ly leave for the United States to inj spect studio equipment and production
in Hollywood on Rank's
organization
'| orders.
This is viewed as being indica| tive of Rank's determination to start
: top-scale production, using Hollywood
I standards immediately in the post-war.
I Rank said that the chief defect of Brit1 ish pictures was due to the type of
production equipment available hither; to and that he is determined to remedy
this situation, sparing no expense in the
effort.
Gain in New York yesterday reiter| ated the continued possibility of reachj ing an agreement with UA, as stated
J in Motion Picture Daily Aug. 23,
I when it was also disclosed that he and
I Dr. Galperson are here to continue
their search for "the most advantage1 ous
agreement" for the 10
Rankdistribution
films.
It appears that Sears and Rank dis| cussed the overall aspects of a distrii bution arrangement, but reached an
1 understanding only on the basic nature
; of the conditions of a deal. While in
London Sears is understood to have
I deferred seeking the reaction of UA
i executives to a possible deal until his
: return to the United States and that
he and Rank merely reached an under| standing and not a provisional deal.
Sears is understood to have conferred yesterday with Edward C. Raftery, president, and other UA execu; tives on the deal. Another unknown
. factor, it appears, is the possible reaci tion of the UA board of directors to
the distribution of the British product
I here.
| In discussions beween Rank and
I Spyros Skouras, president of 20th Cenj tury-Fox, earlier this year, it is unj derstood that 20th-Fox agreed to provide physical distribution facilities for
j Rank's films should he decide to dis| tribute them through his Eagle-Lion
Films here, but in that case Eaglei Lion would have to provide necessary
I sales personnel and other manpower
needed. It is not considered likely that
this will be attempted at present.

Davis
Good

Sees
British

Canada
Outlet

Canadian exhibitors and the Canadian
people look favorably upon British
I films, John H. Davis, joint managing
j director of British Odeon Theatres, de| clared here yesterday after a six-week
survey of the Canadian film market
for J. Arthur Rank.
Davis plans to
return to London in a few days to
report to Rank on the possibilities of

Fraud

Picture
in

Charged

Pittsburgh, Aug. 24. — Distributor
defendants in the monopoly suit filed
in Federal District Court here June
15 by 24 Pittsburgh and Allegheny
County independent exhibitors have
entered a counterclaim that the plaintiffs have misrepresented their gross
receipts, thus causing the distributors
a loss which, though incalculable because of the percentage payment basis,
runs into thousands of dollars. They
demand a complete audit of all books
of the exhibitors and payment of damages* and costs.
The plaintiffs claim the distributors
tried to enlarge their holdings and
gain further control over independent
theatres without running counter to
decree regulations forbidding burdensome and unfair restrictions. They
obtained, it is stated, a three-year
postponement
the Government's
right to demandof divestment
of their
theatre holdings on the condition,
among others, that such holdings be
not expanded. Expansion was accomplished, however, it is claimed, by increasing the number of pictures independent theatres were required to
show, thus increasing the fees, and
then, where the exhibitors failed to
comply, withdrawing first-run privileges. Thus, the plaintiffs charge,
the defendants have gained further
control without cost or responsibility
to themselves. Voiding of all license
agreements whereby distributors have
control over length of runs is demanded.

11

daily
Video,

Reemployment Plan
For Studio Guilds

With

Radio

Back

Germany

Hollywood, Aug. 24. — The
Council of Hollywood Guilds
and Unions, claiming a membership of 22,000, is planning
for the reemployment of returned service men and women with an eye toward television, it was reported here
today. Also under way are
plans for the establishment
of an international bureau
designed to facilitate the exchange of trained technicians
with foreign countries in the

Out

Washington, Aug. 24. — The defeat of Germany will be the signal
for revival of the civilian radio and
television industry, War Production
Board officials here declared. Throughout the remainder of this year, however, the radio-radar production
program must continue upward to meet
military requirements only, and it was
pointed out that radio was excluded
from the list of civilian products
which manufacturers may produce as
materials and manpower become availThe Council will erect its
able, under the recent WPB "reconpostwar.
version" order.
However, it was said, cutbacks of
own buildings here when wartime restrictions are lifted.
military contracts after the collapse of
Germany may yield a sufficient supply
of raw materials to enable civilian
radio and television production without
Mutual
Web
Heads
quota restrictions, since the amounts of
steel, copper and other raw materials
Set Chicago Meet
needed by that industry are comparatively small.
Mutual Broadcasting's Board of diRepresentatives of the industry will
rectors, shareholders and executive
committee will hold their third meet- be called in by the OPA next month.
ing of the year at the Drake Hotel in
Chicago beginning today. The of- 'The Outlaw' Out
ficials will remain in Chicago to attend
the National Association of Broad- For Duration
casters convention which opens there
Hollywood, Aug. 24. — Howard
next Monday.
Hughes and hi-s picture "The Outlaw," suddenly figured in the news
The MBS executive committee includes: W. E. Macfarlane, WGN, his
late today,
whenofthenotproducer
declared
intention
exhibiting
the "
Chicago, chairman ; H. K. Carpenter, film, which has played only in San
WHK, Cleveland ; Miller McClintock, Francisco, until after the war. He
attributed the reason to the fact he
MBS president; John Shepard III,
Fees Not Paid in Full
was "too busy on war production to
Yankee Network, Boston, and Lewis iron out his differences with the Hays
With regard to license fees, the de- Allen Weiss, Don Lee, Hollywood.
fendants claim the exhibitors had aloffice over the picture."
ways agreed to pay them but frequently have not paid them in full.
The plaintiffs are : Morris Roth,
Esther F. Roth, the Brushton Theatre
Corp., the Buena Vista Amusement
FAMOUS
Co., C. F. Herman Bart, Ralph L.
Norman, Jack Mervis, David Barnholtz, H. Einkel of the Carson AmuseKNOCKOUT
ment Co., Sharpsburg Theatre Enterprises, William J. and Harry M.
Walker of the Crafton Theatre Co.,
CHAMPS!
Harry Rachille of the Chateau
No. 5
Amusement Co., Associated Theatres,
the Paramount Theatre of Braddock,
Hazlewood Theatres, Regent Square
TOM
SHARKEY
Theatres, the Sheridan Theatre, Bessie Fineman, Peter Antonopolos, and
the Rochester Amusement Co. The
defendants are Paramount, Loew's,
20th Century-Fox, Vitagraph, RKO
Radio, Universal, Columbia and
United Artists.
expansion
of Rank distribution in Canada.
Davis said British pictures are now
getting good playing time in Canada
and
several ofthere.
Rank's While
films areingetting
distribution
New

WATCH!

York, he is discussing distribution
problems with 20th Century-Fox, Paramount and Universal, who supply
most of the product for British Odeon
Theatres.
Davis is also a director of Rank's
Manorfield Investment Trust, which
handles all of Rank's interests in the
film industry. Other directors are Rank
and Mrs. Rank, G. I. Woodham-Smith
and Leslie Farrow.
Although Davis is associated with
Rank's exhibition interests, his sixweek Canadian trip which took him
from Montreal to Vancouver, was to
study distribution.

KNOCKOUT

LEO'S NEW
M's
andMG
REATEST

GROUP

i
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Industry

(Continued from paije 1)
disclosed here in years does not reveal
to what extent the business has been
hit by the heavy bombings of recent
weeks.
Attendance in German theatres has
skyrocketed from an average of 41,000,000 admissions a year before the
war to 830,000,000 yearly at present.
As a result, in some cities only soldiers
and war workers are permitted to attickets are
"other places
tend, andinin advance,
.
it is understood
sold well
Production is centered in the UFA,
Bavaria, Tobis, Wienfilm and Pragfilm companies. All productions must
be approved by the German Film
Bureau of the Propaganda Ministry
before shooting can start, and the finished film passed before it can be
released. Films are dubbed in all languages of occupied Europe and distributed to all occupied territories.
Limitations of Actors
Because of the acute manpower
shortage, producers are only permitted
to use a maximum of 12 actors in each
scene, eliminating all mass scenes.
Sets are limited to cardboard and to
set measurements. The use of metal
and wood is prohibited. No new costumes may be made but producers get
around this restriction by obtaining
new costumes in the black market.
Restrictions also limit shooting of
scenes to two 'takes' ; a shortage of
silver for emulsions makes for a film
scarcity. Agfa is the sole producer of
film with plants in Berlin and Vienna ;
its Frankfurt plant has been destroyed
film equipby bombing. All surplus
ment is understood to be stored in a
bomb-pr#of storage in Berlin.
The ' German industry is already
adapting itself to post-war markets
by making escapist films which it
hopes to be able to distribute, it was
said.
Such prewar players as Emil Jannings, Markika Rokk, Willy Fritsch,
Willy Forst, Paula Wessely are still
working in the industry.

Stars
"Cry of the Werewolf"
(Columbia)
HORROR film fans will find much satisfaction in the weird characters
and events in this Columbia chiller. Exploitation possibilities
appear at every turn in the strange actions of Gypsy spiritualists who
tur ninto 'werewolves' at the slightest provocation to feast on human
blood according to the Continental legend. Though containing small
measure of credulity the fantastic tale is presented smoothly in absorbing and exciting fashion.
When Fritz Leiber, museum curator, is about to expose the secrets
of the Troiga Gypsies, led by Nina Foch, he is murdered, apparently
by a wolf. His son, Stephen Crane, aided by Osa Massen, in piecing
together charred bits of his father's notes, becomes suspicious of the
Gypsies. Miss Foch, jealous of Miss Massen and bitter over the twisted
life the werewolf legend forces her to lead, hypnotizes Miss Massen and
makes her a member of the clan. When the police are finally called to
the museum they find the wolf attacking Crane. The animal is shot and
as it lies dying it assumes the form of Miss Boch. With the death of the
wolf-princess, Miss Massen is freed from the spell.
The screenplay
maintains interest
Feldman, handled
includes Blanche

and Charles O'Neal, from Jay's story,
by Griffin Jay
throughout. Director Henry Levin, assisted by Milton
the script with competence. Adequate supporting cast
Yurka, Barton MacLane and Ivan Triesault.

17.
Running time, 63 mins. "G"* Release date, Aug.Helen

No.

1

in

Poll

(Continued from page 1)
independents including Lena Home \
in place of Greenstreet. Jennifer j

Jones, whose performance in "The
Song of Bernadette" won an Acad- a
emy award, was entitled, by virtue of ii
the balloting, to fourth position, buttl
her name has been eliminated in vievll
of the general recognition of her j
higher status.
That
Hollywood
will again be
quick to respond to the exhibitor pref- ]
erences is indicated by the producers'
promotion to stardom of the No. lij
poll winners in each of the past three I
years, William Bendix, Van Heflin
and Laraine Day, as well as otherswho
for thegave
top them
rung. strong competitionThe election of seven men and:
three women this year, compared with ;
six men and four women in 1943, is-'
seen as reflecting the need for morerl
male stars to take the places of those;
serving in the Armed Forces.

Nation's Critics' Poll
The nation's critics, polled separately on their choices for "Stars of To-jj
morrow," agreed with five out of ten
of the exhibitors' selections.
Fitz- \
"Block Busters"
(Monogram)
gerald,
sixth on the
showmen's
and
prominently
mentioned
for list]
an
Academy
award
by
virtue
of
his
work]
already established for the "East
CLOSELY following production lines"Block
Busters" .is an entertaining in "Going My Way," was the review- \
Side Kids" vehicles, Monogram's
ers' first choice, with Miss Allyson
film with comedy, action and drama present in about equal portions.
not far behind. Greenstreet, Dentine
with
however,
Houston Branch's rather stock story is well seasoned,
and Miss De Haven also met with the
good dialogue, augmenting general production considerably. Leo Gorcey, critics' approval. Included in the top)
Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell and Billy Benedict play the rough, tough kids bracket by the critics, though not by
with customary abandon— and apparent enjoyment. Supporting them the exhibitors, were Dianna Lynn,
are Minerva Urecal, Fred Pressel and Bill Chaney.
William Eythe, Lon McAllister, Gregory Peck and John Hodiak. Tufts
giandson,
her
and
Urecal
Miss
wealthy
the
Gorcey's 'gang' objects to
missed
out by one vote.
try
to
od
neighborho
Pressel, a French boy, who have moved into the
to make an American out of Pressel. Gorcey stages a block fight to
In Robert
11th place
on the
exhibitors'
was
Ryan,
followed,
in list
the
Lkes
Urecal
Miss
work.
doesn't
it
order
named,
by
Bonita
Granville,
but
—
away
newcomers
frighten the
them.
in
block fights and would like them better if her grandson were
Dennis O'Keefe, Lena Horne, MarEnsuing events are highly amusing as the process of Americanizing
ilyn Maxwell, Susanna Foster, McPressel manifests itself into a knock-down-drag-out affair with the unAllister, Michael O'Shea and Virknowing Frenchman usually on the bottom. In the end he comes through
ginia O'Brien (tied), Alan Marshall
their
keeping
and
and Dinah Shore (tied), Jinx Fal-|
victorious, batting out a home run for the Gorcey boys,
kenberg, Cass Daley, Hodiak and
neighborhood championship.
Keenan Wynn and Peggy Ryan (in a.
Dealers' Meeting Oct. 20
Director Wallace Fox handled Branch's screenplay capably. Sam three-way tie), Miss Lynn, Betty
Camden, Aug. 24— Among mem- Katzman and Jack Dietz produced.
Field, and Ann Miller.
bers of RCA's theatre equipment secAlthough not rating mention in the
H .M .
Running time, 60 mins. "G."* Release date, Sept. 16.
tion who will attend the annual meetcombined
vote, Marguerite Chapman
ing of the Theatre Equipment Dealers Protective Association, to be held
sec-q
circuittheexhibitors'
appears
independents
list,thewhile
ondary on
Oct. 20-22 at the Hotel Bismarck, Chiwere alone in including Gloria Jean,
cago, are Jack O'Brien, assistant sales
Ella Raines and Belita.
manager ; Homer B. Snook, sales
"
office
coach
home
Stage
Auger,
Ed
ra
and
"Sono
manager,
(Monogram)
special representative.
Garrard to Ottawa
from start to finish with both gun and flying-fist fightToronto, Aug. 24. — Lt. Com. John!
CRAMMED
Garrard
of the Royal Canadian Navy
3-Day Chicago Holiday
Western
for
natural
a
is
ch"
Stagecoa
"Sonora
ing, Monogram's
Chicago, Aug. 24.— Film Row here fans. Director-producer Robert Tansey sends the Trailblazers, Hoot former manager of the Atlas Theatre;
will have a three-day holiday over the Gibson, Bob Steele and Chief Thundercloud, through their paces in fine Victoria, B. C, has been named to the
Labor Day week-end. All exchanges
Naval Headquarters Staff at Ottawa,
much action in practically every sequence.
will have only skeleton crews of one style, creating
following a year of combat duty.
"Rocky" Camron is "framed" by crooked bankers in a crime which he
or two employees Sept. 2 to handle
but Charles
Flying Officer Doug Quirt, formeremergency calls. Offices of theater didn't commit. He is due back in Sonora to stand trial,
ly of the Capitol Theatre at Peter-a
ever
his
prevent
to
seeks
circuits, equipment houses and related King, stooge for the thieving bank executives,
Ont, has recovered from
boro,
business establishments will also be
on
ankles susguilt
the
throw
rightly
will
broken back and broken
fearing Camron's testimony
g-ettin'g there,
closed.
tained in a crash which occurred
him and his bank-robbing pals. The Trailblazers pick up Camron 100
miles from the town and whisk him over backwoods trails to Sonora when his ship was returning from aj
raid over enemy territory.
Crescent Gets New Site
with the help of young and pretty Betty Miles, whose devotion to Rocky
captured
ultimately
Morpistown, Tenn., Aug. 24. — is not confined to business. The real culprits are
DuMont Gets Degree
Crescent Amusement Co. has pur- and Camron is freed.
chased two buildings on West Main
Passaic, N. J., Aug. 24.— Allen B
St. here, now occupied by the Ritz
The screenplay by Frances Kavanaugh was adapted from Robert Empresident of Allen B. Du
Theatre and a local store. Plans are mett's original story.
The supporting cast includes Glen Strange, Du Mont,
Laboratories here, has been
Mont
others.
and
now underway for the construction of George Eldridge, Hairy Hall
awarded the honorary degree of Doca new theatre on the site. Crescent
. H. M.
Running time, 60 mins. "G."
tor of Engineering from Rensselaer
also operates the Ritz and the PrinPolytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y., ol
cess, here, the only theatres in town.
G" denotes general classification.
which he is a graduate, class of 1924/,
McNamara
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Violations
Labor

Child

Attacked

Law
■New

of

York

Theatres'

State Probes
Laxity

Representatives of Edward CorState industrial
York
si, New
were in
|commissioner, yesterday
York
New
of
survey
a
of
fthe midst
City theatres looking for illegal employment of children, and it is indicated that the violations are "considerable," according to a state labor
■ department spokesman here. Theatres
in New York will be in[elsewhere
ated also.
fvestig
Corsi spokesmen report that
the illegal employment of 9,000
children, hundreds in theatres,
was ended in the last four
months
as the result of a
state-wide drive on child labor
violators.
The
State Labor
Department, it was said, is
stopping the employment of
i about 2,000 children each month.
I On the basis of incomplete findings,
j theatres' (Continued
infringements
of 3)the child
on page
20th

Will

Produce
Schenck

In England:

Hollywood, Aug. 27. — Twentieth
Century-Fox will produce in England
in a limited way during the war and
expects to expand activities there in
the post-war period, Joseph M.
Schenck, executive head of production,
told Motion Picture Daily at the
weekend.
First will be "Moss Rose," which
Howard Hawks will produce and
direct at Denham Studios with February as a starting date. A second is
being sought and, when lined up, will
(Continued on page 6)
McKay
In

Files

S chine

Answer

Suit

Buffalo, Aug. 27.— Willard S. McKay, chief counsel for the Schine circuit, at the weekend filed a 30-page
answer to the Government's request
for admission of facts in connection
with the anti-trust trial, scheduled to
resume here Sept. 26.
McKay declared in the answer's
opening paragraph that all facts ad(Continued on page 6) m

YORK,

Carolina

Polio

Receipts

50-60%

U.S.A., MONDAY,

Cuts

Aug. 27.— ExCharlotte,
hibitors of western North
Carolina, where a polio epidemic has raged since midJune, report business off as
much as 50 to 60 per cent in
both child and adult attendance, Mrs. Pauline Griffith,
secretary to the North and
South Carolina Theatre
Owners' Association, disclosed here at the weekend.
Some health departments
have banned theatre attendance of children under 13,
while in many communities
the ceiling was placed at 15.
North Carolina has passed
the 500-mark in the number
of cases this Summer.
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WPB
Rule
Houses

Washington, Aug. 27. — Single Withdraws Authority
selling of features under any new From Field Offices
consent decree, rather than offering
them in small blocks, as at present,
Washington, Aug. 27. — The
may not constitute a violation of the War
Production Board at the
anti-trust act prohibition against in- weekend withdrew from its field
tercompany agreements, Department
of Justice officials indicated here at offices all authority to approve theatre construction or theatre rethe weekend in commenting on reports
that the distributors might resort to
building projects, effective immediately, and ordered that all applisuch a policy if
Government's
recommendation
for the
a modified
decree
cations for authority to build or
becomes effective.
rebuild be referred to Washington
Abram F. Myers, Allied general for handling.
counsel, had earlier contended that any
The board's action was a
concert of action on this point would
reversal of a plan introduced
constitute an agreement in restraint of
only a few weeks ago, at the
trade, but Department officials now
instance of the Office of
stated
legality
would
depend
upon
of PRC's
Civilian Requirements, to per20
how any such plan was put into op40
Are
Set
mit WPB field offices to haneration. They refused to pass on the
dle theatre applications inreported belief that single selling
volving up to $100,000, with
would be mandatory under the amendonly projects in excess of that
ed decree which the Government seeks
PRC has 50 per cent of its 1944amount to come to Washing45 production, 20 out of 40 features, but said that if any film executives
ton.
now completed or in work, according or lawyers had doubt on how the
to a weekend announcement here by proposed modification would work,
Officials explained that the change
(Continued on page 3)
Leo J. McCarthy, general sales man- they could come to Washington at any
time and "talk it over."
ager.
The company's new season's proSo far, it was said at the Depart- Universal
Sets Up
gram got under way on Aug. 15 with
ment, no exhibitor had registered any
opinion
as
to
the
effect
upon
theatre
the release of "Dixie Jamboree," starring Frances Langford and Guy owners of the changes* in selling
Kibbee, and the following are all com- methods which would be required un- International Corp.
(Continucd on page 3)
der the modified decree.
Formation of Universal International Films, Inc., as a subsidiary of
Universal Pictures was announced at
Low-Income
Runs
Hold
to
the weekend, making three foreign
film holding companies, establishment
of which, following the pattern set
by Loew's International Corp., was
Serials,
Fade
Elsewhere
forecast by Motion Picture Daily
last July 20.
Substantial tax savings are said to
Chicago, Aug. 27. — Operators of
courage too muchHarper
"kid" says
tradethat
Saturday afternoons.
too be possible under the foreign holding
neighborhood theatres in this area reveal that serials are still popular in many children on Saturdays discour- company (Continued
on page as6) corporaplan, inasmuch
modern income localities, but have
age adult patronage, an unprofitable
lost favor among adults and young- situation for the theatre. Both adults
sters with first-run theatre money in and children in Harper's neighborhood follow serials.
their pockets.
Much
in favor of serials are such
Emil Stern, vice-president of Essaness Theatres, points out that improved circuit officials as A. J. Piatt, Balaban
ff ligns 4U'
Rea
conditions have turned away many of and Katz neighborhood theatre execu- Fie
eph Sta
Josld
tive, and Jack Rose, president of Inthe regular
"kid"
to "A"
houses
both in
the customers
neighborhoods
and
diana-Illinois Theatres, who state that
Re-alignment of Universal's terriin the Loop area. The circuit con- there will always be room for the
torial publicity-advertising organizatinues to use serials only in its low chapter-play in their so-called "action
tion was announced over the weekincome neighborhood houses, where
picture" and
house,
end by John Joseph, national director
business
adultscatering
favoring to
that "kid"
type
patrons are still shopping.
of "U.'s" publicity and advertising.
Samuel Harper, operator of the Irv- of picture. The Indiana-Illinois cirBen Katz, who has for some months
cuit starts its serials at the beginning
ing and Jeff theatres, says that serials
been assigned to the Coast studio, will
of
the
school
year,
and
to
add
interest
go well in his houses, located in lowto Chicago to assume
income neighborhoods, and he plays to the initial chapter, provides special be transferred
(Continued on page 6)
prizes
for
children
in
the
audience.
them Tuesdays and Wednesdays to dis-
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Tradewise
By

Mention
T CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman
»J . of Universale board of directors,
from the company's Coast
will return
studios
in about 10 days.
•
Edward C. Cahill, David J. Finn,
Barton Kreutzer, Homer B. Snook,
O. V. Swisher, A. G. Petrasek, H.
J. Benham and Edward Stanko,
RCA sound and service executives,
have returned to the Camden home oflis plant.
fice from RCA's Indianapo
•

M. A. Lightman, president of Malco Theatres, Memphis, has been in
New York participating in a national
championship bridge tournament,
which will also take him to Chicago
before he returns to Memphis.
•
Pinckney Reed, RCA service field
engineer, has returned from a year's
assignment in Brazil, and James L.
Cost has returned to Dallas from a
two-year RCA assignment in the
Canal Zone.
•
John Grierson, head of the National Film Board of Canada, has returned to Ottawa after spending^ a
few days in New York upon returning
from London.
•
Henry Ginsberg, in charge of
Paramount production, accompanied
by William Meiklejohn, studio
casting director, left for Hollywood
Saturday.
•
James Winn, United Artists New
England district manager, is here
from Boston to attend a home office
conference.
•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO sales
promotion manager, will return to his
desk
today following a two weeks'
vacation.
•
John Le Roy Johnston, director
of advertising-publicity for International Pictures, left here at the weekend for the Coast.
•
W. C. Michel, 20th Century-Fox
executive vice-president, left Friday
for a week's vacation at his Connecticut country place.
•
Frank R. Rogers of Florida State
Theatres, has returned to Jacksonville from New York.
•
Gerald Keyser, Warners' foreign
publicity director, will return to his
desk today from a two-week vacation.
•
Howard Estabrook, RKO director, arrived in New York from Hollywood on Saturday.
•
Norman Elson, vice-president of
Trans-Lux Theatres, will leave for
Boston today.
•

adoption by the
D
WOUL
Federal court of the Department of Justice's anti-block
booking provision, contained in
the government's new proposals
for an amended industry consent decree, result in single picture selling?
The Department, or at least
an anonymous spokesman for it,
has been reported as saying it
would not and that single picture
selling, or buying, is not its objective. Decree company officials, on the other hand, say that
that will be the result of the Department's proposal, regardless.
The Department's anti-block
reads : "No
booking
distributorproposal
defendant shall condition the licensing of one feature or group of features upon
the licensing of another feature
of features."
groupwould
or That
appear to bear out
the
contention
were itDepartment's
not for an interpretative
elaboration of that proposal contained in a statement issued by
Attorney General Francis Biddie simultaneously "with the filing in New York Federal District court of the Department's
proposed decree amendments on
Aug. 7. Biddle's statement said
in effect that the Department believes that recent Supreme Court
decisions "have made it clear
that the forcing of feature licenses bythe tieing of one copyright to another is unlawful."
Regardless of what the Department intends by its antiblock booking proposal, the only
meaning that Biddle's statement
can have for the layman, and
certainly for the distribution
companies concerned, is that the
licensing of one copyrighted motion picture cannot be linked to
the licensing of any other motion picture. That means that
every licensing agreement must
be a separate transaction and
for a single picture.

Any discussion of the Department's meaning or intent with
respect to this proposal is academic so long as the Department
stands behind the Biddle statement because, for just that long,
no decree distributor would be
likely to risk the penalties of
contempt by the licensing of
pictures in groups. It is implicit
in the Biddle statement that to
so sell would be to court either
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tempt or a new suit for violation
of the anti-trust laws.
Clearly, if the Department
does not want decree distributors to sell pictures singly, as its
nameless spokesman has been
reported as saying unofficially,
then the Department should
have no hesitancy in retracting
and correcting the Biddle statement which, on its face, contrathe Department's off-therecord dictsspokesman.
Distributors learned when
their months of earnest effort to
improve trade practices were
dissipated overnight by the Department's refusal to approve
the Umpi trade practice proposals that the Department is
more concerned with the letter
of the law than with its spirit,
insofar as this industry is concerned. In view of that experience, it is certain that no legal
adviser to a decree company
would counsel it to sell more
than one picture at a time while
the Biddle statement stands.
•

Coast
Flashes
Hollywood, Aug. 27

DEL GOODMAN has resumed his
post as Paramount district manager in Los Angeles, following completion of a special assignment for
Paramount International Films in '
South Africa. Goodman left here in
January.
Jack L. Warner, executive producer for Warners, has assigned Eleanor
Parker and Robert Hutton to the
leads in "Rendezvous," based on the
exploits of Major Gus Raymond.
Shooting will start on completion of*
Miss Parker's work in "Of Human
Bondage." Delmer Daves will direct,
with Jerry Wald producing.
Shirley Temple has left for New
York, where she will participate in
Red Cross and war bond rallies, visit
Army camps and hospitals and appear
Tuesday.
in USO shows. She is due there

Irving Pichel was signed to direct
"Colonel Effingham's Raid," Lamar
Trotti's first as producer for 20th-Fox.

If the Department is sincere
in its unofficial assertion that it
does not wish to force the sell-

M-G-M bought "History of Rome,"
Heang's best selling novel.

pictures
of has
ing (or buying)
dividually, then it
but into
retract the Biddle statement and

20th-Fox lifted options on Gregory
Peck and Clifton Webb.

stipulate unequivocally in its decree proposal that nothing in
that provision is to be construed
as prohibiting a distributor
from licensing more than one
picture at a time.
That much, clearly, is up to
the Department -if its intent as
to single picture selling really is
what its unnamed spokesman asserts itto be. It is the distributors who will be selling the pictures, not the Department. And
it will be the distributors, not
the Department, from whom
the penalty will be exacted
should their method of selling,
even though adopted in good
faith on the basis of the Department's unofficially indicated
attitude and with the exhibitors'
wishes in mind, be found at
some later accounting to have
departed in some particular from
the letter of an ambiguously
worded or liberally interpreted
decree provision.•
As it now stands, the best that
can
be said
Department's
proposal
is for
that the
it would
permit
the exhibitor to negotiate for
"one feature or a group of features." But in the light of the
Biddle statement that one copy-

Dore Senary, Vanguard producer,
entrained yesterday for New York.
Rodger s to Coast to
View New
Product
M-G-M field managers' conferences
with home office executives will be
suspended for three weeks beginning
Labor Day while William F. Rodgers,
vice-president and sales manager, is at
the Coast studios viewing new season
product.
D. C. Kennedy, Des Moines manager, and H. A. Friedel, Denver chief,
formerly scheduled to arrive in New
York Sept. 11, and J. F. Willingham
and C. J. Briant of the St. Louis and
New Orleans branches respectively,
due Sept. 18, will arrive at a later
date not yet set. Rodgers will leave
here shortly after Labor Day.
right cannot be tied to another,
the exhibitor would have to negotiate for pictures individually
before he could assemble a
"group." As all in the trade
know, that kind of film buying

excostly to both
to andbedistributor
is going hibitor
both in
time and money and entirely
Joseph O'Brien, Universal Newsreel editor, is home recuperating from
apart from its consequences to
a recent illness.
a government action for conproduction planning.
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(Continued from page 1)
labor laws are said to involve ushers,
ticket takers and porters, many of
whom allegedly have been employed
without first obtaining necessary juvenile working papers. Other violations,
it is claimed, consist of keeping minors
on duty a prohibitive number of hours
daily and requiring them to run elevators, which is forbidden under the statutes.
The survey, undertaken on both a
city-wide and state-wide scale, is expected to be completed by the middle
of next week, after which it will be
made the basis for an intensive drive
to correct the condition. Looming yesterday as a likely method of future
action was the formation of an exhibitors' committee to foster sentiment
against violations and to acquaint all
employers with the requirements of the
law and the reasons for them.
5,583 Violations in 3 Months
In all fields during May, June and
July, violations discovered by Corsi's
inspectors reached an all-time peak
of 5,583 throughout the state, the wartime shortage of adult labor being,
obviously, responsible. Support of
newspapers, radio stations, churches,
educational authorities and mayors of
cities will be enlisted to warn employers and parents that it is necessary for
children between 14 and 18 to get
work permits, which are granted only
when they are found to be in good
health. Employers who hire boys and
girls without such papers face 30 days
in jail or a fine of not less than $250,
or both. In addition, if any child illegally employed is hurt while at
work, the employer must pay double
compensation.
Also, the state labor department is
tackling the problem of persuading
children who are working this Summer to return to school in the fall.
The industry's War Activities Committee is already in this campaign,
with a current film bulletin, featuring
Bing Crosby, stressing the importance
of the youngsters completing their
educations.
Coast

Writers

Ferguson

See

'Mike' in Mexico
Aug. 27.— PRC's first
Hollywoo
wn d,junket was held over the
out-of-to
weekend when reviewers were conveyed across the Mexican border for
a screening of "The Great Mike" at
Tiajuana. The party, totaling about 30,
traveled South by bus, clocked the
horses at Agua Caliente, took in the
races there and returned to Hollywood Sunday evening.
"The Great Mike" was produced
by Martin Mooney, stars Stuart
Erwin and is a story about a boy, a
dog and horse. Therefore, the racetrack background. Leon Fromkess,
PRC president, was host.
Hundreds of San Diego and Lower
California businessmen and social figures attended the premiere at the
Grand Cinema Theatre. "Great Mike"
cast members also appeared at the
showing and at other scheduled events.
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Hold

of Meetings

William R. Ferguson, M-G-M exploitation director, will leave here tomorrow for Chicago where he will
hold the first of a series of district
meetings with field exploiteers and
theatre representatives. The Midwest sessions will start Wednesday at
the Blackstone Hotel and continue for
three days.
New product, betterment of promotional service, new ideas and additional
service to small town theatres and subsequent runs are on the agenda. During one of the three days advertisingpublicity heads of a number of circuits
will be invited to a luncheon at which
there will be an open discussion on
promotional cooperation angles.
Attending the Chicago meetings
with Ferguson will be John E. Flynn,
Western sales manager; Sam Shirley,
Midwestern district manager ; W. E.
Banford, Chicago branch manager ;
William G. Bishop, Western division
exploitation representative" William
Green and Warren Slee, Chicago ;
Louis Orlove, Milwaukee ; Norman
W. Pyle, Minneapolis ; Jack Connor,
Omaha ; Austin McGough, Des
Moines.

20
40

Capital
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Only
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(.Continued from page 1 )
pleted and will be released between
now and Dec. 15 :
"Swing Hostess," with Martha Tilton;
"Gangsters
Frontier,"
with Tex
Ritter of
and the
Dave
(Tex)
O'Brien ; "I Accuse My Parents," with
Mary Beth Hughes and Robert Lowell ;
"Bluebeard," with John Carradine and
Jean Parker; "Wild Horse Phantom," with Buster Crabbe and Al
"I'm from Arkan(Fuzzy)
sas," withSt.a John;
cast of screen and radio
comedians headed by Slim Summerville and El Brendel; "Texas Rangers No. 2," with Tex Ritter and Dave
(Tex) O'Brien; "The Town Went
Wild,"
with Jimmy
Lydon, Freddie
Bartholomew
and Edward
Everett
Hortonart; Erwin
"The and
Great Robert
Mike," with
Stu(Buzzy)

Henry;
"Hereand We
Go Raymond,
Again," with
Frank Jenks
Robin
and
"Hollywood and Vine," with James
Ellison and Wanda McKay.
Ready for shooting and scheduled
to go into production during the next
month are : "Fog Island" ; "First Illusion"Texas
;
Rangers No. 3 (Western) ;Buster Crabbe No. 3 (WestRoberts to Vanguard
ern) "G.
;
I. Guy" ; "War Marriages" ;
"Crime Inc.," and "Swamp Man."
McCarthy
will leave for Hollywood
Publicity Office
on
Wednesday
to confer with Leon
Joseph L. Roberts, for four years
Fromkess, PRC president, and other
press representative for the Center studio
executives on sales campaigns
Theatre in Rockefeller Center here,
for forthcoming product. He expects
has joined Vanguard's New York to remain on the Coast about a month.
publicity staff, it was reported at the
weekend by Hugh Owen, general sales
manager.
Prior to his connection with the
$45,000 Melon Cut
Center, Roberts was publicity director
for the Blackstone agency. Before
of F-WC
entering publicity, he was a New York By
Los 163
Angeles, Aug. 27. — One hunnewspaperman. Roberts will assist
dred and sixty-three Fox- West Coast
Leo Katcher in the local office.
district and theatre managers at the
weekend cut a $45,000 cash melon representing awards in the Spring drive
Sterling
to Assist covering 14 weeks ended July 15, while
the circuit made additional plans to
launch a ninth annual drive starting
at M-G-M
Cummings
Arthur Sterling, former traveling Aug. 30, terminating Dec. 23.
auditor for M-G-M, has been named
The awards are based on percentage
assistant to Alan F. Cummings, in increases over parity and have been
charge of exchange operations. He
will supervise home office statistical part of a system operating at Fox -West
Coast for years. Two hundred theaand; clerical " departments, aided by tremen attended the meeting at the
Rose Klein, who will handle her new Ambassador Hotel here, when the
duties in addition to field statistics.
were disbursed. George BowThe new appointments round out prizes
ser presided.
the home office departmental setup inaugurated by William Brenner recently named to succeed the late J. Defamation
Rally to
S. MacLeod, formerly in charge of
Hear Reynolds
exchange maintenance.
The "Anti-Defamation Day" rally
on the New Amsterdam Roof here
Martin Increases
Sept. 7 will be addressed by Quentin
Circuit to 105
Reynolds, war correspondent, it was
reported
the amusement and allied
Columbus, Ga., Aug. 27. — Roy E. industriesbycommittee
sponsoring the
Martin's circuit of 100 theatres in Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee and Florida, event. Arrangements for other speakers are being made by committeemen
has been augmented by the five thea- Barney
Balaban, Nate Spingold, Harry
tres of M. C. Lee at Cuthbert, Daw- Brandt and Max A. Cohen.
son and Shellman, Ga., and Eufaula,
Ala., purchased by Martin for $350,000.
Lee entered exhibition 33 years ago 'Cross
' at 50 Theatres
on a capital of less than $100.
M-G-M's "The Seventh Cross" has
been set for openings in 50 Loew theArthur Phillips Dies
atres throughout the country, starting
Chicago, Aug. 27. — Arthur A. Phil- Aug. 31. Each engagement will be
lips, Paramount salesman here, died for a minimum of seven days. The
recently. He had been with the com- film will open at the Capitol here folpany since March, 1943, when he was
lowing United Artists' "Since You
named to the Milwaukee sales staff.
Went Away."
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(Continued from page 1)
in handling was ordered so that the
WPB here might have current information available at all times regarding all applications received and actions taken thereon. Applications will
still be filed with the field office for
the area in which the project is located, and will be reviewed by field
representatives who will make recommendations on which the Washington
office will act.
The authority of the field offices
will be limited to the denial of applications orrecommendations for approval, but actual approval of any
project hereafter must come from
Washington.
The new method of handling theatre applications will apply to all new
houses, rebuilding of theatres damaged or destroyed by fire or other
casualty, or conversion of any other
type of building to theatre use.
Zanuck

Will

Attend

Capital Premiere
Darryl Zanuck, producer of 20th
Centry-Fox's "Wilson," will fly from
California to attend the film's Washpremiere on Sept. 7 at Loew's
Capitol ington
theatre.
Carterdivision
Barron,manager,
Loew's is
Washington
theatre
in charge
of arrangements and is now working
with 20th-Fox on the opening and
the subsequent Capitol road-show engagement at advanced prices. Diplomatic, social and military celebrities
have been invited to attend the premiere. Jules Fields, 20th-Fox assistant exploitation manager, and
Jerry Pickman of the home office are
in Washington working with Barron.
Kinsky
War

to Capital

Loan

on

Figures

Washington, Aug. 27. — Joe Kinsky, industry coordinator of the Fifth
War Loan, is due here tomorrow to
meet with Ted Gamble, national War
Finance director, and Treasury statisticians, inan effort to compute the results of the
industry's participation in
the last
campaign.
A study of all reports submitted by
theatres, plus a survey prepared by
the Treasury, is expected to yield an
accurate index of theatre bond-selling
activities.
Kinsky will return to New York on
Wednesday.

Arnstein
Classics

Is

Named

Executive

Eugene Arnstein has arrived in New
York from Milwaukee, to become
comptroller of Film Classics with
headquarters at the home office. Arnstein, who for 18 years was associated
with the Warner and Fox Circuits in
Wisconsin as manager, booker and
superviser, will oversee a complete reorganizational set-up at Film Classics.
He will control office help, purchasing
and general business detail.

J*ost Offiw, New York, N. T.
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Universal
Coast

Filming

Sets

International
Slackens

to
"Enemy
of Women"
(Monogram)

47

; Eight

New

Hollywood, Aug. 27. — Production
activity slackened last week as 16 features went to cutting rooms and only
eight before cameras. Total in work
was 47, compared to 55 in the precedscene foling
lows : week. The production

Two independents without distribution tieups are also shooting. Associ:
ated Film Producers is making "Mom
and Dad," and W. R. Frank has
started "A Boy, a Girla and a Dog."
Columbi
Finished: "Dormant Account" (Darmour).
Started : "Raiders of Quanto Basin,"
with Charles Starrett, Tex Harding
and Carole Mathews.

Shooting: "Tonight We Dance,"
"Hello, Mom," "Tonight and Every
Night," "A Woman's Privilege."
M-G-M
Finished: "Autumn Fever," "Ziegfeld Follies."
Started: "Telltale Hands" (tentative title), with Edward Arnold, Selena Royle, Hume Cronyn and Audrey
Totter.
Shooting: "Thrill of a Romance,
"Gentle Annie," "The Clock," "Dr.
"Anchors Aweigh,"
Adams,"
Red
"Airship Squadron 4," "Music for
Millions ," "Son of Lassie."
Monogram
"The Case of the Misscd:
Fishish
ing Medico," "Murder in the Family."
Shall Have Faith."
Shooting : "They
Paramount
Finished : "Out of This World."
Shooting : "Dangerous Passage,"
"Kitty."
(Pine-Thomas) ;PRC
of Six Guns,"
"Song
Finished:
"Phantoms of Wild Valley," "The
Town Went Wild."
Started: "Untitled Buster Crabbe"
Shooting : "Hollywood and Vine."
RKO Radio
Shooting: "China Sky," "Two
O'Clock Courage," "Pan-Americana,"
"Isle of the Dead" (temporarily suspended), "Experiment Perilous," "It's
a Pleasure" (International), "Wonder
Man" (Goldwyn).
Republic
Finished: "Faces in the Fog,"
"Flame of Barbary Coast."
Started : "Thoroughbreds," with
Tom Neal, Roger Pryor, Adele Mara
and Jeanne Garrick ; "The Big Bonanza," with Richard Arlen, Robert
Livingstone, Gabby Hayes, Jane Frazee and Lynn Roberts.
Shooting : "Next Comes Love"
(Sydney Williams), "Lake Placid
Serenade."
20th Century-Fox
Finished : "Sunday Dinner for a
Soldier."
Started: "Billy Rose's Diamond
Horseshoe," with Betty Grable, Phil
Silvers, Dick Haymes and Beatrice
Kay ; "Hangover Square," with
George Sanders, Linda Darnell, Fay
Marlowe and Laird Cregar.
Shooting: "Nob Hill," "Winged
Victory." United Artists
Shooting : "The Great John L"
(Crosby) ; "High Among the Stars"

Up

Review

Corp.

(Continued from page 1)
{

Hollywood, Aug. 27. tions doing 95 per cent of their business abroad are exempt from the U.
WR.
FRANK, the independent exhibitor, who made this film, is
S. excess profits levy. When the sub• apparently a man who believes in changing horses in mid-stream.
sidiaries thus formed pay dividends
The picture, originally titled "The Life and Loves of Dr. Paul Joseph to the parent companies, they are
Goebbels," starts out with that theme, but switches abruptly to tell of a taxed only 15 per cent, while the tax 1
routine love story between two routine people : Maria Brandt, played on direct operations of the unexempt
by Claudia Drake, who gives a phlegmatic performance, and Dr. Hans is 40 per cent.
Trager, portrayed without distinction by Donald Woods.
Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal
The documentary character of the early reaches of the picture give it vice-president in charge of foreign
an impetus of interest which is, unfortunately, not sustained throughout. sales, has been elected president of
Paul Andor, as Goebbels, never succeeds in making him a convincing the company's new foreign corporation,
villain. His characterization lacks the subtlety which the real Goebbels which, with headquarters in New
must undoubtedly possess in order to have achieved his present notoriety.
over all ofof "U's"
forassetstaken
and holdings
Universal
The story, by Alfred Zeisler and Herbert O. Phillips, who also wrote York, eignhas
Pictures and will handle and control
the screenplay, tells of Goebbel's early repulses at the hands of Miss all of its foreign operations, accordDrake and her father, and how, when the propaganda minister becomes
ing to the announcement.
powerful, he wreaks revenge by having the father shot and sending Miss
Alfred A. Daff, foreign supervisor,
Drake's husband to freedom in Switzerland at the cost of her own virtue. is UIF vice-president ; Charles A.
She is relieved from having to pay the price by a fortunately-timed Kirby, assistant foreign manager, is
British bomb.
secretary; Raymond M. Miles, treasFred W. Kane is named as associate producer, and Zeisler directed.
urer, and Pierre Ludwig, assistant
treasurer.
Others in the cast, all of whom have minor parts, include : H. B. WarParamount was the second distribner, Sigrid Gurie, Ralph Morgan, Gloria Stuart and Robert Barrat.
utor to set up a foreign holding comRunning time, 86 min. "G."* Release date, Oct. 21.
Thalia Bell
pany, announcing
the formation of
Paramount
International
Films, Inc.,
with
John
W.
Hicks
as
president,
last
*"G" denotes general classification.
month.
McKay
Files Answer
In Schine Suit
(Continued from page 1)
mitted by the defendants are for the
purpose of trial only and are subject
to all objections.
The answer disclosed that an agreement earlier this year between Schine
Lexington Corp. and Leon B. Scott, to
operate the Margie Grand Theatre,
duringwasScott's
Harlan,
the
armedKy.,forces
voidedservice
becausein
Scott's induction did not take place.
The agreement consequently did not
take effect.
Yesterday, McKay signified his intention of being in court on Monday,
the 28th. to move the court to strike
from its files notice of taking depositions and motions advanced by M. K.
Murphy, Applachia, Va., and his attorney, M. M. Heuser, on the grounds
that they are not parties to the action.
Harrell

Opens, Fire Closes

Charlotte, Aug. 27. — The Moncks
Corner, S. C, theater, operated by R.
B. Harrell, only recently opened, was
gutted by fire.

(Rogers) ; "Brewster's Millions"
(Small); "The House of Dr. Edwardes" (Va'nguard ) .
Universal
Finished : "Musical Roundup,''
"Queen of the Nile."
Started:Raeburn,
"Penthouse
Frances
Rod Rhythm,"
Cameron with
and
Arthur Treacher.
Shooting : "Arsene Lupin," "Can't
Help Singing," "Accent on Rhythm,"
(formerly "Swingaroo Sweethearts").
Warners
Finished : "Roughly Speaking,"
"Hollywood Canteen."
Shooting : "God Is My Co-Pilot,"
"Pillar to Post," "Of Human Bondage," "The Corn Is Green," "Objective Burma."

Warners,Paramount
Financing

Plays

Field
Staff
Joseph Realigns

6U'

Warner Bros, and Paramount set
(Continued from page 1)
deals at the weekend to participate in
the financing of Broadway plays with his former position as publicity-advertising representative in that territory.
the idea of acquiring film rights.
Jack Warner bought the screen
Harry Keller, who has been Midwest publicity representative after
rights mantoShumlin
"The will
Visitor,"
whichopening
Herproduce,
serving as special representative in the
here on Oct. 9. The play is based home office, will again resume an ason a novel of the same name by Carl
signment in the New York publicity
Randall and Leane Zugsmith. War- headquarters, where he will handle
ners will also participate in the financ- premieres and openings.
ing of the stage production.
Other changes announced by Joseph
John Byram and Russell Holman of include the appointment of Charles
Paramount completed a deal with the
as traveling field exploitaTheatre Guild for Paramount to take Simonelli
tion representative. Simonelli has
a half interest for approximately
been in the home office publicity department for the past two years,
$50,000 in "Swing Out, Sweet Land."
The company already has a financial where he handled radio and special
events.
interest is
in to
the be
playproduced
"Perfect by
Marriage"
which
Cheryl
Resigned from the field exploitation
Crawford starring Miriam Hopkins
staff
: Eddie Bonns, Southern puband Victor Jory, and has invested licityarerepresentative;
Al Selig, who
$45,000 in "Sadie Thompson," the mu- had been assigned to Washington;
sical version
of "Rain" which A. P.
Waxman
is producing.
George Fishman, _ Philadelphia representative and Fred Marshall, Pittsburgh representative.
In announcing these changes Joseph
20th Will Produce in
stated that Universal's new plant for
exploitation would center in the home
England:
Schenck
office and that outside of Chicago and
(Continued from page 1)
be produced and directed by Hawks as Boston the company would not main- I
tain any permanent representatives in
well.
instead, home office repWhatever is produced in England the field, but resentatives
would visit the territory.
will be made with the world market in
view, stated Schenck. Under English
law, supporting casts will be pre- Schaefer Back
from
dominantly British, but there is a
possibility an American star will apHawaii; Coming East
pear in the first picture.
Hollywood, Aug. 27. — George J.
Schenck also added 20th CenturyFox will finance production in Mexico Schaefer, national chairman of the
City for Latin-American markets. The War Activities Committee, arrived
first will be "Conto Clarao" to be here at the weekend from Hawaii,
directed by Julio Bracho, winner of a where he surveyed the film situation
Mexican academy award. Space has for the U. S. Navy. He will leave
been
Mexicoleased
City. at the Azteca Studios, for New York next Friday to make
a report to the WAC.
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Jack Haley will be starred in"You'll
Be the Death of Me," original byd Dan
Mainwaring. It will be the secon for
him under his recent contract zvith
Paramount producers William Pine
and William Thomas. The first will
be "People Are Funny." . . . Ernest
Truex will be featured in "Pan- Americana," which John H. Auer is producing and directing for RKO. . . .
Edgar Buchanan has been assigned by
Columbia to one of the leads m
"Counterattack," which Zoltan Korda
Mil produce. . . . Audrey Totter will
make her screen debut in the romantic
• tale Hands". . . .
lead in M-G-M's "Tell

Kovacs' Motion Denied
Los Angeles, Aug. 27. — Judge
Emmitt H. Wilson denied Edward
Kovacs' motion for a temporary order
restraining Sydney Williams, Republic
producer, from making "Next Comes
Love," at the weekend. He also refused to rule on the studio's motion
to be exempted from the suit. He
said the whole matter would be heard
in Superior Court later.

Jensen Heads 'World'
Hollywood, Aug. 27. — E. Jensen
has been named director of the Hollywood Free World Association, membership ofwhich includes a large number of individuals in production. Jensen succeeds Ulric Bell, who is now in
New York as national director of
Americans United for World Organization.
Double 'Prayer' Opening
"Wing and a Prayer," 20th Century-Fox's story of 'Carrier X,' will
have its New York premiere at the
Globe and Gotham Theatres here
simultaneously on Wednesday. The
film was produced with the cooperation of Navy, the entire action taking
place aboard an aircraft carrier.

by

Sept.

to

11

Sept. 11 has been set as the deadline
for persons and organizations to notify
the Federal Communications Commission of intention to testify at hearings,

By THALIA BELL
Hollyzvood, Aug. 27
M-G-M has a record number of
pictures currently in work. Ten
are shooting at the studio, and one unit
is on location. Latest to go before the
cameras is "Telltale Hands," a melodrama featuring Edward Arnold, under direction of Edward Cahn and produced by Jerry Bresler. Others in
work include: Wallace Beery's "Airship Squadron 4"; "Music for Millions," starring Margaret O'Brien;
"The Clock," which stars Judy Garland and Robert Walker, and "Ziegfeld Follies."

Sydney Greenstreet, named as a
winner in Motion Picture Herald's
"Stars of Tomorrow" poll, has one
of his first comedy roles in "Pillar
to Post," which Alex Gottlieb is
producing for Warners. . . . Harry
Davenport has been set by W. R.
Frank for a top role in his production, "A Boy, a Girl, and a Dog."
. . . Henry Blankfort has been
signed by Universal to a writerassociate producer deal. . . . Mantan Moreland has been signed for
the lead comedy role in two more
of the Charlie Chan series at
Monogram.

Witnesses

EXHIBITORS'
SONNY

N0.1

TUFTS,

ANNOUNCED

THE

AS

FRIDAY

PIN-UP

WINNER

BOY

IS

LAST

Armour

MOTION

OF

jcommencing Sept. 28, on FCC postwar
frequency allocation policies for television and other forms of radio communication.
Information obtained at the hearings
will be considered by the FCC in determining the frequency requirements
of U. S. non-governmental broadcasters, and in making recommendations to the State Department for international radio agreements, to the
Interdepartmental Radio Advisory
Committee, to Government radio services and to Congress.
The proceedings, it is said, may start
the most sweeping revision since radio
began, with the entire spectrum, ranging from 10 to 30,000,000 kc, being
covered. At a hearing held this month
by the State Department, it was suggested that allocations for broadcasting
services be set by Dec. 1.
The September hearings will be open
to the radio and film industries and
the Government. A complete review
is sought in view of advances in television and radio during the war, as
well as greatly increased demands for
their use, an FCC order points out.
As published in Motion Picture
Daily Aug. 18, 65 applications from
24 states for permission to build commercial television stations are now
pending before the FCC, with many
more expected before the Government
raises the war-time ban against television building. Warners, first major
film company to file for such facilities
in Hollywood, is reportedly negotiating for a studio site.
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Post

named the first of the industry's foreign 'ambassadors' under the new
MPPDA plan to place industry
'envoys' in foreign capitals, to watch
U. S. film interests now and in the
postwar, will leave shortly for London.
No other assignments of envoys is
contemplated immediately since Armour will function in all countries of
Western Europe including France,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy and
other countries as they are liberated.
Appointment of Armour was made
at a recent meeting of the MPPDA
board of directors. Armour was formerly European manager for RKO
and has held foreign and domestic
posts with Walt Disney.
Petrillo

OBTAINED

for

Reginald Armour, who has been

POLL

EXHIBS
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FINDS.
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to Leave

IN'

DOING
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Ban

Goes

Recording
to Vinson

Washington, Aug. 27. — Refusal of
the American Federation of Musicians,
AFL, to comply with an order by the
War Labor Board to lift its ban on
recording for three companies was
referred at the weekend to Fred M.
Vinson, Stabilization Director.
The companies for which James C.
Petrillo's union has refused to record
are Victor, Columbia and the radio
recording division of NBC.
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Holdovers

Depinet

Heads

Distributors
6th

War

in

Loan

Bamberger Also to Serve
For His Third Drive

Troops Move Fast,
So
Do
Films
Despite difficulties in keeping pace with fast-moving
French fronts, the U. S.
Army Pictorial Service, distributors of the industry's
gift films, is supplying films
to the troops fighting there,
averaging 530 shows a night
on the Northern French
Front alone, according to Lt.
Col. Sidney Lund, back in the
U. S. from a tour of the
French invasion.
Although no elaborate distribution system has been
set up for troops in the liberated areas as yet, Col.
Lund revealed an exchange
has been established in a
tent south of Cherbourg,
where a shipment of films
from England is received
weekly.

N. Y.

First

'Kismet'

TEN

29, 1944
Score

at

Fears

CENTS

Decree

Runs;

Sets

Mark

Continued cool weather is booming
box offices of downtown New York
theatres this week, with holdover films
scoring impressively despite the length
of their runs. "Kismet," which opened
at' the Astor last Tuesday to capacity
business continues to draw heavily
with
full week's
close the
to afirst
record
$39,500.gross running

Ned E. Depinet, president of
RKO Radio Pictures, who, as
chairman of the distributors diviNew records at the Roxy, Music
sion of the industry's War ActiviHall and Capitol are still being set or
ties Committee,
also piloted the
approached, as "Wilson," "Dragon
Seed" and "Since You Went Away,"
activities of the
respectively, continue to draw despite
d is t r i b u their heavy attendance for several
tors during the
Fourth and
week of "Wilson" at
weeks.
the Roxy,Fourth
with Fred Waring and his
Fifth War Loan
musical
aggregation
on the stage, . is
Campaigns, has
expected
to
bring
about
$122,000, givagreed to serve
ing that theatre close to $500,000 for
in that capacity
the four weeks. A sixth week's gross
for the forthof $120,000 is expected by the Music
coming Sixth
War Loan, Lower
Hall with "Dragon Seed" and a stage
Price
scheduled
show, to give that house about $737,000
to begin on
in six weeks. "Since You Went Away"
Ned E. Depinet
Armistice Day,
is expected to bring $80,000 in the
(Continped on page 7)
Nov. 11, and
Slight
un through Pearl Harbor Day, Dec. 7. Effect
Leon J. Bamberger, general asLowering of theatre admission prices Burrows
Studying
(Continued on page 6)
for children aged 12 to 16, which
went into effect at New York neigh- Stock Production
borhood houses Friday and Saturday,
Washington, Aug. 28. — Final deresulted in little or no increased attails of the cuts in raw stock allocaIhicago
Beats
tendance from that class, a check of
tions which the film industry must
weekend business indicated yesterday. bear for the next two or three
A spokesman for Loew's Theatres, months may be worked out tomorrow
•elinquency
many of which were playing "Once following the return from Rochester
Upon a Time,"
which
is considered
to of Lincoln V. Burrows, chief of the
(.Continued
on page
6)
(Continued on page 6)
hicago, Aug. 28. — Closer supersion on the part of theater owners
md stricter enforcement of the law
lave improved the juvenile delinquency
problem in theaters in this area. In
French
Patriots 'Shot' the Nazis
in
jhe local headquarters of Allied of
Paris; Films Enroute to U. S. Newsreels
Illinois which has its eye on some 150
heaters, few exhibitor complaints on
First newsreel shots of the dramatic and sniping entry of Ameriamages caused by unruly youngsters
ican troops into Paris, and actual scenes in the city during the
ire being received.
last days of the German occupation are en route here according
to a cable received here yesterday from Ned Buddy, European
Typical of the method of attack
(.Continued on page 6)
manager of the U. S. newsreel pool in Europe, to Walton Ament,
RKO Pathe News editor.
The shots, Ament said, will go directly to the War Department
Shift Film Unit of
in Washington for development and review before release. French
patriot cameramen, Buddy said, many formerly employed in
France by American newsreel companies, took many of the scenes,
CIAA
in 6 Weeks
in hidden spots, during the last days of the German occupation
and turned them over to the pool upon being contacted by Buddy
when he arrived in Paris with Allied forces. It is expected that
Action is expected within six weeks
:o two months on the transference of
the films will be ready for American theatres within a week, and
he film activities of the U. S. Office
are expected to be featured by all five newsreel companies.
)f the Coordinator of Inter-American
In response to a question as to what preparations the U. S.
\ffairs to either Hemisphere Films
newsreel pool is making for the reported meeting of President
>r else some Government agency like
Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill in conjunction with "a
he State Department or Department
triumphal Allied march" in& the city, Ament said that the event,
)f Commerce. Nelson A. Rockefeller,
if one should take place, will be fully covered by the newsreels,
Coordinator of Inter-American Afbut that no advance planning has taken place, to his knowledge.
airs, stated in Washington recently
(.Continued on page 6)

May

End

Film

'Bargaining'
MPTOA
Analyzes
Govt's
New Decree
Proposals
Warning that the anti-block
booking proposal of the Department of Justice's recent program
for amending the consent decree
may result in establishing an inflexible
fixed price for every picture, thereby
eliminating all price negotiations between exhibitors and distributors, the
MPTOA in a bulletin made public
here yesterday asserts that the Department of Justice clause "should be clarified to prevent such a disastrous reThe

MPTOA bulletin discusses each of the Department's decree proposals individually, contributing views
which suggest the possibility
that several of them, notably,
those relating to clearance
and future acquisition of
sult." (.Continued on page 6)

Would

Narrow

Academy

Vote

Hollywood, Aug. 28. — If the new
directorate to be elected next month
approves, voting for future Academy
Awards will be confined to those
groups which have representation
among winners. This will mean the
elimination of extras, unit managers,
assistant directors, and screen story
analysts, and reduce ballots from an
average of 10,000 to about 6,000.
The move
is evidently
to
(Continued
on page designed
?)

Says

Goldwyn

'Unfair'

Story

to Theatres

Washington, Aug. 28.— Contending that publicity attendant upon Samuel Goldwyn's recent leasing of a
Reno, Nev., dance hall in which to
exhibit his "Up in Arms" when a deal
could not be negotiated there with T.
& D. Enterprises, Inc., has been "unfair" to exhibitors, Allied States in
a bulletin released here today urged
that the "whole story should be told."
(Motion Picture Daily on Aug. 24
(Continued on page 6)
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R, Republic
CLARK GABLE and | AMES R. GRAINGE
MAJOR
sales mangeneral
and
Five RKO productions for 1944-45
president,
J
ern
East
's
Loew
on,
Barr
Carter
ager,, will return home tomorrow will be trade shown nationally startdivision manager, narrowly escaped
injury when their car was struck by from' a Boston visit. Edward Waling Sept. 18.
ton, his executive assistant and asChicago, Aug. 28.— Television the"None But the Lonely Heart" will
to
visit
r's
acto
the
ng
sary
duri
k,
neces
a
truc
e
a
be
screened
Sept. 18 at all exchanges
becom
may
sistant general sales manager, who acatre service
Washington at the •weekend.
him,
companied
will
return
at
the
except
Los
Angeles and New York
to
ng
lcati
broaf
corallary to television
weekend.
where it will be shown Sept. 20 and
•
Al
Michalski,
manager
of
the
r
forme
n,
Crave
the home, T. A. M.
St. Louis where the screening has
Circle, Manchester, Conn., and his
Willard S. McKay, counsel for
commissioner of the Federal Com- bride, the former Yvonne Kerry of Schine
been
set for Sept. 19. "The Master
Chain Theatre, Inc., was in
munications Commission, will tell the the Warner Theatre, Lynn, Mass.,
Race" screening will be Sept. 20, exBuffalo
yesterday,
from
New
York,
cept Los Angeles, St. Louis and New
22nd annual meeting of the National have returned to Manchester following for a Federal Court appearance in
to
trip
a
and
13
Aug.
the
marriage
at
their
rs
caste
Broad
of
York where it will be Sept. 21. "Tall
Association
Boston.
connection
the the
Government's
anti- in the Saddle" will be screened Sept.
trust suit with
against
circuit.
19 at all exchanges except St. Louis
Palmer House here tomorrow morn•
where it will be held Sept. 20 and
ing- . .
John J. Payette, Warner zone
Ray Murray, Columbia home of- Los Angeles, where the showing will
Experience in foreign countries indi manager in Washington, returned
fice trade-press contact, has left on be Sept. 22.
ine
becom
may
public
cates that the
week from Coast studio con- a vacation with his bride, the formthere this
.
ferences
"My Pal, Wolf" has been set for
er Charlotte Sampson.
terested in viewing ' television in a
Sept. 19, except Denver, Cincinnati,
•
theatre, he will say, adding : This, in
Indianapolis and Sioux Falls where
turn, indicates potential commercial
Fred Meyers, Universal Eastern the screenings will be Sept. 18 and
Rosen, owner of the WindMorton
possibilities for such a service.
,
,
sor and Monroe Theatres Baltimore
will visit in Washing- Los Angeles and New York where
"If television receivers are costly as has entered Sinai Hospital there for sales tonmanager,
today and from there will go to
Pittsburgh.
it
_
person,
average
the
to
d
the film will be shown Sept. 20. "Gocompare
an operation.
•
ing to Town" will be trade shown
seems almost inevitable that television
Sept. 19 except St. Louis where it will
theatres will become a reality. Broad-e
OfMax
M.
Korr,
Allentown,
Pa.,
exthe
of
be
shown
Sept. 20, and Los Angeles
Robert Riskin, director
casters should be ready to undertak
hibitor, is the father of a daughter, and N. Y. where it will be Sept. 21.
of War Information overseas film
fice
this service," Craven will point out, bureau, returned yesterday from a Judith Ellen, born last week at St.
Luke's Hospital, Bethlehem,
Pa.
saying that "if they don't someone two-week vacation. •
•
else will."
Richard H. Hoffman of Hillman
"Ways and means to coordinate
Frank N. Phelps of Warner TheNEW YORK THEATRES
broadcasting to the home as well as
left
atres
last
night
for
Chicago
and
fan
publications, has left for a four-day
to the theatre must be planned and Cleveland.
•
holiday at Grossinger's
in the Catskills.
such plans need not be unfeasible."
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Dean Barrett, manager of WarI. M. Rappaport, owner of the HipShowplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
ner's
Lennox,
Hartford,
Conn.,
is
vaYork
New
in
is
Baltimore,
in for several podrome,
11
cationing atCape Cod, Mass.
days.
BalabanTestimony
DRAGON
SEED
Hillside Suit Delayed
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER HUSTON
- ALINE MacMAHON
Pre-trial examination of Barney
Louis B. Mayer Hurt
AKIM TAMIROFF
TURHAN BEY
Opens Office
Balaban, Paramount president in the UA
Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
U
$90U,UU
s
In
Fall
from
Horse
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. CircleB'WAY
6-4600 &
Hillside Amusement Corp.
In Near East
anti-trust suit against seven distributLos
Angeles,
Aug.
28.—
Louis
B.
disclosed
United Artists yesterday
ing companies, scheduled here for yes- it has opened a new office in Algiers. Mayer, vice president in charge of MproPALACE
the
terday, has been delayed by
G-M production, suffered a broken
47th St.
longed testimony of Adolph Zukor, Walter Gould, UA foreign manager, pelvic bone and is in considerable pain
for
plans
its
to
diof
impetus
board
gives
it
said
following an injury sustained while
chairman of Paramount's
ti
FRANK SINATRA
rectors.
ion in North
expanding its distributEast.
George
riding
horseback
at
his'
ranch
near
GEORGE
MURPHY
the Near
ADOLPHE MENJOU
Zukor, who gave depositions three Africa and been appointed manager of Hemet, Cal., on Sunday. His condihas
Soulat
tion was not regarded as critical by
days last week and two the week be- this branch, which will distribute UA Dr. Donald W. Blanche of the Cedars
to'BATHING
fore, isscheduled to testify further and
Moroc- of Lebanon Hospital, where Mayer
Tunis and that
Algeria, reported
day in the offices of Hays, Podell
productco. in
Al
Gould also
is a patient.
No
Schulman, the plaintiff's attorneys.
LIVELY"
STEP
for the ex- Lowe, general manager in South
new date has yet been set
be
will
h
amination ofBalaban, whic
ON SCREEN
Africa, had arrived in Egypt to surIN PERSON
followed by that of Will H. Hays,
ARTHUR
vey possibilities for the early estab- Woodin Resigns,Goes
in Palestine' and
TRACY
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ITEMAN
PAUL andWH
Orchestra
with BUCK & BUBBLES and DOROTHY DANDRIDGE

thrilled millions . .
the voice
the
'Queenthatol the High CV
Belle BAKER 'K-K-Ka
ty' with every gag
the original 'Jitterbug- who sang
Joe FRISCO
& SHEAN
GALLAGHER
A detour to the 'Ziegield Follies' • 'Positively Mr. Gallagher.
Absolutely. Mr. Shean'
Marsh) The 'Sinatra' &
'Bing' ol yesterday.
& SCHENCK
VAN
Director • Original Story by
w npv
n.v
RAY JYLCOArLEi I ARTHUR CAESAR • ScreenGILBERT • FRANK GILL. Jr. • GEORGE
play by DORIS
CARLETON
BROWN
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"AIN'T NHSBEHAVIN' "
"AFTER YOU'VE GONE"
"I AIN'T GOT NOBODY"
"NOBODY'S SWEETHEART"
"ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON"
"MR. GALLAGHER AND MR. SHEAN"
"WHO PUT THE BIRD ON NELLIE'S HAT
"DARETOWN STRUTTERS* BALL"
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Motion

Fears

Decree

Says

Goldwyn

'Unfair'
May

End

Film

'Bargaining'
{Continued from page 1)
theatres, as well as the antiblock booking provision, may
affect exhibitors adversely.
The bulletin also reminds exhibitors
that negotiations for a new decree between the Department and the five decree companies still may be resumed,
but if they are not, there is nothing
in the present decree situation which
promises a final determination short
of litigation which may consume "several years."
Expressing no opinion on whether
or not the Department's anti-block
booking proposal would or would not
require single picture selling, the
MPTOA bulletin asserts that that type
of selling would be permissible under
the Department's proposal.
Bulletin Defines Product License
"If distributors wish to," the bulletin says, "they may license their product one at a time or any other way
they please just so long as they do not
condition the licensing of one picture
or' group of pictures on another."
The bulletin continues : "The question of price inducement to get an
exhibitor to take more than one picture, or to discourage an exhibitor
from picking out the most desirable
picture, may become an issue in the ultimate legal interpretation of this provision by the courts. If it should be
found eventually that the licensing of
one feature is "conditioned" on the licensing of another feature if the price
is raised on the one unless the other
is licensed; or that an excessive asking
price will only come down if both
pictures are licensed, then the exhibitor
may be faced with an inflexible adherence to the asking price on every picture under penalty of fine and imprisonment for the distributor who reduces
the price or terms first quoted on
every picture.
Clarification of Clause Needed
"This clause should be clarified to
prevent such a disastrous result ; otherwise an unpredictable interpretation
of
wordthe'conditioned'
courts
cantheforce
distributors bytothe
maintain
under penalty minimum prices on every
feature and do away entirely with
the present negotiation by exhibitors
over prices and terms of licensing."
Commenting on the Department's
proposals concerning clearance the
bulletin
. . if youclearance
operate
a theatreobserves
under a: ".beneficial
and a competing exhibitor proves that
that clearance unreasonably restrains
his competition with you, then that
clearance may be eliminated."
On the proposed prohibition of further theatre acquisitions the bulletin
says : "It would seem that this provision is of great importace to 'independent chains' even though they are
not parties to this procedure. If this
provision becomes law, why could it
not be carried over to all situations,
independent as well, where it is felt
that further acquisition of theatres or
interests will unreasonably restrain
competition?"
In support of this view the bulletin
quotes the reply of Attorney General
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Chicago
Child

(Continued from page 1)

Slight
Effect
(Continued
from
page 1)
published statements giving the theatre's side of the story which were have a strong appeal for youthful customers, said business in general was
made by R. A. McNeil, T. & D. executive, and N. D. Thompson, T. & D. good throughout the circuit but knew
of no unusual influx of the 12 to 16
district manager at Reno.)
year-olds'. He observed that children,
The Allied bulletin said: "By this like adults, have a lot of money to
publicity stunt Goldwyn planted in all spend these days and will go to any
the leading newspapers the idea that picture they want to see, regardless
the exhibitors of the country were of the price. "If they get in for 20
unfairly barring his pictures from their instead of 40 cents," he said, "they'll
the other
on something
else."
screens. But the screens are all occu- spend
Century
Circuit
houses likewise
played,
over
the
weekend,
to
about
pied by somebody's pictures and if only the same number of children as
on
the Goldwyn pictures are absent the
weekends
preceding,
but
a
lack
of
infair inference is that his terms are
crease was attributed, by Century, at
exorbitant. . . . The story as published least in part, to the fact that the lowis unfair to exhibitors, certainly to
ered prices had not been very exthe great majority of them, and we
tensively advertised. "It resulted
hope the press will see fit to give some mainly in confusion," said a Century
official, referring to the practice whereby customers in the 12 to 16 age group
space to the other side of the story."
affected are sold children's admission
tickets and also adults' Federal tax
SIMPP Takes No Action
tickets, the latter because the tax law
On Monopoly Charges
provides that the adult rate must begin
Hollywood, Aug. 28. — Although at the age of 12.
Rate Effect on RKO Theatres
sympathetic, the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers thus
The new rates, on the other hand,
far, at least, has taken no official ac- had been widely advertised by RKO
tion on the theatre monopoly charges
focalized by Samuel Goldwyn in the Theatres, yet they, also, noted little
current Reno fight against the T. and upturn in attendance. This was attributed in part, however, to the fact that
D. circuit, although Goldwyn is a
member of SIMPP and Walter Dis- most of the houses were showing "The
nesy, another member, has lined up Mask of Dimitrios" and "The Eve of
both of which have a prewith Goldwyn. John C. Flinn repre- St. Mark," dominately
adult appeal.
sented the SIMPP in Reno and colAlthough there was no increase in
laborated on press relations "only as attendance to make up for the reduced
today.
an observer," he said upon his return revenue from children between 12 and
16, reports of weekend business showed
that this made little difference in the
total grosses.
Burrows
Studying
Extension of the child admission
Stock Production
class from age 12 to 16, long advocated
(Continued from page 1)
by parent-teachers associations and
War Production Board, motion pic- other civic groups, was finally accomture section.
plished last week after Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia had spoken out in its
Burrows went to Rochester at the favor
in his radio broadcast of Sunday,
end of last week to discuss the raw
April 20. He urged the step as a means
film production situation with film
keeping children off the streets and
manufacturers there, and to secure of
felt it would thus help combat juvenile
from them data regarding output, now, delinquency.
and through the next several months,
to be correlated with information regarding consumption which is being Depinet Again Heads
worked out by the representatives of
distributors in New York.
Distributors'
Group
(Continued from page
1)
If all the necessary information becomes available within the next day or sistant to Depinet on all War Activities affairs, will also serve his
third term as assistant distributor
two;
it iscommittee
probable may
that be
thecalled
industry's
advisory
from chairman of the war loan campaign.
New York to Washington early next
week to talk about specific quotas for
In a message of acceptance to Harry Brandt, national chairman for the
prints.
motion picture industry in the 6th War
Loan, Depinet
stated:
"There
growing
assumption
on the
part is
of aa
large segment of the population that
Blood Donations
the defeat of Germany will make a
Sixth War Loan unnecessary. This,
The Stadium Theatre in Brooklyn
of
course, is not true. Billions are
a Randforce circuit house, in conjunc- needed
for the attack on Japan and
tion with the Red Cross drive for
for
the
sustaining of the millions of
blood donors, was responsible for 640
men under arms. It is also necessary
appointments last week, it was report- to combat inflation so that when
ed yesterday by Emanuel Frisch, cir these millions of men are demobilized,
cuit executive.
they will be able to come back to a
Stadium

Gets

640

Houses

Beat

Delinquency

(Continued from page 1)
employed pendents
byin combatting
both circuits
indethe and
situation,
which reached its peak about a year
ago, is the campaign laid out by the
Balaban and Katz circuit. More lights
are used all over theaters at all times
of operation; civilian guards are on
hand to meet any situation as soon
as it arrises; balcony furniture has
been removed from all B. and K. houses.
Most furniture damage has been made
on balconies where not sufficient help
was on duty.

A. L. Trebow, head of the purchasing department for B. and K., who has
kept close watch on the situation,
holds that the theater owners' decision
to prosecute where prosecution is necessary has helped the problem a great:
deal. Other contributing factors to the:
improvements, as seen by Trebow, are:
the vast defense industries which have:
removed a maximum of boys and girlsfrom the streets this Summer, and then
draft law which has put in uniform i
many of the troublemakers of the pastj
couple of years.

Shift

Film

CIAA

in

Unit

of!

6 Weeks

.(Continued from page 1)
that his agency's numerous functions;
would eventually be transferred to
permanent Government agencies to
continue the Good-Neighbor policy.
made
At the same time, Rockefeller
be
it clear that the transfer would
"one of the moves to readjust the
wartime structure of the Government
Government agency,
ime abasis."
a peacetnot
to Though
Hemisphere had loomed as a possible
successor to the CIAA film activities
as a corporafor some time. Set up
tion earlier this year under the
Museum of Modern Art here it is described as "a charitable, non-profit
organization under the Board of
Regents of New York State." It has
figuredsions ofpromine
film
CIAAdiscusthemost
rring in
transfently
activities to a permanent set-up and
the outlook is now described as more
favorable than ever before for this
action.
According to Rockefeller the CIAA
has Federal Funds of $18,000,000 to
continue operation until June 30, 1945.
and'
health been:
's trainin
The agency
ms haveg, already
on progra
educati
transferred to various permanent in-. I
stitutes so that the work of the.
lt
nt Rooseve
Preside
createdve byorder
agency
1940,
in August,
under executi
to strengthen the Good-Neighbor:
tinue.
policy in this hemisphere might con-1
RKO

Cleveland

Changes

Cleveland, Aug. 28. — Three changes,
in the RKO local exchange territory j
have been made by Bernard Kranze,
district manager. Russell Brenglinger has succeeded Morris Lefko as
Indianapolis branch manager ; Otto
Francis Biddle to a question put to him sound economy."
on the subject by Motion Picture 'Way* Sets 2,420 Records Ebert has switched from the Indianto the'
Daily. Biddle's reply was : "It is the
apolis office manager's post
"Going My Way" has
Paul Leath-|
purpose of the Department to correct setParamount's
more than 2,420 theatre records in Louisville sales force, and
all abuses and violations of the act.
erby, former head booker in Indian-j !
early first run phases, according to apolis,
has been named office manageij
Paramount here.
there.
There will be no preference shown."
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in a Harem

(Continued from page 1)
iliminate the charge, recurringly heard Hp HE enticing title of this one is a bit optimistic. Abbott and Costello, fleeing from a sheik they have set out to dethrone, do spend a
:hat politics have been influencing
brief
interlude hiding among his wives, but for the most part the harem
wards through the studio's influence
illegedly exercised on extras who got lost in the Harry Ruskin-John Grant-Harry Crane script. No matter though. The scripters, preferring generally to keep the boys behind
lave been holding the balance of votIng powers. through their sheer weight bars, have provided some choice comedy for them there, and a sneak
jf number
preview audience at Loew's Ziegfeld in New York bestowed many a
The remaining approximate 6,000 laugh.
.vill be comprised of senior members
;)f the Screen Actors Guild and Screen
Much of the credit goes to Murray Leonard, who, as 'the Derelict,' a
Directors' and Screen Writers' Guilds demented cellmate, teams with Bud and Lou in the time-honored choking routine that climaxes the story .of how he murdered a man. Director
[and all Academy members including
jhose in the following sections within Charles Riesner allows this to bob up dangerously often. All to the
jhe Academy which constitute the or- good, the sheik has also captured an orchestra which turns out to be
;anization : Music, film editing, sound,
Dorsey's, and the wives, while short on amour, do nicely in sevjhotography,
technicians and short Jimmyeral lavish
ballet numbers, to which their conventional harem costumes
subjects.
lend a decided touch. And for amour, plus song, there's Marilyn Max' The new formula will apply to awards
well, arousing the worst in the tyrant, Douglas Dumbrille, because she's
f or the top actor, top actress, best a blonde,
but fortunately true only to John Conte, the inevitable rightful
)roduction, best director and best writ- heir to the kingdom.
er. Technical and short subject awards
will continue without change through
"Harem" is less knockabout and more solidly jointed than most Abhe long-existing committee system.
bott-Costello vehicles. Many of the sequences actually fit into the plot,
Production Nominations Reduced
which turns on possession of two rings having hypnotic power. Needless to say, the co-stars spend considerable time hypnotized and, toward
The nominations for the best pro- the end, get the rings on their fingers and Dumbrille under their spell.
- luction will be reduced from 10 to five,
hereby making the contestants in this Their fans will not want to miss this three-quarters-mad excursion into
! jroup numerically uniform with other the mystic East. George Haight has produced it with more care than
najor groups. The actual processes formula plots often receive.
)f determining nominations will reRunning time, 89 minutes. "G."* Release in ninth block.
!nain unchanged in that the actors
Tom Loy
1 lominate for themselves as do writers
ind directors, while all eligible groups
lominate for the best production. To
Kansas City Kitty
•ekindle recollections of eligible pictures which play theatres early in each (Columbia)
rating year, all eligibilities are to be
Hollyzvood, Aug. 28
•creened.
.99
Sam Wood, Rosalind Russell and
A FAST-MOVING little farce, "Kansas City Kitty," presents Joan
kton I. Miller, as the committee ^f- Davis at her daffiest, and that is plenty daffy. Manny Seff's screeni vhich is submitting the proposals
play doesn't make much sense, and doesn't need to, since it is designed as
ifter several months' study, declare : a vehicle for Miss Davis' antics. As such, it serves its purpose admirably, providing her with witty dialogue and zany situations.
'By making all pictures included in
lominations available at special screenShe
is cast as the owner of a music publishing company whose sole
ngs, we feel we will get a fairer and
nore equitable vote, for many pictures asset is a song which is the subject of a plagiarism suit. Miss Davis'
hat seem outstanding when you first efforts to untangle the legal and financial mixup, and snare her boy
eethem sometimes lose value in com- friend, a reluctant dentist, at the same time, provide an hour of hilarious
larison with later pictures." Further, entertainment. Irving Briskin is credited with the production and Del
'frequently pictures that were released Lord directed. Others who add to the merriment are Bob Crosby, Jane
:arly in year have grown in import- Frazee, Tim Ryan and the Williams Brothers. Several songs are scatmce."
tered through the film, including the title song which is a 'hot' version
of "The Old Oaken Bucket," and another titled "The Nothing Boogie
Covington House in
from Nowhere."
Running time, 72 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, Aug. 24.
Clearance Appeal
Thalia Bell
Richard Ernst Realty Co., operator
)f the Liberty, Madison and Broadway
heatres, Covington, Ky., has appealed
he dismissal of its clearance com"Bordertown
Trail"
; >laint against Ldew's, 20th Century- (Republic)
i 7ox and RKO in the Cincinnati tribHollywood, Aug. 28
unal, the American Arbitration Assoiation reported here yesterday. AnA SMILEY-BURNETTE-SUNSET CARSON starrer, "Bordertown
'ther appeal was filed by Louis
Trail" is distinctly better-than-average Western fare. The story,
N eithe, operator of the Kentucy The- by Bob
Williams and Jesse Duffy, has elements of novelty and is worked
jLtre, Covington, as intervenor.
out
with
care.
Complaint had alleged that the exsting clearance of the Family and
Smiley and Sunset are members of the border patrol which operates
!Shirley theatres in Covington over the between the United States and the Republic of Texas. A great deal of
'.omplainant's theatres was unreason- gold is being smuggled into the Republic. The U. S. Government sends
ible and asked that it be reduced to
!>ne day.
a troop of soldiers, led by Sunset's brother, to put a stop to it. They are
unsuccessful in their efforts, however, and eventually it is the two cowboys who track down the smugglers and bring them to justice.
;Legion
C lassifies
Ellen Lowe adds moments of comedy in her attempts to ensnare Smiley
Three New Films
and Addison Richards is forceful as the leader of the smugglers. Louis
\ The Legion of Decency has classi- Gray was associate producer and Lesley Selander directed.
jjed the following new films : A-l ;
Running time, 55 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, Aug. 11.
T. B.
'San Fernando Valley," Republic, and
; 'Swing in the Saddle," Columbia ;
ijmblic.
"lass A-2, "Cheyenne Wildcat," Re- *"G" denotes general classification.
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(Continued from page 1)
sixth week at the Capitol, with Gene
Krupa and his band on the stage. The
fifth week's gross was about $81,500,
giving the house more than $500,000 in
six weeks.
Business is good at the Strand where
"Janie" and a stage bill are in a fourth
and final week, for which $42,000 is
expected ; this will be close to the third
week's $44,000. Warner's "Arsenic
and Old Lace" and a stage bill featuring Charlie Barnet and his band will
take over Friday. A third week's
gross of $70,000 is expected for "Hail
the Conquering
Hero"
at theMonroe
Paramount, teamed with
a Vaughn
stage bill. The film will remain for
a fourth week before making way for
"Double Indemnity."
'In Society' Grosses $42,000
"In Society" did not establish a new
house record at the Criterion in its
first week but its $42,000 gross was
big. The second week is expected
to bring about $33,000, which is excellent ;it will continue. Monogram's "Are These Our Parents?" is
doing outstanding business at the Victoria, with $15,500 quoted for the first
week ending last night ; it, too, will
continue.
"Mr. Skeffington" is expected to do
about $16,500 in its final six days of
a 14th week at the Hollywood, with
"Doughgirls" taking over tomorrow.
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" finished
a 12th and final week at the Rivoli
with a gross of about $27,000. "Till
We
Again" will open at the
RivoliMeet
this morning.
Step Lively's' $19,000
"Step Lively" is expected to give
the Palace about $19,000 on a fifth
week and two days of a sixth week
before RKO's "Youth Runs Wild"
takes over Friday. Final five days
of a fifth week of "The Canterville
Ghost" will give the Globe about $14,000, and the final four days of a ninth
week of the "Dead End" reissue at
the Gotham is expected to yield about
$3,700.
"Wing and Twentieth
a Prayer" Century-Fox's
will open at
both theatres tomorrow.
"Atlantic City" is continuing to do
good business at the Republic with
$13,000 expected in a third week; it
will hold over. A profitable $10,000
is expected for the first week of
"The Pearl of Death" at the Rialto ;
it will hold.
Tibbett
Group

Heads

AFRA;

to Merge

Cleveland, Aug. 28. — Lawrence
Tibbett, screen, radio and opera star,
was yesterday reelected president of
the American Federation of Radio
Artists at the closing meeting of that
organization's sixth annual convention
here.
will be Tibbett's fifth term
in the This
presidency.
A report favoring n merger of
AFRA with Actors Equity, Screen
Actors Guild, American Guild of
Variety Artists and American Guild
of Musical Artists, was approved by
the convention.
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Hollywood
Pearl
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Aug. 28
an arrangement beH Selznick
THROUG
and Hal B. Wallis,
tween
William Dieterle will direct "The
Love Letters," one of the first two of
for Paramount.
Wallis's amproduction
Bowers has been signed to
. . . Willi
a written contract by RKO
Walter
" in
"Cartunes
his
Lantz has seven of
various stages of production. . . .
George Marshall will direct "My Favorite Brunette" for Paramount. . . .
RKO has added "D-Day in Las
Vegas," original by Herbert Lewis, to
its' schedule. . . . Faye Emerson has
been assigned to the second feminine
lead in Warners "Nobody Lives For•
ever."
Producers Corp. of America is preparing four for Fall production. "The
Old West" is a story of the life of the
American landscape painter, Frederic
Remington, and will be filmed in color;
"This Crazy, Lovely World," is based
on a play by Ladislas Fodor, and Eric
Po miner, the producer, plans to film
portions of the picture in Mexico City;
"The Devouring Angels" is the title
of an adaptation of Zoe Akins? play,
"The Greeks Had a Word for It";
"O'Brien's Navy" is a comedy with a
seafaring background.
•
Producer Jeffrey Bernerd has
signed Conrad Nagel for a featured role in "Divorce," first of the
Kay Francis productions for
Monogram. . . . Gail Russell will
be co-starred with Alan Ladd in
"Salty
O'Rourke,"
Raoul
Walsh will
direct forwhich
Paramount.
. . . William Dozier has returned
from Mexico and assumed his new
duties as general production aide
to Charles W. Koerner at RKO
Radio. . . . Gene Lewis will produce
"Song of the Sarong," musical
with a tropical background, for
Universal. . . . Barbara Brown has
had her contract renewed by
Warners. . . . Constance Purdy has
been added to the cast of David O.
Selznick's "The House of Dr. Edwardes."
. Vernon
Keays
will
direct the. . next
Charles
Starret

of Death

Flashes

( Universal)

pennythriller title, "Pearl of Death" is a smoothly exeBELYINGcuted its
mystery film with Basil Rathbone exercising once again his
deductive powers as the famous detective from Baker Street, Sherlock
Holmes. Roy William Neill's forceful production and direction from
the literate screenplay by Bertram Millhauser, make this one of the
more attractive in the Universal series.

Hollywood, Aug.- 28

is exR Tuesday
pected to leave
here
WARNE
M.
HARRY
for New York.
Jerry Bresler expects to produce^:
four other features for M-G-M this S

The urbane Rathbone is pitted against a cunning arch-criminal, Miles
Mander, with the object of their tussle a fabulous pearl which Mander year
Hands"as
following He "Telltale
now shooting.
will continue
has snatched from its supposedly fool-proof niche in a London museum. general manager of the shorts producSuspense mounts inexorably as a series of murders grips the city. After
tion department, although a studic '
a narrow scrape from death, Rathbone concludes that the murders are spokesman stated last week no successor has yet been named.
linked with the missing pearl. Pursuit becomes hotter and finally the
•
trail leads to a doctor's home where Rathbone confronts Mander and - "Latin Quarter," an original storj
Rondo Hatton, a half-witted creature who has committed the murders inspired by the liberation of Paris, ha;
at Hatton's behest. It seems that the pearl has been cached in a plaster been announced as Gregor Rabinbbust of Napoleon, the last of which is owned by the doctor. Rathbone vitch's next production for Unitec
is almost doomed to a violent death when Hatton temporarily secures
Artists. Puccini's score of "La Bo-*
heme" will play a prominent part it
the upper hand, but a little applied psychology saves the day.
Rathbone is excellent as the detective and Nigel Bruce, as Doctor the musical motif •of the film.
Watson, and Dennis Hoey, as a befuddled Scotland Yard man, prove
able foils for Rathbone. Mander is properly menacing as the menace,
Harry Tugend received a new two-year writer-producer deal at Parawhile Evelyn Ankers is competent as his accomplice.
mount. Hal Walker, director, received a new one-year contract frorr
Running time, 69 minutes. "G"* Release date, Sept. Charles
22.
Ryweck that studio.
o

Walter Lantz, cartoon producer
will
enter the advertising film producOne Mysterious Night
tion field after the war in an expan(Columbia)
move. He plans the formatior
Hollywood, Aug. 28 of a sion
new subsidiary.
•
HpED RICHMOND'S production does not meet the standard set by
Edward Small will follow "Abroac
1 others of the "Boston Blackie" series. Paul Yawitz's story is a routine yarn about the theft of a valuable diamond, whose recovery Blackie With Two Yanks" with "Two Yank:
effects after episodes which often lie beyond the bounds of credibility. in Paris," again co-starring Willian
Bendix Artists
and Dennis
The finale, for example, in which two members of the New York police United
release. O'Keefe foi
force spend half-an-hour in a small, well-lighted room with the crooks,
Pine-Thomas
renewed Maxwel
under the impression that the latter are clothing dummies, is pretty hard
to swallow.
Shane's producer-writer contract. H<
will write and produce three, includ
The cast, however, does its best under difficulties, and Oscar Boetti•
ing "You'll Be the Death
of Me."
cher's direction manages to sustain a certain amount of suspense. Chester Morris is at ease in his customary role and George E. Stone brings
Herb Morgan left for New YorL
welcome moments of comedy to his part as Blackie's "sidekick." Doro- today following a conference on shor ,
•
studio.
thy Maloney is convincing as the thief's sister, and Joseph Crehan makes subjects at the M-G-M
an effective, if brief, appearance.
Dalton Trumbo has signed a five
Running time, 62 minutes. "G"* Release date, Sept. 21.
Thalia Bell year writing contract with M-G-M.
Secret

Mission

ft

(Hellman-English Films)
starrer for Columbia, "Raiders of AN espionage melodrama of routine competence, produced, by Marcel
Quanto Basin." •
Hellman in 1942, has been taken out of the vaults for American exposure at what would seem to be the psychological time. With the
Monogram producer Lindsley Parsons has his hands full this season, French underground just having risen to take back Paris, showmen can
with four films completed and awaiting
play up
the made
fact that
film illustrates 'some of the frightening spade
release and four others assigned to him work
which
it allthis
possible.
for early production. Among those
Underscored is the tough decision each Frenchman once faced : whethready for release are: "Alaska," based
er to collaborate with or sabotage the New Order, with Car la Lehmann
on the Jack London story; "Adven- struggling to make up her mind as the story unfolds. She is assisted by
tures of Kitty O'Day," with Jean
Parker, Peter Cookson and Tim Ryan, three items in the Anatole de Grunwald-Basil Bartlett screenplay; the
death of her brother, James Mason, who comes back from England to do
and "Army
Wives,"'
with Elyse
Knoxin
and
Marjorie
Rambeau.
Those
some spying; her first-sight love for Hugh Williams, English officer,
preparation include a musical, "Rhythm and the revelation that under the rough Quisling exterior of Percy
Ranch;" a service comedy, "G. I. Walsh there lurks a patriot.
Honeymoon ;" the first in a series to
Sandwiched between the familiar Channel landing of the intelligence
be based on the radio character, "The seekers and the familiar parachute landing of raiders for whom they pave
Shadow," and anothr in the "Kitty
the way is one superb sequence characteristic of director Harold French.
O'Day" series, as yet untitled.
In it, Williams and Mason, having an actors' field day, disguise themselves as champagne merchants, "friends of Goering," and enter GerFILM DUBBING
man headquarters, heiling Hitler delightfully. And for straight comedy
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
there's Michel Wilding, a Cockney, who doesn't object to freeing the
GHOST VOICE
French, but hates the thought of going back to his French wife.
SPANISH -PORTUGESE- FRENCH
Running time, 75 minutes. "G."* Release date, Aug. 29.
Tom Loy
Spanish Sound Studios
41 E. 42 St. N. Y. 17 MU 2-5358
'G" denotes general classification.

Russians

Restore

Equipment
Plant
Washington, Aug. 28. — Kinap
film equipment unit in Leningrad
USSR, has re-entered manufacturing
after a two-year shutdown brough
about by ravages of the Nazi invading
armies . in Russia, the U. S. Depart
ment of Commerce here reported yes
terday. Mechanical and electric assembly departments have been com
restored, likewise the acouspletely
tics department.

Kinap will produce mobile motioi
picture units for the liberated town;
of the Soviet.
Utility
Favor

Workers
CHGU

Hollywood, Aug. 28.— The Council
of Hollywood Guilds and Unions anc
the Motion Picture Alliance, long al
swords points, met for the first time
Sunday without the firing of a single
shot. Both groups had been invited tc
explain their respective programs to
the Studio Employees Local 724, com-;
posed of utility workers, which sough
information on both programs befon
deciding on the affiliation which wen1!,
against the MPA and to the Council

fuesday, August 29, 1944
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'Beauty'
•Indemnity'
$13,300

in

Takes

Review

Toronto
Storm

Over

Lisbon

Over

Is

$4,500

in Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Aug. 28.— "Bathing
11
Beauty" is heading for an approximate
$11,000 on a moveover week at the
T N "Storm Over Lisbon," Republic has erected the costly scaffolding RKO Grand, where the average is $6,for an 'A' production; assembled a marquee-attractive cast that in- 500. "In Society" is up to $2,500 on
cludes Richard Arlen, Erich Von Stroheim, Otto Kruger, Mona Barrie, the RKO Albee average with an estiand the extremely-decorative Vera Ralston; placed them in the intrigumate take of $16,000, and "Double Indemnity" should give the RKO Palace
ing atmosphere of Lisbon, with lavish sets and beautifully gownedworaen, prerequisites to whet the appetite of the anticipatory spectator
Estimated receipts for the week
who can relax and wait for th|e magic of the screen to unfold. Regret- $15,000.
Aug. (Univ.)
30-Sept. 2:
"In Society"
fully, although the scaffolding is fancy, the necessary foundation of a ending
story that should whip up suspense, is lacking.
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (44c-50-60c-70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
Doris Gilbert's screenplay, derived from Dane Lussier's adaptation of $16,000. (Average: $13,500).
Elizabeth Meehan's story, hints hopefully of things to come, but for all "Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL — (2,000) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
this observer's patient waiting, they never materialize. The attempts to 7 RKO
days, Gross:
2nd week, plus Saturday midnight
create mystery and suspense only result in dark obscurity of plot. The show.
$10,000.
"U-Boat Prisoner" (Col.)(Average: $10,000).
script is too talky for a spy melodrama, and rarely erupts into action. "Song of Nevada" (Rep.)
This is the handicap under which George Sherman, associate producerRKO FAMILY — (1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days.
Gross: $1,550. (Average: $1,400).
director, labors.
Live in Fear" (Col.)
Hub of the film, around which revolves what action there is, is Rich- "They
"Trigger Trail" (Univ.)
RKO
FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 3 days.
ard Arlen, a correspondent who has escaped from a Burma prison camp
Gross: $850. (Average: $800).
with a military secret on film. But Arlen comes somewhat late on the "Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
scene and one wonders what all the bother is about. Von Stroheim,
RKO GRAND— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show, 2nd
dealer in such secrets while operating behind the front of a gambling week,
moveover from the Albee. Grosscasino and night club, is assigned to ferret out the whereabouts of Alien, £11,000. (Average: $6,500).
and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
who is in hiding in Lisbon. Miss Ralston enters the picture as a coun- "Wing
KEITH'S — (1,500)
(44c-50c-60c
) 7
days, 2nd$6,500.
week, moveover from the-70cPalace
ter-spy, unknown to all concerned, including the audience. Von Stro- Gross:
(Average: $5,000).
'Ghost's' $18,000 Is
heim assumes a- temporary advantage toward the end of 86 minutes of "Ghost Breakers" (Univ.)
Baltimore Leader
"Voice in the Wind" (UA)
film, but is surprised by the Lisbon Secret Police.
RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
Baltimore, Aug. 28. — Weekend
Performances are generally competent, considering the material at days,
plus Saturday midnight show. Grosscrowds helped boost figures in all hand, and include also those of Eduardo Ciannelli, Robert Livingston $5,000. (Average: $5,000).
"Double
Indemnity" (Para.)
downtown houses, with the stronger and Frank Orth. Present, also, are the Aida Broadbent Girls in an
RKO
PALACE-(2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
attractions headed to do better than
7 days, plus Saturday midnight show
Egyptian dance sequence, centered about Miss Ralston.
Gross:
$15,000.
(Average: $13,500).
iaverage. "The Canterville Ghost"
"Going My Way" (Para.)
(tops the list with a safe $18,000 at
Running time, 86 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, Oct.Charles
16.
RKO SHUBERT-(2,1S0) (44c-S0c-60cRyweck 70c)
the Century.
7 days, 6th week, following
weeks
at
the Palace and two weeks at three
the Grand
1 Estimated receipts for the week
Gross:
$7,000.
(Average:
$5,000)
ending Aug. 31 :
*"G" denotes general classification.
"The Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
; CENTURY— (3,000) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
; weekends) 7 days. Gross: $18,000'. (AverUge: $17,000).
AFN
Now
Uses
50
"In Society" (Univ.)
KEITH'S— (2,406) (3Sc-40c-50c-60c) 7 days, Transmitters in U. K.
2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $15,The American Forces Network,
W0).
U. S. Army radio service for military
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
NEW — (1,581) (30c-40c-60c) 7 davs. Gross: personnel in the European theatre,
$14,500. (Average: $11,000).
has
in five
one transmitters
year's operation
"The Great Moment" (Para.)
from increased
the use of
and
STANLEY— (3,280)
(3Sc-44c-55c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $17,500. (Average: $18,000).
43 hours a week broadcasting to ap"Secret Command" (Col.)
proximately 16per cent of the AmerHIPPODROME— (2,205) (35c-44c-55c-65c)
ican troops in the United Kingdom,
7 days. Stage show: Gene Baylos, Whit- to over 50 transmitters, broadcasting
ney Sisters, Five Jansleys, Frank & Jean
Hubert, Carolyn Marsh. Gross: $18,000. 93 hours weekly to over 80 per cent
(Average: $18,500).
of our
ish Isles.military personnel in the Brit"The Invisible Man's Revenge" (Univ.)
; MAYFAIR— (1,000) (35c-54c) 7 days, 2nd
In addition, the AFN supplies about
week. Gross: $6,000. (Average: $7,000).
50 per cent of the 119 hours beamed
via longwave to Allied troops in
France on the Allied Expeditionary
/. H Ryan Advises on Forces program. Major John S.
Radio Conversion
Hayes, formerly assistant to the vicepresident of station WOR here, is
Chicago, Aug. 28. — Reconversion of officer in charge, assisted by Capt.
the radio industry to a peacetime Robert M. Light. AFN personnel includes Pvt. Jimmy Boyle, formerly in
basis, with special emphasis on overhauling news programs, will be one RKO Radio's home office publicity
of the problems considered by the Na- department ; Cpl. Keith Jameson, pretional Association of Broadcasters at
viously with the Blue Network ; Sgt.
its 22nd annual meeting now under Vic Knight, former radio producer,
way here, and running through Thurs- and Sgt. "Mickey" Freeman, formerly
j day, at the Palmer House, it is indi- with 20th-Fox.
cated in the annual report prepared
by J. Harold Ryan, president.
_ "The wise radio station," says Ryan, 'Rurales' Now 'Flame*
Hollywood, Aug. 28. — Cecil B. De
:I period
"is _ at when
this time
preparing
the
the keen
public for
interest
Mille's new color production for Parai in news will have become somewhat
mount will be "The Flame." It has
dulled and is now so building its news been in preparation for two years as
No. 6
services that it will be prepared after "Rurales." Director Arthur Rosson ;
the war to retain the interest of its G. E. Richardson, cameraman, and
LEO'S NEW
JESS
' listeners in the presentation of the Kenneth De Land, business manager,
and
I news of a world at peace and thus are in Mexico on preliminary work
WILLARD
play its part in maintaining peace preparatory to filming locations in
GREATEST GROUP
that country.
| throughout the world."
Toronto, Aug. 28. — "Double Inemnity" pointed to $13,300 at the Imperial here", while "The White Cliffs
af Dover" was finishing off its fourth
week at Loew's Theatres with an apparent $10,200.
Estimated receipts for the week
nding Aug. 31 :
TNine Girls" (Col.)
Hey, Rookie" (Col.)
EGLINTON— (1,078) (18c-30c-48c-60c) 6
days. Gross: $3,000. (Average: $4,000).
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
IMPERIAL— (3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-9Oc)
S days. Gross: $13,300. (Average: $12,800).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S — (2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c) 6
lays, 4th week. Gross: $10,200. (Average:
fll,20O).
"Show Business" (RKO)
SHEA'S — (2,480) (18c -30c -42c -60c -90c) 6
,days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,500. (Average:
$12,800).
"Henry Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para.)
"Pin Up Girl" (20th-Fox)
TIVOLI— (1,434) (18c-30c-48c)
6 days.
Gross: $3,900. (Average: $4,400).
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
UPTOWN — (2,761) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
days, 3rd week. Gross: $8,800. (Average:
$9,800).

(Republic)

FOR
WANTED:

Good

ADOPTION
Foster Parent (preferably theatre-owner)

and perfectly-formed

infant. Has wonderful

for this healthy, attractive

pair of lungs, and can yell so loud before

your theatre, nobody can miss it. He also has plenty of noise-making
all tested — and it is guaranteed

toys and gadgets-

that if he doesn't get people's attention with one play-

thing, he will with another. He may be small in size; but as a crowd-raiser, he is a giant.
For further details, just ask for that baby that makes
the national scream baby.
KEEP SELLING WAR BONOS! FIGHT BY THE
SIDE OF THE TROOPS THAT NEVER STOP!

the big noise in front of theatres —
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Quarter

Third
Stock
15%,

Cut

Now

Not

20%

Raw

Stock

Quotas

\$een for 4th Quarter

YORK,

Studio

U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Pact

Approved

UA

On

Urges

Foreign

Epidemic

2nd

Curb

Trusts

Washington, Aug. 29. — Warning
of the duplicity here of German monopolies, in all fields, including films and
film equipment, such as I. G. Farbenindustrie and Carl Zeiss, which he declared in reality operated as departments of the German government between World War I and World War
ill, and evaded and violated the peace
treaties of the last war in order to
{Continued on page 6)

Legality
Decree

to 1916 Mark

Washington, Aug. 29.— The
infantile paralysis epidemic
has reached proportions not
equaled at any time since the
epidemic of 1916, with its
peak
'not here
yet in today
sight,' by
it was
reported
the
U. S. Public Health Service.
Hundreds of theatres have
closed their doors to child
attendance with box office
receipts dropping as much as
60 per cent, especially in the
South.
Latest figures show a total
of 6,258 cases throughout the
U. S.

Harry

The 'grand strategy' of the industry's
participation in the forthcoming Sixth
War Loan will be mapped at a policy
meeting called for Sept. 12 at the headComWar Activities
of the York
mitteequarters
in New
with invitations
sent to the nine co-chairmen by chairman Harry Brandt.
Decision to call the session, was
made at a conference held at the WAC
offices yesterday. Those attending
were, in addition to Brandt, John
{Continued on page 4)

U.

S.

Warning

Amplifies
Free-Lance

66 2/3% Return to
Former Film Jobs

Out of 13,705 Warner employees in military service,
300 have received discharges
and nearly two-thirds have
returned to the company to
date. The majority were reinstated in former or equivalent duties, while in some
cases the returned soldiers
were given better positions.
New inductions are continuing at a higher rate than
discharges. Of the 3,705 in
service, 735 are from the studio, 251 from exchanges, and
most of the remainder are
from the theatre department.
Casualties to date total 31.

on

Curbs

Hollywood, Aug. 29.— The Screen
Actors Guild, preparing to send representatives toWashington to protest
against the "specific assignment" rule
being considered by the Treasury Desalary stabilization
bureau,of
has issued partment's
a detailed
explanation
its warning that this measure, by requiring prior Government approval of
salaries of free-lance players earning
more than $1,000 weekly, would tend
to lower the rates for all actors.
"The actor who can be employed
without obtaining prior aproval," the
SAG statement says, "would have the
advantage over the actor who legitimately asks
a higher
rate," the SAG
declares.
This
is particularly
true
since the field is a highly competitive
one and hiring is frequently done just
before the work is actually perThe proposed Treasury regulation
formed." {Continued on page 4)

by

Arthur

Will Fail to Comply
Arbitration Award

with

St. Louis, Aug. 29. — Following
a motion for dismissal of arbitration proceedings, filed by Adolph
Rosecan, operator ofTheatre,
the Princess
here,
against the five
consenting companies, which
has been
rejected by the
clerk of the St.
Louis tribunal,
Harrythur, Jr.,C.
and ArSt.
mLouis
e n tAmuseCo.,
through Russell
Hardy, counsel,
has launched an
attack upon the
Harry C. Arthur, Jr.
the
decree
here consent
today.

tional basis of
constituit was learned

Declaring
that various
com{Continued
on page theatre
4)
Asks
For

SAG

CENTS

of
Hit

6th

Board

The board of directors of United
Artists held a special meeting here
resterday and recessed until next
Tuesday, Sept. 5, without taking any
iction on the pending deal for UA to
listribute in 1944-45 some 10 films in
he United States made by J. Arthur
lank and Two Cities Films of Lonlon, and also to ratify the permanent
ppointment of David H. Coplan as
{Continued on page 6)
Biddle

TEN

30, 1944

The War Labor Board has approved
a new five-year contract between the
Eastern film and news reel companies
and IATSE Local 52 in New York
covering some 200 production workers
and 50 newsreel workers. While the
production workers known as studio
mechanics, are all in New York, the
irewsreel workers also include members
of IATSE Local 476, Chicago and the
newsreel workers of Local 695, Hollywood.
The terms of the contract, retroactive to Jan. 1, 1944, provide for a 15
per cent wage increase for the 200
studio mechanics and a five per cent
increase for newsreel production workers. The contract can be reopened at
the end of two years for wage adjustments. The agreement was negotiated Map
Industry's
{Continued on page 4)
Drive Sept. 12

Washington, Aug. 29— A cut
n raw stock quotas for the present
Luarter nearer to 15 per cent than
o the 20 per cent originally seen
hecessary, and fourth quarter allocaions practically at 100 per cent were
|een likely today by Lincoln V. Burrows, chief of the War Production
Board motion picture section.
Just returned from Rochester, where he went over the
situation in detail with raw
film manufacturers, Burrows
was highly optimistic over the
situation and said that, barring unforeseen developments,
Delay in WAC
Brief
the industry's committee
would be asked to come to
\ Washington shortly after
Labor Day for final determinaOn 'Locally Needed'
tion of the curtailment to be
borne by each of the 11 comPreparation of briefs by the disj panies.
tributors' division of the War ActiviDuring his trip to the film plants,
ties Committee in furtherance of ef{Continued on page 6)
forts to have film distribution included on the list of industries that might
be designated by local War Manpow1st Rank
Details
{Continued on page 4)
&iven

Polio
Only

Is

AUGUST

Divorcement
Independents

New Haven, Aug. 29. — The Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Connecticut, from headquarters here, has issued a bulletin lining up with the
MPTOA, of which it is an affiliate, in
hailing several provisions of the Government's consent decree modification
proposals as being of "extreme .importance" to exhibitors.
Especially stressed in this connection
{Continued on page 4)

McClennon
As

Schine

Retained
Counsel

Buffalo,
Aug. 29.attorney,
— EdwardwhoF. took
McClennon of Boston,
a prominent part in the Momand Theatres' anti-trust case, has entered the
Government's anti-trust suit against
Schine Chain Theatres, Inc., as senior
counsel for Schine. He was introduced before Federal Judge John
Knight by Willard S. McKay, Schine
{Continued on page 4)
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Mention

Hollyzvood, Aug. 29.

MAN, genWILLIAM salesJ. HEINE
manager for Samuel
eral
Goldwyn, has left for Boston for a
week's business trip.
•
Henry Linet, assistant to Maurice Bergman, Universal Eastern advertising-publicity-exploitation head,
is in Toledo and will return to New
York on Friday.
•
Don Turner, manager of the commercial engineering department of Altec Service Corp., has returned to
the New York office from Hollywood.
•
Harold Hutchins, advertising director of Hillman magazines, left today for a week's vacation at Mackinack Island, Mich.
•
Al Horowitz, Universal Eastern
publicity manager, left last night for
Chicago, returning to New York at
the weekend.
•
Fred Joyce, special publicity representative for 20th-Fox in Chicago, is
in Indianapolis this week on business.
•
Howard Estabrook, writer-director
of RKO-Radio, has arrived in New
York from the Coast.
•
M. J. Weisfeldt,
Columbia'
sales
executive,
will leave today
for Albany,
where he will spend several days.
•
I. F. Dolid, Warner supervisor of
exchanges, has returned to New York
after an inspection trip.
Shea

Leaves

Cagney,

1st Stop Peekskill
Joe Shea, Eastern publicity director
for William Cagney Productions, who
has been on leave of absence following
an operation, resigned yesterday and
left for Camp Smith at Peekskill, N.
Y., for the annual tour of duty with
the 12th Regiment, New York State
Guard.
Shea received a six months' leave
of absence from his Cagney post last
July 15 to take a foreign government
post but had not recovered sufficiently
to pass the physical test until the past
week.
Larkin

Leaves

WAC,

To Publicize Dewey
Mark Larkin, on loan to the War
Activities Committee here from the
MPPDA, has resigned to join the
Duane Jones Co. agency which is buying time for the National Republican
Committee's current Presidential campaign. He will be loaned to the- Committee by the agency as radio publicity
director during the campaign, taking
over tomorrow.
Larkin, under WAC publicity director Ed Schreiber, concentrated on
publicizing the industry's 16-mm Army
gift film program.

Wednesday, August 30, 1944

Daily

IT was in mid- July when 20th
Century-Fox created surprise by divulging plans for a
dozen "B's" to decorate its 194445 program. Ben Silvey, long
a unit man with the company,
was handed the assignment. At
the studio, no illusions were sent
aloft about the contemplated 12.
They are to be what they are
described as being: Low-budget
attractions, made strictly at a
price which these days could not
possibly be less than a couple of
hundred thousand apiece.
■
It is interesting to recall, if
any memories have to be jogged,
that the occasions have been
two, at least, when this company went very official in its
pronouncements about abandonment of anything less than a
This was the era of big pic"A."
and extended playing time,
large tures
and 20th Century-Fox was to
fashion its production accordingly. So, too, its important
neighbors in Hollyproducing
wood.
Therefore, it becomes a matter of the moment to throw a
shaft of light into the reasons
behind the policy change.
■
It is a case of theatre demand,
reaching Spyros Skouras from
accumulated Sources throughout
the country. Exhibitors of stature reputedly have pointed out
to him — Skouras must have
known anyway — that long first
run playdates are slowing down
the flow of product and that fewer releases have tightened the
availibilities of later runs.
Since later runs, of course,
change more often they require
more film. If they cannot meet
their needs from one company,
they must turn to another.
They have.
They are.
■
Under such circumstances,
there appears no valid reason,
from a distributing viewpoint at
least, why 20th Century-Fox
could hot turn the situation to
its advantage. A factor of considerable size, moreover, is the
desirability of serving as many
customers as possible and of filling as much playing time as
competitive conditions permit — a
sort of 'round-the-year method
of keeping the exhibitor aware
that TC-F is in the running.
Naturally, in any capture of
playdates, some other company
loses ground, but in a business

Outlook
KANN
_____
race that's
the Connors
other company's
affair.
Tom
has to
worry about himself.
■
When 20th Century-Fox revealed its lineup for 1944-45 the
other day, the noise was generated over 27 releases. They
represent what is designed to be
the the
cream
of the
crop,
it's
not
whole
crop.
The but
dozen
"B's" were simply ignored, and
it could be that they will continue to be bypassed except in
the field where they have to be
sold. At the studio, the question of the low-budgeteers is
met with this answer :
"We didn't say anything about
them because we don't know
yet what they will be. But
we Asarea going
matter toof make
fact, them."
the constant push for contracts and,
thereafter, playing time set aside
for one brand of product prevail elsewhere as well. Only
the formula has been somewhat
different. Warners is releasing
19 attractions in the season now
terminating. The fire and excitement have been concentrated on this highly restricted total. But the company also
touched a peak in reissue which
no other distributor has approached. They are 16.
In combination, actually,
Warners is releasing 35. Its
crew on the firing line, naturally, has been selling as many as
possible and the purposes have
been twofold : One, to get the
revenue. Two, to keep the
Warner brand actively going in
all available situations.
■
In the background, the larger
reason bears on the probable
shape of things to come. Whether correct or otherwise, majority opinion believes the post-war
period will witness an unwinding at first runs resulting in a
cut in playing time. This is
predicated on the assumption
the public will turn to other outlets with its money : travel,
autos, refrigerators, et al — and
will patronize motion pictures
less. In turn, this line of reasoning allows for greater film requirements on the part of first
runs. This would result in
more frequency of release, and
this means more product to sell.
If distributors are in now,
customer relationships are established. The calculation is
they will be easier to maintain,
less costly to rebuild. Besides,
way.
the sales force is around any-

Flashes
Hollyzvood, Aug. 2S
AL LICHTMAN will resume his
duties today in charge of the'
identical
M-G-M
producer grouf
which he was compelled to leave some;
time ago for reasons of ill health
Lichtman has been on the inactive ligt
for months.
•
"Hollywood Canteen," nearing com-,
pletion, has been designated by Jack
L. Warner, executive producer, as thi
company's first release in 1945. Under plans worked out while Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager, way!
here recently, the multi-star musica
will go into national distribution New
Year's Eve.
•
Stuart Gilmore was promoted frorr
Paramount film editor to a director
His first assignment will be "The
•
Paramount exercized its options or,
Veronica
Virginian."Lake and James Brown foi
another year.
•
Robert Lowry was signed for three
more Pine-Thomas pictures. The firs)
•
will be "High Man."
David O. Selznick returned toda)
following
Chesapeake aBay.month's vacation ai
Fine
Clear

Republic,

But

Executives

Los Angeles, Aug. 29. — Republi<
Productions, Inc., has pleaded nolle
contendere in Federal Judge D. W
Ling's court here, to criminal information filed by the Government on in
formation furnished by the War Production Board, and the company was
fined $8,000.
Republic admitted spending $57,00(
to construct a sound stage at its studio
which was $33,316 in excess of the
amount authorized by the WPB. Or
the motion of Federal prosecutoi
Charles H. Carr, charges against H\
J. Glick, secretary-treasurer; C. L
Lootens, production manager ; J. Scotto, administrative assistant, and T. W
Yates, purchasing agent, all of Republic, were dismissed.
Mayer Hospitalized
For Several Weeks
Los Angeles, Aug. 29. — Louis B
Mayer was resting more comfortably
today, following his injury from ?
falling horse last Sunday, although hie
condition is very painful. He will be
confined in the Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital
was
said. "at least several weeks," it

Kirby's Daughter Dies
Funeral services will be held here
Friday for Mrs. Reginald Whalen,
daughter of Thomas Kirby of Pat
Casey's office. Mrs. Whalen died yesterday at her home in Flushing, N. Y.
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Legality

in

Counsel
St.

Louis

Clearance

Case

(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
counsel of record, prior to the hearing
et al ; the non-defendant theatres are
of arguments on three motions in U. panies named by Rosecan as interested not parties to the decree being unrelated to the defendants in the case and
S. District Court here yesterday.
McClennon will represent the circuit parties in his original clearance com- not having participated in the alleged
plaint do not plan to submit to arbitra- monopolistic practices and, in fact,
in co-operation with McKay and Saul
tion nor accept any award which may having been damaged by such pracRogers when the trial, adjourned several months ago, is resumed on Sept. result from such proceedings, Hardy,
tices ;that the arbitration system is
26. Several additional associates will
unlawful
because it continues the alalso be retained by the defense to help for Arthur, asked that the proceedleged conspiracy and monopoly stated
ings
be
dismissed.
The
non-defendant
handle the mass of work in connection theatres are the Gravois, Shenandoah, in the case of U. S. vs. Paramount,
with the case, to which the Department
and all parties participating are enof Justice has assigned a large number Granada, Avalon and St. Louis thegaged in alleged monopolistic pracatres,
operated
by
St.
Louis
Amuseof attorneys. Seth Richardson withtices ; and, finally, that the relief
ment Co. ; the Ambassador, operated
drew recently as one of the Schine by St. Louis Ambassador Theatre, sought by the complainant is unlawcounsel.
ful because it would deprive the nonInc. ; the Fox, operated by Eden The- defendant
theatres of their property
atre Co. ; Missouri, operated by St.
M. K. Murphy's Motion Denied
Louis Missouri Theatre, Inc., and the without due process of law, under
In the hearing yesterday, Judge Shubert, operated by Service Group Article V of the amendments to the
Constitution.
Knight quashed a motion by M. K. Theatres.
Murphy of Applacia, Virginia, and his
Tribunal Rejected Proposal
Constitutional Violation
attorney. M. M. Heuser, to take deThe clerk of the local arbitration
positions on Sept. 1 in support of the
In his attack on the decree, Hardy's
contention that Murphy had made a request for dismissal of the arbitration tribunal has rejected the proposal for
bone fide offer to purchase two Schine proceedings was based on the grounds dismissal, it is understood, because
is no provision in the consent
theatres in Applacia and one in Cor- that they constituted a violation of Ar- there
decree for such a motion and the clerk
bin, Ky. The judge agreed to hear
ticle I,Section 1 of the U. S. Constitution in that the action of the said had to turn it down. Rule I of the deMurphy on the subject, however, and
cree provides that any party named in
set Sept. 11 for the purpose. McKay parties and of the District Court creating an arbitration system constitutes an arbitration complaint may intercontended that the exhibitor had relinquished his opportunity to buy and a usurpation of the legislative powers
vene and become a party to the prohad obtained from Schine the return of the U. S. Congress ; the authority
ceeding bypaying a $10 fee. Further,
of a $3,000 deposit.
vested in the American Arbitration As- since the U. S. Government and the
sociation and the motion picture ar- five consenting companies are parties
Scheduled for Sept. 11 also are arguments on the sale of more theatres
bitration tribunal and the method for to the decree, a non-signatory such
named under the divestiture section of arbitration of claims stated in the con- as the St. Louis Amusement Co. could
sent decree are unlawful and violate not logically ask the AAA to dismiss
the court's temporary order of May 19,
1942. It was disclosed by McKay that Artitcle III, Section 1 of the Constitu- such arbitration proceedings which
Schine has received offers other than
tion in that the AAA is not a court would, in effect, serve to invalidate the
and
has
usurped judicial powers which decree itself, it was held. When RoseMurphy's.
Two motions made by Robert L. the District Court has no authority to can filed for the Princess, he named
Wright, Department of Justice attor- transfer to it ; the consent decree was the non-defendant theatres and they
ney, were taken under advisement by not authorized by the Sherman Anti- were then notified by the clerk of the
trust Act because it is no remedy for tribunal. It was on this basis that
the court. The one would require
Schine to give a fuller answer to the the alleged monopoly stated in the they interposed their motion for displaintiff's request for admissions of trust suit of the U. S. vs. Paramount, missal.
fact. The other would quash subpoenas served by Schine upon Attorney General Francis Biddle, Wendell
Berge, his assistant, and Herbert
on
Warning
Borkland, special U. S. attorney, comAmplifies
SAG
manding production of documentary
evidence now in possession of the
Government, in advance of the re- U. S. Free-Lance
Curbs
sumption of the trial.
(Continued from page 1)
New
Pact

York

Studio

provides: "That no employe be hired
without prior approval, under the
'specific assignment' rule for 'picture
deals', i.e., such as a flat rate for performing some particular function in
connection with the production of a
stipulated photoplay, at a salary in excess of 20 per cent over his highest
long-term salary or his Oct. 3, 1942,
salary ; that no employe be hired without prior approval under the 'specific
assignment' rule on a short term contract of employment which extends
over six weeks at a salary rate in excess of 20 per cent over his highest
long-term
salary or his Oct. 3, 1942,
salary.

is Approved
(Continued from page 1)
between the companies and Sal J.
Scoppa, business manager of Local 52
with the aid of Pat Casey, producers'
labor contact, now in Hollywood.
Originally it was planned to submit
the contract to the WLB along with
the other IATSE studio workers' pacts
which were negotiated last April but
the continuing delay in submitting the
'IA' contracts to the WLB led Local
52 to decide to submit its contract to
the WLB here separately.
Local 52 will hold an election of
officers Sept. 10. Phil William Garrity,
It further provides : "That no empresident ; James A. Delaney, general
ploye be hired without prior approval
secretary-treasurer ; and Scoppa, busi- under the 'specific assignment' rule
ness manager, are unopposed for re- under a contract of employment which
election.
extends over two weeks, at a salary
in excess of 30 per cent over his highest long-term salary or his Oct. 3,
31 Goldwyns to Bezel
1942 salary ; that no employe be hired
Cleveland, Aug. 29. — Al Dezel and
the 'specific asignment' rule
Robert Snyder of Al Dezel Road under
where compensation -by the day or
Shows, have acquired 31 Goldwyn re- week totals $1,000 per week or more,
issues for distribution in Cleveland without prior approval, and that no
territory, purchasing the rights from employe covered by the 'specific asGeorge Hirliman's Film Classics.
signment' rule be employed in two

successive specific assignments within a 12-month period by the same emwithout prior approval."
Theseployer,
regulations,
the SAG now
points out, are subject to the over-all
industry objection that they would unduly hamper production, would make
necessary impractical delays in casting and are not consistent with the
realities of picture-making.
The SAG asserts, however, that
"the Guild has never in the past opposed the control of inflation though
salary stabilization, nor does it now
oppose such control. It does oppose
the depression of the professional
Before
sending representatives to
scale
for actors."
Washington, which, presumably, will
be done only if necessary, SAG has
joined with other industry groups in
sending a letter to the Treasury Department, citing objections to the proposed regulation and seeking clarification on issues not clear.
Meanwhile, the SAG statement assures actors that the rule is not yet
mandatory. "If you experience any
attempt to curtail your bargaining
rights," it says, "the studio is doing
that upon its own authority and not
because of Federal instructions."

Asks
For

Divorcement
Independents
(Continued from page 1)

by Herman M. Levy, executive secretary, who signed the bulletin, is a prohibition against further acquisition of
theatres by either affiliated or large
independent circuits. "It would seem,"
says the bulletin, "that this provision
is of great importance to 'indepent|
chains' even though they are not par"
ties to this procedure by the Government. If this provision becomes law,
why could it not be carried over to
all situations, independent as well,
where it is felt that further acquisition
of theatres or interests will unreasonably restrain competition?"
Quotes Biddle's Statement
In support of this view, the organization quotes the reply of Attorney
General Francis Biddle to a question
put to him on the subject by Motion
Picture Daily published on Aug. 21.
Biddle's reply was : "It is the purpose
of the Department to correct all abuses
and violations of the (anti-trust) act. >.
There
be no preference
shown."
The will
Connecticut
statement likewise
refers to proposed clearance provisions
as "vitally important" to all exhibitors.
"If you operate a theatre under a
beneficial clearance and a competing
exhibitor proves that that clearance unreasonably restrains his competition,
then
that clearance
the statement
adds. may be eliminated,"
On the subject of single selling, the
Connecticut group reiterates that,
under the amendments sought by the
Gtheir
vernment,
may' or
license
product "distributors
one at a time
any
other way they please just so long as
they do not condition the licensing of
one picture or group of pictures on
another," according to the bulletin.
Delay
On

in

WAC

Brief

'Locally
(Continued fromNeeded9
page 1)

er Commissions
as "locally
needed"
has
been delayed because
of revisions.
No actual data for the submission
of the brief to WMC authorities in
Washington is mentioned but the distributors do intend to continue efforts
to secure the designation for their
exchanges. When ready for submission, the brief will be presented to
the essential activities committee of
the WMC.
A similar attempt to secure manpower relief for theatres was recently
made
by
the of
WAC's
theatre
division .
with the aid
the Office
of Civilian
Requirements, but the outlook is considered to be not very favorable in
view tionofin many
the critical
areas. manpower situa-

stry
12's 6th
Sept.
Driv
Map e Indu
(Continued from page 1)
Hertz, Jr., publicity director, and his
assistant Bill Dasheff, and WAC representatives S.H. Fabian and Francis
S. Harmon.
Invitations to the Sept. 12 conference were sent to the following: William J. Crockett, Hugh Bruen, JacK
Kirsch, John Rugar, Henry Reeves,
Al Steffes, Leo Wolcott, Fred Wehrenberg, and Nathan Yamins.
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CROSS!"

Spencer Tracy in "The Seventh Cross" with Signe Hasso • Hume Cronyn • Jessica Tandy » Agnes
Moorehead* Herbert Rudley • Felix Bressarr* Screen play by Helen Deutsch • Based Upon the Novel
by Anna Seghers * An M-G-M Picture • Directed by Fred Zinnemann » Produced by Pandro S. Berman
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Stock

Cut

Now

"Till We Meet Again"
(Paramount)
HTHE
latest production of producer-director Frank Borzage, starring
15%,
Not
20%
Ray Milland and Barbara Britton, tackles an extremely powerful
and delicate theme and he brings it in with some fine touches, though
(.Continued from page 1)
Burrows studied the return of labor rather overemphasizing the inherent melodrama.
Basic idea of the screenplay by Lenore Coffee is to show the wartime
in September and the completion of
the annual raw stock clean-up, which development of courage and human understanding in a girl who has fled
has been set for Sept. 18 or 23. He the horrifying home of her parents and taken sanctuary in a French convent. Here she is compelled by circumstances, toward the end of her
also went over the inventory situation and agreed with the companies novitiate, to join the underground and go forth disguised as the wife of
on a switchover of some of the pro- a stranded American aviator who must be smuggled through to the
duction batteries from other types of
film, needs for which can be met from Coast. The impact of a Nazi-infested world upon one so ill-equipped
inventory with safety, to black and to face it is pitiful to behold; and the sister's accomplishment of her mission, made possible equally by religious faith and a growing affection
white positive stock for a period of
for the captain, results in some scenes of real beauty. In the best of
two or three weeks.
With the shift in production and the these, the Yank's simple account of his married bliss back home touchrapid return to capacity output, he ingly orients his traveling companion toward the life she has feared
said, it will be possible to pull through and renounced.
the remainder of this quarter with a
cut in consumption of considerably
The story's tender aspects, however, are scantily sketched, while most
less than 20 per cent, although it is of the*footage is taken up with details of encountering the enemy. And
believed it will not be possible to the ending, wherein the woman goes to her death to let the man escape,
is handled in the frankest thriller tradition. Thus the exhibitor gets a
bring it under 15 per cent.
For the fourth quarter, Burrows film that bids strongly for treatment as something pretty special, but
said, there is every reason to believe which may have trouble maintaining its balance above the average prothat the over-all allocation may be
restored to within one or two per cent
gram spy-picture class.
Intelligent performances by Milland and Miss Britton do a lot to reof its former level, with only minor
deem the script whenever it falters, and they get yeoman support from
adjustments necessary in the quotas for
the individual companies. Until last Lucille Watson as a mother superior, Walter Slezak as a collaborationweek, it had been feared that a 10
ist mayor, Konstantin Shayne as a German officer, and Vladimir Sokoper cent cut would be necessary for
loff and Marguerite D'Alverez as stalwarts of the Maquis.
the final three months of the year.
Running time, 88 mins. "G."* Release in Block No. 1, 1944-45.
Possibilities of Full Quota
Tom Loy
Burrows explained that it is hoped
to go into the last quarter on a fullquota basis if sign posts still point to
a quick end of the war in Europe. If,
by any chance hostilities show signs
of dragging on through the remainder
of the year, it may be necessary to
make some slight cuts in consumption,
but these will probably be of only small
magnitude, since production by that
time will again be in full swing.
With the end of hostilities
in Europe, military demand for
film is expected to drop sharply, eliminating any further
danger of deficiencies and possibly paving the way for an
increase in allocations, but the
restrictions
on consumption
will not be entirely lifted until
there is assurance
that all
military
needs
can be met
without impigning on the civilian supply.
Rumors of a shortage of color stock
which would necessitate the closing
down of operations in color were flatly
denied by Burrows, who said that
while there is not a surplus, the stock
situation is all right and there will be
sufficient color film to permit users to
meet all commitments. There will be
no interference with color operations,
he promised.

Rose Buys Marden's
Ziegfeld Interest
Billy Rose will take possession of
the Ziegfeld Theatre here tomorrow
night from Loew's, as sole owner,
Rose having bought out Ben Marden's half interest since the theatre
passed into their hands earlier this
year for $630,000. Rose is understood
to have given Marden almost a $100,000 profit on his investment of $315,000 for his half interest.
Rose intends to use the Ziegfeld for
stage shows.

Details

*"G" denotes general classification.
Story

Analysts

Hit

Academy
Vote Limit
Hollywood, Aug. 29. — First objection to the proposed new method of
balloting for future Academy awards
which would confine the voting to
those groups having representation
among winners and mean the elimination of the votes of extras, unit managers, assistant directors and screen
story analysts, was entered today by
the Screen Story Analysts Guild.
The Story
ination fromAnalysts
voting ofsaid,
all "The
craftselimnot
eligible to receive awards tends to
make a very exclusive affair out of
the Academy. Just as the story analysts have a definite contribution
to make in the selection of story material, so are they in a position to contribute to the selection of Academy
awards. By virtue of their profession, they are objective, trained critics.
Further, they are less likely to be
swayed by studio politics than perhaps

Board

(Continued from page 1)
managing director for UA in Great
Britain. Coplan is now in New York.
According to Rank in London, he
and Gradwell L. Sears, UA vicepresident and distribution head, "hammered out agreements, the basis of
which demand amplification and ratification byUA in New York." This
understanding between Rank and
Sears centwas
revisit toreached
London during
; SearsSear's
returned
to New York last week.
Barrington C. Gain, emissary of
Rank, who accompanied Sears to New
York, reiterated here yesterday that
there is still a possibility of a Rank
deal with UA. He stated upon his
arrival here that he and Dr. Alexander Galperson, distribution representative of Two Cities were here to
seek "the most advantageous" distribution arrangement for the 10 Rank
films but did not rule out the possibility of a deal with UA.
It is understood that Sears has been
discussing a possible Rank deal with
UA executives since his return, with
the provisions being presented to the
UA board for the first time yesterday.

Biddle
On

Urges

Foreign

Curb

Trusts

(Continued from page 1)
Newspaper

Guild

May Enter Video
The possibility that the Newspaper
Guild of America may seek to extend
its jurisdiction to include radio and
television employes was seen in discussions at the Guild's convention by
its constitutional committe? in Milwaukee, it was learned here yesterday.
Proposed by Nat Einhorn, executive
secretary of the New York Guild, the
expected expansion in the television
and radio in the postwar with spot
television coverage by regular news
staffs envisaged, was seen as a field
for organization. The committee has
recommended that the guild's international executive board study the proposals and report on it at next year's
convention.
Up to the present the American
Federation of Radio Artists and unions
like the IATSE, the electrical unions
and Actors Equity have made jurisdictional claims for the television field.

any other craft."
Abraham Rambach

t',
sme
for
$42,755
ord
or 'Ki
New
Ast
Rec
"Kismet" wound up its first week at
the Astor Theatre here with a new alltime record for the theatre, including
"Gone With the Wind" and "See
Hargrove," M-G-M deHere, Private
clared yesterday. The latter picture
previously held the record.
The seven-day gross of $42,755 bettered by more than $6,000 the previous
record of "Hargrove," with no change
in the general scale of admission prices
since "Private Hargrove" played the
house.

UA

of

Theatre Family Dies
Funeral services for Abraham Rambach, 79, father-in-law of both Morris
Lane of the Lane circuit and operator
of the Elk Film Delivery Service, and
Israel Zatkin, general manager of
Lane theatres, will be held today at
1 :30 P.M. at Riverside Chapel. Rambach died yesterday in Wadsworth
Hospital after a long illness.
Other survivors include a son, Marvin, and four daughters, Mrs. Norma
Reiss, Mrs. Mae Frank, Mrs. Sadie
Oshin and Mrs. Lynn Pressman.

build up Germany's military strength,
Attorney General Francis S. Biddle
today urged Congress for anti-monopoly legislation, "not to destroy German
economic life, but to put its industries
into a form where they will no longer
constitute a menace to the civilized
Biddle told a Senate sub-committee
on war mobilization that the German
trusts negotiated cartel arrangements
with American firms which to the latter were purely commercial agreements
butworld."
to strict
Germany
were a means
"reAmerican industry,
captureto from
us such technical know-how as might
be important to them, and to lay the
groundwork for future esionage and
The Attorney
General predicted that
propaganda
activities."
"when the Nazis lose, these German
firms will undoubtedly announce that
this was not of their choosing and that

they
only
enterprises."
"Wearefell
for commercial
that after the
last war," j
he said, "we should not do so again."
'U9 Executives
at
San Diego Dinner
Universal will be host at dinner at
Toots Shor's here tonight prior to a
preview
of "San
You,"
at the RKO
81stDiego,
StreetI Love
Theatre.
Those scheduled to attend are : W.

A. Scully, J. J. O'Connor, E. T. Gomersall, S. Machnovitch, E. L. McEvoy, man,Fred
Meyers,
BergM. Alin,
AdolphMaurice
Schimel,
Al
Daff, A. J. Sharick, Joseph Gershenson, Bob Wile, Thomas Martell, Oscar
Doob, Harry Mandel, Ernest Emmerling, Gene Picker, Harold Mirisch
James Brennan, Sol . Schwartz, Bot,
Sherman, Matty Polon, Joe Becker,
and members of the trade press.
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Chicago, Aug. 29.— The public
emhunger for escapist comedy is week
phasized at the Palace this
where "Abbott and Costello in Society" rolled up a fine $29,000 in its
first eight days, comparing favorably
with some of the best Abbott and
Costello grosses in the Loop. "And
the Angels Sing" continues strong at
$61,000'
g a heavy
takink.
go,d wee
the itsChica
in
secon
»
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 31 :
"Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble" (M-G-M)
"Three Men in White" (M-G-M)
APOLLO— (1,200) (55c-65c-95c) 6 days.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, 7 days: $11,400).
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
CHICAGO — (3,850) (SSc-85c-95c). Stage:
Charlie Spivak and orchestra. Gross: $61,000. (Average: $51,500).
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
"Crime by Night" (WB) (2 days)
GARRICK— (1,000) (55c-65c-95c) 2nd week.
"Crime By Night" added for balance of
"Gang" run. 7 days. Gross: $12,000.
(Average: $9,100).
"Youth Runs Wild" (RKO) (7 days)
"Falcon in Mexico" (RKO) (6 days)
"Attack" (OWI-RKO) (1 day)
GRAND-(1,250) (50c-60c-85c-95cl 7 days,
2nd
weak.of "Attack"
balance
run. Grossreplaced
: $9,000."Falcon"
(Averagefor:
$9,100).
"San Fernando Valley" (Rep.)
ORIENTAL— (3,200) (44c -5 5c -60c -85c -95c)
7 days. Stage: Connee Boswell and Revue.
Gross: $31,000, (Average: $24,000).
"Abbott and Costello in Society" (Univ.)
"Twilight on the Prairie" (Univ.)
PALACE— (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-95c) 8 days.
Gross: $29,000. (Average, 7 days: $24,000).
"The Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
ROOSEVELT — (1,500) (55x-65c-95c) 7
days. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $20,000).
"Mr. Skeffington," (WB)
STATE
LAKE— (2,700) (50c-65c-95c) 7
days. Gross: $33,000. (Average: $29,000).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-GM)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (50c-65c-95c)
2nd week. Gross: $24,000. (Average: $20,000).
"Up in Arms" (RKO)
WOODS— (1,200) (55c-65c-95c) 18th week.
Gross: $18,000. (Average: $10,000).

Picture
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Daily

'Skeffington'

Exception in Poor
"The Doughgirls"
( W arner Bros. )
Philadelphia
Week
IV/f ERRY, madcap matrimonial misadventures of a trio of ex-chorines,
unveiled against a background of the familiar hectic housing situaPhiladelphia, Aug. 29. — With cool
tion in crowded war-time Washington, provides some rollicking comedy weather prevailing and the Mastbaum
in the film version of "The Doughgirls," produced for Warners by Mark reopening, business at downtown
Hellinger from the Broadway stage play.
houses remained sluggish in line with
the seasonal lull of the pre-Labor Day
Ann Sheridan, Alexis Smith and Jane Wyman are the three "newly week. Out in front and virtually by
married" chorines. John Ridgely, Craig Stevens and Jack Carson are itself is the business at the Mastbaum
their respective "husbands." Added zest is provided by Irene Manning with "Mr. Skeffington" the attraction,
as Miss Sheridan's nemesis ; Eve Arden as a lusty Russian guerilla pointing to $36,500, plus $3,500 already
fighter; Charlie Ruggles as a coordinator of coordinators; and Alan in for the dual Sunday showing at the
Mowbray as a pompous radio commentator. Loaded with excellent mar- Earle. "Summer Storm," another new
quee names, aided by the popularity of the Broadway stage play from opening, figures on a satisfactory
which it is derived, and embodying all the popular elements of grand $16,200
Aldine. for its first week at the
escapist entertainment, this is a film that is certain to score handsomely
Estimated receipts for the week endat the box office.
ing Aug. Storm"
30-Sept.(UA)
1:
"Summer
The hilarity in the James V. Kern-Sam Hellman screen play from the
ALDINE— (900) (40c-45c-50c-6Sc-75c-85c) 7
Joseph A. Fields stage play, stems more from the fast and furious tempo
days. Gross: $16,200. (Average: $14,600).
of Kern's direction than from the spontaneity of the comedy situations. "Going My Way" (Para.)
ARCADIA— (600) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c) 7
Miss Wyman elopes with Carson, newly appointed to a post in Rug- days,
2nd run. Gross: $7,500. (Average:
gles' bureau, only to discover after they attempt to take sole possession
of their reserved hotel suite in Washington, that the Justice of Peace $4,000).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
BOYD — (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
who married them was a "phony" who had been caught robbing the real days, 4th week. Gross: $16,400. (Average:
Justice's home. In taking possession of the suite, they dispossess another "Atlantic City" (Rep.) (6 days)
honeymoon couple, Miss Sheridan and Ridgely, a chemist, whose divorce $18,000).
"Mr. Skeffington," (WB) (1 day)
EARLE— (3,000) (50c-65c-85c-95c) 6 days
from Miss Manning, it develops, has not become final. Miss Smith's
wedding ceremony to Stevens, an Army flyer, has been interrupted by of
vaudeville,
including
Charlie
Barnett's
orchestra,
Kay Starr,
Peanuts
Holland,
Jean
his coming down with measles although their marriage has already been Blanche, West and Lexing. Gross: $29,200.
(Average:
$27,600).
recorded in official papers with a mislaid marriage certificate causing
"The AdVentures of Mark Twain" (WB)
further complications.
FOX Gross:
— (3,000)$17,900.
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
days.
(Average: $20,500). 7
Crowded living conditions in Washington's Soviet Embassy prompts "The Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
Miss Arden to move into the hotel suite with the three other girls and a
KARLTON — (1.000) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $8,200. (Averpriority enables Mowbray to share occupancy. Ruggles evinces more 85c)
age:
$6,600).
"Step
Lively" (RKO)
than a paternal interest in Miss Wyman before the three girls are finally
remarried.
KEITH'S— (2,200) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $6,000. (Average:
It is all good, clean fun served up with gusto and handsome trimmings "Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
$5,800).
in Hellinger's attractive production. Performances are uniformly exMASTBAUM—
(4,700) $36,500.
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c7 days. Gross:
(Average:
cellent with a bit of outstanding pantomime being contributed by Joe De 85c)
$22,500).
Rita as a weary Washington visitor in search of "sleeping accommoda- "Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
tions. Others in the cast include John Alexander, Barbara Brown,
STANLEY
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c7 days,— (3,000)
2nd week.
Gross: $16,800.
Francis Pierlot, Donald MacBride and Regis Toomey. Wilkie Mahoney 85c)
(Average: $20,000).
supplied additional dialogue and Ernest Haller was in charge of the "The Invisible Man's Revenge" (Univ.)
cameras.
STANTON—
(1,700)
(40c -45c
-50c -65c
-85c) 7
days.
2nd week.
Gross:
$7,500.
(Average:
Running time, 102 minutes.
"G."*
Release date,Milton
not set. Livingston $9,400).

'Take
'Lowdown',
Hit Big

Show

$28,000

Washington, Aug. 29. — "JitterLoew'sHeidt
Capitol
week tobugs,"
seestormed
Horace
and this
his
orchestra on the stage and to hear
Benny Goodman and his band in
"Sweet and Lowdown," resulting in
a $28,000 gross for the week. Cool
weather also helped all box-offices.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Aug. 31 :
"Sweet and Lowdown" (ZOth-Fox)
LOEW'S CAPITOL — (3,434) (35c-43c-55c72c) 7 davs. On stage: Horace Heidt and
orchestra." Gross: $28,000. (Average: $22,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
LOEW'S
COLUMBIA— (1,234) (43c-55c65c) 7 days, sixth downtown week. Gross:
$9,000. (Average: $8,200).
"Bride By Mistake" (RKO)
WARNER'S EARLE— (2,210) (44c-55c-85c$1.00) 7 days. On stage: Lyda Sue, Roxyettes. Gross: $24,000. (Average: $19,700).
"In Society" (Univ.)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,800) (35c-44c-65c-74c) 7
days, 2nd downtown week. Gross: $8,000.
(Average: $13,600).
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
WARNER'S METROPOLITAN — (1,600)
(35c-55c) 7 days, 3rd downtown week.
! Gross: $8,000. (Average: $7,200).
"Dragon Seed" (MGM)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,242) (43c-55c-65c)
7 days. Gross: $23,000. (Average: $19,000)

Lone

*"G" denotes general classification.

'Way' Out Front for
3rd Kansas City Week
Kansas City, Aug. 29. — The third
week of "Going My Way" continues
to draw heavily at the Newman, receipts being only slightly off the totals of each of the first two weeks,
around $24,000. "Mr. Winkle Goes to
War" is fairly successful at the Midland, with a take of around $16,000.
Weather has been generally bad all
week.
Estimated receipts for week ending
Aug. 29- Sept. 1.
"Take It or Leave It" (ZOth-Fox)
ESQUIRE— (800) (45c-65c) 7.days. Gross:
$10,000. (Average, $6,000).
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
MIDLAND — (3,500) (40c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $14,000).
"Going
My Way"
(Para..)(45c-65c) 7 days.
NEWMAN
— (1,900)
Gross: $24,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
"Ei;cape to Danger" (British)
ORPHEUM — (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Two- Man Submarine" (Col.)
"Call of the South Seas" (Rep.)
TOWER— (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$13,000. (Average: $9,400).
"Take It or Leave It" (2Slth-Fox)
UPTOWN — (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $5,600).
FAIRWAY— (700) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,000. (Average: $1,600).

It Big'

Does;

Leads in Indianapolis
Indianapolis, Aug. 29. — The Circle,
'Dragon Seed9 Yields
with "Take It Big" and an orchestra,
$17,800 in Buffalo
will gross $17,000 to lead Indianapolis theaters this week. Keith's, closed
Buffalo,
Aug.reach
29. — $17,800
"Dragon atSeed"
will
probably
the all Summer, reopens this week as a
Great Lakes to lead receipts here. first run house and expects a $11,000
"In Society" and "Moonlight in Ver- gross from "Girl in the Case" and
mont" are heading for a fine $16,800 Blackstone the magician.
Estimated receipts for the week
at the Lafayette. The weather has
turned cold here after several weeks
"Take ItAug.
Big" 29-31
(Para.):
ending
of record-breaking heat.
CIRCLE— (2,800) (55c-70c) 7 days. Stage
Estimated receipts for the week "Mr.
show. Skeffington"
Gross: $17,000.
(WB) (Average: $11,800).
ending Sept. 2 :
INDIANA — (3,200) (32c-S5c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,500. (Average: $11,600).
"Hail
Conquering
"Take the
It Big"
(Para.) Hero" (Para.)
"Girl in the Case" (Col.)
BUFFALO' — (3,489) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 7
KEITH'S— (1,500) (60c) 7 days. Stage
days. Gross: $16,900. (Average: $17,400).
show. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $5,000).
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) "Address Unknown" (Col.)
LOEW'S— (2,800) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $17,800. (Aver- $11,000.
(Average:
"In Society"
(Univ.)$11,500). 7 days,
age: $16,200).
"Black Parachute" (Col.)
"Wing and a Prayer" (ZOth-Fox)
"The Big Noise" (ZOth-Fox)
LYRIC— (2,000) (32c-55c)
HIPPODROME— (2,100) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 7 over from Indiana. Gross:
days, 2nd week on a moveover. Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $9,700).
age: $4,900).
"Atlantic City" (Rep.)
$5,000.
"Port of 40 Thieves" (Rep.)
TWENTIETH
CENTURY— (3,000) (40c- Nicaragua Ticket Tax move50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $12,000. (Aver
Managua, Nicaragua Aug. 29.
— A
(Average:
$12,200). (Univ.)
10 per cent tax on theatre tickets was
"In Society"
voted here by Congress, revenue of
"Moonlight in Vermont" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE^-(3,000) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 7 which will be used to provide lunchdays. Gross: $16,800. (Average: $12,400).
eons for public school children.

cm^
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co-starring

M
ISER4M
MILLER*VrCTOR
Wl ith JEFF DONNELL
• ISH KABIBBLE • GEORGIA CARROLL
HARRY BABBITT • SULLY MASON • DIANE PENDLETON
Produced by SAMUEL BISCHOFF • Directed by LEIGH JASON
Screen play by Joseph Hoffman and Al Martin
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Corsi, Exhibitors Will
Meet on Problem Here

Decree

YORK,

U.S.A., THURSDAY,

Compromise

Is Possible, If —
Initiation of any action
which would lead to a further conference between the
Department of Justice and
the five consent decree companies to work out a new
consent decree without resorting to court action,
would have to come from
the Department, if the reaction of some decree company counsel to any such
meeting can be used as a
barometer.
Decree counsel are described as being "perfectly
frilling" to respond to any
call from the Department
for a meeting.

AUGUST

RKO's
Half

Fiscal

Nets

U.

S.

Suit

CENTS

Suggests
to

Award

Clear
Status

$2,588,493
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. and
subsidiaries report an operating
profit of $7,597,103 for the 26 weeks
ended July 1, some $1,103,665 more
than the $6,493,438 operating profit for
the same half-year of 1943. After
ta™ and other charges, however, this
year's six-month profit was reduced to
$2,588,493 net, a drop of $632,090
under the $3,220,583 net for the first
six months of 1943.
From the $7,597,103 earnings of the
first 26 weeks of this year, provision
of $3,258,000 was made for Federal
excess profits taxes, whereas no provision for any excess taxes was made in
{Continued on page 6)

Violations of child labor laws
ave been running 15 per cent
igher in theatres throughout New
'ork State than in other indusI-ies, it was disclosed here yesterday
y Edward Corsi, head of the State
Jepartment of Labor.
A check-up made over a
period of two months in New
York City, Buffalo, Rochester,
Utica, Schenectady, Elmira,
FBI
Probe
of
Binghamton and Mount Vernon, disclosed that out of 2,750
'front' employes in all houses
covered, 735 were under 18 and
Columbia
Sets Up
Gold wyn
Claim
thus subject to child labor
laws. Of these, approximately
40 per cent were working in
Washington, Aug. 30. — Depart- International Corp.
violation of the statute, while
ment of Justice agents are investigating charges by Samuel Goldwyn that
violations for all other indus(Continued on page 6)
large circuits, through alleged arbiColumbia International Corp. has
trary and unduly high terms, have re- been formed as a subsidiary of Cofused him an opportunity to show his
lumbia Pictures, the fifth of foreign
product, it was disclosed here today. film holding companies to be formed,
Watch
Films
it was learned here yesterday. The
Goldwyn's
complaint
to the
(Continued
on page
6) Depart(Continued on page 6)
n Video:

TEN

31, 1944

Washington, Aug. 30. — Department of Justice officials suggested here today that a solution
to the controversy which has been
precipitated by the refusal of Harry
C. Arthur, Jr., and his St. Louis
Amusement Co.^ to be a party to an
arbitration action brought by Adolph
Rosecan, operator of the Princess
Theatre in St. Louis, might lie in a
court suit against the distributors to
determine whether an arbitration
award is enforceable.
It was indicated that the Department is not called upon to
act in such a situation to support the arbitration board and
that if Arthur has any controversy it would lie with the distributors who supply him with
(Continued on page 6)

Rehabilitation
Group

Fly

Service
Hawaii
Chicago, Aug. 30. — James Lawi;nce Fly, chairman of the Federal
ommunications Commission, predictCleared
by
1 the rapid growth of television net- Are
orks in the postwar era during an
Idress before the National AssociaHollywood, Aug. 30. — Motion picon of Broadcasters at the Palmer
tures are the greatest factor for wellouse here this afternoon.
fare and recreation in the Hawaiian
Fly said that "the large motion pic- Islands and are on a par with letters
; ire interests may cut across the bow from home, in the opinion of Admiral
V: television network broadcasting," Chester W. Nimitz, Commander of the
for "it is wholly feasible to project Pacific Fleet, and Lt. General Robert
(.Continued on page 13)
C. Richardson, Commanding General
of the Pacific Ocean areas, it was
disclosed here yesterday by George J.
lopper to Continue
Schaefer, in
WarHollywood
Activitiesfollowing
Committee"
chairman,
his
is MPSA
Head
return from Hawaii, where he conferred with Army and Navy repreHollywood, Aug. 30. — Harold Hop;r will continue as president of the
sentatives on the prospect of improving the film situation in that area.
lotion Picture Society for the AmerSchaefer accompanied Capt. John
as pending future plans, thereby
iminating the original move to re- L. Reynolds, director of welfare for
lace him with John C. Flinn in view the Bureau of Naval Personnel, following a request to the industry from
Hopper's general managership of
ie M-G-M studios.
Vice-Admiral Randall Jacobs, chief
M. Travis will continue as MPS of the Bureau.
As a result of the survey, Schaefer
:neral manager. Russell Pierce, forerly attached to the Washington Of- reported, early showing of all 35-mm
:e of the Coordinator for Inter- films in Army and Navy theatres
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)

Arthur's Challenge of
Arbitration Involved

Set

Up

Problems

Schaefer
Paris Films Here,
Released Tuesday
Newsreels of the fall of
Paris have arrived in Washington and were expected
here bv the five newsreel
companies, in time for inclusion in the editions to be
made up today. Barring unforeseen delay, the pictures
will start reaching theatres
for showing beginning Tuesday of next week.
The Paris films, obtained
from the U. S. Army Signal
Corps, are reviewed by military authorities in Washington before being made
available to the public. Supplementary footage from
British cameramen will follow shortly, it was learned
here yesterday.

Hollywood, Aug. 30. — Rehabilitation plans for several thousand film
workers now in the Armed Forces
will be studied by a committee of
seven which has been appointed by
the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
After
own out
problems andstudying
systems the
beingfilms'
worked
by
other large American industries, the
committee will present "a workable
sociological
Association
of
Motion plan"
Pictureto the
Producers
and
(Continued on page 6)

Max

Cohen

Is Named

For 6th War Loan
Max Cohen, independent New York
exhibitor, long active in War Activities Committee projects, has accepted
the post of assistant in charge of special events for the 6th War Loan. He
will handle activities apart from reguetc. lar bond premieres, 'Free Movie Days,'
Cohen will attend the 'grand strategy' meeting of 6th War Lean leaders
scheduled at WAC New York headquarters on Sept. 12.
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Johnston,Bromberg,
Personal

Connecticut

Mention

SUDEKUM, Crescent
TONY
Amusement Co. president, at Nashville, isthe recipient of birthday greetings from Gov. Prentice Cooper,
Nashville's Mayor Thomas Cummins,
and scores of others. Sudekum has
been in exhibition some 37 years.
•
Robert Shapiro, assistant to Robert
M. Weitman, managing director of
the New York Paramount Theatre,
has returned from a vacation.
•
Dave Bader, 20th Century-Fox
trade press contact, will return to the
home office Tuesday following a twoweek vacation.
Bob Swanson, manager of the Paramount Theatre in Steubenville, O.,
and Mrs. Swanson are in New York
on a vacation.

Inspecting Theatres
XNew Haven, Aug. 30. — As
part ot Connecticuts campaign against fire hazards in
places of public assembly,
following the disasterous circus fire in Hartford this
Summer, state police are inspecting all theatres, and
commissioner Edward J.
Hickey has announced that
renewals of certificates of approval, heretofore automatically granted, will now be
held up until each house has
been approved.
Exhibitors, following the
inspection, are given reports
on what changes must be
made. Existing certificates
expire Friday.

Report* GPE
Field
Enters 16mm
General Precision Equipment Corp.,
acquired control of Ampro Corp.,
has
Mortimer Hays of Hays, Podell
manufacturer of 16 and 8
Chicago,
and Shulman, is on a vacation until
Earle G. Hines,
projectors.
mm.
after Labor Day.
president of GPE, yesterday stated
that the acquisition was for cash, that
no new stock of General Precision
s
Columbia'
of will
, head t,
Eve Ettinger
Eastern
story departmen
return will be issued in connection with the
Tuesday from a vacation.
purchase and that the present Ampro
•
management will continue in charge of
Ed Harrison, city manager of E. M. its operations.
Subsidiaries of General Precision
Loew's theatres in Springfield, Mass.,
have
for years manufactured standard
is in New York for
• a week's visit.
35 mm. equipment for theatres but
nave not made 16 mm. or 8 mm. equipJames B. Lansing, vice-president
ment. In Oct., 1943, General Preciof the Altec Lansing Corp., is in New
sion
acquired all of the stock of MoYork from Hollywood.
tion Picture Engineering Corp. of
Chicago, which specializes in projecCharles Ryan, assistant Chicago
tion equipment for industrial and
zone manager for Warner theatres, is commercial uses.
on vacation.
Hines said other related equipment
such as 16 mm. and 8 mm. cameras
will be added when war activities
's
S. J. A.
Southern
and McCarth
Canadian y,
salesUniversal
manager, cease and such development can. be
undertaken.
is in New Orleans this week.

, M-G-M's
Clark
Olin
is on vacation.
editor,
story

Eastern

Larry Kent and Bride
Due Here Next Week
Larry Kent, executive assistant to
Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox
president, and Mrs. Kent, the former
Mrs. Anette Downes, also with the
company here, who were married Sunday at Las Vegas, N. M., will return
to New York in about a week, after
which Kent will proceed to London,
where he is scheduled to represent
20th-Fox in carrying out terms of the
joint production-distribution agreement
signed by Skouras and J. Arthur Rank
last Spring. Kent has been on the
Coast for several months.
Mrs. Kent, it was learned here yesterday, will continue for the present in
her position with the company here
and will join her husband in England
later, although not in the near future.
Difficulties in obtaining authority to
leave the country, except on official
business, during the war in Europe are
understood to make this necessary.

Coast

Police

Hines

Col. 'Jock9 Whitney
Captured in France
Col. John Hay (Jock) Whitney, former board chairman of Selznick International Pictures, with interests in numerous projects, was captured by Germans "somewhere in France," according to press dispatches received in New
York. The report has not been confirmed by the War Department.
Whitney entered the film industry
as head of Pioneer Pictures, which
produced "Becky Sharp" in 1935 and
"The Dancing Pirate" in 1936. Later,
with International, he is understood
largely to have financed "Gone With
the Wind" and "Rebecca." He was
also a heavy stockholder in Technicolor Corp. In 1940, Whitney was appointed by the Co-ordinator of Cultural Relations among the American
republics to head the motion picture
division of that office. In 1942, he was
made a captain in the intelligence
branch of the Army Air Corps, went
to England as a public relations officer in 1943 and was then transferred
to the Italian theatre.

Bernhard,

O'Connor

In

Tradings

Stock

Philadelphia, Aug. 31. — More
than 30,000 shares of Monogram Pictures' common stock was ,acquired by
officers and directors in the company
in June and July, it was disclosed
here today by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The July report showed that Arthur
C. Bromberg, Atlanta, director, acquired 3,300 shares for a total of
18,039 shares, through Monogram
Southern Exchanges, Inc., through
which he had sold two shares in June ;
Trem Carr, Hollywood, purchased
6,667 shares, representing his entire
interest, and Herman Rifkin, Boston,
purchased 15,425 shares through Monogram Pictures, Inc.
June reports showed that Bromberg
also acquired 50 shares direct, giving
him a total of 1,086 shares ; W. Ray
J ohnston, Hollywood, president,
bought 3,416 shares direct, giving him
a total of 19,187 shares, and 900 shares
through Monogram Pictures, Inc.,
and Howard W. Stubbins, Los Angeles, purchased 3,695 shares and sold
one share through Monogram Pictures of California, which held 8,917
shares at the end of the month ; Stubbins sold 1,295 shares through Monogram Pictures of the Northwest,
which still held 1,417 shares.
In 20th Century-Fox, Robert Lehman, New York, director, sold 6,800
common shares held through Lehman
Brothers. In the same company,
William P. Philips, New York, director, sold 500 shares of common, leaving him with 1,500 shares.
Joseph Bernhard, New York, executive of Warner Brothers, sold 1,000
shares of the company's common,
leaving him with 5,000 shares. Samuel
Carlisle, New York, sold 300 shares
of common, leaving him with none.
American Holding Corp., New
York, reduced its portfolio of General
Precision Equipment capital stock by
the sale of 400 shares through American Express, through which it held
13,000 shares, of the month, together
with 50,719 shares held through Rexport Corp. Loew's, Inc., picked up
another 105 shares of Loew's Boston
Theatres' common, giving it a total of
121,213 shares. A June report on
Keith- Albee-Orpheum showed that
Elizabeth H. Meehan, New York, redeemed 1,880 shares of preferred
stock, ending her holdings. John J.
O'Connor, New York, of Universal
Pictures, bought 400 common voting
trust certificates in May, which repreterest. sented his entire companv stock in-

Flashes
Hollyzuood, Aug. 30

arrived toAS
SKOURhis
SPYROSday following
attendance at
San Francisco's "Wilson" premiere.
The armed induction stay granted to
Alan Ladd permitted Paramount to
start "Salty O'Rourke" today, thereby
assuring the company a backlog of
three to be released over an approximate one-year period. Others are
"And Now Tomorrow" co-starring
Loretta Young, and the recently finished "Two Years • Before the Mast."
Charles E. (Dusty) Rhodes, Warner employee here for the past 15
years, will be installed as commander
of the Los Angeles County Council,
American Legion, at ceremonies tomorrow night in Patriotic
Hall.
•
Monogram has signed Acquanetta
for "Jungle Fear," to be produced by
Sam Katzman and Jack Dietz, and another film not yet •announced.
Pat O'Brien will star in six for
RKO in three years under a new conThe first producing.
is "Man Alive," with
Robert tract.
Fellows
•
Norman B. Rydge, Australian film
leader, here from Sydney, leaves today
for Washington and New York.
Nat Holts' first production as RKO
producer will be "Riverboat Rhythm."
Seize

Color

Photo

Patents from Aliens
Washington, Aug. 30.— The Alien
Property Custodian here today disclosed that the U. S. has seized patents issued to Luigi Cristiani and Giovanni Mascarini, Italian nationals, for
apparatus for color photography in
which rights are held by the Additive
Color Process Corp. under an agreement entered into in 1938.

Sir

Edward

Villiers

in Toronto
Toronto, Aug. 30. — Sir Edward
Villiers of the Ealing studios, England, and formerly with the British
Ministry of Information, will arrive
here tomorrow for the Canadian
Due

"San Demetrio," at
premiere of
night. Eglinton Theatre toPlayers
Famous morrow
W.

Virginia

Convene

Owners

Oct. 17

Charleston, W. Va., Aug. 30.—
All West Virginia theatre owners
have been invited to the 1944 convenVirginia
tion of the West
Association,
scheduled
to be Managers'
held Oct.
17 at the Daniel Boone Hotel here.
of Ronceverte. is chairJ. C. manShanklin
of the convention committee.

Report Chevalier Safe
Friends of Maurice Chevalier in
France have reported that the film and
stage star is safe at his home near
Cannes, contrary to an earlier report
from France which stated Chevalier
had been killed by the Maquis, _ according to a press dispatch received
here yesterday from Paris.
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Screen Play by Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein • From the
StageLindsay
Play by
KESSEIPJNG
• Produced
Howard
and JOSEPH
Russel Crouse
■ Music
by Max bySteiner.
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Motion

Labor

Child
In

by

15%

(Continued from page 1)
tries covered stood combined
at 25 per cent. .
Chief infraction was failure of the
young employes to obtain working
bepapers, which are required for all
tween the ages of 14 and 18; others
were found to be performing duties
forbidden to children. An enforcement drive already has been undertaken by Corsi's department.
"Although the percentage of child
labor violations has been higher in
the film industry than in other industries," Corsi said, the public spirit
shown by theatre men in bond drives,
welfare and civic undertakings of all
sorts convince us that the problem of
illegal child labor can and will be
eliminated in theatres.
Corsi plans to call a meeting of exhibitors todevelop a program designed
to stamp out the violations. . An educational rather than a punitive approach
is favored by Corsi's department.
The survey showed that the average wage paid children in theatres
was around 40 cents per hour, with
only 10 per cent receiving less than
30 cents.
FBI

to Make

Status

to

Schaefer

Sets

Showings

for

See Owners' Arbitration
Benefits Hit in Move
Beneficial results derived by inde
pendent exhibitors under arbitration
provisions of the consent decree are
seen as being jeopardized, according
to decree company legal opinion in
New York, if court action is taken by
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., and the St.
Louis Amusement Co. to challenge the
legality of arbitration proceedings under the decree. It was further pointed out that no presently affiliated cir-

arbitration proceedings, filed by Rose• At the conversations with Admiral
can, against the five consenting com- personnel.
panies, which had been rejected by the Nimitz and General Richardson,
clerk of the St. Louis tribunal. He Schaefer learned that in the Islands
declared that various theatre com- during the month of July there were
panies of the St. Louis Amusement more than 5,000 free showings of the
Co. named by Rosecan as interested industry's 16-mm gift films to memparties in Rosecan's original clearance Islands.bers of the Armed Forces in the
complaint do not plan to submit to arSchaefer will leave here by plane
bitration or accept any award which
may result from such proceedings, for New York on Friday.
and
asked that the proceedings be dismissed.

Gold wyn's Claim
(Continued from page 1)
ment, made specifically against T. and
D. Theatres, operating in San Francisco and other Western cities, follows upon his widely publicized protest showing of "Up in Arms" on
Aug. 22 in a converted dance hall in
Reno, one of the strongholds of the
circuit. He now asks the Government
to end the alleged monopoly which he
charges this and other large circuits
hold against independent producers
through the terms they demand for
use of their theatres.
Department officials said the inquiry
is being made by agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
As reported in Motion Picture
Daily Aug. 24, a New York spokesman for RKO, which distributes for
Goldwyn, explained that the "quarrel"
over "Up in Arms" involved mainly
the terms for showing the film in San
Francisco. There, he said, Goldwyn
had demanded a percentage basis,
while T. and D. was holding out for a
flat rate. For other cities, includin
Reno, the circuit was said to be willing to continue the percentage ar
rangement which had obtained there in
the past on other Goldwyn films.

Five

Suit

cuit would be obliged to arbitrate
Forces
clearance disputes with independent Armed
exhibitors should the Department of
(Continued from page 1)
Justice succeed in divorcing affiliated
circuits from the five consenting dis- throughout the Hawaiians has been
tribution companies.
effected. The new set-up-alleviates
Under provisions of the old de- problems which were handicapping
cree and the new revisions being Army and Navy recreational programs
sought by the Department of Justice, in the territory.
only the five consenting companies
"Consolidated Amusements," the
and their affiliated circuits are bound
to arbitrate clearance disputes with WAC chairman stated, "has agreed to
exhibitors. Nearly all independent cir waive all its rights to clearance, thereby permitting immediate showing of all
cuits have submitted to arbitration
pictures on 35-mm film in regular
proceedings along with affiliated cir
cuits and the five consenting com
Army- and Navy theatres."
In Hawaii, previous to the Schaefpanies in the past.
er-Capt. Reynolds mission, Hollywood
features were being offered to Army
Basis of Attack in Decree
Russell Hardy, counsel for St. Louis and Navy 35-mm. theatres from three
Amusement Co., who launched the at- to six months after their release in
tack upon the constitutional basis of continental United States. Principal
cause of this was that the Navy had
the consent decree for Arthur, is
former Department of Justice lawyer taken over a new unopened theatre
the Consolidated Amuseand headed the Government's case built by
ments, leaving that company only one
against Warner Bros, and others in
St. Louis several years ago, which house, the Waikiki, on the beach. The
Waikiki was able to exhibit only four
eventually led to the St. Louis Amuse
pictures a month and because of a rement Company's present alleged domi
nant position in that city.
leasing agreement, service theatres had
As reported in Motion Picture been restricted to the same schedule.
This was a problem because of the
Daily yesterday,
Hardy's
action cameof continual shifting of Armed Forces
following
a motion
for dismissal

Probe

Takes

Suggests

Arbitration

Thursday, August 31, 1944

Daily

(Continued from paije 1)
product, over their shortening
of his clearance in favor of
Rosecan.
E. V. Richards, New Orleans and
Griffith Amusement Co., Oklahoma
City, similarly challenged the enforceability of arbitration awards under
the decree, some time ago.
Department of Justice officials apby Arthur's ofchallengepeared
to theundisturbed
constitutionality
the
onsent decree, as reported in Motion
Picture Daily yesterday. They
pointed out that any award that might
be made in favor of Rosecan would
be directed at the consent decree companies and not against Arthur. Under the arbitration findings calling
for a reduction in clearance, the distributors would be required to make
the cut in clearance and exhibitors
have nothing to do with the physical
rotation of films among theatres
Should Arthur insist upon his original
clearance after a shorter clearance is
instituted for his theatres as a result
of the award, he would have to go to
court against the distributors or re
fuse to buy their product on the basis
of the new clearance, they added.

Of

R. Martin

J.

of

Clear

Theatres

Leads

D.

Picture

Over

Tomorrow

Eufaula, Ala., Aug. 30. — Roy E
Martin of Columbus, Ga., who recently bought the two local theatres and
houses at Cuthbert, Dawson and Shell
man in Georgia from M. G. Lee, Cuthbert, at a reported price of $375,000.
will assume active control of all Sept. 1
Martin owns more than 100 theatres
in Georgia, Alabama, Florida and Tennessee.

Columbia

Sets

International

Up

Corp.

(Continued from page 1)
new company has taken over the operation of all of Columbia's foreign
business. No officers have been elected as yet.
At the same time, it was learned
here, the following officers will head
the newly-formed Warner Bros. Pictures International Corp., capitalized
at $1,000,000: Robert Schless, Warners' general foreign manager, president ; Joseph S. Hummel, foreign
sales manager, vice-president ; Karl
Macdonald, vice-president ; J. J.
Glynn, vice-president and treasurer ;
Morris Ebenstein, secretary ; Max
Greenberg, assistant secretary, and
Thomas O' Sullivan, auditor. J. Granich, E. Silverman and J. Shapiro are
additional directors. E.' K. Hessberg is attorney for the corporation.
Other companies which have formed
foreign mountsubsidiaries
are Substantial
Loew's, Paraand Universal.
tax
savings are held to be possible under
the foreign holding company plan, because corporations doing 95 per cent
of their business abroad are exempt
from the U. S. excess profits tax.
When such subsidiaries pay dividends
to the narent companies, they are
taxed only 15 per cent, while the levy
on direct operations of the unexempt
is 40 per cent.

Hopper to Continue
As MPS A Head
RKO's
Fiscal Half
(Continued from page 1)
Nets $2 f588f493
American Affairs, is now functioning
(Continued from page 1)
as the society's special adviser. The
the 1943 period, "because the compa- organization is emphasizing a search
nies did not appear, at that time, to
in an attempt "to
for story material
real understanding on cerbe liable in that respect," a company buildtainupbasicaand
historical issues between
statement said yesterday. Normal and
surtax for the 1944 six-month period the people of the Americas."
was $1,079,000. With taxes on excess
profits, taxes totaled $4,337,000 for the Shirley and Byrne
1944 period.
Here for Meetings
Also deducted from the 1944 income
M-G-M district managers Sam Shirperiod was a depreciation charge of
Byrne, Deley,
$649,295, a slight increase over the
troit, Chicago,
will arriveandin John
New P.
York Sept. 25,
when
M-G-M
resumes
its
plan of
$646,540 charge for the 1943 half-year.
Also deducted was $22,315 in dividends bringing two field executives into the
paid during the 1944 six months on home office weekly for a seven-day
common and seven per cent preferred visit. The plan, which has been in
stock of a subsidiary held by the pub- effect for a number of weeks, is being
lic ;$26,314 was paid last year.
suspended during the coast visit of
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
manager, who is exRehabilitation Group and general sales for
the Coast studio
pected to leave
Sept.
Up by MPRF
Tom 7. J. Donaldson, Boston manager,
(Continued from page 1)
and John S. Allen, Washington, are
other industry groups for coordinated now in New York rounding out a
action.
week visiting department heads at the
The committee consists of Sol Les- home office. They will leave for their
territories at the end of the week.
ser, Charles Bickford, Lucille Gleason, Ewell D. Moore and William
Periera. In an ex-officio capacity will 'Harem' Showing Sept. 7
be Jean Hersholt and Ralph Morgan,
president and vice-president, respec- "Lost
a Harem"
held sin
showingwillofbeM-G-M'
The intrade
tively, of the Motion Picture Relief
Fund.
Washington Sept. 7 instead of Aug.
28 as originally announced.
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'Wilson',

And'Way'Lead
L.

A.

Is

'Seed'

3Pa/la<mcurt
The

Average

$11,000, 'My Way'
Gets a Big $25,000

/

Field

Los Angeles, Aug. 30. — Top money
is divided among "Going My Way,"
"Dragon Seed" and "Wilson." Dollar for dollar, as compared with averages, honors swing to the Crosby picture.
In its second week at both Downtown and Hollywood Paramount theatres, the Crosby film grossed $57,500,
whereas first week opening average is
$31,800. At the three-way first run
setup now housing M-G-M's bigger
films, "Dragon Seed" did a combined
$58,700, comparing with average,
$33,100. "Wilson" did $16,000 at the
• Carthay Circle where the norm is
$11,200, and an estimated $25,000 at
the United Artists where the average
is $16,000. At a combined $41,000,
"Wilson's" total is $13,200 ahead of
average. Weather continued hot and
the beaches an attraction.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 30 :
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
CARTHAY CIRCLE — (1.516) (85c-$UO$1.50) 7 days. 3rd week. Gross: $16,000.
(Average: $11,200). »
"The Great Moment" (Para.)
"Kansas City Kitty" (Col.)
CHINESE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$l.CO) 7
days. Gross: $12,500. (Average: $15,500).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
EGYPTIAN — (1,000) (50c-6Qc-85c-$1.00) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $14,900. (Average:
$9,500).
"Youth Runs Wild" (RKO)
"A Night of Adventure" (RKO)
HAWAII — (1,000) (50e-60c-80c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $6,200).
"Secret Command" (Col.)
"Louisiana Hayride" (Col.)
HILLSTREET — (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7
days. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $19,700).
"The Great Moment" (Para.)
"Kansas City Kitty" (Col.)
LOEWS STATE - (2,500) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $23,000. (Average:
$24,100).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES — (2,096) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $32,000.
(Average: $14,900).
"Secret Command" (Col.)
"Louisiana Hayride" (Col.)
PANTAGES— (2,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $16,700).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT HOLLYWOOD--(50c-60e80c-$1.0O) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $19,000.
(Average: $11,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT DOWNTOWN— (50c-60e80c-$1.0O) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $38,500
(Average: $20,300).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
RITZ — (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $11,800. (Average :#$8,70O).
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
UNITED ARTISTS - (2,100) (85c-$1.10$1.50) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $25,000
(Average: $16,600).
"The Great Moment" (Para.)
"Kansas City Kitty" (Col.)
UPTOWN — (1,716) (50c-6Oc-85c-$l.OO)
days. Gross: $7,200. (Average: $10,500). 7
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
WARNER BROS. HOLLYWOOD--(3,000)
(50c-60c-80c-$1.0O) 5 days, 5th week. Gross:
$9,224. (Average: $17,000). f>
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
WARNER DOWNTOWN - (3,400) (50c5 days' 5th week- Gross:
$14,000. (Average: $18,700).
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
0nW^^ER WILTERN - (2,200) (50c-60c80c-$1.00)
days, 5th week. Gross: $8,597.
(Average: 5$15,200).
^The Great Moment" (Para.)
Kansas City Kitty" (Col.)
ti ™X," WILSHIRE - (2,300) (50c-60c-85cs: $7'300- (Averaee:
$11 750)

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

San Francisco, Aug. 30. — Set for
12
"Sincehere
YouthisWent
had weeks,
its premiere
week Away"
at the
United Artists Theatre and prospered
to the extent of $25,000 in its first
seven days. With five showings daily,
ropes were up at practically every performance.

NEWS

Estimated receipts for the week end"In ing
Society"
(Univ.)
Aug. 29-31
:
"Aiiergic to Love" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM — (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average : $15,000).
"Since You Went Away" (UA)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (74c-$1.20) 7
days. Gross: $25,000. (Average: $11,000).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE — (2,850) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days.
Stage:
Vaudeville. Gross: $36,000.
(Average:
$27,000).
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine" (Para.)
WAR FIELD— (2,680) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville. Gross: $27,000. (Average: $25,000).
"I Love Magic"
a Soldier"
(Para.)
"Black
(Mono.)
FOX — (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
week.
Gross: $24,000. (Average: $28,000).
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days. Gross: $35,000. (Average: $20,000).
"They
Made
"Let 'em
HaveMe It"a Criminal" (WB)
STATE — (2,308) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
moveover from the Wakefield. Gross:
$14,000. (Average: $13,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
ST. FRANCIS — (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days. 3rd week, moveover after four weeks
at the Fox. Gross: $17,000. (Average:
$11,000).

'Holiday'
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"COUNTED

Mark

New

in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, Aug. 30.— "Christmas
Holiday," which opened at the Fulton
after that theatre was closed for a
two-week repair period, broke the
record previously held by "The Black
Swan," mentbywas over
$S0a.
manageunable
to The
estimate
the
week's receipts promised by this record-breaker. The picture's openingsaw a record crowd of 9,000 on Friday. Capacity of the theatre is only
Estimated receipts for the week
1,700.
ending Aug. 25-29:
"Christmas Holiday" (Universal)
FULTON— (1,700) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days.
Gross expected to break record. (Average:
"Take It or Leave It" (20th-Fox)
$8,500).
J. P.Gross:
HARRIS—
(2,200)
(35c-44c-65c)
days.
$9,000. (WB)
(Average:
$10,000). 7
"Mr. Skeffington"
7C0).
PENN — (3,400) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days, second week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $21,-
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"Hail the Conquering Hero" (Para.)
RITZ— (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week, moveover from the Stanley. Gross:
$5,000.
(Average:"
$3,000).
"Wing andl
a Prayer"
(2(Vth-Fox)
SENATOR— (1,750) (35c-44c-65£) 7 days,
third Week, moveover from the Harris.
Gross: $3,700. (Average: $3,400).
"I Love a Soldier" (Para.)
STANLEY — (3,800) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days.
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $22,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
WARNER— (2,000) I3ic-44c-65c) 7 days,
350).
6th week. Gross: $13,500. (Average: $9,-

'People's' N. Y. Premiere
M-G-M's "Meet the People" will
have its New York premiere Sept. 7
at Loew's State Theatre. "Maisie
Goes to Reno" has been booked to
follow it at that house.
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p aramount
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soon

present,

full-dress

supreme

filming

best-seller

the

in

of

author

of
this

the

Technicolor,

great

decade,

romantic

by

of "Rebecca"

— with no Mission

but to

delight Millions, with its
umptuous Beauty and its
gloriously Daring tale of Love.
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• Harali
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B. G. DeSYLVA,

Executive Producer

Screen Play By Talbot Jennings • From tke Novel by Daphne du Maurier
Directed Ly MITCHELL

LEISEN
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Hollywood

In

Video:

Fly

{Continued from page 1)
television pictures on a motion picture
screen. Moreover, the record or
transcription of the local television
station is likely to be a motion picture reel, shipped in from a distance.
It is conceivable that this form of
local television broadcasting may be
quite interesting, and, hence, quite
successful," he added.
Provisions have been made by the
FCC to permit networks to acquire
television transmitting stations at all
important points of program origin,
Fly revealed, and said : "Serious consideration isbeing given to providing
a radio 'highway' to link television
stations into networks. Such highways may be wide enough to be
capable of carrying a multiplicity of
programs and may thus become a
method of long-distance transmission,"
he explained.
Fly added that television networks
are also desirable in order to link
not only the nation, but also other
continents of the world.
In reviewing the radio field, Fly
revealed that the network and independent stations reported to the FCC
a record net time sale of $196,000,000
in 1943, compared to $164,000,000 in
1942. Net income from broadcasting
in 1942, after all expenses, but before
Federal taxes, amounted to about
$45,000,000, and in 1943 reached the
all-time high of $66,000,000, he said.
Video
Radio

to Bring Film,
Closer: Coe

"Reckless
(Universal)

Age"

r^ESPITE its title, "Reckless Age" is no weighty commentary on
*^ juvenile delinquency but an airy musical spun around the personality and voice of Gloria Jean. Producer-director Felix E. Feist has obtained a winsome performance from Miss Jean, who was surrounded
with a cast equipped to play in a broadly comic vein. It all adds up to
diverting entertainment.
The gossamer story, scripted by Gertrude Purcell and Henry Blankfort, from an original by Al Martin, wanders along the familiar bypaths of the poor-little-rich girl who, weary of a life that is plotted for her
to the last detail, kicks over the traces and vanishes from the care of her
wealthy grandparents, Henry Stephenson and Kathleen Howard. Without funds, she takes a job as salesgirl in one of the stores owned by
Stephenson in a small town removed from New York. There she enjoys her unconfined life until she is suspected of stealing from the store
by Marshall Thompson. A rather hilarious climax involving baby pigs
who run amuck in the store fetches Stephenson from New York, presumably to respect Miss Jean's new-found freedom.
Miss Jean ably renders several light musical classics; there are the
Delta Rhythm Boys to harmonize, and Harold Nicholas to sing a rhumba and deliver a rapid-fire tap dance. Others featured prominently are
Franklin Pangborn, Andrew Tombes, Judy Clark and Jack Gilford.
Running time, 63 minutes.

"G."*

Release date, Nov. 17.
Charles Ryweck

*"G" denotes general classification.
Booster
For

N.

Radio
Y. War

Series
Fund

"War Town," a series of real-life
dramas presented under the auspices
of the New York War Fund and the
New York suburban community
chests, has started on station WEAF
and will continue on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays. Ralph
Bellamy, Victor Jory and Celeste
Holm were co-starred in the first program, and others will feature Anna
May Wong, 'Skippy' Homeier, Sgt.
Edmond O'Brien, Nancy Kelly, James
Monk, Hester Sondergaard. Dean
Jagger, Raymond Edward Johnson,
Alice Frost, Joan Caulfield and Joa.n
Tetzel.
The series, produced and directed
by Robert Lewis Shayon, will present
stories based on the work of the USO,
United Seamen's Service, War Prisoners Aid, United China Relief and
other War Fund agencies.

Chicago, Aug. 30. — The advent of
television will bring radio and the film
industry into a closer alliance, Charles
Francis Coe, counsel for the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors
Association, told the National Association of Broadcasters meeting at the
Palmer House.
"I welcome television as a new feature in the vast industry of entertainment and education," he said, "and I
think I am safe in saying that if television is,to bring about a wedding between certain motion picture and radio
functions, each can be a proud and
F er guson
Opens
happy spouse."
Coe addressed a public relations clin- MGM
Chi. Meeting
ic
praising
the
radio
industry's
accomChicago,
Aug. 30. — William R. Ferplishments.
guson, M-G-M exploitation manager,
opened a two-day meeting at the
Trotta, Donner to Judge Blackstone Hotel here today with company publicity heads of the Midwest
Motion pictures, radio, the stage and
the arts will be represented on the district managed by Sam Shirley. Discussions on exploitation of pictures in
committee of judges for the 11th ansubsequent run houses and cooperation
nual "Miss America Pageant" at At- with small town exhibitors, now and
lantic City, Sept. 5-9. The finals will
V-Day, highlight the meetings.
be held on Saturday, Sept. 9. Vincent after
In town for the meetings are Jack
Trotta, art director of National Screen
Service, will be among the judges, Connor, Omaha ; Austin McGough,
along with Vyvyan Donner of Fox Des Moines ; Norman Pyle, Minneapolis, and Louis Orlove, Milwaukee. ChiMovietone News, "Hap" Hadley, Ruscago is represented by J. E. Flynn,
sell Patterson, Harry Conover and
Western division manager ; Bill
Conrad Thibault.
Bishop, Western publicity head, and
Bill Green and Warren Lee, of the
local publicity department. Shirley
WANTED
"■^ 1 fc>1^ Ambitious young showman
is in California on his vacation until
publicity aide for group of six neighborhoodas
Sept. 13.
theatres in and near NYC. Excellent opportunity if you want to make showmanship your
career.
Write
full
details
—
age,
experience
,
military status, etc.
Gering Joins Serlin
BOX 233
Marion Gering, screen and stage diMOTION PICTURE DAILY
rector, has joined Oscar Serlin As1270 Sixth Ave., N. Y. 20.
sociates here as an independent director.

Two

Join

Franchise

Classics;

THE
best-seller
list continues
of the
most valuable
sources one
of
screen material, as demonstrated by
the fact that among M-G-M properties currently in release or being
readied for release are 17 adaptations
of
popular
Pearl
"Dragon
Seed"novels.
heads the
list, Buck's
which
includes Louis Bromfield's "Mrs.
Parkington" ; "The Seventh Cross,"
by Anna Seghers ; "National Velvet,"
by
Bagnold Ghost"
; OscarandWilde's
"TheEnid
Canterville
"The
Picture of Dorian Gray" ; and "Gentle
Annie," by MacKinlay Cantor.
Others now being prepared for early
production are : "The Valley of Decision," by Marcia Davenport; "Our
Vines Have Tender Grapes," by
George Victor Martin; A. S. M.
Hutchinson's "If Winter Comes" ;
"The Sun Is My Undoing," by Marguerite Steen ; "Taps for Private
Tussie," by Jesse Stuart; and "The
Green Years,"
by A.unpublished,
J. Cronin. Another novel, still
but
which, it is expected, will make the
best-seller list when it appears in September, isElizabeth Goudge's "Green
annual
novel
award
of M-G-M's
winner
Dolphin Street,"
• contest.

to Bezel

W. J. Cammer has been named office manager of the Film Classics exchange in Dallas by John L. Franconi,
franchise holder there. Cammer was
formerly manager for Monogram in
Dallas. Al Grubstick, formerly with
Warners' sales department, has been
appointed branch manager for Classics
in San Francisco.
The home office reported yesterday
that Albert Dezel, director of Film
Classics in Michigan and operator of
Albert Dezel Roadshows, has closed a
franchise deal to handle all of Classics', Goldwyn, Roach, Selznick and
Gaumont-British product in Cleveland.

M-G-M

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Aug. 30

Jack Baxley will make his 200th
M-G-M's
appearance
screen of
"Thrill
Romance," on
color
musical starring Esther Williams and
Van Johnson. . . . The life story of
Jimmy Stewart will be included
in one of the forthcoming Screen
Snapshots produced by Ralph
S t a u b for Columbia. ...Max
Steiner will do the musical score
for "Roughly
Speaking"
at Warners. . . .Dorothy
McGuire
and
Herbert Marshall will have the
top roles in "The Enchanted Cottage," which Harriet Parsons will
produce for RKO Radio.
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Arthur
To

Test

to

Sue

Award

Enforceability

Will Sue Regardless of
St. Louis Case Outcome

Harry Arthur and his unaffiliated St. Louis Amusement Co., operating 33 theatres in St. Louis,
will make a Federal court test of
the legality of both arbitration proceedings and the enforceability of
arbitration board awards, Arthur
told Motion Picture Daily here
yesterday.
Arthur declared that he will
make an issue of the constituti o n a 1 i t y of arbitration
awards regardless of the nature of the decision of the St.
Louis arbitration tribunal in
the pe n d i n g proceedings
brought by Albert Rosecan, in
behalf of his Princess Theatre,
St. Louis, to have clearance
held by several St. Louis
Amusement theatres reduced.
Arthur stated that his action will
(Continued on page 5)
Streamlining
ales Policy

of NSS
Planned

Short

YORK,

Subject

IV

U. S. A., FRIDAY,

Wage

Costs

Up 30-40% in 1945
An average rise of 30 to
40 per cent in the cost of
short subjects in 1944-45 is
indicated as producers plan
to meet exhibitor demands
for expanded quality and
variety in this field, Motion
Picture Herdld will say today.
More shorts will be made
in color than ever before,
and there will be an increased
number of two-reelers, most
of them musicals.

Decree

Talks

Companies:

Up
U.

S.

SEPTEMBER

to

For
In

Pacts

Signed

Exchanges
Six

TEN

1, 1944

More

Managers

CENTS

Not

Executives,

Cities

Applications are to be filed today
with regional War Labor Boards having jurisdiction in the New Haven,
Buffalo, Atlanta, Memphis, Milwaukee and Denver territories for approval of a system of job classifications and wage scales for front office "white collar" workers in exchanges in those cities. The contracts were signed here yesterday between the eight film companies and the
IATSE.
Filing of the first application with
a regional WLB here for similar
workers in Albany exchanges was reported in Motion Picture Daily on
Aug. 22. Applications will be filed in
all exchange centers except Los Angeles by the fATSE locals. Similar
workers in the New York exchanges
(Continued on page 6)

Washington, Aug. 31. — Department of Justice officials today exhibited little inclination to act on any suggestion that they call in decree distributor counsel for further conferences on the decree, taking the position that the five companies are the New Showmanship
a
ones who would benefit from a consent
settlement and, accordingly, it is up Postwar Need: MGM
to them to submit new proposals in
the present new decree stalemate.
Decree counsel in New York were
Chicago, Aug. 31. — Warning that
described in a Motion Picture Daily
the average patron now attending motion pictures two or three times a
dispatch yesterday as being "perfectly willing" to respond to any call week may cut down visits to once a
from the Department for a reopening week when the war boom is over,
of negotiations for a new decree.
William R. Ferguson, M-G-M exploiJustice Department officials declare
tation director, meeting yesterday and
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)

Can
SLRB
For

Unionize
Orders

RKO's

Election

Managers

The
New
York
State Labor
Board has recognized the right of
theatre
managers
and assistant
managers to unionize, contrary to
the contention long held by circuit
heads that they are supervisory
employes performing the functions
of executives, and, therefore, are
not eligible for union membership.
Both circuit executives and
union leaders here viewed the
ruling, made yesterday, handed
down in a pending case involving
the petition of RKO managers to
organize, as having possible national significance in the growing movement of managers to
unionize in many places.
RKO theatre executives are studying- a move to challenge the ruling by
the state board in ordering a collective
bargaining election held within 30 days
(Continued on page 5)

McDowall
Canada

Tops

Star

in

Poll

Canadian exhibitors have named
Roddy McDowall, young English player, their first choice in Motion Picture
"Arsenic
and
Old
Lace
"
Herald's "Stars of Tomorrow" poll,
selecting him by a narrow margin over
[Warner Brothers]
Sonny Tufts, whom U. S. exhibitors
Hollywood, Aug. 31
picked
favorite last week. Mclotting. asDowalltheir
stood fourth in the U. S. baK
A
TITLE flashes a warning, in effect disavowing- anything that
r\
might happen in Brooklyn.
Fair enough, for much does in this
■*• faithful translation of the Broadway play that has regaled New
Four other players on the U. S. list
Yorkers and others of the citizenry West of the Hudson.
Now it will were favored by Canada as wielL
regale who knows how many times its legitimate theatre audiences.
James Craig, second choice of U. S.
showmen, took fourth place in the Can"Arsenic and Old Lace" is the last picture produced and directed by
adian poll. Barry Fitzgerald and SydFrank Capra before foregoing civilian activities for the uniform of his
ney Greenstreet were sixth and
country. If the timeclock is of any essentiality, this means over two eighth, respectively, on both sides of
Polio Halts Detroit
years ago. The film has been under Warner lock and key while the play the border. Helmut Dantine, ninth in
was on tour and while topical subjects, keyed to war, were dominating the U. S. ranking, was 10th in Canada.
Child Matinees
the Warner release schedule.
Three of the four Canadian choices
not
among the U. S. top 10 were well
This attraction acknowledges no battles, no strife. It is an ingenious
next 15. on Dennis
Detroit, Aug. 31. — Representatives story, zanie and screwy, about two charming maiden ladies whose minds up in the(Continued
page 5) O'Keefe
|of the motion picture houses in De- are off balance and whose house flanks a cemetery under the Brooklyn
itroit today entered into a voluntary Bridge; their harmless, but insane, nephew who thinks he is Teddy
[agreement to suspend all special chil- Roosevelt; another nephew who turns out to be adopted, but a dramatic
No Paper Monday
|dren's weekend matinees because of critic anyway; still another who is nuts, too, and a dangerous killer.
Ithe polio outbreak. The decision fol- Surrounding scenery is additionally embroidered by a girl, a plastic surMotion Picture Daily will
not be published on Monday,
jlowed a conference with Dr. Bruce
geon and a couple of dumb cops.
Labor Day.
I jH. Douglas, Detroit Health Commisjsioner. The spread of the disease
Josephine Hull and Jean Adair are the charming spinsters. They are
(Continued on page 5)
postponed the opening of the schools.

Disclosure of a new "streamlined"
iales ■policy heads the agenda of the
ree regional sales meetings schedled by National Screen Service for
this month, while plans for 1944-45
and postwar promotions also will be
outlined. The meetings are being designed as a highlight of the "George
Dembow Tribute," honoring the coml.pany's
vice-president in charge of
I sales.
The new sales policy, Dembow ex(Continued on page 5)

Motion

Personal

Mention

HARRY M. WARNER is due here
today from Hollywood. Jack
L. Warner will arrive here around
Sept. 25.
Pvt. Dick Conners, formerentMo-in
tion Picture Daily correspond
visiting this publication's ofAlbany,
fices yesterday, from Camp Wood, N.
J., reported the birth recently of a
second daughter, Margaret, at Brady
Maternity Hospital,• Albany.
Edward L. Kuykendall, president
of the MPTOA, has returned to his
Columbus, Miss., headquarters following a six-week check-up at Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, •Minn.

William F. Rodgers, M-G-M vicepresident and general sales manager,
will leave Wednesday for the Coast
to confer with studio executives on
new product.
joint managing diJohn H. Davis, Theatr
es, London,
rector of Odeon
New York
in
arrived
y
who recentl
after a six-week survey of Canada
for J. Arthur Rank, returned yesterday to London.
Werner R. Beader, national supervisor of the field forces for Ross Federal Service, has returned from a tour
of Southern and Southwestern
branches.
Charles Francis (Socker) Coe
of the MPPDA has arrived in New
York from Chicago and will return to
Florida next week.
•

Picture

Film Bond Sales
'Tickle' Treasury
Joseph Kinsky, industry
co-ordinator of the Fifth
War Loan, has returned to
New York from Washington
following two-days of conferences with Ted Gamble,
national Treasury War Finance director, and U. S.
Treasury statisticians relative to film industry results in
the recent campaign. Kinsky
said Gamble was "tickled to
death with what the industry has done" and will soon
make a public announcement
of the total bonds sold by
the industry.

Coast

San Francisco, Aug. 31. — Twentieth Century-Fox put on an elaborate
premiere
of Darryl
F. Zanuck's
"Wilson" here
at the
Warfield
Theatre
Tuesday night, attended by society,
political leaders, officers of the Armed
Forces and film stars and executives.
Buildings in the neighborhood were
decorated with banners. The theatre's front had been entirely rebuilt,
featuring six-foot letters. Music was
furnished by a Coast Guard band.
Among those present were : Spyros
Skouras, Zanuck, Charles Skouras,
Carmen Miranda, William Bendix,
Gracie Fields, William Eythe, Joan
Blondell, Mary Anderson, Roddy McDowall, Anne Rooney, Grace McDonald, Reginald Gardiner, Roy Benson
and Ina Claire.

'Fan'

Magazines
to
Film Bond Drive

picture
motion
Coopera
ed for"fan"
nestion
the
promis
has ofbeen
magazi
Sixth War Loan, following a meeting
of editors and industry drive officials
called by campaign publicity director
Hertz, Jr. The meeting was
John
Jules Lapidus, Eastern division held at
War Activities Committee
will
Bros.,
Warner
for
manager
sales
headquarters.
York
New
return today from Boston.
•
Hertz outlined the difficulties presented by the anticipation that Allied
Sam Kestenbaum, PRC exploita- victories would create an apathy in
tion manager, will leave today for St. the bond-buying public, and requested
Louis on a week's• business trip.
that the editors submit proposals to
combat this apathy. The proposals
Harry A. Ross has returned to the are to be submitted at a meeting to
Ross Federal Service home office here be held shortly.
after a visit to New England branches.
•

SPUe
Rul

O.

Sells

Jenkins

in Clasa

Flashes

Charles B. Mossj and his wife,
Paula, became the parents of a son,
born Tuesday, at Lenox Hill Hospital.

Lou Pollock, director of advertising and publicity of United Artists,
will leave for Hollywood today.

W.

Interests

Big 'Wilson' Opening
In San Francisco

Aid

Friday, September 1, 1944

daily

acks SAG's
Att
on Wages

Hollywood, Aug. 31. — At a meeting of 800 class "B" extras Thurs120 Brandt Theatres
day night, the Screen Players Union
Acquisition, announced here yester- attacked Rule 36, claiming _the rule
day, of the Beacon Theatre at Broad- against demanding pay adjustments
way and 73rd Street, gives the Harry
ing work causes "inBrandt circuit its 120th theatre, oper- prior to perform
justices." The union also criticized
ating in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx, the SAG for failing to press arbitraLong Island, Westchester and Northtion with producers on matters pendern New Jersey.
ing since April 1942. It was alleged
The Beacon, a former Skouras op- producers are using the wage stabilieration, will be reopened in 30 days
zation act as an excuse for lowering
after renovations.
wages.

Mexico City, Aug. 31. — William
has sold his stock holdHollywood, Aug. 31 Oscar ingsJenkins
in Clasa Films, large Mexican
DARRYL F. ZANUCK leaves producer, and in the Banco Cinematothe film industry's own bank,
on"
"Wils
ia grafico,
for , the
delph
Phila
nightngton
to the Nacional Financeria, the govy Washi
ngs in
Frida
openi
a.
and Atlant
•
ernment's fiscal society, and to the National Bank of Mexico. Clasa Filiyl
Leo J. McCarthy, PRC general also includes Clasa studios, the larges^
sales manager arrives Saturday for in Mexico, valued at $1,000,000.
conferences with Leon Fromkess,
Jenkins, an American who made a
fortune
in sugar in Mexico, is under'
PRC president, on next season'sa prodfort- stood to have consummated the deal in
uct. McCarthy will be here
order to devote his attention to other
night.
interests, including the operation, with
Pvt. Richard (Red) Skelton was Mexican associates, of a large theatre
recovering today from an operation circuit in the provinces and one consisting of 22 theatres here, including
performed in the Camp Roberts base
six
first-runs.
of
removal
the
for
hospital yesterday
a cyst from his eye.
This year, up to July 31, the indus•
try's bank made loans and credits of
$1,213,565 to the industry. The Film
Ann Sheridan will star in Warners' Industry Credit Union also advanced
"When Old New York Was Young," the industry $71,150 in cash and the
with James Kern directing and Jerry Cinematographic Industry Financing
Wald producing.
Society $68,375.
Columbia will start a school of
dramatic arts at the studio to train
new talent. Frank S. Ferguson will
be dramatic coach.
NEW
Carmen Carr, daughter of Trem
Carr, Monogram executive producer,
was married yesterday to Harry J.
Perry, Jr.

Larry Kent, National Theatres executive, and his bride, the former Edna Downs, are enroute
East.
•
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THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
DRAGON
SEED
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER HUSTON
- ALINE MacMAHON
AKIM TAMIROFF
TURHAN BEY
Spectacular Stage Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. CircleB'WAY
6-4600 &

George J. Schaefer will fly to New
York tomorrow. He is due back here
in October.

PALACE

day.
Charles D. Prutzman is expected
to leave for New York next Thurs-

Bonita Granville
Jean Brooks

John Cheever Cowdin will leave for
New York on Sunday.

'BAT NG
RUNS
'YOUTH HI

s of
tort
lm
Fi
Here
'I A'
g Pac
tinEdi
Set
Negotiations are expected to be
completed next week for a contract
between the IATSE Motion Picture
Film Editors Local 771 and newsreel
and short subject producers in New
York covering some 200 film editors
and film librarians.
The workers are seeking to institute aseries of five job classifications
with minimum and maximum wage
scales which would provide wage inance pay.creases, vacations with pay and sever-

Louis Krouse, IATSE general secg the negois
retary-treasurer, handlin
tiations for Local 771.
New

Post

for Condon
Mabel Condon, writer and publicist,
has joined the public relations staff of
Russell Birdwell and Associates at the
New York office. Miss Condon has
been handling commercial and industrial accounts for Birdwell.

ON SCREEN

47th St.

Kent Smith
Glenn Vernon
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Directed by Henry King
Written for the Screen by Lamar Trotti
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LE BARON
• Produced by WILLIAM
Directed, ARCHIE MAYO
Screen-Play by Richard English • Original Story by Richard English and
Edward Haldeman - And Introducing These Hit Songs: "I'm Making
Believe". "Ten Days With Baby". "Chug, Chug, Choo-Choo, Chug"
"Hey Bub! Let's Have A Ball" by Mack Gordon and James Monaco
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Arthur
iTo

Test

to

Motion

Sue

Award

Enforceability

"Arsenic

Picture

5

Daily

and
Old
(.Continued from page 1)

Lace"

God-fearing, church-going, and in them decidedly flows a peculiar milk
of human kindness. Their charity centers around homeless old men.
Since they cannot stand the pain of their loneliness, the ladies cheer
them with elderberry wine, heavily dosed with arsenic. This simple

(Continued from page 1)
device ends the despair of the lonely hearts, terminates their world trouname as defendants the arbitration
bles. The ladies give each of their approximate dozen, and unsuspecting,
board and the five decree consenting
ompanies, which would be compelled, victims, a decent Christian funeral and bury them in the cellar via assistance of'Teddy Roosevelt,' who thinks he's digging the Panama Canal
decree, to reduce Arthur's
nder the to
clearance,
benefit Rosecan, if the and burying a series of yellow fever unfortunates.
St. Louis board so ruled ; if the board
Cary Grant, who thinks his aunts who turn out not to be his aunts, are
sustains the clearance held by the Arthur houses, Arthur will sue anyway, charming — and they are — discovers one victim and soon enough staghe said. His aim, he added, is to halt
gers into knowledge of the others. This interrupts his honeymoon with
all arbitration proceedings on grounds
of illegality.
Priscilla Lane, and it persuades him to have 'Teddy' finally committed
He pointed out that although an to Happyland. While this uproar is on, Jonathan, the other nephew,
exhibitor who refused to abide by an returns after a couple of decades with a 'staff' of his own on the back
arbitration award against him could seat of his auto and Peter Lorre, his conspirator in crime. They need
refuse to play the product of the de- refuge from the police, learn the secret of the Panama Canal and bludcree distributors applying the award,
geon their way into protection by intimidations and threats of exposure.
the exhibitor would, in effect, be cut- This puts Grant in a position as impossible as the rest of the tale after
ting off a product supply.
learning the spinster ladies are so guilty. Jonathan is about to carve
Defines Rentals and Awards
Grant into intricate designs when the police shake off the lead and ride
to the rescue.
Arthur pointed out that decree distributors do not reduce film rentals
"Teddy" is committed and the rest of the problem solved when the spinsters refuse to allow him to leave unless they go along as well. First,
cleartheatre's
a
reduce
when ancethey
under an arbitration award, nor however, they tell Grant who he is, thereby demonstrating the only insanity in his makeup is the insanity of the events he has been passing
do they increase the rental of the competing theatre who benefits by the re- through.
duced clearance forced upon the theaThese essentials of the whacky story are required to indicate the pace
tre whose clearance is reduced.
it establishes and the laughs it creates. Miss Hull, who appeared in the
Motion Picture Daily yesterday
stage play in New York, is the cast standout. Whether he determined
reported that a Department of Justice it or Capra, Grant plays his part very broadly, constantly bordering on
had "suggested"
Washington
source
that a in solution
to the controversy burlesque. It might be argued that more of a straight acting performto deance would have heightened believability, but there's an answer to that
might be found in a court suit award
termine whether an arbitration
one, too : "Arsenic and Old Lace" is not supposed to be believed. It's
under the consent decree is enforce- supposed to be enjoyed. There seems little doubt that it will. There
able against an exhibitor who refuses seems little doubt, also, it would have been improved in less footage.
to become a party to the proceedings.
Supporting cast members, all competent in their roles, include Jack
E. V. Richards, New Orleans, and Carson, Edward Everett Horton, James Gleason and Grant Mitchell.
Griffith Amusement Co., Oklahoma
the enforce- John Alexander re-lives the "Teddy Roosevelt" character of the play.
City, similarly challenged
ment of arbitration awards under the
Running time, 120 mins. "G."* Release date, Sept. 23.
Red Kann
decree some time ago but did not
proceedings.
make a court issue of the
*"G" denotes general classification.
The Department of Justice
explained that it is not obliged
Wage
Pacts Signed
McDowall
Tops in
in such a situation to support
the arbitration board and that
For
6
More
Cities
Canada
Star Poll
if Arthur has any fault to find,
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
it would lie with the distributors who supply him with
stood 10th in Canada, 13th in the U. of M-G-M,_20th Century-Fox, ColumS. ; Lena Home fifth in Canada, 14th
product.
bia and United Artists are represented
Russell Hardy, former Department in the U. S. ; and Susanna Foster third by the Screen Office and Professional
of Justice lawyer, counsel for St. in Canada, 16th in the U. S. Turhan Employes Guild, Local 109, CIO.
Louis Amusement, this week launched Bey, ninth in the U. S. ; was 12th in
The job classification plan sets up
Canada. Belita, seventh in Canada,
Arthur's attack on the constitutional- did not appear among the first 20 in
18
job classes with minimum and
ity of the arbitration provisions of the
decree after the St. Louis arbitration the voting of U. S. exhibitors.
maximum scales and provides for a
tribunal had rejected St. Louis
minimum 10 per cent wage increase.
Amusement's motion for dismissal of no authority to transfer to it ; that the Benefits
are retroactive to Dec. 1,
the arbitration proceedings filed by consent decree was not authorized by 1943.
Rosecan.
the Sherman Anti-trust Act and that
it is no remedy for the alleged monPetition for Dismissal
opoly stated in the trust suit of the
MPOE
Calls Meeting
Hardy's petition for dismissal of the U. S. vs. Paramount, et al. ; that the
arbitration proceedings charged that non-defendant theatres are not par- On New
Warner
Pact
ties to the decree, being unrelated to
they constituted a violation of ArtiMotion
Picture
Office
Employes
cle I, Section 1, of the U. S. Consti- the defendants in the decree case and Union, Local 23169, AFL, here has
tution in that the action of the said that they did not participate in the
parties and of the District Court cre- alleged monopolistic practices but, in called a meeting of Warner home office employes for Tuesday evening at
ating an arbitration system constitutes fact, were damaged by such practices ;
a usurpation of the legislative powers that the arbitration system is unlaw- the Hotel Capitol to consider counter
ful because it continues the alleged proposals made by Warner executives
of the U. S. Congress ; that the auconspiracy
and monopoly stated in the for a new contract covering over 600
thority vested in the American Arbitration Association and the motion case of U. S. vs. Paramount ; and, home office "white collar" workers.
picture arbitration tribunal and the finally, that the relief sought by the
A two-year agreement between
method for arbitration of claims stat- complainant (Rosecan) is unlawful MPOE and Warners expired Aug. 10.
ed in the consent decree are unlawful because it would deprive the non-de- The company and the union have been
and violate Article III, Section 1, of
fendant (Harry Arthur) theatres of negotiating a new contract for weeks.
the Constitution in that the AAA is their property without due process of One of the stumbling blocks is undernot a court and has usurped judicial law, under Article V of the amendto be the union's demand for a
closed stoodshop.
ments to the Constitution.
powers which the District Court has

Not

Managers
Executives,

Can

Unionize

(Continued from page 1)
among both managers and assistant
managers in some 41 RKO theatres in
the Metropolitan New York area. The
outcome will determine whether they
will designate the unaffiliated Motion
Picture Theatre Operating Managers,
Assistants and Cashiers as their exclusive bargaining agent.
At the same time the SLRB separated RKO theatre cashiers and cashier secretaries from the bargaining
unit. The IATSE had claimed jurisdiction over the latter two groups.
Theatre managers and assistants
were organized by the AFL in New
Jersey several
ago before
but thea test
unionization driveyears
collapsed
case could be made.
Bargaining Aspects
In line with SLRB procedure, it is
understood,
managers'
election must be the
heldRKO
but RKO
can refuse
to bargain with the union if it wins.
This would lead to an unfair labor
practices charges which, it is assumed,
the union would file, and pave the way
for a test case in the courts on the
right of managers and assistants to
organize.
Although the union of RKO theatre
managers has no affiliation with either
the CIO or AFL, it is viewed as probably affiliating with the CIO. Hyman
Glickstein of the law firm of Boudin,
Cohn and Glickstein, which represents
several CIO unions, among them the
Screen Publicists Guild in New York
and the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, represents the RKO
theatre managers and assistants.
As reported "m Motion Picture
Daily on Aug. 18, CIO organizers
are in Chicago in an effort to organize
theatre managers there, despite the
aims of the IATSE to organize these
workers. Applications for charters by
several theatre managers groups were
made at the IATSE convention in St.
Louis last May.

Streamlining
Sales

of NSS

Policy Planned
(Continued from page 1)

plained yesterday, will give the exhibitor greater flexibility in the use
of accessories, enabling a concentration on a specific campaign on whichever days of the week an exhibitor
wishes to stress.
First of the sessions, attended by
personnel of the East and Southeast,
will be held in the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel here Sept. 8-10, and employes
from the Central, Midwest and Southwest exchanges will gather at the
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 1517, with Herman Robbins, NSS president, expected to be present at both
meetings. West Coast and Rocky
Mountain staffs will attend a meeting
at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles Sept. 22-24.
TEA Meet Dec. 11-12
The first annual conference of the
Television Broadcasters Association
will be held in New York Dec. 11-12
at the Hotel Commodore.
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Daily

Reviews

24,500
Cleveland

MGM

(Continued from page 1)
today with Midwest exploiteers at the
Blackstone Hotel here, told the staff

"Our Hearts
(Paramount)

Were

Young

and

Gay"
Hollywood, Aug. 31

HpHE early and girlish adventures of Cornelia Otis Skinner and Emily
*■ Kimbrough, her friend, are pinioned pleasantly and humorously in
a young and gay and fluffy attraction accurately titled "Our Hearts
competitive market. "We must be Were Young and Gay."
ready with new exploitation plans to
There is nothing of importance about this film in the sense that a
wholesale
public is impatiently and restlessly waiting for it, but it is this
keep theatre grosses up," Ferguson
declared.
reviewer's solidly entrenched forecast that a widely flung public will be
At a press conference following the more amused for having seen it.
the close of the final three-day session,
The keynote here certainly is not story, for story is what this one has
Ferguson disclosed that the meeting virtually nothing of. The charm and the recurring hilarity develop
also covered M-G-M's plans to in- from a series of incidents strung together and woven around two kittencrease cooperation with subsequentish girls — Gail Russell and Diana Lynn — who are moonstruck and loverun houses and to help small-town struck
in strict conformity with their tender and formulative years.
exhibitors meet individual problems.
Their
plotting
takes them to Europe without chaperone, but with parenHe explained that no specific exploitation budget will be set for any town
tal consent. It embarks them upon a refreshing series of new experior theatre but that each account will
ences aboard ship. It continues these madcap misadventures in London,
be treated individually, with the com- later Paris. Then, the Summer is over and back to America and school
pany spending money to promote subThat's all.
sequent runs whether or not the ex- theyIt return.
sounds like little enough. In firm and solid story substance, it is
hibitor contributes financially to the
campaign and regardless of the terms little enough. Yet therein is not the answer. It is far more a case of
of the picture. Simpler advertise- how things happen to them and what they do about them than of what
ments and stories are being prepared, happens in that far-off year of 1923. The laugh climax in the lobby of
he added, and said further research a Paris hotel when the girls return in their slips protected by blankets
will determine other specific aids.
after an innocent night locked on the observation platform of Notre
MilMoines,
Des
Omaha,
Dame Cathedral and the misunderstanding of the situation which asChicago,
waukee and Minneapolis territories
saults their puppy-love boy friends and leads into a free-for-all is a
were represented at the meeting.
precious piece of business. And very apt to convulse in a theatre.
Today Ferguson exchanged ideas
The two leads play in the spirit of their roles and with deference to
with William Hollander, B. and K.
the
conventions of 21 years ago. Nice support comes from James
press chief; Larry Stein, Warner
Brown,
Bill Edwards, Charlie Ruggles, Dorothy Gish, Buelah Bondi
Theatres publicity head; M. M. Rubens, Great States Theatres executive ; and Alma Kruger. Cast power is not sufficient to project "Our Hearts
Rose, president of Indiana- Were Young and Gay" into top playing time, nor is the attraction itself.
JackTheatres.
and
Illinois
Nevertheless, the accounting which it finally registers undoubtedly will
be gratifying to all hands concerned. Those hands include Sheridan
Gibney, who wrote the script and produced, and Lewis Allen, who
directed with intelligence and an alert sense of comedy values.
Decree Talks Up to
to be on the alert for "after-V-Day"
ideas and to be prepared for a greater

'Beauty9
Opening

Cleveland, Aug. 31. — "Bathing
Beauty"
very big
at Loew's
State andopened
is holding
strong,
with
$24,500
sight.with
"Louisiana
Hayride"
on the in
screen,
Peter Lorre
and
Freddie Stack's orchestra on the
stage, are leading the RKO Palace
gross to a good $26,000. "Janie'si
$18,000 estimate at Warners' HipiJB
Estimated receipts for the week
"
ended
Aug.
30:
is fair.
drome
"Mr. Skeffington"
(WB)
"Janie"
ALLEN (WB)
— (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $14,500. (Average: $8,500).
WARNERS' HIPPODROME — (3,500)
(45c-55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $22,102).Holiday" (Univ.)
"Christmas
WARNERS' LAKE— (714) (45c-55c-65c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $3,500. (Average:
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
$3,200).
LOEW'S OHIO — (1,268) (45c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $5,000).
"Louisiana Hayride" (Col.)
RKO PALACE— (3,300) (50c-60c-85c-95c) 7
days.
Stage:Lorre.
Freddie
Stack's
Orchestra
and Peter
Gross:
$26,000.
(Average: $25,400).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,300) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $24,500. (Average: $19,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900) (45c-65c) 7
days, 6th week. Gross: $16,000. (Average:
$10,000).
Gross of "Kansas City Kitty" with
Frankie Carle's orchestra and vaudeville was estimated last week at $36,000; actual take was $39,000.

RCA's
Early

Joyce

Sees

Television

Chicago, Aug. 31. — With 63 applications for television stations on file
with
the
Federal Communications
U. S.
Companies:
Commission, approximately 50,000,000
people throughout the country may
(Continued from page 1)
have sight-and-sound broadcasting
that the position of the Department
six months to two years sooner than
was made clear in the petition for
San Diego, I Love You
even the most optimistic previous esmodification of the decree and in ex- (U niversal)
timates, Thomas F. Joyce, RCA explanatory statements which have been
today. ecutive, told the National Association
.99
issued.
THE fortunes of the MCooleys sail entertainingly on a collapsible life of Broadcasters war conference here
raft invented by Edward Everett Horton, alternating between ripples
The suggestion that the Department
make the first overtures followed a of delightful comedy and an appealing romance between Louise AllbritIn 18 months to two years after the
statement by Wendell Berge, Assist- ton and Jon Hall, in "San Diego, I Love You," produced by Michael end of the war, rather than in three
ant U. S. Attorney General in charge
and Ernest Pagano. Under Reginald Le Borg's nicely-paced to four years as originally estimated
of the anti-trust division, that he and Fessier
direction, the result is a thoroughly pleasant and amusing light comedy by RCA, television service may cover
his associates were willing at any time which should satisfy the customers.
to talk to the distributors regarding
46 per cent
the potential
"video"
as a ofresult
of television
liThe inspiration for the McCooleys, who are Horton, his daughter, market
any points felt by the latter to be
cense
applications
now
actually
doubtful. That statement, however, Miss Allbritton, and his four young motherless sons, probably came from which increased from seven toon63file,
in
it was said today, meant just what
the
past
10
months,
Joyce
told
the
the
story
by
Ruth
McKenney,
author
of
"My
Sister
Eileen,"
and
Richard
it said and was not to be construed Branston. Horton is a reticent small-town high school teacher who broadcasters.
as a peace feeler put out by the Gov- perfects a life raft and a waterproof flare gun. Much against his inclinaernment.
tions, Miss Allbritton takes over promotion of the invention, uprooting
The door is still open to the com- the family and hustling them to San Diego. It requires considerable Goldenberg Dies in India
panies ifthey desire to make another persuasion before Hall, a shy millionaire, is finally convinced of the
David Goldenberg, who recently
attempt to reach an out-of-court set- merits of the invention. Some of the complications are hilarious and managed the Metro Theatre in Bomtlement, aspokesman for the Departbay, India, died there Tuesday of pneument said, and will remain so right involve the crowded housing situation in San Diego; Eric Blore as a
monia which he contracted following a
up to the time a court decision is determined butler with two left hands; and Buster Keaton, a downoperation;
the here
Loew-M-G-M
rendered, if the issue reaches, the
trodden bus driver who is induced by Miss Allbritton to break with his minor
home office
reported
yesterday.
courts.
habits of 10 years' standing. The romance between Hall and Miss All- He was at one time with Loew's State
Theatre, New York, and the New
britton isneatly handled. A preview audience at RKO's 81st Theatre Empire Theatre in London.
here was generally receptive.
Marie Starz, 85, Dies
Fessier and Pagano wrote the screen play in addition to providing an
Dallas, Aug. 31. — Mrs. Marie
Starz, Mother of F. O. Starz, adver- attractive production. Rudy Wissler, Gerald Perreau, Charles Bates Bess Dies in France
tising director of the Interstate Cir- and Don Davis are the likeable McCooley youngsters and Irene Ryan
Nashville, Aug. 31. — Memorial sercuit, Inc., passed away today at the has a nice bit as an unwanted boarder.
vices were held this week for Pfc.
home of her son here. Mrs. Starz
Charles
N. Bess, 29, former manager
was 85 and had many friends in show
Running time, 83 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, Sept.
Milton22. Livingston of the local Woodbine Theatre, who
business in New York and Hollywood.
died in action in France. Bess was
Burial services will be held Saturday,
in the Army 18 months. His wife, i
Sept. 2, at the Holy Trinity Church
Patricia, survives.
'G" denotes general classification.
in Dallas.
Running time, 81 minutes. "G."* Released in block No. 1 for 1944-45.
Red Kann
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Film-Hungr

y

Grosses

3rd

Highest

Spot

This

$18,217
Average
Best Since March
With

Hit

film

Year
Is

attendance profiting

I'rom a break in the record heat
Ijvave which ended 10 days ago,
iind the return of large numbers
if school pupils from long Summer vaations, average boxoffice grosses in a
I:ioss-section of 127 key first-run spots
umped last week to $18,217 per theatre, the highest figure since mid;\larch and third highest for the year,
:<j.ccording to Motion Picture Daily
correspondents' reports.
|"ield
The weekly average for all
of August was $16,838, compared with $15,993 for July and
$14,985 for August of 1943,
showing that the wartime theatre business boom is still running high. Indeed, a continued
climb is reflected by the fact
(Continued on page 6)

Prosperous Holiday
For Film Theatres
Reports reaching here yesterday from widely scattered
areas disclosed that theatre
grosses for the Labor Day
weekend rode high on the
crest of the wave of prosperity enjoyed at box-offices almost everywhere since the
heat wave of record length
and intensity ended ten days
ago. The latter factor, plus
the return home of thousands from long Summer vacations sent receipts last
week to the highest since last
March, averaging $18,217 per
theatre in downtown key
runs.

Prepare

New

Plan

Postwar

for

Tax

Nazis'

Robot-Bombs

Blitzed
27

Were

46

Houses;

French

Hail

Destroyed

Films
Allies'
Twenty-seven theatres were destroyed in the London area up to the Crowds Are Comparable
last count, David Rose, Paramount
British managing director, informed To B'way, Piccadilly
Motion Picture Daily, prior to his
departure, scheduled for London at
By PETER BURNUP
the weekend. Nineteen others were
London, Sept. 4. — Eyewitness
closed as a result of damage, but sev- reports
by news correspondents,
eral have been repaired and reopened.
According to reports reaching him plus tion
thehere,writer's
private
reveals that
the informaoriginal,
from London, Rose said, business
carefully-conceived military plan to
which dropped off to practically nothing in the first five weeks of the robot have films follow the invasion's first
attack waves proved highly successful
bombing, is building up again. Busi- in Normandy and Brittany, where toness in the provinces is very good
night American and British pictures
because of the influx of a fleeing popuare playing to ecstatic audiences at all
lation from London, he said.
Rose, on his return to England will surviving theatres.
There are no words possibly
(Continued on page 3)
expressive of this public enthusiasm, due not only to the
excitement
generated by the AlSherman
Continuing
lies' liberation, but also to the
genuine film hunger and the
great desire to know what has
Cassidy
Series
in
'45
Hollywood, Sept. 4. — Harry Sherhappened in the outer world in
man, independent producer, said here
(Continued on page 3)
at the weekend that he intends to continue to produce Hopalong Cassidy
Westerns at the rate of six a year
with an undesignated player replacing
Controls
William Boyd, who has appeared in Export
the series for many years.
Sherman indicated that United Art- Wait War's
End
ists will continue to release the films
Washington, Sept. 4. — Export conbut that the deal has not been finalized.
trols on motion pictures will not be
lifted with the end of the war in Germany, although they may be relaxed.
The extent of relaxation will depend
Test
Barred
upon conditions at the time, officials
today.
concerned with film regulation said

A program for postwar taxation designed to adjust income, corporation
and excise taxes to a level which will
provide necessary revenue for the
Federal Government and at the same
time insure continuance of high employment, is being prepared by the
Committee For Economic Develop;jould Foresees More
ment here for submission next month
to the House Ways and Means Committee.
distribution Centers
The House Committee is currently
engaged,
in cooperation with the TreasBecause of the vast havoc done to
ury, in studies of postwar revenues.
transportation
and communications
icilities in Europe in the war, U. S.
• istributing companies will require
iiany more distribution centers than See
Decree
xisted before, according to Walter
iould, United Artists foreign manager. Gould declared that the film
usiness will not be able to pick up If Arthur
Wins
Decision
/here it left off prior to the war be'|ause Europe will be subject to a
;ngthy reconstruction period.
Washington, Sept. 4. — Court action on the motion of Harry Arthur
Independents
Get
; UA's foreign sales head will leave
hr Spain in a month to survey the and his unaffiliated St. Louis AmuseBreak on Holdovers
ituation there, with special reference
ment Co. challenging the constitutionality of the arbitration system under
b the new prohibitive import duties
the consent decree can be obtained
(Continued on page 3)
Chicago, Sept. 4.— Independently-owned first-run theatres
only through a suit for an injunction
in the Loop are benefitting
against the St. Louis tribunal of the
by the extended runs of new
loew, RKO
Houses American Arbitration Association, acproduct
in the affiliated Balacording
to
opinion
in
informed
circles
Set on New
Product
ban and Katz and RKO theahere, and it is questioned whether this
tres, with distributors, forced
There will be no changes in the could be done if the tribunal should
to
find
outlets for unsold
944-45 product lineup for the 68 hold the clearance of Arthur's the-oew theatres and the 41 RKO houses
product, turning to independatres not unreasonable.
ents for playing time.
U the Metropolitan New York area.
As
reported
Friday
in
Motion
PicDeals which are understood to have
United
Artists, Columbia
ture Daily, Arthur has declared that
|een set for the new season call for he will make a Federal Court test of
and Republic are among those
looking for dates at such ini.oew's to take M-G-M, Paramount, both arbitration proceedings and the
dependent first-runs as the
'olumbia and United Artists product enforceability of arbitration board
Oriental, Woods and the
nd RKO to play 20th Century-Fox,
of theproceedings
tribunal's
Downtown.
decision regardless
in the pending
;'KO and Warner films. Each cir- awards
''-lit will play one-half of Universal's brought by
Adolph
Rosecan
in
behalf
(Continued on page 3)
lms, as in previous years.

OWI and censorship controls will
have to be maintained to such a degree
as is required for security reasons, it
was pointed out here.
At the same time, officials here made
no secret of their desire to return ex
port controls to the industry as soon as
(Continued on page 3)
Release Special Reel
On Paris Liberation
A special reel devoted entirely to
the liberation of Paris by French patriots and Allied troops was rushed
to completion by each of the five
newsreel companies at the weekend
and released yesterday at key firstrun houses. Films showing sniping
within the city and the entry of American soldiers were not received from
Washington in time for inclusion in
the regular reels made up Thursday
for release tomorrow but will appear
Friday on screens throughout the
country.
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Coming
Coast

Personal

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH, Paramount
■ vice-president and general counsel,
Flashes
is expected to return today after a
vacation of several weeks.
Hollywood, Sept. 4
o
Cen20th
RAS,
SKOU
Lt. Bob Schulberg, formerly of
SPYROS
tury-Fox president, is enroute to
Mort
Blumenstock's publicity deWashington for the premiere of "Wilpartment at Warner Bros., is the
son" there.
•
father of a boy born last week to Mrs.
Schulberg at Long Beach, L. I., hosBarry Fitzgerald's performance in
"Going My Way" brought him stardom
at the weekend. He was signed by pital.
Samuel Bronston for "Ten Little InArtists' WestUnited
Unger,
J. division
J. ern
, returned
manager
to the
dians," for UA release. Later he will
home
office
over
the
weekend
after
visbe starred in "The Flying Yorkshireman," followed by William Dozier's changes.iting the company's Western exfirst under the latter's new RKO producer-contract.
e
Rud Lohrenz, United Artists' ChiWilliam Pereira, recently signed as
cago district manager, is in town conferring with Carl Leserman, U. A.
RKO producer, will make three pictures, "The Adventures of Sinbad," general sales manager.
e
"All Brides Are Beautiful" and "Johnny
Bernie Kamber, head of United
Angel." Following these he will produce one starring George Raft.
•
Artists' special events department, will
leave today for Baltimore and WashGeorge L. Bagnall, UA vice-presi- ington.
dent, left on the Superchief at the
weekend.
•
Pvt. Harold Winston, former general manager of Cobian Theatres of
direcdance
t
Paramoun
Danny Dare,
Puerto Rico, is here on furlough from
tor, was elevated • to a producership. Havana.

Mention
T OSEPH H. SEIDELMAN, Unik) versal vice-president in charge of
Events
foreign distribution, and Mrs. Seidelman have announced the engagement
of their daughter, Florence, to Lt.
Sept. 4-9— United Office and ProNorman Barnett of the U. S. Army
fessional Workers of America conSignal Corps.
vention, Philadelphia.
•
Sept. 7 — Anti-Defamation Day
Staff Sgt. Vincent Lacey, former- rally and luncheon, New Amsterdam Theatre Roof, New York.
ly of Universal's advertising accessory
department here, has returned to the
Sept.
7-8 — National Allied dir/l
U. S. after 30 missions over Europe.
tors'
meeting,
Bretton. Woods, N.K
He has been awarded the DistinSept. 10 — National Screen Service
guished Flying Cross and an air medal sales
meeting, New York.
with three clusters.
•
Sept. 12: — Meeting of industry officials for Sixth War Loan at War
Lenore Gottlieb, daughter of Ar- Activities Committee headquarters,
thur Gottlieb, head of Film Labora- New York.
tories of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, was
Sept. 13 — United Artists board
married
recently
in that city to Calman Faber
of Toronto.
meeting, New York.
Sept. 15 — Exhibition representatives of New York State meet with
Flight Officer Jackie Coogan is
now at George Field, troop-carrier labor department officials on building code, New York.
command, at Lawrenceville, 111., havSept. 15-17 — National Screen Sering been transferred as an instructor
vice sales meeting, Blackstone Hofrom Stout Field, Indianapolis.
•
tel, Chicago.
Sept. 21 — National Screen Service
John Grierson, commissioner of the sales meeting, Los Angeles.
Canadian National Film Board, has
returned to Toronto from an inspection of the Normandy
battlefields.
•

Betty Jane Graham, daughter of NEW YORK THEATRES
Harry Graham, Universal Southern
district manager, was recently married
to Fred Diefel.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Australia Filming
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
A. Pam
Blumenthal, Warner
Off for Duration
Ben Cronk of Empire-Universal,
short subject producer, will return to Toronto, was in Montreal over the
Chicago, Sept. 4.— R. E. Lane, ex- New York this week from the Coast. weekend.
"DRAGON
SEED"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
ecutive of the MacQuarie Network,
•
WALTER
HUSTON
•
ALINE
MacMAHON
Sydney, Australia, who attended the
AKIM TAMIROFF
•
TURHAN BEY
Lou Brager of Warner Bros, home
Spectacular Stage Presentation
convention of the National Associa1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
Fred Perry, manager of Schine's
tion of Broadcasters here last week, Olympic
Theatre, Watertown, is in office real estate department, has redisclosed that with the exception of New York on vacation.
turned from Pittsburgh.
•
•
B WAY &
the government-sponsored "The Rats
PALACE
of Tobruk," now in production, film
E.
Z.
Walters,
Altec
comptroller,
47th St.
Joe Gershenson, Universal pro- left New York at the weekend for
production in Australia will remain
ducer
has
arrived
in
New
York
from
dormant for the duration. The MacBonita Granville
Kent Smith
Hollywood.
Quarie Network holds an interest in Hollywood with his family.
Jean*Brooks
Glenn Vernon
Australian - New Zealand Theatres,
Inc., theatre circuit.
Lane said that American films and Gell to Represent
Republic Deal for 10
'BATHING
stars are highly popular in his country
'YOUTH
RUNS WILD'
Films
in
Spain
and top anything imported by other Levey in London
foreign producers.
William Gell, active in British disRepublic has concluded a distribution
IN PERSON
tribution and exhibition for many deal on a participation basis with
ON SCREEN
years, has been appointed London Ulargui Films, Spanish distributor, for
Pollock to View New
RUBIN0FF
representative for Jules Levey, pro- a minimum of 10 dubbed films to be
and HIS VIOLIN
ducer for United Artists, the latter released in Spain, Morris Goodman,
U. A. Product
MENASHA
disclosed here over the weekend.
Republic vice-president in charge of
Hollywood, Sept. 4. — Lou Pollock,
SKULNIK
Red SKELTON
Gell was managing director of
distribution declared at the
United Artists director of advertising- Pathe Pictures, Ltd., and was also foreign
weekend.
Radio'sEXTRA/
'Poppola Cohen'
EstherWILLIAMS
publicity, is due here tomorrow from associated with British International
CHUCHO
MARTINEZ
New York to confer with company
The deal, which is for available RePictures, Associated British Pictures
public product, including current reproducers on new season's product.
and with Pathe Equipment, Ltd. He
leases, was consummated prior to the
Paramount Presents Preston Sturges'
In addition to seeing recently com- is now in London.
adoption by Spain of new import
pleted films and meeting with their
in
person VAUGHN MONROE
duties, said Goodman. The import
producers to discuss publicity and ad'HAIL
THE CONQUERING
HERO'
Starring
EDDIE BRACKEN
vertising campaigns, Pollock is sched- Livingston Heads FC levies have been described as prohibiBEAUTY1
tive by foreign department spokesmen
uled to confer on early promotional
& His Orchestra
here. It is expected that a protest
plans for "I'll Be Seeing You," "The Foreign Department
by
the
organized
industry
will
be
made
Maurice Livingston, formerly with
House of Dr. Edwardes," "Guest in
through the State Department.
the House," "Dark Waters," "Three Warners, Pathe, United Artists and
Is a Family," and "Tomorrow the RKO for more than 17 years in
France, has been named head of the
PAY OFF IN THE PACIFIC!
World."
Money hun Joins U.A.
new foreign department of Film ClasFrank Moneyhun, former advertising
Three More to Gregory
sics circuit.
WING
AND A PRAYER
Sol Cohen, associated with various manager at 20th Century-Fox and at
Chicago, Sept. 4— S. J. Gregory,
"THE
STORY
OF CARRIER
20TH CENTURY-FOX
PICTURE X"
president of Alliance Theatre Corp. film companies in the Midwest, has one time associated with Paramount
and
the
Orpheum
circuit,
has
joined
TOMORROW!
8.30
A.M.
here, reports the acquisition of the joined Film Classics of Michigan, covState, Parkway, and Roseland thea
ering the Western half of Michigan, United Artists in the home office adBRANDT'S
BRANDT'S
GLOBE
GOTHAM
vertising department. He will assume
tres, from Lou Reinheimer. The working under Albert Dezel, franchise
his
new
duties
today.
B'way
&
46
St.
B'way
& 47 St.
theatres are located in the suburbs.
holder for Michigan and Cleveland.

M-G-M bought "Hippodrome," an
original by Samuel Hoffenstein.

Bros.'
Warner
Kay, will
ood editor,
Ellingw
story
Eastern
return today
from a vacation.
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London
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Theatres

IFilm-Hungry
French

Hail

Blitzed,

Says

Rose

(Continued from page 1)

line up studio space for Hal Wallis'
first British production for Paramount, which, he said, will go into
production in May. Rose will also
cast, British players for the film in
which Ronald Colman may star.
Wallis, in his deal with Paramount,
is committed to produce one-third of
an undetermined number of films in
waiting to see Michael Balcon's Britain, with the balance to be made
"Champagne Charlie," latest Ealing
release only premiered in London this in Hollywood. The first British film
week but drawing crowds at Bayeux will be "Whenever I Remember."
Paramount's British production,
comparable to London's Piccadilly which
is at a standstill at present due
Square
and
New
York's
Broadway
to the shortage of studio space and
at their best attractions.
available players, Rose said, will be
Sidney Bernstein's Merit
resumed as soon as possible. "If the
Great credit is due Sidney Bern- war in Europe ends soon and we can
stein, founder of Granada Theatres, get people over there, we will start
production." Paramount, he said,
Ltd., here, and at present a "dollar-a- owns the rights to the late Sir James
I year man" in the British Ministry of
Information's
Second Psychological M. Barrie's plays and already has
< Warfare
Department
of Supreme scripts on "The Admirable Crichton"
Headquarters
Allied Expeditionary and "The Old Lady Shows Her
> Force, for his handling of the many
Rose will return here from London
1j problems
the French films.
"Invasion"
of Medals."
British andof American
He had
about December or January to participate in further discussions with
to argue with the exiled foreign governments and had to contend with Wallis, Joseph Hazen and Barney
i political and personal prejudices and Balaban, Paramount president, on
j also jealousies of British and Ameri- plans for British production.
can producers.
The final outcome was that 40 not functioning. Mobile projectors
American and 12 British features
were made available for screening in were provided for shows in town
' France, after a prolonged discussion squares devastated by Allied bombings
! with many authorities, including the and gunfire. No more moving exFrench Information Mission. Comample of this was in Caen, where
j plete programs were prepared in Lon- thousands of people returning to their
i don jointly by the MOI and the U.S. wrecked homes from the countryside
Office of War Information, and the and climbing out of their cellar shelFrench exhibitor either played the
ters after days and nights of shellfire,
programs in their ejitirety or obtained embracing Allied soldiers and shownothing. Also, the French authoriering them with gifts, were sumties decreed one feature only, theremoned to an open-air unveiling of the
by chalking up a victory for Ameri- newsreel Monde Libre and impascan anti-dual distributors battling for sionately sang the "Marseillaise." This
a common experience with the
years on that point. A program con- was
sists of a feature plus an information mobile vans moving right up to the
short, either a MOI documentary or Somme and Seine River valleys.
a specially produced information piece
Paris theatres, inoperative owing to
made in London by the French Plus an absence of power, were being made
Le Monde Libre newsreel which is ready for a Sunday opening.
normally 950 feet long, but this week
SHAEF'S civil affairs branch, in
was specially extended to 2,000 feet
cooperation with industry experts, are
to
view
General
De
Gaulle's
entry
currently inspecting studio facilities,
into Paris.
particularly at Joinville. It is authoriBooking Arrangements
tatively learned that many months'
be necessary on sound stuBookings are all on a percentage workdio will
facilities before French production
basis. Bookings, physical distribution,
transport, etc., are being handled sole- is possible.
ly by four men, all nominees of the
j American film companies, with Fuller Hits Demand
SHAEF's civil affairs officers having
overriding control.
To Close Theatres
Examples have occurred
London, Sept. 4. — The Lord's Day
where French managers, deObservance Society's demand that the
nounced as collaborationists,
Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
Associahave been removed by the miltion close their theatres
yesterday,
the
itary authorities with Army ofanniversary
of Britain's
ficers taking discreet, nevertheof
war and also
a day setdeclaration
aside by
less drastic action wherever it
King George for prayer, received a
was indicated as necessary, actsharp rebuff from W. R. Fuller, secing on local and reliable eviretary, who said :
dence.
"With virtually every family in the
The original plan was to let the nation affected, they, the families, are
populace use the American-British the best judges. I think the confilms as soon as a town was liberated
tinued opening of theatres is one factor that is making a big contribution
and it worked well in Normandy,
where mobile generators moved for- to victory and peace. You have only
ward with the troops and, conse- to contrast this with the situation in
quently, films were shown in places Germany where the recent closing of
where the town's electricity still was theatres is a portent of defeat."

Films
Allies'
(Continued from page 1)
the four years of virtual imkjV, prisonment.
i^For example, the Cinema Moderne,
at Bayeux, tonight has enormous lines

Hold
On
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Daily

Final

Raw

Meeting

Stock

SeeDecreeTest

Cut
Barred

Washington, Sept. 4. — Members of
the Industry Advisory Committee will
come to Washington this week for
iirial discussion of the raw stock cut
with Lincoln V. Burrows, chief of the
War Production Board photographic
section.
Burrows still believes, after further
conferences with industry members and
Army and Navy officials that it will be
possible to meet the situation with a
curtailment of a little more than IS per
cent for the current quarter, enabling
a return to practically full allocations
in the final three months of the year.
Gould

For esees

Distribution

More

Centers

(Continued from page 1)
recently levied, and the dubbing facilities there. UA is scheduled to release
11 films in Spain this season, Gould
said, with ethers to follow. He will
also visit England and Sweden, with
a projected trip to the liberated countries planned, if possible, to "pick up
the threads" of UA's former foreign
organization.
Gould pointed out that experiences
in Italy to date indicates that once a
country recedes from the front lines
it does not necessarily follow that it
will be opened to commercial channels

Arthur

if
Wins

(Continued from page 1)
of his Princess Theatre, St. Louis, to
have clearance held by several of
Arthur's St. Louis Amusement houses
reduced.
The sole question, it was said, is
whether an exhibitor whose clearance
over another is the subject-matter of
an arbitration proceeding, and who
does not see fit to intervene and "submit'^ astration
provided
under the
arbi-in
rules, has for
a property
right
that clearance which can not legally
be affected by an award in favor of
the complainant.
Problem of Property Right
If there is no such property right,
it was pointed out, then the exhibitor
would have no standing to attack the
procedure or raise the other questions
involved in the motion of Russell
Hardy, counsel for Arthur. Most of
the questions, it was recalled, were
presented to Judge Henry W. Goddard in New. York Federal District
Court by protesting exhibitors when
the original consent decree was being
considered.
It was pointed out, further, that if
it should be held that there is a continuing property right in clearance
which an exhibitor has the legal right

to protect, there will be no more "subin short order. "
missions" byintervenors and the arbiSecond picture to follow on Dudley
tration system would fall.
It was admitted in all quarters here
Murphy's Mexican production schedule for UA, Gould said, will be "Aca- that the issue raised by Arthur is
pulco," a musical. Murphy's first, important.
"Soul of Bronze," will be released this
Fall in Latin-America, he said.
Independents' Dissatisfaction
Independent exhibitors were represented as dissatisfied with arbitration
as it now stands, but strongly opposed
Export
Controls
to its elimination, which would
"freeze" the situation and leave them
Wait (Continued
War's fromEnd
page 1)
with no recourse against unfair clearance terms. It was pointed out, here,
possible and emphasized that Byron
Price, director of censorship, has re- however, that the issue poses a problem for the distributors who have
peatedly said it was his aim to get
censorship out of the picture as soon claimed, on the one hand, that their
affiliated houses have a property right
as possible after the end of the war.
In official circles, it was held ex- in the clearance granted them, and,
on the other hand, have asserted the
tremely unlikely that controls on exports would be maintained any more exclusive right to fix clearance for
than six months after the end of the independent theatres.
Meanwhile, in an interview here
war, and the policy now is to turn the
foreign film business back to the in- with Motion Picture Daily, the refusal of the St. Louis tril-unal even to
tion. dustry as soon as possible after libera- accept his motion was characterized

'SYWA'

Set

for

33

Key City Openings
"Since You Went Away," produced
by David Selznick and released
through United Artists, now having
its premiere showing at the Capitol
here, has been booked for 33 September engagements in key city Loew
theatres.
It will open Sept. 14 in Nashville,
Dayton, Toledo, St. Louis, Baltimore,
Norfolk, Richmond, Washington,
Bridgeport, Hartford, New Haven
and Norwich, and later in the same
month in Atlanta, Providence, Columbus, Houston, Louisville, Kansas City,
Wilmington, Memphis, Rochester,
Syracuse, Cleveland, Canton, Akron,
Evansville, New Orleans, Buffalo,
Harrisburg, Reading, Boston, Pittsburgh and Indianapolis.

by Hardy as "a rather strange proceeding." He said the St. Louis
board would not even keep the petition but sent it back. "It is strange
for an agency operating under a court
to refuse to entertain a question as to
jurisdiction," he commented.
view offact
the that
tribunal's
and
theIn added
the action,
arbitration
hearing on the clearance complaint of
Rosecan against the decree distributors will not be opened until Sept. 25,
Hardy said, no decision has been
made
as tobutthehe direction
next step,
indicated oftheArthur's
matter
may be taken to the courts, even hefore
or during the arbitration proceedings.
AJB Promotes Teplitz
Chicago, Sept. 4. — Albert Teplitz,
booker for A. J. Balaban Theatres
Inc., here has been named general
manager.
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Highest

Society'

March
Last
Since
HruvFii
^pnt 4 — "Tn Snriptv" on Spot
(Continued from page 1)
a dual at the Denver and Esquire theafive weeks at the Great Lakes, Buffalo.
tres put the Denver in the lead with
Second leader for the month was
that the gain of August over
a box office report of. $26,250, while
July this year averaged $845
"Mr. Skeffington," followed by
per week while the similar gain
"Going My Way" at the Denham for
"Dragon Seed," "Bathing Beauty,"
its fourth week grossed $12,000.
last year averaged $413.
"The Story of Dr. Wassell," "The
The rise in August was steady, go"Song of the Open Road" at the ParaWhite
Cliffs of Dover," "Wing and a
mount was expected to hit $14,880 and
ing from $15,913 in the first week Prayer,"
"In Society," "Christmas
moveovers were reported doing better through $16,433 in the second, $17,850
than fair.
in the third, to the record of $18,217 Holiday," "Take It or Leave It," "Step
Lively" and "The Canterville Ghost."
Estimated receipts for the week end- for the fourth.
"Wilson" was the high grosser in both
ing Aug. 31 :
A sensational money maker of the of its two weeks in Los Angeles, and
"Adventures of Mark Twain" (WB)
month was "Going My Way," which "Since You Went Away" topped the
"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
ALADDIN — (1,400) (3Sc-45c-74c) 7 days, appeared 24 times in the correspond- San Francisco field with $25,000 at
raoveover. Gross: $9,240. (Average: $5,600).
ents' reports as a key-city weekly
$ll,000-average
Artists'
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
leader. Typical : The film registered the
Theatre
in the week United
of its premiere
"Oh, What a Night" (Mono.)
BROADWAY— (1,040) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days, $8,100 over average at the Ambassa- there.
moveover. Gross: $6,630. (Average: $3,900).
dor, St. Louis; $11,000 over par at
Other films grossing appreciably
"Going My Way" (Para.)
Loew's
State, Cleveland; $14,000 at
DENHAM — (1,750) (35c-45c-70c) 7 days, the Chicago
in Chicago and $18,000 at during the month were "Take It Big,"
4th week. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $9,000).
the Newman in Kansas City. It pulled "I Love a Sailor," "Show Business,"
"In Society" (Univ.)
"Black Magic" (Mono.)
the RKO Palace in Cincin- "South of Dixie," "Home in Indiana,"
DENVER — (2,600) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. $23,000nati, aat
record for the house, became "Mile. Fin," "Four Jills in a Jeep"
Gross: $26,250. (Average: $15,000).
the first picture in the history of and "The Eve of St. Mark."
"In Society" (Univ.)
"Black Magic" (Mono.)
Radio City, Minneapolis, to be held
ESOUIRE — (740) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. over
Composite key first-run boxoffice rea third week, and hung up a
Gross: $7,200. (Average: $4,500).
ports to date, compared with the same
record total in excess of $100,000 for week last year, follow :
"Song- of the Open Road" (UA)
1S43
Ending
"U-Boat Prisoner" (Col.)
Average
Average
PARAMOUNT — (2,200) (35c-45c-74c) 7 1944
Week
Per
days. Gross: $14,880. (Average: $9,300).
Per
No. of Total
Ending
Week
No. of
Theatre
Theatre
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
Theatres
Theatres Gross
Total
"Oh, What a Night" (Mono^)
Gross
151
1... 135
RIALTO— (900) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days, move- Dec. 31-Jan.
$2,213,500
117
154
Jan.
1-2
....
20,664
2,424,300
over. Gross: $8,250. (Average: $5,000).
2,417,700
Jan.
7-8 ..... . . : 134
.. 149 $2,813,506
Tan. 14-15
15,742
12,285
2,040,700 $16,396
15,229
1,830,500
147
16,090
2,311,400
149
15,513
Jan.
15-16
.1,789,500
..
127
2,365,200
$18,632
Jan. 21-22 ..
12,981
21-22 .. .. 127
16,419
Jan. 8-9
1,648,600
Jan. 28-29
126
16.211
Jan.
29-30
..
14,091
2,512,200
Yascha
Bunchuk,
Feb. 5-6 .... .. 132
2,220,900
1,919,000
, 155
137
1,743,000
Feb.
11-12
14,588
2,459,800
Feb.
12-13
.
13,040
15,870
.
.
139
1,885,900
Feb. 18-19 ..
Feb.
19-20
.
13,568
161
..
149
2,760,100
13,458
.
147
17,144
Feb.
26-27
.
Feb.
25-26
.
,l
142
2,005,200
.'. . 153
1,933,400
Music Director, Dies
2,397,100
March
5-6
.
16,307
March 3-4
16,758
151
2,463.400
13,615
March 12-13
1,944,600
March 10-11 ... 147
12,878
2,661,100
18,761
1,968,300
March 17-18 ... 150
13,764
March
19-20
147
16,585
..
143
2,487.700
24-25
Hollywood, Sept. 4. — Yascha Bun- March
1.. 153
152
13,185
March 26-27
14,519
13,329
1,938.200
1,785,800
3,025,000
chuk, 48, former orchestra conductor Mar. 31 -Apr.
April 2-3 .. .. 147
2,340,600
123
2,029,100
15,298
... 143
April 9-10 . .. 147
at the Capitol Theatre, New York, April 7-8
2,506,800
1,868,500
13,803
17,530
12,711
12,634
and more recently a motion picture April 14-15 . . . . 148
April
16-17
.
2,564,200
16,084
1
154
.
.
.
158
2,284,200
17,326
2,090,900
...
130
April
21-22
2,006,200
musical director, died here Friday
14,184
April
23-24
Apr. 30-May
.. 143
161
2.238,700
April 28-29
2,168,400
15,655
18,967
16,018
.. 161
2.338,700
following a brief illness.
. . . . 146
May
7-8
...
May
5-6
2,053,700
2,417,000
A cellist of note, Bunchuk came to May 12-13 ..
13,468
May 14-15 . .. 169
2,096,200
158
2.349,400
15.157
19-20 ..
155
14,926
162
..
155
May
21-22
..
this country in 1922 after a concert May
13,139
13,267
... 143
2,036,600
May 26-27
2,242,500
May 28-29
2,289,700
1,938,000
career in Europe. He played with June 2-3 ...
15,683
June
4-5 . ... . .. 166
. 141
13,548
13,752
1,865,873
11,240
135
1,961,600
12,034
the New York Symphony Orchestra June 9-10
1,934.400
2.125,300
June
12,650
Tune 11-12
18-19 . .. .. 163
... 136
June 16-17
168
2,002,800
14,322
before going to the Capitol, where he June
. , 164
23-24
.
14,726
2.178,300
1
.
.
126
13,010
June
25-26
.
17.288
June
30July
2,133.800
remained more than six years. He
17,178
2,490,900
.. 145
July 2-3 .... . 153
135
15,906
,
144
Tuly
9-10
..
was also at the New York Roxy.
2,228,500
15,476
2,433,700
July 7-8
13,970
151
15,685
155
2,321,400
... 148
2,109.400
Tuly 14-15
July 16-17 .. ..
2,185,100
2,347,900
. . 138
164
2,245,400
14,097
July
15.777
July 23-24 ..
2,324,500
141
Tuly 21-22
28-29
16,632
Warners Names Kelly
14,316
2,032,400
Aug. 4-5 . .
July
30-31
.
.
.
166
148
2.355,200
Aug. 6-7
2,341,600
13,869
Harvey J. Kelly has been named Aug. 11-12
Aug.
13-14 .
14,727
15,913
...
153
153
16,433
2,302,200
2,514,100
2.516.800
15.304
Aug. 20-21 . .. 175
141
17,850
field supervisor of Warners film check- Aug. 18-19
2,681,500
Aug.
27-28
.
18,217
. . 163
2,559,900
15,322
. 127
ing service in Seattle and Portland Aug. 25-26
2,313,600
Sept. 3-4 ...
15,705
gley
Publishing
Co.)
territories, it was reported here yes- Sept. 1-2
{Copyright, 1944 Qui
terday by R. P. Hagen, manager of
the checking department. Kelly, who Mass. Theatres File
WMC
Alters Labor
will have headquarters in Seattle, succeeds Warren L. Fennell.
Clearance Appeal
Area Designations
Leominster Allied Theatre Corp.,
Exhibitors in five areas, including
Braden Joins RKO
operator of the first-run Plymouth and Hartford, should find it easier to obtain workers for their theatres in view
Chicago, Sept. 4. — Frank Braden, Metropolitan, Leominster, Mass., has
Ringling Bros. Circus press agent, will filed an appeal of the award of the of the action of the War Manpower
join the RKO publicity staff here next Boston tribunal in eliminating clear- Commission in taking these areas out
week, succeeding Art Catlin, resigned.
ance of these theatres over the Play- of the acute labor shortage classificahouse, Ayer, Mass., operated by Ayer
tion since the manpower situation has
Playhouse, Inc., the American Arbitra- improved so that war production in
day. tion Association reported here yester- the areas is no longer endangered.
The other four areas are Newport,
Leominster was an intervenor in the R. I., Portland, Me., Hastings, Neb.,
MITCHELL
MAY, jr.
original clearance complaint filed by and Eureka, Calif.
CO., INC.
the Playhouse against the five conOn the other hand, exhibitors in
senting companies, asking elimination
INSURANCE
of clearance held by its two theatres. Pontiac, Mich., Marion, Ind., Freeport and Joliet, 111., will find their
manpower problems increasing since
the WMC has now labeled those ar°^s
FILM DUBBING
Specializing
"critical."
SCRIPT
ADAPTATION
in requirements of the
GHOST VOICE
Motion Picture Industry
MOT's hen Lye Here
SPANISH -PORTUGESE-FRENCH
75 Maiden Lane, New York
Len Lye,
director,
has March
arrivedofinTime's
the U.British
S. to
Spanish Sound Studios
510 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
supervise a series of films for MOT,
41 E. 42 St. N. Y. 17' MU 2-5358
it was reported at the weekend.

Production
Summer

44

on

atl

Low;

Stages*

Hollywood, Sept. 4. — Production
dropped to' a new low for the Summer' \
last week, with nine features complet^l
while only four were started. Total^
work was 44, compared to 47 in the
preceding week. The production
scene follows :
Columbia
Finished: "Hello, Mom," "Tonight
andStarted:
Every "Song
Night."of Tahiti," with Jinx,
Falkenburg, Dave O'Brien, Mary
Treen.
Shooting : "Raiders of Quanto
Basin," "Tonight We Dance," "hi
Woman's Privilege."
M-G-M
Finished: "Airship Squadron 4,"
"Music for Millions."
Started: "Women's Army," with!
Lana Turner, Laraine Day, Susan
head.
Peters, June Lockhart, Agnes Moore-

Shooting: "Telltale Hands," "Thrill1
of a Romance," "Gentle Annie," "The
Clock," "Dr. Red Adams," "Anchors I
Aweigh," "SonMonogram
of Lassie."
Finished: "They Shall Have Faith."
Paramount
Finished : "Dangerous Passage"
(Pine-Thomas).
Started: "Salty O'Rourke," with
Alan Ladd, Stanley Clements, Gail
Russell.
Shooting : "Kitty."
PRC Buster Crabbe
Shooting: Untitled
production and "Hollywood and
RKO

Finished: "Two O'Clock Courage."'
> Shooting: "China Sky," "PanAmericana," "Isle of the Dead" (tem-i
porarily suspended), "Experiment
Perilous," "It's a Pleasure" (Inter- 1
national),
"Wonder Man" (Gold-!
wyn)
.
Vine."
Republic
Shooting: "Thoroughbreds," "The;
Big Bonanza," "Next Comes Love",
(Sydney
Williams),
"Lake Placid
20th Century-Fox
Shooting
Serenade." : "Billy Rose's Diamond
Horseshoe," "Hangover Square,"
"Nob Hill," "Winged Victory."
United Artists
Shooting:
"The
Great John L"
(Crosby); "High Among the Stars"
(Rogers);
"Brewster's
(Small); (Vanguard).
"The
House of Millions"'
Dr. Ed-S
wardes"
Universal
Finished : "Penthouse Serenade"
(formerly "Swingaroo Sweethearts").
Started
: "Jungle Captive," with
Otto
Kruger.
ShootingLupin,"
: "Accent
Rhythm,"
"Arsene
"Can'tonHelp
SingWarners
Finished: "Objective Burma."
Shooting: "God Is My Co-Pilot."
"Pillar to Post," "Of Human Bond-]
age," "The Corn Is Green."
Independent
Shooting : "A Boy, a Girl and ajl
Dog" (Associated
(W. R. Frank)
"Mom and'"I
Dad"
Film ;Producers).
ing."

Official U. S. Marine Corps Photo

has two seaGUADALCANAL
sons, the rainy and the wet.
During the wet season, you just have
rain ... in the

rainy

season,

you

have rain and floods.

back

of his neck — back

where

his

feet are dry, and he's dry all over.
You bring the boys "back home"
for a few blessed hours every time
you send them

movies.

motion

sent

and

his hat,

picture

industry

turns up his collar, and, every time

sending

to combat

a movie

of current features on

16-mm.

for showings

and on ship.

But G. I. Joe jams down

comes

to camp,

sits in a

puddle and dreams he's back in the
good old U. S. A. Back where the
sun's

warm

and

pleasant

on

the

has

The

is

areas hundreds

in camp

film

This is just one of many accomplishments of the movies at war. °ne <>f a series of

advertisements by
KODAK testifying to
EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY,

Rochester.

N. Y.

the achievements of
FORT

J. E. BRULATOUR,
INC., Distributors.
LEE
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

the movies at war
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Somebody once said of contracts: "The big type
gives it to you, but the small type takes it
away/'

Our

answer

to that can be best pro-

vided by any account
have come

on our books. For they

to regard the promises of our Adver-

tising contract, and our almost fanatical observance of same,

as a sort of Exhibitor's Bill of

Rights or Theatrical Magna
untrue

Charta. It would

to say that the war

hasn't made

be
any

difference. It has. But it is equally true that all
our wartime
just that much

handicaps

have

harder to make

tions. We are naturally
of paper, because

made

us battle

good our obliga-

proud

of this scrap

the industry has very defi-

nitely come to regard its signed commitmentsgood as gold.
nmwmmCjbtee®
\^/PMZE

service
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KEEP SELLING WAR 80NOS! FIGHT BYT»
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Demobilization

joew'sPuts
I Millions

Huffman

Up
for

>ension

Plan

idministrative

Setup

teing Formulated
Loew's, Inc., has made an initial
lyment of $3,000,000 to the truses of the company's employe's rerement plan for administrative
:irposes, it was learned here yesrday. Trustees of the plan, approved
Loew stockholders at their annual
eeting on July 18 and covering
out 4,300 employes, are : Eugene W.
ake, William A. Parker and Henry
3gers Winthrop. The cost of the
in for the first year is estimated to
about $3,500,000, retroactive to
arch 1, 1944.
Distribution of application blanks
r each individual participating in the
in started this week. When all apications are turned in and approved
the retirement plan committee,
(Continued on page 3)
Hied

Board

Heads

Quiet

Peace

Urges
Thanks

Denver, Sept. 6. — Harry E.
Huffman, head of Fox Denver
theaters, urging an orderly
celebration when Germany
falls, is preparing a trailer
for the 12 Fox theatres here —
citing the fact that many
Americans will still be facing
death on the battlefronts
when the Nazis quit.
"When Germany falls, the
war will be only half over.
Half the war will remain to
be fought. Those whose husbands, brothers and sons are
still on the battlefronts are
looking to us to keep our
heads
V-day arrives,"
Huffmanwhen
observed.

"When Germany falls let us
all be grateful, solemn, serious, as the occasion demands," he added.

Film
For

Outlook
Postwar

to

a
Release

Some

'Urn Rally Today
Richard Gudstadt, national director
B'nai B'rith's Anti-Defamation
ague, will be a guest speaker, along
th Quentin Reynolds, at the amuse•nt industry's "Anti-Defamation
ly" rally and buffet luncheon at the
:w Amsterdam Theatre Roof today,
be attended by executives and work> from virtually all industry offices
re;
The arrangements committee for
rally include : Barney Balaban,
irry Brandt, Max Cohen and Nate
ingold.

GENTS

UA

as

of
Permanent

Industry's

38,000

Washington, Sept. 6. — Thousands
among bersthe
industry'sof 38,000
memof allfilm
branches
the Armed

Rank

US

Outlet

Forces are seen subject to Army de- Eagle-Lion in Post of
mobilization when the war with Ger- Public Relations
many ends. There will be no Navy
demobilization until the end of the
By MILTON LIVINGSTON
war with Japan is over.
Plans for the partial demobilization
Barrington C. Gain and Dr.
of the Army immediately following
Alexander
Galperson, distribution
the defeat of Germany were disclosed
today by the War Department, which
of J. Arthur Rank's
warned, however, that months might representatives
British production companies, including
Two
Cities
Films, indicated in
elapse before all of the unneeded servicemen are returned to this country an interview here yesterday that there
for discharge.
is a strong possibility of United ArtThe immediate task of the Army,
ists becoming the permanent distribuit was explained, will be to transport
tor of Rank's films in the Western
to the Pacific all of the men, equip- Hemisphere.
ment, planes, ammunition and food
This would discount the acrequired for the war against Japan,
cepted assumption in U. S.
which will require the use of most
trade
circles
thatinRank's
Eagleof the ships available for the supply
Lion company
the United
States, headed by Arthur Kelly,
of the European theatre.
A point system will be used for
would take over physical dis(Continued on page 3)
the Army demobilization, with first
discharges going to those men, not required for further service, with highest credits for length of service in
the Army, longest overseas, recipients Budget
Boost
for
(Continued on pa'ie 3)
RKO
British Films

Washington, Sept. 6. — Pooled reports secured today from War ProJuction Board, War Manpower Comrrive for Meeting
mission and other governmental agencies controlling men and materials MPOE
Rejects WB
presents
an
immediate
postwar
outlook
Bretton Woods, N. H., Sept. 6. — for the film industry as follows :
lied directors started to arrive here
Production of seats, carpets and
day for the meeting of the Allied
Proposals
Wage
ates board which will be held here other theatre equipment will expand
lursday and Friday at the Mt. quickly and broadly.
Counter proposals made by Warner
Projector and sound-equipment pro- Bros, in negotiations for a new conashington Hotel with Assistant Arduction will increase as military remey General Robert L. Wright, in
tract with Motion Picture Office Emquirements for component parts are
ployes Union, Local 23169 AFL afarge of the Justice Department's reduced.
fecting over 600 Warner home office
ti-trust division, scheduled to speak
Raw
stock
availability
will
improve
the consent decree. Also on the
'white collar'
workers,
are 3)being con(Continued on page 3)
(Contiuued
on page
lenda will be a discussion of a posj-Je new source of product.
Among those who will attend are :
jiram F. Myers, general counsel of
Washington
Warns
New
Crisis Is
itional Allied, and Mrs. Myers ; Roy
(Continued on page 3)
Facing Film Delivery Truckers
nti - Defamation

Foresee

TEN

Washington, Sept. 6. — Film delivery trucking services may find
themselves faced with a new and even greater emergency before
the end of the year, it was indicated here today by Office of War
Transportation Director J. M. Johnson, who warned that the
shortage of heavy duty truck tires, which already has stalled
thousands of trucks engaged in essential services, all over the
country, is expected to extend to the smaller sized casings as a
result of a cut from estimates in the allocation of replacement
tires. Widespread curtailment of essential motor transportation
services already has occurred, Johnson said.
"With the present level of allotments for the fourth quarter,
these breakdowns will occur more frequently and will become
mogressively more serious as the average condition of tires on
' iinning wheels deteriorates, as all spares and fleet reserves are
used
up, added.
and as the used-tire supply becomes further depleted,"
Tohnson

RKO, in a move designed to overcome any future American audience
resistance to British films, is now
spending from two to four times as
much money than previously on productions made at Denham, England,
and hopes soon to show them in RKO
theatres in the United States, Robert
S. Wolff, the company's managing director for Great Britain, stated in an
irterview here yesterday.
Wolff, who took over the British
post in mid-April after serving as New
York branch manager for many years,
arrived at the home office this week
(Continued on page 3)
Charles

Schlaifer

in

New 20th-Fox Post
Charles Schlaifer, 20th CenturyFox advertising manager for the past
two years, has been appointed to the
newly created
post of publicity
assistant and
director of advertising,
exploitation, it was announced here
yesterday by Hal Home, director of
the department. Schlaifer will continueditionin tocharge
advertising in adhis newof duties.
Jules Fields, assistant exploitation
manager, has been promoted to publicity(Continued
manager, succeeding
Goldon page Jack
3)

2

Meet
War

Motion

Again
Loan

on

6th

Campaign

Leaders of the Sixth War Loan met
this week at War Activities Committee headquarters here, on the call
of national chairman Harry Brandt
to discuss plans with members of the
trade press and distributors divisions
of
"the campaign
the Information
East Coast
division
of the and
Public
Committee.
Discussions centered around the contribution of each of the divisions in
preceding campaigns. The kevnote of
the meeting was that whatever had
been done before would fall short of
the requirements necessary to put the
Sixth War Loan over, due to the rapidly growing conviction that the termination of the German war is "minutes
away."
Ned E. Depinet, for the distributors,
Chick Lewis, vice-chairman of the
trade press division ; Chester Bahn
and Don Mersereau, acting for trade
press chairman Jack Alicoate, and Hal
Home, PIC chairman, pledged "110
per cent" cooperation.
John Hertz, Jr., national publicity
director for the campaign, presented
several new promotional ideas for discussion.
Others attending were : Leon J.
Bamberger, assistant to Depinet ; Bill
Dasheff, assistant national publicity
director ; Francis S. Harmon, WAC
coordinator, and Joe Kinsky.
Fan Magazines Map
Plan for Campaign
Fan magazine editors, meeting at the
call of Sixth War Loan publicity director John Hertz, Jr., have projected
a plan to notch all magazine covers
with a slug suggesting that readers
"buy your Sixth War Loan bonds at
your favorite movie theatre." The
magazines are shooting for the covers
of the December and January issues,
on the stands early in November and
December.
Hawkinson

Feted

on

25th Anniversary
Phil Reisman of RKO will honor
Robert K. Hawkinson of the company's export department today at
luncheon at Toots Shor's Restaurant,
on the occasion of Hawkinson's 25th
anniversary with the company and its
predecessors.
Among RKO executives and affiliated producer representatives who will
attend are N. Peter Rathvon, Ned E.
Depinet, James A. Mulvey, William
Levy, A. W. Schwalberg, and others.
PCC1TO

Board

Meet

Set for Sept. 20 21
Los Angeles, Sept. 6. — The Pacific
Coast Conference of Independent
Theatre Owners has set the quarterly
meeting of the board of directors on
Sept. 20-21 at the Benjamin Franklin
Hotel, Seattle.
The agenda will include a discussion of the consent decree, territorial
zoning and clearance, inflationary film
rentals and theatre equipment.
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Coast

Flashes
]
m viceBROIDY,
Univer-to STEVE
on,
COWDIN
president
in chargeMonogra
of distributi
ER chairman
, ,returned
«J[ • CHEEV
sal board
New York yesterda
• y from the Coast. is due back today •from Boston.
Hollywood, Sept. 6
E. V. Richards, president of the
Tony Stearn, Warner theatre
Paramount-Richards circuit, and N.
PICKFORD will leave on
MARY
at Cleveland, enbooking manager
the Superchief on Friday to attertained B. W. Steerman, contact L. Carter, general manager, have arrived here for conferences with
tend a directors' meeting of U.A. in
manager of the Warner Pittsburgh
New York Sept. 12. It is expected that
Leonard
H.
Goldenson,
Paramount
office, and Mrs. Steerman last week- vice-president in charge of theatre while in Manhattan she will try to
end.
•
close a deal for the film rights to
operations.
•
"One Touch of Venus."
•
Spyros Skouras," Tom Connors
Mrs. Norman Rolfe, manager of
and Hal Horne of 20th Century-Fox the Webb Playhouse, Wethersfield,
Mario Moreno, also known as Canwill leave here at the end of next
tinflas in Mexico, has arrived here
week to view new product on the Conn., has left for Orlando, Fla., to from Mexico for RKO conferences on
join her husband, Cpl. Norman his first production. At a reception
Coast.
Rolfe, former Connecticut manager
given for him by the studio at the
Nathan E. Goldstein, president for the Lockwood •and Gordon circuit. Ambassador Hotel here, stars of the
of Western Massachusetts Theatres,
Pat Notaro, former manager of studio as well as Latin-American consular representatives
Springfield, was a New York visitor Warners' Columbia, Sharon, Pa., now
• were present.
yesterday.
•
in Special Services at Camp Reynolds, Pa., is visiting in New York
Due to Walter Compton's illness,
Berta Carlson, research director with Mrs. Notaro.
John Harkins has taken over the
•
United Artists Coast publicitv departof Movieland and other Hillman magazines, has returned from a New
ment. Harkins is scheduled to reLarry Kent of 20th Century-Fox
and Mrs. Kent will arrive here from
main in recovery.
the department after CompTersey vacation.
•
ton's
•
the Coast on Monday instead of this
Milton
Harris
of the Miami week, as was anticipated.
•
Drive-In Theatres is a candidate for
Brian Donlevy has returned after
city commissioner • in that city.
Edward Morey, Monogram sales a personal appearance tour of Midwestern and Eastern cities in conjuncexecutive, is due to return from Boston at the weekend.•
nt's
Gibbons of Paramou
Thomas
of "An Amerition with the showing
home office legal department, is on
•
vacation.
Nicholas M. Schenck, president
can Romance."
of Loew's, Inc., will make a business
staff represenStanleytative,Hand,
d today
arrived inAltec
Hollywoo
George L. Bagnall, United Artists trip to Washington• today.
es
with George L. Carfor conferenc
vice-president, has arrived from the
Arthur W. Kelly, president of rington, president •of Altec Service.
Coast.
Eagle-Lion
54th
birthdayFilms,
today. will celebrate his
•
-Ca"Earle. CarPlavers
added
Famous
Pictures
Republic
Jack Barker,
Alschedul
to its
roll's Vanities"
nadian Theatres' art director, Toronto,
Cohen
it.
produce
will
bert
Sam
Lefkowitz,
U.
A.
New
York
•
has arrived in New• York.
district manager, left yesterday for
Philadelphia.
•
Edward J. Peskay has returned to
Kohlmar will produce "The
Fred Before,"
recently acquired by
Night
.
New York from Hollywood
•
Constance Bennett is here for Paramount.
conferences with Gradwell L. Sears
Stanley Hand, Altec staff repre- on her first U. A. release.
sentative, has left for the Coast.
will produce RKO's
Val Lewton
"Father
Malacahy's Miracle."
to
O'Shea
Rodgers,
Chi. Sales Meeting
William F. Rodgers, vice president
and general sales manager for

Fortington, Former
Para. Official, Dead

Toronto, Sept. 6. — H. A. Fortington, retired British capitalist and
former member of the British Army
M-G-M, and E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, Council at London, died recently at
Eastern sales manager, left last night his estate at Renfrew, Ontario, from
heart failure following an illness of
for Chicago where Rodgers will prefour years. Fortington, 54, had been
side at a three-day meeting of divi- a director of the board and chairman
sional heads at the Blackstone Hotel, of finance of Paramount Pictures,
starting today.
Inc., for several years prior to the
Also attending the sessions will be war and previously was financial consultant of the British Government at
John Flynn, Western sales manager, Moscow. He had served as an official
and John J. Maloney, Central sales of the Ministry of Supply in the First
head. Rodgers will leave Chicago Great War.
Survivors are his widow, the forfor
Coast
O'Shea
will the
return
to Saturday,
New York while
and Maloney
mer .Mary Crews of New York, a
to Pittsburgh, their respective head- daughter, Hon. Nadia Kinnaird, and
quarters. Flynn's headquarters are in two brothers, one of whom is W. H.
Chicago. Rodgers plans to remain on Fortington of the United Kingdom
the Coast until Sept. 22.
Inspection Board, New York.
Cahill Returns to WB
Lt. Col. Frank E. Cahill, Jr. of the
Army Signal Corps' Pictorial Service,
has been placed on inactive duty and
has resumed his position as director
of sound for Warner Theatres.

Kreisler

Is

General

for Cowan
Manager
Bernard B. Kreisler, who resigned
as Universal short subjects sales manager last June, has been named viceof Lesgeneral manager
president
ter CowanandProductions,
Inc., dividing
his time between Hollywood and
offices that are to be opened in New
York. The association of Kreisler with
Cowanturewas
Daily reported
on June 9.in Motion PicHays Due for Board
Meeting Wednesday
Will H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, is due in New York
over the weekend from his annual
Summer visit to Hollywood and will
preside here next Wednesday at the
third
DA's quarterly
board of meeting
directors. of the MPP-

Mono, to Fete Belita
London to Hollywood
Monogram will give a reception for
Howard J. London, radio director
Belita on Tuesday at the St. Regis
Hotel here. The star is due in New for the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, has left for HollyYork today and will remain here until
wood to discuss plans for the 1945
next Wednesday.
'March of Dimes' campaign.
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Co., Inc. Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald, Better Theatres, International Motion Picture Almanac, Fame. Entered as second class matter, Sept. 23, 1938, at the
post office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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Picture

Postwar

(Continued from page 1)
as a result of lessened military demands.
• The labor supply for theatre studios and exchanges will increase with
the lifting of the present emphasis
ji.on war manufacturing and increased
ifljjfreedom of workers to select their
* |"jobs.
Opportunities for theatre construction and remodeling will open up, but
there may be some restrictions on major construction until the lumber situation eases.
The War Production Board's new
program to remove all possible
shackles on civilian production immediately upon the defeat of Germany
provides that the only preference ratings to be retained will be those for
emergencies and military production,
and the only restriction on manufacturers will be that war requirements
be met before unrated civilian orders.
The only allocation orders to be continued will cover materials that remain tight, such as lumber and certain
; chemicals.
No Material Change Seen
Analysis of the program today indicates that it will not materially
change the picture for projector and
theatre supplies production as previously seen. The output of booth
equipment will depend upon the availability of electronic components and
ball bearings, both essential in war
production, while it had long been
expected that supplies of carpet, seats
and other theatre necessities would increase rapidly after the end of the war
in Europe.
The WPB program is based upon
estimates of a 40 per cent reduction
in war production within three months
after the defeat of Germany^ which, it
is estimated here, will free over 4,000,000 workers.
In addition to providing for needed
increased supplies of equipment the
relaxation of manufacturing controls
and the expected demobilization of
servicemen are seen as easing the labor situation in exchanges and theatres. The War Manpower Commis-,
sion's program for supporting the
WPB and Army postwar plans will be
disclosed here in the next few days, it
is expected.
Columbia

Gets

Space

At Gainsborough
Columbia has secured studio space
at Gainsborough Studios, Islington,
London, for the production of its next
British feature starring George Formby, it was learned here yesterday,
i The,, film which will start shooting
in November, will be credited toward
Columbia's
1945-46 quota, it is understood.

For

Its

Puts
New

Up

3

Pension

Permanent

Plan

rangement whereby Loew executives
who have profit-sharing contracts
have agreed to limit their own annual
compensation to help defray the costs.
A series of meetings of the comAccording to the plan, employes afmittee is being held this week and
ter retiring at the age of 65 (40 for
will continue, to complete details of women) will receive 15 per cent of
the plan and to put administrative ma- their average annual earnings, plus 10
chinery in operation. The retirement per cent of any portion over $3,000.
plan committee consists of Leake, as Earnings above $200,000 a year will
chairman ; John T. Madden, Jesse T. not be used in computing the annual
Mills, Willard K. Craig, William R. average and the normal retirement income will have a top of $49,700 per
Walsh, and Jay M. Eisenberg and
annum. The retirement income will
Byron J. Ellerbrock, secretaries.
Approval of the plan by the stock- be payable for life with a minimum
holders was preceded by approval by of 10 years' payments guaranteed to
the Treasury Department and, al- each employe, or his beneficiaries.
though selection of an underwriter has Provisions are made for death and
not been finalized, it is understood disability benefits and for termination
that the Equitable Life Assurance will of employment. Special benefits are
be named.
provided for stars, officers and certain
The pension plan is described as be- other Loew individuals. Maximum
ing made possible at a minimum cost yearly benefits under the Loew plan
will reach 25 per cent of annual earnto the company under the present tax- ings.
ation situation, facilitated by an arBoard

Heads

Arrive for Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
E. Harrold, president of the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana ; Col.
H. A. Cole, president of Texas Allied Harry
;
Lowenstein, president, and
Thornton Kelly, executive secretary,
of Jersey Allied ; Maxwell Alderman,
secretary of Connecticut Allied ; Sidney Samuelson, business manager of
Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania ; Meyer Leventhal of the MPTO of Maryland ;Martin Smith, president of the
ITO of Ohio and National Allied,
and others.
Some 90 registrations are claimed
for a gathering in which the full
strength of independent exhibitors of
New England is being mustered.
Early arrivals included : Edward
Lachman, Leo Jones, Lester Bendsleb,
Charles Tobey, Nick Hysko, Nate
Yamins, Hugh Bruen, Rae Branch,
Ben Murphy, Martin Smith and P. J.
Wood.
Charles
New

Schlaifer

in

20th-Fox Post
(Continued from page I)

stein, whose resignation, recently announced, will become effective Oct. 1.
Sid Blumenstock, who has been in
charge of special promotions and exhibitor service, will succeed Fields in
exploitation, under Rodney Bush.
Home stated that the realignment
is in line with a plan to extend the
"Wilson" type of promotional- scaipr
paign to "Keys of the Kingdom", "A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn", "Winged
Victory" and other forthcoming productions.

MPOE

as

Millions

(.Continued from page 1)
final costs of the plan will be ascertainable.

Allied

UA

Rejects

WB

Wage
Proposals
(Continued from page 1)
sidered by the MPOE and it is unlerstood that the membership, following a special meeting at the Hotel
Capitol here Tuesday night, prefers
to forego its demands for a closed
shop if more advantageous wage provisions can be obtained.
Warner Executives' Offer
Warner executives offered two six
per cent length-of-service wage increases on a three-year contract to
expire Aug. 9, 1947, pointing out that
the union had already been granted a
similar six per cent increase as of
Aug. 9, 1944, the expiration date of
the original contract, while the
MPOE is holding out for two eight
per cent length-of-service increases
payable under a two-year contract
which would expire Aug. 9, 1946. Under both plans, employes would receive an additional five per cent wage
increase when they complete their first
10 years of service.
Other provisions of the new contract, upon which there seems to be
agreement, provide for the setting up
of 12 new job classifications to bring
the total classifications to 49 ; a minimum 10 per cent wage increase where
promotions are made and upgrading
of the worker to the new classification
would not bring such an increase ; and
the setting up of overtime pay on a
daily basis rather than on weekly.
Vacations. . wquki.. be. LO -^working days,'
giving workers an additional day
when a holiday falls within their
vacation period.
Russell Moss, MPOE business
manager, expects to resume contract
negotiations with Warner officials to-

Rank

US

Outlet

(Continued from page 1)
tribution of Rank's films here
in the immediate post-war
Gain and Dr. Galperson will set
American
period. distribution for three more
films while they are here on a visit
from London, in addition to the seven
features set with United Artists this
week and the one film set with 20th
Century-Fox. They indicated that
there is a good possibility that UA will
also release these films.
Exploitation Setup
A publicity and exploitation department will be set up here, under EagleLion, W handle promotions of all Rank
films being distributed in the U. S.,
Gain and Dr. Galperson said, pointing
out that this department will become a
permanent
feature of Rank's operations
in the U. S.
Further details of the Rank-UA distribution deal approved by the UA
board of directors here Tuesday will
be worked out by Gain and Dr. Galperson with UA executives. It is understood that UA will receive a percentage fee for distributing the films,
the amount varying according to the
gross of each film, which in itself is.
unusual. Rank will receive no minimum guarantee of rentals. Eagle-Lion
will have the power of approval of
contracts
made by UA, it is understood.
Gain and Dr. Galperson discounted
reports in the trade that Rank contemplates buying into UA.

Budget
RKO

Boost

British

for

Films

(Continued from page 1)
to discuss 1944-45 RKO American
product to be exhibited in England.
He expects to arrange showing there
of practically all of the 50 pictures
on theule.company's
season's schedHe will go new
to Hollywood
next
week for further conferences and will
return to London in five or six weeks.
At present, Wolff said, two films,
untitled, are set for RKO production
in England during the coming year,
but the number may be increased. The
two made there this year, "Hotel Reserve", which is finished, and "Great
Day",
now inin the
production
will both
be
released
U. S.
Theatre business throughout the
British provinces is sensational at
present,
reportedr'and
in Lotr««don
it Wolff'
is very
good, although
it
dropped to 35 per cent of normal in
the capital during the early days of

the ingNazi
bombing.
"Outstandfilms arerobot
playing
to grosses
higher
than in the period before the 'doodle
To Release Some of
New Producing Unit
bugs'
Wolff
Wolffcame,"
believes
thatadded.
all studios now
Hollywood, Sept. 6. — Formation of
commandeered by the British governCommand Pictures, a new producing Industry's 38,000
Getschal Leaves Warners
(Continued from page 1)
ment will be made available for priunit organized by Don Ameche, was
Budd Getschal, formerly with the
vate production again soon after the
disclosed today. The plans are to of awards, participation in battles and
produce one or two films a year with dependent children. No figure Warner advertising staff here under close of hostilities. The Elstree studio
with Ameche starring, with the first was given as to the number of Army Mort Blumenstock, has been named has already been given back, although
copy chief of Blaine-Thompson, Inc., it is not yet known which company
entitled "Love Like Ours," having men who may be released, but it was ately.
Ralph Dietrich as producer. No dis- variously estimated as anywhere up to advertising agency, effective immedi- will make use of it. RKO, he added,
needs no additional studio facilities.
tribution has been set.
3,000,000.
Don

Ameche

Forms

PR.I5CIUA AAN£ • £DW- EVeHZTr

HORTW
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Directs f?yFl
Screen Play by Julius J. and Philip G. Epslein ■ From the Stage Play by JOSEPH KESSEIRING
Produced by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse ■ Music by Max Steiner
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ALAN
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Screen Ploy by James V.. Kern .and- Sam Hellmon ■ Additional Dialogue by Wilkie Mahoney
From the Stage Play by Joseph A. Fields - Produced by Max Cordon
producedb/
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Reviews
"Dark Mountain"
{Paramount)
AROUND the rugged life in the U. S. Forestry Service, Pine and
Thomas have built a modest production full of suspense but failing
to live up to the promise of robust action contained in an opening mountain fire.
Ranger Robert Lowery goes on leave after the blaze and finds his
childhood sweetheart, Ellen Drew, married to Regis Toomey and sporting a mink coat. Miss Drew's husband turns out to be a racketeer who
murders a cop under circumstances that make his wife an accessory.
She flees to the isolated Ranger post of her first love, who settles her in
a cabin and goes off to blast stumps in the forests, pleased to have her
around but a little worried. While he is away, Toomey arrives on the
scene and hides out in the back room of the cabin, using a pistol to keep
his presence a secret from Lowery. When the ranger finally becomes
aware of his presence, the killer bolts in a handy Government station
wagon loaded with dynamite. Lowery and his assistant, Eddie Quillan,
give chase but can only watch as a fallen tree furnishes the explosive
denouement.
All performances, especially Toomey's, are quite capable, and William
Berke's direction nicely points up the feeling of menace sought by the
Maxwell Shane screenplay. As comic relief, Quillan sadly knits a
sweater for his bride, a Wac, who, to judge from her photo, will wear, it
to advantage, in Australia.

OF

THE

MAGAZINE
THAT
SELLS

UP

36%

TO

FASTER

Running time, 56 minutes. "G."* Released in block No. 1 for 1944-45.
Tom Loy
I
!?4
i

'Call of the Jungle
(Monogram)
TP HE elements of suspense and dramatic action, plus good dialogue,
*■ written into a fantastic but interesting South Seas tale make Monogram's "Call of the Jungle" a promising piece. Production rolls along
rapidly. Audience interest should run right from the start.
James Bush, government officer on the island, is attempting to apprehend thieves who stole the tribal "black" pearls. Racing against time
and the natives, who seek revenge at any cost, Bush, with Ann Corio,
exotic white princess, discover the guilty one, Muni Seroff, an innocent
appearing bar proprietor, through a ruse concocted with the cooperation of the tribal chief, Henry Burns. Excitement runs high throughout; moments of acute suspense are frequent and well executed.
Supporting cast includes John Davidson, Claudia Dell, Edward Chandler and Alex Havier, all of whom turn in capable performances. Phil

THAN
ANY

OTHER

Rosen directed, assisted by Bobby Ray, from George Callahan's original.
Philip N. Krasne and James S. Burkett produced.

MAGAZINE

| Running time, 60 minutes. "G."* Release date, Aug. 19.
Helen McNamara

IN THE

"Soul of a Monster"
[(Columbia)

Hollywood, Sept. 6
A N unusual screenplay by Edward Dein, effective direction by Will
Jason, and fine photography by Burnett Guffey combine to lift this
picture above the level of secondary melodramatic attractions.
In the opening sequence, a doctor lies dying and his wife prays to any
power, good or evil, to save him. Whereupon a woman — unidentified,
but by her actions presumably a representative of the powers of evil —
back js> health. He beconles*
nurs£&?^e^dpctor
Jftft;that
r inhpftnujijjUi
■jffttfiXSiitlilf
so infatuated
with her
she is able to exercise an almost hypnotic
influence over him. From a kindly conscientious physician he changes
into a cruel, cold-blooded killer.' The story ends with a flashback to the
original scene, but the doctor overhears his wife's prayers and begs her
to desist. She does so ; the evil woman is struck by an automobile before
she can enter ^he house, and tlie doctor dies in peace.
S
The cast is a small one, composed of Rose Hobart, George Macready,
Jim Bannon, Jeanne Bates, Erik Rolf and Ernest Hilliard, all of whom
give satisfactory performances.
Ted Richmond produced.

Running time, 61 minutes. "G."*
*"G" denotes general classification.

Thalia Bell

FIELD

The motion picture industry, regardless of war's many
restrictions, has not lowered its standards of quality.
Reflecting the people and product of that industry,
Photoplay will not, for temporary circulation advantage, sacrifice the high quality and quantity of
its editorial content.
And today Photoplay keeps on giving its readers
more text and moreColor (and, we believe, more
good ideas — see reverse side of next page) than
does any other magazine in the field.
** of: Established
a recent
survey involving 4 consecutive issues covering sales
more than by20,000
newsstands.

FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S FIRST MILLION MOVIE-GOERS

See Over — for preview of Photoplay's 37 October features.

CARY GRANT AND
BARBARA HUTTON'S separation,
magazine scoop of the yearl

ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS'
bouquet to "WILSON" — tribute ti I
one of the greats of all time.

FAVORITE OF AMERICAS FIRST

The Man Who Tried to End War
Adela Rogers St. John
Heartbreak Story
Elsa Maxwell
Cary Grant and Barbara Hutton's fighl for her son
"Miss Christmas Tree" — Ingrid Bergman
Louella O. Parsons
What's Wrong with Veronica Lake?
Ruth Waterbury
To Judy Garland
Robert Nathan
Finding out about Farley Granger
Sandra Shea
Can't They Be Friends?
"Fearless"
A. B. Complex — Anne Baxter
Elliot Paul
Just Because — it's Dennis Morgan
Marian Ouinn
It's A Party!
Scrap Book on Lana Turner
"These Men Are Dangerous"
Sweet and Lively — June Allyson
Kate Holliday
It's like This — to be Mrs. Danny Kaye
Sylvia Fine Kaye
Right, Dress!
Edith Head
Portrait of a Restless Soul — Errol Flynn
Joseph Henry Steele
Photoplay's Command Performance
What Should I Do?
i
Your problems answered by Claudette Colbert

29
30
34
36
38
32
44
47
49
56
52
54
50
58
60
62
64
65

43
Judy Garland
Farley Granger
Spencer Tracy
Hedy Lamarr
Cary Grant

37
39
42
42
42

Carole Landis
Ida Lupino
George Murphy
Anne Baxter .
Dennis Morgan

43
46
43
48

70
Brief Reviews
Casts of Current Pictures .
Inside Stuff— Cal York . .

128
4

Photoplay's First Run Fashions 75
Speak for Yourself
26
The Shadow Stage
21

Helen Gilmore, Editor
Fred R. Sammis, Editorial Director
Adele Whiteley Fletcher, Associate Editor
Elaine Osterman, Western Manager
Sara Hamilton, Associate Editor
Marian H. Quinn, Associate Editor
Ruth Waterbury, Contributing Editor
Edmund Davenport, Art Director
Hymie Fink, Staff Photographer
Cover: Lana Turner, Natural Color Photograph by Paul Hesse
Costume designed by Irene, Executive Designer of M-G-M Studios
AN ELSA MAXWELL PARTY with pix
and stellar anecdotes of the doings at
Evalyn Walsh MacLean's home all
for Photoplay's editorial director.
Fred Sammis.

CANDIDS from Hymie Fink's psycho
analytical camera.
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I hial companies have been started in "The War Speeds Up"
Washington, Sept. 6 — Approximately 1,500 guests of 20th Century- New York and Toronto for the build- ( W AC -Columbia)
ing of studios for feature production
Fox, including Government officials
In
Chfs
Loop
"The War Speeds Up" is the unand foreign diplomats,, will join \>?o- in Canada an,d for distribution in both
mitigated evidence needed now to
ducer
Darryl
F.;
Zafiuck
and
'
other
Chicago, Sept. 6. — One of the best company executives at the Washing- ^countries.'
Hollywood Pictures Corp., headed shock the American people into realLabor Day weekends on record helped
izing that the war ;is not yet won.
at Loew's by Jack Goldberg, with Tra Simmons
'Wilson" Alexander
of tonight.
ton premiere
Loop houses to one of the biggest Capitol
Theatre
as Cokst representative, will handle re- The "'ar is speeding' up. says the uniweeks this year. The week also and Geraldine Fitzgerald, stars of the
leases in the U. S, while the Canadian
named Army commentator, and as the
/marked the opening of the Downtown film, will be present, as will Lamar
war speeds up so must production,
company,
organized
as
Trans-Canada
Theatre (formerly the Rialto), giving Trotti, author of the screenplay. Spy- Pictures, Ltd., will produce and dis- he continues, warning that tremendous .
tribute in Canada. James Cowan, quantities of shells, tanks, trucks, guns
the Loop three combination-policy ros Skouras will head a home office
houses.
delegation including Tom J. Connors, director of Editorial Services, Ltd., and all other materials of war ;are
Estimated receipts for the week William J. Kupper, Hal Home, An- Canada, is in charge of Trans-Canada. needed now. The film presents war-ending Sept. 7 :
drew W. Smith, Jack Schlaifer, Bob A deal is pending for Rank to handle manufacturing quotas which must; be
the product in England, according to met now, and backs them up with pic"Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble" (M-G-M) Montgomery and Sam Shain.
"Three Men in White" (M-G-M)
tures of what is happening on the
Hollywood's offices here.
Notables to Attend
AFOLLO— (1,200) (55c-65c-95c) 7 days,
The first production, to be started battle fronts of the world : Apalliing
2nd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $11,400).
The Woodrow Wilson Birthplace next month, will be "Sick River scenes of stark horror, of American
Memorial Foundation of Staunton, Heart," written by the late Lord dead and wounded. There are scenes"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
CHICAGO— (3,850) (55c-85c-95c). Stage:
Plans for the studios in- seldom screened in U. S. theatres.
Charlie Spivak and orchestra. Gross: $67,- Va., recipients of a recent $50,000 gift Tweedsdale.
volves the, use of several buildings at They should startle any apathetic pop000. (Average: $51,500).
from 20th-Fox, will be represented
the Toronto Exposition Grounds that
"Ladies of Washington" (20th-Fox)
ulace which may have slowed down in
DOWNTOWN— (1,600) (44c-55c-60c-85c- by Mrs. Cordell Hull. Secretary Hull
95c) 2nd Loop run. Stage: Johnny (Scat) has also accepted an invitation, as have have been closed for the duration.
factories on the assumption that "the
Davis and orchestra.
Gross: $15,500.
Sam Rayburn, sneaker of the House ;
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
Supreme Court Justices Frank
The Army Pictorial Service has
"Crime By Night" (WB)
Island House
done
splendid job on this film. The
GARRICK— (1,000) (55c-65c-95c) 3rd week. Murphy and Robert H. Jackson, At- Rhode
job isa done."
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $9,100).
torney General Francis Biddle ;
accompanying commentary, presenting
Asks
Clearance
Cut
Claude R. Wickard, Secretary of
"Youth Runs Wild" (RKO)
the cold facts, carries a vital message.
"Attack" (OWI-RKO) 6 days, 3rd week
t\
Artcraft,
Incv
operator
of\
the
Agriculture
;
Jesse
H.
Jones,
Secre-,
This release' demands - playing time:
"In daySociety" (Univ.) 3rd Loop week, 1
tary of Commerce; Ted R.; Garnblef ^Greenwich Theatre, East Greenwich, The Office of War Information is
Director of War Finance ; Admiral
"Seven Doors to Death" (PRC) 1 day
GRAND— (1,250) (50c-60c-85c-95c) 7 days. Ernest J. King, commander of the> §R. I., has filed a clearance complaint releasing through the War Activities
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $9,100).
Committee.' Prints are available
RKO and'i
Warners Arbitrain> the through
U. S. Fleet; Major General L. B. |against
Columbia. Running time, 18
Boston tribunal,
the American
"Stars on Parade" (Col.)
ORIENTAL— (3,200) _ (44c-55c-60c-85c-95c) Hershey, Director of Selective Servtion
Association
reported
here
yestermins.
7 days. Stage: Frankie Carle and orchesice ;Vice Admiral R. R. Waesche, day.
tra. Gross: $35,000. (Average: $24,000).
Commander
of the Coast Guard ; tfe
"In Society" (Univ.)
The Greenwich, which is first-run
Earl
of
Halifax,
Ambassador from in East Greenwich, is subject to a 14- Gov't Delays Bioff Case
"Twilight
on
the
Prairie"
(Univ.)
8
days,
2nd week
Great Britain ; Francis B. Sayre, the
"Bride Bv Mistake" (RKO) 1 day
day clearance after first-run ProviLos Angeees, Sept. 6. — The GovPALACE— f2,500) (S0c-60c-85c-95c) 7 days. late President Wilson's son-in-law,
dence theatres. It charges that this
ernment's case against William H.
Gross: $27,000. (Average: $24,000).
clearance
is
unreasonable
and
asks
that
Bioff, convicted extortioner,, for jtax
retary.
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
and Joseph P. Tumulty, Wilson's secROOSEVELT — (1,500) (55c-65c-95c).
it be reduced to one day. The Ma- evasion of $80,000, and scheduled 'for
Gross: $23,000. (Average: $20,000).
jestic and Albee theatres, Providence, hearing in the Federal court yester-,
Among prominent exhibitors attend"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
ing from Maryland, Virginia and the have been named asanter.ested parties. day, wast postponed one week.
STATE LAKE— (2,700) (55c-65c-95c) 3rd District
of Columbia will be Frank
week. Gross: $35,000. (Average: $29,000').
Boucher, Frank LaFalce, Sidnev Lust.
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (50c-65c-95c)
3rd week. Gross: $23,000. (Average: $20,- Harry Brown, Ben Caplan, Ed Foun000).
taine, Sam Galanty. George Gill, Arthur Jackobson, Fred Klein. : Gus
"Up in Arms" (RKO>
WOODS— (1,200) (35c -65c -95c) 19th week.
Gross: $19,400. (Average: $10,000).
John O'Leary.
Hardy Meakin,
Lynch,
Wade Pearson. Louis
Tohn Payette,
Rebnitzki, Roland Robbins, Nathan _C.
Rosen, Ivan Rosenbaum, Daniel WeinMrs. Spitz, Weitman
berg, Benjamin F. Young, Fred Wood
- . \ .... -s"
and Joseph 'Bernheimer.
Will Aid 'Stars'
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia,
Ban Film in
Nathan Straus, Grover Whaleh" and Would
Dr. Stephen Wise are honorary chairTheatres
men of a committee of civic and thea- Oklahoma
trical leaders who will sponsor the
Oklahoma City, Sept. 6.— An at11th annual "Night of Stars," featurtempt to get the new Paulette Goding top personalities of the amusement
ny Tufts feature, "I Love a
dard-Son
world in a pageant for the United
Soldier," banned from Oklahoma
Jewish Appeal for Refugees, Over- theatres was started today bv State
seas Needs and Palestine, to be staged Health Director H. Grady Mathews,
at Madison Square Garden, Tuesday who said the picture glamorizes
evening, Nov. 14. Sylvan Gotshal is- "street pickups" and would help spread
chairman.
venereal diseases.
Heading the women's division will
Mathews publicly j criticized . the
be Mrs. Leo Spitz, chairman, and Mrs.
. but ' added that" he plans no
Louis Grossman, executive chairman. picture
further action. 1 To pleaded j with
But your audience won't— when a breakRobert M. Weitman, managing direcdown in your sound or projection equiptor of the Paramount Theatre, is again church and civic gEO&pjs :to take 'Action against the showing. ~g?
chairman of the producing committee,
Matthews' action was MmmldiateTy
ment occurs -fa Perhaps, that's ivhy
with Ed Sullivan and Louis K. Sidney attacked by Jack Swiger, publicity
Altec Service engineers look like angels
co-chairmen.
man for Standard Theaters, whose
to shoivmen when trouble hits *fo These
Criterion is now showing the film.
men of ours wing their ivay into your
RKO Preferred Dividend
house and presto . . . things are heavenly
The board of directors of Radio- 'Parkington' Trade Shows
Keith-Orpheum, at a meeting here yes•fe The only hymn lOe harp on is ServiceM-G-M's "Mrs. Parkington" will
terday, declared a dividend of $1.50 be trade shown in New York on Sept.
per share on the six per cent preferred 18 at the exchange and in Los Ainstock, payable Nov. 1 to holders of geles at the Ambassador Hotel. In
JVLTEC 250 W. 57th St., New York 19.N.Y.
record on Oct. 20. The dividend con- all other cities the film will be
stitutes the regular dividend for the
Sept. 25. "Naughty ^Maricurrent quarter which will end Oct. screened
THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
etta," areissue, will be screened Sept.
31.
-28 in all keys.
„ ^—
... .
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Motion

Coming
Events
Through Today — National Allied
directors'
meeting, Bretton Woods,
N. H.
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Loew's
JOSEPH H. HAZEN, president of
JOSEPH
VOGEL,
vice-presiHal Wallis Prod., will leave for »J
dent of R.Loew's,
celebrated
his
birthday yesterday by entertaining
the Coast tonight for
a
10-day
visit.
•
visiting Loew district managers William Finney and Charles KurtzCharles Samson Aaronson of the
man,
and Johnnie Murphy, Ben
editorial staff of Motion Picture Her- Joel and
Harold Goldgraben of his
ald and Mrs. Aaronson are the par- staff at lunch.
ents of a second daughter, born yesterday morning at Beth Israel HospiCeleste Fox, secretary to Samuel
tal, here.
Cohen, United Artists' foreign publicity director, will return today after
Pvt. Frank Lowenstein, son of
a leave of absence in Seattle.
Harry Lowenstein, New Jersey Allied president, is convalescing in Enmandy. gland from injuries sustained in NorArthur Darley, manager of the
Arcade Theatre, Springfield, Mass.,
has returned after a , week's vacation
Vaughn O'Neill, manager of in Rhode Island.
Loew's State Theatre, Syracuse, is a
victim of infantile paralysis and is in
Cecil Vocel,
manager
of Loew's
City Hospital, Syracuse. Harold Palace,
Memphis,
is convalescing
Mortin is acting manager.
•
from ain recent
illnessKy.
at his father's
home
Owensboro,
Peggy Ryan, Universal star, will
•
arrive in New York on Tuesday, en
Rafael
Ramos
Cobian, Puerto
route to the New England premiere
Rican circuit owner, has left New
of "The Merrv Monahans" at the York for Cuba.
RKO Albee Theatre, Providence.
•

Sept. 8 — National Screen Service
sales meeting, New York.
Sept. 12 — Meeting of industry
officials for Sixth War Loan at
War Activities Committee headquarters, New York.
Sept. 13 — MPPDA board of directors' meeting, New York.
Sept. 15 — Exhibition representatives of New York State to meet
with labor department officials on
building code, New York.
Sept. 15-17 — National Screen Service sales meeting, Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
Sept. 20-21— Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre
Owners'' board of directors quarterly meeting, Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Seattle.
Sept. 21 — National Screen Service
sales meeting, Los Angeles.
Larry Kent, assistant manager of
Oct. 16-18 — Society of Motion
Loew's Palace, Hartford, Conn., is
Picture Engineers' semi-annual con- in New York on vacation.
ference, Hotel Pennsylvania, New
•
York.
Harry F. Shaw, Loew's Poli diviOct. 17 — Westconvention,
Virginia Managers'
sion manager for New England, was
Association
Daniel
a
recent
Hartford visitor.
Boone Hotel, Charleston, W. Va.
Nov. 14 — United Jewish Appeal
"Night of Stars," Madison Square SAG
Calls on AFL
Garden, New York.
In Dispute

with

SPU

Lou department
Barash of has
Paramount's
book
returned pressfrom
vacation.

Sherman

Before

UA

Deal

Board

Plan

In reporting an initial payment of $3,000,000 by Loew's,
Inc., to the trustees of the
company's
retirement planemployes'
Motion Picture
Daily yesterday stated that
''Special benefits are provided
(in the plan) for stars, officers and certain other Loew's
individuals."
This statement ^
is
incorrect.
David Bernstein,
Loew's
vice-president
and treasurer,
said that not only are there
no "special benefits" in the
plan for those personnel classifications, or any others, but
that some in the groups mentioned make sacrifices in order to participate in the plan.
"There is no discrimination
in the plan and, under the
said.
laws, there can be none," he
Bernstein also pointed out
that the retirement age of
women employes under the
plan is 60 and not 40, as reported.

John A. Altermann, manager of
the Dallace Telenews, has left for NEW
Denver.
New

Pension

in

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
"DRAGON
SEED"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER HUSTON
. ALINE MacMAHON
AKIM TAMIROFF
■
TURHAN BEY
B'WAY &
Spectacular Stage Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

Hollywood, Sept. 7.— The Los AnOn the agenda of next Tuesday's
geles Central Labor Council of the meeting
here will
of United
board
of directors
be a newArtists'
distribution
'GWTW,
$532,000
Gross of $589,000 in seven weeks is American Federation of Labor stepped
deal for six from
more Harry
"Hopalong
Cassidy"
into the conflict today between the productions
Sherman,
plus
reported for David Selznick's "Since
PALACE
You Went Away" at the Capitol The- Screen Actors Guild and the Screen two high-budget pictures. One of the
47th St.
atre, here, $57,000 more than the $532,- Players Union, which seeks recogni- latter may be based on the life of Tom
000 grossed in the same period and
Bonita Granville
Kent Smith
tion as bargaining agency for extras, Mix.
Motion Picture Daily reported on
same theatre by Selznick's "Gone With
Jean Brooks
Glenn Vernon
the Wind." "Since You Went Away" by addressing a communication to all Sept. 5 that Sherman would continue
finished a seventh week at the Capitol
locals, urging them to "resist to produce
the an
"Hopalongs"
nextplayer
seaWednesday night with a gross of more AFL
son, but with
undesignated
SPU propaganda in every possible
.than $83,000 to surpass the sixth
'MEET TH
'YOUTH
RUNS
WILD'
William Boyd who has apE
Simultaneously the SAG filed replacing
peared in the series for years, and that
week's gross by more than $3,000, giv- way."
IN
PERSON
with
the
National
Labor
Relations
ing the theatre its best gross since the
UA will continue to distribute.
M-G-M's
New Musical
ON SCREEN
third week of the run.
ED
SULLIVAN
Board a 92-page brief, signed by its
&
HARVEST
Week-by-week comparisons between president, James Cagney, setting forth
MOON
"Since You Went Away"- and "Gone the reasons why the SAG contends
DANCE
WB
Buys
Site
for
With the Wind" follow : first week
WINNERS
SPU's petition for recognition should
LUCILLE BALL
"SYWA," $90,000, "GWTW," $65,- not
Coast Video Station
be given.
000; second, $88,000 against $80,000;
DICK POWELL
TOMMY DIX
third, $85,000 against $80,000; fourth,
Harry M. Warner, president of
$81,000 and $80,000; fifth, $82,000 and
Warner Bros., disclosed here yester$80,000; sixth, $80,000 and $75,000; Hertz and PIC Plan
day that his company has purchased
^^^^PARAMOU^^Rta^T^^^^^
Fred Mac Murray Barbara Stanwyck
seventh, $83,000 and $72,000; giving
property on Mulholland Drive in HolEdward G. Robinson
6th
Loan
Publicity
lywood
upon
which
a
television
station
"SYWA"
the seven
edge over
"GWTW"
in
each
of the
weeks
thus far.
will be erected as soon as conditions
PEOP
IN LE
PERSON
"DOUBLE
INDEMNITY"
'
John Hertz, Jr., director of pub- permit in the post-war period. War"SYWA" started its eighth week at
THE ANDREWS SISTERS
licity for the Sixth War Loan, Nov.
ners has already filed an application
the Capitol yesterday with no end of
MITf.HFLL AYR FS AND HIS BAND.
11 -Dec. 7, met here yesterday with the with the Federal Communications
the run atin the
sight;
'/GWTW" ran liy2 industry's Public Information Commit- Commission for permission to operate
weeks
Capitol.
tee to plan advertising and publicity a video television station.
pA*AMO£/#r Square
details of the campaign. Assignments
Sheridan to Meet Press
DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S
were given to advertising representatives of the various companies, and 'Tosca
WILSON
Ann Sheridan, who returned
nninV in Rome
in TECHNICOLOR
Wednesday from a 35,000-mile USO Hertz, following the session, disclosed
Directed by Henry King
tour of the China-Burma-India cir- that "100 per cent enthusiastic supWritten for the Screen by Lamar Trotti
"Arturo Toscannini," an Office of
War Information overseas film bureau
A 20TH OnCENTURY-FOX
cuit, will meet the press this mornthe Roxy Stage PICTURE
port" was promised.
ing at USO New York headquarters.
Si Seadler of M-G-M presided at documentary, will be given a triple
FRED
WARING
His Pennsylvanians with augmentedand company
of 100
Others in her troupe who will be on the meeting in the absence of chairman premiere in three of the leading theaCONTINUOUS
PERFORMANCES
tres in Rome this week, it was learned
hand are Jackie Miles, Mary Landa Hal Home, who was attending the
ROXY
THEATRE
and Ruth Denas.
here yesterday.
"Wilson" premiere in Washington.
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$589,000,
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Meet
Loan

to Set 6th War
Chairmen

A canvass of exhibitors is
now in swing to select those
who will be asked to serve as
state exhibitor chairmen for
the forthcoming Sixth War
Loan.
At a meeting yesterday at
War
Activities Committee
headquarters
here, Harry
I Brandt, Sixth War Loan head ;
Fabian, theatres diviS. H. chairman,
|^
' sion
and Francis
S. Harmon, WAC coordinator,
began to examine
the exhibitor roster to make appointments.
A tentative agenda was also
outlined for the 'grand
strategy5 conferences set for
the Hotel Astor here on Sept.
12.

Stern

Calls

Managers'

Second

Meeting

Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer of Loew's, will hold a two-day
i meeting of eight M-G-M office mana:]gers at the Muehlbach Hotel, Kansas
! City, Sept. 24-25. This is the second
I of a series planned by Stern, the first
having been held in Boston several
? weeks ago. William F. Rodgers, MG-M vice-president and general sales
manager, will attend the Kansas City
sessions, making the stopover on his
way back from the Coast.
At the same time, William R. Ferguson, director of exploitation for
M-G-M, will hold a Kansas City dis, trict meeting with a number of field
exploiteers, who will also sit in on one
. of the office managers' meetings.
Office managers to attend include
Mrs. Amy Sinclair, Kansas City ;
Harry Simons, Chicago ; Walter Bennin, Milwaukee ; Fred Arnington, Des
Moines ; Jay H. Zimmerman, St.
Louis ; Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell, Memphis Eleanor
;
King, Denver ; and Lila
Goodin, San Francisco.

Motion

International

In

Advance
{Continued from page 1)

and England, and possibly other Allied governments,
from which will evolve the basic
foundation for the treatment of
American motion pictures abroad.
It is quite probable that the film
arid other commercial arrangements
which will be developed through international meetings of this type will
follow the pattern of the Anglo-American petroleum agreement recently
signed, which eventually is to be expanded into a multilateral pact to
which all nations may adhere.
The oil agreement in itself merely
laid down broad principles based on
the Atlantic Charter, committing the
United States and the United Kingdom to the policy of free access to
needed materials by all consuming
countries, an adequate supply at fair
prices, and the prevention of unrestrained 'cutthroat' competition, and
setting up a joint commission to deal
with specific problems as they arise.

3

daily

Pact

Film

of

States

Represent SOPEG
at
UOPWA
Phila. Meet
Philadelphia, Sept. 7.— Delegates
of the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, New York Local 109,
attending the fifth annual convention
of the United Office and Professional
Workers of America, CIO, at the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel here include :
Herman Liveright, Paramount ; Sam
Shapiro, 20th Century-Fox, Gloria
Schwartz, Columbia, Bea Lustig and
Alice Goodman, Loew's ; Otto Langer,
Loew's New York exchange : and Sidney Young and Ellen Davidson,
SOPEG president and organizer, respectively.

Coast
Flashes

Peace
with respect to oil, rubber, monetary
and other matters.
How soon after the pacification of
Europe the peace conference will meet
has not been determined. The last
war ended in 1918, the peace conference met in 1919, but it wa9 not until
1921 that Congress passed and President Harding signed a peace treaty
with Germany.
Conduct of Affairs

Hollywood, Sept. 7
TI
Paramount
VV rITH
man's his
Creek"
booked "Frenchinto the
New York Rivoli for a run starting
Sept. 20th, producer David Lewis is
set until next Summer. He has three
features scheduled for International
Films. At present he is shooting the
Sonja Henie picture. "It's a Pleasure,"
which will be followed by "Home Is a
Sailor" and "Tomorrow Is Forever,"
starring Claudette Colbert.
e
Republic added two pictures to its
scedule. "Iron Master," which will
star Michael O'Shea, with Albert
Cohen, associate producer, and "Jealousy," a psychological melodrama by
Dalton Trumbo, will be produced and
directed by Gustave Machaty.
•
PRC signed Al Herman as unit
manager and producer-director, assigning him six productions. Herman
will not relinquish his interest in his
own production firm, American Productions, Inc., however.

The last war ended in an armistice,
this war, it has been promised, will
end in unconditional surrender, and
the Allied nations will not go to the
peace conference to work out terms
with the defeated enemy but with a
well-worked-out program for the
future conduct of European affairs and
nations which Germany will be informed it is to accept. Under such
conditions, it is not likely that the
Allies will deem it necessary to include in the conference any detailed
discussion of individual industries,
since they will be covered by the
United Nations' agreements to which
RKO bought "Marry at Leisure," a
associated nations, neutrals and eventually the enemy governments will be novel ; "Never Say Die," an original,
and "Sex Is Out," a play.
invited to adhere.
While motion pictures have not yet
RKO signed Clifford Odets as writbeen the subject of formal discussions
er-director to a long term contract.
between the Washington and London
governments,
tion on which the
to necessary
base such informatalks is

Application of Treaty
Any motion picture treaty devised
is expected to lay down similar principles, so stated as to be more definitely applicable to films, including
free access to all markets and fair
treatment therein, with censorship
limited to moral content and tariffs
and taxes equitably applied. Moral
censorship, it has been suggested,
could be applied to political as well as being compiled, and it is not believed
personal morals, thus preventing any that the development of an agreement
future would-be Hitler from flooding would prove a difficult or lengthy task.
other countries than his own with State Department officials are represented as confident that the basis for
mind-poisoning propaganda.
It is not the intention of the Allied postwar international film trade will
governments to clutter up the peace be worked out well in advance of the
conference with a number of commer- peace conference, and that agreement
cial, financial and economic discussions is expected to be laid on the table as
but, rather, to work out all such prob- the pattern which the Allied nations,
and Germany perforce,
lems by a series of international meet- voluntarily,
ings, such as already have been held will follow.

jDalton
to Succeed
IHealy in OW1
Post
Washington, Sept. 7. — Neil Dalj ton, assistant to the president of the
Louisville Courier- Journal and Times,
I who has been assistant chief of the
1 news bureau since last April 1, will
I succeed George W. Healy, Jr., as
; director of the domestic branch of the
Office of War Information, in NovemI! ber, it was announced here today by
tj Director Elmer Davis.
Healy is planning to leave the OWI
1 in November to return to the New
Orleans Times-Picayune after nearly New
a year in Washington.
M. H
Mass for Pvt. Harris
Requiem Mass for Pvt. Douglas F.
Harris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
(Bucky) Harris of RKO Radio and
nephew of John J. O'Connor, vice
president of Universal Pictures, will
be said at Holy Name Roman Catholic
Church, .New Rochelle, tomorrow
morning. Private Harris died of
wounds received in France. Friends
in and out of the industry are invited
to attend the Mass.

Picture

7

More

Pacts

Are

Exchange
Signed

{Continued from page 1)

Industry
On

Raw

Meets
Stock

U.S.

Today

{Continued from page 1)
same informal manner as has the consideration ofthe situation or be covered by a formal WPB order setting
official quotas with which they will be
required to comply.
It already has been determined that
the companies will have to absorb
some 40,000,000 to 45,000,000 feet of
their over-consumption during the first
half of the year, which will limit
them to about 315,000,000 feet for the
quarter, as against quotas of 324,000,000 feet, and a use-rate running in the
neighborhood of 350,000,000 feet.
Since only three weeks of the quarter remain, the difficulties of the companies will be shortlived, as they will
again return, with one or two minor
adjustments, to their regular quotas
on Oct. 1. However, it is expected
that the supply situation will continue
tight for some time beyond that date,
and the companies, for a period at any
rate, will have to work close to their
allocations.

York exchanges of M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox, Columbia and United Artists where the workers are represented by the Screen Office and Professional Employees Guild, Local 109,CIO.
The job classification plan sets up
18 job classes, with minimum and maximum scales, and provides for a minimum 10 per cent wage increase. Benefits are retroactive to Dec. 1, 1943.
Representatives of the companies
have also approved the filing of an
application with the WLB having ju- 'Master Race9 Opens
risdiction over the Cleveland area for
Year's Date at
a
10
per
cent
wage increase for ser- In Texas Oct 17
for Col. Film
vice employes in Cleveland exchanges.
RKO will launch Edward A. GoldColumbia's color production, "A The Cleveland IATSE local is one of en's "The Master Race" throughout
Song to Remember," with Merle 15 service employe locals seeking the the country with a series of special
Oberon, Paul Muni and Cornell Wilde, increase which has already been ap- exploitation premeires, the first tentatively set for the Texas area Oct.
has been set for a New Year's Eve
proved by the WLB for Seattle exopening engagement at Radio City
17, it has been learned here from S.
change workers.
Music Hall. Special publicity and
Barret McCormick, RKO Radio's diexploitation on the production will
rector of advertising-publicity. The
be handled by David E. Weshner. Loew's Dividend Declared second opening probably will be in
Columbia was host at a cocktail party
Directors of Loew's have declared a New England.
at the Hotel Pierre here this week for dividend of 50 cents per share on the
The campaign will be patterned afWilde, who portrays Chopin in the company's common stock, payable
ter the one previously used for
picture, his first important role in a Sept. 30 to stockholders of record on Golden's "Hitler's Children."
major production.
Sept. 19.
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Daily

Army

Changes

Seeks

USO-Camp

More

Shows

Members

Ask

25%

Brig. Gen. Joseph W. Byron, chief
of the Army's Special Services Division, seeking an expansion of USOCamp Shows and other features of the
GI entertainment program "as the tactical situation on the battlefronts improves," met here yesterday- and will!
meet again today with industry representatives including Abe Lastfogeji

Quota

(Continued from page 1)
27'/2 per cent, as prescribed by
the 1938 act, unless a new order
is approved by both houses of
Parliament before Jan. 1.
At the instance of Sam Eckman,
Jr., managing director of M-G-M,
Ltd., and a former KRS president, the
Americans will hold a separate meet-!
ing when their absent colleagues,
notably Joseph Friedman, Columbia
European supervisor, and Francis LJ
Harley, 20th Century-Fox London
manager, return to England from
New York. It is expected that separate representations will be made at
that time.
Both British and American representatives are agreed that there is no
necessity for an increase in the labor
cost-test figure of one pound (about
four dollars) per foot of feature film,
which was set up by the 1938 act as a
quality test which a picture would
have to meet before ranking for quota.
The BOT had suggested that, in view
of increased wartime labor costs, an
upward revision might be desirable.
Test Figure for Shorts
Also, it was unanimously decided
that the establishment of test figures
for short subjects is undesirable, the
view being that England was never aj
good market for shorts and that test
figures would inevitably reduce their
supply. A further reason given was
that the best quality British shorts
have been those made economically
and that the imaginative documentary
producers might find their market
killed by any new arrangement.
Deferred for future KRS consideration was the proposal to include in
a film's production costs for quota
purposes the problematic payments due
actors and technicians working on
profit-sharing terms. This has long
been a bone of contention. It is understood privately from BOT sources
that the government, in any event,
would not yield to a demand that an
arbitrary estimate of such amounts be
included in the test figures, the view
being that only ascertainable costs are
justified.
Although KRS members strongly
criticized the recent report of the
monopoly committee of the BOT films
council, formal discussion of the subject was deferred pending receipt of a
full copy of the report.
Canada

Proposes

Abolishing WIB
(Continued from page 1)
for war propaganda, and if the bureau
continued in peacetime, a general reorganization ofthe film and publicity
setup will be made. The meeting of
cabinet ministers allowed a recent
published statement by Grierson suggesting production of Canadian-theme
features in available Hollywood studios. .This proposal gave the impression it was angling for a new sphere
in the film industry.
UA's Adams to Charlotte
Dallas, Sept. 7. — Byron Adams,
branch manager of the United Artists
exchange here, has Jbeen transferred
to Charlotte.

USO-Camp
Shows chairman
president,
Kenneth Thomson,
of an™
the
Hollywood Victory Committee, who:
came from the Coast at the Army's
call.
Others attending the sessions, held
at the Harvard Club, are : Lt. Col.
Frederick M. Warburg of the Special
Services Division ; Howard Braucher of the National Recreation Association, and Raymond B. Fosdick,
president of the Rockefeller Foundation. Details of the expansion plan
will be worked out in time for announcement Monday, an Army spokesman said yesterday.

1,000 Attend
Anti
Defamation
Rally
(Continued from page 1)
Jackter, Budd Rogers, M. A. Schlessinger,. Leopold Friedman and others.
Speakers included Quentin Reynolds, Richard Gudstadt, national director of the Anti-Defamation
League ; Balaban and Ed Sullivan.
Members mittee
of included
the arrangements
comBalaban, Harry
Brandt, Max Cohen and Nate Spinmeeting.
gold.
A buffet luncheon followed the

WMC

Halts

Work

Approved
by WPB
Philadelphia, Sept. 7.— Construction on a theatre in suburban Mayfair
was halted yesterday by Frank L.
McNamee, regional director of the
War Manpower Commission here, because "it is an unneoessary use of
manpower at a time when 30,00C
workers
are needed
in war
plants." last!
Construction
had been
approved
June by the War Production Board
but the project had not been referred
to the WMC until last month, ac-j
cording to McNamee.
Theatres

Undamaged\

In Earthquake
Nazis

Surrender

Will

Darken L. A. Houses
(Continued from page 1)
ress at that time will be continued
until the houses are emptied.
Theatres will open as usual the following day. The meeting was held
at the Fox West-Coast offices and
was attended by representatives of
the California Theatre Council, Independent Theatre Owners of Southern
California, Southern California Theatre Owners Association. First runs,
comprising membership of the CTC,
will use recording to announce the
news to the audiences and ask them
to join in the Lord's Prayer.

Dembow

Tribute

to

Start Here Today
(Continued from page 1)
of the "George Dembow Tribute,"
subsequent meetings being held in Chicago and Los Angeles, a week apart.
Post-war plaus for theatre advertising
and the streamlining of sales policies
are among the subjects to be given the
attention of the sales group, headed
by Dembow, vice-president in charge
of sales.
Utopia in Chicago
Chicago, Sept. 7. ■ — The board of
censors here rejected none of the 106
films viewed during August. Nor
were any deleted or restricted to adult
-classification.

Toronto, Sept. 7. — A severe earth-j
quake at Cornwall, Eastern Ontario |
is not believed to have damaged an)
of the three theatres, the Capitol, Pal |
ace and Roxy in that town, according'
to
a checkup,
although
public
busi-l
ness
structures
more or
lessand
crackeq
and schools closed because the build-l
ings tolwere
declared
Capiand Palace
areunsafe.
FamousThePlayers
units operated in partnership with C|
G. Markell of Cornwall.
Gordon

in Navy

Beaumont, Tex., Sept. 7. — Juliu:
M. Gordon, Paramount partner in th(
Jefferson circuit, has entered _ thf
Navy as a lieutenant (j.g.), stationec
at Wellesley, Mass. Clifford C
Porter, general manager, will operate
the circuit in his absence.
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filifl

JERRY
■ ADELE

and Orchestra
LOUIS
and DOROTHY DANDRIDGE

COLONMA

KARA
ARMSTRONG

and his Band
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"BY THE SEA"

AIN'T MISBEHAVIN' "
"AFTER YOU'VE GONE"
"I AIN'T GOT NOBODY"
"NOBODY'S

SWEETHEART"

"ON A SUNDAY

AFTERNOON"

"DARKTOWN STRUTTERS' BALL"
"MR. GALLAGHER AND MR. SHEAN"
PUT THE BIRD ON NELLIE'S H/JT"
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New

Deal

for

Allied

States

Confers

CanadianPr
600

at

W.B.

U.S.

(Continued from page 1 )
Aug., 1946. The maintenance of membership provision of the previous contract, which expired Aug. 9, providing
for all members to remain in good
standing and for new employes to join
the union is continued, with the alteration that new employes must now
join within 60 days rather than 90
days as previously.
Other provisions of the new contract provide for the addition of 12
new job classifications, bringing the
total to 49 ; a minimum 10 per cent
wage increase where promotions are
made and upgrading of a worker
would not bring such an increase ; setting up of overtime pay on a daily
basis rather than a weekly ; vacations
of 10 working days, giving workers
an additional day when a holiday falls
within the vacation period ; and an additional five per cent wage increase
when employes complete their first
10 years of service.
Joseph Bernhard, Warner vicepresident and general manager, and
Samuel Schneider handled the negotiations for Warners, and Russell Moss,
MPOE business manager, represented the union. Contracts are expected
to be drawn up next week for submission to War Labor Board here for
approval.

(V

to

Splurge

on

'Merry Monahans9
Promotional plans, including personal appearances of Peggy Ryan and
a nationwide radio program, have
been completed for Universal's "The
Merry Monahans," starring Donald
O'Connor, Peggy Ryan and Jack
Oakie. Start of the campaign will be
the Feenamint "Double or Nothing"
radio quiz on Sept. 15 over Mutual.
Originating from the Civic Opera
House in Chicago, the show will limit
its contestants to those whose last
names are Monahan. All Monahans
will be admitted to the broadcast and
a special screening of "The Merry
Monahans." Drug stores are carrying
placards and window signs promoting
the program, while station WGN is
making daily spot announcements.
Peggy Ryan will make personal appearances in several cities.
"The Merry Monahans" will have a
premiere in Toledo Sept. 14 and will
have its first New England showing
at Providence Sept. 19. Monahan
name tieups have been arranged for
both, in addition to other promotions.
Hochstein

Trial

Off

Decree

Proposal
Anything we propose is subject to
modification," he added.
(Continued from page 1)
Wright indicated a belief that the
to have the notation that the
present
method of litigation will be
conference reserves the right
the best in working out decree probhereafter 'should the occasion
lems. The clearance proposal was
understood to have been examined
arise," to submit to the Department or to the court such
several times in the questioning here
further suggestions as it may
at the behest of some members
see fit.
especially interested, but nothing definite was said to have resulted. It is
Abram F. Myers, general counsel of
understood
that emphasis in the disNational Allied, predicted another concussion was on affiliated theatre diference, pointing out that members
vorcement and that Wright indicated
need to confer on suggestions at home
and that the need for united action this as one proposal the Government
is determined to pursue.
makes imperative conference action.
Hugh Bruen, of the Pacific Coast
Determining Factors
Conference of Independent Theatre
Further discussions are expected to
Owners, was elected moderator and
given the decision on the site and time determine whether the committee of
of another conference.
five countrywide decree representaMyers termed the session with Robtives appointed at last Winter's Chicago conference of independent exhibiert L. Wright, Assistant U. S. Attortors will meet again with Department
of Jutsice officials, and what other
ney General, "enjoyable."
Irving Dollinger, reporting as head moves it will make. Abram Myers,
of a committee to examine new prod- Allied chairman and general counsel,
uct sources and submit a plan to en- heads the committee, and his advice
sure such product, was engaged in a will be decisive. Chicago is indicated
discussion to be continued tomorrow
as the scene of another possible conas the meeting closed.
ference. Other Chicago committee
The executive committee of Allied members are : Col. H. A. Cole, president of Allied Theatre Owners of
States Association met immediately
after the conference.
Texas; William F. Crockett, MPTO
; Robert H. Poole, execuFriday's sessions were to include a of Virginia
tive secretary of the Pacific Coast
report by Ray Branch on postwar
problems, and discussion and a report Conference of Independent Exhibitors, and Jessie Stern, president of the
by Colonel Cole on a new ticket num- Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors
bering plan.
of New York.
U. S. Asks No Single
The Department's decree amendFilm Sales: Wright
ments embody most of the five-man
committee's
Stern stressed
Bretton Woods, N. H., Sept. 7. today, notingproposals,
that all other members
— The Government does not pro- are here except Poole, and that he is
pose single picture selling, so there represented by Hugh Bruen. Wright
is no conflict with U. S. Attorney said he found nobody at the meeting
disputing the proposals.
General Francis Biddle's recent stateStern, incidentally, did not deny the
ment that Supreme Court decisions
indicate that it is unlawful to tie one
possibility
his organization's
affiliating withofAllied
but said a general
copyright transaction to another, and
meeting
would
have
to
be
called
bethus there is no ambiguity in the Defore such a step could be taken. He is
partment of Justice's consent decree
proposal on the subject, Robert L. accompanied by Jacob Leff, another
Wright, Assistant Attorney General, UIE officer.
declared here today after undergoing
Today's meeting was opened by
questioning for two and a half hours Martin G. Smith, Allied president,
at the conference of independent ex- and the delegates were welcomed by
hibitors and the quarterly meeting of Nathan Yamins and Arthur Howard.
the Allied States board of directors, Among others present are : Walter
which opened a two-day session at the Mitchell, Maurice Safir, Morris PerlMt. Washington Hotel today.
stein, Fred Markey, Herman Rifkin,
George Richfield, George Kittney,
'As I see the word 'tying'," Wright
J. J. Snyder, J. D. Steexplained, "it means tying one picture SidnevH.Miller,
Chertkoff, V. J. Moddalera,
to another, making the sale of one de- fano,
pend upon the sale of another ; in Frank Perry, Louis Nizer, E. M.
other words, conditioning one license Loew, G. H. Reisner, Charles Kranz,
upon another. Therefore, I see no W. L. Ainsworth, Meyer Leventhal,
need of changing the language of the Roy Harrold, Fred Harrington, Henry Greene, Kenneth Forhey, Morris
(decree) proposals. But, of course,
the whole matter is still open, and the Pouzzner, Walter Littlefield, Leonard
need may arise for language changes. Goldberg, Samuel Resnick.

Until September 16
Trial of Harry Hochstein, former
Chicago city official, charged with perjury before a special Federal grand
jury probing racketeering within the
motion picture industry, has been post- Para. Gets Radio Boost
poned until Sent. 16 in New York Federal District Court because Boris KosThe new "Kate Smith Hour" to be
telanetz, special U. S. assistant Attor- heard over CBS Sunday evenings will
ney General, is tied up with a grand feature dramatizations of Paramount
jury investigation at Scranton, Pa. In pictures on its first two programs. On
June the trial was tentatively set for
this month.
Sept. 17, Diana Lynn, co-starred in
"Our Hearts Were Young and Gay,"
will be heard in a radio version of the
Allied Meet Sept. 20
Allied of New Jersey, Harry Low- film. Cornelia Otis Skinner will be
enstein, president, will hold a regional the narrator. On Sept. 24, the promembership meeting on Sept. 20 • in
gram will feature "Till We Meet
the Hotel Astor Yacht Room; here.
Again."

oeI

Approves!

Shapiro, Fox to Build
Three Phila. Houses
Philadelphia, Sept. 7.- — David
Shapiro announced at the weekend
that he will begin construction of a
new film house in the Mayfair section
of this city. Plans have been approved by the War Production Board.
Melvin Fox, now operating a house in
Mayfair, also disclosed plans for rthe
construction of two additional theatres
in that area following the end of the
war.

oductioi

I

Toronto, Sept. 7.— Sir Edward ViMl
liers of Ealing Studios, England, at a]
meeting with John Grierson, chairmar
of the National Film B oard, Ottawa, during his stay in Canada, dis- ,
cussed a proposal for the creation of
British film producing facilities in the;
Dominion.
Sir Edward pointed out that a film
unit already was on its way frj»ti
Ealing to Australia and added flP
production of features in Canada H
Ealing is possible. Several factors
must be considered, however, he ad- {
mitted, referring to technicians, equipment and locale. His declaration followed the recent urgings from Grier- '
son for the production of Canadian
features,' if not in Canada then in I
Hollywood.
Villiers declared he was studying
the reception of British films in North i
America on his tour. British pictures
are being speeded up but there is noi;
intention of destroying the British
character of the product, he said.

Tickets
at $15
'Wilson' Premiere

for

Atlanta,willSept.
Zanuck's
"Wilson"
have7.—itsDarryl
Southern
premiere here next Wednesday night at
the Paramount theatre with tickets
selling at $5 to $15, by invitation.
Proceeds will go to the Tallulah Falls
School.
The premiere, it is said, will be the
biggest since "Gone With the Wind,"
five years ago.' A replica of the White
House will top the marquee. The exploitation campaign, which includes
tie-ups with local radio stations and
broadcasts
from the
Wilson's
office and from
churchformer
where law
he
was married, is under the direction of
Spence Pierce, Leonard Allen and
Jimmy Gillespie. Scheduled to attend
are Darryl F. Zanuck, Alexander
Knox, Lynn Bari, Lamar Trotti, and
Roddy McDowall.
Services

for

Brown,

Oldest RKO
Worker
Services were held this week at
Mount Neboh Cemetery, Brooklyn,
for Abraham Brown, 75, oldest RKO
employee. Brown had been associated
with RKO Theatres since the days of
Percy Williams and through the Keith
regime, was in charge of Brooklyn
bill posting and other outdoor advertising. He is survived by his wife,
Martha.
Bessie L., and two sisters, Emma and

40 from

Yorke

for US

With the completion of five short
subjects which Emerson Yorke Studio,
here, is now producing for the U. S.
Office of Education, Yorke will have
delivered six series of training films
for a total of 40 reels for the war
program.
RKO Books Monogram
The RKO national circuit has
signed with Monogram for the latter's 1944-45 program, it was reported
here yesterday by Steve Broidy.
sales
manager.vice-president
%
Monogram
and general
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Reviews
Hollywood

Reviews
'Post-War Farms"
[20th Century-Fox-March of Time)
I An informative, provocative discusiiion of the American farmer in the
ijost-war era, as he competes or cooperates with the ultra-modern and
Progressive agricultural movement, is
l/JTribed in this subject. The post(Lar farm is pictured i~ contrast with
[he traditional urban concept of the
, armer and his wife and sons eking
6 nit a bare living from the land with
t few cows and chickens and a kitchen
garden. It is pictured as a huge industrial enterprise, directed by trained
igriculturists and employing thousands of workers to handle jobs on a
jnass production scale with innovapons in packaging and canning in
slants on the premises designed to
jet produce to the consumer in doujle-quick. The subject is a fast one
ind MOT's treatment is interesting
ind adequate. Photography and commentary are routine. Running time,
17 minutes, nine seconds.
'Brazil Today"
\(RKO-Pathe-'This Is America')
Despite a somewhat stock title,
"Brazil Today" is lifted from the
groove now hewn deep by a succession of travelogues which barely
scratch the surface of the vital South
American issue, by a conspicuous lack
'of routine fiestas and siestas. It successfully shows Brazil developing into
a great nation, meeting the challenge
jof progressive neighbors to take its
•place in the postwar world. The contributions of each Brazilian state is
shown; industrial Sao Paulo is pictured
as a buzzing metropolis working and
producing for modern machinery Brazilian and world consumption ; Rio de
Janeiro is shown not only as a resort
community, but also as a progressive
:ity equalling and surpassing cities in
Other countries in methods of government, education and city planning.
"Brazil Today" is a credit to Frederic
Ullman's "This Is America" series.
Commentary, photography and score
are excellent. Running time 17^
mins.

"Monumental Utah"
(M-G-M)
James Fitzpatrick tours Zion Na:ional Park, Powell and Bryce Canyons, catching all the natural beauty
)f these great American scenic landnarks, to produce one of the most impressive of recent releases in the
'Traveltalk" series. Musical background isprovided by the famed Mornon Tabernacle choir. Running time,
P mins.
"Sports Quiz"
(M-G-M)
Pete Smith, in his latest "What's
Your I.Q. ?" release, queries the audience on the field of sports. In customary Pete Smith vein, this short is
highly amusing as well as informative. There are freakish and slowmotion shots of Carl Hubbell, Lawson
Fred Perry
and "Dutch"
SmithLittle,
in action.
Direction
is good
and commentary excellent. Running
time, 10 mins.

"The
(PRC)

Great

Mike"

By THALIA BELL
Tiajuwia, Mexico, Sept. 7
Hollyzvood, Sept. 7
OECAUSE this attraction has a racing background, PRC determined
has number
what is ofdeclared
to be
a record
34 directors
-L* to maintain flavor by unfurling it in the shadow of the track at Agua MG-M
under
contract,
two
of
whom
are
curCaliente, an easy 10 minutes by car to fhe South. This is what "The
rently making their first features. The
Great Mike" shows :
la':ter are Richard Whorf, directing
A warm and likeable yarn about a boy and his friends — 'Corky,' the "Autumn Fever," and Edward Cahn
dog, and 'Mike,' the horse. Both of them are in business with young
Robert (Buzzy) Henry. Corky delivers the local newspaper to the door directing "Telltale Hands."
Others under contract include : Roband Mike provides the transportation. Through Stuart Erwin, trainer
ert Z. Leonard, who will soon start
of racers, and Pierre Watkjns, owner of a neighboring stable, Mike gets
"Weekend
at the Waldorf" ; Jack
his chance and emerges as winner of the big turf event of the season.
Conway, who directed "Dragon Seed" ;
This provides complete justification for 'Buzzy,' gives him the money Clarence Brown, who is currently edwith which to re-equip the news boys' clubroom and fills his young
iting "National Velvet" ; Andrew Marframe with a great deal of happiness. The film is almost without benefit
ton,
directing "Gentle Annie" ; and
of villainy, but not quite. Rival bookmakers try to doctor Mike, and
Henry
Koster, who is doing "Music
shoot the dog who saves the night. Mike loses heart for racing, later
regaining it when the dog's facsimile appears. Thereafter, it's clear
sailing.

for Millions."

Young Henry is good as Jimmy Dolan. His part is the fattest of the
humans in the cast, which includes Carl Switzer, Edythe Elliott, Gwen
Watkin, Lane Chandler and Marion Martin. Corky and Mike, however,
prove difficult to best in their appeal. Martin Mooney wrote the original
and served as associate producer under Leon Fromkess, Wallace W. Fox
directed simply, but effectively, within the modest boundaries of the
total venture.

RKO has 'signed Leslie Goodwins
to
Leondirect
Errol"Come
starrerShare
whichMyzvillLove,"
soon
go into production. . . . Errol Flynn
has left for Mexico for a two-week
rest
Antonio,"
whichbefore
Davidstarting
Butler "San
will direct
for
producer Robert Buckner at Warners.
. . . Monogram zvill train cameras on
two n-ezv pictures early in September.

Running time, 73 minutes.

"Black

"G."*

Magic"

Release date, Nov. 23. Red Kann

They are "Mystery Mansion," another in the "Charlie Chan" series, and
"Saddle Smoke," a Johnny Mack
Brown Western.
Hollyzvood, Sept. 7
•

{Monogram')
THE third in the "Charlie Chan" series which Philip N. Krasne and
Jack H. Skirball has changed the
James S. Burkett are producing for Monogram is somewhat more
slowly paced than its- predecessors, but it is an ingeniously-contrived
title of "Fickle Fortune" to "It's
murder mystery nevertheless.
in the Allen
Bag." and
The will
picture
star
Fred
be will
released
Sidney Toler, as the famous detective, is called upon to investigate
a murder which took place while his daughter, Frances, was attending a through UA. . . . Charles Bickford
seance. Disembodied voices, alarming apparitions, and similar goings- has sold an original story, "Foxfire," to Kurt Neumann, the direcon interfere with his investigation and are the basis for much of the
tor. . . . Samuel Goldwyn has encomic relief, furnished in fine style by Mantan Moreland in the role of
gaged Donald Woods and S. Z. SaBirmingham, Chan's colored servant. Chan himself is almost killed be- kall for important roles in "The
fore he manages to apprehend the killer and reconstruct the crime, which Wonder Man." . . . Jinx Falkenberg
was committed by scientific methods so advanced as to seem almost in- will be starred in Columbia's
credible.
South Sea saga, "Song of Tahiti."
O'Brien will play the lead.
Phil Rosen directed from a screenplay by George Callahan, based on .David
. . Producer Lou Harris has started
the Earl Derr Biggers character. The cast includes Frances Chan,
work on "Isle of Tabu," third of the
Joseph Crehan, Jaqueline De Wit and Helen Beverley.
Paramount "Musical Parades" for
the new season. . . . Eleanor Parker
Running time, 65 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, Sept. 9.
Thalia Bell has been assigned to head the cast
of "Rendezvous" at Warners.

"Silver
(Republic)

City

•

Kid"
Hollywood, Sept. 7

A SUCCESSION of fist-fights and a fiery finish make this an easily
acceptable Western drama. Wally Vernon's comedy provides pleasant highlights, and ' Allan Lane is sufficiently stalwart as the cowboy
hero.
viction. Only Peggy Stewart's portrayal of the heroine fails to carry conThe screenplay, by Taylor Gaven, from a story by Bennett Cohen,
sticks to the tried-and-true Western formula. The sole element of novelty lies in the fact that this time it's molybdenum the crooks are after.
The swift pace of John English's direction and the careful production
given the picture by associate producer Stephen Auer make it a creditable piece of work, and one that should please action fans.
T. B.
Running time, 54 minutes. "G."*

*"G" denotes general classification.
Malafronte Promoted
G. J. Malafronte, formerly traveling
playdate representative of Universal's
home office contract and sales department, has been promoted to the post
of assistant manager of branch operations.

Robert Shayne will have the role of
the heavy in Warners' production
"Nobody Lives Forever." ... Phil
Terry has been signed by Paramount
for a major role in "The Lost Weekend," which Billy Wilder will direct
and Charles Brackett will produce. . . .
Alexander-Stern Productions has purchased "Traffic in Souls," original by
Marshall Kingsley, for early PRC
production. The Warner studio has a
total of 45 stars in pictures currently in
work, or soon to be released. Four pictures are scheduled to go before the
cameras at M-G-M during September.
The first will be "Hold High the
Torch," with Elizabeth Taylor, Edmund Gwenn and Selena Royle. Preparing are "Without Love," to star
Spencer
Tracy of
Decision,"
Greer Garson,
with
Gregorystarring
Peck,
Lionel Barrymore and Marsha Hunt;

Free Tickets Spur Drive
Minneapolis, Sept. 7. — Responding
to an offer of free tickets, under the and "Our Vines Have Tender Grapes,"
auspices of the local War Activities
Committee, children here brought in which will team M-G-M's two child
a record 1,496,190 pounds of waste stars, Margaret O'Brien and Jackie
(Butch) Jenkins.
paper during a drive.
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for

Storm"
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UP!

Circuit
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Tofonto
for 'Way'
to
Set
$15,000
Toronto, Sept. 7. — "Going My
Indianapolis, Sept. 7. — "Dragon
Way"
is probably headed for an allPace
in
L.A.
Seed" at Loew's will top local theatres
time J|i:gh
at Shea's
its
this week, with A gross of $15,000. 'c.peni|gf
week,
with anTheatre
expectedfor$20,The Indiana Theatres expects $13,- 800 for six days and an extra midnight performance. The fifth week of
Los Angeles, Sept. 7.— "Casanova 000 from "Double Indemnity" and
"The White Cliffs of Dover" looked
Brown," "Greenwich Village" and
to Destiny."
"Janie" opened strong here this week, "Passport
Estimated receipts for the week like $12,700 at Loew's, with an added
sharing honors with "Going My
midnighter for the holiday, and "In
Way" and Dragon Seed" in -their ending
800.
Society" at the Uptown indicated $11,Sept.
5-7
:
"Janie" (WB)
third weeks, and "Wils~6n," in its
fourth.
Estimated receipts for the week
"Night of Adventure" (RKO1)
CIRCLE— (2,800) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross: ending Sept. 7 :
"Casanova Brown," dualled with $10,000.
(Average: $11,800).
"Moonlight and Cactus," did $30,000
"San Demetrio-London" (British)
at both the Hillstreet and Pantages "Double Indemnity" (Para.)
EGLINTON— (1.0S5) (18c-30c-42c-60c) 6
"Passport to Destiny" (RKO)
Gross: $5,000. (Average: $4,000).
INDIANA— (3,2CO)
(32c-55c)
7 days. days.
Theatres. "Greenwich Village," plus Gross:
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
$13,000.
(Average:
$11,600).
"Storm Over Lisbon," brought $34,000
IMPERIAL— (3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-9Oc)
Man Submarine" (Col.)
2nd week. Gross: $12,300. (Averat Loew's State, and $18,000 at the "Two
KEITH'S— (1.500) (60c) 4 days. Stage 6 days,
age: $12,800).
Chinese. And "Janie," opening in show. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,000).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
three Warner houses, registered $29,- "Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S— (2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c) 6
330 at the Downtown, $25,907 at the
LOEW'S— (2,800) (22c-55c) 7 days. Gross: days, 5th week.
Gross: $12,700. (With
midnight show). (Average: $11,200).
Hollywood, and $25,599 at the Wil- $15,000. (Average: $11,500).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
tern. These grosses were well above "Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
LYRIC— (2,000) (32c-55c) 7 days. MoveSHEA'S—
(18c-30=-42c-60c-90c)
average.
Gross:(2,480)$20,800.
(With midnight 6
over from Indiana. Gross: $5,000. (Aver- days.
show).
(Average:
$12,800).
Estimated receipts for the week
age: $4,900).
"Shine Last
on. Harvest
Moon" (WB)
ending Sept. 6 :
"The
Ride" (WB)
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
TIVOLI— (1,434) (18c-30c-48c)
6 days.
CARTHAY
CIRCLE — (1,516) (85c-$1.10- 'Sensations' $21,000
Gross:
$4,400. (Univ.)
(Average: $4,400).
"In
Society"
$1.50) 7 days, 4th week.
Gross: $16,000.
(Average: $11,200).
Is Tops in Denver
UPTOWN— (2,761) (18c-3Oc-42c-6Oc-90c) 6
"Greenwich Village" (ZOth-Fox)
days. Gross: $11,800. (With midnight
"Storm Over Lisbon" (Rep.)
Denver,
Sept.
7.
—
"Going
My
Way,"
show).
(Average: $9,800).
CHINESE— (2,503) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00 ) 7 in its fifth week at the Denham, was
days. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $15,500).
expected to gross $12,000, while "Sen- '3
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
Men' in Buffalo
EGYPTIAN— (1.000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
sations of 1945," on a dual at the Dendays, 3rd week. Gross: $12,500. (Average:
ver, pointed toward $21,000. All
$9 500)
moveovers were reported doing fair, Exceeds $24,000
"Youth Rims Wild" (RKO)
and
a couple of reissues at the Rialto
"A Night of Adventure" (RKO)
Buffalo, Sept. 7.— "Three Men in
HAWAII — (1,000) (5Oc-6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O) 7 showed a 60 percent above average White"
and Horace Heidt on the
days, 2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average:
stage at the Buffalo Theatre look best
$6,200).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO) 7 days
Estimated receipts for the week end- here and probably will beat $24,000.
gain.
"Moonlight and! Cactus" (Univ.)
"The Seventh Cross" seems assured
HILLSREET— (2,700)
(50c-60c-8Gc ) 7
ing Sept. 3-6 :
"In Society" (Univ.)
days. Gross: $30,000. (Average: $19,700).
of $21,000 at the Great Lakes, while
"Greenwich Village" (20*h-Fox)
"Charlie Chan In Black Magic" (Mono.)
"Casonova Brown" and another at the
ALADDIN— (1,400) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days, Century are headed for a fine $19,000.
"Storm Over Lisbon" (Rep.)
LOEW'S STATE — (2,500) (50c-60c-85c- moveover. Gross: $8,960. (Average: $5,600). Weather turned warm again, and the
$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $34,000. (Average: "Bathing Beautv" (M-G-M)
$24,100).
"Mademoiselle Fifi" (RKO)
polio epidemic continues unabated.
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
BROADWAY— (1,040) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
LOS
ANGELES— (2,0%) (50c-60c-85c- moveover.
Estimated receipts for the week endGross: $5,460. (Average: $3,900).
$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $26,000.
"Going My Way" (Para.)
(Average: $14,900).
ing Sept. 9:
DENHAM— (1,750) (35c-45c-74c) 5th week. "Three Men In White" (M-G-M)
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $9,000).
BUFFALO — (3,489) (55c-76c) 7 days.
"Moonlight and Cactus" (Univ.)
Horace Heidt and Musical Knights on stage.
PANTAGES— (2.C00) (50c-60c-8Sc-$1.00) 7 "Sensations of 1945" (UA)
Gross:
$24,300. (Average: $17,400).
days. Gross: $30,000. (Average: $16,700).
"Strrm Over Lisbon" (Rep.)
Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
DENVER — (2,600) (35c-4<c-74c) 7 days. "The
"Going Mv Way" (Para.)
GREAT LAKES— (3.000) (50c-70c) 7 days.
PARAMOUNT HOLLYWOOD^-(50c-60c- Gross: $21,000. (Average: $15,000).
Gross: $21,000. (Average: $16,200).
8Oc-$1.0O)
7
days,
3rd
week.
Gross:
$20,"Sensations
of
1845"
(UA)
"Dragon,
S~ed" (M-G-M)
000. (Average: $11,000).
"Storm Over Lisbon" (Rep.)
HIPPODROME— (2,100) (50c-70c) 7 days,
"Going My Way" (Para.)
ESQUIRE — (740) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days. 2nd week, moveover. Gross: $8,000. (AvPARAMOUNT
DOWNTOWN— (50c-60c- Gross:
$6,300. (Average: $4,5CO).
erage: $9,7001.
80c-$1.00) 7 days. 3rd week. Gross: $33,- "Jungle Woman" (Univ.)
"Casanova Brown" (RKOO
500. (Average: $20.3001.
"The Falc™ Out We*t" (RKO'l)
"The Mumimiv's Ghost" (Univ.)
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000) (40cPARAMOUNT — (2,200) (35c-45c-74c) 7 60cl
RITZ— (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$l.CO) 7 davs, days.
7 days. Gross: $19,C00. (Average:
Gross: $16,275. (Average: $9,300).
3rd
700). week. Gross: $10,500. (Average: $8,- "Lassie Come Home" (M-C-M)
$12,200).
"In Society" (Univ.)
"Wilson" (2Gth-Fox)
"Mv Friend Flicka" (ZOth-Fox)
"Mwi Over Las Vegas" (Univ.)
UNTTED ARTISTS — (2.100) W-^UOcRIALTO — (9001 (35c-45c-74c) 7 days, reLAFAYETTE— (3,000) (40c-60c) 7 davs.
turn.
Gross:
$8,000.
(Average:
$5,000).
$1.50) 7days. 3rd week. Gross: $25,000. (Av"In Society." 2nd week. Gross: $10,000.
erage: $16.6001.
(Average: $12,400).
"Greenwich Village" (ZOth-Fox)
"Storm Over Lisbon" (Rep.)
UPTOWN— (1.716) (50c-6Oc-85c-$l.O0) 7 $100,000 War Fund Quota
days. Grr>=s: $13,000. (Average: $10,500).
Chicago, Sept. 7.— The Community
"Janie" (WB)
Legion Rates Twelve;
and War Fund
quota fordivision
Chicago's
WARNER
HOLLYWOOD— (3.000) (50c- amusement
and recreation
has
60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $25,907 (AvRe-classifies Two
erage: $17 000).
been set at $100,000, it was reported
"Janie" (WB)
The Legion of Decency has classified
here yesterday by Arthur Schoenstadt,
WARNER
DOWNTOWN— (.1.400) (50c- president of H. Schoenstadt and Sons
60c-80c-$l 001 7 days. Gross: $29,330. (Avthe following new films: A-l, "Crime
erage: $18,700).
nM chairman of the local drive. bv Night," Warners ; "Land of the
"Janie" (WB)
Others here who will lead the cam- Outlaw," Monogram ; "Pearl of
WARNER WILTERN-(2.2001 (50c-60cpaign -are Eddie Silverman, president Death," Universal : "Secret Mission,"
80c-$1.001 7 days. Gross: $22,599. .(Average: $15,200).
of Essaness circuit, and John Balaban, General Film Distributors - Marcel
head of Balaban and Katz.
Hellman ; "Sonora Stagecoach," MonogramMy
; "Swing
"That's
Baby,"Hostess,"
Republic,PRC
and :
Trunk Leaves Exhibition Documentary Courses
"Trail to Gunsight," Universal.
Younostown, O., Sept. 7.— George
The Institute of Film Technique at
Classified A-2 were : "Casanova
Manos, Ohio circuit operator, has pur- the College of the City of New York
Brown," RKO-International : "Code
chased the Uptown and Mahoning the- will give professional training for both
atres here from Joseph W. Trunk, for men and women in all branches of of the Prairie." Republic ; "Till We
the past 25 years active in exhibition documentary film work beginning Meet Again," Paramount : "The Very
and former director of the ITOA Sept. 28. Guest lecturers will include Thought of You," Warners.
The Leeion has reclassified "Madehere, who will retire from the indus- John Grierson, Robert J. Flaherty,
moiselle Fifi" and "Music in Manhattry to devote full time to his insurance Joris Ivens, John Fernb, Alice V. A-2. tan," both RKO, B catagory to Class
business.
Kelliher, Irving Lerner and others.

'Brown'

'Janie'

Is

Leading

$34,000

in

'Seed'

Philadelphia

IstRu

Philadelphia, Sept. 7.— The hoi
day weekend was a big one for dowi
town houses, sending the new seaso
off to a big start. All new openinj
fared exceptionally well, with the fie:
led by "J_anie/' bringing $30,000
the Boyd, plus $4,000 for the Sun^fl
dual showing at the Earle. Also S
standing is "Marine Raider" ati tr
Stanton, pointing to a near-recoi
Estimated receipts for the wej
$17,500.
"Summer
Storm"
ending Sept.
6-8 (UA)
:
ALD'INE — (900) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85:;
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,200. (Ave
age: $14,600).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
"Janie"
(WB) (800) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c)
ARCADIA—
days, 2nd run,
(Average:
$4,000).2nd week. Gross: $10,01'
BOYD—
(3,000)
(4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
days.
Gross:
$30,000.
$16,000).
"Janie"
1 dayIt" (Average:
"Take It'(WB)
or Leave
(20th-Fox) 6 days
EARLE — (3,000) (50c-65c-85c-95c) 6 da:i
of vaudeville, including Duke Ellingtorii
orchestra, Cook & Brown, Wini Johnsi
and Dusty Fletcher. Gross: $36,000. (A',
erage:
$27,600). (Univ.)
"In Society"
FOX— Gross:
(3,000)$25,800.
(40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c-85c)
days.
(Average: $2O,50(
"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G-M)
KARLTON-(1,000)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75,
85c)
7 days, reissue. Gross:
$8,500. (Ave,
age:
"The $6,600).
Hairy Ape" (UA)
(40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75
85c)KEITH'S
7 days, —2nd(2,200)
run. Gross:
$3,500. (Aj
erage:
$5,800).
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
MASTBAUM
75c-85c)
7 days, —2nd(4,700)
week. (40C-45C-50C-6S1
Gross: $25,00.
(Average: $22,500).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75;
85c)STANLEY—
7 days, 3rd(3,000)
week. Gross:
$16,500. At
erage:
$20,000).
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
400).
STANTON
(1,700)
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75,
85c)
7 days. —Gross:
$17,500.
(Average: $S
New

Omaha

Mark

fo

'Casanova Brown'
Omaha, Sept. 7.— The two smalle:
first run downtown houses had th
best comparative box office scores th
week. "Casanova Brown" set
$10,100 record at the Brandeis, _
1,200-seater that seldom exhibits a sir
gle feature. "Christmas Holiday
plus "The Invisible Man's Return
were good for $10,600 at the Omah;
Weather remained cool.
Estimated receipts for the week enc
"Casonova Brown" (WB)
ingBRANDIES
Sept. 6-7:— (1,200) (44c-60c) 7 day
Gross:
$10,100.Holiday"
(Average:
"Christmas
(Univ.)$6,500).
"The Invisible Man's Return" (Univ.)
OMAHA— (2,000) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gros<
$10,600. (Average: $8,400).
"Up In Mabel's Room" (UA)
"L^xli-s In Washington" (20th-Fox)
ORFHEUM — (3,000) (44c-60c) 7 day
Gro-s: $11,100. (Average: $9,800).
"I Love a Soldier" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (2,900) (44c-60c) 7 day
Gross: $9,600. (Average: $11,700).
MOT for Schools, Clubs
A new edition of March of Timl
for use in schools and clubs was arl
nounced here yesterday by produce!
Richard de Rochemont. Known si
the "Forum Edition," the adaptation!
in 16mm, of regular MOT will rul
12 to 15 minutes. Starting date fol
the new series is set for Oct. 1. Loil
Simnson has been appointed sales stsl
pervisor with offices in New Yorll
Chicago and San Francisco.

,1

Motion

! iday, September 8, 1944

Jrown'

in

incinnati

Picture

Daily

Record

Hutton

in Cleveland

Boosts

'Adventure'

Draw

u
Cincinnati, Sept. 7.— The prolged Labor Day holiday skyrocketgrosses, with "Casanova Brown"
ading for a tremendous $25,000 at
ECO's Albee, up $11,500 on the avere, for the biggest all-picture take
this house in recent history. "Janie"
r doing an estimated $16,000 at
Vp's
"Going
JanuesPalace,
strongandwith
$8,000Myin Way"
sight
•1 RKO's Shubert, where it is playing
; seventh week. Returns at other
mses are also up.
I Estimated receipts for the week
iding Sept. 6-9 :
Zasaaova Brown" (RKO)
» RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
,ys, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
5,000. (Average: $13,500).
dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
RKO CAPITOL — (2,000) (44c -50c -60c -70c)
days, plus Saturday midnight show, 3rd
<eek. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $10,000).
Gambler's Choice" (Para.)
"orty Thieves" (UA)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days,
ross: $1,650. (Average: $1,400).
ihe's a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
ipcok Town" (RKO)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 3 days,
ross: $800. (Average: $800).
Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
RKO GRAND— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
iys, plus Saturday midnight show, 3rd
eek, following one week at the Albee and
oveover week at the Grand. Gross: $8, 0. (Average: $6,500).
In Society" (Univ.)
KEITH'S — (1,500)
(44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
p iys, plus Saturday midnight show, 2nd
eek, moveover from the Albee. Gross:
,500. (Average: $5,000).
)ead End" (Film Classics. Reissue)
SfMinstrel Man" (PRC)
m RKO LYRIC— (1,400) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
I iys, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
|! ,000. (Average: $5,000).
II Janie" (WB)
1| RKO
— (2,700) midnight
(44c-50c-6Cc-70c)
days, PALACE
plus Saturday
show.
I ross: $16,000. (Average: $13,500).
9 Grins My Way" (Para.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (44c-50c-60c)c) 7 days, 7th week, tollowing three weeks
the Palace, two weeks at the Grand and
le week at the Shubert. Gross: $8,000.
\verage: $5,000).

119,500 for 'Brown9
pops in Providence
Providence, Sept. 7. — "Casanova
rown" and "Mademoiselle Fifi"
layed a near-record $19,500 in the
rst week at RKO's Albee. Also
niching $19,500 was "The Seventh
xoss," at Loew's State.
Estimated receipts for the week
riding Sept. 8:
iCasanova Brown" (RKO)
! Mademoiselle Fifi" (RKO)
I RKO1- ALBEE — (2,239) (35c-44c-55c) 7
kys. Gross: $19,500. (Average: $12,800).
Atlantic City" (Rep.)
Soul of a Monster" (Col.)
[ STRAND' — (2,200) (44c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
',500. (Average: $10,500).
rhe Seventh Cross" (MGM)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.232) (35c-44c-55c) 7
iys. Gross: $19,500. (Average: $17,700).
In Society" (Univ.)
Crime By Night" (WB)
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (35c-44c-5Sc) 7 days,
id week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $12,»).
Dragon Seed" (MGM) .
CARLTON— (1,526) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days,
rd week. (Moved over after two weeks
I Loew's.
se: $4,000). State.) Gross: $4,000. . (AverYellow Rose of Texas" (Rep.)
:cage:
FAY'S—
(35c-44c-55c)
days. Ron
On
Eva(1,800)
Barcinska,
Diana 7Berry.
'arver, Jed Dooley Co., Renald & Rudy,
'haris & Raoul. Gross: $5,000. (Average:
5,500).
iStraneers in the Niijjit" (Rep.)
METROPOLITAN — (3.050) (40c-65c) 3
ays. On stage: Tommy Ryan, Artie Dann.
"he
Choclateers,
Ray & Harrison,
The
>eldens.
Four Bombshells.
Gross: $5,000.
Average: $6,900).

NEWS
AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

Cleveland, Sept. 7.— Betty Hutton
was a box office bombshell at the RKO
Palace, where crowds paid in $50,000,
almost double th* weekly take, to see
her, and "Night of Adventure." All
of downtown houses had a good holiovers.day attendance in spite of five hold-

NEWS

Estimated receipts for the week endManie"
(WB)
ing Sept.
6:
ALLEN— (3,000) (45c-55c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $8,500).
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,500) (45c55c-65s) 7 days. Gross: $20,000. (Average:
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
$22,100).
WARNERS' LAKE — (714) (45c-55c-65c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $5,500. (Average,
"Double
$3,200). Indemnity" (Para.)
■100).
LOEW'S OHIO^(1.267) (45c-65c) 7 days,
3d week. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,000).
"Night of Adventure" (RKO)
RKO PALACE— (3,300) (50c -60c -85c -95c) 7
days. Stage: Betty Hutton, Boyd Raeburn
orchestra. Gross: $50,000. (Average: $25,"Bathing Beauty" (MGM)
LOEW'S STATE — (3.300) (45c -65c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $20,000. (Average:
000)
$19,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
LOEW'S ST1LLMAN — (1,900) (45c-65c)
7th week. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $10,-

'Way'

"DOUBLE

INDEMNITY

PARAMOUNT
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OPENING
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Leads

Business

Boost in Baltimore
Baltimore, Sept. 7.— An influx of
major attractions is giving local business a boost, but not to the extent
which was expected, with the exception of "Going My Way," which is
around record-breaking proportions on
a .$22,000
at Keith's.
Estimatedtakereceipts
for the week ending Sept. 7 :
"The Seventh Cross" (MGM)
CENTURY — (3,000) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
weekends) 7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Aver"Goingage: $17,000).
My Way" (Para.)
KEITH'S— (2,406) (35c -40c -50c -60c) 7 days.
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $15,000).
"Greenwich Village" (20th- Fox)
NEW— (1.581) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days. 2nd
week.
Manie" Gross:
(WB) $11,500. (Average: $11,000).
STANLEY — (3,280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7
days. Gross: $19,000. (Average: $18,000).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
HIPPODROME— (2,205) (35c-44c-55c-65c)
7 days. Stage show: Lionel Kaye; Peter
Chan; Wally Ward; the Fontaines. Gross:
$19,000. (Average: $18,500).
"Ghost Catchers" (Univ.)
MAYFAIR— (1,000) (35c-54c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $7,000).
Intervenors

Appeal

Saugus
Decision
Notices of appeal have been filed in
the Boston tribunal by the three intervenors inthe arbitration case filed
by Richard Rubin, operator of the
State theatre, Saugus, Mass., in which
he was awarded reduction in clearance held by houses in Maiden and
Melrose over the State, the American
Arbitration Association reported here
yesterday.
The interyenors are Melrose Theatre Co., Middlesex Amusement Co.
and New England Theatres. John A.
Daly, the arbitrator, found, in his
award, that the principal competitor
of the complainant was the Lynn
house and that competition existed to
aMaiden.
lesser degree with Melrose and

Plenty of laugh -filled entertainment for everybody. Will literally
have customers rolling in the
aisles. Edward Small adds another to his long list of boxoffice
successes.

SHOWMEN'

A riotous affair which is going to
do very well at the boxoffice. Fastpaced direction points up comedy
situations excellently, and the production

HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER
/

A rollicking, riotous comedy which
audiences should welcome with
open arms and purses. Laughs of
every variety from gentle chuckles
to hearty abdominal guffaws,
■
BOXOFFICE
7*
Rollicking service comedy.

With

the accent on comedy, this provides achange from the type of

H

f

war story seen around.
THE

Commercial comedy-farce which
should stand up strongly. Geared
for hefty boxoffice. Will secure
solid audience response.
VARIETY
More

of

brought
Gay slapstick comedy recounts
the hilarious experiences of two
U. S. Marines. Good clean fun

that

Laff - Cash

with

the dough

you

WILLIAM

from

BENDIX

"Up

Edward

Small

In Mabel's

• HELEN

who

Room"!

WALKEi

and plenty of hearty laughs as
light escapist entertainment.
DENNIS
M. PP

in

ABROAD
Wl
ith JOHN
L.

J

O'KEEFE

HAIl Y

Rapid-fire farce comedy loaded
with laughs for the average fan.
It's the sort of fun that goes
over big.

FILM DAILY

LODER

WITH
• JANET

TWO

LAMBERT

YANK

• GEORGE

CLEVELAN

Based on an original story by Fred Guiol • Adaptation by Edward E. Seabrook
and, Tedwell Chapman • Screenplay by Charles Rogers, Wilkie Mahoney, Ted Sills
Directed by ALLAN DWAN

PICTURE

MOTION
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Pr oduct

Tie

Favored
Allied

NEW

Up

for

Houses

^Pending Syndicate Deal
^Explained by Dollinger
Bretton Woods, N. H., Sept.
IlO. — Allied States Association is
■ "definitely interested" in a new
■product plan presented to its board
of directors Friday by Irving Dolinger of New Jersey, chairman of
in Allied committee which has been
n contact with an unnamed syndicate
)ffering pictures in exchange for conracts with Allied theatre members
issuring financing and playing time,
t was learned here following a twolour discussion at the two-day meetng of Allied and other independent
>rganization leaders at the Mt. Washington Hotel.
While details of the plan and its
>roponents were not disclosed officialy, the committee, comprising also
Slathan Yamins of Massachusetts and
William L. Ainsworth of Wisconsin,
vas empowered to continue explorations. Unofficially, it was said that
he project, if adopted, would be spon;ored by Allied, that a bank with
'great resources" is ready to lend aid,
{Continued on page 3)
PCCITO
Allied

Tie

with

Raw
Is

YORK, U.S.A., MONDAY,

Stock

Cut

Averted

Washington, Sept. 10. — Representatives of the distributors convened at
the weekend with Lincoln V. Burrows,
chief of the photographic section of the
War Production Board, and were told
that while they will have to make a
considerable saving in film this quarter, they will receive 100 percent of
their regular allotments for the three
final months, although small amounts
of raw stock may have to be shipped
from one company to another in one
or two cases to meet programmed
operations.
The meeting opened with a discussion of the problem involving the
present shortage of raw stock and a
determination of how the various companies would share in the saving of
approximately 40,000,000 feet necessary
this quarter to get supply and demand
in better balance.
Developments disclosed that the film
manufacturers now are beginning to
get back into capacity production after
the Summer clean-up and vacation
period, and that the supply of positive
black-and-white stock will be further
increased, although it may create the
temporary shifting of production from
other types which are in a better supAsply aposition.
result, it is expected that the

SEPTEMBER

End

Ban

That

Hit

Receipts 50-60%
Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 10.—
Exhibitors hereabouts welcomed the weekend lifting of
a health
"polio"
ban
which department
has kept children
under 15 out of theatres here
since June 30.
At the height of the epidemic several weeks ago exhibitors in the hard-hit Carolina counties reported business off as much as 50 to 60
per cent. First sign of the
return to normalcy at theaters was resumption of kiddie matinees on Saturday.

Sees
WMC

TEN

11, 1944

End

of

Cowdin

Open
For

CENTS

Sees

Markets
U.S.

Believes
Revenues

Films

Accumulated
Will Be Paid

By MILTON LIVINGSTON
The American film industry,
among other American industries,
can expect to receive revenues
from the countries of Europe now
being liberated

by the Allied
armies,
includin g
France,
Italy, Belgium
and Holland as

Curbs

Washington, Sept. 10. — Labor controls of the War Manpower Commission will be lifted following the end
of the war in Europe, the Senate War
Investigating Committee was told Friday by Chairman Paul V. McNutt.
With the expected release of 4,000,000 workers following the estimated
40 per cent cut in war production,
McNutt said it will no longer be
necessary to maintain the present restrictions on the employment of male

soon as "r e ernments are
sponsible" govreestablished in
the early
postwar period,
in
the opinion of
J. Cheever
J. Cheever Cowdin
mCowdin,
a n ofchairthe
board of directors of Universal Pictures, and a director of the National
Association of Manufacturers.
In an interview with Motion
(Continued on page 6)

deficiency, which requires the companies to make up some of the over"non-regulatory"
use of the first half of the year, will labor
controlsalthough
will be some
continued
in order to
shortly be overcome, and no further cope with emergencies that may arise SOPEG
difficulties are anticipated.
in individual war production centers.

'Inevitable'

U. S. Sees
43,066
Foreign
Bretton Woods, N. H., Sept. 10.—
An eventual affiliation of the Pacific
loast Conference of Independent Theitre Owners with Allied States Asso- Houses
to Hollywood
Open
dation is "inevitable," an officer of Allied said privately at the Allied meetBy BERTRAM F. LINZ
ing here at the weekend.
MGM
Cuts
Red
Tape
Washington,
Sept. 10. — A potenMartin G. Smith, Allied president,
tial foreign market of 43,066 theatres,
will attend the PCCITO quarterly
For Its Exchanges
with 26,363,315 seats, not including
meeting in Seattle Sept. 19-21, accordhouses in Germany, Italy, Japan or
M-G-M
home
office
and
ex(Continued on page 3)
Axis-dominated countries, is open to
change operations have been
American film distributors, it is esti'streamlined' to alleviate labor
mated by Nathan D. Golden, chief of
and paper shortages. Among
the motion picture units of the DeAlperson to Make
6;
the innovations is the shortpartment of Commerce.
ening or elimination entirely
With
the
17,919 houses, with 11,20th-FoxDistributes
of the numerous reports here700,789
seats,
in this country, Ameritofore required of the excan pictures at the beginning of 1944
changes by the home office.
could have been shown in 60,985 theaTwentieth Century-Fox Film CorAlso, duplication of identres throughout the world, with an
poration will distribute a program of
tical records kept in both the
special features which are to be made
estimated 38,064,104 seats. Golden deNew York headquarters and
clared in a report made public at the
independently by Edward Alperson,
the field offices has been
weekend,
on the impact of war on
formerly general manager of RKO
eliminated, with one office or
the foreign film industry.
Theatres, it was learned at the weekthe
other
retaining
certain
end.
files.
At the beginning of 1940, he said,
there were 79,129 theatres throughout
Alperson's program calls for six spe(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on pag» 7)

Film

to

Union

Step

Up

Drive

"The perfecting in all respects of our
present organization in the film industry and its extension to employes in
radio," is one of the minimum organizing aims of the United Office and
Profesisonal Workers of America,
CIO, set forth in a resolution adopted
by the 400 delegates representing 55,000 organized employes from 33 states
(Continued on page 6)

UA
Assigns 31 to
6SYWA'
Premieres
Hollywood, Sept. 10. — Thirty-one
field men have been engaged by L^nited
Artists to supervise key-city openings
of the David Selznick-United Artists
"Since You Went Away," Louis Pollock, UA director of advertising and
publicity, announced here today. Pollock is here from New York confer(Continued on page 7)
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EYSSELL, president and
aging director of the Music
will leave New York today for a
week visit in Hollywood viewing
product.
GUS

manHall,
twonew

Kenneth Thomson, chairman of
the Hollywood Victory Committee, returned to the Coast Saturday night
after attending a two-day USO-Camp
Show meeting here called by Brig.
Gen. Joseph W. Byron, chief of the
U. S. Army Special• Services Division.
Martin Moskowitz, assistant to
20th-Fox general sales manager W. J.
Kupper; L. J. Schlaifer, Central
sales manager, and his assistant, Jack
Bloom, left over the weekend for Boston.
Pvt. Lou Chapman, formerly of
Quigley Publications, has been transferred from anti-aircraft at Camp
Stewart, Georgia, to infantry at Camp
Carson, Colorado.
•
Lou Miller, manager »f RKO
Radio's Western-division sales approval department, has left New York
for two weeks of golfing at Buck
Hill Falls, Pa.
Harry Mandel, RKO Theatres'
home office advertising-publicity manager, is due back in New York today
from an Ohio trip and is leaving later
in the day for Washington.
• « of 20th-Fox's
Sheldon Gunsberg
international department here, and
Lois Wahl of the Theatre Guild,
were married over the weekend at
New York's Temple
• Emanuel.

Gertrude Tracy, manager of Loew's
Ohio Theatre, Cleveland, was. a vacation visitor to Quigley Publications at
the weekend.
Charles D. Prutzman, Universal
vice-president and general counsel, returned to New York from California
over the weekend.
•
Robert F. Blumofe of Paramount's
home office legal staff, has been commis ioned lieutenant
a
in the Army and
assigned to Governors'
Island.
•
Myron Siegel, advertising-publicity
director of Century Circuit, was married yesterday to Mildred Ganek, at
Brooklyn Jewish Center.
•
Mary Pickford is due in New York
today from Hollywood and a Chicago
stopover.

O'Donnell,
In Capital

Kinsky
Today

Washington,
Sept. 10.
— R.J. O'Donnell, national industry
chairman
of the
Fifth War Loan Drive, and Joseph
Kinsky, industry coordinator, will attend a conference on final campaign
results at the Treasury Department
here today.

A SSISTANT U. S. Attorney
General Robert L. Wright
was quoted as saying at the Allied States board meeting at
Bretton Woods, N. H., last week
that "The Government does not
propose single picture selling
(through its anti-block booking
clause in the new consent decree
proposals), so there is no conflict with Attorney General Biddie's statement and there is no
ambiguity in our proposal. As
I see the word 'tying,' it means
tying one picture to another,
making the sale of one depend
upon the sale of another ; in
other words, conditioning one
license upon another. Therefore, Isee no need of changing
the language of the proposal."
Well, all that Wright thereby
contributes to the running debate as to whether or not the
Government's new decree proposal would result in the sale of
pictures singly is his own name,
and that to the theretofore unofficial declaration of an anonymous spokesman in the Department of Justice who had been
quoted as saying that single picture selling was not the Department's objective. Now Wright
has given that statement official
status, but he has not yet explained for the benefit of either
exhibitor or distributor how pictures could be bought or sold
otherwise than singly under the
Department's proposal.

Wright says that "tying"
means: "tying one picture to another, making the sale of one
depend upon the sale of another ;
in other words, conditioning one
license upon another."
Anyone who is at all interested in the subject knows what
"tying" one picture to another
means. It is difficult to believe
that there is a single exhibitor
or distributor who would be affected by the Department's proposal who was puzzled by the
meaning of the word or who was
seeking a definition of it from
the Department. What the trade
would like to know, even now, is
how any distributor, bound by
such a decree proposal as that
advanced by the Department,
could sell more than one picture
at a time without risking the
penalties of contempt or the
equally costly consequences of
answering endless complaints of
multi-picture buyers that the
licensing: of one or more films

.

SHERWIN

.

I

.

KANE

was conditioned upon the licensing of another or others.
Mr. Wright is a lawyer and
should ask himself whether, as
a lawyer, he would counsel a
client of his to sell other than
singly if that client were subject
to such a regulation as the Department proposes.
Wright, as he says, may "see
no need of changing the lanof thebeproposal."
need, itguagemay
pointed outThe
to
him, resides in the fact that decree distributors could not risk
any method of selling other than
by individual pictures under the
proposal's present language.
A recent bulletin of the Allied
Independent Theatre Owners of
Iowa-Nebraska scoffs at the
contention of some industry commentators (as reported in these
columns several weeks ago) that
affiliated theatre divorcement
would have an adverse effect
upon the quality and continuity
of production, due to the fact
that production companies would
be unable to gamble on extremely
costly or non-formula pictures
without the assurance of the financial cushion that their theatre affiliates afford them.

audi"Theand
bullet
so
Saysencesthe
bein:there
will still
will the theatres, playing the
best pictures they can get. Is
any one so naive as to seriously
believe they'll be buying pictures for less than the non-competitive affiliates are now paybullePhooey!
ing?answer
on.
questi
own the
to "itswas
tin's
n
bulleti
the
Let the author of
preand,
new
the
if
ask himself
sumably, independent operators
of theatres divorced from their
producer - distributor affiliations
will continue to give that producer-distributor's product their
preferred playing time for the
conasking; whether theyed will
runs to
tinue to give extend
that product; whether they will
increase admission scales for that
product on request ; whether they
will play that product at terms
and on policies designed not only
to return the maximum on production investments from each
house but also to establish a
merchandising standard for the
author
product elsewhere. Is etheserious
ly
so naive as to believ
that the independent operator

Flashes
Hollywood, Sept. 10
AL Lesser
KAUFMAN
has joined
Sol
as a producer,
the first
production
beingwith
"Crazy
to Dance."
Kaufman, long
Paramount,
has
been inactive since resigning as general manager from the Myron SeJ^|
nick agency several• years ago.

™

John Payne's first picture since his
discharge from military service will be
"Waltz Me Around Again, Willie" for
20th Century-Fox.
•
Columbia signed Sam Katzman to
produce the serial, "Brenda Starr, Reporter." Itwill not interfere with
Katzman's Monogram commitments.
•
bought
Is My Love,"
an RKO
original
murder"Who
mystery.
•
20th Century-Fox gave John Brahm
a new long term directorial contract.
Meeting

in

Capital

On Wac Drive Aid
Washington, Sept. 10. — George J.
Schaefer, chairman of the War Activities Committee, Si Fabian, Ed
Schreiber and Harry Mandel, WAC
executives, are due here from New
York today to discuss the results of
exhibitors' recent drive for recruits for
the Women's Army Corps with Major
General James A. Ulio, adjutant general of the Army.
Promotional material used in the
drive has been assembled by the WAC
and will be presented to General Ulio.
It is understood that in view of the
continued drive of the WAC to recruit
more volunteers, theatres might be
called upon for further aid in acelerating recruiting.
Elect Kelly EagleLion President
Arthur W. Kelly was elected president and treasurer of Eagle-Lion
Films, Inc. ; U. N. W. Ronalds, chairman of the board, and Ralph E. Reynolds, secretary, at a meeting held last
week in the office of Maurice Leon,
Eagle-Lion general counsel. The board
of directors elected includes Capt. Harold Auten, besides Kelly, Ronalds and
Reynolds.
The company's immediate activities
will be supervision of any distribution
contracts made in the U. S. for the
so-called "J. Arthur Rank group" of
producers.
Odium's

Son

a Prisoner

Lt. Stanley A. Odium, 29-year-old
son of Floyd B. Odium, president of
the Atlas Corp., is a prisoner of war
in Austria, according to a message received from the War Department by
his wife. The plane in which he was
a bombardier was shot down over Austria July 25.
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Full

Head

'Dimes

'

j March of Dimes^ chairman Nicholas
Kl. Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc.,
las brought the 1944 Dimes campaign
p a formal close with the presentation
of his final report and check
for $2,219,669 to
President
Roosevelt at the
White House.
The check represented approximately half of
the total theatre collections
of $4,667,520, an
increase of more
than 120 per
cent over 1943.
While no announcement was
Nicholas Schenck
made and Mr.
Schenck did not comment on the mater, it is assumed in industry circles
hat he will again accede to the Presient's request that he head the industry's 1945 March of Dimes drive.
Report to the President

Group

Is

Seen

(Continued from page 1)
and that numerous story properties,
stars, directorial and technical personnel and plant facilities are available. Confirmation of these particulars was lacking, however.
Facing the postwar problems of
surplus equipment and competition
for motion pictures from other forms
of amusement, the Allied board decided to seek the cooperation of other
industry elements and directed Allied
president Martin G. Smith to appoint
a committee of five for the purpose.
This group, still to be named, probably will include distributor and circuit representatives.
Assure Tax Revenue

A plan for a new method of numbering tickets, designed to assure the
Government of proper tax revenue,
was presented by a committee including Col. H. A. Cole of Texas, chairman; Yamins, and Sidney E. Samuelson of Eastern Pennsylvania Allied, who were instructed to seek the
opinions of all local exhibitors and
then act without making a further
report.
In his report to President RooseAnother new committee to be appointed by Smith will coordinate the
velt, Schenck said: "It was only
hrough the hard work of thousands activities of the various units in colf theatre owners, managers and their
lecting sport equipment for convalescent service men.
taffs that the drive could have been
uch an outstanding success. To them
A discussion of "V-Day" rehould go the major credit."
sulted in the agreement that
In the report Schenck estimated
theatres should cooperate in
5,000,000 contributions from men,
the plans of local boards of
romen and children. "The vast numtrade in their areas. A report
er of penny donations by children
on functions of the War Acra.s a heart-warming phase of the
tivities Committee was given
rive," said his report. He also
ointed out that the cost of operating
le nationwide campaign was only PCCITO
Tie With
.08 per cent, a new low.

to

Survey

Paris

Tell

Story

Likely
by
New Harry
Jersey. H. Lowenstein of
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, speaking at the convention
banquet, stressed the need for cooperation with the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners and other, unaffiliated units. Other
banquet speakers included Smith, Myers, and Robert L. Wright, Assistant
U. S. Attorney General, who earlier
had explained the new consent decree amendments sought by the Department of Justice.
At the meeting's final session, Friday afternoon, the board passed a
resolution condemning distributors
for asking prices for reissues comparable to those asked for current
features.

The five
release,
like newsreels
those of for
last tomorrow's
Thursday,
are being devoted entirely to the
liberation of Paris, digging back
farther into the history of the past
four years than did the first films
from the French capital and also
bringing the story more up to date,
with the triumphant parade of massed
American infantry down the Champs
Elysees featured at the climax.
As screened here at the weekend by
Universal, this
Paramount
and M-G-M
newsreels,
second treatment
of the
story lacks the concentrated impact of
the first subjects, last week, but it
offers the same excitement to those
who missed the original, and some
interesting additions for those who see
both.
'Underground' Footage

Resolution's Preamble
The resolution's preamble asserted
that the "declared purpose" of the distributors in reissuing was to relieve
the product shortage and make pictures available to exhibitors "at prices
they could afford to pay." Reissues,
it added, have had their production
costs written off, so that the only
costs_ properly chargeable are those of
printing, distribution, advertising and
royalties.
Myers noted the "pious" attitudes
of distributors last season and mentioned that, probably in spite of good
intentions, M-G-M, for example, is
asking high rentals for such pictures
as "Waterloo Bridge."
The site for the next Allied board
meeting was not decided upon because
film rentals and the activities of Allied's national caravan took up the
sion.
directors' full time at the closing ses-

From the footage shot by 'underground' cameraman Gaston Madru
throughout the Nazi occupation, a few
opening scenes have been selected,
notably German officers attending the
races and Pierre Laval arriving from
a Berlin conference. Then, after a
jump to a few minutes of thrilling
sniping during the FFI uprising, the
film dwells upon General Charles De
Gaulle and reaches its best with the
bloody roundup of Nazis who fired at
him from the spire of Notre Dame.
Views of the crowd scattering in
terror at this point are especially impressive. Notable, too, is the visit of
General Dwight Eisenhower, who
flashes a quite photogenic smile.
This reel, cut from 15,000 feet of
film supplied by the Signal Corps and
the newsreel pool, has been held to
the customary 750-foot length.

Dismisses

2nd

NSS

Meeting

in

Levey

Suit Against WB
A $500,000 suit filed by Ethel
Levey, first wife of the late George
M. Cohan, 'against Warner Brothers,
in which she claimed her privacy was
violated in the Warner film, "Yankee
Doodle Dandy," based on the life of
Cohan, was dismissed at the weekend
by Federal Judge William Bondy here.
Judge Bondy ruled that secenes from
the film "may hurt plaintiff's feelings,
but they do not violate her rights of
privacy." Miss Levey's name was not
mentioned in the film. Her attorney,
Harry H. Oshrin, stated that the issues
involved had never been tried before
and that the decision would be appealed to the Circuit Court of Appeals.

Allied 'Inevitable'
(Continued from page 1)
ing to an executive committee decision
>atin-America
announced here by Abram F. Myers,
general counsel, and Hugh Bruen,
PCCITO executive, said his organizaMorris Goodman, Republic's vicetion might be host to Allied in Southresident in charge of foreign sales,
ern California after the war.
If such an affiliation were to mate'ill leave here Sept. 16 for a threerialize, itwould give Allied represenlonths' trip to .Latin- America in contation for the first time on the Coast,
ection with the company's Mexican where PCCITO has five units ; Inderoduction and sales conditions in that
pendent Theatres Owners of Southern
California and Arizona, Independent
•rritory.
En route, Goodman will stop off at Theatre Owners of Northern California, Independent Theatre Owners
le company's studio in Hollywood
j here he will confer with Herbert J. of Oregon, and Independent Theatre
of Washington, Northern Industry Praised for
,, | ates, chairman of the board, and Owners
Idaho and Alaska.
imes Fitzpatrick. in charge of MexiUnofficial comments at the meeting Yeshiva Scholarships
tn production. The first of five feaires to be made by Fitzpatrick will also indicated that the Unaffiliated InReporting that the film industry's
dependent Exhibitors of New York campaign to raise funds for Yeshiva
art on Nov. 9. It is titled "Song of
College
has assured 22 scholarships
likewise may join Allied. Jessie Stern,
lexico."
this
year,
Samuel Levy, chairman of
Goodman will leave for Mexico UIE president, was in attendance. Allied has never had an affiliated unit Yeshiva's board of directors, has ex:ter the studio conferences, and will
pressed his gratification in a report
take stops at Panama, Venezuela, in New York.
to George J. Schaefer, chairman of
rinidad, Brazil, Argentina, Chile,
the motion picture committee.
eru and Cuba. He is scheduled to
After commending the committee as
N, Y. Industrialist
•rive in Rio de Janeiro on Oct. 24
a whole, Levy paid personal tribute
here he will arrange for the pre- To Produce Three
to Schaefer, who has headed the scholiere of the musical, "Brazil," which
arship drive five times.
ill probablv be date and date there
Hollywood, Sept. 10. — William Wilder, New York industrialist, announced
id
Sao will
Paulo.
foreign
liesinhead
alsoRepublic's
confer with
the his intention to produce three features Barnett at Airport
Massce Barnett Co., film shippers,
imipany's sales representatives and for undesignated major release, the
anchise holders in the various terri- first being "Great Flamerion," to star has opened an office at La Guardia
Air Field.
Eric Von Stroheim.
iries.
Goodman

Reels

Chicago

This

Week

Chicago, Sept. 10. — Second of the
National Screen Service regional
meetings will open in Chicago, Friday, Sept. 16, for a three-day session
that will be attended by 75 members
of the sales staff from the Central
Midwest, and Southwest exchanges.
The meeting is the highlight of the
"George Dembow Tribute," which
"sparks" the opening of the new season. First of three NSS regionals was
held in New York at the weekend.
National Screen Service offices to
be represented by salesmen and branch
managers at the Chicago meeting follow : Chicago, Dallas, Des Moines,
Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City,
Memphis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
New Orleans, Oklahoma City, St.
Louis.
Dembow, vice-president, in charge
of sales, will again preside, outlining
post-war plans, streamlining of sales
policy and exploitation plans for the
new season.
Goldstein

Honored,

Leaving for Coast
Jack Goldstein, who recently resigned as publicity manager of 20th
Century-Fox, will leave tomorrow for
Beverly Hills, Cal., for a two-week
vacation, after which he will announce
his new plans.
On Friday his office staff gave him
a farewell buffet luncheon, at which
he was presented with a silver lighter.
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EDWARD

EVERETT HORTON ERIC DLORE
BUSTER KEATON FLORENCE LAKE IRENE RYAN

'*

Screen Play by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagono
From a Story by Ruth McKenney & Richard Bransten
Directed by REGINALD LE ESORG • Produced
by MICHAEL FESSIER and ERNEST PAGANO
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

CAN
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"
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THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING! KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!
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S. Sees

43,066
Open

Canada
50%

Another
To

Hollywood

(Continued from page 1)
the world, of which 12,685 were in
Germany, Italy, Japan and the countries then under Nazi control. In
Hollywood, Sept. 10. — The shooting index has fallen to 41, the lowest the intervening four years, another
number of features in production to 9,790 theatres fell under German inbe recorded in six months. Eight picfluence in Europe and 1,628 nouses
tures started and 12 were completed. in the Far East fell to Japanese inThe production scene follows :
fluence. At the beginning of this
year, Germany still controlled 17,585
Columbia
theatres in Europe and Japan conFinished: "Raiders of Quanto Batrolled 3,503 theatres in the Far East.
sin," "Tonight We Dance."
Estimates 86,082 Theatres
Started: "Counterattack," with Paul
Muni, Marguerite Chapman, Larry
All told, Golden estimated that there
Parks, Edgar Buchanan, Erik Rolf.
were 86,082 theatres throughout the
Shooting: "Song of Tahiti," "To- world on Jan. 1, 1944, or 6,953 more
gether Again" (formerly "A Woman's than on Jan. 1, 1940. His figures on
houses potentially available for AmerPrivilege").
M-G-M
ican pictures did not include the 4,013
operating
in Italy in 1940 because of
Finished: "Gentle Annie," "Dr. Red
lack of information as to how many
Adams."
have become available to American
Started: "Hold High the Torch,"
with Elizabeth Taylor ; "Lassie," with distributors since Allied occupation.
Edmund Gwenn, Selena Royle, George
Although the_ 18,000 exhibition
Cleveland.
places of the Soviet Union are included, the number of houses available
Shooting: "Women's Army," "Tell- in Europe
for American films at the
tale Hands," "Thrill of a Romance,"
beginning
of
this year was placed at
"The Clock/' "Anchors Aweigh,"
30,066, with an estimated seating ca"Son of Lassie."
Monogram
pacity of_ 18,619,232.
In Latin America, there were 6,850
Started: "Mystery Mansion," with theatres with a capacity of 4,085,572,
Sidney Toler, Mantan Moreland,
Ralph Lewis, Hardie Albright, Doro- representing an increase of 1,443
houses during the last four years. In
thy Granger, Edwin Luke.
the Far East there were 3,640 theaParamount
tres, while in the Near East there
Shooting : "Salty O'Rourke," were 179, in Africa, 991, and in the
Atlantic Islands, 70.
"Kitty."
PRC

Low,
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Filming
Houses

In

Picture

Now

at 41

Finished: "Hollywood and Vine,"
"Oath of Vengeance" (formerly Untitled Buster Crabbe).
RKO Radio
Shooting: "China Sky," "PanAmericana," "Isle of the Dead" (temporarily suspended), "Experiment
Perilous," "It's a Pleasure" (International), "Wonder Man" (Goldwyn).
Republic
Finished: "Thoroughbreds," "Next
Comes Love" (Sydney Williams).
Started: "The Great Stagecoach
Robbery," with Bill Elliott, Bobby
Blake, Alice Fleming; "Grissly's Millions," withRisdon,
VirginiaPaul
Gray,Fix.Paul Kelly,
Elisabeth
Shooting: "The Big Bonanza,"
"Lake Placid Serenade."
United Artists
Finished: "The Great John L"
(Crosby).
Started: "Hold Autumn in Your
Hand" (Bronston), with Zachary
Scott, Betty Field, J. Carrol Naish,
Beulah Bondi, Percy Kilbride.
Shooting: "High Among the Stars"
(Rogers) ; "Brewster's Millions"
(Small) ; "The House of Dr. Edwardes" (Vanguard).
Universal
Finished: "Accent on Rhythm,"
"Enter Arsene Lupin" (formerly "Arsene Lupin").
Started: "The Fugutive," with
Gloria Jean, Alan Curtis, June Vincent, Vivian Austin, Samuel S. Hinds,
Minna Gombell.
Shooting : "Jungle Captive," "Can't
Help Singing."
Warners
Shooting: "God Is My Co-Pilot,"
"Pillar to Post," "Of Human Bondage," "The Corn Is Green," "Nobody
Lives Forever."
Independents
Finished: "Mom and Dad" (Asso-

SOPEG

to

Step

the

Theatre business in Canada is booming, averaging some 50 per cent better
than in pre-war years, Max Chic,
secretary-treasurer of Artkino of Canada, declared here on a visit. Firstruns which were barely getting by
prior to. the war, he said, are sharing
in the general boom. A recent report
by the Canadian Government revealed
that theatre grosses, exclusive of
amusement taxes, were $52,567,989
last year, more than double those in
1933.
Price Restrictions
Chic, here to view new Artkino
product, said that theatre ceiling prices
imposed by the Wartime Price and
Trade Board forbade the showing of
Paramount's "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" and 20th-Fox's "The Song of
Bernadette" at advanced roadshow
prices. Russian films' business in
Canada has expanded more than 50
per cent since the war, Chic said, from
small-scale distribution prior to the
war. Unlike this country, the Canadian executive said, Russian films are
shown in major situations in regular
houses,
are notfilms
limited
to "art"
houses. and'
Russian
receive
an
average of from 75 to 200 playdates.
Artkino is now distributing in Canada
through Monogram, he said, having
changed over from Empire-Universal.
Although Canadian production is
limited to government films and one
French-language producer, France
Films, spme American companies are
considering establishing studios in
British Columbia, described as an ideal
location for outdoor shooting, he said.

Mono.

Reacquires

Oklahoma

Sees

War

Up

Union Drive
(Continued from page 1)
at the fifth convention of UOPWA,
which adjourned at the Hotel Bellevue-Stratford in Philadelphia at the
weekend.
The Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local 109, is the
UOPWA local in the film industry
and presumably it will endeavor to
alsoradio.
organize "white collar" workers
in
Film

Since

Cowdin

Franchise

Open
For

Markets
U.S.

Films

(Continued from page 1)
Picture Daily at the weekend,
Cowdin said, "I am confident
that many of barriers to the
American motion picture in
dustry will be removed or
modified so as to insure full
exhibition of American motion
pictures in foreign countries
and in due course we will receive our accumulated reveCowdin stressed that a free interchange of all products, including motion pictures, among the countries of
the world is to be one of the ob-<
jectives of the peace. He discounted
the nues."
necessity of this or any other industry having representation at the
peace talks that will follow the end of
the hostilities, believing that sound
economic necessity of all countries
will bring about a fuller understanding of each and "a happy solution."
Universal's net profit for the year
ending Nov. 1 will be about the same
as that of last year, Cowdin said. The
company's consolidated net profit for
the year ended Oct. 30, 1943, was $3,759,963, equivalent to $6.57 per common share, after all charges, including
Federal income and excess profits
taxes.

Sheridan

Sees

New

Far East Markets
Extensive new postwar markets in
the Far East for Hollywood films was
predicted at the weekend by Ann Sheridan, in an interview on her return
here from a USO tour of Allied encampments inthe China-Burma-India
theatre of operations.
Miss Sheridan said that natives
were enthusiastic spectators at shows
in which American film stars appeared and indicated interest in American motion pictures.
Jackie Miles, a master of ceremonies
and a member of Miss Sheridan's unit,
stated that the boys in the C-B-I theatre were most enthusiastic over USO
shows which featured Hollywood film
stars.

Hollywood, Sept. 10. — Monogram
reacquired the Oklahoma franchise
frorn Carr Scott, who will operate as
district manager, taking temporary
charge pending a new managerial appointment, itwas disclosed at the
weekend. This gives Monogram fully
owned exchanges in New York, Philadelphia, Washington. Des Moines,
Plans were announced at the con- Minneapolis and Omaha, while Seattle
vention for a national salary policy and Portland are half-owned. W. Ray
conference to be held following the Johnston, Monogram president, said
CIO convention this Fall, to take up the company has its own offices in 37T/2
"the acute economic problems of white percent of revenue producing territory
collar workers." Lewis Merrill, pres- in the United States. He said no further moves for exchange acquisition
ident of the CIO "white collar" union,
Gen. Stilwell's Assurance
said that the UOPWA is prepared to now impend.
to initiate a wide organizing campaign
Only three USO units have toured
the C-B-I circuit due to difficulties of
'Arsenic9 Sets New
among "white collar" workers.
transportation over the Himalayas, but
Rec
for
Str
and
ord
General Joseph Stilwell declared beHugo A. Hoefle Dies
fore Miss Sheridan's outfit left that
Rochester, Sept. 10. — Hugo A.
Warners' "Arsenic and Old Lace"
Hoefle, head of the professional section set a new all-time house record at the he would secure air transportation in
of Eastman Kodak for 11 vears before Strand Theatre here in grossing ap- the future for any actor volunteering
his retirement in July, 1942, died here
proximately $73,000 during the week to play the "circuit," now that his
at the weekend at the age of 76. He ended last Thursday night. The r>re- officers have realized how important
forces. appearance is to the fighting
entered the photograoh business in vt'ous record holder at the Strand was their
1888 with the E. and H. T. Anthony "Destination Tokyo." which had the
Motion pictures are screened almost
benefit of New Year's Eve patronage. daily and enthusiasm for them is very
Co.
Comm. Zukor in Town
y'
'V-Da
on 10.
Close Sept.
ToChicago,
— Arthur SchoenLt. Comm. Eugene Zukor, son of
stadt, president of Schoenstadt and Adolnh Zukor, chairman of the board
Sons, has announced that his circuit of Paramount, was in New York
will close on V-Day. He is alreadv over the weekend for a two-day meetrunning trailer announcements in 10
local theatres.
ing of Army and Navv' officials. Lt.
Comm. Zukor, formerlv in charge of
Navy public relations in Los Ansreles.
ciated Film Producers).
has been placed in charge of all Navv
entertainment, with headquarters in
Shooting : "A Bov, a Girl and a Washington.
Dog" (W. R. Frank).

high among the troops. Among films
playing at the time the troupe left
was "Doughgirls." Miles declared
prints were in good condition but
equipment was not of the best due to
the lack of repair facilities and repair
men.
Others in the Sheridan unit were
Ben Blue, Ruth Denas and Mary
Landa. Miss Sheridan will vacation
before returning to work for Warners
on the Coast in October.
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ring on promotions for the new season's product of UA producers.
Each key-city engagement will be
handled by a field team which will
concentrate on newspaper and radio
publicity and both local and national
tie-ups. Later the field men, under the
ypervision of Pollock and Rex Wilsims, UA exploitation director, will
individually handle other openings, assisted by local representatives.
First Teams
Among the first teams to handle
early key city openings are the following: In Atlanta, Robin Harris, William Lewis, Hy Daab ; in Pittsburgh,
Bob Goodfried, Robert Cooper, David
Levy; Washington, Bernie Kamber,
Joe Roberts, David Levy, Rudolph
Block; Nashville, William Lewis,
Robin Harris ; Boston, Phil Engel ;
Dayton, Bob Goodfried, Tony McLane; St. Louis, Bert Shopenn, Milton Crandall; Baltimore, Charles
Shaw, Bernie Kamber ; Providence,
Phil Engel ; Cleveland, E. C. Pearson,
Bob Goodfried; Akron, E. C. Pearson, Bob Goodfried; New Orleans,
William Lewis, Robin Harris; Harrisburg, Tony McLane, Milton Crandall; Reading, Fred Marshall, Milton
Crandall ; Cincinnati, Louis Allemann,
Leo Trainor ;. Springfield, Mass., Al
Gorson ; Wilmington, William Healy,
Milton Crandall.
In addition to the teams the following will be assisted by local representatives in handling openings : Claud
Morris will handle Kansas City and
Indianapolis ; George Fishman, Columbus, Buffalo; David Polland, Toledo,
Canton ; "Chick" Evans, Louisville,
Evansville; Phil Engel, Syracuse,
Worcester ; William Healy, Norfolk ;
E. C. Milburn, Richmond; Max
Abramson, Bridgeport ; Fred Marshall, Hartford ; Robert Cooper, New
Haven ; David Kahn, Norwich ; Lew
Maren, Houston ; Eddie Bonns, Memphis ; Al Gorson, Rochester ; Paul
Blaufox, Asbury Park ; Roy F. Castleman, London, Canada.

'Way9 $15,000 Over
Par in Kansas City
Kansas City, Sept. 10. — Weather
turned hot again, although theatres
continue to do good business generally.
The Newman, with "Going My Way"
in its fourth week, kept up to last
week's high of around $25,000. The
Midland did fairly well with "The
Seventh Cross," plus "One Mysterious Night," with around $16,000.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 5 :
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
ESQUIRE— (800) (45c-6Sc) 7 days. Gross:
$6,500. (Average: $6,000)
"The Seventh Cross" (MGM)
"One Mysterious Night" (Col.)
MIDLAND — (3,500) (40c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $14,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
NEWMAN — (1,900) (46c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $25,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
"The Falcon, in Mexico" (RKO)
ORPHEUM'—
(1,900) (45c-65c)
Gross:
$13,500. (Average:
$10,000). 7 days.
"Song of Nevada" (Rep.)
"Twilight on. the Prairie" (Univ.)
TOWER— (2.000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$14,000. (Average: $9,400).
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
UPTOWN — (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $5,600).
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
FAIRWAY— (700) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$2,000. (Average: $1,600).

'Leave It to the Irish9
(Monogram)
T AMES DUNN and Wanda McKay romp through a hasty-tasty mys" tery comedy that is short on crimes and crime solutions but long on
hilarity and it is likely that the less demanding patrons who go in for
this modest type of fare will have as much fun as the stars do.
The screenplay, by Tim Ryan and Eddie Davis, involving an Irish cop
who turns private detective and gets involved in a murder committed
with a gun borrowed from him and has all sorts of trouble with Dick
Purcell, another Irishman and police official, is a story which is a bit
hard to follow. But it is interrupted so often for broad farce scenes, like
a bedroom mix-up involving Barbara Woodell, that it makes little difference who killed who, or why.
Lindsley Parsons 'produced, William Beaudine directed, for pace and
laughter, and Ralph Lewis of radio fame makes his first Monogram
appearance in a night club sequence.

Running time, 61 minutes. "G."*

Tom Loy

*"G" denotes geneal classification.
Berge Cites Effect
Of Zeiss Cartel

Seeks

WMCs

Aid

to

Stop Phila. Building
Philadelphia, Sept. 10.— Legal acWashington, Sept.- 10. — The Detion will be taken against the builders
partment of Justice has been present- of the theatre being constructed in the
ing testimony to a Senate military Mayfair section of Philadelphia
by
sub-committee about the cartel situaDavid Shapiro, for .failure to heed a
tion, and according to Assistant Attor- War Manpower Commission order to
ney General Wendell Berge, a cartel
between the Bausch and Lomb Optical halt the project on the grounds that it
Co. and the German optical firm of was an unnecessary waste of manCarl Zeiss had resulted in giving
Claude O. Lanciano, regional WMC
American military information to Ger- power.
attorney,
was directed to institute the
mans and had helped nullify disarm- action
when compliance officers found
ament provisions of the Versailles
Treaty.
the project going in full force in defiance of an order issued the day preby Frank L. McNamee, regional
M. Herbert Eisenhart, president of WMC viousdirector.
Bausch and Lomb, replied in Rochester that the agreement with Zeiss had
contributed "to Allied victories all over Shapiro to Distribute
the world and will hasten the defeat
Films Independently
of the Axis."
Irvin Shapiro, who resigned as general manager of Film Classics last
Examination
ofZukor
week, is setting up his own office here
and is seeking product with which to
To Be ResumedToday
Pre-trial examination of Adolph enter the independent distribution field,
it was learned here at the weekend.
Paramount's
Meanwhile, for the present, George
of
chairman
Zukor,
board of directors, in the Hillside
Hirliman, Film Classics president, is
Amusement Corp.'s $900,000 anti- said to have made no decision of a
trust suit against seven distributing
companies will be resumed today in a successor to Shapiro, whose duties
the offices here of Hays, Podell and have been divided up between L. E.'
mer, vice-president and genSchulman, plaintiff's attorneys, fol- Goldham
eral sales manager ; Eugene Arnstein,
lowing a recess since Wednesday.
When Zukor's examination is con- comptroller, and Maurice Livingston,
cluded, Barney Balaban, Paramount head of the foreign department, all of
whom recently joined the company.
president, is scheduled to testify, followed by Will H. Hays, MPPDA
returned at the weekpresident,
end from who
his Summer visit on the Pep Club Outing Set
Coast.
The Paramount Pep Club of the
home office will conduct a boat ride
Alperson to Make
6; and picnic at Bear Mountain next
Saturday. The program will include
20th-Fox Distributes
a softball game and other prize contests. The committee in charge of the
(Continued from page 1)
cial features to be made over a period outing, the first to be held in several
includes Irving Singer, Al Sicigof three years, the first of which will years,
nano, Ray Fisher, J. L. Brown and
Dick Bennett.
be "Black Beauty."
Alperson is a veteran in the industry,
having held various posts of importance with the major companies. In Complete 20 Video Shorts
1936 he was elected president of Grand
Television Pictures, affiliate here of
National Films, while in 1938 he was
Hollywood
Pictures, reports the comappointed vice-president and general
pletion of 20 short subjects made for
PicNational
Grand
sales manager of
tures. He resigned the same year. In j] television broadcasts, each of three1941 he became general manager of minute length. Among these are Lena
film buying for RKO Theatres, and in Home, Ted Williams and his orchestra and Del Casino, vocalist.
1942 general manager of the circuit.

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Sept. 10
GINGERer, Walter
ROGERS,
PidgeonLana
and TurnVan
Johnson have been set for the stellar
spots
in "Weekend
at theZ.Waldorf"
at
M-G-M,
which Robert
Leonard
will direct for producer Arthur Hornblow, Jr. . . . Paramount has assigned
Darryl Hickman to a featured role in
"Salty O'Rourke." . . . John Alvin,
currently working in "God Is My CoPilot," at Warners, has had his contract renewed.
•
"None So Blind," a novel recently
acquired by RKO Radio from Mitchell Wilson, has been assigned to Val
Lewton for production. . . . Upon comWilL." Bing
John leave
of"The Great
Jr., will
lia/m L.pletionPierce,
Crosby Productions, where he has
held the post of director of publicity
and advertising. . . . Anthony Quinn

will have a featured role in "Where
We Go from Here?" at 20th CenDo
tury-Fox.
•
Walter Lantz, "Cartunes" producer, who releases through Universal, contemplates establishing a
studio in Mexico City to make subjects aimed especially at the LatinAmerican market. . . . Paramount
has borrowed Spring Byington from
M-G-M for the role of Gail Russell's mother in "Salty O'Rourke."
. . . PCA has purchased "Escape
from which
Beauty,"
Peter Paul O'Mara
story
recently
appeared as a
serial in Collier's. . . . Barbara
Brown has had her Warner contract renewed. . . . Paul Kelly has
been signed by Monogram for the
male lead opposite Kay Francis in
"Divorce.". . . James E. Swift has
joined the Selznick- Vanguard publicity department, succeeding Ted
Wick in charge of radio activities.
• been signe
Roger Pryor has
d by
producers William Pine and William
Thomas for a lead in their next Paramount picture, "High Man."
. William Eythe has been cast .in .the
romantic male lead in 20th CenturyFox's forthcoming production, "Colonel Effingham's Raid.". . . Paramount has assigned Bing Crosby to
"Duffy's Tavern," the picture to be
built around the well-known radio
show. . . . Sara Allgood will have an
important part in M-G-M's "The Valley of Decision.". . . On completion
of her assignment in Columbia's "Tonight We Dance," Jeff Donnell will
take a leading role in "Eadie Was a
Lady.". . . James S. Burkett is having
difficulty
filling the title role of his
releas
"Tugbe.oat Annie" series' for Republic
•
Historic Los Angeles landmarks are
being reproduced on two major lots.
At Warners, the old Los Angeles
Plaza is being recreated for scenes in
"Nobody Lives Forever." At M-G-M,
a reproduction of Olvera Street, famed
Mexican quarter, will be used in "Anchors Aweigh." . . . Betty Hutton will
star in a musical titled "Too Good to
Be True," which Harry Tugend
write and produce for Paramount. will
...
Herman Millakowsky is preparing
three features for Republic: "Melody
and Mystery," "Girls in the Big
House," and "Ghost Comes Home."
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The 26th annual "Paramount
Week," observed Sept. 3-9,
produced the largest volume
of business in the United
States and Canada for any
single week in the history of
the company, according to
Charles M. Reagan, vicepresident in charge of distribution.
Business during the seven
days was 63 per cent above
"Paramount Week" of 1943,
which itself established a 25year record for the company,
Reagan said.
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Early
Raw

Control

Washington, Sept. 11. The
end of the war in Europe will not
be the end of control of raw film
stock as it is expected to bring
the release of iron, steel and other materials, itis now disclosed by officials
present at the meeting here last Friday between the film companies and
Lincoln W. Burrows, chief of the photographic section of the War Production Board.

Hollywood, Sept. 11. — Having
abandoned long-standing plans for
the construction of an entirely new
studio, Paramount is faced with the
need to relieve congestion at its
Marathon St. plant. Studio officials
have been preparing studies for some
time, but it is up to New York exeThe officials, emphatic in
cutives to determine what the im- Schine Sells4 Houses
their
warnings to thet compaprovements are to be and the extent
nies, insist that raw stock conto which they are to go when building
trol must be maintained for
On
Eve of Trial
materials become available.
some
time although allocations
One estimate available here
may be increased as the supply
is that anywhere from $3,500,and demand improves.
Buffalo, Sept. 11. — Schine Chain
000 to $10,000,000 could be spent
Sufficient
film has been saved by
Theatres, Inc., has sold four theatres
in modernizing the present lot,
to
Charles
Hayman
of
Niagara
Falls,
steps already
taken onto page
render7) unnecesbut no one at the studio will
(Continued
Federal Judge John Knight was inhazard any estimate of the fiformed today in Federal Court here
nal program.
Paramount needs new office space by Willard S. McKay, Schine's attorney, who said the deal had been com- New
Production
for
and, where possible in view of restricpleted Saturday.
(Continued on page 4)
The sale is in line with the GovAustralia Planned
erment's insistence that the Schine interests divest themselves of several
Million
for Mono.
theatres, and for which the Department
Consideration is being given to
of Justice is prosecuting an anti-trust plans for an extensive postwar proaction.
Studio Expansion
duction program by Cinesound of
The theatres are : the State and Ap- Sydney, Australia, it was revealed
palachian Theatres, Appalachia, Va. ; here yesterday by Norman Rydge,
Hollywood, Sept. 11. — Monogram is
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued
on page 7)
finalizing plans for postwar studio improvements to cost more than $1,000,000, according to Trem Carr, executive
director. The program is to be
launched as soon as current restrictions
Exhibitors
to
Map
on materials are lifted.
Sixth
Carr reports that Monogram is acquiring asubstantial amount of addiLoan
Strategy
tional property on Hoover St. and War
Today
Commonwealth Ave. This will afford
total studio space almost a square
(Continued on page 4)
The "grand strategy" of the
Capstaff Awarded
Sixth War Loan "high command"
Progress Medal
will be plotted today at the Hotel
Astor,
here,
with
nine
of
the
top
eed
Succ
to
hy
Murp
John G. Capstaff of Eastindependent exhibitors from as many
man Kodak, Rochester, has
different points convening with nationbeen awarded the Progress
al drive chairman Harry Brandt, pubCagney as SAG Head
Medal for 1944 by the Society
licity director John Hertz, Jr., War
of Motion Picture Engineers,
Hollywood, Sept. 11. — George Activities Committee officials, distribit was announced here yesutor chairman Ned E. Depinet, and
Murphy will be elected president of
terday by E. A. Williford,
U. S. War Finance director, Ted R.
the Screen Actors' Guild, succeeding Gamble.
secretary of the SMPE. The
James Cagney, at the annual meeting
The nine co-chairmen of the soaward was for Capstaff's pionext Sunday. Murphy is running
neering in black-and-whit?
without opposition for that office and called "toughest war loan," scheduled
and color cinematography.
for
November-December,
are:
Wilwill serve one year.
The citation and medal will
liam J. Crockett, president, MPTO of
Unopposed, too, are Paul Harvey,
be
presented Oct. 17 at the
for first vice-president ; Walter Abel, Virginia ; Hugh Bruen, treasurer, Pa56th semi-annual banquet at
cific
Coast
Conference
of
Independent
second vice-president ; Laraine Day,
the Hotel Pennsylvania, New
third ; Lucile Gleason, recording sec- Theatre Owners ; Jack Kirsch, presiYork.
dent, Theatre Owners
of Illinois ;
retary, and Russell Hicks, treasurer,
(Continued on page 6)
(.Continued on page 4)

Group

CENTS

Selling

Permissible
Under

Decree

Distributor and Exhibitor
Must Mutually Agree
By RED KANN
Hollywood, Sept. 11. — It will be
possible to sell, groups of any total
under the Justice Department's decree
proposals provided the distributor
and exhibitor voluntarily and mutually agree they want that kind
of deal, and provided there is no
forcing by distributors, Wendell
Berge declared today. What the
Department opposes is compulsion exercised by the distributor on the exhibitor. What it does not oppose, he
said, is the intention on the exhibitor's
part to buy more than one at a time.
In reply to a question, Berge acknowledged theatremen, therefore, could buyfive "or 50" simultaneously if they
wanted and if the distributor would
sell, but the distributor could not com(Continued on page 4)

WLB

Approves

Arbitration

SPG

Award

The War Labor Board has approved the arbitration award recently
handed down by the American Arbitration Association in the long-standing controversy between the Screen
Publicists Guild and film home offices
here in New York.
Under terms of the approved
award, home office publicists employed
by Paramount, Warners, M-G-M,
20th Century-Fox, RKO, Universal,
Columbia,(Continued
United Artists,
Seron page RKO
6)

LeRoy Head
of Own
Producing
Company
Hollywood, Sept. 11. — Mervyn Le
Roy will produce and direct exclusively for Arrowhead Productions, Inc.,
new company launched by LeRoy, as
chairman of the board, and New York
attorney Arnold M. Grant as president. Grant told Motion Picture
Daily today. The company plans
several for early production, and will
concentrate on new writing and directing talent, Grant said.
LeRoy's first is undetermined, and
will be made after he completes "The
Robe" for RKO.
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WILL H. HAYS, MPPDA president, has returned from his
Summer visit to Hollywood.
•
Herbert Ochs, Ohio exhibitor, announces the marriages of his daughters, Patricia and Marilynn, the
former to Flight Officer Peter
Hill at Fresno, Cal., and the latter to
Lieut. Earl Scherffius at Tampa,
Fla. Mrs. Hill was a theatre operator in Burton, Ohio.
•
Harry Hunter, Paramount managing director for Australia and New
Zealand, has arrived here from Sydney for conferences with John W.
Hicks, Jr., president of Paramount
International Films, and George
Weltner, vice-president.
•
James J. Murphy, Jr., assistant
executive director of the motion picture arbitration system, is at home
here with a broken ankle. Louise
Farrell, his secretary, returned yesterday from a two-week vacation.
•
A. J. O'Keefe, Universal Western
division sales manager, is in San
Francisco, and will visit Denver and
Chicago before returning to New
York next week.
•
Larry Kent, executive assistant to
Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox
president, arrived here yesterday following an extended stay on the Coast.
William J. Heineman, general
sales manager for Samuel Goldwyn,
has returned here from a business trip
to Washington.
•

Gloversville, N. Y., Sept. 11. — A
general meeting of the Schine Circuit's home office and field executives
will be held here tomorrow and
Wednesday to discuss plans for the
new season and for the post-war plans
and will be attended by all zone, district and group managers, and territorial bookers, presided over by J.
Myer Schine and Louis Schine.
Those attending will include : Lew
Hensler, Lexington, and Harry
Stearn, Middlesboro, both Kentucky ;
Harold Raives, Cleveland ; Harry
Long, Ashland ; Robert Anthony, Piqua, and W. S. Eckard, Bucyrus, in
Ohio ; C. C. Young, Geneva ; Gus
DePauw, Newark ; Toby Ross, Corning, and G. L. Fowler, Geneva, all in
New York ; Lee Insley and Marsh
Gollner, both of Salisbury, Md. ; Reynold Wallach, Cumberland, Md. ;
Wm. J. Tubbert, Watertown ; Jake
Weberg, Herkimer ; Abe Cohen, Massena ; Lou Hart, Gloversville ; Harold
de Graw, Oneonta ; Lou Levitch,
Lockport;
F. Unterfort,
K. O'Kelly,
Glens ;
Falls ; Harry
Syracuse
William Selman, Rochester, and Joe
Schwartzwalder, Auburn, all in New
York.
One feature of the meeting will be
a General Electric television demonstration. A banquet will be held at
the Hotel Johnstown, at which the
guest speaker
will be
"Curly"
Vadeboncoeur
of station
WSYR,
Syracuse,
who recently completed a 25,000 mile
trip in the Pacific. After the home
office meetings, delegates will attend
regional meetings of their respective
territories.
Bette
For

Davis

Coming

Roosevelt

Rally

Bette Davis and Serge Koussevitzky, conductor of the Boston Symphony orchestra, will speak at the
'Rally for Roosevelt' in Madison
Square Garden here Thursday eveJoseph Quittner of the Quittner
ning, when Vice-President Henry
and Perakos circuit, has returned to Wallace will open his campaign for
Hartford from a New York trip.
the re-election of President Roosevelt,
•
it was announced yesterday at Hotel
headquarters of the Independent
Angella Corrado, assistant man- Astor
Voters Committee of the Arts and
ager of Loew's Poli, Hartford, is va- Sciences for Roosevelt, sponsors of the
cationing inNew York.
meeting.
Lou Brown, publicity director for
Loew'sford onTheatres,
Boston,
business this
week.is in Hart•

Sgt.

Gene

Arneel

Coast

in

Memphis
Hospital
Sergeant Gene Arneel, former member of the Motion Picture Daily
editorial staff here, who was wounded
in action in Italy, has been returned
to the United States for treatment at
Kennedy General Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. Arneel underwent several
months of treatment for severe shrapnel wounds at Army hospitals in Italy
before being returned. He arrived at
a Southern port a week ago.

Miss Davis, who will fly here frorn
Hollywood for the rally, will address
the meeting as the spokesman of those
screen and theatrical persons who are
members of the committee.
Exchanges

and

Union

Appeal for a Raise
Chicago, Sept. 11. — Distributors
here have joined Local B-4S, IATSE,
in filing of an appeal before the local
War Labor Board for a rehearing on
the 10 per cent wage increase already
agreed upon by the employers and
the union. The WLB, not recognizShirley Meets the Press
ing the recent action in Seattle, where
Trade press editors and representa- a 10 per cent wage increase was aptives yesterday met Shirley Temple at
proved, granted the members only a
a reception in the Rainbow Room atop $1 weeklv boost, retroactive to Oct. 1,
1942.
the RCA Building in Radio City.

Artists

Board

Meeting Here Today
The regular September jneeting of
the United Artists board of directors
will be held here todayr-»with a new
distribution deal for eight Harry

Hollywood, Sept. 11

Sherman productions, including' six
more "Hopalong Cassidy" pictures,
JOSEPH
HAZEN,
president has
of expected to be approved.
»J
Hal B. H.
Wallis
Productions,
Mary Pickford, who arrived from
arrived here to remain about a week
the Coast at the weekend to seek the
for conferences with Hal B. Wallis regarding the schedule of pictures the film rights for "One Touch of Venus,"
company will produce for Paramount is expected to be present at the ses
release.
I
•
D. A. Doran will reach New York
today to assume initial supervision of
Columbia's new office established there
to line up literary properties for stage NEW YORK THEATRES
and film production. As previously
reported, John Gassner heads the play
ALLURING!
BEWITCHING! EXCITING!
department and Eve Ettinger, stories.
starring
•
"STORM OVER LISBON"
S. H. Singer of the Buchanan
A Republic Picture
agency, is on his way East after conferring here on national advertising
VERA HRUBA RALSTON
campaigns for "The Woman in the
RICHARD ARLEN
Window"
and "Belle
of theviaYukon",
both
International
releases
RKO.
ERICH VON STROHEIM
•
Sonja Henie resumes her ice show
with Otto Kruger — Eduardo Ciannelli
at the Chicago Stadium in November,
Robert Livingston — Mona Barrie
closing her tour at Madison Square
AIR COOLED
Garden in January. Arthur H. Wirtz,
REPUBLIC
THEATRE
her manager, is back in New York
B'way
Bet.
51
st & 52nd
after setting up dates here with her.
•
Tel. Co. 5-9647
Gary Cooper is back from a month
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
in the East. His first as a producerstar with his own company functioning
Showplace ofM-G-M's
the NationProduction
— Rockefeller Center
under the International Pictures' banner, will be a big-scale Western.
•
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTONON
- ALINESEE
MacMAHON
D"
AG
DR
AKIM TAMIROFF
TURHAN BEY
Buddyhis DenewSylva's
first production
under
Paramount
deal will
Spectacular Stage Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. CircleB'WAY
6-4600 &
be a comedy, as yet undesignated,
starring Bob Hope. Production will
start late in January.
PALACE
•
47th St.
Nunnally Johnson is en route to
Bonita Granville
Kent Smith
New York to attend the wedding there
of his daughter, Marjorie, to Pvt.
Jean Brooks
Glenn Vernon
Gene Fowler, Jr. Nuptials will take
place at the weekend.
Rodger s and Aaron
On West Coast
Hollywood, Sept. 11. — William
Rodgers ana* Edwin W. Aaron arrived here today. Both M-G-M executives are discussing a deal with
Fox-West Coast Theatres. Rodgers
while here is expected to spend some
time at studio conferences. Their
stay is planned for about 10 days.

'Cliff' Ross in Marines
Clifford B. Ross, now 2nd Lt.,
USMC, formerly executive vice president of Ross Federal Service, has reported to the Marine Barracks at
Quantico, Va. He is one of three
sons of Harry A. Ross, president of
the company. The eldest son Densmore, is general manager of Ross.
To Fete Peggy Ryan
Universal yesterday scheduled a
trade press luncheon for Peggy Ryan,
'U' player, at the Hampshire House,
here, on Thursday.

'YOUTH
WILD'
'MEET RUNS
THE
IN PERSON
M-G-M's
New Musical
ON SCREEN
ED SULLIVAN
& HARVEST
MOON
DANCE
WINNERS
LUCILLE BALL
DICK POWELL
TOMMY DIX
Fred Mao Murray Barbara Stanwyck
Edward G. Robinson
para"mou^prese^s^^^^
PEOP
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'
Time s
THE
ANDREWS
SISTERS
"
DOUBLE
MITCHELL
AYR ESIND
ANDEMN
HISITY
BAND.
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WING
AND A PRAYER
"THE STORY OF CARRIER X"
20TH CENTURY-FOX PICTURE
BRANDT'S
BRANDT'S
GLOBE
GOTHAM
B'way & 46 St.
B'way & 47 St.
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Screen Play by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano
From a Story by Ruth McKenney & Richard Bransten
Directed by REGINALD LE BORG • Produced
by MICHAEL FESSIER and ERNEST PAGANO
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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ImproveStudio
(Continued from page 1)
tions on materials, has been remodeling during the war period. It is highly likely that additional stages — there
are now 18 — will be built to step up
current floor area of approximately
200,00 feet to a new total of 300,000
feet, and it may go as high as 350,000.
The probability is strong, too, that a
new building housing music, scoring
and cutting will be constructed when
conditions allow.
The company owns three acres
flanking the Eastern end of the studio, which now houses the publicity
department. This property reaches
northward to the wall now separating
Paramount acreage from the Beth
Olam Cemetery and is used currently
for an assortment of purposes, including storage. The likelihood is that
new stages, if once determined, will
occupy part of this available ground.
Studio's New Acquisitions
The studio also has acquired a onestory
building
nowParamount
housing Oblath's
restaurant
and the
Garage.
Located at the intersection of Marathon and North Bronson Streets, it's
ultimate use is not yet determined. It
may be the site of a new structure
housing offices in order to relieve congestion in the existing administration
building.
Studio officials also have an extended program on paper covering studio
equipment of all description. Like
most plants which have been limited
in their purchase of materials, Paramount requires an overhauling of rolling stock used in production, such as
traveling cranes. Modernization and
expansion of its transportation facilities are other requirements.
Million

for

Mono,

Studio Expansion
(Continued from page 1)
block in area, fronting on those streets
as well as on Sunset Drive. Plans
now being drawn will increase sound
stages from the current three to five.
One will be 100-by-125 feet and the
second will be 75-by-100. These will
be built on the Hoover St. frontage.
Becauses the land slopes, the space
underneath the Eastern end fronting
on the street will be devoted to offices,
dressing rooms and store rooms. Additional y, aone-story building, 200-by50 feet, will be built for additional offices and departments. On the Southwest corner will go up buildings for
writers, directors and producing units.
In that same area will be the electrical
department and mill. An expanded
commissary will occupy the space now
used for the mill and carpenter shop
and a new scene dock will be laid out.
The plan will double the capacity of
Stage 3.
Monogram has just completed six
cutting rooms, vaults and splicing
rooms.
Cummins to Coast
Hollywood, Sept. 11. — Samuel
Cummins, general manager of Jewel
Productions, is due here on Friday
from New York to arrange for the
production of some European stories
for the states right market.
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Permissible

Decree

Action

ance" was proper. He described the
pell the exhibitor to buy more than practice as "restraint," yet called it
one.
"reasonable restraint." However, the
No conflict in interpretation, how- nature of clearance, the time period
ever, was recognized between Berge's
involves, how it fits into the first-Fun
view and Biddle's public statement it
when the petition for decree changes situations and may mitigate against
was filed, that recent supreme court other first-runs and subsequent runs,
and nature of elements which define
decisions "have made it clear forcing
of feature license by the tying of one a first-run are all facets of the problem in which the Government is very
copyright to another is unlawful." In- much interested, he observed.
direct, and some direct, stress was cenOn a broader base, Berge divulged
tered on word "forcing" as constituting an answer to what the Department the general anti-trust policy will again
has in mind.
be vigorous. He said the activity will
intensify as wartime controls over in'Open Door' Policy
dustries relax and swing toward peacetime economy gathers momentum.
The Justice Department's oft-sounded policy of "open door" was repeated
again. But Berge made it very clear
Berge's Purpose
nibbles or negotiations must spring
from signatories. The viewpoint is
Accompanied by James Borkin, the
that having formalized objectives, the Department's chief statistician, Berge
Department now sits back waiting for is here for three days on a dual pursomething to happen. If signatories
pose ;one is to make several addresses
want to negotiate, Berge stated he on post-war and the Justice Departwill listen, of course, but the Department's role in keeping competitive avement will not entertain any proposals
nues open in the reconversion period.
which will tie its hands where divorce- The other is to open the Anti-trust
ment is concerned. The importance Division office in the Federal Building
here. Frederick Rarig is head under
of divorcement
in the
Department's
thinking
was further
emphasized
when James Henderson, chief of the West
Berge declared he felt most other film Coast offices headquartering in San
problems engaging him "would wash Francisco. Rarig was in the Criminal
out" if producer-distributors were Division with Berge. He transferred
compelled to cease operating as exhib- with him to the Anti-trust Division.
itors. However, he added an interAttorney's Availability
esting statement by observing "a few
theatres under common ownership, I
Berge has no plans to confer with
think, would be OK." He voiced no Hollywood
executives on the decree.
opinion as to numbers.
He will see all comers if time allows
which it may not in view of the tight
Former Decree 'Experimental'
The expired decree was "experimen- schedule. While the Department is
tal," he added, saying he believed both checking into Goldwyn's Reno freezout
sides so appraised it. He admitted the charges, no discussions with the producer is contemplated. It was learned
Department's current position is
"somewhat ludicrous" because the de- the FBI checked Reno on Berge's incree died last November and no restructions, but activity now has broadstraints on signatories now prevail,
ened geographically. Whether it will
therefore. He also admitted the first blanket the nation was unanswered, the
decree was an "intermediate affair" in- indication being a preliminary probe
sofar as independent theatres were will reach wherever conditions warconcerned and had not worked well.
rant. Whether Goldwyn initiated the
He declared he was well aware the Government's interest was asked, but
final determination will take a num- went unanswered. No one seemed to
ber of years to bring the issue to recall clearly. Asked to comment on
the Supreme Court. Meanwhile, it the Arthur-St. Louis situation, Berge
was learned elsewhere the Depart- declined with "am not familiar with
ment's overall strategy is to concentrate on the New York petition so
He stated he intends appearing bethat other suits around the nation are
fore the Supreme Court this Fall to
unnecessary.
argue the Crescent Amusement findings.
Berge admitted "some kind of clear-
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Grosses
BVay
Off
Slightly
Reopening of schools and the falling
off in the Summer influx of visitors
into the city following the Labor Day
weekend is affecting this week's
grosses at downtown New York firstruns, although business is generally
well on the profit-taking side.
Of new arrivals, "Double Indemnity," at the Paramount, with a stage
show featuring Mitchell Ayres and his
band and the Andrews Sisters, is
headed for an excellent $94,000 on the
basis of a terrific first five days' gross
of $75,000 ending Sunday night. "Arand Old
Lace,"
Barnet senicand
a band
stagewith
show Charlie
at the
Strand is expected to register another
smash gross
week, ofafter
record
close anto initial
$73,000 week's
; $34,000 was taken in during the three days
ending Sunday night and the second
week's figure is expected to reach
Of the holdovers, "Since You Went
$66,000.
Away," combined with Gene Krupa
and band, at the Capitol is showing the
best staying power with $80,000 expected for the eighth week on the
basis of $46,000 taken in up to Sunday
night ; the combination will continue.
"Wilson," combined with a Fred Waring stage show at the Roxy, is expected to gross about $95,000 on a
sixth week
following
a fifth
gross
of $110,000,
which
was week's
below
early estimates. Two more weeks are
set for "Wilson" at the Roxy before
it is moved to the Victoria Theatre
on Sept. 27. "Dragon Seed" will end
its run at Radio City Music Hall tomorrow night with about $100,000
taken in on the eighth and final week.
The seventh week's gross of $114,000
was below early estimates. "Casanova
Brown,"
International
initial production
for RKO Pictures'
release, will
open at the Music Hall Thursday.
'Kismet's' Record Pace
"Kismet" is continuing a record pace
at the Astor with the third week's
gross ending last night nearing $40,000. "In Society" is holding up excellently at the Criterion with $25,000
expected on the fourth week ; it will
continue. "Till We Meet Again"
brought about $36,500 in a profitable
second week at the Rivoli, but it will

make way
"Frenchman's
Creek"
which
opens for
Sept.
20.
"Wing and a Prayer" will bring
about $30,000 combined to the Globe
and Gotham with a profitable $18,500
expected at the former theatre and
$11,500 at the latter; it, too, will continue. Business at the Hollywood,
Detitta and Muth
to where "Doughgirls" will complete a
Murphy
to Succeed
second week tomorrow, is quiet, with
Europe for Movietone
about $26,000 expected, although the
Hollywood, Sept. 11. — Arthur De- film will continue.
Cagney as SAG Head
titta, former West Coast supervisor
"Youth Runs Wild" is expected to
for Fox Movietone News, is leaving to bring the Palace about $17,000 in its
(Continued from page 1)
take charge of the Paris office, it was
Lena Home and Gene Kelly are un- learned today. He will also supervise second and final week and RKO's
"Bride by Mistake" will take over on
opposed for one-year term director- Spain, Italy it."
and Portugal, working
ships and Dorothy Tree for a two- with Russell Muth, who was appointed Friday. A mild $10,000 is expected for
"Storm Over Lisbon" in its first week
year term.
European manager for at the Republic and it will continue.
The contest revolves around 11 Continental
Movietone News.
The Victoria withdrew "Are These
three-year directorships for which 22
performers are in nomination. They
Our Parents?" last Friday after it
brought about $2,700 in the final three
are : Murray Alper, Edward Arnold,
MPRF
Meeting
on
Anne Baxter, Roman Bohnen, Charles
days of a third week. Monogram's
Boyer, Dane Clark, Richard Conte, Rehabilitation
release of W. R. Frank's "Enemy of
Joseph Cotten, Joseph Crehan, Hume
Women" started at the Victoria Saturday and is expected to bring about
Cronyn, Laraine Day, John Garfield,
Hollywood, Sept. 11. — The Motion
Alan Hale, Porter Hall, Paul Harvey, Picture Relief Fund executive board
$10,000 in its first week. "Soul of a
Rex Ingram, Harpo Marx, Ruth Nel- will meet Thursday to hear a subcom- Monster" is expected to bring better
son, Anthony Quinn, Anne Revere,
mittee report on the possible need for than $10,000 in its first week at the
a rehabilitation program.
Edwin Stanley and Regis Toomey.
Rialto ; it will hold.
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Gen. Byron's Report
Kennetfi Thomson, chairman of the
Hollywood Victory Committee, and
Abe Lastfogel, president of USOCamp Shows, who attended the sessions, both were reported as being
"enthusiastic about trying to meet the
new demands," General Byron declared. He said the industry's freefilms gift now ranges between 65 and
70 prints of three new pictures each
week and that a stepped-up program
would, of course, add to the industry's
financial outlay. Camp Shows, according to figures presented at the
conference, have furnished some 1,600 people in 302 overseas units.
No estimates have yet been made as
to the maximum number of film prints
and traveling actors that may be required, General Byron said, explaining that this will depend entirely
upon the amount of new recreational
facilities requested by the commanding
generals in the various theatres of
war "when the last shot is fired and
the men have a lot more time on their
hands." Likewise no time limit is being placed upon the program. It was
stressed, however, that entertainment
for permanent or semi-permanent
armies of occupation is not yet being
considered, with the Special Services
Division concerned mainly with the
period between V-Day and demobilization, calculating that the embarkation of soldiers for America will be a
gradual process.
Civilian Consultants
Another feature of the program is
the preparation of a list of civilian
consultants, who will be prepared to
go overseas at the request of the commanding generals.
Howard S. Braucher, president of
the National Recreation Association,
was vice-chairman of yesterday's
meeting, and members of the theatrical section attending, besides Thomson and Lastfogel, included Mrs.
Dorothy Rodgers, Writers War
Board ; Bert Lytell, Actors Equity ;
Lee Shubert, producer ; Barclay Leathern, Western Reserve University ;
George Heller, American Federation
of Radio Artists ; Matt Shelvy, American Guild of Variety Artists, «and
Lawrence Phillips, executive vicepresident of USO-Camp Shows.
The call for more camp shows
FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH -PORTUGESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound Studios
41 E. 42 St. N. Y. 17 MU 2-5358
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John Rugar of the Intermountain Theatres Association ; Henry Reeves, president, Texas Theatre Owners ; Al
Steffes of Allied Theatre Owners of
the Northwest; Leo Wolcott, president, Allied Independent Theatre
Owners of Iowa-Nebraska ; Fred
Wehrenberg, president, MPTO of St.
Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois ; and Nathan Yamins, chairman of the executive committee of Independent Exhibitors, Boston.
Brandt will introduce Gamble, who
will not only address the gathering
and
the objectives,
Treasury's but
Sixth
Loan present
aims and
will War
also

Today

with top industry advertising-publicity
executives since his retirement several
weeks ago, will offer preliminary suggestions for a campaign book for the
drive, with new emphasis on showmanship within the theatre. He will also
announce general plans for special
trade paper issues. Also on the docket
will be an anticipated report from
John C. Flinn, WAC Hollywood division coordinator, on the status of his
division's program fror the campaign.
Flinn, for the last several days, has
been conferring with representatives of
the various West Coast craft guilds.

sit in on the exhibitors' discussions.
There will be both morning and afternoon sessions, with an agenda that Others attending today's meeting will
be Bill Dasheff, assistant publicity diwill
encompass
the entire
rector Leon
;
J. Bamberger, assistant
tactics. S. H. Fabian,
WACcampaign's
theatres
Depinet, and WAC representatives
division chief, is to review previous to
Walter Brown and Ed. Schreiber.
campaigns and place them on display.
Due for examination is the set-up
for regional meetings, their scheduling O'Donnell, Kennedy and
Friedl Return to N. Y.
so as to fit in with the plans of distributors, exhibitors and public relaR. J, O'Donnell, national chairman
tions men around the country. Cam- of the "Fighting Fifth" War Loan
paign distribution head Ned E. Depinet campaign; R. M. Kennedy, viceand Francis S. Harmon, WAC coordi- chairman, and John J. Friedl, campaign director, have arrived in New
nator, are to participate in the discusYork in connection with matters consions.
cerning reports on the drive.
Hertz, who
has been conferring
Schoenstadt
Off

to Sept

Trial
25

WLB

for

Sixth
Australia

Peaceday

As soon as the war ends in Europe,
and possibly sooner, Hollywood will
be called upon for a sharp increase
in the number of films and prints for
the troops overseas, plus an increased
flow of visiting players under the
auspices of USO-Camp Shows, Brig.
Gen. Joseph W. Byron, director of
the Army's Special Services Division,
stated here yesterday following two
days of meetings at the Harvard Club
with civilian leaders in the motion picture, stage, arts, music and library
worlds.
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Chicago, Sept. 11. — The Schoenstadt Theatres' anti-trust suit hearing
{Continued from page 1)
scheduled for today was postponed to
Sept. 25 at the request of defense at- vice Corp., and Marcus Loew Booktorneys who requested additional time
ing Agency will receive a general
to secure documents which they
wage increase of five per cent of the
termed important to the case.
Defendants are Balaban and Katz, average salary for publicists as of
Warner Theatres and distributors.
Jan. 1, 1941, for the one-year period
starting May 4, 1943, to bring the
publicists up to the 15 per cent inBioff Case Delayed
crease allowable under the Little Steel
Los Angeles, Sept. 11. — The tax Formula. Further, merit increases
evasion trial against William Bioff
set for hearing today, was taken off the may be granted for the specified 1943calendar pending the outcome of the 44 period. These are to include the
appeal of eight convicted Bioff associ- general five per cent increases and
ates to the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap- are not to exceed the aggregate of
peals in New York.
$10 per week for those in the publicist and associate publicist categories
Loew Toronto Dividend
and five dollars a week for apprentices. All increases are retroactive to
Toronto, Ltd.,
Sept. 11.
— Marcusoperating
Loew's
Theatres,
Toronto,
the reopening dates of the various
Loew's Yonge Street and Loew's Up- contracts.
town, Toronto, has declared a $1.75
Minimiums for the various classidividend for the current quarter on
fications ofthe publicists are raised to
preferred shares.
$30-$40 for apprentices; $50-$65 for
associate publicists and $70-$90 for
publicists. A new classification known
comes as an impetus to the 1944 finan- as senior publicists is established with
cial campaign of the New York War
a minimum salary of $100 a week.
Fund, Sept. 20-Nov. 11, and to similar drives of the National War Fund
Under the new two-year contract,
throughout the country.
all non-wage clauses of the 1942-44
Additions to the current film gift, contract which expired May 4, are
the General observed, could not be ordered continued, with the exception
made without an increased allocation that all contracts are to be made uniform and are to include the same exof raw stock, but he indicated that an
effort would be made to secure more
piration date.
The award covers the renegotiation
than is at present available. Lt. Col.
Frederick M. Warburg, chief of the of the wage clause in the SPG conentertainment and recreation branch
tract with the companies for the period
of the Special Services Division, stat- of May 4, 1943, to May 3, 1944, as
ed that USO-Camp Shows so far have well as the renegotiation of a new
delivered the full amount of stage en- contract retroactive to last May 4 and
terminating May 3, 1946.
tertainment sought by the Army.

Planned

(Continued from page 1)
managing director of Greater Union
Theatres, Ltd., with which Cinesound
is associated.
Rydge, who arrived in New York
at the weekend for a month's visit,
said that production plans under dis-.
cussion are not sufficiently advanced!
as yet to permit him to specify the
number of pictures which may be
made annually. He said, however,
that the program would represent an
increase over the prewar production
activities of Cinesound. The program,
he added, will be planned for the home
and British markets.
Overabundance of Films

Rydge said that Australian theatres
at present are confronted with a problem of an overabundance of films, due
largely to the abnormal length of runs
of most pictures. American servicemen in Australia account for a large
proportion of the increased theatre attendance there and, with it, the extended runs for virtually all pictures. ,
He observed that war pictures are not l|
popular in Australia.
"The public gets enough of the war
from newspapers, government films
and
personal experience," Rydge remarked.
Cinesound's activities at present are
confined largely to the production of
government sponsored films and a
newsreel.
Greater Union's profit for the year
ended Aug. 31 established an all-time
record for the company, it was disclosed. Earnings figures are being
compiled and are to be released within the next few days. The consolidated figures cover Cinesound, British-Empire Films and National Theatre Supply of Australia, as well as
Greater Union Theatres. Greater
Union was more than $2,000,000 "in
the red" when Rydge took over the
company five years ago.
Capt. Harold Auten was host to
Rydge and trade press representatives
terday.
at
a luncheon at the Hotel Astor yes-

FP-C Opens 1st New
Theatre in 4 Years
Toronto, Sept. 11. — President J. J.
Fitzgibbons, vice-president R. W. Bolsted and Jules Wolfe, supervisor of
construction
of Famous
Players' of
headoffice
here, attended
the opening
the
Paramount Theatre in St. John's,
Nfld., in which FP and Morris A.
Milligan,terest.
Toronto,
have is
a joint
inThe Paramount
the first
theatre to be built in four years under
Famous Players auspices because of
war conditions.
Milligan is former general manager
of Paramount Film Service, Ltd., Toronto, and is the owner of three
theatres in Hamilton, Ont., and the
Capitol in St. John's.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY. N. Y. 19
Circle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities
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The current situation is such, it was
said, that supply requirements can be
met without calling upon the companies to provide the approximately 40,000,000 feet of raw stock, which it
had been thought would have to be
set aside, but the continuous inventory
control, which is hereafter to be exercised will prevent a recurrence of the
shortage situation which recently
treatened to halt film releases almost
entirely. •
The decision to take no formal action to cut consumption further was
based also on the expectation that new
facilities in the Ansco and Eastman
plants will come into operation toward
the end of the year, further increasing raw stock supplies.
Film Requirements
To meet film requirements for world
wide operations, the Army Air Force
explains, it has been necessary to set
up supply depots at a number of points
as close to actual operations as possible, requiring larger inventories than
would be needed if the demands could
have been met from depots set up in
New York and San Francisco from
which all theatres of war could be
serviced. Military demand, they said,
will continue very high until the end of
the European war, and then will be
reduced only to an extent compatible
with the contracted field of operations.
The liberation of Europe also will
bring the plans of the overseas branch
of the OWl into full play, it was disclosed by Taylor M. Mills of the motion picture bureau of the OWI domestic branch, and will increase the
need for raw stock.
The OWI now is engaged in dubbing in a great deal of material in the
native language of the various areas
which have been, and are to be liberated, designed for the re-education of
peoples who for up to five years have
been under Nazi rule and continuously
fed Nazi propaganda. Another increasing need for raw stock is for the
rehabilitation and education pictures to
be shown servicemen as they are about
to be released, it was brought out.
In the discussion of the industry's
situation it was developed that the savings in film accomplished by the companies since the matter was brought to
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(.Continued from page 1 )

Hollywood, Sept. 1 1
I 1 NDERTAKING with seriousness and understanding to present the
problems confronting the shell-shocked soldier and his intimates to
(Continued from page 1)
whom he returns, Leon Fromkess has turned out a film that opens a new
sary any formal cut back in consump- vein of subject material. Peopling his cast with players in the category
tion for the remainder of the third
of James Lydon, Regis Toomey, George Cleveland, Grant Mitchell, Dor■quarter, it was disclosed by Burrows,
othy Peterson, Harry Shannon, Lucien Littlefield and Luis Alberni,
•and quotas for the fourth quarter are Fromkess has given the story the benefits of experienced performances.
now being worked out. Burrows said
it is expected that the companies will Starting with an original story by Frdnk Craven, scripted by Milton
be given the full amounts called for Lazarus, and placing the veteran William K. Howard in charge as director, the producer left untaken no steps to guarantee a workmanlike
in Limitation Order No. L-178. The
new quotas are due to be announced
within 10 days. As a result of the
The picture that emerges compares directly with nothing in current
disturbing experience of reductions releases.
Its reception by the customers is, therefore, something to be
job.
from which the industry has just
emerged, however, companies hereafter determined, although there appears no doubt that the 'teen-agers faced
will be required to keep strictly within with, or having answered the question as to whether to marry in wartime, will eat it up, as it confirms their hunch that the thing to do is
their quotas, and if raw stock supplies
increase the companies will not be per- marry first and debate the matter afterward.
mitted to stock up as they desire, as
Lydon plays the soldier who returns, suffering amnesia, and is pathey did during the early months of
tiently brought around to the remembering of home and family. It is
the year, but WPB will allocate the done partially in flashbacks, but is not too irregular for persons coming
excess equitably among the companies
on a pro rata basis.
in during the picture to find out what it's all about.
Running time, 74 minutes.
"G."*
Release date,William
Sept. 15. R. Weaver
Aspects of the Situation

Film

Sells4

Review

'G" denotes general classification.

the Viv, Corbin, Ky., and the
erty, Pikeville, Ky.
McKay was appearing before the
court contesting a move by M. K.
Murphy, prospective purchaser of the
Appalachia theatres, to have the court
compel Schine to accept his offer of
$38,274 in cash, and the balance Li
in bone and two-year notes, the total price
to be $76,548.
"This is the first we have heard of
the sale to Hayman," objected Harold
L. Schilz, Assistant Attorney General
representing the anti-trust division.
U. S. Attorney Neutral
"I am not sure that Schine was in a
position to make the sale while
Murphy's
offerHe was
pending," that
continued Schilz.
emphasized
the
Government was not "approving or
opposing" the sale to any particular
individual but was motivated solely
by a desire to "restore former competitive conditions." Mr. Schilz also raised
the point of whether there was any
"direct or indirect" connection between
Schine and Hayman.

"If Mr. Schilz thinks Mr. Hayman
has any connection with Schine, I am
20th Sets 'Darling',
willing to — ," began McKay, but the
'Noise' Trade Shows
Goverment's attorney interrupted to
Hollywood, Sept. 1L — The Holly- remark that he had no such thoughts
"In the Meantime Darling" and
wood Victory Committee approved but felt duty bound to know all de"The Big Noise," two 20th Centurytails of the transaction. He quoted the
Fox films to be released in block three plans today for an all-star performMurphy
offer and suggested some inance Sept. 28 at the Shrine Auditorium
formation befurnished about the Hayof the 1944-'45 program, will be trademan purchase.
shown Sept. 14 in all company ex- for 7,000 key workers in the War Chest
Under the divestiture portion of the
changes excepting Portland, Ore., and Drive starting October 10. Don consent decree renewed May 15, 1944,
Ameche
will
be
master
of
ceremonies.
St. Louis where screenings will be
Murphy maintains that he is entitled
Chairman Charles W. Koerner of the to
held in theatres.
make an offer as a former owner
War Chest Drive, has appointed colo- of the properties. McKay claims that
"Irish Eyes Are Smiling" will comnels to handle the campaign in in- he has forfeited his priority by not actplete block three, which will be reing earlier. Therefore, McKay claimed,
dividual studios and for crafts and
leased in October.
unions. One group will hold its first Schine's obligation under the order
meeting Tuesday at the Roosevelt was "to divest ourselves of the theHotel to map plans.
atres," to the highest bidder.
s'
Speed
'War
Speeding
"A"
Columbia has released to 648
houses prints of "The War Speeds
Up," special War Department short
being distributed by the company. The
film is being booked under the War
M-C-M
TRADE
SHOW!
Activities Committee's "locked booksystem,"
its appearinsures
ing ance,
within which
screens
on the
60 days,
s
play films
to
of all theatre pledged
NEW
YORK-NEW
JERSEY
sponsored by the committee.
TERRITORIES ONLY
their attention by Burrows some
weeks ago, and the short period of
third quarter remaining rendered it
unnecessary to call upon them now for
MRS
further cut backs over a period of a
HVC
Show

few days particularly as the film manufacturers have practically recovered
from a Summer slow down.
Industry representatives attending the
meeting here included Sidney Kramer and John M. Whitaker, RKO ;
George Fleitman and Janet Rosenthal,
PRC; Walter Cokell, Paramount;
Brandt Enos and John R. Wood,
March of Time ; R. Waltschuler and
Walter Titus, Republic; Robert Hilton and H. D. Buckley, United Artists
J. O'Connor,
Samuel;John
Schneider,
Warner Universal
Brothers ;;
Tom Conners and Earl Sponable, 20thcentury Fox ; William Brennon and
Leo Jaffe, Columbia ; W. D. Kelly and
E. M. Saunders, M-G-M ;_ and John
Harrington and Steve Broidy, Monogram:

Plans All-Star
in Drive
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NEW

$1,000,000
RKO

Studio

Building

Plan

Company Will Have
Stages and Offices

New

Hollywood, Sept. 12. — RKO
Radio studios will be improved at
a cost of approximately $1,000,000
as soon as the easing of military
requirements permits the necessary
materials to be released, Charles W.
Koerner, vice-president in charge of
production, has informed Motion
Picture Daily. The scheduled improvement isin line with plans being
made by virtually all studios.
Principal RKO steps call for a new
administration building, possibly on
:he site of the current structure facing Gower St., or on the site now
occupied by radio station KHJ, Los
Angeles outlet of the Mutual web.
RKO recently acquired the latter
property, which faces Melrose Ave.
Between the broadcasting station and
(Continued on page 5)
Rubens

Warns

of

Drop after 4V-Day'
Chicago, Sept. 12— M. M. Rubens,
wee-president of Publix Great States
Theatres, here, anticipating a sharp
prop in business after "V-Day," has
ssued instructions to all of his circuit's
managers to step-up exploitation acivities on all pictures and in all theitres regardless of first, second or
hird-run policies.
Rubens points out that the shifting
f great numbers of workers from one
ection of a city or county to another
!uring the reconversion period will
itally affect theatre business. "This
i not a guess," Rubens emphasizes.
The transition period is slowly but
(Continued on page 4)
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Plant Expansion to
Cost Disney $100,000

be

Says

Herbert

France

Get

Thru

Seek

Tax

Vital

Council

described yesterday as "the most
important medium in the nation,"
by Ted R. Gamble, national
Treasury War Finance Director, who
called on theatre men to "create the
patriotic atmosphere necessary to assure the success" of the Sixth War
Loan Drive, Nov. 11-Dec. 7.
Speaking at a meeting of key
exhibitor leaders from all parts
of the country, called by Harry Brandt, national industry
chairman, at the Astor Hotel
here,ing Gamble
said, than
"The a comeffort is more
war
loan; it is a tremendous task
(Continued on page 4)

With WAC
Support
Renewed efforts to organize a national exhibitor tax council are being
made in exhibitor circles, it was
Expect
555
learned here yesterday, with discussions centering around a proposal to Feet of Raw
(Continued on page 5)

Foothold

Frozen

By PETER BURNUP
London, Sept. 12. — Resurgence of
an intense French nationalistic spirit,
which is held to be inevitable with
France's liberation, may serve to embarrass ultimate negotiations for the
release of enormous monetary credits
which are expected to be piled up by
American distributors as a result of
the exhibition in French theatres
of Hollywood films by the Office of
War
Information
and Branch,
the Army's
Bergman
West
on
Psychological
Warfare
since
the invasion, and frozen against the
New 'U' Campaigns
time when it is possible to free this
A series of new-product advertis- money without prejudicing the posing conferences will be held at Unition of the franc in the international
ersal's Coast studio beginning next money market.
donday, when Maurice A. Bergman
Similar credits accumulated by disif Universal's home office advertising
tributors inFrench North Africa have
lepartment, and Richard T. Ney of
he J. Walter Thompson advertising been refused release by the French
gency arrive in Los Angeles. They Finance Commissariat. Although
vill leave New York Thursday for frozen, the assets are still the property
he studio where they will be joined of "foreign" nationals. American companies are seen here to thus have an
iy Cal Swanson, representative of J.
Valter Thompson Co., who has been incentive to eventually use the frozen
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)

I

Drive

The motion picture screen was

t i e s Committee,' Coe pointedderoutits that
unauspices
, .
. „
Hi
. ofr Charles Francis Coe
all
elements
the industry have worked together
(Continued on page 4)

Yates

May

Urges

Coe

Sixth

t iSuggesto n of the
WAC
as a
'Peace Activi-

Public's,

S.

WAC,

special M P
PDA
counsel,
in
an
interterday. view here yes-

Hollywood, Sept. 12. — Although
Republic's program of 68, announced
in May, stands, Herbert J. Yates declared today, the order in which pictures will be produced will depend
upon changing public tastes. Therefore, the program will be determined
in quarterly periods, thereby allowing
(Continued on page 5)

U.

Keep

CENTS

Stability
Continuation
of the in
industry's
War To
Activities
Committee
the postwar
to coordinate industry efforts and to
promote public good will was Gamble Seeks Patriotic
proposed
Film Atmosphere
by
Charles
Francis
Coe,

Policy

Will

TEN

13, 1944

Seen

Hollywood, Sept. 12.— Roy
Disney, executive vice-president and general manager of
Walt Disney Productions, discloses that the company contemplates expansion of its
plant facilities at Burbank to
include a warehouse for
'props' and a carpenter shop,
at a projected investment of
$100,000. The studio, he added,
will also require new equipment for use in production of
combination cartoon and 'liveaction' films, exemplified bv
"Three Caballeros."

Republic's

SEPTEMBER

Company

in

Money
Heads

Will

Aid 'Night of Stars'
Barney Balaban, David
Bernstein, Nate Blumberg,
Jack Cohn, N. Peter Rathvon,
Marvin Schenck and Major
Albert Warner have accepted
honorary co-chairmanships
of the producing committee
for
theto "Night
Stars"
benefit,
be held atof Madison
Square Garden on Nov. 14.
Proceeds will go to the United Jewish Appeal for Refugees, Overseas Needs and
Palestine.
Robert Weitman, managing
director of the Paramount
Theatre, here, again heads
the producing committee,
with Louis K. Sidney and Ed
Sullivan as active co-chair-

Million
Stock

Washington, Sept. 12. — Final
figures on probable 1944 fourth-quarter raw film production indicate an
output of 555,000,000 feet, of which
231,000,000 feet, or more, will be
required for war purposes, it was dishere today by the War Productionclosed
Board.
The remaining supply, however,
will provide the 324,000.000 feet of
film needed for film industry operations, although it was warned that if
military requirements show a further
substantial increase, a cut in consumption may be necessary.
Strict control will be maintained
(Continued on page 4)

No
With

Tie

for

Allied:

PCCITO
Bruen

Hugh Bruen, treasurer of the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent
Theatre Owners, stated here yesterday
that no affiliation is planned between
his organization and Allied States.
An official of Allied told the trade
press informally at the Allied board
of directors meeting at Bretton
Woods, N. H., last week that an
eventual affiliation of PCCITO with
Allied
was "inevitable."
In New
York on
yesterday
(Continued
page 6) for the
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Correction,
Please

Personal

Mention

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic
president, left for Detroit yesterday and will return• here on Saturday.
Elmer Rhoden, head of Fox Midwest Theatres, Kansas City, has concluded his year's term as county chairman of the National Infantile Parales, asalsoa
but continu
"Foundation,
ysismember
Lawler
. Senn
board
elected
been
has
t,
of Fox Midwes
vice-chairman of the chapter.
•
Fred Meyers, Universal Eastern
sales manager, left yesterday for visits to the Cleveland, Pittsburgh and
Buffalo exchanges. He will hold a
sales meeting at the Hotel Statler,
Buffalo, on Friday.
•
Ralph Ripps, Albany salesman for
M-G-M, reports that his son, Lieut.
Robert, pilot of an American bomber,
missing since April following a flight
over France, is safe and in good
health.

Martin Maher of Loew'srlyMid-at
land, Kansas City, and forme
the M-G-M Capitol, New York, was
married last week in Kansas City to
Helen Johnson of• Ft. Scott, Kansas.
Leda Bauer, RKO Radio Eastern
story editor, left New York yesterday
for California for semi-annual conferences with Charles W. Koerner,
studio head and other executives.
Harry Novak, Warners Argentine
manager, has arrived from Buenos
Aires for conferences with Robert
, the company's general forSchless
eign manager.
Louis Astor, Columbia circuit
sales executive, has left for a several
weeks' trip to Chicago, Denver and
Los Angeles.
Alice Evans Field, head of the
West Coast MPPDA community service department, is visiting the New
York office.
M. J. Weisfeldt, Columbia sales
executive, will leave today for an
extended trip through the Midwest.
Morrow Leaves WB
Marjorie Morrow, Eastern talent
head at Warner Brothers for the past
year and a half, has resigned, effective
immediately.
Miss Morrow, before joining Warners, was casting director for Columbia Broadcasting here.
DeBra to Speak Tonight
Arthur DeBra, MPPDA director
of research, will speak tonight at a
preview at the National Arts Club
of M-G-M's latest John Nesbitt release, "Grandpa Called It Art." DeBra's topic will be a "A New Challenge to Art."
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Insider's
By RED
Hollywood, Sept. 12

OLD stuff, of course, that the
studios are wheeling sharply from out-and-out war stories.
Nevertheless, it is not a complete about-face. Where war
themes reached the camera stage
before tidings from the Continent went so bullish, obviously
the job will be finished and the
attractions released. Example :
"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo."
Where war subjects are held
to have powerful dramatic values, regardless of the theatre of
operations, studios are proceeding. Example
"Counterattack."
Where
other : producers
forego
the European stage for a workout on the remaining enemy,
plans are uninterrupted. Examples :"God Is My Co-Pilot" and
"China Sky."
These, and similar ones, are
not pictures on paper. They
were finished recently, are well
along, or are just starting.
■
Current concentration, as far
as it has gone, is fastened on the
home front and post-war. Expect a fair volume in the latter
division. Producers apparently
realize they cannot sit at ease by
that pot at the end of the rainbow by divorcing themselves entirely from those swirling events
in which the world is gyrating.
This has the effect of wide and
wholesale search for material
they believe will have a chance
of proving interesting. And, as
always, different from the competitor down the street or over
the hill.
■
The search can reach pretty
far, too. For instance, there is
a project under way at Metro.
Prejudging frequently proves
bad judging,
but there
doesn't
seem
to be enough
resistance
at
column time to pass this by.
What
the Torch"
is about "Hold
is this High
:
The rehabilitation of a dog
who returns from a tour of duty
with the Army's K-9 Corps.
The animal has difficulty in readjusting itself to civilian life.
With the aid of an understanding master, the change is successfully accomplished.
■ ■
RKO will revert to an old,
but neat, one with Cantinflas, by
press agentry accredited with
being the Chaplin of Mexico.
The comic will make a picture in
Spanish. This calls for Spanish
and/or Mexican support, plus a
Mexican director. An American

Outlook
KANN
lead, maybe George Murphy,
will replace him in an Englishspeaking version for the rest of
the markets. The cast and director, of course, will be American.
Sets, identical. Script, identical aside from whatever emphasis is determined for the Spanish
film, and vice versa. The
method by which negative cost
will be cut up is another matter.
Accountants will find a way.
■ ■
They are saying Warner
should have switched its distributing identity from Vitagraph
to the parent company name
years ago ; that oversight contributed tothe neglect. It never
made much difference to the exhibitor anyway except in a number of established instances
where a theatreman had occasion to call his exchange. He
couldn't find Warner in his telephone book.
Oversight gave way to decision, however, when one of the
executives — he loiters near the
top — wanted something whole in
a midwestern city. He looked
for Warner,
didn't find
it, ultimately remembered
Vitagraph,
decided the time had come.
Thereafter, the changeover to
Warner Bros. Distributing Corp.
■ ■
Everyone knows business is
wonderful. Many, but not all,
do not
today's
financial realize
statements that
reflect
the hits
or
the errors, as the case may be,
of projects launched 18 months
to two years ago. This is the
average time lapse between an
idea twinkling in someone's eye,
the transplanting of it into action, the completed film and
theatre playoffs.
The hits or the errors of today
won't show finally until March
or September of 1946. A long
time to be suspended between
expectancies and realizations.
■ ■
True or false, legend or fact,
it is being told how Jack Warner was discussing "Arsenic and
Old Lace." Cary Grant, star of
the picture made two years and
a half ago, asked :
"Who's in it?"
■ ■
What's this about Bob Weitman retiring from Times Square,
which means the Paramount
Theatre, for Marathon Street,
Hollywood, which means Paramount production ?
Maybe he will and again
maybe he won't. It's been talked
about, however.

An evil gremlin has been
pursuing Motion Picture
Daily in dealing with activities of John Hertz, Jr. since
his recent appointment in
charge of industry publicity
for the Sixth War Loan camA few weeks ago a compospaign.ing room error substituted a
cut of many years ago of
John Hertz Senior for the intended likeness of John Hertz
Junior. Then, in the following issue in attempting to
provide a correction the
gremlin (it must have been)
tossed in a "W" as a middle
initial which does not belong
to young John Hertz.
And yesterday a combination compositor and proofroom error substituted "retirement" for "appointment"
in a story telling about Hertz'
participation in a loan camconference.
Hertzpaignisstrategy
chairman
of the
board of Buchanan and Co.,
Inc., advertising agency, and
was appointed to head
— S. the
K.
publicity of the industry in
connection with the Sixth
War Loan campaign.

SWG

Calls

Jack

Warner

Meeting;
to Speak

Hollywood, Sept. 12. — The Screen
Writers Guild today called a membership meeting today for Sept. 21 to canvass postwar prospects on the industry
in general and the writing craft in particular; whether production will expand or contract, general effect of
television, and the expanding educational and industrial film field are orn
the agenda for discussion. Jack Warlook. ner will speak on the industry's outMonogram
Host
Belita at Party

to

Belita, Monogram star of "Lady,
Let's Dance" and "Silver Skates," was
guest of honor at a reception given
by the company yesterday at the St.
Regis Hotel here. Also honored was
Maurice St. Clair, her dancing partner in the first named production.
Trade paper, newspaper and fan
magazine representatives attended.
Decorate
Jack Cohn,
Cohn's
First Lt. Robert
son of Son
Jack
Cohn, Columbia's
executive the
vice-president, has been awarded
Army
Air Medal, according to word received by his father from the War
Department. Lt. Cohn, a photographer-gunner with the U. S. Army Air
Force, is stationed in the Admiralty
Islands. He enlisted two years ago
and has been on overseas duty since
last February.
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To

Stability

(Continued from page 1)
vital to the stability of the
country."
The challenge implicit in Gamble's
remarks was accepted by chairman
Brandt on behalf of those present and
the entire industry. "We will not
let the nation down," Brandt said. He
called for more bond premieres, more
children's shows, a more universal
application of "Free Movie Day," and
more theatre issuing agents than in
any preceding drive. To gain these
ends, a series of regional meetings
will be held, Brandt announced.
Photo by Staff Photographer
Following the luncheon, Brandt introduced S. H. Fabian, War ActiviThe 'grand strategy' of exhibitor participation in the Sixth War
ties committee theatre division head,
Loan drive, Nov. 11-Dec. 7, was mapped here yesterday at a meeting
of the 'high command' at the Astor Hotel, with top independent
who said, "We ask the men overseas
to finish the war for us, so we must
exhibitors present at the cM of Harry Brandt, industry drive chairhere continue until the last gun is
man. In the photograph above, taken at yesterday's meeting, are,
left to right: Henry Reeves, president, Texas Theatre Owners; Hugh
fired."
Bruen, treasurer, Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre
R. J. O'Donnell's Tribute
Owners; chairman Brandt; William J. Crockett, president, MPTO
of Virginia, and John Rugar of the Intermountain Theatres AssoRobert J. O'Donnell, Fifth War
ciation.
Loan chairman, paid tribute to the
Other committee members are: Jack Kirsch, president, Theatre
men of that drive's committee, most
of whom were present at the meeting.
Owners of Illinois; Al Steffes of Allied Theatre Owners of the
Northwest; Leo Wolcott, president, Allied Independent Theatre
"Much of the credit for the 'grass
roots' campaign the Fifth was supOwners of Iowa-Nebraska; Fred Wehrenberg, president, MPTO of
posed to be," he said, "reflects the fine
St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, and Nathan
efforts of John Friedl, Richard KenYamins, chairman of the executive committee of Independent Exnedy, Ray Beall, Joe Kinsky and
hibitors, Boston.
Claude Lee."
John Hertz, Jr., chairman of the
advertising, publicity and exploitation
end of the sixth campaign, outlined M. P. Associates Plan Expect
555 Million
a national program designed to foFeet
of
Raw
Stock
cus the attention of theatregoers all Sixth Loan Dinner
(Continued from page 1)
over the nation on the fact that bonds
Motion Picture Associates will be- over the distribution of raw stock for
can be bought, cash-and-carry, at
gin its participation in the Sixth War
theatres, night and day, Saturdays and
Loan drive with a dinner at the Astor the industry under a plan which will
holidays.
permit laboratories and service orHal Home, chairman of the East- Hotel here shortly before the opening
ganizations to process 35-mm. film
ern Public Information Committee, of the campaign on Nov. 11, presi- for producers
and distributors only
d
Morris
yesannounce
Sanders
dent
and Charles E. Lewis, assistant chairupon specific authorization from the
man of the WAC trade press division,
terday following a meeting of the or- WPB, in accordance with the quotas
ganization. James Walker will preside
pledged the assistance of their group.
for the individual comat the banquet, at which Harry established
panies. Heretofore, laboratories and
Brandt, industry chairman for the
Ned Depinet's Statement
service organizations have been perSixth War Loan, will be guest.
Ned E. Depinet declared that those
mitted to purchase unlimited quantiMPA'screasedplans
for members'
inties of film to be exposed for producin distribution would canvass all exinsurance benefits
was brought
hibitors in an effort to be of service.
ers and distributors, which contributed to the over-consumption in the
reOn the agenda for his division for the up at turnedyesterday's
to the board ofmeeting
directors,andwhich
coming campaign will be an attempt includes Jack Ellis of United Artists early months of the year and which
depleted inventories and required a
to ge more bond "revenue" from sub- and Jules Levey of Universal.
curtailment of use this quarter.
sequent runs in larger cities. He stated that he was certain there would
Rubens
Warns
of
be more premieres, children's matinees Deny Stone Charge
and "Free Movie Days."
An
answer
denying
a
breach-ofFrancis S. Harmon, WAC coordi- contract allegation by Dorothy T.
page 1)
Drop (Continued
After from'V-Daif
nator, calledtoforthe"fresh
of ourselves
causesrededication
for which Stone will be filed in Federal district
court
here
later
this
month
by
RKOquietly happening. In one theatre
so many of our finest young men have
Pathe News, according to a spokes- alone, there was an actual drop of
given their lives." He emphasized
man for the RKO legal department.
that with the collapse of Germany Miss Stone, who runs a film library, $11,000 in net profits in a short period,
the two months following would be has entered suit for $25,250, charging
Rubensdue also
states that the current
mostly
to this."
the most dangerous in the country's that RKO violated an agreement call- shortage of help is not an acceptable
history. A spirited prosecution of
ing for her services as associate edi- excuse for discourteous or inefficient
the war loan drive, he implied, would
tor and the use of her library on service. "Here is a chance," he writes,
serve as a constructive influence.
"Flicker
Flashbacks." RKO will con- "for every manager to build up his
"Ourthejob,"
he securities.
said, "is over
» and
tend that the agreement was for only own personality in a community by
above
sale of
We have
being constantly out front to greet his
to do this job and we must do it one issue in the series, it was said.
patrons. Being there with a smile and
better than ever before."
pleasant 'good evening' means a lot to
All but two of Brandt's nine co- 'Hearf Showing Sept. 29
chairmen, culled from the roster of
RKO's "None But the Lonely
top independent exhibitors, were pres- Heart" will be tradeshown Sept. 29,
ent. Those present were W. F.
everyone."
to Build 3 Drive-Ins
instead of Sept. 18, as previously an- Ochs
Crockett, Hugh Bruen, Jack Kirsch, nounced.
John Rugar, Henry Reeves, Leo
Cleveland, Sept. 12. — Herbert
Wolcott and Nathan Yamins. Unable
Ochs, operator of the Dayton Driveto attend were Fred Wehrenberg and ler, Leon Bamberger, Herman Schlei- in Theatre, has announced plans to
Al Steffes.
er, Arthur Mayer, Walter T. Brown build other drive-in houses here and
in Columbus and Toledo.
Otliers present included : Si Sead- and Ed Schreiber.

harmoniously for a common cause and
that it has given the public, whose
contact is through the theatre, a better
knowledge of the industry as a whole.
He said the possible discontinuance of

theCoe
WACcalled
would
a "tragedy."
the bepress
conference to
report that his MPPDA industry promotional speaking tours would be held f
up until after the presidential election
because the campaigns will command j
much
attention that
in the
interim.of the
He public's
added, however,
he j
had accepted an invitation to address
a dinner sponsored by Allied Theatrical Industries, Inc., in Montreal Sept.
20. He pointed out that this would
be his first talk under the sponsorship
of an exhibitor group.
Review of Public Relations
Reviewing the progress made in
MPPDA ' public relations over the
past two years, Coe stressed the constant avoidance of any discussion of
trade practices, holding this to be outside the program's intention, which,
he said, was to emphasize industry
unity. "In the past six months, we
have received the most wholesome cooperation from independent exhibitors and circuit operators," Coe added, remarking
thatto"the
entertainment
world
has come
realize
that the
best interests of all will be served by
diminished bickering,"
He declared that "the best regulatory laws, internal or external, will
be written by those producers, distributors and exhibitors who have the
most at stake." He disclosed that he
has a list of 15,000 selected names of
disinterested community leaders who
have discussed all functions of the industry with him.
Plans for more speaking tours after
the November election are being made
by Coe. The procedure, he indicated,
will differ somewhat from in the past,
but details of the plan will not be announced until they have been approved formation
by the Committee.
industry's Public In-

Perpetuation of the War Activities
Committee, suggested yesterday by
Coe, with
was reported
last week
to have
met
the approval
of George
J. '

Schaefer, WAC chairman, who held
that it could serve a highly useful !
peacetime purpose.

Fox

Names

Camera

Mitchell

Head

Hollywood, Sept. 12. — William Fox
has appointed Joe Leo, one of his
former associates in the old Fox Film !
Corp., to the post of vice-president [
of Mitchell Camera Co., which the
Fox family controls, it was learned
here today following the resignation
of Stanley Anderson, Mitchell presiFox, who came here several weeks
dent.
ago to endeavor to negotiate a studio
and to sign up producers, directors
and actors for his proposed new production company, plans to leave for
the East on Friday or next Wednesday, depending on when he can get
transportation. He refused to comment on the progress made here on
his efforts to re-enter the industry.
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Hollytvood

That's My Baby
By THALIA BELL
Holiyzvood, Sept. 12 (Republic)
is believed to be an all- /\ DELIGHTFUL bit of whimsy has been whipped up by producer
WHAT
time record for pictures in
Walter Colmes and director William Berke with the result that
production in one month at that studio
will be set by Columbia, if present many heavy hearts will be lighter for having seen "That's My Baby."
plans materialize. According to the There is an excellent cast, including Richard Arlen, Ellen Drew, Leonid
schedule, there will be 17 films in Kinskey, Richard Bailey, Minor Watson and Madeline Grey ; and there
) work in October. Of these, seven are is a series of acts that proves vaudeville still leads a lusty existence, at
shooting currently and 10 are due to least on the screen. The whole is a gratifying film that exceeds its modstart within the month. Among those
est expectations.
in preparation are : "Eadie Was a
Starting with the promising background of a coming book studio, the
Lady," starring Ann Miller ; "Brenda
er"
; the first of the new film explores Minor Watson's pronounced melancholia. Watson, it
Starr, Report
"Blondie" series, and a Charles Star- seems, is a comic book king who has gone sour on life and comics. Kinsrett Western, "Lawless Empire."
key is called in on the case as a consulting psychiatrist and contributes
a gem of a performance as the uninhibited man of science who probes
Mark Hellinger is doing prepara- into the lives of all, seeing paranoid types on every hand. When Watson
tory work on "Will Rogers," his next is about to flee to California after failing to crack a smile in response to
production assignment at the Warner the united efforts of an entire vaudeville bill, Miss Grey, his long-absent
studio. . . . Conflicting schedules have wife is produced, and she unearths the cause of his chronic depression ;
necessitated a switch in directors on
a cartoon of a baby which she once laughed at when they both were
"Salome — Where She Danced." young. Arlen, an artist in the studio, and Miss Drew, his light of love
Charles Lanwnt will take over for
Walter Wanger, replacing Erie Ken- and Watson's daughter, have the original cartoon transcribed to the
screen and the comic book magnate breaks down and smiles, nay, laughs,
ton, who is developing an untitled loudly.
story of his own. . . . Paramount has
closed a deal with Ann Thomas,
Broadway comedienne, to come here
Gene Rodgers, "boogie-woogie" pianist, is outstanding among the specialty acts which include Mike Riley and his band; Freddie Fisher and
to play an important role in "Duffy's Tavern." . . . Wallace Fox will his boys ; Isabelita and the Guadalahara Boys, among others. Richard
direct "Saddle Pals," first of Mono- Bailey is present as the sole villain. Nicholas Barrows and William
gram's new series of the same name.
. . . William Jacobs has been assigned Tunberg did the screenplay from Irving Wallace's original.
to produce "Don't Ever Leave Me"
Running time, 68 minutes. "G."* Release date, Sept. 14.
for Warners. . . . Bela Lugo si has
Charles Ryweck
been signed for one of the principal
roles in RKO's comedy, "Zombie on
Broadway." . . . Hal Wallis has bor- *"G" denotes general classification.
rowed Walter Abel for a key role in
"The Affairs of Susan," which will
be Wallis' first for Paramount.
•
RKO
$1,000,000
Republic's
Policy
Chris-Pin Martin is set for a
comedy role in Warners' color pro- Studio Building Plan Is Public's:
(Continued from Yates
page 1)
{Continued from page 1)
duction, "San Antonio," which
stars Errol Flynn. . . . Susanna the Eastern wall of the RKO plant a rapid switch to different story types
Foster and Turhan Bey will have
is an area now utilized as a parking if required. The first quarter will
the
principal
roles
in
"Frisco
Sal,"
at Universal. . . . Dean Harens will space. While the decision is yet to be stress musicals, comedies, light romances and Westerns, and the company will depend on the exhibitors and
have the role of Charles Laughton's made, the proposed administration
son in "The Suspect," at Universal. building may go up on the site now its sales force for guidance in suc. . . Five more players have been housing KHJ.
ceeding periods, Yates added.
signed to appear in the prologue to
Recognizing war films as anathema
The plan provides for the demoli- currently, Yates took the position nothe Warners' "Roughly Speaking."
tion of such departments as wardrobe
They are Cora Sue Collins, Helene
body can foretell if the swing back
and
accounting,
now housed in bunga- will not develop later in the year and,
Thimig, Arthur Shields, Ray Collows,
and
for
their
incorporation
in
lins and Greta Granstedt. . . . the new administration building.
therefore, he want* to keep production selectivity sufficiently liquid to
Paul Langton has been assigned
Currently functioning with 14 effect changes if needed. The prothe juvenile lead in "Hold High the sound stages, RKO plans to build
gram addition will be "Song of MexiTorch," which Robert Sisk is pro- either one double-size stage or two
co," which James A. Fitzpatrick will
ducing at M-G-M.
smaller ones. If a double, its con- make in Mexico as the first of a series
•
struction will allow for doors to di- for North and South American disvide
it
in
two, thereby making a potribution. While the details were
Dorothy Lamour and Arturo de
tential of 16 studios when the con- cloaked, Yates also stated Republic
Cordova will be teamed again in
struction program is finalized.
is planning production abroad. The
Paramount's "Masquerade in MexiKoerner states that no expansion studio expansion program interrupted
co," which Mitchell Leisen will direct.
is in mind for the RKO by the war will proceed. New stages
. . . W. R. Frank has signed Char- program
lotte Treadway for an important role Pathe lot in Culver City. This is a and other buildings will cost
combination company and rental stuin his current feature, "A Boy, a Girl
dio. It is frequently used by RKO $2,000,000.
and a Dog." . . . M-G-M has renewed when the main plant on Gower St.
"Hank" Daniels' contract. . . . The overflows, but it also houses regularly Condon
to Handle
Navy Department reportedly was so
such producers as Vanguard, Edward RKO
Pathe Press
impressed with 20th Century-Fox's Small and Sol Lesser. It has 12
"Fighting Lady" that it will aid in its
The public relations office of Richexploitation. . . . George Coulouris has stages and a 40-acre "back-lot."
ard Condon, Inc., has been appointed
been signed for a featured role in "Gone
there. With the Wind" was produced to direct the publicity of RKO Pathe,
"Miss
Susie Slagle's"
at Paramount.
it was reported here yesterday by
• . . Warners
has renewed
Barbara
Frederic Ullman Jr., RKO Pathe
Brown's contract. . . . Fulton Burley WE to Pay Dividend
has been signed to a long term conElsa Mooten, publicity director of
The board of directors of Western president.
tract by M-G-M. . . . Lane Watson,
recently given a term deal by Inter- Electric yesterday declared a dividend Pathe News for the past year, has
national, will play the role of a news- of 50 cents per share on its common moved over to the Condon organization, and will concentrate upon the
paper photographer in the Sonja stock, payable Sept. 29 to stockholdRKO Pathe account.
ers
of
record
on
Sept.
22.
Henie starrer, "It's a Pleasure."

Washington, Sept. 12. — Another
plan for post-war taxation, providing
for the elimination of excess profits
and capital stock taxes and the return of normal and surtax rates to
the 1940 level, was submitted today
to the joint Congressional committee
on internal revenue and taxation.
The plan was proposed by the National Planning Association, of which
Beardsley Ruml, who participated in
the tax recommendations made last
week by the Committee for Economic
Development, is a vice-chairman.
Organizations' Opinions
A number of suggestions have been
received by the joint Congressional
committee, which recently invited all
types of national organizations to
make their tax views known. Several of the programs call for the repeal of excise taxes, including the levy
on theatre admissions, and there is
considerable sympathy for that idea
in Congressional circles, which indicates that the first tax legislation to
be written next year may provide for
the immediate elimination of at least
the war-time increase in the tax,
which went into effect last Spring.
In some quarters, however, it is felt
that retention of excise taxes, but on
a lower level than at present, may be
necessary in order that individual income tax rates may be reduced to a
point which will maintain public buying comes
powerafterinthethewar,
facewhen
of lower
inovertime
and lucrative war jobs will end.
Pay-as-you-go collection, with its
payroll deductions, is seen now as a
permanent feature of the tax policy,
but relief is expected to be provided
for individuals whose incomes fluctuate widely from year to year and
month to month, possibly by some device for the averaging of income.
Seek
Tax
Council
With WAC
Support
(Continued from page 1)
prevail upon the theatres division of
the industry War Activities Committee to be the instrument for establishment of the unit.
Previous organization of the group,
which was to act as a united front on
impending tax legislation, with particular reference to Federal admission
taxation, died aborning when the
Washington office of MPPDA reportedly felt it was an invasion of its domain. It was designed to represent the
MPTOA, Allied States, affiliated theatres and unattached regional exhibitor
organizations.
The Allied board rejected a proposal to become affiliated with the tax
council, but the remaining exhibitor
groups decided to proceed without Allied's participation. A meeting was
tentatively scheduled to be held in Chicago this month but was abandoned
as a result of the MPPDA opposition.
Services

for Steiner

Hollywood, Sept. 12. — F u n e r a 1
services will be held tomorrow at
Forest Lawn for Gabor Christian
Steiner, 86, father of Max Steiner,
composer and conductor under contract
to Warners. Steiner died Saturday
after
nine survivor.
months' illness. His son
is the a sole
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Schine

Defines

Picture

U.

Task
Review

Of Victory

Showman

The Singing
{Universal)

Sheriff

WB Distributes 'Battle'
Warners will distribute "The Battle
for the Marianas," produced by the
U. S. Marine Corps. In order to release the two-reel subject as soon as
possible on a day-and-date basis Warners will provide the largest number
of prints ever made for that type of
subject, the home office declared. The
film will be screened today at 2 :30
P.
in the company's projection
roomM.here.

president.
Para. Pep Club Meeting
Dorothy
Lamour,
Diana Lynn,
Edith Head and Mrs. Joseph Sistrom
helped inaugurate the Paramount Pep
Club's Fall season of monthly meetings here yesterday. Feature of the
meeting was an explanation to several
hundred home office employes of the
functions of the Eastern production
department of the company with Rus
sell Holman, John Byram, Richard
Mealand and Boris Kaplin participat
ing. Knox Haddow, Pep Club presi
dent, and Irving Singer, chairman
of the Club's special events, were in
charge of the meeting.

S.

May

Foothold

Secure

in France

(Continued from page 1)

Gloversville, N. Y., Sept. 12. —
Discussions were conducted today by
ALTHOUGH
followers of Bob Crosby will enjoy his crooning in
Schine Circuit home office executives
"The Singing Sheriff," a musical Western, it remains, nevertheless,
and division managers preliminary to
a curious mixture of straight melodramatics and spoofing that never
tomorrow's meeting, which will also
include field managers, with the theme quite makes up one's mind as to which direction it is riding. It alternates between straight Western gunplay and a tongue in the cheek attito be a return to pre-war showmantude that is best exemplified by the final sequence, where an off-screen
ship in the future by the use of greater exploitation, in order to hold pa- voice urges Crosby to kiss the heroine, Fay McKenzie. Crosby is at his
tronage built up in the boom era. Oth- best in the vocal sequences, creditably delivering "When a Cowboy
er subjects on tomorrow's agenda will Sings" and "Reach for the Sky."
be plans for V-Day with a program
Screenplay by Henry Blankfort and Eugene Conrad, from an original
and policy lined up by L. W. Schine,
by John Grey, has Crosby, a performer in a Western troupe, journey
who presided at today's meeting.
into the Western badlands in response to a plea by Samuel S. Hinds, a
Schine stated, "The business is well
qualified to cope with any postwar sheriff who has been incapacitated by Joe Sawyer's gang. Crosby is
problems, but we must make up our impersonating Walter Sande, the sheriff's son, who has been away since
minds now that the future will re- babyhood. The tenderfoot overcomes the gang by a series of adroit
quire greater selling efforts and we
hare-brained sheriff, supplies the
must now prepare ourselves to create manipulations. 'Fuzzy' Knight, as a and
Andrew Tombes are others in
new ideas and combine them with the comedy ; Iris Adrian, Edward Norris
successful ones of the past. That will the cast. Leslie Goodwins directed, while Bernard W. Burton was
associate producer.
be the task of the victory showman."
6.
Release date, Oct.Charles
"G."*
Ryweck
Running time, 63 minutes.
Ferguson to Address
Schine Managers
William R. Ferguson, M-G-M di- *"G" denotes general classification.
rector of exploitation, will leave here
today for Gloversville, N. Y., where
he will attend a banquet tonight for Present
Depress
Wac
Drive Holdovers
Schine circuit managers and tomorBaltimore Grosses
row be one of the speakers at the
Reports to Gen. Ulio
Schine managers' meeting.
Baltimore, Sept. 12. — Holdovers
Ferguson will discuss the 132-city
Washington, Sept. 12. — Represen- are everywhere this week. Not a new
tatives of the War Activities Com- picture put in appearance and, as a
world premiere of M-G-M's "An
mittee turned over three "scrap- result, boxoffice figures failed to reach
American Romance" to be held in
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West books," records of the work of the the proportions that attend newcomers.
Virginia, in conjunction with a tieup film industry in assisting recruiting
The best is "Going My Way,"
between M-G-M and WLW, Cincin- for the Women's Army Corps, to Ma- which continues to draw well, taking
Adjutant GenUlio,told
J. A.Ulio
jor General
nati radio station. Schine is particieral. General
the WAC an easy $18,500 at Keith's.
pating in the premiere. He will also
Estimated receipts for the week
executives that "the support given to ending Sept. 14:
talk
on
promotion
for
the
company's
WAC recruiting by the motion picninth block.
ture industry through its distributors "The Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
CENTURY — (3,000) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
and thousands of exhibitors is evi- weekends)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $15,500.
(Average:
$17,000).
No Tie for PCCITO
in this visual record."
denced
The presentation to General Ulio "Going My Way" (Para.)
was made by WAC campaign heads,
KEITH'S— (2,406) (35c-40c-50c-60c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $18,500. (Average: $15,000).
Edward
L.
Alperson
and
Harry
ManWith Allied; Bruen
Village" (20th-Fox)
del, chairman and publicity director, "Greenwich
NEW— (1,581) (30c-4Oc-6Oc) 7- days, 3rd
(Continued from page 1)
week.
Gross:
$9,000. (Average: $11,000).
respectively. Also present were: S.
"Casanova Brown" (RICO)
H.
Fabian,
George
J.
Schaefer,
Har"grand strategy" meeting of the in- die Meakin and Ed. Schreiber.
HIPPODROME — (2,205) (35c-44c-55c-65c)
7 days, 2nd week. Stage show: Lionel Kaye,
dustry's Sixth War Loan Committee,
of which he is a co-chairman, Bruen
"Janie"Chan,
Peter
Ward, the Fontaines.
(WB) Wally
Gross: $17,000.
(Average: $18,500).
said that he was anxious to correct
the impression that PCCITO plans Young,
Rosenfield
STANLEY — (3,280) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7
an affiliation .with Allied, adding that
days, 2nd week. Gross: $14,500. (Average:
A
On
UOPW
Board
$18,000).
he has sent a telegram to Allied ex"Ghost Catchers" (Univ.)
ecutives stating his organization's poSidney Young, president of the
MAYFAIR— (1,000) (35c -54c) 7 days, 2nd
sition.
Bruen stressed that PCCITO will Screen Office ant Professional Em- week. Gross: $6,000. (Average: $7,000).
ployes Guild, Local 109, and Jonas
continue to cooperate with Allied on
d, Jr., head of the Screen
Rosenfiel
some of the programs of that organi- Publicists Guild of New York, have Coleman
to Assist
zation. As previously reported, Mar- been elected members of the general
tin G. Smith, Allied president, will
the United Office Geo. Smith at Para.
attend the Winter meeting of executive board of
nal Workers of AmeriLester B. Coleman, Paramount genPCCITO, according to an Allied ex- and Professio
ca, CIO, which last week held its fifth
ecutive decision, but Bruen added that
eral traveling auditor, has been proworkmoted to the home office post of asthis is not to be taken as any indica- convention of the "white collar"
ers' group in Philadelphia, and at
sistant to George A. Smith, Western
tion of a possible affiliation of
which Lewis Merrill was reelected division manager, Charles M. Reagan,
PCCITO with Allied.
PCCITO has a special tax committee, according to Bruen, and a program of post-war theatre tax recommendations isbeing promulgated^
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vice-president in charge of distribution, anounced here yesterday.
Arthur Dunne, who has been assistant to Smith, will assist J. J. Donohue, sion
recently
manager. appointed Central divi-

credits in French or North African
production or theatre acquisition. The
creation of an American monopoly

throughout France's domain thus becomes apossibility, it is said here.
War correspondents' experiences
with French audiences since the invasion reveal a vast interest in what the
outside world has been doing these last '
four years with the people showing an
intense interest in Allied documentaries, especially films on social improvisation, meeting the impact of an
invasion threat to England and national health and feeding schemes,
factory and agricultural mobilizations
and also a keen interest in films on i
the American war effort in the Pacific
which hitherto has been virtually unknown in France.
A general complaint has been voiced
that no Walt Disney shorts have been :
shown.

(Peter Burnup, in a cable from London appearing in Motion Picture
5, described the manDailyner in Sept.
which film-hungry liberated
France is hailing the showing of films
sent in by the Allies under a carefullyconceived military plan to have films
follow
first attacks on
France).the invaders'
through the battles for the rest of
10 Disney Films
To Army's PWB
Arrangements have been made to
include 10 or 12 Disney short subjects for showing in the liberated areas
S. Army's
by the U.Branch,
learned here
it was Psychological
Warfare
vesterday from the Office of War Information's overseas film bureau.

on
West
Bergman
New 'U' Campaigns
(Continued from page 1)
ing.
conferring with John Joseph, Universale national director of advertisOne of the major topics will be the
s ed"Can't
Deanna
that
n for ."
estimat
campaig
It isDurbin'
Help Singing
an appropriation of $300,000 will be
set for the picture, representing the
largest advertising budget Universal
has ever placed on any one picture.
gn will embrace billThe campai
boards, magazines, newspapers and
radio.
Other campaigns to be discussed at
the studio conferences will be those
for "Bowery to Broadway" and "The
for
Campaign
N.E.
'Race* Begins Today
Suspect."

"The
forcedRKO'
d
by sEdwar
Ther camp
" produ
Race,aign
Maste
Golden, will be launched in the New
Coleman has been with Paramount England area today when RKO
since 1925, with the exception of two will be host to a group of newspaper
years. He joined the company at the
publishers at a luncheon at the RitzKansas City exchange as chief ac- Carlton Hotel in Boston. The New
countant. He also worked at the England premiere for the film will be
Omaha exchange and later served as held Oct. 25 when the picture will
traveling auditor and Chicago ex- open in Boston, New Haven, Albany
change chief accountant. He joined and Buffalo.
comptroller
Fred December,
Mohrhardt's1942,
staffhas
in
1935, and since
tomor
er ratZiemer
Princ
ne"*s
, row's
be Grego
will speak
eonipal
lunch
been general traveling auditor in the comme
ntator and author of the book
U. S. and Canada.
dren" was based.
upon which RKO's "Hitler's Chil-
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'Wilson's
$17,300
Holding

for

Leads

in Toronto

In

Toronto, Sept. 12. — "Going My
Way" retained its popular way at
Shea's Theatre with $17,300 in sight
for its second week, while "Home in
Indiana" was pointing to $13,800 at
the Imperial and the sixth week of
"The White Cliffs of Dover" looked
like $9,200 at Loew's.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 14:
"San Demetrio- London" (British)
EGLINTON — (1,086) (18c-30c-48c-60c) 6
days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,500. (Average:
$4,000).
"Home in Indiana" (20th-Fox)
IMPERIAL — (3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-9Oc)
6 days. Gross: $13,800. (Average: $12,800).
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
(2,074)Gross:
(18c-30c-42c-60e-78c)
days,
6th —week.
$9,200. (Average: 6
$11,200).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
SHEA'S
(2,480)
(18c-30c-42c-6Oc-90c)
days,
2nd —week.
Gross:
$17,300. (Average: 6
$12,800).
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
"Gambler's Choice" (Para.)
TIVOLI— (1.434) (18c-30c-48c) 6 days.
Gross: $3,900. (Average: $4,400).
"In Society" (Univ.)
UPTOWN— (2,761) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
days, 2nd week. Gross: $7,300. (Average:
$9,800).

Wilson*
Kansas

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

NEWS

Damage
Theatres

Mexico City, Sept. 12. — Many theatres in Chihuahua, Coahuila and
)arts of Durango have been totally
wrecked or crippled by the worst flood
to hit Mexico's North Central states
in years. Indications are that houses
will be out of commission for a long
itime.
Over 100 were killed by the floods,
and thousands have been made homeiless.

Season

BOYD — (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-6Sc-75c-85c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $16,800. (Average:
"Wilson" (2*th-Fox)
$18,000).
EARLE— (3,000) (40c-55c-60c-85c-$1.20) 7
days. Gross: $44,000. (Average: $27,600).
"In Society" (Univ.)
FOX 2nd
— (3,000)
days.
week. (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
Gross: $16,200. (Average: 7
$20,500).
"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G-M, reissue)
600).
KARLTON — (1,000) (40c -45c -50c -65c -75c85c) 7 days. Gross: $6,000. (Average: $6,"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (2,200) (40c - 45c - 50c - 65c - 75c-85c)
7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $9,700. (Average:
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
$5,800).
MASTBAUM— (4,700) (40c -45c -50c -65c -75c85c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $18,200. (Average: $22,500).
"I Love a Soldier" (Para.)
STANLEY
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c)
7 days.— (3,000)
Gross: $31,500.
(Average:
$20,000).
"Marine Raider" (RKO)
STANTON — (1,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross : $8,800. (Average: $9,400).
'Greenwich'
Par

FAMED
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FROM

KATE
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GAIL
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20,000,000

WERE
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RUSSELL

CORNELIA
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WB to Be Open 'V-Day'
Cleveland, Sept. 12. — Warner theatres here will remain open on "VDay," local circuit officials report.
Nat Wolf, zone manager, stated that
[managers will be instructed to remain
'on call" all day. Loew houses here
will also stay open, it was said.

Booming

gross pointing to $79,000 for the dual
showing of the film at the Earle and
Aldine. The other major opening, "I
Love a Soldier," at the Stanley,
points to $31,500.
Estimated receipts for the week
"Wilson"
(2<rth-Fox)
ending Sept.
13-15 :
ALDINE — (900) (40c-55c-60c-85c-$1.20) 7
days. Gross: $28,500. (Average: $14,600).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
ARCADIA— (600) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c) 7
"Janie"
days,
2nd(WB)
run, 2nd week. Gross: $10,500.
(Average: $4,000).

Kansas City', Sept. 12. — The Tower
reports fine response to the longheralded "Wilson," with delighted audiences and a delightful gross of
around $25,000. The Newman is still
doing big business with "Going My
Way" grossing $24,000 for the fifth
week, which breaks any previous
record.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 12-15 :
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
ESQUIRE— (800) (45c-6Sc) 7 days. Gross:
$6,500. (Average: $6,000).
"Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
"Three Men in White" (M-G-M)
MIDLAND — (3,500) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $18,000. (Average: $14,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
NEWMAN— (1,900) (46c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $24,000. (Average: $10,000).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
"Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
ORPHEUM — (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days.
!Gross: $11,500. (Average: $10,000).
"Wilson" (20th-Fox)
TOWER— (2,000) (75c-$1.10) 7 days. Gross:
$25,000. (Average: $9,400).
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
UPTOWN — (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $5,600).
"Greenwich Village" (HMh-Fox)
FAIRWAY — (700) (45c-65c) 7 days.
[Gross: $1,800. (Average: $1,600).

Philadelphia

Philadelphia, Sept. 12. — Business
in center-city theatres is booming at
the
start will
of the
figures
go new
overseason.
the top"Wilson"
with a

Opening Sets
City Pace

Great Flood
To Mexican

$79,000

'Way'

YOUNG
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THE

READERS
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VERSION
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EXTENSIVE

PR0M0TI

OF
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PARAMOUNT

THIS

COMEDY.

WILL

GAY"!

AND

HAD
APPEAR

WHICH
RADIO

IMPORTANT

Dual

$30,000.
Command"
a twin
bill
at the"Secret
Paramount
scoredon $14,880,

AUTHOR

WHICH

in Denver

Denver, Sept. 12. — "Greenwich Village" on a dual at both the Denver
and Esquire theaters doubled par at
the Denver and clicked to the tune of

WITH

FILM,

SKINNER,

SELLER

BROADCAST

AND

Doubles

while closed
"GoingitsMysixth
Way"
the week
Denham
and atfinal
with a gross of $10,000. Most moveovers and returns were doing fair
business.
Estimated receipts for the week end"Sensations
of 1945" (UA)
ing Sept. 10-14:
"Storm Over Lisbon" (Rep.)
ALADDIN— (1,400) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
on a moveover. Gross: $6,720. (Average:
"Fantasia" (RKO'-Disney)
$5,600).
BROADWAY— (1,040)
(35c-45c-74c) 7
days, return engagements. Gross: $6,630.
(Average: $3,900).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
DENHAM— (1,750) (35c-45c-70c) 7 days,
6th week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $9,000).
"Greenwich Village" (ZOth-Fox)
"One Mysterious Night" (Col.)
DENVER— (2,600) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days.
Gross: $30,000. (Average: $15,000).
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
"One Mysterious Night" (Col.)
ESQUIRE—
(35c-54c-74c)
Gross:
$7,425. (740)
(Average:
$4,500). 7 days.
"Secret Command" (Col.)
"Twilight oni the Prairie" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,200)
(35c-45c-74c) 7
days. Gross: $14,800. (Average: $9,300).
"In Society" (Univ.)
"Black Market" (Mono.)
RTALTO<-(900) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days, on
000).
a moveover. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $5,-
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Screen Ploy by Michael fessier and Ernest Pagano From o Story by Ruth McKenney & Richard
Directed by REGINALD LE BORG • Produced by MICHAEL FESSIER and ERNEST PA
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING ! KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY !
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0 New Stages Planned;
Vill Cut Exteriors
Hollywood,
Sept.
13. — Most
mbitious construction and niodrnization plan in Hollywood is
fniversal's. The Valley studio is
Jnsidering 20 new stages and a
udio-wide program of air conditioning as soon as the easing of military
liquirements permits the release of
lie necessary materials. These prin: pal proposals, plus extensive replaceents in all kinds of technical equipent, will combine into a $5,000,000
icpenditure if developed finally as
mtemplated.
The future envisions the eliminaDn of as many exterior sets as posble.
Universal
feels that, once
anding sets are placed under cover
id the stages housing them air con: tioned, far more economical studio
)eration will result. Of the 20 stages
standing, 18 are useable. The
pw
i her two are older and probably will
(Continued on page 6)
rSS

Cautious

itudio

Power,
Pinch

Studio

on

Expansion

Hollywood, Sept. 13. — General Serce Studios, which rents space to in■.pendent producers, will not be in the
construction market overnight folding relaxation of WPB restrictions
l materials.
On the contrary, ac)rding to a GSS spokesman, this ormization will continue to operate on
l ie basis of its present four stages as
! ng as may be required. The quesbn to be decided is whether the end
the war is to be followed by an
crease or a decrease of independent
(Continued on page 6)
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Anti-Trust
U.S.

Will

Chief Says
Prosecute

Independent
By WILLIAM

Circuits
R. WEAVER

Pooling

business
there,"
in
the opinion
of

Los Angeles, Sept. 13. — Wendell Berge, Assistant U. S. AttorStudio
Space
ney General in charge of the antitrust division, emphasized here toBy PETER BURNUP
day that the Department of Justice
London, Sept. 13. — The British intends to press action against inde:
Film Producers Association and
pendent as well as affiliated circuits
the British Board of Trade have as part of its current activities involving the industry.
reached an agreement whereby all
ing:
In
his
second press conference in
studio space in this country, as it is
48
hours
here,
Berge said the Departde-requisitioned by the Government,
ment's
program
includes the followwill be pooled among all producers,
according to an official announcement
"1. Buying pools, booking armade here today.
rangements and combinations
between major theatre circuits
The plan is the outgrowth of
will be prosecuted.
one phase of the Aug. 1 report
"2. We will seek dissolution
of the BOT monopoly committee, which made the point that
of similar
combinations
be(Continued
on page 3)
nourishing "independent" production is necessary for a prosperous British industry and
suggested the establishment of
Agnew
Predicts
10
a tribunal to allocate space, regardless of ownership, among
all comers.
De-requisitioning
be- Million for 4SYWA'
(Continued on has
page already
6)
"Since You Went Away" is headed
for a domestic gross of $10,000,000, it
Was predicted here yesterday by Neil

of Universal's
International Corp.
an interI'1 here
view
yesterday
with
Motion Picture

Joseph Seidelman

Daily,
Seidelman
stated
that
the Office of
War Information's overseas film bu(Continued on page 3)
to Resume

Post

In Paris for MPPDA
Harold Smith, assistant to Carl
Milliken, head of the MPPDA's foreign department, is scheduled to leave
for Paris to resume his post there as
Continental representative for the
MPPDA as soon as permission is secured from the U. S. Government, it
was learned here yesterday. Stumbling
block to Smith's return to France, it
(Continued on page 6)

Parkington

[Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer]

All

POOLS

way oftion"resumpof normal

Joseph Seidelman, president

'Mrs.

CENTS

Europe

LYING
A shortage of electric power, caused
by widespread destruction of plant facilities, and poor transportation existPlan
ing on the European Continent are the British
twin obstacles
that stand in the

Smith

TEN
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Agnew,
Vanguard
Films' vice-president in charge
of distribution.
Agnew
said such a gross would make the picture the runner-up to David Selznick's
"Gone With the Wind," which is said
to have grossed $32,000,000.

Agnew stated that, "without an adhas achieved a worthy successor to "Mrs. Miniver" in
M-G-M
vertising campaign so costly as to con"Mrs. Parkington," Leon Gordon's impressive production, destitute 'buying' an audience," "SYWA"
rived from Louis Bromfield's romantic novel, and starring Greer has already
grossed onmore
(Continued
page at6) the CapiGarson and Walter Pidgeon. It is one of the year's outstanding films,
splendidly acted by a superb cast, which also includes Edward Arnold
and Agnes Moorehead ; brilliantly directed by Tay Garnett ; and encased
linger Named
Bond
in lavish and resplendent settings. It should score mightily at the box Marines' 'Mariana' a
Thrilling Film
office.
....
Assistant to Hertz
The tender, delightful romance between Miss Garson, as Susie
I Sumner W. Singer, Buchanan & Co.
The thrilling yet appalling story: —
ivertising. agency account executive, Graham, later Susie Parkington, a beautiful, vivacious daughter of a appalling because of our losses — of the
Ias been named special assistant to Nevada mining-town boardinghouse keeper,, and Pidgeon, as Major conquest of the Mariana Islands by
Dhn Hertz, Jr., publicity and advertis Augustus Parkington, a wealthy, flamboyant adventurer, is skilfully
American forces, is unfolded in "The
Battle for the Marianas," filmed, by
ig chairman of the industry's Sixth blended with a wealth of dramatic incidents and appealing, delicious U.
S. Marines, released by the Office
/ar Loan drive. Singer, who returned
of
War Information and distributed
jsterday from a business trip to humor in its deftly-paced unfolding under Garnett's intelligent direction.
[ollywood, will have charge of pre
"Mrs. Parkington" is grand entertainment.
by , Warners, under sponsorship of the
There are a few minor lulls in the tempo of the screenplay, which War Activities Committee. It is 21
iring the press book for the cam
Robert Thoeren and Polly James fabricated from the Bromfield novel, minutes of the actual battle, as it haplign.
Singer said the press book will be but they are not serious and they do not detract from the overall enjoypened,
photographedon while
it was hap(Continued
page 6)
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 6)
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RKO

Mgrs.'

Election

Sept.

SLRB

Patterns

Personal

29

Representatives of RKO Theatres
and Motion Picture Theatre Operating Managers, and Assistant Managers Guild have set Sept. 29 for the
election ordered by the State Labor
Relations Board to determine a collective bargaining agent for managers
and assistants in the 41 RKO theatres in Greater New York and Westchester.
One hundred managers and assistants are expected to vote at the election which will be held at the New
York office of the SLRB, which ordered the election despite circuit claims
that managers are executives and
therefore are not eligible for unionization. It is understood that RKO Theatres plan to make a test case of the
issue regardless of the results of the
election. Cashiers and secretary cashiers of the 41 theatres, who were separated from the bargaining unit by
the SLRB, are understood to be planning to set up their own unit and seek
recognition independently.
'V

PICTURE

Drive

for

s , vice, lLoew'
presid
and genera
counsel
has
RTent RUBIN
ROBE
returned from a three-week vacation. •
•
Lavern Mordick, former manager
of the Rio Theatre, Chicago Heights,
111., is missing in action, according to
word reaching M. M. Rubens, vicepresident
of Publix-Great States Theatres.
•
Moe Silver, Warner Bros. Theatres
Pittsburgh zone manager, and Harry
Feinstein, his assistant, have arrived
in New York for home office conferences.
•
Ben Cammack, RKO district manager at Dallas, and Duke York, Paramount district manager in the same
city, have returned to their respective
headquarters from field trips.
•
Ted Schlanger,
Warner and
Theatres'
Philadelphia
zone manager,
John
Turner, film buyer, have returned to
their headquarters from New York.
•
Jack Purvis, manager of the Tivoli
Theatre, Hamilton, Ontario, announces his elevation to the post of Chief
Tail
Club. Twister of the Hamilton Lions'
•

'Merry Monahans"
Maurice Bergman, Universal's Eastern advertising-publicity director, reports that the plan employed in Toledo
Travis Banton, Columbia studio
and Providence for "The Merry Mon- designer, arrived in New York yesterday from Hollywood.
ahans" will be the pattern for all open•
ings throughout the country.
The campaigns revolve around a dinCharles Kessnich, M-G-M disner and gathering for the Monahan
trict manager at Atlanta, has returned
clan of each city. Hank Linet handled to that city from Memphis.
•
the Toledo and Providence openings,
leaving Charles Simonelli in Toledo to
Max Friedman, Warner Theatres
continue the program in cooperation
with Howard Feigley, manager of the Albany film buyer, is in New York.
Rivoli there where the film will soon
Arthur Willi, RKO Radio Eastopen.
Harry McDonald,
the company's
ern talent scout, is enroute to HollyNew England
representative,
was in
charge of the opening at the Albee in wood.
Providence.
Joseph Nolan, RKO Radio studio
executive, is a New York visitor.
HWM
to Participate
In OWI-WAC
Film
Hollywood, Sept. 13. — In a meeting considered among the most important in its history, the Hollywood
Writers Mobilization Committee tonight will plan for its participation
in the upcoming OWI-WAC film
production, Hollywood Victory Committee's requirements for increased
program of entertainment for the
armed forces and similar expanded
demands upon the services of writers
who funnel their contributions to the
war effort through the HWM.
U A

Directors

End

Two-Day
Meet Here
The United Artists board of directors concluded their regular meeting
here yesterday with several routine
matters up for discussion. A company
announcement said that an early settlement of any and all intra-company difficulties will "be made shortly."
The meeting was attended by Mary
Pickford, Edward C. Raftery, Charles
Blinn, George Bagnall, Gradwell L.
Sears, Neil Agnew, Rex Dennant, E.
Claude Mills and Sidney Chaplin.

Kreisler to Open N.Y.
Offices for Cowan
Bernard B. Kreisler, recently appointed vice-president and general
manager of Lester Cowan Productions,
will arrive in New York today from
Hollywood to open Eastern headquarters.
While here Kreisler will confer with
United Artists' Gradwell Sears and
Carl Leserman in connection with five
preview showings of Cowan's "Tomorrowto be
the World,"
CowanUA,production
released first
through
to
be followed by "G. I. Joe," by Ernie
Pyle.
M-G-M Names Gottlieb
S. Gottlieb, sales manager of
M-G-M's Pittsburgh branch, has been
named exchange manager, succeeding
B. D. Stone, who has resigned.
Gottlieb has been with the company
for more than 20 years, having been
in the accounting, playdate and sales
departments in Buffalo, Cleveland
and Detroit. He has been with the
Pittsburgh office since 1933.
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Coast

1V/I ORRIS STEIN, general man1VJ ger Q{ Famous Players-Can- Flashes
adian's Eastern division, Toronto, is
Hollywood, Sept. 12 !
recovering at General Hospital in
that city from a lengthy
illness.
T OUIS B. MAYER, injured Aug;
•
-I— ' 27 in a fall from a horse, is makJack Arthur, Famous Players dising steady progress toward recover}
trict manager at Toronto, and
but will be confined for some time in j
Charles Barynowski and Les Pres- Cedars of Lebanon Hbspital.
ton, F-P managers at Regina, Sask.,
•
and St. Thomas, Ont, respectively,
Hal
B.
Wall
is has completeo
announce the birth of sons.
•
a deal for the screen rights to!
"The Searching
Irving Kersch, nephew of producer Lillian Hellman's
Wind."
The producer also closed i \
Edward Small and assistant to deal
for Miss Hellman as a contrae
Harry Kosiner, Small's Eastern rep- writer. Her first assignment will be !
resentative, and his bride, the former the screen adaptation of her own play
Babette Herzog, are honeymooning
•
at Lake Louise.
•
Samuel Goldwyn announced here toLieut. Paul Mooney, formerly of day that he has signed McKinley Kanto write the script for "Home
Motion Picture Herald's editorial tor
staff, has returned to Camp Jackson, Again," a story of men back from the
S. C, from a furlough spent here and fighting fronts.
at Watertown, N. • Y.
Shortly after finishing "Wonder
Man", Danny Kaye will be starred inJoenerSimon,
manager of
War- "Fancy Free", a comedy about miliTheatre, Memphis,
has the
returned
policemen in liberated France
from a vacation spent traveling with SamueltaryGoldwyn
has announced.
•
Ringling Brothers' circus, with which
he was once associated.
Cantinflas has left by plane for
•
Mexico
City following his conference;,
ture.
Corp. Edward H. Howe, USMC, is with
RKO on his first American picsafe at Jap military prison No. 1 in
the Philippines. He is the son of
M. D. (Doc) Howe, 20th CenturyFox home office exploitation executive. Roosevelt-Churchill
•
Reel Out Today
Col. Cecil Vogel, manager of
First newsreel films of the RooseLoew's Palace, Memphis, has returned
velt-Churchill meeting, opening Monto his post recovered from an illness
day in Quebec, Canada, will be in-;
of several weeks.
eluded in five newsreels for release
•
this morning. Shots will show the
M. A. Lightman, president of Malco President's arrival in Quebec, the!
Theatres, has returned to Memphis meeting of the President and Mrs
from bridge tournaments in New Roosevelt with Prime Minister
York and Chicago.
Churchill and Mrs. Churchill anc
Prime Minister W. L. Mackenzie
Dorothy Madden of the United King of Canada.
Artists exchange at St. John, N. B.,
Two newsreel crews were assignee
ris.
was married recently to John E. Fer- to accompany the President to Quebec to represent the five reels with
lots determining their selection
M-G-M's News of the Day and RKO
Kestenbaum
Resigns Pathe got the assignment.
Newsreel companies anticipate more
footage momentarily on the campaign;
As PRC
Exploit eer
Samuel S. Kestenbaum has resigned of the American 1st and 3rd Armies
as director of exploitation for PRC, in Northern France and the British
and Canadian armies in those battle
effective immediately.
Associated with the company four areas. It is understood the campaigns
years, Kestenbaum was director of have been largely overshadowed picadvertising and publicity before filling torially by films of the liberation of
the exploitation post. Previously he Paris and the entry of de Gaulle.
held various publicity and promotional
positions with the old Fox Film
Quarterly
Corp., Associated Exhibitors, Tiffany, MPPDA's
Monogram, Republic and Grand Na- Board Meeting Held
tional.
The board of directors of the MoReisman to S.A.
tion Picture Producers and Distributors of America held their quarterly
Phil Reisman, RKO vice-president
in charge of foreign sales, will leave meeting here yesterday, with Will H.
presiding. Only rouhere in several weeks for a month's Hays,tinechairman,
business was transacted, accordtour of the company's offices in Cuba,
ing to an MPPDA spokesman.
Brazil, Uruguay and other East Coast
South American countries.
Directors present, in addition to1
Hays, were Barney Balaban, Nicholas M. Schenck, Jack Cohn, E. W.
Coplan to Hollywood
Hammons, Spyros Skouras, N. Peter
Toronto, Sept. 13. — Dave Coplan, Rathvon and George Borthwick.
formerly of Toronto, now managing Others included Carl E. Milliken,
director of United Artists in England,
Harry Buckley,
JohnM. J.
Russell
Holman and
C. O'Connor,
Michel.
is en route to Hollywood.
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Power,
Parkington"
(Continued from page 1)
ment of the film. On the other hand, there are moments of sheer delight
which are not paralleled in many films.
In his book, Bromfield told the story of an American family over a
period of more than 50 years, highlighting the incidents in the married
life of the Parkingtons and stressing the decadence of the family of this
lusty pair. The story is substantially the same in the film version. It is
told in a series of flashbacks going back from Christmas, 1938, when a
$31,000,000 swindle by a member of the family, played by Arnold, pre

Roads

"Mrs.

Pinch

Europe

(Continued from page 1)
reau, operating through the Allied
Psychological Warfare Branch, will
continue to retain distribution of
American films on the Continent for

{Continued from page 1)
tween major and independentthe present as a matter of "practical
ly-owned circuits.
necessity." No transportation facili"3. We will institute antities are available for private use, he
trust action against illegal
cipitates a crisis which Susie Parkington £Greer Garson), in her 80's — pointed out, and for that reason disa brilliant and dynamic woman who has retained control of the family
combinations and monopolistic
tribution would have to remain under
territorial controls in the
destinies — solves in the manner in which she believes the departed Major the auspices of that government
Parkington would have desired.
hands of independently-operatagency, which can obtain priority.
ed circuits."
Major Parkington was a scoundrel but he remained in love with Susie
Paris Ready for Business
At Monday's press preview, Berge through all the years of their marriage. They were not easy years for
Seidelman revealed that he has
talked. Today, he put it in writing.
He reiterated his earlier statement Susie since there were many women in the Major's life, among them the heard from Etienne Descombey, forBaroness Conti, his former sweetheart who helped launch Susie in soci
that the government "absolutely" ety and eventually became her most devoted friend, and Lady Norah
mer controller in the company's Paris
office, who reported that he was
stands by its intention of divorcing affiliated theatres.
Ebbsworth, whose designs on the Major were frustrated by no less a
"ready for business." Descombey succeeded in salvaging certain Universal
"We intend to strike at the illegal personage than England's then Prince of Wales.
and monopolistic practices of the inAs the Major and Mrs. Parkington, Pidgeon and Miss Garson adc films from destruction by the Germans,
dustry wherever we find them, in pro- another memorable contribution to their growing list of excellent screen Seidelman said, and stored a number
duction, distribution or exhibition,"
; ; he said.
achievements. Miss Moorehead's performance as the Baroness Conti is of
Lyons and
Marseilles."
Tenprograms
tons of in
Universal
negatives
and
positives,
which
the
Nazis
paid
for
one
of
the
highlights
of
the
film
;
so
is
Cecil
Kellaway's
enactment
of
the
Clarifies Department's Position
Prince of Wales. Arnold is convincing as the hapless financial manipu
at the rate of 10 francs a kilogram,
He termed his remarks "clarifying lator who brings disgrace to the family, and Frances Rafferty brings were destroyed.
statements" on the Department's posi- charm and warmth to the role of his daughter whose romance is cham
Physical obstacles to resumption of
tion in. its film anti-trust litigation.
operation
in Europe loom even larger
The clarification appeared to trace to pioned by her great-grandmother. Lesser roles are well-handled by
some published reports indicating that Gladys Cooper, Selina Royle, Tom Drake, Peter Lawford, Dan Duryea than the problems of finance and currency, Universal's foreign sales head
behind the Department's petition for and Hugh Marlowe.
declared, as the latter problems will
consent decree changes, filed in the
be solved through the instrument of
Plaudits also go to Joseph Ruttenberg's photography which magnifi
V New York Federal District court, was
a design which would stimulate the cently encompasses the action, and the 'backgrounds provided by art international treaties, and contemplated restrictive legislation may be
I five decree companies into offering directors Cedric Gibbons and Randall Duell. Bronislau Kaper's musical
parried by the State Department.
1 concessions
which
the government background delicately emphasizes the mood.
Recent OWI reports from Italy, he
would find more to its liking.
9.
No. Livingston
"G."* Released in block
said, indicated that the destruction of
Running time, 124 minutes.
Milton
Berge's Written Statement
theatres there has not been as great
as anticipated, but the resumption of
Berge's written statement said in
part
"The government's
intention
to *"G" denotes general classification.
near normal service was being reseek :divorcement
of theatres
from the
tarded by lack of electrical power
five major companies is clearly deand poor transportation.
Minneapolis Faces
fined in the court application recently 'Wilson9 Given Big
filed in the pending case against the
Atlanta Opening
Stage Competition
majors.
Now
Owns
7
Minneapolis, Sept. 13. — With 11 Mono.
20th
The
13.—
Atlanta, Sept.
"We have absolutely no inattractions
already
booked,
Minneapotention of receding from that
lis film houses are in for one of the
rryl F. Zanuck "Wil-Fox-Da
Centuryson"
opened here tonight at the heaviest competitive stage seasons in Field Branches
position We do intend, howParamount Theatre, following a re- years. Leo R. Murray, manager of
ever, to stop there."
cord campaign. The audience includ- the Lyceum, where the road com
Berge then described the three obHollywood, Sept. 13. — On acquisiEllis Arnall, Mayor Hartstion of the 49 per cent interest held
jectives reported above. Although he fielded Gov.
of Atlanta, Robert B. Wilby, panies will be presented, reports the
placed an "off-the-record" injunction William K. Jenkins, Alexander Knox, opener will be "Tropical Revue," by Forrest Judd, Monogram has taken
on various phases of the litigation, he
complete ownership of the Juddof the picture; Carmen Miranda, Sept. 28, followed by "Good Night, over
discussed other cases pending, com- star
s, Roddy McDowell, Ladies," Oct. 23; "Three's a Family" Monogram Des Moines exchange, in
Dana
Andrew
16.
a deal consummated yesterday and
plaints on file, investigations in
George Jessel and author from Oct. 30 ; "Student Prioce," Nov. made retroactive to July IS.
Bari,
Lynn
progress and the necessity for "polic- Lamar Trotti. The stars visited the
As reported in Motion Picture
ing" measures which would prevent Lawson General Hospital, where they
"Sons o' Fun" is scheduled for Dec. Daily
on Monday, the company also
theatres from returning to their origishow,
te
30-minu
a
in
pated
7; "Othello," Dec. 10; "Life With recently bought the Oklahoma franchnal ownership or control if and when partici
divorcement is determined.
Father," Jan. 10 ; Helen Hayes in
at Veterans'e Hoswas repeatedThe
ise from Carr Scott. With fully
which pital
premier was "Harriet," Feb. 20; Feb. 24; KathNo. 48.
Berge visited several studios but deowned exchanges also in New York,
WAGA.
radio station
over
t
broadcas
clined to identify them, although it
arine Cornell in "Lovers and Friends," Philadelphia, Washington, Minnewas learned that Warners was one.
Feb. 28; "Blossom Time," March 21
apolis and Omaha, and half-owned
and "Over 21" May 2.
He also declined to say whether the
exchanges in Seattle and Portland,
'Wilson'
in
32
Houses
visits were on the decree or as a specMonogram now operates offices in
tator. He left tonight for San FranClass A
of SAG
to 37]/2 per cent of the revenue producWeek
This
of
End
By
cisco and will visit Portland and Seing territory in the United States, acBy the wek's end 19 more theatres Meet Sunday
attle before returning to Washington.
Night
cording to president W. Ray Johnsdiswas
it
will be playing "Wilson,"
ton. The remainder are owned and
Hollywood, Sept. 13. — Following
closed yesterday by Tom Connors,
vice-president in charge of sales of the announcement on the outcome of operated by franchise holders.
Monogram
Sets East
20th Century-Fox, thus bringing the the election of officers, the annual
Exploitation Unit
total to 32 up to Sept. 17.
meeting of class A membership of the To Argue Local 306
Monogram will establish an eastScreen Actors Guild next Sunday
ern exploitation department here withnight, will discuss changes in sal- Plea Before SLRB
aries and working conditions to be
in ten days, under direction of Har- Saltonstall in Film
Arguments will be heard today by
ry Goldstein, who has resigned as dissought
prior to the expiration of the the State Labor Relations Board in
LevGovernor
—
13.
Sept.
Boston,
trict manager of M. and P. Theatres
present Guild contract with produc- the petition of IATSE New York proin New England, Steve Broidy, erett Saltonstall will appear in "The
ers, which has approximately three "ectionists' Local 306 to be
declared
on
Warners' film
Plan,"
Springfiel
Monogram vice-president and general the
methodd he
has endorsed for pro- years to run.
the collective bargaining agent for
sales manager, stated here yesterday.
moting racial tolerance. Persuaded
Reports from Walter Abel on tele- some 100 projectionists in the 35 CenThe new Eastern exploitation chief, by director Crane Wilbur to take the
vision and joint-merger activity, Mortury Circuit houses in Brooklyn and
a brother of Jack Goldstein, formerly role of himself in scenes in the state
gan
Wallace on Veterans' Rehabili- Queens. The case has been pending
publicity manager of 20th Century- executive offices, the Governor has,
tation, Edward Arnold on War Ac- before the SLRB for several months.
Fox, will work under the direction of however, vetoed the lines prepared for
tivities ofActors, and others, will be
Nathan Frankel, Local 306 attorLou Lifton, head of Monogram's ex- him in Hollywood and will become read to the assemblage. Incoming
ney, will represent the union and
ploitation department at the home of- script writer as well as actor of the side.
president, George Murphy, will pre- Mitchell
Klupt will represent Century.
fice on the Coast.
part he plays.
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Motion

$4,400,000
Approved

Budget
by

PCA

AAA

Board

Buffalo

Picture

Affirms

Arbitrator

Hollywood, Sept. 13. — A production budget of $4,400,000 has been approved by the Producers Corporation
of America directorate for the five
scripts nearing completion by that,
company for United Artists release,
of PCA, anSig Schlager, president return
from a
nounced here upon his
special board meeting in Phoenix.
Production plans call for the placing of one production before the
cameras approximately every three
"O'Brien's Navy" first,
months, with
starting
Oct. 15.
The second, to go into production
Dec. 15, will be "This Crazy, Lovely
World," based on the Ladislas Fodor play. This production will carry
a budget allotment of $1,100,000. Subon"n
ject to color availabili
productio
third"Remingt
as the ty,
is scheduled
and is slated to start in March. "Insincerely Yours," formerly titled "The
Greeks Had a Word for It," will replace "Remington" in the event color
delays cause suspension of that pro- One Complaint Filed
duction. Final production in the Award Rendered
A clearance complaint has been
Beauty,"
from by
"Escape serial
be Collier
willthe
group on
based
Peter filed in the Chicago tribunal by Nick
Paul O'Mara.
De Luca, operator of the Norwal
Theatre, Chicago, against the five consenting companies, it was reported
here yesterday by the American Arbitration Association.
Marines* 'Mariana* a
The complaint alleged that under
Thrilling Film
the Chicago releasing arrangement
(Continued from page 1)
the
Norwal was entitled to play picpening. It has less talk and more actures during the same week of retion than its battle film predecessors.
lease
as the following theatres : WalOver 220 full reels were shot by
lace, Ritz, Metropole, Milda, Ranova
Marine cameramen, six of whom were and Loomis, all in Chicago. The comkilled in action in the taking of Saiplainant pointed out that he charges
pan, Tinian Islands and Guam. In a 35-cent admission, while the other
the sequences showing Jap civilians houses have a lower price scale, and
coming down from the hills to sur- claimed that present release of films
render, there is a particularly touching to the others is unfair and unreasonshot of an American soldier carrying able.
The AAA also disclosed that
a sleeping Japanese child.
Bruce
W. Sanborn, arbitrator in the
Capt. Clyde Devinna and Lt. John
F. Leopold were in charge of the pro- Minneapolis tribunal, ruled on a clearance complaint against all five disduction, originally intended for militributors filed in behalf of Paul Mans
tary intelligence and training purposes only. Reels were edited by Rex and Donald O'Reilly's Hudson theatre, Hudson, Wis. Clearance of the
Steele of Warners, under supervision
Falls theatre, River Falls, Wis., the
of Lt. Col. George M. Pierce.
arbitrator ruled, over the Hudson
shall be seven days, provided the Falls
begins its runs not later than 14 days
Agnew
Predicts 10
after availability. Miner and Chamberlain, operators of the Falls, were
the intervenors.
'SYWA*
forfrom page 1)
Million
(Continued

'U* Will Spend Five
Millions on Studio
(Continued from page 1)
be converted into storage space for
"props."
The program calls for new buildings. The studio has 235 acres at
its command and, therefore, has all
the ground required for its purposes.

Ramsaye
16mm

Predicts

Advance

British
Of

All

Plan

Pooling

Studio

Space

(Continued from page 1)
The New York Appeal Board of the
American Arbitration Association has
affirmed the award of the Buffalo tribunal in the clearance complaint by
Basil Brothers Theatres, operator of
the Apollo, Buffalo, against the five
consenting companies.
In the complaint, Basil alleged that
the 14 days' clearance of the Elmwood
theatre, operated by Buffalo Theatres,
Inc., an intervenor, over the Apollo,
was unreasonable and asked that it be
eliminated. The arbitrator reduced
the clearance to 10 days after the Elmwood. The complainant then appealed,
with Loew's and Paramount and the
intervenors asking that the award be
affirmed. RKO, Warners and 20th
Century-Fox asked that the award be
set aside and that the previous clearance be established. M. M. Konczakowski and Grenor Corp., respectively,
operator and owner of the Regent theatre, Buffalo, was the other intervenor.

tol Theatre here than did "GWTW"
at the same house, and that it broke
the record of the United Artists Theatre in San Francisco by more than
$4,000.
Agnew released the following figures on "SYWA" grosses : more than
$80,000 per week for the first seven
weeks in New York, $87,000 in_ less
than four weeks in San Francisco ;
$10,422 in its opening week at the
Mayfair in Trenton, where the previous" high was $8,193, and $2,597 for
a new opening-week record in Atlantic
City.

Thursday, September 14, 1944

daily

"the
to extend
films and
Use of
the screen
the camera
of 16mm
service
into a wider career" than 35mm films
may ever achieve, is predicted by
Terry Ramsaye, editor of Motion Picture Herald, in an article in the current issue of Movie Makers, magazine of the Amateur Cinema League.
"There can indeed come a day when
the 16mm film will be the standard by
sheer weight of its preponderance in
the field," Ramsaye writes. Pointing
out that the motion picture has come
to dominance in the field of entertainment "because it is the best way,
evolved down through the ages, to tell
a story," he says that, for the same
reason,thethefunction
screen of
nowtelling
"tendsforto other
take
over
industries, arts and sciences" and that
the principal instrument of that process is the 16mm film. "The film must
become
as universally
able as almost
the printing
press, andavailthe
printing press devotes only a fraction
of its capacity to fiction and entertainment output," the author reasons.
Growing Status of 16mm.
Reviewing the present growing
status of 16 mm, Ramsaye says, "This
competent, economic smaller film has
arrived at theatres of its own in areas
where it can serve with particular
advantage. This little film is at work
in laboratory and factory too, both for
recording and exhibition. It flies in
warplanes, to record the flight oi
tracer bullets. It records and reports
for the FBI. It is the film of uniNoting,
versal too,
service." that the 16mm medium
is the instrument of those who make
pictures for diversion and exercise of
the creative impulse, Ramsaye writes
that, "for all of its years, the industry
has been lacking a background of
amateur endeavor from which competent professionals might be evolved.
The 16mm film is changing all that.
It is opening a way for experiment

and entry."
Legion Classifies
Nine New Films
The Legion of Decency has classifiec
the following new films : A-l, "San
Diego, I Love You," Universal ; "Utah
Kid," Monogram ; A-2, "Arsenic and
Old Lace," Warners; "Call of the
Jungle," Monogram; "End of the
Jacob Baker, 58, Dies
Cleveland, Sept. 13. — Jacob Bak- Road," Republic; "My Buddy," Republic; "Oh, What a Night," Monoer, 58, one of the first newsreel
gram; "When Strangers Marry,"
cameramen in Cleveland, died at his
Monogram,
and Class B, "Rainbow
home in Lakewood recently. Short- Island," Paramount.
ly before his death he had completed designs for a new type of aerial
OK's New House
bomb which had been accepted by the WPB
Government. Surviving are his wife,
Washington, Sept. 13. — The War
Christina ; three sons, Berman, Jacob Production Board has granted permisand John, the latter with the Coast
sion to K-B Amusement Co. to conGuard, and two daughters, Juliana and
struct a new 1,000-seat theatre in
Cora.
Southeast Washington, according to
Frank Boucher, general manager for
the circuit. The house will be the fifth
Richman, Writer, Dies
K-B theatre here. John J. Zink is the
Arthur Richman, 58, died Sunday in architect. The opening is planned for
Lenox Hill Hospital after a short illness. Richman, a playwright, was the
1.
author of several screen plays, includ- Jan.
Union Marks 50th Year
ing "The Awful Truth," produced by
Columbia. He was a member of the
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 13.— The
American Theatre Wing, \uthors Rochester Theatrical Protective Union,
League of America and the American IATSE, Local 25, held its 50th anniversary banquet yesterday at the
Dramatists and Composers. He is
survived by a son, John Marshall Hotel Seneca here. Henry Malone
Richman.
was chairman of arrangements.

gun, with the small Twickenham studio heading the list, and a joint BOTBFPA committee is being formed to
handle the space allotment, application for which is invited by BOT
from all producers able to find enough
labor and equipment to operate.
Today's agreement was foreshadowed by Motion Picture Daily on
Aug. 2, when authoritative sources
here mentioned it as a step that would
be taken in anticiptaion of legislative
The monopoly committee also called
proposals.
for the establishment of a Film
Finance Corp. to which all duly accredited and qualified producers might
have access for the money needed to
make pictures.
The Elstree studio also has been
re-requisitioned by the Government,
according to a statement made by
Robert S. Wolff, RKO managing director for Great Britain, and published by Motion Picture Daily
last Thursday,
following
rival in New York
from Wolff's
London. arGSS

Cautious

on

Studio
Expansion
(Continued
from page 1)
production. It is felt that a multiplicity of possible changes in conditions,
such as tax legislation, which have
been accounted responsible for an increase or decrease in independent production in the past, will control this
trend following the peace.
General Service is used by Stromberg Productions, Samuel Bronston,
Charles R. Rogers, Bogeaus Productions, Angeles Productions, Bing
Crosby Productions, Lester Cowan,
Producers Corporation of America,
Arnold Pressburger, Andrew Stone,
and others.
Smith

to Resume

Post

In Paris for MPPDA
(Continued from page 1)
is understood, is the continuance of
the Paris area as a zone of military
operations.
Smith, prior to the outbreak of war
in Europe, represented the MPPDA
abroad for some 12 years. He will
act as liaison of the industry to foreign governments and aid American
embassies abroad on film matters
when they are reestablished.
Singer Named
Bond
Assistant to Hertz
(Continued from page 1)
more specific and factual than any yet
developed for a war loan drive. "We
realize," he added, "that exhibitors
in this camface a great
paign. The responsibility
book will be designed _t$
help them meet this responsibility with;
the best showmanship equipment at ourF-WC
command." Alcazar

Burned

Bell, Calif., Sept. 13.— Fire gutted
Fox-West Coast's Alcazar Theatre
today, causing an estimated $50,000
damage.
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ERIC BLORE

BUSTER KEATON FLORENCE LAKE IRENE RYAN
Screen Ploy by Michoel Fessler and Ernest Pagano
From o Story by Ruth McKenney & Richard Bronsten
Directed by REGINALD LE BORG • Produced
by MICHAEL f ESSIER and ERNEST PAGANO
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

hit

handsome

mark
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box-office/
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12 Stages to Be Added,
Schenck Reports

Rose,
Dove

The gale hit this Atlantic
Coast area last night at dusk,
preceded, by a few hours, by
hurricane warnings of the
meteorologists which sent the
working populace of cities affected scurrying homeward
early and kept those at home
close to the hearth. The net
result, theatrewise: Downtown and neighborhood
houses had an extremely quiet
evening.
At evening show - hour
Broadway and the side
streets of Times Square were
all but deserted. Reports
from other cities in the areas
affected disclosed that Main
Streets were similarly empty.

Hollywood, Sept. 14. — Overcrowded for many months, 20th
Century-Fox is awaiting the easing
of military requirements and the
subsequent release of materials to
embark upon a studio construction
and improvement program calling for
12 new stages as well as additional
projection and editing rooms and a
theatre to train young talent, Joseph
M. Schenck, executive in charge of
production, declares. Schenck estimates the new program will cost
about $3,500,000.
Code
The proposed stages will bring the Special
studio's total to. 30 and will be built
without need to demolish any existing For
Theatres
stages or buildings. The program,
according to Schenck, is in line with
plans resolved before the start of the
New York State Labor Department
war. "Hostilities caught up with us officials, meeting here today with the(Continued on page 3)
atre circuit representatives on the
state's pending new building code, will
be receptive of the idea of changing
the existing tentative draft of the code
$525,000
Goldwyn
in order to place film theatres in a
classification separate from night clubs,
road houses and stage theatres, it was
( Studio Improvement
(Continued on page 3)

OWI

Boosts

Order
Foreign

for

TEN

15, 1944
Print

Wider

Distribution

The Office of War Information
overseas film bureau here has requested distributors to step up print
deliveries of the 40 features now being distributed in liberated Italy from
seven prints for each feature to 20.
It is understood that the individual
companies have acceded to the request, conditional, of course, on the
ability of OWI to secure the additional raw stock. A meeting of company foreign department heads will
be held soon, at which time it is expected that they will jointly vote approval of the request.
OWI's overseas film bureau, which
originally asked for 10 prints for each
of the 16 dubbed features for which it
is currently
negotiating
(Continucd
on pagewith
3) distribu-

Theatres

CENTS

Only

Part-covered
For

Peace

Riot

Those with 'Commotion*
Clauses Unprotected
Theatres are protected against
property
from any "V-Day"
rioting or losses
over-enthusiastic
demonstrators only if their fire insurance
policies contain "vandalism and
malicious mischief" clauses, but
probably are not covered if the policies are limited to "riot and civilian

Inquiries among circuit and
commotion."
independent theatre operators
and theatre insurance specialists disclose that the subject of
V-Day property damage protecExpect Raw
Stock
tion is one of much current
'Gift' to Industry
speculation on the extent of
protection that might be seWashington, Sept. 14. — A possible
cured under existing insurance
codicils.
WPB "Christmas present" for the industry in the shape of adidtional film
Alfred M. Best Co., operating an
above the 320,000,000 feet allocations
(Continued on page 3)
toward the end of the year may materialize, itwas disclosed today by Lincoln V. Burrows, chief of the War
Production Board photographic section. All available information indi- C. A. Buckley, FWC
cates that company raw stock quotas
for the coming quarter will be at Executive, Dies
levels previously set forth.

Hollywood, Sept. 14. — A large
double stage, divisible into two smaller ones, which will increase the total
to nine, is contemplated as part of a First
of
Exchange
Help
$525,000 program of expansion and
improvement at the Goldwyn Studio,
centrally located at Santa Monica
Are
Approved
Boulevard and North Formosa Ave- Contracts
nue in Hollywood.
Plans, like those for the improveThe regional War Labor Board here 10 per cent wage increase. Republic
ment or enlargement of other Holly- has approved the first joint application is expected to accept similar conditions
' wood studios, must await the release of eight distributors and the IATSE
(Continued on page 3)
for its exchange workers.
to institute a system of 18 job classiThe 18 job classifications for eight
fications with minimum and maximum
different
types of workers range from
wage scales for office workers of exAustralians
Slash
changes. The approval was for Al- general clerks to head bookers and
bany workers and similar applications have wage scales ranging from $24
Film Ads 35-50%
are
pending
19 other exchange cit- to $85 in large cities, with slightly
Despite a reduction of from 35 to ties with the inremaining
11 applications lower scales in smaller cities. Nego50 per cent in space allotted for film expected to be filed next week, eventiations and submission of contracts to
advertising by Australian newspapers,
tually bringing an estimated $400,000 the RWLBs are being handled by Jothere has been no diminution of thea- in back pay to some 3,000 exchange
seph D. Basson for the IATSE, and
tre attendance from its wartime peak,
David Halper of Judge Matthew M.
"white
collar"
workers.
The
new
Harry Hunter, Paramount managing classification also involves a minimum
Levy's law firm, IATSE attorney.
director for Australia and New Zealand, declared in an interview here
yesterday.
Although a ceiling on film rentals
has been in effect since Sept., 1942,
it is subject to change, Hunter indicated, by making application to the
5705
1944
government, which recognizes that
(Continued on page 3)

Los Angeles, Sept. 14. — Charles A.
Buckley, vice-president and chief
counsel of Fox West Coast Theatres,
died of a heart attack at his home
here yesterday. Although first stricken a year ago, he was believed to be
recovering and had resumed his duties
in part.
A native of Spring Valley, N. Y.,
Buckley came here in 1926 to join
Fox West Coast and has been with
the circuit(Continued
ever since.
He 3)is survived
on page
Dembow
NSS

Presides

Chicago

at

Meet

Chicago, Sept. 14. — Sales staffs
and branch managers of National
Screen exchanges in the Midwest are
at the Blackstone Hotel today for the
opening of a regional meeting, second
of a series of three. Again the meeting will highlight the "George Dembow Tribute," the NSS sales drive for
1944, denthonoring
National's
vice-presiin charge of
sales, who
is presiding. The meeting will continue
through Sunday.
A third regional will be held in Los
Angeles, Sept. 22-24.
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Hollywood Bolstering
Its Few War Pictures

Coast

Mention

Hollywood, Sept. 14.—
Hollywood studios will not
scrap production or release
plans for the comparatively
few war subjects scheduled,
but will bolster them with enhanced production and greater star appeal.
Of the 462 films tentatively
announced or scheduled for
1944-45 by the 11 companies,
only 23 have war themes,
Japamostly dealing with the nt
or
nese war, the homefro
the postwar.

Flashes

ZANUCK, vice-presDARRYL ident inF.
charge of production of
20th Century-Fox, entrained yesterday for Hollywood.•
Harry Arthur, president of Fanchon and Marco, has become a grandfather. A son was born to Lieut.
Tom and Nancy Arthur. Lieut.
Arthur having completed 50 missions
with the Army Air Force over enemy
territory, is en route to the United
States.
•
Robert J. O'Donnell and Richard
Kennedy, Dallas ; John Friedl,
Minneapolis, and Ray Beall, heads of
the Fifth War Loan national committee, in New York for conferences
with the executive staff of the Sixth
War Loan, will leave today for their
homes.
•

B'nai

B'rith

Opens

Center
Servicemen's
A recreation center for servicemen
of the 1240th Army Military Police
detachment, sponsored by Cinema
B'nai
1366,
Lodge edNo.here
. B'rith, will be
dedicat
tonight
Speakers will include Lt. Col. John
commanding offiA. McNulty, CMP,
cer and provost marshall of New
York ; Alfred W. Schwalberg, honorpresident; Albert A. Senft, presiary
dent of Cinema, and S. Arthur Glixon,
B'rith's Metropolichairman of B'nai Commi
ttee. Music
tan War Service
will be furnished by the orchestra of
the 716th Military Police Battalion.

Deon De Titta, veteran chief projectionist of 20th Century-Fox, celebrates today his 28th year with the
company and his 32nd wedding anniversary. The De Tittas have three
sons in the armed forces.
•
Charles Kurtzman and W. A.
Finney, M-G-M district managers in
Boston and Atlanta, respectively, were
in home office conference with J. R.
Vogel this week.
Midelburg Brochure
•
W. C. Gehring, 20th Century-Fox On Studio Visit
Western sales manager, will return
M-G-M is sending to exhibitors an
to the home office today after a six
elaborate 38-page brochure of picweeks' trip to exchanges under his
tures telling the story of the visit to
supervision.
•
the company's studios made by
Charles Snyder, manager of the Charles A. Midelburg, M-G-M's
connection with
'typical showman', in sary
celebration
anniver
WB Lenox Theatre, Hartford, is en- last
Leo'sJune20th
_
22.
gaged to be married to Nina Aird,
Pittsburgh.
manager of the Stanley,
•
Beginning with a view of MidelCapitol Theatre, Charleston,
burg's
Leo Katcher, publicity director for W. Va., which he has operated since
Vanguard Films, left yesterday for 1924, the book shows the exhibitor
Chicago, and will then proceed to meeting Louis B. Mayer and Eddie
Hollywood.
Mannix at the studio and his appear•
ances with stars on sets.
Hazel Sloeien, manager of the
Strand Theatre, Winsted, Conn., has
Is Liaison
returned from a vacation in New Berg
Hampshire.
In 6th War Loan
•
Herbert S. Berg, veteran trade paEarl Kerr, owner of theatres in
per reporter and now United Artists
the Iowa area, is the father of a boy,
Earl, Jr.
paper contact, was named yestrade
•
terday as the news disseminating
the Sixth War Loan, workfor
source
Herman Gluckman, WAC treason with publicity-ading in associati
urer, has returned to New York after
vertising director John Hertz, Jr.
two months in Hollywood.
Berg, loaned by Carl Leserman,
UA executive, will make his headquarters at WAC shortly.
Columbia's
Lipsky
Back to Caribbean
Kestenbaum
Joins
Despite the war, people of the Columbia
Monday
Caribbean countries are showing continued preference for action pictures
Samuel Kestenbaum, recently rebased on the global conflict, .Louis
signed from the post of PRC field
Lipsky, manager for Columbia Pic- exploitation manager will join Columtures in the Caribbean area, said bebia Monday in the exploitation department under Harry McWilliams.
fore leaving here this week aboard
the Trinidad Clipper for Port of
Before joining PRC Kestenbaum
Spain, where he is stationed. Musi- was associated with the advertising
cals and cartoons are next on the list, and publicity departments of Republic,
he added. Lipsky had been in New Grand H National, Monogram, and
York on business.
others.

Hollywood, Sept. 14

Report Col. Whitney
Free from Germans
Col. John Hay (Jock) Whitney,
former board1 chairman of Selznick
International Pictures, and head of
Pioneer Pictures, who was reported
on Aug. 31 to have been captured by,

the
"somewhere
France,'by
eitherGermans
has escaped
or been in
released
PARAMOUNT
has
signed
Lillian
Gish to an optional contract for the advance of Allied troops, according to information said by press actwo pictures annually for the next five
counts here yesterday to have been
•
received by the Whitney family
There was no confirmation from thi
years.
Monogram has signed Phil Regan
War Department.
to a two-year contract. His first proi
duction will be "From Land of Sky
Blue Water," based on the Charles
Wakefield Cadman song.
•
NEW YORK THEATRES
Russell Holman and Richard Mealand have arrived from New York for
Paramount studio conferences.
ALLURING ! BEWITCHING! EXCITING!
•
starring
"STORM OVER LISBON"
Twentieth-Fox has purchased "FallA Republic Picture
en Angel," a novel. Otto Preminger is
scheduled to produce.
VERA HRUBA RALSTON
RICHARD ARLEN
Mrs. Spitz 'Night of
ERICH VON STROHEIM
Stars' Women's
Head
Mrs. Leo Spitz, who will arrive
with Otto Kruger — Eduardo Ciannelli
here from Hollywood early next
Robert Livingston — Mona Barrie
week, has been named head of the
AIR COOLED
women's division for the 11th anniverREPUBLIC
THEATRE
B'way
Bet.
51st
& 52nd
sary
of
"Night
of
Stars,"
scheduled
for Madison Square Garden here
Nov. 14, with the proceeds going to
Tel. Co. 5-9647
the United Jewish Appeal for Refugees, Overseas Needs and Palestine.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Honorary chairmen include Mrs.
Showplfce of the Nation — Rockefeller Center
GARY COOPER — TERESA WRIGHT
Sypros Skouras, Mrs. Louis B.
Mayer, Mrs. Eddie Cantor, Mrs.
in International Pictures'
H. A. Guinzburg, Mrs. Ted Lewis,
Mrs. Roger W. Straus, Mrs. Joseph
"CASANOVA
BROWN"
FRANK MORGAN — ANITA
LOUISE
Distributed through R.K.O. Radio Pictures Inc.
Stroock and Sophie Tucker. Active
Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
co-chairmen are Mrs. Hal Home,
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
Mrs. Max Bailer, Mrs. Frank S. Levi
and Mrs. A. Loeb Salkin. Among the
asociate chairmen are Mrs. Barney
PALACE
Balaban, Mrs. William Goetz, Mrs.
Michael Addison, Mrs. Ben Bernie,
Alan Marshal • Laraine Day
Fanny Brice and Mrs. Damon RunSeek Wage
Boost for
yon.
75 Projectionists
Representatives of film companies
met here yesterday on the demand of
the
York increase
projectionists'
LocalIATSE
306 forNew
a wage
for 75
members employed in home offices and
New York exchange booths. The
meeting was held in the office of
Major L. E. Thompson of RKO. The
companies have taken the demands
under advisement.
At a hearing before the State Labor
Relations Board, Local 306 presented
arguments on its petition to be declared the collective bargaining agent
for 100 projectionists in the 35 Century circuit houses in Brooklyn and
Queens.
Luncheon for Miss Ryan
Members of the press were guests
yesterday at a luncheon at the Hampshire House here given by Universal
for Peggy Ryan, star of "The Merry
Monahans" and Lou Goldberg, who
will be co-producer of the forthcoming
Universal production, "On Stage

Marsha Hunt
Allyn Joslyn
'BRIDE
BY • MISTAKE'
Edgar
Buchanann
'MEE
T TH
E
IN PERSON
M-G-M's
New Musical
ON SCREEN
ED SULLIVAN
& HARVEST
MOON
DANCE
WINNERS
LUCILLE BALL
DICK POWELL
TOMMY DIX
PARAMOUNT PRESENTS
Fred Mao Murray Barbara Stanwyck
Edward G. Robinson
"DOUBLE
INDEMNITY"
PEOP
IN LE
PERSON
'
THE ANDREWS SISTERS
MITCHELL AYRES AND HIS BAND.
pAXAMOMr
DARRYL

F. ZANUCK's

in TECHNICOLOR
Directed
by Henry King
Written for the Screen by Lamar Trotti
A 20TH OnCENTURY-FOX
PICTURE
the S
RoxyO
Stage
"
N
IL
WWARING
FRED
and
His
ians with augmented companyPennsylvanof 100
CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES
ROXY THEATRE
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'Riots'
Covered
{Continuedfor
from page
1)

The Last Ride"
Foreign Distribution
( Warners)
significance of this action-packed melodrama was pretty well
THE
{Continued from page 1)
lost in the time that elapsed between the production's completion,
:ors, has also raised its request to 30 subsequent
shelving, and present release. It deals with the black market
prints of each dubbed film. Raw stock
in tires and is placed at the time when such bootlegging was at its peak,
:or the prints will be secured from before the commercialization of synthetic rubber.
DWI's quarterly allocations with the
The plot, not a new one, concerns a ring of tire racketeers. Chief
xansfer made by job orders to the individual companies, who will sustain investigator on the case is Richard Travis, whose brother, Charles Lang,
\. cost.
is 'finger-man' for the crooks. Four youths are killed, two when four
" Abnormal conditions prevailing in high-priced, but low-grade tires blow as they are rounding a corner at
Italy and a continuing lack of trans- 90 m.p.h., and two, potential police witnesses, by a well placed bomb.
i)ortation facilities obtaining in that
joins the racketeers
ountry are understood to have Travis, faking a quarrel with his police department,
and head of
department,
the
in
captain
a
prompted the OWI to boost its print to get evidence. Cy Kendall,
-equirement to meet booking commit- the racketeers, discovers Travis' ruse and is about to kill him when
nents there.
Lang's apparently deep-seated, but previously well hidden loyalty to his
With the swift liberation of France brother, prompts him to shoot Kendall, being shot himself in the showdown.
t is held inevitable that OWI's overseas film bureau will need additional
Raymond L. Schrock's original screen play is laden with suspense and
prints for its expanding distribution
D. Ross Ledwith action, but his original premise is weak.
punctuated
n that country. Requests for addi- erman directed
with competence and keeps things moving rapidly.
:ional raw stock allocations are expected to complicate the already tight Travis, Lang and Kendall perform with skill, ably supported by Jack
raw film situation. The War Pro- LaRue, Eleanor Parker, Wade Boteler and Mary Gordon.
iuction Board is meeting in Washing7. McNamara.
Helen
Running time, 56 minutes. "G."* Release date, Oct.
ion today with representatives of the
11 companies, at which time final alocations of raw stock for prints here
ire expected to be determined -for the
'emainder of the year.

*"G" denotes general classification.

Schine
5y2-Million

Outlay

For

Studio

20th's

Partially

To

Build

Cites

Need

Patronage

FP-C
Odeon

Redeems
Sells

Bonds,
Some

Toronto, Sept. 14. — Famous Players Canadian Corp. has called in
$236,000 in bonds of the four and onehalf per cent series maturing in 1951,
to be redeemed by Oct. 19 at par value
and two per cent premium and current
interest allowance. Their retirement
is understood to be in preparation for
financing of postwar theatre projects.
Odeon Theatres, Ltd., has announced apublic issue of $289,200 in
five per cent first mortgage bonds of
a subsidiary, Theatre Properties
(Hamilton), Ltd., which purchased
the Capitol and Palace Theatres in
Hamilton, Ont, last Spring from
Hamilton United Theatres. Odeon
has been operating the theatres for
three years under a lease.

Gloversville, N. Y., Sept. 14.— J.
Myer Schine, circuit head, stressed
{Continued from page 1)
the importance of retaining present
theatre patronage and building upon it
Defore wesaid,
could execute our plans," for the post-war period when more
Schenck
time can be devoted to showmanship,
i The full economies of production at
the meeting here yesterday of
I lave not been possible because of lim- Schine circuit personnel.
9 ted floor area with the result many
The meeting this year is being con};ets are being struck to make way
ducted by zone men and theatre manfor new ones rather than to keep many
agers rather than circuit executives
)f them standing for readaptation and
uture use, Schenck points out. The as in previous years. Among the
>tages contemplated are designed to speakers at today's sessions were Gus
neet this need and others. The thea- Lampe, zone manager, whose topic
:re will be a full-scale affair, complete- was "Let's Get Back to Pre-War
; Seymour Morris, adly equipped like a Broadway house Showmanship"
vertising manager, who talked on
lind provide a permanent training
"Being a Victory Showman" ; and
JI>chool for new talent, he added.
Louis Lazar, general manager, who
d Nat'l
Gran
Suggests
ruptcy
en
I The company, moreover, is not con- conducted a "V-Day" discussion and Bank
Reop
I fronted with the need to acquire new announced a program which calls for
Angele's, Sept. 14. — Reopening
feround for its expansion.
It owns Schine theatres to remain open on ofLosbankruptcy
proceedings against
j the golf course to the east of the studay "since they can be of great Grand National Films, Inc., and
1 iio, reaching along Pico Boulevard that
value in keeping people off the
Grand National Studios, Inc., "in
fund doubling back to Olympic Bouleview of the fact that there is an indi^ ward. The ground already has been
cation that there will be some funds
streets."
's
Electric
Generalent,
of the
T. Hogg,
■ eveled. Schenck says there are 200 televis
h departm
ion researc
talked
available to the creditors of Educaiadditional acres available.
to the group on television.
tion Pictures, Inc.," is suggested by
Loyd Wright, former trustee, in a
communication to Grand National
creditors.
Furth Charges RKO
$525,000 Goldwyn
Wright suggests that a trustee be
With Plagiarism
\Studio Improvement
appointed and proceedings be instituted in time to be represented at an
{Continued from page 1)
Hollywood, Sept. 14.— Otto Furth,
Educational
Pictures fund distribuDf materials. The new stage will be playwright, today filed suit against
tion set for Sept. 26.
RKO
Radio
Pictures
and
Playmarket,
air-cooled and probably will be built
in the general area of the back lot Inc., for $1,000,000, charging "Tom,
Slash
where space is already available. Ad- Dick and Harry," was deliberate Australians
ditional projects for the studios in- plagiarism of his manuscript "DorFilm Ads 35-50%
clude: A new office building, probab{Continued from page 1)
othea with Variations."
ly replacing some of the present space
changing conditions in certain comdevoted to offices but to accommodate
M alone Seeks Added
munities and the quality of product
one-third more occupants than availwould necessarily vary the selling
able now, estimated cost, $100,000; Overseas Talent
price of films. Since admissions are
sound devices and other new mechaniHollywood,
Sept.
14.
—
James
H.
cal devices now restricted, estimated Malone of the Special Services branch also "pegged" in Australia, "For
the Bell Tolls" could not be
cost, $150,000; improvements in ex of the Army arrived today to _enlist Whom
released at advanced roadshow prices
isting lighting equipment, replacement additional Hollywood participation in identical to showings here, he said,
of worn lighting equipment, estimated increasing the entertainment program but will be released in that country
cost, $100,000.
for overseas.
when it starts its popular price run.

insurance industry information service
here, quotes the Explosion Conference
decision that "property losses from VDay celebrations might be covered under the customary vandalism and malicious mischief endorsement or supplemental contracts." The Explosion
Conference is a regulatory association
of representatives of a number of insurance companies.
On the other hand, a spokesman for
the Samuels Agency, Inc., which
handles theatre accounts, points out
that the "riot and civilian commotion"
clause, which, it was said, are held by
most houses, applies only when more
than three persons cooperate in doing
damage, and that the clause would
leave an owner unprotected against
damage by individual celebrants.
The firm of Mitchell May, Jr., likewise afilm industry insurance specialist, holds, however, that instead of increasing protection for V-Day, theatres should be shuttered if any evidence of rowdyism develops.

Special

Building

Code

Theatres

for

{Continued from page 1)
indicated here yesterday by Abraham
H. Goodman, state deputy industrial
commissioner.
Replyingagementstoare alarmed
reports that
manover circuit
the present
draft because it would govern all
places of public assembly and would
impose considerable structural alterations upon some 1,200 theatres. Goodman said the present draft was largely
a basis for further discussion.
The committee meeting today with
Industrial Commissioner Edward Corsi,
Goodman and other officials, will consist of Louis Lazar, Schine circuit ;
Harry Moskowitz,
Loew's,
HenryJ.
Anderson,
Paramount,
with and
Martin
Tracey of the Century circuit as alternate. Richard S. Hayes of the IATSE
is also expected to be present.
J. Henry Walters, RKO attorney,
who was instrumental in bringing the
proposed regulations to the attention
of theatre interests, stressed yesterday
that the code now in the making aponly to
communities that do not
have plies
local
codes.
C. A. Buckley,

FWC

Executive, Dies
{Continued from page 1)
by one sister, Miss Katherine Buckley,
Spring Valley.
Rosary services for Buckley will be
held tomorrow evening and a requiem
mass at St. Basil's Church, Saturday
morning. The body will be shipped
to Spring
Valley,
N. Y.,
for offices
interment. The
Fox West
Coast
Buckley.
will
close tomorrow in tribute to
Curran Joins Wilding
Lieut. Charles W. Curran, USNR,
recently released from active service
after two years, has joined Wilding
Productions as script-writer. Curran
will spend three months in Chicago,
after
York. which he will transfer to New
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Dinner,
Holdovers

L.

A.;

to

'Romance'
Promote
Plans for an extensive campaign to

'Way\

'Brown',

Parades

Top

coincide with a 132-city 'world preof "An
Romance'"
on Oct.miere'12
haveAmerican
been completed
by
M-G-M and radio station WLW ini
Cincinnati, Howard Dietz, vice-president and director of M-G-M advertising-publicity-exploitation, disclosedl
here yesterday.

Best

Los Angeles, Sept. 14. — Holdovers,
doing well, dominated box-offices
here with the single new bill in town
the only attraction running below par.
"Going My Way," in its fourth week
at the two Paramounts, was still $8,000 above average; "Casanova
Brown" was doing $8,000 better than
average at the Pantages and Hillweek; and "Janie"
in its second
street beating
was
the Warner Hollywood,
Downtown and Wiltern average by
$4,000 in its second seven days. The
weather man gave the population 103
degrees one day and 104 the next, but
did not keep people away from theatres.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 13 :
"Wilson" (20th-Fox)
CARTHAY CIRCLE — (1,516) (85c-$1.10$1.50) 7 days, 5th week.
Gross: $15,000.
(Average: $11,200).
"Gypsy Wildcat" (Univ.)
"Reckless Age" (Univ.)
CHINESE— (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days. Gross: $13,000. (Average: $15,500).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
EGYPTIAN — (1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0O) 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $9,000. (Average:
$9,500).
"Gypsy Wildcat" (Univ.)
"Reckless Age" (Univ.)
FOX-WILSHIRE — (2,300) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $10,500. (Average:
$11,750).
"Youth Runs Wild" (RICO)
"A Night of Adventure" (RKO)
HAWAII— (1,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $2,500. (Average:
$6,200).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO'-International)
"Moonlight and Cactus" (Univ.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $20,000. (Average:
$19,700).
"Gypsy Wildcat" (Univ.)
"Reckless Age" (Univ.)
STATE— (2,500) (50c-60c-85cLOEWS
$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $30,500. (Average:
$24,100).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
85cLOS ANGELES — (2,096) (50c-60c7 : days, 4th week. Gross: $18,000.
$1.00)
(Average $14,900).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO-International)
"Moonlight and Cactus" (Univ.)
PANTAGES— (2,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,500. (Average:
$16,700).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT HOLLYWOOI>-(50c-60c80c-$1.00) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $17,000.
(Average: $11,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
DOWNTOWN — (50c-60cPARAMOUNT
4th week. Gross: $21,80c -$1.00) 7 days,
:
500. (Average $20,300).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
RITZ— (1,376) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 7 days,
4th week. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $8,700).
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
UNITED
ARTISTS— (2,100 ) (85c-$1.10$1.50) 7 days, 4th week.
Gross: $23,000.
(Average: $16,600).
"Gypsy Wildcat" (Univ.)
"Reckless Age" (Univ.)
UFTOWN— (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0O) 7
days. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $10,500).
"Janie" (WB)
BROS. HOLLYWOOD--(3,WARNER
000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross:
$17,111. (Average: $17,000). ♦
"Janie" (WB)
WARNER BROS. DOWNTOWN— (3,400)
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $22,027. (Average: $18,700).
"Janie" (WB)
WARNER BROS. WILTERN— (2,200)
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $15,713. (Average: $15,200).

AND

BUT

THE

NEWS

A special preview and dinner will
be held in Cincinnati Oct. 11, at the
Netherland Plaza Hotel, attended by
300
including
home
officeguests,
executives.
It is M-G-M
also expected
that Gov. John W. Bricker of Ohio
and Gov. Simeon Willis of Kentucky
■will be on hand.
Parades will be held in Cincinnati,,
Louisville and Indianapolis Oct. 12,,
featuring the Armed Forces, American Legion, Red Cross, Boy Scouts,
school bands, industrial organizations,
and civic leaders. Each parade will!
be climaxed by the christening of at
bomber, which is to be purchased
through the sale of war bonds.
Starting in Columbus tomorrow and
winding up in Cincinnati on Oct. 14,
a special
'American
Romance"
exhibit will tour
all premiere
territories.
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ler Gets 'Nights'
Whee
Washington, Sept. 14. — Sam
Wheeler's Wheeler Film Co. has acquired distribution rights to "Ten
Nights in a Barroom" for Virginia,
Maryland and the District of Columbia. The
'
film is being reissued by
Sack Amusement Enterprises, Dallas.

NOTHING

Days'

Pittsburgh

Lead

LEADING
COUNTRY

PICTURE

BASIS

SCALE

DOROTHY

Estimated receipts for the week end"Christmas
Sept. 11-15:Holiday" (Univ.)
FULTON— (1,700) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
third week.
Gross: $7,000. (Average:
$8,500).
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
J. P.Gross:
HARRIS—
(35c-44c-65c)
days.
$9,000. (2,200)
(Average:
$10,000). 5
"Up in Arms" (Goldwyrt-RKO)
PENN — (3,400) (40c-55e-85c) 7 days. Gross:
$i8,500. (Average: $21,700).
"I Love a Soldier" (Para.)
RITA— (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, thirc
week. Move over from the Warner. Gross:
$2,500. (Average: $3,000).
"Greenwich Village" (ZOth-Fox)
SENATOR— (1,750) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days
second week. Move over from the Harris,
Gross: $3,400. (Average: $3,400).
"Heavenly Days" (RKO)
STANLEY—
7 days
"Janie"
(WB) on(3,800)
Frankie
Carl
stage.(40c-55c-85c)
Gross: $25,000.
(Av
erage: $22,000).
WARNER— (2,000) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days
second week. Mover over from the Penn
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $9,350).
Lastfogel

IN

GRAY

"FRENCHMAN'S

PR0M0TI

WITH

ON.

BIG

RED"

LIPSTICK

on

with

Coast

to

HVC

Hollywood, Sept. 14. — Abe Lastfogel, president of the USO Camj
Shows arrived today to confer witl
the Coast branch of the USO and the
Hollywood Victory Committee on th«l
proposed expanded program for hos-j
pitals and overseas.
'Blood

TIED

Is

Pittsburgh, Sept. 14. — "Heavenly
Days" is expected to gross $25,000 at
the Stanley here this week. On the
stage, Frankie
Carl,
his piano and orchestra, have top
billing.

Confer

OF

OF

'Heavenly

and

Guts' in Filmil

Hollywood, Sept. 14. — Hunt Stroml
berg
will produce
"Blood ofand
film based
on the career
Lt. Guts,"
Genera];]
George S. Patton. Charles Bickforl
will play the title role. Bob ConsidinT
is the
first writer signed to develojl
the
story.

M-G-Ms

NEWS

AMERAMAN

Newsreel
made.

the greatest

THE

BATTLE

M-G-M

BRAVED

history

M-G-M

subject

OF

PARIS!'

on M-G-M's live-wire newsreel outfit
by press and public for its coverage of
Battle of Paris. Front

pictures in New

York

news-

papers, special news articles reviewing the amazing footage obtained by
our cameraman Gaston Madru, and
by Jack Lieb and John Bockhorst, all
under fire, were followed by editorials
in the trade press. Never

before has

such praise. Again

and again it's M-G-M's News of the
Day for leadership in newsreels!

Keep
Selling
Bonds.'

* jf

BULLETS!

on

highest praise, new honors are heaped

any newsreel won

THE

DAY

delivers

enthusiastic reception of our D-Day
newsreel which was singled out for

page

THE

is

does it again ! Following the

the gripping

OF

\

U. S. Army Signal Corps Photo

Movie-Made

in

Lots

of

Ways...

TRAINING FILMS are doing wonderful
work in all of our Armed Services. The
technical excellence of these educational aids
has much to do with their success. Their
makers learned how from the movies . . .

men how to fire a 90-mm. gun, manage a gas
mask, lay a field artillery battery, dig a fox
hole, repair a Diesel engine. The Signal
Corps also makes film bulletins combining
the best features of the newsreel and the in-

writing, acting, directing, photography —
every detail of production is "professional."
If you could visit one of the lots, you'd find
scores of movie men on the job.
For Army use, the Signal Corps has made

formational short, as well as many historical and documentary films.
All of the other Services depend on films
for similar intensive work in their educational programs ... all with one purpose, the
most effective training of our fighting men
and women. The motion picture industry can
°n
be proud of its part in this great work.e of a series of

basic films such as "The Articles of War,"
"Military Courtesy," "Safeguarding Military
Information" . . . how-to-do films, teaching

advertisements by
KODAK testifying to
EASTMAN

FORT

KODAK

COMPANY,

Rochester,

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors
LEE
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

N.Y.

the achievements of
the movies at war
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Mervyn

LeRoy

Rejoins

WB

Own

as

Producer

Jack Warner Announces
Deal with Arrowhead

Vacation

YORK, U.S.A., MONDAY,

Price

Cut

Gross $10 Daily
A loss in grosses of about
$10 per theatre per day is estimated by circuit spokesmen
to have been the effect of the
lowered teen-aged children's
admission prices which began
Aug. 25 in some 200 New
York neighborhood houses
and ended last week.
Requested by Mayor La
Guardia as a means of keeping youngsters off the streets,
the arrangement enabled
those between 12 and 16
years of age to attend theatres at children's admission
rates plus adult tax rates.
No decision has yet been
made about resuming the
plan next summer.

SEPTEMBER

Gov't. Support Gives
British Industry
Advantage

TEN

18, 1944

State
Of

CENTS

Control

4,500

Abroad

Washington, Sept. 17— Failure of
the Government to give assistance
toward getting representatives of the
film industry into European countries
as they are liberated is being protested by distributors, who are seeking to secure for their men some sort
of quasi-official standing which would
insure the quick distribution of American motion pictures.
Reports from France indicate that
British film men got into the country
on the heels of Allied armies and
quickly arranged with native exhibitors for the showing of English films,
while American representatives were
unable to make any moves to that end.
Reports to Washington indicate that
the British film men are attached to
the Ministry of Information or some
other governmental agency, giving
them an official standing which our
(Continued on page 5)

Mervyn LeRoy returns to Warners after a six-year absence, with
the completion of a long-term deal
between Warner Bros, and LeRoy's new Arrowhead Productions,
Inc., for a series of productions to
be directed by LeRoy, it was announced at the weekend by Jack L.
Warner, vice-president in charge of
production.
Arrowhead productions will be
made at the Warner studios. Before Tre
aties
on
Arrowhead starts production at Warners, LeRoy will complete direction
ef "The Robe" for RKO.
Films
Fade
"LeRoy's varied talents and handling of all types of subject matter
have made him one of the industry's
Washington, Sept. 17.— Chances
leading creative figures," said Warner, for successf
Houses
Still
ul enactment of any post- Some
(Continued on page 5)
war international film agreement were
reduced at the weekend when prominent representatives of the petroleum Out by Hurricane
Lord
Rothermere
industry blasted the recently-signed
Anglo-American oil agreement now
Although summer resort theatres
pending before the Senate for ratifiJoins G-B Board
only ones in this area to sufcation as a treaty. The arrangement wereferthe
serious property damage from the
was designed as the basic pattern for hurricane that swept the Atlantic
London, Sept. 17. — Lord Rother- a number of other compacts, includ- Coast Thursday night, the crippling
mere, proprietor of the Daily Mail
ing one for films, which the govern- of electric power systems, which
ment isanxious to make to
for forced many to shut down, left some
1 and
other
interests,
and
principal
shareholder and director of British orderly international tradeprovide
after the still out of commission at the weekMovietonews, joins the Gaumont-Brit- war. Leading oil lawyers charged
ish directorate. The appointment does that if it is translated into a treaty end.
Hardest hit was the Endicott Cirnot betoken any dramatic bid by the ratified by the Senate,. Congress will
cuit, which suffered $5,000 flood damnewspaper baron for motion picture have power never intended for it.
(Continued on page 5)
control, Rothermere having inherited
from his father considerable interest
in Twentieth Century-Fox. The present move is in line with arrangeMetro-Goldwyn
Mayer
Only Studio
ments under the Rank-Skouras agreeNot in Need of Postwar Changes
ment whereby 20th-Fox gets greater
representation on the G-B board.
Hollywood, Sept. 17.— M-G-M's studio building program was
completed before war needs clamped down on material
s. Practically every other studio in Hollywood is awaiting release of maDefer Publication of
terials for reconstruction. As a consequence, studio officials at
sprawling Culver City studio declare they face no immediate probMoley's 'Hays' Office'
lem. In a plant the size of Metro's— 172 acres, 177 buildings on
Publication of Raymond Moley's
Lot No. 1, including 30 sound stages, and an average
of 4,800 embook entitled 'The Hays' Office,"
ployes on regular payrolls— renovation and brushing up are a conscheduled by Bobbs-Merrill for this
tinuing process. But there's a difference between this and a
Fall, has been 'indefinitely postponed',
program of replacement or expansion.
a representative of the publishers
The studio completed six stages in the immediate pre-war
stated here yesterday. Moley, now en
period.
It also completed its administration building and a new
route to California and scheduled to
commissary. Property and wardrobe department additions simireturn to New York in a month, still
larly were made.
Today, the feeling is, "We're complete."
has a good deal to do on revisions of
However, in the event even more space is required, M-G-M can
the script.
draw upon the block immediately East of the studio, on Washington Boulevard, which th« studio owns.
Moley's book, as reported in Motion Picture Daily last Feb. 17 is
(Continued on page 5)

Projectionists

Authorities
Complete

New

Will

Seek

Regulation

York's upwards of 4,500

projectionis
in the state's 1,500odd theatrestswill be subject to state
registration and regulation under
a plan to be pushed at the next session of the legislature, convening in
January, it was disclosed here Friday
by Inspector Robert V. Anett of the
New York State Troopers, who will
sponsor the measure because they are
charged with enforcing theatre safety
measures under the state building
code.
Reporting to an advisory committee
meeting called by state industrial commissioner Edward Corsi to consider
revision of the state building code
for places of public assembly, Anett
said New York is the only state in
(Continued on page 5)

N. Y. Labor
Ask

Dept.

Building

to

Code

The New York State Department
of Labor will press at the next session of the Legislature, convening Jan.
1, for a building code for theatres
and other places of public assembly,
applicable everywhere in the state,
including the 16 cities which, having
local codes, are now exempt from
state regulation, Leonard Perrin, director of engineering for the department, on Friday told a committee of
theatre circuit representatives and
(Continued on page 5)

Lawyers Ask Million,
Knox Gives $62,000
Federal Judge John C. Knox on
Friday awarded $62,000 to attorneys
and others who had filed claims aggregating more than $1,000,000 for
services in the litigation which recently resulted in the transfer of more
than $2,500,000 in assets by Skouras
Theatres Corp., to trustees of Fox
Theatres Corp.
Robert Aronstein, attorney for the
First National Bank, Atlanta, who
asked for (Continued
$605,000 for
himself
on page
5) and as-

Motion

Personal

Picture

Tradewise
By

Mention

SKOURAS, 20th Century-Fox president, and Sam
Shain, his assistant, were in Washington at the weekend.
•

SPYROS

Russell Holman, head of Paramount's Eastern production department, and Richard Mealand, Eastern
story editor, left for Hollywood at the
weekend, to be gone 10 days.
•
David and James Arthur, former
Fanchon and Marco executives in St.
Louis, have both been promoted first
lieutenants in the Marine Corps, and
are now on leave in St. Louis.
•
Morris Goodman, Republic vicepresident in charge of foreign sales,
was scheduled to leave over the weekend on a three-months' tour of South
America.
•
Miss
Ceil Sasow,
secretary to
David Levy, Universal's New York
branch manager, has resigned following her marriage • to Lewis Alfred.
Robert S. Wolf, RKO's managingdirector for Great Britain, visiting this
country,
left Friday for RKO's studio
in Hollywood.
•
Ketti Frings, RKO novelist-seen
arist, has arrived in New York from
Beverly Hills.
•
Robert Boehnel of the RKO
Radio publicity department will return
from vacation today.
•
Robert O. Schoham, M-G-M representative in Puerto Rico, is here
with Mrs. Schoham for four weeks.
•
Harry Arthur, Jr., head of Fan
chon and Marco, has returned to St.
Louis.
Don Carle Gillette, Warner trade
press publicity manager, will return
from vacation today.
•
Marlene Dietrich arrived in Iceland at the weekend to entertain
troops.
•
E. T. Gomersall, assistant general
sales manager of Universal, left Sun
day night for Detroit and Chicago.
•
Louis Brager of Warners' home office real estate department, is visiting
in Pittsburgh.
•
Louis Ingram, M-G-M Memphis
exchange manager, has returned from
a vacation.
Edward J. Peskay left New York
at the weekend for California.
Mrs. Al Santell Dies ,
Los Angeles, Sept. 17. — Mrs. Jane
Neave Santell, 36, wife of Al Santell.
director, died late last week in Good
Samaritan Hospital here after an illness of seven weeks. Besides her husband she is survived by four children
Barbara, Linda, Allan and Evan, and
three brothers and a sister.
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reports out of
ENT
REC
Washington, many of them
impressively well documented,
suggest trie problems which
this industry may encounter
sooner or later in its efforts to
reestablish its world trade.
One report has it that influential officials in Washington, well
intentioned men, all of them, are
even now occupied with efforts
to convince the Administration
that all of America's postwar
foreign trade should be ruled by
a government agency. Their
reasoning is that virtually all
foreign governments will exercise close supervision of their
own import and export trade after the war, and that many new
as well as all of the known varieties of protective and promotional legislation will be invoked by the respective governments to insulate that trade.
Accordingly, it is argued,
American industry is destined in
its pursuit of foreign trade to
deal more and more with foreign governments and is likely,
eventually, to find itself at a distinct disadvantage in world commerce unless it, too, has an official government agency or
bureauever it may
to "front"
for it whergo.
Such an arrangement might
be commendable if it was designed only to embrace a plan
of improving upon the type of
cooperation which the Washington government heretofore
has afforded American industry
abroad. If it contemplates the
more aggressive and effective
aid of the State and foreign
commerce departments, where
American industry requires such
assistance abroad, then the proposal surely is all to the good.
However, there are some indications that this may not be the
case.
A former official of the U. S.
Department of Commerce told
a meeting of export managers in
New York last week that the
plan calls for complete supervision, if not administration of all
of America's foreign trade by a
government agency. Moreover,
he charged that Washington is
discussing and has approved
certain phases of a plan for governmental control of international trade which would bar American industry from some markets and permit it to enter
others only with the express
permission of the government

concerned. For example, it was
charged, Britain would ■ be
recognized as being entitled to
the exclusive foreign trade with
India and certain other Far
East countries. Everything that
Britain is in a position to supply
to such countries could come
only from or through Britain.
What Britain could not supply
could enter such countries only
under license from Britain or
with Britain's other authorization. An American salesman, it
was said, would not be permitted
to enter such countries without
Britain's permission.
If that is the sort of foreign
trade representation which is to
be supplied American industry
by government bureaus or agencies in the postwar world, then
American industry obviously
may expect more and greater
problems than it has contemplated heretofore. The first of them,
perhaps, may have to be solved
at home.

Sept. 20— Meeting of the Pacific
Coast Conference of Independent
Theatre Owners, Seattle.
Sept. 21 — Screen Writers Guild
membership meeting, Los Angeles.
Sept. 22-24 — National Screen Service sales meeting, Los Angeles, t
Sept. 24— M-G-M
field exploits
eers'
Muehlbach Hotel,
Kansas meeting,
City.
Oct. 17— Society of M. P. Engineers' semi-annual banquet, Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
Oct. 17— West Virginia Theatre
Owners' meeting, Daniel Boone
Hotel, Charleston, W. Va.
Nov. 11 -Dec. 7— Sixth War Loan
campaign.
Nov. 11 — Motion Picture Associates Sixth War Loan dinner,
Hotel Astor, New York.
Nov. 14 — "Night of Stars," sponsored by United Jewish Appeal,
Madison Square Garden, New
York.
Dec. 11-12 — Television Broadcasters Association meeting, Hotel
Commodore, New York.

Final
Desirable as the proposals to
perpetuate the industry War
Activities Committee beyond VDay may be, there is little in
the industry's unity or cooperative records to date to indicate
that the plan has any real chance
of success.
Equally admirable plans to
achieve unity in the industry,
or cohesion or what have you,
have been markedly short-lived
and uniformly unsuccessful. Is
there reason to believe that with
the incentive of coordinated war
effort by the industry removed
that the components of the War
Activities Committee can be
held together for long? And
under what banner?
The proposal, of course, is no
less desirable for all of the obstacles which confront it and
which make its chances of realization— for any length of time
— so slim. It is merely to be
remembered, realistically, that
the several branches of the industry apparently prefer to go
their respective ways alone, between wars. It is too soon to
have forgotten one recent spectacle to which the industry was
treated — the collapse of the effort
to band together the component parts of the exhibition
branch wherein unity was
sought solely for the purpose of
protecting exhibition from the
consequences of discriminatory
taxation.

5*

On

NSS

Coast

Meeting

This

Week

Los Angeles, Sept. 17. — The third
and last regional sales meeting of National Screen Service will open here
Friday at the Ambassador Hotel, and
run through next Sunday. Staffs from
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco
and Seattle offices will be present.
The meeting will be headed by
George F. Dembow, vice-president in
charge of sales, who will discuss plans
for the season, as well as post-war advertising inthe theatrees ; it is a highlight of the "George Dembow Tribute," National Screen's sales drive
for 1944.
Henry
Reeve to Run
Loan Post in Texas
The. Southwestern regional chairmanship will
of thebeSixth
War Loan
committee
retained
by Henry
Reeve, head^ of the Texas Theatre
Owners, Inc., although he will not be
able to make his headquarters in New
York during the campaign, a War
Activities Committee spokesman stated
here at the weekend.
An alternate to act for Reeve in,
in New'
handled
must be be
that possibly
mattersmay
York
appointed
by
chairindustry
national
Harry Brandt,
man.

Variety Meet Nov. 24-25
R. J. O'Donnell, national Chief
Barker of the Variety Club of America, announced before leaving for
Dallas over the weekend that Variety's
annual meeting will be held in Washington on Friday and Saturday, Nov.
24-25, at the Statler Hotel.
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Screen Play by Earl Baldwin and Walter Bullock • Adaptation by Michael Fessier and Ernest S. Pagano • Suggested by a Story by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan
Songs: "It Goes to Your Toes", "Give We A Band And A Bandana", it's All For Art's Sake" by Leo Robin and Nacio Herb Brown • Dances Staged by Seymour Felix
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(Continued from page 1)
the Northeast that does not now require licensing" of projectionists.
The proposed measure, an amendment to Section 18 of the "city law,"
would provide that no applicant under
21 years old could receive a license.
Anett said. He declared that, in the
course of his department's inspections,
jscores of youths had been found on
duty in theatre booths and that, in the
investigation of one typical theatre
fire, the projectionist had been discovered to be 15 years old and his assistant, 14.
Full approval of the licensing plan
was voiced by Martin J. Tracey of the
Century Circuit and Henry Anderson
of Paramount, who were present at
the meeting. "The problem of employing young projectionists has increased in the war years," Tracey
said.

To

Demand

Building

Gov't. Support Gives
British Industry

Code

(Continued from page 1)
others appointed as an advisory group
to help draw up a new code.
J. Henry Walters, RKO attorney,
has pointed out that such a move
might be expected at any time and
that it would have far-reaching effect upon theatres because numerous
local codes are less drastic than the
statewide regulations proposed.

posed new code was pointed out at
the meeting by Henry Anderson, representing Paramount, who pointed out,
"I believe we do a better job through
our trained personnel and our accident prevention measures than is done
by many other places of public assembly. Consideration should be given
to those types of industry that carry
insurance and administer their proper-

Perrin, reporting at Friday's meeting on behalf of state industrial commissioner Edward Corsi, said his department seeks code enforcement authority throughout the state, except
possibly in cities of more than 250,000
population : New York, Buffalo and
Rochester. The present state code,
passed in 1925, is now enforced locally by 35 cities and 215 towns and
Licensing of projectionists is revillages,
and New York State troopquired by local law in New York
ers are charged with administering
City, Buffalo and several other cities, it elsewhere.
where projectionists are compelled to
That film theatres stand to receive
pass rigid tests, which, presumably,
would also be applied under the pro- excessive regulation under the proposed state plan for projectionists
licensing.

The new code proposals fail to disties well."tinguish between film theatres and
those with stage shows, and a fire-curtain of steel frame with automatic
lowering devices is one of the new
requirements proposed.
Other industry representatives present at the meeting were : Martin J.
Tracey of Century Circuit, Theo Jung
representing Harry Moskowitz of
Loew's, and Richard S. Hayes of the
IATSE. Louis Lazar of the Schine
circuit was unable to attend because
of damage done in his territory by the
heavy storm the night before.

Austrian, Raibourn
LeRoy
Rejoins
WB
Producer Ranks
Planning TBA
Meet
(Continued from page 1)
citing LeRoy's "Little Caesar," "I Am
Committee chairmen for the first ana Fugitive from a Chain Gang," "Annual conference of the Television
thony Adverse," and "Oil for the
Lamps of China."
Broadcasters
Association, to be held
In confirming the deal, announced
by the Warner home office, LeRoy here Dec. 11-12 at the Hotel Commodore, were designated at the weekend
said he is "gratified that the WarnerArrowhead deal gives me the oppor- at a TBA luncheon at the Commotunity to rejoin old friends and codore. O. B. Hanson of NBC had
workers at the Warner studio." His already been designated as chairman
first will be announced soon.
of the conference and J. R. Poppele
as vice-chairman and coordinator.
Defer Publication of
The conference will be open to nonmembers of TBA as well as members
and several film company representaMoley's
'Hays'
(Continued
from pageOffice'
1)
tives are expected to attend.
to be a 100,000-word story of how
Chairmen chosen include: Ralph B.
the film industry, through the MPP- Austrian, RKO Television Corp.,
DA, has set an example to other in- William Morris, and Worthington
dustries on practical self-government.
The author, who once headed the Minor, CBS, co-chairman of the program committee ; Paul Raibourn, ParNational Recovery Administration, is
amount, chairman of awards commitnow on the editorial staff of NeivsteeAllen
;
B. DuMont, speakers ; James
zueek.
McLean, General Electric ; T. J. Bernard, RCA-Victor ; James Shouse,
Lefton
to Talk
to Crosley ; Leonard Cramer, DuMont,
and James Carmine, Philco, displays ;
Fromkess
on Product
Douglas Day, Buchanan and Co.,
Chicago, Sept. 17. — Nat L. Lefton budget ; Robert L. Gibson, reception ;
of Cleveland, chairman of the PRC Will Baltin, publicity, and Dorman D.
franchise owners' committee, held a Israel, panels.
committee meeting here Saturday and
today to discuss their future product
requirements. Following the meeting, In Jennifer's Domain
Lefton will go to Hollywood to confer
Jonesboro, Me., Sept. 17. — The
with PRC president Leon Fromkess Joneses of Jonesport, in a petition
and vice-president and general sales signed by Mrs. C. A. Jones, have apmanager Leo J. McCarthy. Attending
to "the Joneses of America to
the meeting here are, in addition to rise in pealed
wrath against Virginia Mayo
Lefton : Ike Katz, Atlanta ; George for forsaking Her alleged rightful
Gill, Washington ; Henry Elman, Chicago, and William Flemion, Detroit. name of Jones to appear in 'The
Princess and the Pirate,' " RKOGill and Flemion will accompany Lef- Goldwyn.
Suggesting that all Joneses
ton to California.
"desist from attending" the film, Mrs.
Jones points out that the family everybody tries to keep up with has given
Theatres to Aid Wacs
One hundred neighborhood theatres its names to the leading characters of
in Greater New York will cooperate 1,976 films.

Seeks

Advantage
Abroad
(Continued from page 1)
representatives lack, because the Office of War Information so far has
refused to extend similar assistance.
While the distributors are complaining of the lack of official assistance in
expanding the showing of American
films, in which the State Department
is supposed to be highly interested because of theirit democratic
possibilities,
is admitted "education"
that once
it gets into a country the United
States industry is able quickly to build
up a market on the basis of quality,
variety and volume.
The situation in France, which is
more or less a repetition of what
happened in North Africa, is only one
evidence of the lack of a close tie-in
between the government and industry.
Washington officials have been advised that representatives of British
industrial concerns, with the assistance of their government, even now
are traveling through Latin America
taking orders for merchandise to be
delivered after the war and, to quote
reports, are "cleaning up."

Revision

Talent-Loan

of

System

Hollywood, Sept. 17. — The attack
upon the conditions of employment
long considered by actors unfair and
inequitable will be made by the Screen
Actors Guild in negotiating a contract
to supersede the present pact with the
producers, which runs until 1947, incoming President George Murphy told
the Class A membership meeting here
at the Beverly Wilshire hotel tonight.
Murphy said the SAG will demand
revision of term contracts so that the
actor who signs to make pictures exclusively for one studio does not necessarily grant blanket rights to his services in radio, television and other
fields of entertainment.
Striking at the prevailing talentloan system, the SAG will demand
"clarification" of the condition under
which the producer can hire an actor
for a nominal sum and rent him to
other studios at a profit to the employing producer but without increased
compensation for the actor.
The report to the membership on
war activities showed 3,371 performers have made 32,499 appearances for
the Armed forces, charity and relief
since November, 1941. Edward Arnold,
making the report, said similar entertainment programs would be undertaken on a permanent basis if the
U. S. adopts compulsory military training. Closer affiliation of the SAG
with other actor groups, cooperation
with the Central Labor Council and
the Hollywood Council of Guilds and
Unions, and and
Unions
Veterans'
Rehabilitation
salaryforstabilization
were other subjects dealt with.
'Marriage9 Premiere
M-G-M's "Marriage is a Private
Affair" will have its world premiere
in simultaneous showings on all fighting fice.
fronts,
according
to the
ofThe date
has been
set home
for Sept.

23; 98 16mm. prints have already
with the Army's Women's Army
shipped overseas. The film will
Corps recruiting drive by running a
S. Barret McCormick's RKO pro- been
not
open
this country until after the
two-minute trailer to spur enlistments.
motional department here, had no com- overseas in
ment.
The trailer will be shown Oct. 1.
premiere.

Some
Out

Houses

Still

by
Hurricane
(Continued
from page 1)

age to two Long Island open-air theatres, the Boardwalk at Arverne and
the Edgemere at Edgemere. The
Strand at Ocean Grove, N. J., a
Brandt house scheduled to keep open
until the end of the month, was
closed when high waters ruined equipment.
Damage to power lines caused the
closing of the Mayfair, Hillside, N.
J., an Associated Theatres house ;
Brandt's Central, Kent and Terrace
in Yonkers, Loew's Warwick and
46th Street in Jersey City, Randforce's Biltmore, Kinema and Embassy in Brooklyn, the Utopia at Flushing, run by the Island Theatre Circuit, and a number of others. Difficulties ofrepair left openings uncertain in some parts of Jersey City,
Brooklyn and Long Island.
Lawyers Ask Million,
Knox Gives $62,000
(Continued from page 1)
sociates, was awarded $45,000, Judge
Knox crediting his efforts with having brought about the offer of Skouras
interests to return the theatre property. Irving L. Levey, general counsel for the trustees, who asked for
$536,280, was awarded $15,000.
Garey, Desvernine and Garey, attorneys, and Marks and Marks, accountants, who had petitioned for $2,500
and $3,500, respectively, were awarded
$1,000
Undereach.
the settlement, creditors and
stockholders over a period of years
will benefit by more than $2,500,000
in gross rentals of the theatre,
Skouras paying $175,000 annually for
12 years under a lease.
Colligan Todd Manager
James Colligan, comptroller for the
Michael Todd organization, has been
named general manager. William F.
Laffan succeeds Colligan.
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Reviews
Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Sept. 17
PRODUCTION is being stepped up
at Republic, where 12 features are
preparing. On producer Albert Cohen's
scnedule are "Had Carroll's Vanities,"
"The Iron Master," which will star
Michael O'Shea, and "The Fabulous
Texan," an adventure story based on
the life of Sam Bass, outlaw of the
early West. "Gold Country," a tale ot
the California gold rush, is being readied for producer Joseph Kane. "Queen
of Avenue A," musical of old New
York, is being developed from an original by Joseph Santley, who will also
produce and direct. Producer Herman
Millakowsky has two in preparation :
"Girls in the Big House" and a comedy called "The Ghost Comes Home."
Others which will start shooting shortly include:
"Queen
of Walter
the Jungle,"
bouth
Sea musical
which
Goetz
will produce, "A Daring Holiday,"
"Murder Stole My Missing Hours"
and "That's What You Think."
•
Walter Lantz mill marshal his several "Cartune" characters to assemble
an all-star cast for "Poet and Peasant," a treatment of the overture of
that title, which is an addition to the
Lantz Schedule of shorts for Universal.
. . . William Wilder, brother of Billy
Wilder, has engaged Anthony Mann to
direct "The Great Flamarion," which
will co-star Erich von Stroheim and
Mary Beth Hughes. The film will
be released through Republic. . . .
Gloria Hope, who has been a featured
singer at New York's Stork Club, has
been signed by M-G-M.
Hal B. Wallis' purchase of screen
rights to Lillian Hellman's "The
Searching Wind" is the fifth property to be acquired by Wallis since
his affiliation with Paramount. The
others are: "Love Letters," "The
Affairs of Susan," which will star
Joan Fontaine; "Whenever I Remember," and "Don't Ever Grieve
•
Me."
PRC has purchased "Phantom of
42nd Street," a novel by Milton Raison
and Jack Harvey. It will be Al Herman's first production for the studio.
. . . Evelyn Keyes has been assigned
one of the principal roles in Columbia's
"A Thousand and One Nights." Alfred E. Green will direct the feature,
which is a fantasy of old Baghdad. . . .
Andy Clyde will have a comedy role
in Warners' "Roughly Speaking." . . .
Richard Aldington, British author, will
write the screenplay for "Diamond
Rock," which Edwin Knopf will produce at M-G-M. . . . Addison Richards
has been cast for an important role in
"Spellbound," which is the new title
for David O. Selznick's "The House
of Dr. Edwardes."
•
Amelita Ward will have the romantic feminine lead in Universal 's "Jungle
Captive," replacing Betty Bryant, zvho
is unable to take the part because of
illness. . . . Lane Watson, recently
signed by International Pictures, has
been cast as a newspaper photographer
in the Sonja Henie Starrer, "It's a
Pleasure." . . . Walter Brennan has
been assigned an important role in
"Nobody Lives Forever'' which Robert Buckner is producing for Warners.

Cites

Improved

"Dead Man's Eyes"
Postwar
Equipment
(Universal).
A LTHOUGH it treats of the unusual theme of transplanting a dead
Toronto, Sept. 17. — An appraisal of
man's cornea to a blind man to restore his sight, "Dead Man's postwar developments in theatre
Eyes" rarely achieves that air of suspense and excitement that are equipment and construction has been
requisites of the mystery film, being hobbled by inept dialogue that makes made by Jules Wolfe, purchasing
the film drag interminably. An earnest troupe of players, including Lon agent in charge of maintenance, engineering and construction for Famous
Chaney, Jean Parker, Paul Kelly, George Meeker, Edward Fielding,
Asquanetta and George Meeker, strains unsuccessfully to overcome the Players-Canadian Corp.
Wolfe stresses the evolutionary postretches of hackneyed dialogue. The bizarre theme, however, in additentialities inheating, predicting that
tion to the name players, may afford an opportunity for strong exploitapresent visible radiators will be retion that may aid the box office.
placed by panel heating which will use
The nub of the mystery fastens around a trio of suspects of Fielding's concealed piping embedded in the
murder whose demise comes shortly after he has willed his cornea to walls, floors or ceilings ; or by electrical plates or panels placed in insulated
Chaney, an artist, who has become blind. Suspicion fastens upon
Chaney, Acquanetta and Meeker, a jealous suitor of Miss Parker. recesses of walls and ceilings. Still
another variation may resut from elecGomez eventually breaks the case, with Chaney's aid, and reveals that
trically heated tapestries mounted on
Kelly committed the murder in order that Fielding's corneas be switched wall screens. Yet another variation,
to Chaney's eyes so as to facilitate his suit of Acquanetta, who is de- he also avers, may be the utilization
voted to Chaney in his blind condition. Chaney regains his sight when
solar heat extracted from the sun's
the operation is successful and is free to marry Miss Parker. Reginald of
rays and stored to heat water used in
coils for radiant or panel heating.
LeBorg directed from Dwight V. Babcock's screenplay. Will Cowan
Wolfe says that while experts claim
was associate producer of this Inner Sanctum Mystery.
theatre television is coming in some
Running time, 64 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, Nov.
10.
Charles
Ryweck. form or other, they are not prepared
to release details. They do state,
however, it will come in compact,
*"G" denotes general classification.
packaged units, readily adaptable to
almost any condition of structural layout. New products will be available
for theatre construction, Wolfe pro"Thunder
Rock"
phesies, particularly those containing a
(Charter Pictures — English Films)
large percentage of aluminum and
C ELDOM does a picture approach more nearly the peak of perfect pro- magnesium.
In the realm of air conditioning,
^ duction. The story is dramatic, gripping and real, it is acted superbgreat improvements can be expected,
ly, Roy Boulton directed with care and apparent' inspiration, and every
phase of production, with special plaudits for the camera work, is says Wolfe, in proper distribution, diffuser construction and re-circulating
handled with finesse and blended skilfully.
systems to insure uniform and proper"Thunder Rock," made in England, is an indictment of those who rely tempered air comfort. Ornamental
fused to see the inevitability of World War II. Michael Redgrave is a auditorium lighting fixtures may then
newspaper correspondent whose warnings of the impending tragedy be eliminated, he said.
The part plastics and glass will
which befell the world in 1939 were scorned. In disgust, he exiles himself to a lighthouse island in Lake Michigan, USA, where he lives with have in postwar development, the FPpeople of his imagination — the passengers of a ship which sank nearby C official declares, is also highly potential. Plastic wall coverings in dein 1849. Each was a refugee who had fled Europe when pleas for
sign will likely be used extensively,
progress had been ignored. Each fled the world he felt was headed for
he said. Theatre murals will be prodestruction. Redgrave, hearing the creatures of his own mind speaking
tected with a film of transparent plasto him, realizes that he ran away too soon, and resolves to return to his
tic, thus preserving decorations inhomeland to carry on his crusade against Fascism, inspired anew with
definitely. Entrance doors may be
constructed entirely of plate glass,
a faith in humanity and the inevitability of progress.
and unbreakable, with plasAs a psychological study and a politically significant story of one tempered
tic ornamental hardware. Stage
man's fight against Fascism, "Thunder Rock" is in a class by itself. drapes and curtains will be made of
John Boulton produced for Charter. Mutz Greenbaum photographed, spun glass and fireproof fabrics,
Wolfe predicts.
the screenplay was adapted, from Robert Ardrey's play, by Jeffrey Dell
and Bernard Miles. Barbara Mullen plays the role of a woman who
It will be possible to change decorafought for the vindication of womanhood, while others in the cast intive scenes in auditoriums, Wolfe concludes, to create atmosphere in keeping
clude James Mason, Lilli Palmer, Finlay Currie, Frederick Valk, Sywith the theme of the feature program
billa Binder and Frederick Cooper.
by use of stereopticon projection.
Helen
Running time, 90 mins.
"A."*
Release date, Sept.
14. McNamara
*"A" denotes adult classification.

Plays
Films

Compete With
in Boston

Polio
Penna.

Not

Affecting

Theatres

Yet

Pathe Declares Dividend
The board of directors of Pathe Industries, Inc., has declared an initial
quarterly dividend of one dollar per
share on the four per cent cumulative
preferred stock, payable Oct. 1 to
stockholders of record Sept. 20. The
new preferred stock was issued following the merger of Pathe Laboratories of New Jersey and Pathe
Laboratories, Inc., into Pathe Industries, Inc.

Philadelphia, Sept. 17. — Although
more than 300 cases of infantile paralysis have been reported in this state
in the current epidemic, the Pennsylnew plays. "Down to Miami" has
vania Department of State, through Goldsmith Here
begun a trial run at the Shubert here. Dr. A. H. Stewart, secretary, reports
Keith Goldsmith, Universal mana"Sadie Thompson," version of "Rain," that it does not contemplate ordering
ger in Trinidid for the past four years,
will open Sept. 25, starring Ethel theatres or other public places to close has arrived in New York for conMerman.
at present.
ferences with J. H. Seidelman, presiLocal health authorities have also indent of Universal International Films.
The premiere of "Look Back On here. ; dicated they will not close theatres
Goldsmith
will receive a new assignToday" will be held Sept. 28 at the
ment shortly.
Agassiz Theatre in Cambridge.

Boston, Sept. 17. — Considerable additional competition for film theatres
is ahead here with the opening of three
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'Frisco's
is Doubling

Cincinnati

Average

Cincinnati, Sept. 17.— "Wilson,"
playing the RKO Capitol at advanced
prices, is moving to an estimated $20,000, while "Casanova Brown" will do
approximately $10,000 on a moveover
week at the RKO Grand, up $3,500
on the average.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 13-16 :
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
RKO ALB EE — (3,300) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$15,000. (Average: $13,500).
"Wilson" (20th-Fox)
RKO PALACE — (2.000) (40c-55c-76c$1.10) 7 days, plus Saturday midnight show.
$20,000. (Average, at 44c-50c-60cGross:
70c:
$10,000).
"Delinquent Daughters" (PRC)
"Call of the South Seas" (Rep.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days.
Gross: $1,600. (Average: $1,400).
"Twilight on the Prairie" (Univ.)
"Fuzzy Settles Down" (PRC)
RKO FAMILY — (4,000) (30c-40c) 3 days.
Gross: $700. (Average: $800).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
RKO GRAND— (1,500) (44c -50c -60c -70c)2nd7
show,
days, plus Saturday midnightAlbee.
Gross:
week, moveover from the
$10,000. (Average: $6,500).
"In Society" (Univ.)
KEITH'S— (1,500)
(44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, 3rd week, following one week at the
Albee ' and moveover week at Keith's.
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,000).
"Take It or Leave It" (ZOth-Fox)
"The Pearl of Death" (Univ.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
davs, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$5,500. (Average: $5,000).
"The Impatient Years" (Col.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days, plus Saturday midnight show.
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $13,500).
"Janie" (WB)
RKO SHUBERT— (2.150) (44c-50c-60c70c) 7 days, 2nd week, moveover from the
Palace. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $5,000).
Indianapolis

Pays

$21,000 for 'Secret9
Indianapolis, Sept. 17. — "Henry
Aldrich's Little Secret" and a stage
show at the Circle top the box office
receipts this week, grossing $21,000.
The Indiana expects $13,500 with
"Christmas Holiday" and "She's a
Too."
Soldier,
Estimated receipts for the week end
ing Sept. 12-14:
"Henry Aldrich's Little Secret" (Para.)
CIRCLE— (2,800) (55c-70c) 7 davs. Stage
show. Gross: $21,000. (Average: $11,800).
"Christmas Holiday" (Univ.)
"She's a Soldier, Too" (Col.)
INDIANA — (3,200) (32c-55c) 7 days
Gross: $13,500. (Average: $11,600).
"Racket Man" (Col.)
KEITH'S— (1,500) (60c) 4 days. Stage
show. Gross: $4,400. (Average: $5,000).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
LOEWS— (2,800) (32c-55c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $11,500)
"Scarlet Claw" (Univ.)
"Invisible Man's Revenge" (Univ.)
LYRIC— (2,000) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross
$8,000. (Average: $4,900).

Theatres May Get
Relief on Carpets

Sept. 17.— AlleWashington,
viation of the tight carpet
situation for theatres and
other public places is seen
ProducWarsure
e in
possibltion
Boardthe
here
disclo
n
eratio
is being
that consid
given to making available for
export to the U. S., Canada
and England a quantity of
jute carpet-yarn now held in
storage in India.
In order to expedite fabrication, the WPB advises carpet mills interested to make
immediate application for authorization to import, pending a decision on release of
the material.

Big

$24,000

Ghost'

for

in Buffalo

Buffalo, Sept. 17. — "The Canterville Ghost" and "Tars and Spars,"
U. S. Coast Guard recruiting revue,
on the stage, led here at the Buffalo
with an expected $24,000. "The
Seventh Cross" dropped off slightly in
the first part of a second week at the
Great Lakes and will be below average. Weather is cooler. The infantile
paralysis epidemic is subsiding. Schools
open on the 26th, three weeks late.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 16 :
"The Canterville Ghost" (M-G-M)
BUFFALO^(3,489) (55c-76c) 7 days. "Tars
and
Spars"
on stage,
S. Coast
Guard
musical
revue.
Gross: U.$24,000.
(Average:
$17,400).
"The Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (50c-70c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $14,500. (Average:
$16,200).
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
HIPPODROMEW2,100) (50c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $9,700).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
"The Falcon Out West" (RKO)
TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3.000) (50c70c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $14,200. (Average: $12,200).
"The Impatient Years" (Col.)
"The Black Parachute" (Col.)
LAFAYETTE— (3.000) (50c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $12,400).
The report for the week ending
Sept. 9th listed $24,300 as the estimated
gross for "Three Men in White" and
Horace Heidt's orchestra on the stage
at Shea's Buffalo. Final compilation
showed the gross was $38,300, a new
house record.

MGM
Field Men Meet
M-G-M field exploiteers who will
Omaha
Pays $11,800 attend a two-day district meeting Sept.
24-25 at the Muehlbach Hotel, Kansas City, include : E. B. Coleman, DalFor 'Bathing Beauty'
las ; Irving Waterstreet, St. Louis ;
Omaha, Sept. 17. — "Bathing Beau- Bernie Evens, Kansas City ; Ed Gardty's" $11,800 set the box office pace at
ner, Oklahoma City, and William
the Paramount Theatre here. "Caso
Prass, Denver, all in the district
nova Brown" had a good second week
at the Brandeis. Weather was ideal. supervised by Burtus Bishop, Jr. The
is the second of a series called
Estimated receipts for the week end- meeting
by William R. Ferguson, exploitation
ing Sept. 13-14:
director.
"Casanova Brown" (WB)
BRANDEIS— (1.200) (44c-60c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $6,900. (Average: $6,500).
"I Love a Soldier" (Para.)
Five More 'Wilson' Dates
"The Scarlet Claw" (Univ.)
Chicago, Sept. 17. — Fred Joyce
OMAHA — (2,000) (44c-60c) 7 days, 2nd
week, on a moveover from the Paramount special representative for 20th-Fox
for "I Love a Soldier." Gross: $9,100. (Av- handling "Wilson" exploitation work,
erage: $8,400).
will spend this month in Indiana and
"The Great Moment" (Para.)
Kentucky promoting five openings, at
"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
ORPHEUM — (3,000) (44c-60c) 7 days. the Indiana Theater, Indianapolis,
Gross: $10,900. (Average: $9,800).
Sept. 20; Palace, Fort Wayne, 21;
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT — (2.900) (44c-60c) 7 days. Rialto, Louisville, 28; Grand, Terra
Haute, 30, and Lafayette, Oct. 1.
Gross: $11,800. (Average: $11,700).

Grosses

Over
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Warfield

$19,000

on 'Wilson'

San Francisco, Sept. 17. — "Wilson" is again far out in front with a
smashing $44,000 in its second week
at the Warfield, following an opening
week's gross of $52,000. "Since You
Went Away" is another top hit and is
still playing to turn-away crowds in
its third week at the United Artists
where it grossed $24,100.
Estimated receipts for the week endSept. 12-14:Years" (Col.)
"The ingImpatient
"One Mysterious Night" (Col.)
000).
ORPHEUM — (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $16,500. (Average: $15,"Since You Went Away" (UA)
UNITED' ARTISTS— (1,200) (74c-$1.20) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $24,100. (Average:
$11,000).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2.850) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days, 3rd week. Stage: vaudeville. Gross:
$24,500.
"Wilson" (Average:
(ZOth-Fox) $27,000).

Lifts
Home
To Cleveland

'Pearl'
Lead

Cleveland, Sept. 17. — Lena Home
packed them in at the RKO Palace
here, for an estimated $44,000 for the
week, with "Pearl of Death" on the
screen. "Dragon Seed" opened very
big at Loew's State ; although the
show is long, the take looks like $22,500. "Double Indemnity" is holding
strong at Loew's Ohio and will sho
better than $7,200 in its fourth wee
Estimated receipts for week ende
Sept. 13 :
"Marine Raiders" (RKO)
ALLEN— (3,000) 45c-55c-65c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $8,500).
"Step Lively "(RKO)
"Janie"
WARNERS*
(WB) HIPPODROME — (3,500)
(45c-55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $18,500. (Average: $22,100).
WARNERS' LAKE— (714) (45c-S5c-65c) 7
days, 3d week. Gross: $3,300. (Average:
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
LOEW'S OHIO— (1,268) (45c-65c) 7 days,
$3,200).
4th week. Gross: $7,200. (Average: $5,000).
"Pearl of Death" (Univ.)
RKO PALACE— (3.300) (50c-60c-85c-95c) 7
days. Stage:
Home
and Cootie
Williams' Band.Lena
Gross:
$44,000.
(Average:
$25,400). Seed" (M-G-M)
"Dragon
LOEW'S STATE— (3,300) (45c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $22,500. (Average: $19,000).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900) (45c-65c),
7 days, 3d week. Gross: $10,000. (Average:
$10,000).

WARFIELD — (2,680) (76c-85c-$1.10) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $44,000. (Average:
$25,000).
"Bathing Beauty" (MGM)
FOX— (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
$27,000. (Average: $28,000).
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
"Three Little Sisters" (Rep.)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days. Gross: $28,500. (Average: $20,000).
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
"The Girl Who Dared" (Rep.)
STATE — (2,308) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
moveover from the Fox. Gross: $17,500.
'My Way' Cornering
(Average: $13,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7
Market
days, 5th week, moveover after four weeks Montreal
at the Fox. Gross: $13,000. (Average:
$11,000).
Montreal, Sept. 17. — "Going My
Way" has practically cornered the lo'Janie/ 'Angels' Take the calfilm
theatreis market.
expectedPlaying
to set ata Loew's,
record,
Providence Spotlight
with an estimated $18,000 for the first
17. — "Janie" and week. Other pictures are about avere, Sept.
Providenc
"And
the Angels
Sing" grossed $15,Estimated receipts for the week
000 each in their opening weeks at the
ending Sept. 14:
Majestic and Strand, respectively, age.
"Going My Way" (Para.)
while "Casanova Brown" reaped $13,LOEW'S— (2,900) (35c-53c-67c) 7 days.
500 in its second week at the RKO- Gross: $18,000. (Average: $10,000).
Beauty" (M-G-M)
Albee and will be held a third week. "Bathing
000).
PALACE— (2,700) (30c-45c-62c) 7 days,
Estimated receipts for the week end- 2nd week. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $10,ing Sept. 14:
"Casanova
Brown" (RKO)
"This Is the Life" (Univ.)
"Mademoiselle Fifi" (RKO)
"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
RKO-ALBEE— (2,239) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days,
CAPITOL— (2.700) (30c-45c-63c) 7 days.
second week. Gross: $13,500. (Average: Gross:
$9,000. (Average: $8,000).
"Seven
Days
Ashore"
$12,800).
"Yellow
Canary"
(RKO)(RKO)
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid" (Para.)
PRINCESS— (2,000) (27c-34c-47c) 7 days.
STRAND— (2,200) (44c-55c) 7 days. Gross: Gross:
$6,500. (Average: $5,500).
$15,000. (Average: $10,500).
"Lady
"The Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
"Machinein the
Gun Death
Mama"House"
(PRC) (PRC)
LOEWS STATE— (3,232) (35c-44c-55c) 7 STRAND1— (715) (35c-45c) 7 days. Gross:
days, 2nd(WB)
week. Gross: $13,600. (Average: $2,750. (Average: $2,700).
"Janie"
$17,700).
"Boogie- Woogie Dream" (Hollywood Prod.)
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days. Preparing Papers for
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $12,100).
"In Society" (Univ.)
Prefect Case Appeal
"Crime hy Night" (WB)
Film attorney Saul Rogers, having
CARLTON— (1,526) (35c-44c-55c) . 7 days,
3rd week. (Moved over after two weeks recovered from a long illness and reat Majestic). Gross: $4,100. (Average:
turned to his office here, is preparing
$4,000).
"Dixie Jamboree" (PRC)
papers to be filed, possibly this week,
FAY'S— (1,800) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days. On with the U. S. District Court of Apstage: Gay
'90s Revue. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $6,500).
peals in the Prefect
Theatres'
575 anti-trust
suit against
most $5,452,of the
"Leave It to the Irish" (Mono.)
METROPOLITAN — (3,050) (44c-60c) 7 distributing companies. Deadline for
days.
stage: Gross:
Harry Howard's
"Hooray appealing is Sept. 28, three months affor the OnGirls."
$6,000. (Average:
ter Judge Carroll Hincks denied the
$6,900).
plaintiffs'
motionCourt
for aat new
Federal District
New trial
Haven.in
Arrange Dewey Program
Judge Hincks, following 20 days of
Los Angeles, Sept. 17. — David O.
testimony, took the case
Selznick and Cecil B. De Mille will plaintiffs'
away from a jury in New Haven on
handle the "Hollywood" end of New April 14 and handed down a verdict
York's Gov. Thomas E. Dewey's ap- in favor of the defense. The suit
pearance here Sept. 21. Clark Gable charges conspiracy to keep product
and Jeannette MacDonald will be from the Pickwick Theatre, Greenamong the stars who will appear. Gov.
Conn. The judge stated later
Dewey will deliver a campaign speech that hewich,found
evidence of conspiracy
at the Memorial Coliseum.
but no evidence of damage.
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Betty

And

Hutton

The

Raise

Mask'

$65,000

Chicago, Sept. 17. — Personal appearances ofBetty Hutton, plus "The
Mask of Dimitrios," attracted enough
iterest in the Loop to give the Chi. _ago a lead-off gross of $65,000,
against the house par of $51,500. The
Woodsa record
finally run
closed
"Upweeks
in Arms"
after
of 20
and a
total estimated gross of $350,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 14 :
"Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble" (M-G-M)
"Three Men in White" (M-G-M)
APOLLO— (1,200) (55c-6Sc-95c) 3rd week.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $11,400).
"The Mask of Dimitrios" (WB)
CHICAGO>-(3,850)
(55c-85c-95c). Stage:
Betty Hutton and revue. Gross: $65,003.
(Average: $51,500).
"Leave It to the Irish" (Mono.)
DOWNTOWN— (1,600) (44c-55c-60c-85c95c). Stage: Johnny (Scat) Davis and
orchestra. Gross: $12,500.
"The Hitler Gang" (Para.)
"Crime by Night" (WB) 5 days, 4th week
"Take It or Leave It" (ZBth-Fox)
"Dangerous Journey" (2fith-Fox) 2 days
GARRICK— (1,000) (55c-65c-95c). Gross:
$9,500. (Average: $9,100).
"In Society" (Univ.) 4th Loop week
"Block Busters" (Univ.)
GRAND"— (1,250) (50c-60c-85c-95c). "Block
Busters" replaced "Seven Doors to Death"
(PRC) Saturday. Gross: $8,500. (Average:
$9,100).
"Song of the Open Road" (UA)
ORIENTAL
— (3,200) (44c -55c -60c -85c95c). Stage: Boyd Raeburn and orchestra,
and Mills Brothers. Gross: $28,000. (Average: $24,000).
"Bride by Mistake" (RKO)
"Pearl of Death" (Univ.)
PALACE— (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-95c). Gross:
$24,000. (Average: $24,000).
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
ROOSEVELT - (1,500) (55c-65c-95c).
Gross: $20,000. (Average: $20,000).
"Mr. Skeffington" (WB)
STATE LAKE— (2,700) (55c-65c-95c) 4th
week. Gross: $30,000. (Average: $29,000).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1,700) (50c-65c-95c)
4th week. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $20,1500).
"Up in Arms" (RKO) 5 days, Zflth week
"Man from Frisco" (Rep.) 2 days
WOODS — (1.230) (55c-65c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $17,003. (Average: $10,000).
Withdraw
Complaint
In New Orleans
Two arbitration complaints filed in
the New Orleans tribunal in Feb.,
1942, against the five consenting distributors have been withdrawn, the
American Arbitration Association has
reported here.
The complaints were originally
filed in behalf of the Don Theatre,
Alexandria, La., . operated by Don
George, who sought a reduction in
clearance ; and the Glenwood Theatre,
Shreveport, La., operated by the
Glenwood Theatre Corp., Don George,
secretary-treasurer, who sought relief
under Section 10 of the decree, which
pertains to designated run.
To Produce SO Shorts
Filmcraft Studios will begin production of30 musical shorts this week.
Featured will be Jeri Sullivan, CBS
star; Ida James, nightclub vocalist;
Lani Mclntire and his orchestra and
others. William Forest Crouch will
produce and direct.
Order Cuts in 18 Films
_ Columbus, O., Sept. 17.— Eliminations were ordered in 18 out of 109
films reviewed by the Ohio censor
board in August.
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Coimtersuit

Delays

Finkel Case Trial
"Harness
Racers"
"Junior Jive Bombers"
(RKO-Pathe)
( Warners)
The distributors' rental-percentage
"Harness Racers" is a real treat
A wealth of youthful talent appears
suit against William
in this entertaining subject. Colleen for lovers of pacers and trotters, some withholding
of which grace the starting racks of Finkel and his Carson Amusement
Townsend, featured in Warners' the Hambletonian classic annually. Co., filed March 15 in Federal Dis"Janie," is starred and backed up by
trict Court at Pittsburgh and scheda group of young musicians who will The spirit of the sulky race is brought
uled
to come to trial in September,
to
the
screen
with
vivid
reality
in
probably make names for themselves
has now been delayed pending the
in the not too distant future. Drilled
production.
training and
grooming proce- outcome of a subsequent monopoly
in the classics, both individually and JayTheBonafield's
dure
of
the
prospective
champions is suit brought in the same court against
as a high school orchestra, the youngsters revolt. Their version of the pictured in detail and the climax the distributors by Morris Roth and
comes with the thrill of the race and 23 other Allegheny County independent
"Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 2" is
"solid." Other numbers include "Blues ultimate victory. Joseph Walsh di- exhibitors, including Finkel.
rected. Running time, 8J/2 minutes.
in the Night," "We're Working Our
In their March complaints, Loew's,
Paramount, Warners, 20th CenturyWay Through College," "Drum BooFox, RKO, Columbia and Universal
gie" and "Mutiny in the Nursery."
The subject looks like a winner any- "From Hand to Mouse"
charged that percentage box office rewhere. Running time, 10 minutes.
(Warners)
ports for Finkel's Arcade and Colonial
This distorted version of the LionPittsburgh contained "inand-the-Mouse fable does not work Theatres in tentionally
false and incorrect state"Musical Movieland"
out too well. It is stock stuff and only
ments
of
gross
receipts." Each dis( Warners)
mildly funny. The mouse plagues the
tributor asked damages of many thousands.
Warners' latest offering in the cur- uncommonly dumb lion, who has alrent series of musicals done in big
lowed him to live on the theory that
time fashion is very impressive, in the mouse may help him out some day.
The exhibitors' countersuit, filed
lush color, with production numbers But the mouse has other plans. Part June 15 against the same distributors,
aplenty. The background is a guided of the Looney Tunes series. Produced plus United Artists, claimed the defendants had increased their control
tour of a Hollywood studio, taking in by Leon Schlesinger. Running time, 7
over theatres in the territory by invarious sets, each providing a separate minutes.
creasing the number of percentage picshow of song and dance numbers. All
tures the independents were required
are impressive. Cleverly executed
to play, thus increasing the fees, and
dance routines were devised and guid- "Their Dizzy Day"
ed by Bobby Connolly and Mattie
then,
when exhibitors failed to comKing. LeRoy Prinz directed. Words (Warners)
ply, withdrawing first-run privileges.
The
amazing
and
amusing
advenand music were written by M. K.
tures of four lion cubs make a really The plaintiffs also demand voiding of
agreements whereby the disJerome and Jack Scholl. "Musical amusing subject. The little lions have all license tributors
could control length of runs.
Movieland" should prove an excellent a run-in with a monkey, raid a Sumshowbuilder.
Running time, 20 mins.
mer cottage, push a canoe off shore
and go for a ride — and get an unex- Neal NamedRepublic
pected ducking. Here is a short with
"Bluenose Schooner"
universal appeal ; it is clever. Mervyn Puerto Rico Manager
(Warners)
Freeman directed and photographed.
Prior to his departure Saturday for
Filmed in color, this release will delight all devotees of the outdoors. It George O'Hanlon narrated. Running Hollywood and studio conferences on
has excitement in the roping of a giant time, 10 minutes.
Republic's production set-up in Mexico
shark, drama in the shots of Nova
with Herbert J. Yates, chairman of the
Scotians fishing the Canadian banks,
board, Morris Goodman, vice-president
even during the dangerous periods "Birdy and the Beast'
in charge of foreign sales, announced
when enemy submarines lurked off the ( W arncrs)
the appointment of Jack R. Neal as
The animated story of Tweety, the
coast, and several other elements that
Puerto Rico.
of the company's branch in
go to make an interesting and enter- bird, and his encounter with a hungry manager
taining subject. The Bluenose Schoon- cat. Tweety escapes the cat and, aided
Neal left for his new post Saturday.
er is a type of fishing vessel, once by an English bulldog, plants a bomb He succeeds Carl Ponedel, whose
manned by sails, now operated by in the cat's neighborhood, blowing up
diesel engines and sails for balance. the cat. It is entertaining ; youngsters transfer to Republic's office in Mexico
City was recently announced.
Produced for the "Sports Parade" by especially will love it. Leon SchlesGoodman will stay in Hollywood for
Douglas Sinclair and Edward Buckinger produced for the "Merrie Melo- a week, and will then leave for a three
man. Running time, 10 minutes.
dies" series. Running time, 7 minutes.
months' trip during which he will survey Latin-American conditions. His
first stop will be Mexico, his itinerary
British Are Stymied
Para. News Supplies
including Panama, Venezuela, Trinidad, Brazil, Argentine, Chile, Peru,
Shots of Soldiers
In Television Survey
and Cuba.
Toronto, Sept. 17. — Paramount will
London, Sept. 17. — Although the
distribute newsreel clips among next- common feeling in all branches of the NTS
Names
Baldwin
of-kin, anywhere in Canada, of scenes British film industry is that definite
showing relatives among Canadian
troops overseas. Theatre patrons who information on the possible 'perils' of Export Manager
Arthur F. Baldwin has been named
spot such pictures in Paramount News television should be obtained before
are to notify the nearest Paramount taking any far-reaching steps in that manager of the National-Simplexexchange and the clips will be for- field, little or no progress has been Bludwort export division of National
Theatre Supply, it has been reported
warded after the reel has completed
made so far in efforts to get help on by W. E. Green, NTS president. The
scheduled runs.
the subject.
appointment of M. V. Higgins as asA report of Sam Eckman, Jr.,
sistant export manager was also reTwo More in Canada
M-G-M British managing director,
Toronto, Sept. 17. — Twentieth CenThe appointment is in line with the
tury Theatres, Ltd., affiliated with disclosed at a meeting of the Kine- ported.
company's
recent announcement that a
famous Players Canadian Corp., will matograph Renters Society, made complete line
of theatre equipment
construct postwar theatres in Toronto clear to a joint committee of produc- will be made available to foreign exand Ottawa. The circuit, of which
hibitors. Baldwin has been with the
ers, distributors and exhibitors that
N. A. Taylor is general manager, has there is a lack of agreement on tele- sales department for 11 years.
purchased a downtown site on Queen
vision within the American industry.
St., Ottawa, for $38,000 on which to Moreover, Major Reginald Baker,
erect the Cinema Theatre, to cost KRS president, reported that he and WB BuysTime on WABC
Warners will promote new product
other delegates representative of the
$200,000.
In Toronto, the circuit has invaded entire British industry had interviewed by spot announcements on the Phil
the East End with the purchase of the Hankey Committee, British gov- Cook "Cook 'n' Corn" program on
the Regal Theatre which is to be reernment inquiry group on post-war station WABC, New York outlet at
placed with a 1,000-seat house to be television potentialities, but that noth- CBS, on Wednesdays and Fridays,
known as the Vanguard.
starting Oct. 4.
ing tangible had emerged.
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Post-War

WB

Studio

Needs

Technical

Are

Columbia,on Other Hand,
Will Build New Stages
Hollywood,

Sept. 18. — Motion

Picture Daily's continuing survey of the property and technological needs of Hollywood's studios,
now and for the post-war, finds that
the principal, and immediate post-war
observation at Warner Brothers' Burbank plant will be toward technological improvements. Mainly, this
translates into terms of sound and
cameras.
At Columbia's studio, however,
there is readily acknowledged the
need for additional sound stages and
film vaults.
Motion Picture Daily has been
{Continued on page 8)
Variety
Plan

Clubs

Postwar

Will

Role

Washington, Sept. 18. — Plans for
the Variety Clubs of America in postwar activities of the industry and the
country will keynote the organization's
national meeting at the Statler Hotel
here Nov. 24-25.
Withoutallbecause
"hi-jinks"
andwar
entertaining
ruled
of the
and with
attendance limited to about 100, including the chief barker and two national canvassmen of each of the 25
tents, the gathering will stress, along
with postwar projects, further War
(.Continued on page 8)
Golden

to Film

the

Story of the FBI
Edward A. Golden has acquired
screen rights to the Frederick L. Collins book, "The FBI in Peace and
War," the story of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, with a foreword by
J. Edgar Hoover, it was announced
yesterday. Robert Golden will produce from a screenplay now being prepared by Collins. It was stated that
the production will precede that of
Paul De Kruif's "Kaiser Wakes the
Doctors," which Golden also owns.
Robert Golden is scheduled to arrive
in New York from Hollywood on Friday for conferences on the new production and will go to Texas from here
for the world
premiere
of "The
Mas(Continued
on page
9)

YORK,

Broadway
Regain

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

Grosses

Most

Hurricane

of

Losses

SEPTEMBER

52

Millions

CENTS

Pay

V-E Day Will Free
Building Materials
Washington, Sept. 18.— The
U. S. Chamber of Commerce
reported today that lumber,
steel and copper may be
available in sufficient quantities following the defeat of
Germany to permit a volume
of civilian construction in the
succeeding year about double
the present rate.
"Under these circumstances," the Chamber said,
"there is a growing belief
that it would be feasible
after the German collapse to
remove many, if not all, of
the present controls on con-

Although the hurricane dented
Broadway's current week's grosses up
to 60 per cent, business rebounded
quickly over the weekend, and on
Monday most houses seemed headed
for a profitable week.
"Casanova Brown," opening at the
Music Hall, was running ahead of
any previous RKO premiere there
when the "big blow" struck last
Thursday, according to Robert Mochrie, RKO's general sales manager.
And, while a possible opening-day record was washed out, the film had
taken a handsome $73,500 by Sunday
night and now heads for a $120,000
struction."
week. It will run indefinitely, with
"Mrs. Parkington" scheduled to fol- Blumenfeld,Wobber
low.
"Wilson," at the Roxy, where no
(Continued on page 9)
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Head

Coast

Group

Regular
Ad
missions
See Boost This Year
'Full Price' Patrons

in

The industry appears to be getting results in its overall campaign
to build greater theatre attendance
by more individual patrons and to
encourage more frequent attendance
on the part
mission prices.of those paying full adEstimates of the number of
patrons paying full admission
prices at the box offices of film
theatres, counting actual patrons and not the number of
weekly visits, is now over 52,000,000, according to George H.
Gallup's(Continued
Audience
on page Research
8)

San Francisco, Sept. 18. — Joseph
Blumenfeld, president of Blumenfeld
Para. Studio Setup
Theatres, Inc., has been elected president of the California Theatres Asso- Canada
Rules
on
Hollywood, Sept. 18. — Paramount
ciation, Inc. At a meeting held here,
will produce 16 features during the
coming year, as reported in Motion other officers elected were : Herman 4Bell\ Other
Films
Picture Daily on Aug. 21, exclusive Wobber, 20th Century-Fox, first viceof an unspecified number of pictures president; George
Nasser,
Nasser
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)
Toronto, Sept. 18.— J. R. Croft,
newly-appointed administrator of services of the Canadian Wartime Prices
and
Trade
Board, has issued terms
to
Title
n
Retai
nies
Compa
under which Paramount's "For Whom
the Bell Tolls" and "Sign of the
Them
Curb
Can
Cross" may be sold to Canadian exhibGift Films;
itors in 1944-45, permission having
previously been refused for the release
Assurances that motion pictures and of the former feature as a roadshow at
Freon Fails to
equipment now being used by the advanced prices under the trade stabGovernment in the war effort shall
ilization policy of the government
Flow — Again
not later fall into the hands of "non- board.
Washington, Sept. 18. — A
theatrical competitors" are being
page may
9) be purIt was (Continued
ruled that on
"Bell"
new critical shortage of freon
sought by Allied's special committee
refrigerant will occur next
under Col. H. A. Cole, who has remonth as a result of a lack of
turned to his Dallas headquarters following several days of conferences on Lights Go on Oct. 1
hydrofluoric acid, an important component of freon, War
the problem
tives in New with
York.film company execu- In Toronto Area
Production Board officials disThe committee was appointed, along
closed today, but it is hoped
Toronto, Sept. 18. — The lights will
with several others on immediate and go on again Oct. 1 in Toronto and
still to be able to meet needs
according to a Government
of exhibitors before Summer,
postwar exhibitor problems, at na- vicinity,
source today.
1945.
tional Allied's recent board meeting
at Bretton Woods, N. H.
Except for places in combat zones,
The new failure is described
Cole said he felt that a solution the Southern Ontario area was beas being due to over-optilieved to be the last section on earth
could be found, at least with regard
mism on the capacity of existing hydrofluoric acid plants
to prints, because "the Government still dimmed out, and Canada's power
and the failure of two new
was finally aroused to acdoes not own the films" loaned for controller
service showings abroad. A check-up •:ion when Toronto officials revealed
ones to come into operation
with distributor representatives and in a protest that a huge surplus of
as scheduled. The production
War Activities Committee officials power was being delivered from here
of the acid in October will fall
disclosed the fact that the companies to the United States, where signs
short of programmed volume
have itegn illuminated for many
have
title to the
by nearly 35 per cent, necesprintsnotbutrelinquished
that no provision
has "gift"
been weeks.
sitating acorresponding remade for their return. In most inFamous Players-Canadian has alduction in freon output, it
ready ordered a full supply of electric
stances, one distributor spokesman
was said.
bulbs to light up its theatre marquees,
said, the (Continued
Government
shows
the
picon page 8)
which have been dark for three years.
Ginsberg

Completes
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Tribute

to

Schenck on 'Dimes'
Characterizing the industry's 1944 March of Dimes
campaign as "a truly magnificent jo b," President
Roosevelt, in a letter to
Nicholas M. Scheck, industry
chairman of the drive, has
expressed "sincere personal
congratulations and appreciation for a success beyond all
expectations."
Commenting on a report
of the $2,219,669 theatre collection check for the National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis, presented by
Schenck at the White House,
Sept. 7, the President wrote:
"Because the motion picture
theatre is so close to the
hearts of Americans, you
have succeeded in interesting
millions and millions in this
crusade."
Columbia
Sets 2-Day
Chicago Meeting
Chicago, Sept. 18.- — Columbia will
hold a special two-day meeting, commencing Wednesday, at the Drake
Hotel, here, at which home office executives and all district managers will
attend. On the agenda are discussions on distribution, advertising and
publicity of the Muni-Oberon "A
Song to Remember," on which $500,000 will be spent on a public campaign.
Home office executives attending will
include : A. Montague, general sales
manager, who will preside ; Rube
Jackter, assistant general sales manager Lou
;
Weinberg, circuit sales executive George
;
Josephs, manager of
sales accounting ; H. C. Kaufman,
manager of exchange operations ;
Seth Raisler, manager of the contract
department, and Vincent Borelli, sales
department. Louis Astor, circuit
sales executive currently on a business trip, will interrupt his tour to
join the group in Chicago.
District sales managers scheduled to
be present are: Sam Galanty, Eastern district ; Jerome Saf ron, West ;
Carl Shalit, Central ; B. C. Marcus,
Midwest ; R. J. Ingram, Southeast,
and J. B. Underwood, Southwest.
Kennedy Kin Killed
The Marquis of Hartington, husband of Kathleen Kennedy, daughter
of former U. S. Ambassador to England and film executive Joseph P.
Kennedy, has been killed in action in
France, according to press dispatches
reaching here from London. The Kennedys were recently informed by the
Navy Department of the death abroad
of their son, Lt. Joseph P. Kennedy,
Jr., 27. Another son, Lt. John, recently returned to this country after
service in the South Pacific. ,

Personal

Mention

Aids

Repair

Storm-Struck

of

Houses

Boston, Sept. 18.— The War Production Board has promised immediLT. THOMAS
G. ARTHUR,
formerly with Fanchon
& Marco,
ate approval of material requisitions
has been awarded the Air Medal with to cover
theatres in need of repair or
three oak clusters, his father, Harry reconstruction as a result of the hurC. Arthur, Jr., has been advised.
ricane of last Thursday. However,
0
the
WPB stated that priorities must
:i e
housing.
James Ferrara, manager of the first go for buildings essential to
Sgt. Sidney Gans, former Columbia New England exploiteer, is now Lyric Theatre, Landisville, N. J., was
serving with an Army public relations hospitalized at West Jersey Hospital,
Few Massachusetts theatres were
staff in France following his recent Camden, N. J., following an automo- seriously damaged in the storm. I
bile accident last week.
release from an English hospital.
New Bedford and Fall River, as w
•
•
as on Cape Cod, several small theatr
Elizabeth C. McCaffrey, PhiladelDwight Van Meter, former mana- were put out of operation.
ger of the Astor Theatre, Reading
phia United Artists office exchange
manager, has rounded out 25 years of Pa., now a Marine staff sergeant staservice with the company.
tioned in Philadelphia, is the father
•
of a son.
NEW YORK THEATRES
Adrian J. Ryan, Eastman Kodak
J. C. Brown, Washington bureau
employee, is the 11,000th person to enter military service from that organi- chief for News of the Day, has beHELD OVER! 2nd WEEK!
zation.
come engaged to Belle Fenster•
starring
stock, professionally known as Belle
Mell Koff, owner of the Darby, Fen stock, composer and painter.
"STORM OVER LISBON"
A Republic Picture
•
Philadelphia, and a salesman for
United Artists, became the father of
Ruth exchange
Meyers inofPhiladelphia,
Joe Farrow's
VERA HRUBA RALSTON
a daughter recently.
M-G-M
has
•
left for Florida where she will marry
RICHARD ARLEN
Charley Dolde, former manager PO/3C Herman Craft.
ERICH
VON STROHEIM
of the Family Theatre, Philadelphia,
has been honorably discharged from
W. P. McGeaCHie has returned
with Otto Kruger — Eduardo Ciannelli
the Marine Corps.
after an illness of one year to manage
•
Robert Livingston — Mona Barrie
the Orpheum Theatre, Sault Ste.
AIR COOLED
Edward Bergin, manager of the Marie, Ont.
REPUBLIC
THEATRE
State Theatre, Chester, Pa., and
B'way
Bet.
51st
& 52nd
Nancy
Pawnlack,
were
married
recently.
Tom Reed, assistant to Harry Joe
Tel.
Co.
5-9647
Brown
of
Producers
Corporation
of
•
America, will arrive here today from
Max Finn, general manager for Washington and Hollywood.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
the E. M. Loew circuit, New England,
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller Center
was a recent Hartford visitor.
GARY COOPER — TERESA WRIGHT
•
Hank Wall, Warner publicist, is
in International Pictures'
confined
to
his
home
suffering
from
Ben Blumberg, of National Theatre
a
streptococcus
throat.
Supply, Philadelphia, has left for the
o
"CASANOVA
BROWN"
FRANK MORGAN — ANITA
LOUISE
seashore to recuperate from illness.
Distributed through R.K.O. Radio Pictures Inc.
•
Ben Katz. Midwest publicity head
B'WAY &
Spectacular Stage Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
Jules Levey, producer for United for Universal, was on the sick list last
week at his home in Chicago.
Artists, has left for Hollywood.

RKO's
ROBERT
r, will
toleave genmanageIE,
eral salesMOCHR
night for Toronto to confer with Leo
M. Devaney, Canadian division sales
manager.
•

PALACE
Goldstein's 'V Message
'Chicago
Tribune'
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 18. —
Cuts Another 5%
Nathan E. Goldstein, president of
Chicago, Sept. 18. — The Chicago Western Massachusetts Theatres, has
Tribune will cut all film advertising written a screen message which is
another five per cent for the final now running in all theatres in that
quarter of 1944, C. W. Steffens, circuit, urging patrons to remain calm
amusement department editor, reveals, when news of victory in the war
bringing the total cut to 25 per cent. against Germany is flashed. In part
All other dailies here have been run- the message reads : "Let us welcome
ning 15 to 20 per cent below normal, the news of the European victory
but no further cuts have been an- when it comes, not with hilarity and
nounced byothers for the final quarter. unrestrained festivity but with solemn
Harley Back in England
London, Sept. 18. — Francis Harley,
20th Century-Fox managing director
for Great Britain, has returned here
following several months in the United
States. He accompanied Sypros
Skouras, 20th-Fox president, to that
country last Spring at the conclusion
of Skouras's extended conferences
with J. Arthur Rank and the signing
of the Rank-20th-Fox joint production
agreement.

thanksgiving."
Variety Plans Reception
Chicago, Sept. 18. — The local
Variety Club will resume its Fall activities Sept. 30 with a reception at its
Blackstone Hotel headquarters here.
Eddie Brunell will be chairman of the
affair, assisted by Ted Levy, Harry
Blumenthal, Abe Piatt, Lester Simansky, Fred Midlin and Lester Stepner.

47th St.

Alan Marshal • Laraine Day
Marsha Hunt
Allyn Joslyn
'BRIDE
BY * MISTAKE'
Edgar
Buchanann
'MEE
T TH
E
IN PERSON
M-G-M's New Musical
ON SCREEN
ED SULLIVAN
& HARVEST
MOON
DANCE
WINNERS
LUCILLE BALL
DICK POWELL
TOMMY DIX
'^^^"TaTaTJount^rese^s^^^^
Fred Mao Murray Barbara Stanwyck
Edward G. Robinson

PEOP
'
"DOUBLE
INDEMNITY"
IN LE
PERSON
THE ANDREWS SISTERS Times
MITCHELL AYRES AND HIS BAND.
Square

PAY OFF IN THE PACIFIC!
Blumberg Decorated
Leigh
Back
to
'Caesar'
Al Selig Joins 20th
London, Sept. 18. — Vivien Leigh,
WING
AND A PRAYER
Philadelphia, Sept. 18. — Albert
Al Selig, film publicist, has been Blumberg, 36, former manager of confined to a nursing home for the
"THE STORY OF CARRIER X"
named by Hal Home to handle special Warners' Midway here, has been pro- past three weeks, will be discharged
20TH CENTURY-FOX PICTURE
exploitation assignments at 20th Cenmoted to the rank of Master Sergeant in time to resume work next week
BRANDT'S
BRANDT'S
GLOBE
GOTHAM
tury-Fox under Rodney Bush. Selig and decorated with the Silver Star in Gabriel Pascal's production of
will work out of the home office.
B'way & 46 St.
B'way & 47 St.
"Caesar and Cleopatra."
"for gallantry in action."
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KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS! FIGHT BY THE
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Bl $Gph Hoffman and Al Martin
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Directed by LEIGH JASON
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Hollywood ' is importantly included
in the Blue Network's postwar building expansion program, along with
New York, Chicago and San Francisco, it was announced here yesterday
by Edward J. Noble, board chairman, who also announced that a reorganization ofresponsibilities of ofHAliIs in this network has resulted in

Machine
(PRC)

Gun

Elects
New

Board

Officers

Mama

Hollywood, Sept. 18. — The following were elected to the. board of directors of the Screen Actors Guild in its
D RC's discovery, Armida, aided by El Brendel and Luis Alberni, mas* ters of slapstick, and Wallace Ford, apparently had a good deal of fun annual election, results of which were
making- "Machine Gun Mama." Their zip and enthusiasm makes for a announced last night : Edward Arnold,
satisfying hour of light entertainment. The title, however, is misleading, Anne Baxter, Charles Boyer, Joseph
the most potent weapon appearing on the scene being a large wooden Cotten, Laraine Day, John Garfield,
Alan Hale, Porter Hall, Paul Harvey,
mallet.
<
The story places Ford and Brendel in Mexico with an elephant. Rex Ingram and Regis Toomey.
Lena Horne and Gene Kelly were
Armida and her father, operators of a not-too-successful carnival, buy
elected
for one-year terms as directhe elephant and the animal boosts business. Jack LaRue, a creditor, is
tors,
and Dorothy Tree for a twoattempting to get control of the show and is moderately successful until year term,
to replace directors who
Ford arrives. Complications arise when police appear looking for two resigned during the year.
The following officers, unopposed,
Americans. It looks like 'curtains' for the heroes, but a cute twist at the
finish clears them and LaRue winds up in jail. Ford and Armida pro- were elected : George Murphy, presivide the romance.
dent ;Paul Harvey, first vice-presiDirector Harold Young capably handled the script by Sam Neuman.
dent ;Walter Abel, second vice-president ;Laraine Day, third vice-presiThe cast performs satisfactorily and the elephant rates a special hand.
dent ; Lucile Gleason, recording
She's terrific. Jack Schwarz produced.
secretary ; Russell Hicks, treasurer.
Helen McNamara
Running time, 61 minutes. "G."*

^^60 per cent increase in business, and
Y)y "a determination to intensify efforts in the fields of television, frequency modulation and facsimile."
Chester J. LaRoche has been elected vice-chairman of the board and
becomes the chief executive officer of
the company, the announcement stated, and as part of his duties, he will
supervise program activities. Mark
Woods, president, will work directly
with LaRoche in executive responsibility for operation. In addition,
Woods will assume duties formerly
carried out by Edgar Kobak, who, as
executive vice-president, will direct
the plans for television, frequency *"G" denotes general classification.
modulation, facsimile and international broadcasting. He will also super- Monogram
in Canada
vise studio expansion throughout the
country.
Names
New
Mgrs.
Toronto, Sept. 18. — Monogram Pictures of Canada, Ltd., reports several
UA to Release 'France'
"Inside France" will be the next re- changes in management, through genlease in the World in Action series,
eral manager Harry A. Kaufman.
being distributed in this country by
George Lynch has replaced Max
United Artists. The film is being Phillett as Calgary manager ; Irving
prepared for immediate release in the Sourkes has replaced I. H. Allen in
U. S. and Central and South Amer- Montreal ; in Winnipeg, Victor
Rackow succeeds Abe Feinstein.

GET

7

Daily

HA

Raystan Asks End of
Earle's Clearance
Raystan Theatre Corp., operating
Blanstein, Polansky the Earle Theatre, Jackson Heights,
Promoted
by Empire
Queens, has filed a clearance complaint against the five consenting comToronto, Sept. 18. — Wolfe Blanpanies in the New York tribunal, the
stein, formerly Empire-Universal American Arbitration Association rebranch manager in Calgary, has been
ported here yesterday.
named manager in Winnipeg. Joseph
The complainant alleges that the
Polansky, former salesman for Em- seven-day clearance granted by the
pire-Universal inToronto, has been distributors to the Granada Theatre,
made manager at Calgary and Harry Corona, Queens, is unreasonable as to
Gould, former head booker here, has area and asks that all clearance be
eliminated.
been promoted to the sales vacancy.
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(Continued from page 1)
Bureau, and an even further
increase over the weekly 50,000,000 estimated for 1942 is expected to be shown when final
Gallup figures for 1944 become
available some weeks from
now.

Hollywood, Sept. 18. — Production,
which has been in the doldrums for
some time, has taken a sudden upward
spurt with work started on 12 features,
and only seven finished, bringing the
This total excludes cut-rate-paying
total number in work to 47, compared
with 41 one week ago. The production customers, children's admissions, free
scene follows :
passes, free or cut-rate service men's
admissions, and free attendance on the
Columbia
part of shut-ins and others at institutions.
Started: "Eadie Was a Lady," with
Overall estimates of weekly attendAnn Miller, Joe Besser, Hal Mclnance run anywhere between 85,000,000
tyre and Band, Jeff Donnell, William
and 100,000,000, Audience Research
Wright; "Sing Me a Song of Texas,"
with Pinky Tomlin, Rosemary Lane, pointing out that there are over 10,admissions — not individuals —
Big Boy Williams, Tom Tyler, Slim 000,000
for servicemen and women in the
Summerville.
Armed Forces in the U. S. who either
Shooting : "Counterattack," "Song see films without charge or pay reof Tahiti," "A Woman's Privilege."
duced prices. Further, there are an
estimated 17,000,000 youngsters in the
M-G-M
United States and some 18,000,000
Finished: "Telltale Hands."
more people in institutions and other
Started: "Valley of Decision," with
Greer Garson, Gregory Peck, Lionel "collective" situations who do not pay
Barrymore, Marsha Hunt, Hume full admission prices or who do not
pay any admissions.
Cronyn.
Audience Research estimates that
Shooting: "Hold High the Torch,"
"Women's Army," "Thrill of a Romance," "The Clock," "Anchors
Blumenfeld,Wobber
Aweigh," "Son of Lassie."
Monogram
Coast Group
Started: "Saddle Smoke," with Head
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Jennifer Holt.
{Continued from page 1)
Shooting : "Mystery Mansion."
Bros., second vice-president, and Abe
Paramount
Blumenfeld, Blumenfeld Theatres,
treasurer.
Finished : "Kitty."
Started: "Miss Susie Slagle's,"
On the board of directors are : B.
with Sonny Tufts, Veronica Lake, Lil- V. Sturdivant, division manager, Fox
lian Gish.
West Coast Theatres ; Irving AckerShooting: "Salty O'Rourke."
man, Downtown Amusement Co. ;
RKO Radio
Robert McNeil, Golden State Theatres; William David, Redwood TheFinished: "Pan-Americana."
atres ;Cliff Geissman, RKO's GoldStarted: "Zombie on Broadway,"
with Wally Brown, Alan Carney,
en Gate Theatres ; Rotus Harvey, InAnne Jeffreys, Bela Lugosi, Sheldon
dependent Theatre Owners of Northern California ; Ben Levin, General
Leonard, Frank Jenks ; "Tarzan and
the Amazons," with Johnny Weismull- Theatrical Co. ; Robert Lippert, Liper, Brenda Joyce and John Sheffield pert Theatres, Inc., and Mike Naify,
T. and D., Jr., Enterprises.
(Lesser).
Blumenfeld announced that theatres
Shooting : "China Sky," "Isle of the
Dead" (temporarily suspended), "Ex- here will not close on the receipt of
periment Perilous," "It's a Pleasure" news of Germany's fall unless local
( International) , "Wonder Man" conditions make it necessary to do so.
(Goldwyn).
"We believe the defeat of Germany
should not be celebrated with riotous
Republic
celebration, rather America should
consider it a solemn occasion, a day of
Finished: "The Big Bonanza."
Started: "Hitchhike to Happiness,"
with Al Pearce, Dale Evans, Brad prayer," Blumenfeld declared.
Taylor; "The Great Flamarion" (William Wilder), with Erich Von Stro- (Vanguard) (formerly "The House
heim, Mary Beth Hughes, Dan Dur- of Dr. Edwardes.")
yea, Steve Barclay.
Universal
Shooting : "The Great Stagecoach
Finished: "Jungle Captive," "Can't
Robbery," "Grissly's Millions," "Lake
Placid Serenade."
Help
Singing.""The Suspect," with
Started:
20th Century-Fox
Charles Laughton, Ella Raines, Dean
Harens ; "Salome — Where She
Finished: "Winged Victory."
Shooting : "Where Do We Go from Danced," with Rod Cameron, "Frisco
Here?," "Billy Rose's Diamond Horse- Sal," with Susanna Foster, Turhan
shoe," "Hangover Square," "Nob Bey, Alan Curtis.
Shooting : "The Fugitive."
Hill."
United Artists
Warners
Started: "It's in the Bag," (Skirball), with Fred Allen, John Carradine. Binnie Barnes.
Shooting : "Hold Autumn in Your
Hand," (Bronston) ; "High Among
the Stars" (Rogers) ; "Brewster's
Millions"
(Small); "Spellbound"
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there are between 80,000,000 and 90,- Are
Technical
000,000 people in the U. S. available
for theatres at full admissions. Of
(Continued from page 1)
this total, according to the Gallup
group, 10,000,000 persons "just don't reporting daily since Sept. 12 on Holgo to theatres." A large portion of
lywood's studio needs accruing since
the remainder attend theatres only
three and four times a year, support- the WPB and various other Feder
curtailed or ordere
ing the better films, according to Al- war-agencies
bert H. Sindlinger, executive vice- withheld metals or other materials.
president of Audience Research.
With 22 stages available in one of
the most modern and latterly built
Public's Two Questions
studios here, Warners is not faced
"The public asks two questions, with any need to add physically to its
whether orally or subconsciously before making up its mind to see a par- structural layout in Burbank. Evidently, planning prior to the outbreak
ticular film," Sindlinger told Motion
Picture Daily. These questions of hostilities resulted in putting the
are: "Who is in it?" and "What is it studio in fortunate position. About a
about?" "The potential gross of a dozen Mitchell cameras were added
film is affected by the answers to
and the studio's stock of aluminum
these questions," Sindlinger said.
was fortified to an extent which reaps
"There are many new faces in first- a comfortable reward now. Warners
run theatres," it was said. "The pub- has a large machine shop, thoroughly
lic today is better acquainted with equipped and perhaps the largest of
films than ever before," Audience Re- any Hollywood studio. Shortages of
search attributing this to a better pre- materials, particularly metals, have
setting" job being done by the distribu- been accommodated in part by recasttors.
ings and the extracting of maximum
use from supplies on hand.
No Blueprints Yet
Companies
Retain
While officials at Columbia readily
acknowledge the need for additional
Gift-Film Title
stages and vaults, they state no blueprints have been drawn as yet. There
(Continued from page 1)
will be changes, but the extent to
tures "until there is nothing left but
the sprocket holes." Greater cause for
worry, it was indicated, lies in the
possible salvage sale of 16mm and
35mm projection equipment, especially
the latter.
Serving with Cole on the Allied
committee are Nathan Yamins of
Massachusetts and Harry Lowenstein
of New Jersey.
Yamins, Cole and Sidney E. Samuelson of Eastern Pennsylvania constitute another Allied committee,
charged with submitting to the -Internal Revenue Bureau, for approval, a
new method of numbering theatre
tickets, designed to protect exhibitors
from revealing "intimate" details of
their business," especially on percentage playing. "At present," Cole explained, "the gross for a house can be
determined simply by purchasing the
first ticket Monday morning and the
last
one details
Sunday ofnight."
He prior
did not
disclose
the plan
to
Government sanction.
Ginsberg
Para,

Completes

which they will reach is an undetermined factor at this juncture.
Like practically all studios in Hollywood, Columbia quietly has been
lining up real estate adjacent to the
existing studio which stretches south
dn Gower St. off Santa Monica Boulevard. Additional parcels on Gower
St. and Beachwood Ave. are believed
to figure in the plans, but no specific
information is available on this score.
Currently, Columbia has 10 stages
in operation. Overflow production is
accommodated at the Darmour Studio
where there are four stages. The
company also has had occasion to rent
additional space at the California
Studio.

Variety
Plan

Clubs

Postwar

Will

Role

(Continued from page 1)
Activities Committee cooperation and
charity work for the coming year.
At a dinner climaxing the meeting,
with top industry executives from New
York and the Coast invited, Variety

Studio Setup
(Continued from page 1)
from the Hal Wallis and B. G. De will present its anual "Humanitarian
Award" to a winner selected by a
Sylva independent units and six or committee
of newspaper and magazine
more from the Pine-Thomas organiza- publishers and others.
tion, Henry Ginsberg, studio general
manager, announced today following
R. J. O'Donnell, national chief barker, will preside, assisted by his predea month spent in reorganizing Paracessor, John H. Harris, who now holds
mount's production structure.
Ginsberg's top aides will be Frank the post of Variety "Big Boss." The
will be sponsored by the
Butler, writer, and Joseph Sistrom, meeting
producer, with William Meikeljohn
Washington's
Carter Barron,tent,
firstwith
assistant
national
Shooting: "God Is My Co-Pilot," continuing in charge of talent. Pro- Washington
"Pillar to Post," "Of Human Bondducers working directly for the studio chief barker, handling details prior to
age," "The Corn Is Green," "Nobody are : Charles Brackett, Danny Dare, the appointment of committees. CoLou Harris, John Houseman, Paul
operation onbehalf of the national tent
Lives Forever."
Jones, Fred Kohlmar, E. D. Leshin, will be furnished by Ray Beall of
Independents
Kenneth MacGowan, Seton I. Miller, Texas and Chick Lewis, national diShooting : "A Boy, a Girl and a
Harry Tugend and Karl Tunberg.
rector of public relations.
Dog" (W. R. Frank).
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chased individually by an exhibitor and
without the conditional signing of any

(Continued from page 1)
previous picture has played more than
five weeks, will end its seventh tomorrow with a probable $110,000, better
by $7,000 than the sixth week. Actual
l^k'eceipts for five days through Sun^Hay were $68,000. The film, supplemented by Fred Waring's orchestra
on stage, will run until Sept. 27, when
"Greenwich Village" will take over.
"Bride by Mistake" had a big week at
the Palace, taking $14,000 in the first
three days, through Sunday, and
should do $27,000 for seven days this
Thursday. A three or four week run
is indicated before "Music in Manhattan" arrives at this house.
'Seventh Cross' Sept. 27

'Wing and a Prayer's' Take
"Wing and a Prayer," in its third
simultaneous week at two houses, is
holding up fairly well; $13,000 is expected at the Globe by Saturday night
and $9,000 at the Gotham. "Barbary
Coast Gent" will enter the former
house on Sept. 27, and "Dangerous
Journey" goes to the latter on the
30th. "Storm Over Lisbon" at the
Republic will finish its second week
Saturday with a satisfactory $7,700
and will hold for a third.
Loew's Criterion, expecting to
bring in "The Impatient Years" tomorrow, will premiere the film today
instead, after getting $20,000 for the
fifth week of "In Society." "The Big
Noise" will open Friday at the Rialto,
where "Soul of a Monster" is headed
for a $7,000 second week, a fair take
bolstered by a subway entrance, which
ushered patrons in during the hurricane. The Victoria, preparing to play
"Wilson" on a moveover on Sept. 27,
will keep "Enemy of Women" for a
third week until then. The second,
ending Friday, promises a pretty good
$9,700.

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

other pictures on Paramount's new
season schedule by any exhibitor having a contract with that company during the basic period prior to Oct. 12,
1941, this being interpreted as an
agreement for the rental of not less
than six features of the 1940-41 releasing period or an agreement for at least
six 1941-42 features signed before
Oct. 12, 1941. The ruling also states
that exhibitors are not required to sign
for "Bell" in order to obtain other
Paramount productions of 1944-45.

NEWS

Paramount
permitted designated
to sell "Bell"
for
top termsis previously
by
the board which means that it may be
sold on a SO-SO percentage basis, this
ratio having been announced as top
percentage by the previous administrator, R. G. McMullen.
Wartime Board's Approval

WORLD

PREMIERE

FRENCHMAN'S

TOMORROW

CREEK,"

MAGNIFICENT

I COLORED
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"REBECCA."
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BY

READ
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TECHN
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DARING

AUTHOR

BY

TWO

OF

MILLIONS

YEARS,

"Sign of the Cross" has been approved by the Wartime Board as the
only other picture in the special category to be released by Paramount.
Administrator Croft has issued permission to RKO to sell four features
of International Pictures as specials in
the new season, these being "Belle of
the Yukon," "The Woman in the Window," "Casanova Brown" and "It's a
Pleasure." They are to be offered
first to exhibitors having basic contracts with RKO, signed before Oct.
12, 1941 ; they can be bought separately by such exhibitors and the sale is
not to be made conditional on the sale
of any other product.
The special ruling in connection with
the four productions is understood to
have been made because International
Pictures is a newly-formed producing
comany and does not come under the
basic-contract period prior to Oct. 12,
1941. RKO is permitted to charge
50 per cent top rental for one or all
of the four specials, according to the
board's announcement.
Golden
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(Continued from page 1)

ter Race," at Dallas, Oct. 18. Subsequent sectional premieres of the picture
will be held in Boston, Oct. 25 ;
Omaha, Oct. 25, and Chicago, Oct. 26.
Edward Golden predicted yesterday
that his new "The Master Race," will
outgross
his earlier
ler's Children,"
by 25production,
per cent. "HitThe

"DR.WASSELL"

ING HUNDREDS
'Brown' in Brittany
Wounded American prisoners captured on "D" Day and recaptured by
the U. S. in a German hospital during
the Brittany drive were among the 9,500
soldiers who attended the first world
premiere of a motion picture in liberated France, RKO has reported here.
The film was "Casanova Brown,"
simultaneously shown to the 1st and
3rd American armies and the 9th Air
Force in 16 locations.

Films

(Continued from page 1)

Losses

At the Capitol, "Since You Went
Away" and a stage show headed by
Gene Krupa's orchestra promises a
very good $75,000 for its ninth week
ending tomorrow ; it will hold until
Sept. 27, when "The Seventh Cross"
and Horace Heidt's orchestra are due.
At the Paramount, "Double Indemnity," plus Mitchell Ayres' band, should
come up by Wednesday with a very
good $82,000 for a second week and
looks good for a five-week run before
bowing out in favor of "Our Hearts
Were Young and Gay," plus Frank
Sinatra on the stag?. At the Astor,
"Kismet," slated to hold for "many
weeks," according to the management,
will conclude its fourth tonight by
approximately tying the approximate
$40,000 of the third ; no successor is
being even mentioned. At the .Rivoli,
"Till We Meet Again" will say goodbye tonight after an average $26,000
third week, and "Frenchman's Creek"
will arrive the next morning.

Other

WHO

latter picture has grossed approximately $3,500,000. RKO Radio, distributor of "The Master Race," has
ordered 300 prints, the maximum number authorized by the WPB.
Briskin Plans Uncertain
Hollywood. Sept. 18. — Samuel J.
Briskin stated here that he has no
future plans following the mutual cancellation of his six-year Columbia
contract. The pact again became operative last July 10 following Briskin's retirement from military service
and he had been preparing three pictures for production. He may remain
at Columbia until these are completed,
although this is not definite. Briskin's resignation presages no changes
in its production line up, according to
Columbia.
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Cincinnati, Sept. 18. — "Wilson" is
on its way to $13,000 at advanced
prices on its second week at RKO's
Capitol. "The Seventh Cross" will
give RKO's Palace an estimated
$15,000, with "I Love a Soldier" heading for $14,500 at RKO's Albee.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 20-23 :
"I Love a Soldier (Para.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$14,500. (Average: $13,500).
"Wilson" (20th-Fox)
RKO
CAPITOL— (2,000) (40c-5Sc-75c$1.10) 7 days, plus Saturday midnight show,
2nd week.
Gross: $13,000. (Average at
44c -50c -60c -70c: $10,000).
"Port of Forty Thieves" (Rep.)
"Swing in the Saddle" (Col.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-4Cte) 4 days.
Gross: $1,500. (Average: $1,400).
"Stars on Parade" (Col.)
"Marshal of Reno" (Rep.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 3 days.
Gross: $800. (Average: $800).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
RKO GRAND— (1,500) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show, 3rd
week, following initial week at the Albee
and a second week at the Grand. Gross:
$6,000. (Average: $6,500).
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
KEITH'S
— (1,500)
(44c-50c-60c-70c)
days,
2nd week,
moveover
from the Albee. 7
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,000).
"Secret Command" (Col.)
"Kansas City Kitty" (Col.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,4C0) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $5,000).
"The Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c)
7 days, plus Saturday midnight show.
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $13,500).
"The Impatient Years" (Col.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (44c-50c-60c70c) 7 days, 2nd week, moveover from the
Palace. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,000).

Eastman

Picture

Sees

No

Babes
( U niversal)

on

Swing

Flashes

Street

\X/"ITHOUT benefit of Donald O'Connor, Ann Blyth and Peggy
* * Ryan commendably carry the burden of "Babes on Swing Street,"
the musical hi jinks of which will intrigue the younger set and not a few
adults. To fill in the bare spot on the marquee that is habitually occupied by O'Connor's name, there are Andy Devine and Leon Errol,
dependable as ever. Inez James and Sidney Miller have written some
songs that are strictly in the swing idiom ; Edward Lilley directed for
pace, while the principals exhibit a good deal of youthful exuberance.
Howard Dimsdale and Eugene Conrad's screenplay, from Brenda
Weisberg's original, offers a slender peg upon which to hang the musical
sequences. When the director of a conservatory offers musical scholarships to a settlement club, with the catch that the recipients must pay a
minimum toward their tuition, the members of the club decide to sponsor
a juvenile night club to raise funds. Only complication is the opposition
of Alma Kruger, wealthy old lady who owns the building in which the
night spot is housed.
Miss Ryan delivers her usual effective performance, singing and tapping her way to an ever-expanding following ; June Preisser sparkles in
song and dance, and Sidney Miller delivers several impersonations that
are genuinely funny. Miss Blyth is appealing, while Marion Hutton,
Freddie Slack and his orchestra, and The Rubenettes supply the specialties. Bernard W. Burton was associate producer.
Running time, 70 minutes.
u

Ever Since
{Columbia)

"G."*

Release date, Oct.Charles
27.
Ryweck

Venus
Hollywood, Sept. 18.

T NA RAY HUTTON and her orchestra, backed by comedians Hugh
Herbert, Billy Gilbert, Alan Mowbray and Fritz Feld, impart a lot of
zing and go to this tale about cosmeticians, the tricks of their trade, and
a girl and boy in love. It is a neat little number to give a lift to a heavy
top-of-program attraction and could stand alone in territories where the
competition is not terrific.
The screenplay, by McElbert Moore and Arthur Dreifuss — Dreifuss
also directed — is about three men who devise and try to market a new
type of lipstick, but this is merely a thread upon which are strung amusing incidents which include such matters as the writing of a hit song and
many interludes in a night club. Gags are fresh and plentiful.
Songs, some of them used for production numbers, fit the script and
are uniformly engaging. Some are by Bernie Wayne and Ben Raleigh,
others by Lester Lee and Harry Barris.
Glenda
In addition to those named, the cast contains Ann Savage, Dudley
Farrell, Ross Hunter, Marjorie Gateson, Thurston Hall and
Dickerson.

Production Relief
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 18.— Eastman Kodak officials expect present
film and other production to be maintained following the defeat of Germany. They point out that the Navy
has indicated its needs will continue
to increase through the first six
months of 1945 even though some
Army contracts may be curtailed. The
bulk of Kodak's war -contracts are
now Navy. The prospect of immediate lifting of restrictions on output
Running time, 73 minutes. "G."* Release date, Sept.
14. R. Weaver.
for civilian use by the War ProducWilliam
tion Board at the end of the European
war is also cited.
According to Albert K. Chapman,
vice-president and general manager of "Cheyenne
Wildcat"
the company, many new processes and (Republic)
new items of equipment developed
Hollywood, Sept. 18.
during the war will be immediately
adaptable to civilian use.
HP HE latest in Republic's "Red Ryder" series lives up to the standard
set by its predecessors.
A sound, well-constructed story, capable
acting and a series of exciting incidents combine to make a more-thanAcademy
Puts Limit
satisfactory Western.
On Award
Symbol
Randall Faye's original screenplay is an ingenious and plausible tale
Hollywood, Sept. 18.— The Acad- of two crooked bankers who appropriate the bank's funds to their own
emy of Motion Picture Arts and use, and throw suspicion upon an innocent man. The girl in the case is
Sciences' board of directors today is- the young woman to whom the bank's affairs have been entrusted. The
sued rules limiting printed and filmed, man suspected is her own father, although she is unaware of the fact.
and raido references to the award sym- Wild Bill Elliott as Red Ryder, Bobby Blake as Little Beaver, and Alice
bol, Oscar. In the main, the rules
require limitation of references to the Fleming as the Duchess, come to the aid of the innocent man and his
specific achievement for which the daughter, save him from hanging and justify the girl's handling of thp
award was made and the year in which bank's finances.
it was made. Radio references are
The cast is uniformly good, and Lesley Selander's direction maintains
excitement and suspense. Peggy Stewart is fine as the girl, and Elliott,
chiefly responsible for the regulation.
Blake and Miss Fleming add to the sound characterizations they have
created in previous pictures. Louis Gray is credited as associate pro'Window' Screening Oct.9 ducer.
International Pictures' "The WomRunning time, 55 minutes.
"G."*
Release date, not set. Thalia Bell.
an in the Window," second of four
International productions to be distributed by RKO, will be nationally
*"G" denotes general classification.
trade screened on Monday, Oct. 9.

Hollywood, Sept. 18
GRADWELL
L. SEARS,
vicepresident in charge
of distribution
for United Artists, has arrived here
from New York.
•
Robert S. Golden, producer of "Th
Master Race," being released by RKO
will leave here for New York tomorrow to confer with Edward
Golden on properties the Goldens have
acquired for future production.
-•
Republic Pictures has given Thomas
Carr a producership and has assigned
him "Sheriff of Cimmaron," the first
feature starring Sunset Carson. Carr
was formerly assistant to Allen Wilson, head of the studio.
•
Maurice A. Bergman, Universale
Eastern advertising-publicity manager,
has arrived here from the East, to
remain for 10 days.
•
Harold Wilson, executive assistant
to B. G. DeSylva for the past four
years, has joined DeSylva Productions
as associate producer.
•
Martin Jurow, formerly with Warners in charge of developing young
talent,
sistant. has joined Hal Wallis as asLou Pollock, director of advertisingpublicity for United Artists, will leave
next Friday for New York.
PRC

has signed Betty Pagel, formerly with Republic Pictures, as
casting director.
•
Warners has extended Peter Godfrey's directorial contract.
MGM
For

Short
Long

Features

Programs

Hollywood, Sept. 18. — M-G-M is
experimenting with a plan for the
production of a series of short features
designed for programs using productions whose running time is in excess
of two hours. The first such short
feature planned is "Telltale Hands,"
to be produced by Jerry Bresler, general manager of the short subjects
department, which will run about one
hour and possibly less.
The reception accorded this first
effort will largely determine future
policy, but it is reasonably certain
others of the same length will follow.

'Wilson'

Va. Premiere

The Virginia premiere of 20th Century-Fox's "Wilson" was held last
night at Warners' Dixie Theatre in
Staunton, birthplace of Woodrow Wilson. A buffet supper for 100 guests,
including Gov. Colgate Darden, Senator Harry Byrd and others, was
served at the Wilson birthplace.
Frank LaFalce of Warners is in
charge of the campaign.
Goldman

Case

ComingUp

Philadelphia, Sept. 18. — The William Goldman anti-trust hearing is
scheduled to come up during October
or November when the next session of
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
is held.
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COPPER

still

critical!

»opper is still on the critical shortage list of essential war materials. It was

never

more

necessary that

every last possible ounce of it be saved.
The copper that drops from your Victory and "Orotip" Carbons
that which

to the bottom

of your lamp housings, and

you strip from stubs, quickly finds its way

back into essential products of war when

you turn it

in to your distributor or local salvage headquarters.
Your cooperation has been most effective. Your Government urges you to keep it up! And
ing of copper

for further sav-

. . . and for efficient use of carbons ... a

bulletin describing completely the operation of Victory
High

Intensity Carbons .. ."National,"

"Suprex,"

and

"Orotip". . . has been in general distribution. If you
have not received your copy, write today. National Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland

1, Ohio, Dept. 9-1.

NATIONAL
CARBON
COMPANY,
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New

INC.

York 17, N. Y.

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

* BUY

UNITED

STATES WAR

BONDS

*

The registered trade-marks "National," "Suprex," and "Orotip,"
distinguish products of National Carbon Company, Inc.
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|Files Report with RTPB
\ For Needed Frequencies
The film industry's first move to
secure television frequency channels
for a potentially extensive use of
"video" programs in theatres in the
post war, came yesterday when a report prepared by a 'television subcommittee of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers was filed with the
Radio Technical
Board's
Television
Panel No.Planning
6.
The same report will be presented to the Federal Communications Commission which
will start hearings Sept. 28 in
Washington on post-war frequency allocations for television
and all other electronic communications.
The industry's
was
\Coutiimed report,
on page which
2)

YORK,

U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Early Liquidation
Of War Agencies
Washington, Sept. 19. —
President Roosevelt today set
the wheels in motion for liquidation of the War Production
Board, Office of Censorship
and other war agencies. The
development of a program to
this end was placed by the
President in the hands of
budget director Harold D.
Smith.
At the budget bureau it was
disclosed that all war agencies already had been told
that estimates for the next
fiscal year should be predicated on three bases: suspension of hostilities on one
front; end of the war in its
entirety; or continuance in
all sectors.

RKO
Plan

Pension
to

U.S.

SEPTEMBER

Arthur
In

Injunction

St. Louis

Follow

N.Y.

May

Votes

ILS.Companies
Soon

in Europe

Riskin
Filing of an injunction suit in
the St. Louis Federal District Court
to estop the arbitration tribunal
in that city from proceeding with
the arbitration case brought by Albert
Rosecan of the Princess Theatre, that
city, to reduce the clearance held by
several Harry Arthur-St. Louis
Amusement Co. houses, is expected
to follow a motion set for filing this
week in the New York Federal District Court by Russell Hardy, Arthur
counsel, to vacate the consent decree
or to incorporate therein an express
exception with regard to theatres operated by Arthur.
[Contrary to reports published here
yesterday that Hardy's motion had
already been filed, Minton and Murphy, his attorneys of record in New
York, told Motion Picture Daily
(Continued on page 9)
New $1450,000
For Monogram

Loan

TO thisget going with "Frenchman's Creek" by remarking it is out of
world is to get going with a very literal remark. The place is
England, the time is the 17th century, and its piratical events have
nothing at all to do with the kind of events currently under way in WestApproval
of Merger
ern Europe and the Pacific. Escapism is not only the key, it is the whole
structure. In these days of widespread reaction against pictures conActors Equity Council yesterday
cerning war, the point can be highly important.
Probably is, too.
approved "in principle" the proposed
There
are
others.
This
attraction,
made
with
an open pocketbook by
merger plan drawn up by a joint
merger committee for one big union producer David Lewis and director Mitchell Leisen, is compounded from
of the actor groups. The plan was a best-seller by Daphne du Maurier. It is also the first pirate picture
approved with revisions. Other unions
since Tyrone Power swaggered his way through "The Black Swan" two
ssuch as the Screen Actors Guild, years
ago. By that approach, strong values not available to ticket buyers
Chorus Equity, American Federation from any other current direction are suggested.
of Radio Artists, American Guild of
Musical Artists and the American
Plus-value on its ledger is an excellent performance by Joan Fontaine
Guild of Variety Artists have until who registers so beautifully in color that she might well be regarded as
Oct. 1 to report back to the merger one of Hollywood's luminaries for whom this process could have been
(Continued on page 9)
committee their decisions.
Council

CENTS

Move

RKO's employes' pension plan has
Hollywood, Sept. 19. — Monogram
been completed and was sent to Washhas negotiated a new $1,450,000 loan
ington yesterday to the U. S. Treasury
|Hertz
to Set Drive
for approval. The Treasury had pre- with the Security First National Bank
viously indicated that the plan retro- and California Bank, both Los Anactive to Jan 1, would meet with its
Promotion
Today
geles, and Guaranty Trust, New York.
approval as originally presented.
The
loan,
it is understood, will be
The plan will cost RKO about
Advertising and promotional phases $360,000 during its first year, excluapplied to Monogram's 1944-45 prosive of group insurance provisions
duction program and also will help
1 of the industry's Sixth War Loan
■ drive will be determined today at a which provide for paid up life insur- underwrite a $1,000,000 studio im1 meeting here of advertising, publicity
ance for employes. Cost of the insurprovement program which was reI and exploitation executives. The inance policy, underwritten by Equitable
ported in Motion Picture Daily
lldustry drive, under chairman Harry
(Continued on page 2)
Sept. 12.
t Brandt, is scheduled to open in
I November.
4 6
Today's conference, called by John
Hertz, Jr., national director of promotion of the industry campaign, will
Frenchman's
Creek"
be held at War Activities Committee
[Paramount]
headquarters. Hertz will be flanked
{Continued on page 2)
Hollywood, Sept. 19
Equity

TEN

20, 1944

Predicts

Industry Representative
May Take Over from OWI

Robert Riskin, director of the
Office of War Information overseas motion picture bureau, told
Moton Picture Daily here yesterday that it may only be "a matter of weeks" until distributors resume private operation of their business in liberated areas of Europe,
especially in Italy and France. "The
time is very near when we will be
able to turn operation over to the
companies, as soon as the military authorities give us the nod," he said.
Elsewhere, it was learned
that a plan has been projected
for the interim period between
the time when the OWI relinquishes controlontopageU. 9)S. dis(Continued

20th-Fox

Forming

International

Unit

Announcement of the formation of
20th Century-Fox International Corp.
is due shortly. The new company
is in line with the procedure adopted
by other distributors to establish foreign holding companies. Already five
companies, Warners, Paramount,
Loew's, Universal and Columbia,
have established similar setups
for
their foreign operations.
The new 20th-Fox corporation will
probably be headed by Murray Silverstone, foreign sales vice-president,
as president, and Irving Maas, Silverstone's assistant, as vice-president.

Mexicans
Law

on

US

Lay

Down

Dubbing

Mexico City, Sept. 19.— A committee composed of Chano Urueta, director ;Marco Aurelio Galindo, scenaristdirector, and Miguel Arenas, actor, has
made the following recommendations
about the Spanish dubbing of American pictures
insofar as Mexico is concerned :
That all dubbing be done only by
Mexicans; that for every dubbed
American
picture a Mexic
(Continued on page 9) an film
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Motion

Personal

SMPE
Lanes

Mention

BEN KALMENSON, Warner
general sales manager, and Roy
Haines, Western and Southern division sales manager, are on a Midwestern tour.
E. L. McEvoy, Universal short subjects sales manager, sustained an
eye injury which required hospitalization and 12 stitches during last week's
hurricane.
Harold Smith, assistant to Carl
Milliken, MPPDA foreign manager, is expected back from Washington Thursday or Friday.

Seeks
For

Picture

Video

Industry

(Continued from page 1)
adopted byat the
SMPE's
television
committee
a closed
session
at the
Hotel Pennsylvania here Monday asks
for the allocation of frequencies to
make possible the direct picking up of
television programs from film studios
in Hollywood, and elsewhere, as well
as on-the-spot events, transmitting the
programs to theatres, and finally, to
relay them from city to city. It stresses
the "considerable requirements and
needs" of the film industry as far .as
television channels are concerned.
Studiously Conceived
The report represents months of
subtelevision
SMPE's
study by the
committee,
which includes
: Lester B.

Isaac, Loew's projection and sound
head; Earl Sponable, 20th CenturyFox; Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, consultant, and P. J. committee,
Larsen. The ofSMPE's
main television
which
Ed Hinchy, head of the Warner Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, Columbia
playdate department, is visiting New Broadcasting engineer is chairman, inHaven and Boston.
cludes :Paul Raibourn, Paramount ;
•
Ralph B. Austrian, RKO; Lester
Isaac ; C. R. Keith, Western Electric,
Harry Novak, Warner general and
I. G. Maloff of RCA Victor.
manager in ArSentma> w^ leave here
The RTPB was organized last year
Friday for the Coast.
to plan the technical future of television and radio and to advise GovernHertz to Set Drive
ment, industry and the public of necessary allocations.
Promotion
Today
Paramount,
which has a large inter{Continued from page 1)
est in television, owning part of Duby his assistants Sumer Singer and Mont Television and also holding
Bill Dasheff. Hertz will introduce financial interests in Scophony, has
Tom Lane, head of advertising-pub- already filed a notice of its intention
licity for the Treasury's War Finance to appear at the FCC hearings on
Committee, who will outline the channel allocations. It is expected that
Treasury's approach to the drive. Raibourn will represent the company.
Hertz will also present the tentative The SMPE action, however, is genoutline for the industry effort, and
eral, and independent of what Parawill request suggestions.
mount or any of the other film comOthers attending will be : Mort
panies may do to file for television
Blumenstock, Gil Golden, Joe Tisman, channels for theatre telecasting.
Warners ; Hal Home, Charles Schlaifer, 20th Century-Fox; Frank Rosen- SMPE Meet to Hear
berg, Laurence Lipskin, Columbia; Video Lighting Talk
S. Barret McCormick, Ben Grimm,
R. E. Farnham, commercial engiRKO; Si Seadler, M-G-M ; Oscar
neer of General Electric, will discuss
A. Doob, Loew's ; Robert Gillham, illuminants for television studio lightStanley Shuford, Paramount; Vincent
ing at a Society of Motion Picture
Trotta, National Screen Service; Engineers, Atlantic Coast section
Frank Moneyhun, United Artists ; meeting at the Hotel Pennsylvania
Glendon Allvine, Public Information here next Wednesday evening.
Committee, .and WAC representatives Francis S. Harmon, S. H.
Para. Service Gifts
Fabian and Ed. Schreiber.
Paramount will ship 450 Christmas
boxes to employees of the home office
acturers' and exchanges now in service.
RadioManuf
The project is in charge of the comMeet Starts Here
pany's servicemen's committee, of
A three-day meeting of the Radio which Harry
Nadel is chairman, and
Manufacturers Association at the
Joseph Doughney, Irving Singer, JoRoosevelt Hotel opened here yesterseph Wood, Al Sicignaro, William
day with a gathering of the executive O'Connell and Albert Deane are
committee, with chairman R. C. members.
Sprague, of the RMA parts division,
presiding.
will be and
de- Ontario MPT A Meeting
voted toToday's
postwar session
employment
G. L. Carrington, president of Altec Service, has returned to Hollywood from San Francisco.

other personnel problems, considToronto, Sept. 19. — The annual
ered by a committee which G. W. convention
of the Motion Picture
Thompson of Columbus, Ind., heads.
Theatres Association of Ontario has
Several other meetings of special been called for Tues., Oct. 3, at the
groups are scheduled and reports will King Edward Hotel, here, according
be prepared for presentation when the to a notice issued by Syd B. Taube,
board of directors convenes tomorrow. executive secretary.
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20,000 Allied Prints
Retaken from Nazis
The French Forces of the
Interior, prior to the liberation of Paris, saved 20,000
American, British and Russian motion picture prints
from possible Nazi destruction by successfully removing
them from a building the Germans had requisitioned, according to a French Brazzaville radio broadcast recorded
here by CBS.
The broadcast also reported
that most Paris theatres,
closed for the past month,
will reopen next week following the restoration of power
and that some of the latest
American pictures will be
shown immediately.

'Arsenic's*
Tops

Strand

$67,000
3rd

Wk.

"Arsenic and Old Lace" is headed
for a record third week at the Strand
here, with Warners estimating $67,000
for the seven days ending tomorrow.
The film, supplemented by a stage
show featuring Charlie Barnet's orchestra, set an opening-week record
of $73,000, aided by the Labor-Day
boost in business. "Arsenic's" second
week at the Strand, although held
down by the hurricane of last Thursday, registered a good $63,000.
At the Hollywood, "The Doughgirls," which began its third week the
day before the hurricane, promises
$21,000 on the basis of $17,820 taken
in for six days ending yesterday.

'Holiday'

in England
15% Over Last Spring
London, Sept. 19. — Citing business
being done - by "Knickerbocker Holiday" as an example of how a box
office boom throughout England has
offset the slump in London caused by
robot bombs, William J. Gell, representing Producers Corp. of America,
Charles R. Rogers and other United
Artists producers, reports that grosses
for the film show a 15 percent increase over those taken in by top
Spring releases.
"Holiday," booked in 1,600 British
theatres, is now being prepared in
French and Italian versions.

RKO
Plan

Pension
to

U.S.

(Continued from page 1)
Life Assurance Society will be about
$60,000 during the first year, after
approximately $30,000 dividend payments.
The pension plan covers all regu^7
RKO and subsidiary company employes between the ages of 30 and 64,
after they have completed three years
of service. The monthly payments to
any employee at retirement age will
be an amount which when added to
Federal Social Security payments, will
provide a minimum income of $60 a
month for life. Computation of the
amount of benefits after retirement
are to be based on length of service
with a credit for future and past services worked out on a percentage
basis. Yearly pensions are equivalent
to approximately one per cent of average annual salary for each year of
service.
The insurance feature provides for
death benefits equal to one year's
salary, not to exceed $20,000. The
beneficiary of a member who dies
after retirement will receive $1,000.
Loew's Inc. has also instituted a
pension plan for its employes with the
Treasury Depff already giving final
approval.
Zukor

Will

Continue

Hillside Testimony
Pre-trial examination of Adolph
Zukor,of chairman
Paramount's
board
directors, of
in the
Hillside
Amusement Corp.'s $900,000 anti-trust
suit against seven distributing companies remains uncompleted after
three days of testimony last week and
will be resumed here tomorrow.
Zukor's examination is expected to
continue two or three more days before testimony by Barney Balaban,
Paramount president, can begin.
The examinations are being held
in the offices of Hays, Podell and
Schulman, plaintiff's attorneys. Testimony by Will H. Hays, MPPDA
president, is scheduled to follow Bala-

Rodger s in K.C. Sunday
ban's.
Hollywood, Sept. 19. — W. F.
Rodgers, M-G-M distribution head,
will leave for Kansas City Friday to
be host to exhibitors there at a
luncheon on Sunday, and will return
to New York thereafter. E. W.
'Wilson' in RKO Houses
to Rodgers, will re"Wilson," 20th Century-Fox, will Aaron,main assistant
here several additional weeks to
open in seven RKO theatres this
month, and for which an extensive complete a new film deal with Fox
West Coast, which is in negotiation
publicity campaign has been launched with Ed Zabel.
by RKO in cooperation with 20th.
The film opened Friday at the RKO
Palace in Cleveland with personal Einfeld in 'Frisco
San Francisco, Sept. 19. — Charles
appearances of Alexander Knox, Carmen Miranda, Roddy McDowall and Einfeld, Warners' director of adverothers. The Boston opening is schedtising and publicity, arrived here yesterday to confer with branch manager
uled for Sept. 28 at the Boston The- Al Shmitken
and circuit heads on
atre. Other bookings include the Century, Rochester, and the Syracuse
opening campaigns for "ArParamount, beginning tomorrow ; the specialsenic and
Old Lace" and "The DoughColonial in Dayton Wednesday ; and girls" in this territory. Einfeld will
hold meetings in Portland and Seattle
the Orpheum and Proctor's in New- before returning to Hollywood.
ark, Sept. 27.
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His

Greatest

Role!

Jessica Tandy • Agnes Moorehead • Herbert Rudley • Felix Bress&rt • Screen
play by Helen Deutsch • Based Upon the Novel by Anna Seghers • An M-G-M
Picture • Directed by Fred Zinnemann • Produced by Pandro S. Berman
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Arthur

Injunction

In St. Louis

Seen

(Continued from page 1)
that the notice of issue would be recorded with the court here today or
within the next day or two, pointing
out that it need be done no longer
'■han five days in advance of Nov.
^5 the date on which the motion will
for hearing" in the
ji?
local"brought
district on
court.]
Hardy will file as counsel for the
Arthur-St. Louis Amusement Ambassador Theatre, Eden Theatre, St.
Louis Theatre, Inc., Fanchon and
Marco Service Corp. and Service
Group Theatres, all of which would
be affected by any arbitration decision favorable to Rosecan.
Determination of Rights

Motion

Picture

9

daily

"Frenchman's
Creek"
(Continued from page 1)
conceived. As the lady with an urge, she out-distances the rest of the
cast by a seven-league boot or so. As the manly one who recognizes
both a lady and an urge, Arturo de Cordova cuts a dashing and romantic
figure and makes understandable why Miss Fontaine almost succumbs
to the salt, the wind, the spray, etc. But not quite.
TN fact, there is considerable of that urge business around. From the
outset, Miss Fontaine, whose fictional name is as fancy as Dona
St. Columb, is hankering for the romance which har husband, Harry,
does not provide. When she leaves London for their Cornish home and
shortly thereafter meets de Cordova, a Robin-Hood type of high seas
marauder, she becomes quite a willing wanderer from hearth, home and
children. Where Harry is blundering and boorish, Jean Benoit Aubrey
—French.
that's de Cordova — is courtly, dashing, romantic. In* short, he's

U.

S.

Soon

Companies
in

Europe

(Continued from page 1)
tributors and the time when
they are fully prepared to operate in the liberated areas on
their own.
The plan, it is understood, contemplates the selection of an all-industry
representative to whom the OWI
would turn over operation. The individual to be selected, presumably
from the ranks of the distributors,
would be empowered to act for all
companies. It is expected that this
period would be for six to eight
weeks, at the end of which all the
companies could start on their own.
Since the OWI would approve of
this representative, as would the industry, the companies would secure
needed transportation priorities, presumably made available by military
authorities.

And so it is, they fall madly in love. The heroine accompanies her
pirate-hero on an expedition. She protects his interests, meaning his
safety, when the squires of the county band together to remove him from
Reiterating his resolve to secure the scene. She kills Lord Rockingham — that's Basil Rathbone — when
a definite determination of the rights
he tries to throttle her. She arranges her hero's escape. Finally, decision time arrives. It finds her resisting piracy, high seas and the wind
of his principals, which he declares
Industry's Willingness
have been invaded by Rosecan's ac- through the sails to stand by the obligation which her children represent.
tion against the five consent-decree In-between, she has indulged in much gallivanting around the countryIn the meantime, Riskin said, the
distributors, Hardy said in Washingside, but the dialogue makes it crystal-clear she has done nothing of industry "willing and anxious to give
ton yesterday that the New York
us additional prints, for overseas
motion would serve to show how the which she need be ashamed.
showings" has agreed to raise the
Government viewed the situation, since
"Frenchman's Creek" is a decided showpiece, a sort of concerto on number of prints from eight to 20 on
the Department of Justice may be celluloid. Its production investiture is magnificent. Its photography,
40 Hollywood features with superimexpected to voice its approval or ob- at the hands of George Barnes, is arresting. Its settings are big. Its
titles in Italian,
numjections to his action. He refused to
ber ofposed
French
versions while
is stillthesubject
seascapes and its shipscapes — to coin a word— are lovely in sweep and
say whether he would make any fur- composition.
Nothing was spared to fill the eyes, and keep them that to negotiation.
ther moves pending action by Judge way.
The OWI has an organization
in
but
Henry Goddard in New York,
ready
to go into all countries, includother Washington quarters it was
ing the Balkans, Riskin said, with
Dramatically, the enterprise doesn't match. Those doublets, wigs and
stated that the logical step would be trappings
which are 17th century get in the way of story and characters, the Russians presumably to participate in a predetermined plan.
to seek to enjoin the St. Louis tri- a common result in this type of idyllized romantic drama. What comedy
The theatre situation in France is
bunal from proceeding.
is around lumbers and creaks and the attraction would move faster
good, Riskin stated,
Hearing Set Sept. 28
toward its goal in less footage. Incidents are contrived for convenience, comparatively
on the basis of preliminary reports.
"The overall picture is satisfactory
Rosecan's arbitration complaint has not for believability.
been set for hearing at the St. Louis
there," he said. Southern France, he
tribunal Sept. 28, and the "psycholog- XTEVERTHELESS, it's a show. In point of scale, it's a big show. pointed out, is relatively undamaged.
ical moment" for an injunction proIn point of offering a different kind of romance, lacking competi- Return of private operation in France
ceeding would be as it got under way
tion at this juncture, there is advantage. If make-believe of a far-off and Italy, he said, may come simulor the day before, observers said. If
taneously, but the possibility exists
a preliminary injunction were granted, day in a tapestry of long, long ago and a pirate yarn are big box-office, that in France it may come sooner because that country may revert to a
it would halt the proceedings until this attraction, which makes its bow at the Rivoli, New York Wednesday
the St. Louis court heard the case morning, is it. Other principals in the cast are Ralph Forbes, Nigel peace
Italy. . zone sooner than embattled
and deecided whether a permanent in- .Bruce and Cecil Kellaway.
junction should be granted.
Running time, 110 minutes.
"A."*
Release date not set. Red Kann Mexicans
Lay Down
The issue raised by Hardy is
considered of importance to inLaw on US Dubbing
dependent exhibitors since, if
(Continued from page 1)
*"A"
denotes
adult
classification.
successful, it would nullify the
dubbed in English must be accepted ;
whole effect of the arbitration
that the Spanish versions of the
procedure. A spokesman for
dependent non-defendant exhibitors
independent St. Louis interests
power conferred upon the AAA ex- with awards which are adverse to American films be done by Mexican
has said theatre owners are not
pired Nov. 19, 1943, and no action
and that their dialogue diexhibitors, whether or adaptators
rection and acting be done by Mexihas been taken by the court to con- non-defendant
satisfied with the present setnot those exhibitors become parties
cans as well ; that in all cases of dubtinue it; that "the decree does not to or submit to the arbitration proup but do not wish to see arbibing the Americans must supply their
tration tossed aside, leaving
require, and if modified" (pursuant) to
them without any avenue for
own film.
the Government's recent application)
In consideration of these services by
Moreover, the motion is expected to
"will not require, the arbitrator to
recourse against circuits and
affiliated houses.
ceedings."
consider any relationship of clearance state,
"the decree does not provide the Mexican industry the U. S. Coto the violation of law or to consider any lawful rule or standard of deciordinator's Office must allow Mexico
sion for the arbitrator, but necessi- 10,000,000 more feet of raw stock
Notice of Hardy's impending New whether the clearance was made in
York motion has been served on Robtates the application by him of his which it needs for the rest of this year.
combinations" ;
ert L. Wright, special assistant to pursuance
and, that of
theunlawful
court has undertaken own personal, arbitrary and capricious
the U. S. Attorney General ; U. S.
opinion and will in making an Cantor Back on Air
AAA "jurisdicthe reduce
upon and
attorney James B. McNally and the to confer
tion to change
clearances
Hollywood, Sept. 19. — Eddie Canfollowing distributor counsel : Thomas which have no connection with or retor will return to weekly broadcasts
D. Thacher, Paramount ; John W.
lation to the violation of law stated
on
Wednesday, Sept. 27, with his
First
'LoV
Appea
rs
Davis ; Loew's ; Donovan, Leisure,
award."
"Time to Smile" program, over NBC.
! Newton & Lumbard, RKO ; Monroe in the petition and complaint."
Added Contention
The first edition of Lot, Loew's new Carole Landis will be a guest on the
Goldwater,
Keith - Albee - Orpheum ;
home office employee magazine, apopening program.
Joseph M. Proskauer, Warners, and
peared yesterday. Circulation is presHardy is expected to contend furRichard E. Dwight, 20th Century-Fox.
ently
limited
to
home
office
personnel
ther that "the defendants, because
and employees in service. The staff
Hardy's motion to intervene is ex- they have devised, proposed and of
the magazine, which will be issued
I pected to point out that, "instead of agreed to the arbitration system, and on the first and 15th of every month,
j enjoining the unlawful combination, because they desire to maintain and
includes Oscar A. Dood, supervising
and concerted actions" continue that system to avoid other
| conspiracy
; Mike Simmons, managing edistated in the Government's original and effective remedies for the restraint editor
tor
;
Ernest
Emerling, art editor ; Si
i complaint, "this court has undertaken of trade and monopoly, they have ex- Seadler, feature editor ; Eddie Dowercised and will continue to exercise
i to confer upon the American Arbitra\ tion Association full and final juris- their control of the supply of pic- den, news editor, and Howard Cagle,
diction of controversies ; that the
tures to enforce compliance by inde- staff photographer.
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Seattle, Sept. 20.— Confidence that "abuses practiced
in distribution" will be prosecuted vigorously by the Department of Justice was expressed here today by directors of the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners following a meeting with Wendell Berge, head

The industry's Sixth War Loan
campaign committee plans to give the
exhibitor — "the infantryman of the
bond war" — the ammunition with
PRC, Sherman, Others
which to conduct a successful camTo Enlarge Studios
paign, John Hertz, Jr., campaign publicity director, explained at a meeting
Hollywood, Sept. 20. — ■ Postwar of industry advertising, publicity and
of the
antitrust department's
division, who outlined
studio and other improvement plans exploitation heads here yesterday. The
group joined with other branches of
the Government's recent New
of independent and specialized film
York Federal Court motion
the industry in "pledging 100 per cent
companies here finds them set to keep cooperation" in the campaign.
for modification of the consent decree. The session with
pace with the larger producers in exFollowing a general campaign discussion, and a talk from a Treasury
Berge was the principal busipanding studio and other facilities.
Department representative, those at
ness at the opening session
Typical is PRC Pictures, which oc- the meeting requested a further session
of the PCCITO board's twocupies the old Fine Arts Studio at today when they will present the ideas
day quarterly meeting.
Santa Monica Boulevard and North developed from a more leisurely study
Fuller Ave., which plans a $400,000 of the ground to be covered.
Guy Lemmon of the Advertising
expansion, according to president Council,
assigned to address the group
Leon Fromkess. The seven stages in
by Ted R. Gamble, national War Fi- Rank,Ruggles
use now will be augmented by two
nance Director, outlined the Treasury's
new ones, each 90 by 130 feet. approach to the Sixth War Loan, In
Tie
up
(Continued on page 3)
Ground area will be made available
by demolishing old buildings and
bungalows which now dot the lot. Burtnett Quits L.A.
Wesley Ruggles has completed negotiations with Eagle-Lion Films,
Likewise projected are a new ad- Office of Censorship
ministration building, a commissary
Hollywood, Sept. 20. — Gerald B. Inc., J. Arthur
ganization, to Rank's
produceAmerican
pictures or-in
and a property room.
If required, Burnett, senior censor here of the both in Hollywood and in England,
(Continued on page 6)
board of review, U. S. Office of Cen- according to an announcement made
sorship, has resigned to go to the
South Pacific Oct. 4 as correspondent here yesterday by Eagle-Lion. It is
for the Honolulu Advertiser and Rank's first definite move in his longNew
Jersey Allied
held intention to produce in Hollyother newspapers, according to an an- wood.
nouncement made here today by WatIn conformance with the contract,
Picks Committees
terson R. Rothacker, chairman of the
board. No successor has been ap- according to the Eagle-Lion anpointed.
nouncement, Ruggles, who thus • beThe Los Angeles Board inspects
Allied of New Jersey's board of dicomes
an
integral
Rank's
production plans, will part
directof and
produce
rectors, insemi-annual meeting at the pictures for export and import with
(Continued
on
page
6)
Hotel Astor here yesterday, selected regard to wartime considerations.
the following committees to serve during 1945 : Executive, Harry H. Low9?
it
enstein, chairman ; Louis Gold, Ralph
The
Master
Race
Wilkins, Dave Mate, Dave Snapper,
Edward Lachman, Maurice Spewak ;
finance, Snapper, chairman ; Lachman,
Mrs. Helen Hildinger, Wilkins, Sid- [RKO]
ney Seligman ; membership commitHollywood, Sept. 20
tee. Northern New
Jersey, Nate
(Continued on page 6)
stories were legion : Edward A. Golden was lucky with "HitTHE
ler's Children." It was a freak attraction.
It was the title that
got 'em. Somehow or other, the attraction collided with a market
Quebec
Exhibitors
peculiarly ready for that kind of subject.
Then, the aftermath : The next one will hit closer to the answer. It
Seek Conciliation
will demonstrate if "Doc" was really lucky or if he knows how.
That next one is now at hand. It is "The Master Race" and this is
what it shows :
Montreal, Sept. 20. — Finding that
exhibitors who operate both indepenA timeliness as crackling as this afternoon's headlines. A whale of a
dent and circuit houses are without box-office title. A dramatic story of power and purpose. An array of
complete representation on Canada's good performances ranging from excellent to good. Sound writing,
Regional Conciliation Boards, the competent and intelligent direction and production values well attuned to
Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries,
in annual meeting here today, heard the war-ravaged Belgian village in which the action unfolds.
The title, of course, requires no explanation.
It has been written
a proposal
for altering
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued
on page the
6) board's

Independents
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CENTS

Orders

Processing

Within
Raw

Quotas

Stock

Quarter

for Fourth

Near

Normal

Washington, Sept. 20. — The War
Production Board today amended limitation order L-178 to require laboratories and service organizations to limit
their processing of raw stock for the
major producers and distributors to
the quotas assigned the individual companies by the photographic section.
The Board's action was' taken, as
outlined to the advisory committee
Sept. 8 by Lincoln" V. Burrows, chief
of the section, because third-quarter
production of film dropped while military requirements increased, making
it undesirable to continue under the
former system of permitting laboratories and service organizations to
purchase unlimited quantities of 35mm
film for use on behalf of the major
companies.
Board officials
that 6)about 555,(Continuedsaid
on page

Seek
In

Wage

3 More

Boosts
Cities

Film locals
exchange
employes'
IATSE
in Sanservice
Francisco,
New
Orleans and Buffalo will file with
War Manpower Commission offices
in their areas for approval of a 10
per cent wage increase which the distributors are willing to grant, bringing to 18 the number of locals which
have filed or are preparing to file.
The WMC regional office having
jurisdiction over the Seattle service
employes (Continued
has already
the
on pageapproved
6)
Rosecan
Date

Arbitration

Is Postponed

Hearing of the clearance complaint
of Adolph Rosecan, operator of the
Princess Theatre, St. Louis, in the St.
Louis tribunal, has been postponed to
an undetermined date from Sept. 28,
it was learned here yesterday. A new
date involves agreement by the complainant, the distributors and interveners, and thus there is a possibility
(Continued on page 6)
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Hollywood, Sept. 20

GOLDENSON,
LEONARD
president of Paramount Theatres
Service Corp., left New York for Atlanta last night for conferences with
William K. Jenkins, head of the
Lucas & Jenkins Circuit. Goldenson
was accompanied by Leon Netter,
M..F. Gowthorpe and Walter Gross.
•
Florence Seidelman, daughter of
Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal
foreign distribution head, was married
yesterday to Lr. Norman Barnett,
son of William Barnett, vice-president of Massce Barnett Co.
•
Earl Wingart, Lou Gerard and
Irwin Zeltner of 20th Century-Fox
home office exploitation department,
have returned to New York after
completing assignments in the field.

fic autho
ent ri-is
t comm
WITHOUTzatiodirec
n, , speci
never permitted to bulwark Department of Justice viewpoint.
It is a long-standing policy
which explains why that phrase,
"a spokesman said" so frequently
appears in Washington dispatches to Motion Picture
Daily.
This procedure does not blot
out all light, but gives it a varying intensity and makes it possible for the Department to draw
a line between opinion, undesignated as to precise source, and
official statements which may be
issued thereafter.

Henry Linet, Universal assistant
Eastern advertising head and Marie
Slate of Universal's publicity-exploitation department, returned yesterday from Providence.
•
Arthur Sachson, assistant general sales manager for Warners, reports the complete recovery of his
daughter, Janet, who was stricken by
polio a month ago.
•
Tracy Barham. executive of the
Intermountain Theatres, Salt Lake
City, associated with Paramount, is a
New York visitor.
•
Helen Allen, formerly booker for
M-G-M in Atlanta, is now Private
Allen of the Marine Women Reserves
at Camp Le-Jeune. •

Wendell Berge, Assistant Attorney-General incharge of the
anti-trust division, illustrated this
again during a three-day visit to
Los Angeles. His first interview
was held at the Biltmore where
informality prevailed. Questions
were asked , and he answered
them. He moved back and forth

Sid Blumenstock, assistant to
Rodney Bush, exploitation manager
of 20th Century-Fox, left today for
Boston.
•
Sgt. David Golden, first president
of SO PEG, Local 109, is in New
York on furlough from Camp Livingston, La.
•
Leo Spitz and William Goetz will
leave Los Angeles tomorrow on the
Super chief for a 10-day visit to New
York.
•
William Heineman, general sales
manager for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, isin Chicago.
•
Arthur Jeffrey, Eastern publicity
director for International Pictures,
has returned from Chicago.
«
P. W. Franke, special represents
tive for Republic Pictures, is visiting
the Atlanta branch.
•
Irving hibitor,
Dollinger,
New Jersey
"exyesterday celebrated
his 39th
birthday.
•
Leda Bauer, RKO story editor,
has arrived on the Coast from New
York for studio conferences.

from quotable to off-the-record
comment to the "spokesman said"
device.
Evidently, this failed to work
out from his point of view because two days later he saw fit to
hold another session, at which he
issued a written statement introduced by this explanatory sentence :"I should like to make
some clarifying statements about
the position Of the Department
of Justice in litigation involving
the motion picture industry."
That statement was published
last Thursday.
■
With a deliberate airiness and
a conscious vagueness of how it
comes about, what follows is a
series of impressions which reflect the attitude and the strategies of the Department in pursuit of its agenda aimed at the
head of the majors and others.
The rank-and-filer in Hollywood knows from nothing where
the consent decree is concerned.
Buying pools, booking combinations, interlocking and operating arrangements between circuits, theatre divorcement — these
are fruits foreign to this clime.
The men at the top know about
them, yet even with them the
chief concern is making pictures,
not selling them. Selling is what
New York's about.
However, when Berge's statement got around to its finale
which was, "We intend to strike
at illegal monopoly practices of
the motion
picture industry

Outlook
K ANN
wherever we find them — in production, distribution and exhibition," interest here quickened.
Here's the impression on that
one :
That production was wrapped
up with distribution and exhibition only for purposes of making
the
Department's
policy an allinclusive
affair.
That there is no study of the
way.
practices of production under
That a condition under which
there might be a monopolistic
control of talent would be onerous ;that the Department would
have to probe such a condition
as a normal part of its functions.
It may be said, however, this
is all hypothetical stuff and that
Justice knows of no such state of
affairs existing at this time.
Another impression :
In the first interview, it was
indicated — and so reported-»-Justice expects to rely upon its New
York petition for decree changes
as its principal move. Therefore, no need for additional suits
bearing on alleged monopolies in
exhibition would be required. In
the second interview, a change
entered. For what reason is not
known, but the impression then
created was suits will be filed at
will ; that such actions may
be brought while the outcome
against the five decree signatories impends or regardless of
what that outcome may be.
In turn, this created the feeling the Department is appraising the industry through very
long-range glasses and that it
will not necessarily regard a defeat in one direction as mitigatother.ing against a new strike in an■
A third, tying to the second :
That one, a few, or even many
suits may figure in the Department's plans. There is an aura
of the indefinite surrounding immediate steps provided there are
any at all, but this need cause no
confusion. It cannot be expected
that a plaintiff will allow himself
to enter the public record with an
intention to sue. That would not
be properly conventional. More
significantly, it would tip his
hand.
That much reliance is being
read into the New York petition,
nevertheless. The Department
apparently is keenly interested in
whatever precedents in the law
will develop from that petition
although it is commonly acknowl-
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George Sees Certain
Drop in Taxes
Washington, Sept. 20. —
Both individual and corporate taxes will come down
after the war, but not as
soon as some persons expect,
Senator George of Georgia,
chairman of the Senate postwar economic policy committee, declared today.
Studies now being made by
the committee, which will afford the basis for tax relief,
should give first indications
as to its extent within six
weeks, Senator George said.

edged final determination eventually will rest with the U. S.
Supreme Court.
Nevertheless, the keynote to
Department evaluations of the
New York angle is emphasized
by still another impression
Washington may see no need for
other suits if theatre dissolution
is ordered in this one proceeding.
The thought processes here are
other theatre interests — not defined, but indicated to be independents— will recondition and
reconstitute themselves to the
new order and thereby obviate
further requirements for extended litigation on their part as
well as on the part of the Government.
■
Final impressions :
That the Crescent case is significant because it is "typical" in
the eyes of the Department.
Publicly, Berge has stated he intends arguing it before the Supreme Court at the Fall term.
Not publicly stated, and therefore another impression, is his
proposed approach. The feeling
is the content of the Government's presentation will convince
generally the Department is not
horsing around on theatre divorcement and monopoly issues.
Inferentially, the suggestion is
others, presumably likened to
Crescent in Justice's eyes, will
■
getOn
wise.the record, however, is
this:
One newspaper reporter asked
the names of the five majors
under fire. Paramount, M-G-M
and Warners rolled off tongues
with ease. Then there was a
pause, followed by an interlude
of raised eyebrows. Maybe a
furrowed brow or so, too. A
Government man rode to the
rescue with, "Oh

yes Twen-

Century-Fox."
But tieth
it was
William R. Weaver, Hollywood editor of these esteemed publications, who made
the rescue complete. He obliged,
"There's RKO, also."
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"The

Master

Race

(Continued from page 1)
about and denounced in the democratic press of the world. Now that
(Continued from page 1)
the walls of the German fortress are crumbling, the master race which
which is predicated on the possibility of built them is heading for its final toboggan. Breathlessly, the non-Axis
the German war being terminated be- world is watching.
for or during the drive. The emphasis,
Presumably drawing upon published accounts purporting to divulge
Lemmon explained, would then be on a
"beat the Jap" basis, with advertising the long-range strategy of German militarists, the drama opens with the
that would explain how the shifting of acknowledged defeat of the Third Reich's armies and the disavowal of
_jops to the Pacific, meant increased Hitler by the general staff since his usefulness has ended. It reveals
-5ilr costs.
George Coulouris, as Colonel Von Beck, instructing brother officers and
A special committee of press book Nazi diplomats to go underground to work for the perpetuation of the
editors of the various companies was
master race and its victory through a third world war. The technique
formed at yesterday's meeting. This is to disunite the Allies through all possible methods and to engender
group, under Sumer Singer, will pre- hate and mistrust among all other groups which can serve the objective.
tion" for ex"ammuni
pare andhibitorspresent
n manual.
ina campaig
Present in addition to those already
OULOURIS' own assignment takes him to a small Belgian village,
mentioned were: Mort Blumenstock, C already liberated by American forces. He poses as an anti-Nazi,
Gilbert Golden, S. Barret McCormick,
gains refuge by playing on the fears of a widow of a Belgian collaboraJoe Tisman, Charles Schlaifer, Frank
tionist. He plants uncertainties in the brain of the town's miller by
Rosenberg, Laurence Lipskin, Si Seadler, Oscar Doob, Stanley Shuford, insidiously suggesting the occupation forces will keep the mill after it is
Vincent Trotta, Frank Moneyhun, rebuilt. He connives in the dynamiting of the prison to avoid recognition by German soldiers quartered there, but he also calculates the Allies
Herb Berg, Glendon Allvine, Al
Hirsch, George Gomperts, Jonas Arn- will be blamed and the minds of the townspeople turned against their
old, Ernest Emerling, Bill Dasheff, liberators. When the widow who has provided him sanctuary reaches
Ed. Schreiber.
the end of her tether and" threatens to unmask him, Coulouris murders
her. Thereafter, he attempts to fasten the dynamiting on his bewildered
dupe. But once a German prisoner recognizes .him, the end is in sight
45 At M-G-M
Meet,
Tried as a spy, Coulouris is executed by a firing squad.
That is the current of the main story stream. It is developed and
Led by C, K. Stern
rounded
out by other characters : A village girl who is seduced by a GerKansas City, Sept. 20. — Fortyman soldier and bears his child — a shame she bears until the understandfive M-G-M home office executives and
ing and the tolerance which the new world holds forth removes it from
field representatives will attend the
her
shoulders. Her husband and the crucible of emotion he must pass
company's two-day meeting of office
managers and exploitation men to be through before emerging. The old father in whom the bright flame of
held here Sunday and Monday at the freedom never dims. The son who joined the guerilla fighters and reMuehlbach Hotel. Charles K. Stern,
turns a man. The fine and understanding American major; his upright
assistant treasurer, and William R.
associate
from the British Army. The Red Army surgeon who heals
Ferguson, exploitation director, will
preside.
the townspeople's wounds. The collaborationist's daughter who finds
The home office will be represented the village turned against her until chaos recedes and eyes turn from the
also by William F. Rodgers, vice- past toward a hopeful future.
president and sales manager ; A. E.
These people and their problems are the links joining the dramatic
Cummings, in charge of exchange op- chain. They are presented merely as typical of millions of the little people
erationsArthur
;
Sterling, assistant to
Cummings ; William Brenner, head of who stand in the way of the master race and its new blueprint for world
exchange maintenance ; Rose Klein, conquest. Coulouris, as the protagonist, makes this clear ; thus he points
assistant to Sterling; A. Nelson, head up a warning that vigil must be maintained and complacency after the
of the statistical department; Charles peace not countenanced.
F. Deesen, home office assistant to
J. J. Maloney, contract sales manager, and Joel Dezahler, home office t«rT^HE MASTER RACE" is not decorated with marquee names, but
assistant to J. E. Flynn, Western
X leither was "Hitler's Children." Coulouris is best of the cast. Osa
sales manager.
Massen, as the young mother, does exceedingly well. Others — all
praiseworthy — include Stanley Ridges, Carl Esmond, Nancy Gates,
Helen Beverly, Morris Carnovsky, Paul Guilfoyle, Lloyd Bridges, Eric
Women
Lecturers to
Feldary and Gavin Muir. Herbert J. Biberman, out of New York's
Theatre Guild, provided the story, collaborated with Anne Froelick and
'Race9
Publicize
The promotional campaign for the Rowland Leigh on the intelligent script, and directed. Robert Golden
Edward A. Golden-RKO "The Mas- held the producer reins, and held them well.
While frequent expressions of political thinking tend to make the
ter Race," will include a speaking tour
by Mrs. Gregor Ziemer and Mrs. Bella
static and the film editorial, the words in "The Master Race" are
Fromm, authorities on Nazi Germany. action
good. They are good when they strike for the democracies and they are
They will address women's clubs,
civic organizations and war worker thought-provoking and on the frightening side when they sound for
German militarism. But, if they keep alive a continuing awareness of
groups. Radio tie-ups have also been
made.
the pitfalls which appear ahead in the soft days of peace, they will prove
Therefore, they will be words well worth having.
Terry Turner, RKO's exploitation purposeful words.
chief, is in charge of the tours. Mrs.
Running
time, 96 minutes. "G."* In block No. 1, 1944-45; no release
Ziemer will begin her tour on Sept. date
set.
25 in Texas and Mrs. Fromm will
Red Kann
start from Boston on the same date,
under the auspices of the Yankee Net- *"G"
denotes general classification.
work and New England newspapers.
Town Honors Budd
Ralph W. Budd, personnel director
for Warners in New York, was honored last night at a testimonial dinner given him by the township government and the defense council of
Wyckoff, N. J., in recognition of 18
years of service to the community
where he held the office of mayor as
well as other local governmental
posts.

Coast
Flashes
Hollywood, Sept. 20

MotiontedPicture
he appoin
TEES
TRUS
Leon
Fund ofhave
Relief
Fromkess, Joseph Santley and Tay
Garnett to fill vacancies on the board
of directors, Fromkess to represent
independent producers, and Stanley,
and Garnett to represent directors.
Gus Eysell, president and managing
director of Radio City Music Hall,
will leave for New York on Thursday with a few days stopover in Chicago en route.
Pine and Thomas have bought
"Cheese It, the Corpse," an original
by David Lang, and have assigned the
author to produce it.
Columbia today gave director Arthur Dreifuss a long term contract.
Gehring
For 20th

in Canada
Convention

W. C. Gehring, Western sales manager of 20th Century-Fox, will be the
principal speaker at the 1944-45 twoday sales conference of Canadian
managers and salesmen opening here
tomorrow, Thursday and Friday,
(September 21 and 22). The conferences will be conducted in the Toronto exchange both by Gehring and
Canadian district manager Sydney
Samson.
Managers attending with their sales
forces will include : Harry J. Bailey,
Toronto ; Edward English, Montreal ;
Reginald March, St. John; Joseph
H. • Huber, Winnipeg ; Vernon; M.
Skorey,
James session
E. Patterson,Calgary;
Vancouver. The
will
highlight sales policy, the handling of
road-show productions and other matters bearing on the 1944-54 lineup of
pictures recently announced by 20th
vice-president Tom Connors.
Seeks

Relief

from

Injunction by WB
Los Angeles, Sept. 20. — Olivia de
Havilland applied today to the District Court of Appeals for an injunction to restrain Warners from
interfering with her employment by
other studios. The action is the result of an earlier suit based on the
actress' claim that the seven-year
Warner contract expired, to which
the studio
responded
the contention that
the time with
the star
was
under suspension, did not apply to
the life of the pact.
Newsreelers

in Crash

Joseph Johnson and Roy Edwards,
Universal
News cameraman, and
Abbott Rites Tomorrow
ASCAP
Gets Rights
Willard Starr, soundman, were on
The American Society of Compos
Los Angeles, Sept. 20. — Masonic
E. Dewey's special camfuneral rites will be held here Fri- ers, Authors and Publishers has ac Gov. Thomas
paign train which collided with a
day for Harry Abbott, Jr., who died quired from the U. S. Alien Property passenger train near Castle Rock,
this week. They narrowly esyesterday after two months' illness. Custodian, performing rights to the Wash., caped
death when the baggage car,
He was a brother and manager of
Bud Abbott, film and radio star. Ab- musical works of Sacem, French per- in which the darkroom was housed,
forming rights society.
The copy was mangled. The trio has just left
bott, who had been a stage producer
the car and entered the car behind
in addition to managing his brother's rights had been controlled in the when the crash occurred. Edwards
affairs, also leaves his widow, Elsie, U. S. by Elkan-Vogel Co., Philadel
and two sisters.
was slightly injured.
phia, since 1931.
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Processing

Rank,Ruggles
In

Expansion

by

Independents
(Continued from page 1)
production can flow over to a vacant
lot PRC owns on Fuller Ave.
Harry Sherman, producer as well
as owner of the California Studio,
which rents part of its space, states
that about $150,000 will be spent in
expandingwill his plant. Chief improvement a sound stage 200 by 300
feet, which will swell current floor
space of 40,000 square feet to about
70,000. Sherman says this will give
the California Studio the largest floor
area of any independent studio in
Hollywood, spread over five stages.
Contemplated, too, are new wardrobe
buildings and a renovated projection
room. Current lighting equipment and
cameras are declared to be in satisfactory condition, but additions and
replacements will be in line later.
Technicolor's Plans
Technicolor has acquired from
M-G-M a site opposite its plant at
6311 Romaine St. and will erect, as
soon as materials can be obtained, a
new plant to accommodate increased
demands upon capacity and to incorporate many improvements, mechanical and technical, devised since the
start of the war. Improvements have
been delayed in application due to
war shortages and pre-emption of
Technicolor resources and technicians
by the armed services. Among them
are mechanisms for use of the new
monopak method of color photography, destined in time to do away
with need of the present color camera.
Expansion in the 16 mm. field is also
provided in plans for the new plant.
Lantz' Application Filed
Walter Lantz, releasing his "Cartunes" through Universal, is awaiting
priorities, already applied for, on
materials for a new building to adjoin present quarters near Universal
City. His priorities request is based
on the large number of training films
he is producing for the Armed
Forces. His intention is to use the
new building for training films, while
their production continues to be required, and later to convert it into
his main plant for entertainment
cartoons. Recently, he said he was
contemplating entering the commercial field as well.

Within

(Continued from page 1)
poses have doubled as compared with
requirements a year ago. As the Allied armies advance, increasing quantities of this type of film are needed
by the Army, Navy, and other Government agencies for rehabilitation,
educational and entertainment purposes in the liberated areas.
Dip in Film Production
"The problem of keeping pace with
the present upswing in military requirements for film, necessitating today's action, is complicated by a seasonal decline in manpower and a corresponding dip in film production,
WPB said. A further complicating
factor is that some of the film production equipment, used at top capacity for a long time, is now in need of
cleaning and repair and is out of production temporarily.
"The increased military demands
and film supply therefore cannot be
met by increased production at the
present time. Neither can they be met
by withdrawals from inventories of
raw film stock, since reserves are
low. Fulfillment of military requirements can be assured only if motion
picture film allocation is placed on a
firm basis."

Seek

up

Quotas

(Continued from page 1)
000,000 linear feet of 35mm film will
be available in the fourth quarter of
this year, at least 231,000,000 feet of
which are needed for war purposes,
leaving approximately 324,000,000 feet
for the picture and newsreel producers. This is approximately the amount
normally distributed under the L-178
schedules and it is not expected that
any of the companies will encounter
difficulties in maintaining operations
during the next three months.
Equal Division Assured
Assurance was given that should any
additional film be made available for
civilian use, as a result of the cessation of hostilities in Europe during
the coming quarter, it will be distributed equitably among the companies.
Small (Class C) producers, who account for less than one per cent of the
total usage of raw stock, will not be
affected by the amended order but
some modification of operations may
have to be made by the large users.
Outlining the situation in detail, the
board explained: "Military requirements for 35mm film for use in gunnery training classes, for combat photography, and for other important pur-

Quebec

Tie

Exhibitors

Conciliation

(Continued from page 1)
definition
of an independent exhibitor.
Instead of defining an independent
as "one who operates one or more
theatres, none of which is affiliated
with anyvancedmajor
the plan adcalls forcircuit,"
the conciliators
to

define him as "one who operates one
or more theatres, any of which is not
affiliated with any major circuit." It
was pointed out that circuit delegates
represent only those of independent
owners which have circuit connections.
At a QATI dinner tonight, Charles
Francis Coe of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America, spoke on "Films and the Future,"
pointing out that "the screen will be
the greatest instrumentality in promoting the new concept of time, space
and geography which will follow the
establishment of world peace." Coe's
thesis was based on the fact that, during the war, the Armed Forces and
K-MTA
Convention Set
civilians alike have discovered in motion pictures the best and easiest
Kansas City, Sept. 20. — The Kansas-Missouri Theatres Association method of learning. "Only a free
will hold its annual convention here screen can serve a free people," he
said.
Oct. 3-4 at the Hotel Muehlbach.
"To fulfill its best purposes," Coe
added, tudes
"the
must attract
multi-of
States Rights and Foreign Territories
to itsscreen
theatres.
In times
for Sale!
emergency, these multitudes will eagTHE GREATEST MONEY-MAKER
erly accept documentary pictures,
OF THEM ALL!
pleas for aid, drives for a common
cause. But remove the emergency and
'TEN NIGHTS
IN A
with it goes both interest in and acceptance of these emergency offer" Forever!
OM
ings.We
_
must guard against this
BARthat RO
The Picture
Will
Live
Featuring
calamity," he declared.
WILLIAM FARNUM and TOM SANTSCHI
! Not
Superb RCA Recording! NewAll-Talking
Weiss' Son Killed
Prints! New
a Dubbed Version!
Accessories!
New Everything!
Hartford, Sept. 20. — Samuel Weiss,
operator of theatres in Avon and
Sack Amusement Enterprise!
Stamford, has been notified by the
Owners of Negative and World Rights
War Department of the death in
Film Exchange Building Dallas, Texas
France of his son, Lt. Leon Weiss.

New
Picks

Jersey

Allied

Committees

a series of high budget films, it was
said. To augment his production organization, Ruggles intends opening
his own offices in Hollywood and
London and will make arrangement
to exchange talent. Ruggles arrived mt
New York from London late law
week, ostensibly to line up talent, it
is learned.
While developments on Ruggles'
first picture for Eagle-Lion have not
progressed to the point of announcing title, cast, or the announcement
continued, Ruggles stated it will be
made in London as soon as studio
space, now at a premium, becomes
available.
Although Rank has completed a
distribution deal for a number of his
pictures with United Artists in the
Western Hemisphere, the .distribution
arrangements for Ruggles' product
have not been completed.
Ronald Neame Here
On Rank Mission
Ronald Neame, British photographer, will leave here for Hollywood
Saturday to study photography methJ. Arthur
Rank's
units.ods forNeame
arrived
here production
from London last week. He will arrange to
acquire new equipment for Rank as
soon as it becomes available, and will
also seek to arrange for the interchange of camera crews for location
shots between Hollywood and Rank
units in England. Neame intends to
make his headquarters at 20th Century-Fox studios.

( Continued from page 1 )
Lachman, Maurice Parks, James
Gravany ; Southern New Jersey, Si
Boosts
Meyers, Roscoe Faunce, Frances Seek Wage
Fineman.
In 3 More Cities
(Continued from page 1)
Also : entertainment, Irving Dollinger, chairman ; Dr. Henry Brown, 10 per cent increase and the distributors and the IATSE have taken an
Lewis Martin, George Gold, Harry
appeal
to the WMC Chicago office,
Hecht, Sam Frank ; welfare, Lach- which refused
to grant the 10 per
man, chairman ; M. Gogelson ; public
cent.
Rulings
are
awaited from other
relations, Leo Newberry, chairman ; WMC regional offices
where petitions
Gold, Dollinger, Mrs. Hildinger, have been filed jointly by the IATSE
Meyers ; business relations, Jack and the distributors.
Exchange cities where locals have
Unger, chairman ; S. Hochberg,
previously
intentions to file
Frank Henry, Martin; Eastern re- or have filedindicated
include, besides the above
gional directors : finance, Snapper,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Denbusiness relations, Newberry, Ralph mentioned,
ver, Los Angeles, Boston, Charlotte,
Wilkins ; public relations, Gold Mey- Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Detroit,
ers ;co-chairman, South Jersey unit : Cleveland, Minneapolis, New Haven
and Dallas. Involved are film shipMrs. Hildinger, Meyers.
pers, inspectors and poster clerks.
Harry H. Lowenstein, president,
presided at yesterday's meeting. The
New Jersey Allied Caravan will meet
at the Newark Athletic Club, Newark, tomorrow morning.
'Streets' Is M-G-M's
4th Legitimate Show
With the opening of "The Streets
Are Guarded," to be produced by
John C. Wilson, M-G-M will have
four productions on the Broadway
stage. "Bloomer Girl," which opened
recently in Philadelphia, is due at the
Shubert Theatre Oct. 5.
"Soldier's Wife," written by Rose
Franken and produced by William
Moloney, will open here Oct. 4, following a trial run in Wilmington.
The cast is headed by Martha Scott,
film player, and Myron McCormick.
"Violet" is scheduled to open Oct. 23.

Rosecan
Date

Arbitration

is Postponed
(Continued from page 1)

that the hearing might not take place
for some time.
Harry Arthur's St. Louis Amusement Co. theatres were named as interested parties in Rosecan's complaint
and, as a result, Russell Hardy, of
counsel for Arthur, has signified his
intention of filing a motion in New
York Federal District Court to vacate
the consent decree or to include therein an express exception with regard
to theatres operated by Arthur. An
injunction suit in the St. Louis Federal District Court to estop the arbitration tribunal in that city from proceeding with the Rosecan case mayi
follow the New York motion.
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Week

"My Pal
(RKO Radio)

Wolf"
Hollywood, Sept. 20

San Francisco, Sept. 20. — Grosses
running from good to excellent continue to be the rule among first-runs
here. Holdovers show little slacken- ing and the new bills are hitting high.
—Since You Went Away" is headed
"5ior $24,000 at the United Artists,
where the average is $11,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 19-21 :
"The Impatient Years" (Col.)
"Cne Mysterious Night" (Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days,
3rd
000). week. Gross: $24,500. (Average: $15,"Since You Went Away" (UA)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (74c-$1.20)
7 days, 4th week. Gross: $24,000. (Average: $11,000).
"The Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days. Stage: Vaudeville.
Gross: $36,000.
(Average: $27,000).
"Wilson" (20th-Fox)
WARFlELDi-(2,680) (76c-85c-$1.10) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $38,000. (Average:
$25,000).
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
"Port of 40 Thieves" (Rep.)
FOX— (5,000) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
$33,000. (Average: $28,000).
"Wing and a Prayer" <2ftth-Fox)
"Three Little Sisters" flRep.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days. 2nd week. Gross: $23,500. (Average:
$20,000).
"Greenwich Village" (ZOth-Fox)
"The Girl Who Dared" (Rep.)
STATE— (2,308) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Moveover from Fox. Gross: $17,500.
(Average: $13,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7
days, 6th week. Moveover after four weeks
at Fox. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $11,000).

'Wilson'
$32,000
Start in Cleveland
Cleveland, Sept. 20.— 'Wilson," at
advanced prices at RKO's Palace, and
"Seventh Cross," at Loew's State,
vied for popular favor here. 'Wilson," with a $1.25 premiere and a
group of 20th-Pox stars, is drawing
$32,000 on the week. "Seventh
Cross" will do a minimum $23,000,
which is big at Loew's State.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 20:
"Days of Glory" (RKO)
ALLEN— (3,000) (45c-55c-65c)
7 days.
Gross: $6,000.' (Average: $8,500).
"In Society" (Univ.)
WARNERS'
HIPPODROME — (3,500)
(45c-55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $22,100).
"Step Lively" (RKO)
WARNERS' LAKE— (714) (45c-55c-65c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,200. (Average:
. $3,200).
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
OHIO— $7,000.
(1,267) (Average:
(45c-65c) 7$5,000).
days,
4thLOEW'S
week. Gross:
"Wilson" (20th-Fox)
RKO PALACE — (3,300) (7Sc-$1.10) 7 days.
Stage: Stan Kenton Band, Belita and
Maurice St. Claire. Gross: $32,000. (Average: $25,400).
"Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,300) (45c-65c) 7
$19,000).
days. Gross: $23,000. (Average:

in 1st Week

^ET this one apart on your list of films-to-come as a 'sleeper,' and give
^ it running room at a time when entertainment counts. Due to lack
of names for the lights, a lot of selling would be required to make it spin
the turnstiles, but it can be depended upon to compensate and mollify
fully the customers attracted by a top picture that gets them in but
doesn't give them their money's worth. And it could prosper, on- its
own, in a run long enough for the people who see it to tell others to do
likewise.
The picture concerns a little girl and big dog. The girl's wealthy
parents put her in charge of a governess who makes her give up to the
army a trained dog which she has befriended. The dog escapes from thearmy and returns to the little girl, who goes with him to Washington
and pleads with the Secretary of War to allow her to keep the animal.
On this seemingly slight thread is_ strung a wholesome sequence of plain
events to warm the cookies of any heart that isn't past warming.
Sharyn Moffett portrays the little girl superbly and the cast includes
Jill Esmond, Una O'Connor, George Cleveland, Charles Arnt, Claire
Charleton, Leonia Mariole, Bruce Edwards, Edward Fielding and Grey
Shadow, a dog with personality and a world of training. Credit for a
fine little picture goes to producer Adrian Scott, director Alfred Werker
and the three writers, Lillie Hay ward, Leonard Praskins and John Paxton, who wrote the script from an original by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan.
Running time, 76 minutes.

"G."*

Release date not set.
William R. Weaver

High

Pittsburgh, Sept. 20. — The Pittsburgh premiere of "Wilson" took place
at the J. P. Harris Friday with a sellout. The picture is expected to gross
at least $25,000, having played to record audiences steadily since the opening. "In Society" opened this week
at the Fulton, drawing the usual number of young fans.
Estimated receipts for the week end"In Society" (Univ.)
ing Sept. 18-22: :
, FULTON— (1,700) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $10,000.
(Average: $8,500;.
"Wilson"
(20th-Fox)
T. P. HARRIS— (2,200) (76c matinee, $1.10
evening) 7 days. Gross: $25,000. (Average:
$10,000).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
"Janie"
PENN—(WB)
(3,400) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days. Gross:
$20,000. (Average: $21,700).
RITZ — (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 3rd
week.
Moveover from Warner. Gross:
$3,500.
"Secret (Average:
Command" $3,000).
(Col.)
SENATOR— (1,750) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average: $3,400).
"The Centerville Ghost" (M-G-M)
STANLEY— (3,800) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days.
Gross: $24,000. (Average: $22,000).
"Up In Arms" (Goldlwyn-RKO)
WARNER — (2,000) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
2nd week, moveover from Penn. Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $9,350).

*"G" denotes general classification.

Edwards in Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Sept. 20. — Steve
Edwards, Republic's director of pub'Conspirators' Showing
licity, has arrived here to confer on
Denver Gives 'Wilson9
Warners'
"The
Conspirators,"
starpromotional plans in connection with
A $26,625 Welcome
ring Hedy Lamarr and Paul Henreid, the personal appearance of Roy
will be trade-shown on Oct. 16. The Rogers as guest star of the rodeo at
Denver,
Sept.
20.
—
"Wilson,"
at
the
Denver and Esquire theatres, was tops film will be released Oct. 31.
I the Philadlephia Arena Sept. 23-30.
in dollars this week, with the Denver
showing a gross of $21,000. The
Paramount was next, with $14,880
expected from "Atlantic City," while
the Denham reported $11,005 for
"Double Indemnity."
Background Music
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 18-21 :
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
"One Mysterious Night" (Col.)
ALADDIN — (1,400) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
moveover. Gross: $9,240. (Average: $5,600).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
"The Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
BROADWAY— (1,040) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days,
moveover. Gross: $6,240. (Average: $3,900).
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
DENHAM— (1,750) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days.
Gross: $11,005. (Average: $9,000).
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
DENVER — (2,600) (76c-$1.12) 7 days.
Gross: $21,000. (Average: $15,000).
"Wilson" (ZOth-FoK)
ESQUIRE — (740) (76c-$1.12) 7 days.
Gross: $5,625. (Average: $4,500).
"Atlantic City" (Rep.)
"Block Busters" (Mono.)
PARAMOUNT — (2,200) (35c-46c-74c) 7
days. Gross: $14,880. (Average: $9,300).
"Now Voyager" (WB)
"AU Thru the Night" (WB)
RIALTO— (900) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days, return. Gross: $8,750. (Average: $5,000).

Legion
Classifies
Eleven New Films
The Legion of Decency has classified the following new films : A-l,
"Our Hearts Were Young and Gay,"
Paramount ; "The Singing Sheriff,"
Universal ; "West of the Rio Grande,"
Heads Exchange Union
Monogram ; Class A-2, "Dark Mountain," Paramount ; "In the Meantime,
Philadelphia, Sept. 20. — Tony
Loftus of the Clark Film Exchange Darling," 20th Century-Fox ; "Leave
has been elected president of the Film It to the Irish," Monogram ; "Marriage Is a Private Affair," M-G-M,
Exchange Employees' Union, here, and "Shadows in the Night," Columsucceeding John Wagman
of Warners
bia; Class B, "The Doughgirls,"
exchange who has been named busiWarners
; "Frenchman's Creek,"
ness agent to replace Buddy Bache of
Paramount, and "Storm Over LisM-G-M.
bon," Republic.

The theme song often "makes" the picture.
They call it "background music" and it's mighty
important. In the background of your theatre —
and just as important — is your projection booth.
It is our job, and we like it, to see that no sour
notes caused by vital equipment breakdowns
spoil the harmony of your house. Get Altec end keep equipment singing sweetly all the time

LTEC
250
New Weal
York 57th
19. Sireel
N. T.
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parades,

tion starts with Inaugural

TO

will spearhead

American

start 4 weeks

covering

and

A

FOR

displays,
Preview

etc. Entire

of cast
promo-

in Cincinnati.

GREAT
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Motion

Thursday, September 21, 1944

'Wilson'
In

Sets

picture

11

Daily

6Way'

Pace

Still Tops

Philadelphia;

'Lace'

Opens

Providence

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

NEWS

Toronto

Estimated receipts for the week end$10,300.
Sept. 21to : Heaven" (Para, reissue)
"Halfing Way
"North West Mounted" (Para, reissue)
EGLINTON — (1,086) (18c-30c-48c-60c) 6
days. Gross: $4,500. (Average; $4,000).
"Home in Indiana" (20th-Fcx)
IMPERIAL — (3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
6 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,300. (Average: $12,800).
"The Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S — (2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c) 6
days. Gross: $13,200. (Average: $11,200).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
SHEA'S
— (2,480)
(18c-30t-42c-60c-90c)
days,
3rd week.
Gross:
$16,800. (Average: 6
$12,800).
"Take It Big" (Para.)
"Buffalo BUI" (20th-Fox)
TIVOLI — (1,434) (18c-30c-48c) 6 days.
Gross: $4,400. (Average: $4,400).
"Gypsy
"Alergic Wildcat"
to Love" (Univ.)
(Univ.)
UPTOWN—
days.
Gross: (2,761)
$10,300. (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
(Average: $9,800). 6

'Wilson*
Bad

CAMERAS

START

ROLLING

THIS

WEEK

SUPER

SCREEN

in Storm

Gives 'Storm' $17,000
Providence, Sept. 20. — Although
theatres were officially closed at 4
p.m. last Thursday because of the impending hurricane, downtown houses,
most of them playing holdovers, did
fairly good business. The leader was
Loew's State, which grossed $17,000
with "Summer Storm," opening on
hurricane day.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 22:
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
"Mademoiselle Fifi" (RKO)
RKO-ALBEE— (2,239) (35c-44c-55c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $10,500. (Average:
$12,800).
"And the Angels Sing" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Plays Cupid" (Para.)
STRAND— (2,200) (44c-5Sc) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $7,600. (Average: $10,500).
"Summer Storm" (UA)
"Underground Guerillas" (British)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,232) (35c-44c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $17,700).
"Janie" (WB)
"Boogie- Woogie Dream" (Hoi. Prod.)
MAJESTIC— (2,250) (35c-44c-5Sc) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $10,800. (Average: $12,100).
"Silent Sheriff" (Univ.)
FAY'S Mirialh
— (1,800)Burroughs,
(35c-44c-55c)Johnny
7 days.
On
stage:
Cahill,
Brent & Sylvia, Stanley Burns, Ray Fike,
Jr., Castle & Co. Gross: $7,1C0. (Average:
$6,500).
"In Society" (Univ.)
"Crime By Night" (WB)
(1,526)over(35c-44c-55c)
4thCARLTON—
week. (Held
second week7 days,
after
two weeks at Majestic).
Gross: $3,000.
(Average: $4,000).
"Block Busters" (Mono.)
METROPOLITAN— (3,050) (44c-60c) 3
days. On stage: Tommy Tucker's Orchestra, Cy Reeves, Rochelle & Beebe. Gross:
$8,000. (Average: $6,900).

$16,800

Toronto, Sept. 20. — "Going My
Way" continued its merry way at
Shea's Theatre with $16,800 sighted
for the third week, while "The Seventh Cross" at Loew's Theatre pointed
to $13,200. Second week of "Home
in Indiana" at the Imperial looked like

High

Philadelphia, Sept. 20. — With the
new season in full swing, all new openings got off to a big start this week
-^t the expense of holdovers and second
~ins, except for "Wilson," which
-Joints to $50,000 for its dual showing
at advanced prices at the Earle and
Aldine. Of the new openings "Arsenic and Old Lace" leads, bringing
$35,300 to the Mastbaum.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 20-22 :
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
AtDINE — (900) (4Oc-55c-6Oc-85c-$1.20) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $20,300. (Average:
$14,600).
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
ARCADIA — (6C0) (40c-45c-5Oc-65c-75c) 7
days, 2nd run. Gross: $6,500. (Average:
$4,000).
".Janie" (WB)
BOYD — (3,000) (40c45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $16,900. (Average:
$18,000).
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
EARLE — (3,000) (4Oc-55c-6Oc-85c-$1.20) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $29,700. (Average:
$27,600).
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
FOX — (3,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c) 7
days. Gross: $26,200. (Average: $20,500).
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
KARLTON — (1,000) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $6,600).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
(2.200) 2nd
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75c-85c)
7 KEITH'S—
days, 2nd week,
run. Gross: $7,500.
(Average: $5,800).
"Arsenic and Old Lace" (WB)
MASTBAUM— (4,700) (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days. Gross: $35,300. (Average:
$22,500).
"I Love a Soldier" (Para.)
STANLEY — (3,000) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c9Sc) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $17,500.
(Average: $20,000).
"Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G-M)
STANTON— (1,700) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75c85c) 7 days. Gross: $14,500. (Average:
$9,400).
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Baltimore, Sept. 20. — Business is
hardly what it should be in first-run
houses here and the reason is probably
that they are offering holdovers and
one "revival" for their major film
fare. An outstanding exception is the
newcomer, "Wilson," which, at advanced prices, is scoring $26,000 at
the New Theatre with only 1,581
seats.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 21 :
"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G-M)
CENTURY— (3,000) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
weekends)
7 days. Gross: $15,500. (Average: $17,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
KEITH'S— (2,406) (35c-40c-50c-60c) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $16,000. (Average:
"Wilson" (20th- Fox)
$15,000).
000).
NEW— (1,581) (76c-$1.10) 7 days. Gross:
"Jamie" (WB)
$26,000.
(Average at regular prices: $10,STANLEY—
days,
3rd week.(3,280)
Gross:' (35c-44c-55c-65c)
$12,000. (Average: 7
$18,000).
"Bride By Mistake" (RKO)
7 HIPPODROME—
days. Stage show:(2,205)
Jackie(35c-44c-55c-64c)
Green. Frank '
Gaby & Co., Pat & Svlvia, Carr Bros.,
Bobby Long.
Gross: $17,500. (Average:
"Man from Frisco" (Rep.)
$18,500).
MAYFAIR— (1,000) (35c-54c) 7 days.
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $7,000).
Plaque

PICTURE

CONCERT

MENUHIN,

OF

"STAR

ANY

HOPE.

HUTT0N
.AND

AND

SURROUNDED

f NG

ALREADY

.BETTY

TOP-FLIGHT

I MP0S

BE

Baltimore

in

ARE

" F I NEGAN"

SURPASSING

LAM0UR.

LINST

THE

LAUGH

ABOVE

"ARCHIE",

WHO'LL

AN

STARS

SPANGLED
OF

TAVERN."

THE

Al RWAVES,

FAMOUS

PRO-

Exception

MORE
ADDED.

to

Quigley

For WAC
Efforts
Martin Quigley, chairman of the
War Activities Committee trade press
division since its inception, now resigned, received a specially struck
plaque forts.
yesterday
as awas
tribute
efPresentation
madeto his
at the
regular weekly WAC staff luncheon
here by George J. Schaefer, chairman.
In making the presentation, Schaefer, in addition to lauding the former WAC trade press head for his
work, praised the activities of the entire division, whose "steadfastness and
inspirational aid was an indispensable
factor
all campaigns."
Jack inAlicoate
has succeeded Quigley as chairman,
with Charles "Chick"
Lewis
vice-chairman.

"££U*
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NEIL

BOB
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Produced

by
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and
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KING

Directed by WILLIAM
CASTLE
Screen Play by PHILIP YORDAN and DENNIS J. COOPER • Original Slory by GEORGE V. MOSCOV
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Foreign
For
IL

Films

1,500
S.

Houses

Reisman Sees Postwar
Rise from 100 Houses
By CHARLES RYWECK
From 1,500 to 2,000 American theatres will regularly play the best output of foreign studios in the post
war period, instead of the approximately 100 houses that exhibited for
eign product regularly, Phil Reisman.
RKO vice-president in charge of foreign distribution, predicted at the
weekend in an interview with Motion
Picture Daiiy.
In elaborating on a thesis previously
enunciated at the recent RKO sales
meeting on the necessity for distributing more foreign product here in the
tha'
post-war period, Reisman declared
if a reciprocal distribution arrange
ment were to be concluded, it might
serve to head off discriminatory legis
lation against Hollywood films b\
foreign governments.
Another result of this, Reisman said.
(Continued on page 4)

Detroit
Strike

Delivery

Settled

YORK,

LY

U.S.A., MONDAY,

Will Pay Retroactive
SPG Wages on Oct. 6
Film companies here are
planning to pay, on or about
Oct. 6, retroactive wage increases to some 280 home office publicists of the Screen
Publicists Guild, as approved
recently by the War Labor
Board.
Increases, which may run
as high as $10 per week for
some publicists, are retroactive to May 3, 1943, giving
the workers about 17 months
of retroactive salary.

SEPTEMBER

25, 1944

One-Sheet

to

In

A special advance one sheet and
'
%th
pre-press
book bulletins,
in addition to
Spark
the regular mass of campaign material, will be features of the Sixth
War Loan, John Hertz, Jr., advertising and publicity chief for the drive,
announced over the weekend, following a meeting with industry publicity,
advertising and exploitation heads.
A committee of press book editors
of all companies was formed with
Charles Schlaifer of 20th CenturyFox, chairman, to prepare a worksheet for exhibitors. Schlaifer will
work with Sumer Singer, general
SWG
Would
Extend
chief of press book preparation for
the campaign.
Rural
Exhibition
The special one-sheet will be rushed
to theatres to serve as a combination
announcement of the campaign and
Hollywood, Sept. 24. — The Screen salute to filmgoers for their support of
Writers Guild has endorsed a five- previous war loans.
Following a telegraphic canvass of
">oint program geared to the postwar leading theatre exploitation men, a
future of Hollywood writers and probulletin containing
luction. The plan includes a probe of pre-press book
(Continued on page 5)
the possibilities of extending film exhibition into the nation's farm districts, formation of a foreign employSpotlight on
ment exchange, organization of writers M-G-M
in the industrial and educational fields,
canvass of members in the Armed Aid for Small Towns
Forces for reemployment suggestions,
and a call for State Department help
in
arranging an international film conKansas City, Sept. 24. — Smallference.
town cooperation and post-war proHamilton McFadden of Church-inmotional activities by M-G-M highlighted the opening session today of
Films, Inc., told the guild that cultural and educational features will
the field exploiteers' meeting being
match the total of straight entertain- conducted here by William R. Fer(Continued on page 4)
ment features in the next three years.

Detroit, Sept. 24— Weekend
film deliveries to 200 Detroit theatres and some 500 other theatres
tied "up
throughout the stateof were
film delivery
Friday by a strike
Films
truck drivers, members of the Team- Special
sters Union, A. F. of L.
A last minute settlement late Friday
Peaceday
night of the film delivery truck driv- Solve
ers' strike narrowly averted a weekend that promised to be a filmless one
Washington, Sept. 24. — A number
in all of Detroit's and other motion
picture theatres in Michigan. It was of shorts dealing with domestic problems that will arise after the defeat
estimated that in the event the strike
(Continued on page 4)
of Germany — the inflation threat,
changing jobs and the like already
have been planned by the domestic
motion picture bureau of the Office of
Approves Pact
WLB
War Information and some are in
For Buffalo Help
course of production.
The regional War Labor Board
The pictures were plotted out folhere has approved the joint applicalowing anumber of conferences betion of distributors and the IATSE
tween Taylor M. Mills, associate
system
a
chief of the bureau, and officials of
for permission to institute
of job classifications with minimum the various war agencies concerned
and maximum wage scales and a min- with various phases of the post-war
imum 10 per cent wage increase for situation. Mills has been named dithe office workers in the Buffalo film
rector of the bureau, succeeding Stanton Griffis, who will go to Hawaii for
exchanges. The same board has previously approved a similar applica- the Red Cross.
The film on inflation is believed to
tion involving the workers in the Al
(Continued on page 4)
bany film exchanges*

Films

to

Aid

U.

S.

Problems
Theatres Help This
Juvenile Problem
Baltimore, Sept. 24.— While
many larger cities view their
increasing juvenile problems
with bewilderment, the small
town of Laurel, near here,
locks its adolescent barn-door
before it is too late.
Between shows at Laurel
theatres, a Lion Club member
gives an especially prepared
talk, brief and to-the-point.
The talks are changed frequently, and the youngsters,
awaiting the continuance of
the show, appear to listen.

TEN

CENTS

Must

be

Television,

SaysGoldsmith
'Insurance and Leadership
In Exhibition at Stake'
The film industry has a definite
stake in the future of television and
it must maintain a position in the
development of television, in the
opinion of Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith,
chairman of the theatre engineering
committee of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers.

th, in an interDr. viewGoldsmi
with Motion Picture Daily
at the weekend, said that the
industry must take a position
to take advantage of whatever
contributions television can
make to theatres and to maintain its record of accomplishment and leadership in purveyand sound entering pictures
.
tainment
"The film industry is in the busiproducing onpopular
ness of (Continued
page 4)entertain-

Crescent
Week

of

Argument
Oct.

16

Cross appeals from the decision
rendered May 17, 1943, by Federal
Judge Elmer Davies at Nashville, in
the Government's anti-trust suit
against Crescent Amusement Co., will
be argued before the U. S. Supreme
Court in Washington during the latter part of the week of Oct. 16, it was
learned here yesterday. The appeals
reached the high tribunal early last
iniafter consider
, but,
February
passing
delayed ing
the court
tial briefs,
on the question of jurisdiction until
after arguments could be heard.
The Crescent suit, filed by the Department ofJustice in Nashville, Aug.
(Continued on page 4)
Schine

Testimony

Delayed to Oct. 2
the Governhearing
Although
suit ofagainst Schine
ment's anti-trust

Chain Theatres, Inc., recessed for several months, it will be resumed as
scheduled in Federal District^ Court
at Buffalo tomorrow. No witnesses
will be placed on the stand by the
plaintiffs until Monday, Oct. 2, it was
learned here. Department of Justice
attorneys have informed the court that
next week will be taken up with the
presentation of documents.

2

Motion

Personal

Picture

Tradewise
By

Mention

MONTAGUE, Columbia
ABE
general sales manager, returned
to New York at the weekend following a three-day meeting with district
managers in Chicago.
•
Hazel Blumenthal, secretary to
Alfeed W. Schwalberg, sales head
of International Pictures, will be married around Christmas time to Major
William Churchill of the U. S.
Army Air Forces.
•
Robert Mochrie, RKO general
sales manager, will return here today
from Toronto, where he conferred
with Canadian division sales manager
Leo M. Devaney.
•
Tom Connors, Hal Horne,
Charles Schlaifer, Rodney Bush
and Jules Fields of 20th CenturyFox will leave Friday for conferences
at the Coast studios.
•
Stanley C. Jacques, RKO Cincinnati branch manager, is in the
Jewish Hospital there recovering
from an operation.
•
Ben Kalmenson, Warner general
sales manager, has returned to New
York from a Widwestern and Southern tour.
•
Irving Rapper, Warner director,
arrived here at the weekend from
Hollywood.
•
I. F. Dolid, Warner supervisor of
exchanges, returned over the weekend from Pittsburgh.
Para, 'Associates' Are
Made Full Producers
Hollywood, Sept. 24. — Henry Ginsberg, Paramount studio production
head, announced at the weekend that
the company has abolished the "associate producer" designation, effective
Oct. 1 after which all screen and advertising billing will read "produced
Associate-producers made producers
by." the change are : Charles Brackunder
et!, Danny Dare, John Houseman,
Paul Jones, Fred Kohlmar, E. D.
Leshin, Seton I. Miller, Kenneth Macgowan, Harry Tugend, Karl Tunberg.
Miner at SMPE
Meet
Worthington C. Miner, in charge
of program operations at the CBS
television studios here, will explain
television illumination to members of
the Atlantic Coast section of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
Wednesday evening at the first Fall
meeting, to be held at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
Equity To Meet
Actors' Equity Association will hold
its first quarterly meeting of the new
season tomorrow afternoon at the
Hotel Astor here.

Daily

'THE available information on
*■ the progress of the industry
plan to designate trade ambassadors to watch over film interests in the more important
world capitals is meager, even
at this late day in the span of
the program. The explanation is
that the appointments, or even
the consideration of candidates,
are of a nature which, prior to
the end of the war, do not lend
themselves to publicity. However, there is a minimum of offthe-record information also, and
this would tend to substantiate
the growing- impression in many
industry quarters that actually
very little progress has been
made in carrying out the plan,
despite the fact that it was approved by the MPPDA board
of directors more than six
months ago.
If little or no progress is being made in carrying out the
program, as appears to be the
case, it would seem that steps
should be taken immediately to
determine what obstacles or
handicaps are being encountered
and what can be done to overcome them and prevent what
may prove to be a fatal delay in
the completion of a program of
such great potential importance
to the industry.
Persistent questioning concerning the greatest obstacle to
the plan encountered thus far
brings forth a considerable
amount of unanimity on the
scarcity of qualified manpower
for the posts. Heretofore, if the
industry wanted men for posts
as important and strategic as
those which it now seeks to fill,
it encountered no difficulty in
finding them. The war is not
the explanation.
The best available information
is that the industry proposes to
pay a salary of $10,000 or $12,000 per year to its major foreign representatives; less to
those sought for assignment to
secondary foreign capitals. If
this information is accurate, no
one need seek further for a solution of the problem of scarcity
of qualified manpower. Nor
need anyone be hopeful of the
quick completion of the proAs a matter of fact, if that
gram.
happens to be the industry's assay of the value to it of efficient
representation in the world
capitals in the immediate critical future, then perhaps the en-
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tire proposal might just as well
be forgotten. The industry
idea would appear to be that
the manpower it seeks for its
world representation should have
approximately the same qualifications, or not as many, as the
average manager of a prewar
foreign branch office possessed.
If that is the case, what was
wrong with the prewar system?

Recent
studiesaudiences
of listeninghabits
of radio
have
exploded the long-held belief in
that industry that there are
fewer listeners during the summer season than during any
other. It was revealed that the
number of willing, potential
listeners during the hot weather
months is the equivalent to the
potential during any other season of the year. Actual summer
"tuners-in" are fewer than at
other seasons, but primarily because the summer radio program fare is not as enticing as
at other times of the year.
In this, radio might borrow a
chapter from film and theatre
industry experience. For many
years this industry cherished
the unchallenged belief that good
pictures should not be released
in the good old summertime.
Accordingly, program fare and
production
"clucks"
breedsof
were all that
even oftheall best
theatres, among those which remained open, could obtain during the vacation season. And,
accordingly, the customers
stayed away from the theatres
in large numbers. Then, about
10 years ago, a few distributors
risked (they thought) some of
their best productions as summer releases. The business they
did told its own story and, as a
result, the erstwhile belief that
summer is no time for release of
a good picture is almost a forgotten chapter in industry history today.
• •
Stellar trade paper reporters,
many of whom really are detectives at heart, are still baffled by
that United Artists official press
release of 10 days ago which
proclaimed, following" a company board meeting, that any
and all inter-company difficulties will be settled shortly. Some
guessed that it referred to the
Charles Chaplin-David O. Selznick litigation.
They guessed
After denying that one,
company executives kept mum.

Events
Today
and Tomorrow
M-G-M
field
personnel
meeting,— Hotel
Muehlbach Hotel, Kansas City.
Sept. 29 — Theatre men meet with
deputy industrial commissioner of
New York state on building code
New York.
Oct. 3 — Motion Picture. Theatr
Association
of Ontario meeting,
King Edward Hotel, Toronto.
Oct. 3-4 — Kansas City Theatre
Owners convention, Muehlbach
Hotel, Kansas City.
Oct. 9-11 — Allied Theatre Owners
of Michigan annual meeting, Detroit.
Oct. 16-20 — Annual business conference, Altec Service and Altec
Lansing, Hollywood.
Oct. 17— Society of M. P.
neers' semi-annual banquet, Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
Oct. 17 — West Virginia Theatre
EngiOwners' meeting, Daniel Boone
Hotel, Charleston, W. Va.
Oct. 17 — Theatre Owners of
North and South Carolina, annual
meeting, Charlotte.
Nov. 10 — Motion Picture Associates Sixth War Loan dinner,
Hotel Astor, New York.
Nov. -Dec. — Sixth War Loan camN ov. 14— 'Night of Stars,' sponsored by LTnited Jewish Appeal,
paign.
Madison Square Garden, New York.
Dec. 11-12 — Television Broadcasters Asociation meeting, Hotel
Commodore, New York.
Gehring , Schlaifer
Back from Meetings
W. C. Gehring, Western sales manager for 20th Century-Fox, returned
to the home office at the weekend
from Toronto where he presided over
a two-day sales conference of branch
managers and sales personnel of the
six Canadian offices of 20th-Fox. Sydney Samson, Canadian district manager, conducted the meetings. Gehring
will leave for Indianapolis today, accompanied by E. H. Collins, his assistant. From there he will go to St.
Louis and Kansas City where meetings have also been set.
L. J. Schlaifer, Central sales manager, who has been conducting sale;
conferences in exchanges in his territory, also returned to the home office at the weekend, accompanied by
his assistant. Jack Bloom. Schlaife!
visited Boston, Buffalo and Chicag<
where conferences of branch manager:
from Albany, New Haven, Cincinnati
Cleveland, Detroit and Mihvauket
were held.
WANTED !
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Well versed in distribution — contracts
— contacts. Position in N. Y. C. Good
starting salary. Give complete backdence toground and references. Write in confiBox 234
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(Continued from page 1)
guson, M-G-M exploitation director,
and field men at the Muehlbach Hotel.
New promotion plans for new( pictures were discussed, embracing "Mrs.
Parkington," "Meet Me in St. Louis,"
"Ziegfield Follies," "Music for Millions," "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,"
"National Velvet," "The Picture of
Dorian Gray" and "The Thin Man
Goes Home." Also discussed ( were
of "Meet
plans for the world premiere
Me in St. Louis," in St. Louis.
talk on
will
Tomorrow, Ferguson
132-city
the
plans now in work for
premiere of "An American Romance,"
in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West
Virginia, in a tieup with WLW, Cin
cinnati.
The M-G-M exploitation head and
his field representatives will tomorrow
attend an exhibitor luncheon, at which
300 are expected, when William F.
Rodgers, vice-president and general
sales manager, will be host.
M-G-M's Future Policy

Before leaving M-G-M's Culver
City studios, Rodgers stated that the
sparing
company is "going all-out andcontin
ued
no expense to develop a
after
for
t"
flow of high-grade produc
V-E Day. He predicted "many pros
a, al
ahead" for Americ
perous yearsdoes
not expect them to
though he
be "abnormally lush." Rehabilitation
of war-devastated countries was seen
as a spur to business
M-G-M's sales of short subjects
according to Rodgers, are approxi
mately 75 per cent as high as those of
features, but income from short sub
jects is off, partly because of the
playing time consumed by Govern
ment reels. He said more than 400
new theatre accounts, once dormant
have been added by the company
making a total of 14,000 now showing
M-G-M's
more
important films
Rodgers will go from here to the
home office in New York and will
return to the Coast in December on
a combined
business and vacation
trip.
Speeding Efficiency

Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer of Loew's, also opened his meeting of office managers, traveling auditors and girl "commando-cre1"" today,
the principal topic being to expedite
the work of office workers in exchanges by the elimination of unnecessary form-filing.
Attending Ferguson's meeting are
E. B. Coleman, Dallas ; Irving Waterstreet, St. Louis ; Bernard Evens,
Kansas City ; Ed Gardner, Oklahoma
City, and William Prass, Denver.

sound,"
andthat
pictures
through said,
ment
Dr. Goldsmith
adding
it is
obvious that television broadcasting
will bring this form of entertainment
into the home. He does not believe
that television shows will supersede
Hollywood's present type of entertainment, but he does believe that
television will become an adjunct to
film programs in theatres and that
theatres cannot afford to be excluded
from its use. He pointed out that
television can provide theatres with
nstantaneous pictures of news events
and indicated that it can also be used
promotion. "The film indusin film must
try
be in a position to make
these advantages available to exhibitors," he said.
"If television comes into the
home, theatres must be prepared to provide what is required along the same lines but on
a larger scale and especially
to theatre
adapted
Dr.
Goldsmith
said. audiences,"
Discussing the report prepared by a

Special
Aids

Films

Peace

Will

Problems

(Continued from page 1)
be probably the most important of
the series and was prepared after
consultation with mobilization director James F. Byrnes, who has highly
commended the treatment.
No decision has been made regarding the post-war disposition of the
16-mm. program, but it is likely that
Mills will call a meeting of all 16mm. interests after the fall of Germany with a view to developing some
method for that industry to take the
work over.
The inter-departmental committee
tatives of the Coon which represen
ordinator ofInter-American Affairs,
Office of Education, War Productoin
Board and OWI now serve, will prod to take in reprebably be expande
sentatives ofthe Army and Navy, so
that the views of the military as well
as the civilian agencies can be secured on the bureau's post-war work.
At the present time the bureau is cooperating with Lincoln V. Burrows,
chief of the WPB photographic section, in the effort to save film and is
itself putting out only one short a
month instead of the short and two
bulletins it has been releasing.

MacFadden to N. Y.
Hollywood, Sept. 24. — Hamilton
Attending Stern's meeting, from MacFaden, president of Church-inNew York, are Rodgers, Alan. F. Films Corp., will leave here shortly
Cummings, Arthur Sterling, Rose for New York to attend the interdenominational meeting, representing
Klein, Arthur Nelson, Charles F.
Deesen, and Joel Bezahler. Office 19 churches, with a view to determinmanagers in attendance include : Hazel
ing postwar prospects for church use
Anderson, Omaha ; E. Mitchel, Mem- of films. He will arrive there early
phis ;Eleanor King, Denver ; Amy in October.
Sinclair, Kansas City ; Lila Goodin,
San Francisco ; Edna Frank, Chicago ; Markowitz, Los Angeles. Traveling
Harry Simons, Chicago ; Walter Ben- auditors include T. F. Grady, O.
nin, Milwaukee ; F. Armington, Des Broughton, P. D. Agnew and Ed
Moines ; Jay Zimmerman, St. Louis ; Urschel.
A. Gross, Minneapolis ; Mary Ryan,
' meetmanagers
the office
Although
y schedule
d for two
ing was originall
Buffalo ; W. Spruce, Dallas ; W. Royd
for
continue
be
will
it
continued tor a third
alty, Oklahoma City; G. Derrick, Salt days,
Lake City ; G. Becker, Detroit ; Joe day.

television sub-committee of the
SMPE, of which he is a member,
seeking the allocation of frequencies
to the film industry in order to make
possible direct pick-ups of television
programs from film studios, as well
as on-the-spot events, transmitting the
programs to theatres, and finally to
relay them from city to city, Dr.
Goldsmith said that the radio industry
does not appear to be hostile to any
plans of the film industry for television.
The SMPE report, sponsored by
engineers of the film industry, will
eventually be placed before the Federal Communications Commission
which starts hearings on channel allocations in Washington Thursday.
Blue Web to Give Plans
Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president of the Blue Network, will discuss the network's activities in the
television and frequency-modulation
fields at a press luncheon at the Hotel
Waldorf Astoria here today.

Detroit
Strike

Delivery

Settled

(Continued from page 1)
had not been called off, exhibitors
losses would have mounted to "seven
Downtown theatres had received
their shows before the strike was
figures".
called and were not affected. Neighborhood houses and others throughout
the state served by the local film delivery concerns were faced with the
prospect of going through the weekend without a change of program or
of closing. All Detroit exchanges
were affected.
Ollie Brooks, publicity director of
the Butterfield Circuit, said none of
its houses had received their new
weekend shows at a late hour Friday.
Delivery of late newsreel editions to
all theatres was held up.
Officials of the Teamsters Union
said the strike resulted from grievances which had been accumulating
for months. It was climaxed by a
dispute Friday between drivers and
two local film delivery companies,
Cinema Service, Inc., and Exhibitors
Service, Inc., following refusal by the
regional War Labor Board to approve
the
companies'
for union
wage
increases
for theapplications
drivers. The
also has been insisting that advertising accessories be delivered to theatres separately, instead of with the
film shipments, as heretofore.

'High'
Goldw
Screenyn
rightsBuys
to "Earth
and High
Heaven," by Gwethalyn Graham, have
been purchased by Samuel Goldwyn
for $100,000, the Goldwyn office here
reported. The book, which is being
published by Lippincott, will be the
Literary Guild selection for October.
Clarence Brown in Radio
Los Angeles, Sept. 24. — Clarence
Brown, M-G-M director, has joined
Melvin G. Sues, radio executive, in <
wholesale distributing firm for Zenith
Radio in this territory.

U.

S.

Houses

(Continued from page 1)
would be to stimulate foreign production and the enlarged market would_
permit foreign producers to put mc
noney into their pictures. "Good pn_
tures, regardless of where they origi^
nate,
said. "It
will beshould
up to betheshown,"
public tohe approve
or
There will probably be about seven
or eight countries in Europe qualified
disapprove."
to
makeabout
goodconverting
films. "Theatres
should
think
some individual

houses into showing foreign product,"
RKO's foreign head said. Super-imposed titles or dubbing in English will
make the films intelligible to American
audiences, he added.
Discusses Adverse Legislation
"We're drawing close to the end of
stated,
Reisman
the
indicatio
there are war,"
and European
ns of certain
adverse legislation which we will have . i
to head off. Foreign producers, said
Reisman, realize the necessity of
studying this market to the same ex- I
tent as we have done. Non-English
pictures will have to depend primarily
on action rather than dialogue, if they
are not well dubbed, he added.
To hold foreign markets, even
Hollywood films will have to be directed more to the special requirements of these markets in the postwar, Reisman asserted. Stressing the
profit in exhibiting foreign pictures, he
cited the instance of Mexican films
which, he said, get more in the U. S.
than
films. we gross in Mexico with our
RKO is currently distributing
"Goyescas," a Spanish film, in order to
facilitate distribution of its own product in Spain.

Crescent Argument
Week of Oct 16
(Continued from page 1)
11, 1939, shortly after the start of
the main U. S. suit in New York
against the distributors and at approximately the same time as the filing of suits against the Schine circuit at Buffalo and the Griffith circuit
at Oklahoma City, was the first of the
four to be tried. Brought to court in
the Summer of 1941 with the five consenting
companies eliminated
and Universal
and Columbia
later dismissed,
it resulted in a decree from Judge
Davies embodying virtually all the relief sought by the Government.
The Crescent defendants were directed to desist from combining with
each other and with the distributors
"in licensing films for the purpose and
effect of maintaining theatre monopolies" and from attempting to coerce
owners into selling houses to them.
Six affiliated companies were ordered
separated ; and Tony Sudekum, head
of the circuit, and Louis Rosenbaum;
a partner, were required to resign as
officers of the affiliates. United Artists was enjoined from "continuing in
combination" with certain of the defendants "to eliminate independent
theatre competition in Rogersville,
Tenn., and Athens, Ala."
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Montreal, Sept. 24. — The subject
of changes in proposals for the Regional Concilliation Boards discussed
at the recent meeting of the Quebec
Allied Theatrical Industries, Limited,
has been deferred pending a meeting
between the Ontario exhibitors and a
delegation from Quebec Allied, presumable to be held in Toronto. The
fleeting is scheduled to take place
next month.
According to figures released by
Eugene Beaulac, secretary of Quebec
Allied, 75 percent of 200 exhibitors of
Quebec are members of Quebec Allied. Due to the provincial difficulties,
settlement of vital trade questions
while discussed at length during the
recent meeting have been stalled until
the Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors Association of Ontario has a
chance to survey the situation. Meanwhile, the following resolution by
Quebec Allied has been adopted :
Whereas members of this association
are of opinion that taxes affecting the
industry have reached a level so high
as to affect the future of the industry,
and, whereas postwar conditions justify the association's asking for revision
of the system of taxation now affecting the industry, and, whereas there
is already descrimination against theatre owners in the province as regards admissions and taxation, it is
resolved that a special legislation committee be nominated to investigate
present conditions and make where
necessary recommendations to the
Federal, Provincial and Municipal
authorities.
Carrington Calls
Altec Meet Oct 16
Los Angeles, Sept. 24. — G. L.
Carrington, president of Altec Service and Altec Lansing, announces
Altec's annual conference will be held
in Hollywood this year instead of in
the East as previously. It will be
held Oct. 16-20.
Carrington disclosed that the meeting will correlate exhibition with
production in forthcoming technical
advances, and the Altec supervisory
organization will be given new information for the instruction of field
forces ki the servicing and operation
of theatre sound equipment.
Carrington is enroute for a visit to
Altec's general offices in New York.
Blumenstock
Reports
Keener Film Interest
Evidence of what is described as
an increasingly favorable attitude of
education to the film industry is indicated in a report issued by Warner
Brothers at the weekend in connection with the educational bureau, under Charles Steinberg, set up six
months ago by Mort Blumenstock as
part of the latter's Eastern advertising and publicity department.
Blumenstock stated that 27,000 responses have been received from educational leaders, teachers, librarians,
clubwomen and college and university
students, who received brochures and
other material issued by the bureau in
connection with current releases.
Noel Dies in France
Charlotte, Sept 24. — Pvt. James
S. Noel, formerly with Republic, was
reported killed in action in France.

Meet
Equipment
Washington, Sept. 24. — Allen G.
Smith, chief of the War Production
Board theatre equipment section, and
Nathan Golden, chief of the Department of Commerce motion picture
unit, will attend meetings of the 35mm. Equipment Manufacturers and
Dealers, in Chicago, Oct. 6-8, to discuss current and post war problems
and restrictions.

NEWS
AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

NEWS

Both officials are preparing informational material for the guidance of
the industry. Golden will discuss the
export situation, now and after the
defeat of Germany, while Smith will
report on materials 3"^ supplies and
explain current restrictions on operations and the changes in WPB control orders which are expected to
come along
in the near future as conditions improve.
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Goldman's Son Killed
Boston, Sept. 24. — Harry Goldman,
branch manager of PRC here has
been notified by the War Department
of the death of his son, Newton with
the Army Air Forces in Italy.

ITS

(Ml RR0R)

RCA Meeting Concluded
RCA sales representatives for 16mm
sound and projection equipment have
concluded a series of conferences with
home office executives in Camden.
Current and postwar distribution plans
were discussed.
Warners Aids Flyers
The Warner management has turned
over space in its home office to the
Women Flyers of America, Inc., for
the latter's monthly meetings.
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their 'best' bond-selling selections,
will also be sent to exhibitors.
Those attending the meeting were :
Frank Rosenberg and Lawrence Lipskin, Columbia ; Hal Home and
George Gomperts, 20th Century-Fox ;
Morjt Blumenstock, Gilbert Golden
and Joe Tisman, Warners ; Al Hirsch,
Herb Berg and Frank Moneyhun,
United Artists ; S. Barret McCormick,
RKO; Si Seadler, M-G-M ; Stanley
Shuford and Jonas Arnold, Paramount; Glendon Allvine, Public Information Committee ; Vincent Trotta,
National Screen Service and Bill
Dasheff, Walter T. Brown and Ed.
Schreiber.
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Reports to Washington from industries on which the equipment manufacturers depend indicate that the motor situation is gradually easing, except for the small motors for arc contral and similar purposes ; small supplies of ball bearings are becoming
available from excess stocks, although
not from new production ; while sound
equipment is still very tight because
of difficulties in securing transformers, resistors, capacitators and tubes.
The decision to permit Smith to
attend the conference was in line with
the WPB policy of keeping in close
touch with the more important of the
industries it is regulating and which
has made possible continuous contact
with the manufacturers and dealers
that enabled Washington to learn of
the needs of the theatre sufficiently in
advance to prepare for them and avoid
the necessity of any houses closing
for lack of equipment.
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Quarantine
Milwaukee

Steady;

7 End,

"Goin' to Town"
(RKO -Radio)

Denting
Grosses

Milwaukee, Sept. 24. — With theatres still hit by the 'polio' quarantine,
no grosses here will succeed house
averages, and only Warners' Theatre,
where "In Society" and "The Mummy's Ghost" are showing, promises
studios
_
Hollywood, Sept. 24.— The
even to reach par, $14,000, for that
completed seven pictures during the
theatre.
week and started seven more, preserv"Polo Joe" (WB) Reissue
f
ns
productio
47
of
total
ing last week's
"Tiger Shark" (WB) Reissue
\
in the camera stage. The production
ALHAMBRA— (3,200) (4Oc-60c-8Oc) /
scene follows :
days, 1st week. Gross: $9,000. (Average:
Columbia
$10,000).
500).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
"Sing Me a Song of
Finished:
PALACE— (2,400) (40c-60c-80c) 7 days,
enough, although there's no oil to back it. Their neighbors put in their
money, and when the unintentional fakers go to the city to try to sell 3rd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $11,Shooting: "Eadie Was a Lady,'' the company to the man who misled them into forming it, a twist of "Sensations of 1945" (UA-Stone)
"Counterattack," "Song of Tahiti,"
"Connee Boswell" — Stage
circumstance enables them to do so, at a profit to the home folks. Con- 000).
"Together Again."
RIVERSIDE— (2,700) (65c-85c) 7 days,
trary to filmic routine, the well does not turn out to be a gusher.
M-G-M
1st week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $15,The support includes Barbara Hale, Florence Lake, Dick Elliott, 500).
Shooting: "Hold High the Torch,"
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
"Women's Army," "Thrill of a Ro- Grady Sutton, Herbert Rawlinson, Dick Baldwin and others, not to "Take It or Leave It" (20th-Fox)
STRAND— (1,400) (40c-60c-80c) 7 days,
mance," "The Clock," "Anchors overlook N. T. G. and his floor show, an item mentionable in the billing
week.
Gross: $4,000. (Average: $4,Aweigh," "Son of Lassie," "Valley of of the attraction. It is a Jack William Votion production, produced by 2nd
"In Society" (Univ.)
Frank
Melford
and
directed
by
Leslie
Goodwins
from
an
original
n."
Decisio
Monogram
"The Mummy's Ghost" (Univ.)
screenplay by Charles E. Roberts and Charles R. Marion.
WARNER— (2,400) (50c-72c) 7 days, 1st
Finished: "Jade Mask."
week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $14,000).
Running
time,
68
minutes.
"G."*
Release
date,
not
set.
with
oon,"
Honeym
I.
"G.
:
Started
William R. Weaver
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
Gale Storm, Peter Cookson, Arlene
WISCONSIN — (3,200) (40c-60c-80c) 7
Pals,"
days,
"Saddle Moore, *"G"
Jenks ; Dennis
Frank Wakely,
Judge,Jimmy
$14,000).2nd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average:
denotes general classification.
with
Lee White, and Cay Forester.
."
"Saddle Smoke
Shooting : Para
mount
AAA
Board
Affirms
Library of Congress
In Minneapolis
Shooting: "Salty O'Rourke," "Miss
$15,000 for 'Janie'
Susie Slagle's." PRC
Lists Film Trends
Award,
Reverses
1
24. — "Janie,"
at Minneapolis,
the Radio CitySept.
Theatre,
grossed
with
Started: "Strange Illusion,"
Warren
Eilers,
Sally
Jimmy Lydon,
Two decisions of the New York $15,000 here in a week of generallyWilliam, Ludwig Stossell.
Washington, Sept. 24. — The Li"Summer Storm"
Appeal
Board were reported by the drew
RKO Radio
wellbusiness.
at the World.
average
brary of Congress film-selection staff
American Arbitration Association at
reports
a
number
of
trends
in
curEstimated
receipts
for the week
"Come Share My Love,"
Started:
ent pictures, including an attempt by. the weekend on two appeals of clearwith
Leon Errol, Veda Ann Borg,
ending
Sept.
21
:
ance awards in the Los Angeles and "Summer Storm" (UA)
Michael St. Angel.
several productions "to question the Buffalo
tribunals.
WORLD— (350) (44c-60c-70c-80c) 7 days3
norality
of
certain
aspects
of
comShooting : "China Sky," "Isle of the
The
board
upheld the decision by Gross: $2,800. (Average: $2,300).
mercialism"
in
every-day
life.
This
"It's
"
Dead," "Experiment Perilous,
ittempt, however,
has been made Irvin Stalmaster, arbitrator in the Los "Youth
"Janie" Runs
(WB) Wild" (RKO)
a Pleasure" (International), "Wonder
500.
(Average:
Angeles
tribunal,
who
dismissed
a
'timidly
and
with
a
hasty
and
saving
GOPHER— (998)$4,000).
(40c) 7 days. Gross: $3,-'
Man" (Goldwyn), "Zombie on Broadclearance complaint by G. L. Smith,
rationalization,"
according
to
the
reand the Amazons"
"Tarzan
way,"
operator of the York Theatre, that
RADIO CITY— (4,000) (44c -60c) 7 days.
(Lesser).
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $15,000).
Republic
Also cited is an effort "to use psy- city, against all five consenting com- "Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
chological material seriously and with
panies. Complaint had asked eliminCENTURY— (1,600) (44c-60c) 7 days, 2aA
Finished : "Great Stagecoach Rob- port.
intellectual as well as dramatic underation or a cut of the 63-day margin week downtown. Gross: $7,000. (Average:
bery," "Grissly's Millions."
The selectors were also of first-run theatres in Los Angeles to
Shooting : "Lake Placid Serenade," .truck by thestanding."
"I Love a Soldier" (Para.)
increased use of narra- 49 days at its admission price of 30 $7,500).
"Hitchike
to Happiness," "Great
LYRIC— (1,250) (44c-60c) 7 days, 3rd
tive
commentary
in
features
and
carcents
and
35
days
after
first-run
closweek
downtown. Gross: $4,500. (Average:
Flamarion" (William Wilder).
ing at its proposed price of 35 cents,
toons,
a
development
apparently
bor20th Century-Fox
rowed from documentary pictures.
also that seven days' clearance of "The Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
Started: "Czarina," with Tallulah Noting what may be regarded as a and
STATE— (2,300) (40c-60c) 7 days, 2nd
the Park and Franklin, Los Angeles, $5,500).
Bankhead, Charles Coburn, Anne
be eliminated and that the York be week downtown. Gross: $10,500. (Average:
:hanging
trend
in
the
public's
tastes,
$12,000).
Baxter, Vincent Price, William die
selectors, who see all pictures, granted the same availability as other
Eythe, Mischa Auser.
:all attention to the fact that a num- Los Angeles suburban theatres charg- "Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
OR PHEUM— (2,800)
(44c-60c). Gross:
ber of war features last year found
Shooting: "Where Do We Go
ing the same admission.
$11,600.
(Average:
$12,800).
'Yellow
Canary"
(RKO)
their
heroes
in
groups
rather
than
in
From Here?" "Billy Rose's Diamond individuals.
The AAA also reported reversal "South of Dixie" (Univ.)
Horseshoe," "Hangover S q u a r e,"
of the award by arbitrator Louis B.
ASTER—
(900) (25c-35c)
"Nob Hill."
The Library of Congress staff, Dorr of the Buffalo tribunal, cutting $2,500.
(Average:
$2,500). 7 days. Gross:
United Artists
functioning at the Museum of Mod- to five days, clearance of Schine's
ern Art in New York, makes no efFinished : "Spellbound" (VanGranada, Buffalo, over Basil Bros'
guard).
fort toduced
preserve
the
"best"
filmsrather,
pro- Varsity. The complainant, in filing
each
year
but
chooses,
against
all five consenting companies, Asks All Exhibitors to
Shooting : "Hold Autumn In Your
Hand" (Prod. Artists, Inc.) "High those which "best record the life and asked for elimination of the four to
Among the Stars" (Rogers), "Brew- tastes and preferences of the Ameri- ten days clearance of the Granada Fulfill Pledge to U. S.
people," plus those which have over the Varsity. Dipson Theatres,
ster's Millions" (Small), "It's In the won can
prizes or grossed unusually large Inc., Buffalo Theatres and S. G. TheSeattle, Sept. 24. — An appeal to
Bag" (Skirball).
all exhibitors to fulfill their pledges
receipts,
thus reflecting the tastes of
Universal
atre
Corp.
were
intervenors.
the time.
to the United States by continuing to
Finished : "Fugitive."
play Government short subjects was
issued here at the weekend by the
Started: "Fairy Tale Murder," with
Carolina Exhibitors
Gloria Jean, Keefe Brasselle, John
trustees
of the Pacific Coast ConferPeace Tie-ins for PRC
Qualen, Bill Goodwin.
ence of Independent theatre owners,
PRC reported here at the weekend To Meet Jan, 21-22
concluding their quarterly meeting.
Shooting : "Suspect," "Salome —
that premieres are being negotiated
Charlotte, Sept. 24. — Directors of
The trustees voted to continue full
Where She Danced," "Frisco Sal."
the Theatre Owners Association of
Warners
for its "When the Lights Go on
cooperation
the National
Conference ofwith
Independent
Exhibitors,
Finished : "Corn Is Green."
Again," in Washington, London, Paris North and South Carolina, in a meeting here, set next Jan. 21-22 as the formed in Chicago last February, and
Started: "San Antonio," with Errol and Moscow. Another promotional
Flynn, Alexis Smith. Harry Carey, oossibility is reported by the company dates for the next general membership called for combined national effort ori'
Victor Francen.
the consent decree and other matters
■n the American Legion's recent Chi- meeting, to be held in Charlotte.
cago convention action of citing the
The organization reports the larg- vital to independents. Also voted was
Shooting: "God Is My Co-Pilot,"
membership in its historv, listing full support for the Sixth War Loari
"Pillar to Post," "Of Human Bond- song of the same title as "the world over est
300.
drive.
age," "Nobody Lives Forever."
anthem for liberated countries."

7

Are

Started

Hollywood, Sept. 24
DESIGNED to tit the fancy of listeners to the Lum and Abner radio
programs, which continue in popularity over the years in a manner
indicating that there's something earthy and vital in the material the
comedians convey, "Goin' to Town" makes no passes at subtlety or
finesse and concentrates on characterization and the broad sweep of rustic humor. The trade name for this is corn, but it's Grade 'A' corn, and
nobody but the sophisticate, who's a minority ticket buyer anyway, despises that imperishably nourishing commodity.
This time the rural storekeepers form an oil company, meaning well
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EIGHT- FOLD

When a man — a group of men —
or an industry does something

SEVEN

important for me, I want
sure and thank them.

MILLION

And

which

you,

IN

Our ABC

cir-

YEARS.

to be

so I say "Thank

GROWTH

culation today reads ONE
AND A HALF, of

99.7%

newsstand

are voluntary

sales. More

than a

Hollywood."
Thank you for the support

million of these readers are in

you have

our Movie

given our magazine

policies, for the faith and
Seven years ago when

cooperation

you have

shown.

I planned the policies of the new-

born Ideal Magazines, I based these policies on the conviction that we must be an integral part of the industry itself,
that its hopes, its dreams, its accomplishments
Our magazines

must be independent

were ours.

in their thinking, to

For our steady undeviating

growth

Group.
from

177,341

sales

the first few issues to 1,500,000 today, I give full credit to
all the members

of my

organization, but always realize

that they could not have accomplished

all they did without

the faith and cooperation of Hollywood.
Our

attainment

of leadership and outstanding

be sure, fair and impartial in their coverage of news — ob-

loyalty in the motion

servant, modern as the day-after-tomorrow,
of the industry itself.

part from your belief in us, and from the cooperation you

but yet a part

have

picture magazine

reader

field comes in large

always so willingly given.

Today the Ideal Women's Group Magazines — Movies,
Movie Life, Movie Stars Parade and Personal Romances,

"Thank you, Hollywood." Thank you for your help,
your faith, and for the fine pictures and the outstanding

following these

personalities you have given us to write about.

policies, have

enjoyed

more

than

an

Sincerely yours,

WILLIAM

M. COTTON
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May
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Be

Decree
Warned

All

Affected

Atlanta, Sept. 25. — Department
of Justice proposals for the amendment of Sections 8, 9, 10 and 11 of
the industry consent decree are subjected to critical analysis, and are
found potentially dangerous for independent exhibitors, in a bulletin issued
by the Southeastern Theatre Owners
Association, of which Nat M. Williams
of Thomasville Ga., is president.
The analysis was made in the
light of U. S. Attorney General
Francis Biddle's statement that
"There will be no discriminations shown" in the Department's enforcement of the antitrust laws within the industry,
a statement which the Attorney General made during an interview in Los Angeles, as re(Continued on page 4)

First Toronto Break
In Frozen Prices
Toronto, Sept. 25. — First
local break in the frozen admission price policy maintained for the duration by
the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board came today with the
announcement that a permit
had been issued to the Casino
Theatre here for a five cent
raise in its scale on the
strength of the fact that the
theatre features stage shows
and burlesque, although having a combination policy
which includes a screen feature and shorts at every performance.

Weather,
Help

New

Films,

Holdovers
BVay

'Creek'

Big

U.S.

Taxes

Hit

SIMPP

May

All-TimeHigh

Join

Washington, Sept. 25. — Admission tax collections of $34,168,118 hit
a new all-time high in August, an
increase of $2,800,000 over the July
receipts of $31,343,730, according to
the Internal Revenue Bureau. Actually representing July collections,
the August figures brought the total
for the first four months under the
current higher war tax rates to slightly more than $120,000,000, or double
the sum collected in the corresponding period last year. For the first
eight months ended with August, collections aggregated $179,009,169
against $105,867,298 to the end of that
month a year ago.
Bureau records showed approximately one-third of the increase over
July was recorded in the third New
York (Broadway) district), where
collections in August were $5,792,856, compared with $4,770,641 in the
preceding month.

Crescent

Case

Producers

Seen

Aiding

Court

Appeal

U.S.

Supreme

By RED

in

KANN

Hollywood, Sept. 25. — The Society of Independent M. P. Producers may participate as a Department
of Justice ally in the U. S. Supreme
Court hearing of cross-appeals from
the Nashville Federal court decision
in the Crescent Circuit anti-trust case,
it was learned here today. The appeals hearing is expected to start about
Oct. 18 in Washington.
The Crescent appeal appears to have
increased in importance in the eyes of
independent producers here since Wendell Berge, Assistant U. S. Attorney
General in charge of the anti-trust division, let it be known recently that he
will appear at the hearing to present
the Government's position with respect
to alleged theatre monopolies and, no
(Continued on page 4)

Cool, clear weather and extended Joint Committee
to
holdovers are contributing to splendid
grosses registered by some of the new
arrivals at downtown New York first- Plan Tax Revision
run theatres this week. With $57,000
taken in on its first five days ending
Washington, Sept. 25. — Members 'Shortened' Schine
Wormser
Is Eastern Sunday night, "Frenchman's Creek"
joint Congressional tax comis heading for a new 27-year house of the mittee
will be called into session imrecord at the Rivoli on a $75,000
mediately after the pending Congres- Trial Starts Today
Head of Classics
gross for the first full week. The
sional recess to tackle the job of tax
film drew 13,450 admissions on its revision, it was disclosed here today
opening
day, last Wednesday, com- by Representative Robert L. DoughIrving Wormser will become EastBuffalo, Sept. 25.— Trial of the
ern sales manager of Film Classics,
pared to 9,600 for "The Story of Dr. ton, chairman of the House ways and Government's
anti-trust suit against
means committee.
resigning as assistant to Nat Cohn,
Schine Chain Theatres, Inc., resumAnother outstanding grosser is
Columbia district manager, at the Wassell."
Doughton rejected as impractical
ing in U. S. District Court here toNew York exchange, to accept the "Casanova
Brown"
at Radio City proposals of business groups that cormorrow after adjourning on June 8,
(Continued
on
page
5)
(Continued
on
page
4)
Film Classics post and also to acis
expected
to be greatly shortened by
quire a financial interest in the Film
the recent sale of four Schine houses,
Classics franchise for this territory.
In the latter capacity he will become
a move said to have "appeased" the
Department
president of Film Classics Distributable degree. of Justice to a considerWarns
of
Spread
ing Co., which controls the Metro- Rodgers
As reported in Motion Picture
politan branch.
Daily Sept. 12, the four theatres,
Wormser has been associated with
bought by Charles Hayman of NiaNat Cohn in Columbia's New York
Regulation
Federal
Of
gara Falls, are the State and Apexchange for many years. His brothpalachian atAppalachian, Va. ; Viv at
er, Mortimer, is comptroller at CoCorbin, Ky.,
and the
Liberty,
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued
on page
5) PikesKansas City, Sept. 25.— Federal
Managers Warned on
nt
regulation starting with
Governme
'V-Day' Rumors
only one phase of an industry would
Gain, Dr. Galperson
Loew Leaving Army
Gloversville, N. Y., Sept. 25.
inevitably spread to other and all
phases of the industry attacked, and
Leaving for Coast
— Managers of Schine CirStays with OWI
cuit, Inc., are warned by the
Dr. Alexander Galperson and Bar- eventually would affect everyone in
Major Arthur Loew, associate dirington C. Gain, representatives of J. the industry, William F. Rodgers, Mmanagement — and the same
rector of the Office of War Informadent
disof
charge
in
vice-presi
G-M
warning
would
apply
to
all
Arthur
British
tion's overseas film bureau, has been
tribution, today told 200 exhibitors of
companies,Rank's
will leave
New producing
York for
managers elsewhere — to make
given a two-month terminated leave
Hollwood Friday for a two to three this territory at a luncheon at the
certain that the news they reweek visit.
Hotel Muelhbach at which they were
by thevert toArmy,
which he will reinactive after
status.
in
In California Galperson and Gain guests of Rodgers.
Europe,ceive
is announcing
authentic'V-Day'
and not
It
is
■
understood
that Loew will
Rodgers urged that exhibitors study
will be joined by Wesley Ruggles,
merely a rumor, before taking
take
a
two-weeks
leave
before returnwho recently signed with Rank to and join M-G-M in creating new paany steps planned for closing
ing to the OWI here, where he will
produce films both in England and
trons, pointing out that M-G-M is enremain, at least until he concludes
theatres or observing the ocHollywood. Galperson and Gain will
gaged in research now to discover why
the
selection of dubbed films from
casion.
seek to line up Hollywood actors. some people are not film patrons. He
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
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Motion

Detroit
Marking

Strike

Only

Time

Detroit, Sept. 25. — Negotiations in
the dispute between the American
Federation of Labor film delivery
drivers and employers today was
marking time, according to an official
spokesman, pending the return of
James Fitzsimmons, the Teamsters'
Union leader, from New York.
The truce which ended the strike Friday night, after a hectic day, witnessed theatre managers from all over the
Detroit area storming the film exchange building to pick up their own
films. No houses had to shut, as far
as could, be learned, but some of the
neighborhood shows did have to start
late Friday night.

$865,000

for

'Wilson',

$795,000 for 'SYWA'
"Wilson" will end a record eight
weeks' run at the Roxy Theatre here
tonight with a gross of approximately
$865,000, and "Since You Went
Away" will conclude 10 weeks at the
Capitol tomorrow with a $795,000
gross. _
"Wilson" will continue its run on
Broadway on a moveover to the Victoria tomorrow. It was the first film
to run eight weeks at the Roxy where
the previous record was five weeks ;
$1,000,000 in admissions, including
Federal taxes, were taken in up to
Sunday and the final gross is expected
to reach $1,050,000 by tonight.
"SYWA" did not remain at the
Capitol for the 11 week length of the
"Gone With the Wind" run, but the
$795,000 gross for 10 weeks will far
exceed the $700,000 registered bv
"GWTW" in 11 weeks.

'Wilson' Now in 90 Spots
Twenty-one additional theatres are
scheduled to start showing "Wilson"
by the end of Sept., bringing to 90
the total of theatres playing the film.
Wm.

Jenkins

Heads

Augusta Theatres
Atlanta, Sept. 25.— William K.
Jenkins, circuit executive, has been
elected president of Augusta Amusements, Inc., succeeding the late Frank
Miller. Augusta Amusements operates
the Miller, Modjeska, Imperial, Rialto, and Dreamland, in Augusta.
Jenkins also is president of Atlanta
Enterprises, Georgia Theatres, and
Community Theatres.
Oregon ITO Rejects
Allied Affiliation
Portland, Ore., Sept. 25. — Independent Theatre Owners of Oregon,
at a special meeting here, has rejected
affiliation
of their organiza'tion with
National Allied.
Also on the agenda was a discus sion of postwar theatre taxes.
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Berg at WAC
Office
For 6th War Loan
Herbert BerW trade press contact on
loan-out
from United Artists, checked
UA
,
SEARS
L.
GRADWELL
J. BLUMBE
NATE
, has RG,
in New into War Activities Committee headarrived president
of Universal
vice-president in charge of distribution, arrived in New York from York from the Coast.
quarters yesterday to harrfUe trade pa•
California yesterday.
•
per publicity
industry's forthcoming Sixthfor
WartheLoan.
Lt. Col. Hal Roach, who has been
Berg,
who
will
be
associated with
Frank Ross, producer, is clue in on active service overseas for the past publicity and advertising
chief John
six
months
with
the
U.
S.
Air
Force,
New York from California accomHertz, Jr., will concentrate both on
panied by his wife, Jean Arthur. has returned to this country and is reporting the activities of the campaign for the trade journals and the-,
Mervyn Leroy, who is directing "The now in Walter Reed Hospital, WashRobe" for Ross is due here next week.
preparation
of material for spec^
ingtonfor
, • a check-up.
•
Sixth War Loan trade paper issue*^
Monroe Rubinger, of Warner
Walter Potamkin, manager of
Bros, studio publicity department is Warner's Diamond Theatre, Philadelcoming East toward the end of next
phia, and Elsie Lukoff, receptionist
month to marry Marjorie Krasne in the Warner circuit offices there,
of Omaha.
have announced their engagement.
NEW YORK THEATRES
•
Sidney M. Kulick, PRC Eastern
Raymond Schmertz, 20th CenturyHELD OVER! 3rd WEEK!
division manager,
will leave New Fox
salesman in Cleveland, has been
York next Friday for a tour of New presented with a gold watch by J. J.
starring
England and mid-Western exchanges. Grady, district manager, in recogni"STORM
OVERPicture
LISBON"
•
•
A
Republic
tion of his sales record during the
•
past year.
Ike Katz,
presidenthasof proceeded
PRC's local
branch
in Atlanta,
to
VERA HRUBA RALSTON
Franklin Pease, Paramount bookCalifornia
from
a
franchise
holder's
RICHARD ARLEN
committee meeting in Chicago.
er in Philadelphia, was married last
•
ERICH VON STROHEIM
week to Ann Smith, secretary to
Harry Green, Ross Federal Service
H. J. Yates, president and manag- manager.
with Otto Kruger — Eduardo Ciannelli
ing director of Consolidated Film InRobert Livingston — Mona Barrie
dustries, will leave the Coast for New
Rose Wipfler, oldest Fanchon and
REPUBLIC
THEATRE
York next Tuesday, Oct. 3.
•
Marco employe in St. Louis in length
B'way Bet. 51st & 52nd
of service, was recently honored by
Tel. Co. 5-9647
Harry M. Kalmine, assistant gen- her fellow workers at a luncheon.
eral manager of Warner Theatres and
•
Rudy Weiss, real estate head, were
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
in New Haven yesterday.
Pvt. Marcus Loew II, son of
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller Center
GARY COOPER — TERESA WRIGHT
•
David L. Loew, and Ethel Snyder
in International Pictures'
Maurice A. Bergman, Universale of Beverly Hills, Calif., will be married
in
the
near
future.
Eastern advertising and publicity
"CASANOVA
•
NEW
DISNEY CARTOON. BROWN"
"HOW TO PLAY
manager, will leave the Coast WedFOOTBALL". AND "ROCKEFELLER CENTER" ("THIS IS AMERICA" SERIES)
nesday for New York.
Harold Greenburger, manager of
B'WAY &
Spectacular Stage Presentation
•
the Moreland Theatre, Cleveland, has
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
Irving Rubine, executive assistant announced his engagement to Miss
to Lester Cowan, arrived in New Tema Leiner.
PALACE
York yesterday from Hollywood.
47th St.
•
Leonard
Casey,
booker
for
Hunt's
Alan Marshal * Laraine Day
Joseph Hazen, president of Hal Theatres in Southern New Jersey,
Wallis Productions, returned from became the father of a baby boy last
California yesterday.
week.
•
Marsha Hunt
* MISTAKE'
Allyn Joslyn
-BRIDE
EXTRA—BY
Brazil
Today!
Edward L. Walton, Republic asJ. Knox Strachan, Warner Theatres publicity director in Cleveland,
sistant general sales manager, left for
is in New York on a visit.
Atlanta yesterday.
IN PERSON
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The
CHARIOTEERS
ND
TH
E
DOROTHY LAMOUR
HARRISON
FRED Mac MURRAY
Hollywood
Writers
Rites Thursday
for
BETTY MUTTON
& FISHER
'HOMER'
Brown
Cite
'Tomorrow9
in PARAMOUNT'S
JACKIE KELK
Hollywood,
Sept. 25. — Lester
Mrs. Marie Raftery
Cowan's "Tomorrow the World !" is
the
first film among several to be
Henry Aldrich
A solemn requiem mass will be
held Thursday, at 11 A.M., at Our selected for special recognition by
PARAMOUNT
PRESENTS
»
Radio's
FredANGE
MaoLSMurraySING'Barbara ojStanwyck
Lady Queen of Martyrs, Forest Hills, Hollywood writers, representing sevEdward G. Robinson
L. I., for Mrs. Marie A. Raftery,
en writing guilds in the entertainment
wife of Edward C. Raftery, United
"DOUBLE IN PERSON
INDEMNITY"
Artists president, who died yesterday industry, as an outstanding example
THE ANDREWS SISTERS Times
morning at her home after a pro- of combining entertainment with an
MITCHELL AYRES AND HIS BAND.
longed illness. Mrs. Raftery was the important idea, it was announced here
yesterday
by
Emmet
Lavery,
chairdaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
man of the Hollywood Writers MobiSilas Wright Titus of Brooklyn.
Square
In addition to her husband, Mrs. lization.
The
Writers
Mobilization
plans
to
Raftery is survived by her daughters,
PARAMOUNT presents ^
Marie and Ellen ; a son, Edward C. hold special premieres for those films ^
Raftery, Jr. ; three sisters, Mrs. selected, and "Tomorrow" will be
Thomas M. Stanley, Mrs. Manuel shown under the auspices of the
Joan de
Fontaine
Arturo
Cordova
Balaguer, Mrs. Walter D. Murnane, HWM late in November. Cowan will
and three brothers, Walter E. Titus, turn over to the Mobilization all proceeds from the premiere. A theatre
Robert L. Titus and Austin E. Titus.
'Frenchman's Creek'
will be selected and committees
Burial
will
be
at
St.
John's
Cemeformed to handle the opening.
tery, Middle Village, L. I.
Personal
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KING VI DOR'S Production "AN AMERICAN ROMANCE" Starring BRIAN DONLEVY with Ann
Richards, Walter Abel, John Qualen, Horace McNally Photographed in Technicolor- Screen Play by
Herbert Dalmas and William Ludwig • Produced and Directed by King Vidor • An M-G-M Picture
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Decree

Join

U.S.

in

Films, 'Creek' Big
(Continued from page 1)
posal to amend Section 9 by prohibit- Crescent
Case
ing distributors to license films on
(Continued from page 1)
ported in Motion Picture Daily
on Aug. 21.
Music Hall, heading for a second
terms which have the effect of "un(Continued from page 1)
reasonably restraining competition" beA letter addressed to SETOA memweek's gross of $121,500. The initial
tween
theatres
"would
seem
to
apply
which
Williams,
by
signed
and
bers
week's gross exceeded early expectaestablish the Departtions, reaching a terrific $123,000. The accompanies the analysis of th De- to everybody's theatres, not just the doubt, therewith
ment's viewpoint and policy in all
theatres
of
these
five
defendants
—
an
L
film and a stage show are expected to
ture
similar
actions.
partment's decree proposals, reads in application that is brought about by
continue for several weeks.
part: "The object is to inform you that making it apply to the distributors of
Indications
are
that
Samuel
Golc
The Strand and Paramount are it will be useless, if this decree is
the pictures which the theatres must wyn will be the pivotal figure in
continuing profitably, with "Arsenic adopted, and you suddenly find that it's
SIMPP's participation in the Crescent
and Old Lace" and "Double Indem- your house that's on fire, to holler at
case
appeal.
Amending
Sections
9
and
10
tains that hisGoldwyn
picturesreportedly
have not mainbeen
Lace," com- pour association. We're telling you
nity,"
bined withrespectively.
a stage"Old
show featuring now that we think it will be, and that
Further discussing the proposed exhibited over the Crescent circuit for
Charlie Barnet, is headed for an ex> we can offer no help then."
amendments to Sections 9 and 10 the years. Goldwyn, however, declined to
Analysis of Section 8
make a statement today and referred artcellent fourth week's gross of $56,000
analysis
: "When whether
an arbitrator
iave."outdeclares
on the basis of $29,000 taken in over
sets
to determine
the inquiries to Loyd Wright, his attorney,
the weekend and it is now set for
propo- terms (meaning price) may have the who also declined to comment. Wright
Discussing the Department's
seven weeks to become the first film
sal to include in Section 8 the stateoldment that : clearance shall be deemed effect of unreasonably restraining com- also is president of the SIMPP.
in 12 years to run that long. "Double to be unreasonable whenever its effect
petition between theatres, it looks like
Columnist's Disclosure
Indemnity," with a stage bill which is to restrain competition between two he would have to go pretty deep into
includes Mitchell Ayes and band and
Drew Pearson, columnist and radio
what those terms are. If that be true
the Andrews Sisters, is expected to or more theatres unreasonably," the
it simply means that every exhibitor commentator, in a Blue Network
bring $65,000 on a third week ; it will analysis says : "Bear in mind this who
is complained against must air broadcast Sunday night, said that
matter
of
clearance
is
a
means
of
reguprobably hold until Oct. 11 before
r
lating the distributo of pictures and his film deals for the other exhibitor's Goldwyn and Mary Pickford were
making way for "Our Hearts Were to the extent that it regulates him, it benefit, and for other distributors, joining in a Supreme Court action
Young and Gay."
against theatre "monopolies," without
regulates you. That clearance which
'SYWA' Ends 10-Week Run
becomes unreasonable because its effect
identifying any, as a result of the reTheatre Divorcement
fusal of some theatre situations to exis to restrain competition between two
"Since You Went Away" will end
in producer.
Arms" at
Of the proposed Section 11 amend- terms hibit
a 10-week run at the Capitol tomor- or more theatres unreasonably" doesn't
beingGoldwyn's
asked "Up
by the
ments pertaining to theatre divorcerow night with a gross of over $60,000 have anything to do with just the five
In the event SIMPP does formally
and restrainers on acquistion of
on the 10th week, on the basis of defendants' theatres. It has to do with furtherment theatre
interests, the analysis
s
the
way
in
which
the
five
defendant
$37,500 recorded on the first four days
participate in the government's Cres- ]
appeal, an interesting situation is
says : "If that's what is to be done to cent
ending Sunday night. The ninth sell their pictures to your theatres, and these
foreseen. SIMPP members, James
too."
particular
companies,
it
can
come
from the moment the decree may be
week's gross was around $66,000.
pretty close home if in fact there are Cagney, Charles Chaplin, Sol Lesser,
M-G-M's "The Seventh Cross," comto be no preferences shown. For that Miss Pickford, David Selznick, Edbined with a stage show featuring effective."
Unreasonable Clearance
ward Small and Hunt Stromberg, reremedy surely must be based upon the
Horace Heidt and his musical aggrelease through United Artists, which
fact that the Department thinks there
gation, will take over Thursday.
Of the Department's proposal to au- is some sort of abuse and violation in has no theatre interests. SIMPP
thorize
arbitrators
to
eliminate
unrea"Wilson" will bow out of the Roxy
sonable clearance between theatres the fact that there is no theatre oper- members, Walt Disney, Edward Goldtonight with about $85,000 recorded
en and Goldwyn, release through
ating competition in a town. In a brief
whether or not substantial competition
on the eighth week. Twentieth Cen- exists between them, the analysis says
filed in the Griffith case the Depart- RKO Radio, which has. Universal
tury-Fox's "Greenwich Village" will
ment took the position that a monopoly would be joined, at least indirectly,
take over tomorrow with a stage show "This would seem perhaps to mean
community however small af- through SIMPP member Walter
featuring Veloz and Yolanda and that a theatre now existing or to be in any fected
the inter-state trade in motion Wanger who, while functioning as his
built by some promoter after the war,
Senor Wences.
own producing unit, is financed by
can follow immediately on a picture
Universal.
"Maybe,"
the
analysis
concludes,
'Kismet's' $34,000
which you may have, in the opinion of
"under the present philosophy of Govthe
exchange,
under-booked
or
over
"Kismet" is another film showing advertised. Or it might even mean
ernment itis wrong for one company Goldwyn's N. Y. Counsel
strong drawing .power, with $34,000 that
own all of the theatres in a given Unaware of Move
a condition would come about by topictures."
. claimed on the fifth week at the As- which the distributor would book it town, but all right for you to do so ;
Morris Ernst, New York counsel for
tor ; it continues. "Bride By Mis- for two days in your theatre, follow maybe all of the arbitrators who will
take"
will
get
a
substantial
$24,000
be
selected
will
understand
the
picture
it
in
your
opposition,
and
do
a
little
Goldwyn,
yesterday disclaimed knowlon its second week at the Palace and
advertising on his own just to show business better than those in . it and
edge
of
the
producer's participation in
it likewise will run on. "Music in somebody something. Or maybe it will be not only honest and fair, but Supreme Court litigation with Miss
Manhattan" will follow. A mild $30,- doesn't mean that at all. It's hard to all wise. But maybe there will be 'no Pickford against industry "monop000 is expected by the Criterion for
olies," as reported by Drew Pearson
preferences shown.' Then how do you
the first week of "The Impatient
in
the
latter's
Sunday night broadcast.
Exhibitors are warned that the prolike this thing?"
Years" ; the 'film will hold. "Doughney.
Asserting
that
the reportquestioners
was "news"to
to him, Ernst referred
girls," at the Hollywood, is also below expectations, on a $19,000 gross
Stiefel to Hollywood
Detroit
Lifts Ban
tell."
Loyd W right, Goldwyn's Coast attorexpected for its fourth week. "To
Philadelphia, Sept. 25. — Samuel
Have and Have Not" will follow.
Miss Pickford, now in New York,
On Child Matinees
H. • Stiefel, local exhibitor, who will could not be reached for comment up
"Wing and a Prayer" will conclude
Detroit, Sept. 25. — With the polio leave shortly for Hollywood as a to a late hour yesterday. She, with
a four-week run at the Globe tonight
with about $10,000 recorded for the epidemic declining and school resumed, partner in Mickey Rooney, Inc., was other independent producers, joined
Detroit area theatres have resumed
fourth week. M-G-M's "Barbary the weekend matinees for children honored today at a farewell dinner with Goldwyn in his protest action last
Coast Gent" will take over tomorrow. which they suspended two weeks ago.
given him by industry members here month involving exhibition of his "Up:
"Wing and a Prayer" will continue at
in Arms" in a Reno, Nev., dance hall
the Gotham until Friday before makat the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. Stiefel's when T. & D. Enterprises there detheatres here and in Baltimore and
ing way for "Dangerous Journey." It L. B. Mayer Recovering
clined to book the film on term's sought
is expected to bring about $8,200 on
Hollywood, Sept. 25. — The condi- Washington will be operated by his
its fourth week at the Gotham and an
by Goldwyn.
tion of Louis B. Mayer has been re- brother, Alexander.
additional $5,400 on the final three
ported as "satisfactory" following successful checking of a blood clot on a
Leo
Samuels
on
days of a fifth week. "Storm Over
Lisbon" will gross about $7,000 on a lung. Mayer passed the crisis of his Skouras Heads Exhibit
Tour
for
Disney
third week at the Republic ; it will illness today and his temperature is
Charles P. Skouras, chairman of the
continue. "The Big Noise" will bring reported almost normal.
Leo F. Samuels, Walt^Disney rennational executive committee of the
a profitable $9,500 for its first week
resentative, will leave for Cuba
at the Rialto and will continue.
Army-at-War Exhibition, will be host
Othman to Washington
next week
on to
a tour
of RKO's,
Caribbean offices
discuss
new Disney
Hollywood, Sept. 25. — Frederick O. at a buffet supper Friday at the Sherproduct. He will visit Puerto Rico,
Rothman, who covers studio activities
Chevalier Reported Safe
ry Netherlands Hotel here, in connecVenezuela, Panama and
Maurice Chevalier, reported last here for the United Press, has been
tion with the exhibition, to be held Trinidad,
Mexico and will then head for Disney
month to have been shot by Maquis transferred to the UP Washington
in the day at the Jules Lau- studios in California before ^returning
in France for alleged Nazi collabora- bureau where he will write political earlier
rents Studios.
to New York around Jan. 1.
tion, is now said to be safe in France. columns.
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MGM Resuming Visits
Of Field Managers
Shortly after William F. Rodgers,
vice-president and general sales man
ager, returns to New York from the
Coast, the company will resume the
home office visits of district and branch
managers. The visits were temporarily
discontinued when Rodgers left for
Hollywood three weeks ago.
Arriving on Oct. 2, for a week at
the home office, will be Sam Shirley
Midwestern district manager, Chicago
D. C. Kennedy, Des Moines manager
and H. A. Friedel, Denver. Due here
on Oct. 9 are J. P. Byrne, Central
district manager, with headquarters in
Detroit; J. F. Willingham, St. Lou
manager; and C. J. Briant, New Orleans.
Dr.

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

NEWS

companies in Hollywood in an inter
change of talent.

Today

Starts

bv the titude,
Department's
atwas reported "appeased"
to have been
called by Judge Knight for last Friday and then to have been cancelled
when no Schine representatives were
present. Questioned on the subject
today, however, a spokesman for
Schine counsel said he was not aware
of an invitation to such a conference.
Trial's Beginning
The trial began May 31, five years
after the suit was filed. It had been
adjourned until Aug. 15, when Seth
Richardson of Schine counsel had to
attend another case, in Washington,
and because Judge Knight was scheduled to preside at the July term of
Federal Court in Jamestown, N. Y.
A further postponement was later
granted because of the illness of Saul
Rogers,
who for
had Schine.
been handling crossexamination
Attorney Rogers has now recovered and will be in court here when
the examination of witnesses is resumed. During the recess, Richardson withdrew, and Edward F. McClennen of Boston, who took a prominent part in the Momand Theatres
anti-trust case, was added to the
Schine counsel, of which Willard S.
McKay is Schine attorney of record.
Robert L. Wright, handling the case
for the Department of Justice, will be
assisted
attorneys.by a large number of Federal
TWO
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to

Tax Revision
(Continued from page 1)

poration taxes be completely eliminated, declaring that to do so would
necessitate the imposition of a stiff
undistributed profits tax, to which
corporations are also opposed.
Doughton said that a number of
steps will have to be taken before
anything definite can be done on tax
reduction. "First," he said, "we must
get the best estimates possible of the
postwar Government budget ; second,
the prospective national income ;
third, see what the revenue yield
would be on that national income at
present
rates.
we can
determine what
there Then
is to work
on in
the
way of lightening the tax load.*'
Loew Leaving Army,

Galperson

Leaving for Coast
(Continued from page 1)
directors and producers to make film?
for Rank in England in the postwar
They will also seek to arrange fo
some
of make
Rank'sfilms
personnel,
under con
tract to
for American
filn

Trial

ville, Ky. A temporary court order
issued by Judge John Knight in May,
1942, giving Schine two years to dispose of a number of houses, was extended last Spring for six months.
A pre-trial conference, thought in.
some circles to have been promoted

NEWS

BEHALF
Gain,

Schine

(Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)
said that the company is trying to de
velop means of turning non-patrons in
to screen enthusiasts.
Stressing the necessity for careful,
diligent promotion of good pictures
-"nv and when the war ends, to fore• 531 and overcome a probable tendency
attendance to slump, Rodgers de
clared that M-G-M, believing in the
permanent value of good pictures
would help exhibitors in small and
large towns in their promotions of
these films to get and keep all patrons
on the basis of high future value.
Rodgers cited among forthcoming
product "The Thin Man Goes Home,'
"Dr. Red Adams," "Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo," "Meet Me in St. Louis
"Ziegfeld Follies," "Autumn Fever,"
"Anchors Aweigh," "National Velvet
"Music for Millions" and "Thrill of a
Romance," all of which he saw during
his recent visit to the studio. Following the luncheon, Rodgers left for St
Louis for a visit with J. F. Willingham, who became manager there several months ago.
Subsubsequents Discussed
Rodgers and other M-G-M home office executives are here for a series of
meetings with exchange personnel.
They met yesterday with branch office
managers and others and the meetings
were continued today. Public relations
representatives of the company met
with William F. Ferguson, director of
exploitation, on present and future co
operation with small town and subse
quent runs as well as larger situations
to build up and maintain postwar
patronage.
Unable to complete the business on
hand in two days, Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer, has extended the office managers' meeting for a third day
William R. Ferguson, director of exploitation, today concluded a two-day
meeting of five of his field representa
tives. Ferguson left for Chicago to
day for a brief visit before returning to
New York.

'Shortened'

COM"OUTFILMS.

Stays with OWI
(Continued from page 1)
distributors for showing in liberated
countries.
Loew went into the Army in June,
1942, joining the morale division. He
then served with the Signal Corps
before being loaned to the OWI. It
is understood that his contract with
Loew's, where he was first vice-president and general manager of the International department, was terminatby mutual consent when he entered
the edArmy.
A foreign department spokesman
for Loew's could not say whether
Loew would eventually resume his
former post with the company.
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Short

Subject

Strike

London, Sept. 25. — The Labor Ministry today ordered an inquiry, under
the Industrial Code Act, into the
Crowd Pepples Union's threat to
withdraw studio extras from Gabriel

"Tall
(RKO)

in the

Saddle"

Review
"What

To Do

With

THIRST of four big-scale Westerns on RKO's new program, "Tall in
* the Saddle" is super without being special. It should round up
hordes of action fans.

John Wayne, itinerant cowhand, arrives on the scene with a simple
philosophy
: straight shooting and a dislike of women. No Eastern girl
Pascal's "Caesar and Cleopatra" unwas ever more faintaway than Audrey Long, who arrives in town at the
closedthe
less the producer concedes
same time ; no dowager ever more acidulous than Elisabeth Risdon, her
shop principle for extras.
aunt; no drunk more jovial than Gabby Hayes, who drives the stageThe film's largest crowd, called last
coach ;and when Ella Raines comes on the scene as a spitfire ranch
week with the understanding that it
owner, she really gives off fire. Expert supporting performances add
would be used throughout this week, stature to the screenplay by Michael Hogan and Paul P. Fix. Miss
was paid off Saturday and told to
await further word about returning. Raines' brother, Russell Wade ; her stepfather, Don Douglas, and a
smooth lawyer, Ward Bond, all mixed up in the death of the former
The management was described as
undecided about issuing a further call, master of the Eastern women's K. C. Ranch, are three-dimensional folks.
the inference being that the producer They check the story from running hog-wild to melodrama when Wayne
became aware that a union known as goes on the warpath and starts solving things. Credit the film also with
the Film Artistes Association was unusual romance for a Western.
planning to start a strike without
Robert Fellows' production gives no scenic tour of the cattle country
warning. This union, which demands
that all extras, no matter how rarely but it is solid and ample. Edward L. Marin's direction keeps the fists
pounding, the mystery thick and the plot tangles well in hand.
employed, become members and which
Running time, 87 minutes.
"G."*
Release in block 1.
also runs a booking agency, was deTom Loy
scribed at the weekend as being prepared to allow Pascal to finish his
present crowd sequences upon the *"'G" denotes general classification.
condition that FAA might recruit
non-members in the studio during the
week.
Nizer and Kilroe on
J. Arthur Rank, speaking as Pas- 'Bill of Rights' for
Employees
Copyright Faculty
cal's backer and as president of the WB
British Film Producers Association,
Louis Nizer, film attorney, and EdWarners has issued an employees'
flatly refused to agree to this pro- "bill
rights" in the form of a 25win P. Kilroe, 20th Century-Fox
posal, saying that on no account would page of
personnel manual, compiled by copyright lawyer, are among those
he permit any man to be coerced to
the company's personnel department who will lecture in a new course on
join a union against his will.
and approved by both the management and the Office Employees Union, "Current Problems in Copyright
covering all questions relating to Law," offered by the Practicing Law
Rogers at Exhibitor
company policy in its relations with Institute here beginning Oct. 5. Nizer
employees.
Reception in Phila.
The manual, said to be the first of will give two addresses on : "CopyPhiladelphia, Sept. 25. — Roy its kind in this industry, has been disright in Relation to Motion Pictures,"
tributed to home office department
Rogers, Republic's cowboy, here for
appearances with the rodeo at the heads for their guidance in answering and Kilroe's single talk will cover
Arena, was honor guest at a recep- questions raised by members of their 'Copyright Legislation" and "internation held today at the Variety Club, staffs, or in dealing with situations
;ional Copyright."
where he met exhibitors and repre- involving vacations, leaves of absence,
The meetings, not restricted to
sentatives ofthe press.
lawyers, will be held on Thursday
merit
increases,
sick
leave,
overtime,
Among those present were : Abe
and Friday evenings at the New York
and Lew Sablosky, Dave Milgram, promotions, severance pay, holidays, County Law Association building
Mike Felt, Raymond Schwartz, John lateness, absence, marriage leave,
Other speakers will include MacTurner, Ted Schlanger, Lester Krie- priority rights for returning service here.
Donald De Witt, Sydney M. Kaye,
ger, Lou Davidoff, Elmer Hollander, men and women, and other matters.
Issuance of the booklet, according Charles S. Rosenschein, Judge VinWilliam Goldman, Jay Emanuel, Lew
cent Leibell, Prof. Milton Handler
Pizor, Jack Greenberg, Sam Varba- to Ralph W. Budd, director of per- and Prof. Zecharuah Chafee.
sonnel, is to bring about a standardlow, Harry Dembow, I. Epstein,
ization of personnel procedure and
William Greenfield, Milt Rogasner,
Mo Wax, Norman Lewis and Abe facilitate handling of all matters and 'Romance'
Premieres
requests pertaining to employees.
Rover.
Steve
Edwards,
Republic's
director of publicity, has returned to
to 181
Extended
New York.
Rosecan Hearing Is
Following the 132-city "world premiere" of M-G-M's "An American
Wormser
Is Eastern Set for Nov. 13
Romance," set for Oct. 12 in Ohio,
St. Louis, Sept. 25. — Hearing on Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia,
Head of Classics
the Rosecan arbitration complaint has a 49-city preview of the film will be
(Continued from page 1)
been set for Nov. 13 before arbitra- started about Oct. 26, it was reported
tor Harry G. Erbs here. This is the here yesterday by Howard Dietz,
lumbia's home office. Another brother, Sam, is an exhibitor in New Jer- clearance complaint which Harry C. M-G-M vice president and director of
advertising-publicity.
sey. He will be the honor guest at Arthur seeks to have dismissed.
an Eastern industry luncheon at the
Hearing
dates
for
clearance
comTo be known as "Capital PreHotel Astor on Oct. 4.
miere," showings will be held in the
plaints filed by Sol and Irving GoldWormser, whose appointment was farb, for the Ritz Theatre, East Al- 48 state capitals and in Washington.
announced here yesterday by L. E.
ton, 111., and A. D. Magarian, for the Each opening will be given advance
Gaty
Theatre, East St. Louis, 111., campaigns by field exploiteers.
(Nicky) sales
Goldhammer,
general
manager, Film
will Classics'
join the will be heard on Nov. 17 and Nov. 15,
company next Monday.
respectively, before arbitrators Fred Horton to Head Video
Armstrong and Wilbur Jones.
Dr. Donald Horton of Yale UniverCinema Lodge Meeting
sity has joined Columbia BroadcastPeckham Named
ing as a research psychologist to head
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith will
David B. Peckham, comptroller of the network's television audience rehold its first regular monthly meeting
search, according to an announcement
of the new season at the Hotel Pic- sales for Western Electric, has been
cadilly here on Thursday evening. A named comptroller of manufacture. made here by John K. Churchill, CBS
feature of the meeting will be the in- Peckham succeeds John H. Stahr, who director of research. Dr. Horton will
duction of new members who have died recently. Clifford W. Smith will develop and supervise special research
joined since the last meeting in May. replace Peckham as sales comptroller. on television.

(20th Century-Fox— MOT)
March of Time has dipped into the
Germany"
problem
of the peace now confronting ,
the Allied strategists, and brings (
a timely and punchy treatment of tn^
issues. It presents an indictment of
the entire German nation and a demand for retribution.
In brief, yet
emphatic detail, the subject explains
why the German people, as well as
their leaders, are responsible for the
millions lying dead in the wake of the
Nazi assault.
The menace, it is said, has not been
crushed, with shots of German prisoners who, not humbled by their defeats, are already planning a new
Reich. Militarism, described as the
fundamental concept of Prussian
philosophy,
presented
as put
the "root
of
all evil."is Peace
plans
forth
by Sumner Wells, Lord Vansittart
and others are also described. This
release is literally laden with exploitation possibilities. Further, it is an
important part of what is needed to
bring home to the American people
their responsibility in the making of
a permanent peace among nations.
Running time, 18^2 minutes.
Prefect
Sent

Case

to New

Appeal
Haven

Papers appealing Judge Carroll
Hinck's April 14 decision against
Prefect Theatres in its $5,452,575
anti-trust suit have been forwarded by
Saul Rogers, plaintiff's counsel, to
Raymond E. Hackett, Prefect attorney of record in New Haven, for imthere.
mediate filing in U. S. District Court
The suit, charging a majority of
the distributors with conspiracy to
keep product from the Pickwick Theatre, Greenwich, Conn., was tried last
Spring for 21 days, with Judge
Hincks taking the case from the jury
at the conclusion
of the
plaintiffs'
testimony.
It will now
go before
the
U. S. District Court of Appeals.
Para.

Cameraman

Killed in Pacific
Damien Parer, 33, Paramount News
photographer, credited with filming
/nore Pacific battles in this war than
any other camera man, was killed by
Japs last week while shooting front
line action in Peleliu Island, according
to a Navy Department dispatch received here by Paramount.
Parer, an Australian, formerly
worked for the Australian Ministry
of Information, in which capacity he
recorded the Greek, Syrian and North
African campaigns. He joined Paramount News at the outbreak of the
Pacific War. Surviving are his widow
and parents.
Goodman Starts Tour
Hollywood, Sept. 25. — Morris
Goodman,
foreign
manager, willRepublic's
leave tonight
by airsales
for
Mexico City on a trip which will take
him compleetly around South America. He is due in New York, via Hollywood, in mid-December.
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to Monterey"
The Blue Network will have its "Stagecoach
(Republic)
Hollywood, Sept. 25
own television and frequency-modulation stations, starting' work on the T N five minutes under an hour this Western, starring Alan Lane, puts
outlets when conditions permit, Edgar
Kobak, executive vice-president of the *• down and rolls up more and better story content than customers are
network reported here yesterday at a accustomed to getting in longer sessions with the toters of six-guns. The
press luncheon at the Hotel Waldorf film is a departure, too, in that the shooting results in the death of not
A «toria.
less than eight, maybe more, bad men, instead of leaving them all standing at the finish.
|?iitM
stations
in New
Chiclrgo, San
Francisco
and York,
Hollywood
Lane, a personable cowhand who's really a Treasury Department
will be linked into an FM network by operative,
arrives in Monterey, Ariz., accompanied by Wally Vernon,
the Blue, Kobak said. Television stations are also contemplated in the four as a tramp printer who's also a T. D. operative, to track down an earlycities. In the meantime, the Blue will day bunco artist who sells something called Mint Certificates to the citizens who do not know there is no such currency. The means by which
train personnel in the use of television
the T. D. men accomplish their mission are well defined and positive,
bv experimenting on facilities availVernon supplying some comedy as they go along about it. Others in
able.
Kobak envisages Hollywood as the the cast are Peggy Stewart, Twinkle Watts and LeRoy Mason.
most important television program
Lesley Selander directed for associate-producer Stephen Auer, from a
center. He indicated a desire of the script by Norman Hall, which is trimly contrived and marred only by
Blue to work with the film industry an occasional intrusion of 1944 slang placed in the mouths of .1870
on television. Kobak said that he per- characters.
sonally endorses the stand taken by
Running time, 55 minutes.
"G."*
Release date Sept.
15. R. Weaver
Columbia Broadcasting on the future
William
development of television which calls
for experimentation in the higher frequencies before definite standards are *"G" denotes general classification.
set. He expects FM broadcasting to
eventually take the place of present
broadcasting and indicated that the Herzbrun,
Reticker
Legion
Classifies
Blue web will be on an equal footing
Seven New Films
with other networks as far as the fu- Will Head SMPAD
ture development of FM broadcasting
The Legion of Decency has classiHollywood, Sept. 25. — Bernard
is concerned. The Blue will build Herzbrun has been elected president
fied the following new films : Class
studios in the four aforementioned of the Society of Motion Picture Art A-l, "Babes on Swing Street" and
cities after the war since the studios Directors here. Other officers include "Riders of Santa Fe," Universal ;
which they now lease from NBC can Hugh Reticker, vice president, and "Cowboy from Lonesome River," Coonly be held for two years after equip- Harry Kelso, secretary-treasurer. New
lumbia "My
;
Pal Wolf" and "Tall in
ment becomes available.
board members are : George Brooks, the Saddle,"
RKO, and "National
William Ferrari, William Flannery, Barn Dance," Paramount. Also listed,
Lucius Croxton, J. Russell Spencer, M-G-M.
Chicago Meets for
Richard Riddel, Kelso, Herzbrun, as class A-2, was "Mrs. Parkington,"
Gasnor Chittenden, Russell Kimball
$250,000 War Fund
and Ralph Gilbert.
Livingston Missing
Chicago, Sept. 25. — Film row here
closed between 11 and noon today to
Lieut. Jeff Livingston, USAAF,
attend a Community War Fund drive Denies Injunction for former M-G-M short subjects publimeeting at the Blackstone Theatre,
:ist here, has been reported missing in
where the audience was addressed by
action over Germany. A volunteer,
'Roger Touhy9
Clarence Randall, Chicago area chair- 20th's
Chicago, Sept. 25. — Federal Judge Livingston entered the Air Forces in
man ; Arthur Schoenstadt, president E. R. Shaw today denied a motion, March, 1943, received his commission
of the Schoenstadt Circuit, who is filed by attorneys Irving Roth and a year ago, and went overseas six
chairman of the drive's amusement Joseph Gilbert for Roger Touhy, for months ago. He flew his first mission
and recreation division, and Jack a temporary injunction against the on "D-Day" and was recently awarded the Air Medal. His wife, Mrs.
Flynn, Western division manager for
showing of 20th Century-Fox's Bernice Fields Livingston, also formM-G-M, who with Tom Gilliam, local "Roger Touhy, Gangster."
The attorneys stated that they will
20th -Fox head, are in charge of the
erly worked in M-G-M's publicity defile
damage suit against
partment here.
distributors' division. The industry's the afilm$1,000,000
company. Touhy is serving
quota here is $250,000.
a life sentence in State's prison at Curtiz, Schwartz Due
Managers Prepare for
Michael Curtiz, Warner director,
Joliet.
Sixth Loan Drive
and Arthur Schwartz, producer, will
arrive in New York from California
Reading, N. J., Sept. 25.— A "Vic- Stagehands Sue Union
St. Louis, Sept. 25. — Ralph W. this week for conferences with Cole
tory Dinner" was held here recently
by theatre managers in this territory Baur and Henry Klaverkamp, local Porter. Warner Bros, is making a
as the initial action in the coming stagehands, have filed suit in the Ciron Charles
the composer's
Sixth War Loan Drive. Judge Paul
cuit Court here to restrain the St. film
Scriptbased
writers
Hoffman life.
and
Leo
Townsend
are
accompanying
N. Schaeffer, general chairman of the Louis stagehands union from removFifth War Loan committee, addressed
ing cash and securities alleged to be Curtiz and Schwartz. Cary Grant
the meeting.
in excess of $50,000 from its safe has been signed to portray Porter on
Among those present were J. Lester deposit box. The plaintiffs filed suit the screen.
Stallman, Astor ; Cormack G. Kee- in February seeking damages of $102,ney, Park and Rajah; Paul E. Glase, 000 from the union for forcing payment of alleged illegal dues. The Luncheon for Spitz, Goetz
Embassy, Ritz and Penn ; Larry E.
new action is to prevent the organiG. S. Eyssell, president and manLevy, Loew's ; Birk Binnard, Warner,
zation from removing assets before
aging director of Radio City Music
and Paul Esterly, Strand.
the original suit is adjudicated.
Hall, due to return from California
this week, will be host to Leo Spitz
and William Goetz of International
Pictures at a luncheon at the Music
'U' Expands Office
Strong Joins Basch
Universal has leased an additional
Hall's
studio apartment Friday.
Jay Strong, writer, producer and
10,000 square feet of space for its director in television, has been named Among those also invited are Ned
home office, to be used by the com- television director of Basch Radio E. Depinet, Robert and Leonard
Goldstein, Russell V. Downing, Fred
pany's foreign and other departments Productions, Strong, in show busi- L. Lynch, Russell Markert and Leon
starting Oct. 1. Part of the space was
ness 15 years, formerly directed at
previously occupied by the U. S. the Shubert Belasco, Washington ; Leonidoff. Seitz and Goetz arrived
Army's Overseas Motion Picture Orpheum, Montreal, and the Bran- in New York yesterday from HolService exchange which has removed. deis, Omaha.
lywood.

for
$27,500
Big
'Wilson' in Capital
Washington,
25. — exceptions,
All downtown houses, withSept.
but two
are doing
lepeatsweek
thisat week.
son," in its third
Loew's "WilCapitol, should do a bang-up $27,500. "The
Impatient Years," at Warner's Earle,
with
Battle for
the Mariannas"
shows"The
a possible
gross
of $23,500,
while the other newcomer, "Since You
Went Away," is headed for a smash
$24,000
at Loew's
Estimated
receiptsPalace.
for the week end"Wilson"
(20th-Fox)
ing September 28 :
LOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434) (80c-$l-00) 7
days, 3rd week. On stage: Evelyn Tiner.
Gross: $27,500. (Average: $22,000).
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA — (1,234) (43c-55c65c) 7 days, 2nd downtown week. Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $8,200).
"Battle for the Mariannas" (WB)
"The Impatient Years" (Col.)
WARNER'S EARLE (2,210) (44c-55c-85c$1.10) 7 days. On stage: Bob Dupont,
700).
Roxyettes. Gross: $23,500. (Average: $19,"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
RKO-KEITH'S
(1,800) (35c-44c-65c-74c) 7
"Janie"
days,
4th(WB)
downtown
(Average:
$13,600). week. Gross: $12,000.
"Battle for the Mariannas" (WB)
WARNER'S METROPOLITAN — (1,600)
(35c-55c) 7 days, 2nd downtown week.
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $7,200).
"Since You Went Away" (UA)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,242) (43c-55c-65c)
7 days. Gross: $24,000. (Average: $19,000).

'Hero'

Top

Baltimore

in Week

of

Recovery

Baltimore, Sept. 25. — The first
touch of Fall weather had a favorableeffect on downtown theatre box
offices. In the lead is "Hail the Conquering Hero," which is safe for $19,000 at the Stanley. "The Impatient
Years," plus a stage show, is due for
$18,500
Hippodrome.
son" in at
its the
second
week at the "WilNew
also continues a leader.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept.Storm"
28 :
"Summer
(UA)
CENTURY— (3,000) (35c-44c-55c and 60c
weekends) 7 days. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $15,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
KEITH'S — (2,406) -(35c-40c-50c-6Oc) 7
days,
4th week. Gross: $12,500. (Average:
$15,000).
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
NEW— (1,581) (76c-$1.10) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $22,000. (Average at regular
prices: $9,000).
"Hail the Conquering Hero" (Para.)
STANLEY
(3,280) (35c-44c-55c-65c)
days.
Gross:— $19,000.
(Average: $18,000).7
"The Impatient Years" (Col.)
HIPPODROME. (2,205) (35c-44c-55c-65c) 7
days. Stage show : Three Sailors, Bob
Hopkins, The Whirlwinds, The Dwights,
Dean Martin. Gross: $18,500. (Average:
$18,500).
"Atlantic City" (Rep.)
MA YFAIR— (1,000) (3Sc-54c) 7 days.
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $7,000).
DeVry to Host Delegates
Chicago, Sept. 25. — DeVry Corp.
will maintain downtown headquarters
at the Bismarck Hotel during the
Theatre
Equipment
Dealers'here
Protective Association
convention
Oct.
6-8 in order that convention delegates
may arrange to see its recently remodeled plant.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY. N. Y. 19
Circle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

A

Trailer

Collects

$4,667,520.00

This amount was collected in theatres during the
March of Dimes Week 1944 . . . This shatters
every record ... of every drive ... of every kind . . .
ever heretofore attempted ... By comparison with
other public collection efforts . . . this figure is
simply amazing

... It stands supremely alone.

The principal advertising device used in the theatres to sell this collection . . . was a TRAILER . . .
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer made it . . . and Miss Greer
Garson was its central figure.
Our hat is off to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

. . . their

lovely Miss Garson . . . Frank Whitbeck, whose inspiration and supervision produced so glorious a
result . . . and everybody
derful TRAILER.

connected with that won-

It did a swell job ... It delivered ... It made

people

dig into their pockets . . . and roll up the biggest
pile of money

ever collected in any similar attempt.

We are mighty proud of our humble
TRAILER too-for we distributed it!
THAT

TRAILER

WAS

DEVISED

DIMES

. . . AND

DUG

UP OVER

DIMES!

QUITE

A FEW

DIMES,

TO

part in that

DIG UP SOME

FORTY

MILLION

EH!

PROVING ONCE AGAIN ... THE TERRIFIC SELLING WALLOP . . . PACKED IN A TRAILER!

nnTionni

CjtftC&l service
{^/PKIIC BHBY Of THE ItWUSTPY

EY DONT STOP FIGHTING! KEEP ^
UING WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!
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14,240

NEW

Theatre

WMC
On

Events
Bonds

Sold
for

5th

Gamble Lauds Industry's
Bond Sales of Millions
The industry staged 14,240 bond
selling events and sold millions of
dollars in "E" bonds during the
Fifth War Loan drive, in addition
to numerous other activities in support of the drive, Ted R. Gamble,
national
directorDivision,
of the Treasury's
War Finance
announced

YORK,

U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Ends

Controls

Hiring

Veterans

Washington, Sept. 26.— Veterans of World War II were
tonight released from all War
Manpower Commission controls on employment, and
were given complete freedom
to take any employment they
choose without regard to referral or other regulations.
Veterans, both men and women, discharged from any of
the military services, also
may be hired by any employer
without referral to the U. S.
Employment Service.

to
yesterday in acknowledging receipt of Supreme
Court
the final report from the War ActiviCases
Hear Three
t'es Committee, on the industry's participation inthe drive. R. J. O'Donnell, industry national chairman for
the the Fifth, presented the report.
Involving Industry
Gamble said the industry's campaign embraced a five-point plan which
Washington, Sept. 26. — Only three
included : full strength distributor mo- ;ases
of interest to the industry are
bilization, much greater exhibitor
participation, a more generous small among the 500 appeals which will
town premiere policy, better practical :ome before the Supreme Court when
t meets next Monday for its 1944-45
selling aids, and a 19-city Coast-to- term.
Two of these are holdovers
Coast tour.
trom the last term, only one having
In collaboration with producer-dis- been filed since the court adjourned
(Continned on page 6)
last June.
The most important of the film
cases is that involving the cross-appeal of the Government and Crescent
Amusement Co. from the May 17,
Drop
'Locally
1943, decision of the Federal District
(Continued on page 7)
Needed

SEPTEMBER

Hirliman
Video;
Go

to

to

His

Enter

MGM

CENTS

Contract

Duties

Goldhammer

'Streamlined',
Reduced

40%

George A. Hirliman is relinquishing the presidency of Film Classics
and forming "the first manufacturer- Arbitration Clause Is
distributor organization in the 16mm
industry," International Theatrical Out, Though Available
and Television Corp. in association
with a group headed by Eliot Hyman,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer yesterday
president of Microstat Corp., Hirliman discarded what it described as its
announced here yesterday. He said
the company contemplates a capital "wallpaper type" film exhibition
basis of fl, 000, 000 in common stock contract, and supplanted it with a
and $5,000,000 in preferred.
"streamlined," simHirliman will divest himself gradu- new, letter-size,
plified and clarified document, really of his interests in Film Classics
duced some 40 per cent. Company
and is turning over his duties there attorneys had been working on the
to L. E. Goldhammer, general sales new contract for months.
(Continued on page 6)
Although
the arbitration
clause has been eliminated, MG-M emphasized that arbitraGovernment
Cuban
tion will be made available to
all exhibitors who desire it.
Decorates
Warners
The optional arbitration clause has
been eliminated, company attorneys exThe Cuban Government yesterday
plained, because the arbitration clause
conferred the Order of Carlos Manuel of the consent decree covers this subject and also because of the company
des Cespedes, on Harry, Jack and
Major Albert Warner, in recognition policy of influencing theatre owners
of "meritorious and beneficial ser- who have matters of arbitration to first
with local M-G-M sales
vice" rendered to that Republic over discuss them
(Continued on page 7)
a period of years.
The presentations were made to
Harry and Major Albert at the home
office, with Dr. Pedro Saavedra, secretary of the Cuban Embassy in
Washington ;
Robert Hernandez, Spitz,
Goetz
(Continued on page 6)

Set

* Plans

Further efforts of the distributors"
to
division of the War Activities Com- $6,793,000
mittee to secure "locally needed" designations for film exchanges have
been abandoned, it was learned here All-Time
High
yesterday. The distributors have
also dropped plans to seek manpower
Collections and contributions of $6,relief through the WMC in Washington through briefs citing manpower 793,060, "surpassing every charitable
needs of exchanges.
endeavor in the history of the industry," was announced here yesterday
The WMC has withdrawn the "locally needed" designation which had by
Joseph
Bernhard,
previously been given to exchanges
in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, it was chairman, for
(.Continued .on page 7)
the
industry's
1944 Red
Cross
Drive. CollecU. S. Files Objection
tions from 13,438 the atres
To Schine* s Sale of 4 totaled $5,501,Buffalo, Sept. 26. — For the record, 450, corporate
the Schine anti-trust trial resumed
were
here this morning. Actually, however, gifts
f738,848, and
calling of Government witnesses will Holly wood
not get under way until next Monday. contributions totaled
Today was spent almost in its entirety inmarking for identification and
admitting into the record hundreds of $552,760.
"The proJoseph Bernhard
letter-agreements between Schine and
digious effort
various distributors, originals and put forward by the industry in this
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

TEN
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Red

Cross,

: Bernhard
OWI Warns of Long
War Against Japan
Washington, Sept. 27.— Full
return of the film and other
industries to peace-time economy will not come for at least
18 months, and possibly much
longer, after the defeat of
Germany, it was indicated this
morning by the Office of War
Information. Eighteen months
to two years is placed by the
best military and civilian authorities as the absolute
minimum within which Jan^n
can be defeated, the OWI
said, and "over-all military
plans are based on the assumption that it may take
years rather than months."

4

to

6

International Pictures will produce
from four to six films a year, with
the initial four for 1945 budgeted for
a total of $6,500,000, Leo Spitz, chairman of the board, and William Goetz,
president and production head, revealed during a joint interview here
yesterday. Releasing arrangements
have not been set.
RKO Radio is distributing the first
four pictures made by International,
this year, and Spitz and Goetz said
they are here, from Hollywood, to
discuss with RKO foreign distribution for "Casanova Brown" and also
(Continued on page 6)
Schless

Resigns

as

W.B. Foreign Head
Robert Schless, general foreign sales
manager of Warner Bros, for the past
five years and associated with the company's foreign department since 1925,
announced h\i resignation here yesterday. Harry M. Warner, president, accept the resignation with regret
Schless stated that he will reveal
his future plans at an early date.
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Insider's
By RED
Hollywood, Sept. 26

PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, left yesterday by Clipper
for
de Janeiro
an tour.on a four weeks'
SouthRioAmeric
•
William A. Johnston, formerly
publisher of Motion Picture News, is
recovering at Los Angeles General
Hospital from injuries received in an
automobile accident. He will be discharged in about 10 days.
•
Edward K. O'Shea, M-G-M Eastern sales manager, has left for New
Orleans, where he will confer with
C. J. Briant, M-G-M manager there,
and Louis C. Ingram, Memphis
manager.
•
Harry Tariff, assistant to Jack
Cohn at Columbia, will leave tomorrow for California accompanied by
his wife and son, on his first vacation
in three years.
•
Milt Young,
of Warner Bros.
Theatres
publicity department in
Philadelphia, has been elected president of the Warner Club in that city.
•

direcCharles Einfeld, Warners'
tor of advertising-publicity, will return to the Coast studio tomorrow
from a Coastwise business trip.
•
Maurice A. Bergman, Universal
Eastern advertising-publicity manager,
will leave Hollywood on the Superchief today for New
• York.
Lili Messenger of M-G-M's studio
story department is in New York
from Hollywood. She will return to
the Coast about Oct. 7.
•
Russell Holman and Richard
Mealand, Paramount story-production executives, will leave Hollywood
Saturday for New • York.
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M vicepresident in charge of distribution, is
expected here from Chicago tomorrow or Friday.
•
John W. Considine, M-G-M production executive, is due back in Hollywood today after a brief visit in
New York.
•
Roy Haines, Warners Western
and Southern division sales manager,
is back in New York from a Midwest
tour.
•
Jack Segal, Columbia assistant foreign manager, will return Monday
from a two-week vacation.
•
George L. Carrington, Altec
president, has arrived in New York
from Hollywood.
•
Sam Kestenbaum, Columbia ex
ploiteer, returned here yesterday from
Indianapolis.
•
Howard Herdy. M-G-M exploiteer
in Los Angeles, will return from New
York today.

BECAUSE motion pictures
serve all the people and exhibitors welcome an admission
where they can find one, there is
a school of thought which is disturbed when Hollywood invites
itself into politics, or gets itself
involved off the screen. A
Democrat or a Republican reacts
to the Grable outline or he does
not, it is maintained, and how he
votes bears no relation to an eye
appreciative of curves. In that
respect, these eyes are in accord.
Those enrolled in this school
believe an entertainment business should entertain ; that, because itis also sometimes viewed
as a quasi public utility, the industry cannot afford to hitch its
standard to a single political
cause any more than radio, as an
industry, can. In that respect,
we are also in hearty accord.
However, the right of a single
individual to follow his political
bent, of course, is not to be questioned. Louis B. Mayer is a Republican, but this suggests nothing regarding MGM as a company. Bette Davis spoke for the
President last week in New
York, but it obviously does not
follow her professional associates
at the Warner studio will not
vote for Governor Dewey.
As with individuals, so with
groups. It may be deplored by
some who would wish it did not
happen, yet it cannot prevent individuals who think identically
from joining forces to further
the candidate of their choosing.
Nevertheless, there is a responsibility insuch action which
cannot be denied, too. This responsibility was flaunted, through
whatever reason, with the organization of a group of men
and women in production merely
as "Hollywood-for-Dewey."
Its bid for additional campaign workers was sub-captioned, "National Headquarters
for the Motion Picture Indusdress. try", followed by a local adBut, further. This is how its
first formal pronouncement was
handled :
" 'Hollywood-for-Dewey'.
"With that slogan, the motion
picture industry's actors, writers,
technicians, producers and members of the arts, crafts, guilds
and unions have mobilized as an

Outlook
KANN
Considerable area was covered
in that one paragraph.
Those who think and reflect
will understand this is a political
committee. The uncertainty,
however, enters with those who
do not think and reflect, but accept what they read, hear, or are
told. It must be remembered full
well that around the- country
Hollywood is synonymous with
the industry ; certainly, that Hollywood issynonymous with "the
movies". The impression which
is in danger of being established,
consequently,
is that Hollywood
Dewey.
— or "the movies" — is solidly for

The fact is self-evident many
here and elsewhere throughout
the business are for the Republican nominee. No one challenges
that. But this is a challange to
the looseness with which the
sponsors of this group have identified a whole division of the
industry, if not all of it, in the
public mind. Consciously, or
carelessly, this development has
about it another manifestation of
that tendency, common to the
production community, enthusiastically to deliver the works.
The point is these works cannot
be delivered.

One more observation to
maintain the outburst on nonpartisan lines : Were another
group identifying itself merely as
"Hollywood - for - Roosevelt" to
show on the scene, the challenge
similarly would hold.

Mervyn
Le Roy's
record
at Metro
rated directorial
very high.
The probability was he could
have made almost any kind of
deal he desired. But there was
one he could not. He wanted
participation.
No dice.
No dice because Metro management had to look beyond him
and anticipate the look on the
faces of other directors and the
battery of producers. An avenue
newly opened for Le Roy could
branch into other boulevards and
even express highways.
Evidently, Metro is not interested in that form of Culver City
planning.
Excited film man :
"We've taken Brest."

On

'Profits

Cycle'

Washington, Sept. 26. — A tentative
determination holding that the film
producing and theatre industries may
not apply for relief from the excess
profits tax on the basis of a profits
cycle differing materially in length
and amplitude from the general business cycle, has been reached by the.
Internal Revenue Bureau in
J
course of its studies of the pro. ^
cycles of some 70 industrial groups.
It was pointed out, however, that the
section of the Revenue Act of 1943
dealing with relief from the excess
profits tax provides other bases on
which applications for relief may be
submitted.
When the classification is completed, taxpayers will know whether
their particular industry will be regarded by the Bureau as having been
in such a condition during the 1936'39 base years as to entitle them to
relief on grounds of the profits cycle
provisions. The two branches of the
industry were among 34 groups for
which this basis has been ruled out
because "the evidence now before the
Bureau indicates that it is unlikely
that an industry included in these
groups has a profits cycle that might
qualify taxpayers belonging to that
industry for relief from excess profits

Pledge
Back

25%

Pay

of

SPG

for Bonds

Membership of the Screen Pubtaxes."
licists Guild of New York has pledged
to invest in War Bonds 25 per cent
of the retroactive pay which will be
distributed to about 280 members
around Oct. 6 by film companies here
as a result of the War Labor Board's
approval of an arbitration award in
a recent contract dispute.
After deduction of Federal taxes and
an assessment of 25 per cent levied
by SPG on the first 52 weeks of retroactive wage increases for expenses
incurred in the dispute, some members willtimated.
receive
it is esIncreasesab^out
are $500,
retroactive
to
May, 1943 in most cases.
At an SPG meeting held here this
week, J. Albert Hirsch, United Artists publicist, was elected secretary.
He defeated Roger Lewis, 20th Century-Fox, and succeeds Gertrude Gelbin, who has left the industry.

Montreal

Theatres'

Lights
Montreal, 'On
Sept. Again*
26. — Without normal marquee lighting since the Summer of 1942, exhibitors in metropolitan
Montreal may throw as much light on
their theatre fronts as they wish commencing Oct. 1, in view of the easing
of electric power restrictions announced from Ottawa last night. The
power restrictions were designed tc
conserve electric energy for war industries on the Eastern Canadian seaboard.

Unexcited film man : "What of
active political force in the nait ? Didn't Goldwyn take Reno ?"
tional Presidential campaign."
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• CHARLES

• FRANK

WILLIAM

JENKS

•

SHIRLEY

JOSEPH SANTLEY, Director
Original Story by Maurice Clark • Olive Cooper
Screenplay by Olive Cooper
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Seeks
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In

Hollywood
Relation

with

By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, Sept. 26

In Motion Picture Daily of June
19th,
there appeared a Washington
of
types
of sthose
ONEconflict
that tug-o'make war
much
news date-line news story dealing with the
and usually wind up with both sides subject, "To the People of the United
claiming a victory, moral or mone- States." This subject was produced
service by Walter Wantary, loomed in the case of a picture — as a public
at the request of the United
or two pictures — to be based on the Statesger Public
Health Service and the
life and works of the late, great
California State Department of
Mother Cabrini, candidate for canon- Health. The script was prepared and
ization by the Catholic church. But
supervised by the staff of the United
Productions has abanCrosby
Bing
doned its plans to produce a feature States Surgeon General.
At the request of the Office of War
based on the life of Mother Cabrini,
Information the film, which deals with
due to PRC's prior claim to the sub- the subject of venereal disease, was
ject as a Martin Mooney production.
cheduled for theatre release through
Mooney's announcement of his the War Activities Committee of the
Mother Cabrini picture followed Motion Picture Industry. Following
shortly upon the premiering and ac- this action, a protest was made to the
Songin of
Bernadette,"
National Legion of Defirst film claiming
ofof"The
its kind
years
to enjoy OWI bycency.the
The OWI held up release of
the reception it got.
the film through WAC and referred
Crosby Productions' announcement the question to the United States Public Health Service. The Public
followed upon the premiering, acclaimHealth
Service consulted its Advisory
"Goof
prospering
prodigious
ing and
•
ing My Way."
Committee,
recommended
the Surgeon which
General
not exercise"that
his
rights" with reference to the use of
Alexis Thwn-Taxis has signed a the
film in commercial picture houses.
three-film producer-director deal with
Excerpts from Story
Columbia. His first will be "Girl of
the Limberlost." Formerly active in
Pertinent paragraphs of the news
the European industry, he joined Universal here in 1937 as a director. . . . story of June 19th read as follows :
"The approving groups recommended
RKO has bought "That Man Alone," that
official health agencies use the
an original about returning veterans
commercial
theatres wherever they
and assigned John Wayne to a starcan
for
pictures
of a scientific, docuring role; Robert Fellows will produce. .. . Universal has elevated Phil
mentary type, but held that the WalCalm, who has been with the studio
ter Wanger picture, 'To the People of
since 1924 as film editor, to an as- he United States', which aroused the
opposition
of the Legion of Decenc>
sociate producership. . . .
and led to the inquiry by the U. S.
Public Health Service on which the
report is based, was not suitable for
Leon Fromkess has purchased theatre distribution. The Wangc
the film rights to Russell Birdpicture was condemned on the grounr'
well's book, "I Ring Doorbells," that it was inadequate and covered
about his newspaper experiences, only one phase of the problem.
and has assigned Martin Mooney to
"Officials of the Public Health Servact as associate producer on the
ice are understood to be in agreepicture to be made from it. The
ment with this viewpoint, and to conacquisition followed by a week
sider far more effective the 16mm
PRC's retention of Birdwell to film produced by the Motion Picture
handle a special exploitation and
Academy of Arts and Sciences."
publicity campaign for the comMr. Wanger has expressed the view
pany's "When the Lights Go On that this news report was misleading
Again." . . . M-G-M has acquired and inaccurate. Pursuant to this view,
"Death in the Doll House," a mys- he submitted the article to Surgeon
tery by Lawrence Bachmann and
Hannah Less, and has assigned
Robert Sisk to produce.
'My Way' on Top for
•
4th Straight Week
Jennifer Jones and- Joseph Cotten
have been borrowed from David Selznick by Paramount to play the leads
in "The Love Letters," first of the
Hal Wallis productions for that company . . . RKO Radio has signed
George Holmes, Arizona State football star, to a term contract with the
intention of developing him for stardom. Brought to Hollywood originally by Jesse Lasky, Holmes interrupted
his career to do some fighting for
Uncle Sam and is back in "civvies"
now
Universal has added "The Cat
Creeps," a mystery-melodrama, to its
schedule and assigned Ford Beebe as
producer. . . . 20th-Fox has renewed
ed
contract .for
year.
He Elia
will Kazan's
do one picture.
. . one
Warners
has assigned Humphrey Bogart to costar with Bette Davis in "Ethan
Frome."

Toronto, Sept. 26. — "Going My
Way" was riding along to a $13,800
gross
for occupying
the fourthtopweek
Shea's
Theatre,
placeat for
the
fourth successive time. The Imperial
Theatre had a $13,300 gross in sight
on "The Adventures of Mark Twain."
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 28:
"Address Unknown" (Col.)
EGLINTON — (1,086) (18c-30c-48c-60c) 6
lays. Gross: $3,500. (Average: $4,000).
"The Adventure* of Mark Twain" (WB)
IMPERIAL — (3,373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-9Oc)
<i days. Gross: $13,300. (Average: $12,800).
"The Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
LOEWS — (2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c) 6
days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,200. (Average:
$11,800).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
SHEA'S — (2.480) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
days,
SI 2.800).4th week. Gross: $13,800. (Average:
"A'Wress Unknown (Col.)
TIVOLI— (1,434) (18c-30c-48c) 6 days.
Gross: $3,900. (Average: $4,400).
"The Hairy Ape" (UA)
"Pardon My Rhythm" (Univ.)
UPTOWN— (2,761) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
days. Gross: $8,800. (Average: $9,800).

V-D

Cross'

Leads

Clarify
Film

General Thomas Parran, of the
Health date
Service.
Dr. Parran's
reply
under
of August
3, as supplied
by
Mr. : Wanger for publication, is as
follows
"This will acknowledge your letter
of July 19th enclosing a copy of an
article which appeared in the Motion
Picture Daily of June 19, 1944. The
United States Public Health Service
has officially sponsored, and continues
to sponsor, the distribution and use
of the film, 'To the People of the
United States', through release to
State departments of health and municipal health authorities. There are
enclosed copies of letters from the
Chief of the Division of Public Health
Methods, under date of June 24th and
July 3rd which indicate the nature of
such distribution.
Dr. Parran's Letter
"The Advisory Committee on Public Education for the Prevention of
Venereal Diseases met in Washington on April 26th and 27th and adhered to a recommendation previously
made to me by action, as follows :
The
Committee recommends
that the Surgeon General not exercise his rights with reference to
the use of the Walter Wanger
film, 'To the People of the United States', in commercial picture

Philadelphia;

Holdovers

Strong

Philadelphia, Sept. 26. — Business
in the mid-city theatres is good, with
noldovers predominating. "The Seventh Cross," at the Boyd, the major
new
opening, points to a $29,500 grossA_
"Wilson"
is still going strong wj(^
.£41,000 indicated for a third week, ft
the dual showing at the Aldine and
Earle.
Estimated receipts for the week end'Wilson," (20th-Fox)
ing Sept. 27-29:
ALDINE— (900) (40c-55c-60c-85c-$1.20) 7
Jays, 3rd week. Gross: $19,800. (Average:
$14,600).
'Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
ARCADIA — (600) (40c-45c-SOc-65c-7Sc) 7
Jays, 2nd run. Gross: $7,100. (Average:
$4,000).
"The Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
BOYD Gross:
— (ZOth-Fox)
(3,000)
(40c-45c-50c-6Sc-75c-85c)
"Wilson"
days.
$29,500.
(Average: $18,000). 7
EARLE — (3,000) (40c-55c-60c-85c-$1.20) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $21,200. (Average:
$27,600).
Greenwich Village" (2Cth-Fox)
FOX 2nd
— (3,000)
(40c-4Sc-50c-6Sc-75c-8Sc)
lays,
week. Gross:
$17,000. (Average: 7
$20,500).
'Summer Storm" (UA)

KARLTON
85c)
7 days.— (1,000)
Gross: (40c-45c-50c-65c-75c$7,700. (Average:
$6,600).
'Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
KEITH 'S— (2,200) (40c -45c - 50c -65c - 75c- 85c)
7 days, 3rd week, 2nd run. Gross: $5,000.
(Average: $5,800).
"Arsenic and Old Lace" (WB)
MASTBAUM—
(4,700) Gross:
(4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75cS5c)
7 days,
2nd week.
$21,500. (Average: $22,500).
'Hail the Conquering Hero" (Para.)
"Pursuant to the recommendations
STANLEY
(40c-45c-50c-65c-75cof the Committee, the Public Health 85c)
7 days.— (3,000)
Gross: $17,500.
(Average:
Service
houses.'has not promoted the use of $20,000).
this film in commercial theatres on a "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G-M)
STANTON
— (1,700) (4Oc-45c-50c-65c-75cnation-wide scale. However, follow- 85c)
7 days,
erage: $9,400).2nd week. Gross: $8,800. (Av.ng a long established film distribution procedure of the Service, this
dm has been made available through
State and local health authorities for
use in commercial theatres and elsewhere on a local or State-wide basis.
$39,000 for 'SYWA'
"The above statements indicate the $19
,000
Over Par
official status of this matter. It
would, of course, not be proper for
me, even if it were possible to do so,
Cincinnati, Sept. 26.— "Since You
to advise you as to any opinion which Went Away," playing RKO's Albee
particular officials of the Public and Grand, the first time this has been
locally, is zooming through to a
Health Service may have as individu- done
als with respect to a particular point combined record gross of $39,000, up
of view appearing in an article such $19,000 on the averages of the two
as that in the Motion Picture houses. "Gypsy Wildcat" will give
RKO's Palace an estimated $14,000.
Estimated receipts for the week endMexicans
Only on
"Sinceing Sent.
You 27-30:
Went Away" (UA)
Daily."
RKO ALBEE — (3,300) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
Producing Boards
.days, plus a Saturday midnight show.
Gross: $25,000. (Average: $13,500).
Mexico City, Sept. 26.— The fed- "Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
eral government is understood to be
RKO
CAPITOL — (2,000) (40c-55c-76cconsidering passage of a new decree $1.10) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average: at 44c -50c -60c -70c: $10,000).
which would make it mandatory for
every producing company operating in "Cry
'Soul ofof the
the Werewolf'
Monster" (Col.)
(Col.)
this country to have all members of
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 4 days.
administrative boards Mexican by "Henry Aldrich's Secret" (Para.)
of the Outlaws" (Mono.)
birth, and legislation to this end is ex- "Land
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (30c-40c) 3 days.
pected to be introduced in the new Gross: $850. (Average: $800).
"Since You Went Away" (UA)
Mexican congress.
RKO GRAND— (1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
Whether such an order would apply
days, plus Saturday midnight show. Gross:
$14,000.
(Average: $6,500).
to American producing companies operating in Mexico as distributors was 'I Love a Soldier" (Para.)
(1,500) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days,
not disclosed, but it appears that it 2ndKEITH'S—
week, moveover from the Albee. Gross:
would apply to American companies f7,000. (Average: $5,000).
actually producing in this country. "Crime
"Are These
My Parents?"
(Mono.)
By Night"
(WB)
Several Hollywood studios are conRKO LYRIC —(1,400) (44c -50c -60c -70c) 7
templating Mexican production.
days, plus
Saturday $5,000).
midnight show.
Gross:
$5,000. a (Average:
"Gypsy Wildcat" (Univ.)
Wm. Pierce Joins Cowan
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (44c-50c-60c-70c) 7
days, plus a Saturday midnight show, j
Gross:
$14,000. (Average: $13,500).
Hollywood, Sept. 26. — William
Pierce, Jr., has joined Lester Cowan "The Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (44c -50c -60c -70c) i
Prod, as director of advertising and
7 days,
2nd $6,000.
week, (Average:
moveover from
ace.
Gross:
$5,000).the Pal- j
publicity, it was announced today.
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Training

Way'

aianwr

The generally accepted premise that
Paramount's
"Going
Way" atmade
an unobtrusive
worldMy debut
the
New York Paramount Theatre May
3, is discounted by surveys made by
George searchH.
Audience
Reon theGallup's
him before
it opened,
has now been disclosed. Audience
' /-esearch uses a cross section
sampling of some 50,0OJ,U00 theatre
patrons in the United btates.
According to figures derived for
the week of April 2°, before any ol
the nation's theatre patrons had seen
the film, 16 per cent of the 50,000,000,
or an estimated 8,000,000 people,
knew something about the him and 80
per cent, or approximately 40,000,000,
expressed a desire to see "Waf" on
learning of the star and story. Before the film opened in New York
33 per cent of New York City theatregoers knew something about the film,
the survey showed.
As of the week of May 6, three
days after the New York opening,
27 per cent of the 50,000,000 covered
by the national survey, knew about
"Way" and 60 per cent of New
York's
theatregoers
heard of
According
to the lasthad
estimates
madeit.
by Audience Research, during the
week of July 29, 60 per cent of the
50,000,000 knew about the film, 76 per
cent of the New York theatregoers
knew about it, and 82 per cent of the
nation's 50,000,000 regular patrons
used in Audience Research sampling
wanted to see the film, after being
told about it.
Educational

/.

Allied

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

NEWS

To Build New Theatre
Oakland, Cal., Sept. 26. — John
Peters, pioneer exhibitor of Northern
California, has acquired a site in Los
Banos, Cal., where he will erect
theatre seating 900. Peters also owns
and operates the Del Rio here.

Fate

of
helpinglines
put in'Giprivate
Joe' back
on the
assembly
industry
as
a well-adjusted, highly efficient operator, it may well find for itself a
permanent place in business programs
in the United States/' it has been declared here by Dorothy V. Knibb of
the industrial projects unit of the Department of Commerce.
Pointing out that before the war
only a few companies used training
pictures at all and many of them for
advertising purposes only, Miss Knibb
said that by June of this year
the number of concerns using such
films had reached 5,000. Of equal importance was the use of training films
in the Army, which reduced the length
of training periods from 20 to 40
percent as compared with the last war.
In June, Army training films and film
bulletins were being shown 200,000
times a month to soldier audiences in
this country estimated to aggregate
23,000,000.

'Impatient', 'Kitty9
Gross Big $30,275

"FRENCHMAN'S

CREEK"

ED IN PHENOMENAL
FIRST
HIGH

WEEK.JUST
MARK

IN

ESTABLISH-

HIT

CLASS

ENDED,

27-YEAR
AFTER

N.Y.RIV0LI.

NOW

SETS

AS
NEW

HISTORY

BREAKING

OF

OPEN-

Will

Elect and Install
The first Fall luncheon-meeting of
Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey,
South Jersey unit, will be held at the
Walt Whitman Hotel, Camden, on
Monday. Mrs. Helen Hildinger and Si
Meyers, new co-chairmen, -will be installed, and new committees will be
appointed. Harry H. Lowenstein,
New Jersey Allied president, and E
Thornton Kelley will attend.

Film

Is Up to GI Joes'
Washington, Sept. 26. — The postwar reconversion period may offer the
decisive test of the industry-training
film — a large number of which have
been produced for the war by the inand, "if
method dustry
of in Hollywood
instruction —stands
the this
test

Units

Organize Here
Educational Film Producers Association, New York, has been formed
"to advance educational motion pictures, to promote their production and
distribution and to provide a clearing
house for information pertaining to
educational films," according to an organization announcement yesterday.
Officers are : President, Fletcher
Smith, Fletcher Smith Studios ; vicepresident ; Max Lasky, Films of Industry ; secretary, John Flory of
Grant, Flory and Williams ; treasurer,
Elda Hartley, Hartley Productions ;
chairman of the executive committee,
Emerson Yorke, Emerson Yorke Studio. In addition, charter members include Julien
:
Bryan, Herbert Kerkow,
John McCrory, Clarence Schmidt,
Ralph Schoolman, C. O. Welch, and
Elizabeth Harding.
N.

5

daily

Around

Got

'Going

Picture

ING-DAY HOUSE RECORD
DIPPED

LESS

TO

NEW

SET

THEN

S"

CLIMBING
FIRST

H0%, AND
AMAZING
GROSS
FULL-WEEK
Fl VE

DAYS

THE

SECOND-DAY

STARTED

"WASSELL1

5%

THAN

/'FRENCHMAN"

!

NEXT

DAY

RECORD,
TO

TOP

SATURDAY

BY

AN

PASSED"WASSELL'S"
IN FIRST
BY 20%

Denver, Sept. 26. — "Impatient
Years" and "Kansas City Kitty" at
the Denver and Esquire theatres were
tops this week hitting $22,500 at the
Denver and $7,875 at the Esquire.
Estimated receipts for the week end"Wilson" (20th Fox)
ing Sept. 25-28:
ALADDIN— (1,400) (76c-$1.12) 7 days, on
a moveover.
Gross: $9,800. (Average"Cafsanova Brown" (RKO)
"The Falcon in Mexico" (RKO)
BROADWAY— (1,040) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days, '
$5
,6
2nd
week,
on a 00
moveover. ).
Gross: $4 875
(Average
: $3,900).
"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
DENHAM — (1,750) (35c-45c-70c)
days,
2nd week. Gross: $9,0-30. (Average: 7$9,000).
'Impatient Years" (Col.)
"Kansas City Kitty" (Col.)
DENVER — (2,600) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days
Gross: $22,500.
(Average
'Impatient Years" (Col.): $15,000).
"Kansas City Kitty" (Col.)
ESQUIRE
(740) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days
Gross:
$7,875. —Ape"
(Average:
"The Hairy
(UA) $4,500).
"Ever Since Venus" (Col.)
PARAMOUNT— (35c-45c-74c)
7 days
Gross: $11,625. (Average: $9,300).
"Greenwich Village" (20th-Fox)
"One Mysterious Night" (Col.)
RIALTO^(900) (35c-45c-74c) 7 days, on a
moveover. Gross: $7,500. (Average : $5,000).

Notables to Attend
'Wilson9 in Boston
Boston, Sept. 26.— The New England premiere of "Wilson" will take
place at the RKO-Boston, Thursday
night, before an audience including
Gov. and Mrs. Leverett Saltonstall,
Mayor and Mrs. Maurice J. Tobin,
John F. Fitzgerald, former Mayor of
Boston, Charles F. Hurley, former
Governor of Massachusetts, and others.
Leading exhibitors will be guests of
20th-Fox district manager Edward X.
Callahan and branch manager M. H.
Grassgreen.
Following appearances at veterans'
hospitals,
canteens, press receptions
and radio stations, Carole Landis,
Dana Andrews, Roddy McDowall and
Trudy Marshall, with George Jessel
as master of ceremonies, will attend
the "Wilson" opening.
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Spitz,
Set

4

Goetz
to
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(Continued from page 1)

plan for the release of "The Woman
in the Window,'' featuring Edward
U. Robinson and Joan Bennett which
has been set for i\ov. 1. Spitz predicted that "Casanova Brown" will
gross an estimated $3,500,000 in the
domestic market alone on the basis of
early returns.
He denied that he and Goetz are
here to discuss a new distribution
deal with RKO for pictures beyond
the original four, including, besides
"Casanova Brown" and "The Woman in the Window," "Belle of the
Yukon" and "It's a Pleasure," all of
which are completed. He admitted
that RKO executives might "care to
discuss" further distribution of International films' beyond the original
four, but he said he had no definite
plans.
No Buying In
Spitz also discounted the possibility
of International acquiring a financial
interest in one of the large film companies. It has been variously reported
that Spitz and Goetz might purchase
an interest in RKO.
International will start production
around Nov. 1, Goetz said, on "American Cowboy," to be produced by Gary
Cooper and will place "Tomorrow Is
Forever" in production around Jan. 1.
A second Cooper film will go into
production next Summer and a second
Sonja Henie picture in May. Present producers for International are :
Nunnally Johnson, David Lewis and
Cooper, with Goetz supervising production.
Spitz foresees a dip in theatre
grosses during the reconversion period. He feels that some independent
production in Hollywood will slacken
by next year, making more studio
space available for those independents
who continue. Spitz and Goetz will
return to California tomorrow.
Sherwood
Quits OWI,
Barrett Succeeds
Washington, Sept. 26. — No changes
in policies or activities of the Overseas Branch of the Office of War In
formation will result from the resig
nation of Robert E. Sherwood as di
rector and the appointment of executive director Edward W. Barrett, to
succeed him, OWI officials here said
today.
Sherwood's
resignation was an
nounced last night by OWI director
Elmer Davis who disclosed that the
Overseas Branch head was quitting to
campaign for Roosevelt.
In a report to Davis, Sherwood said
that OWI motion pictures now are
being shown in theatres in "every accessible part of the world and it has
been proven that 'psychological war
fare' is a potent factor in helping to
win the war."
Studio Tax Squad Named
Los Angeles, Sept. 26. — Harry C.
Westover, Los Angeles Collector of
Internal Revenue, has. appointed a
special three-man "squad" to handle
Federal tax cases and problems of
studios and personnel. The squad,
which Westover indicated may be ex
panded later, will confine its activities
to studio executives, personnel, agents
and business managers.
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Lippert, David Will
Four Films
Make

Bonds

(Continued from page 1)
tributors, 5,059 "War Bond Premieres " and 1,131 special "Children's Baily and Emanuel
Premieres" were staged and 8,059
"tree Movie Days" were presented, On 6th War
Drive
in each of the instances, admission to
tneatres was obtained through the
purchase of a bond.
Tom Baily, executive director of the
California
Theatre Council, HollyO'Donnell's
edging
acknowl
Gamble,
ented
for
the industry
complim
report,
wood, and Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia
ts campaign and expressed apprecia- exhibitor and publisher, were desigtion of the Treasury Department.
nated yesterday as industry-Treasury
"We in the War Finance Division Department liaison, and administrative
nave been amazed by the ability of the official, respectively, for the Sixth
industry, in the light of its complete War Loan drive.
upport since the beginning of the
baily, who is also associate coordiwar, to move forward and improve
nator with John C. Flinn of the War
its campaigns.
Activities Committee, Hollywood diO'Donnell said the 16,000 showmen
vision, will make his headquarters in
of America who were on the "firing Washington witht Ted R. Gamble,
line" were responsible. He also national War Finance director. He
singled out the distributor division,
plans to leave Hollywood Oct. 5 for
under Ned E. Depinet, which mobil- Washington. Emanuel is due in New
ized film salesmen for their efforts,
and War Finance committeemen who York on Oct. 2, and will make his
headquarters here during the drive.
aided the industry effort. The HollyW. F. Crockett, independent exhibitwood Victory Committee was also
or and one of the nine co-chairmen for
lauded for providing stars for bond
shows, rallies, radio programs and the Sixth drive, reported to committee headquarters here yesterday to
transcriptions. Praised also was the
line up his activities for the campaign.
newsreel division contribution.
The trade press cooperation, which After conferring with officials here,
he will leave for Virginia tomorrow,
O'Donnell regarded as "the biggest
returning to New York next week.
single
contribution
the daily
campaign,"
was lauded,
likewiseto the
press
and radio cooperation.
Hertz Names Youngstein
To Buchanan Bond Post
Max Youngstein, industrial publicist,
has
joined Buchanan & Co. He will
'Bond
Clubs9
ye
Emplo
act as co-ordinator of the Sixth War
Total: $1,846,164
Loan drive activities at Buchanan,
Fifth War Loan bond sales to "mo- under supervision of John Hertz, Jr.,
tion picture clubs" of employes of 10
publicity director for the
film companies here totaled $1,846,164, national
drive.
according
to the here.
Treasury's War
Finance Committee
Prior to joining Buchanan, Youngstein was associated with 20th CenThe purchases, which were over and
above those made under the payroll
tury-Fox where he handled exploitadeduction plan, follow : Columbia,
tion on "Wilson" and was assistant
ad$285,106;
Loew's,
$473,896;
Para- to Hal Home, 20thvertising-publiCentury-Fox
city chief.
mount, $254,289
; PRC,
$8,700 ; RKO,
Youngstein is now at the Buchanan
$112,013; Republic, $17,841 ; 20th Century-Fox, $305,144; United Artists, office here, working in co-operation
$58,249; Universal, $156,250, and with William Dasheff, assistant to
Hertz, and Sumer Singer.
Warners, $174,673.
Citations have been presented to
each by John Whitney Richmond Edwin
Burke, 55,
deputy manager of the committee, who
reported that all quotas were met and Film Writer, Dies
that the sales were larger than in any
Edwin Burke, 55, playwright, direcprevious campaign.
tor and screen writer for many of
Will Rogers' first features for Fox
Fifth Loan Award
Film, died here yesterday after a six
St. Louis, Sept. 26. — Harry Craw
week's illness at Post-Graduate Hosford, manager of the Missouri Theatre
pital. He was unmarried and is survived by a niece.
here,
is 'group
winner inof aa Fifth
spe
cial award
for one'
showmen
Burke,
born in Albany, N. Y., atWar Loan Drive contest sponsored
tended Normal College there and enby the St. Louis War Activities Com
tered the theatre as a Shakespearean
mittee, with Anthony Peluso, Fox actor. He wrote two plays for the
Theatre manager, taking second place.
Other winners include : Joseph theatre, "This Thing Called Love,"
Goldstein, Victory Theatre ; Robert produced by Patterson McNutt, and
Johnson, former manager of the Tivoli "The White Man." In 1929 he joined
and now with Fanchon and Marco ; Fox to write and in 1934 he wrote
George Riegel, Florissant Theatre ; and directed for that studio, continuing for several years as a writer.
Jack Rosenweig, Manchester Theatre ;
He
wrote
or collaborated on screen
Irving Wenzel, Lafayette Theatre ;
Octavia Wheeler, Richmond. Special plays for "Bright Eyes," "One More
scrolls for 'E' bond sales went to Al Spring," "The Farmer Takes a Wife,"
Wheeler, Ambassador Theatre, and "The Littlest Rebel," and others.
Thomas James, Comet Theatre.
Shulman Plans Drive-In
Eddie Bonns to UA
Cleveland, Sept. 26. — Jack Shulman, theatre operator here, has purAtlanta, Sept. 26. — Eddie Bonns,
exploiteer formerly with the Univer- ship.
chased property to build a 550-car
sal exchange here, has joined the Drive-In Theatre in Mentor TownUnited Artists field staff.

Robert L. Lippert, California operator of 23 theatres and San Francisco franchise holder
of Film
Classics, has formed Action Pictures,
Inc., in conjunction with William B.
David, general manager of California
Redwood Theatres, for production of
abe minimum
four Lippert
action features
V' "
filmed in ofcolor,
announcf*^
here yesterday in an interview. Rob-^
ert Tansey will produce and direct.
Although release has not yet been
set, Lippert said, actual shooting of
the first film has already started.
Titled "Wildfire, the Story of a
Horse," it features Eddie Deane, radio singer ; Bob Steele, Sterling Holloway, John Miljan and Virginia
Maples,Film
the latter
on may
loan release
from 20thFox.
Classics
the
four,
in which Cinecolor also has an
interest.
At the same time, Lippert revealed
that he had settled his anti-trust suit
against Fox West Coast for alleged
monopoly of product by the circuit in
Richmond, Cal.
Lippert has established a profitsharing policy for his managers, resulting, he said, in unprecedented
profits.
Hirliman
Television

to

Enter

Field

(Continued from page 1)
manager, and Al Crown, foreign sales
manager, both of whom are also vicepresidents. Motion Picture Daily
reported on March 16 that Hirliman
was negotiating for disposal of his
Film Classics stock.
Activities
ofcenter
Hirliman's
corporation will
around new
postwar
expansion of the 16mm industry,
eventually tying in television. His
aim is to manufacture 16mm projector and television equipment in four
models, torium
ranging
from home toareaudisizes. Negotiations
on
with General Aircraft Equipment Co.
for the manufacture, and Circle Film
Laboratories for film printing.
Headquarters will be at the present
offices ■ here of Microstat and Film
Classics. Branch offices will be
opened within the next few months,
and territorial franchises, "throughout
the world" will be available, with
deals now pending in the United
States. England and in several Latin
American countries.
Cuban

Government

Decorates Warners
(Continued from page 1)
Cuban Consul General in New York;
Dr. Juan B. Fonseca, president of the
Ateneo Cubano and Peter Colli, general manager for Warners in Cuba,
attending. Jack Warner, whose trip
to New York has been delayed until
next month, will receive his award on
the Coast.
In conferring the honor, the Cuban
Government cited evidences of the
srood-neigjibor policy in various Warner pictures, as well as the company's
efforts to promote a better understanding between Cuba and the United
States.
Colli, who is a Cuban citizen with
headquarters in Havana, was delegated by President Batista of Cuba to
bring the awards to New York.
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U.

S.

Objects

S chine's
Sale

of

to

Recess
4

Theatres

(Continued from page 1)
copies of contracts and office correspondence and individual film licensing agreements covering exhibition of
product in the many "Schine towns."
£2The court session opened late because of a lengthy pre-trial conference

in Federal Judge John Knight's
chambers regarding the recent sale of
four theatres in Kentucky and Virginia by Schine to A. Charles Hayman of Niagara Falls, theatre operator and officer of the MPTO of New
York.
The conference, attended by Robert
L. Wright of the Justice Department,
and Willard S. McKay, general
Schine counsel, was reported to have
been a heated one because of Wright's
Schine "deal"
to the is
objections Wright
voicedHayman.
with
reported to
have charged that Hayman is a friend
of Schine's and that because of the
relationship the latter obtained a
greater amount of money for the theatres in questiofi.
Decision Reserved
Judge Knight presided at the conference, listened to arguments from
both sides and for the second time
reserved decision. He announced he
would either approve or disapprove
the sale oh Thursday or Friday of
this week.
Meanwhile, it appeared that the balance of the current week will see only
a continuation of today's procedure
of admitting various documents into
evidence.
M. K. Murphy, of Corbin, Ky., had
sought to purchase two of the four
theatres Schine has not sold to Hayman. Wright contended Murphy had
preference, but McKay charged Murphy acted beyond a reasonable length
of time. It was reported that during
the conference, McKay revealed the
purchase price of the four theatres
sold to Hayman. The figures, however, were not made a part of the
record.

Motion

Supreme
Cases

Picture

Court

Involving

(Continued from page 1)
Court at Nashville. Both sides recently filed their briefs in argument,
the Department of Justice contending
that the court did not go far enough
and the defendants, Crescent and five
related companies, attacking the provisions of the decree as unfair and improper, lacking a basis in evidence,
and contrary to ordinary principles of
equity jurisprudence.
The Department's
brief,
in effect,
contended
that the court
should
have

to

Hear

3

Industry

amounting to $350,000 and payment
of a loan of $151,017. The company
made an assignment of the earnings of
the two pictures made while Paley
was with it, "Private Worlds" and
"The President Vanishes," and in
1936 and 1937 the pictures paid off
$94,708 of the debt. The District
court held the company entitled to a
return of $25,737 undistributed profits
taxes, plus interest, but the Circuit
court reversed, holding that the written assignment failed to deal with and
provide for the disposition of the earnings and profits of the company.
gone all the way in ordering the relief
which the Government sought, while
46th Street Appeal
the companies stressed the disadvanThe third case before the Court,
tage at which the Crescent circuit
would be placed by the requirements also a holdover from the last term, is
of the decree.
of interest to the industry from the
fact that it deals with a problem of
Crescent Up Early
current importance. This is the appeal of the 46th Street Theatre Corp
The Crescent case, given a low
from
a New York supreme court denumber on the court's docket, may be
cision in a suit brought for recovery
reached for argument before the end
of October.
of the $500 penalty fixed for violation
The only motion picture case to of the state civil rights law by a
reach the Court during the Summer Negro who was refused admission to
involves an appeal by Walter Wan- a theatre after purchasing a ticket.
ger Pictures, Inc., from a decision
The company's defense was based
of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals largely upon the alleged discrimina
reversing a judgment granted by the tion of the law, which it pointed out
South California District court hold applied to legitimate but not to moing the company entitled to recovery
tion picture theatres. The New York
of income tax on money paid toward State Attorney General has filed
settlement of a debt. The issue arose brief in amicus curiae, defending the
as a result of the severance of Jay law as written and emphasizing the
Daley from the company and his de- many differences between the two
mand for redemption of his stock types of theatres.

$6,793,000
Red Cross

from
Drive

'44

(Continued from page 1)

campaign,"
pointed increase
out, "is
recorded in Bernhard
the tremendous
over 1943, when total collections from
all sources were $4,123,000." In theatres, 1944 collections almost doubled
last year's $3,070,000. "Cost of the
campaign was probably the lowest
in the history of philanthropic drives
— less than one and one-half per
cent," it was disclosed.
The first ten highest exchange area
Columbia
Building
totals
follow : Metropolitan New
York,
$578,960;
$363,Exchange
in Canada 281 ; Los Angeles,Philadelphia,
$295,014 ; Dallas
Toronto, Sept. 26. — Columbia has $262,736; San Francisco, $261,790
awarded a $97,500 contract for efec
Chicago, $256,509; Detroit, $238,418
tion of a two-story film exchange Boston, $212,805; Cleveland, $181,building at Carlton and Church streets 678; Northern New Jersey, $174,259.
here to Principal Investments, Ltd
Enthusiasm and Devotion
Columbia will move from the Hermant Building at Dundas Square.
"What cannot be measured in
H. G. Duerr is architect of the
figures
in words," said Bernhard,
structure, which will house the Co- "is theor enthusiasm
devotion
lumbia head office for Canada and the which made this result and
possible. In
Ontario branch. Odeon Theatres of theatres, studios, home offices ; among
Canada, Empire, Universal and War
all suppliers and vendors ; from the
ner Bros, all have sites for new fire
highest ranking employee to the lowproof buildings in the vicinity.
est, there was a spontaneous reTwo Killed in France
Philadelphia, Sept. 26. ■— Sgt
John K. Mullen, 23, former assistant
manager of Warners' Ardmore here
has been reported killed in action in
France. Sgt. Mullen, who has been
in the Army two years, has been
overseas since April. Also reported
killed in France is Pfc Paul W. Winter, 28, formerly a local projectionist.

7

Daily

A report on participating theatres,
committees
and detailed figures, has
sponse."
been compiled and is now being distributed to all committees and theatres.
The national executive staff of the
campaign included, besides Bernhard,
Harrv Goldberg, "camoaign manager ;
Ned E. Deninet, distributor chairman ;
Herman Robbins, corporate gifts ;
Harry Brandt, field director ; Charles
A. Smakwitz, publicity director, and
Louis R. Brager, campaign secretary.

MGM

Contract

'Streamlined',
Reduced

40%

(Continued from page 1)

representatives, and, if necessary, with
"This made
sales organization heads.
the arbitration clause used so infrequently that it has been decided to
drop it," said an M-G-M statement.
The new contract is Syi inches wide
and 12 inches long, compared to the
old form of 9*4 inches wide and
19% inchesTong. M-G-M uses nearly
copies per season. All contract
500,000
clauses have been removed from the
face of the contract with the exception of the provision covering the use
of trailers. The front side of the contract is now essentially confined to
terms.
Seven Less Clauses
In the old form there were 28
clauses, the new pact contains only 21.
Clause 1 contains all but two of the
provisions of the old first and these
two provisions are now covered in
Clause 7. The new clause also contains what was formerly used in
Clause 7 of the old form. Clause 2 of
the new is the same as Clause 8 of
the old; Clause 3 is the same; Clause
4 is a combination of 5 and 10 of the
old form ; Clause 5 combines 6 and
most of 18; Clause 6 replaces 11 in
the old; Clause 7 is a condensation of
12 in the old form, and Clause 8 re-

Clause
places 9. 9 is a condensation of 13
in the old; Clause 10 is 15 in the old
St. L. Stage Hands
form, shortened; Clause 11 is a combination of14 and 16; Clause 12 is the
Hearing Under
Way
same as 17 ; Clause 13 is a condensation of 19 ; Clause 14 is a replacement
for 21 ; Clause 15 is substantially the
St. Louis, Sept. 26. — One stagehand same as 22 in the old, and Clause 16 is
could serve several of the smaller St. virtually the same as Clause 23 in the
-ouis theatres adequately, managers of old.
neighborhood houses testified today at
Clause 17 is about the same as 26 ;
the hearing before Jules E. Kohn, of Clause 18 is the same as 27 ; Clause
Kansas City, Regional War Labor ar- 19 is approximately the same as 24 ;
Clause 20 is almost the same as 28,
bitrator, atthe hearing on a contrac- 25.
tual dispute between 16 local theatres and Clause 21 briefly is the same as
and the International Association of
Stagehands, Local No. 6. Wilbur
Galanos, manager of the West End
Theatre, testified that all work at that Abandon
Pleas on
theatre could be done by one man in
the
two hours a day. Mrs. Ellen Crane,
(ContinuedNeeded9
from page 1)
manager of the Maffitt Theatre, told 'Locally
here yesterday by
the arbitrator that one stagehand announced
could do the work of eight theatres WAC.
like hers, allowing a half-hour for
Principal benefit of a "locally
transportation between theatres.
needed" designation was the requirement that an employe had to first
At Owners' Request
secure a statement of availability upon
The hearings are being held at the leaving the industry before he could
request of the theatre owners, who be hired elsewhere. Although it is
ask that they not be required to em- not necessary now for an employe to
ploy stagehands for whom they have secure a statement of availability
no need and that the workers they from a distributor, one cannot secure
employ be required to work during
position
hours when the theatres are closed so a new ferral
from the elsewhere
WAC as without
a result aofre-a
they can do stage maintenance work. ruling of last July 1. This, according
Yesterday Harry C. Arthur, Jr., to the WAC distributors' division, has
general manager of Fanchon & Marco, generally resulted in exchange workers keeping their positions.
testified that the theatres are required
to
employ an "unjustifiable
of stagehands.
Lieut. Edward number"
Arthur,
a partner in the Shubert Theatre, in
St. Louis on furlough, testified that
the theatre employs many more stagehands than it needs and declared the
men should not be permitted to put in
"hours of idleness" when the country's manpower needs are critical.

Odeon

to Pay

20%

London, Sept. 26. — Odeon Theatres,
Ltd., headed by John Davis, has announced an ordinary share dividend of
20 per cent for this year, representing
a five per cent increase over last
year's dividend.

Official U. S. Navy Photograph

SUPPOSE you were a young fighter
in the South Pacific. At your age,

the war

seems

far

you'd be spending a lot of time with a
girl — if you were back home. But home
is months

and miles behind you — and

you're sick to death of men
forms wherever you look . . .
away

tonight . . .

and uni-

And then a "live" show planes in —
with girls — girls who've come all the
way from home to smile at you, to talk
to you, to sing and dance for you . . .
They're grand medicine for homesick

boys, these lovely girls of screen and
radio ... so are the famous comedians,
the vaudevillians, the dramatic actors,
the dance bands, the concert stars . . .
Like all the rest of these entertainment folk, the movie men and women
often give up a good deal to go. They
travel and work themselves ragged.
Many

are often in danger. They are

serving gallantly, and with great satisfaction .. . making one of the important
contributions ofOnthe movies at war.
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Armour

NEW
Will

Allocate

Films

For

Allies

OWI

the
Post

in Control

'Eisenhower

in

Area*

Reginald Armour, former RKO
European manager, is expected to assume complete control of the allocation of all pictures of all Allied Nations to regular theatres in liberated
areas of Europe which are under the
command of General Dwight D.
Eisenhower. Armour, now in New
York, is awaiting transportation to
Paris headquarters of the Office of
War Information, Psychological Warfare Branch, which has charge of theatre distribution of Allied films.
Spiking the many and varied reports of Armour's appointment as a
film representative of the State Department, or as the American industry's "ambassador" on the Continent,
Motion Picture Daily learned here
yesterday that he will not be associated with either, that his post car(Continued on page 4)
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Promotion Step-up
A Slump Antidote

Rank

"Exploitation methods going beyond the conventional
should be applied in case of
any let-down in attendance,"
William R. Ferguson, M-G-M
exploitation director, advised
in
day.an interview here yester-

Interest

in

Canada

Chain

M-G-M has been sending
research crews to subsequentrun situations to determine
why pictures, "irrespective of
source," had not reached all
potential customers, with numerous trials producing the
conclusion that inadequate
exploitation was the fault,
declared Ferguson.

First
Off

Runs
First:

to Taper
Richey

TEN
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Seeking

London, Sept. 27. — John Davis,
joint managing director of. Odeon
Theatres here, is scheduled to pay
a return visit to Canada about midOctober during which he will endeavor to complete arrangements for
the acquisition by J. Arthur Rank of
an interest in a Canadian theatre circuit, it was learned here today.
It has been established that Davis,
during his Canadian visit of the past
Summer, discussed with officials of
both Famous Players -Canadian and
Odeon of Canada the possibility of
Rank acquiring an interest in either
circuit. His projected visit to Canada next month will be for the purpose of continuing and, possibly, finalizing those discussions.

Although independent exhibitors in
Drops Demand
the Midwest are not participating in AFM
the current "box office bonanza" to the On Newsreel Music
same extent as first-run houses in that
James Petrillo and his American
territory, still there is "a great deal of Federation of Musicians have abanhealthy optimism" prevailing there,
doned efforts to force producers of
according to H. M. Richey, M-G-M
exhibitor relations head. Richey, in newsreels to use freshly-recorded music, according to indications reported
for an interview with Motion Picture
Plans Complete
Daily, ascribed this sentiment to the from the Coast and confirmed by
feeling that if there is a tapering off newsreel spokesmen here.
The much-debated issue of fresh
in theatre business, it will be reflected
Variety Meeting
principally in the first-runs, with a recordings, which are held by the
better degree of business going to the companies to be impractical because
Plans for the Variety Clubs' na-in independents, or a tapering-off will be of the haste in putting newsreels toHotel
Statler
the
at
tional meeting
(Continued on page 4)
felt less by independents.
Washington, Nov. 23-25, have been
completed.
The principal discussion will center
around the coordination of efforts of
national and local Variety clubs with
Consent
Decree
Can't
Be
those of the industry's War Activities
Committee. Following is the program : Thursday evening, Nov. 23,
'Patched,
' Says
MPTOA
dinner and a meeting of national officers ;Friday morning, registration
and business meeting; Friday noon,
moted deliberately to damage or inTerming the industry consent de(Continued on page 4)
timidate producers, to appease reformcree "the climax of the negative apers, to make political capital or to
proach" to the solution of trade proband inflame small exhibitors."
lems and expressing "serious doubt" arouse
Films Wage-Hour
"Nearly always," the bulletin says,
that it can "be patched up and made
Unit Is Dissolved
workable or of any real help in solv- "these schemes originate with and are
by outsiders with no experiexhibitor problems," the MPTOA, promoted
Dissolution of the industry commit- in a ing
ence or investment in the business —
bulletin signed by Ed Kuykendall,
tee for the finance, issuance, real estate, motion picture and miscellaneous president, and released yesterday, says lawyers, promoters, agitators and govindustries, set up Sept. 22, 1943, by it will continue to press for those
agents." of reforms the bulIn that ernment
category
the Wage and Hour Division of the trade practice reforms which it adletin
names
anti-block
booking legislaDepartment of Labor, has been ordvanced a year ago, "until better ones
tion, "from Brookhart to Neely" ; past
ered by L. Metcalfe Walling, Wageantidotes for blind selling ; the old,
Hour Administrator. The committee are proposed."
re- compulsory arbitration ; efforts to
MPTOA's
says constructi
bulletin
The forms
was created under the Fair Labor
ve and
are practical,
Standards Act of 1938 for the purpose not designed to injure or harass the eliminate clearance ; proposals for
of investigating conditions in the sev- business of any other part of the in- chain theatre taxation and "organized
eral industries and recommending
dustry. By contrast, the bulletin says, opposition" to local control of double
minimum wage rates.
reforms advanced by other sources features and giveaways. The bulletin
A considerable
number
of such
as examples
of 4)the "negamore often than not are "negative, cites them(Continued
on page
(Continued on page 4)
"proand
e"
destructiv
or
e
unworkabl

Quick
Of

CENTS

Playoff

Expensive

Films

Planned

Precaution
Against
Day' Boxofhce
Drop 'VHolly wood, Sept. 27. — With an
inventory of from 60 to 80 highcost features expected to be in the
vaults of the 11 companies when
the war ends in Europe, production
and sales departments are understood
to be currently giving attention to
plans for a quick playoff of the most
expensive pictures before employment
and national income undergo any decline that might cut into the boxoffice potential.
On the basis of boxoffice scales and
returns over the past two years, almost any picture, except the few that
cost above $2,000,000, can get back
its cost and some profit in six months
or less, and it is generally believed
that the public will have enough
spending money in its pockets, in war
bonds and(Continued
in savings,
to assure
conon page
4)

All

Hope

Freon

for

More

Abandoned

Washington, Sept. 27. — War Production Board officials disclosed tonight that they have abandoned all
hope of relaxing the ban on the use
of freon gas for air conditioning and
now see no chance of such action for
some time to .come.
With the completion of new facilities which, together with existing
plants, would produce approximately
5,500,000 pounds of freon monthly, it
has been hoped that restrictions could
be discontinued
30, it
(ContinuedSept.
on page
4) was exDistributors
In Schine

Called

Hearing

Buffalo, Sept. 27. — Five distributor officials from New York tomorrow will take the stand in the Schine
anti-trust trial to identify documents
which have been subpoenaed from
their files by the Government in connection with the prosecution.
The witnesses, all clients of attorney
John F. Caskey, are : Felix A. Jenkins, secretary and former general attorney for 20th Century-Fox; Richard
Morgan, Jr., assistant secretary of
Paramount; William Zimmerman, as(Continued on page 4)
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Motion
Rank

Settles

Picture

Pact

Personal
Made
Mention

RUBE JACKTER, assistant sales
manager for Columbia, is in New
Haven today.
•
Capt. Leonard D. Lange,- formerly
of Warners' Sheridan Square Theatre in Pittsburgh, and now with the
Army Air Forces in Italy, has been
awarded the Air Medal and four Oak
Leaf Clusters.
•

E. S. Gregg, vice president of Western Electric Export Corp., has left for
an inspection trip of company offices
in the British Isles, to be gone six
weeks.
•
Clark Gable is en route to Washington from Hollywood with a print
of the film he recently completed for
the Army.
•
Harry H. Thomas, Monogram's
Eastern division manager, will leave
today
Midwest.for a six week's tour of the
•
Roslyn Naber of the 20th Century-Fox home office plans to be married around Thanksgiving.
•
Louis Novy, operator of the Austin,
Texas, theatres of Interstate Circuit,
is a New York visitor.
•

by

Deutsch

Film
Back

Executives
in Paris

Henry
Ulmann, anPictures
executive for Paramount
London, Sept. 27. — Settlement of a
in Paris was among several
high-court action between Odeon Thefilm executives mentioned
atres and Wilfred Phillips, nephew
yesterday in press dispatches
of the late Oscar Deutsch, which
from Paris, as having reappromised to be a long and bitterly
peared in the French capital
contested case, was announced today
at the end of two days of hearings.
after hiding from the Germans. Others mentioned were
Phillips had been appointed by
Deutsch as booker for Odeon with a
Raymond Bernard, • French
producer and his brother,
seven-year contract at approximately
Etienne.
$8,500 annually. When J. Arthur
The press dispatches also
Rank took control of Odeon, Phillips'
salary was changed to $200 weekly,
reported Harry Bauer, French
film actor, had died in 1942
plus bonuses. Subsequently, as the reat the hands of the Gestapo.
sult of differences which arose, Rank
offered to settle the contract for $28,000, but the offer was refused and litigation begun. The settlement terms
now are understood to have been No Quick Repeats on
slightly in excess of $28,000.
'Going My Way'
"Going My Way" will be withDenham
Studio Strike
drawn from release after it has completed its original playoff and will not
Of Extras Averted
be available for immediate repeat runs,
London, Sept. 27. — Agreeing to Charles M. Reagan, Paramount viceawait the results of Labor Ministry president in charge of distribution,
arbitration of union demands for a announced here yesterday.
closed shop for extra players, the
The Bing Crosby picture will be released again sometime next year.
Film Artistes Association today permitted its members to resume work in
mob scenes in Gabriel Pascal's WB's First Dubbed
in
"Caesar and Cleopatra", at Denham
studios.
Spanish Set for S. A.
FAA's decision follows upon a stand
Hollywood, Sept. 27. — Jack L.
taken by J. Arthur Rank, who, speak- Warner
today announced the Spanish
ing as Pascal's backer and president
of the British Film Producers Asso- dubbing of the first feature "My
ciation, said that on no account would Reputation," will be completed in
time for release in Latin American
he permit any one to be coerced to
countries next January, probably prejoin a union against his will.
ceding its release in the United States.

Ted Gallanter, M-G-M's Seattle
publicity chief, has been in Chicago
for medical treatment.
•
Postmaster General Frank C.
Walker, has been in New York this Academy
Governors
week.
•
Election Results
Casey Robinson, M-G-M writer,
Hollywood, Sept. 27. — The followis due here from Hollywood on Oct. 7.
ing were added to the Academy board
of governors in the annual election
closed today : Ronald Coleman, George
Brandt Film Liaison
Murphy, James Hilton, Michael Curtiz, Mark Sandrich, Walter Wanger,
Gordon Hollingshead, Harry Brand.
On
'V-E
Day9
Harry
Brandt,
headPlans
of Brandt Re-elected were: Jean Hersholt,
Theatres, is representing Broadway Charles Brackett, Mary C. McCall,
film houses on a committee called to- Jr., Sam Wood, Hector S. Dods,
gether by Mayor Fiorello LaGuar- Farciot Edouart, Thomas Moulton,
dia to make plans for handling Times Y. Frank Freeman, E. J. Mannix and
Nat Finston.
Square
"V-EthisDay."
Brandton met
week at the Lambs
Club with the Mayor and a number
of legitimate theatre managers, who Steam, 70, Prominent
heard a proposal for staggering
In Ohio Exhibition
"curtain time" in order to keep from
flooding the streets with people at the
Columbus, O., Sept. 27. — Max
hour when most shows "break" some- Stearn, 70, general manager of Southwhat simultaneously.
ern Theatres, died suddenly late yesterday following a heart attack. Active in the industry since 1903, Stearn
Requiem
Mass Today started with the Arcade and Majestic
Theatres here. He was a member of
For Mrs. Raftery
the
Independent Theatre Owners AsA solemn mass of requiem for Mrs.
sociation, adirector of local Variety
Marie A. Raftery, wife of Edward C. and an active worker in War Loan
Raftery, United Artists president, will drives. Surviving are his widow and
be held at 11 o'clock this morning at a sister.
the Church of Our Lady Queen" of
Martyrs, Forest Hills, L. I , with the
Rev. Frank E. White as celebrant ; Aimee McPherson Dies
Rev. Joseph McLaughlin, deacon, and
Oakland, Cal., Sept. 27. — Aimee
Semple McPherson died here today
Rev. Charles Curley, subdeacon.
Burial will be at St. John's Ceme- from a heart attack. The Evangelist
tery, Middle Village, L. I.
was S3 years old.
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Television
British

Big

in

Theatres

Television promises to be an important factor for British theatres in the
future, Francis L. Harley, 20th Century-Fox's manager in Great Britain,
declared in an interview here, but it
will be managed in such a way that
neither films nor the television indusHarley
saidhurt."
that television was mqf
try "will be
advanced in England before the waL
than the U. S., with television programs regularly broadcast and many
specialized theatres such as newsreel
houses using them as a regular part
of their programs. The sale of television sets there before the war was
large, he said.
Twentieth-Fox's British manager
will return to his post in London
around Sept. 15, possibly sooner, and
Larry tCent will follow him shortly
to assume his duties as a member of
the Gaumont-British Theatre Circuit
advisory committee. J. Arthur Rank,
British film leader, and 20th-Fox have
interests in Metropolis and Bradford
ish.
Trust, which controls Gaumont-Brit"It is highly probably," Harley said,
"that television will have some kind of
arrangement whereby various wavelengths will be allocated to serve various theatres. The British government
will probably license theatres to show
Twentieth-Fox's
British production
these
programs."
is presently at a standstill because of
a lack of studio space and availability
of technicians, Harley said. (Joseph
M. Schenck, executive head of 20thFox production, recently announced in
Hollywood that the company will make
a minimum of two pictures at Denham
Studios, with "Moss Rose" slated as
the first.
Howard Hawks will produce and direct.)

Inspires Thanksgiving
Indianapolis, Sept. 27. — In the
campaign on the world anthem,
"When the Lights Go on Again,"
which inspired the PRC production of
Seeking
to
the same title, Henry F. Schricker, Studios
Governor of Indiana, yesterday became Retain Radio Lanes
the first public official in the U. S. to
The Academy of Motion Picture
state that he would proclaim a week of
thanksgiving and prayer to be known Arts and Sciences, acting for Hollywood film studios, has prepared a reas "When the Lights Go on Again
port which will be submitted to the
Federal Communications Commission
when it starts hearings in Washington
McGrann to Far East
Sept. 28 on possible reallocation of
broadcasting frequency channels, it
Frank McGrann, in charge of radio, was learned here yesterday.
Most studios have FCC licenses to
stage,
screen and television in the PoWeek."
sition Securing Bureau, has resigned operate radio communication systems
to undertake a confidential mission to between the studios and units filming
the Far East for the Government. on location. A special frequency has
McGrann, a captain in the last war, been held by the film industry for this
formerly was associated with Colum- purpose for many years and acting on
bia Pictures, handled publicity for
the industry's behalf, the Academy is
stage and film stars and wrote, pro- seeking to retain these channels.
duced and directed radio shows.
It is understood that John V. L.
RKO

Gets

Delay

RKO-Pathe News has been granted an extension from Sept. 29 to
Oct. 13 to file an answer in U. S.
District Court here to a $25,250 alleged breach-of-contract suit brought
by Dorothy T. Stone, film-library operator, who charges that her services
were engaged as associate editor of
I the "Flicker Flashbacks" series and
I terminated after completion of issue.

Hogan, independent radio consultant
will
the Academy's petition
beforehandle
the FCC.
Lamb

to L. and J.

Sept. publicity
27.— "Kathleen
hasAtlanta,
been named
directorLamb
for
the five Lucas and Jenkins Theatres
in Macon. She is the wife of S/Sgt.
David B. Whalen, former New York
director of advertising and publicity
for Republic Pictures.
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Algiers

Motion

Boycott

Picture

of

Films 'Temporary'
Representatives here of the French
Committee for National Liberation,
informed of a short-wave radio report
from Algiers that several theatres
there had refused to show Allies'
films of the liberation of Paris,
interpret the move as a temporary
consequence of Allied occupation in
Algeria and expressed the view that
no widespread resistance was indicated.
Jean de le Roche, FCNL specialist
here on colonial affairs, pointing to
the very mixed population in Algiers,
including many Spaniards, Italians
and Greeks, said the boycott on the
liberation films was probably in a suburb where the Italian element predominated. However, the broadcast
on the subject, delivered by M. Bosman, a delegate of the Commissioner
of Information at Algiers, had mentioned that "wretched considerations
of profit were put forward without
any justification, for the government
of the Republic has not hesitated for
a year to supply North Africa with
French newsreels and to accept a
considerable deficit by halving prices
that formerly had to be paid for
Boche newsreels presented by Vichy."

Consent

Decree

'Patched,

' Says

(Continued from page 1)
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Daily

Can't

Be

MPTOA

yers and appeals to New York. That
is continued. We wanted local, ortive approach" to the solution of inganized mediation before arbitration.
dustry problems, terming the decree
It
is
ignored,
as well as other importhe "climax of the negative approach."
Now, the bulletin continues, it is
tant proposals."
Review of Proposals
proposed to divorce affiliated theatres,
"yet no one in the industry will tell
Pointing out that MPTOA proyou seriously that theatre divorcement
posals for trade practice reforms have
will do anything but damage to the
industry, or will solve any of the been before the Department of Justice
than a year, the bulletin reproblems of the independent exhibitor. for more
views them as follows : a 20 per cent
Even its most earnest and vociferous
advocates will tell you all they expect cancellation privilege ; an industrynon-legal, conciliation plan,
to accomplish by it is to hurt the dis- operated,
tributors with theatre interests, to followed by simple arbitration before
experienced, industry arbitrators;
punish them for grievances and injus- standard zoning schedules openly netices which they refuse to correct or
gotiated and published for improved
modify, and possibly to scare them
clearance and run systems and speedier
exhibitors 'concessions.' It
giving
intothe
is
ultimate in the negative ap- release in large cities ; clearance limited to actual competition and secret
deals for excessive clearance abolMain Objections Ignored
ished ;a simplified standard exhibition
proach."
The main objections of exhibitors contract, subject to arbitration; elimination of multi-taxes on music ; coto the decree, the bulletin says, are
ordinated defense against discriminaignored in the new Department of
tory
taxation
; cooperative local regudeamended
an
Justice proposals for
lation of unfair non-theatrical comcree.
petition, and local regulation of cutThe bulletin continues : "Strong obArmour
Will Control
throat competition in multi-feature
jection was made (by exhibitors) to
small block selling. It is continued. programs and giveaways.
"These are all positive approaches
'Liberated'
Showings
Strong objection was made to re- to exhibitor problems, long advocated
(.Continued from
page 1)
quired trade showings, which force
ries authority over regular "liberated" small block selling. It also is con- by MPTOA exhibitor organizations
theatres and does not in any way intinued. The main demand of exhibi- and leaders," the bulletin concludes.
volve exhibitions for the Armed
tors for a 20 per cent cancellation is "We will continue to press for these
Forces, which are controlled by the
reforms until better ones are proignored. We object to legalistic arbiArmy.
tration
before
outsiders,
requiring
lawThere has been much criticism in
certain quarters about the reputed
preferential treatment given pictures
Delays Decision 'Allergic, 'Holiday'
of other nations in theatre allocations CBS
Good at $23,000
in France, to the detriment of Ameri- On Video Lighting
posed."
can product. Selections of product
Columbia Broadcasting will refrain,
Buffalo, Sept. 27. — "Christmas
available are issued to French exhibiHoliday" and "Allergic, to Love" are
tors by the OWI, with representatives for the present, from recommending out
front here this week, at the Laof British exhibition interests, sta- 'one type of lighting as against anfayette, and are expected to hit $23,000
other' in postwar television, Worth- in the first week of what looks like a
tioned in France, doing the selecting.
ington C. Miner, in charge of proArmour's new Governmental appointgram operations at the CBS television good run. "Janie" and "Crime By
ment is expected to result in a more
Night" are better than average at the
studios, reported last night at a meet- Great
Lakes, while others are off.
equitable "break" for Hollywood proding
of
the
Atlantic
Coast
section
of
uct, it is understood.
Estimated receipts for the week endthe Society of Motion Picture Engiing Sept. 30:
neers, at the Hotel Pennsylvania here. "Greenwich
Village" (20th-Fox)
Miner said CBS is now experiment- "Take It Or Leave It" (2ttth-Fox)
Distributors Called
BUFFALO
ing with various types of illumination "Janie"
(WB) — (3,489) (40c-60c) 7 days.
but that, even if the experiments Gross: $17,000. (Average: $17,400).
In Schine Hearing
should be satisfactory, a recommen- "Crime By Night" (WB)
(Continued from page 1)
dation will be withheld. He explained
GREAT LAKES — (3,000) (40c-6Oc) 7 days.
sistant secretary of RKO-Radio; Ed- that it is too early to come to definite Gross: $17,400. (Average: $16,200).
ward Saunders, assistant general sales conclusions on this point because of "Maisie Goes to Reno" (M-G-M)
"The Whistler" (Col.)
manager
of Loew's, and a representa- uncertainty as to the character of
HIPPODROME^(2,100) (40c-60c) 7 days,
tive of Warners.
week. Gross: $6,900. (Average: $9,700).
pick-up equipment in use after the 2nd
''Bride
By Mistake" (RKO)
Today's session was devoted to war.
"Passport to Destiny" (RKO)
identifying and marking for identifiTWENTIETH CENTURY — (3,000) (40ccation license agreements between
60c) 7 days. Gross: $12,500. (Average:
Schine and 20th-Fox, RKO, Colum- Albert Dezel Adopts
$12,200).
bia, Universal and United Artists, and
"Christmas HoIMay" (Univ.)
"Allergic to Love" (Univ.)
Film Classics Name
certain agreements relating to Schine's
LAFAYETTE — (3,000) (40c-60c) 7 days.
acquisition of theatres in Newark, N.
Cleveland, Sept. 27. — Albert Dezel, Gross: $23,000. (Average: $12,400).
J., Seneca Falls, Malone, Penn Yan independent distributor, who for years
and Little Falls, all in N. Y. Also has operated three Midwest exchanges
marked for identification were Schine known as Albert Dezel Roadshow At- Brewer Leaves AFL Post
tractions, has changed the name to
records of employment of various theNorfolk, Neb., Sept. 27.— Roy
atre managers and district managers. Film Classics of Michigan, Film
Classics of Cleveland and Film Brewer, former Grand Island projectionist, now with the WPB in WashClassics of Cincinnati. A new Cinington, has resigned as president of
cinnati office will open next week, to
Films Wage
- Hour
be managed by Louis Van Baalen, the Nebraska Federation of Labor,
ending a dominance in top leadership
former Cleveland booker.
Unit Is Dissolved
of that organization by the film indus(Continued from page 1)
try. Leo Tews, local member of the
committees were set up for this pur- MP A Postwar Reunion
projectionists union, was advanced
pose, all of which have been dissolved,
it being explained that their recomMotion Picture Associates is plan- from second to first vice-president,
with the appointment of first vicemendations have been approved and
ning to hold a fathers-and-sons re- dency.
union here soon after the war ends, president J. J. Guenther to the presicarried into effect in wage orders issued by the Administrator.
Morris
Sanders, president, reports.

Quick
Of

Playoff

Expensive

Films

Planned

(Continued from page 1)
tinued high spending for at least tha
long after hostilities end, regardle
of any possible delays in reconve
sion and the start of a post-war boom.
Chief industry concern in this connection is the unchecked increase in
production costs and the high number
of pictures that are close to or above
the $2,000,000 budget. While some
studio heads are of the opinion that
production schedules are flexible
enough to be adjusted to changed economic conditions as they arise, there
is an industry faction, including a
number of sales department executives, urging that action toward lower
costs be taken now.
One of the sore spots at the bottom of expensive negatives from distributor and exhibitor viewpoints, is
understood to be the high prices paid
for stories, particularly Broadway
plays and published novels, too many
of which are claimed not to have an
ultimate boxoffice value corresponding
with their cost. However, this situation, itis said, is expected to be solved
in the usual supply-and-demand manner when and if prices in general
turn downward.

All Hope for More
Freon Abandoned
(Continued from page 1)
plained. This production would have
been sufficient to meet all known military and civilian requirements during
the fourth quarter. A shortage of anhydrous hydrofluoric acid that has developed as a result of the failure to
complete new production facilities on
schedule and previous over-estimates
of the capacity of operating plants
has made it impossible to turn out
freon gas at anything like the scheduled rate, and it is not now expected
that the freon facilities will be able
to produce even 70 per cent of the
programmed amount until additional
acid plants can be built or military
demand for acid drops materially.

Plans Complete for
Variety Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
luncheon for all delegates; Friday afternoon, business meeting; Friday
night, formal stag dinner at which
Variety's annual 'Humanitarian
Award' will be made ; Saturday morning, final business meeting ; Saturday
afternoon, 'open house', sponsored by
Washington Tent No. 11 at the Willard Hotel ; Saturday night, banquet
in
conjunction
with Washington
tent's
annual
dinner-dance,
at the Willard.
AFM
On

Drops

Demand

Newsreel Music
(Continued from page 1)

gether, was left open by the AFM
when the producers signed a two-year
contract with Petrillo in Hollywood
on May 17. At that time, the queswas said to in
be New
"earmarked"
for
futuretiondiscussion
York.
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KING VIDOR'S Production "AN AMERICAN ROMANCE" Starring BRIAN DONLEVY with Ann Richards, Walter
Abel, John Qualen, Horace McNally • Photographed in Technicolor ♦ Screen Play by Herbert Dalmas
and William Ludwig • Produced and Directed by King Vidor • A Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Four

of 'Wilson'

Review
Hollywood

"My Buddy"
{Republic)
Hollywood, Sept. 27
C OMETHING of the intended moral and social significance of this
good a time as any
seemson asrecord
^ production may be gleaned from the over-all presentation of the THIS
the fact that
to place
San Francisco, Sept. 27.— "Wil- problem confronting the returned serviceman. The film is an attempt to the trade's method of screening picson" wound up its four weeks run at
tures for the trade, in trade-showings
the Warfield with an overall gross of draw a parallel between the soldier returned from World War I to find
s for the press, is imscreening
and
take was no job and no visible economic means of social security and the man who
$158,500. The final week's
proper, unfair and altogether wrong.
$24,500. The picture will stay on will return from World War II. The basic idea for "My Buddy" had
here at the Alcazar.
The practice is to begin at the be-^
Estimated receipts for the week possibilities but the handling of it was inadequate, resorting to an in- ginning of a picture and run it on ouA j
effective appeal to the most superficial emotions. A perfectly capable to the finish.
ending Sept. 26-28:
cast, including John Litel, Donald Barry, Lynne Roberts, R^uth Terry
Practically nobody but the trade
"The Merry Monahans" (Univ.)
"Pearl of Death" (Univ.)
ever sees a picture in that order. It
ORPHEUM— (2,440) (45c-6Sc-85c) 7 days. and Emma Dunn, is lost in the loosely strung story, directed without
follows that the experience of the exGross: $19,000. (Average: $15,000).
hibitor or critic seeing product from
apparent
involved. regard for individual capacities of the' players or the roles
"Since You Went Away' '(UA)
start to finish is not identical with the
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (74c-$1.20)
In flashback, the story of Barry, a soldier of World War I, is pre- experience of the ultimate consumer,
5th week. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $11,000).
sented, as it is told to a World War II postwar planning commission to wherefore neither is his opinion of it.
"Music in Manhattan" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (45c-65c-85c) 7 emphasize the necessity of preventing in our time what happened the
To provide his prospective clients
days. Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $29,300. last time. John Litel, a priest, does the telling, of how Barry came back and the press with a correct view of
(Average: $27,000).
from France to find no available jobs and no compensatory means of that which the ultimate consumer is
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
WARFIELD— (2,680)
(76c-85c-$1.10) 7
to behold, a producer would be on the
days, 4th week. Gross: $24,500. (Average: security in his difficult readjustment period. Barry joins a crooked 'pro- right track if he started somewhere in
$25,000).
tective association,' headed by Alexander Granach, as 'front man.' He mid-picture, ran oft another feature, a
"Janie" (WB)
eventually gets a five-year prison term which serves only to seat more cartoon and a newsreel next, and then
"The Last Ride" (WB)
FOX— (5,000)
(45c-65c-85c)
7 days. deeply his hatred for society. Upon his release from jail Barry forms got to the beginning of his own proGross: $27,000. (Average: $28,000).
his own 'protective association,' having spurned his mother, Miss Dunn, duction.
"Dragon, Seed" (M-G-M)
Screenings would take longer, but
PARAMOUNT— (2,740) (45c-65c-85c) 7 and his girl, Miss Roberts. Miss Terry, a hard-boiled nightclub enterdays. Gross: $33,000. (Average: $20,000).
accuracy would be served.
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G-M)
tainer, arrives on the scene, and brings Barry's complete downfall. In
•
the ultimate showdown with the law, Barry is killed, but not before he
"Strangers in the Night" (Rep.)
Any takers ?
STATE — (2,308) (45c-65c-85c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $14,500. (Average: $13,000). pens a note to Litel, the priest, who had once befriended him. He adWalter Lantz, who produces 'Car"Double Indemnity" (Para.)
mits repentance for his misdeeds, laying the responsibility upon an un- tunes'
for Universal release, is con"Port of 40 Thieves" (Rep.)
prepared
and
inadequate
society.
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (45c-65c-85c) 7
ducting, through that company's fordays, on a moveover from the Fox. Gross:
a checkup
on audience
Eddy White produced and Steve Sekely directed, from Arnold Man- taste eign
foroffices,
cartoons
in France,
Italy,
$16,000. (Average: $11,000).
off's screenplay, based upon an original by Prescott Chaplin.
Holland, Belgium and, as they open
Running time, 69 minutes. Release date, Oct. 12. Helen
"G."* McNamara up, other liberated countries. . . .
Columbia
Dual Is
David Hempstead's next two produc$10,100 Leader
tions for RKO Radio will be "Cor*"G" denotes general classification.
by Ben Czenzi
Hecht, Ormonde,
Herman Mankiewicz nered,"and
and
Omaha, Sept. 27. — "The Impatient
Years," dualled with "One Mysteri"Marry at Leisure," by Virginia Led'SYWA'DoublesK.C.
ous Night" at the Brandeis Theatre,
erer. . . . Rosalind Russell's next for
did the best comparative business here. 'Cross', 'Seed' Are
Columbia is "Some Call It Love," a
The top gross, $12,000, was rolled up
comedy by William Thiele and Laslo
Gross with $28,000
by "Wing and a Prayer," plus "South Holdover
Tops
Gorog, concerning a psychiatrist. Virof
ginia Van Upp will
wasDixie,"
fair. at the Orpheum. Weather
• produce it.
Estimated receipts for the week
Kansas City, Sept. 27.— The MidPRC announces two more picCleveland, Sept. 27. — "Dragon
ending Sept. 27-28:
land leads this wek with "Since You
Seed"
and
"Seventh
Cross,"
both
"The Impatient Years" (Col.)
tures for its 1945-46 program, "Kenholdovers, made the best showing in Went Away" grossing about $28,000.
"One Mysterious Night" (Col.)
tucky Mansion," to be produced by
The
Newman
with
"I
Love
a
SolBRANDEIS— (1,300) , (44c -60c) 7 days. a poor week. "Dragon Seed" almost
Martin Mooney, as a sequel to the
Gross: $10,100. (Average: $6,500).
dier"
will
get
about
$13,500.
It
was
doubled the average at Loew's Ohio not an overwhelming week on the
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
same
"The Great
Mike,"
OMAHA— (2,000) (44c-60c) 7 days, 2nd with a $9,000 gross. "Wilson" had a
to starcompany's
Robert Henry,
also seen
in
week, on a moveover from the Paramount. fair
play in its second week at the whole, but the weather has been unsettled
and
so
has
the
public
mood.
Gross: $8,400. (Average: $8,400).
RKO Palace, grossing $20,000.
that film, and "Madman of MatteEstimated receipts for the week wan," to star Frank Jenks and Iris
"Wing and a Prayer" (20th-Fox)
Estimated receipts for the week
"South of Dixie" (Univ.)
Adrian. The latter will be produced
"Wilson" Sept.
(20th -Fox)
Sept. 27:
ending
26-29 :
ORPHEUM— (3,000) (44c-60c) 7 days. ending
"Secret
Commandi"
(Col.)
by
Leon Fromkess, with Al Herman
Gross: $12,100. (Average: $9,800).
APOLLO— (1,100) (75c-$1.10) 6 days, 3rd in association
and directing.
"Janie" (WB)
ALLEN— (3,000) (45c-55c-65c)
7 days. week.
Gross:
$3,500.
(Average:
$1,500).
•
PARAMOUNT— (2,900) (44c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $8,500).
"The
Merry
Monahans"
(Univ.)
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
Gross: $11,400. (Average: $11,700).
ESQUIRE—
(800)
(45c-65c)
7
days.
Gross:
A
somewhat
special
interest attaches
WARNER' HIPPODROME— (3,500) (45c(Average: $6,000).
55c-65c) 7 days. Gross: $13,500. (Average: $6,000.
to the disclosure that RKO Radio is
"Since
You
Went
Away"
(UA)
$22,100).
Blumenthal
Schedule
MIDLAND— (3,500) (40c-60c) 7 days.
"In Society" (Univ.)
to make a picture to be called "The
$28,000. (Average: $14,000).
WARNERS LAKE— (714) (45c-55c-65c) 7 Gross:
Invisible Army" and time it for redays, 2nd week. Gross: $3,200. (Average: "I Love a Soldier" (Para.)
For Warners at Tops
lease "coincident with the liberation
NEWMAN— (1,900) (46c -65c) 7 days.
At least 16 outdoor short subjects $3,200).
Gross: $13,500. (Average: $10,000).
"Dragon
Seed"
(M-G-M)
of the Philippines." It hasn't gone
Runs Wild" (RKO)
will be made for Warner Bros, this
LOEW'S OHIO— (1,268) (45c-66c) 7 days, "Youth
"Days of Glory" (Univ.)
into production yet, but the studio's
3rd week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $5,season by A. Pam Blumenthal in as- 000).
ORPHEUM— (1,900) (45c-65c) 7 days. printed disclosure says "months of
sociation with Andre DeLaVarre and "Wilson" (aHh-Fox)
Gross: $9,500. (Average: $10,000).
secret preparation" have been put into |
Catcher" (Univ.)
Van Campen Heilner, it was reported
the project and that John Wayne is to
RKO PALACE— (3,300) (75c-$1.10) 2nd "Ghost
"South
of
Dixie"
(Univ.)
star in it, Robert Fellows producing.
here yesterday by Norman H. Moray, week. Stage: Belita and Bob Chester orTOWER — (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days. Stage Additionally, Col. George S. Clarke,
chestra. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $25,- Show.
short subject sales manager, following 400).
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $9,400).
"The Merry Monahans" (Univ.)
who commanded the 57th U. S. In"Sensations of 1945" (UA)
Blumenthal's
return with
from Gordon
Hollywood,
where
he conferred
HolUPTOWN— (2,000) (45c-65c) 7 days.
fantry on Bataan, has been assigned
LOEW'S
STATE— (3,300) (45c-65c) 7 Gross:
$5,000.
(Average:
$5,600).
Gross: $18,000. (Average: $19,000).
lingshead, chief of short subject pro- days.
by
the
Department to work on
FAIRWAY— (700) (45c-65c) 7 days. Gross: the film War
duction at the Coast studio. This is "Seventh Cross" (M-G-M)
as technical adviser, and Col.
$1,000. (Average: $1,600).
LOEW'S
STILLMAN—
(1,900)
(45c-65c)
7
the largest schedule ever undertaken days, 2nd week. Gross : $13,000. (Average :
Carlos P. Romulo, resident commissioner in the U. S. for the Philippine
by the "Blumenthal unit in one season. {10,000).
Heilner will return this week from
Commonwealth, is to cooperate, the
'March of Time' to Blue
studio informs.
Canada, where five subjects have been WLB
"March of Time" will move its
Approves
10%
Aeneas MacKenzie and Richard
shot, including a Canadian Army subweekly radio program from NBC to
Landau
have completed the script,
ject. DeLaVarre is on a vacation. Increase for SOEG
the Blue Network on Nov. 2. The
based
on
a story suggestion by Wilprogram
will
be
broadcas
over
about
t
Los Angeles, Sept. 27. — The Screen
liam Gordon, according to the same
190
stations
on
Thursda
evening
at
s
y
Office
Employes
Guild
today
anstatement. The statement does not
10 :30.
'Trigger' the Host
nounced the War Labor Board's ap"Trigger," the horse, has invited
explain
the requiring
preparationsecrecy,
was conHenry Luce, owner of Time, Inc.,
proval of a 10 per cent overall wage
siwhy
dered amatter
nor
Roy Rogers, his boss, and representatives of the press and Republic ex- increase for 150 members employed by purchased a 121/, per cent interest in how it is going to keep the boys in
ecutives, to a reception at the Hotel Los Angeles exchanges, retroactive to the Blue web for about $1,000,000 the South Pacific from liberating the
last December.
Oct. 19, 1943.
Astor next Tuesday afternoon.
Philippines before release date.
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$40,000

Par

for

'Kismet'

motion

Over

Picture

7

daily

Breezes

11

Aid

MGM's
'Seed9,
Loop;
'Gaslight'
Lead

in L. A.

"Kismet'
Sept.of 27—
Ange
temperatures
a week
inles,
ranLoswild
♦hat included one day of 105 degrees,
Ind picked up a tremendous $73,500
in the Egyptian-Los Angeles-Ritz
triad that averages $33,100. "Arsenic
and Old Lace" weathered the contest,
getting $53,867 in the three Warner
first-runs that average $50,900. But
"Sweet and Lowdown" proved more
latter than former for the Chinese,
Fox Wilshire and Uptown, getting
$27,400 against a $37,750 average.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 27 :
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
(85c-$l 10
CIRCLE-(1,516)
CARTHAY
Gross: $12,500.
7 : days, 7th week.
50)
$1
(Average $11,200).
"Sweet and Lowdown" (20th-Fox)
x)
"In the Meantime, Darling" (ZOth-Fo
)
CHINESE— (2,500) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$l.Q0
days. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $15,500).
"Kismet" (M-G-M)
EGYPTIAN— (1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
days. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $9,500)
"Sweet and Lowdown" (ZOth-Fox)
)
"In the Meantime, Darling" (ZOth-Fox
FOX-WILSHIRE — (2,300) (50c-60c-85c
$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $8,200. (Average
0).
,75Man's
' . „
$11
"The Invisible
Revenge„ (Univ.)
"Dead Man's Eyes" (Univ.)
HAWAII— (1,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.10) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average:
$6,200).
''Casanova Brown" (RICO)
"Moonlight and Cactus" (Univ.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700) (50c-60c-80c) 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $12,000. (Average:
$19,700).
"Sweet and Lowdown" (ZOth-Fox)
"In the Meantime, Darling" (ZOth-Fox)
LOEWS STATE— (2,500) (S0c-60e-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $26,500. (Average:
$24,100).
"Kismet" (M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES — (2,096) (5Oc-60c-85c$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $38,000. (Average:
$14,900).
"Casanova Brown" (RKO)
"Moonlight and Cactus" (Univ.)
PANTAGES— (2,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $9,500. (Average:
$16,700).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT
HOLLYWOOD— (1,407)
(50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 7 days, 6th week. Gross:
$13,500. (Average: $11,000).
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT DOWNTOWN — (3,595)
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 6th week. Gross:
$18,000. (Average: $20,300).
"Kismet" (M-G-M)
RITZ— (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days.
Gross: $15,500. (Average: $8,700).
"Wilson" (ZOth-Fox)
UNITED
ARTISTS— (2,100) (8Sc-$1.10$1.50) 7 days, 7th week.
Gross: $21,150.
(Average: $16,600).
"Sweet and Lowdown" (ZOth-Fox)
"In the Meantime, Darling" (ZOth-Fox)
UPTOWN— (1,716) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 7
days. Gross: $8,200. (Average: $10,500).
"Arsenic and Old Lace" (WB)
WARNER HOLLYWOOD— (3,000) (50c60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $19,265. (Average: $17,000).
"Arsenic and Old Lace" (WB)
WARNER DOWNTOWN— (3,400) (50c60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $17,278. (Average: $18,700).
"Arsenic and Old Lace" (WB)
WARNER WILTERN— (2,200) (50c-60c80c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $16,324. (Average: $15,200).
G. E. Raymond,
79,
Dies on West Coast
Hollywood, Sept. 27. — G. E. Raymond, 79, district manager of the
Orpheum Circuit until his retirement
in 1923, died today at his home here
He was born in Brooklyn. He managed theatres throughout the country
and was a member of the committee
which formulated theatre safety regu
lations following the Iriquois disaster.
He is survived by his widow and a
sister.

AND

NOTHING

BUT

THE

Chicago, Sept. 27. — A strong
weekend, .favored with cool weather,
helped the Loop out of comparatively
lull business this week. Exceptions
were two newcomers : "Dragon
Seed," at the State Lake, and "Gaslight," at the Apollo, which attracted
$35,000 and $17,000, respectively.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending
Sept.
28 :
"Gaslight"
(M-G-M)
APOLLO— (1,200) (55c-65c-95c). Gross:
$17,000.
'I Love (Average:
a Soldier" $11,400).
(Para.)
CHICAGO^(3,850) (55c-85c-95c). ' Stage:
Harry Cool and revue. Gross: $46,000.
(Average: $51,500).
Brother Rat" (WB reissue)
DOWNTOWN— (1,600) (44c-55c-85c-95c)
Stage: Nick Lucas and revue. Gross:
$14,000).
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" (Col.)
Secret Command" (Col.)
GARRICK— (1,000) (55c-65c-95c). Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $9,100).
"Bride
By Death"
Mistake"(Univ.)
(RKO)
"Pearl of
GRAND— (1,250) (50c-60c-85c-95c). Gross:
. ,500. (Average: $9,100).
"A Wave, a Wac and a Marine" (Mono.)
ORIENTAL — (3,200) (44c-55c-85c-95c).
Stage: Louis Jordan and orchestra. Gross:
$31,000.
"Christmas(Average:
Holiday"$24,000).
(Univ.)
"Moonlight and Cactus" (Univ.)
PALACE
(2,500) $24,000).
(50c-60c-85c-95c).
Gross:
$25,000.— (Average:
'Wing and a Prayer" (2Cth-Fox)
ROOSEVELT—
(1,500) (Average:
(55c-65c-9Sc)
.2nd '
week.
Gross: $20,000.
$20,000).
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
STATE
LAKE— (2,700) (55c-65c-95c).
Gross: $35,000. (Average: $29,000).
"Two Girls and a Sailor" (M-G-M)
UNITED'
ARTISTS— (1,700) (50c-65c-95c);
week$24,000.
Gross:
(Average: $20,000).
"Man From 'Frisco" (Rep.) 5 days, 2nd
"Casanova Brown" (RKO) 2 days
WOODS— (1,200) (55c-65c-95c) 7 days.
Gross: $14,500. (Average: $10,000).
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Sept.top27.receipts
— "Wilson,"
at Indianapolis,
the Indiana, will
here
this week, expecting a $20,000 gross.
The
withRat,"
"Maskwill
of do
Dimitrios"
and Lyric,
"Brother
$7,000,
against a $4,900 average. Other
houses are average.
Estimated receipts for the week end-
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NOV.

ANNOUNCES

WHICH

ARMY

PARAMOUNT

FROM

DEPT.

S

THANKSGIVING!"

FOR

$20,000

IT'S

METEORIC

"Hail
Hero" (Para.)
ingthe
Sept.
26-28:
"Crime
ByConquering
Night" (WB)
CIRCLEV-(2,800) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$10,500.
"Wilson" (Average:
(20th-Fox) $11,800).
INDIANA — (3,200) (75c-$1.10) 7 days.
Gross:
$11,600).
"Silent $20,000.
Partner" (Average:
(Rep.)
KEITH'S
4 days.
show.
Gross:— (1,500)
$4,700. (60c)
(Average:
$5,000).Stage
'The Impatient Years" (Col.)
'Ever Since Venus" (Col.)
LOEWS— (2,800) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$12,000.
(Average:
$11,500).
"Mask
Dimitrios"
'Brotherof Rat"
(WB) (WB)
LYRIC— (2,000) (32c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $4,900).
Burke Services Today
Services for Edwin Burke, screen
writer, playwright and director, who
died here Tuesday, will be held at St.
Malachy's Roman Catholic Church at
10 o'clock this morning. Burke, who
wrote or collaborated on a number of
Will Rogers' films and on others including "The Farmer Takes a Wife"
and "The Littlest Rebel," was a member of the Lambs and the Players.
His
adaptation
of "Bad
Girl"Arts
won and
an
Academy of Motion
Picture
Sciences Award in 1932.
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Names

Warner

U.

S. Alters

On Bonus

Two

as

New

Foreign

Heads

Milder Post Unchanged,
Rest of World Divided

Supervision over Warners' foreign film sales has been divided, following the resignation this week of
Robert Schless as foreign general
manager. Harry M. Warner, president,
has appointed Joseph S. Hummel, who
has been foreign sales manager, in
charge of Continental Europe, Scandinavia, Africa, Palestine and Syria, and
Wolfe Cohen, formerly Canadian general manager, in charge of Mexico,
South America, Central America,
Australia, New Zealand and the Far
East.
Max Milder, managing director in
Great Britain, will continue as head of
all of the company's activities in that
territory working directly under the
supervision of H. M. Warner, as previously.
Hummel has been with Warners for
(Continued on page 3)
Canadian
To

Draft

Exhibitors
New

Code

Toronto, Sept. 28. — The meeting
of the Canadian Moving Picture Distributors Association called for Monday deal with the final draft of negotiations with organized Canadian independents for adoption of the new conciliation code for Canadian business.
This meeting is scheduled to be followed by a peace conference with
representatives of the Independent
Theatre Owners in Toronto, Wednesday, expected delegates including
P. W. Mahon of Prince Albert representing Western Canada, and A. J.
Mason of Springhill, N. S., president
(Continued on page 3)

YORK,

U.S.A., FRIDAY,

Rules

SEPTEMBER

In d us

try

Near

Payments
Set

for

to

See

Postwar

Continuing

Studio executives, turning attention
to postwar production trends, foresee
costs continuing at present high levels
and possibly even increasing, Red
Kann will say in Motion Picture Herald today, from Hollywood. The
producers believe comedies, musicals,
mysteries and Westerns will better
their pereninal popularity. Although
Prefect Appeal to Be
only war stories "of stature" will surHeard in November
vive, many not possible now for security reasons, will appear on the scene.
Appeal from Judge Carroll Hincks'
April 14 decision against Prefect More pictures than ever will be in
Theatres in its $5,452,575 anti-trust color.
Little disagreement on these points
suit, filed Monday in U. S. District
Court, New Haven, by Raymond E. appears in the answers to questions
Hackett, Prefect attorney of record, submitted to 11 studio officials: Jowill be brought on for hearing in the
seph M. Schenck, 20th Century-Fox
Frank
Freeman, Paramount
U. S. District Court of Appeals prob- Y.
ably in November, counsel for the Charles W. Koerner, RKO Radio
plaintiffs stated here yesterday.
Herbert J. Yates, Republic ; W. Ray
The suit, charging a majority of the Johnston, Monogram ; Leon From(Continued on page 3s)
kess, PRC; William Goetz, Interna-

CENTS

Hear
Video

6th

The entire industry is now rapidly
nearing complete mobilization in the
forthcoming 6th War Loan drive,
Harry Brandt, national chairman, revealed here yesterday. The goal set
by the Treasury Department for the
drive, announced to start on Nov. 20
and end Dec. 16, has been set at $14,000,000,000 after conferences in Washington with leaders, bankers and fiscal
experts.
Individual sales are expected to account for $5,000,000,000, with banking
$2,413,507
and corporate purchases expected to
yield another $9,000,000,000. National
(U' Profit
"E" bond sales have been given a
goal of approximately $2,500,000,000.
Theatre bond sales and all sales
elsewhere
reported to the Federal
Universal Pictures, Inc., yesterday
Reserve Bank from Nov. 1 to Dec.
reported consolidated net earnings of 31
will be credited in the drive.
$2,413,507, after all charges, including
taxes, for the 39 weeks ended July
29. This compares with $2,771,338
in the corresponding period ended Doob to Direct Loew
July, 1943. The profit, before providing for Federal income and excess
profits taxes for the 1944 period was DriveUnderSchenck
$7,566,507, compared with $8,445,538
in the same 1943 period.
Oscar A. Doob yesterday was
For the 13 weeks ended July 29, net named by Nicholas M. Schenck,
profits, after all charges and taxes,
of Loew's, Inc., to direct
were $579,562, compared with $912,- president
the Sixth War Loan campaign for
786 in the 1943 period. Earnings be- the Loew-M-G-M organization. Also
fore provision for taxes were $2,771,- appointed at a meeting of company
662, compared with $3,327,731 in the executives here were : C. C. Mos(Continued on page 3)
1943 period.

Costs

FCC

Theatre

Washington, Sept. 28.— Internal Revenue Bureau regulations for the payment of
bonuses under the Salary
Stabilization Act, have been
revised to permit employers
who have customarily paid
bonuses or other additional
compensation to continue to
do so without prior approval,
subject to certain limitations.

Producers

TEN

29, 1944

High

tional, and producers David O. Selznick, Samuel Goldwyn, Sol Lesser and
Harry Sherman.
Costs of production will continue
high "until, or unless, the general economic condition of the industry should
reach the point where reductions become necessary for survival," Freeman
believes. Yates pointed out that the
companies "have contracts with various guilds and unions whose salary
rates for their members have been
definitely established" and, further,
"the price of materials, with few minor
exceptions, will remain at present
levels for some months to come."
Goetz declared that "the price of
talent will be higher because competition will be keener as soon as many
restrictions are lifted." And Selznick
and Goldwyn see costs going up because that is the only direction in
which they have ever gone. Schenck
and Koerner, however, expect a grad(Continued on page 3)

Postwar
Film,
To

Needs

Radio

Appear

Spokesmen
Oct. 15

Washington, Sept. 28. — The
Federal Communications Commission today began a month of hearings on the post-war needs for frequency channels of various radio services, including theatre television and
the use of radio in film production,
results of which will be used by the
Department of State in the development of Inter-American and worldwide radio conventions to be worked
out in conferences planned for next
The allocation investigation, first to
be made since 1936, will cover all
bands from 10 to 30,000 kilocycles,
and is designed to pave the way for
year.
general use of the great developments
in all branches of radio which have
been made during the war, as well as
to provide(Continued
space foron services
page 3) expected

Expand
Of

Film

State

Unit

Dept.

Washington, Sept. 28.— Reorganization and expansion of the motion
picture and radio division of the Office of Public Information, under direction of John M. Begg, has been
completed by the State Department in
anticipation of greatly enlarged activiwar. ties after the end of the European
The section is now called the International Information Division and
its responsibilities, heretofore confined to liaison between the Department and other Federal agencies in
matters involved in the dissemination
(Continued on page 3)

Bellfort

and

Clarke

Promoted
by RKO
Present and anticipated increases in
foreign business prompts RKO Radio
to expand that department, under
Phil Reisman, who left this week for
a South American trip. In line with
the expansion, Joseph Bellfort, member of the home office legal staff, has
been assigned by Gordon Youngman,
general counsel, to the foreign department, while Edmund Clarke, assistant manager in Argentine, has
been transferred to headquarters here.
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Altec
6,000

Motion

Now
U.S.

Services
Theatres

Six thousand theatres are now serviced by Altec Service Corp., for both
reproducing and associated booth
equipment maintenance, George L.
Carrington, Altec president disclosed
here yesterday in announcing plans
for the company's annual conference,
to be held Oct. 16-20 at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.
This year in addition to the district
managers, branch managers and field
supervisors will attend the sessions,
at which executives will review ways
and means Altec has devised in keeping theatre sound equipments functioning at peak performance through
the war. The delegates also will examine, hear, and discuss post-war
equipment and new, improved technique in the servicing and furnishing
of repair and replacement parts. They
will visit the various Hollywood-Los
Angeles manufacturing and assembly
plants of Altec Lansing Corp. to view
the manufacture of theatre loudspeaker systems, amplifiers and components, power supply units, transformers, networks and associated electronic apparatus.
Executives Attending
Executive attending the conference
from Altec's New York office will be :
Carrington, H. M. Bessey, E. Z. Walters, Stanley W. Hand and H. S.
Morris. The following district and
branch managers and district supervisors will attend: H. B. Moog, L. J.
Hacking, R. Hilton, R. C. Gray, O.
E. Maxwell, Warren Conner, M. G.
Thomas, C. J. Zern, G. E. Wiltse, F.
C. Dickely, S. M. Pariseau, R- A.
Quinn, Bert Sanford, Jr., A. J. Rademacher, L. J. Patton, D. A. Peterson,
W. E. Gregory, C. S. Perkins.
West Coast executive personnel attending will be: A. A. Ward, J. B.
Lansing, John K. Hilliard, E. O.
Wilschke, A. Fiore, E. B. Lee, J.
Maurice Ridge, J. A. Cameron, Harry
W. Dodge.

Picture

Ontario Agitating
For Time Change
Toronto, Sept. 28. — With
the lifting of the ban on outdoor lighting in Ontario Sunday night, agitation has developed for abolishment of
daylight saving time throughout Canada as a permanent
measure, and as further modification ofregulations cramping business conditions. With
removal of electric power restrictions an official source
stated paper mills will now
resume full production.
There will be no further
paper shortage and restrictions on the use of paper for
civilian advertising purposes
will be dropped. This is still
another help for normal theatre operation.
Ohio
Back

Turns
One

Clocks

Hour

Columbus, O., Sept. 28. — The majority of Ohio towns have already
turned clocks back one hour, to Eastern Standard Time, with Columbus,
Findlay, Fostoria, Fremont, Marietta,
Massillon, Mt. Vernon, St. Marys,
Wilmington, Toledo and Zanesville
making the change next Sunday. However, Bellaire, East Liverpool, Martins Ferry and Conneaut will remain
on Eastern War Time, one hour ahead
of the balance of the state.
'Star of Tomorrow'
Gets Para. Contract
Hollywood, Sept. 28. — Sonny Tufts,
the winner of first place in Motion Picture Herald's "Star of Tomorrow"
poll, today was given a new contract
by Paramount. He is now starring in
"Miss Susie Slagle's."
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Daily

'ImpatientYHayride'
Dual

for

$14,500

Providence, Sept. 28. — Business fell
off generally in downtown theatres
here, presumably because of the reopening of schools. Only "The Merry
Monahans," "The Impatient Years"
and "Louisiana Hayride" at the Strand
earned a hold-over.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 29Monahans"
:
"The
(Univ.)
"FalconMerry
in Mexico" (RKO)
RKO-ALBEIE — (2,239) (35c-44c-S5c) 8 days.
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $12,800).
"The Impatient Years" (Col.)
"Louisiana Hayride" (Col.)
STRAND— (2,200) (44c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
$14,500. (Average: $10,500).
"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G-M re-issue)
"Shadows in the Ni^ht" (Col.)
LOEWS STATE— (3,232) (35c-44c-55c) 7
days. Gross: $16,500. (Average: $17,700).
"Greenwich
Village"
(Mth-Fox)
"The Last Ride"
(WB)

Hollywood
Hollywood, Sept. 28
1VJ ADMAN'
lywood-Glendale
used the
car deal<y
MUNTZ,
Holer who ran a series of comic spot announcements on local radio broadcasts
into
a national
reputation
current 1
Coronet),
engaged
Pessis (see
& Ettinger,
publicists, to say for him that he planning
of of
"a its
Hollvt
wood Pressconstruction
Building, first
kinti '

It is to be located on Sunset Strip,
in
the nation."
according
to P. & E., and will house
trade publications, fan magazines, publicity and public relations agencies and
other related press activities, and the
idea was brought to his attention (still
quoting the release) by members of
the motion picture and publishing
"Janie"
(WB) — (2,250) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days. fields who urged centralization of the
MAJESTIC
Gross: $10,200. (Average: $12,100).
widely scattered news agencies to ex"Boogie-Woogie Dream" (Hollywood Prod.)
pedite news presentation.
CARLTON— (1,526) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days,
Now it's no secret in Hollywood
3rd week on a moveover after two weeks at that
the place needs such a building
the Majestic. Gross: $2,900. (Average:
as it needs a watering trough at Hol$4,000). Doors to Death" (PRC)
"Seven
lywood and Vine for tired horses.
FAY'S— (1,800) (35c-44c-55c) 7 days. On
nobody's inclined to laugh off the
stage: Eight Dancing Beauties, Billy Van, Yet
Muntz proposal. Hero of probably
Helen Terry, Dot Deering, Ulaine Malloy, the
outstandingest publicity campaign
Birdland. Gross: $6,700. (Average: $6,500).
"The Contender" (PRC)
put over in these parts since Mack
METROPOLITAN — (3,050) (44c-60c) 3
days. On stage: Marion Hutton, Henny Sennett got away with "Mickey,"
Muntz might go through with it.
Youngman,
Bob Strong's
•
$7,500. (Average:
$6,900). Orchestra. Gross:
Cary Grant lias been signed by
Warners to portray Cole Porter in
"Night
and Day," the story of the
Pittsburghers
Pay
composer's
which
Michael Arthur
Curtis
will directlife,for
producer
Schwarts.
. . is. going
'Cartune'
producer
Walter Lantz
to revive
the
Oszvald Rabbit character, shelved
for 'Lace'
$23,500
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28. — The Stanley three years ago, in response to some
led off this week on an anticipated 3,000 letters from fans and exhibitors.
. . . Vanguard has signed Emil Kuri,
gross of $23,500 with "Arsenic and
Old Lace." Lena Home held the spot- set
decorator
of "Spellbound," to a
Hvo-year
contract.
light on the stage.
•
Estimated receipts for the week endLaraine Day will be starred by
"In Society"
(Univ.)
RKO Radio in "Those Endearing
ing Sept. 25-29
:
FULTON — (1,700) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days,
Young
Charms," from Edward
2nd week. (20-th-Fox)
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $8,500).
"Wilson,"
Chodorov's stage play, which Bert
HARRIS— (2,200) (76c matinee, $1.10 eve- Granet will produce. RKO obtained the work in script form from
ning) 7 days,
2nd week.
Gross: $15,000.
(Average:
$10,000).
Samuel Goldwyn. . . . Hal B. Wal"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G-M)
PENN— (3,400) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days. Gross: lis has engaged George Brent to
$14,500. (Average: $21,700).
play the male lead opposite Joan
"Up in Arms" (RKO-Goldwyn)
RITZ — (1,100) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days, 3rd Fontaine in "The Affairs of Susan,"
week.
Moveover from Warner. Gross: scheduled as his second production
$5,000. (Average: $3,000).
for Paramount. . . . June Preisser
"Her Primitive Man" (Univ.)
and Arnold Stang are to play leads
"Ladies of Washington" (20th-Fox)
SENATOR — (1,750) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days. in "Let's Go Steady," Columbia muGross: $3,600. (Average: $3,400).
sical, which Del Lord will direct.
"Arsenic and Oldl Lace" (WB)
•
STANLEY — (3,800) (40c-55c-85c) 7 days.
Gross: $23,500. Average: 622,000).
M-G-M has struck a new high with
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
WARNER— (2,000) (35c-44c-65c) 7 days. 14 of its 33 stars at work at the studio
2nd week, on a moveover from the Penn. at one time. They include Greer GarGross: $10,000. (Average: $9,350).
con, Lionel Barrymore, Frank Sinatra. Gene Kelly, Kathryn Grayson,
Judy Garland, Robert Walker. Lana
'Conspirators' Premiere
Turner, Laraine Day, Susan Peters.
Warners' "The Conspirators," star- V an Johnson, Esther Williams and
ring Hedy Lamarr and Paul Henreid, Robert Donat, the latter at work in
will have its world premiere Oct. 11 the London plant. Slated to start next
in a pe-release day-and-day engage- month are Margaret O'Brien, Snencer
ment at the Warner and Merritt Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Ginger
Theatres in Bridgeport, Conn. The Rogers, Walter Pidgeon, Fred Asfilm will also open simultaneously at taire and Lucille Ball.
•
the Strand, Hartford and the Capitol,
Springfield, Mass. The Broadway
Jackie Moran, boy star of "Song of
premiere will be at the Strand, Oct. the Open Road," has been signed by
20, following "Arsenic and Old Columbia for "Let's Go Steady." . . .
Vanguard has assigned to Dore S chary

Shafer to Build Another
Detroit, Sept. 28 — Walter D.
Shafer reports that he will continue
'Way' in Lead Again; on plans for a new 1,500-seat theatre
here, despite the fact that an applica$15,000 in Milwaukee
tion for Federal approval on materials
Milwaukee, Sept. 28. — Lifting of is still pending. Shafer, owner of the
the 'polio' quarantine on Saturdays Shafer Wayne here and the Garden,
has resulted in an upturn of business Garden City, contends that the new
at both neighborhood and first-run
theatre is essential in "a critical war
theatres here. "Going My Way", at area." The new house will be erected
the Palace, is headed for a third week,
at a cost of $100,000 with an addirunning 40 per cent above average.
tional $50,000 for equipment.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 28:
Berne to Build Drive-In
"Sweet and Low-Down" (20th-Fox)
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28. — Headed by
"Dangerous Journey" (20th-Fox)
WISCONSIN— (3,200) (4Oc-6Oc-80c) 7 days. J. M. Berne of Cleveland, a partner
Gross: $14,000. (Average: $14,000).
of the late Mort H. Singer in the
"Going My Way" (Para.)
PALACE — (2,400) (40c-60c-80c) 7 days. 3rd Signer circuit, a group of theatre
week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $11,500). men has acquired property here on
"Dragon Seed" (M-G-M)
STRAND — (1,400) (40c-60c-80c) 7 days, 3rd which they will erect a Drive-In
theatre, to begin as soon as materials
week. Gross: $4,500. (Average: $4,500).
"Janie" (WB)
are available. The group, which op"Crime By Night" (WB)
erates a Drive-in in Louisville, is
ALHAMBRA — (1,900) (50c-72c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $10,000). also negotiating for location in this
territory.
"The Girl
Who and
Dared"
Jimmie
Dorsey
Band (Rep.)
RIVERSIDE — (2,700) (65c-85c) 7 days.
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $15,000).
Rep. Signs Butter field
"In Society" (Univ.)
Republic has closed with Butter"The Mummy's Ghost" (Univ.)
WARNER — (2,400) (50c-72c). Gross: field's 117 theatres in the Michigan
$14,000. (Average: $14,000).
territory for its 1944-45 program.
Republic president James R. Grainier, Central district sales manager McDonnell to Oklahoma
5am Seplowin, and Detroit branch
Para. Buys 'Landlubber'
Hollywood, Sept. 28— Paramount manager I. H. Pollard represented
Hollywood, Sept. 28. — Grover McDonnell, formerly Republic salesman
has purchased "The Lady and the Republic, while the circuit was repreLace."
sented by E. C. Beatty, president, and in Dallas, was named Monogram
Landlubber," an original comedy, and
assigned E. D. Leshin to produce.
Oklahoma manager, effective Monday.
J. O. Brooks.

the
of "So Little
from production
J. P. Marquandfs
novel Time,"
of the
same name, with a December date set
for start of shooting. . . . John Lite!
has been given the role of Robert E.
Lee in Walter Wanger's "Salome —
Where She Danced I' for Universal.
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